10,000 black men named George: (DVD)  
15628.ID  
COLOR 89 MIN PARAMOUNT 2002  
Paramount DVD Collection Series - When the Great Depression struck America in the 1920s, finding work was hard, but if you were poor and black it was virtually impossible. Working as a porter for the Pullman Rail Company was an option, but it meant taking home a third as much as white employees and working some days for free. You could forget about being called by your real name: all black porters were simply called George, after George Pullman, the first person to employ emancipated slaves. Asa Philip Randolph, a black journalist and educated socialist trying to establish a voice for these workers, agrees to fight for the Pullman porters cause and form the first black union in America. Livelihoods and lives would be put at risk in the attempt to gain 10,000 signatures of the men known only as George. This is the true story of the formation of the first black-controlled union, the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, and of how a courageous leader came to be known as the most dangerous man in America. Based on the novel 'A Long Hard Journey' by Frederick McKissack. Written by Cyrus Nowrasteh. Directed by Robert Townsend. Language: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.  

100 rifles: (one hundred rifles): (DVD)  
13671.ID  
COLOR 109 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1969  
An American sheriff comes to Mexico to arrest a fugitive and becomes involved with an Indian uprising against a sadistic Mexican general. Using the money the sheriff crossed the border to retrieve to buy weapons, the sheriff, the outlaw, and the outlaws beautiful sidekick take up arms to battle against the Mexican forces. Based on the novel by Robert MacLeod. Cast includes Jim Brown, Raquel Welch, Burt Reynolds, Fernando Lamas, Dan O’Herlihy, Hans Gudegast. Screenplay by Clair Huffaker and Tom Gries. Directed Tom Gries. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes photo gallery; Production still gallery; Poster and one-sheet gallery; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned.  

100th anniversary collection: Katharine Hepburn  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
The corn is green: (DVD)  

12 angry men: (DVD)  
05151.VH  
COLOR 93 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1957  
Suspenseful drama about twelve jurors trying to reach a verdict in a murder trial. Eleven agree that the defendant is guilty, but one lone juror believes the man is innocent and sets out to prove it. Adapted from the teleplay by Reginald Rose; cast includes Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Ed Begley, E.G. Marshall, Jack Warden, Martin Balsam, John Fiedler, Jack Klugman, Edward Binns, Joseph Sweeney, George Voskovec and Robert Webber; directed by Sidney Lumet.  

12 men: (The thirteenth warrior): (DVD)  
10112.VH  
COLOR 103 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1999  
An ambassador from an Arab land joins forces with a group of Vikings in the barbaric North to wage battle against ferocious creatures legendary for devouring all living things in their path. The prediction of a fortune teller foretells of a mythic thirteenth warrior who will aid in the quest of the Vikings and the ambassador is swept into the crusade. Based on a novel by Michael Crichton. Cast includes Antonio Banderas, Omar Sharif,
of the same title by Arthur C. Clarke, and considered a classic of the genre. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. This VHS version features before the movie the original theatrical trailer.


2001, a space odyssey
05015.VD
COLOR 148 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1968
A space voyage to Jupiter turns into chaos when a computer, HAL 9000, takes over. Based on the classic science fiction novel of the same title by Arthur C. Clarke, and considered a classic of the genre. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. Supplementary material includes footage from the documentary on the making of the movie; a montage of images from the films and NASA entitled "Art and Reality," and production documents, memos and photos. Letterbox format.


2001, a space odyssey : (DVD)
17367,ID
COLOR 148 MIN WARNER HOM 1968


2001, a space odyssey : (DVD)
08022,ID
COLOR 148 MIN WARNER HOM 1968
A space voyage to Jupiter turns into chaos when a computer, HAL 9000, takes over. Based on the classic science fiction novel of the same title by Arthur C. Clarke, and considered a classic of the genre. Cast includes Keir Dullea, Gary Lockwood. Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick and Author C. Clarke. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; two theatrical trailers; soundtrack remastered in Dolby Digital 5.1; interview with Arthur C. Clarke; English, French, and Spanish subtitles.


20th Century Fox Marquee Musicals
For descriptions see individual titles:
Gentlemen prefer blondes : (DVD)

20th Century Fox Studies Classics
For descriptions see individual titles:
Love is a many-splendored thing : (DVD)
The rains came : (DVD)
20th Century Fox Studio Classics Best Picture Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
- All about Eve
- Gentleman's agreement
- How green was my valley
- Ox-bow incident
- Sunrise: a song of two humans

20th century women: (Twentieth century women): (DVD)
20203.ID
COLOR 118 MIN LIONSGATE 2016
The story of three women who explore love and freedom in Southern California during the late 1970s. Set in 1979 Santa Barbara where a single mother with a teenage son enlists two younger women and a bohemian handyman to help raise her boy. The group forms a threeway family that remains connected for the rest of their lives. Cast includes Annette Bening, Elle Fanning, Greta Gerwig, Lucas Jade Zumann, Brian Crudup.
Written and directed by Mike Mills. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; New interviews with author Elmore Leonard; Feature films – United States.; California, Southern – Drama.; Families; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

21 and over: (Twenty-one and over): (DVD)
19856.ID
COLOR 93 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2013
On the day before a critical med school interview, straight A college student Jeff Chang gets a surprise visit from his two best buds to celebrate his twenty-first birthday. In no mood to party, Jeff finally agrees to a single drink, which quickly leads to an over the top, out of control night filled with epic beer pong, smoking hot coeds and one angry buffalo. Can Jeff’s friends get their plastered pal cleaned up in time for his morning appointment? Cast includes Miles Teller, Justin Chon, Skylar Astin, Sarah Wright, Jonathan Keltz. Written and directed by Jon Lucas and Scott Moore. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature films – United States.; California, Southern – Drama.; Families; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

3:10 to Yuma: (Three ten to Yuma): (DVD)
19870.ID
COLOR 122 MIN LIONSGATE 2007
Arizona in the late 1800s. Infamous outlaw Ben Wade and his vicious gang of thieves and murderers have plagued the Southern Railroad. When Wade is captured, Civil War veteran Dan Evans, struggling to survive on his drought-plagued ranch, volunteers to deliver him alive to the train that will take the killer to the prison that will serve his terms. Wade and Evans, each from very different worlds, begin to earn each other's respect. But with Wade's outfit on their trail, and dangers at every turn, the mission soon becomes a violent, impossible journey toward each man's destiny. A remake of the 1957 film and based on the short story by Elmore Leonard. Cast includes Russell Crowe, Christian Bale, Logan Lerman, Dallas Roberts, Ben Foster, Peter Fonda, Vinessa Shaw, Alan Tudyk, Luce Rains, Gretchen Mol, Lennie Loftin, Rio Alexander, Johnny Whitworth. Screenplay by Halsted Welles, Michael Brandt, and Derek Haas. Directed by James Mangold. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director James Mangold; "Destination Yuma" making-of documentary; "An epic explored" featurette; "Outlaws, gangs and posses" documentary; Deleted scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

3 needles: (DVD)
11820.ID
11820.DM
COLOR 127 MIN WOLFE VIDE 2007
Three stories from around the world of people facing the harsh realities of the AIDS crisis. Stories set in China, Canada, and Africa show how the disease impacts people in different ways and how individuals respond to the challenges of living and dying with the disease. Cast includes Shawn Ashmore, Stockard Channing, Tanabadee Chokpikultong, Isabelle Cyr, Olympia Dukakis, Sook-Yin Lee, Lucy Liu, Sandra Oh, Ian Roberts, Chloe Sevigny, Anele Solwandle. Written and directed by Thom Fitzgerald. This DVD version features the director’s cut of the feature; Deleted scenes; Documentaries: “China AIDS Initiative” with Magic Johnson and Yao Ming, and “House on Fire - AIDS in America”; Theatrical trailer and TV promo; Photo gallery; English closed captioning.

30 days of night: (Thirty days of night): (DVD)
19899.ID
19899.PK
COLOR 113 MIN SONY PICTU 2007
Barrow, Alaska: northernmost town in the U.S. Isolated in 80 miles of roadless wilderness, cut off every winter for 30 days of night.” So says the opening screen. More importantly, the population dwindles from over 500 to 150 souls willing to brave the cold and the seemingly endless night. Charged with protecting the town during its nocturnal period, Sheriff Eben is a man trying to reconnect with his estranged wife Stella, who misses the last plane out before nightfall. As they deal with being thrust together again, a rash of crimes–including the killing of a number of dogs and the destruction of a helicopter–breaks out over the tiny town. As Eben and Stella attempt to solve these crimes, powerful strangers walk into town, seemingly supporting them and with the few lights available, townsfolk must try to survive the 30 Days of Night. Based on IDW Publishing comic by Steve Niles and Ben Templesmith. Cast includes Josh Hartnett, Melissa George, Danny Huston, Ben Foster, Mark Boone Junior, Mark Rendall. Screenplay by Steve Niles, Stuart Beattie, and Brian Nelson. Directed by David Slade. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Josh Hartnett, Melissa George and...
producer Rob Tappert; Eight behind-the-scenes featurettes: Pre-production – Boxing Barron; The look, guts, and the nasty #@$!; Stunts The vampire Night shoots Casting: BLOOD + Episode 1; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Slade, David.

❖ 30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 01 : discs 01-08 : (DVD )
19994,ID
COLOR 999 MIN TEAM MARKE 2014
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : (Thirty for thirty) Series - Documentary films produced by ESPN films. Sport stories told in the form of a documentary by acclaimed Hollywood directors. This Fifth Anniversary collection features the complete set of 30 for 30, 30 for 30 Soccer Stories, Nine for IX series, and selections from 30 for 30 Shorts, plus several other films from the creators of the 30 for 30 series, totally over 100 films. This collection includes: Disc 01: Kings Ransom – The band that wouldn’t die; Disc 02: Muhammad and Larry – Without bias – The legend of Jimmy the Greek; Disc 03: The U – Winning time – Reggie Miller vs the New York Knicks; Disc 04: Guru of Go – No crossover – the trial of Allen Iverson; Disc 05: Silly little game – Run Ricky run – The 16th man; Disc 06: Straight outta L.A. – June 17th, 1994; Disc 07: The Two Escobars – The birth of big air; Disc 08: Jordan rides the bus – Little big men – One night in Vegas. This DVD collection features title search; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Athletes; Documentary television programs; Feature films – United States.; Short films – United States.; Football; Sports – Anecdotes.; Soccer players – Columbia – Medelin – Biography.

❖ 30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 02 : discs 09-16 : (DVD )
19995,ID
COLOR 999 MIN TEAM MARKE 2014
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : (Thirty for thirty) Series - Documentary films produced by ESPN films. Sport stories told in the form of a documentary by acclaimed Hollywood directors. This Fifth Anniversary collection features the complete set of 30 for 30, 30 for 30 Soccer Stories, Nine for IX series, and selections from 30 for 30 Shorts, plus several other films from the creators of the 30 for 30 series, totally over 100 films. This collection includes: Disc 09: Unmatched – The house of Steinbrenner – Into the wind; Disc 10: Four days in October – Once upon a time; Disc 11: Tim Ritter – Fernando nation – Marion Jones : press pause; Disc 12: The best that never was – Pony excess; Disc 13: The fab five – Catching hell; Disc 14: Renee – The dotted line – The real Rocky; Disc 15: Charismatic – Unguarded – Roll tide/war eagle; Disc 15: The Marinovich project – The announcement – Herschel. This DVD collection features title search; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Athletes; Documentary television programs; Feature films – United States.; Short films – United States.; Football; Transgenderism.; Basketball; Sports – Anecdotes.; Los Angeles Dodgers (Baseball team).; Baseball players.

❖ 30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 03 : discs 17-24 : (DVD )
19996,ID
COLOR 999 MIN TEAM MARKE 2014
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : (Thirty for thirty) Series - Documentary films produced by ESPN films. Sport stories told in the form of a documentary by acclaimed Hollywood directors. This Fifth Anniversary collection features the complete set of 30 for 30, 30 for 30 Soccer Stories, Nine for IX series, and selections from 30 for 30 Shorts, plus several other films from the creators of the 30 for 30 series, totally over 100 films. This collection includes: Disc 17: Break – 9.79”; Disc 18: There’s no place like home – Benji – Ghosts of Ole Miss; Disc 19: You don’t know Bo – Survive and advance; Disc 20: Elway to Marino – Hawaii; the legend of Eddie Aikau – Free spirits; Disc 21: No Mas – Big shot; Disc 22: This is what they want – Bernie and Ernie – The book of Manning; Disc 23: Youngstown boys – The price of gold; Disc 24: Rotation for the big East – Slaying the bigger. This DVD collection features title search; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Athletes; Documentary television programs; Feature films – United States.; Short films – United States.; Football; Basketball; Sports – Anecdotes.; Hawaii – Surfing.; Baseball players.; Surfing.

❖ 30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : (Thirty for thirty)
For descriptions see individual titles:
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 01 : discs 01-08 : (DVD )
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 02 : discs 09-16 : (DVD )
30 for 30 : fifth anniversary collection : No. 03 : discs 17-24 : (DVD )
300 : (three hundred) : (DVD )
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOM 2007
13988,ID
In the Battle of Thermopylae of 480 BC, an alliance of Greek city-states fought the invading Persian army in the mountain pass of Thermopylae. Vastly outnumbered, the Greeks held back the enemy in one of the most famous last stands of history. Persian King Xerxes lead an Army of well over 100,000 men to Greece and was confronted by 300 Spartans, 700 Thespians and other Slave soldiers. Xerxes waited many days for King Leonidas to surrender or withdraw. When the Greeks did not leave, Xerxes was left with no option and he moved forward. The battle lasted for about 3 days and after which all 300 Spartans were killed. The Spartan defeat would not have happened if not for a local shepherd, named Ephialtes, who defected to the Persians and informed Xerxes of a separate path through Thermopylae, which the Persians could use to outflank the Greeks. Cast includes: Gerard Butler, Lena Headey, David Wenham, Dominic West, Vincent Regan, Michael Fassbender, Tom Wisdom, Andrew Pleavin, Andrew Tiernan, Rodrigo Santoro, Peter Mensah, Stephen McHattie. Directed by Zack Snyder. This 2-disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Additional scenes of the traitorous hunchback and never-before-seen giant warriors; Frank Miller’s vision realized on film; “300 Spartans – fact or fiction?” the shocking life of a Spartan revealed; “Who were the Spartans?” how the actors built their characters based on Spartan customs; Webisodes: go on set with the cast and crew; commentary by director Zack Snyder, screenwriter Kurt Johnstad and director of photography Larry Fong; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French.


300 : (three hundred) : (DVD )
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOM 2007
13987,ID
In the Battle of Thermopylae of 480 BC, an alliance of Greek city-states fought the invading Persian army in the mountain pass of Thermopylae. Vastly outnumbered, the Greeks held back the enemy in one of the most famous last stands of history. Persian King Xerxes lead an Army of well over 100,000 men to Greece and was confronted by 300 Spartans, 700 Thespians and other Slave soldiers. Xerxes waited many days for King Leonidas to surrender or withdraw. When the Greeks did not leave, Xerxes was left with no option and he moved forward. The battle lasted for about 3 days and after which all 300 Spartans were killed. The Spartan defeat would not have happened if not for a local shepherd, named Ephialtes, who defected to the Persians and informed Xerxes of a separate path through Thermopylae, which the Persians could use to outflank the Greeks. Cast includes: Gerard Butler, Lena Headey, David Wenham, Dominic West, Vincent Regan, Michael Fassbender, Tom Wisdom, Andrew Pleavin, Andrew Tiernan, Rodrigo Santoro, Peter Mensah, Stephen McHattie. Directed by Zack Snyder. This DVD version
300 : (Three hundred) : (DVD)

10470,DM

COLOR 116 MIN WARNER BRO 2007

The movie is a historical drama about the ancient Battle of Thermopylae, where a small band of Spartans fought against a much larger Persian army. The story focuses on King Leonidas and his decision to stand and defend his homeland against the invader. The film features a spectacular visual representation of the battle, with a focus on the courage and sacrifice of the Spartans. It also includes a retelling of the ancient Greek legend of King Leonidas and his warrior band.

50 first dates : (Fifty first dates) : (DVD)

50175,DM

COLOR 99 MIN SONY PICTU 2004

This romantic comedy follows a research scientist who suffers from a specific type of short-term memory loss and doesn't remember anything that happened the day before. When he meets Lucy, he falls in love with her, but the next day she can't remember him. Lucy decides to help him remember by helping him remember his dreams.

7 men from now : (seven men from now) : (DVD) 

13807,DM

COLOR 78 MIN PARAMOUNT 1956

This film follows a group of men who are stranded on a deserted island and must work together to escape. The story is filled with action and adventure, with each man bringing their own unique abilities and skills to the group. The film is a classic adventure tale that has stood the test of time.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.

Feature films – United States

This category includes a variety of films made in the United States, ranging from classic comedies to historical dramas. These films are known for their high production values and strong performances from well-known actors. The list includes films such as "300" and "50 First Dates," which have become iconic in their respective genres.
The 7th voyage of Sinbad:

The legendary adventures of Sinbad the sailor continue in this spectacular epic film. Sinbad, bold sailor and prince of Baghdad, sets out on a voyage to the mysterious Island of Colossus to obtain the egg of a roc — a fierce, giant bird, in order to help restore Princess Parisa to normal size. The princess has been reduced to the size of a man's thumb by an evil magician. On Sinbad's fantastic voyage he will encounter a collection of mythical monsters, including: a Cyclops, a two-headed roc, a dragon, and a fighting skeleton. The mythical monsters are brought to life by the animated special effects of Ray Harryhausen. Cast includes Kerwin Mathews, Kathryn Grant, Richard Eyer, Torin Thatcher, Written by Kenneth Kolb. Special effects created by Ray Harryhausen. Directed by Nathan Juran.

Feature films — United States.; Rogues and vagabonds — Drama.; Sailing — Drama.; Middle Eastern America; Sinbad the Sailor (Legendary character) — Drama.

8 mile : (eight mile) : (Blu-ray Disc)

Jimmy, known to his friends as Rabbit, is a young man trying to make his way out of the burned-out shell of inner-city Detroit. Rabbit is a white kid trying to make music in a predominantly African-American community and culture. After Rabbit freezes up in the midst of an MC battle, he’s convinced he’s missed his only chance to take one more shot at making his dream a reality. Cast includes Eminem, Kim Basinger, Brittany Murphy, Mekhi Phifer, Evan Jones, Omar Benson Miller. Written by Scott Silver. Directed by Curtis Hanson. This Blu-ray Disc version features exclusive never-before-seen rap battles with Eminem; Exclusive never-before-seen music video (from The Eminem Show album); Eminem talks about making “8 mile”; Authentic “8 mile” with Curtis Hanson; The music of “8 mile”; Language: English; Spanish (5.1 surround); Italian (Italian); English Closed-captioned. This Blu-ray Disc must be played using a Blu-ray player.


9 to 5 : (Nine to five)

When single father Dennis Nash is evicted from his home, his only chance to win it back is to go to work for Rick Carver, the charismatic and ruthless businessman who evicted him in the first place. It’s a deal-with-the-devil that provides security for his family; but as Nash falls deeper into Carver’s web, he finds his situation grows more brutal and dangerous than he ever imagined. Cast includes Andrew Garfield, Michael Shannon, Laura Dern, Clancy Brown, Tim Guinee, J.D. Evermore. Story by Ramin Bahrami and Amir Naderi. Directed by Ramin Bahrami. This Blu-ray version features widescreen presentation; Feature-length audio commentary by writer and director Ramin Bahrami with a specially selected deleted scene; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


A-haunting we will go : (DVD)

Laurel and Hardy undertake to deliver a corpse to a distant city, but find they are actually helping to smuggle a wanted crook through police lines. Cast includes Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Dante the Magician. Sheila Ryan, Don Costello, Elish Cook, Jr. Screenplay by Lou Breslow. Story by Lou Breslow and Louis B. Meehle. Directed by Rudi Blechman. This DVD version includes a frame presentation; Commentary by noted film historian Scott MacCullivray; “Tree in a Test Tube” featurette; Fox Movietone news footage; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish; Subtitle: English, Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Comedy films.; Werker, Alfred, 1896-.

A.I. Artificial intelligence : (DVD)

Set in a future world of runaway global warming and significant scientific advances, an android robot that looks like a little boy and programmed for unconditional love, becomes a burden to his family and is tossed aside. Brought into the family to stand in for their own son who had fallen ill, the android is no longer needed when their real son returns to the family. Tossed out into the world alone, the robot holds onto his belief in the Pinocchio
story, and goes on a search for the Blue Fairy to turn him into a real boy, so his family will love him again. The advanced android embarks on an extraordinary adventure to discover the secret of his true identity. Cast includes Haley Joel Osment, Jude Law, Frances O'Connor, Brendan Gleeson, William Hurt. Based on the short story by Brian Aldiss and the screen story by Ian Watson. Screenplay and directed by Steven Spielberg. This special two-disc DVD version features scene access; Widescreen presentation; Documentary on bringing A.I. to the screen; Interviews with Steven Spielberg, Haley Joel Osment, and Jude Law; Newly-produced behind-the-scenes featurettes on the making of A.I.; Interview with Sound Designer Gary Rydstrom at Skywalker Ranch; A visit to Stan Winston Studios with early "Teddy" footage; Interviews with Lucasfilm's ILM special effects group; Trailer, storyboards, drawings and hundreds of photos approved by Steven Spielberg for this release; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films–United States; Androids – Drama.; Dreams – Drama.; Artificial intelligence – Drama.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

Above the rim : (DVD) 18128,ID
18128,DM
COLOR 97 MIN NEW LINE C 1994

Kyle Lee Watson is an inner-city high school basketball star torn between college and the lure of the streets. During an important championship play-off game, Kyle grandstands to catch the attention of a Georgetown college scout. Instead, he impresses Birdie, a powerful gang leader who is assembling a team to compete in the neighborhood Shoot-Out contest, a high-stakes street basketball tournament for the bragging rights of the city. Cast includes Duane Martin, Leon, Tupac Shakur, Marlon Wayans. Special features include: Dolby digital 5.1 surround sound, theatrical trailers and DVD-ROM content. Directed by Brian Helgeland. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired; English subtitles.


Absolute power 07289,VH
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1996

A career thief, while in the process of committing a robbery, witnesses the President of the United States murdering a woman. Who will believe the word of an ex-con against the President? Still, it is in the best interests of the White House, if the thief weren't alive to tell his story. Based on the novel by David Baldacci. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Ed Harris. Directed by Clint Eastwood.

Feature films – United States.

About last night : (DVD) 12942,ID
12942,DM
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1986

After drinks at a favorite Chicago hang-out, Danny Martin and Debbie Sullivan head to Danny's place to indulge in the single's quest—the one-night-stand. Danny and Debbie wind up living together. And amid the daily dramas of husband and wife, they begin to realize that making love is easy, saying "I love you" is difficult, and being in love the hardest of all. Cast includes Rob Lowe, Demi Moore, James Belushi, Elizabeth Perkins. Music by Miles Goodman. Based on David Mamet's play "Sexual Perversity in Chicago." Screenplay by Tim Kazurinsky and Denise DeClaue. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


About the boy : (DVD) 09406,ID
COLOR 102 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002

A bachelor whose primary goal in life is avoiding any kind of responsibility is drawn into the life of a 12-year-old boy. When the bachelor discovers that some women are attracted to single fathers, he invents an imaginary son to attract young single mothers. The boy, who is being raised by his single mother, discovers the man's ruse and uses it to blackmail the bachelor into spending time with him. The man becomes his reluctant mentor and the two become intertwined in each other's lives. Based on the book by Nick Hornby. Cast includes Hugh Grant, Toni Collette, Rachel Weisz. Nicholas Hoult. Screenplay by Peter Hedges, Chris Weitz, and Paul Weitz. Music by Badly Drawn Boy. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan. English or French dialogue with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana.

About a boy : (DVD) 10662,VH
B&W 90 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1955

Two Americans stuck in Cairo, Egypt learn about a potential means to get back home, they apply for the positions of chaperones for a mummy corpse being sent to the United States. Their plan begins to unravel first when the archaeologist hiring for the position ends up dead and secondly when the mummy comes back to life. Along the way the men become in possession of a sacred medallion that holds the key to ancient buried treasure. Many men and one ancient mummy would kill to get their hands on the medallion. Comedy team Abbott and Costello provide many laughs in this madcap Egyptian adventure. Cast includes Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Marie Windsor, Michael Ansara, Peggy King. Screenplay by John Grant. Directed by Charles Lamont.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana.

Absolute power 07289,VH
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1996

A career thief, while in the process of committing a robbery, witnesses the President of the United States murdering a woman. Who will believe the word of an ex-con against the President? Still, it is in the best interests of the White House, if the thief weren't alive to tell his story. Based on the novel by David Baldacci. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Ed Harris. Directed by Clint Eastwood.

Feature films – United States.

About last night : (DVD) 12942,ID
12942,DM
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1986

After drinks at a favorite Chicago hang-out, Danny Martin and Debbie Sullivan head to Danny's place to indulge in the single's quest—the one-night-stand. Danny and Debbie wind up living together. And amid the daily dramas of husband and wife, they begin to realize that making love is easy, saying "I love you" is difficult, and being in love the hardest of all. Cast includes Rob Lowe, Demi Moore, James Belushi, Elizabeth Perkins. Music by Miles Goodman. Based on David Mamet's play "Sexual Perversity in Chicago." Screenplay by Tim Kazurinsky and Denise DeClaue. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Above the rim : (DVD) 18128,ID
18128,DM
COLOR 97 MIN NEW LINE C 1994

Kyle Lee Watson is an inner-city high school basketball star torn between college and the lure of the streets. During an important championship play-off game, Kyle grandstands to catch the attention of a Georgetown college scout. Instead, he impresses Birdie, a powerful gang leader who is assembling a team to compete in the neighborhood Shoot-Out contest, a high-stakes street basketball tournament for the bragging rights of the city. Cast includes Duane Martin, Leon, Tupac Shakur, Marlon Wayans. Special features include: Dolby digital 5.1 surround sound, theatrical trailers and DVD-ROM content. Directed by Brian Helgeland. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired; English subtitles.


About a boy : (DVD) 09406,ID
COLOR 102 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002

A bachelor whose primary goal in life is avoiding any kind of responsibility is drawn into the life of a 12-year-old boy. When the bachelor discovers that some women are attracted to single fathers, he invents an imaginary son to attract young single mothers. The boy, who is being raised by his single mother, discovers the man's ruse and uses it to blackmail the bachelor into spending time with him. The man becomes his reluctant mentor and the two become intertwined in each other's lives. Based on the book by Nick Hornby. Cast includes Hugh Grant, Toni Collette, Rachel Weisz. Nicholas Hoult. Screenplay by Peter Hedges, Chris Weitz, and Paul Weitz. Music by Badly Drawn Boy. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan. English or French dialogue with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana.

About a boy : (DVD) 09406,ID
COLOR 102 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002

A bachelor whose primary goal in life is avoiding any kind of responsibility is drawn into the life of a 12-year-old boy. When the bachelor discovers that some women are attracted to single fathers, he invents an imaginary son to attract young single mothers. The boy, who is being raised by his single mother, discovers the man's ruse and uses it to blackmail the bachelor into spending time with him. The man becomes his reluctant mentor and the two become intertwined in each other's lives. Based on the book by Nick Hornby. Cast includes Hugh Grant, Toni Collette, Rachel Weisz. Nicholas Hoult. Screenplay by Peter Hedges, Chris Weitz, and Paul Weitz. Music by Badly Drawn Boy. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan. English or French dialogue with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana.

About last night : (DVD) 12942,ID
12942,DM
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1986

After drinks at a favorite Chicago hang-out, Danny Martin and Debbie Sullivan head to Danny's place to indulge in the single's quest—the one-night-stand. Danny and Debbie wind up living together. And amid the daily dramas of husband and wife, they begin to realize that making love is easy, saying "I love you" is difficult, and being in love the hardest of all. Cast includes Rob Lowe, Demi Moore, James Belushi, Elizabeth Perkins. Music by Miles Goodman. Based on David Mamet's play "Sexual Perversity in Chicago." Screenplay by Tim Kazurinsky and Denise DeClaue. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.

Ace in the hole
15774,ID
B&W 111 MIN PARAMOUNT 1951

Across 110th street : (DVD)
09698,ID
COLOR 101 MIN METRO-GOLD 1972
A criminal crew robs a Mafia racket in Harlem. The heist doesn’t go exactly as planned and the place is blown up. Two New York cops join forces to bring the crew to justice, before the Mob takes out their anger on the whole of Harlem. Now the cops and the Mob are both chasing the crew, who is expected to make it past 110th Street. Based upon the novel by Wally Ferris. Cast includes Anthony Quinn, Yaphet Kotto, Anthony Franciosa. Screenplay by Luther Davis. Directed by Barry Shear. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; subtitles: French and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Gangster films; Mafia – Fiction.; Harlem (New York, N.Y.) – Drama.; Gangster films and programs.

Action in Arabia : (DVD)
13973,ID
B&W 212 MIN ROK RADIO 1944

Adam's rib : (DVD)
12826,ID
B&W 100 MIN WARNER BRO 1949
Husband and wife attorneys find themselves opponents on a high profile trial. Adam Bonner is the assistant District Attorney prosecuting a beautiful woman accused of shooting her philandering husband. His wife Amanda Bonner gets involved in the case because she sees it as a feminist cause. As the case progresses things heat up in the courtroom and at home for the couple. Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Judy Holliday, Tom Ewell, David Wayne, Jean Hagen. Screenplay by Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Women lawyers – United States – Drama.; Hepburn, Katharine, 1907-2003.; Cukor, George, 1899-1983.

Adaptation : (DVD)
10391,ID
10391,DM
COLOR 114 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2002
A Hollywood screenwriter Charlie Kaufman is hired to adapt the best selling novel "The Orchid Thief" by New Yorker journalist Susan Orleans, he experiences a creative block and ends up writing himself into the film. Reality and imagination crash together and fiction blends with fact for an imaginative story that is funny, surprising, and moving. Based on the book "The Orchid Thief" by Susan Orleans. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Meryl Streep, Chris Cooper. Screenplay by Charlie Kaufman and Donald Kaufman. Directed by Spike Jonze. This DVD version features animated menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Trailer; Cast and filmmaker filmographies.; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French. Feature films – United States.

Admission : (Blu-ray Disc)
18397,ID
COLOR 107 MIN UNIVERSAL 2013

Adam resurrected : (DVD)
14369,ID
COLOR 106 MIN IMAGE ENTE 2008
Before he was sent to a concentration camp by the Nazi's Adam Stein, was a cabaret impresario, magician, and circus owner. To survive he performs for the camp's Commandant. While his wife and daughter die, he remains alive, albeit as the camps performing "dog." After being liberated he spends the next 15 years of his life as a patient at a hidden experimental insane asylum in Israel. He uses his magic tricks and comic abilities to stay sane. When he tries to help a young boy also suffering, he is forced to deal with his own pain and healing. Based on the novel by Yoram Kaniuk. Cast includes Jeff Goldblum, William Dafoe, Derek Jacoby, Ayelet Zurer, Moritz Bleibtreu. Directed by Paul Schrader. This DVD version features audio commentary with director Paul Schrader, Behind the scenes; Deleted scenes; Haifa International Film Festival Q&A; Trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Feature films–Germany; Feature films–Israel; Feature films – United States.; Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)–Drama.; Interpersonal relations – Drama.; Holocaust survivors – Drama.; Psychiatric hospitals – Drama.; Schrader, Paul, 1946-
subtitles in Spanish or French. English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Adventure in Iraq : (DVD)

13994,ID
B&W 64 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1943

After their small plane runs out of gas, a pilot with the U.S. Flying Tigers and his two civilian passengers are forced to land near a remote area of Iraq populated with fanatic Arab devil worshippers. They come upon the mysterious Kingdom of Ghatshu where a wealthy and sophisticated Sheik welcomes them to his opulent palace. The three American realize, however, that they have become prisoners in the plush castle and that the Sheik is a Nazi collaborator with evil plans for their future. Cast includes John Loder, Ruth Ford, and Paul Cavanagh. Screenplay by George R. Bilsom and Robert E. Kent. Directed by D. Ross Lederman. This DVD version includes Index; Catalog; Language: English.


Adventure in Sahara : (DVD)

15277,ID
B&W 56 MIN SONY PICTU 1938

The Samuel Fuller collection Series - After he learns that his brother has died as a result of the cruelty of his commanding officer, Captain Savatt, American pilot Jim Wilson becomes determined to exact revenge. His plan is to join the French Foreign Legion. He is assigned to Captain Savatt's fort in the Sahara desert, where he leads a mutiny. Fighting breaks out between locals and the Foreign Legion, and Jim's aviator girlfriend is caught up in it all. Finally, a trial is held and Captain Savatt is imprisoned. Cast includes Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gordon, and Lorna Gray. Story by Samuel Fuller. Screenplay by Maxwell Shane. Directed by Ross D. Lederman. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The adventures of Francis the talking mule, volume 1 : (DVD)

12988,ID
COLOR 348 MIN UNIVERSAL 1949

Francis the talking mule: A talking mule adopts a second lieutenant as his master in the Burmese jungle during World War II. Francis goes into races: Peter and Francis go to stay on a horse breeding ranch. Peter is smitten by the owner's granddaughter, and Francis enjoys the easy life. But a debt has come due that threatens the ranch, and Francis uses connections with his equine friends to come up with some winners. Francis goes to West Point: Francis the mule gets his buddy Peter into West Point, then finds Peter can't handle it. Francis covers the big town: Peter and the talking mule Francis enter the fast-paced New York newspaper world. Thanks to Francis, Peter is soon the town's hottest reporter. Cast includes Donald O'Connor, Patricia Medina, Zasu Pitts, Ray Collins, John McIntire, Piper Laurie, Cecil Kellaway, Jesse White, Lori Nelson, Alice Kelley, Palmer Lee, William Reynolds, Yvette Dugay, Gene Lockhart, Nancy Guild, and Francis voiced by Chill Wills. Adapted from the novel by David Stern. Directed by Arthur Lubin. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


The adventures of Robin Hood : (DVD)

12644,ID
12644,DM
COLOR 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1938

Errol Flynn stars as the intrepid hero of the downtrodden, English legend Robin of Locksley. Along with his band of Merry Men, he robs from the rich and gives to the poor. Based upon ancient Robin Hood legends. Cast includes Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland, Basil Rathbone, Claude Rains, Alan Hale, Eugene Pallette. Original screenplay by Norman Reilly Raine and Seton I. Miller. Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Directed by Michael Curtiz and William Keighley. This two-disc special edition DVD version features scenes access; Documentaries on the movies making and the Technicolor process; Audio commentary; Outtakes: Music-only audio track; Leonard Maltin hosts Warner Bros. The Movies 1938 with Trailer (“Angel with dirty faces”), newsreel, musical short (Freddie Rich and his orchestra), and cartoon (Merrie Melodies “Katnip Kollege”); Robin Hood through the ages; Home movies; More vintage cartoons, short subjects and studio blooper reel; Galleries of art/photo/publicity materials and Errol Flynn trailers; Audio only extras - radio show and Korngold scoring session; Languages and subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The adventures of Sherlock Holmes : (DVD)

10396,ID
B&W 82 MIN MPI HOME V 1939

Sherlock Holmes, the great detective of Victorian Age Great Britain, makes wits with his criminal archenemy Professor Moriarty. Moriarty is on trial for murder, but is acquitted for lack of sufficient evidence. Sherlock Holmes arrives at the courtroom with his plan to destroy Moriarty's alibi, only to find the Professor already released and vanished into the London streets. Moriarty plots his next crime, which includes a strategy to keep Sherlock Holmes of his trail. This Holmes' film is considered the finest of the fourteen films in the Basil Rathbone as Holmes series. Based on the play "Sherlock Holmes" by William Gillette. Cast includes Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Ida Lupino, Alan Marshall. Screenplay by Edwin Blum and William Drake. Directed by Alfred Werker. This DVD version features audio commentary with Richard Valley; Selected theatrical trailers; Production notes by Richard Valley; Photo gallery.

Feature films – United States.; Holmes, Sherlock (Fictitious character).

Advise & consent

07505,VH
B&W 139 MIN WARNER HOM 1962

A Senate subcommittee meets to confirm the President's controversial nominee for Secretary of State. A story of power and procedure, where deals become extortion, closets reveal skeletons, and careers are crushed. Based on the novel by Allen Drury. Cast includes Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Donald Murray, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres, Burgess Meredith, Eddie Hodges, Paul Ford, George Grizzard, Inga Swenson. Screenplay by Wendell Mayes. Directed by Otto Preminger. The film is presented in letterbox format and includes the original theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.

Advise & consent : (DVD)

11276,ID
B&W 138 MIN WARNER BRO 1962

A Senate subcommittee meets to confirm the President's controversial nominee for Secretary of State. A story of power and procedure, where deals become extortion, closets reveal skeletons, and careers are crushed. Based on the novel by Allen Drury. Cast includes Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Donald Murray, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres, Burgess Meredith, Eddie Hodges, Paul Ford, George Grizzard, Inga Swenson. Screenplay by Wendell Mayes. Directed by Otto Preminger. This DVD version features commentary by film historian Drew Casper; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The affair of the necklace : (DVD)
13519.ID
13519.DM
COLOR  117 MIN WARNER BRO  2001
In pre-Revolutionary France, a young aristocratic woman left penniless by the political unrest in the country, must avenge her family's fall from grace by scheming to steal a priceless necklace. Her plot to buy back her royal status will lead to Queen Marie Antoinette to the guillotine. Cast includes Hilary Swank, Jonathan Pryce, Simon Baker, Adrien Brody, Brian Cox, Joely Richardson, Christopher Walken. Written by John Sweet. Directed by Charles Shyer. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Letterbox widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes documentaries "The affair of the necklace: the making of a scandal" and "Designing affair: A Feature-length audio commentary by director Charles Shyer; Additional scenes with optional director commentary; Gag reel; Theatrical trailer; Cast film highlights; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The African queen
12698.VH
12698.DM
COLOR  104 MIN 20TH CENTURY  1951
Set in the African jungle during World War I, a gin-loving river trader rescues an abandoned female missionary. The two escape the German's on his boat, the war torn "African Queen." The perilous trip down river turns into a battle against nature, the Germans, and each other. Their contentious relationship blossoms into love as they survive the river together. Based on the novel "The African Queen" by C.S. Forester. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hepburn, Robert Morley, Peter Bull, Theodore Bikel, Walter Gotel, Peter Swanwick, Richard Marner. Adapted for screen by James Agee and John Huston. Directed by John Huston.


The African Queen : (DVD)
18366.ID
COLOR  105 MIN PARAMOUNT  1951
Universal Cinema Classics Series - At the start of World War I, German imperial troops burn down a mission in Africa. The mission's clergyman was so overtaken with disappointment that he passes away. Shortly after his well-educated, snooty sister Rose buries her brother, she must leave on the only available transport, the 'African Queen' steamboat. The boat is manned by the ill-mannered bachelor, Charlie. Together they embark on a long journey to assist as they survive the river together. Based on the novel "The African Queen" by C.S. Forester. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hepburn, Robert Morley, Peter Bull, Theodore Bikel, Walter Gotel, Peter Swanwick, Richard Marner. Adapted for screen by James Agee and John Huston. Directed by John Huston.


After the thin man : (DVD)
11153,ID
11153.DM
B&W  112 MIN WARNER BRO 1936
The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - The second film in the "Thin Man" series of films which follow the exploits of husband and wife detective team Nick and Nora Charles. He is dashing and suave, she is beautiful and smart and they share the knack for becoming entangled in murder investigations. The couple find themselves on the West Coast on New Year's Eve and the philandering husband of Nora's cousin has disappeared. The detectives are on the case and following up leads for their first case of the new year. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, James Stewart, Elissa Landi, Joseph Calleia, Jessie Ralph, Alan Marshall, Teddy Hart. Directed by W.S. Van Dyke. This DVD version features Robert Benchley comedy short "How to Be a Detective;" Class cartoon "The Early Bird and the Worm;" Radio show with Powell and Loy; "Leo Is on the Air" radio promo; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (Feature film only).


The African queen (Blu-ray Disc)
20358,ID
COLOR  113 MIN LIONSGATE  2015
After miraculously remaining 29 years old for almost eight decades, Adaline Bowman has lived a solitary existence, never allowing herself to get close to anyone who might reveal her secret. But a chance encounter with charismatic philanthropist Ellis Jones reignites her passion for life and romance. When a weekend with his parents threatens to uncover the truth, Adaline makes a decision that will change her life forever. Cast includes Blake Lively, Michiel Huisman, Kathy Baker, Amanda Crew, Harrison Ford, Ellen Burstyn, Richard Harmon, Mark Ghanime, Anthony Ingruber. Story by J. Mills Goodloe and Salvador Paskowitz. Screenplay J. Mills Goodloe and Salvador Paskowitz. Directed by Lee Toland Krieger. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Lee Toland Krieger; "A love story for the ages"; "Style throughout the ages"; "Discovering young Harrison Ford: Anthony Ingruber, an online sensation"; Deleted scenes; Languages: English and Spanish; English Descriptive Audio; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The African queen (Blu-ray Disc)
20359,ID
COLOR  113 MIN LIONSGATE  2015
After miraculously remaining 29 years old for almost eight decades, Adaline Bowman has lived a solitary existence, never allowing herself to get close to anyone who might reveal her secret. But a chance encounter with charismatic philanthropist Ellis Jones reignites her passion for life and romance. When a weekend with his parents threatens to uncover the truth, Adaline makes a decision that will change her life forever. Cast includes Blake Lively, Michiel Huisman, Kathy Baker, Amanda Crew, Harrison Ford, Ellen Burstyn, Richard Harmon, Mark Ghanime, Anthony Ingruber. Story by J. Mills Goodloe and Salvador Paskowitz. Screenplay J. Mills Goodloe and Salvador Paskowitz. Directed by Lee Toland Krieger. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Lee Toland Krieger; "A love story for the ages"; "Style throughout the ages"; "Discovering young Harrison Ford: Anthony Ingruber, an online sensation"; Deleted scenes; Languages: English and Spanish; English Descriptive Audio; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The affair of the necklace : (DVD)
09902.ID
COLOR  138 MIN COLUMBIA/T graphs  1993
A chronicle of the grandeur and hypocrisy of high society in the 1870's United States. The story follows a tragic love triangle between three wealthy New Yorkers, an upstanding attorney, his fiancée, and her unconventional cousin, who comes between the two. Based on the novel by Edith Wharton. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Michelle Pfeiffer, Winona Ryder. Screenplay by Jay Cocks and Martin Scorsese. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features animated menus; scene selection; widescreen presentation; theatrical trailers; filmographies; production notes; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Chinese, Korean, Thai, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Feature films – United States.; Scorsese, Martin
Feature films – United States

Agnes of God (DVD)
06836.VH
COLOR 98 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1985
In an isolation convent the infant of a young nun, Agnes, is found strangled. A court appointed psychiatrist, Marilyn Livingstone, must decide if the devout, but troubled girl is fit to stand trial. In her quest for truth, the psychiatrist goes head to head with the intractable Mother Superior, who assures her that Agnes has no memory of the pregnancy. During the investigation, mysterious aspects of Agnes' personality are uncovered. Based on the stage play by John Pielmeier. Cast includes Med Tilly, Jane Fonda, Anne Bancroft. Directed by Norman Jewison.

Feature films – United States.

Agora : (DVD)
18058,ID
COLOR 126 MIN LIONS GATE 2009
Set at the end of the 4th century, a young slave in ancient Egypt must choose between joining the Christianity movement, which will give him freedom, and Hypatia, the woman he loves, who is his master and an atheist. Cast includes Rachel Weisz, Max Minghella, Oscar Isaac, Ashraf Barhom. Rupert Evans, Homayoun Ershadi, and Michael Lonsdale, Sammy Samir, Richard Durden, Omar Mostafa, Oshri Cohen, YOUSEF SWEID. Special features: director presentation; director commentary; Journey to Alexandria (documentary); deleted scenes; storyboards; photo gallery. Directed by Alejandro Amenabar. In English, with optional subtitles in English or Spanish. Closed-captioned.


Air america : (DVD)
16946,ID
COLOR 113 MIN ARTISAN HO 1990
Based on the book by Christopher Robbins, two renegade pilots are ensnared in the madness of covert operations over Laos during the Vietnam conflict. They lead the crew of AIR AMERICA, a not-so-secret airline that drops everything from live pigs to opium over villages throughout the Vietnamese countryside. Cast features Mel Gibson, Robert Downey, Jr., Nancy Travis, David Marshall Grant, and Lane Smith. Directed by Roger Spottiswoode; screenplay by John Eskow and Richard Rush. Special features include a 16:9 newly remastered feature; feature audio commentary with writer/co-producer John Eskow; pre-flight storyboards and previsualization; "Air America, flight log"; "Return flight, revisiting Air America"; and theatrical trailer. In English with optional Spanish subtitles.


Air force
08571,VH
B&W 119 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1943
The story of the B-17 bomber, known as the "flying fortress," and the important roll they played during World War II. The tale is told of the crew of the Mary Ann, a B-17 that took off from San Francisco in December, 1941 bound for Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The bomber arrived just in time to witness the devastating air attack by the Japanese. Unable to lend any support at Pearl Harbor, the destiny of the bomber and crew are set – the battle may have been lost, but the war has just begun. Cast includes John Garfield, Gig Young, Harry Carey, George Tobias, Arthur Kennedy, James Brown, John Ridgely. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Directed by Howard Hawks.


Air Force One : (DVD)
19853,ID
COLOR 125 MIN SONY PICTU 1997
An uncompromising U.S. President has just told the world he will not negotiate with terrorists. But when Russian terrorists hijack Air Force One, the world's most secure and extraordinary aircraft, the President is faced with a nearly impossible decision – give in to terrorist demands or sacrifice not only the country’s dignity, but the lives of his wife and daughter. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Gary Oldman, Wendy Crewson, Paul Guilfoyle, William H. Macy, Liesel Matthews, Dean Stockwell. Written by Andrew W. Marlowe. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen. This DVD version features fullscreen presentation; Directors commentary; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Airplane II : the sequel : (Laserdisc)
18721,VD
COLOR 84 MIN PARAMONT H 1982
The sequel to the classic comedy spoof of Hollywood disaster movies "Airplane." Many of the same characters return in this second film that features, another airplane out of control and a new female pilot, that may have been lost, but the war has just begun. Cast includes Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty, Lloyd Bridges, Raymond Burr, Chuck Connors, Rip Torn, John Denver, Peter Graves, Chad Everett, Kent McCord, William Shatner, Sonny Bono. Written and directed by Ken Finkelman. This Laserdisc version features extended play and chapter search.

Feature films – United States.; Air pilots – Drama.; Flight attendants – Drama.; War neuroses – Patients – Drama.; Disaster films – Parodies, imitations, etc.; Finkelman, Ken, 1946-.

Airplane : (Laserdisc)
18722,VD
COLOR 88 MIN PARAMONT H 1980
A classic comedy spoof of Hollywood disaster movies. An ex-Navy pilot with a deep aversion to planes finds himself on a flight with an ex-girlfriend he wants to win back. He becomes embroiled in a crisis where the crew and many of the passengers have fallen seriously ill. Now, it is up to him to overcome his fear of flying and land the airplane safely before the poisonings become fatal. Cast includes Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty, Leslie Nielsen, Robert Stack, Lloyd Bridges, Peter Graves. Written for the screen and directed by Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, and Jerry Zucker. This Laserdisc version features extended play and chapter search.


Aladdin
06352,VH
06352,DM
COLOR 90 MIN WALT DISNE 1992
A Disney animated feature film retelling the story of Aladdin and his Magic lamp. The story begins with a boy trying to win the hand of the Princess Jasmine in marriage. The hero, his pet monkey, and the Genie Aladdin frees from imprisonment in a magic lamp, save the Princess from the evil sorcerer, Jafar and in the process learn the importance of being oneself and not hiding behind illusions. Includes the voice of Robin Williams as the Genie. Directed by John Musker, Ron Clements. Animated films; Feature films – United States.

Aladdin : (DVD)
17259,ID
COLOR 90 MIN BUENA VIST 1992
Aladdin is an orphan living on the streets of the city of Agrabah, continually outwitting and avoiding local law enforcement. One day he meets a young girl–also hiding from the guards–who is actually Princess Jasmine, seeking to escape from a disagreement with her father the Sultan about her marriage. He gallantly conceals her, and promptly falls in love. Soon, the Grand Vizier Jafar divines that Aladdin represents the key to his plans, and tricks him into the mysterious Cave of Wonders. Aladdin finds an ornate lamp, and, accidentally comes face-to-face with a blue genie who agrees to grant him three wishes. Aladdin, with the help of his sidekicks – a monkey named Abu and a flying carpet, seeks to win Jasmine's hand, defeat the evil Jafar and his vicious parrot, Iago, and save Agrabah. At the conclusion of his adventures, Aladdin learns that he is a prince where it truly matters most--on the inside. Voices: Scott Weinger, Robin Williams, Linda Larkin, Jonathan Freeman, Frank Welker, Gilbert Gottfried and Douglas Seale.
Produced and directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. This is the Platinum edition compiled on 2-discs. Special features: Disk 1: Deleted songs (14 min.); Deleted scenes (6 min.); Music and more (17 min.); Backstage Disney [optional audio commentary, interactive feature]; Sneak peeks (12 min.); Disc 2: Games & activities [interactive features] (9 min.); Backstage Disney: A diamond in the rough, the making of Aladdin [featurettes]: The producers (12 min.); The music (7 min.); The animators (14 min.); The voice talent (7 min.); Made you look! (4 min.); Alan Menken: Musical Renaissance man (20 min.); The art of Aladdin [slide shows] (9 min.); Publicity [trailers and slide show] (4 min.). In English, dubbed French or Spanish with optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired; closed-captioned.


The Alamo (DVD) 12553.ID 12553.DM
COLOR 137 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2004
The story of the heroic stand taken by two hundred brave men to defend a small Texas fort for thirteen days against thousands of Mexican troops. The band of men makes the ultimate sacrifice in the name of freedom and an independent Texas. Cast includes Dennis Quaid, Billy Bob Thornton, Jason Patric, Patrick Wilson, Jordi Molla, Emilio Echevarria. Written by Leslie Bohem and Stephen Gaghan. Directed by John Lee Hancock. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; "Walking in the footsteps of heroes;" "Return of the legend: the making of The Alamo;" "Deep in the heart of Texas;" Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Alamo (San Antonio, Tex.) – Siege, 1836 – Drama.

The Alamo (DVD) 12552.ID 12552.DM
COLOR 162 MIN METRO-GOLD 1960

Feature films – United States.; Wayne, John, 1907-1979; Alamo (San Antonio, Tex.) – Siege, 1836 – Drama.

The Alan Berliner collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

The family album: (DVD) Intimate stranger: (DVD) Nobody’s business: (DVD) The sweetest sound: (DVD) Wide awake: (DVD)

Alexander: (director’s cut): (DVD) 13981.ID 13981.DM
COLOR 167 MIN WARNER HOM 2004
Academy award winning director Oliver Stone presents a breathtaking new cut of his sweeping epic film, Alexander, the true story of the world’s greatest warrior. Using new footage and dramatically shaping dozens of scenes, he brings to life the overpowering forces and fierce personalities that forever changed history. Cast includes Colin Farrell, Anthony Hopkins, and Angelina Jolie. Screenplay by Norman Springer. Written by Oliver Stone, Christopher Kyle, and Laeta Kalogridis. Directed by Oliver Stone. This two disc special edition DVD includes widescreen presentation; Commentary by Oliver Stone; Three behind the scenes documentaries: “Resurrecting Alexander;” “Perfect is the enemy of good;” and “The death of Alexander;” Theatrical trailers; DVD-ROM PC web link to the online world of Alexander the Great; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Alexander, the Great, 356-323 B.C – In motion pictures.; Stone, Oliver, 1946-

Alfred Hitchcock’s Dial M for Murder: (DVD) 19675.ID 19675.DM
COLOR 105 MIN WARNER HOM 1955
A man devises a plan to murder his wife, not only because he wants her money, but because she is in love with another man. Based on Frederick Knott’s play. Cast includes Ray Milland, Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings, John Williams. Written by Frederick Knott. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features standard version presentation; "Hitchcock and Dial M" Footage from the Limited Edition; "A brief history;" Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Alfred Hitchcock’s Strangers on a train: (DVD) 16097.ID 16097.DM
B&W 101 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
Guy Haines is a tennis star who hates his wife and wants to be free to marry another woman. On a train, he meets Bruno Anthony, who hates his father and offers a chilling plan: each could kill the other’s victim. Guy laughs it off, but when his wife is brutally murdered, he is forced to contend with Bruno’s demands. Cast includes Farley Granger, Ruth Roman, Robert Walker. Screenplay by Raymond Chandler and Czenzi Ormonde. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This two-disc special edition DVD version features standard version presentation; Final release version with commentary by Peter Bogdanovich, Joseph Stefano, Andrew Wilson, plus Hitchcock in an interview excerpt; Theatrical trailer; Preview version of the feature running time 103 mins.; “Strangers on a train: a Hitchcock classic” making-of documentary with Farley Granger, Pat Hitchcock O’Connell, Richard Schickel and other Hitchcock family members, collectors, and aficionados; “The Hitchcocks on Hitch,” “Strangers on a train: the victims P.O.V.,” and “Strangers on a train: an appreciation by M. Night Shyamalan;” “Alfred Hitchcock historical meeting” vintage newscast; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Alfred Hitchcock’s To catch a thief: (DVD) 19676.ID 19676.DM
COLOR 106 MIN PARAMOUNT 1954
A retired American jewel thief living on the French Riviera seeks to prove his innocence by exposing the burglar who has been imitating his technique. Based on the novel by David Dodge. Cast includes Cary Grant, Grace Kelly, Jessie Royce Landis, John Williams. Screenplay by John Michael Hayes. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Peter Bogdanovich and Laurent Bouzereau; Four featurettes: “Writing and casting To catch a thief;” “The making of Hitch a thief;” “Alfred Hitchcock and To catch a thief: an appreciation,” “Edith Head the Paramount years;” Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States

Alfredo Alfredo
08189.VH
COLOR 97 MIN PARAMOUNT 1972
A hapless bank clerk finds the woman he loves, unfortunately she is not his wife. He bounces between the wife he doesn’t want, the woman he does, and Italy’s rigid divorce laws. This broadly played farce is only heightened by lead actor Dustin Hoffman’s voice having been dubbed by an Italian actor. Cast includes Hoffman, Sandrelli, Carla Gravina. Original story and screenplay by Leo Benvenuti, Pietro Germi. In Italian, with English subtitles. This VHS version is in letterbox format.

Feature films – Italy.; Feature films – United States.

Algeriers : (DVD)
13967.ID
B&W 96 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1938
Pepe Le Moko, a thief who escaped from France with a fortune in jewels, has for two years lived in, and virtually ruled, the mazelike, impenetrable Casabah, “native quarter” of Algeriers. A French official insists that he be captured, but sly Inspector Slimane knows he need only bide his time. The suave Pepe increasingly regards his stronghold as also his prison, especially when he meets beautiful Parisian visitor Gaby, who reminds him of the boulevards to which he dare not return and arouses the mad jealousy of Ines, his Algerian mistress. Cast includes Will Smith, Jamie Foxx, Jon Voight, Mario Van Peebles, Ron Silver, Jeffrey Wright, Mykelti Williamson, Jada Pinkett Smith, Nona M. Gaye, Michael Michele, Joe Morton. Music by Lisa Gerrard, Pieter Bourke. Screenplay by Stephen J. Rivele, Christopher Wilkinson, Eric Roth, Michael Mann. Directed by Michael Mann. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated and interactive menus; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


Alice : (DVD)
18870.ID
COLOR 106 MIN MGM HOME E 1988
The Woody Allen collection Series - Comedy about a rich and spoiled New York housewife in a bad marriage. She dreams of having an affair with a musician she met at her children’s school! An acupuncturist she visits in Chinatown gives her mysterious potions that break down her inhibitions, make her invisible and let her see tender moments with loved ones from her past. Cast includes Al Pacino, Alec Baldwin, Steve Martin, Mira Farrow, William Hurt, Keye Luke, Joe Mantegna, Bernadette Peters, Cybill Shepherd, Gwen Verdon. Special features include a collectible booklet and the original theatrical trailer. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English, French and Spanish soundtracks with optional French and Spanish subtitles.


Alice in Wonderland : (DVD)
15209.ID
COLOR 111 MIN WALT DISNE 2010
Alice, now 19-years-old returns to Wonderland and embarks on a journey to discover her true destiny. Based on “Alice’s adventures in Wonderland” and “Through the looking-glass” by Lewis Carroll. Cast includes Mia Wasikowska, Anne Hathaway, Helena Bonham Carter, Johnny Depp, Crispin Glover, Matt Lucas, Alan Rickman, Stephen Fry, Michael Sheen, Timothy Spall, Barbara Windsor. Screenplay by Linda Woolverton. Directed by Tim Burton. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The Mad Hatter, First Alice; Effecting Wonderland; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Alice’s restaurant : (DVD)
08606.ID
08606.DM
COLOR 87 MIN BO-YING 1944
Orphaned as a young child and adopted by a band of notorious thieves, now-grown Ali Baba sets out to avenge his father’s death. He disguises himself as a jeweler and infiltrates the Casbah, where he falls in love with a wealthy tourist, played by Heddy Lamarr. Cast includes Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr, Sigrid Gurie, Peter Lorre, Gene Lockhart, Joseph Calleia. Music by Muhammed Ygner Buchen, Vincent Scotto. Written by James M. Cain, John Howard Lawson. Directed by John Cromwell.

Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern America.

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves : (DVD)
15798.ID
COLOR 87 MIN BO-YING 1944
Orphaned as a young child and adopted by a band of notorious thieves, now-grown Ali Baba sets out to avenge his father’s death. He disguises himself as a jeweler and infiltrates the Casbah, where he falls in love with a wealthy tourist, played by Heddy Lamarr. Cast includes Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr, Sigrid Gurie, Peter Lorre, Gene Lockhart, Joseph Calleia. Music by Muhammed Ygner Buchen, Vincent Scotto. Written by James M. Cain, John Howard Lawson. Directed by John Cromwell.

Language: English.


Aliens : (DVD)
12119.ID
COLOR 157 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
Dramatic biography of boxing great Muhammad Ali, which focuses on the ten-year period of 1964-1974. In that time, the brash, motor-mouthed athlete quickly dominates his sport, meets and marries the beautiful tourist, played by Mia Farrow, William Hurt, Keye Luke, Joe Mantegna, Bernadette Peters, Cybill Shepherd, Gwen Verdon. Special features include a collectible booklet and the original theatrical trailer. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English, French and Spanish soundtracks with optional French and Spanish subtitles.


Alien 3 : (DVD)
16942.ID
COLOR 114 MIN TWENTIETH 1992
Alien: the quadrilogy Series - Lt. Ripley is the lone survivor when her crippled spaceship crashes lands on Fiorina 161, a bleak wasteland inhabited by former inmates of the planet’s maximum security prison. Ripley’s fears that an alien was aboard her craft are confirmed when the mutilated bodies of ex-cons begin to mount. Without weapons or modern technology of any kind, Ripley must lead the men into battle against the terrifying creature. Includes both the 1992 theatrical version (114 minutes) and the extended cut (138 minutes).

Feature films – United States.
and the 2003 Special Edition (144 minutes). Cast features Sigourney Weaver, Charles S. Dutton, Charles Dance, Paul McGann, Brian Glover, Lance Henriksen. Story by Vincent Ward; screenplay by David Giler & Walter Hill and Larry Ferguson; directed by David Fincher. Special features include a full-length commentary by cinematographer Alex Thomson and others. The second disc contains supplemental materials such as featurettes, commentaries, still photo galleries and other extras which are organized into three sections: Pre-production, Production, and Post-production. Language: English; English or Spanish dialogue, English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Alien : (DVD)
16941, ID
COLOR 116 MIN TWENTIETH 1979

Alien : quadrilogy Series - A mindless, savage, and merciless alien is attacking the crew of an intergalactic freighter and it must be stopped before they are all killed. Includes both the original 1979 theatrical release of "Alien" as well as the 2003 "Directors Cut." which features scenes that were originally deleted. The cast includes Sigourney Weaver, Tom Skerritt, Veronica Cartwright, Harry Dean Stanton, John Hurt, Ian Holm, Yaphet Kotto, Bolaji Badejo, Helen Horton and Eddie Powell. The film is directed by Ridley Scott; screenplay by Dan O’Bannon; music by Jerry Goldsmith. Special features include full length audio commentary by Ridley Scott, Dan O'Bannon, Ronald Shusett, Terry Rawlings, and others. The second disc contains supplemental materials such as featurettes, commentaries, still photo galleries and other extras which are divided into three sections: Pre-production, Production, and Post-production. Language: English; English or Spanish dialogue, English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Aliens : (DVD)
16926, ID
COLOR 154 MIN 20TH CENTU 1986

The sequel to the feature film "Alien." The only survivor of man-kind's first interaction with a deadly alien species, Ripley, returns in this action packed outer space thriller. Ripley is asked to accompany a team of high-tech colonial marines and a representative from the company that had funded Ripley's originial disastrous mission to investigate the mysterious disappearance of colonists on a far off world. The colony was set up years ago on the same planet Ripley had her first encounter with the predatory alien. Based on the characters created by Dan O'Bannon and Ronald Shusett. Cast includes Sigourney Weaver, Carrie Henn, Michael Biehn, Paul Reiser. Story by James Cameron, Dan Gilmer, and Walter Hill. Screenplay by James Cameron. Directed by James Cameron. This DVD version was released as part of the "Alien: quadrilogy" collection and features the 1986 theatrical version with audio commentary; 1991 special edition with audio commentary; scene selection; widescreen presentation; Eleven new featurettes; Original treatment by James Cameron; Multi-angle animatic to final scene study; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English; Spanish; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Human-alien encounters – Drama.; Outer space – Drama.; Space colonies – Drama.; Cameron, James, 1954-
ask Dan Cohen, Michael Rossato-Bennett interview; "Alive Inside" soundtrack, trailer.


**All about Eve**

06461,VD
B&W 138 MIN CBS-Fox TV 1950
A penetrating portrait of a Broadway actress who is deceived by a calculating newcomer. Based on the Mary Orr novel, "The Wisdom of Eve." Cast includes Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders, Celeste Holm, Marilyn Monroe, and Gary Merrill; screenplay and direction by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.


**All about Eve**

05037,VH
B&W 138 MIN KEY VIDEO 1950
A penetrating portrait of a Broadway actress who is deceived by a calculating newcomer. Based on the Mary Orr novel, "The Wisdom of Eve." Cast includes Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders, Celeste Holm, Marilyn Monroe, and Gary Merrill; screenplay and direction by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.

Feature films – United States.; Mankiewicz, Joseph, L

**All about Eve**

15143,JD
15143,DM
B&W 138 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1950
20th Century Fox Studio Classics Best Picture Collection Series - From the moment she glimpses her idol at the stage door, Eve Harrington moves relentlessly towards her goal: taking the reins of power from the great actress Margo Channing. The cunning Eve maneuvers her way into Margo's Broadway role, becomes a sensation and even causes turmoil in the lives of Margo's director boyfriend, her playwright and his wife. Only the cynical drama critic see through Eve, admiring her audacity and perfect pattern of deceit. Cast includes Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders, Celeste Holm, Gary Merrill, Hugh Marlowe, Thelma Ritter, Marilyn Monroe, Gregory Ratoff, Barbara Bates, and Walter Hampden. Written and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. This edition features audio commentary by Celeste Holm, Christopher Mankiewicz and Kenneth Geist; Audio commentary by Sam Stagg, author of 'All About All About Eve'; ACM Backstory episode: 'All About Eve'; Original interviews with Bette Davis and Anne Baxter; Four movietone newsreels; Restoration comparison; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, Spanish audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**All about Eve**

14046,ID
B&W 138 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1950
From the moment she glimpses her idol at the stage door, Eve Harrington moves relentlessly towards her goal: taking the reins of power from the great actress Margo Channing. The cunning Eve maneuvers her way into Margo's Broadway role, becomes a sensation and even causes turmoil in the lives of Margo's director boyfriend, her playwright and his wife. Only the cynical drama critic see through Eve, admiring her audacity and perfect pattern of deceit. Cast includes Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders, Celeste Holm, Gary Merrill, Hugh Marlowe, Thelma Ritter, Marilyn Monroe, Gregory Ratoff, Barbara Bates, Walter Hampden. Written and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. This 2-disc special edition DVD version features full screen presentation; Commentary by actor Celeste Holm, Joseph Mankiewicz biographer Ken Geist and Christopher Mankiewicz; Commentary by author Sam Stagg; Isolated score track; "Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz" featurette; "Joseph L. Mankiewicz: A Personal Journey" featurette; "The Real Eve" featurette; "The Secret of Sarah Siddons" featurette; AMC back story; "All About Eve"; Fox Movietone news: Academy Awards honor best film achievements, Hollywood attends gala premiere of "All About Eve"; Holiday Magazine awards, Look Magazine awards; Restoration comparison; Original theatrical trailer and more; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**All is lost**

18364,ID
COLOR 106 MIN LIONS GATE 2014
An open-water thriller about one man's battle for survival against the elements after his sailboat is destroyed at sea. Using only a sextant and nautical maps to chart his progress, he is forced to rely on ocean currents to carry him into a shipping lane in hopes of hailing a passing vessel. But with the sun unrelenting, sharks circling, and his meager supplies dwindling, the ever-resourceful sailor soon finds himself staring his mortality in the face. Featuring Robert Redford. Special features: Filmmaker commentary; "Preparing for the storm" featurette; "Big film, small film" featurette; 3 vignettes: The story, The filmmaker: J.C. Chandor, The actor: Robert Redford; "The sound of All is Lost" featurette. Directed by J.C. Chandor. In English or dubbed Spanish with optional English and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.

Feature films – United States.; Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Shipwrecks – Drama.; Action and adventure films.; Shipwreck survival – Drama.; Sailors – Drama.; Chandor, J. C.

**All my loving**

19155,ID
52 MIN VOICEPRINT 2007


**All over me**

10103,VH
COLOR 95 MIN FINE LINE 1997
An adolescent girl struggles to find friendship and love in a world where kids don't count. Claude is a fifteen-year-old girl growing up in New York, she is discovering herself and her feelings for her best friend. Cast includes Alison Folland, Tara Subkoff, Cole Hauser, Wilson Cruz. Written by Sylvia Sichel. Directed by Alex Sichel.

Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Lesbians

**All quiet on the western front**

08386,VH
B&W 132 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1930
A screen adaptation of Erich Maria Remarque's anti-war novel. The film follows a group of young German recruits in World War I through their passage from idealism to disillusionment. The central character is Paul Baumer who declares, "We live in the trenches and we fight. We try not to be killed – that's all." Based on a novel by Erich Maria Remarque. Cast includes Lew Ayres, Louis Wolheim, John Wray, Slim Summerville, William Bakewell. Adaptation by Maxwell Anderson. Screen story by George Abbott. Directed by Lewis Milestone.

All quiet on the western front : (DVD)
11147,1
11147,1.DM
B&W 130 MIN UNIVERSAL 1930
A screen adaptation of Erich Maria Remarque's anti-war novel. The film follows a group of young German recruits in World War I through their passage from idealism to disillusionment. The central character is Paul Baumer who declares, "We live in the trenches and we fight. We try not to be killed – that's all." Based on a novel by Erich Maria Remarque. Cast includes Lew Ayres, Louis Wolheim, John Wray, Slim Summerville, William Bakewell. Adaptation by Maxwell Anderson. Dialogue by Maxwell Anderson and George Abbott. Screen story by George Abbott. Directed by Lewis Milestone. This DVD version features chapter separator; Full frame presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers' bios; Film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Web links; Language: English; Subtitles: English captioned, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1914-1918 – Drama.; Theatrical trailer; Exclusive liner notes by film theorist Laura Mulvey; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

All quiet on the western front : (DVD)
11147,1
11147,1.DM
B&W 130 MIN UNIVERSAL 1930
A screen adaptation of Erich Maria Remarque's anti-war novel. The film follows a group of young German recruits in World War I through their passage from idealism to disillusionment. The central character is Paul Baumer who declares, "We live in the trenches and we fight. We try not to be killed – that's all." Based on a novel by Erich Maria Remarque. Cast includes Lew Ayres, Louis Wolheim, John Wray, Slim Summerville, William Bakewell. Adaptation by Maxwell Anderson. Dialogue by Maxwell Anderson and George Abbott. Screen story by George Abbott. Directed by Lewis Milestone. This DVD version features chapter separator; Full frame presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers' bios; Film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Web links; Language: English; Subtitles: English captioned, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1914-1918 – Drama.; Theatrical trailer; Exclusive liner notes by film theorist Laura Mulvey; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

All that jazz : (DVD)
11611,1
11611,1.DM
COLOR 89 MIN UNIVERSAL 1955
The story of an attractive, wealthy New England widow who defies social constraints when she falls for a much younger man. The widow falls in love with her sexy gardener, she becomes the target of small town gossip and incurs the wrath of her own children. Her children and the town want the woman to lead a more conventional lifestyle. Cast includes Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Grey, Gloria Talbott. Screenplay by Peg Fenwick. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Feature films – United States.

All that jazz : (DVD)
11611,1
11611,1.DM
COLOR 89 MIN UNIVERSAL 1955
The story of an attractive, wealthy New England widow who defies social constraints when she falls for a much younger man. The widow falls in love with her sexy gardener, she becomes the target of small town gossip and incurs the wrath of her own children. Her children and the town want the woman to lead a more conventional lifestyle. Cast includes Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Grey, Gloria Talbott. Screenplay by Peg Fenwick. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Feature films – United States.

All that heaven allows : (DVD)
08607,1
08607,1.DM
COLOR 123 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Special DVD version features making-of-the-film featurette; “Perverting the standards” featurette; Making-of-the-song “On Broadway;” Movie-one "Take one with us;” Music machine; Bob Fosse photo gallery; Production photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Choreographers; Choreography; Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance; Fosse, Bob, 1927-1987

All that heaven allows : (DVD)
08607,1
08607,1.DM
COLOR 123 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Special DVD version features making-of-the-film featurette; “Perverting the standards” featurette; Making-of-the-song “On Broadway;” Movie-one "Take one with us;” Music machine; Bob Fosse photo gallery; Production photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Choreographers; Choreography; Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance; Fosse, Bob, 1927-1987

All the president's men : (DVD)
05170,1
05170,1.DM
COLOR 139 MIN WARNER HOM 1976


All the president's men : (DVD)
05170,1
05170,1.DM
COLOR 139 MIN WARNER HOM 1976

Feature films – United States.; Watergate Affair, 1972-1974–Drama; Pakula, Alan J., 1928-.

All the president's men : (DVD)
05170,1
05170,1.DM
COLOR 139 MIN WARNER HOM 1976

Feature films – United States.; Watergate Affair, 1972-1974–Drama; Pakula, Alan J., 1928-.

Almost famous : (DVD)
18965,1
18965,1.DM
COLOR 123 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Almost famous presents the opportunity of a lifetime when teenage reporter William Miller lands an assignment from Rolling Stone magazine. Despite the objections of his protective mother, William hits the road with an up-and-coming rock band and finds there's a lot more to write home about than the music. Special features: Anamorphic widescreen (1.85:1) – Stillwater’s “Fever dog” music video – HBO behind-the-scenes featurette “The making of Almost famous” – The Rolling Stone articles – Cast and crew business is dizzyingly presented in this electrifying story about the perils of pushing yourself too hard. The film is filled with Fosse's legendary song-and-dance choreography. Cast includes Roy Scheider, Jessica Lange, Ann Reinking, Leland Palmer, Cliff Gorman, Ben Vereen. Written by Robert Alan Arthur and Bob Fosse. Directed by Bob Fosse. This special music edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with film editor Alan Heim; "Portrait of a choreographer" featurette; "Verifying the standards" featurette; Making-of-the song "On Broadway;" Movie-one "Take one with us;" Music machine; Bob Fosse photo gallery; Production photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Choreographers; Choreography; Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance; Fosse, Bob, 1927-1987
bios – Theatrical trailers – Production notes. Directed by Cameron Crowe. In English with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.


Aloha : (DVD) 19632.ID
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 2015
A celebrated military contractor returns to the site of his greatest career triumphs, the US Space program in Honolulu, Hawaii, and reconnects with a long-ago love while unexpectedly falling for the hard-charging Air Force watchdog assigned to him. Cast includes Bradley Cooper, Rachel McAdams, Emma Stone, Bill Murray, Alec Baldwin, John Krassinski, Bill Camp, Danny McBride. Written and directed by Cameron Crowe. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The untitled Hawaii project: the making of Aloha feature length documentary; Cast gag reel; Language: English and French; English audio description track; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Triangles (Interpersonal relations) – Drama.; Honolulu (Hawaii) – Drama.; Private military companies – Drama.; Crowe, Cameron, 1957-

Altered states : (DVD) 18120.ID 18120.DM
COLOR 102 MIN WARNER HOM 1980


Amadeus : (director's cut) : (DVD) 07242.VD
COLOR 158 MIN PIONEER 1984
The extremely well received biography of the life of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Mozart's life is told from the perspective of his rival Saliere, a man at odds with Mozart's crude behavior and envious of his talent and success. The film features elaborate sets and costumes and the music of the great composer. Cast includes F. Murray Abraham, Tom Hulce, Elizabeth Berridge, Simon Callow, Roy Dotrice, Christine Ebersole, Jeffrey Jones, Charles Key. Screenplay and original stage play by Peter Shaffer. Choreography by Twyla Tharp. Directed by Milos Forman.

Feature films – United States.; Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 1756-1791. Forman. This two-disc special edition DVD version features director career highlights; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Amandla! : a revolution in four-part harmony : (DVD) 09784.ID 09784.DM
COLOR 103 MIN ARTISAN EN 2003
The story of black South African freedom music and the central role it played against apartheid. The music featured in the film sustained and galvanized black South Africans for more than 40 years, the struggle's spiritual dimension is articulated and embodied in song. Featuring Miriam Makeba, Hugh Masekela, Abdullah Ibrahim, Vusi Mahlasela, Sibongile Khumalo. Directed by Lebo Hirsch. This DVD version features Q&A with director, producer, and Vusi Mahlasela; Vusi at Joe's Pub: "Amandla" production notes; sing-along; commentary with director and producer; digitally mastered; 45 minutes deleted scenes/musical performances including the full version of "Coal Train (Stимела)" by Hugh Masekela; trailer gallery.


The amazing Spider-Man : (Blu-ray Disc) 18373.ID
COLOR 136 MIN SONY PICTU 2012
Peter Parker finds a clue that might help him understand why his parents disappeared when he was young. His path puts him on a collision course with Dr. Curt Connors, his father's former partner. Based on the Marvel comic book by Stan Lee and Steve Ditko. Cast includes Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone, Rhys Ifans, Denis Leary, Campbell Scott, Irrfan Khan, Martin Sheen, Sally Field, Embeth Davidtz, Chris Zylka. Special features on bonus disc: Making-of featurette; Pre-visualization sequences; Image progression reels; Deleted scenes; audio commentary; Stunt rehearsals; Art gallery. Directed by Marc Webb. English, dubbed French or Spanish dialogue, described in English for the visually handicapped; optional English, English SDH, Spanish, or French subtitles.


The amazing Spider-Man : (DVD) 18373.ID
COLOR 136 MIN SONY PICTU 2012
Peter Parker finds a clue that might help him understand why his parents disappeared when he was young. His path puts him on a collision course with Dr. Curt Connors, his father's former partner. Based on the Marvel comic book by Stan Lee and Steve Ditko. Cast includes Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone, Rhys Ifans, Denis Leary, Campbell Scott, Irrfan Khan, Martin Sheen, Sally Field, Embeth Davidtz, Chris Zylka. Special features on bonus disc: Making-of featurette; Pre-visualization sequences; Image progression reels; Deleted scenes; audio commentary; Stunt rehearsals; Art gallery. Directed by Marc Webb. English, dubbed French or Spanish dialogue, described in English for the visually handicapped; optional English, English SDH, Spanish, or French subtitles.


America, America : (DVD) 18924.ID
B&W 168 MIN WARNER HOM 1963
Elia Kazan's own words begin the saga of young Stavros, who leaves his war-torn homeland behind to begin a new life. With his family's meager fortune and his father's blessing, Stavros encounters both allies and adversaries on a dramatic trek. He ultimately achieves his dream through sheer determination and will, thereby earning his nickname: America America. Based on Kazan's novel of the same name. Cast includes Stathes Gialleles, Frank Wolff, Harry Davis, Elena Karam, Estelle.


America lost and found : The BBS story (Criterion Collection)
For descriptions see individual titles:
Drive, he said : (DVD)
Easy rider : (DVD)
Five easy pieces : (DVD)
Head : (DVD)
The king of Marvin Gardens: (DVD)
The last picture show : (DVD)

America so beautiful : (DVD)
12342,ID
COLOR 91 MIN CINEMA LIB 2001

Americans have been taken hostage in Iran, but in the seedy dying discs of 1979 Los Angeles, a naive young immigrant is hostage to his own American dream. Houshang, or "Hank" when he is pretending to be Italian to past prejudiced doormen, sees the disco club circuit as his ticket to a better life. Houshang's ambition leads to a chaotic and desperate journey of lost identity, forbidden love and betrayal. Cast includes Mansour, Fairiborz David Dian, Alain De Sattis, Diane Gaidry, Atossa Leoni, Ali Momeni, Akbar Moazezi, Houshang Touzie, Screenplay by Babak Shokrani and Brian Horichuci. Directed by Babak Shokrani. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director and cast interviews; special bonus Filmmakers' Alliance film short: "Home" by Anthony Berrios; a five minute primer on the basics of filmmaking by some of the industry's leading professionals: "Pre-production"; Language: Farsi and English; Subtitles: Farsi and English.


American beauty
08204,VH
08204,DM
COLOR 122 MIN DREAMWORKS 1999

A dark comedy about a family living in an anonymous suburban neighborhood. Lester and Carolyn Burnham's marriage and lives are slowly unraveling. Lester is unhappy at his job, Carolyn is unhappy with Lester, and their daughter hates both of them. Something needs to change in the Burnham's unhappy existence. Cast includes Kevin Spacey, Annette Bening, Thora Birch, Allison Janney, Peter Gallagher, Mena Suvari, Wes Bentley, Chris Cooper. Written by Alan Ball. Directed by Sam Mendes.

Feature films – United States.

American beauty : (DVD)
12504,ID
COLOR 122 MIN DREAMWORKS 1999

A dark comedy about a family living in an anonymous suburban neighborhood. Lester and Carolyn Burnham's marriage and lives are slowly unraveling. Lester is unhappy at his job, Carolyn is unhappy with Lester, and their daughter hates both of them. Something needs to change in the Burnham's unhappy existence. Cast includes Kevin Spacey, Annette Bening, Thora Birch, Allison Janney, Peter Gallagher, Mena Suvari, Wes Bentley, Chris Cooper. Written by Alan Ball. Directed by Sam Mendes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "American beauty: Look closer" behind-the-scenes featurette; Commentary with director Sam Mendes and writer Alan Ball; Storyboard presentation with commentary by Sam Mendes and director of photography Conrad L. Hall; Digital screenplay with corresponding film footage and storyboards; Cast and crew biographies; Two theatrical trailers; Production notes; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The American Experience
For descriptions see individual titles:
Fidel Castro : (DVD)

The American Film Theatre Collection One
For descriptions see individual titles:
The iceman cometh : (DVD)
Rhinoceros : (DVD)

The American Film Theatre Collection Two
For descriptions see individual titles:
A delicate balance : (DVD)
Harold Pinter's the homecoming : (DVD)
The man in the glass booth : (DVD)

American gangsters : (DVD)
14190,ID
COLOR 158 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007

Armed with ruthless, streetwise tactics and a strict sense of honor, crime boss Frank Lucas rules Harlem's chaotic drug underworld. When outcast cop Richie Roberts sets out to bring down Lucas's multimillion-dollar empire, it plunges both men into a legendary confrontation. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Russell Crowe, Chiwetal Ejiofor, Cuba Gooding, Jr., Josh Brolin, Ted Levine, Armand Assante, John Ortiz, John Hawkes. Written by Steven Zaillian. Directed by Ridley Scott. This 2-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Unrated extended version; Original theatrical version; Deleted scenes, including an alternate opening; Documentary "Fallen Empire; "Making American Gangster"; Case files; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Feature films – United States.; Gangster films.; Gangsters – Drama.; Drugs – Drama.; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

American graffiti
05959,VD
COLOR 112 MIN MCA HOME V 1973

A vibrant, music-filled look at one night in the life of a group of high school friends just before they go off to college, jobs and the army. Cast includes Richard Dreyfuss, Ronny Howard, Paul Le Mat, Charlie Martin Smith, Cindy Williams, MacKenzie Phillips and Wolfman Jack. Directed by George Lucas.

Feature films – United States.

American graffiti : (DVD)
08608,ID
08608,DM
COLOR 112 MIN MCA HOME V 1973

A vibrant, music-filled look at one night in the life of a group of high school friends just before they go off to college, jobs and the army. Cast includes Richard Dreyfuss, Ronny Howard, Paul Le Mat, Charlie Martin Smith, Cindy Williams, MacKenzie Phillips and Wolfman Jack. Directed by George Lucas. This DVD version features "The Making of American Graffiti," an original documentary featuring interviews with director George Lucas, executive producer Francis Ford Coppola, members of the cast including Richard Dreyfuss, Ron Howard, Paul Le Mat, Charles Martin Smith, Cindy Williams, Candy Clark, Mackenzie Phillips, Harrison Ford, and Suzanne Somers; never-before-seen screen tests of the cast; production photographs; theatrical trailer; language: English in dolby surround and captioned, Spanish subtitles, and French in two channel mono; anamorphic widescreen 2.35:1.

Feature films – United States.

American history x
08400,VH
COLOR 119 MIN NEW LINE H 1998

A neo-nazi skinhead looks for answers in a violent and confusing world. An intelligent young man, turns to hatred and violence in response to his father's murder. The skinhead's life spirals out of control and he ends up in prison. In prison, he grows to question his racist views and is paroled a changed man. Unfortunately the world he re-enters is no less violent and confusing, upon his release he discovers that his younger brother is traveling down the same path he once walked. Cast includes Edward Norton, Edward Furlong. Written by David McKenna. Directed by Tony Kaye.

Feature films – United States.
American history x : (DVD) 09645,ID 09645,DM
COLOR 119 MIN NEW LINE H 1998
A neo-nazi skinhead looks for answers in a violent and confusing world. An intelligent young man, he turns to hatred and violence in response to his father’s murder. The skinhead’s life spirals out of control and he ends up in prison. In prison, he grows to question his racist views and is paroled a changed man. Unfortunately the world he re-enters is no less violent and confusing, upon his release he discovers that his younger brother is traveling down the same path he once walked. Cast includes Edward Norton, Edward Furlong. Written by David McKenna. Directed by Tony Kaye. This DVD version features scene selection; widescreen version; deleted scenes; cast and crew biographies and filmographies; original theatrical trailer; English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.

American hustle : (Blu-ray Disc) 18340,ID
COLOR 138 MIN SONY PICTU 2013
A con man and his beautiful accomplice operating in New York and New Jersey during the late 1970’s are caught by a FBI agent and forced to become informants. Pressured with threats of incarceration the pair are tasked with bringing down corrupt politicians and mafia bosses. The FBI agent’s ambition places everyone in danger and allows the couple a chance to save themselves before their entire world crashes down. Cast includes Christian Bale, Bradley Cooper, Amy Adams, Jeremy Renner, Jennifer Lawrence. Written by Eric Warren Singer and David O. Russell. Directed by David O. Russell. This Blu-ray Disc version features the making-of “American hustle”; Deleted and extended scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired, and English audio description track.


American hustle : (DVD) 18339,ID 18339,DM
COLOR 138 MIN SONY PICTU 2013
A con man and his beautiful accomplice operating in New York and New Jersey during the late 1970’s are caught by a FBI agent and forced to become informants. Pressured with threats of incarceration the pair are tasked with bringing down corrupt politicians and mafia bosses. The FBI agent’s ambition places everyone in danger and allows the couple a chance to save themselves before their entire world crashes down. Cast includes Christian Bale, Bradley Cooper, Amy Adams, Jeremy Renner, Jennifer Lawrence. Written by Eric Warren Singer and David O. Russell. Directed by David O. Russell. This DVD version features the making-of “American hustle”; Deleted and extended scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired, and English audio description track.


An American in Paris : (DVD) 06490,VH
COLOR 114 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1951
Jerry Mulligan is a carefree young artist in post-World War II Paris. Lise Bouvier is a lonely French shop girl engaged to marry a successful entertainer – unless Jerry can convince her otherwise. This Hollywood musical features many spectacular dance numbers. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant, Georges Guetary, Nina Foch. Scripted by Alan Jay Lerner. Featuring the words and music of George and Ira Gershwin. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

An American in Paris: (DVD) 14077,ID 14077,DM
COLOR 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
Jerry Mulligan is a carefree young artist in post-World War II Paris. Lise Bouvier is a lonely French shop girl engaged to marry a successful entertainer, unless Jerry can convince her otherwise. This Hollywood musical features many spectacular dance numbers. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Nina Foch, Oscar Levant, Georges Guetary. Story and screenplay by Alan Jay Lerner. Lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. This two-disc special edition DVD version features scene selection; Concerto of a commentary hosted by Patricia Ward Kelly and featuring rare, often previously unheard interviews with Gene Kelly, Vincente Minnelli, Arthur Freed, Alan Jay Lerner, Johnny Green, Saul Chaplin, Michael Feinstein, Preston Ames and Irene Sharaff and new observations by Leslie Caron and Nina Foch; Vintage FitzPatrick Traveltalks short “Paris on Parade”; Classic cartoon “Symphony in Slang”; Theatrical trailer; “S Wonderful: The Making of An American in Paris” documentary featuring 10 new interviews, including Leslie Caron and Nina Foch; American Masters career profile ‘Gene Kelly: Anatomy of a Dancer’; “Love Walked In” outtake song sequence; Audio-only bonuses: Outtake songs gallery and Gene Kelly/ Leslie Caron/Johnny Green radio promos; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French, Japanese, Thai.


American me 05436,VH
COLOR 125 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1992
Powerful drama about the rise and fall of a Latino crime lord, set against the harsh backdrop of Folsom Prison and the equally tough streets of the East Los Angeles barrio. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, William Forsythe, Pepe Serna and Evelina Fernandez; directed by Olmos.

Feature films – United States.; Mexican Americans in motion pictures; Olmos, Edward James

American me : (DVD) 11974,ID 11974,DM
COLOR 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 1992
Powerful drama about the rise and fall of a Latino crime lord, set against the harsh backdrop of Folsom Prison and the equally tough streets of the East Los Angeles barrio. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, William Forsythe, Pepe Serna, Evelina Fernandez. Screenplay by Floyd Mutrux and Desmond Nakano. Directed by Edward James Olmos. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The documentary “Lives in Hazard: Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English closed captioned and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Mexican Americans in motion pictures; Olmos, Edward James

American movie : (DVD) 09818,ID
COLOR 104 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1999
Mark Borchardt is a true American character who doesn’t just dream about making movies someday in Hollywood, he actually directs his own in Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin. With nothing to lose and little money to work with, he writes and films his own horror movies enlisting friends, local thespians, and unwilling family members to help. The filmmakers capture Mark’s two year odyssey to finish his no-budget horror film, “Coven,” which he hopes to sell enough copies of to finance his feature film dream picture. Directed by Chris Smith. This DVD version is a special edition featuring scene selection; interactive menus; full screen presentation; digitally mastered audio and video; director and cast commentary; deleted scenes; theatrical trailers; “Coven” short film by Mark Borchardt; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Motion pictures—Production and direction; Documentary films – Production and direction.
American pie : (DVD)  
10866.VH  
COLOR  96 MIN  UNIVERSAL  1999  
A group of high school friends with raging hormones want to have sex before they graduate. Desperation increases as the prom nears. The friends learn there is more to life than sex, but having sex is still important. Cast includes Jason Biggs, Chris Klein, Natasha Lyonne, Thomas Ian Nicholas, Tara Reid, Mena Suvari, Eugene Levy. Written by Adam Herz. Directed by Paul Weitz.  
Feature films – United States.

American revolution : the evolution of Grace Lee Boggs :  
18207.ID  
COLOR  84 MIN  LEELEE FIL  2013  
What does it mean to be an American revolutionary today? Grace Lee Boggs is a 98-year-old Chinese American writer, activist, and philosopher in Detroit. Rooted for more than 70 years in the African American movement, she has devoted her life to an evolving revolution that encompasses the contradictions of America’s past and its potentially radical future. This documentary presents Boggs’s lifetime of vital thinking and action, traversing the major U.S. social movements of the last century; from labor to civil rights, to Black Power, feminism, the Asian American and environmental justice movements and beyond. Directed by Grace Lee. In English.  

American sniper : (DVD)  
19602.ID  
COLOR  132 MIN  WARNER HOM  2014  
U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle is sent to Iraq with only one mission: to protect his brothers-in-arms. His pinpoint accuracy saves countless lives on the battlefield. However, his reputation is also growing behind enemy lines, putting a price on his head and making him a prime target of insurgents. He is also facing a different kind of battle: the home front, where he is becoming a good husband and father from halfway around the world. Based on the book by Chris Kyle with Scott McEwen and Jim DeFelice. Cast includes Bradley Cooper, Sienna Miller, Luke Grimes, Jake McDorman, Cory Hardrict, Kevin Lacz, Navid Negahban, Keir O’Donnell, Kyle Gallner, Elise Robertson, Ben Reed. Written by Jason Hall. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; One soldiers story: the journey of ‘American sniper’; “The making of ‘American sniper’”; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Americanization of Emily : (DVD)  
11267.ID  
B&W  115 MIN  WARNER BRO  1964  
An anti-war satire about the absurdity of governments and the military. World War II is raging and the U.S. Navy wants a new publicity tool for the war effort and the upper echelons decide that the best way to emphasize the Navy’s importance in the war would be to have the first casualty of D-Day be an American sailor. A cynical U.S. naval officer stationed in London has just been brought in to keep a British war widow assigned as his driver, when he learns of the Navy’s plan for manufacturing a navy war casualty and discovers he is the top candidate for sacrifice. The news puts a strain on their relationship. Based on the novel by William Bradford Huie. Cast includes James Garner, Julie Andrews, Melvyn Douglas, James Coburn, Joanne Woodward, Paddy Chayefsky. Directed by Arthur Hiller. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by film historian Drew Casper; Featurette “Action on the Beach”; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

AMERICAN CIVILIZATION : (DVD)  
17134.ID  
B&W  177 MIN  IMAGE ENTE  2007  
Treatises III : social issues in American film 1900-1934 Series - The fourth and final program in a series of 48 movies that helped change America, “Americans in the Making,” brings together films confronting the race and class issues of the day to imagine one great American identity. Contents on disc: Emigrants landing at Ellis Island /; Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; (1903) (2 min.) –; An American in the making /; United States Steel Corporation; (1913) (15 min.) –; Ramona /; Biograph Company; (1910) (16 min.) –; Redskin /; Paramount Pictures; (1929) (82 min.) –; The United States of America /; Ford Motion Picture Laboratories; (1917) (80 sec.) –; Uncle Sam donates for Liberty Loans /; Ford Motion Picture Laboratories; (1919) (75 sec.) –; 100% American; (1918) (14 min.) –; Bud’s recruit /; General Film Company; (1918) (26 min.) –; The reawakening /; Ford Motion Picture Laboratories; (1919) (10 min.) –; Eight Prohibition newsreels /; Hearst Metrotone News, Inc.; (c1923-1933) (13 min.). Book includes essay about each film by Scott Simmon, essay about the music.
for each film by Martin Marks. These are silent films (with music) or in English.


Amigo : (DVD)
18334.ID
COLOR 124 MIN ANARCHISTS 2010
A drama set during the Philippine American War. A village mayor caught in the murderous crossfire of the Philippine freedom fighters and U.S. soldiers. When U.S. troops occupy his village, the mayor comes under pressure from a tough-as-nails officer to help the Americans in their hunt for Filipino guerilla fighters. But his brother is the head of the local guerillas, and considers anyone who cooperates with the Americans to be a traitor. The mayor quickly finds himself forced to make the impossible, potentially deadly decisions faced by ordinary civilians in an occupied country. Cast includes Chris Cooper, Dan DeHaan, Garrett Dillahunt, Ronnie Lazaro, Rio Locsin, DJ Qualls, Bembo Rocco, Joel Torre, Yul Vazquez. Written, directed, and edited by John Sayles. This DVD version features directors commentaries; screenplays; Languages: English, Spanish, Cantonese, and Tagalog; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Amistad : (DVD)
17363.ID 17363.DM
COLOR 155 MIN DREAMWORKS 1997
Chronicles the 1839 revolt on board the slave ship Amistad bound for America. Much of the story involves the court-room drama about the slave who led the revolt. The case finally gets to the Supreme Court, and in its closing arguments, John Quincy Adams makes an impassioned and eloquent plea for their release. Cast includes Morgan Freeman, Nigel Hawthorne, Anthony Hopkins, Djimon Hounsou, Matthew McConaughey, David Paymer, Pete Postlethwaite, Stellan Skarsgard, Razaq Adoti, Abu Bakaar Fofanah, Anna Paquin, Tomas Milian, Chwetel Ejiofor. Derrick N. Ashong, Geno Silva, John Ortiz, Ralph Brown, Darren Burrows, Allan Rich, Paul Guittloye, Peter Firth and Xander Berkeley. Special features: Anamorphic widescreen; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers’ bios; Theatrical trailer; Behind the scenes featurette. Directed by Steven Spielberg. In English; closed-captioned.


Analyze that : (DVD)
17296.ID
COLOR 96 MIN WARNER HOM 2002
Fearful of his emotional stability, prison officials release Paul Vitti into the custody of his psychiatrist, Dr. Ben Sobel, who becomes even more exasperated when he learns Vitti will be moving into his home. As Sobel tries to get to the root of Vitti’s problems, he tries to help Vitti find a straight job. And adding to all this confusion, several members of Vitti’s old crew are after him, who are determined to see that he doesn’t pass along any incriminating information. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Billy Crystal, Lisa Kudrow, Joe Viterelli, Reg Rogers and Cathy Moriarty-Gentile. Directed by Harold Ramis. English; closed-captioned. Includes French dubbed version and subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Analyze this : (DVD)
17297.ID 17297.DM
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1999
A spoof on the gangster roles that have been associated with De Niro’s film career, this is the story of an anxiety-ridden Mafia boss who monopolizes the services of a family psychiatrist. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Billy Crystal, Lisa Kudrow, Joe Viterelli and Chazz Palminteri. Special features include two optional feature-length commentaries. Directed by Harold Ramis. In English with optional subtitles in English; closed-captioned.


Anatomy of a murder
07121,VH
B&W 161 MIN COLUMBIA/ T 1959
A riveting courtroom drama of rape and premeditated murder. A small town lawyer takes the case of an army lieutenant charged with the murder of his wife’s rapist. Is it a case of self-defense or premeditated murder? A big city lawyer is brought in to prosecute the case, increasing the drama in the courtroom. Emotions flare in the court as the truth is sought. Cast includes James Stewart, Lee Remick, Ben Gazzara, Arthur O’Connell, Eve Arden, Kathryn Grant, George C. Scott. Screenplay by Wendell Mayes based on the novel by Robert Traver. Music by Duke Ellington. Produced and directed by Otto Preminger.

Feature films – United States.

And the band played on : (DVD)
10184,ID 10184.DM
COLOR 140 MIN HBO VIDEO 1993
In the summer of 1981, the AIDS epidemic was in its early stages in the United States. Doctors, researchers, and agents of the Center for Disease Control were just beginning to grasp what kind of disease they were dealing with; people were dying, they needed to connect the cases. This is the story of the men and women involved in the early detection and treatment of the mysterious virus. Based on the book by Randy Shilts. Cast includes Matthew Modine, Alan Alda, Phil Collins, Richard Gere, Anjelica Huston, Steve Martin, Ian McKellen, Lily Tomlin, Charles Martin Smith, B.D. Wong. Screenplay by Arnold Schulman. Directed by Roger Spottiswoode.

AIDS (Disease); Feature films – United States.; Television plays; AIDS (Disease) – History – Drama.; AIDS (Disease) – Social aspects – Drama.; Television adaptations.

And the earth did not swallow him
06961,VH 06961.DM
COLOR 99 MIN KINO INTER 1994
A young Mexican-American boy comes of age amid the poverty and adversity he and his family face as migrant farm workers in the 1950’s. The twelve-year-old boy recounts the painful memories of his family’s transient life the year before. His poignant tale reveals the accidents, atrocities, and tragedies he and his family face as migrant farm workers in the United States. Doctors, researchers, and agents of the Center for Disease Control were just beginning to grasp what kind of disease they were dealing with; people were dying, they needed to connect the cases. This is the story of the men and women involved in the early detection and treatment of the mysterious virus. Based on the book by Randy Shilts. Cast includes Matthew Modine, Alan Alda, Phil Collins, Richard Gere, Anjelica Huston, Steve Martin, Ian McKellen, Lily Tomlin, Charles Martin Smith, B.D. Wong. Screenplay by Arnold Schulman. Directed by Roger Spottiswoode.

AIDS (Disease); Feature films – United States.; Television plays; AIDS (Disease) – History – Drama.; AIDS (Disease) – Social aspects – Drama.; Television adaptations.

Angel city : (DVD)
14905,ID
COLOR 76 MIN JON JOST 1976
A satirical comedy about a Los Angeles detective hired to investigate the death of a media mogul’s wife. The detective discovers his client murdered the woman and is using him as a cover. A detective fiction mixed with an essay-documentary about Los Angeles, Hollywood, and the film industry. Cast

American Drama–Mexican American authors; Feature films – United States.
boyhood friends from a tough neighborhood take different paths

Angels with dirty faces : (DVD)

Angelo's ashes : (DVD)

Angels with dirty faces : (DVD)

Animal crackers : (DVD)

Animal house

Anna Christie

Anna Karenina

includes Bab Glaudini, Winifred Golden, Roger Ruffin, Kathleen Kramer, Mark Brown. Written and directed by Jon Jost.


Boyhood friends from a tough neighborhood take different paths. The private investigator finds himself on a case that takes him from the desperate streets of Harlem to New Orleans and ultimately to the sweltering swamps of Louisiana – violence, murder, and voodoo follow him. A dark tale of murder featuring sex, violence, and the Devil ensues. This is the original unedited version featuring previously censored scenes. Cast includes Mickey Rourke, Robert DeNiro, Lisa Bonet, Charlotte Rampling. Directed by Alan Parker.

Feature films – United States.

Angelo's ashes : (DVD)

COLOR 145 MIN PARAMOUNT 1999

Life is hard in Depression-era Ireland. A family returns home from the United States to discover earning a living isn’t any easier back in Ireland. The family experiences hard times as the father tries to survive by his wits and his wife holds the family together with a fierce love. Based on the book by Frank McCourt. Cast includes Emily Watson, Robert Carlyle. Directed by Alan Parker. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by author Frank McCourt; Commentary by director Alan Parker; Two theatrical trailers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films–Ireland; Feature films – United States.; Parker, Alan, 1944-

Angels with dirty faces : (DVD)

B&W 97 MIN WARNER BRO 1938

Warner Bros. Pictures Gangsters Collection Series - Two boyhood friends from a tough neighborhood take different paths in life; one becomes a gang boss and the other a priest. The gangster’s underworld rise makes him a hero to a gang of young slum punks. The priest fights to keep the boys from ending up in a life of violence and crime like his boyhood friend. This gangster classic ends with a chilling death-row finale. From a story by Rowland Brown. Cast includes James Cagney, Pat O’Brien, the “Dead End” Kids, Humphrey Bogart, Ann Sheridan, George Bancroft. Screenplay by John Wexley and Warren Duff. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This DVD version features Leonard Maltin hosts Warner Night at the Movies 1938 with newsreel, musical short “Out Where the Stars Begin,” Cartoon “Porky and Daffy,” and theatrical trailers; Featurette “Angels with Dirty Faces: Whaddya Hear? Whaddya Say?”; Commentary by film historian Dana Polan; Audio-only bonus: Radio production with the films two stars; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Animal crackers : (DVD)

B&W 98 MIN MCA HOME V 1930

Adapted from their Broadway hit, this is the second Marx Brothers movie. In this comedy Groucho is Captain Spaulding, the African Explorer, just back from the jungle. Chico and Harpo help solve a stolen painting mystery. The Jewish Heritage Video Collection recommends watching for Groucho’s speech pattern that while English, the intonation is rhythmic, in the Yiddish style. Also notable is how the high-society character of Chandler is exposed by Chico and Harpo as an assimilated Jew. Directed by Victor Heerman.

Feature films – United States.; Marx Brothers

Animal crackers : (DVD)

B&W 93 MIN UNIVERSAL 1930

The Marx Brothers Silver Screen Collection Series - Adapted from their Broadway hit, this is the second Marx Brothers movie. In this comedy Groucho is Captain Spaulding, the African Explorer, just back from the jungle. Chico and Harpo help solve a stolen painting mystery. Based on the musical play by George S. Kaufman, Bert Kalmar, Morrie Ryskind, and Harry Ruby. Cast includes Groucho Marx, Harpo Marx, Chico Marx, Zeppo Marx, Lilian Roth, Margaret Dumont. Screenplay by Morrie Ryskind. Directed by Victor Heerman. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and French.

Feature films – United States.; Marx Brothers

Animal house

COLOR 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 1978

A raunchy, screwball comedy that spoofs 1960’s college life. The action centers on the hilarious adventures of the men of the Delta fraternity as they party and conspire to get through college life drunk, fat, and stupid. They battle to maintain their drunken way of life in the face of opposition from the inter-fraternity council and the Dean of students who would like nothing better than to rid the campus of the menace that is Delta House. Cast includes John Belushi, Tim Matheson, John Vernon, Verna Bloom, Thomas Hulce, Cesare Danova, Donald Sutherland. Written by Harold Ramis, Douglas Kenney, and Chris Miller. Directed by John Landis.

Feature films – United States.

Anna Christie

04441,VH

04441,DMM

B&W 90 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1930

Based on Eugene O’Neill’s Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, tells the story of an embittered ex-prostitute who returns to her father, a barge captain. When a sailor falls in love with her and she reveals her tarnished past to him and her father, both reject her and ship out to see. Greta Garbo’s first speaking role. Also stars Marie Dressler and Charles Bickford; directed by Clarence Brown.

American drama–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Brown, Clarence, 1890-1987.; O’Neill, Eugene, 1888-1953–Film and video adaptations

Anna Christie : (DVD)

COLOR 89 MIN WARNER BRO 1935

Garbo : The Signature Collection Series - Based on Eugene O’Neill’s Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, tells the story of an embittered ex-prostitute who returns to her father, a barge captain. When a sailor falls in love with her and she reveals her tarnished past to him and her father, both reject her and ship out to see. Greta Garbo’s first speaking role. Also stars Marie Dressler, Charles Bickford, George F. Marion. Directed by Clarence Brown. Also included on this DVD is the German language version of the film starring Greta Garbo with German dialogue by Walter Hasenclever. German screenplay by Frank Reicher. Directed by Jacques Feyder. This DVD version features both the English version of the film and the German language version; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Anna Karenina

09013,VH

B&W 96 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1935

A film adaptation of Leo Tolstoy's novel set during the reign of Czar Nicholas I of Russia. A doomed love story about the neglected beautiful wife of a nobleman and the handsome military officer who becomes her lover. From the novel by Count Leo Tolstoy. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Fredric March, Freddie Bartholomew, Maureen O’Sullivan, May Robson, Basil Rathbone,
Reginald Owen. Screenplay by Clemence Dane and Salka Viertel. Directed by Clarence Brown.

Feature films – United States.; Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910

Anna Karenina
08848.VH
COLOR 108 MIN WARNER HOM 1997
A film adaptation of Leo Tolstoy's powerful novel of love in 1880's Imperial Russia. Anna Karenina is a Russian woman married to a wealthy aristocrat who falls in love with a handsome military officer. The story explores the power of the heart and its consequences. Filmed entirely around St. Petersburg. Based on the novel by Leo Tolstoy. Cast includes Sophie Marceau, Sean Bean, Alfred Molina, Mia Kirshner, James Fox. Screenplay and directed by Bernard Rose.

Feature films – United States.; Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910

Anna Karenina : (DVD)
11230,ID
B&W 93 MIN WARNER BRO 1935
Garbo: The Signature Collection Series - A film adaptation of Leo Tolstoy's novel set during the reign of Czar Nicholas I of Russia. A doomed love story about the neglected beautiful wife of a nobleman and the handsome military officer who becomes her lover. From the novel by Count Leo Tolstoy. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Fredric March, Freddie Bartholomew, Maureen O'Sullivan, May Robson, Basil Rathbone, Reginald Owen. Screenplay by Clemence Dane and Salka Viertel. Directed by Clarence Brown. This DVD version features theatrical trailer;
Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (feature film only).


Anna May Wong Series
For descriptions see individual titles:
Daughter of Shanghai : (DVD)

Annapolis : (DVD)
11688.ID
COLOR 103 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2006
Annapolis, the United States Naval Academy, only accepts the best applicants, once enrolled, only the elite will graduate to become a U.S. Naval officers. One cadet must summon all the courage and honor he has to achieve his life's ambition to become an officer. Riding him the entire time is his relentless and merciless battle-seasoned company commander. Ambition will not be enough to make the grade. Cast includes James Franco, Tyrese Gibson, Jordana Brewster, Donnie Wahlberg, Chi McBride, Vicellous Shannon. Written by Dave Collard. Directed by Justin Lin. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes with optional audio commentary; "Plebe Year: The Story of Annapolis" - the making of the movie; "The Brigades" - an in-depth look at the boxing sequences, including training, choreography and camera techniques; Filmmaker audio commentary; Language: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish.


Annie get your gun : (DVD)
11016,ID
COLOR 107 MIN WARNER BRO 1950
A film adaptation of the hit Broadway play featuring Irving Berlin's score. Annie Oakley shoots and sings her way across the old west in this spirited production showcasing songs and performances from the Broadway production. The story is a brawling boy-meets-girl-meets-buckshead rivalry. Love triumphs when Annie proves you can get a man with a gun. Based on the musical play with music and lyrics by Irving Berlin and book by Herbert Fields and Dorothy Fields. Cast includes Betty Hutton, Howard Keel, Louis Calhern, J. Carrol, Edward Arnold, Keenan Wynn. Screenplay by Sidney Sheldon. Musical numbers staged by Robert Alton. Directed by George Sidney. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; All-new introduction by "Annie Get Your Gun Broadway Revival Star" Susan Lucci; Four outtake musical numbers: "Let's Go West Again" with Betty Hutton, and the other three with the film's original cast players: "Doin' What Comes Naturally" and "I'm an Indian Too" with Judy Garland and "Colonel Buffalo Bill" featuring Frank Morgan and

Geraldine Wall; Audio recording session track for "There's No Business Like Show Business;" Theatrical trailer; Languages and subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States

Annie Hall
01323,VH
COLOR 94 MIN KEY VIDEO 1977
Considered to be one of Woody Allen's finest films, this romantic comedy won Academy Awards for Best Picture, Screenplay and Direction, as well as the Best Actress award to Diane Keaton in the title role. Allen portrays Alvy Singer, a needy neurotic struggling with life and his relationship with Annie.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Annie Hall
05055,VD
COLOR 98 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1977
Considered to be one of Woody Allen's finest films, this romantic comedy won Academy Awards for Best Picture, Screenplay and Direction, as well as the Best Actress award to Diane Keaton in the title role. Allen portrays Alvy Singer, a needy neurotic struggling with life and his relationship with Annie.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Annie Hall
90001,VH
COLOR 94 MIN KEY VIDEO 1977
Considered to be one of Woody Allen's finest films, this romantic comedy won Academy Awards for Best Picture, Screenplay and Direction, as well as the Best Actress award to Diane Keaton in the title role. Allen portrays Alvy Singer, a needy neurotic struggling with life and his relationship with Annie.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Annie Hall : (DVD)
12597,ID
COLOR 12597,DM 12597,DM
COLOR 93 MIN METRO-GOLD 1977
The Woody Allen collection Series - Considered to be one of Woody Allen's finest films, this romantic comedy won Academy Awards for Best Picture, Screenplay and Direction, as well as the Best Actress award to Diane Keaton in the title role. Allen portrays Alvy Singer, a needy neurotic struggling with life and his relationship with Annie. Cast includes Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, Tony Roberts, Carol Kane, Paul Simon, Shelley Duvall, Janet Margolin, Christopher Walken, Colleen Dewhurst. Written by Woody Allen and Marshall Brickman. Directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features both letterboxed and full screen presentations; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – United States – Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Another thin man : (DVD)
11023,ID
11023,DM
B&W 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1939
The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - The further adventures of husband and wife detective team Nick and Nora Charles in the popular "Thin Man" feature film series. The couple has added a child to their family, Nick Jr., to go along with the couples' faithful dog Asta. Nick is a suspect in the murder of a wealthy Long Island industrialist who had contacted the couple because he feared for his life. Nick and Nora were on hand when the man is killed. The case leads back to the city and a collection of hoodlums become involved in the exciting conclusion. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Virginia Grey, Otto Kruger, C. Aubrey Smith, Ruth Hussey, Nat Pendleton, Patric Knowles, Tom Neal. Screenplay by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett. Directed by W.S. Van Dyke II. This DVD version features the theatrical trailer; Musical short "Love on Tap;"


Another woman : (DVD)  
18735, ID  
COLOR 81 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988  
The Woody Allen collection Series - When a distinguished philosophy professor turns 50, she feels compelled to take emotional stock of her life. But the deeper she digs the more her life seems to unravel, until she realizes that her search for truth is a personal odyssey of self-examination, discovery and acceptance. Cast includes Philip Bosco, Betty Buckley, Blythe Danner, Sandy Duncan, Mia Farrow, Gene Hackman, Ian Holm, John Houseman, Martha Plimpton, Gena Rowlands, David Ogden Stiers, Harris Yulin. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.


Anthem  
07836, VH  
COLOR 124 MIN ZEITGEIST 1997  
Two twenty-six-year-old women, Shaineel Gabel and Kristin Hahn, quit their Hollywood jobs, and take off on a cross country journey to explore the definition of the American dream. Armed with a couple of video cameras, a laptop computer, and the names and phone numbers of over two hundred Americans they wish to interview, the women embark on a journey that takes them from historic New Orleans to the rainforests of Washington from the skyscraper-lined avenues of New York City to the dusty roads of the Great Plains. They interview George Stephanopoulos, Hunter S. Thompson, Michael Stipe, and many more famous and not so famous Americans. Written, produced, and directed by Shaineel Gabel and Kristin Hahn.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; United States–Social life and customs

Anton Chekov’s The duel : (DVD)  
20460, ID  
COLOR 95 MIN MUSIC BOX 2010  
Escalating animosity between two men with opposing philosophies of life is played out against the backdrop of a decaying seaside resort along the Black Sea coast. Laevsky is a dissipated romantic given to gambling and flirtation. He has run off to the sea with beautiful, emotionally empty Nadya, another man’s wife. Laevsky has now grown tired of her, but two obstacles block his route to escape: he is broke, and he faces the absolute enmity of Von Koren. Based on the novella "The duel" by Anton Chekhov. Cast includes Andrew Scott, Tobias Menzies, Fiona Glascott, Niall Buggy, Michelle Fairley, Jeremy Swift. Screenplay by Mary Bing. Directed by Dover Kosashvili. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English.


Any given sunday : (DVD)  
08374, ID  
08374, DM  
COLOR 157 MIN WARNER HOM 1999  
A dramatic look at the world of professional football. The world of football is exposed from hard-hitting exploits on the field to the backstage maneuvering of management and players off the field. An old school coach tries to extract the best game he can from his players, while trying to appease the new management, and rein in his flashy new quarterback. Cast includes Al Pacino, Cameron Diaz, Dennis Quaid, James Woods, Jamie Foxx, LL Cool J, Matthew Modine, Charlton Heston, Ann-Margaret, Aaron Eckhart, John C. McGinley. Featuring music by LL Cool J. Kid Rock, Missy Elliot. Screenplay by John Logan and Oliver Stone. Directed by Oliver Stone. This DVD version features a documentary "Full Contact: The Making of Any Given Sunday;" LL Cool J “Shut ‘em Down” music video; interactive menus; notes on the stars and director; theatrical trailer; scene access; subtitles: English and French; enhanced for DVD-Rom PC: web events, chat-room access and web-site links, movie review "scoreboard," original theatrical web site, sampler trailers.

Feature films – United States.; Stone, Oliver

Anything else : (DVD)  
18919, ID  
COLOR 108 MIN DREAMWORKS 2003  
When an aspiring young writer falls head-over-heels in love with a free-spirited, hard-to-please young woman, he soon discovers he has to have to work doubly hard to make their love work. Cast includes Woody Allen, Jason Biggs, Stockard Channing, Danny Devito, Jimmy Fallon, Christina Ricci, Anthony Arkin, David Conrad, Adrian Grenier. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English dialogue; French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; First loves – Drama.; Authors – Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

The apartment  
07153, VD  
07153, DM  
B&W 128 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1960  
A tale on the corporate ladder. The "key" to success for C.C. Baxter is the key to his apartment – the executives use the apartment to carry out their extramarital affairs. His apartment key opens the door to career advancement. Baxter's boss J.D. Sheldrake takes a naive elevator girl, Fran Kubelik, on an up-and-down romantic roller coaster ride, torturing young Baxter who's feelings for the girl run much deeper than his boss'. Baxter must decide whether to follow his heart or stay on his corporate path. Cast includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley Maclaine, Fred MacMurray, Ray Walston, Jack Kruschen, David Lewis, Joan Shawlee, Naomi Stevens, Hope Holiday, Edie Adams. Special features: audio commentary, featurette, original theatrical trailer. Directed by Billy Wilder. French; Subtitles: English and French; enhanced for DVD-Rom PC: web events, chat-room access and web-site links, movie review "scoreboard," original theatrical web site, sampler trailers.

The apartment : (Blu-ray Disc)  
18484, ID  
18484, DM  
B&W 125 MIN MGM HOME E 1960  
An ambitious office clerk plans to get ahead by lending out his apartment to his boss, but falls in love with the boss's girlfriend. Cast includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, Fred MacMurray, Ray Walston, Jack Kruschen, David Lewis, Joan Shawlee, Naomi Stevens, Hope Holiday, Edie Adams. Special features: audio commentary, featurette, original theatrical trailer. Directed by Billy Wilder. English, French, and Spanish language tracks; subtitles in French and Spanish.

The apartment : (Blu-ray Disc)  
12616, ID  
B&W 125 MIN METRO-GOLD 1960  
A tale of life on the corporate ladder. The "key" to success for C.C. Baxter is the key to his apartment - the executives use the apartment to carry out their extramarital affairs. His apartment key opens the door to career advancement. Baxter's boss J.D. Sheldrake takes a naive elevator girl, Fran Kubelik, on an up-and-down romantic roller coaster ride, torturing young Baxter whose feelings for the girl run much deeper than his boss'. Baxter must decide whether to follow his heart or stay on his corporate path. Cast includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, Fred MacMurray, Ray Walston, Edie Adams, Hope Holiday, David Lewis, Jack Kruschen, Joan Shawlee, Johnny Seven, Naomi Stevens. Written, directed, and produced by Billy Wilder.


The apartment : (DVD)  
12616, ID  
B&W 125 MIN METRO-GOLD 1960  
A tale of life on the corporate ladder. The "key" to success for C.C. Baxter is the key to his apartment - the executives use the apartment to carry out their extramarital affairs. His apartment key opens the door to career advancement. Baxter's boss J.D. Sheldrake takes a naive elevator girl, Fran Kubelik, on an up-and-down romantic roller coaster ride, torturing young Baxter whose feelings for the girl run much deeper than his boss'. Baxter must decide whether to follow his heart or stay on his corporate path. Cast includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, Fred MacMurray, Ray Walston, Edie Adams, Hope Holiday, David Lewis, Jack Kruschen, Joan Shawlee, Johnny Seven, Naomi Stevens. Written, directed, and produced by Billy Wilder.

This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Apocalypse now
05000,VD
05000,DM
COLOR 153 MIN PARAMOUNT 1979
Francis Ford Coppola's epic vision of the Vietnam Conflict, inspired by Joseph Conrad's novel, "Heart of Darkness." When Lieutenant Willard receives orders to seek out and destroy a renegade military outpost led by the mysterious Colonel Kurtz, he embarks on an epic journey to himself, as he ultimately recognizes an aspect of his own soul in the strange colonel. Cast includes Martin Sheen, Marlon Brando, and Robert Duvall; directed by Coppola.

Feature films – United States.; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-

Apocalypse now redux : (DVD)
08933,ID
08933,DM
COLOR 202 MIN PARAMOUNT 2001
Francis Ford Coppola's epic vision of the Vietnam Conflict, inspired by Joseph Conrad's novel, "Heart of Darkness." When Lieutenant Willard receives orders to seek out and destroy a renegade military outpost led by the mysterious Colonel Kurtz, he embarks on an epic journey to himself, as he ultimately recognizes an aspect of his own soul in the strange colonel. This is the definitive version of the film, re-edited and re-mastered with 49 additional minutes of additional footage. Cast includes Martin Sheen, Marlon Brando, Robert Duvall, Frederic Forrest, Albert Hall, Sam Bottoms, Laurence Fishburne, Christian Marquand, Aurore Clement, Harrison Ford, Dennis Hopper. Written by John Milius and Francis Ford Coppola. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen version enhanced for 16:9 TVs; Dolby digital; theatrical trailer; English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-

Apocalypse now, the complete dossier : (DVD)
13335,ID
13335,DM
COLOR 355 MIN PARAMOUNT 2006
Francis Ford Coppola's epic vision of the Vietnam Conflict, inspired by Joseph Conrad's novel, "Heart of Darkness." When Lieutenant Willard receives orders to seek out and destroy a renegade military outpost led by the mysterious Colonel Kurtz, he embarks on an epic journey to himself, as he ultimately recognizes an aspect of his own soul in the strange colonel. This is the definitive version of the film, re-edited and re-mastered with 49 additional minutes of additional footage and a running time of 202 minutes. This two-disc DVD version features a widescreen presentation enhanced for 16:9 TVs; Dolby digital; Audio commentary for both versions of the film; Featurettes; Lost "Monkey Sampan" scene; Twelve never-before-seen segments from the cutting room floor; Apocalypse then and now; Outtake: Marlon Brando's complete reading of T.S. Eliot's poem "The hollow men"; The "Apocalypse now" a/v club for aspiring filmmakers; Study the sound design and final mix of "Apocalypse now" in depth; "PBR streetgang" cast members' reunion; The color palette of "Apocalypse now"; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English.

Feature films – United States.; Vietnam War, 1961-1975 – Drama; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-

Apocalypto : (DVD)
11953,ID
11953,DM
COLOR 138 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2006
An action-packed epic story set during the time of the ancient Mayan civilization. A young warrior is captured and taken to the great Mayan city where he is to be sacrificed. He is able to escape and begins a treacherous journey home to his wife and son and ultimately to save his people's way of life. Written by Mel Gibson and Farhad Safinia. Directed by Mel Gibson. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; "Becoming Mayan: Creating Apocalypto;" Deleted scene with optional commentary by writer/director/producer Mel Gibson and writer/director/producer Farhad Safinia. Feature audio commentary by Mel Gibson and Farhad Safinia; Language: Mayan; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The apostle
07467,VH
COLOR 134 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998
A Southern preacher loved by his community commits a crime of passion and is forced to run from the law. He hides out in the small town of Bayouite, adopts a new identity, and sets out to find redemption for his sins. Cast includes Robert Duvall, Farrah Fawcett, Billy Bod Thornton, Miranda Richardson. Written and directed by Robert Duvall.

Feature films – United States.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz
06194,VH
COLOR 121 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A comedy about a young Jewish man living in Montreal in 1948. Duddy Kravitz has an insatiable desire to be a somebody and to help his Zeyde (his grandfather). He cheats, schemes, connives, uses the girl who loves him, forges checks, lies and is able to buy a large parcel of land. He is enormously proud of himself. The people around him are tremendously disgusted. Cast includes Richard Dreyfuss, Micheline Lancot, Randy Quaid. Directed by Ted Kotcheff.

Feature films – United States.

Apt pupil : (DVD)
16230,ID
16230,DM
COLOR 112 MIN SONY PICTU 1998
A dark drama about a sixteen-year-old honor student who recognizes an old man living in his hometown as a hunted Nazi. Compelled to reveal the secrets of his death camp past to earn the boy's silence, the German fugitive derives a sinister scheme to implicate the teenager in a dangerous psychological game. The cast includes Ian McKellan and Brad Renfro. Directed by Bryan Singer. Based on the novel by Stephen King. The special features on this DVD include: Making of featurette. Language: English with optional English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Nazis – United States – Drama.; Fugitives from justice – Drama.; Singer, Bryan, 1965-

Arabesque
10061,VH
COLOR 105 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1966

Feature films – United States.

Arabian nights
10690,VH
10690,DM
COLOR 140 MIN HALLMARK H 2000
A ruthless Sultan out of his mind with rage over his first wife's infidelity enacts a barbaric decree that he will bed and then behead all the women of his empire. Scheherazade devises a plan to save her kingdom and her own life by seducing the Sultan's imagination with fantastical tales of Aladdin, Ali Baba, heroes, and warriors. The tales of Arabian Nights make for a series of extraordinary stories full of adventure and mystery, her plan is to distract the Sultan from his murderous intentions. Cast includes Mill Avital, Alan Bates, James Frain, Tcheky Karyo, Jason Scott Lee, John Leguizamo, Vanessa Mae, Dougry Scott,
Rufus Sewell. Written by Peter Barnes. Directed by Steve Barron.

Feature films – United States.; Television films – United States.; Aladdin (Tale) – Drama.; Aladdin (Fictitious character); Middle Eastern Americana; Scheherazade (Legendary character) – Drama.

Arabian nights
08951, VH
08951, DM
COLOR
87 MIN
MCA/UNIVER
1942
This epic film brings the classic fable filled with romance and adventure to the screen. With lavish sets, exotic costumes, a thrilling magic carpet ride, the passion and glory of the characters of the "Arabian Nights" come to life. Cast includes Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu, Leif Erickson, Billy Gilbert, Thomas Gomez, Shemp Howard, Edgar Barrier, Turhan Bey, Elyse Knox, Acquanetta, Carmen D’Antonio. Story and screenplay by Michael Hogan. Directed by John Rawlins. This VHS version features the original theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Arabian nights : (DVD)
13963, ID
COLOR
87 MIN
UNIVERSAL
1942
Lavish epic of brother fighting brother to win political power and the love of a woman, mesmerizing Scheherazade, the fiery dancing girl who will prove to be one man's downfall and another's greatest reward. Cast includes Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu, and Leif Erickson. Directed by John Rawlins. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Exclusive introduction by Turner Classic Movies host and film historian Robert Osborne; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitle: English and French.


Argo : (Blu-ray Disc)
17262, ID
COLOR
120 MIN
WARNER HOM
2013


Argo : (DVD)
17263, ID
17263, DM
COLOR
120 MIN
WARNER HOM
2013


Arrival : (DVD)
20231, ID
COLOR
116 MIN
PARAMOUNT
2016
When mysterious spacecraft touch down around the world, a team, including linguist Louise Banks, is brought together to investigate. As humankind teeters on the verge of global war, Banks and the team race against time for answers, and to find them, she will take a chance that could threaten her life, and quite possibly humanity. Cast includes Amy Adams, Jeremy Renner, Forest Whitaker, Michael Stuhlbarg, Tzi Ma. Screenplay by Eric Heisserer. Directed by Denis Villeneuve. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and Spanish, and French; English Audio Description; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Artist : (DVD)
16455, DM
B&W
101 MIN
SONY PICTU
2012
Hollywood, 1927. George Valentin is a silent movie superstar. The advent of the talkies will sound the death knell for his career and see him fall into oblivion. For young extra Peppy Miller it seems the sky's the limit - major movie stardom awaits. "The Artist" tells the story of their interlinked destinies. The cast includes Jean Dujardin and Berenice Bejo. This film was written and directed by Michel Hazanavicius. This DVD features a blooper reel; "The Artist: The Making of an American Romance"; Q&A with the filmmakers and cast; Hollywood as a character: The locations of "The Artist"; The artisans behind "The Artist" features: Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


As good as it gets : (DVD)
17172, ID
17172, DM
COLOR
139 MIN
COLUMBIA T
1997
Melvin Udall is an obsessive-compulsive novelist with Manhattan's meanest mouth. But when his gay neighbor Simon is hospitalized, Melvin is forced to babysit Simon's dog. And that unexpected act of kindness—along with waitress Carol Connelly—helps put Melvin back in the human race. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Helen Hunt, Greg Kinnear, Cuba Gooding Jr., Skeet Ulrich and Shirley Knight. Directed by James L. Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director and cast; In English with optional French soundtrack, and optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


As I lay dying : (DVD)
18044, ID
COLOR
109 MIN
MILLENNIUM
2013
As you desire me
15392,VH
B&W 71 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1932
A woman suffering mental scars as a result of World War I, exists as an unhappy alcoholic. A man comes into her life and claims she is suffering from amnesia and that he can re-unite her with her husband. She is “reunited” with her aristocratic husband that she cannot remember and falls in love with him “again.” Her tyrannical ex-lover accuses the man of being an imposter and when another woman appears claiming to be her husband’s real wife, it becomes clear that someone is lying. Based on the play by Luigi Pirandello. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Erich Von Stroheim, Owen Moore. Adapted by Gene Markey. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.

Feature films – United States.; Married people – Drama.;

As you like it
13880,ID
COLOR 127 MIN HBO FILMS 2007
Rosalind is the daughter of banished Duke Senior and is being raised at the court of Duke Frederick, with her cousin Celia. She falls in love with a young man named Orlando, but she is banished by Duke Frederick and roams the wilderness. When Celia enters the forest, she encounters Orlando. Cast includes John Anderson, Evelyn A. Blackwell, Norman Blacklock, Kathy Fivel and Wessel. Written and directed by Halle Gerima. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Behind the scenes with cast and crew; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish; English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


As the dust
14938,ID
COLOR 116 MIN PARAMOUNT 2006
Feature film adaptation of John Fante’s classic novel set in 1930’s Los Angeles. An aspiring writer struggles to write his novel, the Italian immigrant dreams of success and marrying a blue-eyed blonde. He meets a Mexican barmaid, who dreams of marrying a wealthy Los Angeles blue-blood. Neither is the person of each others dreams, but the passion between the two is intense. Based on the novel by John Fante. Cast includes Colin Farrell, Salma Hayek, Donald Sutherland, Eileen Atkins, Idina Menzel, Justin Kirk. Adapted for the screen and directed by Robert Towne. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Robert Towne and cinematographer Caleb Deschanel; The making of “Ask the dust;” Theatrical trailer; Language: English; English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The asphalt jungle
04999,VD
B&W 112 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1950
An aging criminal emerges from prison and assembles the gang for one last heist. Although the story revolves around a lucrative jewel theft, director John Huston downplays the allure of financial gain and focuses instead on the criminal’s relationship among the criminals.

Cast includes Sam Jaffe, Louis Calhern, Jean Hagen, Marilyn Monroe and James Whitmore.


The asphalt jungle
14166,ID
B&W 112 MIN WARNER HOM 1950
When criminal mastermind Doc Rieder is released from prison, he approaches lawyer Alonzo Emmerich with a plan for the biggest jewel heist in history. Doc carefully selects and rehearses his team, but Emmerich is planning to double-cross the thieves and flee the country with the loot.

Cast includes Sterling Hayden, Louis Calhern, Jean Hagen, James Whitmore, Sam Jaffe, John McIntire. Screenplay by Ben Maddow and John Huston. Based on the novel by W.R. Burnett. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features an introduction by John Huston derived from an archival interview; Commentary by author/film-noir specialist Drew Casper with co-star James Whitmore; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.


The associate
09304,VH
09304,DM
COLOR 114 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1996
A female fast-track executive loses out on a promotion because of her gender and race. After the snub she leaves the company and starts her own, but as an African American woman CEO, she and her company are again locked out of the stuffy corporate world. She invents a male business partner to provide the access to the business world her company will need to survive. When her bogus “associate” becomes Wall Street’s hottest financial whiz, she has to provide a face to the persona she has created. Adapted from the novel "El Socio" by Jenaro Prieto. Cast includes Whoopi Goldberg, Dianne Wiest, Tim Daly, John Cusack, Kevin Kline, Bryce Dallas Howard, Alfred Molina, Brian Cox, Ben Stiller, Salma Hayek, Donald Sutherland, Eileen Atkins, Idina Menzel, Kevin Spacey. Adapted for the screen and directed by Robert Towne. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Robert Towne and cinematographer Caleb Deschanel; The making of “Ask the dust;” Theatrical trailer; Language: English; English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**At first sight :** (DVD)

14728.ID
14728.DM
COLOR 129 MIN METRO-GOLD 1999

A man who has been blind almost his entire life, meets and falls in love with a woman. He works as a masseur in a spa and she is a stressed out client, a career driven architect. She is attracted to him and believes that he is a perfect candidate for an operation that could restore his sight. The gift of sight both enriches and complicates his life and relationship. Based on the story "To see and not to see" by Oliver Sacks, M.D. Cast includes Val Kilmer, Mira Sorvino, Kelly McGillis, Steven Weber, Bruce Davison, and Nathan Lane. Screenplay by Steve Levitt. Directed by Irwin Winkler. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation versions; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.


**At play in the fields of the lord**

05318.VH
COLOR 186 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1991

Based on the novel by Peter Matthiessen, tells the story of two men's experiences with a native Indian tribe in the Brazilian rain forest. Hired to drive the Nairuna Indians off their land, American mercenary Lewis Moon instead joins the tribe and soon crosses paths with an earnest young missionary bent on saving souls. Cast includes Tom Berenger, John Lithgow, Daryl Hannah, Aiden Quinn, Tom Waits and Kathy Bates; screenplay by Jean-Claude Carriere and Hector Babenco; directed by Babenco.

Feature films – United States.; Indians of South America—Brazil; Babenco, Hector; Matthiessen, Peter.

**August evening :** (DVD)

15438.ID
COLOR 128 MIN MAYA ENTER 2007

Jaime, his wife Marie, and their widowed daughter-in-law Lupe live a placid life in the country, near the chicken farm where Jaime has worked for years. Then Maria dies unexpectedly, and in short order, Jaime has lost his wife, his job, and his home. He and Lupe go to San Antonio, to stay with his oldest son, Luis. But Luis is also out of work, and has enough trouble. Next, they go to daughter Alice, who is married to a wealthy, sympathetic gringo, but her campesino dad mortifies her. Jaime’s gray hair and potholes make it hard for him to find work, so he ends up taking odd jobs mowing lawns. Friend lives over couch, father embarks on a slow courtship with the mournful Lupe, who is reluctant to abandon Jaime. Jaime would like to have Lupe stay on to look after him but he refuses to put himself first, realizing that he must say goodbye to his daughter-in-law so she can start her own life again. Cast includes Pedro Castaneda, Veronica Loren, Abel Becerra, Walter Perez, Sandra Rios, Raquel Gavia. Written and directed by Chris Eska. This edition features the director's commentary; Theatrical trailer; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**August : Osage County :** (DVD)

18371.ID
COLOR 121 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2013

The darkly hilarious and deeply touching story of the strong-willed women of the Weston family, whose lives converge when a family crisis brings them back to the Midwest house they grew up in, and to the dysfunctional mother who raised them. Based on the play by Tracy Letts. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Julia Roberts, Ewan McGregor, Chris Cooper, Abigail Breslin, Benedict Cumberbatch, Juliette Lewis, Margo Martindale, Dermot Mulroney, Julianne Nicholson, Sam Shepard, Misty Upham. Special features: feature and deleted scenes commentary with director John Wells and cinematographer Adrian Goldman; The making of August: Osage County; featurette; Tracy Letts. Directed by John Wells. English, dubbed Spanish or dubbed French dialogue; optional Spanish subtitles; subtitled in English for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films – United States.; Comedy films.; Mothers and daughters – Drama.; Film adaptations.; Women – Drama.; Families – Drama.; Letts, Tracy, 1965–; Film adaptations.; Wells, John, 1956–.

**August Rush :** (DVD)

14388.ID
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER BRO 2008

A young boy with a musical gift grows-up without ever knowing his parents. His parents were two young talented musicians who briefly came together in New York City. August Rush, the young boy, travels to New York because he believes he will find his parents. August becomes a street performer to survive in big city. He dreams of finding his parents from whom he was separated at birth and the music he makes might have the power to bring them all together. Cast includes Freidie Highmore, Kerri Russell, Johathan Rhys Meyers, Terrance Hansards, Robin Williams. Story by Paul Castro and Nick Castle. Screenplay by Nick Castel and James V. Hart. Directed by Kirsten Sheridan. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation versions; Additional scenes; Trailer; Languages: English and French; (Dubbed in Quebec); Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


**Austin Powers, international man of mystery :** (DVD)

12008.ID
COLOR 90 MIN NEW LINE H 1997

Frozen in the 60's, secret agent Austin Powers is thawed back into action to once again battle his archenemy Dr. Evil. With his sexy sidekick Ms. Kensington, Austin must stop Dr. Evil's outrageous plot to control the world. But first, this time-warped swinger must get hip quick and discover that there's no free love in the 90's. Cast includes Mike Myers, Elizabeth Hurley, Michael York, Mimi Rogers. Music by George S. Clinton. Directed by Jay Roach. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentations; Commentary by Mike Myers and Jay Roach; Seven deleted scenes including two alternative endings; "Star Highlights"; Special cameo menu; "Music to Shag to" original animated sequence; Original theatrical trailer; Cast biographies and filmographies; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Spy films.; Spies – Drama.

**Avalon**

04814.VH
COLOR 126 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1990

Director Barry Levinson's semi-autobiographical work, a portrait of the immigrant experience as seen through the eyes of a Russian-Jewish family at the end of World War II. Follows Sam Krichinsky and his extended family as they pursue the American dream over a fifty year period. Written by Levinson; stars Armin Mueller-Stahl, Aiden Quinn, Elizabeth Perkins, and Joan Plowright; music by Randy Newman.

Feature films – United States.; Levinson, Barry.

**Avalon**

90004.VH
COLOR 126 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1990

Director Barry Levinson's semi-autobiographical work, a portrait of the immigrant experience as seen through the eyes of a Russian-Jewish family at the end of World War II. Follows Sam Krichinsky and his extended family as they pursue the American dream over a fifty year period. Written by Levinson; stars Armin Mueller-Stahl, Aiden Quinn, Elizabeth Perkins, and Joan Plowright; music by Randy Newman.

Feature films – United States.; Levinson, Barry.
Avant-garde : experimental cinema of the 1920's and '30's : (DVD)
11445,ID
11445,DM
B&W
385 MIN
KINO VIDEO
2005


This DVD collection features film notes by film critic and historian Elliott Stein; Optional English subtitles (on selected films).

Experimental films; Feature films – France; Feature films – Germany; Feature films – United States; Short films; Silent films; Feature films – Netherlands; Surrealism in motion pictures.; Surrealism.

Avatar : (DVD)
14660,ID
14660,DM
COLOR
162 MIN
TWENTIETH
2009
Humans have spread out across the universe, in far off worlds they search for resources to send back to Earth. On the distant world of Pandora, a human outpost mines for a rare mineral that is the key to solving the Earth's energy crisis. The inhabitants of Pandora, the Na'vi have become a major obstacle to the mining operation. A former Marine is sent to Pandora to infiltrate the Na'vi to ensure the continued productivity of the mining project. The soldier becomes sympathetic to the struggles of the Na'vi planet. Cast includes Sam Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Stephen Lang, Michelle Rodriguez, Sigourney Weaver, Michelle Rodriguez, and Erno Metzner. The films included in this collection are, Disc 1: "Le Retour A La Raison," "Emak-Bakia," "L'etoile De Mer," "Les Mysteres Du Chateau Du De," "The Life and Death of 9413 A Hollywood Extra," "Menilmontant," "Brunes D'Autome," "Lot in Sodom," "Rhythmus 21," "Vormittagssppuk (Ghosts Before Breakfast)," "Anemic Cinema," "Ballet Mecanique, " "Symphonie Diagonale," "Symphonie Diagonale," "Le Vampire," and "The Hearts of Age.


This DVD collection features film notes by film critic and historian Elliott Stein; Optional English subtitles (on selected films).

Experimental films; Feature films – France; Feature films – Germany; Feature films – United States; Short films; Silent films; Feature films – Netherlands; Surrealism in motion pictures.; Surrealism.

The Avon Barksdale story : legends of the UNWired : (DVD)
16373,ID
COLOR
72 MIN
KAI ENTERT
2010
Based on a true story, The Wire's "fictional" Avon Barksdale meets the real Avon "Bodie" Barksdale. The real Barksdale is now out of jail and is determined to set the record straight. This docudrama takes you inside Barksdale's world of murder, torture, drugs, and revenge. The cast includes Wood Harris, Avon Barksdale, Bruce A. Brown and Drew Barry. This film was written by Kenny Jackson and Drew Berry, and directed by Bruce A. Brown. Language: English.


Awakenings : (DVD)
13739,ID
13739,DM
COLOR
120 MIN
COLUMBIA T
1990
A shy research physician develops an experimental drug to treat a rare neurological disease that leaves patients in a catatonic state. The first patient who is administered the drug awakes from his catatonic state, filled with awe and enthusiasm over even life's simplest joys. The patient's exuberance teaches the doctor to open up to life's possibilities. Encouraged by the initial success, the doctor administers the drug to other patients. Based on the book by Oliver Sacks, M.D. Cast includes Robert DeNiro, Robin Williams, John Heard, Julie Kavner, PenelopeAnn Miller, Max Von Sydow. Screenplay by Steven Zaillian. Directed by Penny Marshall. This DVD version features English, Spanish, and French language tracks; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioning.


The aviator : (DVD)
18946,ID
18946,DM
COLOR
330 MIN
WARNER HOM
2005
Howard Hughes was a rich young man from Texas, heir to his father's fortune, when he decided he wanted to make movies. Age 21, he made the most expensive Hollywood film ever (at the time); and went on to break air-speed records, make another fortune in aircraft design, smash Charles Lindbergh's round-the-world flight record, and be romantically linked with almost all of Hollywood's famous beauties. Nevertheless, he died alone, sealed into a room he never left, the victim of compulsions that drove him to greatness, while containing the seeds of his undoing. The cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Cate Blanchett, Kate Beckinsale, John C. Reilly, Alec Baldwin, Al Pacino, and Jude Law. Directed by Martin Scorsese. The special features on this DVD include: Making the Aviator.; The Role of Howard Hughes in aviation history.; Modern Marvels: Howard Hughes, a Pilot's Fortune – Maryland – Baltimore.; Barksdale, Avon – Interviews.; Wire (Television program).


Away from her : (DVD)
18946,ID
18946,DM
COLOR
110 MIN
LIONSGATE
2006
Fiona and Grant are an Ontario couple who have been married for over 40 years. During the twilight of their years, Grant is forced to face the fact that Fiona's 'forgetfulness' actually is Alzheimer's. After Fiona wanders away and is found, the decision is made for her to go into a nursing home. For the first time in their relationship, they are forced to undergo a separation since this is the nursing home 'no-visitors.' first 30 days policy of a patient's stay. When Grant visits Fiona after the orientation period, he is devastated to find out that not only has she seemingly forgotten him, but she has transferred her affections to another man. As the distance between husband and wife grows, Grant must draw upon his love for Fiona to perform an act of self-sacrifice in order to ensure her happiness. Based on the short story "The bear came over the mountain" by Alice Munro. Cast includes Julie Christie, Gordon Pinsent, Olympia Dukakis, Michael Murphy, Kristen Thomson, Wendy Crewson. Special features on disc 2: Commentary with actress Julie Christie; Deleted scenes; deleted scenes commentary with director Sarah
Feature films – United States

Polley. Directed by Sarah Polley. English dialogue with optional English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


The awful truth : (DVD)
12615,ID
12615,DM
B&W 91 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1937
A high society New York couple preparing for divorce battle over the custody of their beloved dog, Mr. Smith, in this Hollywood screwball comedy. Right before the divorce is final the husband decides he wants his wife back. She has already made plans to marry another man, a very rich man, so he counters with an engagement of his own, to a very rich woman. They both attempt to sabotage the others future second marriage. Despite their marital strife, the two are made for each other. Based on the play by Arthur Richman. Cast includes Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Alexander D'Arcy, Cecil Cunningham. Screenplay by Vina Delmar. Directed by Leo McCarey. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Full screen presentation; Bonus trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish.

- Feature films – United States.

Badaasssss cinema : a bold look at 70's blaxploitation films : (DVD)
11511,ID
11511,DM
COLOR 56 MIN DOCURAMA/N 2002
An Independent Film Channel documentary on the early 1970's explosion of blaxploitation films, a film genre that has become one of American cinema's favorite cult genres. The blaxploitation genre is explored using footage from classic films such as "Superfly," "Shaft," and "Sweet Sweetback's BaadAsss Song" and interviews with many of the stars and directors from the films including Richard Roundtree (Shaft), Pam Grier, and Hollywood directors influenced by the films such as Quentin Tarantino. Directed by Isaac Julien. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Letterbox presentation; Extended interviews with Pam Grier, Quentin Tarantino, and more.

- African American motion picture producers and directors;
- African Americans in motion pictures: Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Sensationalism in motion pictures; Motion picture industry – United States;
- Blaxploitation films – United States – History and criticism.;
- Blaxploitation films.

Babel : (DVD)
13760,ID
13760,DM
COLOR 143 MIN PARAMOUNT 2006
Four groups of people in different parts of the world are connected by a tragic accident that occurs in Morocco setting off a chain of events that affects them all in some way. The stories highlight the barriers that separate humankind and the consequences of the lack of communication that characterizes human interaction. A wealthy American tourist traveling in Morocco is tragically shot, the shootings consequences reverberate across vast distances connecting individuals and events in San Diego and Japan. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett, Gael García Bernal, Koji Yakusho. Based on an idea by Guillermo Arriaga and Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu. Written by Guillermo Arriaga. Directed by Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Common ground: under construction notes" a comprehensive feature length making-of video diary from director Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Baby doll : (DVD)
13797,ID
B&W 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1954
Tennessee Williams film collection Series - Cotton-mill owner Archie Meighan, married to nineteen-year-old "Baby Doll", looks forward to the day his wife turns twenty and will finally allow him to sleep with her. But he has competition in the form of a shy business competitor Silva Vaccaro, who covets both Archie's cotton mill AND his young and beautiful wife. Cast includes Karl Malden, Carrol Baker, Eli Wallach. Story and screenplay by Tennessee Williams. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; New featurette "Baby Doll: See No Evil"; Baby Doll DVD trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


Babyfever
07213,VH
COLOR 110 MIN FOX LORBER 1994
The story of a young woman, Gena, trying to balance her desire to have a baby with all the complex challenges women now face. Gena debates between her current safe but secure boyfriend, and a dynamic ex-flame who suddenly reappears with an interesting proposition. Gena also believes she might be pregnant. She attends the baby shower of a co-worker, where a diverse group of young women share their feelings about the complications of having a baby in the 1990's. Cast includes Victoria Foyt, Frances Fisher, Elaine Kagan, Dinah Lenney, Zack Norman, Matt Salinger, Eric Roberts. Written by Henry Jaglom and Victoria Foyt. Directed by Henry Jaglom.

- Feature films – United States.; Jaglom, Henry, 1939-

Back to the future : (DVD)
15125,ID
15125,DM
COLOR 116 MIN UNIVERSAL 1985
High school student Marty McFly and his friend Doc Brown, an eccentric scientist and inventor, travel back in time to 1955 in a DeLorean time machine. There are many dangers involved in time travel and altering one's own future can have extreme negative consequences. While Doc Brown works to get them home, Marty has to be careful not to impact his own existence, which starts with making sure his mother and father continue on the same course that lead to him being born. Marty and Doc Brown need to find a way to get back to the future. Written by Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; The making-of "Back to the future; "Making the Trilogy: chapter one;" Q&A with director Robert Zemeckis and producer Bob Gale; Enhanced conversation with Michael J. Fox; Feature commentary with producers Bob Gale and Neil Canton; Deleted scenes, outtakes, Universal animated anecdotes; Original makeup tests, production archives; Excerpts from the original screenplay; "Back to the future the ride" includes lobby monitor and pre-show footage; Looking back to the future nine-part retrospective documentary; "Back to the future night" on the set of "Back to the future I and II" TV special; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The bad and the beautiful : (DVD)
13805,ID
13805,DM
B&W 119 MIN WARNER HOM 1952
A drama that tells the story of a ruthless, manipulative movie producer who lets nothing and nobody stand in his way. Now he's broke and needs the help of the very people he used and betrayed on his climb to the top. Cast includes Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell, Barry Sullivan, Gloria Grahame, Gilbert Roland, Leo G. Carroll, Vanessa Brown. Screenplay by Charles Schnee. Based on a story by George Bradshaw. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. This DVD version
Bad day at Black Rock: (DVD) 11151,ID
COLOR 81 MIN WARNER BRO 1954
The arrival of a mysterious, one-armed stranger in the small town of Black Rock receives a hostile reception by the locals. They make it clear to the man that he is welcome to leave or they will make him leave. The stranger is a World War II veteran; he is able to maintain his wits and composure about him when confronted with threats and violence by town thugs. The man has come to Black Rock on a mission and his presence in town exposes the townspeople's grim secret. Based on a story by Howard Breslin. Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan, Anne Francis, Dean Jagger, Walter Brennan, John Ericson, Ernest Borgnine, Lee Marvin, Russell Collins, Walter Sande. Screenplay by Millard Kaufman. Music by Andre Previn. Directed by John Sturges. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by film historian Dana Polan; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Feature films – United States; World War, 1939-1945 – Veterans – Drama.; Violence – Drama.; Sturges, John, 1911-1992.

Bad girls: (DVD) 11650-ID
COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTU 1994
In the American West life is dangerous for women and survival calls for desperate measures. Four prostitutes join forces after one of them kills an abusive patron and ride out of town in search of a better life. The four women become wanted outlaws and strap on guns to survive. When they are double crossed by a group of male desperados, the women decide to stop running and start fighting. Cast includes Madeleine Stowe, Mary Stuart Masterson, Drew Barrymore, Andie MacDowell, James Russo, Robert Loggia, Dermot Mulroney. Story by Albert S. Ruddy, Charles Finch, and Gray Frederickson. Screenplay by Ken Friedman and Yolande Finch. Directed by Jonathan Kaplan. This DVD version features widescreen and fullscreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Western films; Western films – United States.; West (U.S.) – Drama.; Drama.; Sturges, John, 1911-1992.

Bad lieutenant: (DVD) 10874,ID
COLOR 96 MIN ARTISAN EN 1992
An out-of-control police detective investigates the most shocking case of his career. He is a degenerate gambler, thief, junkie, killer, but he still has his badge and the occasional sense of duty. As his investigation moves closer and closer to his own self-destructive past closes in on him. Cast includes Harvey Keitel, Victor Argo, Paul Calderone, Leonard Thomas, Robin Burrows, Frankie Thorn, Victoria Bastel, Paul Hipp. Screenplay by Zoe Lund and Abel Ferrara. Directed by Abel Ferrara. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and crew information; Languages: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English. Feature films – United States.

Badlands: (DVD) 16057,ID
COLOR 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1973
Two young people, alienated from everyday life, are traveling across the badlands of South Dakota and Montana in 1959. The young man killed several people and his girlfriend was a witness to the killing. They set off together to avoid prison, the killing continues while the couple are on the road. Filmmaker Terrence Malick was inspired by a real-life 1958 Midwestern killing spree. Cast includes Martin Sheen, Sissy Spacek, Ramon Bieri, Warren Oates. Written and directed by Terrence Malick. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The balcony 04663,VH
04663,DM
B&W 87 MIN MYSTIC FIR 1963
Adaptation of Jean Genet's play about illusion, fantasy and reality. Set in a brothel during a revolution in an unnamed country, the play examines the character and motivations of men of power as well as the fantasies which inspire them. Stars Ruby Dee, Peter Falk, Lee Grant, Shelley Winters and Leonard Nimoy; directed by Joseph Strick, with music by Igor Stravinsky. Feature films – United States.; Drama.; French films – 20th century– Film and video adaptations; Genet, Jean, 1910-; Strick, Joseph

Ball of fire: (DVD) 12702,ID
12702,DM
B&W 112 MIN METRO-GOLD 1941
A romantic comedy about a sexy singer on the lam from the mob, who takes up with eight stuffy professors. The band of professors is nine years into a project of writing a new encyclopedia. While working on the letter "s" and particularly the slang section, one of the professors attends a racy nightclub to listen to some of the slang of the day, there he becomes smitten with one of the burlesque queens. When he discovers she is wanted by the mob, he and his crew of professors must outwit the gangsters to save the woman's life. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck. From the original story by Billy Wilder and Thomas Monroe. Screenplay by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version features full frame presentations; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned.


The ballad of Gregorio Cortez 02388,VH
COLOR 105 MIN FILMS INCO 1982
Based on a true story of a tragedy resulting from cross-cultural misunderstanding and blind oppression. Edward James Olmos stars as Gregorio Cortez, a young cowhand who kills a sheriff when an inept interpreter turns the sheriff's innocent question into a dangerous threat. He flees, triggering one of the biggest manhunts in Texas history. The Mexican community rallied to his defense, believing that he was being persecuted solely on the basis of his race.

Feature films – United States.; Mexican Americans–Civil rights; Race discrimination–United States

The ballad of Gregorio Cortez 90005,VH
90005,DM
COLOR 105 MIN FILMS INCO 1982
Based on a true story of a tragedy resulting from cross-cultural misunderstanding and blind oppression. Edward James Olmos stars as Gregorio Cortez, a young cowhand who kills a sheriff when an inept interpreter turns the sheriff's innocent question into a dangerous threat. He flees, triggering one of the biggest manhunts in Texas history. The Mexican community rallied to his defense, believing that he was being persecuted solely on the basis of his race.

Feature films – United States.; Mexican Americans–Civil rights; Race discrimination–United States
The ballad of Little Jo: (DVD)
11561,ID
11561.DM
COLOR 122 MIN NEW LINE H 1993
The film is inspired by a true story of Josephine Monaghan, a mid-19th century woman, who disguised herself as a man to survive in the rough western frontier. Josephine is cast out by her wealthy East Coast family when she becomes pregnant out-of-wedlock. She heads west out to start a new life and soon learns life is dangerous for a single woman in the West. By disguising herself as a man she is able to avoid the sexual predators that prey on women, while carving out a life in a dingy frontier mining town as a man. Josephine, becomes Little Jo a respected member of the community. Cast includes Suzy Aims, Bo Hopkins, Ian McKellen, David Chung, Rene Auberjonois, Carrie Snodgress. Written and directed by Maggie Greenwald. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; DVD-Rom enabled; English subtitles and closed caption for the hearing impaired.


Bambi: (DVD)
17705,ID
COLOR 70 MIN BUENA VIST 1942
Hailed as the Prince of the Forest at his birth, wobble-legged Bambi the faun lives deep in the woodland with his mother. His early faunhood is filled with friends—Thumper, a jovial rabbit who says all the wrong things; Flower, a skunk with an inferiority complex; and Friend Owl, misanthrope of the treetops. As he grows, fun-and-games give way to the hardship of winter and the most terrifying, ever-looming threat to survival—man. When the hunters come, Bambi must learn to be as brave as his father The Great Prince, and lead the other deer to safety. Featuring the voices of Hardie Albright, Tim Davis, Sam Edwards, Bobette Audrey, Thelma Boardman, Stan Alexander, Donnie Dunagan, Sterling Holloway, John Sutherland, Paul Winslowe, Cammie King, Ann Gillis, Thelma Hubbard, Mary Lansing, Fred Shields, Will Wright. Special features include an introduction by Diane Disney Miller, Inside Walt's Story Meetings and more. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish with optional English SDH.


Bambi: (Blu-ray Disc)
17704,ID
COLOR 70 MIN BUENA VIST 1942
Hailed as the Prince of the Forest at his birth, wobble-legged Bambi the faun lives deep in the woodland with his mother. His early faunhood is filled with friends—Thumper, a jovial rabbit who says all the wrong things; Flower, a skunk with an inferiority complex; and Friend Owl, misanthrope of the treetops. As he grows, fun-and-games give way to the hardship of winter and the most terrifying, ever-looming threat to survival—man. When the hunters come, Bambi must learn to be as brave as his father The Great Prince, and lead the other deer to safety. Featuring the voices of Hardie Albright, Tim Davis, Sam Edwards, Bobette Audrey, Thelma Boardman, Stan Alexander, Donnie Dunagan, Sterling Holloway, John Sutherland, Paul Winslowe, Cammie King, Ann Gillis, Thelma Hubbard, Mary Lansing, Fred Shields, Will Wright. Special features include an introduction by Diane Disney Miller, Inside Walt’s Story Meetings and more. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish with optional English SDH.


Bamako: (DVD)
13662,ID
COLOR 117 MIN NEW YORKER 2006
A political drama set in a residential courtyard in Bamako, the capital city of Mali. African civil society representatives have taken proceedings against such international financial institutions as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, whom they blame for Africa’s woes. As the trial proceeds and witnesses air bracing indictments against the global economic machinery; life carries on for the residents of the courtyard, people get married, couples break up, and people perform their daily chores. The director uses professional lawyers, judges, and witnesses to express their true feelings and contemporary Africa. Cast includes Aïssa Maiga, Tiecouri Traore, Meline Diarra, Habib Dembele, Dieneba Koné, Aïssata Tall Sall, Roland Rappaport, William Bourdon, Mamadou Konate, Mamadou Savadogo, Danny Glover. Written and directed by Abderrahmane Sissako. This DVD version features scene selection; Letterboxed presentation; Interviews with director Abderrahmane Sissako, Danny Glover, Yao Graham, Gita Sen; Harry Belafonte clip from NY Film Festival panel; Theatrical trailer; Essays by Aminata Traore and Mahmood Mamdani; Language: In French and Bambara with optional English subtitles.


Bamako: (Blu-ray Disc)
08609,ID
COLOR 70 MIN BUENA VIST 1942
This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; DVD-Rom enabled; English subtitles and closed caption for the hearing impaired.


Bamako: (DVD)
10802,ID
COLOR 70 MIN WALT DISNE 1942
This classic Disney animated film "Bambi," the story of a woodland deer, who is orphaned when his mother is killed by hunters. Bambi is left alone in the forest and is befriended by other animals that help the fawn survive. Bambi and friends set off on a grand adventure. Directed by David Hand. This Platinum edition DVD version features fullscreen presentation; "Bambi: Inside Walt's Story Meetings." Never-before-seen deleted scenes; DisneyPedia: Bambi's Forest Friends; Disney Storytime: Thumper Goes Exploring; Languages: English, French, and Spanish.


Bambooloozed
08555,VH
COLOR 136 MIN NEW LINE H 2000
A young African American network executive is ordered to create a hot, trend-setting, urban hit. He creates “Maintain the New Millennium Minstrel Show,” a show so offensive, the executive is sure he will be fired. Instead the show becomes a runaway smash hit and the subject of much controversy. The executive becomes a true success story, but at what cost? The consequences of his actions lead to an explosive conclusion. Cast includes Damon Wayans, Savion Glover, Jada Pinkett-Smith, Tommy Davidson, Michael Rapaport. Choreography by Savion Glover. Written and directed by Spike Lee.


Bambooloozed: (DVD)
08609,ID
COLOR 136 MIN NEW LINE H 2000
A young African American network executive is ordered to create a hot, trend-setting, urban hit. He creates “Maintain the New Millennium Minstrel Show,” a show so offensive, the executive is sure he will be fired. Instead the show becomes a runaway smash hit and the subject of much controversy. The executive becomes a true success story, but at what cost? The
consequences of his actions lead to an explosive conclusion. Cast includes Damon Wayans, Savion Glover, Jada Pinkett-Smith, Tommy Davidson, Michael Rapaport. Choreography by Savion Glover. Written and directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen version of the film; 5:1 surround sound; 2:0 stereo surround sound; feature-length commentary with director Spike Lee; deleted scenes; original documentary on the making of the film; animated art gallery; music videos; theatrical trailer; interactive menus. DVD-Rom features: must be played on a DVD-Rom drive on a PC with Windows 95 or higher: "script-to-screen" – access the film directly from the screenplay, original website.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lee, Spike

**Bananas : (DVD)**

13027,ID 13027,DM

COLOR 82 MIN METRO-GOLD 1971

The Woody Allen Collection Series - A bumbling New Yorker is left by his activist girlfriend. He decides to take an island vacation and heads to the tiny republic of San Marcos. On San Marcos he is grabbed by revolutionary rebels and held captive. When the rebel leader goes crazy the bumbling New Yorker finds himself the leader of rebel forces. The FBI soon steps in and grabs the new rebel leader and puts him on trial for subversion. The film is a madcap, comedy, satire, and Woody Allen's second


**The band's visit : (Bikur ha-Tizmoret) : (DVD)**

14134,ID 14134,DM

COLOR 87 MIN SONY PICTU 2007

An Egyptian police band travels to Israel to perform at an Arab Cultural Center. The band gets on the wrong bus and end up stranded in a remote desolate Israeli village. The men fear the worst, but have no other option than to spend the night. The townspeople prove to be welcoming of the men and their music to their own. The Arabs and the Jews, people of two distinct cultures, learn they share common bonds. Cast includes Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz, Saleh Bakri, Khalifa Natour. Written and directed by Eran Kolirin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The band's visit: making the fairy tale." Photo gallery: Languages: English, Hebrew, Arabic; Subtitles: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The bank dick : (DVD)**

14376,ID

B&W 72 MIN UNIVERSAL 1940

W.C. Fields Comedy Collection Series - W.C. Fields is Egbert Souse, a lowly bank guard who divides his time between the Billary; music videos; theatrical trailer; cast and crew footnotes. His humdrum life changes when fate leads him to heroism. Hollywood and the good life. Packed with classic routines, including a wacky cops and robbers chase. Cast includes W.C. Fields, Una Merkel, Cora Witherspoon, Franklin Pangborn, Shemp Howard, Grady Sutton. Original screenplay by Mahatma Kane Jeeves, i.e. W.C. Fields. Directed by Edward Cline. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


**Barabbas : (DVD)**

18717,ID

COLOR 135 MIN COLUMBIA T 1961

Pardoned instead of Christ. Barabbas is haunted by the rest of his life. After watching his former lover, Rachel, being stoned to death for her belief in Jesus, Barabbas returns to his life of thievery. Arrested again, he is sent to the sulphur mines and then to gladiator school where he witnesses yet another friend give his life in the name of Jesus. It is only at the end, when Barabbas himself faces crucifixion, that he discovers his faith. Cast includes Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano, Arthur Kennedy, Katy Jurado, Harry Andrews, Valentina Cortese, Vittorio Gassman, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine. Bonus features: theatrical trailer, interactive menus. Directed by Richard Fleischer. In English with optional subtitles in English, French, Spanish or Portuguese.


**Baraka**

06284,VH

COLOR 96 MIN MPI HOME V 1992

A transcendently poetic tour of the globe. Visiting twenty four countries and shot in 70mm. The film captures not only the harmony, but also the calamity that humans and nature have visited upon the Earth. Set to the rhythms of varied religious rituals and natures own raw beat, demonstrating the interconnectedness humans share with the Earth. Concept and scenario by Ron Fricke, Mark Magidson, and Bob Green. Photographed and directed by Ron Fricke. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Baraka: a closer look; Restoration.

Documentary films – United States.; Earth; Feature films – United States.; Landscape; Man–Influence on nature; Nature; Rituals; Rites and ceremonies; World; Cultures, learn they share common bonds. Cast includes Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz, Saleh Bakri, Khalifa Natour. Written and directed by Eran Kolirin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The band's visit: making the fairy tale." Photo gallery: Languages: English, Hebrew, Arabic; Subtitles: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Barbershop : (DVD)**

09829,ID

COLOR 102 MIN METRO-GOLD 2002

A young entrepreneur is saddled with running his family's barbershop. His goals do not include following in his father's footsteps, so he sells the barbershop to a shady loan shark. He soon discovers that the barbershop is an important part of the social identity of the neighborhood, which he won't allow to be destroyed. The young man sets out to reverse the mistake he made and save the barbershop. Cast includes Ice Cube, Anthony Anderson, Sean Patrick Thomas, Eve, Troy Garity, Michael Ealy, Leonidas Earl Howze, Keith David, Cedric the Entertainer. Story by Mark Brown. Screenplay by Mark Brown, Don D. Scott, and Marshall Todd. Directed by Tim Story. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; audio commentary with the director, producers, and a writer; deleted scenes with director's commentary; bloopers and outakes; Barber School interactive game; "Trade It All" music video with Fabolous featuring P. Diddy and Jagged Edge; behind-the-scenes photos gallery; Languages: English and Spanish; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.
**Basic instinct**

**Basic instinct** (director's cut) (DVD)  
128 MIN  
LIONS GATE  
1992  
The director's cut of this controversial detective thriller. An erotic thriller of deception and intrigue. A detective must battle psychological pain and out of control lust as he tracks a serial killer in San Francisco. The most obvious suspect is the latest victim's lover, an author of a murder mystery that mirrors the circumstances of the crime. Cast includes Sharon Stone, Michael Douglas, and Jean Tripplehorn. Directed by Paul Verhoeven. The special edition disc contains introduction, running commentary, and an interview with Paul Verhoeven. There is also a section of behind the scenes photos. The final scene of the film has an alternate music track by Composer Jerry Goldsmith on the digitized audio channel.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States; Detective and mystery films.; Drama.; Ian Rankin, 1960-.; City of Glasgow, Scotland.


---

**The barest contessa**

**The barest contessa**  
05587.VH  
COLOR 128 MIN  
KEY VIDEO  
1954  
The rise and fall of a beautiful actress, whose Hollywood career is orchestrated by a clever movie director and a hard-nosed press agent. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Ava Gardner, Edmond O'Brien, Marius Goring, Valentina Cortesa and Rossano Brazzi; written and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.


---

**Barking water** (DVD)  
16534.ID  
COLOR 78 MIN  
LORBER FIL  
2009  
Frankie, a proud Native American, is attempting to reconnect with his estranged family. Released from the hospital, but still very ill, he hits the road with his ex-lover Irene, who acts as Frankie's nurse but refuses to offer forgiveness for his past indiscretions. As they travel through the sun-dappled countryside, they encounter various eccentric personalities. But his journey really begins when he reunites with his daughter and finally meets her newborn child. The cast includes Casey Camp-Horinek, Richard Ray Whitman, Jon Proudfiler and Aaron Riggs.

Written and directed by Sterlin Harjo. Bonus features include deleted scenes from Barking Water and other bonus footage. Language: English and Mvskoke; Subtitles: English.


---

**Barry Lyndon** (DVD)  
20444.ID  
COLOR 185 MIN  
CRITERION  
1975  

This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features a documentary featuring cast and crew interviews as well as audio excerpts from a 1975 interview with director Stanley Kubrick; Program about the films groundbreaking visuals featuring focus puller Douglas Milsome and gauffer Lou Bogue as well as excerpts from a 1980 interview with cinematographer John Alcott; Program featuring historian Christopher Frayling on Academy Award-winning production designer Ken Adam; Interview with casting director Eugene Lawson; Freeway from 1976 with Ulla-Britt Soderlund who codesigned the films Oscar-winning costumes; Interview with critic Michel Ciment; Interview with actor Leon Vitali about the 5.1 surround soundtrack which he cosupervised; Piece analyzing the fine-art-inspired aesthetics of the film with curator Adam Eaker; Trailers; Essay by critic Geoffrey O'Brien and two pieces about the look of the film from the March 1976 issue of American Cinematographer; Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


---

**Barton Fink** (DVD)  
12475.ID  
12475,DM  
COLOR 116 MIN  
20TH CENTURY  
1991  
A New York playwright relocates to 1940's Hollywood to write a low budget screenplay about wrestling. He moves into a rundown hotel and types out one sentence and experiences complete writers’ block. His plight is not helped by the strange characters he comes into contact with as his life spins more and more out of control. Cast includes John Turturro, John Goodman, Judy Davis, Michael Lerner, John Maelz, Jon PolitoWritten by Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. Directed by Joel Coen. This DVD version features scene selection; widescreen presentation; Eight deleted scenes; Still gallery; Theatrical trailers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


---

**The barefoot contessa**

**The barefoot contessa**  
06459,VD  
COLOR 128 MIN  
CAROLCO HO  
1992  
The Director's cut of this controversial detective thriller. An erotic thriller of deception and intrigue. A detective must battle psychological pain and out of control lust as he tracks a serial killer in San Francisco. The most obvious suspect is the latest victim's lover, an author of a murder mystery that mirrors the circumstances of the crime. Cast includes Sharon Stone, Michael Douglas, Jean Tripplehorn. Written by Joe Eszterhas. Directed by Paul Verhoeven. The special edition disc contains introduction, running commentary, and an interview with Paul Verhoeven. There is also a section of behind the scenes photos. The final scene of the film has an alternate music track by Composer Jerry Goldsmith on the digitized analog channel.

Feature films – United States.

---

**Bartleby** (DVD)  
17065.ID  
COLOR 83 MIN  
WELSPRING  
2001  
When the manager of a public records firm decides his staff of three could use some help, he hires Bartleby, the one and only candidate who applies for the job. But before long, the eccentric new employee creates an uproar by repeatedly defying his boss with the phrase "I'd prefer not to." He inspires complete and utter chaos within the workplace. Based on Herman Melville's short story "Bartleby, the scrivener." Cast includes David Paymer, Crispin Glover, Glenne Headley, Joe Piscopo, Seymour Cassel, Dick Martin, Carrie Snodgress, Maury Chaykin. Screenplay by Jonathan Parker and Catherine di Napoli. Directed by Jonathan Parker. This DVD version features mini-director commentary with Jonathan Parker; Cast interviews (in character); "About the Theremin" featurette; Theatrical trailer; Filmographies; Weblinks.

Batman begins: (DVD) 14050.ID 14050.DM COLOR 106 MIN BUENA VIST 1996

Based on the life of Jean-Michel Basquiat, a young American unknown graffiti artist who lived on the streets of New York City in a cardboard box. Jean-Michel was “discovered” by Andy Warhol’s art world and became a star. He became the first black artist to succeed in the all-white dominated world of New York’s elite art community. But his success came at a high price, and Basquiat paid with friendship, love, drugs and eventually, his life. Cast includes Jeffrey Wright, David Bowie, Dennis Hopper, Gary Oldman, Michael Wincott, Benicio del Toro, Claire Forlani, Courtney Love, Parker Posey. Based on a story by Lech J. Majewski. Written and directed by Julian Schnabel. This DVD version features the film in widescreen presentation; sneak peeks; theatrical trailer; Language: English and French dubbed; English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Bataan: (DVD) 08336,ID B&W 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1943

Set on the Bataan peninsula in the Philippines in 1942 and following Sgt. Bill Dane and his twelve men as they face hopeless odds battling the Japanese forces. The men are cut off from reinforcements, weakened by malaria, and hugely outnumbered. Dane and his soldiers must hold a strategic bridge as they combat the Japanese army. Cast includes Robert Taylor, George Murphy, Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Nolan, Lee Bowman, Robert Walker, Desi Arnaz. Original screenplay by Robert D. Andrews. Directed by Tay Garnett. This DVD version features interactive menus; theatrical trailer; scene access; languages and subtitles: English and French.


Batman: (Blu-ray Disc) 17135,ID COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 1989


Batman forever: (Blu-ray Disc) 17136,ID COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1995

The bold heroes of Batman are chronicled in the third film in the Batman series. Batman must save Gotham City from the villainous world domination schemes of Two-Face and the Riddler, aided for the first time in the series by Robin. Cast includes Val Kilmer, Jim Carrey, Tommy Lee Jones, Nicole Kidman, Chris O’Donnell. Directed by Joel Schumacher.

Feature films – United States.

Batman returns: (Blu-ray Disc) 17135,ID COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1992


+Batman begins: (DVD) 19885,ID COLOR 140 MIN WARNER HOM 2005

As a boy a young Bruce Wayne watched in horror as his millionaire parents were slain in front of his eyes. This trauma led him to become obsessed with revenge. After disappearing to the East where he seeks counsel with a ninja cult leader, he returns to his now decaying Gotham City. The City is now overrun by organized crime and dangerous individuals manipulating the system. The discovery of a cave under his mansion, and a prototype armoured suit leads him to take on a new persona. He becomes Batman and strikes fear into the hearts of men who do wrong. With the help of rising cop Jim Gordon, Batman sets out to take down the various criminal schemes that have been set in motion by individuals such as mafia don Falcone, the twisted doctor/drug dealer Jonathan The Scarecrow Crane, and a mysterious party that is quite familiar with Wayne and waiting to strike when the time is right. Based upon Batman characters created by Bob Kane. Cast includes Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Liam Neeson, Katie Holmes, Gary Oldman, Cillian Murphy, Tom Wilkinson, Rutger Hauer, Ken Watanabe, Mark Boone Junior, Linus Roache, Morgan Freeman. Story by David S. Goyer. Screenplay by Christopher Nolan and David S. Goyer. Directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French.; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English.; Closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Batman : the movie**
08944.VH
COLOR 105 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1966
A full-length feature film version of the 1960's camp television Batman series. The Dynamic Duo must face-off against four of their most fearsome enemies – the Joker, the Riddler, the Penguin, and Catwoman. The villains have a dehydrator that can turn humans into dust and plans to take over the world, it is up to Batman and Robin to stop them and save the day. Cast includes Adam West, Burt Ward, Lee Meriwether, Burgess Meredith, Cesar Romero, Frank Gorshin, Reginald Denny. Written by Lorenzo Semple, Jr. Directed by Leslie H. Martinson.

Feature films – United States.

**Battle beyond the stars : (Blu-ray Disc)**
16059.ID
16059.DM
COLOR 104 MIN SHOUT FACT 1980
Roger Corman's cult classics Series - A peaceful planet is being threatened by an evil tyrant bent on dominating and enslaving the entire universe. The fate of the planet rests with one young man who is sent to scour the cosmos to recruit mercenaries to defend his home world. Seven mercenaries are recruited among them a lizzard-like humanoid, a space cowboy, a female warrior, and a brooding killer-for-hire. The filmmakers were inspired by "Star wars," "The magnificent seven," and "The seven Samurai." Cast includes Richard Thomas, Robert Vaughn, John Saxon, George Peppard, Darlanne Fluegel, Sybil Danning, Sa m Jaffe, Jeff Corey, Morgan Woodward, Martha Kristen, Julia Duffy. Story by John Sayles and Anne Dyer. Screenplay by John Sayles. Directed by Jimmy T. Murakami. This 30th anniversary special edition Blu-ray disc version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by writer John Sayles and Roger Corman; Commentary by production manager Gale Anne Hurd; "The man who would be Shad" new interview with actor Richard Thomas; "Space opera on a shoestring" a comprehensive look at the technical challenges and postproduction of the film with Thomas; "Science fiction films.; Battles – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Battles – Drama.; Apes – Drama.

Feature films – United States.

**Battle for the planet of the apes : (DVD)**
11030.ID
11030,19
B&W 148 MIN WARNER BRO 1955
An epic ode to World War II Marine heroism and homefront sacrifice. The saga follows recruits from boot camp to the bloody invasion of Saipan. Adapted by Leon M. Usis from his own novel. Cast includes Van Heflin, Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson, James Whitmore, Raymond Massey, Tab Hunter, Dorothy Malone, Anne Francis. Screenplay by Leon M. Usis. Directed by Raoul Walsh. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Raoul Walsh profile; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.


**Battle for the beach : (DVD)**
11722,19
11722.DM
COLOR 119 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2000
A young American backpacker, traveling in Thailand, discovers a secret, deceptively perfect beach, that seems like heaven on earth. He joins a group of people who have formed their own society on the isolated island. Soon the paradise of the beach spirals into the chaos of seduction and danger. Based on the book by Alex Garland. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Tilda Swinton, Virginie Ledoyen, Guillaume Canet, Robert Carlyle. Screenplay by John Hodge. Directed by Danny Boyle. This DVD version features scenes selection; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Danny Boyle; Nine deleted scenes; All Saints music video "Pure Shores;" Storyboard gallery; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**The Beales of Grey Gardens : (DVD)**
15260,19
COLOR 91 MIN JANUS FILM 2006
East Hampton, the mid-1970s: documentary filmmakers Albert and David Maysles set up camp in a decrepit mansion known as Grey Gardens, where the eccentric Edith 'Big Edie' Ewing Bouvier Beale and her daughter Edith 'Little Edie' Bouvier Beale live amid piles of trash and mounds of cats. The film becomes an instant cult classic. Fast forward to the present day: Grey

**Battle for the golden planet : (Blu-ray Disc)**
12992.ID
COLOR 86 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1973
In this fifth and final Planet of the Apes adventures, set in 2001 A.D., an idyllic society of man and ape is threatened by both a militant gorilla and a tribe of still-intelligent mutant humans. Finally, simmering tensions dividing the primates erupt in an apocalyptic climax. When the smoke clears, the carriage is everywhere, but there is hope for a new beginning. Cast includes Roddy McDowall, Claude Akins, Natalie Trundy, Severn Darden, Lew Ayres, Paul Williams, John Huston. Based on characters created by Pierre Bouille. Music by Leonard Rosenman. Story by Paul Dehn. Screenplay by John William Corrington and Joyce Hooper Corrington. Directed by J. Lee Thompson. This DVD version features widescreen format; Theatrical trailers; "Planet of the Apes" Interactive Game Trailer; Self-contained Planet of the Apes Web Site; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**Battleground : (DVD)**
11033,ID
11033,19
B&W 118 MIN WARNER BRO 1949


**Be kind rewind : (DVD)**
15046.ID
COLOR 102 MIN NEW LINE H 2004
Jerry is a junkyard worker who attempts to sabotage a power plant he suspects of causing his headaches. He inadvertently causes his brain to become magnetized, and he unintentionally erases all of the movies in his amateur film director friend Mike's video store. In order to keep the store's one loyal customer, an elderly lady with a tenuous grasp on reality, the pair embark on an adventure to remake all the movies using an outdated video camera and their own special effects. They re-create a long line of films including 'The Lion King,' 'Rush Hour,' 'Ghostbusters,' 'When We Were Kings; 'Back to the Future,' 'Driving Miss Daisy,' and 'Robocop,' putting themselves and their townspeople into the films and transforming themselves from misfits into local celebrities. Cast includes Jack Black, Mos Def, Danny Glover, Mia Farrow, Melonie Diaz. Written and directed by Michel Gondry. This edition features both widescreen and full-screen versions; A behind-the-scenes featurette; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**The beach : (DVD)**
11722.ID
11722.DM
COLOR 119 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2000
A young American backpacker, traveling in Thailand, discovers a secret, deceptively perfect beach, that seems like heaven on earth. He joins a group of people who have formed their own society on the isolated island. Soon the paradise of the beach spirals into the chaos of seduction and danger. Based on the book by Alex Garland. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Tilda Swinton, Virginie Ledoyen, Guillaume Canet, Robert Carlyle. Screenplay by John Hodge. Directed by Danny Boyle. This DVD version features scenes selection; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Danny Boyle; Nine deleted scenes; All Saints music video "Pure Shores;" Storyboard gallery; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Gardens has inspired a successful Broadway musical, an HBO series, and a motion picture starring Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Paul Bettany, Judd Apatow, David O. Russell, and others.

A Beautiful Mind: A brilliant mathematician is on the brink of international acclaim when he becomes entangled in a mysterious conspiracy. Now, only his devoted wife can help him. Cast includes Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Paul Bettany, Judd Apatow, David; Beale, Edith Bouvier, d. 1977.; Beale, Edie.; Markiewicz, Ian.

Beauty and the Beast: The spell of an enchantress transforms a callous prince into a hideous beast in this acclaimed musical interpretation of the classic fairy tale. To break the spell, the Beast must win the love of book-loving Belle before the last petal falls from an enchanted rose. Voice cast includes Paige O'Hara, Robby Benson, Richard White, Jerry Orbach, David Ogden Stiers, Angela Lansbury. Original songs by Alan Menken and Howard Ashman. Original score by Alan Menken. Animation screenplay by Linda Woolverton. Directed by Gary Trousdale and Kirk Wise. This DVD version features both full screen and widescreen presentation; Interactive menu; "Beauty Shop: Inside the Style" featurette; Gag reel; Selected scenes audio commentary by director: Lime Woodward; Language: English, French, Spanish, English.

Beauty and the Beast: (Blu-ray Disc) 19410,ID
COLOR 92 MIN WALT DISNE 1991
The spell of an enchantress transforms a callous prince into a hideous beast in this acclaimed musical interpretation of the classic fairy tale. To break the spell, the Beast must win the love of book-loving Belle before the last petal falls from an enchanted rose. Multiple Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture, a first for an animated film.

Beauty Shop: (DVD) 14364,ID
COLOR 105 MIN MGM HOME E 2005
Gina Norris is in Atlanta making a name for herself at a posh Southern salon with her cutting-edge hairstyles. But when her flamboyant, egotistical boss takes it one criticism too far, she leaves his salon to open a shop of her own. Cast includes Queen Latifah, Alicia Silverstone, Andie MacDowell, Alfre Woodard, Mena Suvari, Kevin Bacon, Djimon Hounsou. Story by Elizabeth Hunter. Screenplay by Kate Lanier and Norman Vance, Jr. Directed by Bille Woodruff. This DVD version features both full screen and widescreen presentation; Interactive menu; "Beauty Shop: Inside the Style" featurette; Gag reel; Selected scenes audio commentary by director Bille Woodruff; Language: English, French, Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Because of him: (DVD) 16405,ID
B&W 98 MIN UNIVERSAL 1946
Deanna Durbin: the music and romance collection Series - After appearing in a Broadway production of "Cyrano de Bergerac," actor John Sheridan informs playwright Paul Taylor that he wants a young, beautiful actress to star opposite him in their next production. "Strange Laughter." When waitress Kim Walker learns of Sheridan's request, she tries to pass herself off as an experienced actress and even succeeds in winning the coveted role. That's when the real problems begin. The cast includes Deanna Durbin, Charles Laughton, Franchot Tone, Helen Baderick and Donald Meek. Directed by Richard Wallace with screenplay by Edmund Beloin. This DVD features an intro by Robert Osborne; Behind the scenes photos; Publicity stills; Scene stills; Movie posters; TCM article. Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Beauty and the beast: (DVD) 19250,ID
COLOR 150 MIN MPI HOME V 1991
The spell of an enchantress transforms a callous prince into a hideous beast in this acclaimed musical interpretation of the classic fairy tale. To break the spell, the Beast must win the love of book-loving Belle before the last petal falls from an enchanted rose. Voice cast includes Paige O'Hara, Robby Benson, Richard White, Jerry Orbach, David Ogden Stiers, Angela Lansbury. Original songs by Alan Menken and Howard Ashman. Original score by Alan Menken. Animation screenplay by Linda Woolverton. Directed by Gary Trousdale and Kirk Wise. This Diamond edition DVD version features audio commentary; Three versions of the film; Disney sing along mode; Languages: English, French (Canadian), and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
above his loyalty to the throne, or the person of its inhabitant. In opposition to Henry, he proves more able than his predecessors do, and the clash of two powerful personalities leads to destruction. Cast includes Peter O'Toole, Richard Burton, John Gielgud, Donald Wolfit, Martita Hunt, Pamela Brown. Based on the play Becket by Jean Anouilh. Produced upon the New York stage by David Merrick. Screenplay by Edward Anhalt. Directed by Peter Glenville. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with O'Toole; Special features: Interviews with editor Anne V. Coates and composer Laurence Rosenthal; Archival interviews with Richard Burton; TV spot; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English.


Bee Gees : This is where I came in : The official story of the Bee Gees : (DVD)

15000,ID
15000,DM
COLOR 150 MIN RED DISTR 2001
Made with the full co-operation of the Bee Gees, the story is told in their own words. In candid interviews covering their career and their lives, the brothers Gibb describe the personal journey that has taken them from singing in their room to their status within Rock 'n' Roll's Hall of Fame and being the second best-selling group of all time. In addition, the show features interviews with Sir George Martin, Sir Tim Rice, impresario Robert Stigwood (the man who launched their career in the UK), Billboard magazine executive editor Tony Tartaglione, and Tim Rice and Ross O'Keeffe. Based on the Bee Gees' wives and their mother, Barbara Gibb. With the use of home movies, archival footage, exclusive access to the Gibb family photo and video collection as well as performances from throughout their career. 'This is where I came in' hits every important note in the group's musical legacy. Written and directed by David Leaf and John Scheinfeld. This version features bonus interviews; Photo gallery; Video for single 'This is where I came in;' Guest biographies; Weblink; 60 minutes of material exclusive to this DVD; Cuts from 'Jive talkin'; 'Nights on Broadway,' 'Stayin alive;' 'How deep is your love;' 'Too much heaven;' 'Immortality.' 'This is where I came in;' Languages: English; English captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Beetlejuice : (Blu-ray Disc)

17137,ID
COLOR 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1988
The Tim Burton collection Series - After Barbara and Adam Maitland are killed in a car crash, they find themselves trapped as ghosts in their own New England farmhouse. Their peaceful ‘existence’ is disrupted when a yuppie family, the Deetz’s, buy their house. The Maitlands are too nice and harmless as ghosts and all their efforts to scare the Deetz’s away are unsuccessful. They decide to call to Beetlejuice, a people-exorcizing ghost, for help. Cast includes Alec Baldwin, Geena Davis, Jeffrey Jones, Catherine O’Hara, Winona Ryder, Michael Keaton, Sylvia Sidney and Glenn Shadix. Special features on this blu-ray disc: 3 episodes from the animated Beetlejuice TV series: “A-Hal;” “Skeletons in the closet;” “Spooky Boo-Tique;” music-only track. In English (Dolby 5.1), dubbed French (Dolby mono) or dubbed Spanish (Dolby surround) dialogue, with optional English SDH, French or Spanish subtitles.


Before night falls : (DVD)

10240,ID
10240,DM
COLOR 133 MIN NEW LINE H 2000
A journey through the life and work of late Cuban poet Reinaldo Arenas. The story is pulled from the poets own memoirs and details his victimization by the Cuban government. His books were banned by officials and he was jailed for a crime he didn’t commit. Cast includes Javier Bardem, Oliver Martinez, Andrea Di Stefano, Johnny Depp, Michael Wincott. Written by Cunningham O’Toole and Lazaro Gomez-Carriiles. Directed by Julian Schnabel. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; commentary with director Julian Schnabel, actor Javier Bardem, screenwriter Lazaro Gomez-Carriiles, composer Carter Burwell, and co-director of photography Xavier Perez Grobet; Documentary shorts: excerpts from ‘Improper Conduct’ 1983 interview with Reinaldo Arenas, behind-the-scenes/Home Movie by Lola Schnabel, Little Notes on Painting Artwork by Julian Schnabel; cast and crew filmographies; original theatrical trailer; DVD-Rom content: link to original website and more; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Before sunrise : (DVD)

19047,ID
COLOR 101 MIN HBO VIDEO 1999
A young American man meets a beautiful French student on a train bound for Paris, falls in love and asks her to share his last night in Vienna. Cast includes Ethan Hawke, Julie Delpy. Special features include theatrical trailer. Widescreen version on one side; full version on the other side. Directed by Richard Linklater. English; English and French language soundtracks (Dolby surround stereo) with some German dialogue; optional subtitles in English and French. Closed-captioned in English.

Feature films–Austria; Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Americans – Europe – Drama.; Linklater, Richard, 1960-.

Beginners : (DVD)

18689,ID
18689,DM
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011
A young man is rocked by two announcements from his elderly father: that he has terminal cancer, and that he has a young male lover. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Christopher Plummer, Melanie Laurent, Goran Visnjic, Kai Lennox, Page Keller, Keegan Boos. Bonus features: Short film about making Beginners; promo; feature commentary with writer/director Mike Mills. Directed by Mike Mills. English or dubbed Spanish dialogue, optional subtitles in Spanish or French; English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.


Being John Malkovich

08465,VH
COLOR 113 MIN USA HOME V 2000
An out-of-work puppeteer is forced to take a temporary job as a file clerk. Although married, he becomes infatuated with a co-worker, a woman who does not share his attraction. One day at work he discovers a hidden door that leads down a dark passageway. The door is in fact a portal into the brain of famous screen stage actor John Malkovich. The portal allows those who pass through it to experience being John Malkovich for 15 minutes. The story only becomes stranger from there. Cast includes John Cusack, Cameron Diaz, Catherine Keener, Orson Bean, Mary Kay Place, John Malkovich. Written by Charlie Kaufman. Directed by Spike Jonze.

**Being John Malkovich** : (DVD)  
11575,1D  
11575,DM  
**COLOR** 113 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999  
An out-of-work puppeteer is forced to take a temporary job as a file clerk. Although married, he becomes infatuated with a co-worker, a woman who does not share his attraction. One day at work he discovers a hidden door that leads down a dark passageway. The door is in fact a portal into the brain of famous screen and stage actor John Malkovich. The portal allows those who pass through it to experience being John Malkovich for 15 minutes. The story only becomes stranger from there. Cast includes John Cusack, Cameron Diaz, Catherine Keener, Orson Bean, Mary Kay Place, John Malkovich. Written by Charlie Kaufman. Directed by Spike Jonze.This DVD version features widescreen presentation; 7 1/2 Floor Orientation; American Arts & Culture Presents John Horatio Malkovich, Dance of Despair and Disillusionment; A Page with Nothing on It; An Intimate Portrait of the Art of Puppeteering; An interview with director Spike Jonze; An Intimate Portrait of the Art of Background Driving; Cast biographies & filmographies; Spike's photo album; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned, French, and Spanish.  

**The believer** : (DVD)  
10548,1D  
**COLOR** 99 MIN PALM PICTU 2002  
Danny Balint is an intelligent, but deeply conflicted man. He is a New York City Neo-Nazi skinhead full of hate for immigrants and Jews, who grew up Jewish, attending Jewish schools and studying the Torah. The young man's self-hate leads him to joining a Neo-Nazi organization, eventually becoming the spokesperson for the group. His activities with the Neo-Nazi group include fire bombing a synagogue and stealing the congregation's torah. When a reporter threatens to expose his Jewish roots, the angry young man's self-constructed world of hate begins to implode. The story is inspired by real events. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Summer Phoenix, Theresa Russell, Billy Zane. Story by Henry Bean and Mark Jacobson. Screenplay and directed by Henry Bean. This DVD version features scene access; Letterbox; Commentary track with director Henry Bean; Anatomy of a scene: The Believer; Video interview with director Henry Bean; Theatrical trailer; Previews and weblinks; Subtitles: English and Spanish.  

**The bellhops** : (DVD)  
07138,VH  
**COLOR** 115 MIN ORION HOME 1987  
A police psychologist is called into a case of a police detective accused of killing a young girl. The detective claims followers of a Satanist cult framed him, and the psychologist believes him. In order to clear the detective's name the psychologist travels from the tenements of Spanish Harlem to the elite offices in Manhattan's glittering high-rises battling the corruption of Santeria who exploit the religion's power for their own greedy motives. Risking his and his family's lives the police psychologist must put logic aside and consider exotic mysticism to protect his soul and sanity against the believers. Based on the book "The Religion" by Nicholas Conde. Cast includes Martin Sheen, Helen Shaver, Jimmy Smits, Robert Loggia, Richard Masur, Harley Cross. Directed by John Schlesinger.  
Feature films – United States.  

**Beloved** : (DVD)  
08515,1D  
**COLOR** 172 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1998  
Seth, a former slave, who has made her way to freedom in Ohio, is confronted by secrets from her past that have haunted her for years. When an old friend reenters her life, he helps her rediscover who she is and regain her lost sense of hope. Based on the novel by Toni Morrison. Cast includes Oprah Winfrey, Danny Glover, Thandie Newton, Kimberly Elise, Beah Richards, Lisa Gay Hamilton, Albert Hall. Directed by Jonathan Demme.  
Feature films – United States.; Morrison, Toni  

**Ben-Hur** : (DVD)  
06472,VH  
**COLOR** 211 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1959  
Ben-Hur, a peace-loving prince of Judea, leads his nation against the wrath of the conquering Romans. His self-imposed destiny brings tragedy to himself, and his people, as he learns how to fight, to love, to hate, and finally, to forgive. The film features a famous race between Ben-Hur and the sadistic Roman Messala, which lasts nearly twenty minutes on screen. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Jack Hawkins, Haya Harareet, Stephen Boyd, Hugh Griffith. Screenplay by Karl Tunberg. Directed by William Wyler.  
Feature films – United States.  

**Ben-Hur : a tale of Christ**  
06472,1D  
**COLOR** 148 MIN SILENT MGM/UA HOM 1927  
Ben-Hur, based on the novel by General Lew Wallace, is set against the world-shaking backdrop of the life of Jesus. The sweeping saga tells the story of a young Jewish nobleman and his nemesis, a Roman centurion. This restored version of the epic contains the original tinted and two-strip Technicolor sequences intact. A stereo score performed by the London Philharmonic Orchestra has been added. Cast includes Ramon
Novarro, Betty Bronson, May McAvoy, Francis X. Bushman, Carmel Myers. Directed by Fred Niblo.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films

**Ben-Hur** (DVD)

12117.ID  
12117.DM

COLOR 222 MIN WARNER HOM 1959

Judah Ben-Hur is a young Jewish nobleman from a prominent family who is reunited with his childhood friend Messala. Messala returns to Judea as a Roman tribune. There is a genuine friendship between the two men, yet the clash of their cultures drives a wedge between them. That wedge finally drives Messala to banish Judah to the slave galleys and send his mother and his sister to prison. From that point forward, Judah's life becomes a quest: a quest to survive and a quest for vengeance. Judah survives the galleys to become the adopted son of a Roman general, and his triumphant return to Judea permits him to challenge and subsequently confront Messala in a chariot race. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Jack Hawkins, Haya Harareet, Stephen Boyd, Hugh Griffith, Martha Scott, Cathy O'Donnell, Same Jaffe. Screenplay by Karl Tunberg. Based on the novel by Lew Wallace. Directed by Fred Nibo. This 4-disc DVD version features commentary by film historian T. Gene Hatcher with scene-specific comments from Charlton Heston; music-only track showcasing Miklos Rozsa's score; The 1925 silent version of Ben-Hur; The Thanes television restoration with a stereoscopic orchestral score by Carl Davis; 2005 Documentary "Ben-Hur: The Epic That Changed Cinema"; 1994 Documentary "Ben-Hur: The Making of an Epic"; "Ben-Hur: A Journey Through Pictures"; theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Religious films.; Chariot racing – Drama.; Holy Roman Empire – History – Drama.; Jesus Christ – Drama; Middle Eastern American

**Bend of the river** (DVD)

14177.ID

COLOR 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 1952

James Stewart is the western collection Series - As a former outlaw turned wagon train guide, Stewart is pitted against warring Indians, murderous hijackers and a traitorous ally as he attempts to lead a group of settlers through the treacherous Oregon wilderness. Cast includes James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, Julia Adams, Rock Hudson, Lori Nelson, Jay C. Flippen, Stepin' Fetchit, Henry Morgan. Screenplay by Borden Chase. Based on the novel "Bend of the Snake" by Bill Gulick. Directed by Anthony Mann. This DVD version features scene selection; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


**Beneath the planet of the apes** (DVD)

12989.ID

COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1970

An astronaut gets thrown through a portal and into the future. When he lands on the ape planet, he finds a subterranean world where highly advanced humans live in New York City's former subway system in fear of militaristic gorillas and worship a weapon capable of destroying the entire planet. Cast includes James Franciscus, Kim Hunter, Maurice Evans, Linda Harrison, Paul Richards, Victor Buono, James Gregory, Jeff Corey, Natalie Trundy, Charlton Heston. Music by Leonard Rosenman. Based on characters created by Pierre Boulle. Screenplay by Paul Dehn. Directed by Ted Post. This DVD version features widescreen format; Photo gallery; Theatrical trailers; "Planet of the Apes" web link; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**Beowulf** (DVD)

14561.ID  
14561.DM

COLOR 114 MIN PARAMOUNT 2007

This is not your high school teacher's Old English epic poem, but a motion-capture animated film. In the age of heroes comes the mightiest warrior of them all, Beowulf, to aid King Hrothgar by slaying the monster Grendel. The troubled Danish kingdom has been bedeviled by the demon for years, but in killing him, Beowulf incurs the undying wrath of the beastly and seductive mother. After killing her, Beowulf returns to the castle and becomes king. Years pass, and all seems well. Is the age of demons finally over? Before he dies, however, Beowulf must face his past weakness and expiate his sins—if his kingdom is to survive. Cast includes Ray Winstone, Anthony Hopkins, John Malkovich, Robin Wright Penn, Brendan Gleeson, Crispin Glover, Alisson Lohman, Angelina Jolie. Screenplay by Neil Gaiman and Roger Avary. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; A hero's journey: The making of Beowulf; Beasts of burden - Designing the creatures of Beowulf; Creating the ultimate Beowulf; The art of Beowulf; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.


**Bennie** (DVD)

17304.ID

COLOR 99 MIN MILLENNIUM 2012

In the tiny, rural town of Carthage, TX, assistant funeral director Bennie Tiree was one of the town's most beloved residents. He taught Sunday school, sang in the church choir and was always willing to lend a helping hand. Everyone loved and appreciated Bennie, but no one was surprised when he befriended Marjorie Nugent, an affluent widow who was as well known for her sour attitude as her fortune... The people of Carthage were shocked when it was reported that Marjorie Nugent had been dead for some time, and Bennie Tiree was charged with the murder. Cast includes Jack Black, Shirley MacLaine, Matthew McConaughey, Brady Coleman, Richard Robichaux, Rick Dial and residents of Carthage, Texas. Directed by Richard Linklater. In English with English and Spanish subtitles.


**Bertolt Brecht's Galileo** (DVD)

16234.ID

COLOR 138 MIN KINO VIDEO 1974

Challenged by a new student, tutor and theorist Galileo co-opt a modernized science to shock the court, and modernized science incites a threat to the established Church. Failed. Faced with death at the hands of the Inquisition or recantation to a hypocritical but all powerful Papacy, Galileo must choose between his own life and the restless scientific curiosity that he has spurned family, friends and wealth to pursue. The cast includes Edward Fox, John Gielgud, Michael Gough, Patrick Magee and Tony Costa. Directed by Joseph Losey. The special features on this DVD includes: An Interview with Bertolt Brecht; Bertolt Brecht and Galileo, an essay by Michael Feingold, Chief Theatre Critic, the Village Voice; The AFT Cinebill for Galileo; Ely Landau, in front of the camera, AFT Promotional Reel 1974; The American Film Theatre Trailer Gallery; The American Film Theatre Scrapbook. Language: English.

Besieged : (DVD)  
COLOR 18631.ID 18631.DM  
COLOR 11492.ID 11492.DM  
B&W 168 MIN METRO-GOLD 1946  
B&W 17252.ID 98 MIN CRITERION 1968  
COLOR 10963.VH 171 MIN FOX VIDEO 1966  
COLOR 99 MIN PARAMOUNT 2003  
COLOR 92 MIN NEW LINE H 1999  
COLOR 09671.ID 09671.DM  
COLOR 09671.ID 09671.DM  
COLOR 17275.ID 19153.ID  
17173,ID 18631,ID 18018.ID 08018.ID 08018.DM

The best exotic Marigold Hotel : (DVD) 18631.ID 18631.DM
When seven cash-strapped seniors decide to 'outsource' their retirement to a resort in far-off India, friendship and romance blossom in the most unexpected ways. Based on the novel "These foolish things" by Deborah Moggach. Cast includes Judi Dench, Bill Nighy, Penelope Wilton, Dev Patel, Celia Imrie, Ronald Pickup, Tom Wilkinson, Maggie Smith. Directed by John Madden. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Behind the story: the real colors" featurette; "Casting legends" featurette; Languages: English, dubbed French, and dubbed Spanish; Subtitles: English SDH for the hearing impaired and Spanish subtitles; Optional English descriptive audio for the visually impaired.

The best years of our lives : (DVD) 11492.ID 11492.DM  
B&W 168 MIN METRO-GOLD 1946  
Three World War II veterans return home from war to discover readjusting to life after wartime can be difficult. One man returns to a loveless marriage; another feels like a stranger in his own family; and the third is tormented by his war wounds, the loss of both his hands. Men who survived the battlefield, must dig deep to find the courage to survive life after war. From a novel by Mackinlay Kantor. Cast includes Myrna Loy, Fredric March, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright, Virginia Mayo, Cathy O'Donnell, Hoagy Carmichael, Gladys George, Harold Russell, Roman Bohnen, Ray Collins, Victor Cutor, Screenplay by Robert E. Sherwood. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features original theatrical trailer.

A better life : (DVD) 17173.ID  
COLOR 98 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2011  
Carlos Galindo always dreamed of a better life for his wife and newborn son when he crossed the border into the U.S. But when his wife left him, Carlos's only goal became to make sure his son Luis was given the opportunities he never had. A story that follows father and son as they embark on a physical and spiritual journey where they discover that family is the most important part of the American dream. Cast includes Demian Bichir, Jose Julian, Dolores Heredia, Joaquin Cosio, Nancy Lenehan and Tim Griffin. Directed by Chris Weitz. Special features: Audio commentary with director Chris Weitz; deleted scenes; Jardinero music video by Ozomati. In English or dubbed Spanish, optional subtitles in Spanish; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Better luck tomorrow : (DVD) 09671.ID 09671.DM
Asian American High School overachievers lead secret double lives. Top of their class in High School, the group of friends also run in a world of petty crime and material excess. Bored by "being perfect," the life of crime eases the pressure they feel from family and peer pressure. When a classmate is killed, their High School experience begins to spiral out-of-control. Cast includes Parry Shen, Jason Tobin, Sung Kang, Roger Fan, John Cho, Karin Anna Cheung. Written by Ernesto M. Foronda, Justin Lin, and Fabian Marquez. Directed by Justin Lin. This DVD version features a widescreen version; commentary by director/co-writer Justin Lin and co-writers Ernesto M. Foronda and Fabian Marquez: English subtitles.

Between the lines : (DVD) 17275.ID  
COLOR 101 MIN MGM HOME E 1977  
The story revolves around a group of people who work at The Back Bay Mainline, an alternative newspaper in Boston. Fred Barron, who had written for both The Phoenix and The Real Paper, used his alternative newspaper experiences as the basis for this screenplay. The director Joan Micklin Silver had once worked for The Village Voice. The success of the film led to a short-lived TV sitcom of the same name. Cast includes John Heard, Lindsay Crouse, Jeff Goldblum, Bruno Kirby and Marili Henner. Directed by Joan Micklin Silver. In English.

Beware of Mr. Baker : (DVD) 19153.ID  
COLOR 92 MIN BUENA VIST 2012  
The documentary about the ailing-yet-ferocious Ginger Baker, the brilliant and wildly self-destructive drummer for Cream and Blind Faith. An almost impossible man to be around, he allows the director unprecedented access—even if he strikes him violently on the nose with his cane on the final day of filming. Featuring Ginger Baker, Jay Bulger, John Lydon, Eric Clapton, Stuwert Copeland, Jack Bruce, Charlie Watts, Mickey Hart, Marky Ramone, Carlos Santana, Mark Weinberg, Lars Ulrich. A film by Jay Bulger. In English.

Beyond the law : (DVD) 17252.ID  
B&W 98 MIN CRITERION 1968  
Beyond the law depicts Mailer’s belief that we’re all capable of being either police or criminals. This is his second feature and takes place over the course of one feverish night in a Manhattan police precinct and neighborhood bar. Featuring Rip Torn and George Plimpton. Directed and produced by Norman Mailer. English with optional subtitles in English.

The Bible...in the beginning 10639.VH
The first twenty two chapters of Genesis from the Old Testament are brought to the screen. The stories of hope and faith, of man’s creation, his fall, and his survival. Cast includes Michael Parks, Ulla Bergryd, Richard Harris, John Huston, Stephen Boyd, George C. Scott, Ava Gardner, Peter O’Toole, Zoe Sallis, Gabriele Ferzeth, Eleonora Rossi Drago. Screenplay by Christopher Fry. Directed by John Huston. This VHS version is presented in the original widescreen format.

**The big chill : (DVD)**

08584.ID

08584.DM

COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1983

Eight people reunite for the funeral of a college pal. During the weekend that follows, these friends compare their sixties ideas with the harsh reality of their lives in the eighties. They discover that in a cold world, you need your friends to keep you warm.

Cast includes: Tom Berenger, Glenn Close, Jeff Goldblum, William Hurt, Kevin Kline, Mary Kay Place, Meg Tilly, Jlobeth Williams. Written by Lawrence Kasdan and Barbara Benedek. Directied by Lawrence Kasden. This DVD version features interactive menus; anamorphic widescreen; theatrical trailer; retrospective documentary; deleted scenes; languages: English, French, Spanish; subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

**The big heat**

08659.VH

B&W 89 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1953

An honest cop investigating the apparent suicide of corrupt cop is suddenly ordered to stop. Driven to unravel the mystery he continues investigating on his own, until an explosion meant for him, kills his wife. He quits the force and begins a vendetta against an underworld boss, he believes responsible for his wife’s death. His revenge leads to a life and death confrontation with the underworld boss. Based upon the Saturday Evening Post Serial by William P. McGivern. Cast includes Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame, Jocelyn Brando, Alexander Scourby, Lee Marvin, Jeanette Nolan. Screenplay by Sydney Boehm. Directed by Fritz Lang.

Feature films – United States.

**Big hero 6 : (Big hero six) : (Blu-ray Disc)**

19636.ID

COLOR 102 MIN BUENA VIST 2014

A feature length animated film about a gradeschool robotics prodigy and the companion robot he created. Robotics prodigy Hiro Hamada learns to harness his genius, thanks to his brilliant brother Tadashi and their like-minded friends: adrenaline junkie Go Go Tamago, neatkink Wasabi, chemistry whiz Honey Lemon, and fanboy Fred. When a devastating turn of events catapults them into the midst of a dangerous plot unfolding in the streets of San Fransokyo, Hiro turns to his closest companion - a robot named Baymax - and transforms the group into a band of high-tech heroes determined to solve the mystery. Cast includes Ryan Potter, Scott Adsit, Daniel Henney, Jamie Chung, T.J. Miller, Damon Wayans Jr., Genesis Rodriguez, James Cromwell, Alan Tudyk, Maya Rudolph, special guest: Stan Lee. Screenplay by Jordan Roberts, Robert L. Baird, and Dainiel Gerson. Directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams. This Blu-ray Disc version features "Feast" theatrical short; The origin story of "Big hero 6"; Hiro's journey; Big hero secrets; Big animator and the characters behind the characters; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive Audio; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Cast includes: Ryan Potter, Scott Adsit, Daniel Henney, Jamie Chung, T.J. Miller, Damon Wayans Jr., Genesis Rodriguez, James Cromwell, Alan Tudyk, Maya Rudolph, special guest: Stan Lee. Screenplay by Jordan Roberts, Robert L. Baird, and Daniel Gerson. Directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams. This DVD version features "Feast" theatrical short; The origin story of "Big hero 6"; Hiro's journey; Big hero secrets; Big animator and the characters behind the characters; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive Audio; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The big Lebowski : (DVD)**

14047.ID

14047.DM

COLOR 118 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998

A lazy, unemployed Southern Californian stoner who loves bowling gets mistaken for a millionaire with the same name. He’s beaten up by men looking for money from the rich man’s wife and gets drawn into the kidnapping of the millionaire’s wife. Cast includes Jeff Bridges, John Goodman, Julianne Moore, Steve Buscemi, Peter Stormare, David Huddleston, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Flea, Leon Russom, Sam Elliott. Written by Ethan Coen and Joel Coen. Directed by Joel Coen. This 2-disc 10th anniversary edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; The Dude’s life; The Dude abides; “The Big Lebowski” ten years later; The Lebowski fest: an achiever’s story; Flying carpets and bowling pin dreams: the dream sequence of The Dude; Interactive map; Jeff Bridges’ photo book; Photo gallery; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


**The big lift**

09313.VH

09313.DM

B&W 120 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1950

Set at the end of World War II at the beginning of the cold war. This is the story of the Berlin Airlift and the people it impacted.


Feature films – United States.; Cold War – Drama.

**Big night : (DVD)**

09031.ID

09031.DM

COLOR 109 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1996

Two Italian brothers are on the verge of going bankrupt and losing the restaurant they have work so hard to run. Their only chance to save their superb restaurant is to risk everything on one “big night” that will make them or break them. Cast includes Minnie Driver, Ian Holm, Isabella Rossellini, Tony Shalhoub, Screolos Jeff Bridges, John Goodman, Julianne Moore, Steve Buscemi, Peter Stormare, David Huddleston, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Flea, Leon Russom, Sam Elliott. Written by Stanley Tucci and Joseph Tropiano. Directed by Stanley Tucci and Campbell Scott. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen format; theatrical trailer; subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Italian Americans in motion pictures

**The big parade : (Blu-ray Disc)**

19975.ID

19975.DM

B&W 151 MIN WARNER HOM 1925

This silent film is considered the first realistic war drama and was the highest-grossing silent film of all time. The film tells the harrowing story of a young man's front-line experiences in World War I. The film fiercely captures the heroism of the ordinary foot soldier struggling to survive, and how James’ determination to return to the village girl he loves faces the ultimate test. This is a restored version with a score composed in 1988. Cast includes John Gilfort, Renee Adoree, Hobart Bosworth, Claire McDowell, Claire Adams, Robert Ober, Tom O’Brien, Karl Dane, Rosita Marstini. Story by Laurence Stallings. Directed by King Vidor. This Blu-ray Disc features fullscreen presentation; Audio commentary by Historian Jeffrey Vance with director King Vidor; Vintage short Studio tour 1925; Theatrical trailer; 64-page book with comprehensive notes by Historian Kevin Brownlow, with rare original art, photos and advertising materials; Subtitles: English,
Feature films – United States

French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The big red one
07364, VH
COLOR 114 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1980
The story of five fighting men of the U.S. Army First Infantry Division, the Big Red One, trying to survive World War II combat. The sergeant, a combat veteran, and his four men cut a fiery swath of irreversible conquest and unforgettable human drama through the desert wastes of North Africa to the bloody beaches of Normandy. Written and directed by Samuel Fuller who was a rifleman in the First Infantry Division during World War II. Cast includes Lee Marvin, Mark Hamill, Robert Carradine, Bobby Di Cicco, Kelly Ward, Siegfried Rauch, Stephane Audran.


The big short : (DVD)
199670,ID
COLOR 130 MIN PARAMOUNT 2015
The financial meltdown from the perspective of a number of players: Michael Burry, a bizarre autistic-like stock-picking genius, and the first to realize that the market’s housing boom is based on “a house of cards” sham; Mark Baum, self-loathing based on a “house of cards” sham; Jared Vennet, a smart-aleck; Jamie Shipley, small-time players who hit it big. When the banks committed the greatest fraud in US history, four outsiders risked it all to take them down. Based upon the book by Michael Lewis. Cast includes Christian Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling, Brad Pitt, Melissa Leo, Hamish Linklater, John Magaro, Rafe Spall, Jeremy Strong, Finn Wittrock, Marisa Tomei, Tracy Letts, Byron Mann, Adepero Oduye, Karen Gillan, Max Greenfield, Billy Magnussen. Screenplay by Charles Randolph and Adam McKay. Directed by Adam McKay. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English audio description; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The big sky : (DVD-PAL)
15830,ID
15830,DM
B&W 79 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1953
A band of fur traders head up the uncharted Missouri River into Blackfoot Indian territory. The frontiersmen are to trade with the Blackfoot Indians and traveling with them is Teal Eye, a kidnapped Black Foot princess who is being returned to her people. The perilous journey is marked by brutal elements and scheming rival traders who want the men dead. Along the trip one of the men falls in love with the Blackfoot princess. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, Dewey Martin, Elizabeth Threatt, Arthur Hunnicutt, Buddy Bear, Steven Gera, Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version features a photo gallery. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played on a Multi-Region machine.


The big sleep : (DVD)
14947,ID
COLOR 102 MIN ARTISAN HO 1978
Hard boiled private detective Philip Marlowe is hired by a retired general to uncover who is blackmailing the old man’s wild daughters. The case leads Marlowe into the seedy criminal underworld and to a series of dead bodies. Marlowe butts heads with a notorious nightclub owner and gangland boss as the detective grinds his way through the case. From the novel by Raymond Chandler. Cast includes Robert Mitchum, Sarah Miles, Richard Boone, Joan Collins, Candy Clark, Edward Fox, Sir John Mills, James Stewart, Oliver Reed. Screenplay and directed by Michael Winner. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene index; Full screen presentation.


The big sleep : (DVD)
10579,ID
10579,DM
B&W 116 MIN WARNER BRO 1945
Two versions of director Howard Hawks take on Raymond Chandler’s hard-boiled private eye Philip Marlowe. This DVD release features both the 1946 theatrical version and the 1945 prerelease version with a more linear plot and resolution than the theatrical release. L.A. private eye Philip Marlowe is hired on a blackmail case which involves murderers, pornographers, nightclub rogues, the spoiled rich, and a beautiful woman. From the novel by Raymond Chandler. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Martha Vickers, Dorothy Malone. Screenplay by William Faulkner, Leigh Brackett, and Jules Furthman. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Documentary “The Big Sleep Comparisons 1945/1946” featuring Robert Gill of UCLA analyzing scene differences between versions; Production notes; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Big Wednesday : (DVD)
15008,ID
COLOR 119 MIN WARNER HOM 1978
No matter what rolled in on the tides of time, California surfing buddies Matt, Jack and Leroy knew they’d stick together. And that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last. ‘Big Wednesday’ celebrates surfing as much as the most dedicated kid who ever waxed a board. A sensitive study of three surfing friends coming to terms with adulthood 1962-1974, that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last. ‘Big Wednesday’ celebrates surfing as much as the most dedicated kid who ever waxed a board. A sensitive study of three surfing friends coming to terms with adulthood 1962-1974, that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last. ‘Big Wednesday’ celebrates surfing as much as the most dedicated kid who ever waxed a board. A sensitive study of three surfing friends coming to terms with adulthood 1962-1974, that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last. ‘Big Wednesday’ celebrates surfing as much as the most dedicated kid who ever waxed a board. A sensitive study of three surfing friends coming to terms with adulthood 1962-1974, that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last. ‘Big Wednesday’ celebrates surfing as much as the most dedicated kid who ever waxed a board. A sensitive study of three surfing friends coming to terms with adulthood 1962-1974, that they’d be ready when a rare 20-foot swell hit the coast at last.


The bigamist : (DVD)
17027,ID
B&W 79 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1953
A travelling salesman is caught between two spouses, one an upper-crust lady and the other a tough-talking waitress. A look at a lonely man who finds himself married to two different women. From an original story by Larry Marcus and Lou Schor; screenplay by Collier Young. Cast includes Jo Ann Fontaine, Ida Lupino, Edmund Gwenn, Edmond O’Brien, Kenneth Tobey, Jane Darwell, Peggy Maley and Joan Maxwell. Directed by Ida Lupino. In English.

Bigger than life : (Blu-ray Disc)  

**15779.ID**  
**COLOR** 95 MIN **CRITERION 1956**  
The Criterion Collection Series - A well-liked, friendly suburban teacher and father is prescribed cortisone for a painful, possibly fatal affliction and becomes addicted to the painkiller. He is transformed by the experimental drug into a psychotic and ultimately violent household despot. Based on an article in the "New Yorker" by Berton Roueche. Cast includes James Mason, Barbara Rush, Walter Matthau, Robert Simon, Christopher Olsen, Roland Winters, Rusty Lane, Rachel Stephens, Kipp Hamilton. Story and screenplay by Cyril Hume and Richard Malbaura. Directed by Nicholas Ray. This Criterion Collection Blu-Ray disc features chapter search; Audio commentary featuring critic Geoff Andrew (The films of Nicholas Ray); "Profile of Nicholas Ray" (1977) a half-hour television interview with the director; New video appreciation of "Bigger than life" with author Jonathan Lethem (Chronic city); Video interview with Susan Ray, widow of the director and editor of "I was interrupted: Nicholas Ray on making movies;" Theatrical trailer; Booklet featuring an essay by critic and video maker B. Kite; Language: English. This Blu-Ray disc must be played on a Blu-Ray player.

**Feature films – United States.**  
**Fathers and sons – Drama.**  
**Drug addicts – Drama.**  
**Suburban life – Drama.**  
**Drug addicts – Drama.**  
**Dysfunctional families – Drama.**  
**Cortisone – Drama.**  
**Medications abuse – Drama.**  
**Children of drug addicts – Drama.**  
**Drug addicts spouses – Drama.**  
**Male elementary school teachers – Drug use – Drama.**  
**Drug addiction – Psychological aspects – Drama.**  
**Drug addicts – United States – Drama.**  
**Ray, Nicholas, 1911-1979.**  
**Mason, James, 1909-1984.**  
**Roueche, Berton, 1911-1994 – Film.**

**Biggio Long traveling all-stars and motor kings : (DVD)  

18142.ID  
**COLOR** 111 MIN **UNIVERSAL 1976**  
A comedy about boot camp during World War II. Eugene Morris Jerome, a jew from Brooklyn, expects the army to be doughnuts and USO dances, but encounters a tough sadistic drill sergeant and a platoon of very hostile recruits. He discovers that many of the same soldiers who are eager to fight the Nazis are also antisemitic. Screen adaptation of Neil Simon's Broadway play. Cast includes Matthew Broderick, Christopher Walken. Directed by Mike Nichols.

**Antisemitism—United States—Drama; Feature films – United States.**

**The Birdcage**  
09334.VH  
**COLOR** 119 MIN **MGMM/UA HOM 1996**  
A gay couple living in Miami is happy with their life running a successful and gaudy nightclub. When the son of one of the men arrives with the news he is getting married and he wants his father to help him to have his new conservative in-laws-to-be, the couple's life is thrown into chaos. The in-laws-to-be are a conservative senator and his wife, and they have been lead to believe their son's to be son-in-law's parents are "Mr. and Mrs. Family Values." The son and his father struggle to present a traditional family facade, that couldn't be further from the reality of their situation. Cast includes Robin Williams, Gene Hackman, Nathan Lane, Diane Wiest. Screenplay by Elaine May. Directed by Mike Nichols.

**Feature films – United States.; Gay men—United States; Homosexuality; Homosexuality in motion pictures**

**Bill & Ted's excellent adventure : (DVD)  

18060,ID  
**COLOR** 99 MIN **MGM HOME E 2001**  
A screwball comedy about two high school students who face a difficult history exam. With the help of a time-traveling messenger they round up some historical heavyweights for their class project! Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Alex Winter, George Carlin. Special features: original theatrical trailer. Directed by Stephen Herek. Soundtrack in English, with English, French and Spanish subtitles. Closed-captioned.

**Feature films – United States.; Time travel – Drama.; Comedy films.; Fantasy films – Herek, Stephen.**

**Billy Jack : (DVD)  

08585,ID  
**COLOR** 114 MIN **WARNER HOM 1971**  
A "half-breed" Native American ex-Green Beret returns to live in solitude on an Arizona reservation. He lends his moral support to the progressive Freedom School and its students and the idealistic woman who runs the school. When narrow-minded locals threaten the school, Billy Jack comes to their aid. Cast includes Tom Laughlin, Delores Taylor, Clark Howat. Screenplay by T.C. Frank (Tom Laughlin) and Teresa Christina (Deloes Taylor). Directed by T.C. Frank (Tom Laughlin). This DVD version features an interactive menu; Scene selection; Full screen presentation; Languages: English and French; English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States

Directe by Alejandro G. Inarritu. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Birdman: all-access; Gallery; Chivos on-set photography; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


The birds: (DVD) 05039.VH 05039.DM
COLOR 119 MIN MCA HOME V 1963
Classic Hitchcock thriller about an unexplainable avian attack on the residents of Bodega Bay. Based on a novella by Daphne duMaurier. Cast includes Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette and Tippi Hedren; screenplay by Evan Hunter; directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

The birds: (DVD) 16376.ID
COLOR 120 MIN UNIVERSAL 2000
Classic Hitchcock thriller about an unexplainable avian attack on the residents of Bodega Bay. Based on a novella by Daphne DuMaurier. Cast includes Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette and “Tippi” Hedren. Screenplay by Evan Hunter and directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This collectors edition DVD features deleted scenes; All about “The Birds”; The original ending; Interview with “Tippi” Hedren’s screen test; “The Birds” newsreel; Production photographs, Production notes, Cast and filmmakers, Theatrical trailer, Universal web link, and “Suspense Story: National Press Club Hears Hitchcock” newsreel. Language: English and French; Subtitles: English.


Birdy: (DVD) 08102.ID
COLOR 120 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1984
A Vietnam veteran in an Army hospital lives in a catatonic state believing he is one of the birds from his childhood dreams. His psychiatrist invites the Vet's boyhood friend to visit in an effort to break his silence. The loyal friend tries desperately to reach his disturbed friend. Based on the novel by William Wharton. Cast includes Matthew Modine, Nicholas Cage. Screenplay by Sandy Kroop and Jack Behr. Music by Peter Gabriel. Directed by Alan Parker. The DVD version features interactive menus; Director's production notes; theatrical trailers; bonus trailers; talent files; scene selection; digitally mastered audio and anamorphic video; Languages: English 2-channel (Dolby surround), Portuguese (Mono); subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

Feature films – United States.

+ Birth: (DVD) 19880.ID
COLOR 100 MIN NEW LINE H 2004
A widow for ten years, Anna is looking forward to getting remarried when a mysterious boy appears claiming to be the reincarnation of her late husband. Cast includes Nicole Kidman, Lauren Bacall, Cameron Bright, Danny Huston, Arliss Howard, Peter Stormare, Ted Levine, Anne Heche. Written by Jean-Claude Carriere, Milo Addica, and Jonathan Glazer. Directed by Jonathan Glazer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


+ The birth of a nation: (DVD) 20063.ID
COLOR 120 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2016
Nat Turner is a literate American slave and preacher. He financially strained owner accepts an offer to use Nat's preaching to subdue unruly slaves. But as Nat witnesses countless atrocities, he orchestrates an uprising in the hopes of leading his people to freedom. Cast includes Nate Parker, Armie Hammer, Mark Boone Jr., Colman Domingo, Dwight Henry, Aunjanue Ellis, Alan Tudyk, King, Esther Scott, Roger Guenveur Smith, Gabrielle Union, Penelope Ann Miller, Jackie Earle Haley. Screenplay and directed by Nate Parker. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Rise up: the legacy of Nat Turner documentary; Feature commentary by director Nate Parker; Gallery; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The birth of a nation: (DVD) 09096.ID 09096.DM
B&W 175 MIN MADACY ENT 1915
D.W. Griffith's 1915 epic of the American Civil War and its aftermath. Based on the play "The Clansmen" and the book "The Leopard's Spots" by Thomas Dixon, was the first feature length silent film. Cast includes Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh, Henry B. Walthall, Robert Harron, Wallace Reid, Joseph Henabery, Donald Crisp, Raoul Walsh, Ench Von Stroheim. Directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version features direct scene access, original lobby poster, trivia quiz.


Bitter victory: (Amere victoire): (DVD) 15161.ID
B&W 102 MIN SONY PICTU 1957
Columbia Pictures Combat Classics Series - Captain Leith and Major Brand are a pair of British Army officers assigned to execute a daring commando raid on the Libyan stronghold of Ghat. Once romantically involved. Once the mission is underway, Leith must save the day when Brand's cowardice is revealed, thus putting the mission and the lives of the men in jeopardy. As they struggle through the wastes of the Sahara we learn who will live, who will die and what is the price of glory. Based on a novel by Rene Hardy. Cast includes Richard Burton, Curt Jurgens, Ruth Roman, Raymond Pellegrin, and Sean Kelly. Screenplay by Rene Hardy, Nicholas Ray, and Gavin Lambert. Directed by Nicholas Ray. Language: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Black angel: (DVD) 19238.ID
B&W 81 MIN UNIVERSAL 1946
A beautiful woman is found murdered in her apartment. A hard-boiled blackmailer, there is a long list of suspects. The man who is booked for the crime is a husband who was cheating on his wife with the murdered woman. While he wasn't faithful, his wife doesn't believe he is a murder and sets out to prove he is innocent of the crime. The wife believes the real murderer is the owner of a night club, so she gets a job as a performer at the club to get close to the man and hopefully find clues to prove her husband isn't the murderer. Based on the novel by Cornell Woolrich. Cast includes Dan Duryea, June Vincent, Peter Lorre, Broderick Crawford, Constance Dowling, Wallace Ford, Hobart Cavanaugh, Freddie Steel, John Phillips, Ben Bard, Junius Matthews, Marion Martin, Michael Braden St. Clair, Vilova, Robert Williams. Screenplay by Roy Chanslor. Directed by Roy William Neill. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Black caesar : (DVD)
09700.ID
COLOR 94 MIN METRO-GOLD 1973
A young street tough is able to rise up to become the first black Godfather. Startling as a delivery boy for the Cardoza family mob syndicate, he eventually destroys them and takes over Manhattan and puts the squeeze on anyone who gets in his way. As the top man, he becomes vulnerable to attack by every gangster who envies his power. Cast includes Fred Williamson, Minnie Gentry, Julius W. Harris, D’Urville Martin, Don Pedro Colley, Gloria Hendry, Art Lund, Val Avery, Philip Roye. Music composed and performed by James Brown. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; audio commentary by the director; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; subtitles: French and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Gangster films; Mafia – Fiction; Harlem (New York, N.Y.) – Drama.

Black hand : (DVD)
17296.ID
B&W 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1950
In turn-of-the-century New York, an Italian seeks vengeance on the mobsters who killed his father. From a story by Leo Townsend. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Carrol Naish, Teresa Celli, Marc Lawrence and Frank Puglia. Screenplay by Luther Davis. Directed by Richard Thorpe. In English.

Black hawk down : (DVD)
10663.VH
COLOR 144 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001

Black knight : (DVD)
18770.ID
COLOR 95 MIN TWENTIETH 2001

Black mass : (DVD)
19633.ID
COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 2015
In 1970’s South Boston, FBI agent John Connolly persuades Irish mobster Jimmy Bulger to collaborate with the FBI in order to eliminate their common enemy: the Italian mob. The drama tells the story of this unholy alliance, which spiraled out of control, allowing Whitey to evade law enforcement while consolidating his power and becoming one of the most ruthless and dangerous gangsters in Boston history. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Joel Edgerton, Benedict Cumberbatch, Kevin Bacon, Jesse Plemons. Screenplay by Mark Mallouk and Jez Butterworth. Directed by Scott Cooper. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Johnny Depp: becoming Whitey Bulger; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and Thai. Feature films – United States.; Organized crime – Massachusetts.; Gangsters – Massachusetts.; Boston – Drama.; Depp, Johnny; Cooper, Scott, 1970- -.; Bulger, Whitey, 1929- .

Black mama, white mama : (DVD)
12087.ID
COLOR 86 MIN MGM HOME E 1973
Two female prisoners in a jungle prison, prostitute Lee Daniels and guerilla fighter Karen Brent, will do anything to escape. Their chance comes during a transport on which they are shackled together. After killing a guard they are on the run for their lives. Cast includes Margaret Markov, Pam Grier, Sid Haig, Lynn Borden, Zaldy Zshornack, Laurie Burton. Music by Harry Betts. Directed by Eddie Romero. This DVD version features Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Fugitives from justice – Drama.; Escapes – Drama.; Women prisoners – Drama.

Black hawk down : (DVD)
12104.ID
COLOR 144 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
With exacting detail, the film re-creates the American siege of the Somali city of Mogadishu in October 1993, when a 45-minute minute turned into a 16-hour ordeal of bloody urban warfare. Helicopter-borne U.S. Rangers were assigned to capture key lieutenants of Somali warlord Muhammad Farrah Aidid, but when two Black Hawk choppers were felled by rocket-propelled grenades, the U.S. soldiers were forced to fend for themselves in the battle-torn streets of Mogadishu, attacked from all sides by armed Aidid supporters. Cast includes Josh Hartnett, Ewan McGregor, Tom Sizemore, Eric Bana, William Fichtner, Ewen Bremner, Sam Shepard. Music composed and performed by James Brown. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; audio commentary by the director; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; subtitles: French and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Gangster films; Mafia – Fiction; Harlem (New York, N.Y.) – Drama.
Black robe : (DVD)  
16408.ID  
COLOR 101 MIN LIONS GATE 1991

In the rugged 17th century Canadian wilderness, Father Laforgue, a young, idealistic Jesuit priest, is assigned to go up river to convert the Huron Indians. A traumatic incident challenges everything the young priest believes, but he completes his mission and comes to understand the true spirit of the land, and the spirit of the people he sought to convert. Based on the novel by Brian Moore. Cast includes Lothaire Bluteau, August Schellenberg, Aden Young, Sandrine Holt and Tanoo Cardinal. Screenplay by Brian Moore. Directed by Bruce Beresford. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Interactive menus; Chapter search; Theatrical trailer; Cast and crew information; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blackboard jungle : (DVD)  
11512.ID  
B&W 100 MIN WARNER BRO 1955

A young teacher takes a job at an inner city school hoping to make a difference. He quickly learns the school is plagued by racial and sexual tension, apathy, gangs, and violence. He clings to his ideals and takes on the teen misfits that rule the school through intimidation and violence. Based on the novel by Evan Hunter. Cast includes Glenn Ford, Anne Francis, Louis Calhern, Margaret Hayes, Vic Morrow, Sidney Poitier. Screenplay and directed by Richard Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by co-stars Paul Mazursky and Jamie Farr, Glenn Ford's son Peter Ford and Assistant Director Joel Freeman; Droopy cartoon "Blackboard Jumble"; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Blacula : (DVD)  
15037.ID  
COLOR 93 MIN MGM HOME E 1972

In 1780, African prince Mamuwalde (Marshall) pays a visit to Count Dracula in Transylvania, seeking his support in ending the slave trade. Instead, the evil count curses his noble guest and transforms him into a vampire. Released from his coffin nearly two centuries later by a pair of luckless interior decorators, Mamuwalde emerges as Blacula, one strange dude stropping the streets of L.A. on a nightly quest for human blood. Despite the many pleasures of modernity, his only real interest is to get himself back where and when he came from. To this end, he enlists the aid of Lisa, a voodoo priestess of high repute to liberate him from his curse. Cast includes William Marshall, Denise Nicholas, Vonetta McGee, Gordon Pinsent, Thalmus Rasulala, Emily Yancy, Lance Taylor, Sr., Charles Macaulay. Written by Joan Torres and Raymond Koenig. Directed by William Crain. This widescreen edition features the original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blade : (DVD)  
19216.ID  
COLOR 120 MIN NEW LINE H 1998

Blade is a vampire hunter, a daywalker – half human, half immortal. The bloodthirsty vampire lord declares war on the human race, Blade is humanity's last hope for survival. Blade and Deacon Frost characters created for Marvel Comics by Marv Wolfman and Gene Colan. Cast includes Wesley Snipes, Stephen Dorff, Kris Kristofferson, N'Bushe Wright, Donal Logue, Udo Kier, Traci Lords. Written by David S.Goyer. Directed by Stephen Norrington. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Wesley Snipes, Stephen Dorff, David S. Goyer, Theo Van De Sande, Kirk M. Petruccelli, Peter Frankfort; Isolated score with commentary by composer Mark Isham; Featurettes: "La magra." "Designing Blade." "The origins of Blade," "The blood ties"; Pencil sketches through production designs; House of Erebos: uncover the heritage of the twelve tribes in this ancient vampire ruling council; Cast and crew biographies and filmographies; Original theatrical trailer; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Blade runner : (DVD)  
40753.VH  
COLOR 117 MIN NELSON ENT 1982

In the Los Angeles of the 21st century, a world-weary cop tracks down a handful of renegade "replicants," synthetically produced human beings who search for ways to extend their prescribed
lifetimes. Beautifully photographed, and widely acclaimed for its art direction. Based on the novel "Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?" by Philip K. Dick; stars Harrison Ford and Sean Young; directed by Ridley Scott.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction–Film and video adaptations; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

Blade runner : (DVD)
08621.ID
08621.DM
COLOR 117 MIN WARNER HOM 1982
In the Los Angeles of the 21th century, a world-weary cop tracks down a handful of renegade "replicants," synthetically produced human beings who search for ways to extend their prescribed lifetimes. Beautifully photographed, and widely acclaimed for its art direction. Based on the novel "Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?" by Philip K. Dick; stars Harrison Ford and Sean Young; directed by Ridley Scott. This DVD version of the director’s cut features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; both widescreen and standard versions; subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction–Film and video adaptations; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

Blade runner : the final cut : (DVD)
12576.ID
12576.DM
COLOR 117 MIN WARNER BRO 2007
In the Los Angeles of the 21th century, a world-weary cop tracks down a handful of renegade "replicants," synthetically produced human beings who search for ways to extend their prescribed lifetimes. Beautifully photographed, and widely acclaimed for its art direction. Based on the novel "Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?" by Philip K. Dick; stars Harrison Ford and Sean Young; directed by Ridley Scott. This two-disc special edition "Blade runner: the final cut" features widescreen presentation; A digitally restored and remastered version of the film incorporating new footage and visual effects; production by director Ridley Scott; three filmmaker commentaries, including one by Ridley Scott; "Dangerous days: making 'Blade runner'" a documentary incorporating outtakes, deleted scenes, and interviews; Feature film languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction–Film and video adaptations; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

The Blair witch project : (Blu-ray Disc)
17154,ID
17154.DM
COLOR 87 MIN ARTISAN HO 1999
Three student filmmakers set out into the forest to film a documentary on a legend known as The Blair Witch. As they become lost in the woods, an unseen evil begins to stalk and harass them. They soon realize that what they are filming is not a legend, but their own descent into a horrifying encounter with the supernatural. Cast includes Bob Griffin, Jim King, Sandra Sanchez, Ed Swanson, Patricia DeCou, Mark Mason and Jackie Hallexi. Written and directed by Eduardo Sanchez & Daniel Myrick. Special features include: newly discovered footage; director and producer commentary; production notes; cast and crew information; theatrical teaser & trailers; "Curse of the Blair Witch; and more. In English, with English and Spanish subtitles.


The Blair Witch project : (DVD)
15204,ID
15204.DM
COLOR 81 MIN ARTISAN HO 1999
Three film students head into the woods near Burkittsville, Maryland to shoot footage for a documentary about a legend known as the Blair Witch. They get lost, the day begins to turn into night, and the woods become home. Something or someone is tracking them and the woods are filled with a sense of foreboding evil. The three young people are never seen again, four years later their footage is found. What is captured on the video is terrifying. Cast includes Heather Donahue, Michael Williams, Joshua Leonard. Written and directed by Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez. This DVD version features animated interactive menus; Scene access; Full screen presentation; newly discovered footage; Director and Producer Commentary; Production notes; Theatrical teaser and trailers; Curse of the Blair Witch; Mythology; DVD-Rom features website access: Map, excerpts from the dossier, and excerpts from the comic book; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Blank generation : (DVD)
10335,ID
85 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1979
Film set in location in the streets and clubs of New York City's Lower East Side in 1979. A rock musician is faced with a tough decision, should he compromise his artistic vision for an aggressive and beautiful journalist or stay true to his music. The film is notable for capturing the feel of the early proto-punk rock scene in New York and features an appearance by Andy Warhol and live music performances by Richard Hell & The Voidoids at CBGB’s. Cast includes Carole Bouquet, Richard Hell, Ulli Lommel, Andy Warhol, Suzanna Love. Screenplay by Ulli Lommel and Roger Deutsch. Directed by Ulli Lommel. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; chapter search.


Blast from the past : (DVD)
12401,ID
12401.DM
COLOR 112 MIN NEW LINE H 1999
Adam Webber was born and raised in a bomb shelter with his mad scientist father and his sherry-swilling mother. Adam’s simple childhood has been filled with Perry Como records, The Honeymooners re-runs and good old-fashioned family values. Now, 35 years later, Adam must emerge into a bewildering modern world in search of supplies and a simple girl from Pasadena. Instead, Adam meets Eve, a modern LA woman who is jaded about life and burned by love. Cast includes Brendan Fraser, Alicia Silverstone, Christopher Walken, Sissy Spacek, Dave Foley. Written by Bill Kelly and Hugh Wilson. Directed by Hugh Wilson. This DVD version features widescreen and fullscreen presentations; "The Love Meter” game; original theatrical trailer; cast and crew biographies and filmographies; This DVD also includes enhanced features for you PC: “Script-to-Screen” screenplay access; web links on cast and crew members; "Bomb Shelter” games; Print Out Swing Dance Steps; In English with optional English subtitles.


Blast of silence : (DVD)
12964,ID
77 MIN UNIVERSAL 1961

Blazing saddles: 30th anniversary special edition

**Blazing saddles**

93 MIN | WARNER HOM | 1974

A satire of the Hollywood Western genre set loosely in the old west. In an attempted land grab, a black sheriff is sent to the small town of Rockridge by the Governor, in the hopes of outraging the townspeople and getting them to sell their land - land about to be worth a fortune when the railroad comes through. While the film is a send up of Westerns it still touches on traditional Western themes of violence and good versus evil as well as racial discrimination. Written and directed by Mel Brooks.

**Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.**

Blazing saddles: (DVD)

18349, ID

COLOR | 93 MIN | WARNER HOM | 2004

Never give a saga an even break! Blazing Saddles is an iconoclastic, not-politically-correct parody; one of the 1970s most successful and popular films. Every cliched element from every Western ever made is turned upside down and inside out, while retaining all the familiar caricatures—eh, characters—of the genre: a dance-hall girl, a gunslinger, a sheriff, and a town full of pure folk. Mel Brooks redefined film comedy and proved that even sophomoric, scatological humor could be used to ridicule prejudice, injustice, and apathy. Cast includes Cleavon Little, Gene Wilder, Slim Pickens, Harvey Korman, Madeline Kahn, David Huddleston, Claude Ennis Starrett Jr. Written and directed by Mel Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene-specific commentary by Mel Brooks; Two documentaries: "Blazing Saddles" and "Intimate portrait: Madeline Kahn (Excerpt);" "Black Bart" 1975 pilot episode of the proposed TV series spinoff; Additional scenes; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.; West (U.S.) – Ethnic relations – Drama.; Railroad companies – Drama.; Brooks, Mel, 1926-**

The blob

**The blob**

91 MIN | VIDEO ENTE | 1958

A small-town teenager who, with the help of his friends, saves his town from a slimy gelatin monster. Cast includes Steven McQueen, Aneta Corsaut, Earl Rowe, Olin Howlin. Burt Bacharach composed the title song of the picture. Directed by Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr.


The blind side

**The blind side**

18126, ID

COLOR | 118 MIN | WARNER HOM | 2009

Michael Oher is a homeless African-American teenager who is from a broken home. Mike is taken in by the Touhy’s, a well-to-do white family who help him fulfill his potential. At the same time, Oher’s presence in the Touhy’s lives leads them to some insightful self-discoveries of their own. Living in his new environment, Mike faces a completely different set of challenges to overcome— as both a football player and student. Mike works hard and, with the help of his coaches and adopted family, becomes an All-American offensive left tackle. Based on the book "The blind side: evolution of a game" by Michael Lewis. Cast includes Sandra Bullock, Tim McGraw, Quinton Aaron, Jai Head, Lily Collins, Ray McKinnon, Kim Dickens, Adriane Lenox, Kathy Bates. Special features: Deleted scenes. Directed by John Lee Hancock. Dialogue in English, dubbed French (Quebec) or dubbed Spanish, with optional English (SDH), French or Spanish subtitles.


Blue crush : (DVD) 09810,ID 2002 – Drama.; United States; Feature films – United States.; Hawaii – Drama.; Hawaiian culture.; Hawaiian Americans; Three young surfers live and surf on the North Shore of Oahu, Hawaii. The young women scrape by working as cleaning maids at a resort Hotel, a job that enables them to continue to surf and have fun. One of the girls dreams of turning pro and with the help of her friends, trains for the big contest that will act as a springboard to the pro-circuit. Cast includes Kate Bosworth, Michelle Rodriguez, Maggie Grace, Michelle Monaghan, and James Franco. Directed by John Stockwell.

Blue Dahlia 17496,DM 1946 – Drama.; United States; Film noir.; Deception and mystery.; Murder for hire – Texas – Drama.; Coen, Ethan.; Coen, Joel.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Blue Dahlia nightclub. He argues with his unrepentant wife and finds his wife kissing her new boyfriend, the owner of the Blue Dahlia nightclub. He discovers shot dead with her husband gun, he becomes the prime suspect. He must evade the cops, find his wife’s killer, and prove his innocence. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da Silva, Doris Dowling, Tom Powers, Frank Faylen, Hugh Beaumont, Howard Freeman, Will Wright. Written by Raymond Chandler. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Blue Jasmine : (DVD)  
18907,ID  
COLOR  98 MIN  SONY PICTU  2013  
After everything in her life falls to pieces, including her marriage to wealthy businessman Hal, elegant New York socialite Jasmine moves into her sister Ginger's humble apartment in San Francisco to try to pull herself back together again. Cast includes Cate Blanchett, Alec Baldwin, Louis C.K., Bobbly Cannavale, Andrew Dice Clay, Sally Hawkins, Peter Sarsgaard, Michael Stuhlbarg. Special features: notes from the red carpet; Blue Jasmine cast press conference; theatrical trailer; previews of other films. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English and dubbed French soundtracks; optional English, English SDH or French subtitles.  

Bob Hope : (DVD)  
16930,ID  
COLOR  102 MIN  ARTISAN EN  1992  
A satirical comedy in which a British documentary crew follows a radical folk singer (and self-made millionaire) turned senatorial candidate as he blends singing, music videos and scandal on the campaign trail. The cast includes Giancarlo Esposito, John Kusack, Susan Sarandon and James Spader. Directed and written by Tim Robbins. Director of photography: Jean Lepine; editor: Lisa Churgin; music: David Robbins; songs: David Robbins and Tim Robbins. This Special Edition DVD features fullscreen version; commentary with Tim Robbins; commentary with Tim Robbins and Gore Vidal; commentary with political editors Alex Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair; deleted scenes; theatrical trailer; TV spots; photo gallery; cast and crew information; production notes, as well as scene access and interactive menus. Language: English.  
A hard drinking thief and vicious womanizer poses as a pastor in a small southern town. From his position as a church leader he preys upon a young member of his flock. The bold and incendiary film was very controversial when it was released. Cast includes Paul Robeson, Julia Theresa Russell, Lawrence Chenault, Mercedes Gilbert. Directed by Oscar Micheaux. This VHS version is a special Kino on Video edition and features a widescreen presentation; “Bobby: the making of an American epic”; Eyewitness accounts from the Ambassador Hotel; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  
For descriptions see individual titles: Road to Singapore : (DVD);  
For descriptions see individual titles: The great lover : (DVD);
Body and soul : (DVD) 14958.ID
B&W 104 MIN ARTISAN HO 1947
A boxer becomes involved with the Mafia during his quest to become a champion. He is used by the mobsters and the fighter wins a fixed championship. The boxing life makes the man hard and arrogant and when his usefulness to the crime figures is over they toss him aside. The man is given a chance to regain his self-respect; he laces up the gloves and climbs back into the ring for one more fight. Cast includes John Garfield, Lilli Palmer, Hazel Brooks, Anne Revere, William Conrad, Joseph Pevey, Lloyd Goff, Canada Lee. Screenplay by Abraham Polonsky. Directed by Robert Rossen. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Fullscreen presentation; Production notes; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Body double 05323,VH
COLOR GOODTIMES 1984
An unemployed actor becomes involved in a grisly murder while spying on the sexy striplease performed nightly by one of his neighbors. Cast includes Craig Wasson, Gregg Henry and and Melanie Griffith; screenplay by Robert J. Averech and Brian De Palma; directed by De Palma.

Feature films – United States.; Detectives and mystery films.; Murder – California – Los Angeles – Investigation – Drama.; De Palma, Brian

Body heat 09630,VH
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER HOM 1981
A Florida attorney with little ambition is coasting through life by the hot and sticky Florida shore. One night he meets a beautiful stranger in a bar and she rekindles the fire in his soul. He must have her; despite the fact she is married, she presents few indications that she doesn't want him too. It becomes evident that the only way he can be with her is to kill her husband. In his worked up state, he doesn't realize that he might be being used. Cast includes William Hurt, Kathleen Turner, Richard Crenna, Ted Danson, Mickey Rourke. Written and directed by Lawrence Kasdan.

Feature films – United States.

Body heat : (DVD) 18999,ID
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER BRO 1981
A Florida attorney with little ambition is coasting through life by the hot and sticky Florida shore. One night he meets a beautiful stranger in a bar and she rekindles the fire in his soul. He must have her; despite the fact she is married, she presents few indications that she doesn't want him too. It becomes evident that the only way he can be with her is to kill her husband. In his worked up state, he doesn't realize that he might be being used. Cast includes William Hurt, Kathleen Turner, Richard Crenna, Ted Danson, Mickey Rourke. Written and directed by Lawrence Kasdan.


Feature films – United States.; Murder – Drama.; Adultery – Drama.; Married women – Drama.; Kasdan, Lawrence. 1949-

Body of evidence : (DVD) 16525,ID 16525,DM
COLOR 101 MIN MGM HOME E 1993
Madonna plays Rebecca Carlson, a sex bomb who parades naked in front of the open windows of her houseboat at all hours while the lobstermen catch crabs. This entry in the Basic Instinct sweepstakes poses the question: If love hurts, does sex kill? The judge and jury certainly want to find out when Rebecca's latest conquest, a multi-millionaire, dies of a heart attack while making love to her. Eight million dollars was bequeathed to Rebecca in his will, and District Attorney Robert Garrett is convinced that Rebecca, knowing that her rich lover had a weak heart, killed him with wild sex so that she could get her mitts on the money. Rebecca's lawyer, Frank Dulaney, thinks differently, suspecting the millionaire's private secretary Joanne Braslow of the crime, since she was dumped by the millionaire for Rebecca. Besides which, Frank is attracted to Rebecca herself and throws legal ethics out the window as he starts a madamostachic affair with her. The cast includes Madonna, Willem Dafoe, Joe Mantegna and Anne Archer. Directed by Uli Edel. Special features include Love or Murder featurette; Original theatrical trailer; Unrated and R-rated versions. Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.


The bodyguard 06803,VH
COLOR 130 MIN WARNER HOM 1992
Rachel Marron is at the peak of her stardom and everyone wants a piece of her. A movie and music star, her fans want to see her, hear her, touch her, and one wants to kill her. Security expert Frank Farmer is hired to protect her life. He is a professional who covers every detail and never lets his guard down. Against Frank's advice, Rachell's extravagant life often places her at risk, it is his job to keep her safe. The star and her bodyguard clash over how she should lead her life. What they don't expect to do is fall in love. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston, Gary Kemp, Bill Cobbs, Ralph Waite. Directed by Mick Jackson.

Feature films – United States.

Bombay talkie : (DVD) 15091,ID
COLOR 111 MIN HOME VISIO 1970
Visiting India in search of new material, American author Lucia Lane becomes romantically involved with handsome movie star Vikram. When that doesn't work out, she flees to an ashram to take up the spiritual life. That also doesn't work out, and the ill-fated couple get together again, with explosive results. Cast includes Sashi Kapoor, Jennifer Kendal, Zia Mohyeddin, Aparna Sen, Upal Dut. Screenplay by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala and James Ivory. Directed by James Ivory. This edition features a digital transfer enhanced for widescreen; 'Helen, Queen of the Naught Girls,' a documentary short film about the legendary Bollywood dancer; Conversation with the filmmakers, part of a new series of interviews with Ismail Merchant, veins Ivory, and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Bombs over Burma : (DVD) 11696,ID
B&W 65 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1942
A World War II wartime adventure set in China filled with battlefield brutality, espionage, and heroism. A small band of Allied troops must keep the bloody Burma Road open. A spy has infiltrated their ranks and leaking information to the Japanese. Lin Yang, school teacher by day, Allied forces spy by night, must root out the trader to stop the devastating bombs over Burma. She is driven by memories of the slaughter of innocent villagers by Japanese forces. Cast includes Anna May
Bonnie and Clyde : (DVD) 10970,ID 10970,DM
COLOR 100 MIN KIRBIRA FI 2003
Juma is an African living in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His dream of a better life which has brought him to America collides with the hard realities of the everyday life of an undocumented worker. He must decide whether to continue chasing the elusive "American Dream" or go back to his native Bongoland. Cast includes Mukama Nandirandi, Laura Wangsness, Mindi Kasiga, Robert Kataikaiya, Robin Kulluwa. Screenplay and directed by Josiah Kibiria. This DVD version features English subtitles; In English and Swahili, English subtitles.


Bonnie and Clyde : (Blu-ray Disc) 19489,ID 19489,DM
COLOR 95 MIN 20TH CENTU 2014
The journey of Manolo, a young man who is torn between fulfilling the expectations of his family and following his heart. Before choosing which path to follow, he embarks on an incredible adventure that spans three fantastical worlds where he must face his greatest fears. Cast includes Christina Applegate, Ice Cube, Kate Del Castillo, Diego Luna, Ron Perlman, Zoe Saldana, Channing Tatum, Grey Griffin, Carlos Alazraqui, Hector Elizondo, Ana de la Reguera, Danny Trejo, Jorge R. Gutierrez, Placido Domingo, Gabriel Iglesias, Cheech Marin, Ricardo Sanchez "Mandril", Dan Navarro, Eugenio Derbez, Anjelah Johnson-Reyes, Miguel Sandoval, Sandra Echeveria, Angelica Maria Hartman Ortiz, Sandra Echeverria, Tonita Castro, Emil-Bastien Bouffard, Genevieve Ochoco, Elias Garza, Trey Bumpass, Kennedy "KK" Peil, Ishan Sharma, Callahan Clark. Screenplay by Jorge R. Gutierrez and Doug Langdale. Directed by Jorge R. Gutierrez. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "The adventures of Chuy" short; Closer look at "The book of life"; The music of life; Digital carpenters - behind "The book of life" at Reel FX; Music Machine; "No matter where you are" music video by Us the Duo; Audio commentary by Jorge R. Gutierrez; Theatrical trailer; Five galleries; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Boogey nights : (DVD) 17497,ID 17497,DM
COLOR 155 MIN NEW LINE H 1997
New Line platinum series - A young man growing up in Southern California in the 1970's is introduced to the world of pornography and discovers he has a talent for performing. He is embraced by a community of actors, filmmakers, and producers who form a happy, if somewhat dysfunctional family. As the seventies turn into the eighties and videotape replaces films, Dirk Diggler, porn star, seeks some of the stouter face from his career. Drugs begin to overtake his life and the darker elements of his lifestyle begin to impact his ability to perform on film. He is in danger of losing all that he has earned with his special gift as a performer. Cast includes Mark Wahlberg, Julianne Moore, Burt Reynolds, Don Cheadle, John C. Reilly, William H. Macy, Heather Graham, Nicole Parker, Philip Seymour Hoffman. Written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. This two-disc Platinum series version features widescreen presentation; Feature length commentaries with Paul Thomas Anderson and cast members; The John C. Reilly files; Ten deleted scenes; "Try" music video; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Bones : (DVD) 19227,ID 19227,DM
COLOR 92 MIN NEW LINE H 2001
A notorious street hustler is mistakenly brought back from the dead after some kids burn the house he was killed in over 20 years before. Now he is seeking revenge on those who murdered him. Cast includes Snoop Dogg, Pam Grier, Khalil Kain, Ricky Harris, Clifton Powell, Bianca Lawson, Michael T. Weiss. Written by Adam Simon and Tim Metcalfe. Directed by Ernest Dickerson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmaker commentary with Snoop Dogg, Ernest Dickerson, and Adam Simon; Documentaries: "Digging up bones" and "Urban gothic: bones and its influences"; Deleted scenes with optional director commentary; Music video Dogg named Snoop standard version and version with concert footage; Theatrical press kit; Theatrical trailer; Script-to-screen; Link to original website; Hot spot; Language: English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The book of life : (Blu-ray Disc) 19489,ID 19489,DM
COLOR 95 MIN 20TH CENTU 2014
A lyrical exploration of time and human nature, centering on a young Jewish girl, living in the Middle Ages, who has disturbing, clairvoyant visions of 20th century life. Filmed in the southern French village of Gordes. Conceived and directed by Meredith Monk. Experimental films–United States; Feature films – United States.; Modern dance; Monk, Meredith.

The book of life : (DVD) 19489,ID 19489,DM
COLOR 95 MIN 20TH CENTU 2014
The journey of Manolo, a young man who is torn between fulfilling the expectations of his family and following his heart. Before choosing which path to follow, he embarks on an incredible adventure that spans three fantastical worlds where he must face his greatest fears. Cast includes Christina Applegate, Ice Cube, Kate Del Castillo, Diego Luna, Ron Perlman, Zoe Saldana, Channing Tatum, Grey Griffin, Carlos Alazraqui, Hector Elizondo, Ana de la Reguera, Danny Trejo, Jorge R. Gutierrez, Placido Domingo, Gabriel Iglesias, Cheech Marin, Ricardo Sanchez "Mandril", Dan Navarro, Eugenio Derbez, Anjelah Johnson-Reyes, Miguel Sandoval, Sandra Echeveria, Angelica Maria Hartman Ortiz, Sandra Echeverria, Tonita Castro, Emil-Bastien Bouffard, Genevieve Ochoco, Elias Garza, Trey Bumpass, Kennedy "KK" Peil, Ishan Sharma, Callahan Clark. Screenplay by Jorge R. Gutierrez and Doug Langdale. Directed by Jorge R. Gutierrez. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "The adventures of Chuy" short; Closer look at "The book of life"; The music of life; Digital carpenters - behind "The book of life" at Reel FX; Music Machine; "No matter where you are" music video by Us the Duo; Audio commentary by Jorge R. Gutierrez; Theatrical trailer; Five galleries; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Boogey nights : (DVD) 17497,ID 17497,DM
COLOR 155 MIN NEW LINE H 1997
New Line platinum series - A young man growing up in Southern California in the 1970's is introduced to the world of pornography and discovers he has a talent for performing. He is embraced by a community of actors, filmmakers, and producers who form a happy, if somewhat dysfunctional family. As the seventies turn into the eighties and videotape replaces films, Dirk Diggler, porn star, seeks some of the stouter face from his career. Drugs begin to overtake his life and the darker elements of his lifestyle begin to impact his ability to perform on film. He is in danger of losing all that he has earned with his special gift as a performer. Cast includes Mark Wahlberg, Julianne Moore, Burt Reynolds, Don Cheadle, John C. Reilly, William H. Macy, Heather Graham, Nicole Parker, Philip Seymour Hoffman. Written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. This two-disc Platinum series version features widescreen presentation; Feature length commentaries with Paul Thomas Anderson and cast members; The John C. Reilly files; Ten deleted scenes; "Try" music video; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Book of days 05340,VH 05340,DM
COLOR 75 MIN THE STUTZ 1988
A lyrical exploration of time and human nature, centering on a young Jewish girl, living in the Middle Ages, who has disturbing, clairvoyant visions of 20th century life. Filmed in the southern French village of Gordes. Conceived and directed by Meredith Monk. Experimental films–United States; Feature films – United States.; Modern dance; Monk, Meredith.
by Us the Duo; Audio commentary by Jorge R. Gutierrez; Theatrical trailer; Five galleries; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Borat : cultural learnings of America for make benefit glorious nation of Kazakhstan : (DVD) 11894,ID
COLOR 84 MIN 20TH CENTU 2006
British comedian Sacha Baron Cohen’s character Borat Sagdiyev, originally introduced to the public on the “Da Ali G Show,” travels across the United States in this feature film. Borat and his producer Azamat Bagatov come to the United States from Kazakhstan to gain a better understanding of American culture to present to the people back home on Kazakhstan television. Borat is a misogynist, anti-Semite with a desire to learn all about the strange culture of the United States and the goal to meet and marry American television star Pamela Anderson. Using the man-on-the-street style of television reporting, Borat meets real people in real situations to often show the intolerance, racism, sexism and absurdity of American society. Based on the a character created by Sacha Baron Cohen. Story by Sacha Baron Cohen, Peter Baynham, Anthony Hines, and Todd Phillips. Screenplay by Sacha Baron Cohen, Anthony Hines, Peter Baynham, and Dan Mazer. Directed by Larry Charles. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Global P.R. tour; Music infomercial; Languages: English, Spanish, French, and Russian; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French closed captioned.


The border : (DVD) 12744,LD
COLOR 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 1981
A border patrol officer becomes conflicted by the realities of the U.S. and Mexico border. He is charged with keeping illegal border crossers out of the U.S., while he and the other border agents are also involved in drug smuggling along the Rio Grande. When directly confronted with the absurdity of his situation he decides to help unite an “illegal” woman with her baby. His actions run afoul of his corrupt department, his greedy wife, and a ruthless neighbor and soon his life is at risk. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Harvey Keitel, Valerie Perrine, Warren Oats, Elpidia Carrillo, Written by Deric Washburn, Walon Green, David Freeman. Music by Ry Cooder. Directed by Tony Richardson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned.


Border radio 08952,VH
B&W 88 MIN PACIFIC AR 1987
When a local club owner does not pay a band, the band members decide to break into the club and steal the money owed to them. When one of the musicians runs off to Mexico with the money, the other two go looking for him and their share of the money. This semi-improvised road picture stars many local Los Angeles musicians from the mid-1980’s. Cast includes Chris D., Chris Shearer, Dave Alvin, Devon Anders, Luanna Anders, Iris Berry, John Doe, Eddie Flower, Texacala Jones, Chuck Shepard. Written and directed by Alison Anders, Dean Lent, and Kurt Voss.

Feature films – United States.

Border radio : (DVD) 17274,LD
COLOR 83 MIN CRITERION 1987


Bordertown : (DVD) 12892,ID 12892,DM
COLOR 114 MIN THINK FILM 2008
A drama based on the real life murders of hundreds of women in the United States and Mexico border town of Ciudad Juarez. An American reporter from Chicago is sent down to Juarez to report on the murders. She meets a young woman who survived an attack after being raped and left for dead. The reporter must help hide the young woman to keep her alive; they can not turn to the local authorities for help, because many people believe they are involved in the murders. The reporter has the story of a lifetime, if she can survive the corruption on both sides of the border. Cast includes Jennifer Lopez, Martin Sheen, Maya Zapata, Juan Diego Botto, Sonia Braga, Antonio Banderas. Written and directed by Gregory Nava. This DVD version features full frame presentation; “Exposing the Juarez murders: the making of ‘Bordertown;’” “Dial injusticié” a Witness.org documentary short; “La Frontera” a documentary short by Barbara Martinez Jitner; Information from Amnesty International and Witness.org; Bordertown trailer; Trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Born in east L.A. 07876,VH 07876,DM
COLOR 85 MIN GOODTIMES 1987
A United States citizen of Mexican descent is accidentally deported to Mexico without identification or Knowledge of Spanish. He can’t convince U.S. Officials to let him back in and he can’t reach his vacationing family for help. The film is inspired by comedian Cheech Marin’s comedy parody of the Bruce Springsteen song “Born in the USA.” Cast includes Cheech Marin, Daniel Stern, Paul Rodriguez, Jan Michael Vincent, Kamala Lopez, Tony Plana. Written and directed by Cheech Marin.

Immigration and immigration–United States; Feature films – United States.; Mexican Americans in motion pictures; United States – Emigration and immigration – Drama.

Born in East L.A. : (DVD) 19525,ID
COLOR 85 MIN UNIVERSAL 1987
A United States citizen of Mexican descent is accidentally deported to Mexico without identification or Knowledge of Spanish. He can’t convince U.S. Officials to let him back in and he can’t reach his vacationing family for help. The film is inspired by comedian Cheech Marin’s comedy parody of the Bruce Springsteen song “Born in the USA.” Cast includes Cheech Marin, Daniel Stern, Paul Rodriguez, Jan Michael Vincent, Kamala Lopez, Tony Plana. Written and directed by Cheech Marin.
Born Yesterday
07168.VH
COLOR 90 MIN FIRST RUN/1983
A futuristic tale of the turmoil that is still afoot after a "peaceful" social revolution. Thwarted by a system which rejects its minorities, a group of women band together in an effort to gain control of the state owned media. A film by Lizzie Borden.

Feature films – United States.; Women motion picture producers and directors; Borden, Lizzie, 1958-.

Born in flames
11603.ID
COLOR 80 MIN FIRST RUN 1983
A futuristic fable set in an America ten years after the Second American Revolution—a peaceful socialist revolution. The founder of the Woman's Army, an strong African American woman, is killed; a diverse coalition of women from across all lines of race, class, and sexual preference, launch a guerrilla movement and rise up to blow the system apart, a system that rejects minorities and women, and take control. The film is provocative comic fantasy of female rebellion. Cast includes Honey, Adele Bertei, Jeannie Satterfield, Flo Kennedy, Ron Vawter, Eric Bogosian. Music by The Bloods, Ibis, The Red Crayola. Directed by Lizzie Borden. This DVD version features interview with the director; Trailer gallery.

Feature films – United States.; Feminism – Drama.; Borden, Lizzie, 1958-.

Born on the Fourth of July
08793.VH
08793.DM
COLOR 145 MIN UNIVERSAL 1989
The story of Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic, who volunteered as a zealous teen to fight in the Vietnam war and returned a veteran paralyzed from the mid-chest down. He returned from Vietnam as a very different person and he returned to an environment vastly different from the one he left. His personal struggle to adjust to his own circumstances coincided with American society's struggle to come to grips with an unpopular war that it was losing. Kovic emerges as a brave new voice for the disenchanted. Based on the book by Ron Kovic. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Kyra Sedgwick, Raymond J. Barry, Jerry Levine, Frank Whaley, Caroline Kava, Willem Dafoe. Screenplay by Oliver Stone and Ron Kovic. Music by John Williams. Directed by Oliver Stone.


Born yesterday
07164.VH
COLOR 100 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1993
A millionaire Washington D.C. lobbyist is embarrassed by his Las Vegas showgirl girlfriend's lack of social grace. He hires a handsome, well-educated journalist to refine her social skills. The showgirl blossoms into an independent thinker and sets out to stir-up Washington. Cast includes Melanie Griffith, John Goodman, Don Johnson, Edward Herrmann. Directed by Luis Mandoki.

Feature films – United States.

Born yesterday : (DVD)
12696.ID
12696.DM
B&W 102 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1951
A corrupt millionaire junk dealer with social ambitions decides his beautiful but ditzy girlfriend will embarrass him in high society. He hires a journalist to instruct the young woman in "culture." She is a quick study and as her world view is broadened she begins to realize her role in her boyfriend's crooked business deals. Her millionaire boyfriend is confused and outraged when she refuses to continue to play her part. Based on the stage play by Garson Kanin. Cast includes Judy Holliday, William Holden, Broderick Crawford. Screenplay by Albert Mannheimer. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Vintage advertising; Talent files; Theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.


Bosomania collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! : (DVD)

Boulevard nights : (DVD)
19686.ID
COLOR 102 MIN WARNER HOM 1979
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - Brothers growing up in Los Angeles gang life share the bonds of family and gang life pulling themselves apart. The older brother is trying to build a future, while the younger brother delves deeper into the street violence. The neighborhood explodes in violence with the brothers right in the middle. Cast includes Richard Yniguez, Marta Dubois, Danny de la Paz, James Victor, Betty Carvalho, Carmen Zapata, Victor Millan, Gary Cervantes, Garret Pearson, Jerado Carmona, Jesse Aragon. Written by Desmond Nakano. Directed by Michael Pressman.


Bound
09631.VH
COLOR 108 MIN REPUBLIC P 1996
A mobster, his mistress, and a tough female ex-con are caught in a dangerous plot with over $2 million of the mob's money at stake. Cast includes Jennifer Tilly, Gina Gershon, Joe Pantoliano, John Ryan. Written and directed by the Wachowski Brothers.

Feature films – United States.

Bound : (DVD)
11564.ID
11564.DM
COLOR 109 MIN REPUBLIC P 1996
A mobster, his mistress, and a tough female ex-con are caught in a dangerous plot with over $2 million of the mob's money at stake. Cast includes Jennifer Tilly, Gina Gershon, Joe Pantoliano, John Ryan. Written and directed by the Wachowski Brothers. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French dubbed version; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.

The Bourne identity : (DVD)
19866.ID
COLOR 119 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
The Bourne trilogy Series - Jason Bourne is pulled from the sea suffering from amnesia with a pair of bullet wounds in his back. His only clue to his own identity is a bank account number etched on a capsule implanted in his body. He finds the Zurich bank where money, a gun, and several passports with different names await. He quickly realizes he can trust no one and offers a German gypsy named Maria ten thousand dollars for a ride to Paris. With Maria's reluctant help, Bourne edges closer to the truth, something CIA officials want concealed at all costs. Based on the novel by Robert Ludlum. Cast includes Matt Damon, Franka Potente, Chris Cooper, Clive Owen, Brian Cox, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje. Screenplay by Tony Gilroy and William Blake Herron. Directed by Doug Liman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Doug Liman; "From identity to supremacy: Jason and Marie"; Deleted Scenes; "Inside a fight sequence"; "Cloak and dagger: covert ops"; "The Bourne diagnosis"; "The Bourne mastermind";
The Bourne supremacy : (DVD) 19867,ID
COLOR 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004
The Bourne trilogy Series - Jason Bourne has abandoned his life as a CIA assassin and has been traveling beneath the agency's radar. He has been able to reconnect with Marie, the woman he loves. But Bourne is still haunted by vivid dreams and troubling memories of his days as a killer, and he’s not certain how much really happened and how much is a product of his imagination. When Bourne is led out of hiding by circumstances beyond his control, he must reconcile his past and present as he struggles to keep Marie out of harm’s way and foil an international incident with dangerous consequences. Based on the novel by Robert Ludlum. Cast includes Matt Damon, Franka Potente, Brian Cox, Julia Stiles, Karl Urban, Gabriel Mann, Joan Allen, Martin Csokas, Karel Roden, Tomas Arana, Tom Gallop, Tim Griffin, Michelle Monaghan, Ethan Sandler, John Bedford Lloyd. Screenplay by Tony Gilroy. Directed by Paul Greengrass. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Paul Greengrass; Explosive deleted scenes; “Crash cam: racing through the streets of Moscow”; “Bourne to be wild: flight training”; “Blowing things up”; “The go-mobile revs up the action”; “Anatomy of a scene: the explosive bridge chase scene”; “Matching identities: casting”; “Keeping it real”; “On the move with Jason Bourne”; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Bourne trilogy: (DVD) 19868,ID
COLOR 116 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007
The Bourne trilogy Series - Once again, Jason Bourne emerges from hiding and into chaos. His return this time prompted inadvertently by London-based reporter Simon Ross. Ross's writing is unveiling Operation Blackbriar—an upgrade to Project Treadstone—in a series of newspaper columns which have woken, and profoundly disturbed, Bourne's former masters. Bourne must uncover and eradicate the sources of their paranoia, before they eradicate him. Clawing his way out of madness, Jason Bourne has regained his conscience even though he has lost most of his mind. Based on the novel by Robert Ludlum. Cast includes Matt Damon, Julia Stiles, David Strathairn, Scott Glenn, Paddy Considine, Edgar Ramirez, Albert Finney, Joan Allen. Screenplay by Tony Gilroy, Scott Z. Burns, and George Nolfi. Directed by Paul Greengrass. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Paul Greengrass; Deleted scenes; “Man on the move”; “Rooftop pursuit”; “Planning the punches”; “Driving school”; “New York chase”; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The boy in the plastic bubble 08385,VH
COLOR 100 MIN PARADE VID 1976
A young man lives in isolation due to his lack of biological immunities. Unable to leave his plastic bubble, he has little contact with the outside world. When he falls in love with the girl next door, he desires to leave his isolated world and enter the world outside. With the aid of technology he is able to leave his bubble, with mixed results. Cast includes John Travolta, Glynnis O'Conner, Robert Reed, Diana Hyland, Ralph Bellamy, Anne Ramsey. Directed by Randal Kleiser. Feature films – United States.

Boyhood : (Blu-ray Disc) 19048,ID
COLOR 164 MIN PARAMOUNT 2014
A story of growing up as seen through the eyes of a boy named Mason, who ages from six to eighteen years old on screen. The film was shot intermittently over a twelve-year period from May 2002 to October 2013, showing the growth of Mason and his older sister, Samantha, to adulthood. Cast includes Ethan Hawke, Patricia Arquette, Ellar Coltrane, Lorelei Linklater. Directed by Richard Linklater. English, dubbed Spanish and English audio; Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.

Bowling for Columbine : (DVD) 09596,ID
COLOR 119 MIN METRO-GOLD 2002
Filmmaker Michael Moore's take on America's love affair with guns and violence. The filmmaker, a lifetime member of the National Rifle Association (NRA), gives perspective to firearms place in the American psyche. He travels across America and to Canada, using footage, animation, and interviews to make his point, that gun violence has reached epidemic levels in the United States and Americans need to re-think their attitudes towards guns. The film includes harrowing footage from the Columbine High School shooting and interviews with Charlton Heston and Marilyn Manson. Written and directed by Michael Moore. This two DVD version of the film features scene selection; audio commentary; English and Spanish language subtitles; the extras disc includes: a Michael Moore interview on his award win and acceptance speech; personal introduction by Michael Moore; "Return to Denver/ Littleton" featurette; interview with Michael Moore by former Press Secretary Joe Lockhart; audio commentary by receptionists and interns; teacher's guide; segment from "The Awful Truth II: Corporate Cops;" Michael Moore's "Action Guide;" film festival scrapbook; "The Charlie Rose Show" with Michael Moore; Marilyn Manson's "Fight Song" music video; photo gallery; original theatrical trailer. Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; School violence; Violence; Violence in mass media; Firearms; Moore, Michael, 1954 Apr. 23-
Boys don’t cry : (DVD) 08449.VH 08449.ID 08449.DM
COLOR 118 MIN 20TH CENTU 1999
Brandon Teena is a small time con artist living in the Midwest. He moves from town to town, wearing out his welcome and sometimes ending up in jail. In one town he falls for a woman and spends time hanging out with her circle of friends. When the woman’s friends, two ex-cons, discover that Brandon is actually Teena Brandon, a young woman, they lash out violently, raping and beating her. The two men are released from jail while awaiting trial, seizing an opportunity, the men kill Brandon and a friend while they sleep. The film is based on a true story that is also told in the documentary “The Brandon Teena Story.” Cast includes Hilary Swank, Chloë Sevigny, Peter Sarsgaard, Brendan Sexton III, Alison Folland, Alicia Goranson, Matt McGrath, Rob Campbell, Jeannetta Arnette. Written by Kimberly Peirce and Andy Bienen. Directed by Kimberly Peirce. This DVD version features interactive menus; anamorphic widescreen (aspect ratio 1.85:1); featurette; director’s commentary; theatrical trailer and TV spots; English 5.1 surround and Dolby surround; subtitles: English.

The boys from Brazil : (DVD) 11773.ID 11773.DM
COLOR 127 MIN ARTISAN EN 1978
A young and ambitious Nazi hunter discovers that fiendish Nazi Dr. Josef Mengele is alive and hiding in South America. Before the man is killed, he alerts famed Nazi hunter Ezra Lieberman that Mengele is alive and working with other Nazis on a sinister scheme to return to power. Lieberman works to confirm his slain comrade’s information and in doing so uncovers Mengele’s elaborate plan to clone Adolf Hitler. The Doctor and his associates have impregnated women creating 94 clones of Hitler and placed the children with couples across the world, killing the young Hitlers’ fathers to simulate Hitler’s own boyhood. It is up to Lieberman to stop Mengele and his evil plans. Based on the novel by Ira Levin. Cast includes Gregory Peck, Lorraine Gary Oldham, Winona Ryder, Anthony Hopkins and Keanu Reeves; directed by Coppola. This DVD version includes feature length audio commentary by William Friedkin; Three features: Act one: the play, Act two: the film, and Act three: 40 years of “Boys In The Band;” English language closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The boys : the Sherman brothers’ story : (DVD) 19152.ID
COLOR 140 MIN BUENA VIST 2009
Documentary on the lives of Robert B. Sherman and Richard M. Sherman, the Academy Award-winning songwriting team that defined family musical entertainment with songs such as A Spoonful of Sugar, from Mary Poppins, and I Wan’n’a Be Like You, from The Jungle Book. Explores the deep and longstanding rift that has kept the brothers personally estranged throughout much of their professional partnership. Includes interviews with Dick Van Dyke, Angela Lansbury, Roy Disney, and others. A film by Jeffrey C. Sherman and Gregory V. Sherman. In English or Spanish with optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.

Boyz n the hood 05191.VH
COLOR 112 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991
Critically acclaimed story of three friends growing up in a South Central Los Angeles neighborhood—Doughboy, an unambitious drug dealer; his brother Ricky, a college-bound teenage father; and Ricky’s best friend, Tre, who aspires to a brighter future beyond “the hood.” Cast includes rapper Ice Cube, Morris Chestnut, Cuba Gooding, Jr., and Larry Fishburne. Written and directed by John Singleton. This DVD version is the two disc anniversary edition featuring animated menus; disc one features widescreen and full screen presentations, director’s commentary; disc two features exclusive documentary “Friendly Fire: Making of an Urban Legend,” deleted scenes, music videos; “Get ‘Em Up in the Hood” by Compton’s Most Wanted and “Just Ask Me To” by Tevin Campbell, director and cast filmographies, theatrical trailers, production notes; Languages: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Boyz n the hood : (DVD) 09936.ID 09936.DM
COLOR 112 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991
Critically acclaimed story of three friends growing up in a South Central Los Angeles neighborhood--Doughboy, an unambitious drug dealer; his brother Ricky, a college-bound teenage father; and Ricky’s best friend, Tre, who aspires to a brighter future beyond "the hood." Cast includes rapper Ice Cube, Morris Chestnut, Cuba Gooding, Jr., and Larry Fishburne. Written and directed by John Singleton. This DVD version is the two disc anniversary edition featuring animated menus; disc one features widescreen and full screen presentations, director’s commentary; disc two features exclusive documentary "Friendly Fire: Making of an Urban Legend," deleted scenes, music videos; "Get ‘Em Up in the Hood" by Compton’s Most Wanted and "Just Ask Me To" by Tevin Campbell, director and cast filmographies, theatrical trailers, production notes; Languages: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Bram Stoker’s Dracula 05441.VH
COLOR 130 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1992
Francis Ford Coppola’s visually stunning version of the Dracula legend, based on Bram Stoker’s gothic romance. Cast includes Gary Oldham, Winona Ryder, Anthony Hopkins and Keanu Reeves; directed by Coppola. This DVD version includes feature length audio commentary by William Friedkin; Three features: Act one: the play, Act two: the film, and Act three: 40 years of “Boys In The Band;” English language closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The boys in the band : (DVD) 13675.ID 13675.DM
COLOR 119 MIN PARAMOUNT 1970
A film adaptation of Mart Crowley’s off-Broadway play about a group of homosexual friends who come together for the celebration of one of the men’s birthdays. As the evening progresses, fueled by alcohol and a devious game of “telephone” the men begin to unleash dormant and unspoken emotions.
### Brand upon the brain: a remembrance in 12 chapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17317.ID</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>90 MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17317.DM</td>
<td>BUENA VIST</td>
<td>90 MIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The epic tale of William Wallace, a bold Scotsman who used the steel of his blade and the fire of his intellect to rally his countrymen to liberation. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Sophie Marceau, Patrick McGoohan, Catherine McCormack. Written by Randall Wallace. Directed by Mel Gibson.**

**Feature films — United States.**

### The brave little toaster: (DVD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>09842.VH</th>
<th>2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>105 MIN</td>
<td>LIONS GATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A group of immigrant workers take a stand against the million dollar corporations who employ them. A newly arrived illegal immigrant working as a janitor in a downtown Los Angeles office building, is appalled at the work conditions and unfair labor practices, she teams up with a labor organizer to fight her ruthless employer. Cast includes Pilar Padilla, Adrien Brody, Elpidia Carrillo. Screenplay by Paul Laverty. Directed by Ken Loach.**

**Feature films — United States.**

### Breakfast at Tiffany's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>06119.VD</th>
<th>1961</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>114 MIN</td>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Holly Golightly is an eccentric New York playgirl, enjoying herself in the big city. Her goal is to marry a Brazilian millionaire. Holly's new neighbor is a writer who has a wealthy female benefactor. Their rocky romance exacts compassion and comedy as they begin to discover the genuineness of each other-and themselves. Cast includes Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Buddy Ebsen, Mickey Rooney; Based on a novella by Truman Capote; Screenplay by George Axelrod; Music by Henry Mancini; Directed by Blake Edwards.**

**Feature films — United States.**

### Breakfast at Tiffany's: (DVD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>09762.ID</th>
<th>1961</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>114 MIN</td>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Holly Golightly is an eccentric New York playgirl, enjoying herself in the big city. Her goal is to marry a Brazilian millionaire. Holly's new neighbor is a writer who has a wealthy female benefactor. Their rocky romance exacts compassion and comedy as they begin to discover the genuineness of each other-and themselves. Cast includes Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Buddy Ebsen, Martin Balsam, Mickey Rooney. Screenplay by George Axelrod. Music by Henry Mancini. Directed by Blake Edwards. This DVD version features interactive menus: scene selection; widescreen presentation; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French.**

**Feature films — United States.**

### The breakfast club

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>05071.VH</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>92 MIN</td>
<td>MCA HOME V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Five teenage students from disparate backgrounds spend a Saturday together in detention in their high school library. Strangers in the morning, by late afternoon they have bared their souls. Cast includes Emilio Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd Nelson, Molly Ringwald and Ally Sheedy; written and directed by John Hughes.**

**Feature films — United States.**

---

**Feature films — United States.**

**Feature films — Canada.**

**Feature films — United States.**

**Feature films — United States.**

**Feature films — United States.**

**Feature films — United States.**
The breakfast club : (DVD)
12877, ID
12877, DM
COLOR  92 MIN  UNIVERSAL  1985
They were five teenage students with noting in common, faced with spending a Saturday detention together in their high school library. At seven a.m., they had nothing to say, but by four p.m., they had bored their souls to each other and become good friends. Cast includes Emilio Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd Nelson, Molly Ringwald, Ally Sheedy. Music composed by Alan Silvestri. Written and directed by John Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers' bios; Film highlights; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

The breaking point : (DVD)
16044, ID
16044, DM
B&W  97 MIN  WARNER BRO  1950
Broke and with a family to support, charter-boat skipper Harry Morgan makes a desperate gamble. For cash that will save his boat from creditors, he ferries gangsters to safety after a racing-boat heist. But when you gamble, sometimes you lose. Based on Ernest Hemingways To Have and Have Not. Starring John Garfield and Patricia Neal. Directed by Michael Curtiz. Language: English.

Bride and prejudice : (DVD)
10549, ID
10549, DM
COLOR  112 MIN  MIRAMAX HO  2004
Jane Austen's classic "Pride and Prejudice" is given a "Bollywood-style" musical retelling, adapting the story to 21st century India. A wealthy American visiting India with his British East Indian friend; meets a beautiful girl from a modest Indian family; becomes friends. Cast includes Emilio Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd Nelson, Molly Ringwald, Ally Sheedy. Music composed by Alan Silvestri. Written and directed by John Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers' bios; Film highlights; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.
Feature films – United States.; Austen, Jane, 1775-1817.

The bride of Frankenstein
04754, VH
04754, DM
B&W  75 MIN  MCA HOME V  1935
Boris Karloff reprises his role as the screen's most misunderstood monster now longing for a mate of his own. Dr. Henry Frankenstein (Colin Clive) creates the ill-fated bride, played by Elsa Lanchester. Directed by James Whale. Feature films – United States.; Whale, James, d. 1957.

Bridesmaids : (DVD)
16527, ID
16527, DM
COLOR  131 MIN  UNIVERSAL  2011
Annie is a woman whose life could be better. Her dream business failed, she is having emotionless sex with a man who doesn't respect her, and her best friend just announced she is getting married and wants Annie to be her maid of honor. Annie is overwhelmed by the cost and responsibility of the position, but will not relinquish her role to her best friends new wealthy friend who covets the maid of honor role herself. Annie holds onto her title no matter how badly she performs her duties or strains her relationship with her best friend. Cast includes Kristen Wiig, Maya Rudolph, Rose Byrne, Chris O'Dowd, Melissa McCarthy, Wendi McLendon-Covey, Ellie Kemper, Jill Clayburgh, Matt Lucas, Rebel Wilson, Michael Hitchcock. Written by Annie Mumolo and Kristen Wiig. Directed by Paul Feig. This DVD release features both the rated and unrated version of the film; Widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with filmmaker and cast; Deleted scenes; Extended and alternate scenes; Gag reel; Line-o-rama; Choleideck's commercial; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Bridge of spies : (DVD)
19647, ID
19647, DM
COLOR  141 MIN  BUENA VIST  2015
James Donovan is a Brooklyn lawyer who finds himself thrust into the center of the Cold War when the CIA sends him on the near-impossible task to negotiate the release of a captured American U-2 pilot. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Mark Rylance, Amy Ryan, Scott Shepherd, Sebastian Koch, Alan Alda, Austin Stowell, Billy Magnussen, Eve Hewson, Jesse Plemons. Written by Matt Charman, Ethan Coen, and Joel Coen. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "A case of the Cold War: 'Bridge of spies'"; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio track; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The bridge on the river kwai : (DVD)
15126, ID
15126, DM
COLOR  162 MIN  COLUMBIA/T  1957
Captured British soldiers are used for hard labor by their Japanese captors during World War II. The P.O.W.s are used to build a vital railway bridge in the jungles of Burma. The British commander takes pride in his men's ability to build an impressive railroad bridge, losing perspective that he is aiding the Japanese military effort. A comando team is instructed by the British High Command to destroy the bridge. Based on the novel by Pierre Boule. Cast includes William Holden, Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins, Sessue Hayakawa, James Donald, Ann Sears, Geoffrey Horne. Screenplay by Michael Wilson and Carl Foreman. Directed by David Lean. This DVD version features interactive and animated menus; Scene selections with annotation; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailers; Talent files; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.

A bridge too far
08806, VH
COLOR  177 MIN  METRO-GOLD  1977
In 1944, the Allied forces launched Operation Market Garden, an invasion of Germany, with the goal of smashing the Reich's war plants and putting an early end to World War II. A combination of battlefield politics, bad luck, and poor weather resulted in one of World War II's most tragic blunders, inflicting more casualties than the entire Normandy landing. The film recreates actual battlefield locations and features an all-star cast. Based on the book by Cornelius Ryan. Cast includes Dirk Bogarde, James Caan, Michael Caine, Sean Connery, Edward Fox, Elliott Gould, Gene Hackman, Anthony Hopkins, Hardy Kruger, Laurence Olivier, Ryan O'Neal, Robert Redford,
A brief history of time

70641.VH
COLOR 84 MIN PARAMOUNT 1991
Stephen Hawking has conducted research into the farthest reaches of time and the universe. Although he is confined to a wheelchair by ALS (“Lou Gehrig’s disease”) he has not let his mind be restricted in anyway. Hawking’s theories and ideas are set against the backdrop of his life story. Hawking explores exciting mysteries, such as when the universe began, that humankind has long sought answers. Based on a book by Stephen Hawking. Original music composed by Philip Glass. Directed by Errol Morris.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Morris, Errol

Brighton beach memoirs

00164.VH
COLOR 110 MIN MCA HOME V 1986
Eugene Jerome is fifteen and living in Brooklyn during the late 1930’s. He is desperately trying to uncover life’s mysteries, but his family keeps hiding the clues. Film adaptation of Neil Simon’s Broadway play.

Feature films – United States.

Brighton Beach memoirs : (DVD)

18378.ID
COLOR 58 MIN MEDIA EDUC 2011
Filmmaker Thomas Keith takes aim at the forces in male culture that condition boys and men to dehumanize and disrespect women. Keith breaks down a range of contemporary media forms, zeroing in on movies and music videos that glorimize womanizing, pornography that trades in the brutalization of women, comedians who make fun of sexual assault, and a groundswell of men’s magazines and cable TV shows that revel in media myths of American manhood. Even as epidemic levels of men’s violence against women persist in the real world, the message Keith uncovers in virtually every corner of our entertainment culture is clear: It’s not only normal – but cool – for boys and men to control and humiliate women. Arguing that there’s nothing normal, natural, or inevitable about this mentality, The Bro Code challenges young people, young men and women alike to step up and fight against the idea that being a real man means being sexist. With Thomas Keith; interviewees: Douglas Rushkoff, Michael Leahy, Rory Reid, Robert Jensen, Michael Kimmel, Shirat Tarrant, Gilbert Pete, Neal King, Richard Tacklender, Gonzalo Rucobo, J.W. Wiley. Written and produced by Thomas Keith. In English with optional English subtitles.


Bring it on

08448.VH
08448.DM
COLOR 105 MIN UNIVERSAL 2000
High School cheerleaders compete in the annual cheer championship. The Toro squad are six time champions and newly-elected team captain Torrance is sure her squad has the championship. The Toro squad are six time champions and newly-elected team captain Torrance decides the right thing to do is get her squad a new routine. She must scramble to get her squad into shape with only days until the competition. Cast includes Kirsten Dunst, Eliza Dushku, Jesse Bradford, Gabrielle Union. Written by Jessica Bendinger. Directed by Peyton Reed.

Feature films – United States.

Bring me the head of Alfredo Garcia : (DVD)

13929.ID
COLOR 112 MIN METRO-GOLD 1974
A violent story of a down-and-out piano player in search of the severed head of a gigolo for which there is a million dollar bounty. Cast includes Warren Oates, Isela Vega, Robert Webber, Gig Young, Kris Kristofferson, Helmut Dantine, Emilio Fernandez. Directed by Sam Peckinpah. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio Commentary by Peckinpah scholars Paul Seydor, Garnier Simmons and David Weddle with moderator nick Redman; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish and French.


The bro code: how contemporary culture creates sexist men : (DVD)

The bro code: how contemporary culture creates sexist men : (DVD)

18378.ID
COLOR 58 MIN MEDIA EDUC 2011
Filmmaker Thomas Keith takes aim at the forces in male culture that condition boys and men to dehumanize and disrespect women. Keith breaks down a range of contemporary media forms, zeroing in on movies and music videos that glorimize womanizing, pornography that trades in the brutalization of women, comedians who make fun of sexual assault, and a groundswell of men’s magazines and cable TV shows that revel in media myths of American manhood. Even as epidemic levels of men’s violence against women persist in the real world, the message Keith uncovers in virtually every corner of our entertainment culture is clear: It’s not only normal – but cool – for boys and men to control and humiliate women. Arguing that there’s nothing normal, natural, or inevitable about this mentality, The Bro Code challenges young people, young men and women alike to step up and fight against the idea that being a real man means being sexist. With Thomas Keith; interviewees: Douglas Rushkoff, Michael Leahy, Rory Reid, Robert Jensen, Michael Kimmel, Shirat Tarrant, Gilbert Pete, Neal King, Richard Tacklender, Gonzalo Rucobo, J.W. Wiley. Written and produced by Thomas Keith. In English with optional English subtitles.


Broadcast news : (DVD)

11684.ID
11680.DM
COLOR 132 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1987
A romantic comedy set in the fast paced world of network television news. Three ambitious workaholics’ professional and personal lives are cross-wired as two on-air reporters compete for air-time and the affections of their young driven female producer. The handsome anchorman and the seasoned reporter both want more out of their careers and the producer can help them achieve their goals, complicating matters is that the two men also desire more than a working relationship with her. The seasoned reporter is jealous of the new anchorman’s instant success in front of the camera and with the producer, for whom the reporter has pined over for years. Written and directed by James Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Broadway Danny Rose: (DVD) 18868.ID
COLOR 84 MIN MGM HOME E 1982
The Woody Allen collection Series - Comedy about an agent Broadway Danny Rose and his attempt to revive the sagging career of the overweight, aging lounge singer, Lou Canova. Danny has finally booked Lou at the Waldorf, but Lou won’t go on unless his girlfriend Tina is there on opening night. It’s Danny’s quest to round up Tina, an attempt that lands him right in the middle of a gangland battle. Cast includes Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Nick Apollo Forte. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed-captioned. Includes French dubbed version and subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Broadway Theatre Archive
For descriptions see individual titles:
Mourning becomes Electra: (DVD)

Brokeback mountain: (DVD) 11031,ID
11031,DM
COLOR 135 MIN UNIVERSAL 2005
Two young ranch hands meet in the summer of 1963 while tending sheep for a rancher on Brokeback Mountain. Alone on the mountain the men become attracted to each other and begin a relationship that will become a lifelong connection. When the job ends the two men go their separate ways with the knowledge that society does not condone the love they feel for one another. Years go by and the men marry women, have children, and present a heterosexual front, behind the straight veneer they long for a life together. They take semi-annual fishing trips to rekindle the passion and joy they shared on Brokeback Mountain, as the years pass, the yearning for a life together without shame, pulls the men apart. Based on the short story by Annie Proulx. Cast includes Heath Ledger, Jake Gylenhaal, Linda Cardellini, Anna Faris, Anne Hathaway, Michelle Williams, Randy Quaid. Screenplay by Larry McMurtry and Diana Ossana. Directed by Ang Lee. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “Directing from the Heart;” Ang Lee; “Sharing the story: the Making of ‘Brokeback Mountain;’” From script to screen: Interviews with Larry McMurtry and Diana Ossana; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Gay men; Homosexuality in motion pictures; Gay men – United States – Drama.

Broken arrow 05965,VH
COLOR 93 MIN FOX VIDEO 1950
A frontiersman with a conscience who arranges a truce between the Army and Apache leader Cochise is targeted for ambush by a group of renegades. Based on the novel, “Blood Brother,“ by Elliot Arnold. Cast includes James Stewart, Jeff Chandler and Debra Paget; directed by Delmer Daves.


Broken blossoms 07592,VH
B&W 90 MIN KINO VIDEO 1919
A tender yet tragic tale of love and suffering in the seedy Limehouse district of London. A Chinese man travels to England to spread the pacifist teachings of the Orient. In England he befriends a young street girl who collapses outside his shop. He nurtures her back to health, an unspoken romance flowers between them, awakening in each of them feelings of love they thought themselves forever denied. Cast includes Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess, Donald Crisp. Screenplay by D.W. Griffith from a story by Thomas Burke.

Music by Louis Gottschalk. Directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version features filmed introduction by Lillian Gish, including excerpts from Gish’s film “Romola” (1925 MGM); The complete text of Thomas Burke’s original story; A recording of the 1919 song “Broken Blossoms;” D.W. Griffith on leading ladies; About the score.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States; Griffith, D.W. (David War), 1897-1948

Broken flowers: (DVD) 10875,ID
COLOR 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 1986
An aging lothario and confirmed bachelor receives a mysterious pink letter informing him that he may be the father of a 19-year-old-son he didn’t know existed. The anonymous letter is not forthcoming as to the identity of the mother. He decides to go visit four former lovers, where he comes face to face with the errors of his past and the possibilities of the future. Cast includes Bill Murray, Jeffrey Wright, Sharon Stone, Frances Conroy, Jessica Lange, Tilda Swinton, Julie Delpy. Written and directed by Jim Jarmusch. This DVD features widescreen presentation; Extended scenes; Behind the scenes with cast and crew; Outtakes with Bill Murray; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


A Bronx tale 06740,VH
COLOR 122 MIN HBO VIDEO 1993
A boy grows up on the streets of the Bronx during the early 1960’s. The boy sees his father, a hard working bus driver, struggle for everything his family owns. His other role model is Sonny the local mobster who rules the neighborhood through intimidation, drives a big car and doesn’t work a 9 to 5 job. The pull from the crime world is strong on the boy, but his dad will not let him be lost to the world of easy money and violence.

Cast includes Chazz Palminteri, Robert De Niro. Directed by Robert De Niro.

Feature films – United States.

The brood: (DVD) 18281,ID
COLOR 92 MIN WARNER HOM 2003
Frank Carveth finds himself faced with a terrible predicament. His wife is in an institution suffering from mental illness, yet her therapy does not seem to be working. The institute’s director refuses to reveal the nature of the therapy he is using to treat her. Before Frank can learn more, a series of bizarre murders rock the city– victims of vengeful, murderous creatures that destroy anything that gets in their way. Cast includes Oliver Reed, Samantha Eggar, Art Hindle, Nuala Fitzgerald, Henry Beckman, Susan Hogan, Cindy Hinds. Special features include an original theatrical trailer. Written and directed by David Cronenberg. Sound track in English; optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Psychiatrists – Drama.; Serial murders – Drama.; Mentally ill women – Care – Drama.; Horror films.; Cronenberg, David, 1943-


Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States; Griffith, D.W. (David War), 1897-1948
Brooklyn: (DVD) 19603.ID
COLOR 111 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2015
An Irish immigrant lands in 1950s Brooklyn, where she quickly falls into a romance with a local. When her past catches up with her, however, she must choose between two countries and the lives that exist within. Based on the novel by Com Tobin. Cast includes Saoirse Ronan, Emory Cohen, Domhnall Gleeson, Jim Broadbent, Julie Walters. Screenplay by Nick Hornby. Directed by John Crowley. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director John Crowley; Six promotional featurettes; Gallery; Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed caption for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Brother 2: (Brat 2): (DVD) 19911.ID
COLOR 123 MIN CTB 2000
The second film following the Russian army veteran Danila Bargov. He meets his army buddies with whom he fought in Chechnya. One of them, Konstantin, tells Danila about his brother, a professional hockey player in America, who is swindled into an oppressive contract by the team owner and his Russian partner. A few days after this conversation Konstantin is found dead and Danila needs to go to America to solve this crime. Cast includes Sergei Bodrov, Viktor Sukhorukov, Sergei Makhovetski, Gari Khuston, Irina Saltykova, Kirill Pirogov. Written and directed by Aleksey Balabanov. In Russian, with English subtitles.


Brother: (DVD) 11667.ID
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2000
A yakuza gangster is exiled from Tokyo and heads to Los Angeles to hang out with his half-brother. His half-brother is the leader of a small time drug ring, he is not as ruthless and accomplished a gangster as his older brother. Bored in his new town the Japanese gangster decides to lend a hand in his brothers drug ventures. Soon the Los Angeles streets are embroiled in the bloodiest and dirtiest power struggle there has ever been. Cast includes Beat Takeshi, Omar Epps, Claude Maki. Written and directed by Takeshi Kitano. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Widescreen presentation; Bonus trailers; Language: English and Japanese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Brother to brother: (DVD) 11231.ID
COLOR 90 MIN WOLFE VIDE 2005
An older poet mentors a young black gay artist struggling to find his voice. Poet Brian Nugent shares his memories of the glory days of the Harlem Renaissance with the young man as the two embark on a surreal narrative journey through Nugent’s inspiring past. Cast includes Anthony Mackie, Larry Gilliard Jr., Duane Boutte, Daniel Sunjata, Alex Burns, Ray Ford, Anjuncie Ellis, Roger Robinson. Written and directed by Rodney Evans. This DVD version features chapter search; Letterbox presentation; Commentaries by director Rodney Evans and star Anthony Mackie; Filmmaker interview; Deleted scenes; Theatrical trailer; Closed captioned.


The brotherhood: (DVD) 09699.ID
COLOR 96 MIN PARAMOUNT 1968
In the world of the mafia, loyalty, family, and honor are held with great esteem. Two brothers are tied to the syndicate, one is a middle-aged Mafia and the other a volatile young gun, trying to make his name and earn the respect of "the family." When the younger brother is ordered to make a hit on his brother, the two men will learn what family and loyalty really mean to the mob. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, Alex Cord, Irene Papas, Luther Adler. Written by Lewis John Carlino. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Directed by Martin Ritt.

Feature films – United States.; Gangster films.; Italian Americans in motion pictures.; Mafia – Fiction.
Bucharest express : (DVD)
10987,ID 10987,DM
COLOR 81 MIN SAWHORSE P 2004
A hard hitting mystery that depicts the horrors of human trafficking of sex slaves in the Balkans and the gangs of ruthless killers, who operate the flesh-for-heroine trade. Young women are lured to Bucharest with the promise of jobs as dancers and models. Instead the women become the property of gangsters, who trade them for heroin, strip the women of their passports, and ship them to Turkey for a life of prostitution. A noble group of concerned people work to untangle a web of corruption to uncover and expose the gangs behind the slave trade. The film is a drama and not a documentary; still the filmmakers have made the film with the intention of exposing the sex slave trade that runs rampant in countries in the former Soviet Union. Cast includes Vera Marianchik, Roland Muldoon, Luchia Pogor, Chuck Portz. Screenplay by Peter Eichstaedt and C.R. Portz. Directed C.R. Portz. This DVD version features chapter search; Trailer.


Buck and the preacher : (DVD)
14524,ID
COLOR 117 MIN COLUMBIA P 1972
An ex-Union Army Cavalry sergeant becomes a scout for freed slaves heading to the Colorado frontier. Tagging along with him are his wife and a Bible-thumping con artist. Attacked by racist bounty hunters, Buck and his followers must summon courage in order to help settle the Wild West. Cast includes Sidney Poitier, Harry Belafonte, Ruby Dee, Cameron Mitchell. Story by Ernest Kinoy and Drake Walker. Screenplay by Ernest Kinoy. Directed by Sidney Poitier. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Talent files; Original theatrical poster; Theatrical trailers; Language: English, Portuguese, Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.


The bucket list : (DVD)
15304,ID 15304,DM
COLOR 97 MIN WARNER BRO 2008
Two men meet when they become roommates in a cancer ward. One man is a billionaire, the other a mechanic, now they both face the same fate – death. They decide to compose a bucket list, a list of things they want to accomplish before they kick the bucket. Then they set off to accomplish everything on the list before it is too late, along the way they become good friends, help each other accept the final outcome of their terminal illnesses, and discover joy in truly living. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Morgan Freeman, Sean Hayes, Rob Morrow. Written by Justin Zackham. Directed by Rob Reiner. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentations; Writing a bucket list; Production photographs; “Bucket list” music video; DVD-Rom PC weblink to access web features; Language: English, Spanish, and French (Dubbbed in Quebec); Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Buffy and Lou Costello meet Frankenstein : (DVD)
19223,ID B&W 83 MIN UNIVERSAL 1948
A comic horror film in which Abbott and Costello encounter Frankenstein's monster, Dracula, and a mad scientist. Cast includes Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Lon Chaney Jr., Bela Lugosi, John Agar, George Zucco, John Qualen, Frank Ferguson, Charles Bradstreet. Screenplay by Robert Lees, Frederick I. Rinaldo, and John Grant. Directed by Charles T. Barton. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Feature commentary with film historian Gregory W. Mark; "Abbott and Costello meet the monsters: the making of Abbott and Costello meet Frankenstein"; Production photographs; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; Language: English; Subtitles: French and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Buffalo Bill 05966,VH
COLOR 90 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1944
Fictionalized account of the life of William Frederick Cody, or Buffalo Bill, as he was known to millions. Follows him from his adventures in the West to his political battles in the East, culminating in his worldwide triumph in "Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show." Cast includes Joel McCrea, Maureen O'Hara and Linda Darnell; directed by William A. Wellman.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.

Buffalo Bill and the Indians, or Sitting Bull's history lesson : (DVD)
09279,ID
COLOR 123 MIN METRO-GOLD 1976
Legendary Western adventurer Buffalo Bill Cody. Indian fighter, Civil War veteran, and buffalo hunter, is now an entertainer, traveling the country in a Wild West show. His "Wild West Show" is hugely popular and nowhere near as dangerous as his past professions. His life becomes complicated when he hires his former enemy, Sioux Chief Sitting Bull for a featured roll in the show. The clash of cultures is greater than Cody could have ever imagined. Based on the play "Indians" by Arthur Kopit. Cast includes Paul Newman, Joel Grey, Geraldine Chaplin, Burl Lancaster, Frank Ag Kuitts. Screenplay by Alan Rudolph and Robert Altman. Directed by Robert Altman. This DVD version features the original featurette "From the Prairie to the Palace," original theatrical trailer; teaser trailer; Languages: English (Mono); subtitles: French and Spanish languages.


Buffy, the vampire slayer : (DVD)
13574,ID 13574,DM
COLOR 86 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1992
The feature film that would later be turned into a popular television series. Buffy is a popular high school cheerleader who is chosen by fate to become a heroic vampire killer. Thrust into action by vampires invading her high school, Buffy would rather shop than combat bloodsuckers. She soon comes to embrace
Burbank, California. Written by Joss Whedon. Cast includes Kristy Swanson, Donald Sutherland, Paul Reubens, Rutger Hauer, Luke Perry. Directed by Fran Rubel Kuzui. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Featurette; Theatrical trailer; Two TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Vampires – Drama.; Buffy the Vampire Slayer (Fictitious character) – Drama.

A bug's life
07827.VH
COLOR 95 MIN WALT DISNE 1998
An ant, tired of a horde of freeloading grasshoppers, hires warrior bugs to defend his ant colony. When his "warrior" bugs turn out to be a ragtag group of flea circus performers, the stage is set for comic confusion and unlikely heroes. This animated feature is a co-production between Disney and Pixar. Music by Randy Newman. Original story by John Lasseter, Andrew Stanton, Joe Ranft. Screenplay by Andrew Stanton, Donald McEnery, Bob Shaw. Directed by John Lasseter and co-directed by Andrew Stanton.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation

Bullets over Broadway : (DVD)
19824.ID
19824.DM
COLOR 99 MIN ALLIANCE F 1994
David Shayne is an idealistic young writer who'll do anything to get his first Broadway play off the ground – even if it means teaming up with the mob! Cast includes Jim Broad bent, John Cusack, Harvey Fierstein, Chazz Palminteri, Mary-Louise Parker, Rob Reiner, Jennifer Tilly, Tracey Ullman, Joe Viterelli, Jack Warden, Dianne Wiest. Directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed-captioned.


Bury my heart at wounded knee : (DVD)
14693.ID
COLOR 123 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
The story of the native people living in the Dakota Territory on the great Sioux Reservation between the Sioux's defeat of Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer at Little Big Horn in 1876 and the assassination of the Lakota chief Sitting Bull and Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer at Little Big Horn in 1876 and the assassination of the Lakota chief Sitting Bull and Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer at Little Big Horn in 1876 and the assassination of the Lakota chief Sitting Bull and Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer at Little Big Horn in 1876 and the assassination of the Lakota chief Sitting Bull and Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer at Little Big Horn. Three characters, Charles Eastman, a Dartmouth-educated Sioux doctor; Senator Henry Dawes, member of the Committee on Indian Affairs; and Sitting Bull, whose stories intersect, tell the tale of hardship and United States Government betrayal of the native people in the Dakota Territory. Based on the book by Dee Brown. Cast includes Aidan Quinn, Adam Beach, August Schellenberg, Eric Schweig, J.K. Simmons, Wes Studi, Colm Feore, Gordon Tootoosis, Shaun Johnston, Nathan Chasing Horse, Eddie Spears, Lee Tergesen, Holly Bird, Fred Thompson, Anna Paquin. Screenplay by Daniel Giat. Directed by Yves Simoneau. This two-disc DVD version includes a "Making history" behind-the-scenes look into the production of the film; "The heart of a people" historical perspective of the American Indian experience as depicted in the film; "Telling the story" the journey of the book to the screen; Interactive on-screen historical guide; Photo gallery; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The burning season : the Chico Mendes story
07122.VH
COLOR 129 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
Chico Mendes was a non-violent activist, union leader, political candidate and a recognized authority in the battle to save the Brazilian rain forest. Spurred to action after a key organizer of the rain forest's working poor is slain, Mendes stands firm against slash-and-burn deforestation. He helps alert the world to the plight of the Amazon. Mendes holds to his principles even when his life is threatened. Cast includes Raul Julia, Sonia Braga, Kamala Dawson, Luis Guzman, Nigel Havers, Tomas Milian, Esai Morales, Tony Plana, Marco Rodriguez, Edward James Olmos. Directed by John Frankenheimer.

Feature films – United States.; Rain forests–Brazil; Brazil

Bulworth : (DVD)
12770.ID
12770.DM
COLOR 108 MIN 20TH CENTU 1998
A liberal senator running for re-election in California faces financial ruin and a conservative political climate that is threatening his career. He becomes suicidal, takes out a large life insurance policy, and hires a hit man to kill him on the campaign trail. His imminent death inspires him to speak candidly to the public. His honesty proves popular and he begins to gain in the polls, when he begins to adopt an even rawer hip-hop stance and begins a relationship with a young African American activist from the inner city, her public persona has taken on a complete transformation. Suddenly he is enjoying life and sees hope for the future, now he has to find a way to stop the hit man from killing him. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Halle Berry, Don Cheadle, Oliver Platt, Paul Sorvino, Jack Warden, Isaiah Washington. Story by Warren Beatty. Screenplay by Warren Beatty and Jeremy Pikper. Directed by Warren Beatty. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The burning bed : (DVD)
10734.VH
10734.ID
COLOR 95 MIN METRO-GOLD 1984
A battered wife takes revenge on her abusive husband. The book and film were based on actual events and tell the story of a small town girl who marries her high school sweetheart. She soon discovers he has a short temper and violent streak. Her family encourages her to stay in the marriage and the social welfare system fails her. One day her desperation pushes her to lash out. Based on the book by Faith McNulty. Cast includes Farrah Fawcett, Paul LeMat, Richard Masur, Grace Zabriskie, Penelope Milford, Christa Denton, James Callahan, Gary Grubbs. Teleplay by Rose Leiman Goldberg. Directed by Robert Greenwald. This DVD version features fullscreen presentation; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Abused wives; Feature films – United States.; Wife abuse

Feature films – United States


The Busby Berkeley Collection

For descriptions see individual titles:

42nd Street : (DVD)

The Busby Berkeley disc : (DVD)

Dames : (DVD)

Footlight parade : (DVD)

Gold diggers of 1933 : (DVD)

Gold diggers of 1935 : (DVD)

The Busby Berkeley disc : (DVD)

11505,ID

B&W 163 MIN WARNER BRO 2006


Dance in motion pictures; Dance in motion pictures, television, etc; Dancing; Dancing in motion pictures; Dancing in motion pictures, television, etc; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Musical films – United States.; Dance; Motion picture music – Excerpts.; Berkeley, Busby, 1895-1976.

Bush mama : (DVD)

16380,ID

B&W 97 MIN MYPHEDU F 1975

A powerful portrait of urban Black America, "Bush Mama" focuses on Dorothy who lives in South Central, California trying to raise her daughter while her man is in jail. After a series of devastating confrontations with the system, she is pushed over the line. The cast includes Barbara O, Johnny Withers, Cora Lee Day, Simi Ella Nelson, Susan Williams and Bettie J. Wilson. This film was written, directed, and edited by Haile Gerima. Language: English.


The business of fancydancing : (DVD)

15682,ID

15682,DM COLOR 103 MIN WELLSPRING 2002

Two men, childhood best friends, are reunited at the funeral of an old friend. The men had grown up on the Spokane Reservation and both left to attend college, one man embraced the opportunities available in the white world, the other returned home embittered by his experience. Seymour returns to the reservation an openly gay poet and unofficial spokesman for American Indians. He experiences resentment upon his return home, especially from his old friend Aristotle, whose long festering bitterness is dangerously exposed. Cast includes Kevin Phillip, Rebecca Carroll, Swil Kanim, Evan Adams, Michelle St. John, Gene Tagaban. Written, directed, and featuring poetic works by Sherman Alexie. This DVD version features commentary track with Sherman Alexie and Evan Adams; Deleted scenes; Behind-the-scenes documentary; Production still gallery; Theatrical trailer; Weblinks; Language: English.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid : (DVD)

14107,ID

14107,DM COLOR 110 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1969

Two outlaws rob trains and banks in the old west. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid decide to leave the country and flee to Bolivia. In Bolivia they continue their life of crime; an unsuccessful bank robbery lands the two men with their backs against the wall, outgunned, outnumbered, two men against the Bolivian army. Cast includes Paul Newman, Robert Redford, Katharine Ross, Strother Martin, Jeff Corey, Henry Jones. Written by William Goldman. Music composed and conducted by Burt Bacharach. Directed by George Roy Hill. This two-disc collector's edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by George Roy Hill, Lyricist Hall David, documentary director Robert Crawford Jr. and cinematographer Conrad Hall; Commentary by screenwriter William Goldman; "All of what follows is true: the making of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" featurette; "The wild bunch: the true tale of Butch & Sundance" featurette; "History through the lens: Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid outlaws out of time" documentary; Making-of documentary; Interviews with Paul Newman, Robert Redford, Katharine Ross, Screenwriter William Goldman and composer Burt Bacharach; Deleted scene, production notes, theatrical trailers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Butterfield 8 : (DVD)

11571,ID

11571,DM COLOR 109 MIN WARNER BRO 1960

A high-class prostitute in New York is involved with a married man. At first he is nothing more than another client, as their relationship begins to evolve, their feelings for each other intensify. He is unable to forget her past and her past won't let her trust a man completely. The heat between the two may be able to overcome some obstacles or result in heartache and pain. Based on the novel by John O'Hara. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey, Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill, Mildred Dunnock, Betty Field, Jeffrey Lynn, Kay Medford, Susan Oliver. Screenplay by Charles Schnee and John Michael Hayes. A wild ride through the lives of故障,。

But I'm a cheerleader : (DVD)

11915,ID

11915,DM COLOR 84 MIN LIONS GATE 1999

A suburban teen's life is turned upside-down, when her parents suspect she is a lesbian and send her little cheerleader to "True Directions" a rehabilitation camp for homosexuals. Unaware that there was anything wrong with herself, the young girl is very confused by her new circumstances. At first, she does not fight the deprogramming, because she doesn’t feel that she is a lesbian. Her life takes another unexpected turn when she becomes attracted to one of the other girls at the camp. Cast includes Natasha Lyonne, Clea DuVall, Melanie Lynskey, RuPaul Charles, Eddie Cibrian, Weslynn Mann, Richard Moll, Douglas Spain, Katharine Towne, Cathy Moriarty, Mink Stole, Bud Cort. Screenplay by Brian Wayne Peterson. Story and directed by Jamie Babbit. This DVD version features chapter search; Widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Caesar and Cleopatra

1946
COLOR 129 MIN SAMUEL GOL

Julius Caesar, captivated by the adolescent Cleopatra, is determined to transform the naive and spoiled teenager into a true queen. Cleopatra is at Caesar's side during his bold but calculating campaign to conquer Egypt. The ruthlessly manipulative young Cleopatra proves equally adept at conquest. Adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's thrilling epic of courtly intrigue romance and adventure in ancient Egypt. Cast includes Vivien Leigh, Claude Rains, Stewart Granger, Francis L. Sullivan. Directed by Gabriel Pascal.

Feature films – United States.

Caesar and Cleopatra

12853.ID
COLOR 123 MIN PREMIER EN

Cleopatra is the Queen of Egypt. The young Queen has not held the throne of the pharaohs long when Julius Caesar, the emperor of Rome, comes to Egypt. He finds her irresistible and she is attracted to the great power he wields. Caesar becomes her confidante and lover and guides her from the transformation from child Queen to determined monarch. Based on George Bernard Shaw's play. Cast includes Vivien Leigh, Claude Rains, Stewart Granger, Flora Robson, Francis L. Sullivan. Screenplay by George Bernard Shaw. Directed by Gabriel Pascal. This DVD features full screen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Korean and English.


Bye bye Birdie

14981.ID
14981.DM
COLOR 112 MIN SONY PICTU

When rock star and teenage heart-throb Conrad Birdie gets drafted, the nation's teenagers go haywire. Looking to cash in on the hysteria, Albert (Dick Van Dyke) and his girlfriend (Janet Leigh) organize a nationwide contest in which one lucky girl wins a farewell kiss from Conrad on The Ed Sullivan Show. Kim McAfee (Ann-Margret) turns out to be the lucky teenager and Conrad's whole entourage moves into her quiet, Midwestern home, much to the chagrin of her ever-irritable father (Paul Lynde) and her jealous boyfriend (Bobby Rydell). The result is chaos and a series of hilarious complications. Based on the Broadway musical of the same name. Cast includes Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Ann-Margret, Maureen Stapleton, Bobby Rydell, Jesse Pearson and Ed Sullivan. Screenplay by Irving Brecher; Book by Michael Stewart; Music by Charles Strouse, Lyrics by Lee Adams, Choreographed by Onna White. Directed by George Sidney. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.


Caged heat

08897.ID

COLOR 79 MIN NEW CONCOR

A petty criminal is thrown into Connoville jail, otherwise know as penit. She must fight against ruthless inmates, a cruel warden, and the deprived staff. She forms an uneasy friendship with two hardened inmates, and when the three unite they find themselves on a sexy and violent adventure, seeking escape, money, and revenge. The film is considered a classic in the women behind bars genre. Cast includes Juanita Brown, Roberta Collins, Erica Gavin, Ella Reid, Rainbeaux Smith, Barbara Steele. Music by John Kale. Written and directed by Jonathan Demme. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene index; digitally remastered; original trailer; Leonard Maltan's exclusive interview with Roger Corman; preview attractions: trailers of other movies from the era.

Feature films – United States.

The Caine mutiny

08794.VH

COLOR 125 MIN COLUMBIA/T

The modern day mutiny aboard a U.S. Naval vessel leads to a tense court-martial trial. During maneuvers the nervous and inept behavior of the Captain of the U.S.S. Caine, a destroyer/ mine sweeper, causes alarm in the crew and the executive officer. During a fierce typhoon, the Captain's neurotic behavior reaches a breaking point, and his executive officer seizes command of the ship. The captain has his executive officer charged with mutiny and court-martialed. Based on the novel by Herman Wouk. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson, Fred MacMurray, Robert Francis, May Wynn. Screenplay by Stanley Roberts. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.


Calamity Jane

11702.ID

COLOR 101 MIN WARNER BRO

A love story set on the plains of the old West. Famous tomboy and Western hero Calamity Jane falls for renowned buffalo hunter Wild Bill Hickok. This Western musical features many songs that have become part of the American popular song lexicon. Cast includes Doris Day, Howard Keel, Allyn McLerie, Philip Carey, Dick Wesson. Written by James O'Hanlon. Original songs by Sammy Fain. Musical numbers staged and directed by Jack Donohue. Directed by David Butler. This DVD version
features premiere and awards newsreels; Theatrical trailer;
Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Japanese.
Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.;
Musicals–United States; Western films; Western films –
United States.; Calamity Jane, 1852-1903 – Drama.

California indian : a tribal story : (DVD)
17143, ID
COLOR 97 MIN VANGUARD 2012
Nick Thomas, a Pomo Indian and a successful Los Angeles radio
host, is forced back to the reservation to help his brother Chi,
and tribal leader Rich Knight lead the Tule Lake Rancheria out
danger from a seedy casino investor, ultimately claiming
sovereignty of their Native American rights. Cast includes Gary
Farmer, Timothy Andrew Ramos, Gil Birmingham, Julia Jones.
Written and directed by Tim Ramos. This DVD version features
full screen presentation; Trailer; English language.

Caligula : (DVD)
08341, ID
COLOR 102 MIN PENTHOUSE 1979
The epic story of imperial Rome's mad emperor Caligula. The
details of his cruel, bizarre reign are revealed: his unholy sexual
passion for his sister, his marriage to Rome's most infamous
prostitute, his fiendishly inventive means of disposing those who
would oppose him, and more. The film was controversial when it
was released and with its mix of Shakespearean actors and
Penthouse Pets it is not for the squeamish or prudish. Cast
includes Malcolm McDowell, Teresa Ann Savoy, Helen Mirren,
Peter O'Toole, John Gielgud, Anneka Di Lorenzo, Lori Wagner,
Adriana Asti. Directed by Tinto Brass and Bob Guccione. This
DVD version features interactive menu and scene access.

Call her savage
05982, VH
B&W 88 MIN VIDEOBRARY 1932
The trials and tribulations of an Indian woman of mixed descent
who marries a cad and later takes to the streets. Cast includes
Claire Bow, Gilbert Roland, Monroe Owsley, Thelma Todd and
Estelle Taylor; directed by John Francis Dillon.

Camelot : (DVD)
01266, VH
COLOR 177 MIN WARNER HOM 1967
Lerner and Loewe's acclaimed musical adaptation of the legend
of King Arthur tells the tale of the pure and perfect kingdom
shattered by the tragic passion between Arthur's lovely queen
Guenevere and the bravest knight of the Round Table, Sir
Lancelot. Cast includes Richard Harris, Vanessa Redgrave,
Franco Nero, David Hemmings and Lionel Jeffries; directed by
Joshua Logan. Multiple Academy Award winner.

Arthur, King–Drama; Feature films – United States.; Musical
films – United States.; Calamity Jane, 1852-1903 – Drama.

Camille
09792, VH
COLOR 110 MIN WARNER HOM 1936
Set in 1847 Paris amongst the gambling halls and lavish soirees
of the time. Men of means exert their wills and women turned
courtesans exult in extravagance and pleasure. The world-weary
Marguerite Gautier finds true love in her suitor, Armand Duval,
then must sacrifice it for a greater good. Based on the Alexandre
Dumas story. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor, Lionel
Barrimore, Elizabeth Allan, Jessie Ralph, Henry Daniell, Lenore
Ulric, Laura Hope Crews. Screenplay by Zoe Akins. Francis
Merritt, and James Hill. Directed by George Cukor.

The candidate
04757, VH
COLOR 110 MIN WARNER HOM 1972
A young idealistic lawyer is persuaded to run for the U.S. Senate,
and leans the truth about political campaigns. A biting satire of
how admen, press agents, and media czars converge on election
campaigns, convincing the voter to pull the right lever. Stars
Robert Redford; directed by Michael Ritchie.

Candyman : (DVD)
20232, ID
COLOR 99 MIN COLUMBIA T 1992
A search for dissertation material leads a graduate student to an
old tale about a slave spirit said to haunt a notorious housing
project. If a person calls for Candyman three times, he will
appear bringing death with him. Based on The forbidden by
Clive Barker. Cast includes Virginia Madsen, Tony Todd, Xander
Pogue, Kasi Lemmons, Vanessa Williams, DeJuan Guy,
Michael Cukin, Stanley Desantis, Gilbert Lewis. Written and
directed by Bernard Rose. This DVD version features
widescreen presentation; Filmmakers commentary; "Clive Barker:
Raising hell" featurette; "Sweets to the sweet: the Candymen
mythos" featurette; Bernard Rose storyboards; Bonus previews;
Languages: English, French and Portuguese; Subtitles: English,
French, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf
and hearing impaired.

Capitalism : a love story : (DVD)
14609, ID
14609, DM
COLOR 127 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2009
Filmmaker Michael Moore examines the history of free-market
capitalism in post-Reagan America and questions its efficacy as
the basis for the nation's economy. Moore exposes America of
foreclosures, evictions, food stamps, lay-offs, and fat cat
capitalists and highlights the populist anger that is raging across
the nation. Written and directed by Michael Moore. This DVD
version features widescreen presentation; Sorry, house-flippers
and banks - you're toast in Flint, MI; Congressman Cummings
dares to speak the unspeakable; The omnivore's dilemma? It's

67
capitalism; The rich don’t go to heaven (There’s a special place reserved for them!); How to run the place where you work; Commie taxi drivers; “You talkin’ to me?”; In Wisconsin what if, just if we had listened to Jimmy Carter in 1979? The socialist bank of - North Dakota?; The banks kick them out, Max kicks them back in; NY Times Pulitzer Prize winner Chris Hedges on the killing machines known as Capitalism; Lanuage: English; Subtitles: Spanish.


Capote: (DVD)
11035,ID
COLOR 114 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
In 1959, Truman Capote was a popular writer for The New Yorker. He learns about the horrific and senseless murder of a family of four in Halcomb, Kansas. Inspired by the story, Capote and his cousin, Harper Lee, travel to the town to do research for an article. However, as Capote digs deeper into the story, he is inspired to expand the project into what would be his greatest work, "In Cold Blood." He arranges extensive interviews with the prisoners, especially with Perry Smith. However, his feelings of compassion for Perry conflicts with his need for closure for his book which only an execution can provide. That conflict and the mixed motives for both interviewer and subject make for a troubling experience that would produce a literary account that would redefine modern non-fiction. Based on the Book by Gerald Clarke. Cast includes Philip Seymour Hoffman, Catherine Keener, Clifton Collins Jr., Bruce Greenwood, Bob Balaban, Mark Pellegrino, Chris Cooper. Screenplay by Dan Futterman, Bennett Miller. Directed by Bennett Miller. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Two behind the scenes documentaries; "Answered Prayers" a documentary on Truman Capote; Philip Seymour Hoffman and Director Bennett Miller commentary; Director Bennett Miller and Cinematographer Adam Kimmel commentary; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai, Bahasa.


Captain blood: (DVD)
15578,ID
15578,DM
B&W 119 MIN WARNER HOM 1935
Arrested during the Monmouth Rebellion and falsely convicted of treason, Dr. Peter Blood is banished to the West Indies and sold into slavery. In Port Royal, Jamaica, the Governor's daughter Arabella Bishop buys him for ten pounds to spite her uncle, Col. Bishop, who owns a major plantation. Life is hard for the men and for Blood as well. By chance, he treats the Governor's gout and is soon part of the medical service. He dreams of freedom and when the opportunity strikes, he and his friends rebel, taking over a Spanish ship that has attacked the city. Soon, they are the most feared pirates on the seas, men without a country attacking all ships. When Arabella is prisoner, Blood decides to return her to Port Royal only to find that it is under the control of England's new enemy, France. All of them must decide if they are to fight for their new king. Based on the novel by Rafael Sabatini. Cast includes Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Lionel Atwell, Basil Rathbone, Ross Alexander, Guy Kibbee, Henry Stephenson, Robert Barrat, and Hobart Cavanaugh. Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Screenplay by Casey Robinson. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This edition features ‘Warner Night at the Movies 1935’ with newsreel, musical short ‘Johnny Green and His Orchestra; comedy short ‘All-American Drawback; animated short ‘Billboard Frolics; and theatrical trailers; Featurette ‘Captain Blood’; A Swashbuckler is Born; Audio-only radio production with the films stars; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captained for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Captain Philips: (DVD)
18605,ID
18605,DM
COLOR 134 MIN SONY PICTU 2013
Based on the true story of Captain Richard Phillips and the 2009 hijacking by Somali pirates of the US-flagged MV Maersk Alabama, which was the first American cargo ship to be hijacked in two hundred years. Featuring Tom Hanks, Barkhad Abdi, Barkhad Abdirahman, Faysal Ahmed, Mahat M. Ali, Michael Chernus, Corey Johnson, Max Martini, Chris Mulkey, Yul Vazquez, David Warshofsky, Catherine Keener. Special features: Commentary with director Paul Greengrass; English commentary subtitles; Capturing Captain Phillips (in-depth behind-the-scenes featurettes on making the acclaimed film); Previews. Directed by Paul Greengrass. In English.


Captain Sindbad: (DVD)
10640,VH
10640,DM
COLOR 86 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1963
The great sailor Sindbad returns from his adventures to the Carribean Area – Drama.; Caribbean Area – Drama.; Curtiz, Michael, 1888-1962.; Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950 – Film adaptations. The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - The great sailor Sindbad returns from his adventures to the kingdom of Baristan to discover that it is now ruled by the evil warlord El Kerim. El Kerim has deposed the king and plans to marry Sindbad's betrothed, the Princess Jana. The warlord has removed his living heart and placed it in a fortress tower; while the heart remains there he is invulnerable. Sindbad and his loyal crew set out to destroy his heart and defeat El Kerim. Cast includes Guy Williams, Heidi Bruhl, Pedro Armendariz, Abraham Sofaer. Written by Samuel B. West and Harry Relis. Directed by Byron Haskin.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Captain Sindbad: (DVD)
18823,ID
COLOR 85 MIN WARNER BRO 1963
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - The great sailor Sindbad returns from his adventures to the kingdom of Baristan to discover that it is now ruled by the evil warlord El Kerim. El Kerim has deposed the king and plans to marry Sindbad's betrothed, the Princess Jana. The warlord has removed his living heart and placed it in a fortress tower; while the heart remains there he is invulnerable. Sindbad and his loyal crew set out to destroy his heart and defeat El Kerim. Cast includes Guy Williams, Heidi Bruhl, Pedro Armendariz, Abraham Sofaer. Original story and screenplay by Samuel B. West and Harry Relis. Directed by Byron Haskin.


Captains courageous: (DVD)
20215,ID
B&W 111 MIN WARNER HOM 1937
When a rich brat falls overboard at sea, he’s rescued by a Portuguese fishing boat, and eventually forms a bond with one of the crewmen. Based on the novel by Rudyard Kipling. Cast includes Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore, Melyn Douglas, Charley Grapewin, Mickey Rooney. Screenplay by John Lee Mahin, Marc Connelly, and Dale Van Every. Directed by Victor Fleming. This DVD version features vintage short "The little maestro; Classic cartoon "Little Buck Cheeser"; "Leo is on the air" radio promo; Two theatrical trailers;
Caravans
08661,VH
COLOR 123 MIN INTERGLOBA 1978
A young American embassy official is assigned to track down and bring home a powerful U.S. Senator's daughter in the Mid-Eastern desert. He finds her traveling with a nomadic tribe, whose leader is also the leader of a gun running operation.

Caribbean journey : conversations with Sidney Mintz :
(DVD)
18450,ID
COLOR 111 MIN FERNAND BR 2013
Dale W. Tomic's film about Mintz, the path-breaking anthropologist whose work has transformed understandings of the relationship between slavery, capitalism, and African-American culture in the Atlantic world. In these interviews, Mintz reflects on the ways that his field work experiences in Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and Haiti shaped his understanding of the Caribbean. Directed by Dale W. Tomic. In English.

Caribbean Jones
08380,VH
COLOR 105 MIN FOX VIDEO 1954
An Americanized all-black version of the classic opera "Carmen." Carmen Jones is a passionate, sexy woman who lures Joe, a handsome junkyard worker, away from his sweatheart. Following it with a heavy weight prize-fighter,triggering Joe's tragic revenge. Music by George Bizet and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Cast includes Dorothy Dandridge, Harry Belafonte, Pearl Bailey. Screenplay by Harry Kleiner. Directed by Otto Preminger.

Carmen Jones
08380,VH
COLOR 105 MIN FOX VIDEO 1954
An Americanized all-black version of the classic opera "Carmen." Carmen Jones is a passionate, sexy woman who lures Joe, a handsome junkyard worker, away from his sweatheart. Following it with a heavy weight prize-fighter,triggering Joe's tragic revenge. Music by George Bizet and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Cast includes Dorothy Dandridge, Harry Belafonte, Pearl Bailey. Screenplay by Harry Kleiner. Directed by Otto Preminger.

Carnal knowledge : (DVD)
16520,ID
16520,DM
COLOR 98 MIN MGM HOME E 1971
With a script by satirist and cartoonist Jules Feiffer, Mike Nichols's "Carnal Knowledge" ruthlessly exposed the damage wrought by pre-1960s sexual mores. From their post-World War II college years at Amherst through the Vietnam era, buddies Jonathan and Sandy are a catalogue of male sexual dysfunction. Sensitive Sandy falls in love with and marries college sweetheart Susan only to wonder years later if he missed out on finding the once-shy teen becomes an unrestrained, vengeance-seeking powerhouse who, with the help of her "special gift," causes all hell to break lose in a famed cinematic frenzy of blood, fire and brimstone! "Carrrie White is a shy young girl who doesn't make friends easily. After her classmates taunt her about her horrendous reaction to her totally unexpected first period one of them takes pity on her and gets Tommy Ross, her boyfriend and class hunk, to invite Carrie to the senior prom. Meanwhile another girl who has been banned from the prom for her continued aggressive behavior is not as forgiving and plans a trick to embarrass Carrie in front of the whole school. What she doesn't realise is that Carrie is ... gifted, and you really don't want to get her angry. Cast includes Sissy Spacek, John Travolta, William Katt, Amy Irving, P. J. Soles, Nancy Allen, Piper Laurie, Betty Buckley. Special features: 45-minute "Acting Carrie" documentary; 45-minute "Visualizing Carrie" documentary; "Carrie: the musical" featurette with Betty Buckely and L.D. Cohen; Stephen King and the writing of Carrie; animated photo gallery; original theatrical trailer and more. Directed by Mike Nichols. In English, French or Spanish dialogue with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.

Carrie :
(DVD)
18290,ID
18290,DM
COLOR 98 MIN MGM HOME E 1976
Based on the best-selling Stephen King novel, Carrie catches the skateboarder and refuses to let go. Starring Sissy Spacek and Piper Laurie, John Travolta and Amy Irving, this ultimate revenge fantasy is one of the all-time great horror classics! At the center of the terror is Carrie, a tortured high-school misfit with no confidence, no friends...and no idea about the extent of her secret powers of telekinesis. But when her psychotic mother and sadistic classmates finally go too far, the once-shy teen becomes an unrestrained, vengeance-seeking powerhouse who, with the help of her "special gift," causes all hell to break loose in a famed cinematic frenzy of blood, fire and brimstone! "Carrie White is a shy young girl who doesn't make friends easily. After her classmates taunt her about her horrendous reaction to her totally unexpected first period one of them takes pity on her and gets Tommy Ross, her boyfriend and class hunk, to invite Carrie to the senior prom. Meanwhile another girl who has been banned from the prom for her continued aggressive behavior is not as forgiving and plans a trick to embarrass Carrie in front of the whole school. What she doesn't realise is that Carrie is ... gifted, and you really don't want to get her angry. Cast includes Sissy Spacek, John Travolta, William Katt, Amy Irving, P. J. Soles, Nancy Allen, Piper Laurie, Betty Buckley. Special features: 45-minute "Acting Carrie" documentary; 45-minute "Visualizing Carrie" documentary; "Carrie: the musical" featurette with Betty Buckely and L.D. Cohen; Stephen King and the writing of Carrie; animated photo gallery; original theatrical trailer and more. Directed by Mike Nichols. In English, French or Spanish dialogue with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.

Carroll :
(DVD)
15982,ID
B&W PARAMOUNT 1951
A powerhouse of human passions transformed into soul-withering frailties, as love-doomed George Hurstwood throws everything away for the love of Carrie. The cast includes Laurence Olivier, Jennifer Jones, Miriam Hopkins and Eddie...
Albert. Based on the novel Carrie by Theodore Dreiser. Directed by William Wyler. The special features on this DVD include: Extended version containing deleted flop-house scene; Full screen format. Language: English with optional English subtitles.

Casablanca

Directed by Michael Curtiz. This two-disc DVD selection; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

Casablanca: (Blu-ray Disc)

16530,ID

B&W 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1942

In World War II Morocco, seething with European refugees desperate for passage to neutral Lisbon, Rick, a world-weary nightclub owner, is reunited with his former lover, Ilsa, who is fleeing the Nazis with her Resistance-hero husband. Only Rick can help them escape, but he refuses...until Ilsa reawakens his idealism. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Henreid, Peter Lorre. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The tape is a restored and digitally remastered edition; includes original theatrical trailer and twenty minute "making of" documentary narrated by Lauren Bacall.

Casablanca: (DVD)

11650,ID

B&W 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1942

During World War II Morocco is seething with European refugees desperate for passage to neutral Lisbon. Rick, a world-weary nightclub owner, is reunited with his former lover, Ilsa, who is fleeing the Nazis with her Resistance-hero husband. Only Rick can help them escape, but he refuses...until Ilsa reawakens his idealism. From a play by Murray Burnett and Joan Alison. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Henreid, Peter Lorre. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The tape is a restored and digitally remastered edition; includes original theatrical trailer and twenty minute "making of" documentary narrated by Lauren Bacall.

Casablanca: (DVD)

11650,DM

B&W 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1942

During World War II Morocco is seething with European refugees desperate for passage to neutral Lisbon. Rick, a world-weary nightclub owner, is reunited with his former lover, Ilsa, who is fleeing the Nazis with her Resistance-hero husband. Only Rick can help them escape, but he refuses...until Ilsa reawakens his idealism. From a play by Murray Burnett and Joan Alison. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Henreid, Peter Lorre. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The tape is a restored and digitally remastered edition; includes original theatrical trailer and twenty minute "making of" documentary narrated by Lauren Bacall.

Casanova

Directed by Lasse Hallstrom. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Lasse Hallstrom; "Creating an adventure" the making of "Casanova;" "Dressing in style" designing costumes from the 18th century fashion capital of Europe; Extended sequence: "Hidden in plain sight;" "Visions of Venice" recreating the world's most enchanting city in the 18th century; Languages: English, French, and Spanish language tracks; French and Spanish subtitles.

Casanova: (DVD)

14368,ID

COLOR 111 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2005

Casanova, the legendary ladies' man, meets the love of his life and she wants nothing to do with him. She is a fiery feminist who is disgusted by Casanova's reputation. Casanova is used to having any woman he pleases and refuses to give up on winning the heart of the woman he finds so desirable. Cast includes Hugh Grant, Sienna Miller, Jeremy Irons, Stephen Dillane, Olivia Plutt, Lena Olin. Screenplay by Jeffrey Hatcher and Kimberly Simi. Directed by Lasse Hallstrom. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Lasse Hallstrom; "Creating an adventure" the making of "Casanova;" "Dressing in style" designing costumes from the 18th century fashion capital of Europe; Extended sequence: "Hidden in plain sight;" "Visions of Venice" recreating the world's most enchanting city in the 18th century; Languages: English, French, and Spanish language tracks; French and Spanish subtitles.

Casino

Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Casino: the story; Deleted scenes; Moments with Martin Scorsese, Sharon Stone, Nicholas Pileggi; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Casino: (DVD)

20212,ID

COLOR 179 MIN UNIVERSAL 1995

Ace Rothstein and Nicky Santoro, mobsters who move to Las Vegas to make their mark, live and work in this paradoxical world. Seen through their eyes, each as a foil to the other, the details of mob involvement in the casinos of the 1970's and '80s are revealed. Ace is the smooth operator of the Tangiers casino, while Nicky is his booyfriend and tough strongman, robbing and shaking down the locals. However, they each have a tragic flaw—Ace falls in love with a hustler, Ginger, and Nicky falls into addiction, robbing a casino to get money for drugs and violence. Based on the book by Nicholas Pileggi. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Sharon Stone, Joe Pesci, James Woods, Don Rickles, Alan King, Kevin Pollak, L.Q. Jones. Screenplay by Nicholas Pileggi and Martin Scorsese. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Casino: the story; Deleted scenes; Moments with Martin Scorsese, Sharon Stone, Nicholas Pileggi; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.
Feature films – United States

Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Casino Jack : (DVD)
17125,ID
COLOR 109 MIN TWENTIETH 2011 Jack Abramoff, the real-life Washington power player, resorted to jaw-dropping levels of fraud and deception. High-stakes greed and outrageous escapades are all in a day’s work for Abramoff as he goes to outrageous lengths to promote the Indian gambling industry, earning him the nickname ‘Casino Jack.’ But when Jack and his womanizing protege Michael Scanlon enlist a disinterested business partner for an illegal scheme, they find themselves ensnared in a web of debt and murder. Cast includes Barry Pepper, Graham Greene, Kevin Spacey, Kelly Preston and Jon Lovitz. Directed by George Hickenlooper.

Special features include Casino Jack: A Directors Photo Diary; Gag reel; and Deleted Scenes. English dialogue with optional subtitles in English or Spanish; closed-captioned.


Casino Royale : (DVD)
13303,ID
COLOR 144 MIN SONY PICTU 2006 The James Bond movie franchise is recast again as Daniel Craig stars in his first movie as the British “00” spy with a license to kill. The story begins before James Bond has achieved the “00” status. Once he becomes a minted “00” agent, 007 is off on a case to bring in Le Chiffre, a ruthless financier. The two meet across the poker table in Montenegro at a high-stakes poker game at Le Casino Royale. The film features many action chases, beautiful women and hand-to-hand combat, the action has been described as more brutal than many of the films in the famous espionage series. Based on the novel by Ian Fleming.

Cast includes Daniel Craig, Eva Green, Mads Mikkelson, Jeffery Wright, Judi Dench. Based on Ian Fleming’s James Bond. Screenplay by Neal Purvis, Robert Wade, and Paul Haggis. Directed by Martin Campbell. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Becoming Bond; James Bond: for real; Bond girls are forever (2006). Chris Cornell music video;

Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish; and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Cassandra’s dream : (DVD)
18914,ID
COLOR 109 MIN GENIUS PRO 2008


Cast a giant shadow
06177,VH

David "Mickey" Marcus, an American Jew and World War II hero, gets involved in the struggle as a volunteer military advisor to the new state of Israel and the country’s first general in 2000 years. Pays careful attention to military strategy and works romance into the plot. Cast includes kirk Douglas, Senta Berger, Angie


Feature films – United States.; Marcus, David, 1901-1948

Cat on a hot tin roof : (DVD)
13659,ID


Cat people : (DVD)
16937,ID

Directed by Jacques Tourneur. Includes an optional audio commentary by author Greg Mank with audio interview excerpts of Simone Simon as well as theatrical trailers. In English; with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish; Closed-captioned. (Also on this disk: “The curse of the cat people,” (1944)).


Catch - 22 : (Catch twenty-two) : (DVD)
19487,ID
COLOR 121 MIN PARAMOUNT 1970 A scathing black comedy, a tale of a small group of American flyers during the Mediterranean war of 1944. The anti-war satire highlights in the absurdities of the military and the horrors of war. Based on the novel by Joseph Heller. Cast includes Alan Arkin, Martin Balsam, Richard Benjamin, Art Garfunkel, Jack Gilford, Buck Henry, Bob Newhart, Anthony Perkins, Paula Prentiss, Martin Sheen, Jon Voight, Orson Welles. Screenplay by Buck Henry. Directed by Mike Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Mike Nichols and Steven Soderbergh; Photo gallery; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Catfish : (DVD)
15851,ID
COLOR 88 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011

FILMMAKER Ariel Schulman brothers. Cast includes Ariel Schulman brothers. Yani’s behavior and the emotions he was exhibiting lead Ariel to sense something unique was developing and the brothers began documenting the blossoming love story. While Yani’s feelings towards his on-line friend were strong he was also growing suspicious of some inconsistencies in how the woman was presenting herself. The brothers and their friend decide to take things a step further by traveling and
meeting the woman Yaniv has become so close to on-line. Along the way Yaniv discovers things out about the woman that lead him to doubt the woman he thought even exists. When the men reach their destination the woman Yaniv meets is nothing like the woman he met on-line. Directed by Ariel Schulman and Henry Joost. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Secrets revealed: exclusive interview with the filmmakers; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Catfish in black bean sauce : (DVD) 09032,ID COLOR 119 MIN FIRST LOOK 2000 An African American couple adopts two Vietnamese orphans, brother and sister, from a refugee camp. Twenty-two years later, as adults, the sister tracks down her mother in Vietnam and brings her to America. The emotional visit raises conflicting feelings about identity and loyalty for the two siblings. Cast includes Paul Winfield, Mary Alice, Chi Muoi Lo, Kieu Chinh, Lauren Tom, Sanaa Lathan, Tyler Christopher, Geogre Wallace. Written and directed by Chi Muoi Lo. This DVD version features the theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.; Vietnamese Americans

Cecil B. Demented : (DVD) 16223,ID COLOR 98 MIN ALLIANCE F 2000 A young lunatic director and his devoted cult of cinema terrorists kidnap a Hollywood movie goddess and force her to star in their radical underground movie. The cast includes Stephen Dorff, Alicia Witt, Melanie Griffith, Adrien Grenier, Larry Gilliard Jr., Mink Stole, Ricki Lake and Patricia Heast. Written and directed by John Waters. The special features on this DVD include: Two trailers; Critic TV Spot; Comedy Central Canned Ham; Cast and Crew Filmography; Production Notes. Language: English.


The Cecil B. DeMille Collection For descriptions see individual titles: Cleopatra : (DVD) The crusades : (DVD) Four frightened people : (DVD) The sign of the cross : (DVD) Union Pacific : (DVD)

Celebrity : (DVD) 18896,ID COLOR 107 MIN BUENA VIST 1998 Following their divorce, the lives of a restless writer and his inhibited ex-wife take off in unpredictable directions. Cast includes Kenneth Branagh, Judy Davis, Leonardo DiCaprio, Melanie Griffith, Winona Ryder, Hank Azaria, Joe Mantegna, Bebe Neuwirth. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed-captioned.


The cell 10664,VH COLOR 107 MIN NEW LINE H 2000 A serial killer is caught, but slips into a coma before the location of his last victim, possibly still alive, is revealed. A Criminal psychologist uses an experimental technique in order to enter the killer's mind to find the information the police and FBI need. The world inside the killer's unconscious brain is a stark landscape of violent and haunting images. The psychologist becomes trapped inside the killer's mind and the FBI agent assigned to the case must follow her inside before the killer claims another life. Cast includes Jennifer Lopez, Vince Vaughn, Vincent D'Onofrio, Marianne Jean-Baptiste, Jake Weber, Dylan Baker. Written by Mark Protosevich. Directed by Tarsem Singh.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern American

Centennial collection For descriptions see individual titles: Sabrina : (DVD)

Cesar Chavez : (DVD) 18687,ID COLOR 102 MIN LIONSGATE 2013 The story of the famed civil rights leader and labor organizer torn between his duties as a husband and father and his commitment to securing a living wage for farm workers. Chavez embraced non-violence as he battled greed and prejudice in his struggle to bring dignity to people. He inspired millions of Americans who never worked on a farm to fight for social justice. His triumphant journey is a remarkable testament to the power of one individual's ability to change the world. Cast includes Michael Pena, America Ferrera, Rosario Dawson, Jacob Vargas, Yancey Arias, Wes Bentley, John Ortiz, John Malkovich. Directed by Diego Luna. In English with English and Spanish subtitles.


Chain : (DVD) 12529,ID COLOR 100 MIN VIDEO DATA 2004 Using footage shot over ten years in countries around the world and driven by two voice-overs and an aural montage of advertising jingles, road sounds, prerecorded telemarketing pitches and snippets of hyperfilm filmmaker Jem Cohen presents a nightmarish portrait of living in the modern world. Regional character disappears as corporate culture homogenizes our surroundings. Two women drift across the blurring landscapes of cities and suburban malls. Tamiko is a Japanese businesswoman and Amanda is a teenage runaway. The women's stories are not connected, yet they both represent a detached existence in a world of food courts, enclosed walkways, rented rooms, and prefabricated amusements; seduced by the allure of things, yet increasingly removed from human contact and the rhythm of rooted lives. Cast includes Miho Nikaido, Mira Billotte, Tarik O’Reagan, Rick Aquino, Douglas A. Scocco, Bill Stuecky. Directed by Jem Cohen.


Chameleon street : (DVD) 12813,ID 12813,DM COLOR 94 MIN HOME VISIO 1988 Dramatizes the true story of William Douglas "Chameleon" Street, Jr. a quick-witted, self-taught young man from Detroit who barely managed to earn a high school diploma, yet in the 70's pulled off a series of high-profile hoaxes. He adopted the identities of reporter, doctor, lawyer, Detroit Tiger, and others. Cast includes Wendell B. Harris Jr., Angela Leslie, Amina Fakir, Paula McGee, Daven Kiley, Bryan McCree, Henri Watkins, Lynette Mance, Peppy Rosenthal, Michael Barron, Tony Ennis, Gary Irwin, Jacky King, Dora King, Mayor Coleman Young. Written and directed by Wendel B. Harris, Jr. This DVD version features audio commentary with Armond White and filmmaker Michael Reiter "White/Reiter on film;" Colette vignette, "The process" original documentary; the making of "Chameleon Street;" "You know Leadbelly?" acting footage from pre-production; Trailer; Arbitor Roswell trailer; Photo gallery.

Chan is missing : (DVD) 13688.1D
13688.DM
B&W 80 MIN KOCH LORBE 1982
Two San Francisco cabdrivers are searching for a mysterious character who has disappeared with their $4,000. As they travel through San Francisco’s Chinatown looking for Chan and their missing money, their journey illuminates the pitfalls of Chinese-Americans trying to assimilate into contemporary American society. Cast includes Wood Moy, Marc Hayashi, Lauren Chew, Peter Wang. Written by Terrel Seltzer and Wayne Wang. Directed by Wayne Wang. This DVD version features "Is Chan missing? The making of 'Chan is missing':" Wood Moy interview; Marc Hayashi interview; Cantonese and English, with English subtitles.


Changeling : (DVD) 19755.1D
COLOR 142 MIN UNIVERSAL 2008
Working-class suburb Los Angeles, 1928. Christine says goodbye to her son, Walter, and departs for work. Arriving home, Christine discovers that Walter is nowhere to be found. Christine launches a desperate search for her son. Then, a boy claiming to be Christine’s son appears out of thin air. Knowing the boy is not hers, Christine invites the child to stay in her home. Christine cannot accept the injustice being pushed upon her and continues to challenge the Los Angeles police force at every turn. The police slander Christine and paint her as an unfit mother. Christine challenges the system and the only person willing to aid her in her search is benevolent local activist Reverend Briegleb. Cast includes Angelina Jolie, John Malkovich, Jeffrey Donovan, Michael Kelly, Colm Feore, Jason Butler Harner, Amy Ryan, Geoff Pierson, Denis O’Hare, Frank Wood, Peter Gerety, Reed Birney. Written by J. Michael Slaczynski. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Partners in crime: Clint Eastwood and Angelina Jolie; The common thread: Angelina Jolie becomes Christine Collins.; Language: English and French.; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Chaplin Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The circus : (DVD)
The gold rush : (DVD)
The great dictator : (DVD)
The kid : (DVD)
Limelight : (DVD)
Modern times : (DVD)
Monsieur Verdoux : (DVD)

Chaplin : (DVD) 18791.1D
COLOR 135 MIN LIONS GATE 1992
Chaplin’s entire life is covered in the biographical film. From his upbringing in the slums of England to his Honorary Oscar in 1972. Based on "My autobiography" by Charles Chaplin and "Chaplin—his life and art" by David Robinson. Cast includes Robert Downey Jr., Dan Aykroyd, Geraldine Chaplin, Kevin Dunn, Anthony Hopkins, Milla Jovovich, Moira Kelly, Kevin Kline, Diane Lane, Penelope Ann Miller, Paul Rhys, John Thaw, Marisa Tomei, Nancy Travis, James Woods. Special features: Widescreen version – "All at sea" Chaplin hmv movie – "Strolling into the sunset" featurette – "Chaplin the hero" featurette – "The most famous man in the world" featurette – Theatrical trailer.

Directed by Richard Attenborough. English dialogue; Spanish or English subtitles. Closed-captioned.


Charlie and the chocolate factory : (Blu-ray Disc) 17140.1D
COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 2005
The Tim Burton collection Series – Charlie and five others draw golden tickets from Wonka chocolate bars and win a guided tour of the legendary candy factory that no outsider has seen in years. Dazzled by one amazing sight after another, Charlie is drawn into Wonka’s fantastic world. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Freddie Highmore. David Kelly, Helen Bonham Carter, Noah Taylor, Missy Pyle, James Fox, Deep Roy and Christopher Lee. Directed by Tim Burton. Special features on this blu-ray disc : commentary by Tim Burton; "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory: Chocolate dreams"; "Different faces, different flavors"; "Designer chocolate"; "Under the wrapper"; "Charlie and the Chocolate factory: Sweet sounds"; "Becoming an Oompa-Loompas": how they turned one man into hundred of Oompa-Loompas.; "Attack of the squirrels": a look at the trained nut-sorting squirrels.; "Fantastic Mr. Dahl": a look into the life of Roald Dahl.; 2 prevvisualizations: Augustus Gloop Dance and Mike Teavee Dance; Dolby TrueHD music-only showcasing Danny Elfman’s score and songs.; European Club reel; Colourful and theatrical trailer. In English with optional French soundtrack and optional English or French subtitles. Closed captioned in English.


Charlie Chan at the wax museum

Charlie Chan in the west

Charlie Chan at the wax museum

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie Chan at the wax museum

Charlie Chan at the wax museum

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory
Charlotte sometimes : (DVD)  
11697.ID  
COLOR 85 MIN HART SHARP 2002  
A young auto mechanic is forced to choose between two women who have come into his world. His beautiful tenant has a boyfriend, yet there is a deep bond and close friendship between him and the woman that could grow into something more. When an alluring stranger offers the opportunity of a daring tryst, he must decide if it is worth jeopardizing what he could possibly have with his friend in the future. Story by Eric Byler and Jeff Liu. Written and directed by Eric Byler. This DVD version features scene selection; Letterbox presentation; Commentary by Eric Byler, Michael Idemoto, and Eugenia Yuan; Commentary by Eric Byler, Jacqueline Kim, and Matt Westmore; Roger Ebert moderated Q&A session; Behind-the-scenes footage, bloopers, and interviews; Short feature "Writing Through" by Joel Fendelman; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.  
Feature films – United States.; Asian Americans in motion pictures; Man-woman relationships – Drama.

Charlotte’s web  
06566.VH  
COLOR 94 MIN PARAMOUNT 1972  
The animated telling of E.B. White’s tale of Wilbur, a barnyard pig, and his friendship with Charlotte, a remarkable spider. Charlotte saves Wilbur from being slaughtered and educates him about the ways of the world. Features the voices of Debbie Reynolds, Paul Lynde, Agnes Moorehead, Henry Gibson. Directed by Charles A. Nichols and Iwao Takamoto. American fiction–Film and video adaptations; Animated films; Feature films – United States.

Charly : (DVD)  
13803.ID  
13803.DM  
COLOR 104 MIN MGM HOME E 1968  
A mentally retarded man becomes a genius after experimental brain surgery, developing a romance with his former special-education teacher before lapsing back into retardation. Cast includes Cliff Robertson, Claire Bloom, Lila Skala, Leon Janney, Ruth White. Screenplay by Stirling Silliphant. Based on the novel "Flowers for Algernon" by Daniel Keyes. Directed by Ralph Nelson. This DVD version features widescreen and full-screen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.  

Cheaper by the dozen : (DVD)  
11051.ID  
COLOR 93 MIN CHEROKEE W 2012  
A feature film based on the events surrounding the late Wilma Mankiller’s life that led to her political career, and ultimately to her becoming the first female Chief of the Cherokee Nation. The film begins with Mankiller returning to Oklahoma from California in the late 1970s, and follows her as she meets her future husband, Charlie Soap, and has a near-fatal car wreck, but the film is centered on the Bell Water Project. Bell is a community in the Cherokee Nation where most residents did not have indoor plumbing. Mankiller, the director of the Nation’s Community Development Department at the time, and Soap, who also worked for the Nation, began an outreach program to the community which led to the tribe supplying equipment and assistance for a 16-mile waterline that members of the community dug themselves. The project gained considerable assistance for a 16-mile waterline that members of the community dug themselves. The project gained considerable attention as a model of self-sufficiency and self-determination in Indian country. Based on her popularity from the Bell project, Mankiller successfully ran for Deputy Chief in 1983; the position led to her succeeding Chief Ross Swimmer when he was appointed as head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1985. Cast includes Kimberly Guerrero, Mo Brings Plenty, Steve Reevis, Daryl Tonemah, Oren R. Lyons, Zahn McClarnon, Ben Livingston. Written by Louise Rubacky, Tim Kelly, and Gary Miranda. Directed by Charlie Soap and Tim Kelly.  

Chato’s land  
05983.VH  
COLOR 97 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1972  
An Apache of mixed descent kills a marshall in self-defense, then finds himself on the run from a posse determined to see him hang. Cast includes Charles Bronson, Richard Basehart, James Whitmore and Simon Oakland; written by Gerald Wilson; directed by Michael Winner.  
Feature films – United States.

Cheaper by the dozen : (DVD)  
102054.ID  
COLOR 100 MIN MGM HOME E 1972  
Metro Goldwyn Mayer Western legends Series - An Apache of mixed descent kills a marshall in self-defense, then finds himself on the run from a posse determined to see him hang. Cast includes Charles Bronson, Jack Palance, Richard Basehart, James Whitmore, Simon Oakland. Written by Gerald Wilson. Directed by Michael Winner. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

The Cherokee word for water : (DVD)  
19462.ID  
COLOR 93 MIN CHEROKEE W 2012  
A feature film based on the life of the late Wilma Mankiller and her political career, and ultimately to her becoming the first female Chief of the Cherokee Nation. The film begins with Mankiller returning to Oklahoma from California in the late 1970s, and follows her as she meets her future husband, Charlie Soap, and has a near-fatal car wreck, but the film is centered on the Bell Water Project. Bell is a community in the Cherokee Nation where most residents did not have indoor plumbing. Mankiller, the director of the Nation’s Community Development Department at the time, and Soap, who also worked for the Nation, began an outreach program to the community which led to the tribe supplying equipment and assistance for a 16-mile waterline that members of the community dug themselves. The project gained considerable attention as a model of self-sufficiency and self-determination in Indian country. Based on her popularity from the Bell project, Mankiller successfully ran for Deputy Chief in 1983; the position led to her succeeding Chief Ross Swimmer when he was appointed as head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1985. Cast includes Kimberly Guerrero, Mo Brings Plenty, Steve Reevis, Daryl Tonemah, Oren R. Lyons, Zahn McClarnon, Ben Livingston. Written by Louise Rubacky, Tim Kelly, and Gary Miranda. Directed by Charlie Soap and Tim Kelly.  
Chi-Raq : (DVD)  
19758,ID  
COLOR 127 MIN LIONSGATE 2015  
Chi-Raq is a modern day adaptation of the ancient Greek play 'Lysistrata' by Aristophanes. After the murder of a child by a stray bullet, a group of women led by Lysistrata organize against the on-going violence in Chicago's South Side creating a movement that challenges the nature of race, sex and violence in America and around the world. Cast includes Nick Cannon, Wesley Snipes, Tyeyonah Parris, Jennifer Hudson, Angela Bassett, Steve Harris, Harry Lennix, D.B. Sweeney, John cusack, Samuel L. Jackson. Written by Kevin Willmott and Spike Lee. Directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "We gotta do better" music video; Deleted scenes; Extended scenes; "The making of 'CHI-RAQ'"; featurette; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Greek drama–Film and video adaptations; Woman out of London and delivered safely to the scientists at the Human Project. Based on the book by P.D. James. Cast includes Clive Owen, Julianne Moore, Michael Caine, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Charlie Hunnam. Screenplay by Alfonso Cuaron, Timothy J. Sexton, David Arata, Mark Fergus, and Hawk Ostby. Directed by Alfonso Cuaron. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The Possibility of Hope" Alfonso Cuaron's documentary on how the revolutionary themes in "Children of Men" relate to our modern day society; Under Attack how the filmmakers created the film's most dangerous scenes; Comments by Slavoj Zizek; Deleted scenes; Theo & Julian: inside story from Clive Owen and Julianne Moore; Futuristic design; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.  

Children of men : (DVD)  
11796,ID  
11796,DM  
COLOR 110 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006  
In the year 2027 the human race is heading towards extinction. No human child has been born in eighteen years and the youngest person on the planet has just died at the age of eighteen. Like many others, Theo has given up hope, when a former lover asks him to help protect a unique person and help escort her out of the country. A young woman has become pregnant and may represent the last chance for humankind. The major cities of the world have become battlegrounds of nationalistic fighting, and Theo must race to get the pregnant woman out of London and delivered safely to the scientists at the Human Project. Based on the book by P.D. James. Cast includes Clive Owen, Julianne Moore, Michael Caine, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Charlie Hunnam. Screenplay by Alfonso Cuaron, Timothy J. Sexton, David Arata, Mark Fergus, and Hawk Ostby. Directed by Alfonso Cuaron. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The Possibility of Hope" Alfonso Cuaron's documentary on how the revolutionary themes in "Children of Men" relate to our modern day society; Under Attack how the filmmakers created the film's most dangerous scenes; Comments by Slavoj Zizek; Deleted scenes; Theo & Julian: inside story from Clive Owen and Julianne Moore; Futuristic design; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.  

Children of men : (DVD)  
05867,ID  
05867,DM  
COLOR 103 MIN MONTERREY 1978  
Sanchez, the proud patriarch of a poor Mexican family, faces a crisis when his eldest daughter decides to break away from the cycle of poverty by leaving home instead of helping him raise the three young children of the household. Cast includes Anthony Quinn, Dolores Del Rio and Lupita Ferrer; screenplay by Cesare Zavattini and Hall Bartlett, adapted from the book by Oscar Lewis; directed by Hall Bartlett.  

The children of Sanchez  
04758,VH  
05867,D M  
COLOR 107 MIN M GM/ UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.  

The children's hour  
04758,VH  
B&W 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.  

The children's hour  
04758,VH  
B&W 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.  

The children's hour  
04758,VH  
B&W 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.  

The children's hour  
04758,VH  
B&W 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.  

The children's hour  
04758,VH  
B&W 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1962  
Malicious gossip from a little girl ruins the lives of two teachers at an exclusive girl's school in an adaptation of the Lillian Hellman play. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Audrey Hepburn, James Garner and Miriam Hopkins; directed by William Wyler.
The children's hour : (DVD)
11627,ID
11627,DM
COLOR 108 MIN METRO-GOLD 1962


Chilly scenes of winter : (DVD)
17328,ID
COLOR 97 MIN TGG DIRECT 1979
A bored civil-servant becomes insanely obsessed with winning back his former girlfriend now married to a neglectful husband. Based on the novel "Chilly scenes of winter" by Ann Beattie. Cast includes Joh Heard, Mary Beth Hurt, Peter Riegert, Kenneth McMillan, Gloria Grahame. Screenplay and directed by Joan Micklin Silver. This DVD version features letterbox presentation.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Silver, Joan Micklin

China : (DVD)
08573,VH
COLOR 79 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1943
Set in 1941 wartime China, an American gasoline salesman in China supplies his wares to the highest bidder – the highest bidder being the enemy Japanese. His unbiased business philosophy is tested when he meets an American schoolteacher and her Chinese students. They tell him of Japanese cruelty and he begins to reconsider his actions. He joins a small band of Chinese guerrillas on a dynamite- stealing mission. The heist is successful, but Japanese troops are right on their heels. Based on a play by Archibald Forbes. Cast includes Loretta Young, Alan Ladd, William Bendix, Philip Ahn, Sen Yung, Iris Wong. Screenplay by Frank Butler. Directed by John Farrow.


China seas : (DVD)
18053,ID
B&W 87 MIN WARNER BRO 1935


China syndrome : (DVD)
14893,ID
14893,DM
COLOR 122 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1979
It started as just another assignment. Reporter Kimberly Wells and cameraman Richard Adams were covering the daily routine at an Los Angeles power plant when the unthinkable occurred: a nuclear accident that could have wiped out Southern California. And Richard caught it all on tape. When their TV station refuses to air the footage, Wells and Adams recruit plant supervisort Jack Godell to expose the terrifying truth: the facility is a ticking bomb. But with millions of dollars at stake, company officials cannot let the story break. When the trio attempts to broadcast live from the plant's control room, the utility company does everything in its power to silence Godell permanently, as the world watches. Cast includes Jane Fonda, Jack Lemmon, Michael Douglas. Written by Mike Gray, T.S. Cook, and James Bridges. Directed by James Bridges. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Two documentaries featuring interviews with stars Jane Fonda and Michael Douglas; Deleted scenes; Filmographies; Previews; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Japanese, Chinese, and Thai.

Feature films – United States.; Conspiracies – Drama.; Television journalists – Drama.; Bridges, James.; Douglas, Michael, 1944-; Fonda, Jane, 1937-; Polanski, Roman, 1933-

Chinatown : (DVD)
08611,ID
COLOR 130 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
What begins as a routine matrimonial investigation by a seedy private detective mushrooms into a murderous regional and personal scandal. Set in pre-World War II Los Angeles, this acclaimed reworking of the film noir tradition earned an Academy Award for Best Screenplay. Cast includes Jack Nicholson and Faye Dunaway; written by Robert Towne; directed by Roman Polanski.

Feature films – United States.; Polanski, Roman, 1933-

Chinese box : (DVD)
19523,ID
COLOR 99 MIN LIONSGATE 1997
Drama about a British journalist and a Hong Kong bartender with a jaded past, set against the backdrop of Hong Kong's return to Chinese rule. Cast includes Jeremy Irons, Gong Li, Maggie Cheung, Michael Hui, Ruben Blades. Screenplay by Jean-Claude Carriere and Larry Gross. Directed by Wayne Wang. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Unrated directors cut; Director commentary; Wayne Wangs 1997 Home movies documentary; Wayne Wangs feature prequel Life is cheap but toilet paper is expensive; Director commentary; Language: English; Subtitles Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – France.; Feature films–Japan; Feature films – United States.; Great Britain; Leukemia – Drama.; China – Hong Kong.; Hong Kong (China) – History – Transfer of Sovereignty from Great Bri.; Photojournalists – Great Britain – Drama.; Wang, Wayne, 1949-

The Chinese ring : (DVD)
16821,ID
B&W 68 MIN WARNER HOM 1947

Feature films – United States

Chocolat 08844.VH 2000
COLOR 122 MIN MIRAMAX HO
A newcomer to an old-fashioned French town has quite an impact on the town's inhabitants. Vianne opens a very unusual chocolate shop and begins to create mouth-watering confections that cause the straitlaced villagers to abandon themselves to temptation and happiness. When another stranger comes to town, a young handsome drifter, he helps Vianne to finally recognize her own desires. Based on the novel by Joanne Harris. Cast includes Juliette Binoche, Judi Dench, Alfred Molina, Lena Olin, Johnny Depp, Carrie-Anne Moss, John Wood, Leslie Caron. Screenplay by Robert Nelson Jacobs. Directed by Lasse Hallstrom. This VHS version features a behind-the-scenes featurette on the making of "Chocolat."


Chocolat : (DVD) 11182.ID 11182.DM
COLOR 122 MIN MIRAMAX HO
A newcomer to an old-fashioned French town has quite an impact on the town's inhabitants. Vianne opens a very unusual chocolate shop and begins to create mouth-watering confections that cause the straitlaced villagers to abandon themselves to temptation and happiness. When another stranger comes to town, a young handsome drifter, he helps Vianne to finally recognize her own desires. Based on the novel by Joanne Harris. Cast includes Juliette Binoche, Judi Dench, Alfred Molina, Lena Olin, Johnny Depp, Carrie-Anne Moss, John Wood, Leslie Caron. Screenplay by Robert Nelson Jacobs. Directed by Lasse Hallstrom. This deluxe edition DVD includes interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; The making of "Chocolat" Feature commentary with director Lasse Hallstrom and producers David Brown, Kit Golden, and Leslie Helleran; The costumes of "Chocolat;" Production design featurette; Deleted scenes; Language: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English close captioned.


The chocolate war 06840.VH 1989
COLOR 103 MIN VIDEO TREA
Trinity Prep School is in financial trouble. The Brothers who run the school are counting on the annual chocolate sale to save it from financial ruin. With the help of the school's strong-arm student group, the Vigils, Brother Leon, the Vigils and Trinity Prep are in trouble. Neither Brother Leon, the Vigils, nor the renegade student are willing to give in -- it is war..."The Chocolate War." Cast includes John Glover, Velly Ward, Ian Mitchell-Smith, Jenny Wright, Doug Hutchison. Written and directed by Keith Gordon.

Feature films – United States.

The choir boys 07847.VH 1977
COLOR 120 MIN GOODTIMES
An irreverent look at life and death on the thin blue line. The men of a Los Angeles police precinct spend as much time raising hell as fighting crime. Things turn serious when one of the policemen becomes involved in a destructive relationship with a kinky hooker, and another flashes back to a Vietnam trauma -- with tragic results. This rowdy comedy-drama is adapted from a novel by Joseph Wambaugh. Cast includes Charles Durning, Louis Gossett Jr., Perry King, Clyde Kusatsu, Stephen Macht, Tim McIntire, Randy Quaid, Chuck Sacci, Don Stroud, James Woods, Burt Young, William Wechsler, Barbara Rhoades, Vic Tayback. Directed by Robert Aldrich.

Feature films – United States.

The chosen 06166.VH 1982
COLOR 107 MIN CBS-FOX VI
Set in 1944, this story is a portrayal of two teenagers turning into men. Both boys are Jews, but one is Hasidic and raised to accept faith blindly by his father an ultra-orthodox rabbi who rejects the 20th century; the other boy is raised by his father, a secular scholar, to question everything around him. The boys learn what the other's way of life can offer. Cast includes Robby Benson, Rod Steiger, Maximillian Schell.

Feature films – United States.

Christmas in July : (DVD) 14353.ID 14353.DM
B&W 67 MIN UNIVERSAL 1940
Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series - An office clerk dreams of winning big sums of money, hoping that his life will improve with fame and fortune. His happiness would include marrying the girl of his dreams and providing for her with his contest winnings. His co-workers fool him into believing he wins a coffee slogan challenge and with a new found confidence he proposes to his girl and spends the big prize money. Problems arise when he learns that he didn't actually win the contest and there are no big money winnings to pay for the things he bought. Cast includes Dick Powell, Ellen Drew, Raymond Walburn, Alexander Carr, William Demarest, Ernest Truex, Franklyn Pangborn, Harry Hayden, Rod Cameron, Adrian Morris, Harry Hayden. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

Christopher Strong : (DVD) 17096.ID 17096.DM
B&W 79 MIN WARNER HOM 1933


Chuck and Buck : (DVD) 12583.ID 12583.DM
COLOR 97 MIN ARTISAN EN 2000
Two childhood best friends' lives take different paths. Chuck moves away from his old friend and establishes a life. Buck never leaves home and never really leaves his childhood behind. When Buck's mom suddenly dies, Buck, the man-child, turns his obsessive personality towards his old friend Chuck and develops an obsessive interest in Chuck's life. Buck tracks Chuck down in Los Angeles and begins to stalk his old friend. Cast includes Mike White, Chris Weitz, Lupe Ontiveros, Beth Colt, Paul Weitz. Written by Mike White. Directed by Miguel Arteta. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Widescreen version; Commentary with director Miguel Arteta and writer/actor Mike White; Deleted scenes with director and writer commentary; An insider's view with director's assistant Ruben Fleischer and key grip Doug Kieffer; "The games we used to play;" Theatrical trailer; Cast and crew information; Production notes.

Feature films – United States.

Chutney popcorn : (DVD) 13928.ID 13928.DM
COLOR 92 MIN WOLFE VIDE 1999
A young East Indian woman agrees to become a surrogate birth mother for her childless sister. The young woman is a lesbian in a happy, loving relationship with her girlfriend. Her parents are not happy with her lifestyle and the pregnancy rekindles concerns and prejudices among the family members. The story captures the cultural struggles between the immigrant parents and their Americanized children and the strength of family ties. Cast includes Jill Hennessy, Madhur Jaffrey, Nick Chinlund, Sakina Jaffrey, Cara Buono, Nisha Ganatra, Ayaj Nadu, Alisa Mast, Priscilla Lopez. Written by Susan Carnival and Nisha Ganatra. Directed by Nisha Ganatra. This DVD version features insiders commentaries by Jill Hennessy, Nisha Ganatra, Susan Carnival, and Sakina Jaffrey; Recipes by Madhur Jaffrey; Pictorial

Feature films – United States.
soundtrack; Behind-the-scenes; Outtakes; Theatrical trailer; More from Warner Video.


Ganatra, Nisha Kumari.

Cimarron : (DVD)
16688,ID
COLOR 147 MIN WARNER HOM 1960
Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection Series - April 22, 1889. Tens of thousands of hopeful homesteaders are poised at the Oklahoma border, waiting for the gunshots that will send them on a feverish dash to claim a share of two million acres free for the taking. The cast includes Glenn Ford, Maria Schell, Anne Baxter, Arthur O'Connell, Russ Tamblyn and Mercedes McCambridge. Based on the novel by Edna Ferber, this film was written by Arnold Schulman. Directed by Anthony Mann. Special features include the theatrical trailer and enhanced widescreen viewing. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Cinderella
09525,VH
09525,DM
COLOR 76 MIN WALT DISNE 1950
The Disney animated version of the Cinderella story. The classic tale is turned into a classic Walt Disney animated feature film. Cinderella is saved from a wretched life full of toil and drudgery by her Fairy Godmother and the love of a handsome prince.


Cinderella : (Blu-ray Disc)
17719,ID
COLOR 75 MIN BUENA VIST 1950
Animated adaptation of the story of Cinderella and her magical trip to the prince's ball. Based on the fairy tale Cendrillon by Charles Perrault. Featuring the voices of Voices: Ilene Woods, Eleanor Audley, Verna Felton, Claire DuBrey, Rhoda Williams, James MacDonald, Helene Stanley, Luis Van Roonen, Don Barclay. Special features include Restored original theatrical soundtrack; “A dream is a wish your heart makes” music video performed by Circle of Stars; featurettes; deleted and more. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish. Directed by Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton S. Luske, Clyde Geronimi. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


Cinderella : (DVD)
17720,ID
COLOR 75 MIN BUENA VIST 1950
Animated adaptation of the story of Cinderella and her magical trip to the prince's ball. Based on the fairy tale Cendrillon by Charles Perrault. Featuring the voices of Voices: Ilene Woods, Eleanor Audley, Verna Felton, Claire DuBrey, Rhoda Williams, James MacDonald, Helene Stanley, Luis Van Roonen, Don Barclay. Special features include Restored original theatrical soundtrack; “A dream is a wish your heart makes” music video performed by Circle of Stars; featurettes; deleted and more. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish. Directed by Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton S. Luske, Clyde Geronimi. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


Circumstance : (DVD)
17620,ID
17620,DM
COLOR 105 MIN LIONSGATE 2011
A coming-of-age story set in the world of Iranian youth culture, filled with sex, drugs and defiance. A wealthy family struggles to contain their teenage daughter's growing sexual rebellion and her brother's dangerous obsession. Cast includes Nikohl Boosheri, Seth Knapp, Reza Sanal, Soheil Parsa, Nasrin Pakhko. Written and directed Maryam Keshavarz. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmaker commentary; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Theatrical trailer; Language: Persian (Farsi); Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The circus : (DVD)
15459,ID
B&W 69 MIN WARNER HOM 1928
The Chaplin Collection Series - When we first meet Chaplin's Tramp in this comic gem, he's in typical straits: broke, hungry, destined to fall in love and just as sure to lose the girl. Mistaken for a pickpocket and pursued by a peace officer into a circus tent, the Tramp becomes a star when delighted patrons think his escape from John Law is an act. Classic highlights include a frenetic fun-house sequence, the Tramp turning a magic skit into mayhem and his teetering tightrope walk while monkeys cling to his head. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Merna Kennedy, Allan Garcia, Harry Crocker, George Davis, and Henry Bergman. Written, produced, directed, and scored by Charlie Chaplin. This edition includes an introduction by Chaplin biographer David Robinson (6 mins); Documentary ‘Chaplin Today: ‘The Circus’ (26 mins); Deleted sequence in which Chaplin, the bareback rider, and the tightrope walker go on an accident-filled dinner date (10 mins); Outtakes from 'The Circus' shooting October 7-13, 1926 (26 mins); Mountbatten home movies: Chaplin on the set of 'The Circus,' Chaplin visiting Douglas Fairbanks on the set of 'The Gauchero,' and 'The Sacrifice,' an improvised comedy shot on a beach (7 mins); Reportage of the 1928 Hollywood premiere (23 mins); 'Camera A, Camera B: shots made simultaneously from the two consistent 'The Circus' cameras (1 min); 3-D test footage by Chaplins chief cameraman Roland Totheroh (2 mins); ‘Circus Day' with Jackie Coogan – Excerpts (12 mins); Photo gallery; Film posters; Trailers (8 mins); The Chaplin Collection (12 mins); Language: English intertitles; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Cisco pike : (DVD)
11286,ID
COLOR 94 MIN COLUMBIA P 1971
A drug-dealing past his prime rock star is released from jail after a drug conviction. He plans on going straight now that he's back on the street and get back to his music. He finds that interest in his music isn't as great as interest in his drug connections. The musician is confronted by a crooked narcotics officer who blackmails him and forces him to sell $10,000 worth of stolen marijuana. He now has fifty three hours to sell the drugs or face the wrath of the crooked cop. The film is a revealing look at the Los Angeles music scene of the early '70's. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Karen Black, Kris Kristofferson, Viva, Harry Dean Stanton. Written and directed by Bill L. Norton. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Chinese, Portuguese, Spanish, and Thai.


Citizen Kane
05001,VH
05001,DM
05001,VD
B&W 119 MIN THE VOYAGE 1941
Orson Welles' masterpiece, the life of an American publishing tycoon (a character based loosely on William Randolph Hearst). Supplementary material includes a visual essay of over 100 photos by film historical Robert L. Carringer, covering such topics...
as storyboard sketches, set designs, cinematography, make-up, and memos on the Kane/Hearst controversy.


Citizen Ruth : (DVD) 10878,ID
COLOR 105 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1996
A young woman finds herself at the middle of the raging debate over reproductive freedom and a woman's right to choose whether or not to have an abortion. Ruth Stoops is not the ideal poster girl for either side of the issue, but that doesn't stop either camp from presenting her as the national symbol for their cause. She is a not too bright, homeless young woman who likes to party and huff spray paint to get high, and is in trouble with the law again. This isn’t her first time becoming pregnant and all the national attention this pregnancy garners is bewildering to the young woman and is impacting her ability to party. Groups from both sides of the issue rally around Ruth and she becomes the focal point for national debate. A wacky tug-of-war erupts between pro-lifers and pro-choicers with Ruth caught in the middle. Cast includes Laura Dern, Swoosie Kurtz, Kurtwood Smith, Mary Kay Place, Kelly Preston, M.C. Gainey, Kenneth Mars, Tippi Hedren, Burt Reynolds. Written by Alexander Payne and Jim Taylor. Directed by Alexander Payne. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Commentary with director and screenwriter Alexander Payne, screenwriter Jim Taylor, production designer Jane Ann Stewart, and actress Laura Dern; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French. Feature films – United States.; Pro-life movement – United States – Drama.; Pro-choice movement – United States – Drama.

City hall 06650,VH
COLOR 112 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1996
Mayor John Pappas, a veteran politician, is a master of compromise, back room politics, and brokering the deals that keep the city running. When a scandal exposes his links to the Mafia, his position as the most powerful man in the city is threatened. Idealist Deputy Mayor Kevin Calhoun and a suspicious young attorney uncover the scandal in this explosive and provocative political thriller. Cast includes Al Pacino, John Cusack, Bridget Fonda, Danny Aiello. Directed by Harold Becker. Feature films – United States.

The city : (la ciudad) 08242,DM
B&W 88 MIN ZEITGEIST 1999
A collection of four stories about love, hope, and loss, and an affecting portrait of disenfranchised Latin American immigrants living in New York. Each story is about a worker paid to gather bricks from an abandoned lot, who is crushed when a wall collapses. Another story features a young man having just arrived from Mexico meeting and falling in love with a girl from his home village then loses her in the maze of a housing project. A third story is about a homeless puppeteer's dreams of a better life for his daughter, but when he goes to enroll her in school he is turned away because he has no proof of residency. The fourth story shows a seamstress who sends money home to help pay for her daughter's medical treatment, but the sweatshop where she works has not paid her for more than a month. Written, edited, and directed by David Riker. This DVD version features scene selections; Letterboxed presentation; Featurette: "The making of a community film;" Theatrical trailer; In Spanish and English, with optional English and Spanish subtitles.


City lights 05247,VH
B&W 86 MIN PLAYHOUSE 1931
Charlie Chaplin's classic work, a personal statement on the eloquence of pantomime in the age of the sound film. Chaplin portrays the Little Tramp, who falls in love with a beautiful blind flower girl and allows her to think him a wealthy gentleman while he raises funds for the operation which will restore her sight. Written, directed, and musical score composed by Chaplin.

Feature films – United States.; Chaplin, Charlie, 1889-1977

City lights : (DVD) 15484,ID 15484,DM
B&W 86 MIN WARNER HOM 1931
Charlie Chaplin’s classic work, a personal statement on the eloquence of pantomime in the age of the sound film. Chaplin portrays the Little Tramp, who falls in love with a beautiful blind flower girl and allows her to think him a wealthy gentleman while he raises funds for the operation which will restore her sight. Cast includes Charles Chaplin, Virginia Cherrill, and Harry Myers. Written, produced, directed, and scored by Charlie Chaplin. This edition includes an introduction by Chaplin biographer David Robinson (5 mins); Documentary 'Chaplin Today: 'City Lights'" by Serge Bromberg with Peter Lord (26 mins); Outtake in which Charlie tries to disguise a silver stick of wood stuck in a sidewalk grate (7 mins); Excerpt from 'The Champion' (1915), where Charlie stages a ballerina boxing match (10 mins); Shooting on the set (8 mins); Georgia Hale screen test (7 mins); 'The dream prince,' a discarded idea for how the flower girl imagines her benefactor (1 min); Rehearsal (1 min); Chaplin playfully boxing with boxing stars visiting his studios (4 mins); Winston Churchill's visit (2 mins); Chaplin speaking for the first time on film (3 mins); Trip to Bali in 1932 (10 mins); Photo gallery; Film posters; Trailers (8 mins); The Chaplin Collection (12 mins); Language: English intertitles; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


City of angels 07649,VD
COLOR 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1998
A romantic tale about an angel who gives up who gives up immunity and becomes human on the chance that the woman of his dreams might love him. The woman of his dreams is Maggie, a pragmatic heart surgeon who doesn't believe in angels...until she falls in love with one. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Meg Ryan, Dennis Franz, Andre Braugher. Directed by Brad Silberling. This laser disc version is presented in letterbox and features a featurette "Making Angels," additional scenes with commentary by the director and editor Lynzee Klingman, and music videos by the Goo Goo Dolls and U2.

Feature films – United States.; Music videos

City of hope 17090,VD
COLOR 129 MIN SVS/TRIUMP 1991
An honest politician and the son of a corrupt contractor find their lives intersecting in surprising ways with the powerful and powerless of a decaying East Coast city in this portrait of the corruption, bigotry and violence of urban America. Cast includes Vincent Spano, Tony Lo Bianco, Joe Morton, Todd Graff, David Strathairn, Anthony John Denison, Barbara Williams; Angela
Feature films – United States

Perseus embarks on a mission to defeat him before he can seize ultimate power and unleash hell on earth. Cast includes Sam Worthington, Gemma Arterton, Mads Mikkelson, Alexa Davalos, Ralph Fiennes, Liam Neeson, Danny Huston, Jason Flemyng, Pete Postlethwaite, Polly Walker, Ashraf Barhm, Elizabeth McGovern, Nicholas Hoult, Liam Cunningham, Hans Matheson, Vincent Regan. Special features include additional scenes. Directed by Louis Leterrier. In English, French, Spanish with optional French and Spanish subtitles and optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

City of joy : (DVD) 13882,ID
COLOR 135 MIN COLUMBIA T 1992
An American doctor, a British nurse and an illiterate Indian farmer join together to transform a Calcutta ghetto when it is threatened by the brutal local "godfather." Cast includes Patrick Swayze, Pauline Collins, Om Puri Shabana Azmi, Art Malik. Based on the book by Dominique Lapierre. Screenplay by Mark Medoff. Directed by Roland Joffe. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Slums – India – Calcutta – Drama.

The city reformed : (DVD) 17131,ID
B&W 177 MIN IMAGE ENTE 2007
Treasures III : social issues in American film 1900-1934 Series - The first program in a series of 48 movies that helped change America. During the first decades of the 20th century no issue was too controversial for movies ... from prohibition to abortion, unions, atheism, the vote for women, worker safety, juvenile justice, homelessness and immigration, these films became the catalyst for social change. This first of four discs (Program 1 of Treasures III) contains: The black hand / producer, Francis J. Marion ; director, Wallace McCutcheon (1906, 11 min.) – How they rob men in Chicago / producer/director, Wallace McCutcheon (1900, 25 sec.) – The voice of the violin / director, D.W. Griffith (1909, 16 min.) – The usurer's grip / director, Bannister Merwin ; writers, Theodora Huntington, Arthur H. Ham (1912, 15 min.) – From the submerged / director/writer, Theodore Wharton (1912, 11 min.) – Hope: a Red Cross seal story / director, Charles J. Brabin ; writer, James Oppenheim (1912, 14 min.) – The cost of carelessness / writer, Eugene C. Clarke (1913, 13 min.) – Lights and shadows in a city of a million / produced by the Ford Motor Company (1920, 7 min.) – 6,000,000 American children ... are not in school / producer, Lewis J. Selznick (1922, 2 min.) – The soul of youth / director, William Desmond Taylor ; writer, Julia Crawford Ivers (1920, 80 min.) – Excerpts from: Saved by the Juvenile Court / writer, George Creel (1919, 4 min.) – A call for help from Sing Sing! / producer, William Randolph Hearst (1934, 3 min.) Book includes essays about each film by Scott Simmon, essay about the music for each film by Martin Marks. These are silent films (with music) or in English.


The clan of the cave bear : (DVD) 09667,ID
COLOR 98 MIN WARNER HOM 1985
A young Cro-Magnon girl is separated from her people by a calamitous earthquake. She is accepted into a Neanderthal clan, while its members are less-developed than she is, she cannot survive on her own. She is different in appearance, in resourcefulness, and in her uncommon defiance of social taboos of the male-dominated Neanderthal clan. Her differences cause conflict within the group. Based on the novel by Jean M. Auel. Cast includes Daryl Hannah, Pamela Reed, James Remar, Thomas G. Waites, John Doolittle. Screenplay by John Sayles. Directed by Michael Chapman. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; standard and widescreen versions of the film; subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.

Clash of the titans : (DVD) 17485,ID
COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 2010
When Hades, the god of the underworld, takes his family, Perseus embarks on a mission to defeat him before he can seize

Clear and present danger : (DVD) 13520,ID 13520,DM
COLOR 141 MIN PARAMOUNT 1994
Novelist Tom Clancy's protagonist CIA agent Jack Ryan, returns to the screen in this Hollywood action adventure spy drama. Ryan is a career CIA agent who loves his country and believes in upholding the truth. When his mentor becomes ill, Jack Ryan is made acting Deputy Director of the CIA. Assigned to look into the murder of the president's friend, Ryan undergrads ties to Colombian drug cartels. The investigation takes him to the dangerous streets of Colombia and places him in harms way between drug gangs and a paramilitary force working for another United States government agency. Based on the novel by Tom Clancy. Cast includes Harrison Ford, William Dafoe, Anne Archer, James Earl Jones. Screenplay and directed by Steven Zaillian, and John Millus. Directed by Phillip Noyce. This DVD verions features widescreen presentation; Behind the danger - cast and crew interviews; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Cleopatra 10111,VH
B&W 101 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1934
History tells of the clever and cunning Queen of the Nile. Exquisitely beautiful, she uses seduction as her weapon, luring Roman leader Julius Caesar into leaving his wife for her. When Caesar is brutally murdered, she turns her attention to Caesar's successor Marc Antony. This telling of the Cleopatra story is noteworthy for the elaborate sets and famous "barge scene." Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith, Joseph Schildkraut, C.Aubrey Smith, Gayne Whitman, Michael Shore. Screenplay by Waldemar Young and Vincent Lawrence. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille.

Feature films – United States.; DeMille, Cecil B. (Cecil Blount), 1881-1959; Middle Eastern American.

Cleopatra 10098,VH
COLOR 246 MIN FOX VIDEO 1963
A truly epic portrayal of the woman who conquered two of Rome's greatest soldiers, affected the course of history, and became synonymous with beguiling beauty. Astounding in scope and grandeur, the picture won Oscars for cinematography, sets and special effects. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Pamela Brown, George Cole, Hume Cronyn, Cesare Danova, Kenneth Haigh, Roddy McDowall. Screenplay and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern American.

Cleopatra 06476,VH
B&W 101 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1934
History tells of the clever and cunning Queen of the Nile. Exquisitely beautiful, she uses seduction as her weapon, luring Roman leader Julius Caesar into leaving his wife for her. When Caesar is brutally murdered, she turns her attention to Caesar's successor Marc Antony. This telling of the Cleopatra story is noteworthy for the elaborate sets and famous "barge scene." Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith; Joseph Schildkraut, C.Aubrey Smith, Gayne Whitman, Michael Shore.
Cleopatra: (DVD) 12839,ID 12839,DM
COLOR 248 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1963
A truly epic portrayal of the woman who conquered two of Rome's greatest soldiers, affected the course of history, and became synonymous with beguiling beauty. Astounding in scope and grandeur, the picture won Oscars for cinematography, sets and special effects. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex Harrison, Pamela Brown, George Cole, Hume Cronyn, Cesare Danova, Kenneth Haigh, Roddy McDowall. Screenplay and directed by Joseph Mankiewicz. Feature films – United States.

Cleopatra Jones : (DVD) 10816,ID 10816,DM
B&W 92 MIN MIRAMAX HOME VIDEO 1994
The day in the life of convenience store clerks in suburban New Jersey. Dante is asked to come in on his day off to open the Quick Stop convenience store and spends the rest of the day dealing with annoying customers, local drug dealers, and his friend Randal who works next door at a Video store. Dante is pushed to his wits end by his girlfriend, his ex-girlfriend, customers, and the prodding of Randal who offers his philosophies of life to Dante while berating customers, perusing porno mags, and selling cigarettes to minors. This is the 10th Anniversary edition of the low budget classic. Cast includes Brian O'Halloran, Jeff Anderson, Jason Mewes, Kevin Smith. Written and directed by Kevin Smith. This 10th Anniversary edition DVD is a three disc set which includes the theatrical version, "Clerks: the first cut," and disc of bonus material. Disc 1 features the theatrical version; Audio commentary from 1995 featuring director Kevin Smith and actors; Enhanced playback track; Clerks: The Lost Scene; "The Flying Car;" MTV spots with Jay and Silent Bob; Theatrical trailer; Music video; Clerks restoration intros; Original Clerks auditions. Disc 2: "Clerks:" The First Cut with new audio and video commentary with Kevin Smith, Producer, and actors. Disc 3: "Snowball Effect: The Story of 'Clerks;’" "Mae Day;" the crumbling of a documentary; 10th anniversary Q&A; Outtakes from "Snowball Effect;" Still photo gallery; Original Kevin Smith journals; Articles and reviews: "Reels and Deals" by Amy Taubin, "Rush Week" by Amy Taubin, "The Odd Couple: Sundance 1994:" by John Pearson; Peter Broderick excerpt from "The ABC's of No-Budget Filmmaking;" Peter Broderick excerpt from "Learning from Low-Budgets;" DVD-Rom extras, Enhanced playback track; Kevin Smith's original 168 page first draft of the "Clerks" screenplay.

Feature films – United States.
The clock : (DVD) 14292, ID  
B&W 90 MIN WARNER BRO 1945

A young woman meets a G.I. on a two day pass in New York City during World War II. All around her young woman are marrying their soldiers before they leave for duty. The young woman believes she won’t be so impetuous, then she meets her soldier and falls deeply in love. The two spend the next two days together in the big city before he must leave for duty. Cast includes Judy Garland, Robert Walker, James Gleason, Keenan Wynn, Marshall Thompson. Screenplay by Robert Nathan and Joseph Schrank. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. This DVD version features a vintage Pete Smith specialty short “Hollywood scout.”

Closer to home : (DVD) 11768, ID 11768, DM
COLOR 125 MIN METROPOLIS 2004

A woman journeys from the Philippine countryside to New York City to marry an American man. He is a disillusioned ex-monumental marine, who hopes to take care of his debt-ridden family, with his own wife. The woman hopes to secure the future for her debt-ridden family in the Philippines and send money home to buy a cure for her dying sister. Their marriage becomes a clash of aspirations and cultures. Cast includes Madeleine Ortaliz, John Michael Bolger. Written by Joseph Nobile and Ruben Arthur Nicdao. Directed by Joseph Nobile. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Theatrical trailer; Language: Tagalog; Subtitles: English (yellow subtitles).

Clockers : (DVD) 10006, ID
COLOR 129 MIN UNIVERSAL 1995

A “clocker” is a 24-hour drug dealer. A small time clocker tries to survive out on the streets after a rival dealer ends up dead, and he is the main suspect. Two homicide cops and a big time dealer are out to get him for the murder. One officer wants to get the dealers while the other wants to solve the murder and find the true killer. Based on the book by Richard Price. Cast includes Mekhi Phifer, Isaiah Washington, Keith David, Pee Wee Love, Harvey Keitel, John Turturro, Delroy Lindo. Screenplay by Richard Price and Spike Lee. Directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features interactive menus; cast and filmmakers’ bios; theatrical trailer; production notes; web links; Languages: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish subtitles.

Cloud atlas : (Blu-ray Disc) 17939, ID
COLOR 172 MIN WARNER HOM 2012

An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one another in the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant, Hugo Weaving, Susan Sarandon, Jim Broadbent, Jim Sturgess, Doona Bae, Ben Whishaw, James D’Arcy, Xun Zhou, Keith David, David Gyasi. Directed by Lana Wachowski, Tom Tykwer, and Andy Wachowski. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Interview with director Robert S. Fiveson; Director’s audio commentary; Original theatrical trailer; Mundo Macabro previews.

Cloud atlas : (DVD) 17938, ID 17938, DM
COLOR 172 MIN WARNER HOM 2012

An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one another in the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant, Hugo Weaving, Susan Sarandon, Jim Broadbent, Jim Turturro, Delroy Lindo. Written and directed by Richard Price and Spike Lee. In English, with English closed captioning for deaf and hearing impaired.

Closer encounters of the third kind : 30th anniversary ultimate edition : (DVD) 13548, ID 13548, DM
COLOR 404 MIN SONY PICTU 2007

A close encounter with a UFO leads an average blue collar American soldier to abandon his family and travels to the site of his visions. There he encounters a top secret operation that employs human clones to carry out its agenda. The clones are kept unaware of their true origin. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Cast includes Judy Garland, Robert Walker, James Gleason, Keenan Wynn, Marshall Thompson. Screenplay by Robert Nathan and Joseph Schrank. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. This DVD version features a vintage Pete Smith specialty short “Hollywood scout.”

Closer encounters of the third kind : (Blu-ray Disc) 17938, ID 17938, DM
COLOR 172 MIN WARNER HOM 2012

A view from above: feature comparison poster on file at the Instructional Media Collections and Services office in Powell Library room 46; Languages: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, Korean.

Closer to home : (DVD) 11768, ID 11768, DM
COLOR 125 MIN METROPOLIS 2004

A woman journeys from the Philippine countryside to New York City to marry an American man. He is a disillusioned ex-monumental marine, who hopes to take care of his debt-ridden family, with his own wife. The woman hopes to secure the future for her debt-ridden family in the Philippines and send money home to buy a cure for her dying sister. Their marriage becomes a clash of aspirations and cultures. Cast includes Madeleine Ortaliz, John Michael Bolger. Written by Joseph Nobile and Ruben Arthur Nicdao. Directed by Joseph Nobile. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Theatrical trailer; Language: Tagalog; Subtitles: English (yellow subtitles).

Cloud atlas : (Blu-ray Disc) 17939, ID
COLOR 172 MIN WARNER HOM 2012

An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one another in the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant, Hugo Weaving, Susan Sarandon, Jim Broadbent, Jim Turturro, Delroy Lindo. Written and directed by Richard Price and Spike Lee. In English, with English closed captioning for deaf and hearing impaired.

Cloud atlas : (DVD) 17938, ID 17938, DM
COLOR 172 MIN WARNER HOM 2012

An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one another in the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant, Hugo Weaving, Susan Sarandon, Jim Broadbent, Jim Turturro, Delroy Lindo. Written and directed by Richard Price and Spike Lee. In English, with English closed captioning for deaf and hearing impaired.
Sturgess, Doona Bae, Ben Whishaw, James D'Arcy, Xun Zhou, Keith David, David Gyasi. Based on the novel by David Mitchell. Directed by Lana Wachowska, Tom Tykwer and Andy Wachowski. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Featurette: "A film like no other"; Language: English or Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Clueless
06943, VH
06943, DM
COLOR 97 MIN PARAMOUNT 1995
Cher is the most popular and glamorous girl at Beverly Hills High. While she is completely caught up in all the trappings of wealth and privilege that Beverly Hills has to offer, Cher is also helping others. Cher is a confidant, a matchmaker, and a style consultant, helping people regardless of whether the people realize they are in need of help or not. When Cher falls for the new boy in school and he doesn’t react the way she expects, Cher’s world is thrown into turmoil. It becomes clear that she can not control every aspect of her life and that upsets her. Based on Jane Austen’s “Emma.” Cast includes Alicia Silverstone, Brittany Murphy, Wallace Shawn, Paul Rudd. Written and directed by Amy Heckerling.

Feature films – United States.; High school students – California – Beverly Hills – Drama

Clueless : (DVD)
16977, ID
COLOR 97 MIN PARAMOUNT 1995
15-year-old Cher, the matchmaking Beverly Hills High schooler, has shopping and boys on her mind. She leads a hectic lifestyle but keeps it all together until she starts to fall in love and finds she’s ‘clueless’. A loose adaptation of Emma, Jane Austen’s 19th-century comedy of manners. Cast includes Alicia Silverstone, Brittany Murphy, Jeremy Sisto, Paul Rudd, Stacey Dash, Dan Hedaya, Breckin Meyer, Justin Walker, Wallace Shawn, Twin Caplan, Julie Brown and Donald Faison. Written and directed by Amy Heckerling. Edition: "Whatever" ed., 2005. Special features: Class of ’95: a look at the cast, then and now – Creative writing: Writer/Director Amy Heckerling talks about creating the world of fashion 101: how the filmmakers invented the trendsetting fashions that defined the movie – Language arts: director and cast give the 411 on the groundbreaking slang and vocabulary used in the movie – "Suck ‘n blow" – a tutorial – Driver’s ed – We’re history: stories from the cast and crew on the making of “Clueless” – 2 theatrical trailers. English; English or French dialogue, English or Spanish subtitles: closed-captioned.


Coach Carter : (DVD)
18129, ID
18129, DM
COLOR 136 MIN PARAMOUNT 2004
Inspired by a true story, this inspirational account of a high school basketball coach who received high praise, and staunch criticism, for benching his entire undefeated team due to their poor academic performances. Cast includes Samuel L. Jackson, Robert Richard, Rob Brown, Ashton, Debbi Morgan, Vincent Laresca, Rick Gonzalez, Antwon Tanner, Nana Gbewonyo, Channing Tatum. Special features include: 2 featurettes "Coach Carter, the man behind the movie" and "Fast break at Richmond High", 6 deleted scenes, and "Hope" music video. Directed by Thomas Carter. In English and French with optional English and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Coal miner’s daughter
05808, VH
COLOR 124 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1980
Dramatized biography of country singer Loretta Lynn, who rose from Appalachian poverty to Grand Ole Opry stardom with the help of her ambitious husband Mooney. Cast includes Issy Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones, Beverley D’Angelo and Levon Helm; screenplay by Tom Rickman, based on the autobiography by Loretta Lynn with George Vecsey; directed by Michael Apted.

Country musicians–Biography; Feature films – United States.; Apted, Michael, 1941-.; Lynn, Loretta

The cocoanuts : (DVD)
10717, ID
10717, DM
COLOR 93 MIN UNIVERSAL 1929

Feature films – United States.; Marx Brothers

Coffy
07611, VH
COLOR 90 MIN ORION HOME 1973
Coffy is a nurse, a young woman trying to make it on her own in the big city. When her sister O.D’s on drugs sold to her by a greedy drug pusher, Coffy sets out to exact revenge. The shotgun blasts won’t stop until Coffy, the avenging angel, reaches the very top of a trail of drugs, greed, and corruption. Cast includes Pam Grier, Booker Bradshaw, Robert Doqui, William Elliot, Allan Arbous, Sid Haig. Written and directed by Jack Hill.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

Coffy : (DVD)
08622, ID
08622, DM
COLOR 90 MIN METRO-GOLD 1973
Coffy is a nurse, a young woman trying to make it on her own in the big city. When her sister O.D’s on drugs sold to her by a greedy drug pusher, Coffy sets out to exact revenge. The shotgun blasts won’t stop until Coffy, the avenging angel, reaches the very top of a trail of drugs, greed, and corruption. Cast includes Pam Grier, Booker Bradshaw, Robert Doqui, William Elliot, Allan Arbous, Sid Haig. Written and directed by Jack Hill. This DVD version features widescreen 1.85:1 theatrical release format; audio commentary by the director; original theatrical trailer; languages: English, French, and Spanish; subtitles: French and Spanish language.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

Cold fever : (DVD-PAL)
11617, ID
11617, DM
COLOR 85 MIN SECOND SIG 1995
A Japanese businessman cancels a planned golf trip to Hawaii to travel to Iceland to perform a traditional ritual at the scene of his parent’s death several years earlier. Shamed by his grandfather into changing his vacation plans, he begins his trek across the frozen landscape experiencing one bizarre encounter after another. This comic road movie features breathtaking visuals and surreal comic action. Cast includes Masatoshi Nagase, Lili Taylor, Fisher Stevens, Gisli Halldorsson, Laura Hughes. Written by Jim Stark and Fridrik Thor Fridriksson. Directed by Fridrik Thor Fridriksson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; In English, Japanese, and Icelandic
languages; This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played on a Multi-Region player.

Feature films – Germany; Feature films – Japan; Feature films – United States; Feature films – Denmark; Feature films – Iceland.

Cold mountain : (DVD)
10181.ID
10181.DM
COLOR 154 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2003
At the outbreak of war, the men of Cold Mountain, North Carolina, enlist in the Confederate Army and head off to battle the army from the North. Inman declares his love for Ada, the Reverend's daughter, and vows to return home to her, she pledges to wait for his return. As the Civil War drags on, Inman struggles to survive the battlefield and Ada struggles to survive the changing landscape at home. Their struggles made easier with each other in their heart. After being injured and fearing he will never see his love again, Inman sets off on an epic journey home. Cast includes Jude Law, Nicole Kidman, Renee Zellweger, Eileen Atkins, Brendan Gleeson, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Natalie Portman, Giovanni Ribisi, Donald Sutherland, Ray Winstone. Screenplay and directed by Anthony Minghella. This DVD version is a two disc collector's edition and features a widescreen presentation; deleted scenes; "Words & Music of Cold Mountain" - Royce Hall special; "Climbing Cold Mountain" Documentary; "A Journey to Cold Mountain" Making-Of special; feature commentary with writer/director Anthony Minghella and editor Walter Murch; Sacred Harp history; storyboard comparisons; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama

Collateral beauty : (DVD)
20213.ID
20213.DM
COLOR 96 MIN WARNER BRO 2016
Retreating from life after a tragedy, a man questions the universe by writing to Love, Time and Death. Receiving unexpected answers, he begins to see how these things interlock and how even loss can reveal moments of meaning and beauty. Cast includes Will Smith, Edward Norton, Kate Winslet, Helen Mirren, Naomie Harris, Michael Pena, Jacob Latimore, Keira Knightley. Written by Allan Loeb. Directed by David Frankel. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; a modern fable; discovering collateral beauty; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Grief – Drama; Meaning (Psychology) – Drama; Frankel, David, 1960- .

Collection RKO
For descriptions see individual titles:
A woman's secret : (Secret de femme) : (DVD-PAL)

The color purple
05320.VH
COLOR 154 MIN WARNER HOM 1985
Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Alice Walker, a portrait of African American life in the rural south from 1909 to 1947 through the eyes of Celie, who struggles for self-esteem in the face of overwhelming obstacles. Cast includes Whoopi Goldberg, Danny Glover, Adolphe Caesar, Margaret Avery, Rae Dawn Chong, and Oprah Winfrey; directed by Steven Spielberg.

African American women authors – Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-; Walker, Alice, 1944-.

The color purple : (DVD)
10113.ID
10113.DM
COLOR 154 MIN WARNER HOM 1985
Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Alice Walker, a portrait of African American life in the rural south from 1909 to 1947 through the eyes of Celie, who struggles for self-esteem in the face of overwhelming obstacles. Cast includes Whoopi Goldberg, Danny Glover, Adolphe Caesar, Margaret Avery, Rae Dawn Chong, and Oprah Winfrey; directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; two theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

African American women authors – Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-; Walker, Alice, 1944-.

Colossus : the forbin project
07527.VH
COLOR 100 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1970
A science fiction thriller about super-computers bent on world domination. Electronics genius Charles Forbin creates a massive computer complex that is capable of independently regulating the national defense of the United States. The Russians have their own defense computer system. The two super-computers form a link and attempt to control the nuclear missile stockpiles for both countries. Forbin and his Russian counterpart join forces to stop the "monter" computers before it is too late. Based on the novel by D.F. Jones. Cast includes Eric Braeden, Susan Clark, Gordon Pinsent. Directed by Joseph Sargent.

Feature films – United States.

Columbia Pictures Combat Classics
For descriptions see individual titles:
Bitter victory : (Amere victoire) : (DVD)

Comanche station : (DVD)
16696.ID
COLOR 73 MIN SONY PICTU 1960
The Films of Budd Boetticher Series - The last of the series is an odyssey with Scott as a loner who makes a trade with Indians for a white woman they've kidnapped, but getting her home is not going to be so easy. The cast includes Randolph Scott, Nancy Gates, Claude Akins, Skip Homeier and Richard Rust. Written by Burt Kennedy. Directed by Budd Boetticher. Special features include commentary with Taylor Hackford; Clint Eastwood on "Comanche Station." Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.


Combination platter
06429.VH
COLOR 85 MIN ARROW VIDE 1993
An illegal Chinese immigrant living in America and working as a waiter in a Chinese restaurant arranges a fake marriage with an American woman. The man fears getting caught by immigration and struggles to retain his cultural identity in a society where foreigners are forced to assimilate. He doesn't count on getting emotionally attached to his "wife." Directed by Tony Chan. In English and Chinese, with English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.

Come back, Africa
11037.VH
11037.DM
B&W 81 MIN VILLON FIL 1959
South African cinema from the Fifties Series - A classic apartheid docudrama by maverick American filmmaker Lionel Rogosin, the film was shot secretly in South Africa, in order to portray the true conditions of under apartheid. A young man is forced off his land by the government and must leave the country to find work in the city. In Johannesburg, he is a worker with no rights, as well as the violence of township life. Cast includes Zachariah Mgabi, Vinah Bendile, Can Themba, Bloke Modisane, Lewis Nkosi, Miriam Makeba. Written by Lionel Rogosin with Lewis Nkosi, and William Modisane. Directed by Lionel Rogosin. In English, and other African languages with English subtitles.

Am. Jack McGurn (Dennis Quaid) and Japanese American War II. Follows the romance and marriage of hot-blooded Iris-h-}

A cross-cultural love story, set against the backdrop of Pearl Harbor and the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. Follows the romance and marriage of hot-blooded Irish-American Jack McGurn (Dennis Quaid) and Japanese American Lily Kawamura (Tamlyn Tomita). Written and directed by Alan Parker.

Feature films – United States.; Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945; Parker, Alan, 1944-
Conquest of the planet of the apes : (DVD)
12991,ID
COLOR 88 MIN 20TH CENTURY — 1972
In this fourth Planet of the Apes film, apes have supplanted dogs and cats as household pets, and replaced servants as personal assistants — until their continual mistreatment provokes one advanced ape from the future to lead a spectacular revolt. Cast includes Roddy McDowall, Don Murray, Ricardo Montalban. Based on the novel by Pierre Boulle, Written by Paul Dehn. Directed by J. Lee Thompson. This DVD version features widescreen format; Theatrical trailers; "Planet of the Apes" web link; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Conspiracy : (DVD)
18767,ID
COLOR 96 MIN HBO HOME ENTERTAINMENT — 2001
On January 20, 1942, 15 German officials attended a conference at Wannsee, on the outskirts of Berlin. The meeting comprised of mid-ranking SS commanders and a variety of government ministers. The meeting was organized by SS Major Adolf Eichmann under the direction of Chief of Security Reinhard Heydrich. It was a polite conference, but under this thin veneer of manners lay an evil intent. By the end of the meeting, the fate of six million Jews would be decided and the shape of the world would be altered forever. Based on the meeting minutes found in the files of the German Foreign Office in 1947. Cast includes Kenneth Branagh, Stanley Tucci, Colin Firth, Jonathan Coy, Brendan Coyle, Ben Daniels, Barnaby Kay, Kevin McNally, Ian McNeice, Brian Pettifer, Ewan Stewart, Peter Sullivan, Owen Teale. Directed by David Threlfall. Written by Nicholas Woodeson. Directed by Loring Mandel. Directed by Frank Pierson. This DVD version features chapter search; Two featurettes; Cast and director bios; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Constant gardener : (O jardineiro fiel) : (DVD)
16955,ID
COLOR 128 MIN UNIVERSAL 2005
In a remote area of Northern Kenya, activist Tessa Quayle is found brutally murdered. Tessa's companion, a doctor, appears to have fled the scene and all the evidence points to a crime of passion. Members of the British High Commission in Nairobi assume that Tessa's widower, their mild-mannered and unambitious colleague Justin Quayle, will leave the matter to them. Haunted by remorse and jarred by rumors of his late wife's infidelities, Quayle surprises everyone by embarking on a personal odyssey that will take him across three continents.

Using his privileged access to diplomatic secrets, Justin risks his own life and will stop at nothing to expose the truth—a conspiracy more far-reaching and deadly than Quayle could ever have imagined. Based on the novel by John Le Carre. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, Rachel Weisz, Danny Huston, Bill Nitge, Pete Postlethwaite, Richard McCabe, Donald Sumpter, Juliet Aubrey, Hubert Koundi, Gerald McRaney, Sideda Ondoyo, Anneke Kim Sarnau, Daniele Harford, Ian McNeice, Brian Pettifer, Ewan Stewart, Peter Sullivan, Owen Teale. Directed by Fernando Meirelles. This DVD version features deleted scenes; Extended scene: "Haruma—play in Kibera"; "Embracing Africa." filming in Kenya; John Le Carre: from page to the screen; "Anatomy of a global thriller: behind the scenes of ‘The constant gardener’"; Language: English, Portuguese, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Portuguese, and Spanish.


Contact : (DVD)
12510,ID
12510.DM
COLOR 150 MIN WARNER HOME ENTERTAINMENT — 1997


Contagion : (DVD)
17649,ID
17649.DM
COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOME ENTERTAINMENT — 2011
A lethal virus is spreading across the globe. The worldwide medical community races to find a vaccine. Fear and panic spreads as fast as the disease and threatens to tear society apart. Scientists and doctors for disease control, the military, the World Health Organization, and ordinary civilians work to try and find a cure and the cause before it is too late. Cast includes Marion Cotillard, Matt Damon, Laurence Fishburne, Jude Law, Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate Winslet, Bryan Cranston, Jennifer Ehle, Sanaa Lathan, Elliott Gould, Chin Han. Written by Scott Z. Burns. Directed by Steven Soderbergh. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Contagion: how a virus changes the world"; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films — United States.; Center for Disease Control and Prevention (U.S.) — Drama.; Epidemiologists — Drama.; Communicable diseases — Drama.; Epidemics — Drama.; Feature films — United Arab Emirates.; Soderbergh, Steven, 1963-.

The conversation : (DVD)
08586,ID
08586.DM
COLOR 113 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
Harry Caul is an expert surveillance man. During a routine wire-tapping job he hears something disturbing while recording a young couple in a San Francisco park. Harry worries what the tape may be used for and becomes involved in a maze of secrecy and murder. Cast includes Gene Hackman, John Cazale, Allen Garfield, Cindy Williams, Frederic Forrest. Music scored by David Shire. Written and directed by Francis Ford Coppola. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; theatrical trailer; "Close-up on the Conversation" featurette; commentary by Francis Ford Coppola, film editor Walter Murch; widescreen version enhanced for 16:9 TVs; dolby digital, English 5.1 surround, French mono; English subtitles.

Feature films — United States.; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-.

Conviction : (DVD)
16590,ID
16590.DM
COLOR 103 MIN 20TH CENTURY HOME ENTERTAINMENT — 2010
Betty Anne Waters is a young woman whose world is shattered when her beloved brother Kenny is convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison. Steadfastly convinced of his innocence, Betty Anne sets out to prove it. Written by Pamela Gray. Directed by Tony Goldwyn. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; A conversation with director Tony Goldwyn and Betty Anne Waters. Languages: Spanish, French, English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish; Theatrical trailers; Scene Access; 2 feature-length commentaries by Tony Goldwyn, Marcia Gay Harden, director; 2 feature-length commentaries by Betty Anne Waters, Marcia Gay Harden.
English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Cool hand Luke:** (DVD)
15213.ID
15213.DM
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 1967

Lucas Jackson is a man who refuses to be nailed down, conform to rules and regulations, or fit into society, and now, he's on a chain gang. He's a likable enough guy, always smiling, always ready for a little fun. He eats 50 hard-boiled eggs on a bet and collects all the money in the camp. He's more or less like the people he hangs around with, except he won't be pushed. He knows his own mind. This makes him the only prisoner with guts enough to talk back to the bosses and the only one with nerve enough to escape. That Luke, he's a cool hand. Based on the 1965 novel by Donn Pearce. Cast includes Paul Newman, George Kennedy, J.D. Cannon, Robert Drivas, Lou Antonio, Strother Martin, and Jo Van Fleet. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Screenplay by Donn Pearce and Frank R. Pierson. Directed by Stuart Rosenberg. This widescreen deluxe edition features commentary by historian and Newman biographer Eric Lax; New documentary 'A Natural-Born World-Shaker: Making 'Cool Hand Luke';' Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and French.

**Cotton comes to Harlem:**
06687.VH
06687.ID
COLOR 97 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1970

Two hard boiled detectives work the toughest beat in New York City – Harlem. Detective 'Coffin' Ed Johnson and 'Grave Digger' Jones are searching for stolen money that is hidden in a bale of cotton. Their search takes them through the heart and soul of Harlem. Cast includes Godfrey Cambridge, Raymond St. Jacques, Calvin Lockhart, Judy Pace, Redd Foxx. Directed by Gordon Davis. African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

**The court jester:**
07830.VD
COLOR 101 MIN PARAMOUNT 1956

A court jester in 12th century England becomes involved with outlaw trying to overthrow the king. The jester used to singing and dancing, finds himself called upon to joust hostile knights, duel expert swordsmen, and rescue damsels in distress. Cast includes Danny Kaye, Glynnis Johns, Basil Rathbone, Angela Lansbury, Cecil Parker. Written, produced, and directed by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Feature films – United States.

**The cove:** (DVD)
14548.ID
14548.DM
COLOR 96 MIN LIONS GATE 2009

An elite team of activists, filmmakers, and free divers embark on a covert mission to expose the slaughter and capture of thousands of dolphins in a hidden and remote cove off the coast of Japan. The fishermen attempt to keep the circumstances of the slaughter hidden from the outside world. Written by Mark Monroe. Directed by Louie Psihoyos. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Louis Psihoyos and producer Fisher Stevens; Mercury documentary: "The cove: mercury rising;" Deleted scenes; Behind-the-scenes videos; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**The cowboy and the lady:** (DVD)
13222.ID
B&W 92 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1938

Gmg movie legend collection : Gary Cooper Series - A rich girl tags along with her house staff on a triple blind date. Her date proves to be a dream come true, a handsome rodeo cowboy. She adopts the persona of a struggling house servant so as to not scare the cowboy away. They fall in love and quickly marry and she heads-off on the rodeo circuit with her new husband. Just as quickly she grows weary of life on the road. The cowboy soon discovers his wife's background is different than he was lead to believe. His shock is equaled by his new in-laws who would have never picked a cowboy for their daughter to marry. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, Patsy Kelly, Walter Brennan, Fuzzy Knight, Melbourne Harris, Harry Davenport. Original story by Leo McCarey and Frank R. Adams. Screenplay by S.N. Behrman and Sonya Levein. Directed by H.C. Potter. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**The cossacks:** (DVD)
19978.ID
B&W 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1928

The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - A peace-loving Cossack chooses to prove himself in battle when his village and childhood sweetheart label him a coward. Based on the novel by Lyo N. Tolstoi. Cast includes John Gilbert, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence, Nils Asther. Adaptation and continuity by Frances Marion. Directed by George Hill. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Silent film with English intertitles.

**Cool hand Luke: (DVD)**
15213.ID
15213.DM
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 1967

A Wyoming rancher is determined to open a school to teach not only the children but also anybody from the village that is interested in learning. Aiding her is Mrs. Watty, a reformed thief, the young spinster Miss Ronberry, and John Goronwy Jones, who looks after the house. There is resistance to the idea of a school. Miss Moffat discovers Morgan Evans, a young man with a brilliant mind who works in the coalmines. In an essay he writes about being in the mines underneath the fields where 'the corn is green.' Morgan becomes her prize pupil, and Miss Moffat pushes him to try for a scholarship at Oxford. Unfortunately the pressures of everyone's expectations makes the boy snap and lead to believe. His shock is equaled by his new in-laws who soon discovers his wife's background is different than he was lead to believe. His shock is equaled by his new in-laws who would have never picked a cowboy for their daughter to marry. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, Patsy Kelly, Walter Brennan, Fuzzy Knight, Melbourne Harris, Harry Davenport. Original story by Leo McCarey and Frank R. Adams. Screenplay by S.N. Behrman and Sonya Levein. Directed by H.C. Potter. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**The cossacks:** (DVD)
19978.ID
B&W 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1928

The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - A peace-loving Cossack chooses to prove himself in battle when his village and childhood sweetheart label him a coward. Based on the novel by Lyo N. Tolstoi. Cast includes John Gilbert, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence, Nils Asther. Adaptation and continuity by Frances Marion. Directed by George Hill. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Silent film with English intertitles.
Cowboys & aliens : (Cowboys and aliens) : (DVD) 16384,ID
COLOR  119 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011
An outlaw gunman wakes up confused and alone in the Arizona desert in 1873. Wounded, suffering from amnesia, with a bracelet on his wrist that doesn’t look like it is from this earth the outlaw attempts to piece together what has happened to him. In town he has a run in with the local sheriff and then the entire town is knocked out by aliens in a spacecraft that start abducting the townspeople as if they were roping cattle out of a herd. The outlaw and a posse of cowboys, outlaws, and Apache warriors set out to get their people back and save the planet from the alien invaders. Cast includes Daniel Craig, Harrison Ford, Olivia Wilde, Sam Rockwell, Clancy Brown, Mark Ferguson, and Hawk Ostby. Directed by Jon Favreau. This DVD version includes widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Jon Favreau; Finding the story; Outer-space icon; The scope of the spectacle; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Craddle will rock 09343,DM
COLOR  134 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1999
Set during the Depression-era 1930’s in New York City and based on actual events. Orson Welles and a troupe of passionate actors risk everything to perform the infamous musical “The Cradle Will Rock.” Threats to their freedom and livelihood loom large, but they refuse to give in to censorship. The extraordinary events of 1930’s America are brought to the screen. Cast includes Hank Azaria, Ruben Blades, Joan Cusack, John Cusack, Cary Elswes, Philip Baker Hall, Cherry Jones, Angus Macfadyen, Bill Murray, Vanessa Redgrave, Susan Sarandon, John Turturro, Emily Watson. Written and directed by Tim Robbins.

Feature films – United States.

The craft : (DVD) 19550,ID
COLOR  101 MIN COLUMBIA T 1996
A supernatural horror story about a group of unpopular high-school girls who dabble in witchcraft. Once unleashed, the power becomes too much for them to handle, leading to a battle for control between Sarah, the new girl in the group, and power-crazed Nancy. Cast includes Fairuza Balk, Robin Tunney, Neve Campbell, Rachel True. Screenplay by Peter Filardi and Andrew Fleming. Directed by Andrew Fleming. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene instructions with motion images; Directors commentary; Three deleted scenes; Original featurette: Theatrical trailers; Talent files; Exclusive making-of featurette: Conjuring the craft; Isolated music score; Languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.

Feature films – United States.; Witchcraft – Drama.; Girl’s schools – Drama.; Outcasts – Drama.; Horror films.; Fleming, Andrew, 1963-

Crash : (DVD) 19667,ID
COLOR  100 MIN NEW LINE H 1998
Film producer and sexual adventurer James Ballard’s life is transformed by a car crash. It introduces him to Dr. Helen Remington, as her husband is propelled through the windshield and into James’ car, dead. No sooner are Helen and James both out of the hospital than they show up together at a late-night show staged by Vaughan, whose near-fatal accident left him obsessed with the erotic possibilities of crashes. Vaughan saviors crash data and presides over a cult of like-minded fetishists, soon joined by James—comatose with lust and fascination—as he single-mindedly pursues this new erotic linking of cars, sex, and injury. Based on the novel by J.G. Ballard. Cast includes James Spader, Holly Hunter, Elias Koteas, Deborah Kara Unger, Rosanna Arquette. Written and directed by David Cronenberg. This DVD version features both the NC-17 (100 mins.) and the R-rated (90 mins.) version; Widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Chapter search; NC-17 and R-rated cuts of the feature original theatrical trailer; Cast and crew filmographies and biographies; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Crash : (DVD) 10753,ID 10753,DM
COLOR  122 MIN LIONS GATE 2004
A series of interconnected stories play out over a thirty-six hour period on the streets of Los Angeles. A group of strangers are brought into contact with each other through a car accident. The problems of the individuals collide with societal ills and issues of race and class at a volatile time in the city. The film takes a provocative, unflinching look at the complexities of racial tolerance in contemporary America. Cast includes Sandra Bullock, Don Cheadle, Matt Dillion, Jennifer Esposito, William Fichtner, Brendan Fraser, Terrence Howard, Chris “Ludacris” Bridges, Thandie Newton, Ryan Phillippe, Larenz Tate. Story by Paul Haggis. Screenplay by Paul Haggis and Bobby Moresco. Directed by Paul Haggis. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; DVD introduction by director Paul Haggis; “Crash” behind the scenes; Commentary with Paul Haggis, Don Cheadle, and Bobby Moresco; Trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Creed : (Blu-ray Disc) 19617,ID
COLOR  133 MIN WARNER HOM 2015
The Rocky series of films continues. Rocky helps the son of Apollo Creed reach his full potential in the ring. Adonis Johnson never knew his famous father, world heavyweight champion Apollo Creed, who died before he was born. Still, there’s no denying that boxing is in his blood, so Adonis heads to Philadelphia, the site of Apollo Creed’s legendary match with Rocky Balboa. Cast includes Michael B. Jordan, Sylvester Stallone, Tessa Thompson, Phylicia Rashad, Mark Rhin Smith, Andre Ward, Anthony Bell, Ritchie Coster, Jacob “Stitch” Duran, Graham McTavish, Will Blagrove, Maria Breyma, Hans Marrero. Story by Ryan Coogler. Screenplay by Ryan Coogler and Aaron Covington. Directed by Ryan Coogler. This Blu-ray DVD features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Behind the scenes; Commentary with Paul Haggis and Don Cheadle; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Creed : (DVD) 19618,ID
COLOR  133 MIN WARNER HOM 2015
The “Rocky” series of films continues. Rocky helps the son of Apollo Creed reach his full potential in the ring. Adonis Johnson never knew his famous father, world heavyweight champion Apollo Creed, who died before he was born. Still, there’s no denying that boxing is in his blood, so Adonis heads to Philadelphia, the site of Apollo Creed’s legendary match with Rocky Balboa. Cast includes Michael B. Jordan, Sylvester Stallone, Tessa Thompson, Phylicia Rashad, Mark Rhin Smith, Andre Ward, Anthony Bell, Ritchie Coster, Jacob “Stitch” Duran, Graham McTavish, Will Blagrove, Maria Breyma, Hans Marrero. Story by Ryan Coogler. Screenplay by Ryan Coogler and Aaron Covington. Directed by Ryan Coogler. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “Know the past, own the future” cast and crew talk about challenges of building on the Rocky series; Becoming Adonis; Deleted scenes; Language: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English.

Creed (The Rocky series continues, Rocky helps the son of Apollo Creed reach his full potential in the ring. Adonis Johnson never knew his famous father, world heavyweight champion Apollo Creed, who died before he was born. Still, there’s no denying that boxing is in his blood, so Adonis heads to Philadelphia, the site of Apollo Creed’s legendary match with Rocky Balboa. Cast includes Michael B. Jordan, Sylvester Stallone, Tessa Thompson, Phylicia Rashad, Mark Rhin Smith, Andre Ward, Anthony Bell, Ritchie Coster, Jacob “Stitch” Duran, Graham McTavish, Will Blagrove, Maria Breyma, Hans Marrero. Story by Ryan Coogler. Screenplay by Ryan Coogler and Aaron Covington. Directed by Ryan Coogler. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “Know the past, own the future” cast and crew talk about challenges of building on the Rocky series; Becoming Adonis; Deleted scenes; Language: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio;
Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Crimes and misdemeanors
06167, VH
COLOR 104 MIN ORION HOME 1989
A tapestry of interwoven relationships played against a colorful Manhattan setting. A story of people's lives, loves, perceptions, and ideals; shows how the choices people make affect them; choices such as whether to murder, have an affair, or go against ones artistic principles. Cast includes Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Anjelica Huston, Martin Landau. Written and directed by Woody Allen.

Feature films – United States.

Crimes and misdemeanors : (DVD)
18736, ID
COLOR 104 MIN METRO-GOLD 1989
The Woody Allen collection Series - A tapestry of interwoven relationships played against a colorful Manhattan setting. A story of people's lives, loves, perceptions, and ideals; shows how the choices people make affect them; choices such as whether to murder, have an affair, or go against ones artistic principles. Cast includes Caroline Aaron, Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Claire Bloom, Mia Farrow, Joanna Gleason, Anjelica Huston, Martin Landau, Jenny Nichols, Jerry Orbach, Sam Waterston. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed-captioned.


Crimes of the heart
08074, VH
COLOR 105 MIN LORIMAR HO 1986
Three sisters must overcome sibling rivalry and their off-beat upbringing in order to come to terms with each other as adults. Based on the Pulitzer-winning play by Beth Henley. Cast includes Diane Keaton, Jessica Lange, Sissy Spacek, Tess Harper, David Carperter, Hurd Hatfield and Sam Shepard; directed by Bruce Beresford.

American drama–20th Century–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Beresford, Bruce, 1940-; Henley, Beth.

The crimson kimono : (DVD)
14896, ID
B&W 81 MIN SONY PICTU 1959
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - A noir thriller about two L.A. cops, one white and the other Japanese American. The men are Korean War army buddies now working together as homicide detectives. While working on a case of a murdered stripper in Los Angeles' Little Tokyo, both men are attracted to a woman who is a possible suspect in the murder. The white cop expresses his displeasure that his partner would be with the attractive and white woman. His racist views hurt his partner and threaten their friendship. Their friendship and the central romance, is resolved after the detectives solve the murder. Samuel Fuller's film takes a daring look at interracial romance at a time when it was still a hot-button issue. Cast includes Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cobett, James Shigeta, Anna Lee, Paul Dubov, Jaclyne Greene. Written and directed by Samuel Fuller. This DVD version is disc six of the Samuel Fuller collection and features widescreen presentation; *Curts Hanson: The culture of the 'Crimson Kimono;* Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Criss cross
06468, VH
B&W 88 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1948
Classic film noir involving inflamed passions, greed, robbery, and murder. An armored car driver with a fatal attraction to his ex-wife, now married to a notorious hoodlum, becomes mixed up with the hood in planning a robbery of an upcoming payroll shipment. The ruse of the robbery is used to cover up the man's affair with his ex-wife. The deception triggers a series of dark and foreboding events that ultimately leads to violence and death. Based on the novel by Don Tracy. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan Duryea, Stephen McNally, Richard Long. Directed by Robert by Robert Siodmark.

Feature films – United States.

Criss cross : (DVD)
14832, ID
B&W 88 MIN UNIVERSAL 1948
An armored car driver remains in love with his ex-wife. She has moved on and is married to a local gangster. His desire for his ex-wife is so strong that he arranges to meet her and their passion re-ignites. When the gangster catches them together the driver pretends he has come to meet with the hoodlum in order to plan a heist of his own armored car company. Now the man is trapped in criminal endeavor that he wants no part of with the man who is married to the woman he loves. The series of dark events which follow lead to violence and death. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan Duryea, Stephen McNally, Richard Long. Screenplay by Daniel Fuchs. Directed by Robert Siodmak. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Criterion Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
12 angry men : (DVD)
3:10 to Yuma : (Three ten to Yuma) : (Blu-ray Disc)
Ace in the hole
All that heaven allows : (DVD)
Barry Lyndon : (DVD)
Bigger than life : (Blu-ray Disc)
Blast of silence : (DVD)
The blob : (DVD)
Border radio : (DVD)
Brand upon the brain : a remembrance in 12 chapters : (DVD)
The curious case of Benjamin Button : (DVD)
The Darjeeling Limited : (DVD)
Down by law : (DVD)
El norte : (DVD)
Fear and loathing in Las Vegas : (DVD)
Grey Gardens : (DVD)
John Ford's My darling Clementine : (DVD)
The killing : (DVD)
The king of kings : (McCabe and Mrs. Miller) : (Blu-ray Disc)
The lady eve : (DVD)
Make way for tomorrow : (DVD)
McCabe & Mrs. Miller : (Blu-ray Disc)
Metro politan : (DVD)
Michael Cimino's heaven's gate : (DVD)
Mildred Pierce : (DVD)

The killing : (DVD)
The king of kings : (McCabe and Mrs. Miller) : (Blu-ray Disc)
The lady eve : (DVD)
Make way for tomorrow : (DVD)
McCabe & Mrs. Miller : (Blu-ray Disc)
Metro politan : (DVD)
Michael Cimino's heaven's gate : (DVD)
Mildred Pierce : (DVD)
Feature films – United States

Crooked arrows : (DVD) 17648,ID
COLOR 105 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2012
The sport of lacrosse has been part of Native American heritage for centuries. The rag-tag team of Native American players from Crooked Arrow high school has a tradition of being under achieving losers. A former star lacrosse player agrees to coach the team in an attempt to secure a lucrative casino project. Through his leadership he begins to transform the team into winners, along the way the teams efforts teach the coach the value of loyalty. Cast includes Brandon Routh, Crystal Allen, Chelsea Ricketts, Dennis Ambriz, Gil Birmingham, Tyler Hill. Screenplay by Brad Riddell and Todd Baird. Directed by Steve Rash. This DVD version features commentary by director Steve Rash and co-producers Mark Ellis and Neal Powless; The story of "Crooked arrows"; "Keepin it real 'Crooked arrows' lacrosse; Native American lacrosse – a "Crooked arrow" tribute; "The game of life: heart and spirit of the Onondaga"; "Crooked arrows" theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Crossfire 06168,VH
B&W 86 MIN TURNER HOME 1947
A murder mystery set right after the end of World War II. The brutal murder of a Jewish man by an American soldier is methodically unraveled by a police Captain. Upon finding a key witness also murdered, the police Captain enlists the aid of an army sergeant in the murder case enshrouded with racial and religious bigotry. Cast includes Robert Young, Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

Feature films – United States.

Crossing delancey 06171,VH
COLOR 97 MIN WARNER HOME 1988
A modern single woman’s life takes a path her tradition-minded grandmother chooses not to understand. She is single, happy, and successful professionally, but only single in her grandmothers eyes. The old woman hires a match maker to find her granddaughter a husband. The match maker finds a pickle selling street vendor as the match or mismatch. The story of two different worlds coming together. Cast includes Amy Irving, Peter Riegert. Directed by Joan Micklin Silver.

Feature films – United States.

Cruel intentions : (DVD) 13841,ID
COLOR 97 MIN COLUMBIA PICTURES 1999
Based on a private school kids dabble in destroying classmates’ lives. Two step siblings enjoy their social position amongst the popular kids; they think nothing of destroying the reputation and psyche of classmates for fun. The two turn their attention towards the headmaster’s beautiful daughter. The sister bets her step brother that he will not be able to seduce and bed the young girl. He accepts the bet and in the process of trying to win, he finds himself actually falling in love with the girl. The story is adapted from the 1782 novel "Les liaisons dangereuses" by Choderlos de Laclos. Cast includes Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe, Reese Witherspoon, Selma Blair. Screenplay and directed by Roger Kumble. This DVD version features both full screen and widescreen presentation; Filmmakers’ commentary; Six deleted scenes; "Creative intentions: finding a visual style" featurette; Music videos by Placebo and Marcy Playground; Making-of featurette; Theatrical trailer; Talent and filmographies; Languages: English; Subtitles: English.


The cruise : (DVD) 19241,ID
COLOR 76 MIN LIONS GATE 1998
Take an unforgettable ride through the concrete canyons of Manhattan with Timothy "Speed" Levitch as your guide in this acclaimed documentary. Both an adventure and a voyage, this film is ultimately about the search for worthwhile possibilities. Tour guide: Timothy Speed Levitch. Produced and directed by Bennett Miller. In English; closed-captioned.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Tour guides (Persons) – New York (State); New York – Drama.; Manhattan (New York, N.Y.); Description and travel.; New York; Manhattan.; Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) – Description and travel.; Miller, Bennett.; Levitch, Timothy, 1970-
Cruising : (DVD) 12486.ID
12486.DM
COLOR 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1980
A serial killer is preying on gay men in New York City. A tough New York policeman goes under cover in the lurid male homosexual S&M subculture of Manhattan's West Village to catch the killer. The cops own identity and relationships are haughtingly affected by his undercover work. The film's depiction of gay culture was very controversial at the time of its release. Based upon the novel by Gerald Walker. Cast includes Al Pacino, Paul Sorvino, Karen Allen. Written and directed by William Friedkin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director's commentary; Two featurettes; Trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Crumb : (DVD) 08513.DM
COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
A hilarious and mysterious journey through artistic genius and sexual obsession. R. Crumb is the underground cartoonist who created such comics and characters as Zap Comix, Mr. Natural, and Fritz the Cat. The artist's work is surveyed and the eccentricities of his work and personality are viewed with his extremely dysfunctional family as a backdrop. Directed by Terry Zwigoff.


Crumb : (DVD) 09717.ID
COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
A hilarious and mysterious journey through artistic genius and sexual obsession. R. Crumb is the underground cartoonist who created such comics and characters as Zap Comix, Mr. Natural, and Fritz the Cat. The artist's work is surveyed and the eccentricities of his work and personality are viewed with his extremely dysfunctional family as a backdrop. Directed by Terry Zwigoff. This DVD version features scene selection; full screen format; theatrical trailer; subtitles: English.


The crusades : (DVD) 11993.ID
B&W 126 MIN UNIVERSAL 1935
The Cecil B. DeMille Collection Series - King Richard the Lion-Hearted of England vows to take the Holy City of Jerusalem from the Saracens in this epic action film set during the Crusades of the 12th century. King Richard's marriage of convenience to Princess Berengaria ignites into a passionate union when the beautiful and determined young woman joins him in the treacherous battle to save the Holy City. Cast includes Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith, Alan Hale, Katherine DeMille, C. Aubrey Smith, Joseph Schildkraut. Screenplay by Harold Lamb, Waldemar Young and Dudley Nichols. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. In English, with subtitles in Spanish, French, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Cry freedom : (DVD) 08853.ID
08853.DM
COLOR 159 MIN UNIVERSAL 1987
The sweeping story of South African black activist Stephan Biko and a liberal white newspaper editor, Donald Woods, who risks his own life to bring Biko's message to the world. When Stephen Biko is silenced by the police, Donald Woods undertakes a perilous quest to escape South Africa and bring Biko's remarkable tale of courage to the world. Based on the books "Biko" and "Asking for Trouble" by Donald Woods. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Kevin Kline, Penelope Wilton. Screenplay by John Briley. Directed by Richard Attenborough.

Feature films – United States.

Cry freedom : (DVD) 09952.ID
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1988
A couple's baby is carried away by wild dogs in the Australian outback. The public does not believe the story the parents are telling and a murder trial ensues. There is little evidence to prove either sides story and the hysteria the case stirs up in the country makes it hard for the couple to receive a fair trial. The truth based film captures the furor the trial inspired in Australia, which was the 1980's equivalent of a Salem witch hunt. Based on "Evil Angels" by John Bryson. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Sam Neill. Screenplay by Robert Caswell and Fred Schepisi. Directed by Fred Schepisi. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.

The curious case of Benjamin Button : (DVD) 14243.ID
14243.DM
COLOR 165 MIN PARAMOUNT 2008
The Criterion Collection Series - A man who is born in his eighties and ages backward and the woman he is destined to love forever. The film follows Benjamin Button's remarkable adventure of life, love, and redemption from the end of World War I through the twenty-first century. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett, Taraji P. Henson, Julia Ormond, Jason Flemyng, Elias Koteas, Tilda Swinton. From the short story by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Screen story by Eric Roth and Robin Swicord. Screenplay by Eric Roth. Directed by David Fincher. This 2-disc Criterion Collection special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interviews with Brad Pitt and Cate Blanchett; Audio commentary featuring Academy Award nominated director David Fincher; Footage revealing the innovative techniques behind the Academy Award winning visual effects and makeup; Step-by-step examination of the motion-capture process aging Brad Pitt; In-depth exploration of David Fincher's creative process on the set; Interview with composer Alexandre Desplat about the score; Featurettes on the film's storyboard, costumes, and Academy Award winning art direction; Stills galleries, including costume designs and candid behind-the-scenes production photos; An essay by film critic Kent Jones; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.
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Curly top : (DVD) 11038,LD
B&W 76 MIN 20TH CENTU 1935
Shirley Temple Collection Series - A young girl and her older sister are adopted by the kind trustee of an orphanage. The older sister falls in love with the man, so her adorable little sister decides to play matchmaker and bring her two favorite adults together. Cast includes Shirley Temple, John Boles, Rochelle Hudson, Jane Darwell. Screenplay by Patterson McNutt and Arthur Beckhard. Directed by Irving Cummings. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Color viewing options; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish.

The curse of King Tut's tomb : (DVD) 13938,LD
COLOR 170 MIN ECHO BRIDG 2006
Thousands of years ago, the great Child King Tutankhamen ruled. Few know the details of his life - no one knows the secrets of his death. All that is about to change. Free-spirited archaeologist Danny Fremont is certain that if found, King Tut’s Emerald Tablet would hold the power to control the world. Unfortunately, the only one who believes Fremont is his nemesis archaeologist Morgan Sinclair, a member of a secret society who wants the tablet to harness unspeakable evil on the world and will stop at nothing to get it. With the help of a crackerjack team that includes the doubting Egyptologist Dr. Barakat, Fremont ventures into the Valley of the Kings, toward Tut’s tomb, nearer the portal to another world, and closer to the truth behind a mystery that will change the world forever-and end it. Cast includes Casper Van Dien, Jonathan Hyde, and Malcolm McDowell. Directed by Russell Mulcahy. Written by David Tischer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; 5.1 Dolgy Digital Surround; 5.1 DTS Surround; Bonus features with the cast and crew; Language: English.

The Da Vinci code : (DVD) 13924,LD
COLOR 149 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
When respected American religious symbology expert Dr. Robert Langdon is suddenly lured to the Louvre by French Captain Bezu Fache, he soon discovered that he is the number 1 suspect for the murder of a historian Langdon had been scheduled to meet with. Assisted by a French cryptographer and government agent named Sophie, Langdon is challenged to decipher a chain of cryptic codes and puzzles, all the while trying to stay ahead of Fache’s lawmen in a chase through the Louvre, and out into the Parisian cityscape, and finally across the channel to England. Based on the novel by Dan Brown. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Audrey Tautou, Ian McKellen, Alfred Molina, Jurgen Prochnow, Jean Reno, Paul Bettany, Jean-Yves Berteloot, Etienne Chicot, Jean-Pierre Marielle, Marie-Francoise Audollen. Screenplay by Akiva Goldsman. Directed by Ron Howard. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “First day on the set with Ron Howard” featurette; “A discussion with Dan Brown” featurette; “A portrait of Langdon” featurette; “Who is Sophie Neveu?” featurette; “Unusual suspects” featurette; “Magical places” featurette; “Filmmaker’s journey” a two-part featurette; “Close-up on the Mona Lisa” featurette; “The codes of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The music of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The da Vinci code” puzzle game PC demo; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Dallas buyers club : (Blu-ray Disc) 18311,LD
COLOR 117 MIN UNIVERSAL 2013
Texas cowboy Ron Woodroof’s free-wheeling life was overturned in 1985 when he was diagnosed as HIV-positive. Shunned and ostracized by many old friends and bereft of government-approved medicines, he decided to take matters in his own hands, tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world by means both legal and illegal. Bypassing the establishment, he joined forces with an unlikely band of renegades and outcasts and established a hugely successful “buyers’ club.” Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Jennifer Garner, Steve Zahn, Denis O’Hare, Dallas Roberts, Michael O’Neill, Kevin Rankin, Griffin Dunne, Jared Leto, Donna Duplantier. Bonus: deleted scenes; a look inside Dallas buyers club. Directed by Jean-Marc Vallee. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish or French.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 18893,LD
COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2001
Someone is stealing millions in jewels from New York City’s upper crust. It’s up to insurance investigator C.W. Briggs to find out who is stealing the goods. Feeling that the heists are an inside job, he uses his instincts to discover which “insiders” are actually responsible. Those instincts are slightly hampered by a hypnotic spell placed on him by Zoltan. Cast includes Woody Allen, Dan Aykroyd, Helen Hunt, Brian Markinson, Wallace Shawn, David Ogden Stiers, Charlene Tilton, Elizabeth Berkley, John Schuck. English, French or Spanish audio tracks, with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.

Cutters’ way : (DVD) 17329,LD
COLOR 108 MIN TGG DIRECT 1981

The curse of the jade scorpion : (DVD) 13924,DM
COLOR 149 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
When respected American religious symbology expert Dr. Robert Langdon is suddenly lured to the Louvre by French Captain Bezu Fache, he soon discovered that he is the number 1 suspect for the murder of a historian Langdon had been scheduled to meet with. Assisted by a French cryptographer and government agent named Sophie, Langdon is challenged to decipher a chain of cryptic codes and puzzles, all the while trying to stay ahead of Fache’s lawmen in a chase through the Louvre, and out into the Parisian cityscape, and finally across the channel to England. Based on the novel by Dan Brown. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Audrey Tautou, Ian McKellen, Alfred Molina, Jurgen Prochnow, Jean Reno, Paul Bettany, Jean-Yves Berteloot, Etienne Chicot, Jean-Pierre Marielle, Marie-Francoise Audollen. Screenplay by Akiva Goldsman. Directed by Ron Howard. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “First day on the set with Ron Howard” featurette; “A discussion with Dan Brown” featurette; “A portrait of Langdon” featurette; “Who is Sophie Neveu?” featurette; “Unusual suspects” featurette; “Magical places” featurette; “Filmmaker’s journey” a two-part featurette; “Close-up on the Mona Lisa” featurette; “The codes of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The music of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The da Vinci code” puzzle game PC demo; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 18893,LD
COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2001
Someone is stealing millions in jewels from New York City’s upper crust. It’s up to insurance investigator C.W. Briggs to find out who is stealing the goods. Feeling that the heists are an inside job, he uses his instincts to discover which “insiders” are actually responsible. Those instincts are slightly hampered by a hypnotic spell placed on him by Zoltan. Cast includes Woody Allen, Dan Aykroyd, Helen Hunt, Brian Markinson, Wallace Shawn, David Ogden Stiers, Charlene Tilton, Elizabeth Berkley, John Schuck. English, French or Spanish audio tracks, with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 13924,LD
COLOR 149 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
When respected American religious symbology expert Dr. Robert Langdon is suddenly lured to the Louvre by French Captain Bezu Fache, he soon discovered that he is the number 1 suspect for the murder of a historian Langdon had been scheduled to meet with. Assisted by a French cryptographer and government agent named Sophie, Langdon is challenged to decipher a chain of cryptic codes and puzzles, all the while trying to stay ahead of Fache’s lawmen in a chase through the Louvre, and out into the Parisian cityscape, and finally across the channel to England. Based on the novel by Dan Brown. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Audrey Tautou, Ian McKellen, Alfred Molina, Jurgen Prochnow, Jean Reno, Paul Bettany, Jean-Yves Berteloot, Etienne Chicot, Jean-Pierre Marielle, Marie-Francoise Audollen. Screenplay by Akiva Goldsman. Directed by Ron Howard. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “First day on the set with Ron Howard” featurette; “A discussion with Dan Brown” featurette; “A portrait of Langdon” featurette; “Who is Sophie Neveu?” featurette; “Unusual suspects” featurette; “Magical places” featurette; “Filmmaker’s journey” a two-part featurette; “Close-up on the Mona Lisa” featurette; “The codes of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The music of The Da Vinci code” featurette; “The da Vinci code” puzzle game PC demo; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 18893,LD
COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2001
Someone is stealing millions in jewels from New York City’s upper crust. It’s up to insurance investigator C.W. Briggs to find out who is stealing the goods. Feeling that the heists are an inside job, he uses his instincts to discover which “insiders” are actually responsible. Those instincts are slightly hampered by a hypnotic spell placed on him by Zoltan. Cast includes Woody Allen, Dan Aykroyd, Helen Hunt, Brian Markinson, Wallace Shawn, David Ogden Stiers, Charlene Tilton, Elizabeth Berkley, John Schuck. English, French or Spanish audio tracks, with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 18893,LD
COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2001
Someone is stealing millions in jewels from New York City’s upper crust. It’s up to insurance investigator C.W. Briggs to find out who is stealing the goods. Feeling that the heists are an inside job, he uses his instincts to discover which “insiders” are actually responsible. Those instincts are slightly hampered by a hypnotic spell placed on him by Zoltan. Cast includes Woody Allen, Dan Aykroyd, Helen Hunt, Brian Markinson, Wallace Shawn, David Ogden Stiers, Charlene Tilton, Elizabeth Berkley, John Schuck. English, French or Spanish audio tracks, with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.

The curse of the cat people : (DVD) 18893,LD
COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2001
Someone is stealing millions in jewels from New York City’s upper crust. It’s up to insurance investigator C.W. Briggs to find out who is stealing the goods. Feeling that the heists are an inside job, he uses his instincts to discover which “insiders” are actually responsible. Those instincts are slightly hampered by a hypnotic spell placed on him by Zoltan. Cast includes Woody Allen, Dan Aykroyd, Helen Hunt, Brian Markinson, Wallace Shawn, David Ogden Stiers, Charlene Tilton, Elizabeth Berkley, John Schuck. English, French or Spanish audio tracks, with optional English subtitles; closed-captioned.
Texas cowboy Ron Woodroof's free-wheeling life was overturned in 1985 when he was diagnosed as HIV-positive. Shunned and ostracized by many old friends and bereft of government-approved medicines, he decided to take matters in his own hands, tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world by means both legal and illegal. By passing the establishment, he joined forces with an unlikely band of renegades and outcasts and established a hugely successful "buyers' club." Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Jennifer Garner, Steve Zahn, Denis O'Hare, Dallas Roberts, Michael O'Neill, Kevin Rankin, Griffin Dunne, Jared Leto, Donna Duplantier. Bonus deleted scenes; a look inside Dallas buyers club. Directed by Jean-Marc Vallee. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish or English. Feature films – United States.; HIV-positive persons – Care – United States.; HIV-positive persons – Drama.; United States – Territorial expansion – Drama.; Male domination (Social structure) – Drama.; Stillman, Whit, 1952-.

Dance, girl, dance
11584.VH
B&W 89 MIN TURNER HOM 1940
The Lucille Ball Signature Collection Series - A couple of ambitious chorus girls are eager to make it big in the glitzy, glamorous world of show business. Rivals on and off stage, the women compete for parts and men, everything is fair game. Their rivalry comes to a head with a brutal cat fight. Based on a story by Vicki Baum. Cast includes Maureen O'Hara, Louis Hayward, Lucille Ball, Virginia Field, Ralph Bellamy, Mary Carlisle, Katharine Alexander. Screenplay by Tess Slesinger and Frank Davis. Directed by Dorothy Arzner.

Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.; Musicals–United States

Dances with wolves
05321.VH
05321.DM
COLOR 181 MIN ORION HOME 1990
The story of a Civil War Army officer whose heroism in battle allows him his pick of posts. His choice, to see the American West before it disappears, changes his life as he meets, comes to understand, and eventually joins the Lakota Sioux tribe. Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Mary McDonnell, Graham Greene and Rodney A. Grant; screenplay by Michael Blake, based on his novel; directed by Costner.

Feature films – United States.; Indians of North America – Drama.; Indian women – North America – Drama.; Costner, Kevin

Dances with wolves : (Blu-ray Disc)
19061.ID
COLOR 236 MIN MGM HOME E 1990
Based on his heroism in the Civil War, Lt. John Dunbar wants to see the American frontier before it is gone. Assigned to an abandoned fort with a Sioux tribe as his only neighbor, he overcomes the language barrier and mutual fear and distrust to become a friend of the tribe, but his knowledge of their ultimate fate forces him to make a crucial decision. Based on Michael Blake's novel. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Mary McDonnell, Graham Greene, Rodman A. Grant, Floyd "Red Crow" Westerman, Tantoo Cardinal, Robert Pastorelli, Charles Rocket, Maury Chaykin. Directed by Kevin Costner. This two-disc Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Extended version with never-before-seen additional scenes; Audio commentary with Kevin Costner and producer Jim Wilson; Second audio commentary with the director of photography and the editor;
"The creation of an era" retrospective documentary. Original making-of featurette. Original music video: “Dances” photo montage with introduction by Ben Glass; Poster gallery; TV spots; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French. This Blu-ray disc version must be played using a Blu-ray player.


Dances with wolves : (DVD) 14558,ID 14555, VH
COLOR 181 MIN MGM HOME E 1990
Rewarded for his heroism in the Civil War, Lt. John Dunbar wants to see the American frontier before it is gone. Assigned to a shop owned by a racketeer, he grows increasingly bitter and distrusts to become a friend of the tribe. But his knowledge of their ultimate fate forces him to make a crucial decision. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Mary McDonnell, Graham Greene, Rodney A. Grant. Screenplay by Michael Blake based on his novel. Directed by Kevin Costner. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


Dancing at Lughnasa 05393, VH
08367, VH
COLOR 95 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1999
The story of five unmarried sisters living in rural Ireland in 1936. Europe is on the brink of war and the sister's village is on the verge of incredible change. The sister's lives are disrupted with the arrival of two men in their lives – their older brother and the father of one of their sons. Adapted from the play by Brian Friel. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Michael Gambon, Catherine McCormack, Kathy Burke, Bríd Brennan, Sophie Thompson, Rhys Ifans. Directed by Pat O'Connor.

Feature films–Ireland; Feature films – United States.

Dancing in Jaffa : (DVD) 10550,ID 10550, VH
COLOR 106 MIN HBO VIDEO 2001
A young African American man is hired by a major TV network to help tap into the hot urban market. He is the first black executive at the network and the position offers the man a chance to prove he has what it takes to make it in the industry. He hires a beautiful African American writer, a woman with a vision; together they develop a show starring a young talent straight from the streets. The writer and executive's partnership is extended to the bedroom and their relationship is very hot, until the show's ratings start to cool. The executive soon is faced with the dilemma of having to sell out in order to maintain his position and in doing so risk alienating the writer. Cast includes Nicole Ari Parker, Isaiah Washington, Imalinda Williams. Written and directed by Reggie Rock Bythewood. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Cast and crew bios; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

Dangerous beauty : (DVD) 12920,ID 12920, ID
COLOR 112 MIN WARNER BRO 1997
In Renaissance Venice, a young woman becomes a courtesan to the rich and powerful. Veronica Franco is from a good family that has lost its wealth, so when she comes of age to marry the nobleman she loves, his family does not approve of the marriage. Understanding her social standing her mother encourages her to become a courtesan. Veronica thrives in her role as consort to the powerful men of Italy. In the end she has to pay a price, when during the Inquisition she is charged with witchcraft and must stand alone on trial for her life. Based on the biography "The honest courtesan" by Margaret Rosenthal. Cast includes Catherine McCormack, Rufus Sewell, Oliver Platt, Moira Kelly, Fred Ward, Jacqueline Bisset. Written by Jeaninne Dominy. Directed by Marshall Herskovitz. This DVD versionfeatures interactive menus; Scene access; Widescreen presentation; Production notes; Three theatrical trailers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.


Dangerous liaisons 05393, VH
05393, DM
05393, VH
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER HOM 1989
When rich, scheming widow Merteuil challenges predatory rake Valmont to seduce the beautiful and proper Madame de Tourvel, a game of lying, cheating, deceit and betrayal begins, an 18th century battle of the sexes. Adapted from the 1782 novel, "Les Liaisons Dangereuses," by Choderlos de Laclos. Cast includes Glenn Close, John Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer; screenplay by Christopher Hampton, based on his play; directed by Stephen Frears.

Feature films – United States.; French literature–18th century–Film and video adaptation; Frears, Stephen; Lacos, Choderlos de, 1741-1803

Dangerous liaisons (DVD) 13816,ID 13816, ID
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER HOM 1989
When rich, scheming widow Merteuil challenges predatory rake Valmont to seduce the beautiful and proper Madame de Tourvel, a game of lying, cheating, deceit and betrayal begins, an 18th century battle of the sexes. Adapted from the 1782 novel, "Les Liaisons Dangereuses," by Choderlos de Laclos. Cast includes Glenn Close, John Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer; screenplay by Christopher Hampton, based on his play. Directed by Stephen Frears. This DVD versionfeatures interactive menus; Scene access; Production notes; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; French literature–18th century–Film and video adaptation; Frears, Stephen; Lacos, Choderlos de, 1741-1803

The dangerous lives of altar boys : (DVD) 10439, ID 10439, ID
COLOR 106 MIN HBO VIDEO 2001
A coming of age story about two Catholic school boys and the trouble they get into at school. The two friends have an affinity for comic books, a guilty interest in their own real life nemesis in the stern nun Sister Assumpta. The film uses animated segments to advance the story. Based on the book by Chris Fuhrman. Cast includes Kieran Culkin, Jena Malone, Emile Hirsch, Vincent D’Onofrio, Jodie Foster. Screenplay by Jeff Stockwell and Michael Petroni. Directed by Peter Care. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Letterbox version; Audio commentary with director Peter Care.
and screenwriter Jeff Stockwell; Animated scenes collection; Audio commentary of animated scenes with animation producer Todd McFarlane; Soundtrack; Cast and filmmaker bios; Featurette; Deleted scenes; Interviews with cast and filmmakers; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; DVD-ROM content; Animation illustrations; Trailer gallery; Subtitles: Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Dangerous money : (DVD) 16819.ID

B&W 66 MIN WARNER HOM 1946


The Danish girl : (DVD) 19484.ID

COLOR 120 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014

The remarkable love story inspired by the lives of artists Lili Elbe and Gerda Wegener. Lili and Gerda's marriage and work evolve as they navigate Lili's groundbreaking journey as a trans gender pioneer. Based on the book by David Ebershoff. Cast includes Eddie Redmayne, Alicia Vikander, Ben Whishaw, Sebastian Koch, Amber Heard, Matthias Schoenaerts, Tussie Silberg, Adrian Schiller. Screenplay by Lucinda Coxon. Directed by Tom Hooper. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The making of the "The Danish girl"; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Darjeeling Limited : (DVD) 18630.ID

COLOR 91 MIN TWENTIETH 2007

The Criterion Collection Series - Having not spoken to each other in a year, three American brothers set off on a train voyage across India with a plan to find themselves and bond with each other. The brothers wanted to regain their friendship of each other. Their "spiritual quest," however, veers rapidly off-course – other. The brothers wanted to regain their friendship of each other in a year, three American brothers set off on a train voyage across India with a plan to find themselves and bond with each other. Their "spiritual quest," however, veers rapidly off-course – other. The brothers wanted to regain their friendship of each other.

The Darjeeling Limited: (DVD) 12882.ID

COLOR 91 MIN 20TH CENTU 2007

Three estranged American brothers decide to take a bonding/ "spiritual quest" train voyage across India. The brothers have not talked in years, but agree that the trip is needed to save their relationship to each other. The trip falls apart when they find themselves stranded in the middle of the desert with eleven suitcases, a printer, and a laminating machine. The film is about their adventure and their friendship. Cast includes Owen Wilson, Adrien Body, Jason Schwartzman, Anjelica Huston. Featuring music from the films of Satyajit Ray and Merchant Ivory. Written by Wes Anderson, Roman Coppola, and Jason Schwartzman. Directed by Wes Anderson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Short film: "Hotel Chevalier;" Behind-the-scenes documentary; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Dark alibi : (DVD) 16818.ID

B&W 62 MIN WARNER HOM 1946

TCM Spotlight: Charlie Chan Collection Series - In this race against time, Charlie must solve the execution of an innocent man on Death Row. The cast includes Sidney Toler, Mantan Moreland, Ken Carter, Benson Fong and Teala Loring. Directed by Phil Karlson. Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


Dark city : (DVD) 20166.ID

B&W 98 MIN OLIVE FILM 1950

A stranger's suicide and a gambler's murder are both linked to an uncashed cashier's check won at a crooked card game. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Lizabeth Scott, Viveca Lindfors, Dean Jagger, Don Defore, Jack Webb, Ed Begley, Henry Morgan, Walter Sande, Mark Keuning, Mike Mazurki. Screenplay by John Meredith Lucas and Larry Marcus. Adaptation by Ketti Fringe. Directed by William Dieterle.


Dark girls : (DVD) 18508.ID

COLOR 71 MIN ONE VILLAG 2011

Dark Girls is a fascinating and controversial film that goes underneath the surface to explore the prejudices dark-skinned women face throughout the world. It explores the roots of classism, racism and the lack of self-esteem within a segment of cultures that span from America to the most remote corners of the globe. Women share their personal stories, touching on deeply ingrained beliefs and attitudes of society, while allowing generations to heal as they learn to love themselves for who they are. Directed by Bill Duke and D. Channsin Berry. In English; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.


The dark knight : (DVD) 18573.ID

COLOR 153 MIN WARNER HOM 2008

With the help of Lieutenant Jim Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent, Batman raises the stakes on his war on crime and sets out to dismantle the remaining criminal organizations that plague the city streets. The partnership proves to be effective, but they soon find themselves prey to a reign of chaos unleashed by a rising criminal mastermind known to the terrified citizens of Gotham as The Joker. The Joker, whose eerie grin and laughter can shake Gotham City to its core, becomes a dangerous adversary that Batman seeks to stop at all costs.

Based upon characters appearing in comic books published by DC Comics; The Batman character was created by Bob Kane. Cast includes Christian Bale, Heath Ledger, Aaron Eckhart, Michael Caine, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Gary Oldman, Morgan Freeman. Directed by Christopher Nolan. English and French language soundtracks (Dolby surround stereo) with
optional subtitles in English or French; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States.**

- **Criminal behavior – Drama.**
- **Criminal investigation – Drama.**
- **Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.).**
- **Superhero films.**
- **Kane, Bob – Film and video adaptations.**
- **Nolan, Christopher, 1970-**
- **Joker (Fictitious character) – Drama.**
- **Batman (Fictitious character) – Drama.**

---

**The dark passage : (Le chevalier noir) : (DVD)****

15210, ID 15210, DM

COLOR 153 MIN WARNER BRO 2008

*Batman is the Dark Knight. He works to eradicate the criminal element in Gotham City. He wages war against the city's entrenched criminal organizations with the help of Lieutenant Jim Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent. There is a new criminal psychopath in Gotham known as the Joker, his trademark sinister makeup, eerie grin and laughter strike fear in the citizenry. Sadistic and psychotic the Joker becomes a dangerous adversary, who Batman must stop at any cost.*

This dark action film is the follow-up film in the series which began with "Batman begins." Based upon characters appearing in comic books published by DC Comics. The Batman character was created by Bob Kane. Cast includes Christian Bale, Heath Ledger, Aaron Eckhart, Michael Caine, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Gary Oldman, Morgan Freeman. Story by Christopher Nolan and David S. Goyer. Screenplay by Jonathan Nolan and Christopher Nolan. Directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version features standard full-screen presentation: Languages: English, French (dubbed in Quebec), and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States.**

*Ruth Collins, one half of a twin sister pair, is a suspect in the murder of a prominent society doctor. When her twin sister appears with an air tight alibi and refusing to testify against her sister, the authorities are forced to drop the case against Ruth. The case arouses the interest of a psychiatrist specializing in the study of twins, who persuades the Collins sisters to submit to a psychiatric evaluation as a routine case study. Both sisters fall in love with the psychiatrist, and a lifetime of jealousy erupts. One sister's psychosis threatens the lives of all three.*


**Feature films – United States.**

---

**Dark odyssey**

10517, VH

B&W 85 MIN REPUBLIC P 1946

*A contemporary Greek Tragedy set in 1950's New York City. A B&W 85 MIN FIRST RUN 1957

*10517, VH* 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1947

A film noir thriller about a man unjustly accused of murdering his wife, who escapes from San Quentin and sets out to clear his name; but, he needs the help of someone he can trust. He finds both help and love in Irene, a San Francisco artist who is convinced he's innocent. From the novel by David Goodis. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Bruce Bennett, Agnes Moorehead, Tom D’Andrea, Clifton Young, Douglas Kennedy, Rory Mallinson, Houseley Stevenson. Screenplay and directed by Delmer Daves. This DVD version features making-of featurette "Hold your breath and cross your fingers"; the story of

---

**The dark tower : (DVD)****

20389, ID

COLOR 95 MIN SONY PICTU 2017

*The last Gunslinger, Roland Deschain, has been locked in an eternal battle with Walter O’Dim, also known as the Man in Black, determined to prevent him from toppling the Dark Tower, which holds the universe together. With the fate of the worlds at stake, good and evil will collide in the ultimate battle as only Roland can defend the Tower from the Man in Black. Based on The dark tower novels by Stephen King. Cast includes Idris Elba, Matthew McConaughey, Tom Taylor, Claudia Kim, Frank Cranz, Abbey Lee, Katheryn Winnick, Jackie Earle Haley. Screenplay by Akiva Goldsman, Jeff Pinkner, Anders Thomas Jensen, and Nikolaj Arcel. Directed by Nikolaj Arcel. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Blooper reel; "The man in black"; "The gunslinger in action"; Languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Thai; English audio description track; Subtitles: English, Cantonese, Simplified Chinese, Chinese traditional, French, Indonesian/Bahasa, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, Spanish, Thai, Vietnamese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.*

**Feature films – United States.**

*When she learns she has less than a year to live, a dying heiress is determined to find happiness in the months she has left. From the play by George Emmerson Brewer, Jr. and Bernard Bloch. Cast includes Bette Davis, George Brent, Humphrey Bogart, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Cora Witherspoon, Ronald Reagan, Henry Travers. Screenplay by Casey Robinson. Directed by Edmund Goulding. This DVD version features commentary by film historian James Ursini and CNN film critic Paul Clinton; Featurette "1939: tough competition for 'Dark victory'"; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.*

---

**Daughter of Shanghai : (DVD)****

11594, ID

11594, DM

COLOR 62 MIN VINTAGE FI 1937

*Anna May Wong Series - Lan Ying's father, an importer of Chinese antiques, is murdered by smugglers after he refuses to help them smuggle illegal immigrants into San Francisco. Lan Ying decides to solve the case herself by pretending to be a nightclub dancer in the South American nightclub owned by Hartman, the man she suspects of being responsible for her father's death. Cast includes Anna May Wong, Philip Ahn, Charles Bickford, Larry Crabbie, J. Carrol Naish, Anthony Quinn, Evelyn Brent, Cecil Cunningham. Screenplay by Gladys Unger and Garnett Weston. Directed by Robert Florey.*

---

**Dark passage**

20042, ID

B&W 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1947

*A film noir thriller about a man unjustly accused of murdering his wife, who escapes from San Quentin and sets out to clear his name; but, he needs the help of someone he can trust. He finds both help and love in Irene, a San Francisco artist who is convinced he's innocent. From the novel by David Goodis. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Bruce Bennett, Agnes Moorehead, Tom D’Andrea, Clifton Young, Douglas Kennedy, Rory Mallinson, Houseley Stevenson. Screenplay and directed by Delmer Daves. This DVD version features making-of featurette "Hold your breath and cross your fingers"; the story of
Daughters of the dust
05356,VH 05356,DM
COLOR 113 MIN KINO VIDEO 1991
Set at the turn of the century, a lyrical tale of a Georgia Sea Island family preparing to leave their traditional home and move north. Explores the unique culture of the Gullah people, descendants of former slaves, whose relative isolation has preserved their rich African roots. Cast includes Cora Lee Day, Barbara-O, Cheryl Lynn Bruce, Tommy Hicks, Kaycee Moore and Alva Rogers. Written and directed by Julie Dash.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Dash, Julie

Daughters of the dust : (DVD)
16910,ID
COLOR 113 MIN KINO VIDEO 1991
Set at the turn of the century, a lyrical tale of a Georgia Sea Island family preparing to leave their traditional home and move north. The story explores the unique culture of the Gullah people, descendants of former slaves, whose relative isolation has preserved their rich African roots. Cast includes Cora Lee Day, Barbara-O, Cheryl Lynn Bruce, Tommy Hicks, Kaycee Moore and Alva Rogers. Written and directed by Julie Dash. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Audio commentary by Julie Dash; "Touching our own spirit: the making of 'Daughters of the dust'" documentary featuring interviews and behind-the-scenes footage; Footage from preliminary version of the film; Isolated musical score by John Barnes; Excerpt of Spencer Williams' "The blood of Jesus" (1941); Interview with historian Robert Farris Thompson; Deleted scenes; Theatrical trailer; English language.


Dave : (DVD)
13305,ID 13305,DM
COLOR 110 MIN WARNER BRO 1993
Dave runs a Temp agency; he is also a dead ringer for the sitting United States president. He is hired for a unique temp assignment to act as a stand-in at an official state function when the President goes missing. While away the president slips into a coma, and Dave's temp job suddenly has an indefinite termination date. Dave takes the opportunity to right some of the wrongs in America, while others work to grab power during this presidential crisis. Cast includes Kevin Kline, Sigourney Weaver, Frank Langella, Kevin Dunn, Ving Rhames, Ben Kingsley. Written by Gary Ross. Directed by Ivan Reitman. This DVD features interactive menus; Scene index; Widescreen and Standard version; Featurette: the making of Dave; Production notes; Four theatrical trailers; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


David and Bathsheba
10641,VH
COLOR 116 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1951
An epic tale taken from the bible and brought to the screen. A torrid story of sin and redemption, and the love and passion that burned as hot as the desert sand. David, King of the Israelites, falls in love with Bathsheba, the wife of one of his captains. Their love violates the laws of man and God. David risks losing his kingdom and Bathsheba could be stoned to death for his sin. Cast includes Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward, Raymond Massey, Kieron Moore, Jane Meadows. Written for the screen by Philip Dunne. Directed by Henry King.

Bible stories; Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

David and Bathsheba : (DVD)
13975,ID
COLOR 116 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1951
The story of how King David brought sorrow to his land when he fell in love with a married woman and arranged her husband's murder, which brings down the wrath of God. David must rediscover his faith in God to save those around him and himself. Cast includes Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward, Raymond Massey, Kieron Moore, James Robertson Justice, Jayne Meadows, John Sutton, Dennis Hoey. Directed by Henry King. This DVD version includes "Once in 3000 Years" featurette with Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward; Theatrical trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


David and Goliath : (DVD)
12107,ID
COLOR 95 MIN DIAMOND EN 1961
Classic Bible story of a young man who single-handedly defeats the giant with his sling shot. Cast includes Orson Welles, Elenora Rossi-Draht, Emlyn Williams, Carl, Dan Duryea. Music by Carlo Innocenzi. Directed by Ferninando Baldi. This DVD version features direct scene access; Original graphics; Interactive menus; Biography; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Bible films.; Goliath (Biblical giant) – Drama.; Saul, King of Israel – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

David and Lisa : (David & Lisa) : (DVD)
19604,ID
B&W 94 MIN SCORPION R 1962
A emotionally troubled teenagers fall in love at an mental institution. 17-year old David has a fear of being physically touched, while 15-year old Lisa is a schizophrenic who only speaks in rhyme, when she speaks at all. They meet and are strongly attracted to each other. They develop a deep bond that changes both of their lives. Based on the book by Theodore Isaac Rubin. Cast includes Keir Dullea, Janet Margolina, Howard Da Silva. Screenplay by Eleanor Perry. Directed by Frank Perry. This DVD version features on camera interview with Keir Dullea; Language: English.


David Holzman’s diary : (DVD)
15669,ID
B&W 72 MIN KINO LORBRE 1967
A young filmmaker attempts to understand his life by recording it on film, only to have his experiment turn into an alienating voyeuristic obsession. As news from the Vietman War and social unrest blares over the radio, David Holzman unloads comic-neurotic monologues to his 16mm camera. When his relationship with Penny goes south, he retreats further into moving images, secretly recording his pretty neighbor and even turning his lens to the Vietman War. No longer able to deal with life outside celluloid, all of his ties to the real world begin to erode. This satire of a narcissistic artist is also a fiction about the deceptions of cinematic illusionism. Early on, Holzman quotes Jean-Luc Goddard’s famous dictum that ‘the cinema is truth 24 frames-per-second.’ As Holzman soon learns, it lies just as often. Cast includes L.M. Kit Carson, Eileen Dietz, Lorenzo Manc, Louise Levine, Fern McBride, Michael Levine, Bob Lesser, and Jack Baran. Written and directed by Jim McBride.

Language: English.


Dawn of the dead : (Blu-ray disc)
19226,ID
COLOR 127 MIN STARZ HOME 1978
The corpses of the recently-dead are returning to life and attacking the living, destroying their homes. A mysterious virus turns people into mindless, flesh-eating zombies. Two members of the Philadelphia S.W.A.T. team and their friends land in a shopping mall occupied by the living dead. They secure the mall through brutal battles with the zombies, but for how long can they hold out? Cast includes David Emge, Ken Foree, Scott H. Reiniger, Gaylen Ross. Written and directed by George A. Romero. This Blu-ray disc version features widescreen
presentation; Audio commentary with George A. Romero, special make-up effects artist Tom Savini, assistant director Mark Romero, and DVD producer Perry Martin; Fast fact films: The dead will walk; featurette: On-set home movies; Monroeville mall tour; U.S. & international trailers; U.S. & U.K. TV spots; U.S. Radio spots; Monroeville Mall commercial; Language: English. This version is a Blu-ray disc and must be played using a Blu-ray disc machine.


**Dawn of the dead : (DVD)**

16220,ID

COLOR 101 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004

When a mysterious virus turns people into mindless, flesh-eating zombies, a handful of survivors wage a desperate, last-stand battle to stay alive ... and human! The last remaining humans escape to a Milwaukee shopping mall, where they decide that the only way to truly elude the approaching throng of undead is to somehow make their way to an island that is supposedly zombie-free. The cast includes Sarah Polley, Ving Rhames, Jake Weber and Mekhi Phifer. Directed by Zack Snyder. The special features on this DVD include *The Lost Tape*: Over 15 minutes of terrifying footage revealed, chilling images from a recovered home movie document Andys last horrific days as he battles zombie hordes outside his gun shop and fights to maintain his sanity; *Zombie Invasion*: startling newsworthy coverage includes panicked updatades from the White House and scientific experts as the nation is thrown into chaos! Over 12 minutes of deleted scenes, pulse-pounding scenes too terrifying for the final theatrical release with optional commentary from director Zack Snyder; *Commentary* with director zack Snyder and producer Eric Newman offer their dead-on perspective about making the film; *Surviving the dawn*: dare to face your fears, a behind-the-screams feature with cast interviews, on-location footage and more! Language: English with optional English, Spanish and French subtitles.

- Feature films – United States.; Death – Drama.; Zombies – Drama.; Shopping malls – Drama.; Snyder, Robert

**Dawn of the mummy : (DVD)**

12050,ID

COLOR 97 MIN MADACY HOM 1981

A photographer and a group of beautiful models awaken an evil mummy when they use his tomb as an exotic background for their photo shoot. Cast includes Brenda King, Barry Sattels, George Pock, John Salvo, Ibrahim Khan, Joan Levy, Ellen Faison, Diane Beatty, Ali Gohar. Screenplay by Daria Price, Ronald Dobrin, Frank Agrama. Music by Shuki Levy. Directed by Frank Agrama. This DVD version features fullscreen presentation; Direct scene access; Movie trailer; Director's commentary; Other theatrical trailers; Language: English.

- Feature films–Egypt; Feature films – Italy.; Feature films – United States.; Mummies – Drama.; Models (Persons) – Drama.; Horror films.; Middle Eastern Americana

**The day after : (DVD)**

12447,ID

COLOR 127 MIN METRO-GOLD 1983

America's worst Cold War nightmare is realized when the United States suffers a nuclear attack. The nuclear missiles strike middle-America and the inhabitants of a small town in Kansas who survive the initial explosions, suffer from the radioactive fallout from the attacks. Cast includes Jason Robards, Jocelyn Williams, Steven Guttenberg, John Cullum, John Lithgow. Written by Edward Hume. Directed by Nicholas Meyer. This DVD version features full screen presentation; English language.

- Feature films – United States.; Nuclear warfare in motion pictures; Disaster films.

**The day after tomorrow : (DVD)**

20141,ID

COLOR 123 MIN TWENTIETH 2004

When global warming triggers the onset of a new Ice Age, tornadoes flatten Los Angeles, a tidal wave engulfs New York City and the entire Northern Hemisphere begins to freeze solid. Now, climatologist Jack Hall, his son Sam, and a small band of survivors must ride out the growing stormfront and stay alive in the face of an enemy more powerful and relentless than anything anyone has ever encountered: Mother Nature. Cast includes Dennis Quaid, Jake Gyllenhaal, Emmy Rossum, Dash Mihok, Jay O. Sanders, Sela Ward, Austin Nichols, Arjay Smith, Tamlyn Tomita. Screenplay by Roland Emmerich and Jeffrey Nachmanoff. Directed by Roland Emmerich. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Full-length audio commentary by director/co-writer Roland Emmerich and producer Mark Gordon; Full-length audio commentary by co-writer Jeffrey Nachmanoff, director of photography Ueli Steiger, editor David Brenner, and production designer Barry Chusid; Two kings and a scribe: a filmmaking conversation behind-the-scenes documentary; The force of destiny: the science and politics of climate change; Ten deleted scenes with optional commentary by director Roland Emmerich and producer Mark Gordon; Two pre-production featurettes; Three post-production featurettes; Interactive audio demo; Storyboard and concept art galleries; Theatrical teaser and trailers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Day of the dead : (DVD)**

19214,ID

COLOR 101 MIN SHOUT FACT 1985

The third film in writer/director George A. Romeros saga of the undead. A small group of military officers and scientists dwell in an underground missile silo as the world above is overrun by zombies. They prepare to wage battle on the flesh-eating zombies that walk the earth, they will soon find out if the war between the living and the dead is already lost. Cast includes Terry Alexander, Lori Cardille, Joseph Pilato, Richard Liberty, Written and directed by George A. Romero. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; New documentary Worlds end: the legacy of the Day of the dead; Audio commentary with George A. Romero, special makeup effects artist Tom Savini, production designer Cletus Anderson, and actress Lori Cardille; Behind-the-scenes footage from special makeup effects artist Tom Savinis archives; Photo galleries; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


**The day of the locust : (DVD)**

08382,VH

COLOR 140 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974


- Feature films – United States.; Motion picture industry – United States – History – Drama.; Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.)

**The day of the locust : (DVD)**

19531,ID

COLOR 144 MIN PARAMOUNT 1975


**Feature films – United States**

Drama.; Shopping malls – Drama.; Snyder, Robert.
Dazed and confused : (DVD)
10879,ID 103 MIN UNIVERSAL 1993
A nostalgic look at the spirit of youth set in 1976 on the last day of school at a Texas high school. The parties, pranks, hazings, drugs, paddling, fights, and drinking of the jocks, stoners, rebels, and nerds all looking to have fun as the school year ends and the summer begins. The country and the kids celebrate their independence during America’s Bicentennial year. The film features a strong ensemble cast and classic rock soundtrack. Cast includes Jason London, Rory Cochrane, Wiley Wiggins, Sasha Jenson, Michelle Burke, Adam Goldberg, Anthony Rapp, Ben Affleck, Matthew McConaughey, Parker Posey, Mia Jovovich. Written and directed by Richard Linklater. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Nine never-before-seen deleted scenes; “The Blunt Truth” side-splitting institutional filmstrip on the dangers of partying; Retro public service announcement.

The dead can’t dance : (DVD)
20314,ID 83 MIN LIONSGATE 1987
Adaptation of a James Joyce short story, set in turn-of-the-century Dublin. A young couple, Greta and Gabriel Conroy, seem to have much for which to be grateful, until a tenor’s song summons poignant memories, and Gabriel learns of his wife’s unforgotten young love. Based on the short story The dead from the collection Dubliners by James Joyce. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, Donal McCann, Helena Carroll, Caitlin Delaney, Rachael Dowling, Ingrid Craigie, Dan O’Herlihy, Marie Kean, Donal Donnelly, Sean McClory, Frank Patterson. Written by Tony Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features

The day the earth stood still
06310.VD 06310,DM B&W 92 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1951
A spaceship lands in Washington D.C., capturing the attention of the world. But the alien emissary it brings refuses to reveal his mission to any single government, leaving the military, the politicians, and millions of ordinary people to wait in fear. Soon their distrust turns to calls for violence. But one young woman and her son befriend him and soon realize that they may be all that stands between the human race and total destruction. The cast includes Michael Rennie, Patricia Neal, Hugh Marlowe, Sam Jaffe. Directed by Robert Wise. This DVD features a widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director Irwin Winkler and Kevin Kline; Audio commentary by director Irwin Winkler and writer Jay Cocks; “Making of ‘De-lovely’ featurette; “Music of ‘De-lovely’ featurette; “Anatomy of a scene: love for sale”; Deleted scenes; “De-lovely” soundtrack TV spot; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The dead : (DVD)
20314,ID COLOR 83 MIN LIONSGATE 1987
Adaptation of a James Joyce short story, set in turn-of-the-century Dublin. A young couple, Greta and Gabriel Conroy, seem to have much for which to be grateful, until a tenor’s song summons poignant memories, and Gabriel learns of his wife’s unforgotten young love. Based on the short story The dead from the collection Dubliners by James Joyce. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, Donal McCann, Helena Carroll, Caitlin Delaney, Rachael Dowling, Ingrid Craigie, Dan O’Herlihy, Marie Kean, Donal Donnelly, Sean McClory, Frank Patterson. Written by Tony Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features
Dead man : (DVD)  
09142,DM
B&W  121 MIN  MIRAMAX HO  1995
An estranged twin sister reappears in her sister's life, murders her and assumes her identity. Blaming her sister for her absymal life, Margaret kills Edith, the wealthy widow of the man she stole from Margaret years ago. Margaret's scheme begins to unravel when a detective begins snooping around, he just happens to be her old boyfriend, and then Edith's secret lover appears, further threatening Margaret's masquerade. Cast includes Bette Davis, Karl Malden, Peter Lawford, Philip Carey, Jean Hagen, George Macready, Estelle Winwood. Screenplay by Albert Beich and Oscar Millard. Directed by Paul Henreid. This DVD version features commentary by Charles Busch and "Bette Davis speaks" author Boze Hadleigh; Double take: a conversation with Boze Hadleigh; Vintage featurette behind-the-scenes at the Doheny mansion; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Dead ringer : (DVD)  
12632,DM
COLOR  115 MIN  WARNER BRO  1988
Identical twin brothers Beverly and Elliot Mantle share the same medical practice, apartment, and women. The twin gynecologists' emotional dependency collapses into mind games, madness, and murder. Based on the book "Twins" by Bari Wood and Jack Geasland. Cast Jeremy Irons, Genevieve Bujold, Written by Lars von Trier. Directed by Thomas Vinterberg. This DVD version features commentary by Jeremy Irons; Cast/filmmaker interviews and filmographies; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Dead Ringers psychological profiler; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films–Canada; Feature films – United States.; Twins – Drama.; Identity (Psychology) – Drama.; Gynecologists – Drama.; Cronenberg, David, 1943-

Deanna Durbin : the music and romance collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Because of him : (DVD)
For the love of Mary : (DVD)
Mad about music : (DVD)
That certain age : (DVD)
Three smart girls grow up : (DVD)

Dear Wendy : (DVD)  
19688,DM
COLOR  100 MIN  GENIUS ENT  2004
An audacious and stylish exploration of guns and violence in America. When a young lover discovers a handgun, he finds himself strangely drawn to it despite his pacifist views. Soon he forms a secret club with other misfits in his town who collect and reenact antique guns and call themselves "the Dandies." Cast includes Jamie Bell, Michael Angarano, Bill Pullman, Dano Gordon, Novella Nelson, Chris Owen, Alison Pill, Mark Webber. Written by Lars von Trier. Directed by Thomas Vinterberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Documentary short Letters to Dear Wendy; Interviews with Thomas Vinterberg and Lars von Trier; Commentary with Thomas Vinterberg and DP Anthony Dod Mantle; Additional commentary track: Letters to Dear Wendy; Five deleted scenes; Theatrical trailer.

Death and the maiden : (La muerte y la doncella) : (DVD) 19955.ID
COLOR 103 MIN ZIMA ENTER 1994
Fifteen years ago, Paulina Escobar had her life shattered when she was taken prisoner and tortured by a sadistic doctor. Now, through a chance encounter, she may have found the man responsible for her nightmares and tonight he's going to pay. But how far will she go to get even? And how can she be sure, after so many years, that she has found the right man? Based on the plan by Ariel Dorfman. Cast includes Sigourney Weaver, Ben Kingsley, Stuart Wilson. Screenplay by Rafael Yglesias and Ariel Dorfman. Directed by Roman Polanski. This DVD features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Image gallery; Original trailer; Cast and crew; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.


Death wish : (DVD) 09587.ID
COLOR 93 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
When a bleeding-heart liberal's wife and daughter are violently attacked, he turns vigilante and stalks the mean streets of New York on the prowl for muggers, hoodlums, and the like. The film was controversial for its frank and original treatment of urban crime. Based on the novel by Brian Garfield. Cast includes Charles Bronson, Vincent Gardenia, William Redfield, Hope Lange. Screenplay by Wendell Mayes. Directed by Michael Winner. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; theatrical trailer; widescreen version enhanced for 16:9 TVs; dolby digital: English mono, French mono; English subtitles. Feature films – United States.

Death wish collection Series - Charles Bronson
Bonus disc : (DVD)
COLOR 86 MIN SHOUT FACT 2015
A Filipino American high school senior struggles with his desire to follow his own American dreams and his family’s Filipino traditions. He dreams of going to art school, while his strict immigrant father wants him to accept a scholarship to medical school. On the night of his sister’s “debut” on her eighteenth birthday, all the pressure he has built up explodes. Cast includes Dante Basco, Tisro Cruz III, Eddie Garcia, Bernadette Balagtas, Darion Basco, Dion Basco, Derek Basco, Joy Basco, Gina Alajar, Jayson Schaal, Fe De Los Reyes. Screenplay by Gene Cajayon and John Manal Castro. Directed by Gene Cajayon. This DVD version features animated menus; directed and written commentary; deleted scenes; gag reel; “The Little Film That Could: Touring the Country” featurette; “The Making of “The Debut”” documentary; Original ”Debut” short film; “Diary of a Gangsta Sucka” short film; Three featurettes: “The Mercado Files: The Debut Music.” “The Mercado Files: The Art of “The Debut.”” “The Mercado Files: The Basco Brothers.” TV spots; trailers; weblink; subtitles: Tagalog, English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese.

Asian Americans; Feature films – United States.; Filipino American – Drama.; Filipino Americans

The Decameron : (DVD) 16990.ID
COLOR 111 MIN CRITERION 1971
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Trilogy of life (Criterion Collection) Series - Pier Paolo Pasolini weaves together a handful of Giovanni Boccaccio’s fourteenth-century moral tales in this picturesque free-for-all. The Decameron explores the deceptions and dark corners of an earlier and, as the filmmaker saw it, less compromised time. Among the chief delights are a young man’s exploits with a gang of grave robbers, a flock of randy nuns who sin with a strapping gardener, and Pasolini’s appearance as a pupil of the painter Giotto, at work on a massive fresco. One of the director’s most popular films, The Decameron, transposed to Naples from Boccaccio’s Florence, is a cutting takedown of the petties surrounding religion and sex. DVD special edition features a new digital restoration; On “The Decameron:” a new visual essay by film scholar Patrick Rumble; “The Lost Body of Alibech” (2005), a forty-five minute documentary by Roberto Chiesi; trailers; and a new English subtitle translation. Written and directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini. Music by Ennio Morricone. In Italian with English subtitles. Box set includes accompanying booklet containing cast lists and credits for the three feature films included in Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Trilogy of life and several essays by Pier Paolo Pasolini and Colin MacCabe, available from the UCLA Instructional Media Collections and Services.


Decision at sundown : (DVD) 16701.ID
COLOR 77 MIN SONY PICTU 1957
1957 The Films of Budd Boetticher Series - Randolph Scott rides into the town of Sundown determined to kill the man he believes responsible for his wife's death—but things don't go exactly as he planned. The cast includes Randolph Scott, John Carroll, Karen Steele and Valerie French. Adapted from a story by Vernon L. Fluharty, the screenplay was written by Charles Lang Jr. Directed by Budd Boetticher. Special features include Taylor Hackford on "Decision at Sundown.” Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.


The decline of western civilization collection Series - Penelope Spheeris’ Decline of Western Civilization was perceived as shocking and outrageous at the time of its original release in 1981. Parts II and III were no less extraordinary and unprecedented. Today, museums and educational institutions around the world present them as historically significant works of art. This bonus disc features: Additional Decline II extended interviews: London; Megadeath, Odin, Poison, Gazzarri, Mega Crowd 87; Decline I news report; Decline II cruising the Strip; Decline II LA County Museum art panel; Decline III panel; Tawn Mastrey interviews Penelope Spheeris; Mark Toscancos interviews Penelope Spheeris; Nadir and Lizzie; theatrical trailer Suburbia; extras’ credits. Includes 36-page color booklet. Produced and directed by Penelope Spheeris. In English with optional English subtitles.


The decline of western civilization collection: bonus disc : (DVD) 19190.ID
COLOR 86 MIN SHOUT FACT 2015
The decline of western civilization collection Series - Penelope Spheeris’ Decline of Western Civilization was perceived as shocking and outrageous at the time of its original release in 1981. Parts II and III were no less extraordinary and unprecedented. Today, museums and educational institutions around the world present them as historically significant works of art. This bonus disc features: Additional Decline II extended interviews: London; Megadeath, Odin, Poison, Gazzarri, Mega Crowd 87; Decline I news report; Decline II cruising the Strip; Decline II LA County Museum art panel; Decline III panel; Tawn Mastrey interviews Penelope Spheeris; Mark Toscancos interviews Penelope Spheeris; Nadir and Lizzie; theatrical trailer Suburbia; extras’ credits. Includes 36-page color booklet. Produced and directed by Penelope Spheeris. In English with optional English subtitles.


The decline of western civilization : (DVD) 19187.ID
COLOR 100 MIN SHOUT FACT 1981
1981 The decline of western civilization collection Series - An unflinching, riveting account of the punk rock phenomenon and its alienated, reactionary subculture. This fierce, bleak portrait documents L.A.’s infamous punk bands as they perform on stage and discuss their lives, music and philosophy off stage. Includes performances by The Circle Jerks, X, Black Flag, Fear, Catholic Discipline, Germs and Alice Bag Band. Participants include Alice Bag Band, Black Flag, Catholic Discipline, Circle Jerks, Fear, Germs, X.

Bonus features: Optional audio commentary with Penelope Spheeris and Anna Fox; optional audio commentary with Dave Grohl; Never-before-seen footage: X signs contract; Tour of the Masque; Never-before-seen performances by Fear,
There are only a few days left until doomsday and the people of Earth must decide what to do. Cast includes Robert Duvall, Tea Leoni, Elijah Wood, Vanessa Redgrave, Maximilian Schell, Morgan Freeman. Written by Bruce Joel Rubin and Michael Tolkin. Directed by Mimi Leder. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director Mimi Leder and visual effects supervisor Scott Farrar; Preparing for the end; Making an impact; Creating the perfect traffic jam; Parting thoughts; Photo gallery; Teaser trailer; Theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Disaster films.

The deer hunter : (DVD) 06400,YH
COLOR 183 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1978
A group of steelworker pals from Pennsylvania are followed from the blast furnace of the factory to the battle fields of Vietnam. A searing drama of friendship and courage, and what happens to those qualities under stress. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Christopher Walken, Meryl Streep, John Savage, John Cazale. Directed by Michael Cimino.


The deer hunter (State) – New York.; Bond, James, III.

Def by temptation : (DVD) 20328,ID
COLOR 100 MIN TROMA TEAM 1990
Joel, a divinity student, finds himself in conflict with his calling. Needing to get away from his overprotective grandmother and southern hometown, he heads for New York City to visit his childhood friend “K”. Once in New York, he meets the “Tempress,” a seductive succubus who lures men to bed and kills them. “K” and Doug, an undercover cop who has been tracking the woman for months, try to destroy the Tempress. But their plans eventually fail prey to her curse leaving Joel alone to face destiny. Cast includes Kadeem Hardison, Melba Moore, Bill Nunn, Samuel Jackson. Written and directed by James Bond III. This DVD version features introduction to Def by temptation by Lloyd Kaufman, President of Troma Entertainment and creator of the Toxic Avenger; Commentary by Fangoria managing editor Michael Gingold; Commentary by videohound author Mike Mayo; Def production stills: Original theatrical trailer for Def by temptation, as well as other Troma favorites; Troma intelligence test; Scenes from the TromaVille Cafe TV show; Language: English.


A delicate balance : (DVD) 09802,ID
COLOR 132 MIN KINO VIDEO 1973
The American Film Theatre Collection Two Series - Edward Albee’s explosive WASP gothic is played out with an all-star cast. Friends and family convene at a couples Connecticut home creating an emotional powder keg as the emotionally needy, but handsome with the caustically detached. Edward Albee adapts his play for the screen. Cast includes Katharine Hepburn, Paul Scofield, Lee Remick, Kate Reid, Joseph Cotton, Betsy Blair. Written and adapted for the screen by Edward Albee. Directed by Tony Richardson. This DVD version features an interview with Edward Albee; an interview with cinematographer David Watkins; theatrical trailer; “Edward Albee and A Delicate Balance” an essay by Michael Feingold; The AFT Cinebill for “A Delicate

Deep impact : (DVD) 12445,ID 12445,DM
COLOR 121 MIN PARAMOUNT 1998
An enormous comet is on a collision course with the earth. There are only a few days left until doomsday and the people of earth must decide what to do. Cast includes Robert Duvall, Tea Leoni, Elijah Wood, Vanessa Redgrave, Maximilian Schell, Morgan Freeman. Written by Bruce Joel Rubin and Michael Tolkin. Directed by Mimi Leder. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director Mimi Leder and visual effects supervisor Scott Farrar; Preparing for the end; Making an impact; Creating the perfect traffic jam; Parting thoughts; Photo gallery; Teaser trailer; Theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Disaster films.

Deep cover : (DVD) 06322,VH
COLOR 107 MIN NEW LINE H 1992
An undercover cop infiltrates a drug ring in Los Angeles. The cop is able to use a drug dealing attorney to unwittingly aid him in bringing down a major drug supplier. Cast includes Lawrence Fishburn, Jeff Goldblum, Clarence Williams. Featuring music by Snoop Doggy Dogg. Directed by Bill Duke.

Feature films – United States.

Deconstructing Harry : (DVD) 18815,ID
COLOR 95 MIN NEW LINE H 1998
Harry Block has gone through three wives, six psychiatrists and dozens of girlfriends during his long literary career. But when Harry writes a bestseller about his best friends, his best friends become his worst enemies. Cast includes Caroline Aaron, Woody Allen, Kirstie Alley, Bob Balaban, Richard Benjamin, Eric Bogosian, Billy Crystal, Judy Davis, Hazelle Goodman, Mariel Hemingway, Amy Irving, Julie Kavner, Eric Lloyd, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Tobey Maguire, Demi Moore, Elisabeth Shue, Stanley Tucci, Robin Williams. Directed by Woody Allen. In English and French with optional English or French subtitles; closed-captioned in English.


The decline of western civilization collection Series - Penelope Spheeris’ Decline of Western Civilization was perceived as shocking and outrageous at the time of its original release in 1981. Parts II and III were no less extraordinary and unprecedented. Today, museums and educational institutions around the world present them as historically significant works of art. Part II features some of the most influential and innovative musicians and groups of all time: Steven Tyler, Joe Perry (Aerosmith); Alice Cooper; Gene Simmons, Paul Stanley (KISS); Lemmy (Motorhead); Ozzy Osbourne; Bobby Darin, C.C. DeVille, Bret Michaels, Rikki Rockett (Poison); performances by Faster Pussycat; Lizzy Borden; London; Odin; Seduce; Megadeth.

Bonus features: Optional commentary with Penelope Spheeris & Nadir D’Priest; extended interviews with: Aerosmith; Alice Cooper, Chris Holmes; Gene Simmons; Lemmy; Ozzy Osbourne; Paul Stanley. Special features: new 2K scan of each film supervised by director; commentary; interview; never-before-seen original footage, performances and interviews; theatrical trailers. Includes 36-page color booklet. Produced and directed by Penelope Spheeris. In English with optional English subtitles.


Def by temptation : (DVD) 20328,ID
COLOR 100 MIN TROMA TEAM 1990
Joel, a divinity student, finds himself in conflict with his calling. Needing to get away from his overprotective grandmother and southern hometown, he heads for New York City to visit his childhood friend “K”. Once in New York, he meets the “Tempress,” a seductive succubus who lures men to bed and kills them. “K” and Doug, an undercover cop who has been tracking the woman for months, try to destroy the Tempress. But their plans eventually fail prey to her curse leaving Joel alone to face destiny. Cast includes Kadeem Hardison, Melba Moore, Bill Nunn, Samuel Jackson. Written and directed by James Bond III. This DVD version features introduction to Def by temptation by Lloyd Kaufman, President of Troma Entertainment and creator of the Toxic Avenger; Commentary by Fangoria managing editor Michael Gingold; Commentary by videohound author Mike Mayo; Def production stills: Original theatrical trailer for Def by temptation, as well as other Troma favorites; Troma intelligence test; Scenes from the TromaVille Cafe TV show; Language: English.


A delicate balance : (DVD) 09802,ID
COLOR 132 MIN KINO VIDEO 1973
The American Film Theatre Collection Two Series - Edward Albee’s explosive WASP gothic is played out with an all-star cast. Friends and family convene at a couples Connecticut home creating an emotional powder keg as the emotionally needy, but handsome with the caustically detached. Edward Albee adapts his play for the screen. Cast includes Katharine Hepburn, Paul Scofield, Lee Remick, Kate Reid, Joseph Cotton, Betsy Blair. Written and adapted for the screen by Edward Albee. Directed by Tony Richardson. This DVD version features an interview with Edward Albee; an interview with cinematographer David Watkins; theatrical trailer; “Edward Albee and A Delicate Balance” an essay by Michael Feingold; The AFT Cinebill for “A Delicate
Deliverance : (DVD)
15295,ID
COLOR 109 MIN WARNER BRO 1972
The Cahulawassee River is soon to be destroyed, along with the beautiful country that surrounds it. Eager to see it before it’s gone, adventurer and outdoor fanatic, Lewis, organizes a trip for himself and his three friends, Ed, Drew and Bobby. They will canoe their way from top to bottom in search of great adventure. What they don’t know is that they are in for much more than they originally bargained. Two mountain men take Ed and Bobby hostage and rape Bobby. In a brave attempt to save his friends, Lewis kills one of the mountain men. A weekend of male bonding turns into a gut-wrenching fight for survival, where the hostage and rape Bobby. In a brave attempt to save his friends, Lewis kills one of the mountain men. A weekend of male bonding turns into a gut-wrenching fight for survival, where the destruction of nature, macho posturing, conflict between city and country folk, and the dangerous disconnection of modern civilization from nature will loom entirely too large. Based on the novel by James Dickey. Cast includes Jon Voight, Burt Reynolds, Ned Beatty, and Robby Cox. Screenplay by James Dickey. Directed by John Boorman. This deluxe widescreen edition features a 4-part, 35th Anniversary Retrospective with the films stars, director John Boorman and others, exploring the winding journey from original novel through production and release, including a look at the movies controversial abduction sequence; Commentary by director John Boorman; Vintage featurette ‘The Dangerous World of Deliverance;’ Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: Spanish.


Demetrius and the gladiators : (DVD)
10102,ID
10102,DM
COLOR 102 MIN 20TH CENTU 1954
A heroic epic that tells the story of Demetrius, a Greek slave who, after the death of his master, is sentenced to train as a gladiator in the Roman arena. The story is the sequel to “The Robe,” and finds Demetrius struggling with his newfound Christian faith as he contends with the swordsmen and wild beasts of the arena, the evil and sensuous Messalina, and the mad emperor Caligula. Cast includes Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget, Anne Bancroft, Jay Robinson, Barry Jones, William Marshall. Written by Philip Dunne. Directed by Delmer Daves. This DVD version features an anamorphic widescreen presentation; theatrical trailers in English, Spanish, French, and German; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Demolition : (DVD)
19730,ID
COLOR 101 MIN 20TH CENTU 2015
Davis Mitchell, a successful investment banker, struggles after losing his wife in a tragic car crash. Despite pressure from his father in law, Phil, to pull it together, Davis continues to unravel. What starts as a complaint letter to a vending machine company turns into a series of letters revealing startling personal admissions. Davis’ letters catch the attention of customer service rep, Karen Mareno and amidst emotional and financial burdens of her own; the two form an unlikely connection. Cast includes Jake Gyllenhaal, Naomi Watts, Chris Cooper, Judah Lewis. Written by Bryan Sipe. Directed by Jean-Marc Vallee. This DVD version features a 35th Anniversary Retrospective with the films stars, director Jean-Marc Vallee and others, exploring the winding journey from original novel through production and release, including a look at the movies controversial abduction sequence; Commentary by director Jean-Marc Vallee; Vintage featurette ‘The Dangerous World of Deliverance;’ Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Demon seed
07526,VH
COLOR 97 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1977
A science fiction thriller about a genius scientist and the super-computer he creates. A top-secret project develops a super-computer, but when the scientists try to limit the growth of the computer, the computer takes action to guarantee its survival. Based on a Dean Koontz novel. Cast includes Julie Christie, Fritz Weaver. Directed by Donald Cammell.

Feature films – United States.

The departed : (DVD)
14014,ID
14014,DM
COLOR 152 MIN WARNER BRO 2007
In South Boston, the state police force are waging a war on Irish-American organized crime. Undercover cop Billy Costigan is assigned to infiltrate the mob syndicate, which is run by gangland chief Frank Costello. Billy quickly gains Costello’s confidence. But when it becomes clear to both the mob and the police that there are moles in their midst, Billy and the other mole are suddenly thrust into danger. Afraid of being caught and exposed to the enemy, each must race to uncover the identity of the other man in time to save himself. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Matt Damon, Jack Nicholson, Mark Wahlberg, Martin Sheen, Ray Winstone, Vera Farmiga, Anthony Anderson, Alec Baldwin. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version includes an interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


The descendants : (DVD)
16456,ID
16456,DM
COLOR 20TH CENTU 2012
Matt King is an indifferent husband and father of two girls, who is forced to re-examine his past and embrace his future when his wife suffers a boating accident off of Waikiki. The event leads to a rapprochement with his two young daughters while Matt wrestles with a decision to sell the family’s land handed down from Hawaiian royalty and missionaries. The cast includes George Clooney, Shailene Woodley, Beau Bridges and Judy Greer. This film was written and directed by Alexander Payne. Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The desert hawk : (DVD)
13991,ID
COLOR 77 MIN UNIVERSAL 1950
2000 years ago desert guerilla Omar, with henchmen Aladdin, opposes tyrannical Prince Murad. To prevent Murad from marrying caliph's daughter Schaharazade, disguised Omar marries her himself. When the trick is discovered, both prince and princess want Omar's head; but Murad has yet more dastardly plans, leading to more captures, rescues, and scimitar-play. Cast includes Yvonne DeCarlo, Richard Greene, Jackie Gleason, George Macready, Rock Hudson, Carl Esmond, Joe Dowell, Ann Pearce, Marc Lawrence, Lois Andrews, Frank Puglia, Lucille Barkley, Donald Randolph, and Ian MacDonald. Story and screenplay by Aubrey Wisberg, Gerald Drayson Adams, and Jack Pollexfen. Directed by Frederick De Cordova. Language: English.

Desert hearts
07462.VD
07462.DM
COLOR 91 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1985
Set in 1959, a college professor travels to Reno, Nevada for a quickie divorce. She meets and has a passionate affair with an unconventional young casino worker. The young woman awakens the divorcee's long-dormant heart. The professor has a new passion for life and must decide whether to return to her old life or take a chance on a freewheeling future. Based on the novel by Jane Rule. Cast includes Helen Shaver, Patricia Charbonneaux, Audra Lindley. Screenplay by Natalie Cooper. Directed by Donna Deitch.

Feature films – United States.; Lesbianism – Drama

Desert hearts : (DVD) 17084.ID
COLOR 94 MIN WOLFE VIDE 1985
Vintage collection Series - Set in 1959, a college professor travels to Reno, Nevada for a quickie divorce. She meets and has a passionate affair with an unconventional young casino worker. The young woman awakens the divorcee's long-dormant heart. The professor has a new passion for life and must decide whether to return to her old life or take a chance on a freewheeling future. Based on the novel by Jane Rule. Cast includes Helen Shaver, Patricia Charbonneaux, Audra Lindley. Screenplay by Natalie Cooper. Directed by Donna Deitch. This two-disc DVD version features previously unseen footage; Director's commentary; Interview with Patricia Charbonneaux and Helen Shaver by director Donna Deitch; Slide show; Theatrical trailer; English language; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The desert of forbidden art : (DVD) 17261.ID
COLOR 80 MIN CINEMA GUI 2010
How does art survive in a time of oppression? During the Soviet rule artists who stay true to their vision are executed, sent to mental hospitals or gulags. Their plight inspires young Igor Savitsky. He pretends to buy state-approved art but instead daringly rescues 40,000 forbidden fellow artists' works and creates a museum in the desert of Uzbekistan, far from the watchful eyes of the KGB. Artists' voices by Sally Field, Ed Asner, Igor Paramonov, Igor Savitsky's voice by Ben Kingsley. Written, produced, and directed by Amanda Pope and Tchavdar Georgiev. In English, and Russian with English subtitles.


Desire under the elms : (DVD) 18775,ID
B&W 111 MIN PARAMOUNT 1957


Desperate living : (DVD) 10868,ID
10868.DM
COLOR 91 MIN NEW LINE H 1977
In the best tradition of a John Water's production, the film is a wild ride of murder, nudity, and outrageous sexual situations. A rich housewife murders her husband with the help of her murderous maid. The women run off and find shelter in Mortville, a shanty town in a garbage dump. Mortville is ruled by Queen Carletta and is inhabited by a collection of wild, sleazy social misfits. Cast includes Liz Renay, Mink Stole, Susan Lowe, Edith Massey, Mary Vivian Pearce, Jean Hill. Directed, written, and filmed by John Waters. This DVD version features scene selection; Commentary by John Waters and Liz Renay; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Waters, John, 1946-.

Desperately seeking Susan : (DVD) 12619,ID 12619.DM
COLOR 104 MIN METRO-GOLD 1985
A bored and lonely New Jersey housewife dreams of exotic love affairs like the one being played out in the newspapers' personal ads that she actively follows. Jim and Susan correspond to each other via the personal ads and Roberta is intrigued by their story. She decides to attend one of their pre-arranged meetings and accompany them on the exciting life the two must lead. At the controversial spot in New York City, Roberta is bumped on the head and suffers amnesia. She comes to believe that she is actually Susan from the ads and her adventure begins. Cast includes Rosanna Arquette, Aidan Quinn, Madonnanta, Robert Joy. Directed by Susan Seidelman. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen and standard version presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Original and alternate endings; Audio commentary by the producer.


Detour rides again : (DVD) 13927.ID
B&W 95 MIN UNIVERSAL 1939
James Stewart: the western collection Series - This classic Hollywood western comedy is set in the corrupt and violent frontier town of Bottleneck. A reluctant deputy sheriff who doesn't like guns is roped into restoring order to the town by a beautiful barroom singer. Based on the novel by Max Brand. Cas includes Marlene Dietrich, James Stewart, Brian Donlevy, Charles Winninger, Mischa Auer, Irene Hervey, Una Merkel, Billy Gilbert, Allen Jenkins, Warren Hymer, Jack Carson. Screenplay by Felix Jackson, Gertrude Purcell, and Henry Myers. Directed by George Marshall. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Detour 07894.VH
B&W 68 MIN TIMELESS V 1945
A man hitchhikes out west to join his girl friend in Hollywood. The hitchhiker is given a ride by a man who ends up dying, but not before telling the man a cautionary tale about a female hitchhiker the driver had also given a ride. After hiding the driver's body, the hitchhiker continues on his journey in the dead man's car. Along his journey he happens upon a female hitchhiker, who he gives a ride. Before the man's journey is through the woman will be dead. Adapted from the novel by Martin Goldsmith. Cast includes Tom Neal, Ann Savage, Claudia Drake, Edmund MacDonald, Tim Ryan. Written by Martin Goldsmith and Martin Mooney. Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States.

Detour : (DVD) 14941.ID
B&W 67 MIN A2ZCODES.COM 1945

Detroit : (DVD) 20448,ID
COLOR 143 MIN 20TH CENTU 2017
Amidst the chaos of the Detroit Rebellion, with the city under curfew and as the Michigan National Guard patrolled the streets, three young African American men were murdered at the Algiers Motel. Cast includes John Boyega, Anthony Mackie, Algee Smith, Will Poulter, Jason Mitchell, John Krasinski. Written by Mark Boal. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The truth of Detroit"; The cast of Detroit: "The invasion of Detroit"; "The hope of Detroit"; "Detroit – then and now"; Algee Smith and Larry Reed: "Grow"; Language: English; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Devil in a blue dress 07512,VH
COLOR 101 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1995
Ezekiel "Easy" Rawlins is a decorated war hero who returns home to the segregation of post-World War II America. Forced to accept an under-the-table job finding a missing socialite, Easy is caught between the white power elite and the vibrant black community of Los Angeles' Central Avenue. When he finds the missing socialite, Daphne Monet, trouble ensues. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Don Cheadle, Jennifer Beals, Tom Sizemore. Based on the book by Walter Mosley. Directed by Carl Franklin.

Feature films – United States.

Devil in a blue dress 06714,VH
COLOR 101 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1995
Ezekiel "Easy" Rawlins is a decorated war hero who returns home to the segregation of post-World War II America. Forced to accept an under-the-table job finding a missing socialite, Easy is caught between the white power elite and the vibrant black community of Los Angeles' Central Avenue. When he finds the missing socialite, Daphne Monet, trouble ensues. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Don Cheadle, Jennifer Beals, Tom Sizemore. Based on the book by Walter Mosley. Directed by Carl Franklin.

Feature films – United States.

Devil in a blue dress : (DVD) 12514,ID, 12515,DM
COLOR 101 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1995
Ezekiel "Easy" Rawlins is a decorated war hero who returns home to the segregation of post-World War II America. Forced to accept an under-the-table job finding a missing socialite, Easy is caught between the white power elite and the vibrant black community of Los Angeles' Central Avenue. When he finds the missing socialite, Daphne Monet, trouble ensues. Based on the book by Walter Mosley. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Don Cheadle, Jennifer Beals, Tom Sizemore. Directed by Carl Franklin. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen and full screen presentation; Director's commentary; Don Cheadle's screen test; Theatrical trailers; Language: English, Spanish, Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

The devil wears Prada : (DVD) 13471,ID
COLOR 109 MIN 20TH CENTU 2006
A young woman takes the position of assistant to an impossible demanding New York fashion magazine editor. The position could be the launching pad to an amazing career, if she can survive the sadistic whims of her boss. The glamour begins to fade, her personal life suffers, the job takes over her life, and the young woman must decide if the job is worth the pain and suffering she must endure at the hands of her boss. Based on the book by Lauren Weisberger. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Anne Hathaway, Stanley Tucci, Simon Baker, Emily Blunt, Adrian Grenier. Screenplay by Aline Brosh McKenna. Directed by David Frankel. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director David Frankel, producer Wendy Finerman, costume designer Patricia Field, screenwriter Aline Brosh McKenna, editor Mark Livolsi, and director of photography Fabio Volpella; Extra: "Behind the scenes" featurette; "Making of Diary" featurette; "The truth of Detroit"; "The hope of Detroit"; "Detroit – then and now"; Algee Smith and Larry Reed: "Grow"; Language: English; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Devil's doorway : (DVD) 19257,ID
B&W 84 MIN WARNER HOM 1949
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - Lance Poole, a Shoshone Indian, returns to his home in Medicine Bow, Wyoming, having won the Congressional Medal of Honor for his service in the Civil War. Despite his honorable war record, Lance is shunned by the white townspeople, who bear a grudge against him and his father because of their hold on the richest land in the town. Cast includes Robert Taylor, Louis Calhern, Paula Raymond, Marshall Thompson, James Mitchell, Edgar Buchanan. Written by Guy Trosper. Directed by Anthony Mann.


Diary of a mad black woman : (DVD) 14510,ID
COLOR 116 MIN LIONS GATE 2005
Helen McCarter would seem to have it all. She's married to Charles who is one of Atlanta's most successful attorneys. But despite having wealth and prestige, things are not as they seem in the McCarter home. On the evening of their anniversary, Charles drops a bombshell on Helen - he's divorcing her for another woman. Thrown out of the house with nowhere to go, Helen moves in with her grandmother Madea, a sassy woman with no shortage of opinions and a gun that she's not afraid to use. As Madea helps Helen get back on her feet emotionally, she meets Orlando, a nice and handsome man who is obviously attracted to her. But after her experiences with Charles, Helen isn't sure if she's ready to trust a man again. Cast includes Kimberly Elise, Steve Harris, Sherman Moore, Tamara Taylor, Lisa Marcos, Tiffany Evans, Cicely Tyson, Tyler Perry. Written by Tyler Perry. Directed by Darren Grant. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Reflections on Diary; Outtakes; Tyler Perry commentary; "Making of Diary" featurette; "Who's Tyler Perry" featurette; You can do it too It's Electric; Perry Tyler collection trailer; Trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


The diary of Anne Frank : (DVD) 19537,ID
COLOR 179 MIN 20TH CENTU 1959
An interpretation of 13 year old Anne Frank's diary written over the two years her family hid from the Nazis in occupied Amsterdam. A tale of eight people huddled in a cramped attic for two years in a desperate, determined effort to escape the Nazi horror, unable to move by day, hardly daring to breathe at night. Based on the book "Anne Frank: the diary of a young girl." From the play by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett. Cast includes Millie Perkins, Joseph Schildkraut, Shelley Winters, Richard Beymer, Gusti Huber, Lou Jacobi, Dian Baker, Ed Wynn. Screenplay by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett. Directed by George Stevens. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with George Stevens and Millie
**Dick** (1999)

08193, VH

COLOR | 94 MIN | COLUMBIA/T | 1999

A political farce about two high school students who find themselves in the middle of the Watergate Scandal. While on a tour of the White House, the two teenagers stumble into a top secret shredding session. Unsure of what the two girls actually know, President Nixon appoints them "Official White House Dog Walkers." The story takes off from there. Cast includes Kirsten Dunst, Michelle Williams, Dave Foley, Harry Shearer, Dan Hedaya. Written by Andrew Fleming and Sheryl Longin. Directed by Andrew Fleming.

Feature films – United States.

**Die hard** (1988)

07306, VH

COLOR | 131 MIN | FOX VIDEO | 1988

A team of terrorists seizes a Los Angeles office building and threatens to blow it up if their demands aren't met. Among the hostages is an off-duty New York police detective who wages a one-man war on the terrorists. Rounds of ammunition are spent and explosives are detonated, in the end the off-duty cop and the terrorist leader square off for control of the building. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Alan Rickman, Alexander Godunov, Bonnie Bedelia. Directed by John McTiernan.

Feature films – United States.

**Dirty dancing** (1987)

05357, VH

COLOR | 105 MIN | VESTRON VI | 1987

An innocent 17-year-old, vacationing in the Catskills with her parents in 1963, discovers rock-and-roll music, dancing and love. Cast includes Patrick Swayze, Jennifer Grey, Jerry Orbach and Cynthia Rhodes; directed by Emile Ardolino.


**Die hard** (1988)

15093ID

COLOR | 132 MIN | 20TH CENTURY FOX | 1988

New York detective John McClane has just arrived in Los Angeles to spend Christmas with his family. As he waits for his estranged wife's office Christmas party to break up, German terrorists occupy the building, and McClane wages a one-man war to stop them. Based on the novel by Roderick Thorpe. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Alan Rickman, Alexander Godunov, and Bonnie Bedelia. Screenplay by Jeb Stuart and Steven E. de Souza. Directed by John McTiernan. This widescreen edition features commentary by director John McTiernan and production designer Jackson DeGolia; Scene-specific commentary by special effects supervisor Richard Edlund; Subtitle commentary by various cast and crew; Branching version with the extended power shutdown scene cut back in; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

18050ID

B&W | 111 MIN | WARNER BROS | 1933

Turner greatest classic legends film collection Series - A Park Avenue snob gives a dinner party for a visiting English peer. Little does she realize that her shipping magnate husband is bankrupt and that her daughter is having an affair with an older man. Cast includes Marie Dressler, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore, Lee Tracy, Edmund Lowe, Billie Burke. Based on the play Dinner at Eight by George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber. Special features: Harlow the blonde bombshell; Come to dinner: a satire; theatrical trailer. Directed by George Cukor. English soundtrack; optional English, French, or Spanish subs.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

90020 VH

COLOR | 105 MIN | VESTRON VI | 1987

An innocent 17-year-old, vacationing in the Catskills with her parents in 1963, discovers rock-and-roll music, dancing and love. Cast includes Patrick Swayze, Jennifer Grey, Jerry Orbach and Cynthia Rhodes; directed by Emile Ardolino.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

08493ID

COLOR | 150 MIN | WARNER HOME ENTERTAINMENT | 1967


This DVD version features behind-the-scenes documentary "Operation Dirty Dozen," interactive menus; theatrical trailer; music of 'The diary of Anne Frank,' "The Diary of Anne Frank: memories from Millie Perkins and Diane Baker," "Shelly Winters and 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The sound and music of 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The Diary of Anne Frank: Fox Legacy with Tom Rothman; Interactive pressbook gallery; Behind the scenes gallery; Languages: English and Spanish.; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

16225,ID

COLOR | 90 MIN | HART SHARP | 2004

An ex-pop singer kills her much-hated husband to be with her young lover. Their plots erupt like-revenge. The cast includes Jason Priestley, Natasha Lyonne, Stark Sands, Philip Brenton, Frances Conroy, Charles Busch. Directed by Mark Rucker. The special features on this DVD include: Commentary with Director Mark Rucker, Writer/Actor Charles Busch and actor Jason Priestley; Directors Introduction; Sundance Channel Anatomy of a Scene ; Why Not Me? Music Video and Charles Busch Performance; Deleted Scene: Angela Sees Herself; Trailers; Screen Tests; Gallery ofRejected Die Mommie Die Movie Posters; The costumes of Die Mommie Die; Photo Gallery: The Set and NY and LA Premiere Stills; Biographies and Production Notes in Downloadable PDF Formate; Widescreen Format. Language: English.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

08193, DM

COLOR | 94 MIN | COLUMBIA/T | 1999

A political farce about two high school students who find themselves in the middle of the Watergate Scandal. While on a tour of the White House, the two teenagers stumble into a top secret shredding session. Unsure of what the two girls actually know, President Nixon appoints them "Official White House Dog Walkers." The story takes off from there. Cast includes Kirsten Dunst, Michelle Williams, Dave Foley, Harry Shearer, Dan Hedaya. Written by Andrew Fleming and Sheryl Longin. Directed by Andrew Fleming.

Feature films – United States.

**Dirty dancing** (1987)

16225, DM

COLOR | 90 MIN | HART SHARP | 2004


This DVD version features behind-the-scenes documentary "Operation Dirty Dozen," interactive menus; theatrical trailer; music of 'The diary of Anne Frank,' "The Diary of Anne Frank: memories from Millie Perkins and Diane Baker," "Shelly Winters and 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The sound and music of 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The Diary of Anne Frank: Fox Legacy with Tom Rothman; Interactive pressbook gallery; Behind the scenes gallery; Languages: English and Spanish.; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Dirty dancing** (1987)

16225, DM

COLOR | 90 MIN | HART SHARP | 2004


This DVD version features behind-the-scenes documentary "Operation Dirty Dozen," interactive menus; theatrical trailer; music of 'The diary of Anne Frank,' "The Diary of Anne Frank: memories from Millie Perkins and Diane Baker," "Shelly Winters and 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The sound and music of 'The diary of Anne Frank',' "The Diary of Anne Frank: Fox Legacy with Tom Rothman; Interactive pressbook gallery; Behind the scenes gallery; Languages: English and Spanish.; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Dirty Harry
08218.VH
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER HOM 1971
Harry Callahan is a tough, streetwise San Francisco cop whom they call Dirty Harry. Set in San Francisco, Harry is out to stop a rooftop sniper who has killed twelve and has kidnapped a woman for ransom. This is one of four films featuring the Dirty Harry character, a shoot-first-ask-questions-later cop. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Harry Guardino, Reni Santoni, Andy Robinson, John Larch, John Vernon. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Story by Harry Julian Fink and R.M. Fink. Directed by Don Siegel.

Dirty Harry Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The dead pool : (DVD)
Dirty Harry : (DVD)
Magnum force : (DVD)
Sudden impact : (DVD)

Dirty Harry : (DVD)
15171,ID
COLOR 102 MIN WARNER HOM 1971
Dirty Harry Collection Series - Harry Callahan is a tough, streetwise San Francisco cop whom they call Dirty Harry. He is the only cop who is able to arrest a rooftop sniper who has killed twelve and has kidnapped a woman for ransom. When the man is released through lack of evidence, he takes private revenge. This is one of four films featuring the Dirty Harry character, a shoot-first-ask-questions-later cop. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Harry Guardino, Reni Santoni, Andy Robinson, John Larch, John Vernon. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Screenplay by Harry Julian Fink, R.M. Fink, and Dean Riesner. Story by Harry Julian Fink and R.M. Fink. Directed by Don Siegel. This widescreen letterbox edition features commentary by Richard Schickel; Two featurettes: 'Dirty Harry's Way' and 'Dirty Harry: The Original'; Interview and trailer galleries; Series retrospective 'The Long Shadow of Dirty Harry'; Vintage profile 'Clint Eastwood: The Man From Malpaso'; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Dirty Harry : (DVD)
08613.ID
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1971
Harry Callahan is a tough, streetwise San Francisco cop whom they call Dirty Harry. Set in San Francisco, Harry is out to stop a rooftop sniper who has killed twelve and has kidnapped a woman for ransom. This is one of four films featuring the Dirty Harry character, a shoot-first-ask-questions-later cop. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Harry Guardino, Reni Santoni, Andy Robinson, John Larch, John Vernon. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Story by Harry Julian Fink and R.M. Fink. Directed by Don Siegel. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; theatrical trailer; soundtrack remastered in dolby digital 5.1; languages and subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Dirty rotten scoundrels : (DVD)
13538.ID
13538,DM
COLOR 110 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988
Two con men cross paths on the French Riviera. One man is debonair and impeccably styled, he considers himself a con artist; the other man is a small-time operator pulling whatever con he can to survive, no matter the scale or the depravity of the act. At first they form a mentor/mentee relationship, but it soon becomes clear the Riviera is not big enough for both men and one of them needs to leave. They make a cads’ wager, which ever man is able to fleece a naive American soap heiress of her fortune can stay and work the unsuspecting tourists on the Riviera, the loser must leave. Cast includes Steve Martin, Michael Caine, Glenne Headly, Anton Rodgers, Barbara Harris. Written by Dale Launer, Stanley Shapiro, and Paul Henning. Directed by Frank Oz. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Frank Oz; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Teaser trailer; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese.

Dirty wars : (DVD)
18149,ID
COLOR 103 MIN MPI MEDIA 2013
It’s the dirty little secret of the War on Terror: all bets are off, and almost anything goes. The rules of the game and of engagement have fundamentally changed. Today drone strikes, night raids, and U.S. government targeted killings occur in corners across the globe, killing untold numbers of civilians. Investigative reporter Jeremy Scahill traces the rise of the Joint Special Operations Command, the most secret fighting force in U.S. history, exposing operations carried out by men who do not exist on paper and will never appear before Congress. No target is off-limits for the JSOC “kill list,” not even U.S. citizens. Narrated by Jeremy Scahill. Special features: Breaking out of the green zone making-of featurette, trailer. Directed and filmed by Richard Rowley. In English with optional Spanish subtitles and optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.

Disappearing world
For descriptions see individual titles:
The Kayapo : (DVD)
The Kayapo : out of the forest : (DVD)

Disco Godfather : (DVD)
13556.ID
COLOR 93 MIN XENON PICT 1979
Dolemite Collection Series - Rudy Ray Moore is Tucker Williams, the rapping owner of the Blueberry Hill disco. An ex-cop with a penchant for head-whacking martial arts, Tucker is called into action when his nephew gets hooked on angel dust. With the help of his “Gal Friday” Noel, Tucker declares war on Stinger Ray, the nation’s leading angel dust producer. But as the war progresses, Tucker learns that Stinger and his goons are as deadly as the drugs they push. Cast includes Rudy Ray Moore, Carol Speed, Jimmy Lynch, Jerry Jones, Lady Reed, Julius J. Carry, Ill. Written by J. Robert Wagoner and Cliff Roquemore. Directed by J. Robert Wagoner. This DVD version features an animated menu; Original 1970s radio spots; Restored theatrical trailers; Trivia game; Location tour with Rudy Ray Moore; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Dishonored : (DVD)
18485,ID
B&W 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 1931
Turner classic movies vault collection Series - An espionage thriller set in 1915 during World War I, the story was inspired by the exploits of master spy Mata Hari. A widow who turns to prostitution to support herself is recruited by the Austrian Secret Service. She becomes their most seductive agent, an expert at obtaining information. She is sent to spy on the Russians and encounters her match in handsome Russian agent. Cast includes Victor McLaglen, Marlene Dietrich, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Warner Oland, Llew Cable, Barry Norton. Written and directed by Josef Von Sternberg. This DVD version features full frame presentation.

A historical biographical film about the famed Jewish prime minister of Great Britain Benjamin Disraeli, who held office during the reign of Queen Victoria. This film focuses on England's attempts to secure the Suez Canal. Disraeli must outwit a Russian spy in the process of secretly purchasing the control of the canal. Cast includes George Arliss. Screenplay by Julian Josephson. Directed by Alfred E. Green. 

The distinguished gentleman
06332.VH
COLOR 112 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1992
A small-time con man decides to run for Congress and wins a seat. In Washington, Thomas Jefferson Johnson continues his con man ways, but finds it's much easier to accumulate money in the nation's Capitol. Soon even the con man becomes disenchanted with the workings of big time government and uses his skills at deception to see that justice wins in the end. Cast includes Eddie Murphy, Lane Smith, Charles S. Dutton, Sheryl Lee Ralph, Joe Don Baker. Directed by Jonathan Lynn. 

District 9: (district nine): (DVD)
14527.ID
COLOR 112 MIN SONY PICTU 2009
When aliens from another planet arrived on Earth twenty years ago, it was decided to keep them concentrated in a refugee camp on the edge of Johannesburg, South Africa. Over time the camp has deteriorated into a ghetto slum. The government decides it is time to clean out the camp and evict the aliens; the man sent to conduct the eviction contracts a strange virus that mutates his DNA to match the alien refugees. He discovers the mysterious secret of the extraterrestrial weapon technology and becomes a wanted man, hunted in the bizarre back alleys of the alien ghetto. Written by Neil Blomkamp and Terri Tatchell. Directed by Neil Blomkamp. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Director's commentary; "The Alien agenda: a filmmaker's log" three-part documentary; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French. 

Do the right thing
01107.VH
COLOR 120 MIN MCA HOME V 1989
Spike Lee's powerful and controversial story of a single day on a block in the Bedford-Stuyvestant area of Brooklyn. It's the hottest day of the year, a scorching 24-hour period that will change the lives of its residents forever. 

Do the right thing: (DVD)
08614.ID
COLOR 120 MIN MCA HOME V 1989
Spike Lee's powerful and controversial story of a single day on a block in the Bedford-Stuyvestant area of Brooklyn. It's the hottest day of the year, a scorching 24-hour period that will change the lives of its residents forever. 

Django unchained: (Blu-ray Disc)
17457.ID
COLOR 166 MIN COLUMBIA P 2012
Django, a former slave turned hired gun, heads back to the plantation to free his wife, Broomilda, from the tyrannical plantation owner Calvin Candie, with the help of a German bounty hunter, Dr. King Schultz. Cast includes Christoph Waltz, Leonardo DiCaprio, Kerry Washington, Samuel L. Jackson, Walton Goggins, Dennis Christopher, James Remar, David Steen, Dana Gourrier, Nichole Galicia, Laura Cayouette, Ato Essandoh, Sammi Rotibi, Clay Donahue Fontenot, Escalante Lundy, Miriam F. Glover, Don Johnson, Franco Nero. 

Feature films – United States.


Django unchained: (DVD)
17458.ID
17458.DM
COLOR 166 MIN COLUMBIA P 2012
Django, a former slave turned hired gun, heads back to the plantation to free his wife, Broomilda, from the tyrannical plantation owner Calvin Candie, with the help of a German bounty hunter, Dr. King Schultz. Cast includes Christoph Waltz, Leonardo DiCaprio, Kerry Washington, Samuel L. Jackson, Walton Goggins, Dennis Christopher, James Remar, David Steen, Dana Gourrier, Nichole Galicia, Laura Cayouette, Ato Essandoh, Sammi Rotibi, Clay Donahue Fontenot, Escalante Lundy, Miriam F. Glover, Don Johnson, Franco Nero. 


Doctor Faustus
04250.VH
04250.DM
COLOR 93 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1967
Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor star in this tale of an aging stage actor who makes a bargain with the devil for youth, knowledge, and sex. Directed by Richard Burton and Neville Coghill.

Doctor Zhivago
07563.VH
COLOR 197 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1965
Set in Russia after the revolution, Zhivago is a talented poet and dedicated surgeon. His life and that of the women he loves is forever altered by the revolution. Based on the novel by Boris Pasternak. Cast includes Omar Sharif, Geraldine Chaplin, Julie Christie, Rita Tushingham, Tom Courtenay, Alec Guinness, Siobhan McKenna, Ralph Richardson, Rod Steiger. Directed by David Lean. This 30th anniversary edition features a digitally remastered version of the film, a special introduction by Omar Sharif, and an exclusive documentary featuring behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the film's stars.

Doctor Zhivago: (DVD)
14242,ID
14242,DM
COLOR 200 MIN WARNER HOM 1965
A poet and surgeon, husband and lover finds his life disrupted by war. It alters the lives of many, including Tonya, the gentle woman he marries and Lara, the woman he cannot forget. Cast includes Geraldine Chaplin, Julie Christie, Tom Courtenay, Alec Guinness, Siobhan McKenna, Ralph Richardson, Omar Sharif, Rob Steiger, Rita Tushingham. Screenplay by Robert Bolt. Directed by David Lean. This 2-disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature-length audio commentary by Omar Sharif, Rod Steiger and Sandra Lean; Introduction by Omar Sharif; 30th-Anniversary documentary "Doctor Zhivago: The Making of a Russian Epic"; 10 vintage documentaries: "Zhivago: Behind the Camera with David Lean," "David Lean’s Film of Doctor Zhivago," "Moscow in Madrid," "Pasternak," "New York Press Interviews," "Geraldine Chaplin Screen Test," "This is Julie Christie," "This is Geraldine Chaplin," "Chaplin in New York," "This is Omar Sharif"; Music-only audio track; Vintage audio track interviews and December 1965 New York premiere coverage; Interactive menus; Cast/Director career highlights; Theatrical trailer; Scene access; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Dolores Claiborne: (DVD)
13555,ID
COLOR 91 MIN XENON PICT 1974
Dolores Claiborne Collection - In prison on a frame-up by Willy Green, Dolores, the famous nightclub entertainer, is offered an early release on the condition that she help the FBI bring down Green and his henchmen, who are terrorizing the city. Queen Bee joins the fight with her all-girl army of Kung Fu killers. Cast includes Rudy Ray Moore, D’Urville Martin, Jerry Jones, Lady Reed. Written by Jerry Jones. Directed by D’Urville Martin. This DVD version features an animated menu; Original 1970’s radio spots; Restored theatrical trailers; Trivia game; Location tour with Rudy Ray Moore; Language: English.

Dolemite: (DVD)
13829,ID
B&W 101 MIN METRO-GOLD 1936
A small town, self-made millionaire begins to realize that money can’t buy happiness. His bored wife enjoys what his money can buy. She convinces her husband to travel to Europe to ignite the passion in their lives and marriage. Once in Europe she leaves him for a penniless baron. Alone, the wealthy American meets a beautiful young widow and rediscovers his own passion. The man’s wife is not prepared to let another woman have her husband’s wealth. From the novel by Sinclair Lewis. Cast includes Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton, Paul Lukas, Mary Astor, David Niven. Screenplay by Sidney Howard. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features standard presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Dolores Claiborne: (DVD)
16228,ID
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
Eighteen years ago the town accused Dolores Claiborne of murdering her husband in cold blood. Now a woman lies dead murdering her husband in cold blood. Now a woman lies dead and a witness finds Dolores standing over the body. Her daughter is the only one who can save her life and the only thing that stands between guilt and innocence is the evil secret that made the daughter run away ten years ago. The cast includes Kathy Bates, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Christopher Plummer, Eric Bogosian and John C. Reilly. Directed by Taylor Hackford. The special features on this DVD include: Commentary by director Taylor Hackford. Language: English with optional English and French subtitles.

Dolemite Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Dolomite: (DVD)

The human tornado: (DVD)

The legend of Dolemite: bigger & badder: (DVD)

Petey Wheatstraw: the devil's son in law: (DVD)

Rudy Ray Moore: live at wetlands: (DVD)

The Dolly sisters
11523,VH
B&W 114 MIN 20TH CENTU 1945
Studio Classics Series - Two sisters become vaudeville sensations in Europe and America. One sister is torn between her career demands and her romance with a Tin Pan Alley tunesmith. The film is filled with singing, dancing, and show-biz razzmatazz. The story works in many splashy production numbers for the stars to demonstrate their singing and dancing skills. Cast includes Betty Grable, John Payne, June Haver, S.Z. Sakall. Screenplay by John Larkin and Marian Spitzer. Directed by Irving Cummings. Closed Captioned for the hearing impaired.

Dolemite Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Dolomite: (DVD)

The human tornado: (DVD)

The legend of Dolemite: bigger & badder: (DVD)

Petey Wheatstraw: the devil's son in law: (DVD)

Rudy Ray Moore: live at wetlands: (DVD)

Dolemite: (DVD)

Dolores Claiborne: (DVD)

Dolemite Collection

For descriptions see individual titles:

Dolomite: (DVD)

The human tornado: (DVD)

The legend of Dolemite: bigger & badder: (DVD)

Petey Wheatstraw: the devil's son in law: (DVD)

Rudy Ray Moore: live at wetlands: (DVD)

The Dolly sisters

11523,VH
B&W 114 MIN 20TH CENTU 1945
Studio Classics Series - Two sisters become vaudeville sensations in Europe and America. One sister is torn between her career demands and her romance with a Tin Pan Alley tunesmith. The film is filled with singing, dancing, and show-biz razzmatazz. The story works in many splashy production numbers for the stars to demonstrate their singing and dancing skills. Cast includes Betty Grable, John Payne, June Haver, S.Z. Sakall. Screenplay by John Larkin and Marian Spitzer. Directed by Irving Cummings. Closed Captioned for the hearing impaired.


Feature films – United States; Gay couples – Drama; Bank robberies – New York (State) – New York – Drama; Hostage negotiations – Drama; Hostages – Drama; Mass media and crime – Drama; Sex change – Drama.

Dolores Claiborne: (DVD)

16228,ID
16228,DM
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
Eighteen years ago the town accused Dolores Claiborne of murdering her husband in cold blood. Now a woman lies dead and a witness finds Dolores standing over the body. Her daughter is the only one who can save her life and the only thing that stands between guilt and innocence is the evil secret that made the daughter run away ten years ago. The cast includes Kathy Bates, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Christopher Plummer, Eric Bogosian and John C. Reilly. Directed by Taylor Hackford. The special features on this DVD include: Commentary by director Taylor Hackford. Language: English with optional English and French subtitles.

Feature films – United States; Murder – Drama; Mothers and daughters – Drama; Hackford, Taylor, 1945-.
Dolphin tale 2 : (DVD)  
20205.ID  
COLOR  107 MIN WARNER HOM 2014  
The continuation of the story begun in Dolphin tale about Winter the Dolphin who lost her tale and the humans that helped her recover. Winter's surrogate mother, the very elderly dolphin Panama, has passed away, leaving Winter without the only poolmate she has ever known. However, the loss of Panama may have even greater repercussions for Winter, who, according to USDA regulations, cannot be housed alone, as dolphins' social behavior requires them to be paired with other dolphins. Time is running out to find a companion for her before the team at Clearwater loses their beloved Winter to another aquarium. Cast includes Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd, Nathan Gamble, Kris Kristofferson, Cozi Zuehlsdorff, Morgan Freeman. Written and directed by Charles Martain Smith. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Dolphin tale 2: true story; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.  

Dolphin tale : (DVD)  
20204.ID  
COLOR  113 MIN WARNER HOM 2011  
Inspired by the amazing true story of a brave dolphin and the compassionate strangers who banded together to save her life. Swimming free, a young dolphin is caught in a crab trap, severely damaging her tail. She is rescued and transported to the Clearwater Marine Hospital, where she is named Winter. But her fight for survival has just begun. Without a tail, Winter's prognosis is dire. Cast includes Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd, Nathan Gamble, Kris Kristofferson, Frances Sternhagen, Morgan Freeman, Cozi Zuehlsdorff, Austin Stowell, Ray McKinnon, Austin Highsmith. Written by Karen Janszen and Noam Dromi. Directed by Charles Martain Smith. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Ormie and the cookie jar; Original animated short; Gag reel; Additional scene; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.  

The dome of heaven : (DVD)  
16921.ID  
COLOR  89 MIN THROUGH A 2011  
This drama set in Vici, Oklahoma revolves around a Cherokee veteran of World War II and his German war bride. Their two children are Flutie and Franklin. Franklin works with his father in a local garage as an apprentice mechanic; although he is bright, he has dropped out of high school. His sister Flutie wants to go to college, but she is morbidly afraid of speaking in front of people. She must overcome this phobia in order to pass high school, but she is severely impaired.  

Don Juan  
12647,VH  
B&W  113 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1926  
The story of the world's most famed lover Don Juan. The swashbuckling hero pursues his conquests with rakish abandon. When he spies the beauty of Adriana he finds true love, but she is meant for another man. Don Juan must give his all to win her hand. This film was the first Vitaphone film which paired a sound-on-disc system with film to provide sound effects and music to the movie watching experience. The story is inspired by the legend of the greatest lover of all ages. Cast includes John Barrymore, Mary Astor, Warner Oland, Myrna Loy. Screenplay by Bess Meredyth. Directed by Alan Crosland.  
Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Swashbucklers; Don Juan (Legendary character).

Donnie Brasco : (DVD)  
17299,ID  
COLOR  127 MIN COLUMBIA T 2002  
This true story follows FBI agent Joe Pistone as he infiltrates the mafia of New York. Based on the book by Joseph D. Pistone with Richard Woodley. Cast includes Al Pacino, Johnny Depp, Michael Madsen, Bruno Kirby, James Russo and Anne Heche. Directed by Mike Newell. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director's commentary; Exclusive featurette "Donnie Brasco: out from the shadows"; Deleted scenes with optional commentary; Original featurette; Photo gallery; Talent files; Isolated music score; Theatrical trailers. In English, French or Spanish dialogue with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish; English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

Donnie Darko : (DVD)  
12785,ID  
COLOR  113 MIN 20TH CENTU 2001  
A high school student begins to have horrific visions of the past and the future. The boy is visited by a human-sized demonic bunny rabbit that shows him the dark visions. Soon the teen's grip on reality begins to slip away and he has to struggle to hold onto his sanity to protect his loved ones. Cast includes Jake Gyllenhaal, Jena Malone, Drew Barrymore, Mary McDonnell, Katharine Ross, Patrick Swayze, Noah Wyle. Written and directed by Richard Kelly. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director and actors commentary; Deleted/extended scenes with optional director commentary; "Cunning visions" infomercials; The philosophy of time travel book; Website gallery; "Mad world" music video; Art gallery and production stills; Cast and crew info; Theatrical trailer and TV spots; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Don’t knock the rock : (DVD)  
12852,ID  
COLOR  85 MIN SONY PICTU 1956  
A rock ‘n’ roll movie from the early days of 1950’s teenage rock ‘n’ roll rebellion. A rock ‘n’ roll band returns home after a long tour to discover the mayor has banned the high energy music in their hometown. Outraged at the action of the adults the kids get disc jockey Alan Freed and rock ‘n’ rollers Bill Haley and His Comets to prove to the adults that the music might sound crazy and the kids’ dance moves might look wild, but it's not as dangerous as it looks. The film features performances by Bill Haley and His Comets and Little Richard. Cast includes Bill Haley and His Comets, Alan Dale, Alan Freed, The Trener’s, Little Richard, Dave Appell and His Applejacks, Jovada, Jimmy Ballard. Written by Robert E. Kent and James B. Gordon. Directed by Fred F. Sears. This DVD features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Japanese, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Japanese.

Don’t let me drown: (DVD) 16685,ID
COLOR 99 MIN IMAGE ENT 2009
Two young teenagers growing up in post-9/11 New York meet and fall in love. The girl’s older sister was killed in the terrorist attacks and her proud Dominican family suffers from the loss. The boy is the son of illegal Mexican immigrants. His father has found work cleaning up the debris from the towers. The young couple help each other deal with family strife. As their feelings deepen for each other, they are complicated by the girls father decree that no one will date his daughter, especially someone who isn’t Dominican. Cast includes E.J. Bonilla, Gleendlyys Indea, Damián Alcázar, Yareli Arizmendi, Gina Torres, Ricardo Antonio Chavira, written by María Topepa and Cruz Angeles. Directed by Cruz Angeles. Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The doors: (DVD) 08662,ID
COLOR 138 MIN ARTISAN EN 1991
The electrifying story of one of rock and roll’s seminal bands, the Doors. Lead singer, Jim Morrison was one of the most sensual and exciting figures in the history of rock and roll, the legendary outlaw front man’s story reflects the changing American culture of the turbulent late sixties and early seventies. Cast includes Val Kilmer, Meg Ryan, Kevin Dillon, Kyle MacLachlan, Frank Whaley, Michael Madsen, Billy Idol, Kathleen Quinlan. Music by the Doors. Written by J. Randal Johnson and Oliver Stone. Directed by Oliver Stone. This 2 disc DVD version is a special edition and features interactive menus; scene access; digitally mastered widescreen version; 43 minutes of additional scenes; commentary by director Olive Stone; documentary “The Road to Excess” which features: behind-the-scenes footage, original concert footage, interviews with the actors including Val Kilmer; featurette; cinematicomographics moments; theatrical trailer and teaser; cast and crew information; production notes.
Feature films – United States.; Rock music–United States.; Rock musicians; Stone; Oliver

Dope: (Blu-ray Disc) 19638,ID
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
A young man growing up in Inglewood, California, is carefully surviving his tough surroundings, doing well in high school, and a fan of old school hip hop and rap. Considered a geek and a weirdo, a chance invitation to an underground party leads him into an adventure that could allow him to go from being a geek, to being dope, to ultimately being himself. Cast includes Shameik Moore, Tony Revolori, Kiercey Clemons, Kimberly Elise, Chanel Iman, Keith Stanfield, De’Aundre Bonds, Roger Guenveur Smith, Forest Whitaker, Blake Anderson, Zoe Kravitz, A$ap Chanel Iman, Keith Stanfield, Rico. Written and directed by Rick Famuyiwa. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Dope is different: Dope music; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Double indemnity: (DVD) 19300,ID
B&W 108 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944
A malevolent thriller, based on an actual case of a wife insuring her husband for a good sum and then having him killed. The husband and wife take out a double-indemnity policy, sold to them by a smooth talking insurance agent. The agent is the wife’s lover, and soon the husband is dead. Before the lovers can cash in their policy, a claims manager begins to investigate the case, which reeks of foul play. From the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Fred MacMurray, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson, Porter Hall, Jean Heather, Tom Powers, Byron Barr, Richard Gaines, Fortunia Bonanova, John Philibler. Screenplay by Billy Wilder and Raymond Chandler. Directed by Billy Wilder. Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States.

Double life: (DVD) 10288,ID
B&W 103 MIN REPUBLIC P 1948
An actor performing in a local production of “Othello” slips into madness. Driven by jealousy and revenge, fantasy and reality begin to blur for the man as he allows the murderous impulses of his character to control his offstage actions. Cast includes Signe Hasso, Edmund O’Brien, Shelly Winters, Ray Collins, Philip Leob. Written by Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features scene selection; Full screen presentation; Digitally mastered from the original film negative; English language closed captioning.
Feature films – United States.

Double wedding: (DVD) 12999,ID
B&W 87 MIN WARNER BRO 1937
Myrna Loy and William Powell collection Series - A young couple is preparing to get married. The young woman's older sister has it all planned out for them, until the woman decides that her husband-to-be isn’t very exciting. She becomes smitten with a bohemian artist who offers the excitement her boyfriend lacks. Her older sister is furious and can’t believe her sister could be so...
naive as to fall for the struggling artist-type. In her attempt to reconcile the couple and protect her star, the older man, she discovers herself becoming attracted to him too. The film is a screwball comedy with several twists and turns in the plot. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Florence Rice, John Beal, Jessie Ralph, Edgar Kennedy. Screenplay by Jo Swerling. Directed by Richard Thorpe. This DVD version features musical short "Dancing on the ceiling." Classic cartoon "The hound and the rabbit." Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Doubt : (DVD) 13917,ID 13917,DM
COLOR 103 MIN MIRAMAX FI 2008
Change has come to St. Nicholas catholic school in the Bronx, New York. 1964 see's the first African American student at the school and popular parish priest Father Flynn embraces the progressive movements of the time. Sister Aloysius, the school's strict Principal, does not welcome change and looks to uphold the schools customs. When a nun expresses a fear that Father Flynn might be giving the new African American student too much private attention, Sister Aloysius latches onto the claim, she senses that she might have found a way to rid her beloved school of the change that Father Flynn and the young student represent. She begins to doggedly investigate the allegations against the priest. Based on the stage play by John Patrick Shanley. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Amy Adams, Viola Davis. Written for the screen and directed by John Patrick Shanley. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Doubt: from stage to screen;" Scoring "Doubt;" The cast of "Doubt;" The sisters of charity; Feature commentary with writer/director John Patrick Shanley; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish.


Down and out in Beverly Hills : (DVD) 12121,ID 12121,DM
COLOR 103 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1986
Rescued from drowning in the swimming pool of a Beverly Hills couple, a disconsolate bum brings startling and hilarious changes to the entire household, including the family dog, Matisse. Cast includes Nick Nolte, Bette Midler, Richard Dreyfus. Based on the play "Boudu Sauve Des Eaux" by Rene Fauchois. Screenplay by Paul Mazursky, Leon Capetanos. Directed by Paul Mazursky. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menu; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: Close-captioned.

Feature films – United States; Comedy films.; Beverly Hills (Calif.) – Drama.; Drama.; Middle Eastern American.

Down Argentine way 08219,VM 08219,DM
COLOR 110 MIN KEY VIDEO 1940
A breezy musical romance about the love between a rich New Yorker who collects horses and the son of an Argentinean rancher renowned for his prize jumpers. The woman is interested in buying horses and in the son. Unfortunately, her father and the rancher have a longstanding feud and it is up to the younger generation to bring the two families together. Cast includes Betty Grable, Don Ameche, Carmen Miranda, Charlotte Greenwood, J. Carroll Naish. Story by Rian James and Ralph Spence. Screenplay by Darrell Ware and Karl Tunberg. Directed by Irving Cummings.

Feature films – United States.

Down by law : (DVD) 10890,ID 10890,DM
B&W 107 MIN CRITICION 1986
The Criterion Collection Series - A "neo-beat-noir comedy" about three men incarcerated in a Louisiana prison. Two of the men are framed for a crime they didn't commit and the third, a wildly optimistic Italian tourist with limited command of the English language and more importantly to the other two men the knowledge of an escape route. The three men make their escape, breaking out of jail and head into the Louisiana bayou, barely surviving the swamp and each other. Cast includes Tom Waits, John Lurie, Roberto Benigni. Music by John Lurie. Songs by Tom Waits. Written and directed by Jim Jarmusch. This Criterion Collection two disc DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Thoughts and reflections by Jim Jarmusch; 2002 video interview with director of photography Robby Muller; 1986 Overture; TV festival press conference with Jarmusch and stars John Lurie, Roberto Benigni, and Nicoletta Braschi; 1986 John Lurie interview with commentary; Outtakes; Music video of Tom Waits singing Cole Porter's "It's All Right with Me," directed by Jarmusch; Q&A with Jarmusch; Jarmusch Phone calls with Waits, Benigni, and Lurie; Isolated music tracks; Production Features; Location stills; Theatrical trailer; Original French Dub track, featuring Roberto Benigni; Optional French subtitles; English subtitles for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired.


Downtown 81 : (DVD) 12488,ID 12488,DM
COLOR 72 MIN ZEITGEIST 1981
A lost film that was completed two decades after it was filmed, it chronicles the early-'80's Manhattan art and music scene of the Lower East Side of New York City. The film stars artist Jean-Michel Basquiat who plays an artist and musician attempting to sell a painting. He wanders the streets witnessing the rappers, junkie strippers, modems, art-world merchandisers that thrive on the gritty streets of downtown; the film presents a real-life snapshot of hip, arty, club land Manhattan in the post-punk era. Cast includes Jean-Michel Basquiat, Deborah Harry, Kid Creole and the Coconuts, Tuxedomoon, DNA, James White and the Blacks, Walter Steding, The Plastics. Written by Glenn O'Brien. Directed by Jim Jarmusch. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by screenwriter/co-producer Glenn O'Brien and producer Maripol; Archival footage of Jean-Michel Basquiat from O'Brien's New York cable show "TV Party;" Outtakes with music by Basquiat band, Gray; "Afterthought" behind-the-scenes interview with the filmmakers created by the Sundance channel; Gallery of photographs from the film and the New York '80's scene; Interactive map of the film's location; Filmmaker, musician, and cast bios.


Dr. Ehrlich's magic bullet : (DVD) 19565,ID B&W 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1940


Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 08008,VM 08008,DM
COLOR 97 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1931
The fully restored, 1932 version of Robert Louis Stevenson's spine chilling novel. Seventeen minutes of previously censored material have been restored to the story of Dr. Jekyll, a cultured man, who unleashes the primitive man that resides inside us all, Mr. Hyde. Once the primitive force of his psyche has been unleashed it is a struggle to contain it. Cast includes Frederic March, Miriam Hopkins, Rose Hobart, Holmes Herbert, Halliwell

**Feature films – United States.** Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894. Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Motion Picture.). Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.

**Dr. Phibes rises again : (DVD) 12134,ID**

**COLOR** 89 MIN MGM HOME E 1972

The eminence Dr. Phibes awakens from a decade of suspended animation and heads for Egypt with his mute sidekick, Vulnavia and the corpse of his dead wife. To resurrect his spouse, Phibes gets up to his usual, diabolical tricks, cleverly murdering people in strange and heinous ways to invoke a magical incantation. But once he is in the tomb of the dead Pharaohs, the good doctor discovers that his pursuit of an after-life may be foiled by his nemesis who wants to end the reign of this sadistic surgeon of gore. Cast includes Vincent Price, Robert Quarry, Peter Cushing, Beryl Reid, Terry-Thomas. Music by John Gale. Directed by Robert Fuest. This DVD version features interactive menu; Scene selection; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.


**Dragnet : (DVD) 13631,ID 13631,DM**

**COLOR** 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 1957

The original police drama of the 50's and 60's is updated to the big screen with a wild ride on Los Angeles crime. The action comedy is loosely based on the series, trading the reality based elements of the series for a broad comedy storyline. Sgt. Joe Friday, the nephew of the detective from the TV series must save Los Angeles from a power-mad Revered and a corrupt Police Commissioner. Cast includes Dan Aykroyd, Tom Hanks, Christopher Plummer, Harry Dean Stanton, Paul Dooley, Dan Aykroyd. Written by Dan Aykroyd and Alan Zweibel. Directed by Tom Mankiewicz. This DVD version features chapter search; widescreen presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers bios; Film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Web links; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Dragonslayer : (DVD) 19025,ID**

**COLOR** 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 1981

A fire-breathing dragon terrorizes the sixth-century British countryside. The only hope for the beleaguered citizens is an aging sorcerer. But when he is killed before he can save the people, the task falls to his young apprentice. Cast includes Peter MacNicol, Caitlin Clarke, Sir Ralph Richardson. Directed by Matthew Robbins. English; Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


**Dreamgirls : (DVD) 17508,ID**

**COLOR** 130 MIN DREAMWORKS 2007

Three young women, Deena Jones, Effie White and Lorrell Robinson desire to become pop stars. They get their wish when they are picked to be backup singers for the legendary James "Thunder" Early. When they are set free for leads, Curtis Taylor and Effie's brother C.C. decide that Deena should be the lead singer, which upsets Effie. The girls discover exactly what it takes to be in the music business and what they must give up to realize their dreams. Cast includes Jamie Foxx, Beyonce Knowles, Eddie Murphy, Danny Glover, Anika Noni Rose, Keith Robinson, Jennifer Hudson. Special features: 12 never-before-seen extended musical numbers including a Jenifer Hudson performance not seen in theaters; music video "Listen" by Beyonce. Directed by Bill Condon. In English or dubbed French with Spanish subtitles; closed captioned.


**Dredd : (DVD) 17494,ID**

**COLOR** 96 MIN LIONSGATE 2013

A feature film adaptation of the popular UK comic book hero Judge Dredd. In a post-apocalyptic world civilization is barely hanging on in the form of Mega Cities surrounded by uninhabitable toxic wastelands. The Mega Cities are overcrowded and dirty, and crime is rampant. On the East Coast of the United States lies Mega City One. The chaotic streets of Mega City One are ruled by block gangs, petty crooks, and violent criminal organizations. The laws of the city are enforced by the Judges who prowl the streets acting as judge, jury, and instant executioner. Judge Dredd is the law. Cast includes Karl Urban, Olivia Thirlby, Lena Headey, Wood Harris, Langley Kirkwood, Warrick Grier. Screenplay by Alex Garland. Directed by Pete Travis. This DVD version widescreen presentation; Mega-City masters: 35 years of Judge Dredd; Day of chaos: the visual effects of Dredd; Dredd featurette; Dredd's gear; "The 3rd dimension" featurette; "Welcome to Peach Trees" featurette; Dredd motion comic prequel; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


**Dressed to kill : (DVD) 16583,ID**

**COLOR** 105 MIN METRO GOLD 1980

Fashionable Manhattan therapist Dr. Robert Elliott faces the most terrifying moment of his life, when a psychotic killer begins attacking the women in his life - with a straight razor stolen from his office. Desperate to find the murderer before anyone else is hurt, Elliot is soon drawn into a dark and disturbing world of chilling desires. And as the doctor edges closer to the terrible truth, he finds himself lost in a provocative and deadly maze of obsession, deviance, and deceit - where the most harmless erotic fantasies...can become the most deadly sexual nightmares! The cast includes Michael Caine, Angie Dickinson and Nancy Allen. Written and directed by Brian De Palma. This DVD version includes both the Theatrical Version and Unrated Version of the film; The making of "Dressed to Kill" documentary including interviews with Brian De Palma, Angie Dickinson, Nancy Allen, Dennis Franz and more; Unrated, R-rated and TV-rated comparison featurette; "Slashing Dressed to Kill" featurette; An appreciation by Keith Gordon featurette; Animated photo gallery; theatrical trailer. Language: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and French.

- Feature films – United States.; Murder – Investigation – Drama.; Psychiatrists – Drama.; De Palma, Brian

**Drive : (DVD) 16058,ID 16058,DM**

**COLOR** 100 MIN SONY PICTU 2011

A Hollywood stuntman by day, a wheelchair for criminals at night, the man known as "The Driver" can control the four wheel of a speeding car like a master. His penchant for protecting the underdog finds him being chased by dangerous underworld criminals. He fails for his neighbor, a young mother whose husband has just come home from prison. The Driver tries to help the man, who is being blackmailed and forced to carry out an armed robbery. When the heist goes wrong, the man is killed and the Driver fears that the young woman and her son will be killed next. His world begins to spiral out-of-control when the criminal bosses want him dead too, so he does what he does best, gets behind the wheel and drives. Based on the book by James Sallis. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Carey Mulligan, Bryan Cranston, Christina Hendricks, Ron Perlman, Oscar Isaac, Albert Brooks. Screenplay by Hossein Amini. Directed by Nicolas Winding Refn. This DVD version features; Widescreen presentation; Four featurettes: "I drive: the driver;" "The Driver and Irene: the relationship;" "Under the hood: story;" Cut to the End; Opening trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.
Feature films – United States

Drive, he said : (DVD) 16984,ID
COLOR 90 MIN CRITERION 1970
America lost and found : The BBS story (Criterion Collection Series - Hector is a rising college basketball star in a troubled relationship with dance student Olive, while his roommate, guerrilla theater student/political activist Gabriel, keeps himself awake so long to avoid the draft that he slips into madness. Cast includes William Tepper, Karen Black, Michael Margotta, Bruce Dern and Robert Towne. Directed by Jack Nicholson. Box set includes accompanying guide, America lost and found: the BBS story, (111 p.; ill.; 21 cm.) available from the UCLA Instructional Media Collections and Services.

Driving Miss Daisy 06197,VH
COLOR 99 MIN WARNER HOM 1989
An aging Jewish woman in Atlanta can no longer drive her car safely. Her son hires a black chauffeur for her. The headstrong, domineering woman does not hide her prejudice. As years pass, she begins to understand the suffering her driver experienced as a black man in the South. Their relationship deepens as the Civil Rights movement comes to affect them both. Cast includes Morgan Freeman, Jessica Tandy, Dan Aykroyd. Directed by Bruce Beresford.
Feature films – United States.

Driving Miss Daisy : (DVD) 13573,ID 13573,DM
COLOR 99 MIN WARNER HOM 1989
An aging Jewish woman in Atlanta can no longer drive her car safely. Her son hires a black chauffeur for her. The headstrong, domineering woman does not hide her prejudice. As years pass, she begins to understand the suffering her driver experienced as a black man in the South. Their relationship deepens as the Civil Rights movement comes to affect them both. Cast includes Morgan Freeman, Jessica Tandy, Dan Aykroyd. Directed by Bruce Beresford. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Three revealing peaks behind-the-scenes: Miss Daisy's journey. From stage to screen, and Jessica Tandy: theatre legend to screen star; Original 1989 featurette; Feature-length commentary by director Bruce Beresford, writer Alfred Uhry and producer Lili Fini Zanuck; Theatrical trailer; Cast/director/writer film highlights; Award notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.
Feature films – United States.

Draped along the Mohawk : (DVD) 18429,ID
COLOR 104 MIN 20TH CENTU 1939
Ford at Fox collection Series - A historical drama about husband and wife homesteaders in New Yorks Mohawk Valley. After repeated Indian attacks the couple must seek the safety of a nearby fort. Their farm is destroyed and they are forced to start all over. Despite the hardship they experience, from both men and nature, their spirits are broken and they refuse to give up on their dreams of the good life in the Mohawk Valley. Based on the novel by Walter D. Edmonds. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda, Edna May Oliver, John Carradine. Screenplay by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Audio commentary by film historians Julie Kirgo and Nick Redman; Original theatrical trailer; Five still galleries; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Drums of the desert : (DVD) 13992,ID
B&W 63 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1940
On his way to a tour of duty in the Middle East, Lt. Paul Dumond meets and falls in love with a beautiful young woman. Upon his arrival at the training camp, he discovers that the woman is engaged to marry a fellow soldier and colleague. Heartbroken, he saves his mind on his work, but finds that he has entered a conflict much greater and more heated than he expected. The natives are bloodthirsty and determined to eradicate the foreign army. When Dumond captures and executes their leader, he ignites the wrath of the warlord's brother, inspiring a vicious duel that will only end when one of them is dead. Cast includes Mantan Moreland, Ralph Byrd, William Castle, Lorna Gray, and Peter George Lynn. Screenplay by Dorothy Reid and Joseph West. Directed by George Wagtnner. This DVD feature includes an interactive menu; Chapter index; Catalog; Language: English.

Duck soup : (DVD) 10721,ID
B&W 68 MIN UNIVERSAL 1933
The Marx Brothers Silver Screen Collection Series - A classic Marx Brothers' comedy with Groucho playing Prime Minister Firefly of Freedonia. He reduces the kingdom to shambles, with the help of Harpo and Chico who are secret agents working with their own agenda. Cast includes Groucho Marx, Harpo Marx, Chico Marx, Zeppo Marx, Margaret Dumont, Louis Calhern, Edgar Kennedy, Raquel Torres. Screenplay by Burt Kalmar and Harry Ruby with additional dialogue by Arthur Sheekman and Nat Perrin. Directed by Leo McCarey. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and French.
Feature films – United States.; Marx Brothers

Duel : (DVD) 20266,ID
COLOR 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1971
Steven Spielberg directed television movie about a highway motorist being terrorized by an evil truck. A traveling businessman is menaced on the highway by a huge diesel truck. Although he can never see the psychopathic driver of the truck, he soon realizes that the driver is out to kill him! Cast includes Dennis Weaver, Jacqueline Scott, Eddie Firestone, Lou Frizzel, Gene Dynarski, Lucille Benson, Tim Herbert. Screenplay by Richard Matheson based on his published story. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Steven Spielberg on making Duel; Steven Spielberg and the small screen; Richard Matheson: the writing of Duel; Photograph gallery; Trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers bios; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Feature films – United States.; Made-for-TV movies.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Road rage – Drama.; Attempted murder – Drama.; Automobile travel – Drama.; Weaver, Dennis, 1924-2006.; Matheson, Steven, 1946-.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

Dutchman 06843,VH
B&W 55 MIN CALIFORNIA 1967
Adapted from Amiri Baraka's (LeRoi Jones) one act play, this high- powered parable came out of the Black Theatre Movement of the 1960's and 70's. A middle class black man is engaged in conversation by a white woman on the subway. The woman questions, then attacks the man's race and his right to middle class aspirations. The man finally erupts in a passionate expression of black rage. The woman stabs the man, killing him.
before moving on to another unsuspecting black man. Cast includes Al Freeman Jr. and Shirley Knight. Directed by Anthony Harvey.

African American authors – Film and video adaptations.: Feature films – United States.; Baraka, Imamu Amiri, 1934-

**Dutchman** : (DVD) 08616.ID 08616,DM

B&W 55 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1967
Adapted from Amiri Baraka’s (LeRoi Jones) one act play, this high-powered parable came out of the Black Theatre Movement of the 1960’s and 70’s. A middle class black man is engaged in conversation by a white woman on the subway. The woman questions, then attacks the man’s race and his right to middle class aspirations. The man finally erupts in a passionate expression of black rage. The woman stabs the man, killing him before moving on to another unsuspecting black man. Cast includes Al Freeman Jr. and Shirley Knight. Directed by Anthony Harvey. This DVD version features scene selection.

African American authors – Film and video adaptations.: Feature films – United States.; Baraka, Imamu Amiri, 1934-

**The dying Gaul** : (DVD) 11530,DM

COLOR 95 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
A screenwriter is inspired by the death of his lover from AIDS to write a brilliant script. The script catches the attention of a powerful film executive who wants to buy the project, but only if the story is altered to be a heterosexual love story. The writer is seduced by the film executive’s charm and becomes tempted by the money. The executive’s wife becomes fascinated by the writer and soon the three people are embroiled in a dark maze of deception and betrayal. Cast includes Patricia Clarkson, Peter Sarsgaard, Campbell Scott. Screenplay and directed by Craig Lucas. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Alternate ending; Subtitles: English and closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


**E haku inoa (To weave a name)** : (DVD) 17831,ID

COLOR 57 MIN PARADOS P 2013
After nearly 20 years of living in the continental U.S., filmmaker Christen Hepuakoa Marquez returns to Hawaii to learn the meaning of her name. In Hawaii culture, parents don’t give a name, they haku inoa. Haku means to weave, and inoa is the Hawaiian word for name. In traditional Hawaiian culture a name is considered a sacred extension of a person’s identity. Words are artfully woven together like the strands in a moana (pandanus leaf mat) to create a poem that tells the namesake’s heritage and destiny. Marquez’s mother Elena created her name and is the only person who knows its true meaning. But Elena was diagnosed with schizophrenia more than 20 years ago, and has a history of being physically abusive. Marquez’s relationship with her mother suffered because of the illness, and her years away from the islands eroded her knowledge of Native Hawaiian culture is meager. As Marquez doggedly pursues this piece of her identity, she reconnects with her mother and struggles through the fights and misunderstandings to unlock the mystery of her own name. Directed by Christen Hepuakoa Marquez. In English and Hawaiian with English subtitles.


**E.T., the extra-terrestrial** : (DVD) 13302,ID 13302,DM

COLOR 121 MIN UNIVERSAL 1982
A Extra-terrestrial alien becomes stranded on earth. Lost and scared E.T. is discovered by a ten-years-old and together they work to avoid authorities and get the alien home. Cast includes Dee Wallace, Peter Coyote, Drew Barrymore, Henry Thomas. Written by Melissa Mathison. Music by John Williams. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio track of John Williams’ score; The reunion: E.T.'s family and friends; Behind-the-scenes with composer John Williams; Original theatrical trailer; Exclusive production photos and concept drawings; E.T.'s interactive space tour; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Human-alien encounters – Drama.; Extraterrestrial beings – Drama.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

**The eagle** : (DVD) 15737,ID 15737,DM

COLOR 114 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011
A Roman soldier undertakes an epic quest to restore honor to his father and family name. The soldier arrives in Britain from Rome in 140 A.D. Twenty years earlier the entire Ninth Legion of the Roman Army, thousands of men under the command of his father, disappeared in the mountains of Scotland. The brave Roman heads into the savage wilderness of the highlands of Caledonia, bringing along his embittered British slave to help navigate the uncharted lands and savage tribes of the region. In the dangerous lands he will make peace with his father’s memory, and retrieve the lost legion’s golden emblem, the Eagle of the Ninth. Based on the novel “The eagle of the ninth” by Rosemary Sutcliff. Cast includes Channing Tatum, Jamie Bell, Donald Sutherland, Mark Strong. Screenplay by Jeremy Brock. Directed by Kevin Macdonald. This DVD release features both the theatrical and unrated version of the film; Widescreen presentation; Alternate ending; Deleted scenes; The Eagle: The making of a Roman epic; Feature commentary with Kevin Macdonald; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


**Earthquake** : (DVD) 12330,ID 12330,DM

COLOR 123 MIN UNIVERSAL 1974
A massive earthquake rips through Southern California and levels Los Angeles. Ordinary citizens must come together to survive the aftermath. Strangers become heroes as the city’s survivors band together between terrifying aftershocks. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Ava Gardner, George Kennedy, Lorne Greene, Genevieve Bujold, Richard Roundtree, Marjoe Gortner, Barry Sullivan, Lloyd Nolan, Victoria Principal. Music by John Williams. Written by George Fox and Mario Puzo. Directed by Mark Robson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


**East of Eden** : (DVD) 12784,ID 12784,DM

COLOR 118 MIN WARNER BRO 1955
A young man growing up in the Salinas Valley in Northern California, around the time of the First World War vies for the love of his hardened father, while dealing with the wrath of his favored brother. The first of James Dean’s three major films and the young actor smolders with intensity in the role of Cal. Based on the novel “East of Eden” by John Steinbeck. Cast includes Julie Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey, Burt Ives, Richard Davalos, Jo Van Fleet, Lois Smith. Screenplay by Paul Osborn. Directed by Elia Kazan. This two disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Richard Schickel; Theatrical trailer; 50th anniversary documentary “East of Eden: art in search of life;” Vintage documentary “Forever James Dean;” Additional scenes; Screen tests; Wardrobe, costume, and production design tests; 3/19/1955 New York Premiere footage; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Easy living : (VHS)**

17572,VH
88 MIN
UNIVERSAL
1937


**Easy rider : (DVD)**

16979,ID
COLOR
95 MIN
CRITERION
1969

America lost and found : The BBS story (Criterion Collection Series - Two counter-culture bikers travel from Los Angeles to New Orleans in search of America. "Easy rider" heralded the arrival of a new voice in film, one pitched angrily against the mainstream. Cast includes Dennis Hopper, Peter Fonda, Jack Nicholson, Phil Spector, Antonio Mendoza and Luana Anders. Special edition features include 1.78:1 ratio viewing (enhanced for 16:9 widescreen TVs) and a new, restored high-definition digital transfer. Disc 1: two audio commentaries, one featuring actor-director-writer Dennis Hopper, the other features Hopper, actor-writer Peter Fonda and production manager Paul Lewis; disc 2: "Born to be wild" (1995), documentary about the making and history of the film; television excerpts showing Hopper and Fonda at the Cannes Film Festival; and new video interview with BBS cofounder Steve Blauner. Directed by Dennis Hopper. Written by Dennis Hopper, Peter Fonda and Terry Southern. In English with English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired. Box set includes accompanying guide, "America lost and found: the BBS story," (111 p. : col. ill. : 21 cm.) available from the UCLA Instructional Media Collections and Services.


**Easy rider : (DVD)**

08600,DM
COLOR
95 MIN
COLUMBIA/T
1969

Two counterculture bikers take off on a road trip with a tank full of drugs. The film captures the uncensored '60s counterculture in a compelling mixture of drugs, sex, and armchair politics. Cast includes Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, Jack Nicholson. Written by Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and Terry Southern. Directed by Dennis Hopper. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; digitally remastered audio and anamorphic video; making-of documentary "Easy Rider: Shaking the Cage" featuring new interviews with Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and more; Dennis Hopper audio commentary; languages: English 5.1 (dolby digital) and 2 channel (dolby surround); subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai; production notes; talent files.

Feature films – United States.

**Eat a bowl of tea : (VHS)**

04664,VL
COLOR
104 MIN
RCA/COLUMB
1989

An adaptation of the novel by Louis Chu, set in New York's Chinatown of the late 1940s. Ben Loy, fresh out of the service, has his whole life spread out before him - including a job, an apartment, and a marriage arranged by his father. When his marriage threatens to crumble in the face of family and community pressures to succeed, he must separate his dreams from his father's, and chart his own course.Cast includes Cora Miao, Russell Wong, Victor Wong, Lau Siu Ming, Eric Tsang Chi Wai. Screenplay by Judith Rascoe. Directed by Wayne Wang.

Language: English; Subtitles: English.


**Eat pray love : (DVD)**

19766,ID
COLOR
146 MIN
SONY PICTU
2010

A happily married woman who is trying to get pregnant realizes that her life needs to go in a new direction. After a very painful divorce, she risks everything and embarks on a journey around the world that becomes a quest for self-discovery. Based on the book by Elizabeth Gilbert. Cast includes Julia Roberts, James Franco, Richard Jenkins, Viola Davis, Billy Crudup, Javier Bardem. Screenplay by Ryan Murphy and Jennifer Salt. Directed by Ryan Murphy. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical (140 min.) and directors cut version (146 min.); Language: English and French; English audio description; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Eating : (DVD)**

13254,ID
13254,DM
COLOR
110 MIN
NEW VIDEO
1990

A house party in Los Angeles is the setting for a group of women to gather, eat, and talk about eating and what food represents to them. The party celebrates the milestone birthdays for three women, one turning thirty, the others forty, and fifty. One of the guests is a filmmaker who turns her camera on the guests who muse on body image, hang-ups, eating disorders, relationships, and society's obsession with youth and beauty. The film is loosely scripted and shot using a cinema verite style creating a spontaneous and honest feel for the women's discussion. Cast includes Nelly Alard, Frances Bergen, Mary Crosby, Lisa Richards, Gwen Welles, Daphna Kastner, Elizabeth Kemp, Marlena Giovi, Marina Gregory. Written and directed by Henry Jaglom. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Filmmaker commentary by Henry Jaglom; Filmmaker Biography.

Feature films – United States.; Compulsive eating – Drama.; Jaglom, Henry, 1939-.

**Eclipse series 35 : maidstone and other films by Norman Mailer**

Over a booze-fueled, increasingly hectic five-day shoot in East Hampton, Norman Mailer and his cast and crew spontaneously unloaded onto film the lurid and loony chronicle of U.S. presidential candidate and filmmaker Norman T. Kingsley, debating and attacking his hangovers-on and enemies. Mailer and Rip Torn's bloody, real-life, caught-on-camera tussle is but one of the jolts in this brazen political pageant. Cast includes Norman Mailer, Rip Torn, Ultra Violet, Buzz Farbar, Leo Garen, Joy Bang, Lee Cook, Beverly Bentley, Jean Campbell and Robert Gardiner. Directed and produced by Norman Mailer. English with optional subtitles in English.

For descriptions see individual titles:

Maidstone : (DVD)
Wild 90 : (DVD)

**Eclipse series 43 : Agnes Varda in California**

For descriptions see individual titles:

Lions love (...and lies) : (DVD)
Eclipse series 8 : Lubitsch musicals
Renowned as a silent-film pioneer, German emigre Ernst Lubitsch had another claim to fame: he helped invent the modern musical movie. With the advent of sound and audiences clamoring for ‘talkies,’ Lubitsch combined his love for European operettas and his mastery of film to create these elegant, bawdy ‘pre-Code’ delights, featuring some of the greatest stars of early Hollywood as well as that elusive style of comedy that would thereafter be known as ‘the Lubitsch touch.

For descriptions see individual titles:
The love parade : (DVD)
Monte Carlo : (DVD)
One hour with you : (DVD)
The smiling lieutenant : (DVD)

An ecology of mind : (DVD)
18668.ID
COLOR 60 MIN BULLFROG F 2011
A portrait of Gregory Bateson, celebrated anthropologist, philosopher, author, naturalist, and systems theorist. His story is lovingly told by his youngest daughter, Nora, with footage from Gregory’s own films shot in the 1930s with his wife Margaret Mead in Bali and New Guinea, along with photographs, filmed lectures, and interviews. Gregory Bateson was a man who studied the interrelationships of the complex systems we live in with scientific rigor and enormous integrity. His theories, such as "the double bind" and "the pattern which connects," continue to impact the fields of anthropology, psychiatry, information science, cybernetics, urban planning, biology, and ecology, challenging people to think in new ways. Through this film, Nora Bateson sets out to show that his ideas are not just fodder for academic theory, but can help instruct a way of life. She presents his thinking using a richly personal perspective, focusing on the stories Bateson used to present his ideas and how the beauty of life itself provided the framework of his life’s pursuits.


Edge of America : (DVD)
16040,ID
COLOR 106 MIN SHOWTIME E 2003
When new man in town Kenny Williams, takes a new job as an English teacher at the Three Nations Reservation in Utah, he finds it difficult to fit in with the close-knit Native American community. But by taking on the challenge of coaching the women’s high school basketball team, both the girls and he learn what it takes to finally believe in themselves and in others. The cast includes Tim Daly and West Studi. Written by Willy Holtzman. Directed by Chris Eyre. The Special features on this DVD include: Dolby digital 5.1; Filmmographies; Photo gallery.

Language: English with optional English and Spanish subtitles.

The edge of seventeen : (Blu-ray Disc)
20200,ID
COLOR 105 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
A coming-of-age story about a young girl struggling through her High school years. High school life gets even more unbearable for Nadine when her best friend, Krista, starts dating her older brother. Cast includes Hailee Steinfeld, Woody Harrelson, Kyra Sedgwick, Haley Lu Richardson, Blake Jenner, Hayden Szeto. Written and directed by Kelly Fremon. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Gag reel; Deleted scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The edge of seventeen : (DVD)
20201.ID
COLOR 105 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
A coming-of-age story about a young girl struggling through her High school years. High school life gets even more unbearable for Nadine when her best friend, Krista, starts dating her older brother. Cast includes Hailee Steinfeld, Woody Harrelson, Kyra Sedgwick, Haley Lu Richardson, Blake Jenner, Hayden Szeto. Written and directed by Kelly Fremon. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Gag reel; Deleted scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Edna Ferber’s Show boat : (DVD)
19209,ID
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER HOM 1936
This is the story of the growth and maturity of Magnolia, a showboat star, who falls for Gaylord Ravenal, a riverboat gambler. Cast includes Irene Dunne, Allan Jones, Charles Winninger, Paul Robeson, Helen Morgan, Helen Westley, Queenie Smith, Sammy White, Donald Cook, Hattie McDaniel, Francis X. Mahoney, Marilyn Knowlden, Sunnie O’Dea, Arthur Hohl, Charles Middleton, J. Farrell MacDonald, Clarence Muse. Directed by James Whale. In English.


The Egyptian
10643,VH
COLOR 139 MIN FOX VIDEO 1954
A colossal production respected for the film’s set design, costumes, and story, if not for historical accuracy. Set during the eighteenth- dynasty and follows the rise of two men, one who starts life as an abandoned infant and grows to become the most famous healer of his time, physician to the Pharaoh; the other is a poor soldier who rises with him and ultimately is pitted against him. The men live during a time when the pagan priests of Egypt are threatened by the worship of only one god. From the novel by Mika Waltari. Cast includes Jean Simmons, Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Peter Ustinov. Michael Wilding, Bella Darvi, Edmund Purdom. Screenplay by Philip Dunne and Casey Robinson. Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana.

El Cid : (DVD)
14663,ID
COLOR 188 MIN THE WEINST 1961
The Miriam collection Series - An epic feature film which tells the story of the mythic 11th century Spanish warrior who fought to unite Spain. El Cid was known as a “compassionate warrior” during his life he was a peace-broker accused of treason that became the King’s fighting champion, an exiled hero, and heroically as a legendary martyr who dies in a final bid to drive the Moors from Spain. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page, John Fraser, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo Serato, Herbert Lom. Written by Frederic M. Frank and Philip Yordan. Directed by Anthony Mann. This two-disc DVD set widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with Bill Bronston and Neal M. Rosendorf; Vintage radio interviews with Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren; Still galleries; Filmmographies; “Hollywood conquers Spain: the making of ‘El Cid’”; “Samuel Bronston: the epic journey of a dreamer”; “Behind the camera: Anthony Mann and El Cid”; “Miklos Rozsa: maestro of the movies;” “Preserving our legacy: Gery Byrne on..."
El leon : (The lion) : (DVD-PAL) 18931,ID
COLOR 90 MIN TWENTIETH 1962
Young Tina lives with her mother and stepfather on a wildlife reserve in Kenya. While her stepfather believes this is a wonderful environment for her to grow up in, her mother becomes increasingly concerned by her behaviour. These concerns are reinforced when it is revealed that her daughter's best friend in the whole world is a fully grown lion. Worried that her daughter may be turning into a savage, she sends for her former husband, Tina's biological father, in the hope that he can take her back to civilization (in this case rural Connecticut). But it seems as though Tina's mother wants something more than a civilized upbringing for her daughter. Cast includes William Holden, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Directed by Jack Cardiff. In Spanish and English. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – United States


El norte : (DVD) 01628,VH
COLOR 141 MIN CBS-FOX HO 1984
Highly acclaimed drama about a young Guatemalan boy and his sister who decide to seek a better life in the United States - El Norte - after their father is killed by government soldiers. Shows their perilous journey and their arrival in Los Angeles, where they find themselves stranded in an alien subculture. In Spanish and Indian dialect, with English subtitles. Directed by Gregory Nava.

Feature films – United States.; Nava, Gregory

Election : (DVD) 10872,ID
COLOR 80 MIN HBO VIDEO 2003
A realistic drama which visits an American High School on a seemingly normal day that gradually turns into a surreal killing spree by two students, which is based on the all too real events at Columbine High School in Colorado. The story is told through the perspectives of different students, with each student, the high school experience is seen through a new lens. The students vary from jocks and cheerleaders to loners and social outcasts, the popular and unpopular, and in the end the homicidal. The cameras roam the campus right along with the students and the killers. Written and directed by Gus Van Sant. This DVD version features widescreen format; Interactive menu; Scene selection; Audio commentary by director Alexander Payne; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.

Elephant : (DVD) 15372,ID
COLOR 103 MIN PARAGRAM 1999

Elysium : (Blu-ray Disc) 20142,ID
COLOR 109 MIN SONY PICTU 2013
In the year 2154 two groups of people remain; the extremely wealthy who reside on an immaculate man-made space station named Elysium, and the rest, who occupy an overpopulated, destroyed Earth. Max decides to embark on a mission that could bring equality to the opposed worlds. Cast includes Matt Damon, Jodie Foster, Sharlto Copley, Alice Braga, Diego Luna, Wagner Moura, William Fichtner. Written and directed by Neill Blomkamp. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Extended scene; Visions of 2154; The journey to Elysium: envisioning Elysium Capturing Elysium Enhancing Elysium; In support of story: the visual effects of Elysium; The technology of 2154; Collaboration: crafting the performance in Elysium; Engineering Utopia: creating a society in the sky; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English and French audio description tracks; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and
The Emperor Jones

- United States
- 04665.VH
- B&W
- 72 MIN
- EMBASSY HO
- 1933
- Paul Robeson stars as young Brutus Jones, a man who through ambition, cunning and trickery has been catapulted from lowly porter to mighty emperor of a Caribbean island. He exploits, cheats and tortures his subjects until the morning he awakens to find his palace empty, and the ominous beat of drums in the distance. Gathering what he can of his riches, the Emperor flies for the coast to seek sanctuary in another land. Adapted from the play by Eugene O'Neill; directed by Dudley Murphy. (Also on this tape: Academy Award-winning documentary "Paul Robeson: Tribute to an Artist").

American drama–20th Century–Film and video adaptations;
- Feature films – United States;
- Murphy, Dudley, 1897–;
- O'Neill, Eugene, 1885-1940

The emperor’s club

- (DVD)
- 14274.ID
- 110 MIN
- UNIVERSAL
- 2002
- When a new student starts in Professor Hundert's class, little does the professor know that this student will change his life forever. They start out butting heads and end up forming a friendship that will shake the controlled world of the professor. The lessons learned will last a lifetime. Cast includes Kevin Kline, Emile Hirsch, Steven Culp, Embeth Davidtz, Patrick Dempsey, Edward Herrmann, Harris Yulin, Paul Dano, Rahul Khanna. Based on the short story "The Palace Thief" by Ethan Clin. Soundplay by Neil Hoffman. Directed by Douglas McGrath. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The making of "The emperor’s club": a look behind-the-scenes featuring director Michael Hoffman and cast; In-depth commentary with director Michael Hoffman; Deleted scenes featuring director’s commentary; DVD-ROM features; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Enchanted

- (Blu-ray Disc)
- 19371,ID
- 107 MIN
- WALT DISNE
- 2007
- The beautiful princess Giselle is banished by an evil queen from her magical, musical, animated land and finds herself in reality—the gritty streets of modern-day Manhattan. Giselle, adrift in our chaotic world, is shocked by this strange new environment that doesn't operate on a "happily ever after" basis. This place is badly in need of enchantment! But when she begins to fall in love with the charmingly flawed divorce lawyer who has come to her aid—even though she is already promised to a perfect fairy tale prince back home—she has to wonder: Can a storybook view of romance survive in the real world? Cast includes Amy Adams, Patrick Dempsey, James Marsden, Timothy Spall, Idina Menzel, Susan Sarandon. Written by Bill Kelly. Directed by Kevin Lima. This Blu-ray disc version features widescreen presentation; "The D-Files"; Deleted scenes; Bloopers; Fantasy comes to life; Pips predicament: a pop-up adventure; Music video "Ever ever after" performed by Carrie Underwood.

- Language: English, French, and Spanish;
- Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States

The Emperor Jones
- 04665.VH
- B&W
- 72 MIN
- EMBASSY HO
- 1933
- Paul Robeson stars as young Brutus Jones, a man who through ambition, cunning and trickery has been catapulted from lowly porter to mighty emperor of a Caribbean island. He exploits, cheats and tortures his subjects until the morning he awakens to find his palace empty, and the ominous beat of drums in the distance. Gathering what he can of his riches, the Emperor flies for the coast to seek sanctuary in another land. Adapted from the play by Eugene O'Neill; directed by Dudley Murphy. (Also on this tape: Academy Award-winning documentary "Paul Robeson: Tribute to an Artist").

American drama–20th Century–Film and video adaptations;
- Feature films – United States;
- Murphy, Dudley, 1897–;
- O'Neill, Eugene, 1885-1940

The emperor’s club
- (DVD)
- 14274.ID
- 110 MIN
- UNIVERSAL
- 2002
- When a new student starts in Professor Hundert's class, little does the professor know that this student will change his life forever. They start out butting heads and end up forming a friendship that will shake the controlled world of the professor. The lessons learned will last a lifetime. Cast includes Kevin Kline, Emile Hirsch, Steven Culp, Embeth Davidtz, Patrick Dempsey, Edward Herrmann, Harris Yulin, Paul Dano, Rahul Khanna. Based on the short story "The Palace Thief" by Ethan Clin. Soundplay by Neil Hoffman. Directed by Douglas McGrath. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The making of "The emperor’s club": a look behind-the-scenes featuring director Michael Hoffman and cast; In-depth commentary with director Michael Hoffman; Deleted scenes featuring director’s commentary; DVD-ROM features; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Enchanted
- (Blu-ray Disc)
- 19371,ID
- 107 MIN
- WALT DISNE
- 2007
- The beautiful princess Giselle is banished by an evil queen from her magical, musical, animated land and finds herself in reality—the gritty streets of modern-day Manhattan. Giselle, adrift in our chaotic world, is shocked by this strange new environment that doesn't operate on a "happily ever after" basis. This place is badly in need of enchantment! But when she begins to fall in love with the charmingly flawed divorce lawyer who has come to her aid—even though she is already promised to a perfect fairy tale prince back home—she has to wonder: Can a storybook view of romance survive in the real world? Cast includes Amy Adams, Patrick Dempsey, James Marsden, Timothy Spall, Idina Menzel, Susan Sarandon. Written by Bill Kelly. Directed by Kevin Lima. This Blu-ray disc version features widescreen presentation; "The D-Files"; Deleted scenes; Bloopers; Fantasy comes to life; Pips predicament: a pop-up adventure; Music video "Ever ever after" performed by Carrie Underwood.

- Language: English, French, and Spanish;
- Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
view of romance survive in the real world? Cast includes Amy Adams, Patrick Dempsey, James Marsden, Timothy Spall, Idina Menzel, Susan Sarandon. Written by Bill Kelly. Directed by Kevin Lima. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The D-Files; Deleted scenes; Blooper; Fantasy comes to life; Pips predication: a pop-up adventure; Music video Ever ever after performed by Carrie Underwood. Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The end 01163.VH COLOR 100 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1978 Black comedy starring Burt Reynolds as a man with only a few months to live who decides suicide is preferable to a long and painful death. After repeatedly failing in his attempts he hires a Polish assassin (pitched by Dom DeLuise) to finish him off. Directed by Reynolds.

Feature films – United States.; Reynolds, Burt

End of an era 07370.VH 52 MIN HBO VIDEO 1980 Hollywood: A Celebration of the American Silent Film Series - Throughout the early to mid-twenties, more and more films were made with synchronized sound and music. It wasn't until 1927, and "The Jazz Singer" that Warner Brothers gambled on talking pictures and transformed all that had shaped and created Hollywood. Interviews are featured with Lillian Gish, Mary Astor, Janet Gaynor, Colleen Moore, Frank Capra, George Cukor. Includes rare footage and excerpts from "The Jazz Singer;" "Lilac Time;" "Lights of New York;" and "Anna Christie." The Hollywood series celebrates the birth of an industry, the town, and the people who made it all happen – the stars, the scoundrels, the directors, producers cameramen, and stuntmen. And the films themselves that make up the legend known as Hollywood.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Motion picture industry – United States – History; Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.)

The end of the affair : (DVD) 14068.ID COLOR 101 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1999 A story of infidelity set in war-torn 1939 England. As bombs rock the city a married woman meets and has an affair with a handsome man. The woman loves her husband, but there is no intimacy in their marriage. The passion shared with the new man is intense. When she abruptly ends the affair, her lover is devastated and confused. Two years later the man meets the woman's husband. The husband shares with the man that he believes his wife is having an affair and enlists his help to confirm it. The man is placed in an awkward position, but accepts in order to find the answer to why the woman had ended their own affair. Based on the novel by Graham Greene. The novel was also made into a film in 1955 directed by Edward Dmytryk Cast includes Julianne Moore, Stephen Rea, Ralph Fiennes. Written for the screen and directed by Neil Jordan. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Widescreen presentation; Director Neil Jordan commentary; Juliane Moore’s commentary; Making-of featurette; Isolated music score; Theatrical trailers; Talent files; Production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


The end of violence 07869.VD COLOR 122 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1996 A top-secret, anti-crime satellite surveillance system is watching the crime-ridden streets of Los Angeles, does it mean the end of violence...or just the beginning. A Hollywood producer who has created an entertainment empire manufacturing on-screen violence, uncovers the existence of the satellite and that information turns the master of imaginary mayhem into a real-life killer. He is forced to escape into Los Angeles’ sodden underworld and a heart-stopping confrontation with forces beyond his comprehension. Cast includes Bill Pullman, Andie MacDowell, Gabriel Byrne, Loren Dean, Traci Lind, Pruitt Taylor-Vince. Story by Nicholas Klein and Wim Wenders. Music by Ry Cooder. Directed by Wim Wenders.

Feature films – United States.; Wenders, Wim

Ender's game : (Blu-ray Disc) 18860.ID COLOR 114 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2013 The earth is attacked and nearly destroyed by a hostile alien race. Military forces prepare for the inevitable future aggressions by this enemy bent on complete human annihilation. The best young children are selected and trained to become the Earth's defenders. Ender Wiggin, a shy, but brilliant boy, is soon ordained as the military's next great hope. During his training Ender is conflicted, not sure if his destiny to become a weapon in the defense of humankind is truly his. Training will soon be over as an epic battle that will determine the future of Earth and save the human race is both his and humanity's destiny. Based on the book by Orson Scott Card. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Asa Butterfield, Halle Barry, Viola Davis, Abigail Breslin, Ben Kingsley, Moises Arias, Aramis Knight, Suraj Parthasarathy, Khyllin Rhambo, Jimmy Jax Pinchak, Conor Carol, Nonso Anozie, Tony Miranda. Written and directed by Gavin Hood. This Blu-ray version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary; “Enders world: the making of ‘Enders game’ features; “Inside the mind game” features; “Ender insider” features; Extended scenes with optional audio commentary by Gavin Hood; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Ender's game : (DVD) 18859.ID COLOR 114 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2013 The earth is attacked and nearly destroyed by a hostile alien race. Military forces prepare for the inevitable future aggressions by this enemy bent on complete human annihilation. The best young children are selected and trained to become the Earth's defenders. Ender Wiggin, a shy, but brilliant boy, is soon ordained as the military's next great hope. During his training Ender is conflicted, not sure if his destiny to become a weapon in the defense of humankind is truly his. Training will soon be over as an epic battle that will determine the future of Earth and save the human race is both his and humanity's destiny. Based on the book by Orson Scott Card. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Asa Butterfield, Halle Barry, Viola Davis, Abigail Breslin, Ben Kingsley, Moises Arias, Aramis Knight, Suraj Parthasarathy, Khyllin Rhambo, Jimmy Jax Pinchak, Conor Carol, Nonso Anozie, Tony Miranda. Written and directed by Gavin Hood. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Enemies, a love story 06199.VH COLOR 121 MIN VIDEO TREAT 1989 Set in post-World War II America a man struggles with life after the war. That he is married to three women doesn't make his life any easier. His first wife, whom he believed had died in a concentration camp, shows up in America, only to find he has married her ex-servant. After impregnating his mistress he makes her his third wife. Based on a novel by Isaac Bashevis
The English patient: (DVD) 08696_ID 08696_DM
COLOR 162 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1996
A story of love, loss, adventure, and war set during World War II. A mysterious stranger is rescued from a fiery plane crash; he is burned beyond recognition and on the verge of death. A Canadian nurse exhausted by the horrors of war, remains behind to care for the man. The English patient shares his incredible tale with the woman as he waits to die. Based on the novel by Michael Ondaatje. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Binoche, Willem DaFoe, Kristin Scott Thomas, Naveen Andrews, Colin Firth, Julian Wadham, Jorgen Prochnow. Screenplay and directed by Anthony Minghella. This DVD version features interactive menus; chapter search; widescreen version; English captions; Spanish subtitles.


The English patient: (DVD) 08696_ID 08696_DM
COLOR 162 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1996
A story of love, loss, adventure, and war set during World War II. A mysterious stranger is rescued from a fiery plane crash; he is burned beyond recognition and on the verge of death. A Canadian nurse exhausted by the horrors of war, remains behind to care for the man. The English patient shares his incredible tale with the woman as he waits to die. Based on the novel by Michael Ondaatje. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Binoche, Willem DaFoe, Kristin Scott Thomas, Naveen Andrews, Colin Firth, Julian Wadham, Jorgen Prochnow. Screenplay and directed by Anthony Minghella. This DVD version features interactive menus; chapter search; widescreen version; English captions; Spanish subtitles.


The English patient: (DVD) 08696_ID 08696_DM
COLOR 162 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1996
A story of love, loss, adventure, and war set during World War II. A mysterious stranger is rescued from a fiery plane crash; he is burned beyond recognition and on the verge of death. A Canadian nurse exhausted by the horrors of war, remains behind to care for the man. The English patient shares his incredible tale with the woman as he waits to die. Based on the novel by Michael Ondaatje. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Binoche, Willem DaFoe, Kristin Scott Thomas, Naveen Andrews, Colin Firth, Julian Wadham, Jorgen Prochnow. Screenplay and directed by Anthony Minghella. This DVD version features interactive menus; chapter search; widescreen version; English captions; Spanish subtitles.

by David Lynch. This DVD version features interactive menus; A clean and re-mastered version; Stories; Trailers.

Experimental films; Experimental films–United States; Feature films – United States.; Fantasy films.; Horror films.; Lynch, David, 1946-

Erin Brockovich : (DVD)
08756,ID
08756,DM
COLOR 132 MIN UNIVERSAL 2000
Based on a true story of a single mother struggling to feed her three children, who goes to work for an attorney and promptly stumbles upon a monumental law case against a giant corporation. Erin Brockovich's spirit, stubbornness, and determination prove invaluable in winning a large settlement for the residents of a small town who have been poisoned by the chemicals produced by a large corporation. Her story is a real-life David versus Goliath tale. Cast includes Julia Roberts, Albert Finney, Aaron Eckhart. Written by Susannah Grant. Directed by Steven Soderbergh. This DVD version features interactive menus; Spotlight on Location: The Making of Erin Brockovich; Erin Brockovich's: A Look at a Real Life Experience; deleted scenes with director's comments; theatrical trailer; production notes; cast and filmmakers; DVD-Rom features; Languages: English and French; subtitles: English captioned.

Feature films – United States.

Eros : (DVD)
10901,ID
10901,DM
COLOR 108 MIN MEI AH ENT 2005
An omnibus films where three top directors offer their unique perspectives on love and lust. Hong Kong director Wong Kar Wai's film "The Hand" finds a young, virginal dressmaker, tempted by a beautiful and refined prostitute. In American filmmaker Steven Soderbergh's "Equilibrium" a man spends a session with his analyst discussing a recurring dream of a beautiful naked woman in his apartment. Famed Italian director Michelangelo Antonioni's film "The Dangerous Thread of Things" deals with a relationship at a crossroads, both husband and wife have become infatuated with the same woman. Antonioni's film is based on his book "Quel bowling sul Tevere." Cast in "The Hand" includes Gong Li, Chang Chen; in "Equilibrium" Robert Downey Jr., Alan Arkin, Ele Keats; in "The Dangerous Thread of Things" Christopher Buchholz, Regina Nenni, Luisa Ranieri. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; "Eros" feel 100% (30 mins.); Languages: Mandarin and English; Subtitles: English, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese.

Feature films–China; Feature films – Italy.; Feature films – United States.; Feature films – Hong Kong; Antonioni, Michelangelo; Wong, Kar-wai, 1958- ; Soderbergh, Steven, 1953-.

Escape from Fort Bravo : (DVD)
16692,ID
COLOR 98 MIN WARNER HOM 1953
Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection Series - A Johnny Reb who tries to escape the Union prison outpost at Fort Bravo faces the unforgiving Arizona Territory desert stretching out before him ... and the even more unforgiving pursuit of Bravo's resolute Captain Roper. Yet there's a common foe that may unite the Civil War rivals: the fierce Mescalero horsemen waging guerilla war against Blue and Gray alike. The cast includes William Holden, Eleanor Parker and John Forsythe. Screenplay by Frank Fenton. Directed by John Sturges. Special features include the theatrical trailer and enhanced widescreen viewing. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Escape from L.A. : (DVD)
14897,ID
COLOR 100 MIN PARAMOUNT 1995
Snake Plissken, the anti-hero protagonist of John Carpenter's "Escape from New York" returns for another action packed mission. Sent on the mission against-his-will to retrieve a doomsday device that has fallen into the hands of terrorists operating in the ruins of near-future Los Angeles. By the year 2013 California has been separated from the rest of the United States by a massive earthquake and L.A. has been turned into a gigantic prison colony run by the inmates, a collection of gang members, murderers, drug addicts, freaks, and anyone else left behind when the barriers were erected. Snake has only ten hours to complete his mission. Based on the characters created by John Carpenter and Nick Castle. Cast includes Kurt Russell, Stacy Keach, Steve Buscemi, Peter Fonda, George Corraface, Cliff Robertson. Written by John Carpenter, Debra Hill, and Kurt Russell. Directed by John Carpenter. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films.; Los Angeles (Calif.) – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Los Angeles; California – Drama.; Carpenter, John, 1948-

Escape from Sobibor
08863,VT
COLOR 118 MIN TIMELESS V 1987

Feature films – United States.; Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)–Drama; World War, 1939-1945 – Drama.

Escape from the planet of the apes : (DVD)
12990,ID
COLOR 98 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1971
Cornellius, Zira and Dr. Milo, three apes from the future, escape from their planet as it is being destroyed and land on 20th-century Earth where they are taken to the Los Angeles Zoo for examination. When Zira reveals their ability to speak to a psychologist, the apes are treated as curiosities. However, when the U.S. government begins to believe their story that the Earth will eventually be inherited by apes, it decides to hunt the couple down as an evolutionary threat and tries to prevent the birth of Zira's baby. Cast includes Roddy McDowall, Kim Hunter, Bradford Dillman, Natalie Trundy, Eric Braeden, William Windom, Sal Mineo, Ricardo Montalban. Music by Jerry Goldsmith. Based on characters created by Pierre Boulle. Written by Paul Dehn. Directed by Don Taylor. This DVD version features widescreen format; Theatrical trailers; "Planet of the Apes" web link; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind : (DVD)
10180,ID
10180,DM
COLOR 108 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004
When a relationship ends between a man and woman, the woman chooses to have all traces of the man and the relationship erased from her memory. The controversial procedure is offered by a local doctor. Hurt by her actions, the man decides to have the same procedure and wipe her from his memory. Once the actual brain cleaning commences the man begins to regret his decision and struggles to hold onto his memories of his love for the woman. What follows is a surreal trip through the man's mind, as memories are altered or simple fade away, and he tries desperately to hold on to them and her. Cast includes Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet, Kirsten Dunst, Mark Ruffalo, Elijah Wood, Tom Wilkinson. Story by Charlie Kaufman, Michel Gondry, and Pierre Bismuth. Screenplay by Charlie Kaufman. Directed by Michel Gondry. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; A look inside "Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind;" A conversation with Jim Carrey and director Michel Gondry; feature commentary with Michel Gondry and writer Charlie Kaufman; deleted scenes; The Polyphonic Spree "Light & Day" music video; Lacuna infomercial; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English captioned, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.
Eve of destruction : (DVD)
09658.ID
COLOR 100 MIN METRO-GOLD 1991
Eve VIII is a sophisticated and deadly android, the flawless culmination of years of research. During testing a mishap sends her on an irreversible rampage, stalking and killing anything she perceives as a threat. It is up to an terrorist expert to find and deactivate her before she realizes her ultimate capability, which is nuclear annihilation. Cast includes Gregory Hines, Renee Soutendijk. Written by Duncan Gibbins and Yale Udoff. Directed by Duncan Gibbins. This DVD version features original theatrical trailer; English, French, and Spanish subtitles.


Evelyn Prentice : (DVD)
12997,ID
B&W 79 MIN WARNER BRO 1934
Myrna Loy and William Powell collection Series - A District Attorney is so committed to his job he has begun to neglect his wife and their young daughter. He also has an eye for the ladies, which often causes his wife more pain. She suspects him of having an affair with his most recent client and when she has the opportunity to flirt with another man she does. That man has ulterior motives and threatens to black mail the wife. She in turn shoots him and runs away. Another woman is charged with the murder, racketed with guilt she tries to convince her husband to defend the woman in court. The film was Myrna Loy and William Powell's third movie together and shot between the first and second films of the "Thin man" series. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Una Merkel. Directed by William K. Howard. This DVD version features comedy short "Goofy Movies #3," Classic cartoon "Discontent canary," Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


Event horizon : (DVD)
19299,ID
COLOR 95 MIN PARAMOUNT 1997
Event Horizon is the high-tech, pioneering research spacecraft that has mysteriously vanished, without a trace, on its maiden voyage seven years earlier. But a weak, persisting signal from the long-missing craft prompts a rescue team to wing its way through the galaxy on a bold rescue mission. Written by Philip Eisner. Directed by Paul Anderson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Paul W.S. Anderson and producer Jeremy Bolt; The making-of Event Horizon five documentaries: Into the jaws of darkness, The body of the beast, Liberate Tufute Ex Infernis, The scale of hell, Womb of fear; The unseen Event horizon: the unfilmed rescue scene, conceptual art, montage of paintings and drawings of uniforms, ships; The point of no return the filming of Event horizon; Original theatrical trailer; Video trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Everyone says I love you : (DVD)
18917,ID
COLOR 101 MIN ALLIANCE F 1996
It's the fun-filled story of one wealthy, eccentric and romantically challenged extended family from New York's Upper West Side. Cast includes Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Drew Barrymore, Goldie Hawn, Julia Roberts, Tim Roth. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


Everything you always wanted to know about sex, but were afraid to ask : (DVD)
13118,ID
COLOR 88 MIN MGM HOME E 1972
The Woody Allen collection Series - Broken into seven well-executed vignettes, four of which star Woody Allen, the film is brimful of side-splitting humor. Each sketch is derived from one of Dr. Reuben's questions about sex. Cast includes Woody Allen; John Carradine; Louise Lasser; Anthony Quayle, Tony Randall, Lynn Redgrave, Burt Reynolds, Gene Wilder. Based upon the book by Dr. David Reuben. Directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features full screen and wide screen format; Chapter selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.; Sex customs – Drama.

Eve's bayou : (DVD)
12599.ID
COLOR 108 MIN TRIMARK HO 1997
The Batiste family lives in rural Louisiana. Louis Batiste is the local town doctor. He loves his wife and children, and he enjoys having women on the side. His daughter Eve witnesses one of his lascivious acts and struggles to make sense of it. Eve's efforts to understand her father's infidelities causes her family to acknowledge the secrets and betrayals they have endured, the ties that bind the family may not be strong enough to keep them together. Written and directed by Kasi Lemmons. This DVD version features scene access; Widescreen presentation; Commentary with the writer/director, producer, director of photography, and editor; Kasi Lemmons' "Dr. Hugo," the short film an illumination of "Eve's bayou;" MCA soundtrack presentation; Theatrical trailer; Filmography; Language: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lemmons, Kasi.

Evita : (DVD)
12825.ID
12825,DM
COLOR 135 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1996
The feature film adaptation of the Broadway musical based on the true-life story of Eva Peron, who rose above childhood poverty and a scandalous past to become the first lady of Argentina and achieve unimaginable fortune and fame. Cast includes Madonna, Antonio Banderas, Jonathan Pryce, Jimmy Nail. Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Lyrics by Tim Rice. Screenplay by Alan Parker and Oliver Stone. Directed by Alan Parker. This DVD version features chapter search; Widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.


The exiles : (DVD)
02995,VH
02995,DM
02995,16
B&W 72 MIN UNIVERSITY 1961
Showes twelve hours in the lives of an American Indian couple, transplanted from their reservation to downtown Los Angeles. Focuses on the couple's dilemma as they are caught between two cultures. Captures their despair at their joint inability to assimilate and unwillingness to return to the reservation.


The exiles : (DVD)
16303,ID
B&W 72 MIN OSCILLOSCOPE 1961
Showes twelve hours in the lives of an American Indian couple, transplanted from their reservation to downtown Los Angeles. The film focuses on the couple's dilemma as they are caught between two cultures, capturing their despair at their joint inability to assimilate and unwillingness to return to the reservation.

Moving Image Archive. This two-disc DVD version features four short films directed by Kent Mackenzie including "Bunker Hill" (1956); Clips from Thom Andersons masterpiece, "Los Angeles plays itself;" Commentary track: 'Watching The exiles' with author Sherman Alexie and critic Sean Axmaker; "Last day of Angels Flight" a short film by Robert Kirste; "The Mackenzie Files" the papers of Kent Mackenzie including his masters thesis on the making of "The exiles" downloadable PDF files (DVD-rom); The lost "Jug band Man" script Kent Mackenzies unfinished last film downloadable PDF files (DVD-rom); Language: English.


Existenz : (DVD)
12518,ID
COLOR 97 MIN DIMENSION 1999
A designer of a virtual reality game is hunted by an assassin intent on killing her and destroying her creation. Cast includes Jennifer Jason Leigh, Jude Law, Ian Holm, Don McKellar, Callum Keith Rennie, Sarah Polley, Robert A. Silverman, Christopher Eccleston, Willem Dafoe. Music by Howard Shore. Written and directed by David Cronenberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Exodus
06193,VH
06193,DMD
COLOR 208 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1960
This Hollywood epic chronicles the plight of post World War II Jews in their fight to establish a homeland in Israel. Resistance fighters challenge British authority and bring Jewish refugees into Palestine. Cast includes Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Ralph Richardson. Directed by Otto Preminger.

Feature films – United States.; Israel–History–Drama

Exodus : (DVD)
15117,ID
COLOR 208 MIN MGM HOME E 1960
This film dramatizes part of the Israeli independence moment, dealing with various factions involved in the internecine struggle between the moderate Haganah and the radical terrorist Irving Zvai Leumi. Interspersed throughout are segments showing the migration of European Jews to the new land. Ari Ben Canaan, a commander of the Irgun, leads an underground movement to rescue Jews from the detention camps of Cyprus onto a large freighter bound for Palestine. But British forces soon learn of his plan and insist that he turn back. Undaunted, Ari and his passengers refuse to give up, risking their lives for the greater cause of Israeli independence. The film also depicts the struggle of the Jews in Palestine to gain partition, then profiles the main characters after the partition, fighting to continue as the nation of Israel. Based on the novel by Leon Uris. Cast includes Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Ralph Richardson, Peter Lawford, Lee J. Cobb, Sal Mineo, John Derek, Hugh Griffith, Gregory Ratoff, Felix Aymier, David Opatalo, and Jill Haworth. Screenplay by Dalton Trumbo. Directed by Otto Preminger. This widescreen edition features the original theatrical trailer;

Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Exodus : gods and kings : (DVD)
19506,ID
COLOR 150 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2014
The defiant leader Moses rises up against the Egyptian Pharaoh Ramses, setting 400,000 slaves on a monumental journey of escape from Egypt and its terrifying cycle of deadly plagues. Cast includes Christian Bale, Joel Edgerton, Ben Kingsley, John Turturro, Aaron Paul, Sigourney Weaver, Ben Mendelsohn. Written by Adam Cooper, Bill Collage, Jeffrey Caine and Steven Zaillian. Directed by Ridley Scott. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Ridley Scott and co-screenwriter Jeffrey Caine; Deleted and extended scenes; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The exorcist : (DVD)
08641,ID
08641,DMD
COLOR 132 MIN WARNER HOME VIDEO 1973
A priest is called on to perform an exorcist on a young girl who is possessed by the devil. A single mother in Washington D.C. with her young daughter is frightened by the behavior her daughter is exhibiting. After many medical consultations, she turns to the church and a young priest/psychiatrist to help her daughter. The movie was very scary and shocking at the time of its release, this version contains 11 minutes of scenes and images deleted for its initial release and is subtitled "the version you’ve never seen." Based on the novel by William Peter Blatty. Cast includes Linda Blair, Ellen Burstyn, Max Von Sydow, Lee J. Cobb, Kitty Winn, Jack MacGowan, Jason Miller. Screenplay by William Peter Blatty. Directed by William Friedkin. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; feature-length commentary by director William Friedkin; 2 theatrical trailers; 4 TV spots; 2 radio spots; remastered soundtrack in Dolby digital 5.1 surround Ex and Dolby surround; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Feature films – United States.

The expendables 3 : (DVD)
19896,ID
COLOR 126 MIN LIONSGATE 2014
Mercenary soldiers played by action film legends return for another film of explosions and thrills. Barney the ringleader is back to face off against a ruthless arm trader. Against an old enemy he recruits another team of expendables, this time with some young bloods to mixed with the grizzled veterans. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone Jason Statham, Antonio Banderas, Jet Li, Wesley Snipes, Dolph Lundgren, Kelsey Grammer. Randy Couture, Terry Crews, Mel Gibson, Harrison Ford, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Ronda Rousey, Kellan Lutz. Story by Sylvester Stallone. Screenplay by Sylvester Stallone, Creighton Rothenberger, and Katrin Benedikt. Directed by Patrick Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The express : The Ernie Davis story : (DVD)
18134,ID
18134,DM
COLOR 130 MIN UNIVERSAL 2008
Witness the inspirational true story of a real American hero, Ernie Davis. Rising from humblest of beginnings, Ernie Davis overcame impossible odds to become the first African-American to win college football's greatest honor—the Heisman Trophy. Based on the book “Ernie Davis: the Elmira Express” by Robert C. Gallagher. Cast includes Dennis Quaid, Darrin Dewitt Henson, Omar Benson Miller, Nelsan Ellis, Charles S Dutton. Special features: Deleted scenes with optional commentary by director Gary Fleder; Making of The Express; “Making history: the story of Ernie Davis” featurette; “Inside the playbook” (shooting the football games); “From Holland to Syracuse” (the legacy of Ernie Davis); Optional feature commentary with director Gary Fleder. Directed by Gary Fleder. In English; includes audio tracks in English and Spanish with subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Extraordinary measures : (DVD)
16589,ID
16589,DM
COLOR 106 MIN SONY PICTU 2008
A father of two terminally ill children leaves corporate America to work full time to finding a cure for his children. He joins forces with a reclusive medical researcher to form a company to develop a life-saving drug. They battle the entire medical establishment and time itself to find a cure. Just when a cure appears to be close, the relationship between the two men is tested and the fate of the mans children is at stake. Inspired by the book “The cure” by Geeta Anand. Cast includes Matt Dillon, Lili Taylor, Marisa Tomei, Fisher Stevens, Didier Flamand, Adrienne Shelly, Tom Lyons, Karen Young. Written by Ben Hamer and Jim Stark. Directed by Ben Hamer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making-of documentary; Soundtrack promotion; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Extremities : (DVD)
10735,ID
COLOR 89 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986
After a woman narrowly escapes an attempted rape, she is overwhelmed by the fact that her would be rapist knows where she lives. Her worst fears come true when he pays a visit to her home. He confronts her at the door with a barrage of physical and mental assaults. The woman is able to disarm and imprison him and with the help of her two roommates they take the law into their own hands. Consumed by anger and the desire to punish the man, the woman proposes a plan of action her two roommates aren’t sure they can follow through with. The Cast includes Farrah Fawcett, James Russo, Diana Scarwid, Alfre Woodard. Based on the play by William Mastrosimone. Screenplay by William Mastrosimone. Directed by Robert M. Young. This DVD version features both widescreen and fullscreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.

Eyes wide shut : (DVD)
08525,ID
COLOR 159 MIN WARNER HOM 1999
A couple’s marriage is threatened by infidelity, mistrust, doubt, and fear. When his wife admits to sexual longings for another man, Dr. William Harford plunges himself into an erotic foray that threatens his marriage and possibly his own life. This psychosexual tale is Stanley Kubrick’s last film before his death. Inspired by “Traumnovelle” by Arthur Schnitzler. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman, Sydney Pollack, Marie Richardson, Rade Sherbedgia. Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick and Frederic Raphael. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. This DVD version features interviews with Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman, and Steven Spielberg; interactive menus; production notes; theatrical trailer; TV spots; scene by scene; subtitles: English and French, accessible by pressing the menu key on DVD player remote.


A face in the crowd : (DVD)
11500,ID
11500,DM
B&W 126 MIN WARNER BRO 1957
A charismatic drifter becomes an overnight television star. The relatively new entertainment medium presents Lonesome Rhodes with power he could have never imagined when he traveled the country with his guitar. He soon plunges into a world of alcohol, sex, and political corruption. The man of the people becomes a cynical and power hungry egotist. Cast includes Andy Griffith, Patricia Neal, Anthony Franciosa, Walter Matthau, Lee Remick, Percy Waram, Rod Brasfield, Marshal Nielan, Charles Irving, Howard Smith, Paul McGrath, Kay Medford, Alexander Kirkland. Story and screenplay by Budd Schulberg. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The documentary “Facing the Past;” Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Kazan, Elia.

Factotum : (DVD)
19657,ID
COLOR 94 MIN THE WEINST 2006
This drama centers on Hank Chinaski, the fictional alter-ego of author Charles Bukowski, who wanders around Los Angeles, trying to live off jobs which don’t interfere with his primary interest, which is writing. Based on the book by Charles Bukowski. Cast includes Matt Dillon, Lili Taylor, Marisa Tomei, Fisher Stevens, Didier Flamand, Adrienne Shelly, Tom Lyons, Karen Young. Written by Ben Hamer and Jim Stark. Directed by Ben Hamer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making-of documentary; Soundtrack promotion; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Fahrenheit 9/11 : (DVD)
10167,ID
10167,DM
COLOR 122 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2004
An examination of the role played by money and oil in the wake of the tragic events of 9/11 in the United States. Director Michael Moore blends his brand of humor and satire honed in his award winning documentaries and television shows, with captivating and thought-provoking footage and interviews, questioning the practices of President George W. Bush’s administration. This DVD version features the featurette “The Release of Fahrenheit 9/11,” Montage: “The People of Iraq on the Eve of Invasion;” New scene: “Homeland Security, Miami Style;” Outside Abu Ghraib Prison; Eyewitness account from Samara, Iraq; Extended interview: more with Abdul Henderson; Lila Lipscomb at the Washington D.C. Premiere; Arab-American Comedians - their acts and experience after 9/11; Condoleezza Rice’s 9/11 Commission testimony; Rose Garden press briefing after 9/11 Commission Appearance; widescreen presentation.


Fail-safe : (DVD)
01631,VH
B&W 111 MIN COLUMBIA H 1964
When a computer error results in the launching of SAC nuclear bombers which cannot be recalled from their journey toward Moscow, the heads of the U.S. and Soviet governments must decide how to save the world from annihilation. Directed by Sidney Lumet, starring Walter Matthau and Henry Fonda.

Fall-safe : (DVD) 19583,ID
B&W 112 MIN COLUMBIA T 1964
When a computer error results in the launching of SAC nuclear bombers which cannot be recalled from their journey toward Moscow, the heads of the U.S. and Soviet governments must decide how to save the world from annihilation. Based on the novel by Eugene Burdick and Harvey Wheeler. Cast includes Dan O'Herlihy, Walter Matthau, Ed Binns, Fritz Weaver, Henry Fonda, Larry Hagman, William Hansen, Russell Hardy, Russell Collins, Sorrell Booke, Nancy Berg, John Connell, Frank Simpson, Hildy Parks, Janet Ward, Dom De Luise, Dana Elcar, Stewart Germain, Louise Larabee, Frieda Altman. Screenplay by Walter Bernstein. Directed by Sidney Lumet. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; interactive menus; Scene selection; Featurette Fail-Safe revisited; Directors commentary; Theatrical trailers; Talent files; Production notes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. 

The falcon and the snowman : (DVD) 16347,ID 16347,DM
COLOR 132 MIN MGM HOME E 1985
A thriller based on a true story of a young American who becomes disillusioned by his country and encouraged by his drug dealer friend to carry out a brazen plan of espionage. At his job at a defense-plant he uncovers documents that prove that the CIA is secretly coercing foreign governments. With encouragement and assistance from his friend he attempts to sell the information to the Soviet KGB. The two young men use the code names "Falcon" and "Snowman." Based on the book by Robert Lindsey. Cast includes Timothy Hutton, Sean Young, William Devane, Hal Holbrook, Sean Penn. Screenplay by Steven Zaillian. Directed by John Schlesinger. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. 

Falling down : (DVD) 05440,VH
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER HOM 1992
An ordinary man snaps, and wages war against urban life across Los Angeles, trailed by a streetwise cop determined to stop his citywide rampage. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall, Barbara Hershey, Rachel Ticotin, Frederic Forrest and Tuesday Weld; directed by Joel Schumacher. 
Feature films – United States.; Schumacher, Joel

Falling down : (DVD) 08757,ID 08757,DM
COLOR 113 MIN WARNER HOM 1992
An ordinary man snaps, and wages war against urban life across Los Angeles, trailed by a streetwise cop determined to stop his citywide rampage. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall, Barbara Hershey, Rachel Ticotin, Frederic Forrest and Tuesday Weld; directed by Joel Schumacher. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; theatrical trailer; languages: English and French; subtitles: English and French. 
Feature films – United States.; Schumacher, Joel

Fame : (DVD) 13682,ID
COLOR 133 MIN TURNER ENT 1980
Story about students at the High School of Performing Arts, New York. Dance sequences include an audition, classes, a ballet solo by Antonia Franceschi, and the ensemble numbers "Fame" and "I sing the body electric." Cast includes Irene Cara, Lee Curreri, Laura Dean, Antonia Franceschi, Gene Anthony Ray, Debbie Allen. Bonus features include Class Reunion Commentary; vintage featurettes On Location With Fame and Fame Field Trip; theatrical trailer. Directed by Alan Parker. In English and French with subtitles in English, French and Spanish. 

The family album : (DVD) 19041,ID
B&W 60 MIN LORBER HT 1986
The Alan Berliner collection Series - Utilizing a vast collection of home movies found at flea markets and yard sales, as well as oral histories and family recordings from the 1920s to the 1950s, the filmmaker weaves together a remarkable and emotionally electrifying portrait of the changing face of the American family. These authentic artifacts of American history and culture are edited together to illustrate the entire cycle of life from birth to death, from childhood to adulthood, to provide a moving experience of the universal drama of family life during the first half of the twentieth century. Bonus features: POVs interview with Alan Berliner; French, Spanish, and English subtitles; "City edition", a short film by Alan Berliner; "The Art of process"; a DVD-ROM catalogue. Directed by Alan Berliner. In English with optional subtitles in English, French, and Spanish. 

The family man : (DVD) 14886,ID 14886,DM
COLOR 126 MIN UNIVERSAL 2000
A single and successful Wall Street trader works hard and plays hard in New York City. One morning he wakes up in someone else's life as a suburban New Jersey family man with two kids and one on the way. His wife is an ex-girlfriend from thirteen years ago and his new life appears to be what might have been if they never broke-up. At first the man's only thoughts are to get back to his life, soon the realization sets in that this may be his new reality and he begins to embrace his role as a family man. Directed by Brett Ratner. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Spotlight on location: the making-of-the film with

The fall : (Blu-ray Disc) 18344,ID
COLOR 117 MIN SONY PICTU 2008
1920's, Los Angeles. In a hospital on the outskirts of town, Roy Walker, an injured stuntman, begins to tell young Alexandria, a fellow patient with a broken arm, a fantastical story about 5 mythical heroes. Thanks to his fractured state of mind and her vivid imagination, the line between fiction and reality starts to blur as the tale advances. Based on the 1981 screenplay "Yo ho ho" by Valery Petrov. Cast includes Lee Pace, Justine Waddell, Daniel Caltagirone, Catrinca Untaru, Marcus Wesley, Julian Bleach, Robin Smith, Leo Bill. Special features: Anamorphic widescreen version – Deleted scenes – Featurettes – Commentaries with filmmakers and cast. Directed by Tarsem Singh. English dialogue; optional English or French subtitles; closed-captioned. 

The fall of the Roman Empire : (DVD) 10110,ID 10110,DM
COLOR 182 MIN 1964
Epic production captures the last days of the Roman Empire—gladiators fighting in ancient arenas, martyrs burned at the stake, and chariot races to the death. Cast includes Sophia Loren, Stephen Boyd, Alec Guinness, James Mason, Christopher Plummer, John Ireland, Anthony Quayle, Mel Ferrer and Omar Sharif; directed by Anthony Mann. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection. 
A story from J.K. Rowling's wizarding world set in New York city and featuring an array of fantastical magical beasts. It opens in 1926 as Newt Scamander has just completed a global excursion to find and document an extraordinary array of magical creatures. Arriving in New York for a brief stopover, he might have come and gone without incident, were it not for a No-Maj (American for Muggle) named Jacob, a misplaced magical case, who spell trouble for both the wizarding and No-Maj worlds. Cast includes Eddie Redmayne, Katherine Waterston, Dan Fogler, Alison Sudol, Jon Voight, Carmen Ejogo, Johnny Depp, Gemma Chan, Ezra Miller, Colin Farrell, Zoe Kravitz, Ron Perlman, Samantha Morton. Written by J.K. Rowling. Directed by David Yates. This DVD version features multipart featurettes; Before Harry Potter: a new era of magic begins; Deleted scenes; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Fantastic Mr. Fox : (DVD) 19100,ID 87 MIN TWENTIETH 2009 Mr. and Mrs. Fox live in idyllic home life with their son Ash and visiting young nephew Kristofferson. But after twelve years of quiet domesticity, the bucolic existence proves too much for Mr. Fox's wild animal instincts. Soon he slips back into his old ways as a sneaky chicken thief and in doing so, endangers not only his beloved family, but the whole animal community. Trapped underground without enough food to go around, the animals band together to fight against the evil Farmers—Boogar, Bunce and Bean—who are determined to capture the audacious Mr. Fox at any cost. In the end, he uses his natural instincts to save his family and friends. Based on the book by Roald Dahl. Cast includes George Clooney, Meryl Streep, Jason Schwartzman, Bill Murray, Wally Wolodarsky, Eric Anderson, Michael Gambon, Willem Dafoe, Owen Wilson, Jarvis Cocker. Special features: Featurettes From script to screen (7 min.), Still life (puppet animation) (7 min.), A beginner's guide to Whack-Bat (1 min.); Theatrical trailer (3 min.); Sneak peeks (4 min.). Directed by Wes Anderson. In English, dubbed French or Spanish with optional subtitles in English for the deaf and hard of hearing, French, or Spanish; closed-captioned in English.


Far from heaven : (DVD) 09506,ID 108 MIN UNIVERSAL 2003 On the surface the Whitaker's are the perfect family living comfortably in 1950's suburbia. The husband and wife live with their two children in seemingly domestic bliss, she the happy housewife and he the successful businessman climbing the corporate ladder. Beneath the surface forbidden desires threaten to tear their world apart. Filmmaker Todd Haynes tackles gender
Farewell my lovely
09632.VH
COLOR 98 MIN ARTISAN EN 1975
Detective Philip Marlowe is hired by an ex-con to locate his missing sweetheart. The case takes a turn for the worse when he's beaten unconscious and wakes up next to a corpse. The detective is framed for the murder and must prove his innocence.

Fargo : (Blu-ray disc)
19485.ID
COLOR 98 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1996
A midwestern policewoman investigates a series of brutal and interconnected crimes. Steadily, she tightens the net on the killers and their accomplices in a kidnapping scheme gone wildly wrong. Cast includes Frances McDormand, William H. Macy, Steve Buscemi, Harve Presnell, Peter Stormare. Written by Ethan Coen and Joel Coen. Directed by Joel Coen. This Blu-ray version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director of photography Roger A Deakins; "Minnesota nice" featurette; Trivia track; American Cinematographer article; Still photo gallery; Language: English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Fargo : (DVD)
19486.ID
COLOR 98 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1996
A midwestern policewoman investigates a series of brutal and interconnected crimes. Steadily, she tightens the net on the killers and their accomplices in a kidnapping scheme gone wildly wrong. Cast includes Frances McDormand, William H. Macy, Steve Buscemi, Harve Presnell, Peter Stormare. Written by Ethan Coen and Joel Coen. Directed by Joel Coen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Standard definition; Interview with the Coen Brothers and Frances McDormand; Audio commentary with director of photography Roger A Deakins; "Minnesota nice" featurette; Trivia track; Behind-the-scenes photo gallery; Original advertising gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English.

The fast and the furious Tokyo drift : (DVD)
11875.ID
COLOR 105 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
The third film in the series of "Fast and Furious" street racing action films, this film follows a convicted street racer who travels to Japan to start a new life, only to find the lure of racing does not diminish in a different country. The driver becomes involved with a different style of street racing called "drifting" and is soon interconnected crimes. Steadily, she tightens the net on the killers and their accomplices in a kidnapping scheme gone wildly wrong. Cast includes Robert Mitchum, Charlotte Rampling, John Ireland, Sylvia Miles, Ho Dei, in Stanton, Sylvester Stallone, Anna-Zerbe. Screenplay by David Seleg Goodman. Directed by Dick Richards.

Fast food nation : (DVD)
11908.ID
COLOR 114 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2006

Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! : (DVD)
17430.ID
B&W 83 MIN RM FILMS I 1966
Bosomautna collection Series - In this cult classic three curvaceous go-go dancers in a sportscar go on a desert crime-spree, led by nasty Von Dracula, dressed all in black. Varla's lesbian moll Rosie and bisex Billie are along for the ride. When they meet a naive young couple Varla dispatches the man with one karate chop. They take the girl hostage and drive to a house owned by a crippled old lecher, where they scheme to discover the money he has hidden on the property, not realizing that the old man has a few sinister intentions of his own. From an original story by Russ Meyer. Cast includes Tura Satana, director Justin Lin; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles English and French.

Past times at Ridgemont High : (DVD)
11964.ID
11964.DM
COLOR 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1982
Teenagers learn to cope with the realities of High School, getting a date with the cute girl in class, staying awake in History class, landing the prime part-time job, making it to school after the perfect surf session, and eating pizza while learning about Cuba. The story offers an insider's perspective on the struggles of teenagers as they deal with independence, success, sexuality, money, maturity, and school. The film is based on the experiences of writer Cameron Crowe, who as a twenty-four year old went undercover as a high school student in the early 1980's. Based on the book by Cameron Crowe. Cast includes Jennifer Jason Leigh, Sean Penn, Judge Reinhold, Phoebe Cates, Brian Backer, Robert Romanus, Ray Walston. Screenplay by Cameron Crowe. Directed by Amy Heckerling. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Amy Heckerling and screenwriter Cameron Crowe; Hilarious documentary: "Reliving Our Fast Times at Ridgemont High;" Video map: Totally Cool Hangouts of Ridgemont High; Subtitles: English closed captioned, Spanish, and French.

The fast and the furious Tokyo drift : (DVD)
11875.ID
COLOR 105 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
The third film in the series of "Fast and Furious" street racing action films, this film follows a convicted street racer who travels to Japan to start a new life, only to find the lure of racing does not diminish in a different country. The driver becomes involved with a different style of street racing called "drifting" and is soon drawn into the Japanese underworld. Cast includes Lucas Black, Bow Wow. Written by Chris Morgan. Directed by Justin Lin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; deleted scenes; Tricked out drift; The Japanese way; Feature commentary by
The fastest gun alive : (DVD) 15092.II
COLOR 89 MIN WARNER HOM 1956
George Temple is a quiet store owner who, unlike other men in town, neither carries a gun nor drinks. But George has a secret: he knows that his real talent is gunslinging, and he is tormented by the guilt that path he has chosen. When George realizes he was a vicious killer, Vinnie Harold, comes to town, his secret comes out. George is forced into a showdown with Vinnie in this tension-filled, action packed Western. But George's gunslinging ways are legendary, and they and attract the attention of other gunmen who feel up for a challenge. The film is notable also for Russ Tamblyn's iconic and groundbreaking dance. Based on the story 'The Last Notch' by Frank D. Gilroy. Cast includes Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain, Broderick Crawford, and Russ Tamblyn. Screenplay by Frank D. Gilroy and Russell Rouse. Directed by Russell Rouse. Language: English.

Fat city 07273.VH
COLOR 93 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1971
Two small time boxers at different stages of their careers struggle to stay in the sport. Jimmy Tully is an aging alcoholic boxer trying to make a comeback. Ernie Minger, a young fighter at the outset of his career, is being pulled away from the sport by responsibilities he has to his pregnant girlfriend. Neither man will give up the dream of boxing glory easily. Based on the book by Leonard Gardner. Cast includes Stacy Keach, Jeff Bridges, Susan Tyrrell, Candy Clark. Directed by John Huston.

Fata l attraction : special collector's edition : (DVD) 12084.ID 12084.DM
COLOR 119 MIN PARAMOUNT 1987
A New York attorney has a romantic fling while his wife is out of town, and then shrugs it off. But the woman involved with him won't be ignored, even if it means destroying his family to keep him. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Glenn Close, Anne Archer. Written by James Dearden. Directed by Adrian Lyne. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; new and exclusive cast and crew interviews; a look at the cultural phenomenon of Fatal Attraction; behind-the-scenes production footage; rehearsal footage; alternate ending with introduction by the director; commentary by the director; theatrical trailer; Language: English and French tracks; English captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Fearless : (DVD) 19483.IID 19483.DM
COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1993
San Francisco architect Max Klein can see clearly now. He's been transformed ever since he stared death in the face, and discovered he was unafraid. Peter Weir directs 'Fearless,' the vivid story of how a near-death experience impacts the lives of three people. Jeff Bridges plays Max, more wildly alive and taking more risks than ever since surviving a plane crash. Isabella Rossellini is Laura, struggling to find in Max the man she married. And Rosie Perez is fellow crash survivor Carla: a woman devastated by the grief that comes with a near-death experience. Can Max heal her pain. But then she meets the one person who fearlessly knows how. Based on a novel by Rafael Yglesias. Cast includes Jeff Bridges, Isabella Rossellini, Rosie Perez, Tom Hulce, and John Turturro. Screenplay by Rafael Yglesias. Directed by Peter Weir. This DVD was formatted from its original version. Languages: English and French tracks; English captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Fed up : (DVD) 18693.IID
COLOR 99 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2011
Narrated by Katie Couric, the film blows the lid off everything that was known about food and exercise, revealing a 30-year campaign by the food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse the American public. Exposing the hidden truths contributing to one of the largest health epidemics in history, it follows a group of families battling to lead healthier lives, and reveals why the conventional wisdom of 'exercise and eat right' is not ringing true for millions of people. Narrated by Katie Couric. Bonus features: Deleted scene. Directed by Stephanie Soechtig. English dialogue; optional Spanish subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The fearless vampire killers, or, pardon me, but your teeth are in my neck : (DVD) 19217.IDD
107 MIN WARNER BRO 1966
A spoof of old vampire films finds a young maiden kidnapped by a Jewish vampire and his gay son. Cast includes Jack MacGowran, Sharon Tate, Alfie Bass, Ferdy Mayne. Story and screenplay by Gerard Herter and Roman Polanski. Directed by Roman Polanski. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Vintage making-of featurette "The fearless vampire killers: vampires 101"; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The Criterion Collection Series - A feature film adaptation of Hunter S. Thompson's book following the exploits of drug fueled journalist Raoul Duke and his sidekick Dr. Gonzo, a slightly unhinged attorney of Samoan descent. The two are heading for Las Vegas to cover a motorcycle race, along the way is a trunk full of pharmaceuticals. Based on the book by Hunter S. Thompson. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Benicio Del Toro. Screenplay by Terry Gilliam, Tony Grisoni, Todd Davies, and Alex Cox. Directed by Terry Gilliam. This Criterion Collection two DVD version features widescreen presentation; Three audio commentary tracks with Terry Gilliam, Johnny Depp, Benicio Del Toro, Laila Nabuki, and Hunter S. Thompson; Deleted scenes with commentary by Terry Gilliam; Collection of storyboards and production designs; Stills gallery; A selection of Hunter S. Thompson correspondence read on-camera by Johnny Depp; "Hunter goes to Hollywood" documentary short by filmmaker Wayne Ewing; A look at the controversy over the screenwriting credit; Original trailer and TV spots; Rare materials on Oscar Zeta Acosta, the inspiration for Dr. Gonzo; Collection of original artwork by illustrator Ralph Steadman; Excerpt from 1996 "Fear and loathing" audio CD with Maury Chaykin, Jim Jarmusch, and Harry Dean Stanton; "Fear and loathing on the Road to Hollywood" a 1978 BBC documentary with Thompson and Steadman; Booklet featuring an essay by J. Hobberman and two pieces by Thompson; Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feed up : (DVD) 18693.IID
COLOR 99 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2011
Narrated by Katie Couric, the film blows the lid off everything that was known about food and exercise, revealing a 30-year campaign by the food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse the American public. Exposing the hidden truths contributing to one of the largest health epidemics in history, it follows a group of families battling to lead healthier lives, and reveals why the conventional wisdom of 'exercise and eat right' is not ringing true for millions of people. Narrated by Katie Couric. Bonus features: Deleted scene. Directed by Stephanie Soechtig. English dialogue; optional Spanish subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Female trouble : (DVD) 10889.ID
COLOR 98 MIN NEW LINE H 1974
Mean teen Dawn Davenport turns to a life of crime when her parents fail to give her the cha-cha heels she wants for Christmas. On the street, she becomes pregnant, murders some people, and becomes a glamorous model. Dawn, her illegitimate daughter, and delinquent girlfriends, fall under the control of the owners of the fascist Lipstick Beauty Salon, who believe "crime is beauty." Dawn inevitably ends up strapped to the electric chair. The film is a campy, bizarre, sadistic romp through society's outer fringe. Cast includes Divine, David Lochary, Mary Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Edith Massey. Written, directed, and filmed by John Waters. This DVD version is the original uncut full-length version and features scene selection; Commentary by John Waters; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Waters, John, 1946-

Ferris Bueller's day off : (DVD) 08627.ID
COLOR 102 MIN PARAMOUNT 1986
Three high school students take the day off from school and leave the suburbs for downtown Chicago. The ringleader, Ferris Bueller, leads his friends on a string of fun adventures as they drive around in his friend's father's Ferrari. Cast includes Matthew Broderick, Mia Sara, Alan Ruck. Music score by Ira Newborn. Written and directed by John Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen anamorphic 2.35:1; interactive menus; commentary by director John Hughes; languages: English (Dolby Digital 5.1 and Dolby Digital 2.0 surround) and French (Dolby Digital 2.0 Surround); Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.

A few good men : (DVD) 19056.ID
COLOR 138 MIN COLUMBIA T 1992
Cruise stars as a brash Navy lawyer who's teamed with a gung-ho litigator in a politically-explosive murder case. Charged with defending two Marines accused of killing a fellow soldier, they are confronted with complex issues of loyalty and honor - including its most sacred code and its most formidable warrior. Based on the play by Aaron Sorkin. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson, Demi Moore, Kevin Pollak, Kevin Bacon, James Marshall, J.T. Walsh, Kiefer Sutherland, Wolfgang Bodison, Michael DeLorenzo. Special features include audio commentary from director Rob Reiner; documentary, Code of conduct featuring interviews with Rob Reiner, Aaron Sorkin, and cast; From stage to screen with Aaron Sorkin and Rob Reiner; bonus trailers; filmographies; production notes. Directed by Rob Reiner. English, French, Spanish or Portuguese audio tracks with optional English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean or Thai subtitles; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Drama; Murder – Investigation – United States – Drama.; Armed Forces – Lawyers.; Reiner, Rob, 1945-

Fiddler on the roof : (DVD) 06145.VH
COLOR 180 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1971
Addresses the themes of tradition and love in Jewish culture through the story of Tevye, a poor Jewish milkman, and his family of five unmarried daughters and sharp tongued wife, in the village of Anatevka in Czarist Russia. Tradition is challenged by growing anti-Semitism and the oppressive czarist rule. Feature film adaptation of Jerome Robbins stage production. Produced and directed by Norman Jewison. Cast includes Topol, Michael Glaser. Music by John Williams.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations

Fiddler on the roof : (DVD) 11977.ID
11977.DM
COLOR 179 MIN METRO-GOLD 1971
Addresses the themes of tradition and love in Jewish culture through the story of Tevye, a poor Jewish milkman, and his family of five unmarried daughters and sharp tongued wife, in the village of Anatevka in Czarist Russia. Tradition is challenged by growing anti-Semitism and the oppressive czarist rule. Feature film adaptation of Jerome Robbins stage production of Joseph Stein's play. Cast includes Topol, Norma Crane, Leonard Frey, Molly Picon, Paul Mann. Screenplay by Joseph Stein. Music by John Williams. Directed by Norman Jewison. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Norman Jewison Filmmaker" documentary; Audio commentary by Norman Jewison and Topol; Deleted song "Any Day Now;" "Tevye's Dream" in full color; Stories of Sholom Aleichem and historical background read by Norman Jewison; Storyboard to film comparison; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Fidel Castro : (DVD) 18343.ID
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 2005
The American Experience Series - An "American Experience" profile of the Cuban leader Fidel Castro. From rebel fighter to world renowned leader of his country, Castro is profiled through interviews with relatives, loyalists, and enemies in Cuba and abroad. Written, directed, and produced by Adriana Bosch. This DVD version features an interview with producer Adriana Bosch; Bonus video excerpts: Language: English and optional Spanish audio track; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Fidel : (DVD) 18342.ID
COLOR 206 MIN ARTISAN HO 2000
The legendary life of Fidel Castro, from exiled revolutionary to the world's most controversial and longest serving head of state. As seen through the eyes of his wife, mistress and female companions, this film reveals the untold story of Fidel's rise to becoming one of the world's most powerful leaders. Based on the book "Guerrilla Prince" by Georgie Anne Geyer and the book "Fidel Castro" by Robert E. Quirk. Cast includes Victor Hugo Martin, Gael Garcia Bernal, Patricia Velasquez, Cecilia Suarez, Maurice Compte, Margarita d'Francisco, Tony Plana. Special features: production notes; cast bios; John F. Kennedy speech on the Cuban Missile Crisis. Directed by David Attwood. In English. closed-captioned.


Field of dreams : (DVD) 18137.ID
18137.DM
COLOR 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 1996


Fight club : (DVD) 08636.ID
08636.DM
COLOR 139 MIN 20TH CENTURY FOX 1999
Twenty-something young men channel their societal alienation and anomie into the creation of underground "fight clubs." Through the consensual pummeling of each other, a form of therapy takes place late at night in dank basements. The charismatic leader Tyler Durden and his co-conspirator, the story’s narrator, see their local event grow into a national trend and subversive movement. This dark tale of dysfunction is a...
modern fairy tale with a dramatic conclusion. Based on the novel by Chuck Palahniuk. Cast includes Edward Norton, Brad Pitt, Helena Bonham Carter, Meat Loaf, Aday, Jared Leto. Screenplay by Jim Uhls. Music by the Dust Brothers (Michael Simpson and John King). Directed by David Fincher. This DVD version features two discs, disc 1: The Feature contains an anamorphic widescreen presentation of the film; interactive menus; scene access; four commentary tracks including David Fincher, Brad Pitt, Edward Norton, and Helena Bonham Carter; languages: English (5.1 surround and Dolby surround) and French (Dolby surround); disc 2: Supplemental features 17 behind-the-scenes vignettes with multiple angles and commentary; outtakes and deleted scenes; storyboards; publicity gallery; concept art; and more.

Feature films – United States.

Film about a woman who... : (DVD) 10959.ID

B&W 105 MIN ZEITGEGIST 1974

The Yvonne Rainer Collection Series - An experimental film by filmmaker Yvonne Rainer focuses on the re-invention of the narrative film from a feminist point-of-view. This landmark film is a meditation on ambivalence that plays with cliche and the conventions of soap opera while telling the story of a woman whose sexual dissatisfaction masks an enormous anger. Written and directed by Yvonne Rainer.

Experimental films; Feature films – United States.; Feminist motion pictures–United States.; Feminism – Psychological aspects – Drama.; Feminists – Drama.; Women – Psychology – Drama.; Rainer, Yvonne, 1934-

The Films of Budd Boetticher

For descriptions see individual titles:
Buchanan rides alone : (DVD)
Comanche station : (DVD)
Decision at sundown : (DVD)
Ride lonesome : (DVD)
The tall T. : (DVD)

Finding Forrester : (DVD) 17732.ID

COLOR 136 MIN COLUMBIA T 2000

Jamal Wallace is a talented young basketball player in New York City whose secret passion is writing. After an accidental meeting, Forrester, a reclusive novelist, becomes Jamal's unlikely mentor. Soon, both men learn lessons from each other about life and the importance of friendship. Cast includes Sean Connery, F. Murray Abraham, Anna Paquin, Busta Rhymes, Rob Brown. Special features: HBO making-of special; found: Rob Brown; deleted choir scenes; filmographies, theatrical trailer. Directed by Gus Van Sant. In English with optional French soundtrack; optional subtitles in English or French; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.


Finishing the game : (DVD) 13025.ID

COLOR 84 MIN GENIUS ENT 2007

A comedy film that re-imagines the casting process that ensued after the death of Bruce Lee during the filming of what became his last film "Game of death." Studio heads scramble to find a replacement for the legendary martial artist, the search attracts hopefuuls from around the world, many with questionable martial arts skills. Cast includes McCaleb Burnett, Monique Gabriela Curnen, Roger Fan, Sung Kang, Mousa Kraish, Meredith Scott Lynn, Dustin Nguyen. Written by Josh Diamond and Justin Lin. Directed by Justin Lin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary by co-writer/director Justin Lin, co-writer Josh Diamond and composer Brian Tyler; On set mayhem; Deleted scenes with optional director/co-writer; composer commentary; Satisfaction: a music video by Far*East Movement; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English.


First blood : (DVD) 14743.ID

COLOR 96 MIN CAROLCO HO 1982

Sylvester Stallone stars as a former Green Beret survivor of the Vietnamese Conflict whose nightmares of wartime horrors are triggered by a wrongful arrest in a small town. In the life and death manhunt which follows, he must use all his old skills to stay alive and outwit his pursuers. Based on the novel by David Morrell. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Reichard Crenna, Brian Dennehy. Screenplay by Michael Kozoll, William Sackheim, and Sylvester Stallone. Directed by Ted Kotcheff. This DVD version features the ultimate edition of the film; Audio commentary with Sylvester Stallone; Audio commentary with writer David Morrell; Alternate ending; Interactive military special operations features (survival mode, early warning system, metabolief, metascope, metasight, metapoint, metamanap).

Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


First knight : (DVD)

COLOR 133 MIN COLUMBIA P 1995

A new vision of King Arthur’s Camelot. A time of battles, courage, and an undeniable love that brought an entire kingdom to its knees. Guinevere is set to marry Arthur, but after she encounters Lancelot she is torn between her love for Lancelot and her desire to be queen. Cast includes Sean Connery, Richard Gere, Julia Ormond, Ben Cross. Story by Lorne Cameron, David Hoselton, and William Nicholson. Directed by Jerry Zucker.


First ladies, early women filmmakers

For descriptions see individual titles:
The red kimona : (DVD)

Fitzcarraldo : (DVD)

COLOR 150 MIN WARNER HOM 1982

Based on a true story, the saga of a man obsessed with the dream of building an opera house deep in the Amazonian jungle of Peru. His triumph--the victory of art over practical reality--is mirrored in director Werner Herzog's five-year struggle to complete the movie. Stars Klaus Kinski and Claudia Cardinale.

Feature films – United States.; Herzog, Werner, 1942-

Fitzcarraldo : (DVD)

COLOR 157 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1982

Based on a true story, the saga of a man obsessed with the dream of building an opera house deep in the Amazonian jungle of Peru. His triumph--the victory of art over practical reality--is mirrored in director Werner Herzog's five-year struggle to complete the movie. Stars Klaus Kinski and Claudia Cardinale. This DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen presentation; audio commentary with director Werner Herzog, producer Lucki Stipetic, and Norman Hill; stills gallery; talent bios; theatrical trailer; Languages English and German with optional English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Herzog, Werner, 1942-
Flashdance
09092,VH
COLOR
95 MIN
PARAMOUNT
1983
A small town girl dreams of studying at the Pittsburgh Conservatory of Dance. She spends her days working as a welder and her nights as an exotic dancer. She bravely pursues her dreams with an unwavering power of conviction and along the way she meets a man who teaches her the meaning of love. Cast includes Jennifer Beals, Michael Nouri, Belinda Bauer, Lilla Skala. Choreographed by Jeffrey Hornaday. Original music by Giorgio Moroder. Screenplay Tom Hedley and Joe Eszterhas. Directed by Adrian Lyne.

Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance

Flashdance
18363,ID
COLOR
113 MIN
TURNER ENT
1983
Alex Owens is a fiercely determined and beautiful 18 year old woman who works as a welder by day and as a dancer at a local bar at night. Alex struggles to gain independence, finds love, and realize her dream–to dance at the Pittsburgh Conservatory of Dance. Cast includes Jennifer Beals, Michael Nouri, Belinda Bauer, Lilla Skala. Bonus features include The History of Flashdance; The Look of Flashdance; Flashdance Music and Songs; Flashdance the Choreography; Releasing the Flashdance Phenomenon; theatrical trailer. Directed by Adrian Lyne. In English and French with subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Flirting with disaster
12567,ID
12567,DM
COLOR
93 MIN
MIRAMAX HO
1996
Mel Coplin is a new father and his child has awoken desires to meet his own birth parents. He is happily married and loves his mother and father who adopted and raised him, still he feels there is something missing in his life. With the help of a sexy young adoption counselor, he embarks on a cross country trek to meet his birth parents. Along for the ride are the counselor, Mel's wife and child and left at home are his overbearing parents who feel they have somehow failed him. After a few missteps and false leads, his birth parents are located and then the real adventure begins. Cast includes Ben Stiller, Patricia Arquette, Tea Leoni, Alan Alda, Mary Tyler Moore, George Segal, Lily Tomlin, Richard Jenkins. Written and directed by David O. Russell. This DVD version features chapter searching; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Humorous mistakes out takes from feature and deleted scenes; Languages: English and French language tracks.

Feature films – United States.; Russell, David O., 1958-

Flower drum song
08202,VH
COLOR
133 MIN
MCA/UNIVER
1961
A Rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway smash adapted to the screen. A breezy tale of a Hong Kong girl who comes to San Francisco for an arranged marriage to an Americanized nightclub owner who's already engaged to a sultry singer. Cast includes Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Jack Soo, Benson Fong. Music by Richard Rodgers and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Screenplay by Joseph Fields. Choreographed by Hermes Pan and directed by Henry Koster.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States; Koster, Henry – 1905- - Direction.

Flower drum song
11519,ID
11519,DM
COLOR
132 MIN
UNIVERSAL
1961
A Rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway smash adapted to the screen. A breezy tale of a Hong Kong girl who comes to San Francisco for an arranged marriage to an Americanized nightclub owner who's already engaged to a sultry singer. Cast includes Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Jack Soo, Benson Fong. Music by Richard Rodgers and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Screenplay by Joseph Fields. Choreographed by Hermes Pan and directed by Henry Koster.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States; Koster, Henry – 1905 - Direction.
by Hermes Pan and directed by Henry Koster. This special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; "A Classic Evolves: From Print to Stage to Screen;" "Faces of the East: Casting Flower Drum Song;" "The Songs of Flower Drum Song;" All-access pass to the sets and costumes; The legacy of Rodgers and Hammerstein; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Asian Americans; Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States

The fly
07165,VH
07165,DM
COLOR 96 MIN CBS-Fox VI 1986
A frightening update of the horror classic in which a man is transformed into a fly. A brilliant scientist makes a horrible mistake and fuses his genes with those of a fly. As he slowly mutates into an animal, he tries to reverse the process before losing all trace of his humanity. Cast includes Jeff Goldblum, Geena Davis, John Getz. Directed by David Cronenberg.

Feature films – United States.

The fly : (DVD) 1951 CD
COLOR 95 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1986
A frightening update of the horror classic in which a man is transformed into a fly. A brilliant scientist makes a horrible mistake and fuses his genes with those of a fly. As he slowly mutates into an animal, he tries to reverse the process before losing all trace of his humanity. Cast includes Jeff Goldblum, Geena Davis, John Getz. Screenplay by Charles Edward Pogue and David Cronenberg. Directed by David Cronenberg. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; full-length audio commentary by David Cronenberg; Three documentaries about production: Larva, Pupa, and Metamorphosis; Deleted scenes with storyboard and script comparisons; Alternate ending; Rare test footage (makeup and visual effects); The Brundle Museum of National History; Featurette: George Langalaans original short story; Charles Edward Pogues original screenplay; David Cronenbergs screenplay rewrite; Interactive articles (still with video clips) from Cineflex and American Cinematographer; Promotional featurettes: Still photo galleries (Publicity, behind-the-scenes, concept art and visual effects); Original teasers, trailers, TV spots; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The flying deuces : (DVD) 13950, ID
B&W 69 MIN ALPHA VIDEO 1939
Oliver is heartbroken when he finds that Georgette, the inkeeper’s daughter he’s fallen in love with, is already married to a dashing Foreign Legion officer Francois. To forget her, he joins the Legion, taking Stanley with him. Their bumbling eventually gets them charged with desertion and sentenced to a firing squad. They manage to escape in a stolen airplane, but crash after a wild ride. Cast includes Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Jean Parker, Reginald Gardiner. Original story and screen play by Ralph Spence, Harry Langdon, Charles Rogers, and Alfred Schiller. Directed by A. Edward Sutherland. This DVD version features includes an interactive menu; Index; Catalog; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Comedy films.; France.

The fog of war : (DVD) 10435, ID
10435,DM
COLOR 107 MIN COLUMBIAT/S 2004
A one-on-one interview with former Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, who served under both President Kennedy and President Johnson. One of the most controversial and influential political figures of the 20th century, the film provides his up-close and personal insider perspective on many of the major events that took place under his command. He provides new and often surprising insights into the bombing of Tokyo, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and the effects of the Vietnam War. Original music by Philip Glass. Directed by Errol Morris. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Twenty-four additional scenes; Robert S. McNamara’s 10 Lessons from his life in politics; TV spots; Previews; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Portuguese, Spanish, and Japanese.


The fool for love
04447,VH
04447,DM
COLOR 96 MIN MGM/HOME V 2011
Documentary chronicling the 16-year history of rock band the Foo Fighters. Includes concert footage and videos. Featuring the Foo Fighters (Dave Grohl, vocals, guitar; Taylor Hawkins, drums; Nate Mendel, bass; Chris Shiflett, guitar, vocals; Pat Smear, guitar). Extra features: band interviews and deleted scenes (35 min.). A film by James Moll in English, with optional English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, and Spanish subtitles.


Fool for love
04447,VH
04447,DM
COLOR 96 MIN MGM/HOME V 2011
Documentary chronicling the 16-year history of rock band the Foo Fighters. Includes concert footage and videos. Featuring the Foo Fighters (Dave Grohl, vocals, guitar; Taylor Hawkins, drums; Nate Mendel, bass; Chris Shiflett, guitar, vocals; Pat Smear, guitar). Extra features: band interviews and deleted scenes (35 min.). A film by James Moll in English, with optional English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, and Spanish subtitles.


Footlight parade : (DVD) 11508, ID
11508,DM
B&W 104 MIN WARNER HOME V 1933
The Busby Berkeley Collection Series - This Depression-era romp about a producer who will do anything to keep his company afloat during hard times. They stage live prologues for talkie houses. The shows are "Honeymoon Hotel;" "By a Waterfall;" and "Shanghai Lil" the productions are full of rich pageantry and one features a 20,000-gallon-per-minute waterfall. Cast includes James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, Frank McHugh, Ruth Donnelly, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert. Numbers created and staged by Busby Berkeley. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. This DVD version features featurette "Footlight Parade: Music for the Decades;" Two vintage featurettes; "Rambling Round Radio Row #8;" and "Vaudville Reel #1;" Two vintage cartoons; "Honeymoon Hotel;" and "Young and Healthy;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (feature film only).


Footlight parade : (DVD) 11508, ID
11508,DM
B&W 104 MIN WARNER HOME V 1933
The Busby Berkeley Collection Series - This Depression-era romp about a producer who will do anything to keep his company afloat during hard times. They stage live prologues for talkie houses. The shows are "Honeymoon Hotel;" "By a Waterfall;" and "Shanghai Lil" the productions are full of rich pageantry and one features a 20,000-gallon-per-minute waterfall. Cast includes James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, Frank McHugh, Ruth Donnelly, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert. Numbers created and staged by Busby Berkeley. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. This DVD version features featurette "Footlight Parade: Music for the Decades;" Two vintage featurettes; "Rambling Round Radio Row #8;" and "Vaudville Reel #1;" Two vintage cartoons; "Honeymoon Hotel;" and "Young and Healthy;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (feature film only).


For the love of Mary : (DVD) 16406, ID
16406,DM
B&W 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1948
Deanna Durbin : the music and romance collection Series - When Mary Peppertree, a White House telephone operator, breaks her engagement to marry Phillip Manning, an attorney for the Justice Department, it causes a stir and encourages two new admirers, David and Tom, to pursue her. Mary’s romantic entanglements soon become the talk of the White House and even the President of the United States and four Supreme Court justices try to play Cupid for her in this screwball comedy which...
marked Durbin’s final screen appearance. The cast includes Deanna Durbin, Edmond O’Brien, Don Taylor, Jeffrey Lynn and Ray Collins. Directed by Frederick De Cordova with screenplay by Oscar Brodney. This DVD features an intro by Robert Osborne; Publicity stills; Scene stills; Movie posters; TCM article. Language: English.


Forbidden planet : (DVD) 18239,ID 18239,DM COLOR 99 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1956

In 2200 A.D., a space cruiser visits the planet Altair-4 to uncover the fate of a previous mission of space colonists. A science-fiction interpretation of the Shakespeare play, "The Tempest." Cast includes Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielsen, Warren Stevens, Jack Kelly, Richard Anderson, and Earl Holliman; directed by Fred McLeod Wilcox. This DVD version features widescreen menus; scene selection; English version in stereo surround sound; French version in mono; English, French, and Spanish language subtitles; and eight-page booklet featuring trivia, production notes, and a revealing look at the making of the film; a widescreen version and a standard version.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films–United States; Wilcox, Fred McLeod

Force of evil 07093,VH COLOR 82 MIN REPUBLIC P 1949

A smart young Wall Street lawyer joins a get-rich-quick scheme of a mob boss who plans on bankrupting the city’s small-time numbers racketeers and consolidating their business. However, when the young lawyer discovers he must choose between his loyalty to the ruthless racket kingpin or his family, the true force of evil is revealed. Based upon the novel “Tucker’s People” by Ira Wolfert. Cast includes John Garfield, Thomas Gomez, Marie Windsor, Bebe Daniels, Beatrice Pearson. Directed and screenplay by Abraham Polonsky.

Feature films – United States.

Ford at Fox collection

For descriptions see individual titles: Drums along the Mohawk : (DVD)

A foreign affair 09625,VH 09625,DM COLOR 116 MIN UNIVERSAL 1948


Feature films – United States.

Formosa betrayed : (DVD) 15321,ID 15321,DM COLOR 103 MIN SCREEN MED 2009

A Taiwanese-American professor is murdered. The FBI agent on the case tracks the killer back to Taiwan. In Taiwan, the agent uncovers a dangerous conspiracy; soon he is evading both U.S. State Department agents and the Chinese Mafia as he seeks the killer and the truth behind the professors murder. The film’s story was inspired by true events. Cast includes James Van der Beek, Ping-Pong player, successful businessman, jogger, and man of wealth and means, all the while maintaining his innocence and culture barriers to their relationship. A smart young Wall Street lawyer joins a get-rich-quick scheme of a mob boss who plans on bankrupting the city’s small-time numbers racketeers and consolidating their business. However, when the young lawyer discovers he must choose between his loyalty to the ruthless racket kingpin or his family, the true force of evil is revealed. Based upon the novel “Tucker’s People” by Ira Wolfert. Cast includes John Garfield, Thomas Gomez, Marie Windsor, Bebe Daniels, Beatrice Pearson. Directed and screenplay by Abraham Polonsky.

Feature films – United States.

Forbidden Hollywood collection: Vol. 1 : (DVD)

B&W 17860,ID 308 MIN WARNER HOM 2006

TGM Archives Series - In the early 1930’s, before Hollywood began enforcing a self-imposed Production Code, many films allowed for extraordinary frankness including nudity, adultery and prostitution. In this restored and remastered three-movie collection, three daring young actresses are featured in racy, riveting star vehicles. Jean Harlow is a red-headed secretary who hooks the company’s married boss, while carrying on with chauffeur Charles Boyer. A young soldier is forced to give up Mae Clarke when his well-to-do family learns she’s a prostitute, in Waterloo Bridge. Finally baby-faced Barbara Stanwyck sleeps her way up the corporate ladder in a New York bank, not caring who gets hurt. Contents: Disc 1: Baby face directed by Alfred E. Green (both prerelease and original theatrical releases on disc); Disc 2: Red-headed woman directed by Jack Conway; Waterloo bridge directed by James Whale (1931, 81 min.). Cast: Disc 1: Baby face: Barbara Stanwyck, George Brent, Donald Cook, Alphonse Ethier, Henry Kolker, Theresa Harris, Margaret Lindsay; Disc 2: Red-headed woman: Jean Harlow, Chester Morris, Lewis Stone, Leila Hyams, Una Merkel. Waterloo Bridge: Mae Clarke, Douglass Montgomery, Kent Douglass [Douglass Montgomery], Doris Lloyd, Bette Davis, Enid Bennett. Special features: new introduction by Robert Osborne; ‘Baby Face’ theatrical trailer. In English with optional English, French & Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Forbidden planet

05198,VD COLOR 99 MIN THE VOYAGE 1956

In 2200 A.D., a space cruiser visits the planet Altair-4 to uncover the fate of a previous mission of space colonists. A science-fiction interpretation of the Shakespeare play, "The Tempest." Cast includes Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielsen, Warren Stevens, Jack Kelly, Richard Anderson, and Earl Holliman; directed by Fred McLeod Wilcox. Laserdisc version contains supplemental materials, including the original screen treatment by Irving Block and Allen Adler; the workprint; the novelization; an essay written by film historian Allan Asherman; and production and publicity photos.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films–United States; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation; Wilcox, Fred McLeod
the moral compass instilled by his mother. Based on the novel by Winston Groom. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Robin Wright, Gary Sinise, Mykelti Williamson, Sally Field. Screenplay by Eric Roth. Directed by Robert Zemeckis.

Feature films – United States.

Fort Algiers : (DVD)
13940,ID
B&W 78 MIN GENEON ENT 1953
A French Foreign Legion spy in Algiers poses as a cabaret singer to expose an Arab rebel leader. When he discovers her real identity, her only chance is her lover, a soldier in the Foreign Legion. Cast includes Yvonne De Carlo, Raymond Burr, Carlos Thompson, Leif Erickson, and Anthony Caruso. Directed by Lesly Selander. Screenplay by Theodore St. John. Story by Frederick Stephani. Language: English.


Fort Apache
05984,VH
B&W 127 MIN TURNER HOM 1948
The first film in John Ford's acclaimed cavalry trilogy tells the story of an embittered colonel whose disappointment over being posted to a remote southwest garrison causes him to take up an unwise campaign against the Indians of the region. Cast includes John Wayne, Henry Fonda and Shirley Temple; screenplay by Frank Nugent; directed by John Ford.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973

Forty shades of blue : (DVD)
11183,ID
COLOR 108 MIN FIRST LOOK 2004
A legendary Memphis record producer, now well past his glory days, continues to reap the rewards of his classic work. He is no longer a top producer; still his past works affords him some status. He has a young Russian girlfriend he brought back with him from a trip to Russia. She enjoys a much higher standard of living in the U.S., but his carousing lifestyle begins to test her patience. When one of the producer's estranged adult sons from one of his previous wives comes to visit his father, further strain is put on the relationship between the producer and his young Russian lover. Cast includes Rip Torn, Dina Korzun, Darren Burrows, Paprika Steen, Red West, Jenny O'Hara. Written by Michael Rohatyn and Ira Sachs. Directed by Ira Sachs. This DVD version features scene selections; Widescreen presentation; Director commentary; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Interview with co-writer Michael Rohatyn; Alternative/deleted scenes; "Get it While You Can" a short film by Ira Sachs; Theatrical trailer; Previews; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English close captioned.


Four days in September : (DVD)
13190,ID
COLOR 131 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999
A drama based on a true story of political terrorists in Brazil who kidnap an American Ambassador to draw attention to their fight for freedom. The diplomat's life is in extreme danger; he fears his captors and is aware of the Brazilian government's policy of not acquiescing to terrorists demands. Based on the book "Qué es éste, compañero?" by Fernando Gabeira. Cast includes Alan Arkin, Pedro Cardoso, Fernanda Torres, Claudia Abreu, Luiz Fernando Gamaures, Caroline Kava, Fisher Stevens. Screenplay by Leopoldo Serrano. Directed by Bruno Barreto. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: Portuguese and French; Subtitles: English.

The Cecil B. DeMille Collection Series - Four castaways escape from the steamship they were passengers on when the bubonic plague breaks out. They land on the coast of a wild Malayan island, and begin their trek through the jungle with a native guide. When the guide is murdered, they must rely on their newfound survival skills to avoid the hostile islands and survive the wild jungle. From the novel by E. Arnot Robertson. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland, William Gargan, Leo Carrillo. Screenplay by Bartlett Cormack and Lenore Coffee. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. In English, with subtitles in Spanish, French, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Islands – Malaysia – Drama.; DeMille, Cecil B. (Cecil Blount), 1881-1959

Four rooms : (DVD)
16588,ID
COLOR 81 MIN FIRST LOOK 2007
After his father dies from an overdose of medicine, his son follows his fathers wishes and sinks his fathers body in a pond without an autopsy or funeral. The young man, an Oklahoma Indian, decides to leave home in the hope of gaining a better understanding of his father and himself. He encounters a young woman who might be able to help him in his quest. Cast includes Coby Lightning, Jeri Arredondo, Tamara Podemski, Laura Bailey, Jon Proudfast, Richard Ray Whitman, Mike Randleman, Christian Kane. Written and directed by Sterling Harjo. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Fox Western Classics
For descriptions see individual titles:

Foxes
09434,VH
COLOR 101 MIN METRO-GOLD 1980
Teenage life in the nineteen seventies as seen through the lives of four young girls. The girls are sexy, sassy, and savvy about everything from boys and booze to drugs and divorce. The girls are fed up with their parents, their school, and just about everything else. The girls party hard, but are also faced with the reality of physical and emotional abuse, that forces them to grow up fast to survive. Cast includes Jodie Foster, Cherie Currie, Marilyn Kagan, Kandice Stroh, Scott Baio, Sally Kellerman, Pammie Quaid. Written by Gerald Ayres. Directed by Andrian Lyne.

Feature films – United States.

Foxy Brown : (DVD)
11277,ID
COLOR 91 MIN METRO-GOLD 1974
Soul Cinema Series - A revenge thriller starring Pam Grier as Foxy Brown. Foxy's boyfriend, an undercover narcotics investigator, is brutally murdered and she swears vengeance against the crime ring responsible. She poses as a call girl to gain access to the men responsible for his death and kills her way up the ladder of command until she can get to the top man of the organization. Cast includes Pam Grier, Peter Brown, Terry

Feature films – United States.
Frank Miller's Sin City (DVD) 07362, VH 07362, DN
B&W 71 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1994
Dr. Frankenstein dares to tamper with life and death by creating a human monster out of lifeless body parts. The doctor's creation reacts violently to the world that is not ready to accept him. Adapted from Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley's novel. Cast includes Boris Karloff, Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, John Boles, Edward Van Sloan, Dwight Frye. Directed by James Whale.

Frankenstein (1931) 04755, VH
B&W 71 MIN MCA HOME VIDEO 1993
Restored version of the definitive Gothic horror classic, based on the novel by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley. The story of Dr. Henry Frankenstein, the scientist who creates a terrifying, yet strangely sympathetic monster. Includes several scenes excised from the original release print, including Dr. Frankenstein's likening himself to God, and the infamous scene in which the monster ingeniously drowns a peasant girl. Stars Boris Karloff and Colin Clive; directed by James Whale.

Feature films – United States.

Frankenstein meets the Wolf Man (DVD) 17290, ID
B&W UNIVERSAL 1943
The Wolfman: the legacy collection Series - Larry Talbot finds himself in an asylum, recovering from an operation performed by the kindly Dr. Mannering. Inspector Owen finds him there, too, wanting to question him about a recent spate of murders. Talbot escapes and finds Maleva, the old gypsy woman who knows his secret: when the moon is full, he changes to a werewolf. She travels with him to locate the one man who can help him to die - Dr. Frankenstein. Cast includes Lon Chaney Jr., Ilona Massey, Patric Knowles, and Lionel Atwill. Special features include: "Monster by moonlight," an original documentary; Van Helsing director Stephen Sommers discusses the influence of these classic werewolf films on his film; feature film commentary from film historian Tom Weaver; theatrical trailers. Directed by Roy William Neill. In English with French and Spanish subtitles; closed captioned.


Frankenstein (1931) 18399, ID
B&W 87 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Young Victor conducts a science experiment that will bring his dog Sparky back to life, only to face unintended, sometimes monstrous consequences. Based on a screenplay by Lenny Rips; based on an original idea by Tim Burton. Featuring the voices of: Catherine O'Hara, Martin Short, Martin Landau, Conchata Ferrell, Atticus Shaffer, Winona Ryder, Robert Capron, James Hiroyuki Liao, Conchata Ferrell, Tom Kenny. Bonus features: Frankenweenie touring exhibit; Plain White T's "Pet sematary" music video. Directed by Tim Burton. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned; described video.


Frankenweenie (Blu-ray Disc) 18398, ID
B&W 87 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Young Victor conducts a science experiment that will bring his dog Sparky back to life, only to face unintended, sometimes monstrous consequences. Based on a screenplay by Lenny Rips; based on an original idea by Tim Burton. Featuring the voices of: Catherine O'Hara, Martin Short, Martin Landau, Charlie Tahan, Atticus Shaffer, Winona Ryder, Robert Capron, James Hiroyuki Liao, Conchata Ferrell, Tom Kenny. Bonus features: Frankenweenie touring exhibit; Plain White T's "Pet sematary" music video. Directed by Tim Burton. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned; described video.


Frankenweenie (Blu-ray Disc) 18398, ID
B&W 87 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Young Victor conducts a science experiment that will bring his dog Sparky back to life, only to face unintended, sometimes monstrous consequences. Based on a screenplay by Lenny Rips; based on an original idea by Tim Burton. Featuring the voices of: Catherine O'Hara, Martin Short, Martin Landau, Charlie Tahan, Atticus Shaffer, Winona Ryder, Robert Capron, James Hiroyuki Liao, Conchata Ferrell, Tom Kenny. Bonus features: Frankenweenie touring exhibit; Plain White T's "Pet sematary" music video. Directed by Tim Burton. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned; described video.


Frankenweenie (Blu-ray Disc) 18398, ID
B&W 87 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Young Victor conducts a science experiment that will bring his dog Sparky back to life, only to face unintended, sometimes monstrous consequences. Based on a screenplay by Lenny Rips; based on an original idea by Tim Burton. Featuring the voices of: Catherine O'Hara, Martin Short, Martin Landau, Charlie Tahan, Atticus Shaffer, Winona Ryder, Robert Capron, James Hiroyuki Liao, Conchata Ferrell, Tom Kenny. Bonus features: Frankenweenie touring exhibit; Plain White T's "Pet sematary" music video. Directed by Tim Burton. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned; described video.

Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned; described video.


Freaky Friday
12880.VH
COLOR 98 MIN WALT DISNE 1977
It could only happen on Friday the 13th! That's when the tomboyish Annabel switches bodies with her mother, Ellen - and suddenly finds herself responsible for running the household. And Ellen, now in her daughter's body, faces the challenges of school, including a typing test, field-hockey practice and more. Cast includes Barbara Harris, Jodie Foster, John Astin, Patsy Kelly, Dan Van Patten. Screenplay by Mary Rodgers. Based on the book by Mary Rodgers. Music by Johnny Mandel. Directed by Gary Nelson.

Feature films – United States.; Mothers and daughters – Drama.; Identity (Psychology) – Drama.

Freedom writers : (DVD)
14694.ID 14694.DM
COLOR 122 MIN PARAMOUNT 2007
A young teacher battles an uncering system to make the classroom matter to her students' lives at an inner city school torn apart by violence and racial tension. She gets the students to write and share their own stories and in turn hear the stories of their fellow students. The students learn the power of tolerance, reclaim their shattered lives and change their world. Based on the book "The freedom writers diary" by The Freedom Writers with Erin Gruwell. Cast includes Hilary Swank, Scott Glenn, Imelda Staunton, Patrick Dempsey, Mario. Screenplay and directed by Richard LaGravenese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Richard LaGravenese and Hilary Swank; Deleted scenes; Making 'A dream'; Freedom writers family; Freedom writers: the story behind the story; Photo gallery; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.


Freaky Friday
12880.VH
COLOR 12099.MIN REPUBLIC P 1996
A dark comedy which retells the story of Little Red Riding Hood set against a modern background. A 15-year old girl runs away from home after her mom is arrested for prostitution and her step-dad for molesting her. Along the way to her grandmother's house, her car breaks down, and a respectable-looking man picks her up. It turns out that he's the freeway rapist and killer the news keeps talking about, and now he's set his eyes on her.


The French connection : (DVD)
15215,ID 15215.DM
COLOR 104 MIN 20TH CENTU 1971
Alain Chariot is a dapper businessman from Marseilles, France, who is in reality a drug lord working on a big score: selling $32 million worth of heroin in New York City after smuggling it into the United States in a car being imported from France. But his potential buyer, small-time hood Salvatore Baca, is being tailied by two undercover NYC cops, James 'Popeye' Doyle and Buddy 'Cloudy' Russo. The more Popeye and Cloudy dig, the closer they get to the mysterious 'French connection' and a final showdown between the dealers and the police. Following an attempt on his life, Jimmy 'Popeye' Doyle sets off a deadly pursuit that takes him far beyond New York City. Based on a true story and the non-fiction book by Robin Moore. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Fernando Rey, Roy Scheider, Tony Lo Bianco, and Marcel Bozzuffi. Music by Don Ellis. Screenplay by Ernest Tidyman. Directed by William Friedkin. This widescreen edition features scene-specific commentary by Gene Hackman and Roy Scheider; Director's commentary by William Friedkin; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Fresh kill
08736.VH 08736.DM
COLOR 80 MIN STRAND REL 1997
Two women become entangled in the global exchange of industrial waste via contaminated sushi. The two young lesbians raise their infant daughter in New York, supporting their family by the sale of raw fish lips that have become all the rage on trendy menus across Manhattan. A ghost barge of nuclear refuse that circles the planet in search of a willing port is the cause of the contaminated fish. When a multinational corporation attempts to hide the truth about the deadly fish, the women become activists trying to spread the word. Their daughter is kidnapped and the women must act to save their daughter and Manhattan from the evil corporation. Cast includes Sarita Choudhury, Erin McMurtry, Abraham Lin, Jose Zuniga, Karen Finley, Ron Vawter. Screenplay by Jessica Hagedorn. Music by Vernon Reid. Directed by Shu Lea Cheang.

Feature films – United States.; Lesbians; Homosexuality in motion pictures.

The freshmen : (DVD)
13789.ID 13789.DM
COLOR 103 MIN COLUMBIA T 1990
A naive student freshly arrived in New York City accepts a delivery job involving a shady businessman and a large lizard, eventually running afoul of an eccentric chef and the FBI. Cast includes Tim Burton, Emilio Estevez, Rob Lowe, Jonathan Banks, and Kelly LeBrock. Written and directed by John Waters. This DVD version includes a commentary by John Waters; Deleted scenes; Making of; Cool; Filmography; Languages: English; Subtitles: English.

The freshmen : (DVD)
09519.ID 09519.DM
COLOR 123 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2002
The life of Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. She rose from humble beginnings and physical tragedy to become a talented artist with a unique vision. During her life Frida was overshadowed by the work of her mentor and husband, artist Diego Rivera. The film chronicles her uncompromising personality, which inspired her greatest creations. Cast includes Salma Hayek, Alfred Molina, Geoffrey Rush, Valeria Golino, Mia Maestro, Roger Rees. Screenplay by Clancy Sigal, Diane Lake, Gregory Nava, and Julia Taymor. Directed by Julie Taymor. This DVD version is a two disc set which features a widescreen enhanced version; Dolby digital surround sound; a Salma Hayek conversation; Julie Taymor feature commentary; AFI Julie Taymor Q&A; Bill Moyers' Julie Taymor Interview; the vision, design, and music of "Frida;" Salma's recording sessions; real locations of Frida's life and art; portrait of an artist; two visual effects pieces: "Amoeba Proteus" and...
Fried Green Tomatoes (DVD)
15307,ID
15307,DM
COLOR
137 MIN UNIVERSAL
1991
18163,ID
COLOR
112 MIN WARNER HOM 1979
A newly ordained orthodox rabbi sets out on horseback from Philadelphia to San Francisco. Set in 1850 this comedic western pairs the rabbi with a cowpoke bandit who at first is put off with the rabbi's foreign ways. Along the way the pair encounter a host of troubles and form a deep friendship. Cast includes Gene Wilder, Harrison Ford. Directed by Robert Aldrich. Feature films – United States.

Friday the 13th (DVD)
12762,ID
12762,DM
COLOR
95 MIN PARAMOUNT
1980
Camp Crystal Lake has been closed for over twenty years, this summer a new owner plans to re-open the grounds despite warnings of a death curse. The new owner and several young counselors are preparing the property for re-openings. On Friday the 13th the curse becomes a reality, when a mysterious killer begins to stalk and murder the counselors one by one. The film is considered a horror movie classic and widely acclaimed for its horrifying and creative murder sequences. Cast includes Betsy Palmer, Adrienne King, Jeannine Taylor, Robbi Morgan, Kevin Bacon, Harry Crosby, Laurie Baratham, Mark Nelson. Written by Victor Miller. Directed by Sean S. Cunningham. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Horror films.; Cunningham, Sean S.
Howard is summoned to appear before an investigative committee and his stand before them brings about an unexpected dramatic conclusion. Written by Walter Bernstein.

**From here to eternity**

07010,VH  B&W  118 MIN  COLUMBIA/T  1953

A powerful portrayal of a peacetime military camp stationed in Hawaii just before the attack on Pearl Harbor. The depiction of the Japanese sneak attack combines unforgettable action scenes with actual combat footage. The film adaptation of James Jones' novel of Army life in Hawaii just before Pearl Harbor. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr, Donna Reed, Frank Sinatra, George Reeves, Ernest Borgnine. Directed by Fred Zinnemann.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1939-1945 – United States – Drama; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii); Attack on, 1941

**From here to eternity : (DVD)**

19248,ID  COLOR  118 MIN  SONY PICTU  1953

Drama about life in the Army in the days prior to World War II. Shows the effect of Army discipline on an individualistic former boxing champion who defies the attempts of officers and men to break him when he refuses to fight on the company's boxing team. Includes actual scenes of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Based upon the novel by James Jones. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr, Donna Reed, Frank Sinatra. Screenplay by Daniel Taradash. Directed by Fred Zinnemann. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, French, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.


**From Lionhead lodge, volume 3: Nell Shipman Collection**

17077,ID  SILENT  IDAHO FILM  2007

Nell Shipman Collection Series - A collection of all of Nell Shipman's surviving films made in Idaho. Includes one feature length film; "The Grub-stake" (1922), and three short films and fragments from one other short film, all from 1924. All films newly restored in 2006. Extras include: "Home movies of Priest Lake" (1928); "Priest Lake films" (1950); "Dedication of Shipman Point" (1977); "The making of grub-stake" (1987); and "At Lionhead," a documentary film directed by Paul Brand in 2007. Silent with intertitles in English and musical accompaniment.


**The front**

07366,VH  COLOR  94 MIN  COLUMBIA/T  1976

Set during the Communist "witch hunts" of the 1950's, a blacklisted writer enlists a friend to act as a front for the submission of his TV scripts. Howard Prince, a small-time restaurant cashier, part-time bookie, and full time loser soon finds himself fronting for another writer. He becomes a celebrity and is lionized as television's most brilliant and prolific young authors. Eventually Howard is summoned to appear before an investigative committee and his stand before them brings about an unexpected dramatic conclusion. Written by Walter Bernstein.

Cast includes Woody Allen, Zero Mostel, Herschel Bernardi, Michael Murphy, Andrea Marcovicci. Directed by Martin Ritt.

Feature films – United States.

**The front : (DVD)**

18990,ID  COLOR  95 MIN  COLUMBIA T  1976

Howard Price, a restaurant cashier, poses as a writer so that blacklisted authors can submit their work through him, but the injustice around him pushes him to take a stand when he is forced to testify at an investigative congressional committee hearing. Cast includes Woody Allen, Zero Mostel, Herschel Bernardi, Michael Murphy, Andrea Marcovicci. Directed by Martin Ritt. English dialogue with optional English, French, Japanese or Korean subtitles; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States

Frozen (DVD) 18384,ID
COLOR 102 MIN BUENA VIST 2014
Fearless optimist Anna sets off on an epic journey—teaming up with rugged mountain man Kristoff and his loyal reindeer Sven—to find her sister Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the kingdom of Arendelle in eternal winter. Encountering Everest-like conditions, mystical trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, Anna and Kristoff battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom. Story inspired by "The Snow Queen" by Hans Christian Andersen. Featuring the voices of: Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Jonathan Groff, Josh Gad, Santino Fontana, Alan Tudyk, Ciarán Hinds, Chris Williams, Stephen John Anderson, Maia Wilson, Edie McClurg, Robert Pine, Maurice LaMarche, Livvy Stubenrauch, Eva Bella, Spencer Ganus, Jesse Corti, Jeffrey Marcus, Tucker Gilmore. Bonus extras: Original theatrical short: "Get a Horse!" (Mickey Mouse short); Music videos: "Let It Go (end credit version)" music videos: Demi Lovato (English), Martina Stoessel (Spanish), Martina Stoessel (Italian), Marsha Milan (Malaysian); Original teaser trailer. Directed by Chris Buck. In English, with optional French or Spanish dialogue; optional English, French or Spanish subtitles. Closed captioned.

Fruitvale Station : (Blu-ray Disc) 18904,ID
COLOR 85 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2013
Filmmaker Ryan Coogler makes his feature directorial debut with this drama centered on the tragic shooting of Oscar Grant (Michael B. Jordan), a vibrant 22-year-old Bay Area father who was senselessly gunned down by BART officers on New Year's Day in 2009, and whose murder sent shockwaves through the nation after being captured on camera by his fellow passengers. Cast includes: Michael B. Jordan, Melonie Diaz, Octavia Spencer, Kevin Durand, Chad Michael Murray, Ahna O'Reilly, Ariana Neal. Special features: Fruitvale station: The Story of Oscar Grant; Q&A with cast and filmmakers; Written and directed by Ryan Coogler. English and dubbed Spanish soundtracks; with optional Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired (SDH); closed-captioned.

Fruitvale Station : (DVD) 18905,ID
COLOR 85 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2013
Filmmaker Ryan Coogler makes his feature directorial debut with this drama centered on the tragic shooting of Oscar Grant (Michael B. Jordan), a vibrant 22-year-old Bay Area father who was senselessly gunned down by BART officers on New Year's Day in 2009, and whose murder sent shockwaves through the nation after being captured on camera by his fellow passengers. Cast includes: Michael B. Jordan, Melonie Diaz, Octavia Spencer, Kevin Durand, Chad Michael Murray, Ahna O'Reilly, Ariana Neal. Special features: Fruitvale station: The Story of Oscar Grant; Q&A with cast and filmmakers; Written and directed by Ryan Coogler. English and dubbed Spanish soundtracks; with optional Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired (SDH); closed-captioned.

The fugitive 13676,VH 13676,DM
B&W 99 MIN TURNER HOM 1947
A priest is on the run and in hiding from the authorities of a Central American country's totalitarian and anti-clerical government. He struggles to perform the duties of the church while on the run from the military police led by a brutal lieutenant. He is given sanctuary by a beautiful woman; her beauty tempts the priest to stray from the path. Cast includes: Henry Fonda, Dolores Del Rio, Pedro Armendanz, J. Carrol Naish, Leo Carrillo, Ward Bond, Robert Armstrong, John Qualen. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Directed by John Ford.

The fugitive 05823,VH
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1993
A breathless manhunt, pitting prison escapee Dr. Richard Kimble against U.S. Marshall Sam Gerard. Falsey convicted of killing his wife, the Chicago surgeon must lead his pursuers to the one-armed man who actually committed the crime. Based on the television series of the same title. Cast includes Harrison Ford and Tommy Lee Jones; directed by Andrew Davis.

Full metal jacket 08766,VH
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOM 1986

Full metal jacket : (DVD) 13338,ID
13338,DM
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER BRO 1987

Funny girl 06203,VH
COLOR 165 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1968
The early career of stage comedienne Fanny Brice is dramatized in this Hollywood musical comedy. She is depicted as a determined and multitalented performer who rises quickly to stardom in the Ziegfeld follies, but who also has a troubled marriage to a gambler. Cast includes Barbra Streisand, Omar Shariff. Directed by William Wyler.

Funny girl : (DVD) 14245,ID
14245,DM
COLOR 155 MIN COLUMBIA T 1968
The early career of stage comedienne Fanny Brice is dramatized in this Hollywood musical comedy. She is depicted as a determined and multitalented performer who rises quickly to stardom in the Ziegfeld follies, but who also has a troubled marriage to a gambler. Cast includes Barbra Streisand, Omar Shariff, Kay Medford, Anne Francis, Walter Pidgeon. Screenplay by Isobel Lennart. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; Scene selection; Song highlights; Filmmographies; Bonus trailers; Production notes; Featurette "Barbra in Movieland"; Featurette
"This is Streisand"; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

**Feature films – United States; Musicals–United States; Women comedians – United States – Drama; Vaudeville – United States – Drama.**

**Brice, Fanny – Drama; Ziegfeld, Flo, 1869-1932.**

**A funny thing happened on the way to the forum**

**04765.VH**

**04765.DM**

COLOR 100 MIN MGM/UA HOME E 1966

Zero Mostel reprises his Tony Award-winning role in this screen adaptation of the Burt Shrevelove/Larry Gelbart/Stephen Sondheim musical. Also stars Phil Silvers, Buster Keaton, Michael Crawford and Jack Gilford; directed by Richard Lester.

**Feature films – United States; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Lester, Richard, 1932-**

**A funny thing happened on the way to the Forum:**

**19064.ID**

COLOR 99 MIN MGM HOME E 1966

Bawdy comedy set in early Rome. It concerns a slave who can win his freedom if he can hook up his innocent young master with the virgin courtesan next door! Based on the musical play: A funny thing happened on the way to the Forum with music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Cast includes Zero Mostel, Phil Silvers, Buster Keaton, Michael Crawford, Jack Gilford, Annette Andre, Michael Hordern, Leon Greene, Roy Kinnear. Directed by Richard Lester. In English with English subtitles.

**Feature films – United States; Musical films; Comedy films; Man-woman relationships – Rome – Drama; Slaves – Rome – Drama; Plautus, Titus Maccius – Film adaptations; Rome – History – Empire, 30 B.C.-284 A.D. – Drama; Lester, Richard, 1932-; Sondheim, Stephen.; Keaton, Buster, 1895-1966.**

**Furious 7:**

**19886.ID**

COLOR 138 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014

The seventh film in the "Fast & Furious" series of films. Rogue assassin Deckard Shaw is out for revenge against Dominic Toretto and his crew, following the death of his brother in "Fast & Furious 6." Before Shaw can do that, Dom plans to take him out first with help from Brian, Ronan, Tej, and Letty. Based on the character created by Gary Scott Thompson. Cast includes Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Jason Statham, Michelle Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster, Lenna Hovington, Luke Evans, Dwayne Johnson, Kurt Russell, Tyrese Gibson, Dwijon Hounsworth, Ronda Rousey. Written by Chris Morgan. Directed by James Wan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Back to the starting line; Race wars; Snatch and grab; Making of Fast & furious supercharged ride; Language: English, Spanish, French and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States; Los Angeles (Calif.) – Drama; Revenge – Drama; Hot rods – Drama; Assassins – Drama; Undercover operations – Drama; California – Los Angeles.; United Arab Emirates – Abu Zaby.; Abu Zaby (United Arab Emirates) – Drama; Wan, James, 1977-**

**Fury:**

**19144.ID**

COLOR 135 MIN COLUMBIA P 2014

April, 1945. As the Allies make their final push in the European Theatre, a battle-hardened army sergeant named Wardaddy commands a Sherman tank and her five-man crew on a deadly mission behind enemy lines. Outnumbered and outgunned, and with a rookie soldier thrust into their crew, Wardaddy and his men face overwhelming odds in their heroic attempts to strike at the heart of Nazi Germany. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Shia Labeouf, Logan Lerman, Michael Pena, Jon Bernthal, Jim Parrack, Brad William Henke, Kevin Vance, Xavier Samuel, Jason Isaacs, Scott Eastwood. Bonus features: Blood Brothers: Cast and Crew discuss the harrowing experience of filming in a tank together. Written and directed by David Ayer. English dialogue; dubbed in French or Spanish; French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

**Feature films – United States; War films; Battles – Drama; Soldiers – Drama; Action and adventure films; Sherman tank – Drama; World War, 1939-1945 – Europe – Drama; Tank crews – Drama; Ayer, David.**

**Fury:**

**11077.ID**

B&W 92 MIN WARNER BRO 1936

An innocent man traveling through a small town is wrongly jailed for a kidnapping he didn’t commit. A bloodthirsty lynch mob decides to take the law into their own hands and burns down the jail housing the man. The man is presumed dead by the mob; he miraculously survives the blaze and begins to ensure that his would-be executioners are punished for their crimes. The film is a searing indictment of mob justice and lynching. Based on the story by Norman Krasna. Cast includes Spencer Tracey, Sylvia Sidney, Walter Abel, Bruce Cabot, Edward Ellis, Walter Brennan, Frank Albertson, George Wallow. Screenplay by Bartlett Cormack and Fritz Lang. Directed by Fritz Lang. This DVD version features commentary by Peter Bogdanovich with Audio interview excerpts of director Fritz Lang; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States; Film noir – United States; Revenge – Drama; Vigilantes – Drama; Lang, Fritz, 1890-1976.**

**Gaining ground:**

**17507.ID**

58 MIN NEW DAY FI 2012

Gaining ground, a follow-up to the award-winning documentary Holding Ground (1996), shows how one diverse Boston neighborhood has stemmed the tide against enormous odds. In the midst of the economic meltdown, Gaining Ground explores the innovative, grassroots organizing efforts of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) in Boston. DSNI was created 25 years ago when the community had been devastated by bank redlining, arson-for-profit and illegal dumping, and has become one of the preeminent models for community-based change.

Over the course of two years, we watch a new generation of leaders working to prevent foreclosures and bring jobs and opportunities for young people to one of the city’s most diverse and economically challenged neighborhoods. Produced and directed by Leah Mahan & Mark Lipman. In English with Spanish, French and Dutch subtitles; closed captioned.

**Documentary films – United States; Feature films – United States; Urban renewal – Massachusetts – Boston – Case studies; Community development, Urban – Massachusetts – Boston; Neighborhoods – Massachusetts – Boston – Case studies; Mahan, Leah.; Lipman, Mark.**

**Gallipoli:**

**12109.ID**

12109.DM

COLOR 111 MIN PARAMOUNT 1981

A story of how the irresistible lure of adventure and the unknown brings two young men together in the Australian army in 1915. They are sent to fight in the Gallipoli campaign in Turkey. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Mark Lee. Based on a story by Peter Weir. Screenplay by David Williamson. Directed by Peter Weir. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive motion menus; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Interview with Peter Weir; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English.

**Feature films – United States; World War, 1914-1918 – Campaigns – Turkey – Gallipoli Peninsula; Middle Eastern Americana.**

**Gamer:**

**17238.ID**

17238.DM

COLOR 95 MIN LIONSGATE 2009

A story set in a future where role playing video war games are played using real humans controlled by gamers. Convicts are used as pawns or gladiators in mass-scale, multi-player on-line games. Kable is a convit now fighting in the ultraviolent game known as Slayers. He has become a globally famous super-soldier and cult hero. Kable is controlled by Simon, a young gamer with rock star status who continues to defy all odds by...
guiding Kable to victory each week. Taken from his family, imprisoned, and forced to fight against his will, the modern-day gladiator must survive long enough to escape the game, free his family, regain his identity, and save mankind from this ruthless technology. Cast includes Gerard Butler, Michael C. Hall, Amber Valletta, Logan Lerman, Terry Crews, Chris ‘Ludacris’ Bridges, Kyra Sedgwick. Written and directed by Mark Neveldine and Brian Taylor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio contains audio commentaries and cast members; Inside the game—making of documentary; "First person shooter: the evolution of red" featurette; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Gandhi : (DVD) 14108,DM
COLOR 1982 COLUMBIA T

Tells the story of Gandhi’s adult life, when he led an entire country to freedom, using non-violent methods. Cast includes Ben Kingsley, Candice Bergen, Edward Fox, John Gielgud, Trevor Howard, Hohn Mills, Martin Sheen. Written by John Briley. Directed by Richard Attenborough. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Production notes; Animated menus; Filmographies; Theatrical trailer; Web link to official Mahatma Gandhi website; The words of Mahatma Gandhi: The making of “Gandhi” photo montage; Ben Kingsley talks about Ghandi; Original newsreel footage: “Gandhi goes to England,” “Gandhi’s farewell talk in Europe,” “Mahatma Gandhi begins death fast,” “Gandhi talks: first talking picture ever made by India’s famous leader”; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.


The Garbo silents collection : (DVD) 11278,BW
COLOR 2005 WARNER BRO

TCM Archives Series - A collection of three silent feature films starring Greta Garbo: "Flesh and the Devil" (1927, 112 minutes), "The Temptress" (1926, 106 minutes), and "The Mysterious Lady" (1928, 89 minutes). Disc 1 features "Flesh and the Devil" cast includes Greta Garbo, Lars Hanson, John Gilbert. Directed by Clarence Brown. Disc 2 features "The Mysterious Lady" cast includes Greta Garbo, Santos Nagel. Directed by Fred Niblo. "The Temptress" cast includes Greta Garbo, Antonio Moreno, Lionel Barrymore. Directed by Fred Niblo. This DVD release features "Setting the Score" a behind-the-scenes TCM Young Film Composers Competition; Commentary on "Flesh and the Devil" by Greta Garbo; A Journey with a star and Alice Faye's last film; we still are!; The Phil Harris Alice Faye show episodes; Deleted scene; Original theatrical trailer; Still photo galleries; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Ganja & Hess : the complete edition : (Ganja and Hess) : (DVD) 14973,ID
COLOR 1973 IMAGE ENTE

Hired to make a Blaxploitation film, director Bill Gunn produced an art-house thriller about an archaeologist who is transformed into a vampire after being stabbed by a knife carrying ancient germs. Themes of addiction, culture clashes, and moral redemption characterize this underground classic. Directed and written by Bill Gun. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; feature commentary with Martin Scorsese; Restored costume footage; Featurette The blood of the thing on the history of the production; Featurette examining selected sequences in detail; Animated photo gallery; DVD-Rom supplements: original screenplay by Bill Gunn Article on the film by Tim Lucas and David Walker.


Garbo : The Signature Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Anna Christie : (DVD)
Anna Karenina : (DVD)
The Temptress (1926, 106 minutes), and "The Mysterious Lady" (1928, 89 minutes). Disc 1 features "Flesh and the Devil" cast includes Greta Garbo, Lars Hanson, John Gilbert. Directed by Clarence Brown. Disc 2 features "The Mysterious Lady" cast includes Greta Garbo, Santos Nagel. Directed by Fred Niblo. "The Temptress" cast includes Greta Garbo, Antonio Moreno, Lionel Barrymore. Directed by Fred Niblo. This DVD release features "Setting the Score" a behind-the-scenes TCM Young Film Composers Competition; Commentary on "Flesh and the Devil" by Garbo author Barry Paris; Commentary on "The Temptress" by Greta Garbo; A Cinematic Legacy author Mark A. Vieira; Commentary on "The Mysterious Lady" by film historian Tony Maietta and Jeffrey Vance; "The Divine Woman" 9 min. excerpt from this lost 1928 silent film; Alternate ending on "Flesh and the Devil" and "The Temptress;" Photo montages; Subtitles: French and Spanish (feature films only).


Garbo : The Signature Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Anna Christie : (DVD)
Anna Karenina : (DVD)
Grand hotel : (DVD)
Mata Hari : (DVD)
Ninotchka : (DVD)
Queen Christina : (DVD)
The garden of Allah : (DVD)
13970,ID
B&W 64 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1936
Domini, an heiress who has led a cloistered life, visits the North African desert for spiritual renewal. There she meets Boris, recently escaped from a Trappist monastery. Their friendship ripens into love, but he conceals his past from her. Then in a remote oasis, they meet a man who knows his secret. Cast includes Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer. Screenplay by W.P. Lipscomb and Lynn Riggs. Based on the novel "The Garden of Allah" by Robert Hiches. Directed by Richard Boleslawski. This DVD version features a full frame presentation; interactive menu; Chapter index; Catalog; Language: English.
Feature films – United States.; Algeria; Boleslawski, Richard, 1889-1937.

Garden of evil : (DVD)
16695,ID
COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1954
Fox Western Classics Series - When a ship carrying three Apache warriors at their heels, it will take all their cunning, ingenuity and bravery to escape with their reward, as well as their lives. The cast includes Gary Cooper, Susan Hayward and Richard Widmark. Directed by Henry Hathaway. Special features include audio commentary by film and music historians John Morgan, Nick Redman, Steven Smith and William Stromberg; Isolated score track; "Travel of a Gunslinger: The Making of Garden of Evil" featurette; "Henry Hathaway: When the Going Gets Tough" featurette; Restoration comparison; Original theatrical trailer; Interactive pressbook; Advertising gallery; Still gallery. Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Gates of heaven : (DVD)
10822,ID
COLOR 83 MIN METRO-GOLD 1978
An acclaimed documentary about success and failure in the pet cemetery industry. When a California pet cemetery closes due to financial hardship, another memorial park takes in the remains of the pets' laid-to-rest there. Filmmaker Errol Morris documents the tense transition and meets a collection of eccentric cemetery operators and anguished animal lovers. Directed by Errol Morris. This DVD version features English and Spanish language subtitles.
Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Morris, Errol

The gathering storm : (DVD)
09509,ID
COLOR 96 MIN HBO VIDEO 2003
In the mid-1930's Winston Churchill was out of favor with the British public and wrestling with personal demons. Churchill slipped into a dark depression over, among other things, the loss of his family fortune and the temporary absence of his wife. In public he struggled to get his message out to the English people about the impending threat from Hitler's Germany. This HBO film is a dramatization of a dark period in the life of one of England's greatest politicians and orators. Cast includes Albert Finney, Vanessa Redgrave, Jim Broadbent, Linus Roache, Lena Headley, Tom Wilkinson, Derek Jacobi, Ronnie Barker. Screenplay by Hugh Whitemore. Story by Larry Ramin and Hugh Whitemore. Directed by Richard Loncraine. This DVD version features scene selection; audio commentary by director Richard Loncraine and producer Frank Doelger; languages: English, Spanish, and French; subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Gattaca : (DVD)
11745,ID
11745,DM
COLOR 106 MIN SONY PICTURES 2001
A science fiction thriller set in a future where genetic perfection is the norm. The genetic elite occupy the top of the social status and organically conceived people are denied opportunities based solely on their designated inferiority. One man, conceived naturally, dreams of traveling into space with the Gattaca Aerospace Corporation, an impossible dream for an "In-Valid" such as himself. His ambition will not be denied, he assumes the identity of one of his genetic superiors who has squandered his abilities. The elaborate subterfuge requires great planning and determination. His dreams begin to unravel when he becomes the suspect in a murder investigation and his assumed identity becomes in danger of being uncovered. Cast includes Ethan Hawke, Uma Thurman, Alan Arkin, Jude Law, Loren Dean. Written and directed by Andrew Niccol. This DVD version features scene selections; Fullscreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

The gay divorcee
05252,VH
B&W 107 MIN FOX HILLS 1934
Fred Astaire pursues Ginger Rogers to an English seaside resort where she mistook him for the hired correspondent in her divorce case. Songs include "Night and Day," "Don't Let it Bother You," "Needle in a Haystack," and the Academy Award-winning "The Continental." Directed by Mark Sandrich.
Dancing in motion pictures, television, etc; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Astaire, Fred; Rogers, Ginger, 1911-; Sandrich, Mark

Genghis Khan : (DVD)
11666,ID
11666,DM
COLOR 120 MIN COLUMBIA/TA 1965
A Hollywood epic production of the story of the legendary Mongol chieftain Genghis Khan. Khan rose from captive slave boy to daring guerilla leader, to confidant and ally of the Emperor of China, to saviour of the Empire against the barbarian invaders. He was the uniter of the nomadic hordes and conqueror of all Asia and terror of the west. Cast includes Omar Sharif, Stephen Boyd, James Mason, Eli Wallach, Francoise Dorleac, Telly Savalas, Robert Morley, Yvonne Mitchell. Based on an original story by Berkeley Mather. Screenplay by Clark Reynolds and Beverley Cross. Directed by Henry Levin.
Feature films – United States.; Genghis Khan, 1162-1227 – Drama.

Gentleman's agreement
06204,VH
B&W 118 MIN FOX VIDEO 1947
A journalist is assigned to write a series of articles on anti-Semitism. In search of an angle he decides to pose as a Jew -and soon discovers what it is like to be a victim of religious intolerance. Cast includes Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield, Dean Stockwell, June Havoc. Directed by Elia Kazan.
Antisemitism–United States–Drama; Feature films – United States.; Kazan, Elia.; Name

Gentleman's agreement
15144,ID
15144,DM
B&W 118 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1947
20th Century Fox Studio Classics Best Picture Collection Series - Magazine writer Schuyler 'Phil' Green, a widower who has just arrived with his mother and young son in New York, is assigned the task of writing an expose of anti-Semitism. As he searches for his new angle on the topic, he is passed around the city for several months, which causes no end of trouble for his ailing mother and young son. It also puts his new society girlfriend on the spot, since despite all her intellectual convictions, she cannot quite shake the vicious prejudices of her particular group. In the 40s, Hollywood began exploring serious social problems in an upfront manner, and while a trifle too earnest for some people, this film puts the 'gentleman's agreement' among gentiles to
discriminate against Jews directly in the spotlight. Adapted from the novel by Laura B. Hinton. Cast includes Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield, Celeste Holm, Anne Rewere, June Havoc, Albert Dekker, Jane Wyatt, and Dean Stockwell. Screenplay by Moss Hart. Directed by Elia Kazan. This edition features audio commentary by Celest Holm, June Havoc and film critic Richard Schickel; AMC Backstory episode: 'Gentleman's Agreement,' Two Fox movietone newsreels; Still gallery; Theatrical trailer: Languages: English, French, Spanish audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Gentlemen prefer blondes
05787.VH
COLOR 92 MIN FOX VIDEO 1953
In a quest for true love, two glamorous showgirls set sail for France on a luxury liner, only to have their plans complicated by a manipulative detective; an oversexed millionaire and the entire men's Olympic team. Cast includes Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe and Charles Coburn; screenplay by Charles Lederer, based on the novel by Anita Loos; directed by Howard Hawks.


Gentlemen prefer blondes : (DVD)
11616.ID
11616.DM
COLOR 91 MIN 20TH CENTU 1953
20th Century Fox Marquee Musicals Series - In a quest for true love, two glamorous showgirls set sail for France on a luxury liner, only to have their plans complicated by a manipulative detective; an oversexed millionaire and the entire men's Olympic team. Cast includes Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe and Charles Coburn. Based on the novel by Anita Loos. Screenplay by Charles Lederer. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Fox Movietone News; Grauman's Chinese Theatre — "Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell Immortalized" Reportage comparison: One sheet still gallery; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


Get on up : (DVD)
19642.ID
COLOR 139 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014
Based on the incredible life story of the Godfather of Soul, this film gives a fearless look inside the music, moves and moods of Brown, taking audiences on the journey from his impoverished childhood to his evolution into one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. Cast includes Chadwick Boseman, Dan Aykroyd, Viola Davis, Octavia Spencer, Nelson Ellis, Lennie James, Tika Sumpter, Craig Robinson, Jill Scott, Olivia Spencer, Aunjanue Ellis. Story by Steve Baigelman, Jez Butterworth, and John-Henry Butterworth. Screenplay by Jez Butterworth and John-Henry Butterworth. Directed by Tate Taylor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Tate Taylor; Long journey to the screen; Tate Taylor's master class; Chadwick Boseman: meet Mr. James Brown; "The Get on up" family; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Get out : (Blu-ray Disc)
20219,ID
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 2017
A young black man meets his white girlfriend's parents at their estate, only to find out that the situation is much more sinister than it appears. Cast includes Daniel Kaluuya, Allison Williams, Bradley Whitford, Caleb Landry Jones, Stephen Root, Lakeith Stanfield, Catherine Keener. Written and directed by Jordan Peele. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Alternate ending and deleted scenes with commentary by writer/director Jordan Peele; Unveiling the horror of "Get out"; Q&A discussion with Jordan Peele and the cast; Feature commentary; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films — United States.; Horror films.; Detective and mystery films.; Interracial dating — Drama.; Missing persons — Drama.; African Americans — Crimes against — Drama.; African Americans in motion pictures; Peele, Jordan, 1979-.

Get out : (DVD)
20220,ID
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 2017
A young black man meets his white girlfriend's parents at their estate, only to find out that the situation is much more sinister than it appears. Cast includes Daniel Kaluuya, Allison Williams, Bradley Whitford, Caleb Landry Jones, Stephen Root, Lakeith Stanfield, Catherine Keener. Written and directed by Jordan Peele. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Alternate ending and deleted scenes with commentary by writer/director Jordan Peele; Unveiling the horror of "Get out"; Q&A discussion with Jordan Peele and the cast; Feature commentary; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films — United States.; Horror films.; Detective and mystery films.; Interracial dating — Drama.; Missing persons — Drama.; African Americans — Crimes against — Drama.; African Americans in motion pictures; Peele, Jordan, 1979-.

Gettysburg
08796.VH
COLOR 254 MIN TURNER HOM 1993
A powerful Civil War film that strives to capture the most authentic Civil War battle scenes ever committed to film. At the battle of Gettysburg on July 1, 1863, 50,000 men were killed. The battle is known as the turning point of the war and a pivotal event in American history. The film accurately depicts the events, battles, and personal struggles of valor on both sides of the Civil War. Based on the novel "The Killer Angels" by Michael Shaara. Cast includes Tom Berenger, Jeff Daniels, Martin Sheen, Maxwell Caulfield, Kevin Conway, C. Thomas Howell, Richard Jordan, James Lancaster, Stephen Lang. Screenplay and directed by Ronald F. Maxwell.

Feature films — United States.; United States — History — Civil War, 1861-1865 — Drama.

Gettysburg
06713.VH
COLOR 254 MIN TURNER HOM 1993
An all-star cast is featured in this Civil War drama. The film features some of the most authentic Civil War battle scenes ever committed to film. The battle of Gettysburg is known as the turning point of the war and a pivotal event in American history. The film culminates with Pickett's charge, the most courageous and heartbreaking infantry assault in military history. Cast includes Tom Berenger, Jeff Daniels, Sam Elliott, Martin Sheen. Directed by Ronald F. Maxwell.

Feature films — United States.; United States — History — Civil War, 1861-1865 — Drama.

144
Feature films – United States

Gettysburg : (DVD) 193988,ID
COLOR 254 MIN WARNER HOM 1993
An all-star cast is featured in this Civil War drama. The film features some of the most authentic Civil War battle scenes ever committed to film. The battle of Gettysburg is known as the turning point of the war and a pivotal event in American history. The film culminates with Pickett's charge, the most courageous and heartbreaking infantry assault in military history. Based on the novel "The killer angels" by Michael Shaara. Cast includes Tom Berenger, Jeff Daniels, Sam Elliott, Martin Sheen. Screenplay and directed by Ronald F. Maxwell. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes documentary "The making of 'Gettysburg'" narrated by Martin Sheen; Vintage documentary "The battle of Gettysburg" narrated by Leslie Nielsen; Battlefield maps; Commentary by Ronald F. Maxwell, cinematographer Kees Van Oostrum, author James M. McPherson, and military historian Craig Symonds; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Ghost dog : the way of the samurai : (DVD) 08315,ID
COLOR 116 MIN ARTISAN EN 1999
A hip-hop infused samurai-gangster film about a professional killer who goes by the name of Ghost Dog and who lives by the age-old code of the Samurai. Ghost Dog's code is dangerously betrayed by the dysfunctional mafia family that occasionally employs him, he must finds a way to defend himself without breaking the code of the Samurai. Cast includes Forest Whitaker, John Tormey, Cliff Gorman, Henry Silva, Isaach De Bankole, Tricia Vessey, Victor Argo, Gene Ruffini, Richard Portnow, Camille Winbush. Original music by RZA. Written and directed by Jim Jarmusch. This DVD version features interactive menus, a special 90 minute feature "The Odyssey: The Journey into the Life of a Samurai", screen access, deleted scenes, music video, isolated music score, trailers and TV spots, cast and crew information, digitally mastered, 5.1 dolby digital audio, 16:9 widescreen.

Feature films – United States.; Hip-hop.; Samurai – Drama.; Jarmusch, Jim, 1953-.

Giant : (DVD) 09946,ID
COLOR 201 MIN WARNER BRO 1956
Three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive, and clash in a saga of family strife, racial bigotry, and conflict between Class and newly rich oil tycoons. Based on the novel by Edna Ferber. Cast includes Rock Hudson, James Dean, Carroll Baker, Jo Morrow, The Four Preps. Directed by George Stevens Jr.; written by Jo Eisinger. Screenplay by Marion Parsonnet. Directed by John Fawcett. This two-disc special edition DVD features interactive menus; special 90 minute feature "The Odyssey: The Journey into the Life of a Samurai", screen access, extended production notes; production stills and documents galleries; director filmography; audio commentary; Languages: English and French; Feature films – United States.; Dean, James, 1931-1955.

Gidget : (DVD) 16243,ID
COLOR 95 MIN THE VIDEO 1959
Gidget goes to the beach over her summer vacation and finds herself adopted as the mascot of a group of college boys who surf at Malibu. Romance and fun follow the group in all their beach shenanigans. The cast includes Sandra Dee, James Darren, Cliff Robertson, Arthur O'Connell, Yvonne Craig, Doug McClure, Tom Laughlin, Jo Morrow, The Four Preps. Directed by Paul Wendkos. The special features on this DVD include: theatrical trailers; The Donna Reed Show The Combo from December 9, 1965. Language: English.


Gilda : (DVD) 10089,ID 10089,DM
B&W 110 MIN COLUMBIA P 1946
Johnny Farrell works for the boss of an illegal gambling casino in a South American city, a trusted employee. Johnny rises to become the boss's "main man." When the boss returns from a trip with a new wife, Gilda, he assigns Johnny the task of watching over her. The problem is that the new wife and Johnny have a history and she hasn't forgiven or forgotten. She makes Johnny's life miserable and jeopardizes his standing with the boss. Johnny waits for the opportunity to arise for him to get even. Cast includes Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford, George Macready, Joseph Calleia. Story by E.A. Ellington. Adaptation by Jo Eisinger. Screenplay by Marion Parsonnet. Directed by Charles Vidor. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; full screen presentation; exclusive featurette: "Rita Hayworth: The Columbia Lady"; vintage advertising; theatrical trailers; talent files; production notes; Languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.

Feature films – United States.

Ginger snaps : (Blu-ray disc) 19551,ID
COLOR 108 MIN SHOUT FACT 2000
Two teenage suburban sisters are best friends and social outcasts. They share an obsession with mayhem, torture, and death. One night the older sister is savagely attacked in the woods. Her wounds miraculously heal, but her sisters senses a change in the teen. A change in mood and insatiable cravings, lead the girls to believe the sister is becoming a werewolf. Cast includes Emily Perkins, Katharine Isabelle, Kris Lemche, Mimi Rogers, Jesse Moss, Danielle Hampton, Peter Keleghan, John Borgeois. Written by Karen Walton. Directed by John Fawcett. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Interviews with actors Emily Perkins and Jessie Moss, make-up effects artists Paul Jones, composer Mike Shields and more; New women in horror panel discussing Ginger snaps: Audio commentary with director John Fawcett; Audio commentary with writer Karen Walton; Deleted scenes with optional commentary by John Fawcet and Karen Walton; Cast auditions and rehearsals; Creation of the beast; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Language: English.


Ginger snaps : (DVD) 19552,ID
COLOR 108 MIN SHOUT FACT 2000
Two teenage suburban sisters are best friends and social outcasts. They share an obsession with mayhem, torture, and death. One night the older sister is savagely attacked in the woods. Her wounds miraculously heal, but her sisters senses a change in the teen. A change in mood and insatiable cravings, lead the girls to believe the sister is becoming a werewolf. Cast includes Emily Perkins, Katharine Isabelle, Kris Lemche, Mimi Rogers, Jesse Moss, Danielle Hampton, Peter Keleghan, John Borgeois. Written by Karen Walton. Directed by John Fawcett. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interviews with actors Emily Perkins and Jessie Moss, make-up effects artists Paul Jones, composer Mike Shields and more; New women in horror panel discussing Ginger snaps: Audio commentary with director John Fawcett; Audio commentary with writer Karen Walton; Deleted scenes with optional commentary by John Fawcet and Karen Walton; Cast auditions and hearings.

rehearsals; Creation of the beast; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Language: English.


†Girl friends: (DVD)

20197,ID

COLOR
88 MIN
WARNER HOM
1978


The girl from Chicago

10357,VH

B&W
69 MIN
FACETS VID
1932

A crime melodrama that revolves around a secret service agent falling in love with a schoolteacher in a small Mississippi town. In New York he must save his love's friend from the numbers racket and is accused of murder in the process. The film features an all star "colored" cast, although director Oscar Micheaux was accused of selecting his stars on the basis of their "high yellow" skin color. From the story "Jeff Ballinger's Woman." Cast includes Grace Smith, Carl Mahon, Starr Calloway, Frank Wilson, Eugene Brooks, Minta Cato, Juan Hernandez, Erwin Gary, John Everett, Alice B. Russell, Cherokee Thornton, Chick Evans, Bud Harris. Directed by Oscar Micheaux.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Micheaux, Oscar, 1884-1951.

Girl, interrupted: (DVD)

11572,ID

11572,DM

COLOR
127 MIN
SONY PICTU
1999

A young woman growing up in the turbulent late 1960's is diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder and sent to a psychiatric hospital for care. Reflecting the times, it not her illness, she bristles against authority and befriends the resident "loonies," a group of troubled women. She soon learns that the "loonies" won't help shorten her stay and win her the freedom she craves. Eventually she will have to face the person who terrifies her most of all: herself. Based on the book by Susanna Kaysen. Cast includes Winona Ryder, Angelina Jolie, Clea Duvall, Brittany Murphy, Elisabeth Moss, Jared Leto, Jeffrey Tambor, Vanessa Redgrave, Whoopi Goldberg. Screenplay by James Mangold, Lisa Loomer, and Anna Hamilton Phelan. Directed by James Mangold. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director's commentary; Deleted scenes with commentary; HBO first look: "The Making of Girl, Interrupted." Isolated music score; Theatrical trailers; Talent file; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Girl with a pearl earring: (DVD)

11724,ID

11724,DM

COLOR
100 MIN
LIONS GATE
2003

In 1665, a young peasant girl goes to work as a maid in the house of master Dutch painter Johannes Vermeer. The young beauty gradually attracts the attention of the painter, who must hide his interest from his wife. A wealthy patron of Vermeer commissions the artist to produce a painting of the young girl alone, the man intends to expose Vermeer's affair with the girl to Vermeer's wife and bed the young girl himself. The resulting painting is a masterwork. Vermeer's painting is a classic, but little is known about the female subject, the story is adapted from a work of fiction, that tells a story about the events surrounding the creation of the painting. Based on the novel by Tracy Chevalier. Cast includes Colin Firth, Scarlett Johansson, Tom Wilkinson, Judy Parfitt, Cillian Murphy, Essie Davis, Joanna Scanlan, Alakina Mann. Screenplay by Olivia Hetered. Directed by Peter Webber. This DVD version features chapter selection; Widescreen presentation; Anatomy of a scene; Trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Girlfight: (DVD)

08637,ID

08637,DM

COLOR
111 MIN
COLUMBIA/T
2000

A young woman from the Bronx channels the rage inside her into the boxing ring. Her anger bred in the projects and fueled by an abusive father, explodes in the street or at school into physical confrontation. A veteran boxing coach at her brother's boxing gym focuses her aggression and she learns she has the guts and talent to be a contender. When she fails for a macho heavyweight, her heart is put to the test. Cast includes Michelle Rodriguez, Jaime Trelle, Paul Calderon, Santiago Douglas. Written and directed by Karyn Kusama. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; interactive menus; scene selection; director's commentary; "Making of" featurettes; trailers; digitally mastered audio and anamorphic video; languages: English (5.1 Dolby digital) and French (2-channel Dolby surround); subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Girls town

09018,VH

COLOR
90 MIN
MALOFILM
1996

Four high school friends nearing the end of their senior year must deal with the suicide of one of their friends, an unforeseen tragedy that shatters their already fragile world. The best friends are tough and streetwise and when they discover that their friend's suicide was probably the result of her being raped, they seek revenge on the rapist. Cast includes Lili Taylor, Brukilin Harris, Anna Grace, Aunjanue Ellis, Asia Minor. Writers Jim McKay, Denise Casano, Anna Grace, Brukilin Harris, Lila Taylor. Original music by Guru. Directed by Jim McKay.

Feature films – United States.; Rape

Gladiator: (DVD)

08337,ID

08337,DM

COLOR
155 MIN
DREAMWORKS
2000

The story of a Roman general who became a slave and rose out of the slave ranks to become one of Rome's greatest gladiators. The gladiator's popularity grows to rival and threaten that of the Emperor's own. Cast includes Russell Crowe, Joaquin Phoenix, Connie Nielsen, Olivia Wilde, Derek Jacobi, Dapper Hounslow, Richard Harris. Story by David Franzoni. Screenplay by David Franzoni, John Logan, William Nicolson. Directed by Ridley Scott. This two disc DVD version features commentary by director Ridley Scott; deleted scenes with commentary by Ridley Scott; a treasure chest: a unique montage of additional footage cut from the score; Interviews with the film's score composer Hans Zimmer; two behind-the-scenes featurettes; production diary written by Spencer Treat Clark, the actor who played Lucius in the film; a slide show featuring concept art and storyboards; photo gallery from behind-the-scenes of the "Gladiator" set; theatrical trailers and TV spots; in-depth production notes and detailed cast and filmmaker biographies; anamorphic widescreen 2.35:1; dolby surround; captions and subtitles.

Feature films – United States.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Actors/Producers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Glass Menagerie</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>MCA HOME V</td>
<td>Woman, her faded Southern belle mother, and idealistic brother, whose fragile dream worlds are shattered...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Glass Shield</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>MIRAMAX HO</td>
<td>An ambitious rookie cop and his station's only female deputy uncover widespread corruption and conspiracy...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glengarry Glen Ross</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>ARTISAN EN</td>
<td>The salesmen of Premiere Properties are experiencing tough times, sales are down and the leads they are...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glory</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>RCA/COLUMB</td>
<td>The story of the 54th Regiment of Massachusetts, the first black regiment to fight for the Union in the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Down, Death!</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>DISCOUNT V</td>
<td>Pioneer black director Spencer Williams explores one of his favorite themes, the African American religious...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Fish</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>METRO-GOLD</td>
<td>A romantic comedy that provides a candid and honest look at what women in love. A young woman is looking for...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go for Broke</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>MGM/UA HOM</td>
<td>The story of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, one of the most honored groups of soldiers to fight in Europe...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feature films – United States

**The glass menagerie**

**04251, VH**

**COLOR** 134 MIN MCA HOME V 1987

Film version of Tennessee Williams' drama of a young, lame woman, her faded Southern belle mother, and idealistic brother, whose fragile dream worlds are shattered by the arrival of a gentleman caller. Stars Joanne Woodward, John Malkovich, Karen Allen, and James Naughton. Directed by Paul Newman.

American drama—Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Newman, Paul, 1925-; Williams, Tennessee, 1911-1983

**The glass shield**

**06477, VH**

**COLOR** 110 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1995

An ambitious rookie cop and his station's only female deputy uncover widespread corruption and conspiracy when they realize that an innocent man has been jailed for a shocking murder. Suddenly, these two outsiders are forced to make an impossible choice: fit into an unjust system by breaking the law, or stand up for what is right.

Don Haskins, a future Hall of Fame coach of tiny Texas Western University, bucks convention by simply starting the best players he can find: history's first all-African American lineup. Cast includes Josh Lucas, Derek Luke, Austin Nichols, Jon Voight, Evan Jones, Schin A.S. Kerr, Alfonso McAuley, Mehdad Brooks, Sam Jones III, Davinie Radcliff, Emily Deschanel, Al Shearer, Red West, Tatyana Ali. Bonus features: Commentaries; with director James Gartner and producer Jerry Bruckheimer; With writers Chris Cleveland and Bettina Gliosi; Deleted scenes; On-set footage; New interviews; New audio commentary with director James Foley; Production notes; Cast and crew biographies; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Mamet, David

**Glengarry Glen Ross**

**10708, ID**

**COLOR** 100 MIN ARTISAN EN 1992

The salesmen of Premiere Properties are experiencing tough times, sales are down and the leads they are working are old and proving worthless. The prime leads, the Glengarry leads, are being withheld by the company until the sales crew starts to make some property sales. The men are getting desperate and are wound up tighter than a coiled spring as they are visited by a top man in the company, who tells them to make sales or they are fired. The film is a riveting tale of desperation and betrayal. Based on the play by David Mamet.

“Glory road” narrated by Morgan Freeman; In their own words (1966 extended interviews with players and coaches of Coach Haskins) (22:00); Surviving practice (an inside look into Coach Haskins’ training regimen) (4:26); Alicia Keys music video “Sweet Music” (2:00).


**Glory**

**04612, VH**

**COLOR** 122 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1989

The story of the 54th Regiment of Massachusetts, the first black regiment to fight for the Union in the Civil War. Matthew Broderick and Cary Elwes are the idealistic young Bostonians who lead the regiment; Morgan Freeman is the inspirational sergeant who unites the troops; and Denzel Washington, in an Academy Award-winning performance, is the runaway slave who embodies the spirit of the regiment. Directed by Edward Zwick.

African American soldiers; Feature films – United States.; United States–History–Civil War, 1861-1865.; Zwick, Edward

**Go down, Death!**

**04766, VH**

**B&W** 60 MIN DISCOUNT V 1944

Pioneer black director Spencer Williams explores one of his favorite themes, the African American religious experience, in a morality melodrama about a minister wrestling between heaven and hell. With Myra de Hemmings, Samuel L. Jones, and Eddy Houston.

Feature films – United States.; Williams, Spencer, 1889-1965

**Go fish**

**10921, ID**

**B&W** 88 MIN METRO-GOLD 1994

A romantic comedy that provides a candid and honest look at what women in love. A young woman is looking for romance in her life, her friends grow tired of hearing her whine about the missing “X” factor in her romantic life and set her up with an older woman. The older woman is bawful and isn’t very stylish. The two women don’t have much chemistry at first, but the younger woman soon finds that first impressions can be misleading.

The two women are well developed characters. The movie is lighthearted and has a lot of heart. The characters are well written and the story is well told.

A true story based on the story of the first black regiment for the North in the Civil War. Robert Gould Shaw and Cabot Forbes are two idealistic young Bostonians that lead the 54th Massachusetts volunteer Infantry regiment. The story is based on the biographies of Robert Gould Shaw. Cast includes Matthew Broderick, Denzel Washington, Cary Elwes, Morgan Freeman. Screenplay by Kevin Jarre. Directed by Edward Zwick. This two disc DVD version features: disc 1: Widescreen version; Picture-in-picture video commentary featuring Ed Zwick, Morgan Freeman and Matthew Broderick; Director’s audio commentary; Animated menus; Scene selections; Language: English 5.1 Dolby digital; French 2-channel Dolby surround sound – Disc 2:

Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Lesbians

**Go for broke!**

**09237, VH**

**B&W** 91 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1951

The story of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, one of the most honored groups of soldiers to fight in Europe during World War II. The 442nd was made up of Japanese Americans and other Asian American groups and resentment towards the unit after Pearl Harbor ran high. This story revolves around the units Anglo American commander, who when assigned the command,
The Godfather (1972)
COLOR 171 MIN PARAMOUNT 1972
Francis Ford Coppola's epic masterpiece paints a chilling portrait of a Sicilian family's rise and near fall from power in America, balancing stories of family life and the ugly business of crime. Academy Award winner. Based on the novel by Mario Puzo.

The Godfather, Part II (1974)
COLOR 200 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
The sequel to the original "Godfather" continues the saga of two generations of successive power within the Corleone family. Director Francis Ford Coppola tells two stories: the roots and rise of a young Don Vito, and the ascension of Michael as the new Don. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Al Pacino, Robert Duvall, Diane Keaton, and Talia Shire; screenplay by Coppola and Mario Puzo.

The Godfather, Part III (1990)
COLOR 148 MIN PARAMOUNT 1990

The Godfather Collection
The Godfather, Part II and III are part of "The Godfather Collection," which also includes "The Godfather: DVD Collection Series - Behind The Scenes 1971." Features include "The Godfather: DVD Collection Series" which features all three Godfather movies and a fourth disc of bonus materials. "The Godfather Family: A Look Inside," on location; Francis Coppola's notebook; the music of the Godfather; Coppola and Puzo on screenwriting; Gordon Willis on cinematography; storyboards from "The Godfather" Part II and III; "The Godfather Behind-The-Scenes 1971." Features include United States; Italian Americans in motion pictures; Motion picture industry -- United States; Coppola, Francis Ford; 1939-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Studio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Godfather, part III : (DVD)</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>13751</td>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfather : DVD Collection Series - The third film in the epic Corleone family trilogy. Don Michael Corleone is now in his sixties and his life is dominated by two passions: freeing his family from crime and finding a suitable successor. Cast includes Sofia Coppola, Al Pacino, Andy Garcia, Diane Keaton, Talia Shire, Eli Wallach, Joe Mantegna, Bridget Fonda, George Hamilton. Written by Mario Puzo and Francis Ford Coppola. Music scored by Carmine Coppola. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. This DVD version is part of &quot;The Godfather: DVD Collection&quot; which features all three Godfather movies and a fourth disc of bonus materials. &quot;The Godfather, Part III&quot; DVD version features dynamic interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen format; feature length audio commentary by director Francis Ford Coppola; Languages: English subtitles and closed captioning and French Memo. Feature films – United States.; Italian Americans in motion pictures; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gods and generals : (DVD)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>219 MIN</td>
<td>WARNER HOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prequel to &quot;Gettysburg,&quot; recounting the fierce allegiances and combat which characterized the early years of the America Civil War. The stories’ of three bold men and three fateful battles are highlighted. The historic figures are Joshua Chamberlain, &quot;Stonewall&quot; Jackson, Robert E. Lee, and the battles are Manassas, Fredericksburg, and Chancellorsville. Based on the book by Jeffrey M. Shaara. Cast includes Jeff Daniels, Stephen Lang, Robert Duvall, Mira Sorvino, Kevin Conway, C. Thomas Howell, Frankie Faison. Written for the screen and directed by Ronald F. Maxwell. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; theatrical trailer; all-new introduction by executive producer Ted Turner; feature-length audio commentary by writer/director Ronald F. Maxwell and two of the film’s historical advisors, Col. Keith Gibson and James I. Robertson Jr.; three insightful making-of documentaries: “Journey to the Past, the African-American Slave Experience in the Film’s Era.” The Life and Thomas ‘Stonewall’ Jackson, A Closeup Look at This Complex Military Man,” and “The Authenticites of the Film – The Movie’s Painstaking Recreations of Actual Events;” two music videos: Bob Dylan’s “Cross the Green Mountain” and Mary Fahl’s “Going Home;” enhanced features for DVD-Rom PC including original website, extensive production and historical notes, interactive activities, civil war links and more; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godsend : (DVD)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>102 MIN</td>
<td>LIONS GATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A couple distraught by the death of their eight-year-old son, turn to a fertility doctor, a genetic researcher who is able to clone their son. Under the guidance of the doctor, the couple has a second chance to raise their boy. Grateful for the chance to have their son in their life, they are devastated when he reaches his eighth birthday and begins to change. The clone of their son develops a new sinister personality. Cast includes Greg Kinnear, Rebecca Romijn-Stamos, Robert De Niro, Cameron Bright. Written by Mark Bomback. Directed by Nick Hamm. This DVD version features scene access; Widescreen presentation; Commentary with director and director of photography; Four alternate endings with commentary from the director and writer; Storyboards; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Human cloning – Drama.; Cloning – Drama.; Physician and patient – Drama.; Fertility clinics – Drama.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godspell : (DVD)</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>10829</td>
<td>COLUMBIA T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film adaptation of the off-Broadway musical based on the Gospel According to St. Matthew. Set in contemporary New York City, the film features a cast drawn from both the original New York and various stage companies. Cast includes Victor Garber, David Haskell, Lynne Thigpen, Katie Hanley. Screenplay by David Greene and John M. Ketchel. Music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz. Directed by David Greene. This DVD version includes scene selection; Musical numbers: highlights; Talent files; Bonus trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai. Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.; Jesus Christ – Drama; Greene, David, 1921-2003.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzilla : (DVD)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>78 MIN</td>
<td>SONY VIDEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 400-foot Tyrannosaurus Rex is woken from undersea hibernation off the coast of Japan during atomic bomb testing. Godzilla has risen from the depths and set about to destroy Tokyo. An American reporter is on the scene giving eye-witness reports of the destruction. Cast includes Raymond Burr, Takashi Shimura, Akira Takarada, Akihiko Hirata, Momoko Kochi, Roland Emmerich. Directed by Roland Emmerich. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; All the best of &quot;Godzilla&quot; fight scenes; Three episodes from the &quot;Godzilla&quot; animated series; Production art gallery; Special FX Supervisor commentary; &quot;Heroes&quot; music video by The Wallflowers; Promotional featurette; Publicity stills gallery; Godzilla takes New York; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French. Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films.; Horror films.; Godzilla films.; Godzilla (Fictitious character) – Drama.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzilla : king of the monsters : (DVD)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>88 MIN</td>
<td>COLUMBIA T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A look at the life and times of Senator John Kerry. Kerry is a United States Senator, Vietnam veteran, and candidate for President of the United States of America. Kerry rose to national prominence as a young war veteran who organized protests against the Vietnam Conflict. As a young man Kerry volunteered for military service and served with valor and was wounded in conflict. He grew disillusioned with the war and the United States handling of the conflict. Upon his return home he worked with other veterans to oppose and protest the war and proved himself an eloquent speaker on a national level. The film is more than a biography of John Kerry, it is also the story of an American generation that came of age in the tumultuous 1960’s. The film was released during the 2004 Presidential election in which Kerry was the Democratic candidate. During his campaign Republican groups aired commercials which attempted to distort Kerry’s military record. Based on the book &quot;Tour of Duty&quot; by Douglas Brinkley. Directed by George Butler. This DVD version features a letterbox presentation; Theatrical trailer; Director profile; Weblinks. Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Vietnam War, 1961-1975.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fun begins when wealthy Mrs. Prentiss asks Dick to act as young medical student working his way through school as a hotel clerk in this Busby Berkeley romantic musical extravaganza. The fun begins when wealthy Mrs. Prentiss asks Dick to act as escort for her beautiful and overprotected daughter, and the two fall in love. Features lavish production numbers, including Academy Award-winning song "Lullaby of Broadway." Cast includes Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjou, Gloria Stuart, Alice Brady, Hugh Herbert, Glenda Farrell, Frank McHugh, Joseph Cawthorn, Grant Mitchell, Dorothy Dare, Ramon, Rosita. Musical numbers created and staged by Busby Berkeley. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

This VHS version includes the original theatrical release trailer for "42nd Street."

Feature films – United States.

Gold diggers of 1933 : (DVD) 11509,ID
B&W 98 MIN WARNER BRO 1933
The Busby Berkeley Collection Series - A Depression-era Hollywood escapist romp about two young hopefuls struggling to make it on Broadway. The highbrow family of the man tries to break up the young lovers. The film features three major Busby Berkeley production numbers, including Ginger Rogers' pig Latin rendition of "We're in the Money," "Pettin' in the Park," and the patriotic finale with Joan Blondell singing "The Forgotten Man." Cast includes Warren Williams, Joan Blondell, Aline MacMahon, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee, Ned Sparks, Ginger Rogers. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

This DVD version features two featurettes: "42nd Street: From Book to Stage to Screen," "Gold Diggers: FDR's New Deal Broadway Bound;" three vintage cartoons: "I've Got to Sing A Torch Song," "Pettin' in the Park," and "We're in the Money;" Busby Berkeley musical trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (Feature film only).


Gold diggers of 1935 05245,VD
B&W 96 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1935
Dick Powell stars as a young medical student working his way through school as a hotel clerk in this Busby Berkeley romantic musical extravaganza. The fun begins when wealthy Mrs. Prentiss asks Dick to act as escort for her beautiful and overprotected daughter, and the two fall in love. Features lavish production numbers, including Academy Award-winning song "Lullaby of Broadway." Musical numbers created and staged by Berkeley; directed by Berkeley. Videodisc version includes two short subjects: "Harry Warren: America's Foremost Composer," and "Johnny Green and his Orchestra."

Dancing in motion pictures, television, etc; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Berkeley, Busby, 1895-1976.

Gold diggers of 1935 : (DVD) 11510,ID
11510,DM
B&W 95 MIN WARNER BRO 1935
The Busby Berkeley Collection Series - Dick Powell stars as a young medical student working his way through school as a hotel clerk in this Busby Berkeley romantic musical extravaganza. The fun begins when wealthy Mrs. Prentiss asks Dick to act as escort for her beautiful and overprotected daughter, and the two fall in love. Features lavish production numbers, including Academy Award-winning song "Lullaby of Broadway." Cast includes Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjou, Gloria Stuart, Alice Brady, Hugh Herbert, Glenda Farrell, Frank McHugh, Joseph Cawthorn, Grant Mitchell, Dorothy Dare, Ramon, Rosita. Musical numbers created and staged by Busby Berkeley. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

This DVD version features ("buzz'be bur'klein); A Study in Style;" Vintage featurette: "Double Exposure;" Two vintage cartoons: "Gold Diggers of '49" and "Shuffle Off to Buffalo;" Direct From Hollywood Radio Promo (Audio); Gold Diggers trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (Feature film only).


The gold rush : (DVD) 10000,ID 10000,DM
B&W 165 MIN WARNER BRO 1942
The Chaplin Collection Series - The Little Tramp seeks riches in the Yukon and faces all manner of perils with pluck and fortitude. The film is presented in both the later sound-era rerelease and a restored original silent version. Cast includes Charles Chaplin, Georgia Hale, Mack Swain, Tom Murray, Henry Bergman, Malcolm Waite. Written and directed by Charles Chaplin.

This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; an all-new digital transfer from original Chaplin family vault; "Chaplin Today –The Gold Rush" documentary by Serge Le Peron; "Introduction by David Robinson;" Original 1925 silent version of "The Gold Rush" (96 min.); photo gallery; poster gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin Collection. Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.


Golden earrings : (DVD) 11590,ID
B&W 96 MIN UNIVERSAL 1947
Marlene Dietrich : the Glamour Collection Series - A British secret agent operating in Nazi Germany at the onset of World War II is on a mission to steal a poison gas formula in possession of the Nazi's. He enlists the help of a beautiful woman and her band of gypsies, who disguise him as one of their own to aid in the completion of the mission. Amidst the danger and espionage, romance is also in the mix. Based on the novel by Yolanda Foldes. Cast includes Marlene Dietrich, Ray Milland, Mervyn Vye. Directed by Mitchell Liesen. The DVD features full frame presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


The golden voyage of Sinbad 10136,VH 10136,DM
COLOR 105 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1974
A series of Sinbad adventure movies were produced in the 1970's, this epic tale continues the Sinbad story. The legendary sailor sets out for adventure with a slave girl in tow. He and his crew battle a six-armed figure of Kali, with each are brandishing a sword; a Cyclops; and a winged Griffin. Cast includes John Philip Law, Caroline Munro, Tom Baker, Douglas Wilmer, Martin Shaw. Written by Brian Clemens and Ray Harryhausen. Directed by Gordon Hessler.


Goliath and the dragon : (DVD) 13941,ID
COLOR 88 MIN ALPHA VIDE 2004
The evil tyrant King Eurusythes hopes to destroy Goliath. Cast includes Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford, Eleonora Rufio, Gaby Andre, and Philippe Heres. Directed by Vittorio Cottafavi. This
The novel by Joseph Kanon. Cast includes George Clooney, to a young corporal who is his old flame's new lover. Based on interested in solving. A trail of secrecy and deception lead s him for a story finds a former lover and a murder no one seems

a selfless, loyal slave girl, O-Lan. Their story is set against the

A young farmer named Wang Lung is arranged to be married to

14757,ID

The film adaptation of Margaret Mitchell's sweeping Civil War-era

12746,ID

Gone with the wind

12746,DM

COLOR 233 MIN WARNER HOM 1939

The film adaptation of Margaret Mitchell's sweeping Civil War-era romance story. Considered one of the greatest American films ever made, this VHS release is mastered for video in its original Technicolor with a remastered digital soundtrack. Cast includes Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Screenplay by Sidney Howard. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Victor Fleming. Directed by George Clooney and producer/ screenplay by Sidney Howard. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Victor Fleming. Directed by George Clooney and Grant Heslov. Directed by George Clooney. Includes David Strathairn, Patricia Clarkson, George Clooney, Jeff Daniels, Robert Downey Jr., Frank Langella. Written by George Clooney and Grant Heslov. Directed by George Clooney. This VHS version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Restored picture and audio elements; Commentary by Historian Rudy Behmer; Documentary "The making of a legend: Gone with the wind" narrated by Christopher Plummer; Restoring a legend chronicling the film/video restoration process; 1939 and 1961 Atlanta premiere newsreel; Prologue from International release version; Foreign-language version sample scenes; Historical short subject "The old south;" Trailer gallery; Melanie remembers: reflections by Olivia de Havilland - exclusive 2004 documentary; Two insightful profiles: "Gable: the king remembered" and "Vivien Leigh: Scarlett and beyond;" The supporting players: cameo portraits of an unforgettable ensemble; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama

Gone with the wind : (DVD)

12746,ID

COLOR 238 MIN WARNER BRO 1939

The film adaptation of Margaret Mitchell's sweeping Civil War-era romance story. Considered one of the greatest American films ever made. Cast includes Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Screenplay by Sidney Howard. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Victor Fleming. This four disc collector's edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Restored picture and audio elements; Commentary by Historian Rudy Behmer; Documentary "The making of a legend: Gone with the wind" narrated by Christopher Plummer; Restoring a legend chronicling the film/video restoration process; 1939 and 1961 Atlanta premiere newsreel; Prologue from International release version; Foreign-language version sample scenes; Historical short subject "The old south;" Trailer gallery; Melanie remembers: reflections by Olivia de Havilland - exclusive 2004 documentary; Two insightful profiles: "Gable: the king remembered" and "Vivien Leigh: Scarlett and beyond;" The supporting players: cameo portraits of an unforgettable ensemble; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The good earth : (DVD)

14757,ID

B&W 138 MIN WARNER BRO 1937

A young farmer named Wang Lung is arranged to be married to a selfless, loyal slave girl, O-Lan. Their story is set against the sweeping saga of upheaval in China. Wang is initially devoted to the land and takes a second wife and tragedy threatens to overwhelm him. Eventually Wang realizes that the land and O-Lan mean more to him than his wealth. Based on the novel by O-Lan. Cast includes David Strathairn, Patricia Clarkson, George Clooney, Jeff Daniels, Robert Downey Jr., Frank Langella. Written by George Clooney and Grant Heslov. Directed by George Clooney. This VHS version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director/screenwriter George Clooney and producer/screenwriter Grant Heslov; "Good Night and Good Luck." Companion piece; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Good night, and good luck. : (DVD)

11234,ID

B&W 93 MIN WARNER BRO 2005

In 1953, television journalist Edward R. Murrow, waged war from the CBS Newsroom against Sen. Joseph McCarthy's televised House Un-American Activities Committee's public hearings. The film chronicles the conflict between the two men. Murrow's dedication to report the facts and right the wrongs of his time and his dedicated staff to defy corporate and sponsorship pressures to examine the lies and scaremongering tactics perpetrated by McCarthy during his communist "witch-hunts." Murrow's and Sen. McCarthy's public feud saw the Senator accuse the anchor of being a communist, and still Murrow would not back down. Cast includes David Strathairn, Patricia Clarkson, George Clooney, Jeff Daniels, Robert Downey Jr., Frank Langella. Written by George Clooney and Grant Heslov. Directed by George Clooney. This VHS version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director/screenwriter George Clooney and producer/screenwriter Grant Heslov; "Good Night and Good Luck." Companion piece; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (Feature only).


Good rockin' tonight : the legacy of Sun Records : (DVD)

11218,ID

19148,ID

11218,DM

B&W 112 MIN MIDDLE FOR 2001


The good German : (DVD)

15011,ID

15011,DM

COLOR 168 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007

A powerful thriller about the birth of the CIA. Edward Wilson believes in America and will sacrifice everything he loves to protect it. Edward, the only witness to his father's suicide and a member of the Skull and Bones Society while a student at Yale, is a morally upright young man who values honor and discretion.

Directed by Steven Soderbergh. This DVD version features English, French (dubbed in Quebec), and Spanish language tracks; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

These are the qualities that help him become recruited for a career in the newly founded Office of Strategic Services (CIA). But as one of the co-founders of the CIA, his youthful idealism is slowly eroded by his growing suspicion of the people around him, brought on by the Cold War paranoia present within the office. Eventually, he becomes an influential veteran operative, while his distrust of everyone around him increases. His dedication to his work does not come without a price though, leading him to sacrifice his ideals and eventually his family. Cast includes Matt Damon, Angelina Jolie, Alec Baldwin, Timmy Blunt, Eddie Redmayne, John Sessions, Oleg Stefan, and John Turturro. Written by Eric Roth. Directed by Robert De Niro. This edition features wide screen presentation; 16 minutes of deleted scenes; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Good Will Hunting: (DVD)
13319.ID
13319,DM
COLOR 126 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1997
A headstrong, working class young man hides his genius behind a tough facade and menial labor jobs. After another run in with authorities, he is helped by a psychology professor at the University he works at as a janitor. The professor helps the young man to realize his potential and allows his genius at mathematics to soar. Cast includes Robin Williams, Matt Damon, Ben Affleck, Stellan Skarsgard, Minnie Driver. Written by Ben Affleck and Matt Damon. Directed by Gus Van Sant. This DVD version features chapter search index; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director Gus Van Sant, Matt Damon, and Ben Affleck; Eleven deleted scenes with audio commentary; Production featurette: Theatrical trailer; TV commercials; Academy Award best picture montage; "Miss Misery" music video; Behind-the-scenes footage.

Goodbye America: (DVD)
19569,ID
COLOR 90 MIN BEDFORD EN 1997
This thriller is set in 1992 as the U.S. Navy was in the process of closing its large base at Subic Bay, an action that has serious ramifications for the local economy. The story centers on a trio of Navy SEALs, each of whom are involved with island women. Hawk is an idealist while the amiable Bladon is the son of a U.S. senator and is deeply in love with a prostitute. The increasingly mentally unbalanced Stryzack is the loose cannon of the three. These are the qualities that help him become recruited for a career in the newly founded Office of Strategic Services (CIA). But as one of the co-founders of the CIA, his youthful idealism is slowly eroded by his growing suspicion of the people around him, brought on by the Cold War paranoia present within the office. Eventually, he becomes an influential veteran operative, while his distrust of everyone around him increases. His dedication to his work does not come without a price though, leading him to sacrifice his ideals and eventually his family. Cast includes Matt Damon, Angelina Jolie, Alec Baldwin, Timmy Blunt, Eddie Redmayne, John Sessions, Oleg Stefan, and John Turturro. Written by Eric Roth. Directed by Robert De Niro. This edition features wide screen presentation; 16 minutes of deleted scenes; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Goodbye, Columbus
90032,VH
COLOR 105 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969
Bittersweet comedic social farce about a poor Bronx librarian and a pampered princess from Westchester. Cast includes Richard Benjamin, Jack Klugman and Ali MacGraw; based on the novella by Philip Roth; directed by Larry Peerce.

Goodbye Mr. Chips: (DVD)
13828,ID
B&W 115 MIN WARNER BRO 1939
The story of a stiff, unpopular schoolmaster at the Brookfield School for young men who falls in love with a woman who inspires him to become a better man and educator. He grows to become an inspirational molder of lives affectionately known as Mr. Chips to generations of young men. From the book "Goodbye Mr. Chips!" by James Hilton. Cast includes Robert Donat, Greer Garson. Screenplay by R.C. Sherriff, Claudine West, and Eric Maschwitz. Directed by Sam Wood. This DVD version features standard presentation; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Goodfellas
06894,VH
06894,DM
COLOR 146 MIN WARNER HOM 1990
A young boy growing up in an Italian-American neighborhood is seduced by the allure of the mob. He dreams of becoming part of the organized crime world. The boy grows into a man fully entrenched in the world of crime and he loves everything about the life – the power, the money, and the violence. The film portrays the day to day activities of the Mafia. The story is based on Henry Hill's real life experiences with the mob, which he related after informing on his former friends and joining the federal witness protection program. Adapted from "Wiseguy" by Nicholas Pileggi. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta, Joe Pesci, Lorraine Bracco, Paul Sorvino. Directed by Martin Scorsese.

Goodfellas: (DVD)
14246,ID
14246,DM
COLOR 145 MIN WARNER HOM 1990
Details the rise and fall of Henry Hill, a Brooklyn kid who grows up idolizing the "wise guys" from his neighborhood. He begins hanging around the mobsters and doing odd jobs until he gains the notice of local chieftain Paulie Cicero. In his teens, Hill distinguishes himself as a "stand-up guy" by choosing jail time over ratting on his accomplices. From that moment on, he is part of the family. Along with his partner Tommy, he rises through the ranks to become Paulie's lieutenant. Soon he finds himself the target of both the feds and the mobsters. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta, Joe Pesci, Lorraine Bracco, Paul Sorvino. Based on the book "Wiseguy" by Nicholas Pileggi. Screenplay by Nicholas Pileggi and Martin Scorsese. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This 2-disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Commentary by Martin Scorsese and cast/crew; Bonus commentary with ex-gangster Henry Hill and ex-FBI Agent Edward McDonald; Language: English, French, Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Goodbye, Columbus
05731,VH
COLOR 105 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969
Bittersweet comedic social farce about a poor Bronx librarian and a pampered princess from Westchester. Cast includes Richard Benjamin, Jack Klugman and Ali MacGraw; based on the novella by Philip Roth; directed by Larry Peerce.

Feature films – United States

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.
Gosford park : (DVD)
12400.ID
COLOR 138 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001
A murder mystery set in 1932 with a sprawling cast playing a
diverse cast of characters, and a surprising conclusion. A
hunting party gathers at an estate in the English countryside for
a weekend of socializing and hunting, before the weekend is
over one of them will be murdered - twice. The story filters back
and forth, between the upstairs guests and the downstairs
servants. The murder is a shock to the invited guests; the all-
seeing, all-hearing servants know that almost everyone in
attendance that weekend has a motive. Cast includes Eileen
Atkins, Bob Balaban, Alan Bates, Charles Dnace, Stephen Fry,
Michael Gambon, Richard E. Grant, Derek Jacobi, Kelly
MacDonald, Helen Mirren, Jeremy Northam, Clive Owen, Ryan
Philippe, Maggie Smith, Kristin Scott Thomas, Emily Watson.
Written by Julian Fellowes. Based on an idea by Robert Altman
and Bob Balaban. Directed by Robert Altman. This collector's
edition DVD version features scene access; Widescreen
presentation; Feature film commentary with director Robert
Altman; Screenwriter's commentary with Julian Fellowes; Deleted
scenes; Optional commentary on making of "Gosford park;" The
authenticity of "Gosford park;" Q&A session with cast and
filmmakers; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish
and English closed captioned.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.;
Aristocracy (Social class) – Britain; Drama.; Altman, Robert, 1925-2006.

The gospel of John : (DVD)
19592.ID
COLOR 161 MIN LIONSGATE 2014
The first-ever filmed version of the biblical text as it was actually
written. Using the original Jesus narrative as its script, word for
word, this film sheds new light on one of history's most sacred
texts. The film is informed by the latest theological, historical,
and archaeological research. Cast includes David Harewood,
Selva Rasalingam, Mourad Zaoui, El Mahmoudi M'barek,
Abdelilah Wahbi, Abdelaziz N'mila. New international version
narrated by David Harewood and King James version narrated
by Brian Cox. Directed by David Batty. This DVD version
features widescreen presentation; Three distinct biblical
translations; English, Greek; Making of "Goya's ghosts;" The
authenticity of "Gosford park;" Q&A session with cast and
filmmakers; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish
and English closed captioned.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.;
Aristocracy (Social class) – Great Britain – Drama.; Altman, Robert, 1925-2006.

Goya's ghosts : (Goya et ses fantomes) : (DVD)
17151.ID
COLOR 114 MIN SONY PICTU 2008
An epic drama of power, passion, and betrayal set during the
Spanish Inquisition. Told through the stories of celebrated Spanish
painter Francisco Goya. Set against political turmoil at the end of
the Spanish Inquisition and start of the invasion of Spain by
Napoleon's army. Captures the essence and beauty of Goya's
work which is best known for both the colorful depictions of the
royal court and its people, and his grim depictions of the brutality
of war and life in 18th century Spain. When Goya's beautiful
muse is accused of being a heretic, the renowned painter must
convince his old friend Lorenzo, a power-hungry monk and
leader of the Spanish Inquisition, to spare her life. Cast includes
Javier Bardem, Natalie Portman, Stellan Skarsgard, Randy
Quaid, Jose Luis Gomez, Michael Lonsdale. Written by Milos
Forman and Jean-Claude Carriere. Directed by Milos Forman.
This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-
scenes featurette; Languages: English and French; Subtitles:
English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – Spain.; Feature films – United States.; Goya,
Francisco, 1746-1828 – Drama.; Spain – Drama.; Monks –
Spain – Drama.; Christian heretics – Spain – Drama.;
Inquisition – Spain – Drama.; Forman, Milos, 1932-; Bardem,
Javier, 1969-.

The Graduate
08371.VH
COLOR 105 MIN LAWRENCE T 1967
A recent college graduate, Benjamin Braddock, gets involved in
an affair with the wife of his father's business partner, Mrs.
Robinson. Benjamin falls in love with Elaine Robinson, the
daughter of Mrs. Robinson, bringing the wrath of his former lover
down on him. Features the music of Simon and Garfunkel. Cast
includes Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft, Katharine Ross, William
Daniels; Screenplay by Buck Henry and Calder Willingham;
Based on the novel by Charles Webb; Directed by Mike Nichols.

Feature films – United States.

The Graduate
06120.VD
COLOR 105 MIN VOYAGER CO 1967
A recent college graduate, Benjamin Braddock, gets involved in
an affair with the wife of his father's business partner, Mrs.
Robinson. Benjamin falls in love with Elaine Robinson, the
daughter of Mrs. Robinson, bringing the wrath of his former lover
down on him. Features the music of Simon and Garfunkel. Cast
includes Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft, Katharine Ross, William
Daniels; Screenplay by Buck Henry and Calder Willingham;
Based on the novel by Charles Webb; Directed by Mike Nichols.

Feature films – United States.

Gran Torino : (DVD)
14735,ID
14735,DM
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER BRO 2008
Walt Kowalski is an old, widowed, retired autoworker, and
embittered Korean War vet who embraces his deeply held
prejudice. Unhappy with his life, he lives isolated in his home in
a decaying Detroit neighborhood, until a Hmong teenager enters
his life through a botched attempt to steal Kowalski's prized Gran
Torino. Kowalski reveals his true inner heroism when he stands
up to a Hmong street gang in his neighborhood. Story by Dave
Johannson and Nick Schenk. Screenplay by Nick Schenk.
Directed by Clint Eastwood. This DVD version features widescreen
presentation; Manning the wheel featurette (10 min.);
Gran Torino: more than a car featurette (4 min.); Languages:
English, French (dubbed in Quebec), and Spanish; Subtitles:
English, French, and Spanish; English closed captioned for
the deaf and hearing impaired The King James bible (English with
English subtitles) Reina-valara 1960 (Spanish and Spanish
subtitles); Twenty-five minutes of bonus features.

Feature films – United States.

Grand avenue
07274.VH
COLOR 167 MIN HBO FILMS 1996
The story of a Native American family, set in a depressed section of
a California town. Through the family's trials and tribulations,
contemporary issues of family, spiritualism, and chronic problems
that have effected the Native American community are
addressed. Written by Greg Sarris. Cast includes Irene Bedard,
The Grand Budapest Hotel: (DVD)
18628.ID
COLOR 100 MIN TWENTIETH 2014
The adventures of Gustave H, a legendary concierge at a famous European hotel between the wars, and Zero Moustafa, the lobby boy who becomes his most trusted friend. The story involves the theft and recovery of a priceless Renaissance painting and the battle for an enormous family fortune. Inspired by the writings of Stefan Zweig. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, F. Murray Abraham, Mathieu Amalric, Adriano Giannini, Willem Dafoe, Jeff Goldblum, Harvey Keitel, Jude Law, Bill Murray, Edward Norton, Saoirse Ronan, Jason Schwartzman, Lea Seydoux, Tilda Swinton, Tom Wilkinson, Owen Wilson, Tony Revolori. Special features: Mendl's Secret Recipe; cast and Wes Anderson featurettes; stills gallery, theatrical trailer. Directed by Wes Anderson. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish; French and Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing; English descriptive audio track for people with visual disabilities; closed-captioned in English.

The grapes of wrath: (DVD)
12018,ID
B&W 129 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1940
Film adaptation of John Steinbeck's classic novel about a farmer and his family who move from the Oklahoma Dustbowl to California during the Depression, but find the Promised Land less than ideal upon their arrival. Cast includes Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell, John Carradine, Charley Grapewin. Based on the novel by John Steinbeck. Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Commentary by scholars Joseph McBride and Susan Shillinglaw; U.K. prologue; "Darryl F. Zanuck: 20th Century Filmmaker" as seen on Biography on the A&E Network; Movietone News: 3 drought reports from 1934; Outtakes; Still gallery; "Roosevelt Lauds Motion Pictures at Academy Fete" featurette; Restoration Comparison; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

American fiction--Film and video adaptations; Feature films -- United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973; Steinbeck, John, 1902-1968--Film and video adaptations

Grand hotel: (DVD)
11078.ID
11078,DM
B&W 112 MIN WARNER BROS 1932
Garbo: The Signature Collection Series - Berlin's ritzy, opulent art-deco Grand Hotel is the setting for a multiple-narrative story of the criss-crossing of the lives of five guests, whose fates intertwine for a two-day period at the hotel. The action in the lobby and the halls of the hotel may appear mundane, what transpires behind the scene is anything but, as the occupants of Berlin's plusthest, most expensive hotel are all struggling with either their finances, health, or social standing. Cast includes Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone, Jean Hersholt. Written by Vicki Baum. Directed by Edmund Goulding. This DVD version features a documentary "Checking Out: Grand Hotel!"; Premiere Newsrelease; Vintage musical short "Nothing Ever Happens." "Just a Word of Warning" theatre announcement; Trailers for "Grand Hotel" and the 1945 remake "Week-End at the Waldorf." Languages: English and French; Subtitles (for feature only): English, French, and Spanish.

The great debaters: (DVD)
14529,ID
14529,DM
COLOR 124 MIN THE WEINSTEN 2007
Inspired by the true story of the debate team from Wiley College, a small African American college in Texas, which in 1935 challenged Harvard in the national collegiate debating championship. Professor Melvin B. Tolson inspired his students to form the school's first debate team and lead the small college to challenge the elite of the Ivy League schools. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker, Jurnee Smollett, Denzel Whitaker, John Heard, Kimberly Elise. Story by Robert Eisele and Jeffery Porro. Screenplay by Robert Eisele. Directed by Denzel Washington. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Nearly three hours of special features; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The grapes of wrath: (DVD)
04254,ID
B&W 129 MIN KEY VIDEO 1940
Film adaptation of John Steinbeck's classic novel about a farmer and his family who move from the Oklahoma Dustbowl to California during the Depression, but find the promised land less than ideal upon their arrival. Stars Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell, and John Carradine, directed by John Ford. Won Academy Awards for director Ford and supporting actress Darwell.

American fiction--Film and video adaptations; Feature films -- United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973; Steinbeck, John, 1902-1968--Film and video adaptations

Graves of wrath: (DVD)
07967,DM
COLOR 94 MIN TURNER HOME VIDEO 1988
The great debaters: (DVD)
12018,DM
B&W 129 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1940
Film adaptation of John Steinbeck's classic novel about a farmer and his family who move from the Oklahoma Dustbowl to California during the Depression, but find the Promised Land less than ideal upon their arrival. Cast includes Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell, John Carradine, Charley Grapewin. Based on the novel by John Steinbeck. Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Commentary by scholars Joseph McBride and Susan Shillinglaw; U.K. prologue; "Darryl F. Zanuck: 20th Century Filmmaker" as seen on Biography on the A&E Network; Movietone News: 3 drought reports from 1934; Outtakes; Still gallery; "Roosevelt Lauds Motion Pictures at Academy Fete" featurette; Restoration Comparison; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

American fiction--Film and video adaptations; Feature films -- United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973; Steinbeck, John, 1902-1968--Film and video adaptations

Grand Hotel: (DVD)
07967,DM
COLOR 94 MIN TURNER HOME VIDEO 1991
Set in the late 19th century on the Louisiana coast, a 28-year-old lobby and the halls of the hotel may appear mundane, what transpires behind the scene is anything but, as the occupants of Berlin's plusthest, most expensive hotel are all struggling with either their finances, health, or social standing. Cast includes Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone, Jean Hersholt. Written by Vicki Baum. Directed by Edmund Goulding. This DVD version features a documentary "Checking Out: Grand Hotel!"; Premiere Newsrelease; Vintage musical short "Nothing Ever Happens." "Just a Word of Warning" theatre announcement; Trailers for "Grand Hotel" and the 1945 remake "Week-End at the Waldorf." Languages: English and French; Subtitles (for feature only): English, French, and Spanish.

The great debaters: (DVD)
14529,DM
COLOR 124 MIN THE WEINSTEN 2007
Inspired by the true story of the debate team from Wiley College, a small African American college in Texas, which in 1935 challenged Harvard in the national collegiate debating championship. Professor Melvin B. Tolson inspired his students to form the school's first debate team and lead the small college to challenge the elite of the Ivy League schools. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker, Jurnee Smollett, Denzel Whitaker, John Heard, Kimberly Elise. Story by Robert Eisele and Jeffery Porro. Screenplay by Robert Eisele. Directed by Denzel Washington. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Nearly three hours of special features; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films -- Great Britain.; Feature films -- United States.; Astronauts -- Drama.; Survival -- Drama.; Extravehicular activity (Manned space flight) -- Drama.; Space vehicle accident -- Drama.; Space shuttles -- Accidents -- Drama.; Cuaron, Alfonso.; Bullock, Sandra.

The great debaters: (DVD)
14529,ID
14529,DM
COLOR 124 MIN THE WEINSTEN 2007
Inspired by the true story of the debate team from Wiley College, a small African American college in Texas, which in 1935 challenged Harvard in the national collegiate debating championship. Professor Melvin B. Tolson inspired his students to form the school's first debate team and lead the small college to challenge the elite of the Ivy League schools. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker, Jurnee Smollett, Denzel Whitaker, John Heard, Kimberly Elise. Story by Robert Eisele and Jeffery Porro. Screenplay by Robert Eisele. Directed by Denzel Washington. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; "The great debaters:" historical perspective; "That's what my baby likes" music video; "My soul is a witness" music video; The Great Debaters: a heritage of music; Scoring "The great debaters" with James Newton Howard and Peter Golub; Learning the art: our young actors go to debate camp; Forest Whitaker on becoming James Farmer, Sr.; A new generation of actors; 1930's wardrobe of Shareen Davis; The production design of David J. Bomba; The great debaters: (DVD)
14529,ID
14529,DM
COLOR 124 MIN THE WEINSTEN 2007
Inspired by the true story of the debate team from Wiley College, a small African American college in Texas, which in 1935 challenged Harvard in the national collegiate debating championship. Professor Melvin B. Tolson inspired his students to form the school's first debate team and lead the small college to challenge the elite of the Ivy League schools. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker, Jurnee Smollett, Denzel Whitaker, John Heard, Kimberly Elise. Story by Robert Eisele and Jeffery Porro. Screenplay by Robert Eisele. Directed by Denzel Washington. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; "The great debaters:" historical perspective; "That's what my baby likes" music video; "My soul is a witness" music video; The Great Debaters: a heritage of music; Scoring "The great debaters" with James Newton Howard and Peter Golub; Learning the art: our young actors go to debate camp; Forest Whitaker on becoming James Farmer, Sr.; A new generation of actors; 1930's wardrobe of Shareen Davis; The production design of David J. Bomba; The great debaters: (DVD)
14529,ID
14529,DM
COLOR 124 MIN THE WEINSTEN 2007
Inspired by the true story of the debate team from Wiley College, a small African American college in Texas, which in 1935 challenged Harvard in the national collegiate debating championship. Professor Melvin B. Tolson inspired his students to form the school's first debate team and lead the small college to challenge the elite of the Ivy League schools. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker, Jurnee Smollett, Denzel Whitaker, John Heard, Kimberly Elise. Story by Robert Eisele and Jeffery Porro. Screenplay by Robert Eisele. Directed by Denzel Washington. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; "The great debaters:" historical perspective; "That's what my baby likes" music video; "My soul is a witness" music video; The Great Debaters: a heritage of music; Scoring "The great debaters" with James Newton Howard and Peter Golub; Learning the art: our young actors go to debate camp; Forest Whitaker on becoming James Farmer, Sr.; A new generation of actors; 1930's wardrobe of Shareen Davis; The production design of David J. Bomba;
poetry of Melvin B. Tolson; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The great dictator
06184, VH
B&W 129 MIN FOX VIDEO 1940
Charlie Chaplin plays two characters in his first "talkie." One character is a Jewish barber facing the constant threat of storm troopers and religious persecution. The other is the great dictator, Hynkel, a brilliant lampoon of Adolph Hitler. In the final scene, Chaplin steps out of character and addresses the camera with an eloquent plea for the triumph of reason and humanity over mindless militarism. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. Written and directed by Charlie Chaplin.

Feature films – United States.; Chaplin, Charlie, 1889-1977

The great dictator : (DVD)
09989,ID 09989,DM
B&W 120 MIN WARNER BRO 1940
The Chaplin Collection Series - Charlie Chaplin plays two characters in his first "talkie." One character is a Jewish barber facing the constant threat of storm troopers and religious persecution. The other is the great dictator, Hynkel, a brilliant lampoon of Adolph Hitler. In the final scene, Chaplin steps out of character and addresses the camera with an eloquent plea for the triumph of reason and humanity over mindless militarism. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. Written and directed by Charlie Chaplin. This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; an all-new digital transfer; "The Tramp and the Dictator" a documentary by Kevin Brownlow and Michael Klotz; the production filmed in color by Sidney Chaplin; "Charlie the Barber" (1919); scene from "Monsieur Verdoux" (1947); scenes from films in the Chaplin Collection; poster gallery; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.

Feature films – United States.; Chaplin, Charlie, 1889-1977

The great Gatsby
11839,ID
COLOR 133 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2005
The Great Gatsby follows viable writer Nick Carraway as he leaves the Midwest and comes to New York City in the spring of 1922. Chasing his own American dream, Nick lands next door to Jay Gatsby, and across the bay from his cousin, Daisy, and her husband, Tom Buchanan. Nick is drawn into the captivating world of the rich and their loves and deceits. As he bears witness, he pens a tale of impossible love, incorruptible dreams, and tragedy, and holds a mirror to our own modern times and struggles. Based on the novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Cast includes: Leonardo DiCaprio, Tobey Maguire, Carey Mulligan, Joel Edgerton, Isla Fisher, Jason Clarke, Elizabeth Debicki, Jack Thompson, Amitabh Bachchan. Special features on disc 2: The greatness of Gatsby (9 min.); "Within and without" with Tobey Maguire (9 min.); The swinging sounds of Gatsby (12 min.); The jazz age (16 min.); Razzle dazzle: the fashion of the ’20s (16 min.); Fitzgerald’s visual poetry (7 min.); Gatsby revealed; deleted scenes; 1926 The great Gatsby trailer. Directed by Baz Luhrmann. In English and dubbed French and Japanese. Limited release in Dolby digital 5.1 surround, with optional subtitles in Spanish, French or English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH).


The great lover
11063, ID
B&W 80 MIN BRENTWOOD 1949
Bob Hope Film Collection Series - A man chaperoning a troop of scouts aboard an exotic ocean liner is distracted from his duties by a beautiful woman and avoiding a homicidal gambler's attempts to pin a murder on him. If the scout leader can avoid a murder charge, he might be able to win the girl, and bring all the scouts home safely. Bob Hope is the star of this comedic ocean cruise. Cast includes Bob Hope, Rhonda Fleming, Roland Young, Roland Culver, Richard Lyon, Gary Gray, Jim Backus, George Reeves. Written by Edmund Beloin, Melville Shavelson, Jack Rose. Directed by Alexander Hall. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Filmography; Bob Hope biography.


The great McGinty
14356,ID
B&W 82 MIN UNIVERSAL 1942
Preston Sturges : the filmmaker collection Series - An opportunist turns corruption into a promising political career but struggles to stay on top when he tries to go honest. Cast includes Brian Donlevy, Murriel Angelus, Akim Tamiroff, Allyn Joslyn, William Demarest, Louis Jean Heydt, Harry Rosenthal, Arthur Hoyt, Libby Tالyor, Thurston Hall, Stefé Duna. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

The great moment
14352,ID
14352,DM
B&W 81 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

The great rai
11716, ID
COLOR 133 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2005
Set in the Philippines during World War II and inspired by the true story of the most triumphant rescue mission in U.S. military history when U.S. forces had to go thirty miles behind enemy lines to free 500 American prisoners of war held by the Japanese. Working with Philippine forces, the elite 6th Ranger Battalion risks everything to free the P.O.W.'s who had been imprisoned for over three years. Based on the books "The Great
Raid in Cabanatuan” by William B. Breuer and “Ghost Soldiers” by Hampton Sides. Cast includes Benjamin Bratt, James Franco, Connick Nielsen, Martin Csokas, Joseph Fiennes. Screenplay by Carlo Bernard and Doug Miro. Directed by John Dahl. This DVD version features scenes selection; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes with optional director commentary; Captain Dale Dye’s Boot Camp; ”The Price of Freedom: Making ‘The Great Raid’; The Veterans remember; War in the Pacific interactive timeline; Feature commentary with director John Dahl, producer Marty Katz, technical advisor Captain Dale Dye, editor Scott Chestnut, and author Hampton Sides; Mixing “The Great Raid;” The mix board with special audio options; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.

The Great Ziegfeld : (DVD)
14000_ID
14000,DM
B&W 171 MIN WARNER HOM 1936

The greatest good : a U.S. Forest Service Centennial film : (DVD)
17943,ID
437 MIN U.S.DEPT. 2005
From the timbered shores of the Pacific Northwest to the marble halls of Washington, DC, the choices about how we use our natural heritage are filled with controversy. Whether it is the protection of endangered species or meeting the needs of a growing public, the fate of public lands is constantly challenged. Visionary foresters Gifford Pinchot and Aldo Leopold shaped the debate for a hundred years. Their journey from the “wise use” of resources to the idea of a “land ethic” has defined the evolution of the Forest Service. The story is told from a wide variety of perspectives, including leading historians as well many of the participants, inside and outside the Forest Service.

The great sadness of Zohara
10092,VH
COLOR 40 MIN FACETS VID 1988
A surreal, experimental film that explores a young Jewish woman’s first opening to the world of the spirit, her entry into forbidden and hidden realms, and the resultant alienation and loneliness. No dialogue, but the film has an intricate soundtrack made up of strange sounds, lines from the Book of Job and at times powerfully moving Hebrew singing.

The great Santini : (DVD)
17490,ID
17490,DM
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOM 1999
Based on the autobiographical novel by Pat Conroy. A tough marine fighter pilot, disappointed that he has no war to fight, runs his household like a boot camp to the great distress of his emotionally-torn adolescent son. Cast includes Robert Duvall, Blythe Danner, Michael O’Keefe and Stan Shaw. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Widescreen presentation; Version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The greatest story ever told
08664 VH
08664,DM
COLOR 194 MIN METRO-GOLD 1965
This lavishly produced, big budget production, is an inspiring, grand scale recreation of the life of Jesus of Nazareth, from his humble birth and teachings to his crucifixion and ultimate resurrection. Based on the book by Fulton Oursler. Cast includes Max von Sydow, Michael Anderson, Jr., Carroll Baker, Ina Balin, Pat Boone, Victor Bruno. Written by James Lee Barrett and George Stevens. Directed by George Stevens, Jean Negulesco, and David Lean. This VHS version features the original theatrical trailer.

The Great Wall : (DVD)
20271,ID
COLOR 103 MIN UNIVERSAL 2017
European mercenaries searching for black powder become embroiled in the defense of the Great Wall of China against a horde of monstrous creatures. Cast includes Matt Damon, Pedro Pascal, Jing Tian, Willem Dafoe, Hanyu Zhang, Lu Han, Eddie Peng, Kenny Lin, Junkai Wang, Zheng Kai, Xuan Huang, Cheney Chen, Andy Lau, Story by Max Brooks, Eward Zwick, and Marshall Herskovitz. Screenplay by Carlo Bernard, Doug Miro, and Tony Gilroy. Directed by Zhang Yimou. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Matt Damon in China; Working with director Zhang Yimou; “The Great Wall” visual effects; Man vs. monster; Weapons of war; Designing a spectacular world; Language: English, Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The greatest good?, 1971-2005. Disc 2: Bonus material: trailers and music videos; views of the Forest Service; The Forest Service in tv, radio and film; about the Forest Service; Disc 3: Fire; Smokey Bear; history short subjects; history out takes. Directed by Steven Dunsky. In English, with optional English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Run Time</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greed</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>80 MIN</td>
<td>MGM/UA HOM</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The green berets</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>142 MIN</td>
<td>WARNER HOM</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green dragon</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>113 MIN</td>
<td>COLUMBIA/T</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Gardens</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>94 MIN</td>
<td>JANUS FILM</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The green mile</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>188 MIN</td>
<td>WARNER HOM</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gremlins</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>106 MIN</td>
<td>WARNER HOM</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beales of Grey Gardens</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>94 MIN</td>
<td>JANUS FILM</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Criterion Collection Series - A documentary film about high-society dropouts Edith Bouvier Beale and her daughter Edie</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>94 MIN</td>
<td>JANUS FILM</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Feature films – United States**

**Greed**
A silent film classic about three World War I era Californians whose friendship is destroyed by avarice after one wins a lottery jackpot. Director Erich Von Stroheim was so concerned about capturing the detail of the original novel that he ended up producing an eight hour film, which was later edited down by the studio to this much shorter version. This version also features an orchestral soundtrack and a brief prologue. Based on the Frank Norris' novel "McTeague." Screen adaptation by June Mathias and Erich Von Stroheim. Directed by Erich Von Stroheim.

**The green berets**

**Green dragon**
One of the many consequences of the Vietnam War were the thousands of displaced Vietnamese who had to flee their country and found themselves in the United States. In 1975 refugee camps were set up across the deserts of the Western United States. The immigrants lived in the camps until sponsors could be found to help them assimilate into American life. This is the story of the relationship between a Vietnamese immigrant and the Marine in charge of the camp for whom he translates. The camp is full of despair and the two men bond as they attempt to address the problems of the camp. Cast includes Patrick swayze, Forest Whitaker, Don Duong, Hiep Thi Le, Trung Nguyen. Written and directed by Timothy Linh Bui. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen presentation; audio commentary with director and cinematographer; theatrical trailer; photo gallery; behind the scenes documentary; deleted scenes with optional director commentary; bonus trailers; filmographies: "Life and Life in Green Dragon" article; Languages: English and Spanish.

**Grey Gardens**
The Criterion Collection Series - A documentary film about high-society dropouts Edith Bouvier Beale and her daughter Edie. The two women are the reclusive cousins of Jackie O., wife of President John F. Kennedy. Big and Little Edie live together amid the decay and disorder of their ramshackle East Hampton mansion. The filmmakers were able to achieve an intimate portrait of the two women, presenting an eerie echo of the Kennedy Camelot. The film has become a cult classic and established Little Edie as a fashion icon and philosopher queen. Directed by David Maysles, Albert Maysles, Ellen Hovde, and Muffie Meyer. In 2006, the Maysles used additional footage to produce another Grey Gardens film, 'The Beales of Grey Gardens.' This edition features audio commentary by filmmakers Albert Maysles, Ellen Hovde, Muffie Meyer, and Susan Froemke; Excerpts from a 1976 recorded interview with Little Edie Beale by Kathryn G. Graham for 'Interview' magazine; Video interviews with fashion designers Todd Oldham and John Barlett on the influence of 'Grey Gardens'; Behind-the-scenes photographs; Trailers; Filmographies; Essay by critic Hilton Als; Language: English; Subtitles: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**The green mile**
Death Row guards at a penitentiary, in the 1930's, have a moral dilemma with their work when they discover one of their prisoners, a convicted murderer, has a special gift. Based on the book by Stephen King. Cast includes Tom Hanks, David Morse, Bonnie Hunt, Michael Clarke Duncan, James Cromwell, Michael Jeter, Graham Greene, Doug Hutchison, Sam Rockwell, Barry Pepper, Jeffrey DeMunn, Patricia Clarkson, Harry Dean Stanton. Special features on bonus disc: Behind-the-scenes documentary Walking the mile; interactive menus; production notes; theatrical trailer; Miracles and Mystery: Creating the Green Mile: A 6-Part Documentary Gallery. Directed by Frank Darabont. In English and French with optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish.

**Gremlins**
A cute fuzzy Mogwai seems like a really fun pet. There are rules to caring for a Mogwai that seem simple but must be respected. If you neglect to follow the rules havoc ensues. The new owner breaks all three simple rules and the furry creature multiplies and morphs into Gremlins. The malevolent scary creatures unleash bedlam and destruction across town. Cast includes Zach Galligan, Pheobe Cates, Hoyt Axtion, Polly Holliday, Frances Lee McCain, Judge Reinhold, Corey Feldman, Harry Carey Jr. Written by Chris Columbus. Directed by Joe Dante. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Over 10 minutes of never-before-seen footage; Two commentaries: 1. director Joe Dante, Zack Galligan, Pheobe Cates, Dick Miller 2. David; Beale, Edith Bouvier, d. 1977.; Beale, Edie.; Hovde, Helen Beverly, Isidore Cashier, Anna Ap pel, Lean Noemi, Max Vodnoy, Saul Levine, Herschel Bernardi, Den a Kennedy Camelot. The film has become a cult classic and established Little Edie as a fashion icon and philosopher queen. Directed by David Maysles, Albert Maysles, Ellen Hovde, and Muffie Meyer. In 2006, the Maysles used additional footage to produce another Grey Gardens film, 'The Beales of Grey Gardens.' This edition features audio commentary by filmmakers Albert Maysles, Ellen Hovde, Muffie Meyer, and Susan Froemke; Excerpts from a 1976 recorded interview with Little Edie Beale by Kathryn G. Graham for 'Interview' magazine; Video interviews with fashion designers Todd Oldham and John Barlett on the influence of 'Grey Gardens'; Behind-the-scenes photographs; Trailers; Filmographies; Essay by critic Hilton Als; Language: English; Subtitles: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**Documentary films – United States**

**Feature films – United States**

**Silent films–United States**
Griffith masterworks
For descriptions see individual titles:
Broken blossoms ; (DVD)
Intolerance ; (DVD)
Orphans of the storm ; (DVD)

The grifters ; (DVD)
12085.ID
12085.DM
COLOR 110 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1990
Three con artists walk on the razor’s edge of life. Lilly has decided it’s time to get out, and wants her son out, too. But Roy has fallen for sleek Myra, who wants him for her partner. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, John Cusack, Annette Bening. Music has fallen for sleek Myra, who wants him for her partner. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, John Cusack, Annette Bening.

Groundhog day ; (DVD)
10805,ID
10805.DM
COLOR 101 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1993
A romantic comedy about a weatherman caught in a personal time warp on the worst day of his life. A bitter weatherman is sent to cover the annual Groundhog Day celebration in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania. It is a cold day and he has covered the event too many times in the past, he just wants the day to end so he can get back home. To his shock and confusion he wakes up in the morning on what should be the next day to find he is reliving the same Groundhog Day over again. His confusion turns to anger, to nihilism, to suicidal, as he continues to live Groundhog Day over and over again. Finally he discovers how to make his personal purgatory work for him and in his attempts to win the heart of his field producer becomes a better person. Cast includes Bill Murray, Andie MacDowell, Chris Elliott. Story by Danny Rubin. Screenplay by Danny Rubin and Harold Ramis. Directed by Harold Ramis. This DVD version features Widescreen presentation; Feature commentary track with director Stephen Frears, screenwriter Donald E. Westlake and actors John Cusack and Anjelica Huston; The making of “The Grifters”; The Jim Thompson story; “The Grifters” scrapbook; Language: English and French.

Growing cities : a film about urban farming in America ; (DVD)
18651,ID
COLOR 92 MIN ELMWOOD MO 2013
From rooftop farmers to backyard beekeepers, Americans are growing food like never before. Growing Cities goes coast to coast to tell the inspiring stories of these intrepid urban farmers, activists, and everyday city-dwellers who are challenging the way this country feeds itself. From those growing in backyards to make ends meet to educators teaching kids to eat healthier, viewers find that urban farming is about much more than simply good food. Narrated by Dan Susman and Andrew Monbouquette. Includes both the theatrical version (92 min.) and the broadcast version (58 min.) Directed by Dan Susman. In English and Spanish with subtitles in English.

Guardians of the galaxy ; (DVD)
19143,ID
COLOR 121 MIN BUENA VIST 2014
Brash adventurer Peter Quill finds himself the object of an unrelenting bounty hunt after stealing a mysterious orb coveted by Ronan, a powerful villain with ambitions that threaten the entire universe. To evade Ronan, Quill is forced into an uneasy truce with a quartet of disparate misfits. But when Quill discovers the true power of the orb and the menace it poses to the cosmos, he must do his best to rally his ragtag rivals for a last, desperate stand-with the galaxy’s fate in the balance.

Guess who ; (DVD)
10981,ID
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
An African American woman brings her white fiancé home to meet her parents. She is coming home to celebrate her parents' 25th wedding anniversary. Her overbearing farther decides he must break-up the couple's engagement, by demonstrating that the white man doesn't belong in his family. The comedy takes its name and reverses the premise of the 1967 film, "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner." Cast includes Bernie Mac, Ashton Kutcher, Zoe Saldana, Judith Scott. Story by David Ronn and Jay Scherick. Screenplay by David Ronn, Jay Scherick, and Peter Tolan. Directed by Kevin Rodney Sullivan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director’s feature commentary; Deleted scenes with optional director's commentary; Gag reel; “Love is the Melody: The making of "Guess Who:" Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Guess who : (DVD)
17817,ID
17817.DM
COLOR 107 MIN SONY PICTU 1967
Stanley Kramer film collection Series - When the daughter of well-to-do liberal parents plans to marry a black doctor, both families must sit down face to face and examine each other's level of intolerance. Cast includes: Spencer Tracy, Sidney Poitier, Katharine Houghton. Written by William Rose. Music by Devol. Directed by Stanley Kramer. This DVD version features Widescreen presentation; Feature commentary; Documentary: “The Making of Intolerance”; For descriptions see individual titles:

Guilty by suspicion
05939.VH
COLOR 105 MIN WARNER HOM 1990
A dramatic re-creation of the Hollywood blacklist era. Merrill, a former “A-list” director, can revive his stalled career by testifying against friends who are suspected communists. Cast includes
by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. In English, dubbed French or Spanish with optional subtitles in French or Spanish; closed-captioned.

**Gypsy** : (DVD)

12774, ID 12774, DM

COLOR 150 MIN LIONS GATE 1994

The big screen adaptation of the Broadway production of "Gypsy." Mama Rose is the ultimate vaudeville stage mother, so overbearing with blind ambition that she drives one daughter away and the other becomes the world's most famous striptease artist, Gypsy Rose Lee. Suggested by the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee. Cast includes Bette Midler, Peter Riegert, Cynthia Gibb, Ed Asner. Book by Arthur Laurents. Music by Jule Styne. Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Choreography by Jerome Robbins. Directed by Emile Ardolino. This DVD version features scene index; Full screen presentation; Commentary with executive producers Craig Zadan and Neil Meron; English closed captioned.

**Hacksaw Ridge** : (Blu-ray Disc)

20224, ID 20224, DM

COLOR 139 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2016

During the bloodiest battle of WWII, in Okinawa, Desmond Doss saved 75 men without firing or carrying a gun. He was the only American soldier in WWII to fight on the front lines without a weapon, as he believed that while the war was justified, killing was nevertheless wrong. As an army medic, he singlehandedly evacuated the wounded from behind enemy lines, braved fire while tending to soldiers and was wounded by a grenade and hit by snipers. Doss was the first conscientious objector to ever earn the Congressional Medal of Honor. Based on the incredible true story of Desmond Doss. Cast includes Andrew Garfield, Sam Worthington, Luke Bracey, Teresa Palmer, Hugo Weaving, Rachel Griffiths, Vince Vaughn. Screenplay by Robert Schenkkan and Andrew Knight. Directed by Mel Gibson. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; deleted scenes; Veteran Day greeting with Mel Gibson; "The soul of war: making Hacksaw Ridge"; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Hacksaw Ridge** : (DVD)

20223, ID 20223, DM

COLOR 139 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2016

During the bloodiest battle of WWII, in Okinawa, Desmond Doss saved 75 men without firing or carrying a gun. He was the only American soldier in WWII to fight on the front lines without a weapon, as he believed that while the war was justified, killing was nevertheless wrong. As an army medic, he singlehandedly evacuated the wounded from behind enemy lines, braved fire while tending to soldiers and was wounded by a grenade and hit by snipers. Doss was the first conscientious objector to ever earn the Congressional Medal of Honor. Based on the incredible true story of Desmond Doss. Cast includes Andrew Garfield, Sam Worthington, Luke Bracey, Teresa Palmer, Hugo Weaving, Rachel Griffiths, Vince Vaughn. Screenplay by Robert Schenkkan and Andrew Knight. Directed by Mel Gibson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; deleted scenes; Veteran Day greeting with Mel Gibson; Language: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Hair** : (DVD)

04767, VH

COLOR 122 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1979

Film adaptation of the Broadway musical phenomenon of the late 1960s. Young Oklahoman and Vietnam draftee Claude (John Savage) walks into a "happening" in Central Park - hippies singing, dancing and cavorting to music. He meets beautiful debutante Sheila (Beverly D'Angelo) and is instantly smitten. Hippie leader Berger (Treat Williams) befriends Claude and plays matchmaker to lure him from his Southeast Asian destination. Choreography by Twyla Tharp; directed by Milos Forman.

**Hair** : (DVD)

11287, ID 11287, DM

COLOR 121 MIN METRO-GOLD 1979

Film adaptation of the Broadway musical phenomenon of the late 1960s. Young Oklahoman and Vietnam draftee Claude (John Savage) walks into a "happening" in Central Park - hippies singing, dancing and cavorting to music. He meets beautiful debutante Sheila (Beverly D'Angelo) and is instantly smitten. Hippie leader Berger (Treat Williams) befriends Claude and plays matchmaker to lure him from his Southeast Asian destination. Choreography by Twyla Tharp; directed by Milos Forman.

**Hairspray**

05691, VH

COLOR 92 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1988

Bouffant-coiffed teenagers vie for the teen queen crown on a local dance show in Baltimore, circa 1962. Cast includes Sonny Bono, Ruth Brown, Divine, Debbie Harry, Ricki Lake and Jerry Stiller; written and directed by John Waters.

**Hairspray**

05691, DM

COLOR 92 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1988

Bouffant-coiffed teenagers vie for the teen queen crown on a local dance show in Baltimore, circa 1962. Cast includes Sonny Bono, Ruth Brown, Divine, Debbie Harry, Ricki Lake and Jerry Stiller; written and directed by John Waters.

**Hail the conquering hero** : (DVD)

14351, ID 14351, DM

B&W 101 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series - A young man leaves his hometown to join the Marines and fight in World War II. A hay fever condition precludes him from serving and he is too ashamed to return home to his mother and the townspeople who sent him off to serve his country. A group of Marines come up with a plan and provide him with all he will need to present himself as a returning veteran. The young man returns home to a hero's welcome, but soon the fanfare made over him becomes too much, with statues erected and songs sung in his honor. He soon regrets ever trying to pull off the deception to the people he loves. Cast includes Eddie Bracken, Eila Raines, William Demarest, Raymond Walburn, Franklin Pangborn, Elizabeth Patterson, Bill Edwards. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

**Hail the conquering hero** : (DVD)

14351, ID 14351, DM

B&W 101 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series - A young man leaves his hometown to join the Marines and fight in World War II. A hay fever condition precludes him from serving and he is too ashamed to return home to his mother and the townspeople who sent him off to serve his country. A group of Marines come up with a plan and provide him with all he will need to present himself as a returning veteran. The young man returns home to a hero's welcome, but soon the fanfare made over him becomes too much, with statues erected and songs sung in his honor. He soon regrets ever trying to pull off the deception to the people he loves. Cast includes Eddie Bracken, Eila Raines, William Demarest, Raymond Walburn, Franklin Pangborn, Elizabeth Patterson, Bill Edwards. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.
Hairspray : (DVD) 16152,1D
COLOR 116 MIN NEW LINE C 2007
Tracy Turnblad is a teenage girl growing up in 1962 Baltimore, Maryland. Tracy loves to dance and dreams of dancing on the local TV dance show. Tracy is overweight and not one of the popular girls at her high school. Segregation is rampant and racial tension is simmering on the streets of Baltimore and when it boils over unrest abounds. Tracy and her friends plan to integrate the dance show, while the popular kids look to maintain the status quo. Music and dance moves the story along. Based on the screenplay by John Waters (c1988) and the musical stage play by Mark O'Donnell and Thomas Meehan (c2002). Cast includes John Travolta, Michelle Pfeiffer, Christopher Walken, Amanda Bynes, James Marsden. Queen Latifah, Brittany Snow, Zac Efron, Allison Janney, Jerry Stiller, Paul Dooley, Nikki Blonsky, John Waters. Music and lyrics by Scott Wittman and Chad St. John. Choreographed by Adam Shankman. This deluxe edition DVD version features widescreen letterbox presentation; Two vintage musical shorts featuring the Nicholas Brothers and "Hallelujah" co-star Nina Mae McKinney: "Pie, pie blackbird" with Eubie Blake and "The Black network;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Half Nelson : (DVD) 11860,1D
COLOR 107 MIN SONY PICTU 2007
A young white history teacher uses an edgy teaching style to inspire his inner-city students to think for themselves. Outside the classroom the teacher's life is spiraling out of control, he is in the midst of a full-blown drug addiction. One of his students witnesses her teacher hit rock bottom and an unlikely friendship is built out of their shared secret. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Shareeka Epps, Anthony Mackie. Written by Ryan Fleck and Anna Boden. Directed by Ryan Fleck. This DVD version features deleted and extended scenes; Film maker commentary; Rhymefest "Wanted" music video.

Halloween : 25th anniversary edition : (DVD) 12763,1D
12763,DM
COLOR 91 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1978
Considered one of the greatest horror movies ever made and the film that inspired countless knock-offs. Mike Myers escapes from a mental institution after being incarcerated for fifteen years after murdering his sister when he was six-years-old. His doctor and the local town sheriff hunt down Myers before he can kill again. Cast includes Donald Pleasence, Jamie Lee Curtis, P.J. Soles, Nancy Loomis. Written by John Carpenter and Debra Hill. Directed by John Carpenter. This two disc anniversary DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with John Carpenter, Jamie Lee Curtis, and producer Debra Hill; "Halloween: a cut above the rest" (87 min.) documentary featuring interviews with John Carpenter, Jamie Lee Curtis, Curtis, P.J. Soles and Debra Hill revisiting the original Michael Myers house; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; Radio spots; Poster and still gallery; Talent bios; DVD-Rom original screenplay; DVD-Rom. Screen saver; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Hamlet : (DVD) 09542,1D
09542,DM
COLOR 113 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2000
A contemporary adaptation of William Shakespeare's epic story of passion, betrayal, and revenge. The President of the Denmark Corporation is dead and his wife has remarried the man suspected of his murder. Her son Hamlet is troubled by his mother's actions. Based on the play by William Shakespeare. Cast includes Kenneth Branagh, Julie Christie, Billy Crystal, Charlton Heston, Derek Jacobi, Robin Williams, Kate Winslet, Gerard Depardieu, Jack Lemmon, Rufus Sewell. Adapted for the screen and directed by Kenneth Branagh.

Halloween : (William Shakespeare's Hamlet) : A Kenneth Branagh film : (DVD) 1829,1D
COLOR 242 MIN WARNER HOM 1996
Kenneth Branagh's adaptation of William Shakespeare's Hamlet. In this first-ever full-text film of William Shakespeare's work, the Prince of Denmark, Hamlet, returns home to find his father murdered and his mother remarried to the murderer, his uncle Claudius. Visited by what appears to be his father's ghost, Hamlet plots revenge on Claudius (the current king) for the murder of King Hamlet. Upset by Hamlet's apparent madness and his accidental killing of her father, Polonius, Hamlet's love interest Ophelia goes mad and drowns herself. Subsequently, Ophelia's brother Laertes challenges Hamlet and conspires with King Claudius to poison Hamlet during the swordfight. Meanwhile, war is brewing. Cast includes Kenneth Branagh,
Hangmen also die

Julie Christie, Billy Crystal, Charlton Heston, Derek Jacobi, Robin Williams, Kate Winslet, Gerard Depardieu, Jack Lemmon, Rufus Sewell. Music by Patrick Doyle. In Pace performed by Placido Domingo. Adapted for the screen and directed by Kenneth Branagh. This widescreen edition features an introduction by director and star Kenneth Branagh; Commentary by Kenneth Branagh and Shakespeare scholar Russell Jackson; Featurette To Be On Camera: A History with Hamlet; 1996 Cannes Film Festival promo; Shakespeare movies trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The handmaid’s tale: (Blu-ray Disc)

20336,ID
COLOR 109 MIN SHOUT FACT 1990

A feature film adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s novel. In the not-so-distant future, strong-willed and beautiful Kate possesses a precious commodity that most women have lost and most men want to control: fertility. Forced into a brain-washing boot camp that turns fertile women into surrogate mothers for social-elite men and their infertile wives, Kate thinks she’s made out well when she’s assigned to an eminent party leader. But when she learns that he’s sterile, she’s faced with an impossible choice: produce him an heir or die. Based on the novel by Margaret Atwood. Cast includes Natasha Richardson, Robert Duvall, Faye Dunaway, Aidan Quinn. Screenplay by Harold Pinter. Directed by Volker Schlondorff. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films — United States.; Dystopian films.; Science fiction films.; Infertility — Drama.; Man-woman relationships — Drama.; Misogyny — Drama.; Richardson, Natasha.; Atwood, Margaret, 1939-.; Pinter, Harold, 1930-2008.; Schlondorff, Volker

The handmaid’s tale: (DVD)

20335,ID
COLOR 109 MIN SHOUT FACT 1990

A feature film adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s novel. In the not-so-distant future, strong-willed and beautiful Kate possesses a precious commodity that most women have lost and most men want to control: fertility. Forced into a brain-washing boot camp that turns fertile women into surrogate mothers for social-elite men and their infertile wives, Kate thinks she’s made out well when she’s assigned to an eminent party leader. But when she learns that he’s sterile, she’s faced with an impossible choice: produce him an heir or die. Based on the novel by Margaret Atwood. Cast includes Natasha Richardson, Robert Duvall, Faye Dunaway, Aidan Quinn. Screenplay by Harold Pinter. Directed by Volker Schlondorff. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films — United States.; Dystopian films.; Science fiction films.; Infertility — Drama.; Man-woman relationships — Drama.; Misogyny — Drama.; Richardson, Natasha.; Atwood, Margaret, 1939-.; Pinter, Harold, 1930-2008.; Schlondorff, Volker

Hannah and her sisters

11537,ID
11537,DM
COLOR 107 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986

The Woody Allen collection Series - Hannah and her two sisters are the daughters of show-biz parents. Hannah has the most stable personal life of the three; she is a successful actress, wife, and mother. Her sisters depend on her stability for support, while also resenting her for achieving a balance in her life they are unable to. When Hannah's perfect world begins to unravel it is due to sibling sabotage. Hannah discovers she is as lost as everyone else and in order to save herself she may not be able to be the family's rock anymore. Cast includes Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Michael Caine, Barbara Hershey, Danny Wiest, Lloyd Nolan, Max von Sydow, Carrie Fisher. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Woman-woman relationships — Drama.; Sisters — Family relationships — Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Hard candy

12889,ID
12889,DM
COLOR 105 MIN LIONS GATE 2005

A teenage girl meets an older man at a coffee shop, the two had arranged the meeting on the internet. He is a fashion photographer and she is a school girl, they wind up going back to his house for drinks. She begins to strip for his camera, and the man cannot believe his good fortune. Soon his fantasy turns into a nightmare, the young girl takes control, constraining and torturing the man. She is looking for answers, believes he is a pedophile, and won't stop inflicting pain until he reveals his scandalous past. Cast includes Patrick Wilson, Ellen Page, Sandra Oh, Odessa Rae. Written by Brian Nelson. Directed by David Slade. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director David Slade and writer Brian Nelson; Commentary with actors Patrick Wilson and Ellen Page; Deleted and extended scenes; "Creating Hard candy" making-of documentary; "Controversial confection" minifeaturette; DVD-Rom production notebook; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films — United States.; Slade, David.
The harder they come

COLOR 93 MIN POLYGRAM V 1973
A struggling musician turns to crime to survive in the slums of Kingston, Jamaica, only to achieve commercial success with his reggae music. Cast includes Jimmy Cliff, Carl Bradshaw, Janet Bartley, Ras Daniel Hartman, Winston Stona, Basil Keene and Bobby Charlton; directed by Perry Henzell.

Feature films – United States.

Harold and Kumar go to White Castle

COLOR 90 MIN NEW LINE H 2004
A slapstick, drug humor laced comedy about two roommates with a case of the munchies, who set out to get something to eat and end up on an all-night adventure. The film is notable for having two Asian American actors in roles traditionally portrayed by white actors. Cast includes John Cho, Kal Penn, Neil Patrick Harris, Anthony Anderson, Fred Willard. Written by Jon Hurwitz and Hayden Schlossberg. Directed by Danny Leiner.

Feature films – United States.

Harold and Lillian: A Hollywood love story

COLOR 108 MIN COLUMBIA P 1979
The daughter of a deeply religious Midwestern business man runs away from home, while on a church-sponsored outing. The father desperate to find his daughter and bring her back home; hires a detective to track her down. No longer feeling he can trust the detective, but working with information garnered from his efforts, the father learns his daughter is making cheap sex films. The father decides to pose as a porno film producer casting a movie, in order to operate in the world she now lives and find her. Cast includes George C. Scott, Peter Boyle, Season Hubley. Written and directed by Paul Schrader. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English; subtitles: English, Japanese, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Harold and Maude

COLOR 91 MIN PARAMOUNT 1971
Harold is an alienated young man, bored with his privileged life, with an unhealthy fixation with death. Maude is an adventurous woman on the verge of her 80th birthday with a zest for life and living. The two meet at a funeral they are both crashing and form a tight bond that blossoms into a love affair. Their unique relationship shocks Harold's family, but in Maude, Harold finds the life and love he has long been missing. Cast includes Ruth Gordon, Bud Cort, Vivian Pickles, Cyril Cusack, Charles Tyner, Ellen Geer. Written by Colin Higgins. Songs by Cat Stevens. Directed by Hal Ashby. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen version; Dolby digital sound; two theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films – United States.

The Harold Lloyd comedy collection

For descriptions see individual titles:

The Harold Lloyd comedy collection. Vol. 1: (DVD)

B&W 465 MIN NEW LINE H 2005
The Harold Lloyd comedy collection Series - Hollywood legend Harold Lloyd is considered a master comedian; he was a box-office star during the Roaring Twenties and the king of daredevil comedy. This collection of his films was authorized and endorsed by the Lloyd estate. Volume one in this three volume collection includes on disc 1: Safety last! (1923, 73 min.) – An eastern westerner (1920, 24 min.) – Ask father (1919, 13 min.) – Girl shy (1924, 80 min.) – From hand to mouth (1919, 22 min.). Disc 2: The cat's paw (1934, 102 min.) – The Milky Way (1936, 88 min.) – Why worry? (1923, 63 min.). This two disc DVD collection features full frame presentation; Disc one includes commentary by Richard Correll on "Safety last!" Production gallery; Disc two includes featurette "Harold's Hollywood: Then and now;" Language: English Subtitles: Spanish.


The Harold Lloyd comedy collection. Vol. 2: (DVD)

B&W 466 MIN NEW LINE H 2005
The Harold Lloyd comedy collection Series - Hollywood legend Harold Lloyd is considered a master comedian; he was a box-office star during the Roaring Twenties and the king of daredevil comedy. This collection of his films was authorized and endorsed by the Lloyd estate. Volume two in this three volume collection includes on disc 1: The kid brother (1927, 82 min.) – Bumping into Broadway (1929, 26 min.) – The freshman (1925, 76 min.) – Billy Blazes, esq. (1919, 13 min.). Disc 2: Dr. Jack (1922 60 min.) – Feet first (1930, 91 min.) – Grandma's boy (1922, 56 min.) – Now or never (1921, 36 min.) – High and dizzy (1920, 26 min.). This two disc DVD collection features full frame presentation; Disc one includes commentary by Leonard Maltin and director Richard Correll and film historian Richard W. Barn on "The freshman," Production galleries; Disc two includes featurette "Scoring for comedies;" Production galleries; Language: English Subtitles: Spanish.


The Harold Lloyd comedy collection. Vol. 3: (DVD)

B&W 511 MIN NEW LINE H 2005
The Harold Lloyd comedy collection Series - Hollywood legend Harold Lloyd is considered a master comedian; he was a box-office star during the Roaring Twenties and the king of daredevil comedy. This collection of his films was authorized and endorsed by the Lloyd estate. Volume three in this three volume collection includes on disc 1: Speedy (1928, 86 min.) – Never
weaken (1921, 29 min.) – Haunted spooks (1920, 25 min.) – Hot water (1924, 60 min.) with alternate organ score; Disc 2: Movie crazy (1932, 96 min.) – Get out and get under (1920, 25 min.) – For heaven’s sake (1926, 58 min.) – Number please? (1920, 25 min.) – A sailor-made man (1921, 47 min.) – Among those present (1921, 35 min.) – I do (1921, 25 min.). This two-disc DVD collection features full frame presentation; Disc one includes commentary by Harold Lloyd’s granddaughter, author Annette A. Agostinelli and director David O. Selznick. Disc two includes “Speedy” and “Haunted spook.” Production gallery; Disc two includes featurette “Greenacres,” Production galleries; Language: English Subtitles: Spanish.


Harold Pinter’s the homecoming : (DVD) 09803.ID 09803.DM
COLOR 114 MIN KINO VIDEO 1973
The American Film Theatre Collection Two Series - A “situation tragedy” set in North London, revolving around the homecoming of the prodigal son and his wife to his childhood home. The all-male inhabitants of the home, who use violence to exert their power over one another, must deal with the woman who possesses an intelligence and sexuality foreign to the dynamics of the household. Cast includes Cyril Cusack, Vivien Merchant, Ian Holm, Terence Rigby, Michael Jayston, Paul Rogers. Written by Harold Pinter. Directed by Peter Hall. This DVD version features an interview with cinematographer David Watkins; theatrical trailer; “Harold Pinter and The Homecoming” an essay by Michael Feingold; The AFT Cinebill for “The Homecoming;” stills gallery; an interview with Edie Landau; “Ely Landau: In Front of the Camera:” AFT promotional reel - 1974; The American Film Theatre scrapbook; Letterbox presentation.


Harry Potter and the chamber of secrets : (DVD) 17448,ID
COLOR 161 MIN WARNER BRO 2002
Finds young wizard Harry and his friends Ron and Hermione facing new challenges during their second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry as they try to uncover a dark force that is terrorizing the school. Based on the novel by J.K. Rowling. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, Warwick Davis, Richard Griffiths, Richard Harris, Jason Isaacs, Alan Rickman, Fiona Shaw, Maggie Smith, Julie Walters. Directed by Chris Columbus. In English and Spanish with subtitles in English and Spanish; Closed-captioned.


Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows : (Part 1) : (DVD) 17452.ID
COLOR 146 MIN WARNER BRO 2011
Harry, Ron and Hermione set out to track down and destroy the secret to Voldemort’s power—the Horcruxes. On their own and on the run, the three must rely on one another more than ever...but dark forces threaten to tear them apart. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, Helena Bonham Carter, Robbie Coltrane, Ralph Fiennes, Michael Gambon, Brendan Gleeson, Richard Griffiths, John Hurt, Rhys Ifans, Jason Isaacs, Bill Nighy, Alan Rickman, Fiona Shaw, Timothy Spall, Imelda Staunton, David Thewlis. Directed by David Yates. In English or dubbed Spanish; with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows : (Part 2) : (DVD) 17453.ID
COLOR 130 MIN WARNER BRO 2011
In the epic finale, the battle between the good and evil forces of the wizarding world escalates into an all-out war. The stakes have never been higher and no one is safe. But it is Harry who may be called upon to make the ultimate sacrifice as he draws closer to the climactic showdown with Lord Voldemort. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, Helena Bonham Carter, Robbie Coltrane, Ralph Fiennes, Michael Gambon, John Hurt, Jason Isaacs, Kelly MacDonald, Gary Oldman, Alan Rickman, Maggie Smith, David Thewlis. Directed by David Yates. In English or dubbed Spanish, with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Harry Potter and the goblet of fire : (DVD) 16365,ID 16365,DM
COLOR 157 MIN WARNER HOM 2005
The fourth film in the Harry Potter series of films which adapts J.K. Rowlings novels about the young wizard Harry Potter and his adventures at the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Harry enters his fourth year at Hogwarts which proves to be filled with two major competitions in which Harry will star the Quidditch World Cup and the Triwizard Tournament. The Dark Lord Voldemort’s presence is felt throughout the story. Based on the novel by J.K. Rowling. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, Maggie Smith, Gary Oldman, Miranda Richardson, Ralph Fiennes, Alan Rickman, Michael Gambon, Jason Isaacs, Stasillan Ianevski, Robert Hardy. Screenplay by Steve Kloves. Directed by Mike Newell. This DVD version features widescreen letterbox presentation; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince : (DVD) 17451,ID
COLOR 153 MIN WARNER BRO 2009
Emboldened by the return of Lord Voldemort, the Death Eaters are wreaking havoc in both the Muggle and wizarding worlds. Hogwarts, once thought to be a safe haven, may no longer be safe. Harry suspects that new dangers may lie within the castle, but Dumbledore is more intent upon preparing him for the final battle that he knows is fast approaching. Harry will have to help his friends uncover a vital key to unlocking Voldemort’s defenses, a piece of information known only to Horace Slughorn, Hogwarts’ former Potions Professor. Dumbledore manipulates his old colleague into returning to his previous post with promises of more money, a bigger office and the chance to teach the famous Harry Potter. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, Helena Bonham Carter, Jim Broadbent, Robbie Coltrane, Michael Gambon, Alan Rickman, Maggie Smith, Timothy Spall, David Thewlis, David Bradley, Warwick Davis, Tom Felton, Gemma Jones, Helen McCrory, Natalia Tena, Julie Walters, Mark Williams, Bonnie Wright. Directed by David Yates. In English or dubbed Spanish, with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix : (DVD) 17450,ID
COLOR 139 MIN WARNER BRO 2007
Lord Voldemort has returned, but the ministry of Magic is doing everything it can to keep the wizarding world from knowing the truth. They appoint Ministry official Dolores Umbridge as the new Defense Against the Dark Arts professor at Hogwarts. When Umbridge refuses to teach practical defensive magic, Ron and Hermione convince Harry to secretly train a select group of students for the wizarding war that lies ahead. A terrifying showdown between good and evil awaits. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, Maggie Smith, Emma Thompson, Ralph Fiennes, Alan Rickman, Gary Oldman, Helena Bonham Carter, Imelda Staunton, Robbie Coltrane, Michael Gambon, Brandon Gleeson, Richard Griffiths, Jason Isaacs, Fiona Shaw, David Thewlis. Directed by David Yates. In English or dubbed Spanish, with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban : (DVD) 17449,ID
COLOR 161 MIN WARNER BRO 2004
Harry, Ron, and Hermione, now teenagers, return for their third year at Hogwarts. There they are forced to face escaped prisoner Sirius Black, who poses a great threat to Harry. Harry must overcome the threats of Dementors, outsmart a werewolf, and finally deal with the truth about Sirius and his relationship with his parents. Harry and friends master advanced magic classes, cross time barriers, and change the course of more than one life. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, Robbie Coltrane, Alan Rickman, Maggie Smith, Michael Gambon, David Thewlis, Gary Oldman. Directed by Alfonso Cuaron. In English or dubbed Spanish, with optional French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone : (DVD) 17447,ID 17447,DM
COLOR 152 MIN WARNER BRO 2001
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Based on the novel by J.K. Rowling. Cast includes Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, John Cleese, Robbie Coltrane, Warwick Davis, Richard Griffiths, Richard Harris, Ian Hart, John Hurt, Alan Rickman, Fiona Shaw, Maggie Smith, Julie Walters. Directed by Chris Columbus. In English and Spanish with subtitles in English and Spanish; Closed-captioned.


The hateful eight : (DVD) 19619,ID 19619,DM
COLOR 168 MIN THE WEINST 2015
A stagecoach hurtles through the wintry Wyoming landscape. Bounty hunter John Ruth and his fugitive Daisy race toward the town of Red Rock, where Ruth will bring Daisy to justice. Losing their lead on the blizzard, they seek refuge at Minnie's, a stagecoach stopover on a mountain pass. When they arrive at Minnie's, they are greeted not by the proprietor but by four unfriendly faces. As the storm overtakes the mountainside stopover, our travelers come to learn they may not make it to Red Rock. Cast includes Samuel L. Jackson, Kurt Russell, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Walton Goggins, Demian Bichir, Tim Roth, Michael Madsen, Bruce Dern, James Parks, Channing Tatum. Written and directed by Quentin Tarantino. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Beyond the Eight: a behind-the-scenes look; Sam Jackson's guide to glorious 70mm; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The haunting : (DVD) 11623,ID 11623,DM
B&W 112 MIN WARNER BRO 1963
A classic scary supernatural thriller which finds four people descending on Hill House, a 90-year-old mansion, to study its supernatural phenomena. The sinister house may have summoned one or more of them to do its evil bidding and all are in danger of never making it out alive. Based on the novel "The Haunting of Hill House" by Shirley Jackson. Cast includes Julie Harris, Claire Bloom, Richard Johnson, Russ Tamblyn. Screenplay by Nelson Gidding. Directed by Robert Wise. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Feature-length audio commentary by Cherie Gillet, Claire Bloom, Richard Johnson, Russ Tamblyn, Robert Wise, and Nelson Gidding; Still galleries; "Great Ghost Stories" essay; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


He got game : (GAME) 18133,ID 18133,DM
COLOR 136 MIN BUENA VIST 1998


He ran all the way : (He ran all the way home) : (DVD-PAL) 15216,ID
B&W 77 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1951
Nick Robey is a corrupt but somewhat sympathetic criminal who leads an abysmal life with his alcoholic mother. His friend Al pushes him into participating in a payroll holdup, but the whole affair is botched. Al is killed, a policeman is critically wounded,
and Nick just barely gets away. He tries to avoid suspicion by hiding behind a public pool wall, doing gook, and meets the meek and unattractive Peg Dobbs. After teaching her how to swim, Nick walks her home and forces her family, including parents and a younger brother, Tommy, to hide him from the police manhunt. Based on a novel by Sam Ross. Cast includes John Garfield, Shelley Winters, Wallace Ford, Selena Royle, and Bobby Hyatt. Screenplay by Guy Endore and Hugo Butler. Directed by John Berry. Language: French; Subtitles: English. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played on a Multi-Region machine.


Head : (DVD) 16980,1D
85 MIN CRITERION 1968
America lost and found : The BBS story (Criterion Collection Series - Running in from seemingly nowhere, Micky Dolenz, Davy Jones, Michael Nesmith & Peter Tork - better known collectively as "The Monkees" - disrupt a bridge opening ceremony. From Washington and why did they come to disrupt the proceedings? They were filming a series of vignettes in several different genres, including a wild west sequence, a desert war sequence, a Confederate war sequence, and a science fiction sequence. They disagree with much of what is happening around them, and try to figure out how to escape the oppression they feel - symbolized by a big black box in which they are seemingly imprisoned by the forces around. Cast also includes Timothy Carey; Annette Funicello; and Jack Nicholson. This special edition Criterion collection DVD version features chapter search; 1:78:1 ratio viewing (enhanced for 16:9 widescreen TVs); new, restored high-definition digital transfer; optional Dolby digital 5.1 soundtrack; audio commentary featuring the Monkees; new video interview with director Bob Rafelson; new documentary about BBS featuring critic David Thomon and historian Douglas Brinkley; screen tests with the Monkees; trailers and TV and radio spots; ephemera, including behind-the-scenes photos by Henry Diltz; and rare 1968 television interview with the Monkees. Directed, written and produced by Bob Rafelson. In English with English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired. Box set includes accompanying guide, "America lost and found: the BBS story," (111 p. : col. ill. ; 21 cm.) on file at the UCLA Instructional Media Collections and Services located in Powell Library room 46.


Head of state : (DVD) 16915,1D
COLOR 95 MIN DREAMWORKS 2003
A candidate is needed to run for President of the United States after the untimely death of the party frontrunner. A group of Washington powers brokers need a warm body to fill the vacant role. They pick someone who can't possibly win the election, an unknown small time African American politician from a down-and-out D.C. neighborhood. He agrees to run, but once in the race, decides to run on his own terms. His unorthodox campaign begins to appeal to the public and he starts to gain in the polls and on his way to making history. Cast includes Chris Rock, Bernie Mac, Dylan Baker, Nick Searcy, Lynn Whitfield, Robin Givens, Tamala Jones, James Rebhorn, Keith David, Written by Chris Rock and Ali LeRoi. Directed by Chris Rock. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Chris Rock; Picture gallery; "Road to the White House" the making of "Head of state"; Deleted scenes; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Heaters : (20th high school reunion edition) : (DVD) 14690,1D
COLOR 103 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1988
A master thief matches wits with a master police detective after the thief's crew robs a large bank. The police inspector has to cope with the violent nature of his work that is pulling him away from his family, while the thief is searching for a normal life in a world of violence and psychopaths. Cast includes Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Tom Sizemore, Diane Venora, Amy Brenneman, Ashley Judd, Mykelti Williamson, Wes Studi, Ted Levine, Jon Vought, Val Kilmer. Written and directed by Michael Mann.

Feature films – United States.

Heathers : (20th high school reunion edition) : (DVD) 09311,VH
COLOR 105 MIN TURNER HOM 1993
A colonial trader in turn-of-the-century Africa is sent up the Congo to re-in in a rogue trader at a remote trading station. Sea Captain Marlow penetrates the depths of the Congo's steaming jungles in pursuit of the mysterious Mr. Kurtz. Far from the sanctity of civilized society, Marlow and Kurtz face each other and the dark truth about man and themselves. Based on the novella by Joseph Conrad. Cast includes Tim Roth, Isaeac Bankole, James Fox, John Malkovich. Teleplay by Benedict Fitzgerald. Directed by Nicolas Roeg. Conrad's novella was the inspiration for the film "Apocalypse Now."

Feature films – United States.

Heathers : (20th high school reunion edition) : (DVD) 09226,ID
COLOR 171 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
A black comedy about a teenage outcast who takes out his anger on the powerful social clique known as the "Heathers." The new kid Jason Dean questions the social order of his new school, and his form of rebellion takes a deadly turn as Heathers begin to die. Veronica, once part of the popular clique, finds herself unwillingly in league with the young psychopath, and is forced to pick sides – should her loyalty be with her old friends she has grown beyond or the young man who is killing them off? Cast includes Winona Ryder, Christian Slater, Shannen Doherty. Written by Daniel Waters. Directed by Michael Lehmann. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Michael Lehmann, Producer Denise Di Novi, and Writer Daniel Waters; Featurette: Return to Westburg High; A 30-minute documentary "Swatch dogs and Diet Coke heads," with stars Winona Ryder, Christian Slater, Shannen Doherty, Lisa Ann Walter, Howard Deutch, Alex Winter, Mike Myers. This DVD features English, French, and Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; High school students – Drama.; Juvenile homicide – Drama.; Lehmann, Michael, 1957-.
Heidi : (DVD) 12001, ID
88 MIN 20TH CENTU 1937
Shirley Temple Collection Series - When her aunt tires of caring for her, orphan Heidi goes to live in the Alps with her gruff grandfather, who comes to adore her. Eventually placed with another family, Heidi fights to join her grandfather again. Cast includes Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher.
Screenplay by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson. Directed by Allan Dwan. This DVD version features both black and white and color viewing options; scene selection; special features.
Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.
Feature films – United States.; Orphans – Drama.; Grandfathers – Drama.; Mountain life – Switzerland – Drama.; Temple, Shirley, 1928-

The heiress : (DVD) 10282, VH
10282, DM
B&W 115 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1949
A feature film adaptation of Henry James' novel "Washington Square." The lone heir to a vast estate, Catherine Sloper is duped by a dashing fortune hunter who schemes to elope with her. She is threatened with disinheritance if she marries the man, but chooses love over money, only to have him desert her on the eve of their marriage. Seven years later he returns to her and the jilted Catherine plots her revenge. From the play and the novel by Henry James. Cast includes Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery Clift, Ralph Richardson, Miriam Hopkins, Mona Freeman, Vanessa Brown, Selena Royle. Written by Ruth and Augustus Goetz. Directed by William Wyler.
Feature films – United States.

The heiress : (DVD) 18365, ID
COLOR 116 MIN UNIVERSAL 1949
A wealthy girl falls in love with a penniless man her father is sure only wants her for her money. When she plans to elope, her father threatens to disinherit her. Will she still go through with the marriage? From the play by Ruth & Augustus Goetz & the novel "Washington Square" by Henry James. Cast includes Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery Clift, Ralph Richardson, Miriam Hopkins, Mona Freeman, Vanessa Brown, Selena Royle. Special features: introduction by "Turner Classic Movies" host and film historian Robert Osborne; theatrical trailer. Directed by William Wyler. In English with optional French subtitles or optional English subtitles for the hearing-impaired.

Held hostage : the Sis and Jerry Levin story : (DVD) 13995, ID
COLOR 90 MIN DIGIVIEW 1991
Based on a true story, an American CNN journalist on assignment in Beirut in 1984 is captured by terrorists. The State Department wants to keep it secret, but Jerry Levin's wife contacts the kidnappers herself. Cast includes Marlo Thomas, David Dukes, G.W. Bailey. Written by Anne Britanny. Directed by Roger Young. This DVD version includes full frame presentation; interactive menu; Language: English.

Heaven and earth : (DVD) 06460, VH
06460, DM 06460, VD
COLOR 140 MIN WARNER HOM 1993
A Vietnamese woman's painful odyssey from a peaceful childhood in a peasant village to a lifetime of upheaval both in Vietnam and the U.S.. She is caught between the forces of North and South in her native country, between the spiritual and the practical; between Vietnamese and American ways. Based on Le Ly Hayslip's "Child of War Woman of Peace" and "When Heaven and Earth Changed Places." Cast includes Joan Chen, Tommy Lee Jones, Haing S. Nor, Hiep Thi Le. Directed by Oliver Stone. Laser disc version revises the opening narration and some early scenes as they appeared in the theatrical version of the film.
Feature films – United States.; Vietnam War, 1961-1975 – Drama; Stone, Oliver

Heaven can wait 07216, VH
COLOR 101 MIN PARAMOUNT 1978
An overzealous angel accidentallysummons a man to Heaven too early. When the mistake is realized the man is given a second chance on earth, not in his original body – in someone else's body. The man had been a professional quarterback, his new body is an out of shape corporate giant. Back on earth the man tries to return to his old life, romance a beautiful woman, and escape being killed by the enemies of the man whose body he now inhabits. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Julie Christie, James Mason, Charles Grodin, Dyan Cannon, Buck Henry, Vincent Gardenia, and Jack Warden. Directed by Warren Beatty and Buck Henry.
Feature films – United States.

Heavenly : (DVD) 10863, VH
10863, DM
B&W 115 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1949
The heiress : (DVD) 10282, VH
10282, DM
B&W 115 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1949
A feature film adaptation of Henry James' novel "Washington Square." The lone heir to a vast estate, Catherine Sloper is duped by a dashing fortune hunter who schemes to elope with her. She is threatened with disinheritance if she marries the man, but chooses love over money, only to have him desert her on the eve of their marriage. Seven years later he returns to her and the jilted Catherine plots her revenge. From the play and the novel by Henry James. Cast includes Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery Clift, Ralph Richardson, Miriam Hopkins, Mona Freeman, Vanessa Brown, Selena Royle. Written by Ruth and Augustus Goetz. Directed by William Wyler.
Feature films – United States.

Held hostage : the Sis and Jerry Levin story : (DVD) 13995, ID
COLOR 90 MIN DIGIVIEW 1991
Based on a true story, an American CNN journalist on assignment in Beirut in 1984 is captured by terrorists. The State Department wants to keep it secret, but Jerry Levin's wife contacts the kidnappers herself. Cast includes Marlo Thomas, David Dukes, G.W. Bailey. Written by Anne Britanny. Directed by Roger Young. This DVD version includes full frame presentation; interactive menu; Language: English.

Hedwig and the angry inch : (DVD) 08923, ID
08923, DM
COLOR 91 MIN NEW LINE H 2001
Based on the New York live show, the film is the story of Hedwig, an East German immigrant and the recipient of a botched sex change operation, who comes to America to find fame, fortune, and his "other half." The ambitious glam-rocker tours the country on a parallel tour to a former protege who has stolen Hedwig's song, his image, and become a huge star. While the rock star plays huge arenas, Hedwig and his band play a string of family restaurants to a handful of bemused diners. Cast includes John Cameron Mitchell, Andrea Martin, Michael Pitt, Miriam Shor. Music, lyrics, and original score by Stephen Trask. Written for the screen and directed by John Cameron Mitchell. This DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen version; 5.1 Dolby digital and DTS surround sound; filmmaker commentary; deleted scenes with filmmaker commentary; feature-length documentary; "Whether You Like It Or Not: The Story of Hedwig:" select-a-song: song by song access to the film; cast and crew filmographies; theatrical trailer; DVD-ROM access to original theatrical website.
Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video; Adaptations; Musicals–United States; Film and video; Rock films–United States; Rock music–United States; Mitchell, John Cameron.

Hedwig; "select-a-song: song by song access to the film; cast
documentary: "Whether Y ou Like It Or Not: The Story of Hedwig;" select-a-song: song by song access to the film; cast
Hell or high water : (Blu-ray Disc) 20232,ID
COLOR 122 MIN LIONSGATE 2016
A divorced West Texas dad needs to raise money to pay off debt on his deceased parents' farm. He enlists his ex-con brother and they set off to rob a series of West Texas banks. The armed robberies are designed to get a small amount from each bank. The brothers have a schedule to keep on before the bank robberies are designed to get a small amount from each bank. 

Hell or high water : (DVD) 09701,ID
COLOR 94 MIN METRO-GOLD 1973
This sequel to "Black Caesar" sees Harlem tough guy Tommy Gibbs embroiled in a turf-war with the Mafia. The ultimate soul brother crime boss, Gibbs steals a ledger with the name of every crooked cop and official on the mob's payroll, and the mob wants it back. The violence explodes on the streets of Harlem, as Gibbs strikes back at the mob. Cast includes Fred Williamson, Julian W. Harris, Gloria Hendry, Margaret Avery, D'Urville Martin, Tony King, Gerald Gordon, Bobby Ramsen. Songs performed by Edwin Starr. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features trailer; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; subtitles: French and Spanish.

Hell's Angels 69 : (DVD) 11896,ID
COLOR 93 MIN GUILTY PL 1969
A late-Sixties biker film featuring members of the original Hell's Angels motorcycle club Oakland Chapter. Two well-to-do brothers join the Hell's Angels, submitting to the painful and violent initiation rites. Their plan is to infiltrate the gang as a cover to pull off a daring and crazy heist. When the Hell's Angels find out they have been used, they get mad and seek violet revenge. Cast includes Ton Stern, Jeremy Slate, Conny Van Dyke, Stave Sandor, Sonny Barger, Terry the Tramp, The Original Oakland Hell's Angels. Screenplay by Don Tait. Directed by Lee Madden. This DVD version features chapter search; Introduction and comedy commentary by Joe Bob Briggs; Conny Van Dyke "Message to her fans;" Liner note booklet; Conny Van dyke photo gallery; Original trailer.

Hells Angels on wheels : (DVD) 11897,ID
COLOR 95 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1967
A young gas-station attendant says good-bye to the boring world of the gas station and hits the road on his motorcycle. He joins up with the Hell’s Angels and blazes down the highway on a nonstop sex, drugs, and action journey. His new life spins out of control when he becomes involved with gang leader's beautiful girlfriend and he suffers the leader's wrath. The film features members of the notorious Northern California Hells Angels motorcycle club. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Adam Roarke, Sabrina Scharf, Jana Taylor, Richard Anders, John Ganwood, I.J. Jefferson, James Oliver. Written by R. Wright Campbell. Directed by Richard Rush. This DVD version features scene selection.

**Feature films – United States.**

**Hell or high water**
A lavishly epic that brings Homer's "Iliad" in a spectacular fashion to the screen. Brave warriors defend Troy from an onslaught of soldiers, the Trojan Horse lures Greek soldiers waiting to spring a surprise attack, and the story of the love between Queen Helen of Troy and Prince Paris that inflamed the world propels this Hollywood retelling. Cast includes Rossana Podesta, Jack Nans, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Stanley Baker, Niall MacGinnis, Robert Douglas, Torin Thatcher. Screenplay by John Twist and Hugh Gray. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Robert Wise. Before the feature on the tape are the behind-the-scenes documentaries: "Behind the Cameras: Don Juan/Models and Props;" "Helen" interview; original theatrical trailer; "Sounds of Homeric Troy" the overture is as aptly rendered as the surviving source materials allows.

**Helm of Troy**
Based on the true story of an American war hero during World War II. An American G.I. of Spanish descent, but raised by a Japanese-American family, uses his facility with the Japanese language to persuade Japanese soldiers to give-up. Nightly he snuck behind enemy lines to encourage nearly defeated Japanese soldiers to surrender bringing in a total of some 2,000 prisoners single handedly and winning the Silver Star. Cast includes Jeffery Hunter, David Janssen, Vic Damone, Patricia Owens, Richard Eyre, John Larch, Susse Hayakawa. Story by Gil Doul. Written by Ted Sherdeman and Walter Rober Schmidt. Directed by Phil Karlson.

**Hell up in Harlem**
Two trouble shooting cops investigating a murder in Harlem (New York, N.Y.) an attempt to solve a murder mystery by using the power of the mob's payroll, and the mob wants it back. The violence explodes on the streets of Harlem, as Gibbs strikes back at the mob. Cast includes Fred Williamson, Julian W. Harris, Gloria Hendry, Margaret Avery, D'Urville Martin, Tony King, Gerald Gordon, Bobby Ramsen. Songs performed by Edwin Starr. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features trailer; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; subtitles: French and Spanish.

**Hell's Angels**
A lavish epic that brings Homer's "Illiad" in a spectacular fashion to the screen. Brave warriors defend Troy from an onslaught of soldiers, the Trojan Horse lures Greek soldiers waiting to spring a surprise attack, and the story of the love between Queen Helen of Troy and Prince Paris that inflamed the world propels this Hollywood retelling. Cast includes Rossana Podesta, Jack Nans, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Stanley Baker, Niall MacGinnis, Robert Douglas, Torin Thatcher. Screenplay by John Twist and Hugh Gray. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Robert Wise. Before the feature on the tape are the behind-the-scenes documentaries: "Behind the Cameras: Don Juan/Models and Props;" "Helen" interview; original theatrical trailer; "Sounds of Homeric Troy" the overture is as aptly rendered as the surviving source materials allows.

**Helm of Troy**
Based on the true story of an American war hero during World War II. An American G.I. of Spanish descent, but raised by a Japanese-American family, uses his facility with the Japanese language to persuade Japanese soldiers to give-up. Nightly he snuck behind enemy lines to encourage nearly defeated Japanese soldiers to surrender bringing in a total of some 2,000 prisoners single handedly and winning the Silver Star. Cast includes Jeffery Hunter, David Janssen, Vic Damone, Patricia Owens, Richard Eyre, John Larch, Susse Hayakawa. Story by Gil Doul. Written by Ted Sherdeman and Walter Rober Schmidt. Directed by Phil Karlson.

**Hell up in Harlem**
Two trouble shooting cops investigating a murder in Harlem (New York, N.Y.) an attempt to solve a murder mystery by using the power of the mob's payroll, and the mob wants it back. The violence explodes on the streets of Harlem, as Gibbs strikes back at the mob. Cast includes Fred Williamson, Julian W. Harris, Gloria Hendry, Margaret Avery, D'Urville Martin, Tony King, Gerald Gordon, Bobby Ramsen. Songs performed by Edwin Starr. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features trailer; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; subtitles: French and Spanish.

**Hell's Angels**
A lavish epic that brings Homer's "Illiad" in a spectacular fashion to the screen. Brave warriors defend Troy from an onslaught of soldiers, the Trojan Horse lures Greek soldiers waiting to spring a surprise attack, and the story of the love between Queen Helen of Troy and Prince Paris that inflamed the world propels this Hollywood retelling. Cast includes Rossana Podesta, Jack Nans, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Stanley Baker, Niall MacGinnis, Robert Douglas, Torin Thatcher. Screenplay by John Twist and Hugh Gray. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by Robert Wise. Before the feature on the tape are the behind-the-scenes documentaries: "Behind the Cameras: Don Juan/Models and Props;" "Helen" interview; original theatrical trailer; "Sounds of Homeric Troy" the overture is as aptly rendered as the surviving source materials allows.

**Helm of Troy**
Based on the true story of an American war hero during World War II. An American G.I. of Spanish descent, but raised by a Japanese-American family, uses his facility with the Japanese language to persuade Japanese soldiers to give-up. Nightly he snuck behind enemy lines to encourage nearly defeated Japanese soldiers to surrender bringing in a total of some 2,000 prisoners single handedly and winning the Silver Star. Cast includes Jeffery Hunter, David Janssen, Vic Damone, Patricia Owens, Richard Eyre, John Larch, Susse Hayakawa. Story by Gil Doul. Written by Ted Sherdeman and Walter Rober Schmidt. Directed by Phil Karlson.

**Hell up in Harlem**
Two trouble shooting cops investigating a murder in Harlem (New York, N.Y.) an attempt to solve a murder mystery by using the power of the mob's payroll, and the mob wants it back. The violence explodes on the streets of Harlem, as Gibbs strikes back at the mob. Cast includes Fred Williamson, Julian W. Harris, Gloria Hendry, Margaret Avery, D'Urville Martin, Tony King, Gerald Gordon, Bobby Ramsen. Songs performed by Edwin Starr. Written and directed by Larry Cohen. This DVD version features trailer; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; subtitles: French and Spanish.
The Help : (DVD) 16038.ID
COLOR 146 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2011
In 1960s Mississippi, Skeeter, a southern society girl, returns from college determined to become a writer, but turns her friends’ lives, and a small Mississippi town, upside down when she decides to interview the black women who have spent their lives taking care of prominent southern families. Ableene, Skeeter’s best friend’s housekeeper, is the first to open up, to the dismay of her friends in the tight-knit black community. The cast includes Viola Davis, Jessica Chastain, Bryce Dallas Howard, Allison Janney, Octavia Spencer and Emma Stone. Directed by Tate Taylor. The special features on this DVD include: Deleted scenes; Still Gallery; Theatrical trailers; Portrait, the Making of; Feature films – United States.; Friendship – Drama.; African American women – Drama.; African American women household employees – Drama.; Housekeepers – Mississippi – Drama.; Jackson (Miss.) – Drama.; Stockett, Kathryn – Film adaptations.; Taylor, Tate.

Helter skelter murders : (the other side of madness) : (DVD) 11614.ID
COLOR 81 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1971
A film about the infamous Manson family murders at the Tate-LaBianca house that shocked Hollywood and the world. The movie was filmed as the preliminary trial of the Manson family members was still in progress, with some sequences filmed with family members at the Spahn Ranch. Cast includes Brian Kline, Kinkett, Paula Shaw, Linda Van Compernolle, Debbie Duff, Phyllis Estes, Gary Donaldson, Richard Kaplan, Ray Pitts. Screenplay by Ron Shepherd. Songs written and performed by Charlie Manson. Directed by Frank Howard. This DVD version features scene selection. Feature films – United States.; Murder – California – Drama.; Manson, Charles, 1934-.

Henry : portrait of a serial killer : (DVD) 16229.ID
COLOR 8 MIN MPI MEDIA 1990
Based on true events, John McNaughton’s film follows Henry’s senseless killing sprees. Ex-convict Otis invites Henry to share his Chicago apartment and he becomes involved in Henry’s killing spree. Lauren Keats comes to visit her brother and she is fascinated with Henry and thinks his life resembles hers. The cast includes Michael Rooker, Tom Towles and Tracy Arnold. Directed by John McNaughton. The special features on this DVD include: Still Gallery; Theatrical trailers; Portrait, the Making of Henry documentary; The Serial Killers; Henry Lee Lucas documentary; Deleted scenes and outtakes with commentary by John McNaughton; Original storyboards. Language: English. Feature films – United States.; Brothers and sisters – Drama.; Serial murders – Drama.; Ex-convicts – Illinois – Chicago – Drama.; Roommates – Illinois – Chicago – Drama.; McNaughton, John.

Her : (Blu-ray Disc) 18455.ID
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 2014
A lonely writer develops an unlikely relationship with his newly purchased operating system that’s designed to meet his every need. Cast includes Joaquin Phoenix, Lynn Adrianna, Lisa Renee Pitts, Gabe Gomez, Chris Pratt, Amy Adams, Scarlett Johansson, Artt Butler, May Lindstrom, Rooney Mara. Written and directed by Spike Jonze. This Blu-ray disc version includes A short film by Lance Bangs: “The untitled Rick Howard project: Creating Her”; “Love in the modern Age: Intimate Conversations about love and relationships in our time”; “How do you share your life with somebody”; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Computers; Computers and civilization; Feature films – United States.; Information technology; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Communication and technology; Science fiction films.; Romance – Drama.; Jonze, Spike.

Her : (DVD) 18456.ID
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 2014
A lonely writer develops an unlikely relationship with his newly purchased operating system that’s designed to meet his every need. Cast includes Joaquin Phoenix, Lynn Adrianna, Lisa Renee Pitts, Gabe Gomez, Chris Pratt, Amy Adams, Scarlett Johansson, Artt Butler, May Lindstrom, Rooney Mara. Written and directed by Spike Jonze. This DVD version includes A short film by Lance Bangs: “The untitled Rick Howard project: creating Her”; “Love in the modern age: intimate conversations about love and relationships in our time”; “How do you share your life with somebody”; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Computers; Computers and civilization; Feature films – United States.; Information technology; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Communication and technology; Science fiction films.; Romance – Drama.; Jonze, Spike.

Hercules : (DVD) 15223.ID
COLOR 93 MIN BUENA VIST 1997
Walt Disney Classic Gold Collection Series - A Disney animated feature film. Taken from the gods as a newborn, adopted on earth, Hercules becomes an awkward, teenage pillar of strength. Trying to fit in, he discovers his dad is Zeus and home is Mount Olympus – if he can become a true hero. Hercules teams with baby girl Pegasus, the flying stallion, and Phil, a feisty personal trainer, for the mission. But it’s no easy task as he must match wits with Grecian beauty Meg and a comical hothead named Hades. With the help of Pain and Panic, Hades plans to rule the universe with only Hercules standing in his way. Features the voices of Tate Donovan, Danny DeVito, and James Woods. Music and original score by Alan Menken. Lyrics by David Zippel. Screenplay by John Musker and Ron Clements, Bob Shaw and Donald McEnery, and Irene Mecchi. Directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. This widescreen edition features ‘The Making of Hercules’ featurette: Languages: English, French, and Spanish audio tracks; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing. Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.; Teenagers – Drama.; Heroes – Drama.; Coming of age – Drama.; Muscle strength – Drama.; Mythology, Greek – Drama.; Heroes – Mythology – Drama.; Hercules (Roman mythology) – Drama.; Hercules (Greek mythology) – Drama.; Musker, John.; Clements, Ron.

Hester Street 01646.VH
B&W 89 MIN VESTRON VI 1974
Set in the melting pot of New York’s Lower East Side, tells the story of the trials encountered by a young immigrant couple as they discard their old world traditions and adjust to life in America. When Gitl joins her husband at Ellis Island, she finds that he has already become assimilated, forsaking old customs and falling in love with an American woman. The manner in which Gitl resolves her problems reflects the struggles of immigrants to adapt to their new country. Directed by Joan Micklin Silver. Feature films – United States.; Immigrants–United States.; Silver, Joan Micklin

Hester Street 90033.VH
B&W 89 MIN VESTRON VI 1974
Set in the melting pot of New York’s Lower East Side, tells the story of the trials encountered by a young immigrant couple as they discard their old world traditions and adjust to life in America. When Gitl joins her husband at Ellis Island, she finds that he has already become assimilated, forsaking old customs and falling in love with an American woman. The manner in which Gitl resolves her problems reflects the struggles of immigrants to adapt to their new country. Directed by Joan Micklin Silver. Feature films – United States.; Immigrants–United States.; Silver, Joan Micklin.
**Hidden figures**

**(Blu-ray Disc)**

20233, ID

COLOR 127 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2016

As the United States raced against Russia to put a man in space, NASA found untapped talent in a group of African-American female mathematicians that served as the brains behind one of the greatest operations in U.S. history. Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, and Katherine Johnson crossed all gender, race, and professional lines while their brilliance and desire to dream big, beyond anything ever accomplished before by the human race, firmly cemented them in U.S. history as true American heroes. Based on the book by Margot Lee Shetterly.


**Hidalgo**

**(DVD)**

120023, ID

COLOR 136 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2004

In the 1890's Frank T. Hopkins, a former U.S. Cavalry dispatch rider who is haunted by memories of what he saw at the battle of Wounded Knee, and his mustang Hidalgo, are performing in Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, billed as the greatest horse and rider the West has ever known. This leads them to be invited to run in the 3,000 mile endurance race across the Middle Eastern desert, the Ocean of Fire, by one of the leading Arabian Sheiks. The race soon becomes not only a matter of pride and honor for Frank, but a race for his very survival as he and his horse attempt the impossible. Cast includes Viggo Mortensen, Omar Sharif, Said Taghmaoui. Music by James Newton Howard. Directed by Joe Johnston. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Sand & Celluloid" enhanced computer feature; Scene selection; Language: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Endurance riding (Horsemanship) – Drama.; Mustang – Drama.; Middle Eastern; American;

**Hidden figures**

**(DVD)**

20233, ID

COLOR 127 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2016

As the United States raced against Russia to put a man in space, NASA found untapped talent in a group of African-American female mathematicians that served as the brains behind one of the greatest operations in U.S. history. Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, and Katherine Johnson crossed all gender, race, and professional lines while their brilliance and desire to dream big, beyond anything ever accomplished before by the human race, firmly cemented them in U.S. history as true American heroes. Based on the book by Margot Lee Shetterly.

Cast includes Taraji P. Henson, Octavia Spencer, Janelle Monae, Kevin Costner, Kirsten Dunst, Jim Parsons, Mahershala Ali, Aldis Hodge, Glen Powell, Kimberly Quinn, Olek Krupa. Screenplay by Alison Schroeder and Theodore Melfi. Directed by Theodore Melfi. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "It all adds up: the making of 'Hidden figures’’;" No limits – the life of Katherine Johnson”; "The right people for the job”; Recreating an era; “A spiritual journey – the music of the film”; "Moving the decimal – honoring Katherine Johnson”; Deleted scenes; Filming in Georgia; Audio commentary by director Theodore Melfi and Taraji P. Henson; Gallery; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Hester street**

**(DVD)**

10724, ID

B&W 90 MIN HOME VISIÓN 1975

An immigrant story set in the melting pot of New York's Lower East Side in the 1890's. A young Jewish couple encounters trials and tribulations as they discard their old world traditions and adjust to life in America. When the young wife, Gitl, joins her husband at Ellis Island, it is evident that he is a different person, he has already become assimilated, forsaking old customs and falling in love with an American woman. The manner in which Gitl resolves her problems reflects the struggle of immigrants to adapt to their new country. From the story by Abraham Cahan.

Cast includes Carol Kane, Steven Keats, Mel Howard, Dorrie Kavanaugh, Doris Roberts. Written and directed by Joan Micklin Silver. This DVD version features Audio commentary by director Joan Micklin Silver and producer Raphael Silver; Interviews with Joan Micklin Silver, Raphael Silver, Carol Kane, Doris Roberts; Excerpt from "Heritage: Civilization and the Jews,” the award-winning documentary series about Jewish history and culture; Liner notes by Victoria A. Brownworth and Judith M. Redding, authors of "Film Fatales;” In English and Yiddish with English subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Immigrants–United States; Silver, Joan Micklin.

**The hi-line**

**(DVD)**

16348, ID 16348, DM

COLOR 93 MIN RAZOR DIGI 1999

A young woman's life is turned upside down, when a young man comes to town with information about who she really is. The young man has a letter from a man who confesses to be the girl's father and provides information about her real mother. Her parents are forces to admit that did receive her from a woman to raise as their own. The young woman and the man go in search of her real mother, who is a Blackfoot woman living in the "Hi-Line,” a desolate area in Montana. Cast includes Rachael Leigh Cook, Ryan Alosio, Tantoo Cardinal, Margot Kidder, Stuart Margolin, Rainer Judd. Written and directed by Ron Judkins. This DVD version features behind the scenes featurette; Deleted scenes with director commentary; Interview with Rachael and her mother.

High ground : (DVD)  
17247,JD  
COLOR 97 MIN VIRGIL FIL 2012  
Eleven wounded U.S. veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, each, dealing with different issues and looking to move on with their lives. They join an expedition to climb the 20,000 foot Himalayan giant Mount Lobuche. Led by blind adventurer Erik Weihenmayer and a team of Mt. Everest summiters as their guides, they set out on an emotional and gripping climb to reach the top and heal the emotional and physical wounds of the longest war in U.S. history. Special features on the DVD include director's commentary; trailers; deleted scenes. Directed by Michael Brown. In English.  

High noon : (DVD)  
08233,VH  
B&W 85 MIN ARTISAN EN 1952  

High noon : (DVD)  
10002,JD  
10002,DM  
B&W 85 MIN REPUBLIC P 1952  
The classic tale of an aging lawman who stands alone to defend a town of righteouse cowns. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Grace Kelly, Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Bridges, Kathy Jurado, Otto Kruger, Lon Chaney, Henry Morgan, Lee Van Cleef. Screenplay by Carl Foreman. Directed by Fred Zinnemann. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; digitally remastered and restored audio; "The Making of High Noon" hosted by Leonard Maltin includes on-camera interviews with actor Lloyd Bridges, director Fred Zinnemann and producer Stanley Kramer and production stills; commentary with Maria Cooper-Janis, Jonathan Foreman, Tim Zinnemann, and John Ritter; Original, never-before-seen "Behind High Noon" documentaries, on-screen interviews with Maria Cooper-Janis (Gary Cooper's daughter), Tim Zinnemann (Fred Zinnemann's son), Johnathan Foreman (Carl Foreman's son) and Prince Albert of Monaco (Grace Kelly's son); Radio broadcast with ten Ritter; trailers.  
Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.  

High school musical 2 : extended edition : (DVD)  
13689,ID  
13689,DM  
COLOR 111 MIN WALT DISNE 2007  
The second film in the popular High School Musical series of Disney films. The students of East High sing and dance in celebration of youth. Its summer time and the kids from East High need summer jobs in order to have a great summer. Two of the kids find jobs at the local country club exposing them to a life of privilege they have never experienced. The close group of friends may begin to unravel as they continue to grow up and gain new life experiences. Still the one thing that always remains the same is the ability to dance and sing. Cast includes Zac Efron, Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Tisdale, Lucas Grabeel, Corbin Bleu, Monique Coleman. Written by Peter Barsocchini. Directed by Kenny Ortega. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Exclusive music scenes; Sing along feature; Behind-the-scenes featurette.  

High school musical 3 : senior year : (DVD)  
13690,ID  
13690,DM  
COLOR 112 MIN WALT DISNE 2008  
The third film in the popular High School Musical series of Disney films. The students of East High sing and dance in celebration of youth. This is the senior year for the group of friends that have grown up together sharing laughs and tears; and love and joy. They want to make their senior year something to remember so they put on a spring musical reflecting their hopes and fear about the future. Cast includes Zac Efron, Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Tisdale, Lucas Grabeel, Corbin Bleu, Monique Coleman. Written by Peter Barsocchini. Directed by Kenny Ortega. This DVD version features cast goodbyes - the cast of HSM 3 bids an emotional farewell to East High.  

High school musical : encore edition : (DVD)  
13700,ID  
13700,DM  
COLOR 98 MIN WALT DISNE 2006  
A Disney musical set in high school. Two of East High's most popular students go against the accepted norm and try out for the school's musical. The basketball star and one of the schools top academics share a love of singing and dancing and secretly try out for the leads in the musical. The two follow their dreams and help their friends learn about acceptance, teamwork, and being yourself. Cast includes Zac Efron, Vanessa Anne Hudgens, Ashley Tisdale, Lucas Grabeel, Alyson Reed, Corbin Bleu, Monique Coleman, Bart Johnson, Olesya Rulin, , Alyson Reed, Chris Warren, Jr., Ryne Sanborn. Written by Peter Barsocchini. Directed by Kenny Ortega. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Learning the moves featurette led by director/choreographer Kenny Ortega; Music video "I can't take my eyes off of you;" Music video "We're all in this together;" Behind-the-scenes featurette.  

Higher learning  
07877,VH  
COLOR 127 MIN COLUMBIA P 1994  
Three first term college freshmen experience life on campus. They are exposed to situations that force them to deal with issues of race, diversity, and sexual identity. The personal becomes political and tension builds on campus culminating in gunfire ringing through the halls of academia. Cast includes Ice Cube, Jennifer Connelly, Kristy Swanson, Omar Epps, Michael Rapaport, Laurence Fishburne, Tyra Banks. Music by Stanley Clarke. Written and directed by John Singleton.  

Highlander : (Blu-ray Disc)  
18485,ID  
COLOR 116 MIN LIONSGATE 1986  
Sword and sorcery drama about immortal Scotsmen from the 16th century battling for supremecy in modern day New York City. Cast includes Sean Connery, Christopher Lambert, Roxanne Hart, Clancy Brown. Special features: director's cut featuring extra footage, audio commentary with director Russell Mulcahy and producers Peter S. Davis and William N. Panzer, original theatrical trailers, talent bio, deleted scenes. Directed by Russell Mulcahy. In English with optional French soundtrack; closed-captioned.  
In 1536, after facing a mysterious, evil opponent, he survives a fatal stab wound and is banished from his village, for they believe his survival is the work of the Devil. Five years later, Macleod is met by Juan Sanchez Villa-Lobos Ramirez, a Spanish swordsman who teaches Macleod the awful truth; he is immortal, one of a race of many who can only die when the head is cut from the body. When one immortal takes the head of another, the loser’s power is absorbed into the winner. Ramirez teaches Macleod the ways of the sword, until Ramirez is tragically killed. Macleod the ways of the sword, until Ramirez is tragically killed.

The final fight is about to begin, and in the end, there can be only one. Cast includes Christopher Lambert, Roxanne Hart, Clancy Brown, Sean Connery. Song and additional music by Queen. Screenplay by Gregory Widen, Peter Bellwood, and Larry Ferguson. Directed by Russell Mulcahy. This widescreen, director's cut edition features six minutes of extra footage; audio commentary with director Russell Mulcahy and producers Peter S. Davis and William N. Panzer; Original theatrical trailers; Talent bios; Link to Highlander website; Language: English and French audio tracks; English Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

His girl friday
07076,VH 07076,DM 92MIN GOODTIMES 1940
A screwball comedy with a madcap murder plot at its center. An ace reporter and her conniving city editor, which happens to be her ex-husband, bump heads as they cover the story. A frantically paced free-spirited romantic romp. Cast includes Rosalind Russell, Cary Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Gene Lockhart. Directed by Howard Hawks.

His girl Friday : (DVD)
14176,1D 14176,DM 91MIN TRIAD PROD 1939
A screwball comedy with a madcap murder plot at its center. An ace reporter and her conniving city editor, which happens to be her ex-husband, bump heads as they cover the story. A frantically paced free-spirited romantic romp. Cast includes Cary Grant, Rosalind Russell, Ralph Bellamy, Gene Lockhart, Helen Mack, Porter Hall. Screenplay by Charles Lederer. Based on the play "The Front Page" by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version features scene selection; Language: English.

Hitler's daughter
08534,VH 88MIN PARAMOUNT 1990
A White House press aide discovers evidence that one of three influential women that will rise to power in the next presidential election is the daughter of Adolf Hitler. Before he can determine which one is Hitler's daughter, people begin to turn up dead, and the press aide must rush against the brutal conspiracy to expose the heiress of the world's most evil legacy. Cast includes Patrick Cassidy, Melody Anderson, Veronica Cartwright, Kay Lenz, Carolyn Dunn, Lindsay Merrithew, George R. Robertson. Based on the novel by Timothy B. Bentford. Teleplay by Sherman Gray and Christopher Canaan. Directed by James A. Contner.

The hitch-hiker: (DVD)
17100,1D 70MIN ALPHA VIDE 1952
The story of two vacationing family men on a fishing trip who make the deadly mistake of picking up a psychopathic hitchhiker. Cast includes Edmond O'Brien, Frank Lovejoy, William Talman, Jose Torvay, Sam Hayes, Wendel Niles, Jean Del Val, Clark Howat and Natividad Vacio. Screenplay by Collier Young and Ida Lupino. Directed by Ida Lupino. In English.

The hobbit : the battle of the five armies : (DVD)
19281,1D 144MIN WARNER HOM 2014
The third film in Peter Jacksons adaptation of The Hobbit and the sixth film in Jacksons series of films based on J.R.R. Tolkien novels. The epic conclusion to the adventures of Bilbo Baggins. The dragon Smaug rains his fiery wrath down upon the defenseless men, women, and children of Lake-town. Obsessed above all else with his reclaimed treasure, Thorin sacrifices friendship and honor to hoard it as Bilbo attempts to make him see reason. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Ian McKellen, Martin Freeman, Richard Armitage, Evangeline Lilly, Luke Evans, Lee Pace, Benedict Cumberbatch, Ken Stott, Aidan Turner, Dean O’Gorman, Billy Connolly, Graham McTavish, James Nesbitt, Stephen Fry, Ryan Gage, Cate Blanchett, Ian Holm, Christopher Lee, Hugo Weaving, Orlando Bloom, Mikhail Persbrandt, Sylvester McCoy, Peter Hambleton, John Callen, Mark Hadlow, Jed Brophy, William Kircher, Stephen Hunter, Adam Brown, John Bell, Manu Bennett, John Tui. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Peter Jackson, and Guillermo Del Toro. Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc special edition DVD version features letterboxed widescreen presentation; Reciting the five armies; Completing Middle-Earth; The last goodbye music video; New Zealand: home of Middle-Earth - part 3; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French,
Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States:** Feature films – New Zealand; Imaginary wars and battles – Drama; Middle Earth (Imaginary place) – Fiction; Hobbits (Fictitious characters) – Drama; Middle Earth (Imaginary place) – Drama; Tolkien, J.R.R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973; Fantasy films.; Jackson, Peter, 1961-; Tolkien, J.R.R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973 – Film adaptations.; Baggins, Bilbo (Fictitious character) – Drama.

**The holiday : (DVD)**

18674,ID
18674,DM
COLOR 136 MIN SONY PICTU 2007

Amanda lives in Los Angeles and is a movie trailer editor. Iris lives in Surrey, England and is a journalist. The two live five thousand miles apart and have never met, but both are dealing with the same problem: men. Amanda just broke up with her cheating boyfriend. Iris has pined for her ex. Amanda comes upon a website that advocates home exchange and the two decide to swap houses for two weeks at Christmas - both with a goal to forget their troubled love lives. Love ends up finding them anyways. Amanda starts a romance with Iris’s older brother, Graham, a book editor and Iris starts a romance with a friend of Amanda’s, movie composer Miles. With new found romance, both their lives change forever. Cast includes Cameron Diaz, Kate Winslet, Jude Law, Jack Black, Eli Wallach, Edward Burns, Rufus Sewell. Special features: Optional audio commentary with Nancy Meyers & cast; Foreign exchange: the making of ‘The Holiday.’ Directed by Nancy Meyers. English or dubbed French dialogue; optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


**Holiday : (DVD)**

17498,ID
17498,DM
B&W 96 MIN SONY PICTU 1938

A handsome financer finally finds the right woman for him and they becoming engaged. She is the daughter of a millionaire and the woman and her father have it all figured out that the man will come to work for her father at his bank. The man begins to wonder if he is getting into more than he bargained. It becomes more complicated when his fiancee’s more down-to-earth younger sister begins to develop feelings towards the man and he begins to wonder if he is marrying the right sister. Based on the play by Philip Barry. Cast includes Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Doris Nolan, Lew Ayres, Edward Everett Horton, Henry Kolker, Binnie Barnes, Jean Dixon, Henry Daniell. Screenplay by Donald Ogden Stewart and Sidney Buchman. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features full screen presentation; "Cary at Columbia" featurette; Deleted scene photographs; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Korean, Portuguese, and Spanish.


**Hollywood shuffle : (DVD)**

10320,ID
10320,DM
COLOR 81 MIN METRO-GOLD 1987

Robert Townsend, an African American actor, was tired of the lack of substantial roles for African Americans actors. So he wrote and directed this satire of the state of Hollywood for actors of colors at the time. Townsend stars as Bobby Taylor, an actor, who dreams of landing a role, only to discover the best black roles are usually jive-talkin' gangstas or rapists. The film mercilessly spoofs Hollywood. Cast includes Robert Townsend, Keenen Ivory Wayans, and The Hollywood Shuffle Players. Written and directed by Robert Townsend. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

- African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

**Holy smoke : (DVD)**

12620,ID
12620,DM
COLOR 114 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1999

A beautiful young girl falls under the influence of a religious guru while travelling in India. Her parents are desperate to get their daughter back so they hire a macho no nonsense cult deprogrammer to save her. The deprogrammer and the young woman match wits in a remote desert hideaway. She has an iron will and no desire to renounce the guru, he may have met his match, but his ego won’t let him give up, he is also extremely attracted to the young woman’s unwavering conviction. Cast includes Kate Winslet, Harvey Keitel, Pam Grier. Written by Anna Campion and Jane Campion. Directed by Jane Campion. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English and French; Subtitles: French.

- Feature films – Australia.; Feature films – United States.; Campion, Jane, 1954-
Home for the holidays : (DVD) 13893,ID 13893,DM
COLOR 103 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
Claudia Larson is a divorced single mom who just lost her job and now has to fly home for the traditional family Thanksgiving in Baltimore. From the plane, she calls for reinforcements—and her brother Tommy makes it down from Boston with a little surprise: a handsome friend named Leo. Between dropping the turkey in the sister's lap and a few fist fights on the front lawn, Claudia and Tommy recapture their childhood and Claudia and Leo explore the sweet possibility of romance. Cast includes Holly Hunter, Robert Downey, Jr., Anne Bancroft, Dylan McDermott, Geraldine Chaplin, Steve Guttenberg, Claire Danes, Cynthia Stevenson, Charles Durning. Based on a short story by Chris Radant. Screenplay by W.D. Richter. Directed by Jodie Foster. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director Jodie Foster; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Home of the brave : (DVD) 13989,ID
COLOR 106 MIN TWENTIETH 2006
Shortly after receiving the news that they will soon be reunited with their families back in the United States, a unit serving in Iraq is deployed on one last humanitarian mission. Their objective is to deliver medical supplies to a remote Iraqi village. Upon arriving in the village, the unit is viciously ambushed and many lives are lost. Now, as the four surviving members of the battalion return home and attempt to readjust to civilian life, the physical injuries and psychological scars sustained during that tragic event continue to take a heavy emotional toll on the worn-soldiers. Cast includes Samuel L. Jackson, Jessica Biel, Brian Presley, Curtis Jackson, Chad Michael Murray. Story by Mark Friedman and Irwin Winkler. Screenplay by Mark Friedman. Directed by Irwin Winkler. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Commentary by director Irwin Winkler; writer Mark Friedman and producer Rob Cowan; 2 deleted scenes with optional commentary; Language: English, Spanish; French; Subtitles: English, Spanish.

Homicide 05872 VH
COLOR 100 MIN SVS/TRIUMP 1991
A homicide detective is forced to decide between his loyalties to the police department and his personal beliefs when what starts out as a routine murder investigation takes on a strange twist. Cast includes Joe Mantegna and William H. Macy; written and directed by David Mamet.
Feature films – United States.; Mamet, David.

Homicide 90035,VH 90035,DM
COLOR 100 MIN SVS/TRIUMP 1991
A homicide detective is forced to decide between his loyalties to the police department and his personal beliefs when what starts out as a routine murder investigation takes on a strange twist. Cast includes Joe Mantegna and William H. Macy; written and directed by David Mamet.
Feature films – United States.; Mamet, David.

Hondo 06135,VH
COLOR 84 MIN MPI HOME V 1953
Hondo Lane, a half Indian U.S. Cavalry dispatch rider, encounters a young woman and her son living alone in Apache territory. Set in 1874 after the whites have broken their treaty with the Apache Nation. Hondo leads the woman and other families through the marauding Indian attacks to safety. Along the way he falls in love. Cast includes John Wayne, Geraldine Page, Ward Bond. Based on a short story by Louis L'Amour. Directed by John Farrow.
Apache Indians–Drama; Feature films – United States.; Wayne, John, 1907-1979

Honey Moccasin : (DVD) 17546,ID
COLOR 47 MIN WOMEN MAKE 1998
Investigates the authenticity, cultural identity, and the articulation of modern Native American experience in cinematic language and pop culture. Set on the Grand Pine Indian Reservation, aka Reservation X, “Honey Moccasin” combines elements of melodrama, performance art, cable access, and whodunit to question conventions of ethnic and sexual identity as well as film narrative. A comedy/thriller complete with a fashion show and torchy musical numbers, this witty film employs a surreal pastiche of styles to depict the rivalry between bars The Smokin Moccasin and The Iinkshuk Cafe, the saga of closeted drag queen/powwow clothing thief Zachary John, and the travails of crusading investigator Honey Moccasin. This irreverent reappropriation of familiar narrative strategies serves as a provocative spring-board for an investigation of authenticity, cultural identity, and the articulation of modern Native American experience in cinematic language and pop culture. Produced, directed & written by Shelly Niro. Language: English.

Hoop dreams 07776,VH 07776,DM
COLOR 176 MIN NEW LINE H 1994
Two talented basketball players are chronicled over a five-year period. The film follows Arthur Agee and William Gates, two school kids with great potential on the basketball court, as they pass through the basketball system. The film documents how the streets, school, family, and coaches all affect a young athlete and how an athlete can be exploited by the same system that can allow them to achieve so much. Cast includes Arthur Agee and William Gates. Directed by Steve James.

Hoosiers 08797,VH 08797,DM
COLOR 115 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986
The tale of a small-town Indiana high school basketball team's long-shot attempt to ascend to the State Championship. A basketball coach with a checkered past winds up in a last-chance position with a last-chance team. He is met with a cold reception by the team, the other teachers, and the town. Through hard work and determination he is able to win everyone over, and take the team to the State Championship game. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Barbara Hershey, Dennis Hopper. Written by Angelo Pizzo. Directed by David Anspaugh.
Feature films – United States.

Hoosiers : (DVD) 18740,ID
COLOR 115 MIN MGM HOME E 1986
A basketball coach with a checkered past becomes the new coach of the underdog high school basketball team in a 1951 sleepy Indiana farm town, using methods that infuriate the townspeople. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Barbara Hershey, Dennis Hopper. Directed by David Anspaugh. In English; French and Spanish language subtitles; closed-captioned.
Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.

The hours – United States.; Comedy films.; Hotels – Drama.; Monsters – Drama.; Dracula, Count (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Comedy films – United States.; Tartakovsky, Gennady, 1970-.

The hotel’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The hotel Transylvania – United States.

The horse’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The horse Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.

The horse Transylvania – United States.; Marx Brothers

The horse Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The house’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The house Transylvania – United States.

The house Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.

The house’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The horse’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The hotel Transylvania – United States.

The hotel Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The house’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The hotel Transylvania – United States.

The hotel Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The house’s mouth – United States.; Marx Brothers

The hotel Transylvania – United States.

The hotel Transylvania, run by Dracula, is a unique, high-end resort catering only to the finest monsters and their families. Dracula is preparing for an extra special weekend - his daughter Mavis’s 118th birthday - when trouble arises: a human has stumbled upon the resort for the first time ever! Even worse: the human has taken a liking to Mavis! Featuring the voices of: Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Kevin James, Fran Drescher, Steve Buscemi, Molly Shannon, David Spade, Ceeelo Green. Special features: Commentary with director Gennady Tartakovsky, producer Michelle Murdocca, and visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer; Goodnight Mr. Foot; prologue; Deleted scenes; “Problem (monster remix)” music video by Becky G. featuring Will.i.am; Behind the scenes of “Problem (monster remix).” Directed by Gennady Tartakovsky. English, French or Spanish dialogue; ‘Spanish’, ‘English’ or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**House of sand and fog** (DVD)

10255,ID

COLOR 126 MIN DREAMWORKS 2003

Two strong-willed individuals clash over ownership of a rundown bungalow. An abandoned wife loses her home to the bank, and the house is purchased by an Iranian immigrant in a bank auction. The two parties struggle to maintain a small part of the American Dream with tragic consequences. Based on the book by Andre Dubus III; deleted scenes with commentary; behind-the-scenes featurette; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

**Feature films – United States.

House of the spirits**

08839,VH

COLOR 109 MIN LIVE HOME 1993

Spanning three generations, this romantic epic spans three generations and tells the tale of the Trueba family. At the core of the timeless story is the stormy, yet passionate relationship between the supernaturally gifted Clara and her controlling husband Esteban, who resists change both politically and personally. Based on the novel by Isabel Allende. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Jeremy Irons, Glen Close, Winona Ryder, Antonio Banderas, Armin Mueller-Stahl, Maria Conchita Alonso, Vanessa Redgrave. Written and directed by Bille August.

**Feature films – United States.

How green was my valley** (DVD)

15142,ID

15142,DM

B&W 114 MIN 20TH CENTU 1941

20th Century Fox Studio Classics Best Picture Collection Series - Seen through the eyes of a boy, this is the story of young husband Esteban, who resists change both politically and personally. Based on the novel by Isabel Allende. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Jeremy Irons. Glen Close, Winona Ryder, Antonio Banderas, Armin Mueller-Stahl, Maria Conchita Alonso, Vanessa Redgrave. Written and directed by Bille August.

**Feature films – United States.

How Stella got her groove back** (DVD)

16524,ID

16524,DM

COLOR 124 MIN 20TH CENTU 1998

Terry McMillan and Ron Bass wrote this screenplay based on McMillan’s semi-autobiographical best-selling novel. San Francisco stockbroker Stella, a 40-year-old divorcee, has a nice Marin County home and an 11-year-old son, Quincy. With Quincy off to see his dad, Stella and her best friend Delilah vacation in Jamaica, where she meets sexy, good-looking Winston Shakespeare. He’s the man of her dreams in every way except one – he’s half her age. Even so, a romance develops. The cast includes Angela Bassett, Taye Diggs and Whoopi Goldberg. Directed by Kevin Rodney Sullivan. Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


How the west was won** (DVD)

14921,ID

14921,DM

COLOR 164 MIN WARNER BRO 1962


How to make an American quilt** (DVD)

10207,ID

COLOR 117 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999

A Berkeley graduate student spends the summer at the home of her grandmother and great aunt. Her goals include writing her thesis for school and decide whether or not to accept a wedding proposal. The women in her grandmother’s quilting bee share with her the stories of the loves that shaped their lives. Based on the novel by Whitney Otto. Cast includes Winona Ryder, Amanda Bancroft, Ellen Burstyn, Kate Nelligan, Alfre Woodard, Maya Angelou, Kate Capshaw, Loren Dean, Samantha Mathis, Dermot Mulroney, Derrick O’Connor, Jean Simmons, Lois Smith, Rip Torn, Mykelti Williamson. Screenplay by Jane Anderson. Directed by Jocelyn Moorhouse. This DVD version features interactive menus; production notes; cast and filmmakers’ bios; film highlights; theatrical trailers; web links; Languages: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States.

How she move** (DVD)

13775,ID

COLOR 91 MIN PARAMOUNT 2008

A gifted and streetwise young woman uses her dance ability to achieve her dreams. The death of her sister leads the young woman to question attending medical school. A local step crew inspires her to start competitively dancing. Misunderstandings jeopardize her standing in the crew and threaten her dreams. If she can win the Step Monster Contest it might be her best shot at making it. Cast includes Rutina Wesley. Written by Annmarie Morais. Directed by Ian Iqball Rashid. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The characters of “How she move;” “How she move: from rehearsal to film;” “How she move: telling her story;” Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Dance in motion pictures; Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance; Step dancing – Drama.; High school students – Drama.

How to succeed in business without really trying** (DVD)

16233,ID

16233,DM

COLOR 121 MIN MGM HOME E 1967

Ambitious young window cleaner J. Pierpont Finch buys a book describing how to get ahead in the business world and sets out to try the methods shown. The cast includes Robert Morse,
How to train your dragon 2 : (DVD) 19138,ID COLOR 102 MIN DREAMWORKS 2014
While Astrid, Snotlout and the rest of the gang are challenging each other to dragon races, Hicks and Toothless journey through the skies, charting uncharted territories and discovering new worlds. When one of their adventures leads to the discovery of a secret ice cave that is home to hundreds of new wild dragons and the mysterious Dragon Rider, the two friends find themselves at the center of a battle to protect the peace. Voices: Jonah Hill, Kristen Wiig, Craig Ferguson, Jay Baruchel, Cate Blanchett, Gerard Butler, America Ferrera. Special features: Fishlegs' dragon stats; gallery; theatrical trailer; Sneak peek; trailers. Written and directed by Dean DeBlois. English (Dolby Digital 5.1), French or Spanish (Dolby Digital 2.0) dialogue; French or Spanish subtitles; subtitled in English for the deaf and hard of hearing; audio description for the visually impaired; closed-captioned in English.

How to train your dragon : (DVD) 19137,ID COLOR 98 MIN DREAMWORKS 2010
Hiccup is a Viking teenager who aspires to hunt dragons, but doesn’t exactly fit in with his tribe’s longstanding tradition of heroic dragon slayers. His world is turned upside down when he encounters a dragon that challenges him and his fellow Vikings to see the world from an entirely different point of view. Based on the book by Cressida Cowell. Voices: Jay Baruchel, Gerard Butler, Craig Ferguson, America Ferrera, Jonah Hill, Christopher Mintz-Plasse, T.J. Miller, Kristen Wiig. Bonus features: trailer, featurettes (Viking-sized cast. The technical artistry of dragon, and audio commentary by directors/co-writers Chris Sanders & Dean DeBlois and producer Bonnie Arnold. Directed by Chris Sanders & Dean DeBlois and producer Bonnie Arnold. In English, French or Spanish, with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish; optional descriptive audio in English for the visually impaired; closed-captioned.

The Howards of Virginia 09187,VH B&W 117 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1940
A romantic adventure set during the turbulent years of Colonial and Revolutionary America. An aristocratic young Virginian marries a man below her position and the two move to the backwoods and begin to raise their family. His democratic ideals clash with her conservative Tory beliefs. When he joins the Colonial forces in the fight for freedom against England, the couple must choose between their love for each other and their political beliefs. From the novel "Tree of Liberty" by Elizabeth Page. Cast includes Cary Grant, Martha Scott, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Alan Marshal, Richard Carlson. Screenplay by Sidney Buchman. Directed by Frank Lloyd.

Howl : (DVD) 18714,ID COLOR 84 MIN OSCILLOSCOPE 2010
Every word in this film was spoken by the actual people portrayed. In that sense this film is like a documentary. In every other sense, it is different--"Title screen. In 1957, in San Francisco, poet Allen Ginsberg has just published "Howl." This distinctive work immediately generates a great deal of controversy. Publisher Lawrence Ferlinghetti has been sued on charges of obscenity, as many feel the poem is simply too explicit for publication (it contains strong language and frank references to homosexuality). When prosecutor Ralph Mcintosh and defender Jake Ehrlich go head to head in front of Judge Clayton Horn, freedom of expression hangs in the balance. For the author, filled with the heady joy of poetic success, the trial demands the courage of being Allen Ginsberg--himself. Cast includes James Franco, David Strathairn, Jon Hamm, Bob Balaban, Alessandro Nivola, Treat Williams, Mary-Louise Parker, Jeff Daniels. Bonus features: Audio commentary with James Franco, Rob Epstein, and Jeffrey Friedman [audio feature]; Holy! Holy! Holy!: The making of "Howl" [featurette] (40 min.); Director's research tapes-interviews with Ginsberg's close friends and collaborators [featurette] (20 min.); Allen Ginsberg reads "Howl" at the Knitting Factory [featurette] (25 min.); Oscilloscope releases [previews] (4 min.). Directed by Rob Epstein & Jeffrey Friedman. In English with optional subtitles in English or French.

The human stain : (DVD) 11824,ID COLOR 106 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2003
An esteemed college professor has kept a secret hidden from even his closest friends and family for over fifty years. When a comment he makes, is interpreted as a racial slur, the professor becomes swept up in a controversy. To compound matters he begins an affair with a down-on-her-luck, beautiful and much younger janitor. The turmoil in his life results in the secret he has guarded for so many years to be revealed and the repercussions threaten to destroy his life. A writer, who discovers the secret, tries to piece together a biography of the educator that can fit with the real truth of his life that the secret has exposed. Based on the novel by Philip Roth. Cast includes Anthony Hopkins, Nicole Kidman, Ed Harris, Gary Sinise. Screenplay by Nicholas Meyer. Directed by Robert Benton. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes special; "A Tribute to Jean Yves Essoffier" cinematographer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

The human tornado : (DVD) 13554,ID COLOR 85 MIN XENON PICT 1976
Dolemite Collection Series - This sequel to Dolemite is another martial arts story of the Dolemite character and his old friend Queen Bee with her crew of Kung-Fu girls fighting gangsters. Cast includes Rudy Ray Moore, Lady Reed, Jimmy Lynch, Howard Jackson. Directed by Clff Roquemore. This DVD version features an animated menu; Original 1970's radio spots; Portrayed theatrical trailers; Trivia game; Location tour with Rudy Ray Moore; Language: English.

Howl : (DVD) 17264,ID COLOR 95 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2009
Based on Andrew's best friends since college. After a wild night of partying, they decide to enter an amateur porn film festival by filming themselves having sex with each other. The only things stopping them is that one of them is married, and neither of them is homosexual. Cast includes Mark Duplass, Alycia Delmore, Joshua Leonard, Lynn Shelton, Trina Willard. Special features: Behind the scenes of Humday, deleted scenes, commentary with director and crew, commentary with Mark Duplass and Joshua Leonard. Written and directed by Lynn Shelton. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish; closed-captioned.

Humpday : (DVD) 19214,ID COLOR 95 MIN OSCILLOSCOPE 2009
Every word in this film was spoken by the actual people portrayed. In that sense this film is like a documentary. In every other sense, it is different--"Title screen. In 1957, in San Francisco, poet Allen Ginsberg has just published "Howl." This distinctive work immediately generates a great deal of controversy. Publisher Lawrence Ferlinghetti has been sued on charges of obscenity, as many feel the poem is simply too explicit for publication (it contains strong language and frank references to homosexuality). When prosecutor Ralph Mcintosh and defender Jake Ehrlich go head to head in front of Judge Clayton Horn, freedom of expression hangs in the balance. For the author, filled with the heady joy of poetic success, the trial demands the courage of being Allen Ginsberg--himself. Cast includes James Franco, David Strathairn, Jon Hamm, Bob Balaban, Alessandro Nivola, Treat Williams, Mary-Louise Parker, Jeff Daniels. Bonus features: Audio commentary with James Franco, Rob Epstein, and Jeffrey Friedman [audio feature]; Holy! Holy! Holy!: The making of "Howl" [featurette] (40 min.); Director's research tapes-interviews with Ginsberg's close friends and collaborators [featurette] (20 min.); Allen Ginsberg reads "Howl" at the Knitting Factory [featurette] (25 min.); Oscilloscope releases [previews] (4 min.). Directed by Rob Epstein & Jeffrey Friedman. In English with optional subtitles in English or French.

The huntback of Notre Dame : (DVD) 17239,ID 117 MIN WARNER BRO. 1939
Quasimodo is the bell ringer of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. Mocked and vilified for his physical deformity he is an outcast of society in medieval Paris. Esmeralda is a beautiful gypsy who shows Quasimodo pity. When she is wrongly condemned and set to hang, the hunchback comes to her rescue and sweeps all of Paris into a fighting frenzy. Based on the novel "Notre Dame de Paris" by Victor Hugo. Cast includes Charles Laughton, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Thomas Mitchell, Maureen O'Hara, Edmond O'Brien, Alan Marshal, Walter Hampden, Katharine Alexander. Adaptation by Bruno Frank. Screenplay by Sonya Levien. Directed by William Dieterle. This DVD version features interactive menus, background music, access to Behind the Scenes, commentary by director John McTiernan; Beneath the surface cast and crew interviews; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The hunt for Red October : (DVD) 19728,ID 120 MIN PARAMOUNT 1979
Set in the 1920s, an American painter has an affair with a Samoan chief, against her father, the Governor of the island's wish as a devastating hurricane is set to destroy the island and those who inhabit it. Based on the novel Hurricane by Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall. Cast includes Jason Robards, Mia Farrow, Max Von Sydow, Trevor Howard, Timothy Bottoms, James Keach, Manu Tupou, Dayton Kane. Screenplay by Lorenzo Semple, Jr. Directed by Jan Troell. Language: English. English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The hunger games : (Blu-ray Disc) 19863,ID 130 MIN PARAMOUNT 2008
The story of boxer Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, who at the prime of his fighting career in 1966 is charged and wrongfully convicted of murder. While in prison serving a life sentence he publishes a memoir, "The Sixteenth Round." His writings inspire a Brooklyn teenager, who with three adult activists from Canada work to prove Hurricane Carter's innocence. Their efforts are successful and after twenty-years in prison, Rubin Carter is granted his release in 1985. Cast includes Denzel Washington, John Hannah, Deborah Kara Unger, Leiv Schreiber, Vicellous Reon Shannon, David Paymer, Dan Hedyar, Harris Yulin, Rod Steiger. Screenplay by Armyn Bernstein and Dan Gordon. Directed by Norman Jewison. This DVD version features commentary with director Norman Jewison; Spotlight on location "The Making of The Hurricane," Deleted scenes with special introduction by the director; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; DVD-ROM features; Language: English and French; English close captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The hunger games : (Drama) 11807,ID 146 MIN UNIVERSAL 2020
"The Making of The Hurricane," Deleted scenes with special introduction by the director; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; DVD-ROM features; Language: English and French; English close captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The hurt locker : (Blu-ray Disc) 17043,ID 130 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2008
A Soviet nuclear sub is heading for the coast of the United States, and the United States fears attack by the rogue sub. The U.S. goes on high alert and prepares to intercept the sub or launch a pre-emptive strike against the Soviets. A lone CIA analyst believes that the sub is not going to attack the U.S.; he believes the Russian captain is trying to defetaCAC. The CIA man has to prove his theory, stop the U.S. from attacking the sub, and help the sub and its captain defect. Based on a Tom Clancy novel. Cast includes Jason Bateman, Gary Oldman, James Earl Jones, Sam Neill. Screenplay by Larry Ferguson and Donald Stewart. Directed by John McTiernan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director John McTiernan; Beneath the surface cast and crew interviews; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The hurt locker : (Blu-ray Disc) 17042,ID 130 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2008
Sailed during the Iraq War in Baghdad. Bravo Company has thirty-nine days left on its current deployment. For the men of the bomb disposal unit, an elite squad of soldiers, it will be a long thirty-nine days under constant stress, any error or misjudgment can cost them their life. The pressure and the thrill of dismantling a bomb results in the soldiers approaching the task in their own way, the members face their own internal issues, while being aware that any person at the bomb sites, may be bombers themselves. Cast includes Jeremy Renner, Anthony Mackie, Brian Geragthy, Christian Camargo, Suhal Al-Dabbach, Christopher Sayegh, Evangeline Lilly, Ralph Fiennes, David Morse, Guy Pearce. Written by Mark Boal. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Kathryn Bigelow and writer Matthew Robison.
Boal; "The hurt locker: behind the scenes"; Image gallery.
Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Husbands and wives : (DVD)
18913.ID
COLOR 108 MIN COLUMBIA T 1992
Woody Allen and Mia Farrow star as a long-married couple, whose own relationship starts to crumble when their best friends, announce they're separating. They immediately pair-up with younger, sexier paramours and enjoy again the pleasures of fresh passion. But their understanding resentments and unexpected jealousies soon rise to the surface, erupting in savage humor and hilariously unpredictable reunions. Cast includes Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Judy Davis, Sydney Pollack, Blythe Danner, Juliette Lewis, Liam Neeson. Special features: Theatrical trailer, interactive menus and scene selections. Directed by Woody Allen. Language in English and French with subtitles in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

The hustler : (DVD)
18328.ID
18328.DM
COLOR 135 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1961
Itinerant pool shark challenges the top man for the championship, sacrificing everything until he realizes the stakes are too high. Cast includes Paul Newman, Piper Laurie, George C. Scott, Jackie Gleason, Murray Hamilton, Myron McCormick, Michael Constantine, Carl York, Jake L. Motta. Bonus features include: commentary by Paul Newman; original documentary "The Hustler: the inside story" and picture-in-picture commentary on how to make the trick shots. Directed by Robert Rossen. English subtitles; French and English; French and Spanish subtitles; closed captioned.

I am a fugitive from a chain gang : (DVD)
11102,ID
11102,DW
B&W 92 MIN WARNER BRO 1932
A story based on the autobiographical writing by Robert E. Burns. a real life chain-gang escapee. After the end World War I the soldiers came home and many had trouble finding work. This is the story of one vet who ran afoul of the law and wound up on a chain-gang. He escapes only to be sentenced again to another chain-gang, only to escape one more time. The film ignited protests that led to vital penal reforms. Cast includes Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell, Helen Vinson, Preston Foster. Written by Robert E. Burns. Screenplay by Howard J. Green and Brown Holmes. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

I am legend : (DVD)
17935,ID
17935,DW
COLOR 100 MIN WARNER HOME 2013
Robert Neville is the last human survivor in what is left of New York City. A pandemic has left only 1% of the population alive and most of those who survived are no longer human. The infected, now lurking in the shadows, watch Neville's every move. Perhaps mankind's last, best hope, Neville is driven by the only one remaining mission: to find a way to reverse the effects of the virus using his own immune blood. Based on the novel by Richard Matheson and directed by Francis Lawrence. Cast includes Will Smith, Alice Braga, Dash Mihok, Charlie Tahan, Salli Richardson, Willow Smith. Special features: 4 animated comics; DVD-ROM: Cautionary tale; Creating I am legend. Directed by Francis Lawrence. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, with French or Spanish subtitles and English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

I [heart] huckabees : 2-disc special edition : (DVD)
16733.ID
16733,DM
COLOR 107 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2005
Bernard and Vivian Jaffe are a married couple who run an existential detective agency where they sift through the lives of their clients in order to discover the source of their angst. The Jaffes' latest client is Albert Markowski, an environmental activist who has a very large rock and a great deal on his mind; their study of Albert's problems lead Bernard and Vivian to Brad Stand, a public relations executive with a chain of successful variety stores, Huckabees. While publicly allaying himself with Albert's environmental initiatives, behind the scenes Brad is running roughshod over responsible land management with little care for the consequences. When Brad learns he's being watched by the Jaffes, he hopes to co-opt them by hiring them himself; however, the plan has unexpected consequences when their questioning leads Brad's girlfriend, well-scrubbed model Dawn, into reassessing her life and relationships. Meanwhile, Albert finds himself joining forces with Tommy, a firefighter and fellow environmentalist who has been having second thoughts about Bernard and Vivian's ideas and methods after a long-term investigation and has since fallen under the spell of nihilist poet Catherine Vauilan.
The cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Isabelle Huppert, Jude Law, Jason Schwartzman, Lily Tomlin, Mark Wahlberg and Naomi Watts. Directed by David O. Russell. This 2-disc special edition features a full-length audio commentary by D. Russell; Full-length audio commentary by D. Russell, Jason Schwartzman, Mark Wahlberg and Naomi Watts; Production documentary; "The Charlie Rose" Show interview with D. Russell, 22 deleted/extended scenes; Outtakes; Detective Informercial: Music Video: "Knock Yourself Out" by John Bron with behind-the-scenes footage and optional commentary; PSA's; Commercials; Theatrical trailers.

I know why the caged bird sings
07538.VH
7538,DW
COLOR 96 MIN LIVE HOME 1978
Based on Maya Angelou's autobiography. Angelou was born in Ingham, vicous, racist, Depression-era Arkansas. As a young girl she was shunted between her grandmother's house and her mother's. While a young girl, she was raped. The young girl withdraws into total silence. She eventually breaks her silence and makes great strides in life -- she delivers a valedictory address in which she states -- "In order to lift your voice, you have to lift your head." Based on the novel by Maya Angelou I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings." Cast includes Diahann Carroll, Ruby Dee, Esther Rolle. Directed by Fielder Cook.

I like it like that
06901,VH
COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
A young mother feels trapped by her life in the Bronx, New York. A mother of two living on food stamps, Lisette must face the reality of supporting her family after the arrest of her husband. She is able to fast-talk her way into a job with a record producer. She is able to lift her head. Based on the novel by Maya Angelou I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings." Cast includes Diahann Carroll, Ruby Dee, Esther Rolle. Directed by Fielder Cook.


I [heart] huckabees : 2-disc special edition : (DVD)
16733.ID
16733,DM
COLOR 107 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2005
Bernard and Vivian Jaffe are a married couple who run an existential detective agency where they sift through the lives of their clients in order to discover the source of their angst. The Jaffes' latest client is Albert Markowski, an environmental activist who has a very large rock and a great deal on his mind; their study of Albert's problems lead Bernard and Vivian to Brad Stand, a public relations executive with a chain of successful variety stores, Huckabees. While publicly allaying himself with Albert's environmental initiatives, behind the scenes Brad is running roughshod over responsible land management with little care for the consequences. When Brad learns he's being watched by the Jaffes, he hopes to co-opt them by hiring them himself; however, the plan has unexpected consequences when their questioning leads Brad's girlfriend, well-scrubbed model Dawn, into reassessing her life and relationships. Meanwhile, Albert finds himself joining forces with Tommy, a firefighter and fellow environmentalist who has been having second thoughts about Bernard and Vivian's ideas and methods after a long-term investigation and has since fallen under the spell of nihilist poet Catherine Vauilan.
The cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Isabelle Huppert, Jude Law, Jason Schwartzman, Lily Tomlin, Mark Wahlberg and Naomi Watts. Directed by David O. Russell. This 2-disc special edition features a full-length audio commentary by D. Russell; Full-length audio commentary by D. Russell, Jason Schwartzman, Mark Wahlberg and Naomi Watts; Production documentary; "The Charlie Rose" Show interview with D. Russell, 22 deleted/extended scenes; Outtakes; Detective Informercial: Music Video: "Knock Yourself Out" by John Bron with behind-the-scenes footage and optional commentary; PSA's; Commercials; Theatrical trailers.

Feature films – United States.; Private investigators – Drama.; Political activists – Drama.; Authors, French - Drama.; Russell, David O., 1958-.

I know why the caged bird sings
07538,VH
7538,DW
COLOR 96 MIN LIVE HOME 1978
Based on Maya Angelou's autobiography. Angelou was born in Ingham, vicous, racist, Depression-era Arkansas. As a young girl she was shunted between her grandmother's house and her mother's. While a young girl, she was raped. The young girl withdraws into total silence. She eventually breaks her silence and makes great strides in life -- she delivers a valedictory address in which she states -- "In order to lift your voice, you have to lift your head." Based on the novel by Maya Angelou I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings." Cast includes Diahann Carroll, Ruby Dee, Esther Rolle. Directed by Fielder Cook.

African American women authors – Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Angelou, Maya.

I like it like that
06901,VH
COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
A young mother feels trapped by her life in the Bronx, New York. A mother of two living on food stamps, Lisette must face the reality of supporting her family after the arrest of her husband. She is able to fast-talk her way into a job with a record producer. The success gives her a stronger sense of self-worth, even as her family life begins to unravel. People from around the neighborhood begin to resent Lisette's budding career. The
neighbors' meddling causes more strife in her already embattled home front. Cast includes Lauren Velez, Jon Seda, Rita Moreno, Griffin Dunne. Written and directed by Darnell Martin.

Feature films – United States.

I love you again : (DVD) 13000,ID
13000,ID
B&W 99 MIN WARNER BRO 1940
Myrna Loy and William Powell collection Series - A businessman snaps out of a nine-year bout of amnesia to realize that he wasn't the straight-laced man he came to believe he was, but a conman. Instead of slipping on the honest path or disappearing into a world of crime, he decides to pull a con using the identity he has lived under the past nine-years. He wins over his estranged wife, who likes the changes in her ex's dull former self and plots a real estate scam with a former conman partner. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Frank McHugh, Edmund Lowe. Screenplay by Charles Lederer, George Oppenheimer, and Harry Kurnitz. Directed by W.S. Van Dyke II. This DVD version features Crime doesn't pay series "Jackpot;" Classic cartoon "Tom Turkey and his harmonica humdingers;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


I love you, man : (DVD) 18629,ID
18629,ID
COLOR 100 MIN PARAMOUNT 2009
After Peter gets engaged to the woman of his dreams, he realizes he has not one friend to serve as his best man. To rectify the situation, he goes on a series of man-dates before he meets Sydney Fife, with whom he instantly bonds. While Peter and Sydney become closer, his relationship with his fiancée begins to suffer, forcing him to choose between her or his new B.F.F. Cast includes Paul Rudd, Jason Segel, Rashida Jones, Andy Samberg, J.K. Simmons, Jane Curtin, Jon Favreau, Jaime Pressly, Lou Ferrigno. Special features: commentary by director John Hamburg and actors Paul Rudd and Jason Segel; "The making of I love you, man" featurette; extras; extended scenes; deleted scenes; gag reel. Directed by John Hamburg. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


I never sang for my father : (DVD) 15317,ID
15317,ID
COLOR 93 MIN SONY PICTU 1970
A college professor has had a complicated relationship with his irascible father his entire life. His mother has always been there for him providing gentle intervention when conflict arose. Just as the man is about to make a break from his aging parents, to get married and move away, his mother passes away. He feels an obligation to help his father, but without his mother around finds his relationship with his father even more difficult. His sister tells him to assert himself and break free from their father. The sons efforts to care for his father are met with hostility and rebuff. Eventually, the father breaks down and shares his true feelings with his son. Based on the play by Robert Anderson. Cast includes Melvyn Douglas, Gene Hackman, Dorothy Stickney, Estelle Parson. Screenplay by Robert Anderson. Directed by Gilbert Cates.


I was a communist for the F.B.I. : (DVD) 15398,ID
15398,ID
B&W 83 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - Ostensibly based on a ‘Saturday Evening Post’ article in which Pittsburgh steel company worker Matt Cvetic recounted his experiences as an undercover FBI agent in the Communist Party, this is a well-crafted propaganda piece in the form of a noir thriller. Caricatured communists stand in for gangsters and there is an implication that women schoolteachers and poor Blacks are most susceptible to Red influence. The undercover agent, strong-jawed, steely-eyed Matt Cvetic, poses as a Communist to the local Pittsburgh comrades and even to his own ashamed family. Luckily, his son’s pretty teacher is a Communist who’s having second thoughts. And Matt’s attempts to save her from the Party’s vengeance may be his ticket out of a double life and into the cold light of Cold War heroism. Cast includes Frank Lovejoy, Dorothy Hart, Philip Carey, James Millican, Richard Webb, Konstantin Shayne, Paul Picerni, Roy Roberts, Eddie Norris, Ron Hagerthy, Hugh Sanders, and Hope Kramer. Screenplay by Crane Wilbur. Directed by Gordon Douglas. Language: English.


I was a teenage werewolf 05848,VH
05848,VH
B&W 75 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1957
Tony, a teenager given to fits of violence, undergoes treatment for his aggression, but the cure is worse than the disease, as Tony becomes a werewolf and begins a murderous rampage which makes his past behavior look tame. Cast includes Michael Landon, Yvonne Lime, Whit Bissell and Tony Marshall; directed by Gene Fowler, Jr.

Feature films – United States.

The icesan cometh : (DVD) 09577,ID 09577,DM
09577,ID 09577,DM
COLOR 239 MIN KINO VIDEO 1973
The American Film Theatre Collection One Series - A film adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's play set in New York's skid row in 1912. A rag tag group of fallen men, await the annual arrival of the charismatic Hickey. His vists usually bring with them a pat on the back and a round of drinks. This year Hickey brings the news that he is sober and has come to convince the men of Harry Hope's bar to clean their lives up as well. Based on the play by Eugene O'Neill. Cast includes Lee Marvin, Fredric March, Robert Ryan, Jeff Bridges, Bradford Dillman. Directed by John Frankenheimer. This DVD version features scene selection; letterbox; theatrical trailer; "Eugene O'Neill and 'Iceman Cometh;" an essay by Michael Feingold, chief theatre critic, The Village Voice; still gallery; AFT cinebill for "The Iceman Cometh;" an interview with Edie Landau; "Ely Landau: In Front of the Camera;" AFT promotion reel (1974); American Film Theatre Trailer gallery; American Film Theatre scrapbook.


The idees of March : (DVD) 16367,ID
16367,ID
COLOR 101 MIN SONY PICTU 2011
Idealistic campaign worker Stephen Meyers has sworn to give all for Governor Mike Morris, a wild card presidential candidate whose ground-breaking ideas could change the political landscape. However, a brutal Ohio primary threatens to test Morris's integrity. Stephen gets trapped in the down-and-dirty battle and finds himself caught up in a scandal where the only path to survival is to play both sides. The cast includes Ryan Gosling, George Clooney, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Paul Giamatti, Marisa Tomei and Evan Rachel Wood. Based on the play "Farragut North" by Beau Willimon. Screenplay by George Clooney, Grant Heslov, and Beau Willimon. Directed by George Clooney. This DVD features commentary with George Clooney and Grant Heslov; "Believe: George Clooney;" On the Campaign: The Cast of "The idees of March;" Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Imagine me & you : (DVD) 11600,ID
COLOR 93 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2006
A bride at the altar glimpses an unexpected wedding guest and feels an immediate attraction. Although she is now married to her husband her attraction to this woman is so strong she begins a relationship with the woman. The woman's decision is confusing and upsetting to her family, friends, and especially her new husband. Cast includes Piper Perabo, Lena Headey, Matthew Goode, Celia Imrie, Anthony Head, Darren Boyd, Eva Birthistle. Written and directed by Ol Parker. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Commentary by director/writer Ol Parker; Q&A with director and cast; Personal statement by Ol Parker; Deleted and extended scenes with director's commentary; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Imitation of life 08403,VH 08403,DM
COLOR 124 MIN MCA/UNIVERSAL 1959
A woman's search for success as an actress causes her to neglect her daughter. The woman's housekeeper has problems with her own daughter, who repudiates her mother by trying to pass for white. As the years pass each of the four women realize that she has been living out an emotionally fruitless existence. Based on the novel by Fannie Hurst. Cast includes Lana Turner, John Gavin, Sandra Dee, Dan O'Herlihy, Susan Kohner, Robert Alda, Juanita Moore, Mahalia Jackson. Screenplay by Eleanor Griffin and Allan Scott. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Feature films – United States.

Imitation of life 07281,VH 07281,DM
B&W 111 MIN UNIVERSAL 1934
A widow and her housekeeper are united first in mutual need, then success, and ultimately, in heartache. The two women Bea and Dilliah find themselves alone with young daughters. They build a life and a fortune together selling Dilliah's pancake recipe. Their success doesn't spare them from sorrow with the passing years. Adapted from the book by Fannie Hurst. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks, Louise Beavers, Baby Jane, Alan Hale, Henry Armetta. Written by William Hurlbut. Directed by John M. Stahl.

Feature films – United States.

I'm your man : (DVD) 19147,ID
COLOR 103 MIN LIONS GATE 2005
The life and work of Leonard Cohen is celebrated in Leonard Cohen: I'm Your Man. The documentary also includes performances and interviews by artists that Cohen has inspired including U2, Beth Orton, Jarvis Cocker, Rufus Wainwright, and more. Performers: Leonard Cohen, U2, Rufus Wainwright, Nick Cave, Jarvis Cocker, Anthony, Martha Wainwright, Beth Orton, Kate McGarrigle, Anna McGarrigle. Special features: Never-before-seen musical performances; 13-year-old stories; Nick Cave a cappella; Deleted scenes; Trailers. Directed by Lian Lunson. In English or dubbed French, with optional subtitles in English, Spanish or French; closed-captioned in English. Optional descriptive audio in English for the visually impaired.

Documentaries and factual films; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Biographical films.; Singers – United States; Biography; Composers – Biography; Lyricists – Biography; Cohen, Leonard, 1934–; Lunson, Lian.

Immediate family 07600,VH
COLOR 99 MIN COLUMBIA 1989
A mature, successful couple unable to have children, meet a young couple who are expecting a baby, but are unprepared to become parents. Through an adoption agency it is arranged that the older couple will adopt the newborn. The two very different couples interact and form a common bond as they prepare for the baby's arrival. After giving birth the young mother is no longer sure she can give up her child. Cast includes Glenn...
Two sisters arrive at Ellis Island, New York in 1921. The two young women left their native Poland in search of a new start and the American dream. When they reach Ellis Island, doctors discover that one sister is ill, and the two women are separated. One sister is released onto the mean streets of Manhattan while her sister is quarantined. Alone, with nowhere to turn and desperate to reunite with her sister, she quickly falls prey to a man, charming but wicked who takes her in and forces her into prostitution. Cast includes Marion Cotillard, Joaquin Phoenix, Jeremy Irons, and Angela Sarafyan. Written by James Gray and Richard Menello. Directed by James Gray. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with writer/director James Gray; The visual inspiration of The immigrant; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Immortal beloved
10050,VH
10050,DM
COLOR 121 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
The life of Ludwig van Beethoven was filled with passion and genius. The story follows the composer's tumultuous life from his death bed to his dark past, filled with hidden passions and the unparalleled genius of his music. Many loves of his life are revisited to unravel the mystery of who was Ludwig van Beethoven's one true love, his "immortal beloved" mentioned in an enigmatic letter discovered upon his death. Cast includes Gary Oldman, Jeroen Krabbe, Isabella Rossellini, Johannot Steege, Valeria Golino. Written and directed by Bernard Rose.

Feature films – United States.; Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827 – Drama.

Immortal beloved : (DVD)
14817,ID
14817,DM
COLOR 121 MIN COLUMBIA T 1994
The life of Ludwig van Beethoven was filled with passion and genius. The story follows the composer's tumultuous life from his death bed to his dark past, filled with hidden passions and the unparalleled genius of his music. Many loves of his life are revisited to unravel the mystery of who was Ludwig van Beethoven's one true love, his "immortal beloved" mentioned in an enigmatic letter discovered upon his death. Cast includes Gary Oldman, Jeroen Krabbe, Isabella Rossellini, Johannot Steege, Valeria Golino. Written and directed by Bernard Rose. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Director's commentary; "Beloved Beethoven" documentary; Original featurette; Theatrical trailer; Talent files; Production notes; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827; Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827 – Drama.; Rose, Bernard, 1961-

The importance of being earnest : (DVD)
10683,ID
10683,DM
COLOR 94 MIN MIRAMAX HOME ENTERTAINMENT 2002
A film adaptation of Oscar Wilde's comedy of manners; set in Victorian England. The tale of two dashing young bachelors and the outrageous deceptions they find themselves in over love. Jack Worthing leads a double life, whenever he wants an escape from the responsibilities of his country life he travels to the city to aid his "brother" Ernest, who is a persona he has created and is the name he goes by in London. When a London friend of Ernest's discovers his secret, he shows up at Jack's country home posing as Ernest. Based on the play by Oscar Wilde. Cast includes Rupert Everett, Colin Firth, Frances O'Connor, Reese Witherspoon, Judi Dench, Tom Wilkinson, Anna Massey, Edward Fox. Screenplay and directed by Oliver Parker. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Oliver Parker; The Making of "The Importance of Being Earnest," Behind-the-scenes featurette; Languages: English and French language tracks.

English drama – 19th century – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Wilde, Oscar, 1854-1900–Film and video adaptations

The imported bridegroom
06267,VH
COLOR 93 MIN ERGO MEDIA 1989
A wealthy widowed landlord who amassed a fortune since immigrating to America, loses the "Old Country" by marrying at his father's grave. The man is fearful that his sins will keep him out of heaven. He discovers an old Jewish custom of wealthy fathers "bidding" on choice men to be bridegrooms for their daughters. The man is convinced that by providing his daughter with a fine man he has secured a ticket to Heaven. His daughter, who wants to marry an "American" doctor, is not happy. The man's gift turns out costing him more than he expected. Written and directed by Pamela Berger.

Feature films – United States.; Judaism; Marriage customs and rites; Jewish

The impossible : (DVD)
17509,ID
COLOR 114 MIN SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT 2012
A family on holiday in Thailand is caught in the monstrous tsunami of 2004. Based on a true story by Maria Belon. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Naomi Watts, Tom Holland, Samuel Joslin, Oaklee Pendergast, Marta Etura, Sonke Mohring, Geraldine Chaplin. Special features: Audio commentaries; Casting the impossible featurette; Realizing the impossible featurette; deleted scenes. Directed by Juan Antonio Bayona. In English or dubbed Spanish with English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Imprint : (DVD)
16046,ID
COLOR 85 MIN MTI VIDEO 2009
A Native American attorney prosecuting a Lakota teen in a controversial murder trial, returns to the reservation to say goodbye to her dying father. After the teen is killed, she hears ghostly voices and sees strange visions that cause her to re-examine beliefs she thought she left behind. The cast includes Thandie Newton, Carmelo Anthony, Michael Silverman, Carla-Rose Holland, Cory Brusseau and Charlie White Buffalo. Directed by Michael Linn. The special features on this DVD include: Behind the scenes; Bloopers; Bisos; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Trailers. Language: English with optional English subtitles.


In a lonely place : (DVD)
12360,ID
12360,DM
B&W 94 MIN COLUMBIA PICTURES 1950
Dixon Steele is a down-on-his-luck screenwriter hired to adapt a trashy bestseller for the screen. Not interested in reading the book himself, he convinces a young hatchet girl to come back to his home and provide him with the important details. In the morning the young woman is dead and Steele is the prime suspect. His beautiful neighbor who has feelings for Dixon lies for him providing an alibi and he is able to remain free from prison. Saving her neighbor from prison may jeopardize her own life, if the writer is unable to control his violent temper. Based upon the novel by Dorothy B. Hughes. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Gloria Grahame, Frank Lovejoy, Carl Benton Reid, Art Smith, Jeff Donnell, Martha Stewart. Adaptation by Edmund H. North. Screenplay by Andrew Solt. Directed by Nicholas Ray. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections;
**In and out : (DVD)**

**14204,1D**

**COLOR** 92 MIN PARAMOUNT 1997

A young Hollywood actor wins an Academy Award and while making his acceptance speech ousts his former small town Indiana high school teacher as a homosexual to a worldwide audience. The news comes as a shock to the small town and especially the actor's former teacher who was not living his life as a gay man. He is about to marry his long devoted girlfriend and now all the attention on him is making it difficult to continue to live his life as it had been. Cast includes Kevin Kline, Joan Cusack, Matt Dillon, Debbie Reynolds, Wilford Brimley, Bob Newhart, Tom Skerritt, and Thekla Reuten. Written by Paul Rudnick, Directed by Frank Oz. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality – Gay men – Drama.; Coming out (Sexual orientation) – Drama.; Oz, Frank.**

**In bruges : (Blu-ray Disc)**

**16972,1D**

**COLOR** 107 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007

Ray and Ken, two foul-mouthed Irish hit men, are hiding out in Bruges, Belgium. For Ray, Bruges is a place where you can spend a year in a weekend, while Ken finds the ancient town calming and contemplative. Ken and Ray work for Harry, a crime lord who eventually materializes in Bruges, and end up proving that even professional hitmen have their feelings. A loopy, violent fable that is part thriller, part spoof, with a dash of dark comedy, leavened with intellectual conceits and religious allegory—but in no way is "In Bruges" long, boring, or slow. Cast includes Colin Farrell, Brendan Gleeson, Ralph Fiennes, Clémence Poésy, Jeremie Renier, Thekla Reuten, Jordan Prentice, and Zeljko Ivanek. Written and directed by Martin McDonagh. Bonus features: Deleted and extended scenes (19 min.); Gag reel (6 min.); When in Bruges [featurette] (14 min.); Strange Bruges [featurette] (8 min.); A boat trip around Bruges [featurette] (6 min.); F***ing Bruges (2 min.). In English or dubbed French with optional subtitles in English, Spanish, and French for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.

**Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Assassins – Belgium – Bruges – Drama.; Tourists – Belgium – Bruges – Drama.; McDonagh, Martin.**

**In cold blood**

**08588,1H**

**B&W** 133 MIN COLUMBIA P 1967

Two mindless ex-convict drifters, Perry Smith and Dick Hickock, murder a prosperous and respected Kansas farmer, his wife and his two teenage children. Neither of the men are sane enough to regret their crime. For over a year the men meander through Mexico and the United States in evasion of the law. The men are caught, tried, and convicted to death. The story penetrates the inner workings of the criminals’ minds. A true story turned into a best-selling novel by Truman Capote. Cast includes Robert Blake, Scott Wilson, John Forsythe, Jeff Corey. Music by Quincy Jones. Written for the screen and directed by Richard Brooks.


**In the beginning**

**07368,1H**

**52 MIN HBO VIDEO 1980**

Hollywood: A Celebration of the American Silent Film Series - In 1900 when filmmakers arrived in search of permanent sunshine, Hollywood was a peaceful village. The filmmakers' arrival changed the town forever, and the people who made it all happen—the stars, the scandals, the directors, producers, cameramen, and stuntmen. And the films themselves that make up the legend known as Hollywood.

**Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Motion picture industry; Motion picture industry – United States – History; Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.)**

**In the company of men**

**08388,1H**

**COLOR** 97 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1997

Two angry young businessmen set out to destroy a naive secretary by pretending to fall in love with her. Chad, furious about the way women are ruining his man's world, enlists his wishy-washy co-worker in a callous play to date then dump a vulnerable secretary. Cast includes Aaron Eckhart, Stacy Edwards, Matt Malloy. Written and directed by Neil Labute.

**Feature films – United States.**

**In the cut : (DVD)**

**19731,1D**

**COLOR** 119 MIN MILL CREEK 2003

A lonely young woman in New York City gets tangled up in a murder investigation when a severed head is found in her garden. When she becomes involved with the homicide detective on the case, she realizes that the prime suspect may be closer than she likes to think. Based on the novel by Susanna Moore. Cast includes Meg Ryan, Mark Ruffalo, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Nick Damici, Sharie Off. Screenplay by Jane Campion and Susanna Moore. Directed by Jane Campion. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Uncut directors edition; Language: English.


**In the heart of the sea : (Blu-ray Disc)**

**19645,1D**

**COLOR** 122 MIN WARNER HOM 2015

In the winter of 1820, the New England whaling ship Essex was assaulted by something no one could believe: a whale of mammoth size and will, and an almost human sense of vengeance. The real-life maritime disaster would inspire Herman Melville's Moby-Dick. But that told only half the story. This story reveals the encounter's harrowing aftermath, as the ship's surviving crew is pushed to their limits and forced to do the unthinkable to stay alive. Based on the book In the heart of the...
The Japanese castle: the dream is collapsing creating and destroying the castle sets; Constructing paradoxical architecture designing the staircase to nowhere; The freight train constructing the street-faring express train; Languages: English, French (Dubbed in Quebec), and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Criminal behavior – Drama.; Fugitives from justice – Drama.; Dreams – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Business intelligence – Drama.; Subconsciousness – Drama.; Nolan, Christopher, 1970-. An inconvenient truth : (DVD) 11543,ID 11544,DM COLOR 96 MIN PARAMOUNT 2006 Color: Former Vice President of the United States of America Al Gore gives a multi-media PowerPoint presentation on the future of our planet, our civilization, and the global effects of global warming. Cutting through the myths and misconceptions to deliver the message that global warming is a real and present danger. His words and the images and statistics presented make a persuasive argument that we must act now to save the earth. Between lecture segments, Al Gore discusses his personal commitment to the environment, sharing anecdotes from his experiences. Directed by Davis Guggenheim. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "An Update with Former Vice-President Al Gore;" "The Making of An Inconvenient Truth;" "I Need to Wake Up" music video by Melissa Etheridge; Commentary by director Davis Guggenheim; Commentary by producers Laurie David, Lawrence Bender, Scott Z. Burns, and Lesley Chilcott; Free companion educational guide available at www.climatecrisis.net; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The incredibles : (DVD) 12462,ID 12462,DM COLOR 115 MIN BUENA VIST 2003 An animated action adventure superhero feature film, about a family of superheroes who have been forced to live the last fifteen years strictly by their civilian identities. The heroes yearn to break out their powers and escape the boredom of suburban living, day jobs in the straight world, and household chores. When the world is threatened again by an evil genius, husband and wife Bob Parr and Helen unleash their superpowers and with the help of their old friend Frozone and two of their three children set out to save the world from total destruction. Written and directed by Brad Bird. This DVD version features scene selection; Wide-screen presentation; Filmmaker's audio commentaries; "Jack Jack attack" animated short; "Boundin" animated short; "Incred-Blunders" blooper and outtakes; Deleted scenes and alternate opening; Top secret files on all the supers; Behind-the-scenes Making of "The incredibles;" Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation: Bird, Brad, 1957-

Indiana Jones and the kingdom of the crystal skull : (DVD) 19094,ID 19094,DM COLOR 122 MIN PARAMOUNT 2008 Indiana Jones, the complete adventure collection Series - Indiana Jones Nazi enemies are back and have kidnapped his father, Professor Henry Jones, Sr. to get help in their search for the Holy Grail. Following a trail from America to Venice to the deserts of the Middle East, it's up to Indy to save his father, save the Grail and save the day. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Cate Blanchett, Karen Allen, Shia LaBeouf, Ray Winstone, John Hurt, Jim Broadbent. Special features disc 1: "The return of a legend" featurette; Pre-production featurette. Special features disc 2: Production Diary: Making Kingdom of the Crystal Skull Pre-visualization sequences; galleries; LEGO Indiana Jones: The original Adventures game demo. Directed by Steven Spielberg. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Archaeologists – Drama.; Adventure and adventurers – Drama.; Jones, Indiana (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Crystals – Drama.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

Indiana Jones and the last crusade : (DVD) 19093,ID 19093,DM COLOR 126 MIN PARAMOUNT 1989 Indiana Jones, the complete adventure collection Series - Indiana Jones Nazi enemies are back and have kidnapped his father, Professor Henry Jones, Sr. to get help in their search for the Holy Grail. Following a trail from America to Venice to the deserts of the Middle East, it's up to Indy to save his father, save the Grail and save the day. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Denholm Elliott, Alison Doody, John Rhys-Davies, Julian Glover, River Phoenix. Music by John Williams. Directed by Steven Spielberg.

Feature films – United States.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-


Indiana Jones and the temple of doom : (DVD) 19092,ID 19092,DM COLOR 126 MIN PARAMOUNT 1984 Indiana Jones, the complete adventure collection Series - Indiana Jones Nazi enemies are back and have kidnapped his father, Professor Henry Jones, Sr. to get help in their search for the Holy Grail. Following a trail from America to Venice to the deserts of the Middle East, it's up to Indy to save his father, save the Grail and save the day. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Denholm Elliott, Alison Doody, John Rhys-Davies, Julian Glover, River Phoenix, Sean Connery. Special features: New introduction by Steven Spielberg and George Lucas – Indy's women reminisce – Indy's friends and enemies – The birth of an
Indiana Jones, the complete adventure collection

For descriptions see individual titles:
Indiana Jones and the kingdom of the crystal skull : (DVD)
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade : (DVD)
Indiana Jones and the raiders of the lost ark : (DVD)
Indiana Jones and the temple of doom : (DVD)

The Informer

08628.VH 08628.DM
B&W 91 MIN TURNER HOM 1935

A Dublin revolutionary turns informant to earn money to buy passage to America for himself and his girlfriend. This betrayal breaks the most solemn code of the Irish revolutionary underworld. The man is haunted by his blood money and ultimately meets with a tragic end. From the Liam O'Flaherty novel. Cast includes Victor McLaglen, Heather Angel, Preston Foster, Margot Grahame, Wallace Ford, Una O'Connor. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Music by Max Steiner. Directed by John Ford.

Feature films – United States.

The Informer : (DVD)
18486.ID
B&W 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1935

The scene is Dublin, 1922. Gypo Nolan stumbles through a foggy Irish night, his brain pickled in whiskey and his soul tormented by shame and fear. Gypo is an informer, a turncoat who betrayed his friend to the British police for 20 pounds. Now he can't spend the money fast enough, nor can he run from his guilt. He is on the run from the treachery he has committed. Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Frederic March, Gene Kelley, Dick York, Donna Anderson, Harry Morgan, Claude Akins, Noah Beery Jr., Jimmy Boyd, Ray Teal, Gordon Polk, Paul Hartman, Norman Fell, Philip Coolidge, Elliott Reid, Florence Eldridge. Screenplay by Nedrick Young and Harold Jacob Smith. Directed by Stanley Kramer. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English closed captioning, for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Inherit the Wind : (DVD)
10881.ID 10881.DM
B&W 128 MIN METRO-GOLD 1960

In 1925, a biology teacher in a small Tennessee town is brought to trial for teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution in the classroom. The explosive trial pits the lawyer for the defense against a fundamentalist politician in a fiery battle of beliefs. The film is notable for the cast’s powerful performances and a story that is based heavily on the 1925 “Scopes monkey trial,” which is a debate that is still being waged in the twenty-first century. Based upon the play by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Frederic March, Gene Kelley, Dick York, Donna Anderson, Harry Morgan, Claude Akins, Noah Beery Jr., Jimmy Boyd, Ray Teal, Gordon Polk, Paul Hartman, Norman Fell, Philip Coolidge, Elliott Reid, Florence Eldridge. Screenplay by Nedrick Young and Harold Jacob Smith. Directed by Stanley Kramer. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English closed captioning, for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Trials in motion pictures.; Teachers in motion pictures.
Inkheart : (DVD)  
14475,ID  
COLOR 106 MIN  
NEW LINE H 2008  
A man has the power to bring a story to life, when he reads a book the characters literally come to life and leap off the page. Ten years ago he released three characters from a story set in medieval times “Inkheart.” When his young daughter discovers the truth, she and her father set out to find a way to send the diabolical villains back to the pages from which they came. Based on the book by Cornelia Funke. Cast includes Brendan Fraser, Paul Bettany, Helen Mirren, Jim Broadbent, Andy Serkis, Eliza Hope Bennett, Rafi Gavron. Screenplay by David Lindsay-Abaire. Directed by Iain Softley. This DVD version features both widescreen and standard presentation; “Eliza reads to us” co-star Eliza Bennett shares a favorite ‘Inkheart’ passage not in the movie, accompanied by Cornelia Funke illustrations; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish. 

The innocents  
08935,VH  
B&W 99 MIN  
20TH CENTU 1961  

Inkheart : (DVD)  
14783,ID  
14783,DM  
B&W 100 MIN  
20TH CENTU 1961  

Inside Deep throat : (DVD)  
14523,ID  
COLOR 90 MIN  
UNIVERSAL 2005  
“Deep throat” is a sexually explicit adult film that upon its release in 1972 became a cultural phenomenon. It brought out large crowds of the general public to watch a pornographic film in the theaters and resulted in arrests of exhibitors who screened the film in their movie houses and was eventually banned from playing in twenty-three states. Made on a small budget with little expectations, the controversial film launched a sexual and cultural revolution and became one of the most successful independent films of all time. This documentary examines the politics, the porn stars, and the persecution, as well the mob involvement and the claims of on-set abuse of the lead actress Linda Lovelace. Directed and directed by Fenton Bailey and Randy Barbato. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “The last word for now” Bill Maher, Erica Jong, Hugh Hefner, Wes Craven discuss America’s prevailing attitudes about sex; “The Binghampton trial: culturally speaking” the first town to put Deep Throat on trial; “Quincy house: poison ivy league” two Harvard students are arrested for screening Deep Throat; Commentary track with directors Randy Barbato and Fenton Bailey; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French. 


Inside Llewyn Davis : (DVD)  
18925,ID  
COLOR 104 MIN  
SONY PICTU 2013  
Follows a week in the life of a young folk singer as he navigates the Greenwich Village folk scene of 1961. Llewyn Davis (Oscar Isaac) is at a crossroads and struggling to make it as a musician against seemingly insurmountable obstacles—some of them of his own making. Living at the mercy of both friends and strangers, Llewyn’s misadventures take him from the backstreets of Greenwich Village to an empty Chicago club—on an odyssey to audition for a music mogul—and back again. Includes music performed by Isaac, Justin Timberlake and Carey Mulligan, as well as Marcus Mumford and Punch Brothers. Cast includes Oscar Isaac, Carey Mulligan, John Goodman, Garrett Hedlund, F. Murray Abraham, Justin Timberlake. Special feature: Inside Llewyn Davis: discover how the acclaimed film was made with the filmmakers, cast, crew and musicians. Written and directed by Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. English dialogue; original English SDH on French and Spanish.


Inside man : (DVD)  
17641,ID  
17641,DM  
COLOR 129 MIN  
UNIVERSAL 2006  
NYPD Detective Keith Frazier struggles to outsmart Dalton, a high-stakes bank robber who, along with a well-trained crew of accomplices, has seized control of a Wall Street bank. The robbers turn what initially looks like a hostage crisis into a personal crusade to expose some mysterious evil secrets. As the dangerous cat-and-mouse game unfolds, Madaline, a power broker with her own agenda, emerges and injects even more instability into an already volatile situation. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Clive Owen, Jodie Foster, Christopher Plummer, Willem Dafoe, Chiwetel Ejiofor. Written by Russell Gewirtz. Directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Spike Lee. 


Inside out : (Blu-ray disc)  
19347,ID  
COLOR 95 MIN  
BUENA VIST 2015  
Riley is a young girl living a happy life with her family in the Midwest. When the family moves to San Francisco, Riley’s world is uprooted and she experiences an emotional transition to her new life. Like all of us, Riley is guided by her emotions; Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sadness. The emotions live in Headquarters, the control center inside Riley’s mind, where they help advise her through everyday life. Headquarters enters a danger zone when Riley becomes sullen and depressed with her new circumstances, Joys fights to stay in control as Sadness and Anger become more dominant in Rileys mind. Cast includes Amy Poehler, Bill Hader, Lewis Black, Mindy Kaling, Phyllis Smith. Story by Pete Docter and Ronnie Del Carmen. Screenplay by Pete Docter, Meg LeFauve, and Josh Cooley. Directed by Ronnie Del Carmen and Peter Docter. This two-disc Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Short: Riley’s first date?; Lava short film; Story of the story Peter Docter and the story crew walk through the process of finding the story;
Paths to Pixar: the women of Inside out; Mixed emotions; Mapping the mind explores the workings of our minds; Our dads, the filmmakers; Interviews: Unknown; the sound of Inside Out; The misunderstood art of animation film editing; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Inside out : (DVD)
19346.ID
COLOR 95 MIN BUENA VIST 2015
Riley is a young girl living a happy life with her family in the Midwest. When the family moves to San Francisco, Riley’s world is uprooted and she experiences an emotional transition to her new life. Like all of us, Riley is guided by her emotions: Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust, and Sadness. The emotions live in Headquarters, the control center inside Riley’s mind, where they help advise her through everyday life. Headquarters enters a danger zone when Riley becomes sullen and depressed with her new circumstances, Joy fights to stay in control as Sadness and Anger become more dominant in Riley’s mind. Cast includes Anika Poepel, Bill Hader, Lewis Black, Mindy Kaling, Phyllis Smith. Story by Pete Docter and Ronnie Del Carmen. Screenplay by Pete Docter, Meg LeFauve, and Josh Cooley. Directed by Ronnie Del Carmen and Peter Docter. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Short: Rileys first date?; Lava short film; Story of the story Peter Doctor and the story crew walk through the process of finding the story; Paths to Pixar: the women of Inside out; Mixed emotions; Mapping the mind explores the workings of our minds; Our dads, the filmmakers; Into the unknown: the sound of Inside out; The misunderstood art of animation film editing; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Interiors : (DVD)
18733.ID
COLOR 92 MIN METRO-GOLD 1978
The Woody Allen collection Series - Woody Allen’s acclaimed drama of a family in crisis. A dark drama of three sisters: a writer, an actress, and one groping for identity. When their father (E.G. Marshall) decides to divorce their shattered mother (Geraldine Page) to marry a spunky middle-aged widow (Maureen Stapleton), the three young women struggle to come to terms—with each other and with themselves. Cast includes Kristin Griffith, Mary Beth Hurt, Richard Jordan, Diane Keaton, E.G. Marshall, Geraldine Page, Maureen Stapleton, Sam Waterson. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Chapter and Scene selection; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned. Feature films – United States.; Sisters – Drama.; Adult children of divorced parents – Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Intermezzo : (DVD)
17079,ID
B&W 70 MIN METRO-GOLD 1939
This psychological thriller is an American remake of a Norwegian film that shifts the setting of the story from Norway to Alaska. A big city LAPD detective is dispatched to help in a murder investigation in a small Alaska town. The veteran detective’s career and reputation have suffered some scandal and the assignment is not a reward for good deeds. The ever-shining midnight sun of the region plays havoc with the detective’s sleep. Deprived of the detective’s work on the murder case begins to spiral out-of-control. When the murderer reaches out to the detective, he loses control of the case. Cast includes Al Pacino, Robin Williams, Hilary Swank, Maura Tierney, Martin Donovan, Nicky Katt, Paul Dooley. Screenplay Hilary Seitz. Directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; commentaries by director Christopher Nolan; commentary in Original of Shooting (Sequence). Hilary Swank, production designer Nathan Crowley, editor Dody Dorn, cinematographer Wall Pfister, and screenwriter Hilary Seitz; featurettes: “Day for Night: Making-of” documentary, “180 degrees: A Conversation with Christopher Nolan and Al Pacino,” “In the Fog: Cinematography and Production Design,” and “Eyes Wide Open: The Insomniac’s World”; stills gallery; theatrical trailer; cast/crew film highlights; Languages: English and French (dubbed in Quebec); subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

International house : (DVD)
14380,ID
B&W 69 MIN UNIVERSAL 1933
W.C. Field’s Comedy Collection Series - A zany scientist in China invents a radio you can see: television. Every country wants to buy the rights, so characters from around the world converge on China and collide into a free-wheeling double-dealing variety show. Cast includes W.C. Fields, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Stuart Erwin, Rudy Vallee, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Sari Maritza, Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd, Call Cablowy, Bela Lugosi, Baby Rose Marie, Franklin Pangborn, Edmund Breese, Lumsden Hare, Sterling Halloway, Lona Andre, Screenplay by Francis Martin and Walter DeLeon. From a story by Lou Heifetz and Neil Brant. Directed by Edward Sutherland. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Scene selection; “W.C. Fields: Behind the laughter” Historians, coworkers and family members talk about the life and legacy of W.C. Fields; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


Interstellar : (Blu-ray Disc)
19278.ID
COLOR 168 MIN PARAMOUNT 2014
With our time on Earth coming to an end, a team of explorers undertakes the most important mission in human history; traveling beyond this galaxy to discover whether mankind has a future among the stars. Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain, Bill Irwin, Ellen Burstyn, Michael Caine, John Lithgow, Casey Affleck, Wes Bentley. Special features: Blu-Ray Disc 2: The science of Interstellar (50 min. featurette); Inside Interstellar: Plotting an interstellar journey (origins, influences and narrative designs), Life on Cooper’s farm, The dust, Tars and case, The cosmic sounds of Interstellar, The space suits, The endurance, Shooting in Iceland: Miller’s planet/Mann’s planet (creating two vastly different worlds
in one country). The ranger and the lander. Miniatures in space (Explore the large-scale models used in film). The simulation of zero-G, Celestial landmarks (how practical special effects give the illusion of real space travel). Across all dimensions and time, Final thoughts; Trailers. Directed by Christopher Nolan. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish; optional English, French, and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned; English audio description track for people with visual disabilities.

Feature films – United States.; Interplanetary voyages.; Interplanetary voyages – Drama.; Exploration of outer space.; Wormholes (Physics) – Drama.; Nolan, Christopher, 1970-.

**Interstellar** : (DVD)
19277,ID
COLOR 168 MIN PARAMOUNT 2014
With our time on Earth coming to an end, a team of explorers undertake the most important mission in human history: traveling beyond this galaxy to discover whether mankind has a future among the stars. Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain, Bill Irwin, Ellen Burstyn, Michael Caine, John Lithgow, Casey Affleck, Wes Bentley. Directed by Christopher Nolan. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish; optional English, French, and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned; English audio description track for people with visual disabilities.

Feature films – United States.; Interplanetary voyages.; Interplanetary voyages – Drama.; Exploration of outer space.; Nolan, Christopher, 1970-.

**Interview with the vampire : the vampire chronicles**
06470,VH
06470,ID
COLOR 123 MIN WARNER HOM 1994
A vampire tale that spans generations. Lestat and the man he lured into immortality Louis are two vampires bonded through eternity. Their relationship is torn by Louis’ abhorrence to the unalterable fact of vampire life that to survive he must kill. Screen adaptation of an Anne Rice novel. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt, Antonio Banderas, Stephen Rea, Christian Slater, Kirsten Dunst. Directed by Neil Jordon. The DVD version features interactive menus, production notes, scene access, English and French versions, and subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Vampire films; Vampires – Drama.

**Interview with the vampire : the vampire chronicles** : (DVD)
13853,ID
COLOR 123 MIN WARNER HOM 1994
A vampire tale that spans generations. Lestat and the man he lured into immortality Louis are two vampires bonded through eternity. Their relationship is torn by Louis’ abhorrence to the unalterable fact of vampire life that to survive he must kill. Screen adaptation of an Anne Rice novel. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt, Antonio Banderas, Stephen Rea, Christian Slater, Kirsten Dunst. Directed by Neil Jordon. The DVD version features interactive menus, production notes, scene access, English and French versions, and subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Vampire films; Vampires – Drama.; Jordan, Neli, 1951-

**Intimate stranger** : (DVD)
19042,ID
60 MIN LORBER HT 1991
The Alan Berliner collection Series - a a a a

**Into the abyss : a tale of death, a tale of life** : (DVD)
18801,ID
COLOR 107 MIN MPI MEDIA 2011
Filmmaker Werner Herzog explores a triple homicide case in Conroe, Texas and "probes the human psyche to explore why people kill–and why a state kills". Through intimate conversations with those involved, including 28-year-old death row inmate Michael Perry (scheduled to die within eight days of appearing on-screen), Herzog achieves what he describes as 'a gaze into the abyss of the human soul.' Herzog's inquiries also extend to the families of the victims and perpetrators as well as a state executioner and pastor who've been with death row prisoners as they've taken their final breaths. Featuring Jason Burkett, Werner Herzog, Michael Perry. In English with optional Spanish subtitles; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**Into the woods** : (DVD)
19140,ID
COLOR 125 MIN WALT DISNE 2014
A modern twist on several of the beloved Brothers Grimm fairy tales, intertwining the plots of a few choice stories and exploring the consequences of the characters' wishes and quests. This humorous and heartfelt musical follows the classic tales of Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, and Rapunzel, all tied together by an original story involving a baker and his wife, their wish to begin a family and their interaction with the witch who has put a curse on them. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Emily Blunt, James Corden, Anna Kendrick, Chris Pine, Tracey Ullman, Christine Baranski, Johnny Depp. Special features: The magic of the woods; explore the cinematic wizardry that brings the story to life on-screen. Directed by Rob Marshall. In English, dubbed French, dubbed Spanish, or dubbed Thai with optional English, French, Spanish, Thai, Bahasa, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, or Chinese subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (SDH); English descriptive audio track for people with visual disabilities; closed-captioned in English.


**Intolerable cruelty** : (DVD)
10157,ID
COLOR 100 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004
A romantic comedy about a powerful divorce attorney who falls in love with a beautiful gold-digger. She habitually marries rich men and divorces them winning huge settlements. He is suffering from a mid-life crisis and believes she is the cure for his life doldrums. Cast includes George Clooney, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Geoffrey Rush, Cedic the Entertainer, Edward Herman, Richard Jenkins, Billy Bob Thornton. Story by Robert Ramsey, Matthew Stone, Ethan Coen, and Joel Coen. Directed by Joel Coen. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; "hilarious outtakes" and "hysterical hijinks"; style file "the wardrobe," a look inside Intolerable Cruelty; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English captioned, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

**Intolerance** : (DVD)
13983,ID
COLOR 139 MIN MANDALAY 1916
Four separate, interwoven stories, unified by the common theme of man's inhumanity to fellow man. The Babylonian story deals with the fall of Babylon in 538 B.C. The Judean story treats the life of Christ. The French story centers on the Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day in 1572. The modern story is set in an American mill town and the slum area of an American city. Cast includes Lilian Gish, Mae Marsh, Walter Long, Tully Marshall, Eugene Pallette, Elmo Lincoln, Ralph Lewis, Erich von Strohem, Elmer Clifton, Tod Browning, Monte Blue, and Donald Crisp. Written by Tod Browning. Directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version includes an interactive menu; Index; Catalog; Language: Silent with music score.

Intolerance : (DVD)
12245, ID 17245, DM
B&W 197 MIN KINO VIDEO 1916

D.W. Griffith's superproduction features four separate stories interwoven: the fall of Babylon, the death of Christ, the massacre of the Huguenots, and a contemporary drama, all crosscut and building with energy to a thrilling chase and finale. Cast includes Miriam Cooper, Mae Marsh, Margery Wilson, Constance Talmadge, Robert Harron, Elmer Clifton, Tully Marshall. Written and directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Filmed introduction by Orson Welles; Excerpts from "Cabiria" (1914) and "The Last days of Pompeii" (1914), two films that inspired Griffith to make "Intolerance;" Text excerpts from "Away with meddlers: A declaration of independence" and "The rise and fall of free speech in America" two pamphlets by D.W. Griffith at the time of "Intolerance"s release; Excerpt of "The Fall of Babylon" (1916) which offers an alternate (happy) ending to the Babylonian sequence; About the score.

Intolerance :

Intruder in the dust
07292, VH
B&W 87 MIN MGM/UA HOME 1949

An adaptation of William Faulkner's novel about racial tension in a small town. A black man in a small southern town is accused of murdering a white man known to be his adversary. The proud man makes no attempt to defend himself and avoid being lynched. A young white boy persuades his lawyer uncle to help him and kill the man of a feisty old woman and the boy's black friend they set out to unearth the truth and bring justice to their town. Cast includes David Brian, Claude Jarman Jr., Juan Hernandez, Porter Hall, Elizabeth Patterson, Charles Kemper, Will Greer. Directed by Clarence Brown.

Invasion of the body snatchers
09190, DM
B&W 80 MIN ARTISAN EN 1955

A small town is invaded by plant-like extraterrestrials, who are replicating villagers in giant seed "pods" and taking possession of their souls while they sleep. One man, Dr. Miles Bannell, has been able to escape this grisly fate, and he must warn the rest of the world of the deadly invasion before it is too late. Based on the Collier's Magazine serial by Jack Finney. Cast includes Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry Gates, King Donovan, Carolyn Jones, Jean Willes, Ralph Dumke. Screenplay by Daniel Mainwaring. Directed by Don Siegel. This DVD version features a special interview with Kevin McCarthy; original theatrical trailer; presented in the original theatrical release version; original theatrical format of 2.35:1 aspect ratio; digitally re-mastered from the original film negative; Spanish and Italian language tracks; English captioning, French and Spanish subtitles.

Invictus : (DVD)
18741, ID
COLOR 115 MIN WARNER HOME 2009

In 1994, having been released from his long imprisonment, Nelson Mandela is elected as the first president of post-apartheid South Africa. Racial tension runs high, even in the president's offices, and especially among the members of his half black, half Afrikaner security team. As hosts of the 1995 Rugby World Cup, South Africa's low ranked national team, the Springboks, have a berth in the tournament. Mandela begins meeting with public appearances supporting the team, and meets privately with captain Francois Pienaar, encouraging him to inspire his teammates to victory. The Springboks' new slogan is "One team, One nation." President Mandela is betting that if they win the Cup, it might even be a bit true. Cast includes Morgan Freeman, Matt Damon, Tony Kgoroge, Julian Lewis Jones, Adjoa Andoh, Patrick Mofokeng, Khodiadze, Leleti Khumalo. Special features: Matt Damon plays rugby (7 min.); Invictus music trailer (3 min); Preview (10 min.). Produced and directed by Clint Eastwood. In English, dubbed French or Spanish, with optional subtitles in English for the hearing impaired, French, or Spanish.

Invincible : (DVD)
18140, ID
COLOR 106 MIN BUENA VIST 2005

Vince Papale is a down-on-his-luck substitute teacher in Philadelphia who, at the age of 30, was out of work, abandoned by his wife, and biding time as a part-time bartender when he decides to answer an open call for tryouts on the Philadelphia Eagles NFL football team in 1976. Going with his gut instinct, new coach Dick Vermeil rewards Papale's diligent efforts with a place on the team. Cast includes Mark Wahlberg, Greg Kinnear, Elizabeth Banks, Kevin Conway, Michael Rispoli, Kirk Acevedo, Dov Davidoff, Michael Kelly, Sal Darigo, Nicoye Banks. Special features: "Becoming 'Invincible': the Vince Papale story;" Vince Papale, producer Mark Ciardi and writer Brad Gann audio commentary; Director Ericson Core and editor Jerry Greenberg commentary. Directed by Ericson Core. In English (Dolby Digital 5.1 Surround) or French with optional English for the hearing impaired.

Introducing Dorothy Dandridge : (DVD)
11792, ID
COLOR 115 MIN HBO VIDEO 1999

Dorothy Dandridge was an African American actress, dancer, and singer during an era when few Hollywood films employed black actors in lead roles. An acclaimed stage actress, she was a woman of talent, beauty, and ambition when black stars still weren’t welcome through the front door. Dandridge’s role in the film "Carmen Jones" led her to become the first African American woman to be nominated for a Best Actress Academy Award. While her professional life soared her personal life was filled with bad marriages and affairs. Based on the book "Dorothy Dandridge" by Earl Mills. Cast includes Halle Berry, Brent Spiner, Obba Babatunde, Loretta Devine, Cynda Williams, Lananya Richardson, Tamara Taylor, Alexis Carrington, Klaus Maria Brandauer. Screenplay by Shonda Rhimes and Scott Abbott. Directed by Martha Coolidge. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Cast and crew bios; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

impaired and French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.


Irma la Douce : (DVD)
19038.ID
COLOR 143 MIN MGM HOME E 1963
Comedy about a young Parisian policeman and his romance with a prostitute. Based on the play by Alexandre Breffort and the music by Marguerite Monnot. Cast includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine. Includes original theatrical trailer. Directed by Billy Wilder. English, French, Spanish; with French and Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Iron jawed angels : (DVD)
19046.ID
COLOR 123 MIN HBO VIDEO 2004
The dramatized story of Alice Paul and Lucy Burns, leaders of the suffragist women who fought for the passage of the 19th Amendment. They broke from the mainstream women’s rights movement to create a more activist wing, daring to push the boundaries to secure women’s voting rights in 1920. Cast includes Hilary Swank, Frances O’Connor, Julia Ormond, Anjelica Huston, Molly Parker, Patrick Dempsey, Laura Fraser, Brooke Smith, Vera Farmiga, Lois Smith, Margo Martindale, Joseph Adams, Bob Gunton. Special features: optional audio commentary (by Garnier and Robinson). Directed by Katja von Garnier. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish. Optional subtitles in French or Spanish. Closed-captioned.


Ishtar
10665.VH
COLOR 107 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1987
Two New York songwriters/entertainers with dubious talent are sent off to Morocco by their agent for some seasoning. The two men are waylaid and soon caught up in the political turmoil in Ishtar. The men are soon caught up in the struggle and interacting with a beautiful revolutionary and an overzealous CIA agent, with the fate of the entire Middle East in their hands. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Dustin Hoffman, Isabelle Adjani, Charles Grodin, Jack Weston. Written and directed by Elaine May.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana.

The island at the top of the world : (DVD)
19810.ID
COLOR 94 MIN BUENA VIST 1974
A valley of Vikings are found by turn-of-the-century arctic explorers. The Vikings are located in the valley of a volcano hidden from the world. Cast includes David Hartman, Donald Sinden, Jacques Marin, Mako, David Gwillim, Agneta Eckemyr. Screenplay by John Whedon. Directed by Robert Stevenson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; 1974 behind-the-scenes featurette; Special effects camera dailies; 1968 pre-production trailer; Original trailers and T.V. spots; Language: English and French; Subtitles: French and Spanish.


The island : (DVD)
11758.ID
11758.DM COLOR 136 MIN DREAMWORKS 2005
Set in a future, where human clones are harvested for parts for wealthy individuals, two clones discover the truth of their existence. The clones live in an isolated, high-tech compound, unaware of their true purpose in life. The clones are fed lies in order to keep them complacent and docile. When two clones escape and learn the truth, they risk their own lives to save the others left behind and reeve the truth. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Scarlett Johansson, Djimon Hounsou, Sean Bean, Michael Clarke Duncan, Steve Buscemi. Story by Caspian Tredwell-Owen. Screenplay by Caspian Tredwell-Owen, Alex Kurtzman and Roberto Orci. Directed by Michael Bay. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with Michael Bay; A behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the film’s action sequences and stunts; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned, English, Spanish, and French.


The island of Dr. Moreau : (DVD)
08974.ID
COLOR 100 MIN NEW LINE H 1996
On a remote island in the South Pacific, Dr. Moreau has been conducting experiments to create the perfect life form. Giving evolution a shove forward the doctor has been turning animal life into human like beasts. Moreau is the father and the creator to the beasts that inhabit the island. An outsider arrives on the island just in time to witness the downfall of the scientist, when his beasts turn on him and revolt. Based on the novel by H.G. Wells. Cast includes Marlon Brando, Val Kilmer, David Thewlis, Frederick Sakall, Sylвестer Stallone, James Whitmore, Asia Argento, and Rona Charles. Directed by John Frankenheimer. This DVD version features interactive menus; standard and widescreen version; the unrated director’s cut of the film; scene highlights showcasing the stars of the film in separate clips from five other movies; on-screen interviews with Val Kilmer, David Thewlis, and Stan Winston on the original theatrical trailer and original international trailer; cast biographies and filmographies; Dolby digital multi-channel sound; Languages: English and French; subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

It : (DVD)
18298.ID
B&W 72 MIN SILENT KINO VIDEO 1927
A saucy lingerie salesgirl sets her sights on the handsome owner of the department store where she works. Based on the novel by Elinor Glyn. Cast includes Clara Bow, Antonio Moreno, William Austin, Priscilla Bonner, Jacqueline Gadsdon, Julia Swayne Gordon, Elinor Glyn, Gary Cooper. Directed by Clarence Badger. This DVD version includes the documentary "Clara Bow: discovering the ‘It’ girl" directed by Roger Corman and Timeline Films in association with the UCLA Film and Television Archive, directed by Hugh Munro Neely; Silent with musical score and English intertitles.


It happened in Hollywood : (DVD)
15278.ID
B&W 67 MIN SONY PICTU 1937
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - A silent-screen cowboy can’t quite adjust to talkies, the death of westerns, or to playing a modern-day gangster. He loses his money and his ranch, but when a sick boy comes to see him, he arranges to have a party at his old ranch featuring the doubles of Hollywood stars. Based on the book ‘Once a Hero’ by Myles Connolly. Cast includes Richard Dix, Fay Wray, Victor Kilian, and Franklin Pangborn. Story by Myles Connolly. Screenplay by Ethel Hill, Harvey Ferguson, and Samuel Fuller. Directed by Harry Lachman. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

It happened one night
0700C, VH
105 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1934
B&W

A man and a woman share a trip across the country, bickering the whole way. Spoiled Ellie Andrews escapes from her millionaire father, who wants to stop her from marrying a worthless playboy. Peter Warner is an out-of-work newsmen, who meets on the bus. When their bus breaks down, the two set off on a madcap hitchhiking expedition. The newsmen hopes to parlay the inside story of their misadventures into a job. Along the way the mismatched couple fall in love. Cast includes Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert, Walter Connolly. Directed by Frank Capra.


The Italian job : (DVD)
12593, ID
12593, DM
105 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1969
COLOR

It's all about love : (DVD)
19964, ID
COLOR
106 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004

It happened one night : (DVD)
14556, ID
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 2003

It's a wonderful life
07150, VH
07150, DM
132 MIN REPUBLIC P 1946
B&W

A man and a woman share a trip across the country, bickering the whole way. Spoiled Ellie Andrews escapes from her millionaire father, who wants to stop her from marrying a worthless playboy. Peter Warner is an out-of-work newsmen, who meets on the bus. When their bus breaks down, the two set off on a madcap hitchhiking expedition. The newsmen hopes to parlay the inside story of their misadventures into a job. Along the way the mismatched couple fall in love. Based on the short story by Samuel Hopkins Adams. Cast includes Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert, Walter Connolly. Directed by Frank Capra. This DVD version features Frank Capra, Jr. remembers "It Happened One Night," Frank Capra, Jr. audio commentary; Original live radio broadcast; Talent files; Vintage advertising; Original theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.


The Italian job : (DVD)
14555, ID
COLOR 99 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969

The Italian job
07243, VD
105 MIN VOYAGER CO 1946
B&W

It's a wonderful life
07194, ID
COLOR 78 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1994

It's a gift : (DVD)
14379, ID
B&W 69 MIN UNIVERSAL 1934

A suspense-thriller set in an futuristic apocalyptic world. A couple who have been separated for years, reunite when he comes back into her life with divorce papers. She is a world-famous ice skater and celebrity. Dismayed by the state of his wife's life, he takes a protective stance in the fight for her safety. He is willing to risk everything to save her from her fate. Cast includes Joaquin Phoenix, Claire Danes, Douglas Henshall, Alun Armstrong, Margo Martindale, Sean Penn. Screenplay by Thomas Vinterberg and Mogens Rukov. Directed by Thomas Vinterberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


It's Pat : the movie
09265, VH
COLOR 78 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1994

A man and a woman share a trip across the country, bickering the whole way. Spoiled Ellie Andrews escapes from her millionaire father, who wants to stop her from marrying a worthless playboy. Peter Warner is an out-of-work newsmen, who meets on the bus. When their bus breaks down, the two set off on a madcap hitchhiking expedition. The newsmen hopes to parlay the inside story of their misadventures into a job. Along the way the mismatched couple fall in love. Cast includes Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert, Walter Connolly. Directed by Frank Capra.


It's all about love : (DVD)
19964, ID
COLOR 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004

A man and a woman share a trip across the country, bickering the whole way. Spoiled Ellie Andrews escapes from her millionaire father, who wants to stop her from marrying a worthless playboy. Peter Warner is an out-of-work newsmen, who meets on the bus. When their bus breaks down, the two set off on a madcap hitchhiking expedition. The newsmen hopes to parlay the inside story of their misadventures into a job. Along the way the mismatched couple fall in love. Based on the short story by Samuel Hopkins Adams. Cast includes Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert, Walter Connolly. Directed by Frank Capra. This DVD version features Frank Capra, Jr. remembers "It Happened One Night," Frank Capra, Jr. audio commentary; Original live radio broadcast; Talent files; Vintage advertising; Original theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.

Jacob's ladder : (DVD) 12413.ID 12413.DM
COLOR 116 MIN ARTISAN EN 1990
Jacob Singer, a Vietnam War veteran living in New York City, slowly loses his grip on reality. He is haunted by memories of his deceased son and terrifying wartime demons that won't leave him alone. As his hallucinations become increasingly more extreme, he tries to sort out what is happening to him. He learns that he might have been a victim of U.S. Government drug试验. Cast includes Tim Robbins, Elizabeth Pena, Danny Aiello. Written by Bruce Joel Rubin. Directed by Adrian Lyne. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and crew information; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Jailhouse rock 05849.VH 05849.DM
COLOR 92 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1957
Quintessential Elvis Presley film, in which he plays a youth sent to prison for accidentally killing a man in a barroom fight. He takes up singing while behind bars, and when a beautiful woman gives him a break in records, he uses his aggressiveness and talent to turn his life around. Cast includes Judy Tyler, Mickey Shaughnessy, Dean Jones and Jennifer Holden; directed by Richard Thorpe. Colorized version.


Jailhouse rock : (DVD) 14982.ID
B&W 96 MIN WARNER HOM 1957
Quintessential Elvis Presley film, in which he plays a youth sent to prison for accidentally killing a man in a barroom fight. He takes up singing while behind bars, and when a beautiful woman gives him a break in records, he uses his aggressiveness and talent to turn his life around. Six Presley songs by Henry Lieber and Mike Stoller spike the story, including 'Treat me nice,' 'I wanna be free,' and the title tune. Cast includes Elvis Presley, Judy Tyler, Mickey Shaughnessy, Dean Jones and Jennifer Holden. Screenplay by Guy Grosper. Directed by Richard Thorpe. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Commentary by Steve Pond, author of 'Elvis in Hollywood;' New featurette 'The scene that stole jailhouse rock;' Language: English; Subtitles: French (Main feature. Bonus material / Trailer may not be subtitled.) and English captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


James Baldwin : the price of the ticket : (DVD) 18607.ID
COLOR 87 MIN CALIFORNIA 1989
Presents a look at the life and influence of author James Baldwin, at once a major twentieth century American author, a Civil Rights activist and, for two crucial decades, a prophetic voice calling Americans, Black and white, to confront their shared racial tragedy. Through interviews with writers and friends, this documentary captures the passionate intellect and courageous writing of a man who was born Black, impoverished, gifted and
The James Cagney collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

The time of your life: (DVD)

James Dean: (DVD)
09898,ID
COLOR 95 MIN WARNER BRO 2001
A revealing dramatization of the life behind the Hollywood film legend James Dean. Dean's real life paralleled his roles in such films as "East of Eden," "Rebel Without a Cause," and " Giant." He was said to have been "too fast to live. Too young to die.

Cast includes James Franco, Michael Moriarty, Valentina Cervi, Enrico Colantoni, Edward Hermann, Mark Rydell. Written by Israel Horovitz. Directed by Mark Rydell. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; cast/director film highlights; theatrical trailers of the Dean movies "Giant" and "Rebel Without a Cause." Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Motion picture actors and actresses – United States – Biography; Dean, James, 1931-1955.

James Stewart: the western collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Bend of the river: (DVD)
The far country: (DVD)
The rare breed: (DVD)
Winchester '73: (DVD)

Jane Eyre
08013,VH
COLOR 116 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1996
An adaptation of Charlotte Bronte's gothic tale of star-crossed lovers. Jane Eyre is a young woman whose will to overcome a life of hardship leads her into a passionate romance with a handsome – and mysterious – gentleman. Swept up in the storylines. The pair discovers a major motion picture is being developed about their characters without their consent or input. Convinced it is a great white shark responsible for the attacks, the town's sheriff, a marine biologist, and a local fisherman set out to find and kill the shark before it affects the tourist trade for the biggest weekend of the Summer, while the town's Sheriff is afraid that more people will die if they don't shut down the beaches. Convinced it is a great white shark responsible for the attacks, the town's sheriff, a marine biologist, and a local fisherman set out to find and kill the shark before more humans are eaten. The three men in a small boat are soon drawn into an epic sea battle with the menacing shark. Based on the novel by Peter Benchley. Cast includes Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, Richard Dreyfuss, Lorraine Gary, Murray Hamilton. Screenplay by Peter Benchley and Carl Gottlieb. Music by John Williams. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Dolby digital and original theatrical mono audio tracks; Deleted scenes and outtakes; From the set: a never-before-available interview with director Steven Spielberg; The making of Jaws: a two-hour documentary featuring interviews with Steven Spielberg, Richard Dreyfuss, and Roy Scheider; Jaws archives: production photos, storyboards, marketing Jaws and Jaws phenomenon; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States; Sharks – Drama; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

Jay and Silent Bob strike back: (DVD)
10817,ID 10817,DM
COLOR 104 MIN DIMENSION 2001
An irreverent comedy that follows the further adventures of Jay and Silent Bob, characters introduced in director Kevin Smith's classic low budget film "Clerks." The film is packed with low brow humor, "Star War" references, and cameos by stars from other Smith films. The movie features several wacky storylines. The pair discovers a major motion picture is being developed about their characters without their consent or input. The two marijuana smoking buddies decide to leave their native New Jersey and head to Hollywood to stop the production.
Along the way they become involved with a group of sexy crooks masquerading as an animal liberation group and the heroes run afoul of the law. Cast includes Kevin Smith, Jason Meses, Ben Affleck, Eliza Dushku, Shannon Elizabeth, Will Ferrell, Ali Larter, Jason Lee, Chris Rock. Written and directed by Kevin Smith. This two disc DVD version of the film features 176 minutes of extra bonus material; Feature commentary track with director Kevin Smith, producer Scott Mosier, and Jason Meses; Deleted scenes with intros by Kevin Smith and guests; The Secret Stash with intros; Gag reel with intro; Internet trailers with intro; TV spots; Still galleries; Storyboard; Behind-The-Scenes featurette; Morris Day and the Time “Learnin’ the Moves;” Music video - Afroman “I Got It;” Music video - Stroke 9 “Kick Some Ass;” Comedy Central’s Reel Comedy: Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back; Cast and Crew interview Guide to Morris Day and the Time; French Language track; Spanish subtitles; DVD-Rom material: open-mic commentary, screenplay viewer, cast and crew filmographies, guide to Morris Day and the Time, weblinks.

Feature films – United States.

The jazz singer
06306,DM
06306,DM
B&W 89 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1927

A young man's desire to enter show business puts him at odds with his Rabbi father. The "Jazz Singer" was the first film with spoken dialogue. The film's dialogue sequences are linked by musically backed "silent" scenes. Cast includes Al Jolson, May McAvoy, and Warren Oland. Directed by Alan Crosland. Screenplay by Alvin H. Stock. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Distributed by Goldwyn. This DVD features commentary from director Michael Curtiz, actors in the film, and others. This is a two-disc DVD set.

Jesus Christ superman
13837,DM
13837,DM
COLOR 107 MIN UNIVERSAL 1973

The film adaptation of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber's rock opera, the story of the final week of Jesus Christ's life on earth. The musical is taken out of the theater and into the deserts of Israel. Based upon the rock opera "Jesus Christ Superstar" book by Tim Rice, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, and lyrics by Tim Rice. Cast includes Ted Neeley, Carl Anderson, Yvonne Elliman, Berry Dennen. Screenplay by Melvyn Bragg and Norman Jewison. Directed by Norman Jewison. This DVD version features commentary with director Norman Jewison and actor Ted Neeley; Interview with master lyricist Tim Rice; Photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States; Jesus Christ – Drama

Jesus : (DVD)
16582,DM
16582,DM
COLOR 83 MIN JESUS FILM 1979

This moving account of the life of Jesus gives an amazingly authentic portrayal of one of the most influential and captivating figures in all of human history, Jesus of Nazareth. The cast includes Brian Deacon as Jesus. Directed by Peter Sykes and John Krisch. This DVD version features a Behind-the-scenes look at the making of the film "Jesus;" Audio tracks in eight languages: Language: English, Arabic, French, Japanese, Spanish, German, French, Portuguese, and Italian.

Jerry Maguire : (DVD)
13793,ID
13793,DM
COLOR 139 MIN COLUMBIA T 1997

A sports agent suddenly discovers his scruples and promptly loses his job. But with the help of one loyal colleague and one outrageous client, he learns that loving well is the best revenge. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Cuba Gooding Jr., Renee Zellweger, Kelly Preston, Jerry O'Connell, Jay Mohr, Bonnie Hunt. Written and directed by Cameron Crowe. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Cameron Crowe, Tom Cruise, Renee Zellweger and Cuba Gooding Jr.; Deleted scenes with director and editor's commentary; Rehearsal footage with director and editor's commentary; "My First Commercial" by Rod Tidwell; Drew Rosenhaus: Sports Agent; Music video: "Secret Garden" by Bruce Springsteen; Making-of featurette; Theatrical trailers: "Jerry Maguire" "As Good as it Gets" Mission statements; Filmographies; Photo gallery; Language: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.


Jesus Christ superman : (DVD)
19684,DM
19684,DM
COLOR 139 MIN UNIVERSAL 1973

The film adaptation of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber's rock opera, the story of the final week of Jesus Christ's life on earth. The musical is taken out of the theater and into the deserts of Israel. Based upon the rock opera "Jesus Christ Superstar" book by Tim Rice, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, and lyrics by Tim Rice. Cast includes Ted Neeley, Carl Anderson, Yvonne Elliman, Berry Dennen. Screenplay by Melvyn Bragg and Norman Jewison. Directed by Norman Jewison. This DVD version features commentary with director Norman Jewison and actor Ted Neeley; Interview with master lyricist Tim Rice; Photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals–Film and video adaptations; Musicals–United States; Jesus Christ – Drama

Jekyll & Hyde : the musical : (DVD)
11054,ID
11054,ID
COLOR 134 MIN GOODTIMES 2001

A Broadway musical production of the "Jekyll & Hyde: the Musical" performed at New York’s Plymouth Theatre. The brilliant Dr. Jekyll unleashes his evil alter ego Mr. Hyde and causes havoc on the streets of London. Based on Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic tale. Cast includes David Hasselhoff, Coleen Sexton, Andrea Riavette, George Merritt, Barrie Ingham, Martin Van Treuren, Corinne Melancon. Directed by Don Roy King. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Show prelude with David Hasselhoff; Cast bios; Theatrical trailer.

Jesus of Nazareth : (DVD)

14562.ID
14562.DM
COLOR 382 MIN ARTISAN HO 1977
Maintaining the perfect balance between religious fervor and realism, this film depicts the life of Christ from His birth through His resurrection. It is acclaimed exceptional for its thorough Biblical and historical research written in consultation with leading Anglican, Catholic and Jewish religious authorities. Cast includes Robert Powell, Anne Bancroft, Ernest Borgnine, Valentina Cervi, James Farentino, James Earl Jones, Stacy Keach, Tony Lo Bianco, James Mason, Ian McShane, Sir Laurence Olivier, Donald Pleasance, Christopher Plummer, Anthony Quinn, Faye Dunaway, Rod Steiger, Peter Ustinov, Michael York, Olivia Hussey. Directed by Franco Zeffirelli. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene access; Trailer; Cast and crew information; "Living in Biblical Times" information; Language: English. Feature films – United States.; Bible films.; N.T. Gospels – Drama.; Christian films.; Jesus Christ – Drama.; Young, Roger, 1942-; Sisto, Jeremy, 1974-.

Jet pilot : (DVD)

10168.HD
COLOR 112 MIN GOODTIMES 1957
A Cold War romance between an American and a Russian pilot. A Russian jet is forced out of the sky by the U.S. Air Force. To the surprise of the commander who forced the jet down, the airplane is piloted by a female defector. The commander and the defector develop a lively, love-hate relationship, which leads the two to marriage to keep her from being deported. The relationship becomes even more complicated when the commander is informed his wife is actually a spy. Some of the stunt flying in the film is preformed by pilot Chuck Yeager. Cast includes John Wayne, Janet Leigh, Jay C. Flippen, Paul Fix, Hans Conried, and the U.S. Air Force. Written by Jules Furthman. Directed by Josef von Sternberg. This DVD version features scene selection; widescreen format; Language: English; Subtitles: English captioned, Spanish, and French.

The jewel of the Nile : (DVD)

07665.VH
COLOR 106 MIN 20TH CENTU 1985
The sequel to the film "Romancing the Stone," finds novelist Joan Wilder and adventurer Jack Colton in search of the Jewel of the Nile. The duo must fight thieves and armies to survive this wild adventure to find the mysterious "jewel" and rediscover their love for each other. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner, Danny DeVito. Based on the characters created by Diane Thomas. Written by Mark Rosenthal and Lawrence Konner. Directed by Lewis Teague.

JFK : (DVD)

08898.ID
08898.DM
COLOR 205 MIN WARNER BRO 1986
Oliver Stone's acclaimed and controversial drama, based on events surrounding the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Kevin Bacon, Tommy Lee Jones, Laurie Metcalf, Gary Oldham, Michael Rooker, Jay O. Sanders, and Sissy Spacek; written by Stone and Zachary Sklar; directed by Stone. Assassination–Investigations; Feature films – United States.; Presidents–Assassination; Kennedy, John F. (John Fitzgerald), 1917-1963–Assassinat; Stone, Oliver

Jezebel : (DVD)

12505.ID
12505.DM
B&W 105 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1938
Bette Davis won her second Academy Award for her unforgettable portrayal of a tempestuous Southern belle stifled by antebellum New Orleans society. Her willfulness and spite cause trouble, but when tragedy strikes, she atones. From the play by Owen Davis, Sr. Cast includes Bette Davies, Henry Fonda, George Brent, Margaret Lindsay, Donald Crisp, Fay Bainter, Richard Cromwell, Henry O'Neill, Spring Byington, John Litel. Screenplay by Clements Ripley, Abem Finkel, and John Huston. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features standard presentation; Commentary by film historian Jeaninne Basinger; Featurette "Jezebel: Legend of the south;" Vintage musical short "Melody masters;" Classic cartoon "The mice will play;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Jezebel : (DVD)

01061.VH
01061.DM
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER BRO 1983
Bette Davis won her second Academy Award for her unforgettable portrayal of a tempestuous Southern belle stifled by antebellum New Orleans society. Her willfulness and spite cause trouble, but when tragedy strikes, she atones. From the play by Owen Davis, Sr. Cast includes Bette Davies, Henry Fonda, George Brent, Margaret Lindsay, Donald Crisp, Fay Bainter, Richard Cromwell, Henry O'Neill, Spring Byington, John Litel. Screenplay by Clements Ripley, Abem Finkel, and John Huston. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features standard presentation; Commentary by film historian Jeaninne Basinger; Featurette "Jezebel: Legend of the south;" Vintage musical short "Melody masters;" Classic cartoon "The mice will play;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

JFK : (DVD)

05187.VD
COLOR 189 MIN WARNER HOM 1991
Oliver Stone's acclaimed and controversial drama, based on events surrounding the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Kevin Bacon, Tommy Lee Jones, Laurie Metcalf, Gary Oldham, Michael Rooker, Jay O. Sanders, and Sissy Spacek; written by Stone and Zachary Sklar; directed by Stone. Assassination–Investigations; Feature films – United States.; Presidents–Assassination; Kennedy, John F. (John Fitzgerald), 1917-1963–Assassinat; Stone, Oliver
Feature films – United States

Oliver Stone; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Assassination–Investigations; Feature films – United States.; Presidents–Assassination; Kennedy, John F. (John Fitzgerald), 1917-1963–Assassination; Stone, Oliver

Jim Thorpe - all American
09888,VH
B&W 107 MIN WARNER BRO 1951
A Hollywood biopic on the man who was selected as "the greatest athlete of the first half of the 20th century," Jim Thorpe. Jim Thorpe was a native American from Oklahoma who played professional basketball and football, and ran track and field in the Olympics, winning gold medals in the process. The film covers his triumphant athletic career and the climb back to a successful life after a bitter slide into obscurity. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Charles Bickford, Steve Cochran, Phyllis Thaxter. Screenplay by Douglas Morrow and Everett Freeman. Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Athletes; Feature films – United States.; Indians of North America–Biography; Thorpe, Jim, 1887-1953.

Joan of Arc : a portrait of a legend
08915,VH
COLOR 100 MIN VID AMERIC 1948
In 1428, a young peasant girl from a small village in Lorraine, France is inspired by a vision of God to drive the English from France, and crown the Dauphin in Rheims' cathedral. Joan of Arc leads an army of believers to numerous victories on the battlefield. When a sordid truce is signed with the English, in an ironic twist of fate, Joan becomes a political prisoner and tried as a witch by an ecclesiastical court. She is turned over to the English and burned to death. Cast includes Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, John Ireland, Leif Erickson, William Conrad, J. Carrol Naish. Directed by Victor Fleming.


Joan of Arc : (DVD)
12508,HD
COLOR 146 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1948
In 1428, a young peasant girl from a small village in Lorraine, France is inspired by a vision of God to drive the English from France, and crown the Dauphin in Rheims' cathedral. Joan of Arc leads an army of believers to numerous victories on the battlefield. When a sordid truce is signed with the English, in an ironic twist of fate, Joan becomes a political prisoner and tried as a witch by an ecclesiastical court. She is turned over to the English and burned to death. Based on the stage play "Joan of Lorraine" by Maxwell Anderson. Cast includes Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, John Ireland, Leif Erickson, William Conrad, J. Carrol Naish. Screenplay by Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt. Directed by Victor Fleming. This DVD version features scene selection; The completely restored original-length version.


Joe
08738,VH
COLOR 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1970
Two middle-aged men form an odd friendship in a seedy New York City bar. Joe is a blue-collar worker, while the other man is a wealthy executive; the men bond despite their differences. The men join together to search for the executes missing daughter, when her hippie boyfriend turns up dead. Joe has an uneasy feeling who might be behind the murder. Cast includes Peter Boyle, Dennis Patrick, Audrey Caire, Susan Sarandon. Written by Norman Wexler. Directed by John G. Avildsen.

Feature films – United States.

Joe : (DVD)
11305,ID
COLOR 91 MIN CLASSIC RE 1986
Two middle-aged men form an odd friendship in a seedy New York City bar. Joe is a blue-collar worker, while the other man is a wealthy executive; the men bond despite their differences. The men join together to search for the executes missing daughter, when her hippie boyfriend turns up dead. Joe has an uneasy feeling who might be behind the murder. Cast includes Peter Boyle, Dennis Patrick, Audrey Caire, Susan Sarandon. Written by Norman Wexler. Directed by John G. Avildsen.

John Carpenter's Vampires : (DVD)
13839,ID
13839,DV
COLOR 108 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1998
A band of mercenary vampire slayers are steadfast in their quest to hunt vampires. They are Jack Crow's crew and when a master vampire kills all but one of his vampire slayers, Crow vows to track and kill the powerful vampire leader. There is urgency in the quest to kill the vampires, if they are able to possess the Bersiers Cross the vampires will be able to gain the omnipotent power to walk in the daylight. Based on the novel "Vampires" by John Steckley. Cast includes James Woods, Daniel Baldwin, Sheryl Lee, Thomas Ian Griffith, Maximillian Schell, Tim Guiney. Screenplay by Don Jakoby. Directed by John Carpenter. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen and full screen versions; Director's commentary; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.; Vampire films; Vampires – Drama.; Horror films.; Carpenter, John, 1948-

John Ford's My darling Clementine : (DVD)
19600,ID
B&W 97 MIN CRITERION 1946


The John Wayne Collection For descriptions see individual titles: The man who shot Liberty Valance : (DVD)
True grit : (DVD)

The John Wayne collection For descriptions see individual titles: Rio Lobo : (DVD)

Johnny Belinda : (DVD)
19491,ID
B&W 102 MIN WARNER HOM 1948
Life is hard on MacDonald farm in stony, windswept Nova Scotia - and harder for young Belinda, a deaf mute whose affliction has been confused with mental deficiency. From the stage play by Elmer Harris. Cast includes Jane Wyman, Lew Ayres, Charles Bickford, Agnes Moorehead, Stephen McNally. Screenplay by Irmgard Von Cube and Allen Vincent. Directed by Jean Negulesco. This DVD version features vintage short "The Little
Johnny Guitar

11583.VH

COLOR 116 MIN REPUBLIC P 1954

Martin Scorsese Presents Series - An unusual American Western film in which many of the conventions of the genre are reworked, the good guys wear black and gender roles are reversed. Many scenes in the film permeate with sexual tension. When the railroad comes to a frontier boomtown two power-hungry women struggle to become the most powerful person in town. An ex-gunslinging troubadour comes to town and lends a hand in the conflict and temporarily thralls the dark plans of one woman. In the end no one man can prevent the violent showdown between the two woman. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Mercedes McCambridge, Scott Brady, Ben Cooper, Ernest Borgnine, Ward Bond, John Carradine. Theme sung by Peggy Lee. This VHS version features an introduction by Martin Scorsese; Original theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States; Western films; Western films – United States; West (U.S.) – Drama; Crawford, Joan, 1908-1977.

Johnny Guitar : (Wenn Frauen haben) : (DVD-PAL)

15192.ID

COLOR 105 MIN ART HAUS 1954

An unusual American Western film in which many of the conventions of the genre are reworked: the good guys wear black and gender roles are reversed. Many scenes in the film resonate with sexual tension. Strong-willed saloonkeeper Vienna has a rocky relationship with local townspeople and cattle ranchers: where most locals oppose allowing the railway to come close to their town, she is eager for its arrival. Moreover, her stage-rober lover The Dancin' Kid and his gang frequent her saloon. However, this changes when Vienna takes up with Johnny Guitar, a man from her past, who has come to town, declared his love for Vienna, and offered to help protect her. But Johnny Guitar, a man from her past, who has come to town, declared his love for Vienna, and offered to help protect her. But when The Dancin' Kid robs the town bank, vengeful cattle rancher Emma Smalt (Mercedes McCambridge) is convinced that Vienna was involved in the robbery and leads the townspeople in burning down Vienna's saloon. The mob intends to hang Vienna, but Johnny Guitar rescues her at the last minute and they escape to The Dancin' Kid's secret lair. Out for blood, the townspeople hunt them down and kill The Dancin' Kid and his gang. Finally, Emma and Vienna engage in a duel wherein Vienna is injured and Emma is killed, after which Vienna and Johnny Guitar leave town. Based on the novel by Roy Chanslor. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Mercedes McCambridge, Ernest Borgnine, Ward Bond, and Scott Brady. Directed by Nicholas Ray. This German edition features cast bios; Trailer; Language: English; German audio tracks; Subtitles: German. This is a Region 2 / PAL DVD: it must be played on a Multi-Region player.


Johnny Suede

12013.VH

COLOR 97 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1992

Johnny Suede wears his hair in a real tall pompadour; he's a retro-rocker living in Brooklyn, NY. He needs a pair of black suede shoes and a girl to complete his look. One night Johnny finds a pair of shoes and soon after meets a girl. She proves to be trouble, but Johnny can't get over her, even after he meets a woman who would be much better for him. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Caroline Keegan, Colin Moir, Nick Cave, Tina Louise. Written and directed by Tom DiCillo.

Feature films – United States.

Joseph

10691.VH

COLOR 185 MIN TURNER HOM 1995

A religious epic filled with tragedy and triumph. The story of Joseph the favorite son of Jacob and the enemy of his jealous brothers, Joseph must face unbearable tests of cruelty and pain. Joseph endures great tragedy in his life, in the end he achieves the greatest triumph of all. Cast includes Ben Kingsley, Paul Mercurio, Martin Landau, Lesley Ann Warren. Based on the teleplay by James Carrington. Written for television by Lionel Chetwind. Directed by Roger Young.

Bible stories; Feature films – United States.; Bible films.; Television films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana.

Joseph, King of dreams : (DVD)

13946.ID

COLOR 83 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000

This DVD version features Read-Along; Sing-Along Songs; Downloadable kids' coloring sheet(DVD-ROM); Downloadable activity sheets(DVD-ROM); Storyboard presentation with Directors' Commentary; Interactive Trivia Game; Memory game(DVD-ROM); Trailer & Production notes; Cast & Filmmakers bios; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Bible stories; Feature films – United States.; Joseph (Son of Jacob) – Juvenile films.

Josie and the Pussycats : (DVD)

11719.ID

COLOR 99 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001

A feature film live action adaptation of the cartoon female pop music band Josie and the Pussycats. Three small town girls with a dream of becoming big time rock stars are manipulated by a big record label. Given the ticket to the fast lane the Pussycats are unaware that they are part of the record label's plot to control the youth of America. Based on the characters appearing in Archie Comics. Cast includes Rachel Leigh Cook, Tara Reid, Rosario Dawson, Alan Cumming, Gabriel Mann, Paulo Costanzo, Missy Pyle, Parker Posey. Written and directed by Deborah Kaplan and Harry Elfont. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with directors Deborah Kaplan and Harry Elfont; Production notes; Deleted scenes; Josie and the Pussycats “3 Small Words” music video; Dujour "Backdoor Lover" music video; Dujour "Dujour Around the World" music video; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; DVD-ROM features; Language: English and French; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Subliminal advertising – Drama.; Rock groups – Drama.; Female friends – Drama.

Joy : (DVD)

19606.ID

COLOR 124 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2015

A wild story of a family across four generations centered on the girl who becomes the woman who founds a business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love, pave the road in this intense emotional and human comedy about becoming a true boss of family and enterprise facing a world of unforgiving commerce. Cast includes Jennifer Lawrence, Robert De Niro, Bradley Cooper, Edgar Ramirez, Diane Ladd, Virginia Madsen, Isabella Rossellini, Susan Lucci, Elisabeth Rohm, Dascha Polanco. Story by Aline Munolo and David O. Russell. Screenplay by David O. Russell and directed by David O. Russell. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Joy, strength, and perseverance"; Gallery; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Joy Luck Club
COLOR 139 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1993
Complex story of four Chinese women and their relationships with each other, with their daughters, and with the past. Based on the novel by Amy Tan. Screenplay by Amy Tan and Ronald Bass; directed by Wayne Wang.

Asian American families; Feature films – United States.; Tan, Amy; Wang, Wayne, 1949-

The joy luck club : (DVD)
14920.ID
COLOR 139 MIN BUENA VIST 1993
Complex story of four Chinese women and their relationships with each other, with their daughters, and with the past. Based on the novel by Amy Tan. Screenplay by Amy Tan and Ronald Bass. Directed by Wayne Wang. This DVD version features widescreen presentation.

Asian American families; Asian Americans; Feature films – United States.; Asian Americans in motion pictures; Tan, Amy; Wang, Wayne, 1949-

Juarez
12458,VH
12458,DM
B&W 123 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1939


The judge : (Blu-ray Disc)
19615,ID
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER HOM 2014
Big-city lawyer Hank Palmer returns to his childhood home where his estranged father, the town's judge, is suspected of murder. He sets out to discover the truth and along the way reconnects with the family he walked away from years before. Cast includes Robert Downey, Jr., Robert Duvall, Vera Farmiga, Billy Bob Thornton, Vincent D'Onofrio, Leighton Meester, Jeremy Strong, Dax Shepard, Balthazar Getty, Sarah Lancaster. Story and Screenplay Nick Schenk and Bill Dubuque. Directed by David Dobkin. This Blu-ray Disc version features commentary by David Dobkin; Getting deep with Dax Shepard; Inside the Judge; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Fathers and sons – Drama.; Murder – Drama.; Legal drama.; Dobkin, David, 1969-

The judge : (DVD)
19616,ID
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER HOM 2014
Big-city lawyer Hank Palmer returns to his childhood home where his estranged father, the town's judge, is suspected of murder. He sets out to discover the truth and along the way reconnects with the family he walked away from years before. Cast includes Robert Downey, Jr., Robert Duvall, Vera Farmiga, Billy Bob Thornton, Vincent D'Onofrio, Leighton Meester, Jeremy Strong, Dax Shepard, Balthazar Getty, Sarah Lancaster. Story and Screenplay Nick Schenk and Bill Dubuque. Directed by David Dobkin. This DVD version features commentary by David Dobkin; Getting deep with Dax Shepard; Inside the Judge; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Fathers and sons – Drama.; Murder – Drama.; Legal drama.; Dobkin, David, 1969-

Judgment at Nuremberg
06254,VH
06254,DM
B&W 187 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1961
A post World War II courtroom drama, the story centers on the trial of four Nazi judges accused of war crimes, men who willingly distorted the law to perpetuate atrocities against humanity. The film asks the question who was responsible for the Holocaust? Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Judy Garland, William Shatner, Montgomery Clift. Directed by Stanley Kramer.

Feature films – United States.; Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945), in motion pictures; Nuremberg War Crime Trials, Nuremberg, Germany, 1946-1949, i; Kramer, Stanley

Judgment at Nuremberg : (DVD)
19166,ID
B&W 186 MIN KINO LORBE 1961
A post World War II courtroom drama, the story centers on the trial of four Nazi judges accused of war crimes, men who willingly distorted the law to perpetuate atrocities against humanity. The film asks the question who was responsible for the Holocaust? Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Judy Garland, William Shatner, Montgomery Clift, Maximilian Schell. Written by Abby Mann. Directed by Stanley Kramer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; In conversation featurette with Abby Mann and Maximilian Schell; A tribute to Stanley Kramer featurette; The value of a single human being featurette; Theatrical trailers.

Feature films – United States.; Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945), in motion pictures; Nuremberg War Crime Trials, Nuremberg, Germany, 1946-1949; World War, 1939-1945; World War, 1939-1945 – Atrocities – Drama.; Germany – Nuremberg.; Nuremberg War Crime Trials (Germany : 1946-1949); Indictments – Drama.; Trials (Crimes against humanity) – Drama.; Kramer, Stanley

Julia
15503,ID
15503,DM
COLOR 117 MIN 20TH CENTU 1977
Born to great wealth, the fiercely independent Julia devotes her life to political causes, fighting fascism in the 1930s. While traveling in Europe, playwright Lillian Hellman, a friend of Julia's, is swept into a dangerous world, smuggling money across hostile borders. Julia is eventually killed by Nazis. Based on the story by Lillian Hellman. Cast includes Jane Fonda, Vanessa Redgrave, Jason Robards, Hal Holbrook, Rosemary Murphy, and Maximilian Schell. Screenplay by Alvin Sargent. Directed by Fred Zinnemann. Widescreen edition. Languages, English, Spanish, and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Julia & Julia : (Julie and Julia) : (DVD)
14675,ID
COLOR 123 MIN SONY PICTU 2009
A bored office worker decides to spice up her life by cooking her way through Julia Child's "Mastering the art of French cooking" in one year. She blog's about the project and through the endeavor she begins to excel as a cook and as a writer. Julia Child's story of her start as a professional cook and her relationship with her husband and French food is intertwined with Julie Powell's attempt to cook all 524 recipes in Child's book. Based on the books "Julie & Julia: by Julie Powell and "My life in France" by Julia Child and Alex Prod'Homme. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Amy Adams, Stanley Tucci, Chris Messina, Linda Emond. Screenplay and directed by Nora Ephron. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Creating "Julie & Julia" Commentary with Nora Ephron; Languages: English, French,
Subtitles: English and French, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Julius Caesar : (DVD)**

80092.VH
80092.DM

B&W 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1953

An adaptation of the William Shakespeare play. The characters are all “honorable men,” and they are all conspirators bent on murdering the emperor. To win public support, however, they know they must sway the widely admired Brutus to their cause. Cast includes Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond O’Brien, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.


**Julius Caesar : (DVD)**

20031.ID

COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1953

Turner Classic Movies greatest classic legends film collection: Marlon Brando Series - An adaptation of the William Shakespeare play. The characters are all “honorable men,” and they are all conspirators bent on murdering the emperor. To win public support, however, they know they must sway the widely admired Brutus to their cause. Cast includes Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond O’Brien, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.


**Julius Caesar : (DVD)**

14725.ID

B&W 121 MIN WARNER BRO 1953

An adaptation of the William Shakespeare play. The characters are all “honorable men,” and they are all conspirators bent on murdering the emperor. To win public support, however, they know they must sway the widely admired Brutus to their cause. Cast includes Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond O’Brien, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. This DVD version features a new introduction by TCM Host Robert Osborne; Featurette: “The rise of two legends;” Marlon Brando movie trailer gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.


**The jungle book : (Blu-ray Disc)**

18353.ID

COLOR 78 MIN BUENA VIST 1967

Mowgli is a boy who has been raised by wolves in the Indian jungle. When the wolves hear that the fierce man-hating tiger Shere Khan has returned, they decide to send Mowgli to a local “man tribe” for his own safety. With the help of Bagheera the wise panther and the happy-go-lucky bear Baloo, Mowgli meets and befriends many jungle animals as he makes his way to the village. Inspired by the Rudyard Kipling Mowgli stories. Featuring the voices of: Phil Harris, Sebastian Cabot, Louis Prima, George Sanders, Sterling Holloway, J. Pat O’Malley, Bruce Reitherman, Verna Felton, Clint Howard, Chad Stuart, Tim Hudson, John Abbott, Ben Wright, Darleen Carr. Special features: Behind the scenes; Bear-E-Oke sing along; Alternate ending; Music; Special introductions and more. Directed by Wolfgang Reitherman.

- English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish dialogue with optional English (SDH) subtitles; closed-captioned.

**The jungle book : (DVD)**

18352.ID
18352.DM

COLOR 74 MIN BUENA VIST 1988

Mowgli is a boy who has been raised by wolves in the Indian jungle. When the wolves hear that the fierce man-hating tiger Shere Khan has returned, they decide to send Mowgli to a local “man tribe” for his own safety. With the help of Bagheera the wise panther and the happy-go-lucky bear Baloo, Mowgli meets and befriends many jungle animals as he makes his way to the village. Inspired by the Rudyard Kipling Mowgli stories. Featuring the voices of: Phil Harris, Sebastian Cabot, Louis Prima, George Sanders, Sterling Holloway, J. Pat O’Malley, Bruce Reitherman, Verna Felton, Clint Howard, Chad Stuart, Tim Hudson, John Abbott, Ben Wright, Darleen Carr. Special features: Behind the scenes; Bear-E-Oke sing along; Alternate ending; Music; Special introductions and more. Directed by Wolfgang Reitherman. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish dialogue with optional English (SDH) subtitles; closed-captioned.

**Juno : (DVD)**

19266.ID

COLOR 96 MIN TWENTIETH 2007

Juno MacGuff is sixteen years old. After a one-time sexual encounter with her best friend Paulie, she learns that she’s pregnant. Juno and Paulie drink each other, but not enough to start a family, complete with a child. Paulie leaves all decisions about the baby to Juno. During her pregnancy, which she treats with care but detachment, her relationships develop. Cast includes Ellen Page, Michael Cera, Jennifer Garner, Jason Bateman, Allison Janney, J.K. Simmons. Special features: Commentary by director Jason Reitman and screenwriter Diablo Cody; 11 deleted scenes with optional commentary by Jason Reitman and Diablo Cody; gag reel; gag take; cast & crew jam; screen tests. Directed by Jason Reitman. In English; English (Dolby 5.1), dubbed French (Dolby surround) or dubbed Spanish (Dolby surround) with English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned for main feature only.

Jurassic Park

On a remote island, a wealthy entrepreneur secretly creates a theme park featuring living dinosaurs drawn from prehistoric DNA. The park's security system breaks down and the prehistoric creatures break out. Based on a Michael Crichton novel. Cast includes Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, Richard Attenborough; directed by Steven Spielberg.

Dinosaurs–Fiction; Feature films – United States.; Crichton, Michael, 1942-; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-

Jurassic Park : (Blu-ray Disc)

A wealthy entrepreneur invites a top paleontologist, a paleobotanist, a mathematician/theorist, and his two eager grandchildren to visit his secret island theme park featuring living dinosaurs created from prehistoric DNA. Cast includes Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, Richard Attenborough, Bob Peck, Martin Ferrero, B.D. Wong, Samuel L. Jackson, Wayne Knight, Joseph Mazzello, Ariana Richards. Screenplay by Michael Crichton and David Koepp. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "Return to Jurassic Park: part 1"; The making of "Jurassic Park"; Original featurette on the making of the film; Steven Spielberg directs "Jurassic Park"; Early pre-production meetings; Phil Tippett animatics: raptors in the kitchen; Animatics: T-rex attack; ILM and "Jurassic Park:" before and after the visual effects; Foley artists; Storyboards; Production archives; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Jurassic Park : (DVD)

A wealthy entrepreneur invites a top paleontologist, a paleobotanist, a mathematician/theorist, and his two eager grandchildren to visit his secret island theme park featuring living dinosaurs created from prehistoric DNA. Cast includes Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, Richard Attenborough, Bob Peck, Martin Ferrero, B.D. Wong, Samuel L. Jackson, Wayne Knight, Joseph Mazzello, Ariana Richards. Screenplay by Michael Crichton and David Koepp. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Return to Jurassic Park: part 1"; The making of "Jurassic Park"; Original featurette on the making of the film; Steven Spielberg directs "Jurassic Park"; Early pre-production meetings; Phil Tippett animatics: raptors in the kitchen; Animatics: T-rex attack; ILM and "Jurassic Park:" before and after the visual effects; Foley artists; Storyboards; Production archives; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Jurassic Park III : (DVD)

When renowned paleontologist Dr. Grant agrees to accompany a wealthy adventurer and his wife on an aerial tour of Isla Sorna, InGen's former breeding ground for prehistoric creatures, he has no idea that he was brought along for a totally different reason. When their plane crashes and they become stranded, they discover the island's native inhabitants are smarter, faster, fiercer and much more brutal than imagined. Cast includes Sam Neill, William H. Macy, Tea Leoni, Alessandro Nivola, Trevor Morgan, Michael Jeter. Written by Peter Buchman, Alexander Payne and Jim Taylor. Directed by Joe Johnston. This DVD version features wide screen presentation; The making of "Jurassic Park III"; Feature commentary with special effects team; The new dinosaurs of "Jurassic Park III"; Tour of Stan Winston Studio; A visit to ILM: witness 20 different stages in an exclusive, rare step-by-step look at the computer graphics created by ILM; Dinosaur turntables: a spectacular three-dimensional look at the 12 dinosaurs created for the film; Behind-the-scenes; Storyboards to final feature comparison; The "Jurassic Park III" archives; Theatrical trailers; Montana: finding new dinosaurs: a special visit to paleontologist Jack Horner's dinosaur dig with never-before-seen footage; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


Kafka


Kamikaze hearts : (DVD)

A semi-documentary, semi-fictional insight into the world of lesbian-junkie porn stars, focusing on two real-life lesbian lovers, Sharon Mitchell, an actress, and Tig r Mennett, a director/producer. Sex, drugs and personal conflict are all shown in their most intense and personal ways. Written and directed by Juliet Bashore. In English.

The Karate Kid: (DVD)
15781.ID
15781.SONY

When Dre Parker and his mother move from Detroit to China, Dre feels lost in a world very different from what he knows. Bullied and beaten up by some fellow students in his school, Dre is rescued by his apartment buildings handyman, Mr. Han, a man who is mourning a devastating loss. Mr. Han takes pity on Dre and agrees to teach him kung fu to defend himself. Training together, teacher and student learn to trust each other, and ultimately form a friendship that heals them both. Cast includes: Jaden Smith, Taraji P. Henson and Jackie Chan. Written by Robert Mark Kamen. Directed by John G. Avildsen. The special features on this DVD contain: Chinese lessons; A Justin Bieber music video featuring Jaden Smith; The making of The Karate Kid. Language: English with optional English and French subtitles.

The Karate Kid: (DVD)
13815.ID
13815.COLUMBIA

A teenage boy and his mother move from New Jersey to Reseda, California. The boy has trouble fitting in and is bullied by karate school tough guys at his high school. The handyman of the apartment complex where he lives agrees to teach the boy karate and in the process teaches him important life lessons. The story climaxes at a big karate tournament where the boy is matched against the bullies from the karate school. Cast includes: Ralph Macchio, Noriyuki "Pat" Morita, Elisabeth Shue. Written by Robert Mark Kamen. Directed by John G. Avildsen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director John Avildsen, writer Robert Mark Kamen and actors Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita; "The way of the Karate kid" multi-part making-of featurette; "Beyond the form" featurette; "East meets west: a composer's notebook;" "Life of bonsai" featurette; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Chinese, and Thai.

The Kayapo: out of the forest: (DVD)
19242.ID

Disappearing world Series - Documents life among the Kayapo Indians of central Brazil, a fiercely independent tribe, who were forced to become "businessmen" or see their traditional way of life destroyed. Produced and directed by Michael Beckham. In English.

The Kentucky fried movie: (DVD)
11663.ID

A cult film classic comedy featuring a collection of skits satirizing movies, television programs, and other features of modern day life. Sketches include a Kung-Fu parody called "A Fistful of Yen" and a B-Movie send-up "Catholic School Girls in Trouble," also comedic takes on Blaxplotation films and other classic film genres. Screenplay by Jerry Zucker, James Abrahams, and David Zucker. Directed by John Landis. This DVD version features widescreen and full screen presentation; Audio commentary with John Landis, David Zucker, Jim Abrahams, Jerry Zucker, and Robert K. Weiss; Theatrical trailer; Behind-the-scenes photo gallery; On-set home movies; Talent bios.

The Key Largo: (DVD)
19289.ID

A disillusioned returning World War II veteran has lost the will to fight ... until he arrives at a rundown hotel in Key Largo. There a mobster holes up against a raging storm, holding the veteran, the hotel owner and the owner's widowed daughter-in-law at gunpoint. Based on the play by Maxwell Anderson as produced on the spoken stage by the Playwrights Company. Cast includes: Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore, Claire Trevor. Screenplay by Richard Brooks and John Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features the theatrical trailer. Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

The Kennel murder case: (DVD)
10185.ID

Playboy detective Philo Vance is on the case of a very complex crime. The body of the murder victim was found in a locked library and everyone is a potential suspect, as the man was universally hated and all the suspects had good reason to see him dead. Based on the novel by S.S. Van Dine. Cast includes: William Powell, Mary Astor, Eugene Pallette, Ralph Morgan, Jack LaRue, Helen Vinson, Paul Cavanagh, Robert Barrat, Robert McWade, Etienne Girardot, Arthur Hohl. Screenplay by Robert N. Lee and Peter Milne. Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Key Largo: (DVD)
19243.ID

A disillusioned returning World War II veteran has lost the will to fight ... until he arrives at a rundown hotel in Key Largo. There a mobster holes up against a raging storm, holding the veteran, the hotel owner and the owner's widowed daughter-in-law at gunpoint. Based on the play by Maxwell Anderson as produced on the spoken stage by the Playwrights Company. Cast includes: Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore, Claire Trevor. Screenplay by Richard Brooks and John Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features the theatrical trailer. Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.
The Chaplin Collection and features interactive menus; Scene scored by Charlie Chaplin. This two-disc DVD version is part of Chaplin, Jackie Coogan, Edna Purviance. Written, directed, and Sentiment blends with slapstick when the child's real mother returns and wants to take the child away. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Jackie Coogan, Edna Purviance. Written, directed, and scored by Charlie Chaplin. This two-disc DVD version is part of "The Chaplin Collection" and features interactive menus; Scene access: Introduction by David Robinson; "Chaplin Today: The Kid;" Scenes deleted in 1971; "How to Make Movies" (1918); "My Boy" (1921); "Jackie Coogan dances" (1920); "Nice and Friendly" (1922); "Charlie on the Ocean" (1921); Jackie Coogan in Paris; Recording the new score; Photo gallery; Film posters; Trailers; The Chaplin Collection: Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.

The Kids (DVD)
11455.ID
11455,DM
COLOR 50 MIN WARNER BRO 1921

The Chaplin Collection Series - The Little Tramp takes in an abandoned baby who grows into an impish but lovable infant. Sentiment blends with slapstick when the child's real mother returns and wants to take the child away. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Jackie Coogan, Edna Purviance. Written, directed, and scored by Charlie Chaplin. This two-disc DVD version is part of "The Chaplin Collection" and features interactive menus; Scene access: Introduction by David Robinson; "Chaplin Today: The Kid;" Scenes deleted in 1971; "How to Make Movies" (1918); "My Boy" (1921); "Jackie Coogan dances" (1920); "Nice and Friendly" (1922); "Charlie on the Ocean" (1921); Jackie Coogan in Paris; Recording the new score; Photo gallery; Film posters; Trailers; The Chaplin Collection: Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.

The Kids (DVD)
08680.VH
08680,DM
COLOR 102 MIN VIDMARK EN 1995

Twenty-four frenetic hours in the lives of a group of teenagers living in New York. Set during a smoldering hot summer day in Manhattan, renowned photographer Larry Clark's film is a deeply affecting, no-holds-barred landscape of words and images, depicting with raw honesty the experiences, attitudes, and uncertainties of innocence lost. Cast includes Leo Fitzpatrick, Justin Pierce, Chloé Sevigny. Written by Harmony Korine. Directed by Larry Clark.

The Kids (DVD)
15203,ID
15203,DM
COLOR 107 MIN UNIVERSAL 2010

The teenage children of a lesbian couple track down the sperm donor who their parents used for artificial insemination years ago. Introducing the "donor dad" into their family results in an unexpected upheaval for everyone as family ties are defined, re-defined, and re-defined again for this modern American family. Cast includes Julianne Moore, Annette Bening, Mark Ruffalo, Mia Wasikowska, Josh Hutcherson. Written by Lisa Cholodenko and Stuart Blumberg. Directed by Lisa Cholodenko. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The journey to forming a family; The making of "The Kids are all right;" The writers process; Feature commentary with director/co-writer Lisa Cholodenko; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

The Kids (DVD)
19015,ID
COLOR 91 MIN ALLIANCE A 1995

24 hours in the life of a group of contemporary teenagers who believe they are invincible. Ignoring the challenge posed by AIDS, these Manhattan kids pursue sex and drugs with no regard for the future in a world as violent as it is hopeless. Cast includes Leo Fitzpatrick, Justin Pierce, Chloë Sevigny. Special features: theatrical trailer. Directed by Larry Clark. English language with subtitles available in English, Spanish and French.


Feature films – United States.; Oliveri, Laurence, 1907-1989.; Middle Eastern Americana

The Kid (DVD)
12081,ID
12081,DM
COLOR 111 MIN BUENA VIST 2003

Four years after taking a bullet in the head at her own wedding, the Bride emerges from a coma and decides it's time for payback ... with a vengeance. Having been gunned down by her former boss and his deadly squad of international assassins, it's a kill-or-be-killed fight. She didn't start this deadly series of events, but she is determined to finish the business. Cast includes Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, Vivaica A. Fox, Daryl Hannah, Michael Madsen, David Carradine. Written and directed by Quentin Tarantino. This DVD version features The Making of Kill Bill vol. 1; Bonus musical performances by "The 5.6.7.8's;" Quentin Tarantino Movie Trailers; Language: English and French dubbed; Subtitles: Traditional Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and English for the hearing impaired.


The Kill Bill, volume 2 (DVD)
12082,ID
12082,DM
COLOR 137 MIN BUENA VIST 2004

The Bride continues on her deadly pursuit of her former partners in the Deadly Viper Assassination Squad, who, in a furious assault, attempted to murder her and her unborn child on her wedding day. The Bride faces off against Bill's younger brother, Budd, and Bill's latest flame, Elle. Cast includes Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, Vivaica A. Fox, Daryl Hannah, Michael Madsen, David Carradine. Written and directed by Quentin Tarantino. This DVD version features Damoe Deleted Scene; The Making of Kill Bill vol. 2; CHINGON Performance at the Kill Bill vol. 2 premiere; Language: English and French dubbed; Subtitles: Traditional Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and English for the hearing impaired.


Kill Bill, the messenger (DVD)
20066.ID
COLOR 112 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014

Based on the true story of hard-charging investigative journalist Gary Webb who stumbles upon the story of a lifetime when he uncovers a link between US government intelligence agencies and Central American drug smugglers. The story leads Webb to the shady origins of the men who started the crack epidemic on the nation's streets and alleges that the CIA was aware of major dealers who were smuggling cocaine into the U.S., and using the profits to arm rebels fighting in Nicaragua. Despite warnings from drug kingpins and CIA operatives to stop his investigation, Webb keeps digging to uncover a conspiracy with explosive implications. Cast includes Jeremy Renner, Rosemarie DeWitt, Ryan Coogler, Tim Blake Nelson, Barry Pepper, Oliver Platt, Michael Sheen, Paz Vega, Michael Kenneth Williams, Mary Elizabeth Winstead, Andy Garcia, Lucas Hedges, Richard Schiff, Josh Close, Robert Patrick, Yul Vazquez, Gil Bellows, Dan Futterman. Written by Peter Landesman. Directed by Michael Cuesta. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Michael Cuesta; Deleted scenes; Kill the messenger: the all-star cast; Crack in America; Filming in
Georgia; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Killer Joe** : (DVD)
17256,ID
17256,DM
COLOR 102 MIN LIONSGATE 2011

‘Killer’ Joe Cooper is a Dallas detective who doubles as a hit man with the charm of a Southern gentleman. Chris hires Joe to kill his mother in order to collect her life insurance and pay off his debts. When Chris is unable to pay for the service upfront, Joe takes his sister’s Nettie as a retainer until he can be paid. Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Gina Gershon, Thomas Haden Church, Emile Hirsch and Juno Temple. Special features: Southern Fried hospitality: from stage to screen; SXSW Q&A with cast; SXSW intro with William Friedkin; “White Trash” Red Band trailer. Directed by William Friedkin. In English with English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


**Killer of sheep**
09040,VH
COLOR 80 MIN THIRD WORL 1977

Stan is a black man living in Los Angeles and working at a slaughterhouse. His job involves gutting and cleaning sheep carcasses, and the grueling task infects his entire life, including his relationship with his wife, children, and friends. The film was declared a National Treasure in 1990. Cast includes Henry G. Sanders, Kaycee Moore, Charles Bracy, Angela Burnett, Eugene Cherry, Jack Drummund. Written and directed by Charles Burnett. The soundtrack on this VHS version is different from what is featured on later DVD versions. There are songs on this soundtrack that were unable to obtain the rights to use in later versions, including the dramatic use of the song “Unforgettable” at the end of the film.


**Killer of sheep** : (DVD)
11746,ID
11746,DM
B&W 80 MIN MILESTONE 1977

Stan is a black man living in Los Angeles and working at a slaughterhouse. His job involves gutting and cleaning sheep carcasses, and the grueling task infects his entire life, including his relationship with his wife, children, and friends. The film was declared a National Treasure in 1990 and preserved by the UCLA Film and Television Archive. Cast includes Henry G. Sanders, Kaycee Moore, Charles Bracy, Angela Burnett, Eugene Cherry, Jack Drummund. Written and directed by Charles Burnett.


**The killers**
07883,VH
07883,DM
COLOR 103 MIN UNIVERSAL 1946

Swede, a broken-down ex-fighter, offers no resistance when two men show up to murder him. It is the job of the insurance investigator to discover what led the man to so willingly give up his life. The Investigator pieces together an elaborate look at a man who became the fall guy for gangsters and a seductive, unscrupulous woman. Adapted from the story by Ernest Hemingway. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Ava Gardner, Edmund O'Brien, Albert Dekker, Sam Levene. Screenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston. The score is by Miklos Rozsa. Directed by Robert Siodmak.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States.; Hemingway, Ernest.

**The killing fields** : (DVD)
13865,ID
13865,DM
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER HOM 1984

Dith Pran is an aide, translator and friend of a journalist who is covering the war in Cambodia. He is eventually exiled to the labor camps in Cambodia's countryside, where he endures four years of starvation, torture and war before escaping to Thailand. Cast includes Sam Waterston, John Malkovich, Craig T. Nelson, Athol Fugard. Screenplay by Bruce Robinson. Adapted from "The Death and Life of Dith Pran" by Sydney Schanberg. Directed by Roland Joffe.

Feature films – United States.; Cambodia – History – 1975-1979 – Drama.; Schanberg, Sydney H. (Sydney Hillil) 1934-

**The killing fields** : (DVD)
07940,VH
COLOR 142 MIN WARNER HOM 1984

Set in war torn Cambodia after the 1975 capture of the Cambodian capital by the Khmer Rouge. The rule of the Khmer Rouge is marked by horrible atrocities, which resulted in three million of Cambodia's seven million people losing their lives in the "killing fields." This epic story of friendship, combat, and survival follows American journalists whose coverage of the war nearly costs them their lives. They are saved by their Cambodian aide and translator, who sacrifices his own safety for his American friends. Adapted from an article in The New York Times Magazine "The Death and Life of Dith Pran" by Sydney Schanberg. Cast includes Dr. Haing S. Ngor, Sam Waterston, John Malkovich, Craig T. Nelson, Athol Fugard. Screenplay by Bruce Robinson. Directed by Roland Joffe.

Feature films – United States.; Cambodia – History – 1975-1979 – Drama.; Schanberg, Sydney H. (Sydney Hillil) 1934-

**The killers** : (DVD)
09040,VH
09040,DM
COLOR 117 MIN LARA CLASS 1994

A Viking ship becomes stranded on the shores of North America. In order to get home the Vikings will need to use their magical navigating stone. Killian, an Irish slave, has escaped the ship with the stone. On land he encounters the Original People of America, who take him in and heal his wounds. The Vikings search the lands for Killian and the navigating stone. Cast includes Christopher Johnson, Robert McDonough, Eva Kim, Jonah Ming Lee, Gino Montesinos, Robert Mason Ham. Written and directed by Pamela Berger.

by Roland Joffe. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature-length audio commentary by director Roland Joffe; Interactive menus; Production notes; Theatrical trailer; Scene access; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.


The King of Comedy : (DVD)
10231.VH
10231,DM
B&W
100 MIN
WARNER HOME VIDEO
1982

An expedition to Skull Island discovers the giant ape dubbed King Kong. Kong does battle with the prehistoric creatures that inhabit the island, but is unable to escape capture and extradition to New York for exhibition. Kong's downfall is his fatal attraction to a beautiful woman. The great ape meets his brutal end at the top of Empire State Building. From a story by Edgar Wallace. Cast includes Fay Wray, Robert Armstrong, Bruce Cabot. Screenplay by James A. Creelman and Ruth Rose. Directed by Merian C. Cooper and Ernest B. Schoedsack.

Feature films — United States.; Cooper, Merian C.

King Kong
03002.VD
B&W
101 MIN
THE VOYAGE
1933

A 20th-century version of the Beauty and the Beast legend, and an allegory on the destructive powers of love and civilization. The story of Kong, a giant ape captured in Africa and brought to New York as a sideshow attraction. Directed by Merian C. Cooper; musical score by Max Steiner. Supplementary material includes a visual documentary by film historian Ronald Haver.

Feature films — United States.; Cooper, Merian C.

King Kong : (DVD)
13891,ID
13891,DM
COLOR
188 MIN
UNIVERSAL
2005
Young and beautiful actress Ann Darrow is from the world of 1930s vaudeville, who is down on her luck. She meets Carl Denham, an over-ambitious filmmaker, who brings her on an exploratory expedition to Skull Island where she finds compassion and the true meaning of humanity with an ape named Kong. Together, beauty and beast finally meet their fate in New York, where the filmmaker has taken and displayed the ape in the quest of finding his fame by using commercial exploitation which ultimately leads to catastrophe, including the man who falls in love with Ann and plays an unlikely hero by trying to save her from Kong and her destiny. Cast includes Naomi Watts, Jack Black, Adrien Brody, Thomas Kretschmann, Colin Hanks, Jamie Bell, Andy Serkis. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Peter Jackson. Directed by Peter Jackson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


The King and I : (DVD)
12761,ID
12761,DM
COLOR
133 MIN
20TH CENTURY FOX
1956

The true story of an Englishwoman, Anna Leonowens, who comes to Siam as a schoolteacher to the royal court in the 1860's. At first she finds herself at odds with the stubborn monarch, in time they begin to understand one another. Rodgers and Hammerstein turned her story into a Broadway musical. From the musical play based on the novel "Anna and the King of Siam" by Margaret Landon. Cast includes Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson, Terry Saunders, Rex Thompson. Choreography by Jerome Robbins. Music by Richard Rodgers and book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Screenplay by Ernest Lehman. Directed by Walter Lang. From the musical play based on the novel "Anna and the King of Siam" by Margaret Landon. Cast includes Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson, Terry Saunders, Rex Thompson. Choreography by Jerome Robbins. Music by Richard Rodgers and book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. Screenplay by Ernest Lehman. Directed by Walter Lang. Screenplay by James A. Creelman and Ruth Rose. Directed by Merian C. Cooper; Ernest B. Schoedsack. This two disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Movietone News trailer; Sing along; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The King and I
11694,ID
11694,DM
B&W
104 MIN
WARNER BROS
1933

An expedition to Skull Island discovers the giant ape dubbed King Kong. Kong does battle with the prehistoric creatures that inhabit the island, but is unable to escape capture and extradition to New York for exhibition. Kong's downfall is his fatal attraction to a beautiful woman. The great ape meets his brutal end at the top of Empire State Building. From a story by Edgar Wallace. Cast includes Fay Wray, Robert Armstrong, Bruce Cabot. Screenplay by James A. Creelman and Ruth Rose. Directed by Merian C. Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack. This two disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Movietone News trailer; Sing along; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Cooper, Merian C.

The king of comedy : (DVD)
10655,ID
10655,DM
COLOR
109 MIN
20TH CENTURY FOX
1982

A stand-up comedian desperate to achieve fame kidnaps a popular talk show host and his attention-seeking model as part of his show. The film is both funny and poignant, displaying the darker side of comedy. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Jerry Lewis, Tony Randall, Diannah Abbott, Sandra Bernhard. Written by Paul D. Zimmerman. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "A Shot at the Top" making-of featurette; Still gallery; Theatrical trailer and TV spot; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Scorsese, Martin.
King of jazz: (DVD)
16516,ID 16516,DM
COLOR 171 MIN WARNER HOM 1961
The saga of the Nazarene who would be King of Kings. The story of the life of Jesus Christ, the drama depicts certain events that took place between Romans and Jews, and the political climate during his life. The film brings the personalities and ideas of the New Testament to the screen. Cast includes Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Hurd Hatfield, Ron Randell, Viveca Lindfors, Rita Gam, Carmen Sevilla, Brigid Bazlen, Harry Guardino, Rip Torn, Frank Thring, Guy Rolle, Maurice Marsac, Gregory Aslan, Robert Ryan. Narrated by Sydney Selwyn. Screenplay by Philip Yordan. Directed by Nicholas Ray. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Vintage documentary "The cameras window of the world;" Premiere Newsreels; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The king of kings : (DVD)
16513,ID 16513,DM
B&W 155 MIN JANUS FILM 1927
The Criterion Collection Series - An epic telling of the saga of the last days of Jesus Christ. This silent-era blockbuster features text drawn directly from the Bible, a cast of thousands, and directed by Cecil B. DeMille, one of Hollywood’s great showmen with the then biggest budget in Hollywood History at his disposal. This release collects both the 112-minute general-release version and the 155-minute cut that premiered at the grand opening of Graumans Chinese Theatre in Hollywood, California. Cast includes H.B. Warner, Dorothy Cumming, Jacqueline Logan, Rudolph Schildkraut, Sam De Grasse, Casson Ferguson, Victor Varconi, Majel Coleman, Montagu Love, William Boyd, Micky Moore, Theodore Kosloff, George Siegmann, Julia Faye, Josephine Norman, Kenneth Thomson, Alan Brooks, Violu Louie, Muriel MacCormac, Clarence Burton, James Mason, May Robson, Dot Farley, Hector Sarno, Leon Holmes, Ernest Torrence, Joseph Schildkraut, James Neill, Joseph Striker, Robert Edeson, Sidney Albro, David Imboden, Charles Belcher, Clayton Packard, Robert Eilworth, Charles Requa, John T. Prince. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD features both the 1927 155-minute version and the 1928 112-minute version; Chapter search; The 1927 version features a new score by composer Donald Sosin; Photos, advertisements, and telegrams from the films premiere; Original press book and illustrated program; The 1928 version features a new score by composer Hugo Riesenfeld; Rare behind-the-scenes footage of DeMille on the set; Costume and scene sketches production and behind-scenes stills gallery, and a portrait gallery by set photographer W.M. Mortensen; Trailers from the films Broadway run in New York; 40-page booklet featuring a 1927 essay by DeMille, and excerpt from Robert S. Birchards new book "Cecil B. DeMilles Hollywood," production notes, and a essay by critic Peter Matthews.

The king of Marvin Gardens: (DVD)
13968,ID 13968,DM
COLOR 104 MIN CRITERION 1972
Adventurer Allan Quatermain is hired by an Englishwoman to lead the hunt for her missing husband in an uncharted region of Africa. Cast includes Deborah Kerr, Stewart Granger, Richard Carlson. Screenplay by Helen Deutsch. Based on the novel by H. Rider Haggard. Directed by Compton Bennett and Andrew Marton. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.
Feature films – United States.; Quatermain, Allan (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Missing persons – Africa – Drama.; Africa – Drama

The Kingdom : (DVD)
13968,ID 13968,DM
COLOR 110 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007
A terrorist bomb detonates inside a Western housing compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, causing an international incident to ignite. FBI Special Agent Ronald Fleury quickly assembles an elite team and negotiates a secret five-day trip into Saudi Arabia to locate the madman behind the bombing. Fleury and his team discover that the Saudi authorities are suspicious and unwelcoming of the Americans into what they consider a local matter. The agents find their expertise worthless without the trust of their Saudi counterparts. Luckily, the agents find a partner inSaudi Col. Al-Ghazi, who helps them navigate royal politics and helps unlock the secrets of the crime scene and the workings of an extremist cell bent on further destruction. Cast includes Jamie Foxx, Chris Cooper, Jennifer Garner, Jason Bateman, Ashraf Barhom, Ali Suliman, Jeremy Piven. Written by Matthew Michael Carnahan. Directed by Peter Berg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Character by character: the apartment shootout; Constructing the freeway sequence; Creating "The Kingdom"; History of "The Kingdom": an interactive timeline; Commentary with director Peter Berg; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.
The provocative story of scientist Alfred Kinsey's career as a proponent for the study and teaching of human sexuality. His family, early career, relationships with his wife and students shaped his career and field of study that ran at odds with the prevailing social climate. His famous studies on the sexual behavior of the people of the United States, helped lift the veil of shame from a society in which sex was hidden and talking about it was the ultimate taboo. Cast includes Liam Neeson, Laura Linney, Chris O'Donnell, Peter Sarsgaard, Timothy Hutton, John Lithgow, Tim Curry, Oliver Platt, Dylan Baker. Written and directed by Bill Condon. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Full-length audio commentary by writer/director Bill Condon; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English captioning and Spanish captioning.


Kiss me deadly
07576,VH
07576,DM
B&W 106 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1955
A film-noir thriller following the adventures of private detective Mike Hammer. Hammer, a rugged hard man, is on the case of a murdered woman, who is found half-naked with a scrawled note that reads "remember me?" The detective is beaten, drugged, and shot at as he tries to get hold of a strange, glowing box that is central to the mystery. Based on a novel by Mickey Spillane. Cast includes Ralph Meeker, Albert Dekker, Paul Stewart, Juano Hernandez, Wesley Addy, Marion Carr. Directed by Robert Aldrich.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States; Hammer, Mike (Fictitious character)

Kiss me deadly : (DVD)
14916,ID
B&W 106 MIN METRO-GOLD 1955
A film-noir thriller following the adventures of private detective Mike Hammer. Hammer, a rugged hard man, is on the case of a murdered woman, who is found half-naked with a scrawled note that reads "remember me?" The detective is beaten, drugged, and shot at as he tries to get hold of a strange, glowing box that is central to the mystery. Based on a novel by Mickey Spillane. Cast includes Ralph Meeker, Albert Dekker, Paul Stewart, Juano Hernandez, Wesley Addy, Marion Carr. Directed by Robert Aldrich.

**Kiss me Kate**

**08103.VH**

COLOR 109 MIN WARNER HOM 1953


Feature films — United States.; Musical films — United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616—Film and video adaptation

**The kiss of the spider woman**

01662.VH

COLOR 119 MIN CHARTER HO 1985

A complex story of a friendship that develops between two men with radically different perspectives on life. The only thing that eccentric Molina and political prisoner Valentin have in common is that they are both victims of society. To pass the time, Molina entertains Valentin with fanciful narratives from old movies. Directed by Hector Babenco. Based on the novel by Manuel Puig.

Feature films—Brazil; Feature films—United States.; Babenco, Hector; Puig, Manuel

**Kiss of the spider woman : (DVD)**

14347,ID 14347,DM

COLOR 120 MIN CITY LIGHT 1985

A complex story of a friendship that develops between two men with radically different perspectives on life. The only thing that eccentric Molina and political prisoner Valentin have in common is that they are both victims of society. To pass the time, Molina entertains Valentin with fanciful narratives from old movies. Based on the novel by Manuel Puig. Cast includes William Hurt, Raul Julia, Sonia Braga, Milton Goncalves, Jose Lewgoy, Denise Dummont, Patricio Bisso, Herson Capri, Nildo Parenti. Written by Leonard Schrader. Directed by Hector Babenco. This two disc DVD version features Tangled web: making kiss of the spider woman; Manuel Puig mini-documentary: the submissive woman's role; Spider Woman on Broadway: mini-documentary with Hal Prince, John Kander, Fred Ebb, Chita Rivera. Terrence McNally, Manuel Puig; Slide show commentary: translation from novel to film; Photo galleries; Trivia track in English and Spanish; Original theatrical trailer; Subtitles: optional French and Spanish, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired; Language: English and dubbed French and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.; Homosexuality; Male friendship — Drama.; Torture victims — Drama.; Gay men — Relations with heterosexuals — Drama.; Political prisoners — Abuse of — Drama.; Prison psychology — Drama.; Prisons — Brazil — Drama.; Babenco, Hector; Puig, Manuel

**The kite runner : (DVD)**

15116,ID 15116,DM

COLOR 127 MIN DREAMWORKS 2007

In a divided country on the verge of war, two childhood friends, Amir and Hassan, are about to be torn apart forever. It's a gloriously gloomy day in Kabul and the graves are bursting with the exhilarating joy of a kite-fighting tournament. But in the aftermath of the day's victory, one boy's fearful act of betrayal will mark their lives forever and set in motion an epic quest for redemption. Now, after twenty years of living in America, Amir returns to a perilous Afghanistan under the Taliban's iron-listed rule to face the secrets that still haunt him and take one last daring chance to set things right. Based on the novel by Khaled Hosseini. Cast includes Khalid Abdalla, Homayoun Ershadi, Shaua Toub, Atossa Leoni, and Said Taghmaoui. Screenplay by David Benioff. Directed by Marc Forster. This widescreen edition features commentary with Marc Forster, Khaled Hosseini and David Benioff; Words from The Kite Runner; Images from The Kite Runner; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish audio tracks; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**Klute : (DVD)**

08899,ID 08899,DM

COLOR 114 MIN WARNER BRO 1971

A New York call girl attracts unwanted attention, when a killer stalks her. A detective working on a case follows a lead that ends with the call girl. As he works to solve his case he becomes attracted to the woman. The call girl affections can be bought, but her love isn't as easily attained. The taut thriller is also a spellbinding love story. Cast includes Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland, Charles Cioffi, Nathan George, Dorothy Tristan, Roy R. Scheider, Rita Gam. Written by Andy and Dave Lewis. Music by Michael Small. Directed by Alan J. Pakula. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; behind-the-scenes documentary "Klute in New York: A Background for Suspense;" theatrical trailer; cast/filmmaker film highlights; languages: English and French; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Thai, and Korean.

Feature films — United States.

**A knight's tale**

08931,VH

COLOR 132 MIN COLUMBIA P 2001

An action packed 14th century adventure that follows a peasant squire and his band of merry men as they cross the English countryside to take part in jousting tournaments. As a peasant he is not allowed to enter, but as a nobleman he is able to take the jousting world by storm and win the heart of a beautiful maiden. In order to become the ultimate challenger he must best an evil count, who has discovered his secret. It's Medieval times with a modern rock soundtrack. Cast includes Heath Ledger, Mark Addy, Rufus Sewell, Shannyn Sossamon. Written and directed by Brian Helgeland.

Feature films — United States.

**A knight's tale : (DVD)**

17168,ID

COLOR 132 MIN COLUMBIA T 2001

The rousing story of lowborn William Thatcher's quest to change his medieval world. Follow this fearless squire as he works to solve his case he becomes attracted to the woman. The call girl affections can be bought, but her love isn't as easily attained. The taut thriller is also a spellbinding love story. Cast includes Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland, Charles Cioffi, Nathan George, Dorothy Tristan, Roy R. Scheider, Rita Gam. Written by Andy and Dave Lewis. Music by Michael Small. Directed by Alan J. Pakula. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; behind-the-scenes documentary "Klute in New York: A Background for Suspense;" theatrical trailer; cast/filmmaker film highlights; languages: English and French; subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Thai, and Korean.

Feature films — United States.

**Knocked up : (DVD)**

16522,ID 16522,DM

COLOR 133 MIN UNIVERSAL 2007

COLOR a one-night stand that should have stayed that way has unexpected consequences, the reluctant odd couple attempts to transform their tentative relationship into a lasting love in this conception comedy. Twenty-four-year-old entertainment journalist Alison Scott is on the fast track to the big time, but an alcohol-fueled hookup with responsibility-shirking slacker Ben Stone finds her professional priorities taking a back seat to having a baby. Now, as overgrown kid Ben attempts to assume the...
responsibilities of fatherhood, he makes the brave decision to stand by Alison. In order to make things work between the pair, however, there's going to have to be some compromises and when Alison and Ben decide to take a shot at love, they quickly find that building a relationship from scratch isn't nearly as easy as making a baby. The cast includes Seth Rogen, Katherine Heigl, Paul Rudd, Leslie Mann, Jay Baruchel, Jonah Hill, Jason Segel and Martin Starr. Written and directed by Judd Apatow. The bonus features include deleted and extended scenes; Line-o-rama; Gag reel; Feature commentary with Judd Apatow, Seth Rogen and Bill Hader. Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Knute Rockne, All American: (DVD) 18392.ID B&W 98 MIN WARNER HOM 1940

"I've decided to take up coaching as my life work," Knute Rockne says. Coach he does, revolutionizing football with his strategies, winning close to 90 percent of his games, and helping establish the University of Notre Dame's Fighting Irish as a gridiron powerhouse. But victories alone do not mean success to Rockne. He wants to shape his players into responsible and honorable men. Based upon the private papers of Mrs. Rockne, and the reports of Rockne’s intimate associates and friends. Cast includes: Pat O'Brien, Gale Page, Ronald Reagan, Donald Crisp, Albert Basserman, John Litel, Henry O'Neill, Owen Davis, Jr., John Qualen, Dorothy Tree, John Sheffield, Nick Lukats, Kate Richmond, William Marshall, William Byrne, Howard Jones, Glenn "Pop" Warner, Alonso Stagg, William "Bill" Spaulding, Moreau; of Notre Dame. Special features: "Teddy, the rough rider" Oscar-winning historical short; "Porky's baseball broadcast" classic cartoon; Lux Radio Theater Broadcast, Dec. 2, 1940 with O'Brien and Reagan; Theatrical trailer. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. In English with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Koyaanisqatsi: (DVD) 17687.ID COLOR 86 MIN CRITERION 1983

The Qatsi trilogy: the Criterion collection Series – Koyaanisqatsi is a documentary (of sorts). It is also a visual concerto of images set to the haunting music of Phillip Glass. While there is no plot in the traditional sense, there is a definable scenario. The film opens on ancient native American cave drawings, while the soundtrack chant "Koyaanisqatsi" which is a Hopi phrase for "life out of balance". The film uses extensive time lapse photography (which speeds images up) and slow motion photography to make comparisons between different types of physical motion. In one of the first examples, we see cloud formations moving (speed up) intercut with a montage of ocean waves (slowed down) and in such a way we are able to see the similarities of movement between these natural forces. This technique of comparison exists throughout the film, and through it we learn more about the world around us. Cast includes Lou Dobbs and Ted Koppel (archival footage). Booklet available from Instructional Media Collections and Services, Powell Library Room 46. Directed by Godfrey Reggio. In English, French, or Portuguese with optional English, French, Portuguese, or Spanish subtitles.


Koyaanisqatsi: life out of balance: (DVD) 09191.ID 09191.DM COLOR 87 MIN METRO-GOLD 1983

Extraordinary cinematography is paired with composer Philip Glass' spellbinding score to present a mesmerizing and thought-provoking film, which contrasts the tranquil beauty of nature with the frenzied hum of contemporary urban society. Presented by Francis Ford Coppola. Music by Philip Glass. Director of photography Ron Fricke and edited by Alton Walpole and Ron Fricke. Directed by Godfrey Reggio. This DVD version features a new interview with the director and composer; original theatrical trailers for the Qatsi trilogy.

Feature films – United States.; Glass, Philip.

Kramer vs. Kramer: (DVD) 07019.VH 07019.DM

Kramer vs. Kramer is a restaurant owner who has a volatile personality. One night, she leaves behind Tokyo and her beloved rabbit Bunzo to open her new restaurant in Washington. Cast includes Rinko Kikuchi, Nobuyuki Katsube, Shirley Venard, David Zellner, Nathan Zellner. Written by David Zellner and Nathan Zellner. Directed by David Zellner. This Blu-ray Disc version widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with writer/director David Zellner; writer/producer Nathan Zellner; and producer Chris Ohlson; Deleted and alternate scenes; Language: English with some Japanese subtitled in English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Kumiko, the treasure hunter: A Zellner Bros. adventure: (Blu-ray Disc) 20079.ID

Kumiko, a frustrated office worker whose imagination transcends the confines of her mundane life, becomes obsessed with a mysterious, battered VHS tape of "Fargo" she's mistaken for a "broadcast" classic cartoon; Lux Radio Theater Broadcast, Dec. 2, 1940 with O'Brien and Reagan; Theatrical trailer. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. In English with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


L.A. confidential: (Blu-ray Disc) 08005.VH

An adaptation of a James Ellroy novel about police corruption in 1950s Hollywood. Murder, rape, prostitution, police brutality, sex, and drugs form the basis of this detective story. Three police detectives investigating three separate cases join forces as clues from the cases begin to become tangled. The search for justice eventually leads the men back to their own department. Ambition, loyalty, and greed propel the story to an explosive conclusion. Cast includes Guy Pearce, Russell Crowe, Kevin Spacey, Kim Basinger, Danny DeVito, James Cromwell, David,
Strathairn. Screenplay by Brian Helgeland and Curtis Hanson. Directed by Curtis Hanson.


L.A. confidential : (DVD)

12095.ID
12095.DM
COLOR 138 MIN WARNER HOM 1998

Three detectives in the corrupt and brutal L.A. police force of the 1950s use differing methods to uncover a conspiracy behind the shotgun slaying of the patrons at an all-night diner. A tribute to tough film noir crime films. Cast includes Kevin Spacey, Russell Crowe, Guy Pearce, James Cromwell, David Strathairn, Kim Basinger, Danny DeVito. Based on the novel by James Elroy. Screenplay by Brian Helgeland and Curtis Hanson. Directed by Curtis Hanson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; 3 behind-the-scenes documentary features: "Off the Record", including cast/creator interviews; Director Curtis Hanson's "Photo Pitch"; and "The L.A. of L.A. Confidential" interactive map tour; Music-only track showcasing Jerry Goldsmith's score; Interactive menus; Production notes; Theatrical trailer; 3 TV spots; Scene access; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir.; Los Angeles (Calif.) – History – Fiction.; Los Angeles (Calif.) – Fiction.

La bamba : (DVD)

04751.VH
COLOR 109 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1987

Dramatization of the life of 1950s pop idol Ritchie Valens, concentrating on his stormy relationship with his half-brother, his love for his girlfriend, and his untimely death in the plane crash that also killed Buddy Holly and J.P. Richardson (the Big Bopper). Written and directed by Luis Valdez.

Feature films – United States.; Valdez, Luis

La bamba : (DVD)

09006.VH
COLOR 103 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1987

Dramatization of the life of 1950s pop idol Richie Valens, concentrating on his stormy relationship with his half-brother, his love for his girlfriend, and his untimely death in the plane crash that also killed Buddy Holly and J.P. Richardson (the Big Bopper). Written and directed by Luis Valdez. This DVD version features widescreen format; director, producer, and cast audio commentary; Taylor Hackford and Daniel Valdez audio commentary; "La Bamba" music video (Los Lobos); "Lonely Teardrops" music video (Howard Huntseberry); "Remembering Richie" featurette; theatrical trailer; bios and filmographies; languages: English (2-channel surround and 5.1), Spanish 4-channel; subtitles English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.

Feature films – United States.; Valdez, Luis

La La Land : (Blu-ray Disc)

20199.ID
COLOR 128 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2016

A jazz pianist falls for an aspiring actress in Los Angeles. Struggling actress Mia and aspiring jazz pianist Sebastian begin a whirlwind romance as they both pursue their dreams in Los Angeles. However, their blossoming relationship is challenged when their careers pull them in different directions. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Emma Stone, John Legend, Rosemarie Dewitt, Finn Wittrock. Written and directed by Damien Chazelle. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "Another day of sun: they closed down a freeway"; "La La Lands great party"; "Ryan Gosling: Piano student"; Before Whiplash: Damien Chazzelles passion project; The music of La La Land; John Legends acting debut; "The look of love: designing La La Land"; "Epilogue: the romance of the dream"; "Damien & Justin sing: the demos"; Marketing gallery; "La La Land's love letter to Los Angeles"; "Ryan and Emma: third times the charm"; Song selection; Audio commentary with writer/director Damien Chazelle and composer Justin Hurwitz; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


La La Land : (DVD)

20198.ID
COLOR 128 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2016

A jazz pianist falls for an aspiring actress in Los Angeles. Struggling actress Mia and aspiring jazz pianist Sebastian begin a whirlwind romance as they both pursue their dreams in Los Angeles. However, their blossoming relationship is challenged when their careers pull them in different directions. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Emma Stone, John Legend, Rosemarie Dewitt, Finn Wittrock. Written and directed by Damien Chazelle. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "La La Lands love letter to Los Angeles"; "Ryan and Emma: third times the charm"; Song selection; Audio commentary with writer/director Damien Chazelle and composer Justin Hurwitz; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Lady and the tramp : 30th anniversary edition : (DVD)

11052.ID
COLOR 76 MIN WALT DISNE 2006

A digitally restored version of Walt Disney's 1955 classic animated film about a pampered purebred dog who falls in love with a homeless mutt with a heart of gold. This 30th anniversary platinum edition is a two disc DVD release with digital restoration; Widescreen and full screen presentation; Scene selection; Restored original theatrical soundtrack; "Bella Notte" music video; Deleted scenes; Original 1943 storyboard version of the film; "Lady's Pedigree: The Making of Lady and the Tramp"; "Finding Lady: The Art of the Storyboard"; Disney virtual puppy DVD-Rom: Disney Dog Trivia: virtual board game; PuppyPedia: Going to the Dogs: Your inner bark: personality profile; Languages: English, French, and Spanish.

Lady and the tramp : (Blu-ray Disc) 17156.ID
COLOR 76 MIN BUENA VIST 1955
Lady, a lovingly pampered cocker spaniel, and Tramp, a jaunty, freedom-loving mutt with a heart of gold, share an enthralling romance and thrilling adventures. Adaptation of the story by Ward Greene. Featuring the voices of Peggy Lee, Larry Roberts, Bill Baucom, Verna Felton, George Givot, Lee Millar, Barbara Luddy, Bill Thompson, Stan Freberg, Alan Reed, Dallas McKennon, The Mello Men. Directed by Hamilton Luske, Clyde Geronimi and Wilfred Jackson. Special features include: deleted scenes, deleted song, inside Walt's story meetings, Diane Disney Miller's "Remembering dad," and much more. In English, French or Spanish dialogue; closed-captioned.


Lady and the tramp : (DVD) 17157.ID
COLOR 76 MIN BUENA VIST 1955
Lady, a lovingly pampered cocker spaniel, and Tramp, a jaunty, freedom-loving mutt with a heart of gold, share an enthralling romance and thrilling adventures. Adaptation of the story by Ward Greene. Featuring the voices of Peggy Lee, Larry Roberts, Bill Baucom, Verna Felton, George Givot, Lee Millar, Barbara Luddy, Bill Thompson, Stan Freberg, Alan Reed, Dallas McKennon, The Mello Men. Directed by Hamilton Luske, Clyde Geronimi and Wilfred Jackson. Special features include: deleted scenes, deleted song, inside Walt's story meetings, Diane Disney Miller's "Remembering dad," and much more. In English, French or Spanish dialogue; closed-captioned.


The lady Eve : (DVD) 14355,ID
B&W 95 MIN UNIVERSAL 1941
Preston Sturges : the filmmaker collection Series - A father and daughter devise a plan to steal the fortune of a wealthy and naive brewery fortune heir. The daughter is to seduce the young man, but the plan is de-railed when the woman falls in love for real with the young heir. When the man learns of her original gold-digging plan he is hurt and angered. Not one to give up on what she wants; the woman must plot to re-conquer his heart. Screenplay based on a story by Monckton Hoffe. Cast includes Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Charles Coburn, Eugene Palette, Martha O'Driscoll, William Demarest, Eric Blore. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

The lady eve : (DVD) 12613.ID
12613,DM COLOR 93 MIN CRITERION 1941
The Criterion Collection Series - A father and daughter devise a plan to steal the fortune of a wealthy and naive brewery fortune heir. The daughter is to seduce the young man, but the plan is de-railed when the woman falls in love for real with the young heir. When the man learns of her original gold-digging plan he is hurt and angered. Not one to give up on what she wants; the woman must plot to re-conquer his heart. Screenplay based on a story by Monckton Hoffe. Cast includes Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Charles Coburn, Eugene Palette, Martha O'Driscoll, William Demarest, Eric Blore. Written and directed by Preston Sturges. This Criterion Collection DVD version features scene selections; Audio commentary by noted film scholar Marcella Keane; Video introduction by writer-director Peter Bogdanovich; 1942 broadcast of the Lux Radio Theater adaptation performed by Barbara Stanwyck and Ray Milland; Edith Head costume designs; Scrapbook of original publicity materials and production stills; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

Lady from Chungking : (DVD) 11701,ID
B&W 68 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1943
A story about the bravery of America's Chinese allies during the Japanese occupation of China at the height of World War II. Kwan Mei is a beautiful Chinese aristocrat forced by the Japanese to work as a slave in the rice paddies. Her beauty attracts the attention of the Japanese General and she becomes his lover. She uses her lover's proximity to the enemy to gather information to bring her country's oppressors down. On the eve of the massive Japanese invasion, she risks her life to start a bloody insurrection that will protect her country from the invading horde. Cast includes Anna May Wong, Harold Huber, Mae Clarke, Rick Vallin, Paul Bryar, Ted Hecht. Original story by Milton Raison and Sam Robins. Screenplay by Sam Robins. Directed by William Nigh.


Lady in the lake 10407,VH
B&W 104 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1946
Private detective Philip Marlowe is searching for a missing wife and discovers a different woman’s corpse in a mountain lake. The mystery intensifies from there with the viewer seeing the action from a subjective camera, seeing events unfold from Marlowe’s viewpoint. The story is full of suspense, gritty dialogue, troublesome cops and L.A. lowlifes. Based on the novel by Raymond Chandler. Cast includes Robert Montgomery, Audrey Totter, Lloyd Nolan, Tom Tully, Leon Ames. Screenplay by Steve Fisher. Directed by Robert Montgomery.


Lady sings the blues : (DVD) 15591,ID
15591,DM COLOR 143 MIN PARAMOUNT 1972


A lady without passport : (DVD) 15362,ID
B&W 74 MIN WARNER HOM 1950
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - When a Cuban man is killed on a New York street, the investigation leads to Havana and the man known as Palinvov running an alien smuggling ring. Pete Karczag is the immigration detective assigned to the case in Havana. To infiltrate the ring, he poses as a Hungarian refugee desperate to gain passage to America. While negotiating his trip, he meets and falls for beautiful Marianne Lorress, who is also hoping to make the illegal journey. It's a Latin dance with frequent lead changes as Palinvov and Pete struggle for the upper hand and the attentions of Marianne. Cast includes Hedy Lamarr, John Hodiak, James Craig, George MacReady. Screenplay by Howard Dimsdale. Adaptation by Cyril Carr. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis. Language: English.

The lake house : (DVD)  
12893,ID  
COLOR 98 MIN WARNER HOM 2006  
A lonely doctor who once occupied an unusual lakeside home begins exchanging love letters with its newest resident, a frustrated architect. When they discover that they’re living two years apart, they try to unravel the mystery behind their extraordinary romance before it’s too late. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Sandra Bullock, Dyllon Burnside, Shohreh Aghdashloo, Christopher Plummer. Music composed by Paul M. van Bruggen. Screenplay by David Auburn. Directed by Alejandro Agresti. This DVD version features additional scenes and outtakes; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Lakota woman : siege at Wounded knee  
06627,VH  
COLOR 113 MIN TURNER HOM 1994  
A true story of the 1973 uprising at Wounded knee that united Native Americans in their fight for survival. One woman, Mary Crow Dog, rises from ignorance and fear to meet the challenge of her proud heritage during a bloody siege in which 2,000 Native Americans stood their ground and vowed never to be silent again. Mary’s story is followed from her time at convent school where she is encouraged to reject her culture to when she joins her people at the siege, one of the most significant moments of modern Native American history. Based on the biography by Mary Crow Dog and Richard Erdoes. Cast includes August Schellenberg, Joseph Runningfox, Floyd Red Crow Westerman, Tanto Cardinal, Irene Bedard. Directed by Frank Pierson.


The land has eyes : (Pear ta ma ‘on maf) : (DVD-PAL)  
12429,ID  
COLOR 91 MIN UMBRELLA E 2004  
Viki is a strong-willed teenage girl growing up on the South Pacific island of Rotuma, an island of Fiji; she aspires to someday win a scholarship to Fiji. Her family is poor and has suffered from the shame heaped upon her father who before his death was wrongly convicted as a thief. The young woman is inspired by her father’s stories of their island’s first inhabitant the mythical Warrior Woman. In the Warrior Woman’s strength, Viki finds inspiration to stand-up against the stifling conformity of the island’s culture. Cast includes Sapeta Taito, Rena Owen. Written and directed by Vilsoni Hereniko. This DVD version features scene selection; Audio commentary with Vilsoni Hereniko, Sapeta Taito, and Jeannette Paulson Hereniko; Stills gallery; Theatrical trailer; Umbrella trailers; In Rotuman and English, with English subtitles. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played on a Multi-region machine.


The land of Eb : (DVD)  
18762,ID  
COLOR 88 MIN THELANDOFE 2014  
Jacob, an immigrant, works hard to maintain the small piece of property he's carved out of the harsh desert-like landscape of the Hawaiian lava fields. When he finds out he's got a tumor and that his days may be numbered, he determines to forgo treatment and inan womenizes his meager earnings to ensure his family’s future after he dies. Worried about the apathy he sees in his children, he turns to his hobby of filmmaking to send a message and begins recording his story, and the tragic story of his people, the Marshallese. Cast includes Jonithen Jackson, Rojel Jonithen, Jeff Nashion, Hilary Monson, Tarke Jonithen, Kodo Miyaoa, Austin Jonithen. Written by John Hill and Andrew Williamson. Directed by Andrew Williamson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director, writer and star; Interview with the star; Four scenes; Official trailer; In Marshallese and English, with optional English or Japanese subtitles.


Land of the pharaohs : (DVD)  
10076,VH  
COLOR 104 MIN WARNER HOM 1955  
An epic film shot on location in Egypt, utilizing a cast of thousands. In ancient Egypt a Pharaoh desires to take his riches with him to the after life. He orders the slaves to build a robbery-proof tomb within a grand pyramid. His beautiful queen has her own plans for the Pharaoh’s riches and schemes to have him killed before his special tomb is completed. Cast includes Jack Hawkins, Joan Collins, Dewey Martin, Alexis Minotis. Written by William Faulkner, Harold Jack Bloom, and Harry Kurnitz. Directed by Howard Hawks.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Land of the pharaohs : (DVD)  
13954,ID  
COLOR 104 MIN WARNER HOM 1955  
The Great Pharaoh orders architect Vashtar to build him the highest pyramid in the world as his tomb. 15 years have passed and his treasury is dwindling, so he marries Princess Nellifer, but she is as ruthless as she is beautiful. Cast includes Jack Hawkins, Joan Collins, Dewey Martin, Alexis Minotis. Written by William Faulkner, Harry Kurnitz, Harold Jack Bloom. Directed by Howard Hawks. This DVD version includes Commentary by Filmmaker/Historian Peter Bogdanovich with Interview Excerpts of Director Howard Hawks; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English; and French.


Lara Croft tomb raider : the cradle of life : (DVD)  
13189,ID  
13189,DM  
COLOR 117 MIN PARAMOUNT 2003  
The second film based on the video game character Lara Croft. The thrill seeking, action adventure hero travels the globe in search of Pandora’s Box, which holds the essence of all evil. She isn’t the only one looking to find the box and the beautiful croft must battle competing forces to save the ancient artifact and mankind’s future. Cast includes Angelina Jolie, Gerard Butler, Noah Taylor, Ciaran Hinds, Djimon Hounsou, Ti Schweiger, Christopher Barrie. Story by Steven E. D. Souza and James V. Hart. Screenplay by Dean Geogaris. Directed by Jan De Bont. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Jan De Bont; Deleted/alternate scenes with optional Jan De Bont commentary; Featurettes: training, vehicles and weapons, stunts, visual effects, scoring; Gerard Butler’s screen test; Music video: Korn “Did my time;” Music video: The Davey Brothers “Heart go faster;” Original theatrical web site archive; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.

Lars and the real girl : (DVD)  
14585,ID  
14585,DM  
COLOR 107 MIN METRO-GOLD 2007  
A man carries out a relationship with a life-sized doll. He suffers from extreme shyness and finds the perfect companion in the doll. A doctor encourages his family to support the young man and the whole community plays along. An attractive co-worker becomes interested in the young man, who now must decide between his “girlfriend” and a real woman. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Emily Mortimer, Paul Schneider, Kelli Garner, Patricia Clarkson. Written by Nancy Oliver. Directed by Craig Gillespie. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “The real story of Lars and the real girl” featurette; “A real ladyy”
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featurette; Deleted scene; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

- **Feature films – United States.** Social skills – Drama. ; Parents – Death – Drama. ; Grief – Drama. ; Companion dolls – Drama. ; Mental health counseling – Drama. ; Delusions – Drama. ; Love – Drama. ; Gillespie, Craig.

### Last action hero

- **08130, VH**
- **08130, DM**
- **COLOR 130 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1993**
  - A little boy teams up with a movie character whom bursts from the screen to join the boy's adventure. The action hero from the big screen saves the boy from real life bad men and danger.
  - Feature films – United States.

### The last days of Pompeii

- **06655, VH**
- **06655, DM**
- **B&W 93 MIN TURNER HOM 1935**
  - The story of the last days of the city of Pompeii. The city was destroyed by one of the greatest natural disasters of all time—the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. Marcus, a humble blacksmith, turns to a life of mercenary rebellion. He makes his fortune in the arena as a powerful gladiator. Cast includes Preston Foster, Alan Hale, Basil Rathbone, David Holt, Wylie Birch. Directed by John McTiernan. In English.
  - Feature films – United States. ; Adventure films. ; Heroes – Drama. ; Action and adventure films. ; McTiernan, John.

### The last of the Mohicans : (DVD)

- **20029, ID**
- **20029, ID**
  - A story of adventure and romance set in Colonial America. The British and the French are engaged in a brutal conflict for control of the wilderness frontier. Hawkeye, the adopted son of the Mohicans, falls in love with the aristocratic daughter of a British Colonel. When her life becomes endangered Hawkeye battles bravises from a hostile tribe aligned with the French across the wilderness to save her life. Based on the novel by James Fenimore Cooper. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Madeleine Stowe, Jodi May. Screenplay by Michael Mann and Christopher Crowe. Directed by Michael Mann. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.
  - Feature films – United States. ; United States – History – French and Indian War, 1754-1763 – Drama. ; Mohican Indians – Drama. ; Mann, Michael; Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851 – Film and video adaptations.

### The last picture show : (DVD)

- **16982, ID**
- **126 MIN CRITERION 1971**
  - America lost and found : The BBS story (Criterion Collection Series) – Set during the early fifties, in the melancholy Texas–nowheresville ever to dust up a movie screen, this aching portrait of a dying West focuses on the daily shuffles of three futureless teens and the aging lost souls who bump up against them in the night like drifting tumbleweeds. Cast includes Cybill Shepherd, Timothy Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Ellen Burstyn and Ben Johnson. Directed by Peter Bogdanovich. In English with English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired. Disc 1: New, restored high-definition digital transfer; two audio commentaries, one from 1991, featuring Bogdanovich and actors Cybill Shepherd, Randy Quaid, Cloris Leachman and Frank Marshall, the other from 2009 featuring Bogdanovich. Disc 2: "Picture this" (1990), documentary about the making of the film. ; "A discussion with filmmaker Peter Bogdanovich", a 2009 q & a; screen tests and location footage; excerpts from a 1972 television interview with director Francois Truffaut about the New Hollywood. Part of a box set which includes accompanying guide, "America lost and found – the BBS story" (111 p. ; col. ill. ; 21 cm.), available from the UCLA Instructional Media Collections and Services.
  - Feature films – United States. ; Man-woman relationships – Drama. ; Mothers and daughters – Drama. ; Teenage boys – Texas – Drama. ; Teens – Drama. ; Bogdanovich, Peter, 1939-.

### The last kiss : (DVD)

- **12917, ID**
- **12917, ID**
  - A man facing his thirtieth birthday and an impending wedding begins to feel the pressure of major life changes. His youth is fading away and adult challenges await. His beautiful fiancée begins to represent constancy. He meets a beautiful, young free-spirited girl, to be with her represents a chance for excitement, he could also be throwing away the emotional maturity he has achieved in life for one last good time.
  - Based on the motion picture "Ultimo bacio." Cast includes Zach Braff, Jacinda Barrett, Casey Affleck, Rachel Bilson, Michael Weston, Eric Christian Olsen, Marley Shelton, Harold Ramis, Bitty Danner, Tom Wilkinson. Screenplay by Paul Haggis. Directed by Tony Goldwyn. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director and cast commentaries featuring Zach Braff, Jacinda Barrett, and Rachel Bilson; Deleted scenes; Gary Brothers’ “Ride” music video directed by Zach Braff; The last kiss - behind our favorite scenes; Gag reel; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.
  - Feature films – United States. ; Man-woman relationships – Drama. ; Goldwyn, Tony.
version; theatrical re-release featurette: "The Last Picture Show: A Look Back" documentary written, produced, and directed by Laurent Bouzereau; theatrical trailers; talent files; production notes; language: English (mono); subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

Feature films – United States.

The last Samurai : (DVD) 19019,ID
COLOR 154 MIN WARNER BRO 2003
Tormented Civil War veteran Capt. Nathan Algren is coerced by a mercenary officer to train the Japanese Emperor's troops in the use of modern weaponry. Opposing this modernization are the samurai warriors who are holding fast to their traditions of honor, despite their strategic disadvantage. As a captive of the samurai leader, Algren learns, appreciates, and adopts the samurai code, switching sides for a climactic battle that will put everyone's honor to the ultimate test. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Ken Watanabe, Timothy Spall, Billy Connolly, Tony Goldwyn, Hiroyuki Sanada, Koyuki. Story by John Logan. Screenplay by John Logan, Edward Zwick, and Marshall Herskovitz. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features a letterboxed widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Edward Zwick; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The last valley 07594,VH
COLOR 125 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1970
In the year 1641, Vogel, once a teacher now a beggar, wanders the countryside. It is the twenty-third year of the Thirty Years War and Vogel's entire family has been slaughtered in the madness of war. He encounters a group of ruthless mercenaries who are heading to destroy a nearby village. When the massacre begins, Vogel runs for his life and escapes to a quiet village in a beautiful valley. Soon the mercenaries find the little village and end the serenity of region. Cast includes Michael Cane, Omar Sharif, Florinda Bolkan, Nigil Davenport, Per Oscarsson, Arthur O'Connell, Madeline Hinde, Yorgo Voyagis, Miguel Alejandro, Christian Roberts. Written, produced, and directed by James Cavell.


The last waltz : (DVD) 19161,ID
COLOR 117 MIN MGM HOME E 1976
Depicts the Band's last performance together at the site of their first gig; interspersed with interview footage: Band (Rick Danko, vocals, bass, fiddle; Robbie Robertson, vocals, guitar, piano; Levon Helm, vocals, mandolin, drums; Garth Hudson, keyboards, accordion, saxophone, clarinet; Richard Manuel, vocals, keyboards, clavinet, dobro, drums); featuring Eric Clapton, Neil Diamond, Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Emmylou Harris, Ringo Starr, Paul Butterfield, Dr. John, Van Morrison, Ronnie Hawkins, The Staples, Muddy Waters, Ron Wood. Filmed live in performance at the Winterland, San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 25, 1976. Special features: feature length audio commentary with Robert Robertson and Martin Scorsese; feature length audio commentary with musicians from the film; Archival outtakes jam, 2; featurette: "Revisiting The last waltz" with Robbie Robertson and Martin Scorsese. Directed by Martin Scorsese. In English with optional English, French, and Spanish subtitles. Closed-captioned.

Documentary films; Feature films – United States.; Rock music – 1971-1980.; Rock music.; Rock concert films; Scorsese, Martin

Latino 01145,VH
COLOR 108 MIN CBS-FOX HO 1985
A Chicano Green Beret begins to question the morality of the secret war he is fighting in the jungles of Nicaragua. A fast-paced story of politics, power and the personal side of war, written and directed by multiple Academy Award nominee Haskell Wexler.

Feature films – United States.; War–Moral and ethical aspects; Wexler, Haskell

Latter days : (DVD) 10289,ID 10289,DM
COLOR 107 MIN TLA RELEASE 2003
A young Mormon missionary on his mission in Los Angeles meets and falls for a young gay man. Two men with different, seemingly opposite lifestyles, one a missionary and one a party boy, experience their mutual attraction grow into a romance. Cast includes Steve Sandvoss, Wes Ramsey, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Rebekah Jordan, Amber Benson, Khary Payton, Jim Ortiz, Erik Palladino, Mary Kay Place, Jacqueline Bisset. Written and directed by C. Jay Cox. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; commentary with C. Jay Cox, Wes Ramsey, and Steve Sandvoss; Behind-the-scenes featurette;
**The lawless** : (DVD)  
2017, ID  
B&W 83 MIN OLIVE FILM 1950  
Mexican-American fruit-pickers are subjected to abuse and racial discrimination in a small California. A crusading newspaperman is the only person willing to champion the oppressed workers’ cause and tries to stop a lynching mob’s manhunt of a Latino fugitive accused of fomenting a riot. Cast includes Macdonald Carey, Gail Russell, Jack Elam, Lee Patrick, John Hoyt, Walter Reed. Written for the screen by Geoffrey Homes. Directed by Joseph Losey.

**Lawrence of Arabia**  
10099, VH  
COLOR 217 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1962  
The epic adventure of T.E. Lawrence, a flamboyant minor British officer who helped to weld together disparate tribes of Arabs and lead them successfully in guerrilla warfare against the Turks who were then allied with the Germans during World War I. He was a man who wanted to be great and found himself involved in circumstances where he could prove his mettle. Like other ambitious and imaginative men, he was the unwitting pawn of a greedy power fight by imperialist leaders who is this case wanted to control the Middle East. Cast includes Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jack Hawkins, Omar Shariff, Joseph R. Ferrer, Anthony Quayle, Claude Rains. Directed by David Lean.

**Le divorce** : (DVD-PAL)  
et la mort) : (DVD)  
15048, ID  
COLOR 117 MIN 20TH CENTU 2003  
This film comments on the differences between French and American social customs. Isabel Walker, a rough-edged film school dropout, travels to Paris to visit her pregnant stepson Roxy. By chance, she arrives on the same day that Roxy's husband Charles-Henri leaves the marriage, apparently for another woman. As Isabel stays to offer help and support, the two young women start living it up with the locals and American expatriates, and Isabel finds herself being wooed by an older French man - who happens to be related to Roxy’s ex-husband. Meanwhile, Roxy’s ex-husband's powerful family is pushing for a divorce and control of a valuable Walker family heirloom. Based on the novel by Diane Johnson. Cast includes Jean-Marc Barr, Leslie Caron, Stockard Channing, Glenn Close, Romain Duris, Stephen Fry, Kate Hudson, Samuel Labarthe, Thomas Lennon, Thierry Lhermitte, Daniel Mesguich, Matthew Modine, Bebe Neuwirth, Melvil Poupaud, Nathalie Richard, Catherine Samie, Sam Waterson, Naomi Watts. Screenplay by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala.
Feature films – United States

Jhabvala and James Ivory. Directed by James Ivory. This edition features both widescreen and full-screen versions; Language: English, Spanish and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Le meglio gioventu : the best of youth : (DVD).PAL
16131,ID
COLOR 367 MIN 01 DISTRIB 2006
This film is about the members of an ordinary, modern Italian family, in love, at work, at one another's sides and on one another's nerves. The lives of the two brothers at the center of the story, Matteo and Nicola, tell a tale of youthful baby-boomer idealism, rebellion, and disillusionment, followed by the mellowing of middle age. Qualified as a doctor, Nicola embodies '60s restlessness, as he becomes a woodworker. Diffident literature student Matteo becomes a soldier, then a policeman and detective. Their lives unfold as threads in the larger historical tapestry, wherein events such as the Florence floods of 1966, workers' uprisings in Turin a few years later, the Red Brigades terrorism of the 1970s, and the Mafia trials of the 1990s occur and affect them. Though their lives follow wildly divergent paths the brothers remain close, and their decisions figure strongly in determining each other's futures. The film presents a fascinating study of the ways in which people continue to grow after they have become adults. The cast includes Adriano Giannini, Francesca Bertini, Fabrizio Gifuni, Andrea Tidona. Directed by Marco Tullio Giordana. The special features on this DVD include: Interview with Marco Tullio Giordana, Interview with Jasmine Trinca; Biographical notes on cast and crew. Language: Italian with optional Italian subtitles.


Le notti bianche : (White nights) : (DVD)
16121,ID
B&W 101 MIN DOLMEN HOM 1957
A chance encounter on a canal bridge results in a series of twilight rendezvous between a lonely man and a sheltered woman haunted by a lover's promise. The cast includes Maria Schell, Marcello Mastroianni, Jean Marais, Clara Calamai. Based on the short story Belye Nochi by Fyodor Dostoevsky. Directed by Luchino Visconti. Special features on this DVD include: Original trailer; Interview with Laura Delly Colli, Suso Cecchi D'Amico, Lino Micciiche, Giuseppe Rotunno, Piero Tosi; Scene selection; Fimography; Photo gallery. Language: Italian with optional English subtitles.


A league of their own : (DVD)
18130,ID
COLOR 127 MIN COLUMBIA T 1997
In 1943, a washed-up ballplayer is hired to coach in the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League while the male pros are at war. Reluctant at first, he finds himself drawn back into the game by the heart and heroics of his team. Based on a true story. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Geena Davis, Madonna, Lori Petty, Rosie O'Donnell, Jon Lovitz, David Strathairn, Garry Marshall, Bill Pullman. Directed by Penny Marshall. Dialogue in English, Spanish, and French with optional subtitles in Spanish and Korean; closed-captioned in English.


Leaving Las Vegas : (DVD)
17169,ID
112 MIN MGM HOME E 1998
COLOR 112 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
Two people meet in Las Vegas and form a bond based on unconditional acceptance and mutual respect that will change each of them forever. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Elisabeth Shue and Julian Sands. Directed by Mike Figgis. Special features include uncut unrated version, trivia and production notes, and original theatrical trailer. In English with French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Lebanon, PA. : (DVD)
16781,ID
100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
COLOR 100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
Will, a charming 35-year-old Philadelphia ad man, heads to Lebanon, Pa. to bury his recently deceased father. He forms an unexpected friendship with CJ, his bright, newly pregnant 17-year-old cousin. As Will becomes interested in CJ's married teacher and CJ confronts her conflicted father, both struggle with forms of love. Arocho, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Nealla Gordon, Elijah Kelley, Minka Kelly, Adrianne Lenox, Mo McRae, Pernell Walker, Jesse Williams, Clarendon Williams III. Special features include "Behind the Scenes"; alternate opening; audio commentary. Language: English.


Leaving Las Vegas : (DVD)
17169,ID
112 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
COLOR 112 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
Two people meet in Las Vegas and form a bond based on unconditional acceptance and mutual respect that will change each of them forever. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Elisabeth Shue and Julian Sands. Directed by Mike Figgis. Special features include uncut unrated version, trivia and production notes, and original theatrical trailer. In English with French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Lebanon, PA. : (DVD)
16781,ID
100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
COLOR 100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
Will, a charming 35-year-old Philadelphia ad man, heads to Lebanon, Pa. to bury his recently deceased father. He forms an unexpected friendship with CJ, his bright, newly pregnant 17-year-old cousin. As Will becomes interested in CJ's married teacher and CJ confronts her conflicted father, both struggle with forms of love. Arocho, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Nealla Gordon, Elijah Kelley, Minka Kelly, Adrianne Lenox, Mo McRae, Pernell Walker, Jesse Williams, Clarendon Williams III. Special features include "Behind the Scenes"; alternate opening; audio commentary. Language: English.


Le深深的, his dream marriage becomes a nightmare. Based on the novel by Ben Ames Williams. Cast includes Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde, Jeanne Crain, Vincent Price. Screenplay by Jo SwerlingDirected by John M. Stahl. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Commentary by Darryl Hickman and film critic Richard Schickel; Movietone News footage (film premiere, Oscar presentations); Restoration comparison; Still gallery; Theatrical trailer. Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Leaving Las Vegas : (DVD)
17169,ID
112 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
COLOR 112 MIN MGM HOME E 1995
Two people meet in Las Vegas and form a bond based on unconditional acceptance and mutual respect that will change each of them forever. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Elisabeth Shue and Julian Sands. Directed by Mike Figgis. Special features include uncut unrated version, trivia and production notes, and original theatrical trailer. In English with French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Lebanon, PA. : (DVD)
16781,ID
100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
COLOR 100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
Will, a charming 35-year-old Philadelphia ad man, heads to Lebanon, Pa. to bury his recently deceased father. He forms an unexpected friendship with CJ, his bright, newly pregnant 17-year-old cousin. As Will becomes interested in CJ's married teacher and CJ confronts her conflicted father, both struggle with forms of love. Arocho, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Nealla Gordon, Elijah Kelley, Minka Kelly, Adrianne Lenox, Mo McRae, Pernell Walker, Jesse Williams, Clarendon Williams III. Special features include "Behind the Scenes"; alternate opening; audio commentary. Language: English.


Lebanon, PA. : (DVD)
16781,ID
100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
COLOR 100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
Will, a charming 35-year-old Philadelphia ad man, heads to Lebanon, Pa. to bury his recently deceased father. He forms an unexpected friendship with CJ, his bright, newly pregnant 17-year-old cousin. As Will becomes interested in CJ's married teacher and CJ confronts her conflicted father, both struggle with forms of love. Arocho, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Nealla Gordon, Elijah Kelley, Minka Kelly, Adrianne Lenox, Mo McRae, Pernell Walker, Jesse Williams, Clarendon Williams III. Special features include "Behind the Scenes"; alternate opening; audio commentary. Language: English.


Lebanon, PA. : (DVD)
16781,ID
100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
COLOR 100 MIN MONARCH HO 2011
Will, a charming 35-year-old Philadelphia ad man, heads to Lebanon, Pa. to bury his recently deceased father. He forms an unexpected friendship with CJ, his bright, newly pregnant 17-year-old cousin. As Will becomes interested in CJ's married teacher and CJ confronts her conflicted father, both struggle with forms of love. Arocho, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Nealla Gordon, Elijah Kelley, Minka Kelly, Adrianne Lenox, Mo McRae, Pernell Walker, Jesse Williams, Clarendon Williams III. Special features include "Behind the Scenes"; alternate opening; audio commentary. Language: English.

Lee Daniels’ The butler : (DVD) 18367.ID

COLOR 132 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2012

Inspirited by a true story, Cecil Gaines is a devoted husband, father, and White House butler who served eight Presidential administrations during the turbulent politics and civil rights battles of twentieth century America. Inspired by the article “A butler well served by this election” by Wil Haygood. Cast includes Forest Whitaker, Oprah Winfrey, Mariah Carey, John Cusack, Ashton Kutcher, Cuba Gooding Jr., Terrence Howard, Lenny Kravitz, James Marsden, David Oyelowo, Alex Pettyfer, Vanessa Redgrave, Alan Rickman, Liev Schreiber, Robin Williams, Yaya Alafia, Aml Ameen, David Banner, Colman Domingo, Nelsan Ellis, Neil Patrick Harris, James Pickens Jr., Tika Sumpter, Sarah Thompson, James Woods, Lee Daniels, Marc Platt, film crew; music video “Perfect Day” by Hoku; trivia track; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

The legend of Dolemite : bigger & badder : (DVD) 13560,ID

COLOR 60 MIN XENON PICT 1975

Dolemite Collection Series - Rudy Ray Moore tells all as only he can in this all-new retrospective of his career. From his humble post-war beginnings as turbaned adagio dancer, comedian and singer Prince Dumar to his crowning as “King of the Party Records,” Rudy Ray guides us through his struggles with the music industry establishment and his efforts to press and promote his own records when nobody else would. Listen to his adventures and colleagues, including Lady Hard Times, John Landis, LaWanda Page, Snoo Dogg, Eazy-E, Eddy Griffin, Mike D. of the Beastie Boys and Ice-T, who share their thoughts on the man who has mad a lasting impression on their lives and careers. Cast includes Rudy Ray Moore. Directed by Ross Guidici. This DVD version features an animated menu; Original 1970’s radio spots; Restored theatrical trailers; Trivia game; Location tour with Rudy Ray Moore; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.

The legend of Hell House : (Blu-ray) 18760,ID

COLOR 95 MIN TWENTIETH 1973

A physicist, his assistant, along with a medium and a survivor of an apparent paranormal attack are hired to investigate the case of a haunted mansion, which has already claimed the lives of prior investigators. Based on the novel Hell House by Richard Matheson. Cast includes Pamela Franklin, Roddy McDowall, Clive Revill, Gayle Hunnicutt. Directed by John Hough. This Blu-ray version features widescreen presentation; Interview with director; Audio interview with Pamela Franklin; Theatrical trailer; It is in English or dubbed French with optional English or Spanish subtitles.


Legion of missing men : (DVD) 12217,ID

B&W 64 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1937

Two Foreign Legion officers are captured and tortured by the Arabs. Cast includes Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander, Roy D’Arcy, Hala Linda, Paul Hurst, James Aubrey, George Rigas. Directed by Hamilton MacFadden. This DVD version features Main menu; Scene selection; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; France. Armee. Legion etrange – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

Legion of the dead : (DVD) 12160,ID

COLOR 83 MIN THE ASYLUM 2005

When the mumified remains of an evil Egyptian queen are brought back to life, she resurrects an army of living dead to help fulfill the prophecy that promises her all the powers of the Underworld. Cast includes Courtney Clonch, Claudia Lynx, Rhett Giles, Andy Lauer, Zach Galligan, Bruce Boxleitner. Directed by Paul Bales. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menu; Chapter selection; Behind the scenes featurette; Filmmaker commentary; Trailers; Language: English.


The LEGO movie : (DVD) 19608,ID

COLOR 101 MIN WARNER HOM 2014

The first full-length theatrical LEGO movie. Emmet, an ordinary, rules-following, perfectly average LEGO minifigure is mistakenly identified as the-De-Lega-Tor, the key to saving the world. He is drafted into a fellowship of strangers on an epic quest to stop an evil tyrant, a journey for which Emmet is hopelessly and hilariously underprepared. Based on LEGO construction toys. Cast includes Chris Pratt, Will Ferrell, Elizabeth Banks, Will Arnett, Nick Offerman, Alison Brie, Charlie Day, Liam Neeson, Morgan Freeman. Music by Mark Mothersbaugh. Story by Dan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, Phil
**Les miserables : (DVD)**

17493,ID

**COLOR** 158 MIN

UNIVERSAL 2012

Feature film adaptation of the musical Les Miserable. Set in early 19th century France, the paroled prisoner Jean Valjean seeks redemption, regains his social standing, and rises to the rank of mayor. He encounters a beautiful but desperately ill woman named Fantine and cares for her daughter, Cosette, after her death. All the while he is obsessed by the policeman Javert, who vows to make him pay for the crimes of his past. Based on the novel by Victor Hugo. Schonbergs "Les miserables" from the novel by Victor Hugo.


**A lesson before dying**

08290,VH

COLOR 101 MIN

HBO VIDEO 1999

A man returns to his hometown after college, now a teacher he has resigned himself to suffer the racial injustice of the south. He teaches at the same one room schoolhouse he was taught as a child, struggling to make a difference in an oppressive time. Two women in the town encourage the teacher to visit a young man in prison who has been convicted of a murder he did not commit and sentenced to die like an animal. The teacher is convinced to teach the man to die not like an animal, but like a man. It falls upon the teacher to enrich a life he cannot save and, in so doing, somehow redeem his own. Based on the novel by Ernest J. Gaines. Cast includes Don Cheadle, Cicely Tyson, Mekhi Phifer, Irma P. Hall, Brent Jennings. Teleplay by Ann Peacock. Directed by Joseph Sargent.

**African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.**

**Let me in : (DVD)**

19534,ID

**COLOR** 115 MIN

ANCHOR BAY 2010

A 12-year-old boy lives in an apartment complex in Los Alamos, New Mexico. He is bullied at school and a loner. One night he meets a young girl at the playground of his complex. She turns out to be a vampire who appears as a young girl, but is actually much older. She takes an interest in the boy. Authorities are investigating a rash of murders that are occurring where the victims are bleed dry. The boy figures out that his new friend is special and connected with the murders. She encourages the boy to stand up to his bullies, eventually becoming his protector. Based on the screenplay and novel Lat den ratte komma in by John Ajvide Lindqvist. Cast includes Chloe Grace Moretz, Kodi Smits-McPhee, Richard Jenkins, Elias Koteas. Written for the screen and directed by Matt Reeves. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with director Matt Reeves; "From the inside: a look at the making of 'Let me in’; The art of special effects car crash sequence step-by-step; Deleted scenes; Trailer gallery; Poster gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The letter : (DVD)**

15981,ID

**B&W** 95 MIN

WARNER BRO 1940

Set on a rubber plantation in Malay, this story centers on a woman's reasons for killing a man who was a close family friend. The cast includes Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, James Stephenson, Frieda Inescort and Gale Sondergaard. Based on the novel The Letter by W. Somerset Maugham. Directed by William Wyler. The special features on this DVD include: Recently discovered alternate ending sequence; The 4/21/41 Lux Radio Theater adaptation starring Davis, Marshall and Stephenson; Theatrical trailer. Language: English with optional English, French and Spanish subtitles.


**Letter from an unknown woman : (DVD)**

14387,ID

**B&W** 83 MIN

PD ENTERTA 1948

The Max Ophuls collection Series - Set in the turn of the century Vienna, a haunting tale of unrequited love in which a woman is obsessed with a self-centered, philandering concert pianist. The story begins with the man receiving a note from the woman telling of her deep love for him and how a relationship they had many years ago affected her life. To the pianist she was only one of many women and he has no memory of her. The film is considered one of director Max Ophuls great masterpieces.

Cast includes Joan Fontaine, Louis Jourdan, Mady Christians, Marcel Journet, Art Smith, Carol Yorke. Screenplay by Howard Koch. From the story by Stefan Zweig. Directed by Max Ophuls. This DVD version features interactive menu; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: Korean.

**Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Unrequited love – Drama.; Pianists – Drama.; Ophuls, Max, 1902-1957**

**Letters from two Jima : (DVD)**

19527,ID

**COLOR** 140 MIN

DREAMWORKS 2006

In 1945, the United States and Japanese armies met on Iwo Jima. Decades later, hundreds of letters are unearthed from that stark island's soil. The letters give faces and voices to the men who fought there, as well as the extraordinary general who led. Leading the defense is Lt. General Tadamichi Kuribayashi. With little defense other than the volcanic rock of the island itself, Gen. Kuribayash's unprecedented tactics transform what was predicted to be a quick and bloody defeat into nearly 40 days of heroic and resourceful combat. Based on the book Picture letters from commander in chief by Tadamichi Kuribayashi. Cast includes Ken Watanabe, Kazunari Ninomiya, Tszusyo Iiha, Ryo Kase, Shidou Nakamura, Hiroshi Watanabe, Takumi Bando, Yuki Matsuzaki, Takashi Yamaguchi, Eijiro Ozaki.


Lianna : (DVD) 11591,ID
COLOR 113 MIN METRO-GOLD 1983
A young wife and mother leaves her husband for another woman and embarks on a turbulent journey of self-discovery. She faces the anger and confusion of her husband and the raised eyebrows of her community, only to have her lesbian lover reject her. After such great turmoil in her life she must learn to love herself. Cast includes Linda Griffiths, Jane Hallaren, Jon DeVries, Jo Henderson. Written and directed by John Sayles. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio-only: 5/39 Lux Radio Theater production starring Paul Muni; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Life of Pi : (Blu-ray Disc) 17341,ID
COLOR 123 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2013
A young Pi Patel, overcoming a cataclysmic shipwreck, finds himself stranded on a lifeboat with the last survivor, a ferocious Bengal tiger named Richard Parker. Based on the novel by Yann Martel. Cast includes Suraj Sharma, Irrfan Khan, Tabu, Rafe Spall, Gerard Depardieu, Adil Hussain, Ayush Tandon. Extras: A remarkable vision; Theatrical trailer; Sneak peek. Directed by Ang Lee. In English, English descriptive audio, dubbed Spanish or French dialogue; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH) or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Life of Pi : (DVD) 17342,ID 17342,DM
COLOR 123 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2013
A young Pi Patel, overcoming a cataclysmic shipwreck, finds himself stranded on a lifeboat with the last survivor, a ferocious Bengal tiger named Richard Parker. Based on the novel by Yann Martel. Cast includes Suraj Sharma, Irrfan Khan, Tabu, Rafe Spall, Gerard Depardieu, Adil Hussain, Ayush Tandon. Extras: A remarkable vision; Theatrical trailer; Sneak peek. Directed by Ang Lee. In English, English descriptive audio, dubbed Spanish or French dialogue; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH) or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Lifeboat : (Blu-ray Disc) 11970,ID
B&W 96 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1944
After their ship is attacked in the Atlantic Ocean by a German U-boat, eight surviving passengers are left adrift in a lifeboat. They happen upon a ninth survivor, the Nazi captain from the U-boat that sank their ship, and their situation becomes more complicated. As they float along with the current, short on food and water, the strengths and frailties of individuals under extraordinary duress will be revealed. Based on John Steinbeck's "Lifeboat." Cast includes Tallullah Bankhead, William Bendix, Walter Slezak, John Hodiak, Hume Cronyn, Canada Lee. Screenplay by Jo Swerling. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Commentary by film professor Drew Casper; The Making of Lifeboat; Still photo gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1939-1945 – Drama.; Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

The light ahead : (fishka der krimmer) : (DVD) 14432,ID 14432,DM
B&W 94 MIN THE NATION 1939
The innocent, impoverished lovers, lame Fishke and blind Hodel, are beset by the superstition, prejudice and greed present in a late nineteenth century shtetl in tsarist Russia. The benevolent and enlightened bookseller Mendele helps and encourages them in their dream of escaping to a freer life in Odessa. Cast includes Isidore Cashier, Helen Beverly, David Opatoshu, Rosetta Bialis, Tillie Rabinowitz, Anna Guskin, Celia Bodkin, Jennie Cashier. Screenplay by Chaver Pahver, Sherle (Shirley) Ulmer, Edgar G. Ulmer. Based on stories by S.Y. Abramovich.
Lilies of the field
07432,VH
B&W  95 MIN  MGM/UA HOM  1963

An itinerant handyman driving through the Arizona desert meets five impoverished nuns and stops to fix their leaking roof. Upon completion he learns he will not be paid and the nuns expect him to build them a chapel for free. The Mother Superior convinces the handyman to help the nuns, and although he will not receive monetary reward, his reward will be a good deed accomplished. Based on William E. Barrett’s novel. Cast includes Sidney Poitier, Lilia Skala, Stanley Adams. Screenplay by James Poe. Directed by Ralph Nelson.

Feature films – United States.

Lilith
05666,VH
B&W  114 MIN  RCA-COLUMB  1964

A novice therapist falls in love with a fragile but enchanting schizophrenic patient, and struggles with the relationship between reality and madness. Based on the novel by J.R. Salamanca. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, Peter Fonda, Kim Hunter and Gene Hackman; screenplay and direction by Robert Rossen.

Feature films – United States.

Lilith: (DVD)
11626,ID
B&W  114 MIN  COLUMBIA/T  1964

A drama about the obsessive love between a therapist and his patient. A war veteran returns to his bleak Maryland hometown and takes a job as an occupational therapist at a private mental institution for the wealthy. At the institution he meets a beautiful young schizophrenic patient, he is attracted to her beauty and drawn into her troubled private world. Soon he will lie, betray, and even destroy to win her heart and is in danger of losing his own sanity. Based on the novel by J.R. Salamanca. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, Peter Fonda, Kim Hunter, Anne Meacham, James Patterson, Robert Reilly. Screenplay and directed by Robert Rossen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Japanese.


Limelight: (DVD)
10003, ID
B&W  132 MIN  WARNER BRO  1952

The Chaplin Collection Series - A fading star from a bygone era rescues a distraught ballerina from suicide and mentors her to success. The film is a homage to a bygone entertainment era and of one artist passing the torch to a new generation. Cast includes Charles Chaplin, Claire Bloom, Sydney Chaplin, Nigel Bruce, Norman Lloyd, Buster Keaton, Majorie Bennett, Andre Eglevsky, Melissa Hayden. Written and directed by Charles Chaplin. This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; an all-new digital transfer from original Chaplin family vault; "Chaplin Today – Limelight" documentary by Edgardo Corzarinsky; "Introduction by David Robinson," deleted scene; original score; "Footlights;" "The Professor" (1919); home movies; photo gallery; poster gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin Collection; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Thai, and Korean.

Feature films – United States.; Chaplin, Charlie, 1889-1977

Lincoln: (Blu-ray Disc)
17460,ID
COLOR  150 MIN  DREAMWORKS  2012

A revealing drama that focuses on the 16th president's tumultuous final months in office. In a nation divided by war and the strong winds of change, Lincoln pursues a course of action designed to end the war, unite the country, and abolish slavery. With the moral courage and fierce determination to succeed, his choices during this critical moment will change the fate of generations to come. Based in part on the book "Team of Rivals: the Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln" by Doris Kearns Goodwin. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Sally Field, David Strathairn, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, James Spader, Hal Holbrook, Tommy Lee Jones, John Hawkes, Jackie Earle Haley, Bruce McGill, Tim Blake Nelson, Joseph Cross, Jared Harris, Lee Pace. Bonus disc features: The journey to Lincoln; Credits. Directed by Steven Spielberg. In English with dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue with optional Spanish, French subtitles; optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama; Biographical films.; Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865; Spielberg, Steven, 1947-

Lincoln: (DVD)
17461,ID
COLOR  150 MIN  DREAMWORKS  2012

A revealing drama that focuses on the 16th president's tumultuous final months in office. In a nation divided by war and the strong winds of change, Lincoln pursues a course of action designed to end the war, unite the country, and abolish slavery. With the moral courage and fierce determination to succeed, his choices during this critical moment will change the fate of generations to come. Based in part on the book "Team of Rivals: the Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln" by Doris Kearns Goodwin. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Sally Field, David Strathairn, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, James Spader, Hal Holbrook, Tommy Lee Jones, John Hawkes, Jackie Earle Haley, Bruce McGill, Tim Blake Nelson, Joseph Cross, Jared Harris, Lee Pace. Directed by Steven Spielberg. In English with dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue with optional Spanish, French subtitles; optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama; Biographical films.; Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865; Spielberg, Steven, 1947-

The limey
08928,VH
COLOR  89 MIN  ARTISAN EN  1999

A British ex-con arrives in Los Angeles to avenge the death of his daughter. Through a series of flashbacks the man's backstory is revealed and the film builds to the man's confrontation with the person he holds responsible for his daughter's death. Cast includes Terence Stamp, Lesley Ann Warren, Luis Guzman, Barry Newman, Peter Fonda. Written by Lem Dobbs. Music by Cliff Martinez. Directed by Steven Soderbergh.

Feature films – United States.
**The lineup : (DVD)**

2004.1D  
B&W  86 MIN  SONY PICTU  1958

Sony Pictures Choice collection Series - Follows the duel plots of two criminals smuggling dope, and the policemen trailing them across San Francisco. A psychopathic San Francisco gangster uses unwitting tourists to bring in heroin from Asia. When the deliveries goes bad, a police officer is killed. The police start cracking down, but the gangster has other drug mules lined-up. Based upon the CBS Television series The lineup. From the idea created by Lawrence L. Klee. Cast includes Eli Wallach, Robert Keith, Warner Anderson, Richard Jaeckel, Mary LaRoche, William Leslie, Emile Meyer, Marshall Reed. Written by Stirling Silliphant. Directed by Don Siegel.

**Feature films – United States. ; Film noir. ; Police – California – San Francisco – Drama. ; California – San Francisco – Drug traffic – California – San Francisco – Drama. ; Crime. ; Criminals – California – San Francisco – Drama. ; Siegel, Don, 1912-1991.**

**Lion : (DVD)**

2016.1D  
COLOR  118 MIN  ANCHOR BAY  2016

Five-year-old Saroo gets lost on a train which takes him thousands of kilometers across India, away from home and family. Saroo must learn to survive alone in Kolkata, before ultimately being adopted by an Australian couple. Twenty-five years later, armed with only a handful of memories, his hearing impaired. English with Hindi and Bengali and dubbed French; Subtitles : Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – Australia. ; Film. ; Feature films – United States. ; Feature films – Great Britain. ; Missing children – India – Drama. ; Adopted children – Australia – Tasmania – Drama. ; Adoptive parents – Drama. ; East Indians – Australia – Drama. ; Birthparents – India – Identification – Drama. ; Intercountry adoption – India – Drama. ; Intercountry adoption – Australia – Tasmania – Drama. ; Orphanages – Drama. ; Hobart (Tas.) – Drama. ; Kolkata (India) – Drama. ; Patel, Dev, 1990–. ; Brierley, Saroo – Drama. ; Davis, Garth, (Director).**

---

**The lion king : (DVD)**

2004.1D  
B&W  86 MIN  BUENA VIST  1994

The Pridelands are a small slice of heaven, ruled by Mufasa, the lion king. His son Simba is preoccupied with life and all its potential, and neglects the lessons Mufasa tries to impart. Scar, Mufasa’s brother has lived his adult in the shadow of his better looking, more successful, universally adored sibling. Capitalizing upon Simba’s youthful exuberance and reckless abandon, Scar manipulates his nephew into playing the key role in his ascension to power, and believing himself guilty of Mufasa’s death. Simba flees from his home and family in shame and disgrace, never to return. Years of abuse and neglect under King Scar begin, and the Pridelands are devastated, and lionesses are hunting far outside their boundaries. One such is Nala, who discovers the exiled Simba, who must face the ghosts and demons of his past to save the ones he loves. Featuring the voices of: Jonathan Taylor Thomas, Matthew Broderick, James Earl Jones, Jeremy Irons, Moira Kelly, Niketa Calame, Ernie Sabella, Nathan Lane, Robert Guillaume, Rowan Atkinson, Madge Sinclair, Whoopi Goldberg, Cheech Marin, Jim Cummings. Bonus features: The Lion King: a memoir to Don Hahn; Learn how to take your favorite movies on the go. Directed by Roger Allers and Rob Minkoff. Songs by Tim Rice and Elton John ; original score composed and arranged by Hans Zimmer. In English or dubbed French with optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired; closed-captioned.

**Feature films – United States. ; Action and adventure films. ; Lion – Juvenile drama. ; Fathers and sons – Juvenile drama. ; Simba (Fictitious character : Disney) – Juvenile films. ; Allers, Roger. ; Minkoff, Rob.**

---

**The lion man : (DVD)**

13952,ID  
B&W  67 MIN  ALPHA VIDE  1936

A British financier is among those murdered by a treacherous sheik. The man’s son, who survived the massacre, is raised in the desert and becomes known as “El Lion.” When he becomes an adult, he begins to search for the man who murdered his father. Cast includes Jon Hall, and Kathleen Burke. Screenplay by Richard Gordon, and John Williams. Directed by John P. McCarthy. This DVD version features includes an Interactive menu; Catalog; Index; Language: English.

**Feature films – United States. ; Revenge – Drama. ; Orphans – Drama. ; Arabs – Drama. ; Action and adventure films. ; Geographical: Arabian Peninsula – Drama. ; Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 1875-1950 – film and video adaptations. ; McCarthy, John, 1885-1962.**

---

**Lions love ...and lies : (DVD)**

20414,ID  
COLOR  112 MIN  JANUS FILM  1981

Eclipse series 43 : Agnes Varda in California - Ragni, Rado and Viva play themselves, waiting for their big Hollywood break and casually drifting into a menace a trois. Filmmaker Agnes Varda captures the quirky, laid back lifestyle of 1960’s Los Angeles as her characters contemplate metaphysics, the dangers of milk consumption, Hollywood sinking into the ocean. Cast includes...
Feature films – United States

Viva, Gerome Ragni, James Rado, Shirley Clarke. Written and directed by Agnes Varda. English language.


Lions love : (DVD-PAL)
18297,ID
18297,DM
COLOR 115 MIN ARTE EDITI 1969
Tout(e) Varda Series - Ragni, Rado and Viva play themselves, waiting for their big Hollywood break and usually drifting into a menage a trois. Filmaker Agnes Varda captures the quirky, laid back lifestyle of 1960's Los Angeles as her characters contemplate metaphysics, the dangers of milk consumption, Hollywood sinking into the ocean. Cast includes Viva, Gerome Ragni, James Rado, Shirley Clarke. Directed by Agnes Varda. This DVD version includes the bonus features an introduction by Agnes Varda; Agnes Varda and Emmanuelle Loyer talk about the film; Short period documentary: "Agnes Varda talks with Viva"; In English with optional English or French subtitles. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.


Little big man : (DVD)
10915,ID
10915,DM
COLOR 139 MIN PARAMOUNT 1970
Widescreen DVD Collection Series - A 121-year-old man recounts his extraordinary life story. He is purported to be the sole survivor of Custer's Last Stand, and he tells of a colorful hero or the biggest liar ever to cross the Mississippi. The film swings in tone from high comedy to drama with a strong performance by Dustin Hoffman as the Little Big Man. Based on the novel by Thomas Berger. Cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Martin Balsam, Jeff Corey, Chief Dan George, Faye Dunaway. Screenplay by Calder Willingham. Directed by Arthur Penn. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.


Little Buddha : (DVD)
17902,ID
COLOR 123 MIN MIRAMAX FI 1993
In a big American city, a boy and his family discover a story about a prince in a land of miracles. But the miracle becomes real when Tibetan monks appear, searching for their leader's reincarnation — who they believe has been reborn in the boy. Suddenly, their worlds meet, leading the Americans on an extraordinary adventure. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Ying Ruocheng, Chris Isaak, Alex Wiesendanger, Bridget Fonda. Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci. In English; closed-captioned.


Little Caesar : (DVD)
10565,ID
10565,DM
B&W 78 MIN WARNER BRO 1930

Feature films – United States.; Gangster films

The little foxes : (DVD)
18341,ID
18341,DM
B&W 116 MIN MGM HOME E 1941
Regina Giddens is a woman who will stop at nothing to outwit her brothers in running the family business, even if it means sacrificing the health of her husband or the love of her young daughter. Cast includes Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, Teresa Wright, Richard Carlson, Dan Duryea. Based on the play by Lillian Hellman. Special features include original theatrical trailer. Directed by William Wyler. In English, dubbed French (mono) or Spanish (mono) dialogue with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


The little mermaid : (Blu-ray Disc)
17862,ID
COLOR 83 MIN WALT DISNE 2011
Ariel is a fun-loving and mischievous mermaid who is enchanted with all things human. Disregarding her father’s order to stay away from the world above the sea, she swims to the surface and, in a raging storm, rescues Prince Eric, the man of her dreams. Determined to be human, she strikes a bargain with the devious sea witch, Ursula, and trades her fins and beautiful voice for legs. With her best friend Flounder, and her reluctant chaperon Sebastian at her side, Ariel must win the prince’s love and save her father’s kingdom. Voices: René Auberjonois, Christopher Daniel Barnes, Jodi Benson, Pat Carroll, Paddi Edwards, Buddy Hackett, Jason Marin, Kenneth Mars, Ben Wright, Samuel E. Wright, Edie McClurg, Will Ryan. Special features: deleted scenes; bonus scenes; features; trailer; music video. Directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. In English, dubbed French or Spanish; optional subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned.


The little mermaid : (DVD)
17863,ID
COLOR 83 MIN WALT DISNE 2011
Ariel is a fun-loving and mischievous mermaid who is enchanted with all things human. Disregarding her father's order to stay away from the world above the sea, she swims to the surface and, in a raging storm, rescues Prince Eric, the man of her dreams. Determined to be human, she strikes a bargain with the devious sea witch, Ursula, and trades her fins and beautiful voice for legs. With her best friend Flounder, and her reluctant chaperon Sebastian at her side, Ariel must win the prince's love and save her father's kingdom. Voices: Rene Auberjonois, Christopher Daniel Barnes, Jodi Benson, Pat Carroll, Paddi Edwards, Buddy Hackett, Jason Marin, Kenneth Mars, Ben Wright, Samuel E. Wright, Edie McClurg, Will Ryan. Special features: deleted scenes; bonus scenes; featurettes; trailer; music video. Directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. In English, dubbed French or Spanish; optional subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned.

Little miss Broadway: (DVD) 11291,ID
B&W 72 MIN 20TH CENTU 1938
Shirley Temple Collection Series - This Hollywood musical stars Shirley Temple as an orphan adopted by a kind hotel manager. Her adoptive father struggles to keep the rooms rented despite the owner's threats to close the hotel. Cast includes Shirley Temple, George Murphy, Jimmy Durante, Edna Mae Oliver. Original screenplay by Harry Tugdell and Jack Yellen. Directed by Irving Cummings. This DVD version features full frame presentation; B&W and color viewing options; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned.

Feature films – United States; Temple, Shirley, 1928-

Little Miss Sunshine: (DVD) 19621,ID
COLOR 103 MIN 20TH CENTU 2006
A dysfunctional family on the verge of falling apart climb in the family van to take a road trip to California to fulfill their 7-year old daughter's dream of participating in the Little Miss Sunshine beauty pageant. Along for the ride are a foul-mouthed grandfather, a suicidal uncle, depressed brother, self-centered father, and the mother desperately trying to hold the family together. Cast includes Greg Kinnear, Toni Collette, Steve Carell, Paul Dano, Abigail Breslin, Alan Arkin, Bryan Cranston, Beth Grant, Wallace Langham, Matt Winston, Julio Oscar Mechoso. Directed by Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris. This DVD version features widescreen and full screen presentation; Four alternative endings with directors commentary; Directors commentary by Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris; Screenwriters commentary by Michael Arndt with Directors Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris; Beauty contestants – Drama.; Beauty contests – California – Drama.; Beauty contests – United States – Drama.; Beauty contests – New York (State) – Drama.; Beauty contests – New York (State) – Drama.; Youth contestant – Drama.; Youth contestants – Drama.; Dayton, Jonathan.; Faris, Valerie.


A little night music: (DVD) 13045,ID 13045,DM
COLOR 120 MIN HEN'S TOOT 1977
A feature film adaptation of the Broadway play "A little night music" shot in Vienna, Austria, with beautifully detailed period costumes. The plot revolves around the romantic lives of several couples. A middle-aged lawyer has taken a young trophy wife and has been waiting a year to consummate their marriage. The lawyer's adopted father struggles to keep the rooms rented despite the owner's threats to close the hotel. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Diana Rigg, Len Cariou, Lesley-Anne Down, Hermione Gingold, Mermaids and mermen – Drama.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Interpersonal relations – Drama.; Brides – Drama.; Middle-aged men – Drama.; Sondheim, Stephen.; Prince, Harold, 1928-

Feature films – United States; Musical films; Musical films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Interpersonal relations – Drama.; Brides – Drama.; Middle-aged men – Drama.; Sondheim, Stephen.; Prince, Harold, 1928-

The little prince 06567,VH
COLOR 88 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
The little Prince comes from the planet Asteroid B-612. In the midst of a planet-hopping journey, in which he has met a king, a businessman, an historian, and a general; the boy finds himself in the Sahara Desert on planet Earth. The boy recounts his tale to a stranded pilot he meets in the desert. It is on Earth where the little Prince is taught the secrets of the importance of life from a fox, a snake, and the pilot. Based on the Story by Antoine de Saint-Exupery. Cast includes Gene Wilder, Bob Fosse, Richard Kiley, Steven Warner. Screenplay and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner. Music by Frederick Loewe. Produced and directed by Stanley Donen.

Feature films – United States.

Little women: (DVD) 07056,VH 07056,DM
COLOR 94 MIN WARNER HOM 1986
A campy musical of kooky horrors adapted from the off-Broadway musical, which was an adaptation of a 1960 Roger Corman movie. Mushnik's Flower Shop has an exotic potting plant that has all the customers excited. The plant is named Audrey II and it is a very special plant. The plant is a self-described "mean green mother from outer space" and is in fact more vampire than vegetable. Customers enter Mushnik's and are never seen again. Cast includes Rick Moranis, Ellen Greene, Vincent Gardenia, Steve Martin, Bill Murray, John Candy, James Belushi, Christopher Guest, Levi Stubbs. Directed by Frank Oz.

Feature films – United States.; Musicals – Film and video adaptations.

Little women: (DVD) 07966,ID 07966,DM
COLOR 118 MIN COLUMBIA P 1994
Louisa May Alcott's classic coming-of-age story follows the childhood adventures of the four free-spirited March Sisters. The family's story is chronicled by one of the sisters, Jo, who aspires to defy social convention by seeking her fame and fortune as a writer. Based on the novel by Louisa May Alcott. Cast includes Winona Ryder, Trini Alvarado, Samantha Mathis, Kirsten Dunst, Claire Danes, Gabriel Byrne, Christian Bale, Eric Stoltz, Mary Wickes, Susan Sarandon. Screenplay by Robin Swicord. Directed by Gillian Armstrong. The DVD features English, Spanish, and French dialogue and Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; American fiction – Women authors – Film and video adaptations; Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888.
Livin' large : (DVD) 13750, ID 13750, DM
COLOR 95 MIN METRO-GOLD 1991
A young African American man has dreamt his entire life of becoming a television news anchor. When the Atlanta native is given the chance of becoming part of a TV news team, he jumps it at and becomes a TV news personality. He is soon asked to make compromises on his appearance and the stories he wants to cover. When the young man is asked to sell out his friends on TV, he will have to decide if he wants to save his career or his soul. Cast includes Terrence "T.C." Carson, Lisa Arrindell, Blanche Baker, Nathaniel "Afrika" Hall, Julia Campbell. Music composed and arranged by Herbie Hancock. Written by William Mosley-Payne. Directed by Michael Schultz. This DVD version features both widescreen and standard presentations; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Television news anchors – Drama.

The living end : (DVD) 09354, VH
COLOR 85 MIN FOX LORBER 1992
Two HIV-positive outcasts with nothing to lose take off across a desolate, quasi-surrealistic American wasteland. One of the men decides he's had enough of the romantic fantasy and wants to return home, unfortunately the other man is not willing to let him go. Their circumstances lead to an intense, sexual, and emotional showdown on the beach. Cast includes Craig Gilmore, Mike Dytri. Written and directed by Gregg Araki.

AIDS (Disease); Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Homosexuality, male – Drama; Homosexuality in motion pictures; Araki, Gregg.

The living end : (DVD) 12873, VH
COLOR 86 MIN STRAND REL 1992
Two HIV-positive outcasts with nothing to lose take off across a desolate, quasi-surrealistic American wasteland. One of the men decides he's had enough of the romantic fantasy and wants to return home, unfortunately the other man is not willing to let him go. Their circumstances lead to an intense, sexual, and emotional showdown on the beach. Cast includes Craig Gilmore, Mike Dytri. Written and directed by Gregg Araki. This reviwers version features director's commentary; Original theatrical trailer; Gallery of unpublished photos; Design art concepts; Sundance 2008 Q&A session; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

AIDS (Disease); Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Homosexuality, male – Drama; Homosexuality in motion pictures; AIDS (Disease) – Drama.; Araki, Gregg.

Living in emergency : (DVD) 16369, ID
COLOR 93 MIN FIRST RUN 2010
This 2007 documentary, set in war-torn Congo and Liberia, Living in emergency interweaves the stories of four volunteers with Doctors Without Borders as they struggle to provide emergency medical care under the most extreme conditions. Directed by Mark Hopkins. This DVD features ABC News Elizabeth Vargas moderating a town hall discussion in 2009 with Sebastian Junger (Author of "The Perfect Storm" and Director of "Restrepo"), Sophie Delaunay (Executive Director of MSF-USA) and others; Interview with Director Mark Hopkins; Interviews with Doctors Without Borders/MSF; 16:9 Presentation; 5.1 Audio. Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Logan : (DVD) 20386, ID
COLOR 137 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2017
A feature film following the story of Wolverine, a member of the X-Men. Logan is a mutant superhero who is known as Wolverine. In the near future, a weary Logan cares for an ailing Professor X in a hide out on the Mexican border. But Logan's attempts to hide from the world and his legacy are up-ended when a young mutant arrives, being pursued by dark forces. Cast includes Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart, Boyd Holbrook, Stephen Merchant, Richard E. Grant, Eriq La Salle, Elise Neal, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Dafne Keen. Screenplay by Scott Frank, James Mangold, and Michael Green. Directed by James Mangold.

This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical version; Deleted scenes with optional audio commentary by director James Mangold; Audio commentary by James Mangold; Language: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Lolita : (DVD) 08936, VH 08936, DM
COLOR 137 MIN TRIMARK HO 1998
A man is haunted by a doomed childhood love and yearns to rekindle lost passion in his life. He meets a voluptuous widow and her young daughter and disastrously chooses to pursue the young daughter Lolita. Though he hates the woman he marries her to get close to the twelve year-old daughter. To be together the man and the little girl flee cross-country, the stress of the relationship slowly causes the man to become unstable. Based on the novel by Vladimir Nabokov. Cast includes Jeremy Irons, Melanie Griffith, Frank Langella, Dominique Swain. Screenplay by Stephen Schiff. Directed by Adrian Lyne.

Feature films – United States.

Lolita : (DVD) 17109, ID
COLOR 137 MIN TRIMARK HO 1998
A middle-aged man marries an oppressive widow in order to be near and carry on an affair with her nymphet daughter. Based on the novel by Vladimir Nabokov. Cast includes Jeremy Irons, Melanie Griffith, Frank Langella and Dominique Swain. Directed by Adrian Lyne. Special DVD features include: commentary by Adrian Lyne, never-before-seen footage, and other extras.

Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French and English.

Lolita : (DVD) 17030, ID 17030, DM
B&W 153 MIN WARNER HOM 1962
Based on the novel by Vladimir Nabokov. Newly arrived in Ramsdale, New Hampshire, European emigre Humbert Humbert is smitten. He plans to marry Charlotte Haze. That way he'll also be close to his dear one-once close, only now distant daughter, Lolita. Cast includes James Mason, Shelley Winters, Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon, Marianne Stone, Diana Decker, Jerry Stovin, Gary Cockrell, Suzanne Gibbs and Roberta Shore. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. Special features include: New 2000 digital master from restored elements; Interactive menus; Production notes; Theatrical trailer; Scene access.

Language: English, French or Italian language soundtrack (mono) with English and Spanish subtitles.
The Lone Ranger : (Blu-ray Disc) 18336.ID
COLOR 149 MIN BUENA VIST 2013
Native American spirit warrior Tonto recounts the tales that transformed John Reid, a prosecutor, into a Texas Ranger and a legend of justice – the Lone Ranger. The Lone Ranger is the masked agent of justice and Tonto is a dark mysterious vigilante, the two men join forces to seek vengeance after justice has failed them. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Armie Hammer, Tom Wilkinson, William Fichtner, Barry Pepper, James Badge Dale, Ruth Wilson, Helena Bonham Carter. Screen story and screenplay by Justin Haythe, Ted Elliot, and Terry Rossio. Directed by Gore Verbinski. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Riding the rails of The Lone Ranger; Armies western road trip; Becoming a cowboy; Bloopers; Deleted scene; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Lone Ranger : (DVD) 18335,ID
COLOR 149 MIN BUENA VIST 2013
Native American spirit warrior Tonto recounts the tales that transformed John Reid, a prosecutor, into a Texas Ranger and a legend of justice – the Lone Ranger. The Lone Ranger is the masked agent of justice and Tonto is a dark mysterious vigilante, the two men join forces to seek vengeance after justice has failed them. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Armie Hammer, Tom Wilkinson, William Fichtner, Barry Pepper, James Badge Dale, Ruth Wilson, Helena Bonham Carter. Screen story and screenplay by Justin Haythe, Ted Elliot, and Terry Rossio. Directed by Gore Verbinski. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Riding the rails of The Lone Ranger; Armies western road trip; Becoming a cowboy; Bloopers; Deleted scene; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Lone Ranger : (Blu-ray Disc) 18336.ID
COLOR 149 MIN BUENA VIST 2013
Native American spirit warrior Tonto recounts the tales that transformed John Reid, a prosecutor, into a Texas Ranger and a legend of justice – the Lone Ranger. The Lone Ranger is the masked agent of justice and Tonto is a dark mysterious vigilante, the two men join forces to seek vengeance after justice has failed them. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Armie Hammer, Tom Wilkinson, William Fichtner, Barry Pepper, James Badge Dale, Ruth Wilson, Helena Bonham Carter. Screen story and screenplay by Justin Haythe, Ted Elliot, and Terry Rossio. Directed by Gore Verbinski. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Riding the rails of The Lone Ranger; Armies western road trip; Becoming a cowboy; Bloopers; Deleted scene; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The long goodbye : (DVD) 14317,ID 14317,DM
COLOR 112 MIN MGM HOME E 1973
Robert Altman successfully transports Philip Marlowe, incarnated by Elliott Gould, to the over-privileged, full-color 70s. Marlowe is lonely and shabby, yet does not seem an anachronism in the contemporary world. Unlike Bogart's Marlowe, this is not an especially tough Marlowe. He's a bright, conscientiously solemn nut, a guy who hopes for the best but expects the worst. This particular Philip Marlowe, despite evidence to the contrary, insists in believing that not all relationships need be opportunistic or squalid. Cast includes Elliott Gould, Nina Van Pallandt, Sterling Hayden, Mark Rydell, Henry Gibson. Based on the novel by Raymond Chandler. Screenplay by Leigh Brackett. Directed by Robert Altman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Rin Van Marlowe" featurette with Robert Altman and Elliott Gould; "Viimos Zsigmond Flashes The Long Goodbye"; American Cinematographer reprint of 1973 article; Radio spots; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Long day's journey into night : (DVD) 04253,VH B&W 180 MIN LIONS GATE 1962
A faithful film adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's fictionalized study of his explosive homelife, circa 1910. Fused by a drug-addicted mother, a father who wallows in drink after realizing he is no longer a famous actor, and an older brother who is emotionally unstable, the family is reflected through the eyes of the youngest son, a sensitive and aspiring writer. Stars Jason Robards, Katherine Hepburn, Sir Ralph Richardson, and Dean Stockwell. Directed by Sidney Lumet. American drama–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Lumet, Sidney, 1924-2011.; O'Neill, Eugene, 1888-1953–Film and video adaptations.

Long day's journey into night : (DVD) 10969,ID 10969,DM B&W 180 MIN LIONS GATE 1962
A faithful film adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's fictionalized study of his explosive homelife, circa 1910. Fused by a drug-addicted mother, a father who wallows in drink after realizing he is no longer a famous actor, and an older brother who is emotionally unstable, the family is reflected through the eyes of the youngest son, a sensitive and aspiring writer. Stars Jason Robards, Katherine Hepburn, Sir Ralph Richardson, and Dean Stockwell. Musical score by Andre Previn. Directed by Sidney Lumet. This DVD version features full screen presentation. American drama–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Lumet, Sidney, 1924-2011.; O'Neill, Eugene, 1888-1953–Film and video adaptations.

Long day's journey into night : (DVD) 04253,VH B&W 180 MIN LIONS GATE 1962
A faithful film adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's fictionalized study of his explosive homelife, circa 1910. Fused by a drug-addicted mother, a father who wallows in drink after realizing he is no longer a famous actor, and an older brother who is emotionally unstable, the family is reflected through the eyes of the youngest son, a sensitive and aspiring writer. Stars Jason Robards, Katherine Hepburn, Sir Ralph Richardson, and Dean Stockwell. Directed by Sidney Lumet. American drama–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Lumet, Sidney, 1924-2011.; O'Neill, Eugene, 1888-1953–Film and video adaptations.
**The long kiss goodnight**

07219.VH

COLOR 120 MIN NEW LINE H 1996

A woman who has suffered from amnesia for eight years, hires a private detective to help recover her true identity. The woman works as a schoolteacher in a small town and lives happily with her husband and child. The private detective finds a link to the woman's old life, which turns out to be a cover story for the woman's true identity as a lethal assassin for the CIA. Slowly her old enemies begin to show up to try and kill her. Slowly her killer instincts begin to awaken. She must battle to save her current life from her old life. Cast includes Geena Davis, Samuel L. Jackson, Patrick Malahide, Craig Bierko, Brian Cox, David Morse. Written by Shane Black. Directed by Renny Harlin.

Feature films – United States.

**The long, long trailer**

09380.VH

09389.DM

COLOR 97 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1954

Newlyweds take off across country on their honeymoon in a long, long trailer. A madcap comedy that sees the couple cross country before she works for offers the housekeeper a ride, defying both her husband and the White Citizen's Council. The white woman's husband and the White Citizen's Council. The white woman's true identity as a lethal assassin for the CIA. Slowly her killer instincts begin to awaken. She must battle to save her current life from her old life. Cast includes Geena Davis, Samuel L. Jackson, Patrick Malahide, Craig Bierko, Brian Cox, David Morse. Written by Shane Black. Directed by Renny Harlin.

Feature films – United States.

**The long ships : (DVD)**

19259.ID

COLOR 125 MIN COLUMBIA T 1963

A Viking adventurer and a Moor both battle to find "The Mother of All Voices," a legendary golden bell as tall as three men. A film featuring rousing battle scenes, daring escapes, and humorous interludes. Based on the novel "The long ships" by Frans Bengtsson. Cast includes Richard Widmark, Sidney Poitier, Russ Tamblyn, Rosanna Schiaffino, Oscar Homolka, Edward Judd, Lionel Jeffries, Reba Loncar. Screenplay by Berkeley Mather and Beverley Cross. Directed by Jack Cardiff. This DVD version features scene selection; Interactive menus; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Japanese, Korean, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The long walk home**

07212.VH

COLOR 98 MIN LIVE HOME 1991

A housekeeper in Montgomery, Alabama, honors the 1955 bus boycott by walking the nine miles to and from work. The white woman she works for offers the housekeeper a ride, defying both her husband and the White Citizen's Council. The women put their lives in danger for civil rights, the shared experiences draw them closer as a deep respect and lasting friendship forms. Cast includes Whoopi Goldberg, Sissy Spacek, Al Pacino, Ruby Dee, River Phoenix, Wendell Pierce, Alphonso McAuley. Written by John Cork. Directed by Richard Pearce.

Feature films – United States.; Civil rights movements – United States – Drama

**The longest day**

07057.VH

B&W 175 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1962

A spectacular account of the events leading up to and through the Allied Forces' invasion of Normandy on D-Day, 1944. No expense was spared in re-staging the complex invasion to create what is widely acclaimed as one of Hollywood's greatest war film. An all-star cast tells the story of D-Day from the point of view of its participants. German, and French included. Cast includes John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Richard Burton, Sean Connery, Robert Mitchum. Directed by Darryl F. Zanuck.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1939-1945—Campaigns—France—Normandy

**Longtime companion**

04774.VH

COLOR 100 MIN VIDMARK EN 1989

Critically acclaimed look at the AIDS crisis through the eyes of a small group of friends, from early news reports in 1981 to the end of the decade, when the epidemic has begun to take its inevitable toll. Stars Stephen Gaffney, Patrick Cassidy, Brian Cousins, and Bruce Davison, who won multiple awards for his work. Directed by Norman Rene.

AIDS (disease) in mass media.; Feature films – United States.; Rene, Norman

**Looking for Richard**

09421.VH

COLOR 112 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1996


English drama – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616—Film and video adaptation

**Looper : (DVD)**

17492.ID

17492.DM

COLOR 119 MIN SONY PICTURES 2012

In the year 2074, the mob sends problem people back in time to 2034, where a hired gun waits to eliminate them. Joe is one such hired gun, good at what he does. But problems arise when the mob tries to "close the loop," and Joe comes face-to-face with his future self during a hit. When Joe's future self escapes after he hesitates to finish the assignment, Joe must chase himself down and finish the job. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Emily Blunt, Paul Dano, Noah Segan, Piper Perabo, Summer Qing, Jeff Daniels, Garrett Dillahunt. Special features: commentary with Ryan Johnson, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, and Emily Blunt (with optional subtitles); deleted scenes; making-of featurette, "Looper: from the beginning"; animated trailer; Scoring Looper. Directed by Rian Johnson. In English with optional English, English SDH, or Spanish subtitles; optional audio description.


**Lord of the flies**

07870.VH

COLOR 90 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1990

A riveting modern adaptation of Sir William Golding's classic novel. The story explores the dark corners of the human soul, as a group of adolescent castaways are thrust into an intense world where law and accountability are governed by the rules of survival. A plane crash maroons a group of American military cadets on a deserted island. The island paradise soon is turned into a battleground, as two factions of boys turn against each other and in the process become primal killers. Based on the novel by Sir William Golding. Cast includes Bathazar Getty, Chris Furrh. Screenplay by Sara Schiff. Directed by Harry Hook.

Feature films – United States.

**The lord of the rings : The fellowship of the ring : (DVD)**

20150.ID

COLOR 179 MIN NEW LINE H 2001

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Lord of the Rings." The first film in the trilogy and the continuation of Tolkien's tales of Middle-earth. The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian McKellen, Liv Tyler, Viggo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Christopher Lee,
The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Lord of the Rings” this is the second volume of the three volume novel. The second film in the trilogy. The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Join Frodo, Gandalf, Aragorn, and brave members of the Fellowship as they continue their quest to destroy the Ring of Power. As darkness descends on Middle-earth, a strange creature named Gollum leads the heroes to the Gates of Mordor. The rest of Middle-earth prepares for a battle that will decide the fate of all. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Sean Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Andy Serkis, Hugo Weaving. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Stephen Sinclair, by Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; In-depth programs: On-set: The Lord of the rings: The two towers; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Lord of the rings: The two towers; (DVD) 2001,09624,DM

COLOR 208 MIN NEW LINE H 2001

The film adaptation of the first book in J.R.R. Tolkien’s trilogy the “Lord of the Rings.” The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Christopher Lee, Hugo Weaving, Sean Bean, Ian Holm, Screenplay by Francis Walsh, Philippa Boyens, and Peter Jackson. Directed by Peter Jackson. This 4 disc DVD version features a special extended version of the film with 30 minutes of additional movie than appeared in theaters on two DVD’s and two DVD’s of appendices; scene selection; new scenes; extended scenes; audio commentaries by the director and writer, design team, production/post-production team, cast; the appendices feature numerous extras that expand on the characters and provide behind-the-scenes of the making of the film; English subtitles.

The lord of the rings: the fellowship of the ring: special extended dvd edition: (DVD) 2001,09624,DM

COLOR 208 MIN NEW LINE H 2001


The lord of the rings: the fellowship of the ring: (DVD) 2002,09624,DM

COLOR 208 MIN NEW LINE H 2001

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the rings series of video games; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The lord of the rings: the two towers; (DVD) 2001,09624,DM

COLOR 208 MIN NEW LINE H 2001

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Lord of the rings” the second volume of the three volume novel. The second film in the trilogy. The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Andy Serkis, Hugo Weaving. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Stephen Sinclair, Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; In-depth programs: On-set: The Lord of the rings: The two towers; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The lord of the rings: the return of the king; (DVD) 2003,09624,DM

COLOR 200 MIN NEW LINE H 2003

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Lord of the rings.” The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Frodo makes his way through the darkness to Mount Doom to destroy the One Ring. Aragon learns of his destiny as the true King and the others prepare for a massive battle that will determine the fate of Middle-earth. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Bean, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Bernard Hill, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Hugo Weaving, Miranda Otto, David Wenham, Karl Urban, John Noble, Andy Serkis, Ian Holm, Sean Bean. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, and Peter Jackson. Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; In-depth programs: The quest fulfilled: a directors vision - A filmmaker's journey: making “The return of the king” - National Geographic special: The lord of the rings: the return of the king; Featurettes created for lordoftherings.net: Aragorns destiny, Minas Tirith: capital of Gondor, The battle of Pelion Fields, Sarwise the Brave, Eawyn; White Lady of Rohan, Digital horse doubles; Original theatrical trailers and TV spots; “The lord of the rings” trilogy supertrailer: A special look at Electronic Arts “The lord of the rings” series of video games; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The lord of the rings: the return of the king; (DVD) 2003,09624,DM

COLOR 200 MIN NEW LINE H 2003

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Lord of the rings” the second volume of the three volume novel. The second film in the trilogy. The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Andy Serkis, Hugo Weaving. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Stephen Sinclair, Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; In-depth programs: On-set: The Lord of the rings: The two towers; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The lord of the rings: the two towers; (DVD) 2003,09624,DM

COLOR 200 MIN NEW LINE H 2003

The film adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Lord of the rings” the second volume of the three volume novel. The second film in the trilogy. The battle of good versus evil rages in Middle Earth as a band of heroes sets out on a quest to destroy the ring of ultimate power. Based on the novel by J.R.R. Tolkien. Cast includes Elijah Wood, Ian Mckellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Cate Blanchett, John Rhys-Davies, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Andy Serkis, Hugo Weaving. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Stephen Sinclair, Directed by Peter Jackson. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Animated menus; In-depth programs: On-set: The Lord of the rings: The two towers; DVD-rom content; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Lord of war; (DVD) 2005,13228,DM

COLOR 121 MIN LIONS GATE 2005

A Russian immigrant excels at illegal arms dealing. He grows up in the United States and rises from neighborhood gun sales to international clients in whatever war torn nation needs his wares. The film chronicles his career which takes him to lofty heights and exposes him to situations of extreme danger. He prides himself in remaining cool in crisis. The weapons trader has to deal with hostile rivals, family problems, and a FBI agent who has sworn to arrest him. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Jared Leto, Bridget Moynahan, Ian Holm, Ethan Hawke. Written and directed by Andrew Niccol. This two-disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director commentary: Deleted scenes; Making a killing: inside the international arms trade; The making of “Lord of war;” Weapons of trade; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Lord of war; (DVD) 2005,13228,DM
Lords of Dogtown : (DVD)
19756.ID
COLOR 107 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
The true story behind the Z-Boys, young skateboarders from Venice Beach, California, who skated the streets and swimming pools of their hometown establishing a style that would change the world of sports forever. Cast includes Emile Hirsch, Victor Rasuk, John Robinson, Michael Angelarou, Nikki Reed, Rebecca DeMornay, Heath Ledger, Johnny Knoxville, Vincent Laresca, Julio Oscar Mechosso, William Mapother, Pablo Schreiber. Written by Stacy Peralta. Directed Catherine Hardwicke. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Director and cast commentary; Making-of "Lords of Dogtown"; Bails and spills featurette; Extended pot session; Of course we want a skateboarding bulldog!; The ocean washes my hair and make-up test; The making of Pacific Ocean Park; Dogtown cameos featurettes; Storyboard comparisons; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Lorenzo’s oil : (DVD)
20013.ID
COLOR 136 MIN UNIVERSAL 1992
A boy develops a disease so rare that nobody is working on a cure, so his father decides to learn about it and tackle the problem himself. Cast includes Susan Sarandon, Nick Nolte, Peter Ustinov, Kathleen Wilhoite, Gerry Bamman. Screenplay by George Miller and Nick Enright. Directed by George Miller. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Los bastardos : (DVD)
18249.ID
COLOR 90 MIN KINO INTER 2008
A 24 hour period in the lives of Fausto and Jesus, two undocumented Mexican day-laborers in L.A. Each day another task, each day the same pressure to find money. They go about their daily routine, standing on the corner at the Home Improvement Store waiting for work to come. Today, the job they are given is well paid compared to their poor usual wages. Today, Jesus carries a gun and in his backpack. Cast includes Jesus Moises Rodriguez, Ruben Sosa and Nina Zavarian. Special features include: Los Bastardos: behind the scenes, theatrical trailer, and stills. Written and directed by Amit Escalante. In English and Spanish with optional English subtitles.

Losing ground : (DVD)
20298.ID
COLOR 86 MIN OSCILLOSCO 1982
The Milestone cinemateque Series - The story of a marriage of two remarkable people, both at a crossroads in their lives. Sara Rogers, a black professor of philosophy, is embarking on an intellectual quest to understand ‘ecstasy’ just as her painter husband Victor sets off on a more earthly exploration of joy. Cast includes Seret Scott, Bill Gunn, Duane Jones, Maritza Rivera, Billie Allen, Gary Bolling, Norberto Kerner, Maritza Rivera. Written and directed by Kathleen Collins. This two-disc DVD version features commentary track by professors Lamonda Horon Stallings and Terri Francis; "The Cruz brothers and Miss Malloy" (1980, 50 min.) Kathleen Collins and Ronald K. Grants first film; Video interviews with Ronald K. Gray (46:30), Seret Scott (40:17), Nina Lopez Collins (26:24); Interview with Kathleen Collins by Phyllis R. Klotman (1982, 22 min.); Transmagnificent dambamuality (1976, 7 min. B&W) Grays celebrated "Lost study film"; 2015 theatrical trailer. Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Lost highway : (DVD)
11703.ID
11703.DM
COLOR 135 MIN SEVILLE PI 1997
David Lynch’s 21st Century Noir horror film. The film is a graphic investigation into parallel identity crises. A successful jazz musician whose marriage is on the rocks, a man in black who threatens to expose him, a young mechanic with links to a mobster, and the mobster’s moll are the riders on the lost highway, trapped in their worlds of desire, destiny, and unknown destination. The characters inhabit a world where time is dangerously out of control. Cast includes Bill Pullman, Patricia Arquette, Balthazar Getty, Robert Blake, Natasha Gregson Wagner, Gary Busey, Robert Loggia. Written by David Lynch and Barry Gifford. Directed by David Lynch. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Pan and scan version; Languages: English and dubbed French version.
Feature films – United States.; Jazz musicians – United States – Drama.; Lynch, David, 1946-.

Lost horizon
08589.VH
B&W 132 MIN COLUMBIAT 1937
A lavishly-produced classic about the enchanted paradise of Shangri-La where time stands still. Based on the novel by James Hilton. This version is the restored full-length feature, rediscovering the 22 minutes that had been cut after its initial release and runs 132 minutes. Cast includes Ronald Coleman, Jane Wyatt, John Howard, Margo, Thomas Mitchell, Edward Everett Horton. Screenplay by Robert Riskin. Directed by Frank Capra.

Lost in a harem
10645.VH
B&W 89 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1944
Comedy team Abbott and Costello play bumbling magicians stranded in the desert domain of Bababeha. The duo are enlisted to help the Prince overthrow his wicked Uncle and regain rule over the Middle East country, the perilous task takes them deep inside the sultan’s inner sanctum. The madcap comedy features an array of Forties songs, lavish production,

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern American

Lost in La Mancha : (DVD)
09817,ID
09817,DM
COLOR 93 MIN DOCURAMA 2002
The saga of director Terry Gilliam's failed attempt to film "The Man Who Killed Don Quixote." Two documentary filmmakers set out to document a film production, end up capturing a production that is beset by obstacles more catastrophic than anything Hollywood could have imagined. The documentary features survival footage from the film, interviews with Gilliam, his cast and crew, and behind-the-scenes footage of the production. Featuring Terry Gilliam, Jean Rochefort, Johnny Depp, and narrated by Jeff Bridges. Directed by Keith Fulton and Louis Pepe. This DVD version includes two discs featuring interactive menus; scene selection; theatrical trailer; exclusive interviews with cast and crew including Terry Gilliam and Johnny Depp; deleted scenes; video soundbites; costume design, storyboards, and production stills from "The Man Who Killed Don Quixote;" Salman Rushdie and Terry Gilliam: A Conversation from the 29th Telluride Film Festival; IFC Focus: Terry Gilliam.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Motion pictures—Production and direction

Lost in space : (DVD)
12509,ID
COLOR 130 MIN NEW LINE H 1998
The year is 2058. With the Earth's resources severely depleted human survival depends upon "The Jupiter Mission." This daring plan will launch an entire family, the Robinsons, into the farthest reaches of hyperspace to colonize "Alpha Prime," the only other habitable planet in the galaxy. But when a stowaway sabotages the mission, the Robinsons find themselves hurrying through uncharted space, facing alien invaders, time-warp wonders and non-stop excitement. Cast includes Gary Oldman, William Hurt, Matt LeBlanc, Mimi Rogers, Heather Graham, Lacy Chabert, Jack Johnson. Music by Bruce Broughton. Written by Akiva Goldsman. Directed by Stephen Hopkins. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Two audio commentaries, Track 1: Director and Writer, Track 2: Visual effects supervisors, director of photography, editor and producer; "Building the Special Effects" featurette; "The Television Years" featuring synopses of all original episodes and interviews with original cast members; Production Design; Apollo Four Forty music video; Theatrical trailer; Biographies and filmographies of current and original cast members; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Lost in translation : (DVD)
09873,ID
09873,DM
COLOR 102 MIN UNIVERSAL 2003
Two Americans find themselves lonely and unable to sleep in Tokyo, Japan. He is an established Hollywood star in town to shoot a whiskey commercial; she is the neglected young wife of an in-demand photographer. They meet late one night in a luxury hotel bar and feel a connection, which blossoms as the year unfolds. Cast includes Bill Murray, Scarlett Johansson, Giovanni Ribisi, Anna Faris, Fumihiro Hayashiki. Original music by Kevin Shields. Written and directed by Sofia Coppola. This DVD version features scene selection; a conversation with Bill Murray and Sofia Coppola; "Lost" on Location: Behind-the-Screens Documentary; "City Girl" music video by Kevin Shields; extended and deleted scenes and more; Language: English; English captions; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

The lost patrol : (DVD)
13935,ID
B&W 72 MIN WARNER HOM 1934
A terse drama about British cavalryman lost in the Mesopotamian desert during World War I. They are pursued constantly by Arab sharpshooters. When the leader of the patrol is killed, McLaglen takes charge of the eleven ragged survivors. This film established John Ford's reputation as a director internationally. Cast includes Victor McLaglen, Boris Karloff, Wallace Ford, Reginald Denny, Alan Hale, J.M. Kerrigan, and Billy Bevan. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Scene selections; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


The lost world : Jurassic Park : (DVD)
13791,ID
COLOR 129 MIN UNIVERSAL 1997
Four years after the disaster at Jurassic Park, dinosaurs have secretly survived on a nearby island and roam free. Now there is a more ominous threat - a plan to capture and bring the dinosaurs to the mainland. John Hammond sees a chance to redeem himself for his past mistakes and sends an expedition to reach the island before the mercenary team gets there. The two groups confront each other in the face of extreme danger and must team up for their own survival in a race against time. Cast includes Jeff Goldblum, Julianne Moore, Pete Postlethwaite, Arliss Howard. Based on the novel by Michael Crichton. Directed by David Koepp. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features wide screen presentation; Deleted scenes; The making of "The Lost World"; Storyboards, production photographs, design sketches and conceptual paintings; Dinosaur encyclopedia; Theatrical trailers; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers information; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


Love affair : (DVD)
19060,ID
B&W 87 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1939
Michel Marnet and Terry McKay meet on a ship on which he is sailing to marry a rich heiress. When they fall in love they agree to meet 6 months later at the top of the Empire State Building, if they are both still free. On the way Terry meets with crippling accident. Cast includes Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer, Maria Ouspenskaya, Lee Bowman, Astrid Allwyn, Maurice Moscovitch. Directed by Leo McCarey. In English.


Love and basketball : (DVD)
13813,ID
COLOR 127 MIN NEW LINE H 2000
A boy and a girl, a basketball, the playground, and love. Two young children grow up together on the basketball court; their love for the game and each other is never in doubt, until life requires them to choose between their love for each other and the game. Cast includes Omar Epps, Sanaa Lathan, Alfre Woodard, Dennis Haysbert. Written and directed by Gina Prince-Bythewood. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature length commentary by writer/director Gina Prince-Bythewood and actor Sanaa Lathan; Isolated score with commentary by composer Terence Blanchard, editor Terilyn A. Shropshire and Gina Prince-Bythewood; Deleted scenes; Blooper reel; Audition tapes featuring Omar Epps and Sanaa Lathan; Animated storyboards of basketball sequences; Music video of Lucy Pearl song "Dance tonight;" Theatrical trailer; Original documentary "Breaking the glass ceiling: the rise and acceptance of women competitors; DVD-rom "script-to-screen"
screenplay, original theatrical website on the DVD; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Woman-man relationships – Drama.; Basketball – Drama.

Love and death : (DVD)

16732.ID

COLOR 85 MIN METRO-GOLD 1975 The Woody Allen collection Series - Cowardly scholar Boris Grushenko has the hots for the beautiful Sonja, but cold feet for the Napoleonic Wars. Devastated by news of Sonja's plans to wed a foul-smelling herring merchant, Boris enlists in the army, only to return a penniless hero. Finally agreeing to marry him, Sonja settles down with poor Boris, to a rich life of philosophacy, celibacy and meals of snow. But when the French troops invade Russia and Sonja hatches a zany scheme to assassinate Napoleon, Boris learns that God is an underachiever, there are no girls in the afterlife, and the angel of death can't be trusted. Cast includes Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, Harold Gould, Olga Georges-Picot, Zvee Scooper, Despo Diamantidou, Sol L. Friered, Jessica Harper, Lloyd Battista, Alfred Lutter III, Frank Adu. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features both widescreen and standard version; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed-captioned.


Love crazy : (DVD)

12641.ID

B&W 99 MIN WARNER BRO 1941 Myrna Loy and William Powell collection Series - A husband and wife plan an elaborate fourth wedding anniversary celebration. They will re-enact their first date. Her mother disrupts the plan and attempts to end their marriage. She successfully turns her daughter against her husband going so far as to file for divorce. He can only devise one way to save his marriage and that is to pretend he is insane. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Gail Patrick, Jack Carson, Florence Bates, Sidney Blackmer. Screenplay by William Ludwig, Charles Lederer, and David Hertz. Directed by Jack Conway. This DVD version features the classic cartoon "The alley cat;" Audio-only bonus: radio adaptation with William Powell; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English and French.


Love & friendship : (Love and friendship) : (DVD)

19941.ID

COLOR 93 MIN SONY PICTU 2016 The beautiful widow Susan Vernon has come to the estate of her in-laws to wait out colorful rumors about her dalliances circulating through polite society. Whilst there, she decides to secure a husband for herself and her rather reluctant debutante daughter, Frederica. Based on the novel Lady Susan by Jane Austen. Cast includes Kate Beckinsale, Chloe Sevigny, Xavier Samuel, Morfydd Clark, Emma Greenwell, Tom Bennett, James Fleet, Jemma Redgrave, Justin Edwards, Stephen Fry. Written and directed by Whit Stillman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Love is a many-splendored thing : (DVD)

11976.ID

COLOR 102 MIN 20TH CENTU 1955 20th Century Fox Studies Classics Series - An American journalist meets and falls in love with a Eurasian doctor in Hong Kong. She is a widower and the two are subjected to inter racial prejudice and she struggles with her own sense of tradition. Another obstacle to their relationship comes when he is transferred to Korea to report on the war which has just broken out. Based on "A Many-Splendored Thing" by Han Suyin. Cast includes William Holden, Jennifer Jones, Torin Thatcher. Screenplay by John Patrick. Directed by Henry King. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Michael Lonzo, Sylvia Stodard, and John Burlingame; "William Holden: An Untamed Spirit" Biography on the A&E Network; Movietone Newsreel; Photoplay Awards Highlight Clip; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


The love light : (DVD)

17073.ID

89 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1921 The Milestone Collection Series - A young woman tends to a lighthouse in an Italian fishing village during World War I; her brothers are away fighting with the front. She discovers a foreign sailor washed ashore and nurses him back to health. She falls in love with him, eventually marrying and having a child with the man. She discovers that he is a German spy and by helping him her actions have helped cause the death of her brother. Cast includes Mary Pickford, Evelyn Dumo, Raymond Bloomer, Fred Thomson, Albert Prisco, George Regas, Eddie Phillips, Jean De Briac. Screenwriter and directed by Frances Marion. This DVD version features scene selection; Restored by the UCLA Film and Television Archive.


The love parade : (DVD)

15282.ID

B&W 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 1929 Eclipse series 8 : Lubitsch musicals - The cabinet ministers of Sylvia want the queen to marry so that she will have heirs. Count Alfred, sent home in disgrace from Paris for his numerous affairs, is invited by the queen to demonstrate his skills. When they eventually marry, however, he dislikes taking orders from his wife. This is Lubitsch's first talking picture. Based on the play "The Prince Consort," by Leon Xanrof and Jules Chancel. Cast includes Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald, Lupino Lane, Lilian Roth, Eugene Pallette, E.H. Calvert, Edgar Norton, Lionel Atwill. Screenplay by Ernest Vajda and Guy Bolton. Music by Victor Schertzinger. Lyrics by Clifford Grey. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Language: English; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The loved one

09821.VH

09821.DM


Feature films – United States.
The Loveless : (DVD)
1982
COLOR 82 MIN BLUE UNDER 10797.ID
A gang of leather clad bikers riding to the Florida Cycle Races stop for lunch in a small town diner. The bikers kill time in the diner while they wait for repairs to be completed on their motorcycles. The men flirt with the waitress and intimidate the other diners. As day turns into night, rednecks descend on the tiny restaurant and violence erupts in a tragic showdown. Cast includes Willem Dafoe, Marin Kanter, Robert Gordon, J. Don Ferguson. Music by Robert Gordon. Written and directed by Kathryn Bigelow and Monty Montgomery. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with William Dafoe, co-writer/directors Kathryn Bigelow and Monty Montgomery; Theatrical trailer; Poster; Still galleries.

Luminarias : (DVD)
2000
COLOR 100 MIN ARTIST VIE 09285.ID
Four successful Latins from East L.A. are the best of friends. Besides all being successful they also share a discriminating taste in men. When one of the women is attracted to her opposing counsel in court, her friends aren’t sure if the Jewish man is the right man for her. The friends ask themselves if Mr. Pablos could really be white? Cast includes Evelina Fernandez, Scott Bakula, Cheech Marin, Robert Beltran, Marta DuBois, Angela Moya, Dyana Ortelii, Sal Lopez, Seidy Lopez, Lupe Ontiveros, Liz Torres. Screenplay by Evelina Fernandez. Directed by Jose Luis Valenzuela. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen format; audio commentary; behind-the-scenes; cast bios; trailers; optional Spanish subtitles.
Feature films – United States.

Loving : (Blu-ray Disc)
20239.ID
COLOR 123 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple, whose challenge of their anti-miscegenation arrest for their marriage in Virginia led to a legal battle that would end at the US Supreme Court. Based in part on the documentary "The Loving story" by Nancy Buirski. Cast includes Joel Edgerton, Ruth Negga, Marton Csokas, Nick Kroll, Terri Abney, Alano Miller, Jon Bass, Michael Shannon, Will Dalton, Christopher Mann, David Jensen, Bill Camp, Matt Malloy, Michael Abbott Jr. Written and directed by Jeff Nichols. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "Making ‘Loving’"; "A Loving ensemble"; "Loving v. Virginia"; "Virginia: A Loving backdrop"; Feature commentary with director Jeff Nichols; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Loving : (DVD)
20240,ID
COLOR 123 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple, whose challenge of their anti-miscegenation arrest for their marriage in Virginia led to a legal battle that would end at the US Supreme Court. Based in part on the documentary "The Loving story" by Nancy Buirski. Cast includes Joel Edgerton, Ruth Negga, Marton Csokas, Nick Kroll, Terri Abney, Alano Miller, Jon Bass, Michael Shannon, Will Dalton, Christopher Mann, David Jensen, Bill Camp, Matt Malloy, Michael Abbott Jr. Written and directed by Jeff Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Making ‘Loving’"; "A Loving ensemble"; "Loving v. Virginia"; "Virginia: A Loving backdrop"; Feature commentary with director Jeff Nichols; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Luzhin defence : (DVD)
12582,DM
COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
The story of an eccentric chess master, Alexander Luzhin, his unstable childhood made him incapable of relating to others, so he turned inward and mastered the game of chess, where he found escape and solace. At a chess tournament in Italy, where he is the favorite to win, he meets and falls in love with a woman. She is caring and able to accept his social awkwardness and eccentricities. At the tournament one of Luzhin’s former mentors, turns into a jealous saboteur and tries to destroy the chess master, who may lose more than the big match. Based on the novel by Vladimir Nabokov. Cast includes John Turturro, Emily Watson, Geraldine James, Stuart Wilson, Christopher Thompson, Fabio Sartor. Screenplay by Peter Berry. Directed by Marleen Gorris. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Director’s commentary; Making-of featurette; Theatrical trailers; Filmographies;
Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Lying lips
10437,VH
B&W 60 MIN TIMELESS V 1939

M*A*S*H (MASH) : (DVD)
08903,ID
COLOR 116 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1970
A Korean War film about the activities of a Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, focusing on three Army surgeons. The three surgeons are highly skilled and deeply dedicated to saving lives, if not to the hierarchy and order of the Army. The men adopt a hilarious, lunatic lifestyle as an antidote to the tragedies of War. From a novel by Richard Hooker. Cast includes Donald Sutherland, Elliot Gould, Tom Skerritt, Sally Kellerman, Robert Duvall, Jo Ann Pflug, Gary Burghoff, Rene Auberjonois. Screenplay by Ring Lardner, Jr. Music by Johnny Mandel. Directed by Robert Altman. This two DVD set features on disc one the restored uncut original version of the film; interactive menus; anamorphic widescreen (aspect 2.35:1); director’s commentary by Robert Altman; AMC “Backstory” behind-the-scenes documentary; still gallery; original theatrical trailer; audio: English stereo, English mono, French mono; subtitles: English and Spanish; disc two features “Enlisted: The Story of M*A*S*H” all new documentary; “M*A*S*H: History Through the Lens” background documentary; 30th anniversary M*A*S*H cast reunion; film restoration featurette.

The Lucille Ball Signature Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Dance, girl, dance.

The Lullaby of Broadway : (DVD)
22651.ID
COLOR 82 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999
A swinging, fast-paced musical celebrating Broadway's golden era. Cast includes Kim Alexis, Xavier Naidoo, Mike D'Ambrosio, Tisha Sterling, Julianne Nicholson, Madeleine Stowe. Directed by Frank Marshall. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; interactive menus; scene selection; behind-the-scenes; cast bios; trailers; optional Spanish subtitles.
Feature films – United States.
**Maangamizi the ancient one** : (DVD)  
10934.ID  
**COLOR** 112 MIN  
**GRIS**-GRIS  
2000  

An African American psychiatrist takes an appointment at a Tanzanian Mental Institution. She begins to work with a very special patient who is visited by the spirit of an ancestor. Together they take an arduous journey led by the grandmother of grandmothers, doctor and patient are summoned to the majestic heights of Kilimanjaro on a primal journey of spiritual awakening. They discover a surviving, common bond offering them hope and deliverance. Cast includes Amandina Lihamba, Barbara O., Mwanajuma Ali Hassan, Waigwa Wachira, Thecla Mjatta, Kissaka A. Kissaka, Chemi-Ché Mponda Kadete, Samahani Kijeri, Adam S. Mwambile, Janet Fabian. Screenplay by Queenae Taylor Mulvihill. Music score by Cyril Neville. Directed by Ron Mulvihill and Martian Mhando. In English with Swahili Dialogue.

**Feature films – United States:**  
Sex in expionage – Drama.;  
Expionage, Chinese – Drama.;  
Singers – China – Drama.;  
Diplomats – France – Drama.;  
Cronenberg, David, 1943-.

**Macbeth** : (DVD)  
10533.ID  
**COLOR** 101 MIN  
**WARNER HOM** 1993  

Inspired by a true story, this is the film adaptation of the Broadway play. A French diplomat falls in love with a Beijing Opera star. After a love affair that spans nearly 20 years, the diplomat discovers that the Opera star is actually a spy. During the infamous espionage trial the diplomat discovers another secret the Opera star has kept from him. Based on the play by David Henry Hwang. Cast includes Jeremy Irons, John Lone, Barbara Sukowa, Ian Richardson. Screenplay by David Henry Hwang. Directed by David Cronenberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making Macbeth featurette; Q&A with Michael Fassbender; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**English drama – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Polanski, Roman, 1933-.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation**

**Macbeth** : (DVD)  
19882.ID  
**COLOR** 113 MIN  
**ANCHOR BAY** 2015  

A thrilling interpretation of one of Shakespeare’s most famous and compelling characters. Macbeth is a dramatic re-imagining of the realities of war-torn times and a tale of all-consuming passion and ambition. Cast includes Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard, Paddy Considine, Sean Harris, Jack Reynor, Elizabeth Debicki, David Thewlis, David Hayman, Maurice Roeves, Ross Anderson, James Harkness. Screenplay by Todd Locke, Jacob Koskoff, and Michael Lesslie. Directed by Justin Kurzel. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making Macbeth featurette; Q&A with Michael Fassbender; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Macbeth** : (DVD)  
10533.DM  
**COLOR** 140 MIN  
**COLUMBIA/T** 1971  

Roman Polanski’s nightmarish vision of Shakespeare’s classic tragedy about the lust for power and its tragic consequences. Jon Finch is Macbeth, the Scottish war hero whose insane ambition unleashes a cycle of violence. Cast includes Michael Fassbender, Francesca Annis, Martin Shaw. Screenplay by Roman Polanski and Kenneth Tynan. Directed by Roman Polanski. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailers; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

**English drama – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Polanski, Roman, 1933-.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation**

**Mad about music** : (DVD)  
16402,ID  
**B&W** 98 MIN  
**UNIVERSAL** 1938  

Deanna Durbin : the music and romance collection Series - In an attempt to maintain her glamorous screen image, a famous film actress is forced by her studio to hide her 14-year-old daughter in a Swiss boarding school away from the publicity-hungry press. To keep her real identity a secret from the other school girls, she invents a fictitious father, claiming he is a globe-trotting big game hunter. Forced to prove his existence, she tries to coax a friendly composer on vacation in Switzerland to play along with her ruse. The cast features Deanna Durbin, Herbert Marshall, Gail Patrick, Arthur Treacher and William Frawley. Directed by Norman Taurog and screenplay by Bruce Manning. This DVD features an intro by Robert Osborne; Behind the scenes photos; Lobby cards; Publicity stills; Scene stills; Movie Posters; TCM article and bio; Color publicity stills; John Pasternak interview. Language: English.

**Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Durbin, Deanna.; Taurog, Norman.**

**Mad Max : Fury road** : (Blu-ray Disc)  
19274,ID  
**COLOR** 120 MIN  
**WARNER HOM** 2015  

A return to the world of the Road Warrior, Max Rockatansky. Haunted by his turbulent past, he believes the best way to survive is to wander alone. Nevertheless, he becomes swept up with a group fleeing across the Wasteland in a War Rig driven by an elite Imperator, Furiosa. They are escaping a Citadel tyrannized by the Immortan Joe, from whom something irreplaceable has been taken. Enraged, the Warlord with his gangs, pursues the rebels ruthlessly in the high-octane Road War that follows. Cast includes Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron,
Feature films – United States

Nicholas Hoult, Hugh Keays-Byrne, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, Riley Keough, Zoe Kravitz, Abbey Lee, Courtney Eaton. Directed by George Miller. In English, dubbed Spanish or dubbed French, with optional subtitles in English, Spanish or French. English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing. Optional descriptive audio in English for the visually impaired.


**Mad Max : Fury road : (DVD)**

19273,ID
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER HOM 2015
A return to the world of the Road Warrior, Max Rockatansky. Haunted by his turbulent past, he believes the best way to survive is to wander alone. Nevertheless, he becomes swept up with a group fleeing across the Wasteland in a War Rig driven by an elite Imperator, Furiosa. They are escaping a Citadel tyrannized by the Immortan Joe, from whom something irreplaceable has been taken. Enraged, the Warlord with his gangs, pursues the rebels ruthlessly in the high-octane Road War that follows. Cast includes Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron, Nicholas Hoult, Hugh Keays-Byrne, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, Riley Keough, Zoe Kravitz, Abbey Lee, Courtney Eaton. Directed by George Miller. In English, dubbed Spanish or dubbed French, with optional subtitles in English, Spanish or French. English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing. Optional descriptive audio in English for the visually impaired.


**Mad Wednesday: (VHS)**

17569,VH
B&W 92 MIN HAL ROACH 1946
Harold Diddlebock, former footall star, slaves for twenty years in the bookkeeping department of an advertising agency. After leading a boring and mundane life, Diddlebock has a wild fling of drinking and gambling. Cast includes Harold Lloyd, Jimmy Lydon, Frances Ramsden, Lionel Stander, Rudy Vallee. Written and directed by Preston Sturges. In English.


**Madam Satan : (DVD)**

15360,ID
B&W 115 MIN WARNER HOM 1930
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - A man is bewitched by the mysterious Madam Satan he meets at a lavish masquerade ball. Does this mean the end of his marriage to the demure spouse he left at home? Not likely, because the temptress is really his wife in disguise. A wife teaches her errant husband a lesson in love in this pre-C ode musical extravaganza, in which the ball is held on a giant dirigible and features a balletic salute to electricity, complete with human spark plugs and a party-ending bolt of lightning that renders the airship flightless, sending the revelers leaping for their lives. Cast includes Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny, Lilian Roth, Roland Young, Elsa Petersen, Jack King, Edward Prinz, Boyd Irwin, Wallace MacDonald, Tyler Brooke, Ynez Seabury, Theodore Kosloff, Julanne Johnston, Martha Sleeper, Doris McMahon, Vera Marsh, Albert Conti, Earl Askam, Countess DeLiguoro, Katharine Irving, Louis Thompson, Aileen Ransom, Abe Lyman and his band. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. Language: English.


**Madae’s family reunion : (DVD)**

14511,ID 14511,DM
COLOR 110 MIN LIONS GATE 2006
In addition to being saddled with an unruly foster teen, Madae has two troubled nieces to deal with. Lisa is engaged to an abusive and controlling investment banker and Vanessa is finding it difficult to open herself to the affection of a bus driver/artist Frankie because of childhood abuse. Wreaking havoc on both of the girls’ lives is their mother Victoria. Cast includes Tyler Perry, Blair Underwood, Lynn Whitfield, Boris Kodjoe, Henry Simmons, Lisa Arrindell Anderson, Maya Angelou, Rochelle Aytes, Jeniffer Lewis, Tangi Miller, Keke Palmer, Cicely Tyson. Based on the play by Tyler Perry. Written and directed by Tyler Perry. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director commentary; Deleted scenes; The making of ”Madae’s Family Reunion”; Marriage Madae style; Gaither plantation; Making the music; Language: English, Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


**The madwoman of Chaillot**

89892,VH
COLOR 132 MIN WARNER HOM 1969
A satire based on Jean Giraudoux’s play about a Parisian countess who discovers the world isn’t as idyllic as she was lead to believe. She is made aware of the incongruities of the so-called modern, world around her, and if that is sanity she’ll do anything to stop it. Cast includes Katharine Hepburn, Charles Boyer, Claude Dauphin, Edith Evans, John Gavin, Paul Henreid, Oscar Homolka, Margaret Leighton, Giulietta Masina, Nanette Newman, Richard Chamberlain, Yul Brynner, Donald Pleasence, Danny Kaye. Based on the play by Jean Giraudoux. Adapted by Maura Valencay. Screenplay by Edward Anhalt. Directed by Byron Forbes.

Feature films – United States.

**Magic in the moonlight : (DVD)**

18894,ID
COLOR 102 MIN SONY PICTU 2014
Set in the 1920s, Stanley, an Englishman posing as an Asian magician, attempts to debunk fake spiritualists. He then travels to the south of France to unmask a supposed medium named Sophie as a good-looking fake, but he ends up falling for her real-world charms instead. Cast includes Emma Stone, Eileen Atkins, Colin Firth, Marcia Gay Harden, Hamish Linklater, Simon McBurney, Jacki Weaver. Special features: Behind the magic; The red carpet; Los Angeles film premiere; theatrical trailer. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English and dubbed French soundtracks with optional Spanish, English or French subtitles; English audio descriptive service; English SDH subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**The magnificent Ambersons**

50453,VH
B&W ... 88 MIN THE NOSTAL 1942
An arrogant, spoiled son of a wealthy and powerful dynasty gets his much-deserved due when changing times plunge his family into a tailspin of destitution. A portrait of moral retribution, set against the coming of a new age at the turn of the century. Based on the novel by Booth Tarkington. Cast includes Joseph Cotten, Anne Baxter and Tim Hold; written, produced and directed by Orson Welles.


**The magnificient seven : (DVD)**

19999,ID
COLOR 133 MIN SONY PICTU 2016
A remake of the classic 1960 Western which was a western version of Akira Kurosawas Samurai classic. The town of Rose Creek is under the deadly control of Bartholomew Bogue, the townspeople are desperate for protection. They find protection in seven outliers. These seven mercenaries find themselves fighting for more than money. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Chris Pratt, Ethan Hawke, Vincent D’Onofrio, Byung-hun Lee, 233
Magnolia: (DVD) 17904,1D
COLOR 191 MIN NEW LINE C 2000

Magnolia is a mosaic of American Life woven through a series of comic and poignant vignettes. Nine people will weave and warp through each other's lives on a day that builds to an unforgettable climax. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Philip Seymour Hoffman, William H. Macy, Alfred Molina, Julianne Moore, Jason Robards, Philip Baker Hall, Jeremy Blackman, Melinda Dillon, Ricky Jay, John C. Reilly, Melora Walters. Disc 1: Magnolia (188 min.); Disc 2: Supplemental material: Frank T.J. Mackey seminar (3:57); Mackey inomercial: The media and destroy inomercial (1:30); Teaser (1:14); Trailer (1:30); TV spots (4:00). Save me by Aimee Mann (4:36); That moment: Magnolia diary: October, 1998-March, 2000 by Mark Rance (feature length documentary). Written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. In English; closed-captioned.

Maidstone: (DVD) 17250,1D
COLOR 105 MIN CRITERION 1970

Eclipse series 35: maidstone and other films by Norman Mailer - Over a booze-fueled, increasingly hectic five-day shoot in East Hampton, Norman Mailer and his cast and crew spontaneously unloaded onto film the lurid and loony chronicle of U.S. presidential candidate and filmmaker Norman T. Kingsley, debating and attacking his hangers-on and enemies. Mailer and Torn's bloody, real-life, caught-on-camera tussle is but one of the jolts in this brazen political pageant. Cast includes Norman Mailer, Rip Torn, Ultra Violet, Buzz Farber, Leo Garen, Joy Bang, Lee Cook, Beverly Bentley, Jean Campbell and Robert Gardiner. Directed and produced by Norman Mailer. English with optional subtitles in English.

Major Payne 09106,VH
COLOR 98 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1995

A United States Marine has problems adjusting to peace time. When he is discharged from the Marines, the special forces soldier has problems finding work, until he lands a position as commander of the Madison Academy Junior ROTC. His job is to toughen up this motley crew of grade schoolers, and it will take everything he learned in the Marines to accomplish the task. Cast includes Damon Wayans, Karyn Parsons, Michael Ironside. Screenplay by Dean Lorean and Damon Wayans. Directed by Nick Castle.

Make way for tomorrow: (DVD) 19022,1D
COLOR 92 MIN CRITERION 1937

The Criterion Collection Series - In this enormously moving Depression-era depiction of the frustrations of family, aging, and the generation gap, an elderly couple must move in with their adult children when they lose their house. Based on a novel by Josephine Lawrence and a play by Helen and Nolan Leary. Cast includes Victor Moore, Beulah Bondi, Fay Bainter, Thomas Mitchell, Porter Hall, Barbara Read. Special features: Tomorrow, yesterday and today [ca. 20 min.; 2009 interview in which filmmaker Peter Bogdanovich discusses the career of Leo McCarey and the film]; Gary Giddens on Leo McCarey's Make way for tomorrow [ca. 20 min.; 2009 interview in which the film critic talks about McCarey's artistry and the political and social context of the film] - Booklet: "Make way for Lucy ..." essay by
Feature films – United States

Male and female : (DVD) 1986
115 MIN SILENT IMAGE ENTE 1919
A spoiled woman always gets her way until shipwrecked with her butler. She then learns which qualities are really admirable in a person. Cast includes Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meighan, Raymond Hatton, Lila Lee. Based upon the play "The Admirable Crichton" by Sir James M. Barrie. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Language: English, Silent with music and intertitles.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States;
Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Upper class women – Drama.; Butlers – Drama.; Barrie, J.M. (James Matthew), 1860-1937 – Film and video adaptations.

Maleficent : (Blu-ray Disc) 2014
COLOR 97 MIN DISNEY DVD
A beautiful, pure-hearted young fairy, Maleficent has an idyllic life growing up in a peaceable forest kingdom, until one day when an invading army threatens the harmony of the land. Bent on revenge, Maleficent faces a battle with the invading king's successor and, as a result, places a curse upon his newborn infant Aurora. As the child grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora holds the key to peace in the kingdom, and perhaps to Maleficent's true happiness as well. A retelling of the Sleeping Beauty story. Cast includes Angelina Jolie, Sharlto Copley, Elle Fanning, Imelda Staunton, Sharlto Copley, Lesley Manville, Juno Temple, Sam Riley. Special features: Deleted scenes; Aurora: becoming a beauty; From fairy tale to feature film; Building an epic battle; Classic couture; Maleficent revealed. Directed by Robert Stromberg. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Maleficent : (DVD) 2014
COLOR 97 MIN DISNEY DVD
A beautiful, pure-hearted young fairy, Maleficent has an idyllic life growing up in a peaceable forest kingdom, until one day when an invading army threatens the harmony of the land. Bent on revenge, Maleficent faces a battle with the invading king's successor and, as a result, places a curse upon his newborn infant Aurora. As the child grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora holds the key to peace in the kingdom, and perhaps to Maleficent's true happiness as well. A retelling of the Sleeping Beauty story. Cast includes Angelina Jolie, Sharlto Copley, Elle Fanning, Imelda Staunton, Sharlto Copley, Lesley Manville, Juno Temple, Sam Riley. Special features: Deleted scenes; Aurora: becoming a beauty; From fairy tale to feature film; Building an epic battle; Classic couture; Maleficent revealed. Directed by Robert Stromberg. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Malice in Wonderland : (DVD) 2009
COLOR 87 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2009
A modern take on the classic "Alice in Wonderland" tale. A young American law student studying in London is hit and knocked down by a taxi cab. She wakes up with amnesia in North East London, a world nothing like where she grew up. She must survive the gritty underworld filled with gangsters, street people, degenerates, and prostitutes. She needs to remember who she is, where she's from, and use her wits to get back home in one piece. Cast includes Maggie Grace, Danny Dyer, Matt King, Bronagh Gallagher, Paul Kaye, Pam Ferris, Nathaniel Parker. Written by Jayson Rothwell. Directed by Simon Fellows. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making of Wonderland; Behind-the-scenes photo gallery; Language:
The Maltese Falcon : (DVD)

Feature films – United States.

Detective Sam Spade and a slew of high-living lowlifes are trying to get their hands on a jewel-encrusted falcon statue in this film noir classic based on a Dashiell Hammett novel. Based on Dashiell Hammett's "The Maltese Falcon." Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Mary Astor, Gladys George, Peter Lorre, Barton MacLane, Lee Patrick, Sydney Greenstreet. Screenplay and directed by John Huston. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; "Becoming Attractions: The Trailers of Humphrey Bogart;" a documentary look at Bogart's Warner Bros. career through trailers of his films, hosted by Robert Osborne; A history of mystery essay; two theatrical trailers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

Mamma Mia! : the movie : (DVD)

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States.

A bittersweet coming-of-age story, set in 1950s rural Louisiana, for show business fame. Cast includes Gael Garcia Bernal, Michelle Williams, Marié Necesito and Sophie Nyweide. Written and directed by Lukas Moodyson. This DVD includes the theatrical trailer. Language: English with some Thai and Tagalog with optional English and Spanish subtitles.

The man in the glass booth : (DVD)


The man in the moon : (DVD)

Feature films – United States.; B&W – Drama.; B&W 100 MIN WARNER BRO 1941

A bittersweet coming-of-age story, set in 1950s rural Louisiana, about two sisters and their first encounter with love, in the world, will they discover the rippling effects of the smallest decisions? About imperfect lives, fate, family actions, and the epic ironies that bind us all together. The cast includes Gael Garcia Bernal, Michelle Williams, Marié Necesito and Sophie Nyweide. Written and directed by Lukas Moodyson. This DVD includes the theatrical trailer. Language: English with some Thai and Tagalog with optional English and Spanish subtitles.

Mammoth : (DVD)


The mambo kings


Mammy : (DVD)


Mammy : (DVD)

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States.

A bittersweet coming-of-age story, set in 1950s rural Louisiana, about two sisters and their first encounter with love, in the world, will they discover the rippling effects of the smallest decisions? About imperfect lives, fate, family actions, and the epic ironies that bind us all together. The cast includes Gael Garcia Bernal, Michelle Williams, Marié Necesito and Sophie Nyweide. Written and directed by Lukas Moodyson. This DVD includes the theatrical trailer. Language: English with some Thai and Tagalog with optional English and Spanish subtitles.

Mammoth : (DVD)

*Man of the Mancha : (DVD)*

**20434,ID**

COLOR 129 MIN MGM HOME E 1972

Jailed during the Spanish Inquisition for offending the church, author Miguel de Cervantes is forced to act out one of his manuscripts for the entertainment of fellow inmates. Cervantes delivers a rapturous performance as the legendary Don Quixote, the chivalrous knight whose choice to see life as it should be, not as it is, takes him into battles with an imaginary foe and into romance with the beautiful Dulcinea. Based on the musical play "Man of La Mancha" written by Dale Wasserman, which was loosely based on the novel "Don Quixote" by Miguel de Cervantes. Cast includes Peter O'Toole, Sophia Loren, James Coco, Harry Andrews, John Castle, Brian Blessed, Ian Richardson, Julie Gregg, Rosalind Crutchley, Gino Conforti, Marne Maitland. Screenplay by Dale Wasserman. Directed by Arthur Hiller. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Photo montage with overture music; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The man who envied women**

**07941,VH**

COLOR 125 MIN ZEITGEIST 1985

Using the theme of the breakup of a marriage, filmmaker Yvonne Rainer presents a funny account of a self-satisfied womanizer. This is a man "who knows almost too much about women." Rainer explores issues of sexuality, aging, power relations, and political activism. This film reveals the oppositions we create, not only between action and the unconscious, intellect and emotions, and our personal and global concerns. Directed by Yvonne Rainer.

Feature films – United States.; Rainer, Yvonne, 1934-.

**The man who knew too much : (DVD)**

**15011,0D**

15011,0,DM

COLOR 120 MIN UNIVERSAL 1956

Ben and Jo McKenna are an American couple vacationing in Morocco when their son is kidnapped and taken to England. Caught up in international espionage, the McKennas' lives hang in the balance as they race to save their son in the climactic showdown in London's famous Royal Albert Hall. Based on a story by Charles Bennett and D.B. Wyndham-Lewis. Cast includes James Stewart and Doris Day. Screenplay by John Michael Hayes. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This edition features widescreen presentation; "The making of "The Man Who Knew Too Much;" Production photographs; Re-release trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The man who shot Liberty Valance : (DVD)**

**11527,ID**

11527,D,M

B&W 123 MIN PARAMOUNT 1962

The John Wayne Collection Series - An all-star cast in one of the all-time classic Hollywood Westerns. The fates of three men are set in the town of Shinbone. Liberty Valance is a bad man who preys on the weak. Ransom Stoddard is a bumbling big-city lawyer, not a gunslinger, and an easy target for Valance, who bullies the real lawyer to no end. Stoddard's friend is cattleman Tom Doniphon, a hard man who can handle a gun and not someone to trifflle with. Stoddard and Doniphon have eyes for the same woman, they also respect each other and what the other man represents in the town. When Stoddard is pushed to his limits by Liberty Valance, the lawyer straps on a gun and faces his tormentor. When the smoke clears Valance is dead. Ransom Stoddard becomes a hero and wins the girl; the truth of who really shot Liberty Valance is the basis for this classic western. Cast includes James Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin, Edmond O'Brien, Andy Devine, Ken Murray. Screenplay by James Warner Bellah and Willis Goldbeck. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English.


**Manchester by the sea : (Blu-ray Disc)**

**20237,ID**

COLOR 137 MIN LIONSGATE 2016

A depressed uncle is forced to take care of his teenage nephew after the boy's father dies. Not knowing that he has been named guardian, he struggles with the decision, recounting past memories that caused him to leave his hometown, Manchester, Massachusetts; his wife; and distance himself from his past. Cast includes Casey Affleck, Michelle Williams, Kyle Chandler, Gretchen Mol, Lucas Hedges. Written and directed by Kenneth Lonergan. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; A conversation with writer/director Kenneth Lonergan; "Emotional lives: making "Manchester by the sea";

Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Manchester by the sea : (DVD)**

**20238,ID**

COLOR 137 MIN LIONSGATE 2016

A depressed uncle is forced to take care of his teenage nephew after the boy's father dies. Not knowing that he has been named guardian, he struggles with the decision, recounting past memories that caused him to leave his hometown, Manchester, Massachusetts; his wife; and distance himself from his past. Cast includes Casey Affleck, Michelle Williams, Kyle Chandler, Gretchen Mol, Lucas Hedges. Written and directed by Kenneth Lonergan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; A conversation with writer/director Kenneth Lonergan; "Emotional lives: making "Manchester by the sea";

Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The Manchurian candidate : (DVD)**

**09764,ID**

09764,DM

B&W 129 MIN METRO-GOLD 1962

A political cold-war thriller about a group of soldiers who return from the Korean War as heroes. One member of the platoon is selected out for his valor by receiving the Congressional Medal of Honor. The man's commanding officer has suffered from recurring dreams that raise doubt to the man's actions in conflict, but his memories while awake tell him another story. The hero's domineering mother is the wife of a US Senator, and they plan to turn the return of her war hero son into a political rally. The commanding officer attempts to remember what happened to him and his men in Korea, to stop whatever it is his dreams are impairing.

Cast includes Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey, Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry Silva, James Gregory. Screenplay by George Axelrod. Directed by John Frankenheimer. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; both widescreen and standard formats; feature length audio commentary by director John Frankenheimer; interview with Frank Sinatra, George Axelrod, and John Frankenheimer; trivia and production notes; original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.
Manhattan : (DVD) 19872,ID B&W 96 MIN MGM HOME E 1979
The Woody Allen collection Series - Isaac Davis is a successful comedy writer whose wife, having left him for another woman, is now embarking on a book about their failed marriage. Isaac happily consoles himself in the arms of an adoring 17-year-old schoolgirl until he meets someone closer to his own age, who happens to be his best friend's mistress. Cast includes Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, Michael Murphy, Mariel Hemingway, Meryl Streep, Anne Byrne. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English or dubbed Spanish with optional Spanish or French subtitles; closed-captioned.

Manhattan Melodrama : (DVD) 12998,ID B&W 90 MIN WARNER BRO 1934
Myrna Loy and William Powell collection Series - Two orphans meet and form a life long friendship. As they grow-up they remain friends although they take very different paths through life. One turns to a life-of-crime and thrives as a racketeer; the other becomes a cop and then a District Attorney with the ambition to become governor. The ties that bind them are so strong, when the Racketeer's girlfriend leaves him for the more stable D.A., he does not let it affect their friendship. To help his friend in his bid for the governorship, he murders another lawyer who opposes his friend. The D.A. must prosecute his friend for the murder and to prove his commitment to being tough on crime he must seek the death penalty. He wins the conviction and then later the governorship. As governor he can commute his friend's death sentence, he is forced to decide what is more important to him his ideals or the love he has for his lifelong friend. Cast includes Clark Gable, William Powell, Myrna Loy. Directed by W.S. Van Dyke. This DVD version features comedy short "Goofy Movies #2," Classic cartoon "The old pioneer" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.

Manhattan murder mystery : (DVD) 18895,ID COLOR 107 MIN COLUMBIA T 1993
A bored Manhattan housewife becomes convinced her next-door neighbor has committed a murder. Cast includes Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Anjelica Huston. Directed by Woody Allen. In English; includes French dubbed version and subtitles in English and Spanish.

Manhunter : (DVD) 01245,VH COLOR 120 MIN LORIMAR HO 1986
Psychological thriller about an FBI agent coaxed out of retirement to catch a brutal serial killer. Based on the novel "Red Dragon," by Thomas Harris. Directed by Michael Mann.

Many rivers to cross : (DVD) 16687,ID COLOR 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1955
Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection Series - Bushrod Gentry is a right restless man, a bullwhip-crackin', tough-brained' trapper passing through Barren River, Kentucky, and hunting for pelts and promise of the Northwest Territory. He'll never get there if Mary Stuart Cherne has her way. It's marryin' season, the preacher is making his annual visit to Barren River and Mary has her heart and rifle barrel set on buckskinned bachelor Bushrod. The cast includes Robert Taylor and Eleanor Parker. Based on a true story by Steve Frazee, this film was written by Harry Brown and Guy Trosper. Directed by Roy Rowland. Special features include the theatrical trailer and enhanced widescreen viewing. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.

Marathon man : (DVD) 16268,ID COLOR 125 MIN PARAMOUNT 1976
Dustin Hoffman plays the likeable Columbia graduate student and marathon runner of the title, unwittingly trapped in a terrifying drama revolving around a murderous Nazi fugitive. The cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Laurence Olivier, Roy Scheider, William Devane, Marthe Keller. Directed by John Schlesinger. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Cast and crew interviews; Rehearsal footage: Original making-of "Marathon Man" featurette; Language: English with optional English subtitles.

March of the penguins : (DVD) 10795,ID COLOR 80 MIN WARNER BRO 2005
An awe-inspiring, true-life tale that follows the emperor penguin on its annual journey to breed their young. Thousands of the flightless aquatic birds march single file for hundreds of miles into the darkest, driest, and coldest continent on Earth to lay eggs. The birds take turns guarding their eggs and trekking to the ocean in search of food. The film features breathtaking photography of the penguins and the fierce polar winter. Based upon the story by Luc Jacquet and the screenplay by Luc Jacquet and Michel Fessler. Narration written by Jordan Roberts. As told by Morgan Freeman. Directed by Luc Jacquet. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; "Of Penguins and Men;" National Geographic's Crittercam: Emperor Penguins; Classic Looney Tunes Cartoon "8 Ball Bunny;" Theatrical Trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The march : the story of the greatest march in American history : (DVD) 18098,ID COLOR 60 MIN PBS VIDEO 2013
Witness the compelling and dramatic story of the 1963 March on Washington, where Dr. Martin Luther King gave his stirring "I Have a Dream" speech. This watershed event in the Civil Rights Movement helped change the face of America. Recounts the events when 250,000 people came together to form the largest demonstration the young American democracy had ever seen. Narrated by Denzel Washington and featuring Harry Belafonte, Joan Baez, Clarence B. Jones, Roger Mudd, and Oprah Winfrey. Directed by John Akomfrah. In English with optional subtitles for the hearing impaired.

Margaret Cho : notorious C.H.O. : filmed live in concert : (DVD) 09691,ID COLOR 95 MIN WELLSPRING 2002
Stand-up comedian Margaret Cho's one-woman show, which toured 37 cities in North America, is filmed live in Seattle. The Korean American comedian is known for her raunchy humor and taboo-busting material. This DVD version features commentary by Margaret as her mother; deleted scenes; "Notorious" movie
shoot; the making of "Notorious;" animated short "Grocery Store;" "weblinks;" trailer.

Asian American women; Asian Americans; Comedy; Feature films – United States; Korean American women; Korean Americans; Women—United States; Stand-up comedy; Comedy films.; Women comedians – United States.; Cho, Margaret.

Margaret Cho : revolution : (DVD)
11032,1D 11032,DM
COLOR 85 MIN WELLSPRING 2004
Comedian Margaret Cho performs her stand-up routine live at the Wiltern Theatre in Los Angeles. She mixes socially conscious topics with raunchy thoughts on sex and bodily functions. She tackles the axis of evil, traveling in Thailand's red light district, child birth, self-esteem, ex-boyfriends, and one of her favorite topics her Korean mother. Written by Margaret Cho. Directed by Lorene Machado.

Asian American women; Asian Americans; Comedy; Feature films – United States.; Korean American women; Korean Americans; Women—United States; Stand-up comedy; Comedians.; Comedy films.; Women comedians – United States.; Cho, Margaret.

Margaret Mead and Samoa : (DVD)
17957,ID
COLOR 52 MIN INSIGHT ME 1988
Margaret Mead chronicled a Polynesian culture free from modern social stresses. Her work was later rebufed by Derek Freeman, whose studies exposed a culture rife with conflict. This DVD provides startling evidence that may resolve one of the great controversies in the history of anthropology. Narrated by Margaret Throsby. Written and directed by Frank Heimans. In English.


Margin call : (DVD)
19796,ID
COLOR 107 MIN LIONSGATE 2011
A thriller set in the high-stakes world of the financial industry during one perilous 24-hour period in the early stages of the 2008 financial crisis. An entry-level analyst unlocks information that could prove to be the downfall of the firm, decisions both financial and moral, that could ruin lives of the innocent to the brink of disaster. Cast includes Kevin Spacey, Paul Bettany, Jeremy Irons, Zachary Quinto, Penn Badgley, Simon Baker, Mary McDonnell, Demi Moore, Stanley Tucci, Aasif Mandvi, Ashley Williams, Susan Blackwell, Maria Dizzia. Written and directed by J.C. Chandor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages; English and French; Subtitles: English.


María full of grace : (DVD)
10244,ID 10244,DM
COLOR 101 MIN HBO VIDEO 2004
A seventeen-year-old girl is desperate to escape the conditions in her rural Colombian town; her cramped home, where she lives with three generations of her family; and her tedious job of removing thorns from roses. She is lured into the lucrative and dangerous world of international drug trafficking. María is to transport heroin to the United States in the form of small packets that are swallowed. The ruthless world of drug trafficking proves to be too much for the young woman and she becomes entangled with both the drug cartels and immigration officials. Cast includes Catalina Sandino Moreno, Yenny Paola Vega, Sanchez, John Alexander Toro, Guiller Lopez, Patricia Rae. Written and directed by Joshua Marston. This DVD version features chapter selection; Audio commentary with writer/director Joshua Marston; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films—Colombia; Feature films – United States.; Drug court – Drama.; Drug traffic – Drama.

Marie Antoinette : (DVD)
16768,ID 16768,DM
COLOR 93 MIN MICROCINEM 2005
Abrahamovic reenacts five seminal performance works by her peers, dating from the 1960's and 70's, and two of her own, interpreting them as one would a musical score. The project confronted the fact that little documentation exists from this critical early period and one often has to rely upon testimony from witnesses or photographs that show only portions of any given performance. The seven works were performed for seven high schools, over the course of seven consecutive days. Seven easy pieces’ examines the possibilities of representing and preserving an art form that is, by nature, ephemeral. Marina Abramovic re-enacts Bruce Nauman’s “Body Pressure,” Vito Acconci’s “Seedbed,” Valie Export’s “Action Pants: Genital Panic,” Gina Pane’s “The Conditioning,” and Joseph Beuys’ “How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare.” A film by Babette Mangolte. Extras include a director's statement; director bio; artist's bio; artist's slideshow; trailer. Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Performance art; Abramovic, Marina.; Mangolte, Babette.; Export, Valie.; Pane, Gina, 1939-1990.; Beuys, Joseph.; Performance art – Exhibitions.; Nauman, Bruce, 1941-; Acconci, Vito, 1940-.

Mario Puzo's The Godfather 1901-1959, the epic : (Laserdisc)
19204,VD
COLOR 423 MIN CIC VIDEO 1990
Francis Ford Coppola's epic masterpiece paints a chilling portrait of a Sicilian family's rise and near fall from power in America, balancing stories of family life and the ugly business of crime. This release combines "The Godfather" and "The Godfather Part II" presenting a chronological telling of the story with additional scenes that were not included in the theatrical release of the original two films and scenes containing violence which were edited out of the version created for television. Based on the novel "The Godfather" by Mario Puzo. Cast includes Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, James Caan, Richard Castellano, Robert Duvall, Sterling Hayden, John Marley, Richard Conte, Diane Keaton, Robert De Niro, Talia Shire, Margarita King, John Cazale, Mariana Hill, Lee Strasberg. Screenplay by Francis Ford Coppola and Mario Puzo. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. This Laserdisc version features Japanese subtitles.

Marjorie Morningstar
06273.VH
COLOR 125 MIN REPUBLIC P 1958
Majorie Morningstar is a beautiful eighteen year old from an upwardly mobile Jewish family. An aspiring actress, she falls in love with a handsome director of summer stock theater. Her conventional mores clash with those of the worldly director, illuminating the mood of the era. Their romance leads Marjorie to question her values and lifestyles. Cast includes Natalie Wood, Gene Kelly, Ed Wynn, Martin Balsam, Carolyn Jones. Directed by Irving Rapper.

Feature films – United States.

The mark of Zorro : (DVD)
15039,ID
15039.DM
88 MIN PARAGON RA 1920
Don Diego Vega's masked alter ego Zorro is a champion of the poor in old Spanish California. Zorro slashes his trademark "Z" on the forces that prey on the downtrodden and battles the henchmen of the corrupt Governor Alvarado. Cast includes Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite De La Motte, Noah Berry, Sr., Charles Males, Claire McDowell, Robert McKim, George Periolat, Walt Whitman, Sidney De Gray, Tote Du Crow. Musical score reconstituted and conducted by Rick Benjamin and performed by the Paragon Orchestra. Story by Johnston McCulley. Screenplay by Eugene Miller and Douglas Fairbanks. Directed by Douglas Fairbanks.


Marked for death
05394.VH
COLOR 93 MIN CBS-FOX HO 1990
When retired Drug Enforcement agent John Hatcher returns to his suburban Chicago hometown, he learns the community has been overrun by the evil Jamaican druglord, Screwface, and his henchmen. His attempts to defy the gang are met with guns, knives, and black magic, forcing Hatcher to use his wits and martial arts ability to defeat the menace. Cast includes Steven Seagal, Joanna Pacula and Keith David; directed by Dwight H. Little.


Marlene Dietrich : the Glamour Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Golden earrings : (DVD)

Marley : (DVD)
17087,ID
17087.DM
COLOR 145 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2012
Bob Marley’s universal appeal, impact on music history and role as a social and political prophet is both unique and unparalleled. MARLEY is the definitive life story of the musician, revolutionary, and legend, from his early days to his rise to international superstardom. Made with the support of the Marley family, the film features rare footage, incredible performances and revelatory interviews with the people that knew him best. Featuring Bob Marley; interviews with Ziggy Marley, Cedella Marley, Bunny Wailer, Jimmy Cliff, Rita Marley, and others. Directed by Kevin Macdonald. Special features; Commentary with Kevin Macdonald and David “Ziggy” Marley – “Around the world” featurette – Extended interview with Bunny Wailer – Children’s memories, additional interviews with David “Ziggy” Marley, Stephen Marley, and Cedella Marley – Listening to “I'm loose” – Photo gallery – Theatrical trailer – Sirius XM: Ziggy Marley’s Legends of reggae – Marley soundtrack – Visit Jamaica. In English with optional Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned in English.


Marley : (DVD)
19677.ID
COLOR 131 MIN UNIVERSAL 1964
A woman robs her employers and changes her identity. When her next boss catches her, he forces her to marry him. From the novel by Winston Graham. Cast includes Tippi Hedren, Sean Connery, Diane Baker, Martin Gabel. Screenplay by Jay Presson Allen. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The trouble with Marnie; The Marnie archives; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French.; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Mars attacks! : (Blu-ray Disc)
17138.ID
COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1996
The Tim Burton collection Series - Mean, green invaders from the angry red planet attempt to take over the Earth, armed with insta-fry ray guns, endowed with slimy, humungous brains, and enlivened with state-of-the-art special effects. Earth fights back with an unexpected weapon. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Glenn Close, Annette Bening, Pierce Brosnan. Danny DeVito, Martin Short, Sarah Jessica Parker, Michael J. Fox, Rod Steiger, Tom Jones, Lukas Haas, Natalie Portman, Jim Brown, Lisa Marie, Sylvia Sidney. Directed by Tim Burton. In English, French and Spanish with optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Comedy films.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Burton, Tim, 1958-.

The Martian : (DVD)
19622.ID
COLOR 141 MIN 20TH CENTU 1954
A manned mission to Mars experiences a massive storm on the surface of the red planet. After the bad storm blows across Mars, astronaut Mark Watney is presumed dead and left behind by his crew. Now stuck on a hostile planet, he must find a way to signal Earth and in the meantime survive on limited supplies. Based upon the novel by Andy Weir. Cast includes Matt Damon, Jessica Chastain, Kristen Wig, Jeff Daniels, Michael Pena, Sean Bean, Kate Mara, Sebastian Stan, Aksel Hennie, Mackenzie Davis, Benedict Wong, Donald Glover, Chen Shu, Eddy Ko, Chiwetel Ejiofo. Screenplay by Drew Goodard. Directed by Ridley Scott. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Gag reel; “Ares III: farewell”; “The right stuff”; “Ares: our greatest adventure”; “Leave your mark”; “Bring him home”; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Martin Scorsese Presents
For descriptions see individual titles:
Johnny Guitar

Marly : (DVD)
08758.ID
B&W 90 MIN METRO-GOLD 1954
Marty Piletti is a 34-year-old Bronx butcher; he is single and searching for someone to share his life with. Marty’s search for a mate is hindered by his shyness and the discomfort it causes him around women. His world changes when he meets Clara a lonely schoolteacher who is smitten with him. Marty's happiness is hindered by his family and friends who find constant fault in everything Clara does. If he listens to them, Marty just might ruin his one chance at finding true love. Cast includes Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair, Story and screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky. Directed by Delbert Mann. This DVD version features the original theatrical trailer; languages: English, French, Spanish.; subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.
The martyrs of the Alamo: (DVD) 
12551,ID 12551,DM
1915
B&W 102 MIN DELTA ENTE
The earliest surviving "Alamo" film produced in 1915 by D.W. Griffith. The film is a tale of the courageous American stand against oppression and tyranny and the birth of Texas. The story plays upon racial hatred and frames the story of the Alamo as a struggle between those of different skin color. The film features impressive sets, exciting battle scenes, and expressive performances. Cast includes Walter Long, Sam de Grasse, Fred Burns, Alfred Paget, Alfred D. Sears, Tom Wilson, John T. Dillon. Directed by William Christy Cabanne. This DVD version features a scene index; Introduction by Alamo expert Frank Thompson; "The Alamo: shrine of Texas liberty;" "The spirit of independence."


The Marx Brothers Silver Screen Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Animal crackers: (DVD)
The cocoanuts: (DVD)
Duck soup: (DVD)
Horse feathersons: (DVD)
Monkey business: (DVD)

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: (DVD)
14110,ID
B&W 123 MIN WARNER HOM 1936
This tragic story deals with the short-lived reign of Mary Stuart. Surrounded by scheming lords including her own brother James, Mary seeks the comfort of Lord Bothwell, a close friend who shortly becomes a love interest. Cast includes Katharine Hepburn, Fredric March, Florence Eldridge, Douglas Wal ton, John Carradine. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. From the play by Maxwell Anderson. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features interactive menu; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Feature films – United States.; Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 1533-1603 – Drama; Scotland – History – Mary Stuart, 1542-1588 – Drama; Mary Queen of Scots, 1542-1587 – Drama; Queens – Scotland – Biography – Drama; Great Britain – History – Tudors, 1485-1603 – Drama; Ford, John, 1894-1973

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: (DVD)
06604, VH 06604, DM
COLOR 123 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994
Kenneth Branagh’s film adaptation of Mary Shelley’s "Frankenstein." A young doctor’s obsession with death leads him to create a life. His creature is a hideous mockery of humanity. When Frankenstein’s creature realizes he will never be accepted by men, he seeks revenge on Dr. Frankenstein and his family. Cast includes Kenneth Branagh, Robert De Niro, Tom Hulce, Helena Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, Ian Holm, John Cleese. Directed by Kenneth Branagh.

Feature films – United States.; Frankenstein (Fictitious character); Branagh, Kenneth.; Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: (DVD)
18829,ID
COLOR 123 MIN COLUMBIA T 1994
A scientist strives to make the perfect man in a laboratory but instead creates a bitter monster who seeks revenge on his creator and his family. Based on the novel Frankenstein by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Kenneth Branagh, Tom Hulce, Helena Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, Ian Holm, Richard Briers, John Cleese. Directed by Kenneth Branagh. In English; includes French and Spanish dubbed versions and subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Maryam: (DVD)
13015,ID
COLOR 90 MIN WELLSPRING 2000
It’s 1979 and Mary, an Iranian-American teenager is pursuing fun and romance in the New Jersey suburbs. Her strict father forbids her to date and live life like a normal teenager. But her world is changed when her fundamentalist Muslim cousin, Ali, comes to live with her family at the same time that Americans are taken hostage in Iran. Now Mary has to come to terms with her own unique, culturally-divided identity. Cast includes Mariam Parris, David Ackert, Shaun Toub, Maziyar Jobrani, Sabine Singh, Victor Jory, Michael Bliden, Jason Nash, Goli Samii, Shohreh Aghdashloo. Music by Ahrin Mishan. Written and directed by Ramin Serry. This DVD version features director and producer commentary; Trailer; Filmographies; Weblinks; Language: English.


Mask
05528, VH
COLOR 120 MIN MCA HOME V 1985
Through the uncompromising love and determination of his mother, a disfigured teenager overcomes pain, loneliness, and prejudice to inspire those whose life he touches. Cast includes Cher, Sam Elliot and Eric Stoltz; directed by Peter Bogdanovich.

Feature films – United States.; Bogdanovich, Peter, 1939-

The mask: (DVD)
15205,ID 15205, DM
COLOR 97 MIN NEW LINE H 1994
Stanley Ipkiss, a nerdy bank clerk, discovers an ancient mask with supernatural powers. He falls in love with Tina Carlisle, who is casing out the bank for a hoodlum, Dorian Tyrel. He ruins Tyrel's plans by robbing the bank himself and winning over Tina with his amazing dancing. Kellaway believes Ipkiss is The Mask and arrests him, but he escapes with the help of his dog, Milo. Tyrel captures him and the mask, but Stanley recovers it, rescues Tina and disposes of Tyrel. Cast includes Jim Carrey, Peter Riegert, Peter Greene, Amy Yasbeck, Richard Jeni, Orestes Matalacena, Cameron Diaz. Story by Michael Fallon and Mark Verheiden. Screenplay by Mike Webb. Directed by Charles Russell. This widescreen edition features deleted scenes; 'Return to Edge City;' 'Introducing Cameron Diaz;' 'screen test;' 'Cartoon Logic;' 'What Makes Fido Run;' Audio commentaries with director Chuck Russell, Bob Shaye, writer Mike Werb, executive producer Mike Richardson, producer Bob Engelman, VFX supervisor Scott Squires, animation supervisor Tom Bertino, and cinematographer John Leonetti. Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The mask of Zorro: (DVD)
14998,ID 14998, DM
COLOR 137 MIN SONY PICTU 1998
After twenty years, the legendary Zorro (Hopkins) escapes from prison to avenge the murder of his wife and kidnapping of his daughter Elena (Zeta Jones) at the hand of his enemy, Don Rafael Montero. But first he must transform a cocky young thief (Banderas) into the fearless hero and champion of the people he once was. Cast includes Antonio Banderas, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Anthony Hopkins. Screenplay by John Esfaw, Ted Elliott, and Terry Rossio. Directed by Martin Campbell. This DVD edition features widescreen format; Behind-the-scenes sneak peek at 'The legend of Zorro;' Scene from 'The legend of Zorro;' Directors commentary; 'Unmasking Zorro' documentary; Deleted scenes; Music video by Marc Anthony and Tina Arena; Photo galleries: costume design & publicity portraits & trailer & DVD spots; Languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese.
Feature films – United States

The mask you live in : (DVD)  
19163,ID  
COLOR 177 MIN REPRESENTA 2015  
The Mask You Live In follows boys and young men as they struggle to stay true to themselves while negotiating America’s narrow definition of masculinity. Pressured by the media, their peer group, and even the adults in their lives, our protagonists confront messages encouraging them to disconnect from their emotions, devalue authentic friendships, objectify and degrade women, and resolve conflicts through violence. These gender stereotypes interconnect with race, class and circumstance, creating a maze of identity issues boys and young men must navigate to become ‘real’ men. Experts in neuroscience, psychology, sociology, sports, education, and media also weigh in, offering empirical evidence of the ‘boy crisis’ and tactics to combat it. The Mask You Live In ultimately illustrates how we, as a society, can raise a healthier generation of boys and young men. Participants: Joe Ehrmann, Judy Y. Chu (Ed.D), Michael Kimmel (Ph.D), Gabbie Sarlo, Caroline Feldman (Ph.D), Terry A. Kupers (M.D.) and many others; Youth, Justin, Jack, Gabe, and many others. Directed by Jennifer Siebel Newsom. In English with optional English, French, and Spanish subtitles. Closed-captioned. 

Master Harold . . . and the boys  
04252,VH  
COLOR 90 MIN LORIMAR HO 1986  
Critically acclaimed adaptation of Athol Fugard’s Broadway play set in 1950s South Africa, about the relationship between a young white man and two black men who work for his family. Stars Matthew Broderick, Zakes Mokae, and John Kani. 

Feature films – United States.; South African drama–Film and video adaptations; Fugard, Athol

Mata Hari : (DVD)  
11133,ID  
B&W 89 MIN WARNER BRO 1932  
Garbo : The Signature Collection Series - The story of one of the most infamous spies in history, Mata Hari, a dancer-turned-German secret agent during World War I. She operated in Paris and used her feminine wiles to obtain information and pass it along to Germany. Her downfall was her own heart, when she fell in love with a handsome aviator. Mata Hari’s espionage career came to an end in front of a firing squad. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Ramon Novarro, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone. Written by Benjamin Glazer. Directed by George Fitzmaurice. This DVD version features a theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. 


Match point: (DVD)  
17031,ID  
17031,DM  
COLOR 124 MIN UNIVERSAL 2005  
Former tennis pro Chris Wilton stumbles into good fortune when Chloe Hewett, the daughter of a wealthy businessman and the sister of one of his tennis students, falls in love with him. But when Chris meets Nola, a much deeper passion is stirred. His desire isn’t deterred even after he discovers that Nola is already dating Chloe’s brother. But when their affair threatens Chris’s increasingly cozy lifestyle, Chris begins to consider a drastic solution. Cast includes Brian Cox, Matthew Goode, Scarlett Johansson, Emily Mortimer, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Penelope Wilton. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English with optional French and subtitles in English, French or Spanish; closed-captioned in English.

The Matrix : (Blu-ray Disc)  
17153,ID  
COLOR 138 MIN WARNER HOM 1999  
Set in the not too distant future in an insipid, characterless city, we find a young man named Neo. A software techie by day and a computer hacker by night, he sits alone at home by his monitor, waiting for a sign, a signal–from what or whom he doesn’t know–until one night, a mysterious woman named Trinity shows up. She introduces him to a fact: character he has been waiting for: Morpheus. A messiah of sorts, Morpheus illustrates to Neo what the Matrix is–a reality beyond reality that controls all of their lives, in a way that Neo can barely comprehend. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Laurence Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, Gloria Foster and Joe Pantoliano. Written and directed by the Wachowski brothers. Special features include: Written Introduction by The Wachowski brothers; Philosophers Commentary by Dr. Cornel West and Ken Wilber; Critics Commentary by Todd McCarthy, John Powers and David Thomson; Cast and Crew Commentary by Carrie-Anne Moss, Zach Staenberg and John Gaeta; Composer Commentary by Don Davis with Music Only Track; Behind the Matrix 7-Part Featurette: “Making The Matrix, The Dance of the Master: Yuen Wo Ping’s Blocking Tapes.” “The Bathroom Fight and Wet Wall.” “The Code of the Red Dress.” “The Old Exit: Wabash and Lake.” “Agent Down.” “But Wait- There’s More.” “The Music Revisited”; Marilyn Manson Music Video “Rock is Dead.” and

Matchstick men : (DVD)  
17822,DM  
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOM 2003  
Neurotic con man Roy suffers from several emotional problems, including obsessive-compulsive disorder. He and his partner Frank swindle people out of money. Frank wants to pull a really big job, but Roy is too consumed with fear and panic attacks to join him. Only cigarettes and his trusty illegal prescription drugs seem to keep him going. When Roy finds himself in desperate need of more pills, he is forced to see legitimate psychotherapist Dr. Klein. Roy discovers he has a daughter from his previous marriage and Dr. Klein suggests Roy spend time with her. Cast includes: Nicolas Cage, Sam Rockwell, Alia Louman, Bruce Altman, Bruce McGill, Sheila Kelley, Beth Grant. Special features: “Tricks of the trade”; follow director: Early Scott through an intimate day-to-day account of the filmmaking process; commentary by director:producer Ridley Scott, writer Nicholas Griffin and writer/producer Ted Griffin; theatrical trailer. Directed by Ridley Scott. In English with optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Fathers and daughters – Drama.; Swindlers and swindling – Drama.; Father-daughter relationship – Drama.; Scott, Ridley, 1957-

Matewan  
12386,VH 12386,DM  
COLOR 142 MIN EVERGREEN 1987  
A small town in 1920’s West Virginia explodes in civil unrest when unionist miners clash with the owners of a tyrannical coal company. A labor leader comes to the company town of Matewan to better the lives of the workers through unionization. His organizing efforts intensify the racial hostility, corruption, and feelings of betrayal that infest the town and touches off one of the most violent incidents in the history of the Coal Wars of 1920-21. Cast includes Chris Cooper, James Earl Jones, Mary McDonnell, Will Oldham, David Strathairn. Written and directed by John Sayles. 

Feature films – United States.; Coal Strike, W. Va., 1920-1921 – Drama.; Sayles, John, 1950-
more. In English with subtitles in English, French, Spanish, Dutch, Italian and Portuguese.


**The Matrix** : (DVD)  
07938,ID  
07938,DM  
COLOR  
136 MIN  
WARNER BRO  
1999  
The world is a hoax, an elaborate deception spun by all-powerful machines of artificial intelligence that control humankind. The prophets have predicted that a chosen one will appear to set everyone free. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Laurence Fishburne, Carrie-Ann Moss, Hugo Weaving, Joe Pantoliano. Written and directed by the Wachowski Brothers. Widescreen version presented in letterbox widescreen format. This DVD format offers special features including scene index, behind the scenes documentaries, cast/crew commentary, music-only audio track, interactive menus, filmographies, scene access, and English subtitles. Enhanced features for your DVD-Rom PC include the original theatrical web site sampler trailers; screenplay, storyboards, genre essays, and are you "the one" challenge; and require DVD-Rom drive on a PC with Windows 95 or higher, enhanced features will not work on a Macintosh computer.


**Max** : (DVD)  
11040,ID  
COLOR  
108 MIN  
LIONS GATE  
2002  
A promising young artist is wounded in the Great War and loses his arm and his ability to paint. Back home he re-directs his energies into opening an art gallery catering to modernism. The gallery quickly garners great acclaim. He encounters another path that will forever scar mankind. Cast includes John Cusack, Noah Taylor, Molly Parker, Laurence Fishburne, Carrie-Ann Moss, Hugo Weaving, Joe Pantoliano. Written and directed by the Wachowski Brothers. Widescreen version presented in letterbox widescreen format. This DVD format offers special features including scene index, behind the scenes documentaries, cast/crew commentary, music-only audio track, interactive menus, filmographies, scene access, and English subtitles. Enhanced features for your DVD-Rom PC include the original theatrical web site sampler trailers; screenplay, storyboards, genre essays, and are you "the one" challenge; and require DVD-Rom drive on a PC with Windows 95 or higher, enhanced features will not work on a Macintosh computer.


**The Max Ophuls collection**  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
Letter from an unknown woman : (DVD)  
The reckless moment : (DVD-PAL)  

**Mayor of the Sunset Strip** : (DVD)  
19160,ID  
COLOR  
94 MIN  
FIRST LOOK  
2003  
When Rodney was a teenager his mother just dropped him off at the home of Connie Stevens and left him. Eventually he landed in the town of McCabe and Mrs. Miller. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Julie Christie, Rene Auberjonois, William Devane, John Schuck, Corey Fischer, Bert Remsen, Sheen, Duvall, Keith Carradine, Michael Des Barres, Anthony Rolland, Hugh Mills, Manfred Schulz, Jace Vander Veen. Screenplay by Robert Altman and Brian McKay. Directed by Robert Altman. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features audio commentary from 2002 featuring director Robert Altman and producer David Foster; Making-of Documentary featuring members of the cast and crew; New conversation about the film and Altman's career between film historians Cari Beauchamp and Rick Jewell; Featurette from the films 1970 production; Art Directors Guild Film Society Q&A from 1999 with production designer Leon Ericksen; Excerpts from archival interviews with cinematographer Vilmos Zsigmond; Gallery of stills from the set by photographer Steve Schapiro; Excerpts from two 1971 episodes of The Dick Cavett Show featuring Altman and film critic Pauline Kael; Trailer; An essay by novelist and critic Nataaniel Rich; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**McFarland, USA** : (DVD)  
19835,ID  
COLOR  
129 MIN  
BUENA VIST  
2015  
Inspired by the 1987 true story, the movie follows novice runners from McFarland, an economically challenged town in California's farm-rich Central Valley, as they give their all to build a cross-country team under the direction of Coach Jim White, a newcomer to their predominantly Latino high school. With grit and determination, the unlikely band of runners eventually overcomes the odds to forge not only a championship cross-country team but an enduring legacy as well. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Maria Bello, Morgan Saylor, Martha Higareda, Michael Aguero, Sergio Avelar, Hector Duran, Rafael Martinez, Johnny Ortiz, Carlos Pratts, Ramiro Rodriguez, Danny Mora, Valente Rodriguez, Vanessa Martinez, Chris Ellis, Jr., Diana Maria Riva. Story by Christopher Cleveland and Bettina Gilioz. Screenplay by Christopher Cleveland; Bettina Gilioz, and Grant Thompson. Directed by Niki Caro. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Inspiring McFarland; “Juntos” music video performed by Juanes; Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio language track; Subtitles: Spanish and English; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**McCabe & Mrs. Miller** : (McCabe and Mrs. Miller) ; (DVD)  
19895,ID  
COLOR  
121 MIN  
CRITERION  
1971  
The Criterion Collection Series - Charismatic but dumb John McCabe arrives in a turn-of-the-century Pacific Northwest town to set up a whorehouse/tavern. Shrewd Mrs. Miller, a professional madam, arrives soon after construction begins. She offers to help McCabe run his business and the whorehouse thrives. McCabe and Mrs. Miller draw closer, despite their conflicting intelligences and philosophies. Soon, however, the mining deposits in the town attract the attention of a major corporation, which wants to buy out McCabe along with the rest. His decision has major repercussions for him, Mrs. Miller, and the town. Based on the novel McCabe by Edmund Naughton. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Julie Christie, Rene Auberjonois, William Devane, John Schuck, Corey Fischer, Bert Remsen, Sheen, Duvall, Keith Carradine, Michael Des Barres, Anthony Rolland, Hugh Mills, Manfred Schulz, Jace Vander Veen. Screenplay by Robert Altman and Brian McKay. Directed by Robert Altman. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features audio commentary from 2002 featuring director Robert Altman and producer David Foster; Making-of Documentary featuring members of the cast and crew; New conversation about the film and Altman's career between film historians Cari Beauchamp and Rick Jewell; Featurette from the films 1970 production; Art Directors Guild Film Society Q&A from 1999 with production designer Leon Ericksen; Excerpts from archival interviews with cinematographer Vilmos Zsigmond; Gallery of stills from the set by photographer Steve Schapiro; Excerpts from two 1971 episodes of The Dick Cavett Show featuring Altman and film critic Pauline Kael; Trailer; An essay by novelist and critic Nataaniel Rich; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Me and Earl and the dying girl : (DVD)
19607.ID
COLOR 105 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2015
A story about Greg, a high school senior who avoids deep human relationships as a way to safely navigate the social minefield that is teenage life. In fact, he describes his best friend Earl, with whom he makes short-film parodies of classic movies, as being 'more like a co-worker'. But when Greg's mom insists he spend time with Rachel, a girl in his class who has just been diagnosed with cancer, Greg discovers just how powerful and important true friendship can be. Based on the novel by Jesse Andrews. Cast includes Thomas Mann, Olivia Cooke, RJ Cyler, Nick Offerman, Molly Shannon, Jon Bernthal, Connie Britton, Matt Bennett, Katherine Hughes, Masam Holden, Bobb'e J. Thompson. Screenplay by Jesse Andrews. Directed by Alfonso Gomez-Rejon. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director Alfonso Gomez-Rejon; Deleted scenes with optional directors commentary; Abstract: movie for Rachel; Gregg trailer; Gallery: Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish; French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mean girls : (DVD)
11864.ID
COLOR 96 MIN PARAMOUNT 2004
A teenage girl returns to America from Africa where she lived with her zoologist parents. Home schooled and extremely bright, the girl is entering public school for the first time. She discovers that school features a highly stratified system of social cliques. She easily fits in with the brains and the social misfits, but is isolated by the most popular girls, whose fashionable clique rules the school. The new girls schemes to infiltrate the fashionable clique of mean girls, but soon finds herself turning into one herself, and the repercussions are felt throughout the entire school. Cast includes Lindsay Lohan, Rachel McAdams, Tim Meadows, Ana Gasteyer, Amy Poehler, Tina Fey. Screenplay by Tina Fey. Directed by Mark Waters. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Mark Waters, screenplay writer and actress Tina Fey, and producer Lorne Michaels; Three featurettes: Only the Strong Survive, The Politics of Girl Wrold, and Plastic Fashion; Word vomit (blooper reel); So Fetch - deleted scenes with commentary by director Mark Waters and screenplay writer Tina Fey; Three interstitials; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Mean streets : (DVD)
17295.ID
COLOR 112 MIN WARNER HOME VIDEO 1973
Charlie, a 27-year-old, tries to work his way up the bottom rungs of organized crime's ladder. Teresa is his girlfriend, who Charlie's family declares "unsuitable" because she has epilepsy. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Harvey Keitel, David Proval, Amy Robinson, Richard Romanus, Cesare Danova, Vic Argo, Jeannie Bell, D'Mitch Davis, George Memmoli, David Carradine, Robert Carradine. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation in a "matted" format; All-new digital transfer; Commentary by director Martin Scorsese; Vintage featurette: "Martin Scorsese back on the block"; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, or Spanish; English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mediterranea : (DVD)
20034.ID
COLOR 110 MIN MPI MEDIA 2015
Best friends Ayiva and Abas live hard lives in Burkina Faso and dream of a better future that seems to await them in Europe, as evidenced by the glittering snapshots they've seen on social media of an immigrant's life abroad. Making the dangerous journey through Africa and across the Mediterranean Sea, they end up in the Italian city of Rosarno, only to lead equally hard lives of long working hours, harsh living conditions, and anonymity toward them. Cast includes Koudous Seihon, Allassane Sy, Paolo Scarrett, Alisha, Pio Amato. Written and directed by Jonas Carpignano. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Trailer: Languages: English, French, and Italian; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Me, and you and everyone we know : (DVD)
08464.VH
B&W 110 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1958
Set in 1940 Paris, on the eve of Nazi Germany's occupation of France, two men trying to flee Paris become uneasy partners. S.L. Jacobowsky is a Jewish refugee seeking transportation to Spain; Colonel Prokoszny is an anti-Semitic Polish military officier who also needs quick passage out of France. There is friction between the two men, but after being thrown together, they realize they must put differences aside to outwit the Germans and rendezvous with a secret underground group which will ensure safe passage to England. Based on Franz Werfel's original play "Jacobowsky and the Colonel." Cast includes Danny Kaye, Curt Jurgens, Nicole Maurey. Screenplay by S.N. Behrman and George Froeschel. Directed by Peter Glenville.

Me and you and everyone we know : (DVD)
10873.ID
COLOR 92 MIN SONY PICTURES 2005
Experimental filmmaker Miranda July's first feature length film is a poetic and penetrating look at how everyday people struggle to make sense of their lives in spite of their sad fates. The film's title reflects the interconnection between the characters and celebrates the mundane as the characters seek meaningful connections despite the risks and sometimes the results are magical. Cast includes Miranda July, John Hawkes, Miles Thompson, Brandon Ratcliff. Written and directed by Miranda July. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Subtitles: English.

Me and you and everyone we know : (DVD)
11864.DM
COLOR 96 MIN PARAMOUNT 2004
A teenage girl returns to America from Africa where she lived with her zoologist parents. Home schooled and extremely bright, the girl is entering public school for the first time. She discovers that school features a highly stratified system of social cliques. She easily fits in with the brains and the social misfits, but is isolated by the most popular girls, whose fashionable clique rules the school. The new girls schemes to infiltrate the fashionable clique of mean girls, but soon finds herself turning into one herself, and the repercussions are felt throughout the entire school. Cast includes Lindsay Lohan, Rachel McAdams, Tim Meadows, Ana Gasteyer, Amy Poehler, Tina Fey. Screenplay by Tina Fey. Directed by Mark Waters. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Mark Waters, screenplay writer and actress Tina Fey, and producer Lorne Michaels; Three featurettes: Only the Strong Survive, The Politics of Girl Wrold, and Plastic Fashion; Word vomit (blooper reel); So Fetch - deleted scenes with commentary by director Mark Waters and screenplay writer Tina Fey; Three interstitials; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Me and Earl and the dying girl : (DVD)
19607.ID
COLOR 105 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2015
A story about Greg, a high school senior who avoids deep human relationships as a way to safely navigate the social minefield that is teenage life. In fact, he describes his best friend Earl, with whom he makes short-film parodies of classic movies, as being 'more like a co-worker'. But when Greg's mom insists he spend time with Rachel, a girl in his class who has just been diagnosed with cancer, Greg discovers just how powerful and important true friendship can be. Based on the novel by Jesse Andrews. Cast includes Thomas Mann, Olivia Cooke, RJ Cyler, Nick Offerman, Molly Shannon, Jon Bernthal, Connie Britton, Matt Bennett, Katherine Hughes, Masam Holden, Bobb'e J. Thompson. Screenplay by Jesse Andrews. Directed by Alfonso Gomez-Rejon. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by director Alfonso Gomez-Rejon; Deleted scenes with optional directors commentary; Abstract: movie for Rachel; Gregg trailer; Gallery: Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish; French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Me and you and everyone we know : (DVD)
08464.VH
B&W 110 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1958
Set in 1940 Paris, on the eve of Nazi Germany's occupation of France, two men trying to flee Paris become uneasy partners. S.L. Jacobowsky is a Jewish refugee seeking transportation to Spain; Colonel Prokoszny is an anti-Semitic Polish military officier who also needs quick passage out of France. There is friction between the two men, but after being thrown together, they realize they must put differences aside to outwit the Germans and rendezvous with a secret underground group which will ensure safe passage to England. Based on Franz Werfel's original play "Jacobowsky and the Colonel." Cast includes Danny Kaye, Curt Jurgens, Nicole Maurey. Screenplay by S.N. Behrman and George Froeschel. Directed by Peter Glenville.

Me, myself, I : (DVD)
17362.ID
COLOR 104 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2000
As Pamela Drury enters her thirties, she is realizing she has made a complete mess of her life, in spite of her successes. With the overwhelming feeling she's missed the boat to love and happiness, she decides to reconnect with the man she turned down years ago, Robert Dickerson. Pamela finds herself quite a dilemma with hysterical and heartwarming consequences. Cast includes Rachel Griffiths, David Roberts, Sandy Winton, Yael Stone, Shaun Loseby and Trent Sullivan. Special features on the DVD include Directors commentary, theatrical trailers and more. Directed by Pip Karmel. In English with subtitles in English and French.

Mean streets : (DVD)
17295.ID
COLOR 112 MIN WARNER HOME VIDEO 1973
Charlie, a 27-year-old, tries to work his way up the bottom rungs of organized crime's ladder. Teresa is his girlfriend, who Charlie's family declares "unsuitable" because she has epilepsy. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Harvey Keitel, David Proval, Amy Robinson, Richard Romanus, Cesare Danova, Vic Argo, Jeannie Bell, D'Mitch Davis, George Memmoli, David Carradine, Robert Carradine. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version features widescreen presentation in a "matted" format; All-new digital transfer; Commentary by director Martin Scorsese; Vintage featurette: "Martin Scorsese back on the block"; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, or Spanish; English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mediterranea : (DVD)
20034.ID
COLOR 110 MIN MPI MEDIA 2015
Best friends Ayiva and Abas live hard lives in Burkina Faso and dream of a better future that seems to await them in Europe, as evidenced by the glittering snapshots they've seen on social media of an immigrant's life abroad. Making the dangerous journey through Africa and across the Mediterranean Sea, they end up in the Italian city of Rosarno, only to lead equally hard lives of long working hours, harsh living conditions, and anonymity toward them. Cast includes Koudous Seihon, Allassane Sy, Paolo Scarrett, Alisha, Pio Amato. Written and directed by Jonas Carpignano. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Trailer: Languages: English, French, and Italian; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Medium cool
08821.ID
08821.DM
COLOR 111 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969
Filmed against the backdrop of the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago, where protesters and police faced off in the streets. An unlikely pair, a dispassionate TV news cameraman and a warmhearted Appalachian woman raising her son in a Chicago ghetto, form a relationship which deepens as the impending danger on the streets grows. The couple are drawn into the fear and violence that captured the attention of an entire nation. Cast includes Robert Forster, Verna Bloom, Peter Bonerz, Marianna Hill, Harold Blankenship. Directed by Haskell Wexler.

Feature films – United States.

Medium cool : (DVD) 08821.ID 08821.DM
COLOR 111 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969
Filmed against the backdrop of the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago, where protesters and police faced off in the streets. An unlikely pair, a dispassionate TV news cameraman and a warmhearted Appalachian woman raising her son in a Chicago ghetto, form a relationship which deepens as the impending danger on the streets grows. The couple are drawn into the fear and violence that captured the attention of an entire nation. Cast includes Robert Forster, Verna Bloom, Peter Bonerz, Marianna Hill, Harold Blankenship. Directed by Haskell Wexler. This DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen version; scene selection; commentary by director, writer, and director of photography Haskell Wexler, editorial consultant Paul Golding and actress Marianna Hill; theatrical trailer; English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.

Meeting Venues
12264.VH
12264.DM
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER BRO 1991
A Hungarian conductor attempts to mount a bold new production of Richard Wagner's Opera "Tannhauser." He experiences many pitfalls, rampant nationalism, internal company and union politics, precarious funding, and begins a passionate affair with the international opera star who will appear in his opera. Cast includes Glenn Close, Niels Arestrup. Written by Michael Hirst and Istvan Szabo. Directed by Istvan Szabo.


Melancholia : (DVD) 17278.ID 17278.DM
COLOR 135 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2011
Justine and Michael celebrate their marriage at a sumptuous party in the home of Justine's sister Claire and brother-in-law John. Despite Claire's best efforts, the wedding is a fiasco with family tensions mounting and relationships fraying. Meanwhile, a planet called Melancholia is heading directly towards Earth, threatening the very existence of humankind. Cast includes Kirsten Dunst, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Alexander Skarsgard, Brady Corbet, Cameron Spurr, Charlotte Rampling, Jesper Christensen, John Hurt, Stellan Skarsgard, Udo Kier and Kiefer Sutherland. Special features: About Melancholia; Visual effects; The visual style; The universe; HDNet: a look at Melancholia; Theatrical trailers; Also from Magnolia Home Entertainment. Directed by Lars von Trier. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish; closed-captioned.

Feature films–Sweden; Feature films – United States.; Feature films – Denmark; Weddings – Drama.; Depression, Mental – Drama.; Sisters – Drama. Depression, Mental – Drama.; Trier, Lars von, 1956-

Melinda and Melinda : (DVD) 18889.ID
COLOR 99 MIN TWENTIETH 2004
The complex story of Melinda, a woman whose life is told from both a tragic and a comic perspective. Both stories involve the same woman who crashes a Manhattan dinner party, but with wildly different results. Cast includes Chiwetel Ejiofor, Will Ferrell, Jonny Lee Miller, Radha Mitchell, Amanda Peet, Chloe Sevigny, Wallace Shawn. Special features: Side 1 contains the full screen version; side 2 contains the widescreen version. Directed by Woody Allen. In English mono, Spanish mono or French mono with subtitles in English or Spanish.


Melvin Van Peebles Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The story of a three day pass : (DVD)

The member of the wedding : (DVD) 17819.ID 17819.DM
COLOR 89 MIN SONY PICTU 1952
Stanley Kramer film collection Series - Feeling rejected when she's not allowed to accompany her brother on his honeymoon, a 12-year-old tomboy decides to run away from home. Based upon the book and play by Carson McCullers. Cast includes Ethel Waters, Julie Harris, Brandon de Wilde. Directed by Fred Zinnemann. In English with English closed-captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Memento : (DVD) 09903.ID
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
A revenge thriller and intricate crime story, with the narrative revealed in reverse. The film begins with a killing and then takes a step back in time to reveal the events that lead up to the pulling of the trigger, going back another step each time. Protagonist Leonard suffers from a rare brain disorder, the inability to form any new memories since his injury occurred, anyone he meets or anything he does will simply vanish from his memory. He is searching for his wife's killer, keeping everything recorded in print, photos, and tattoos on his body to keep himself on track. Based on the short story by Jonathan Nolan. Cast includes Guy Pearce, Carrie-Anne Moss, Joe Pantoliano. Screenplay and directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version features interactive motion menus; scene selections; digitally mastered; IFC interview with writer/director Christopher Nolan; director and cast biographies; theatrical trailer; "Following" trailer; tattoo gallery; "Memento" website; 16x9 widescreen presentation; English 5.1 (Dolby Digital); subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Memento : (limited edition) : (DVD) 09704.ID 09704.DM
COLOR 113 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
A revenge thriller and intricate crime story, with the narrative revealed in reverse. The film begins with a killing and then takes a step back in time to reveal the events that lead up to the pulling of the trigger, going back another step each time. Protagonist Leonard suffers from a rare brain disorder, the inability to form any new memories since his injury occurred, anyone he meets or anything he does will simply vanish from his memory. He is searching for his wife's killer, keeping everything recorded in print, photos, and tattoos on his body to keep himself on track. Based on the short story by Jonathan Nolan. Cast includes Guy Pearce, Carrie-Anne Moss, Joe Pantoliano. Screenplay and directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version is a two disc widescreen presentation; disc one features director's commentary; subtitles: English and Spanish; disc two features anatomy of a scene; director's shooting script; theatrical trailers; original short story; international campaigns; production stills and sketches; hidden features and more.
Memoirs of a geisha : (DVD)
18348,ID
18348,DM
COLOR 145 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
In 1929, a poor fisherman sells his 9-year-old daughter to a geisha house in Kyoto. Chiyo will be an unpaid servant until it is determined if she is beautiful enough for apprenticeship, and the house's clientele. Run by Mother, the ruling geisha of the house, Chiyo learns the art of geisha life, and her training becomes a test of her character. If she fails, she will be sent back to her former life. But Chiyo is determined to succeed, and she becomes a highly respected geisha. However, her life is not without challenges, and she must navigate the complex social and political landscape of the geisha world. Cast includes Ziyi Zhang, Ken Watanabe, Michelle Yeoh, Koji Yakusho, Youki Kudoh, Kaori Momoi, Tsaia Chin, Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa, Suzuka Ohgo, Gong Li. Special features: Disc 1: Commentary with Rob Marshall and John DeLuca [audio only]; Commentary with Colleen Atwood (costumes), John Myhre (production designer) and Pietro Scalia (editor) [audio only]; Previews (8 min.); Disc 2: Featurettes Sayuri's Journey (15 min.); The Road to Japan (6 min.); Geisha Boot Camp (12 min.); Building the Hanamachi (13 min.); The Look of a Geisha (16 min.); The Music of "Memoirs" (10 min.); A Geisha's Dance (8 min.); The Way of the Sumo (6 min.); Rob Marshall, Director (10 min.); A Day with Chef Nobu Matsushita (10 min.); Chef Nobu's recipes [text feature]; Behind the scenes photo gallery; Character illustration photo gallery. Directed by Rob Marshall. In English or French with optional subtitles in English or French; closed-captioned in English.

Men with guns : (DVD)
08799,VH
COLOR 107 MIN WARNER HOM 1990

Memphis belle
08799,VH
COLOR 107 MIN WARNER HOM 1990

Men don't leave : (DVD)
17171,DM
COLOR 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1989

Men in black
08149,VH
08149,DM
COLOR 98 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1997
The mythical super secret government agency in charge of monitoring extra-terrestrials inhabiting the earth turns out to be real. Two men wearing black suits try to prevent an alien assassin from triggering the destruction of the earth. Saving the world is just part of the days work for the men in black. Based on the comic book by Lowell Cunningham. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Will Smith, Linda Fiorentino, Vincent D'Onofrio, Rip Torn. Directed by Barry Sonnenfeld. This VHS version is in widescreen format and features a music video by Will Smith. Feature films – United States.; Drama.; Action and adventure films.; Rain forests – Brazil – Drama.; Brutality – Drama.; Sayles, John, 1950-.
The messenger : the story of Joan of Arc

Joan of Arc was a peasant girl from a small village in France and this is a modern take on the epic medieval story. Acting on a message she claimed came from God, Joan went before the King of France in 1429 to deliver God's word: give her an army, and in God's name she would reclaim his diminished kingdom. Joan vowed to repel the English from France, and she led her troops to victories in many battles over the English. In the end Joan was betrayed by the country she fought for and she was tried by the English, found guilty, and burned at the stake. Cast includes Milla Jovovich, John Malkovich, Faye Dunaway, Dustin Hoffman, Pascal Gregory, Vincent Cassel, Tcheyk Karyo, Richard Ridings, Desmond Harrington. Written by Andrew Birkin and Luc Besson. Directed by Luc Besson.

The messenger : the story of Joan of Arc : (DVD)

COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1996

Michael

07241.VD COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1996

A team of reporters from a tabloid newspaper is sent to a small town to investigate a story about a visiting angel. The story turns out to be true, but the angel turns out to be more than a stereotypical winged heavenly creature. The angel Michael is a grubby party animal who knows his way around a dance floor. He also has a joyful and life-affirming plan in mind for the reporters. Cast includes John Travolta, Andie MacDowell, William Hurt, Bob Hoskins, Robert Pastorelli, Jean Stapleton. Directed by Nora Ephron.

Feature films – United States
Michael Cimino’s heaven’s gate : (DVD)

16988,ID
COLOR 216 MIN CRITERION 1980

The Criterion Collection Series - A lawman and a hitman are in love with the same woman. All three are caught up in a devastating class war, when ruthless ranchers decide to kill off the starving immigrants who have been stealing their cattle. The story is based on a real range war in the 1890s in Johnson County, Wyoming. The cast includes Kris Kristofferson, Christopher Walken, John Hurt, Sam Waterston, Brad Dourif, Isabelle Huppert, Joseph Cotten, and Jeff Bridges. Written and directed by Michael Cimino. This release presents the full and newly restored director’s cut on disc one, as well as a new illustrated audio interview with Cimino and producer Joann Carelli. Disc 2 contains the restored transfer of part 2 of Ciminos cut, as well as new interviews with actor Kris Kristofferson, soundtrack arranger and performer David Mansfield, and second assistant director Michael Stevenson as well as a teaser and TV spot. A booklet featuring an essay by critic and programmer Giulia D’Agnolo Vallan and a 1980n interview with Cimino is included. In English with closed captions for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Western films; Historical films.; Johnson County War, 1892 – Drama.; Cimino, Michael.

Michael Collins : (DVD)

13719,ID
13719,DМ
COLOR 133 MIN WARNER BRO 1996

Michael Collins was a leader who negotiated Ireland’s break with England. Collins was an Irish man whose dreams inspired hope, who worked for his people’s independence and died a political martyr for the great cause he fought. Cast includes Liam Neeson, Aidan Quinn, Stephen Rea, Alan Rickman, Julia Roberts. Written and directed by Neil Jordan. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; “The South Bank show” documentary with Neil Jordan interview and actual footage of Michael Collins; Production notes; Theatrical trailer.

Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Midnight cowboy : (DVD)

08601,ID
08601,DМ
COLOR 113 MIN MGM-UA HOM 1969

A dark and compassionate tale about the American dream turned into a nightmare. A naive Texan moves to New York convinced he is the salvation of many lonely, love-starved New York women. He lives on the tattered fringe of society as a male hustler andbefriends a sleazy, small-time con man with big dreams. Cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Jon Voight, Brenda Vaccaro, John McGiver, Ruth White, Sylvia Miles, Barnard Hughes. Based on the novel by James Leo Herlihy. Screenplay by Waldo Salt. Directed by John Schlesinger. This DVD version features chapter search; full-length feature in both Pan and Scan and 1.85:1 letter-box formats; original theatrical trailer; English and French language tracks; English, French, and Spanish Language subtitles; English, French, and Spanish captioning for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.

Midnight : (DVD)

15214,ID
15214,DМ
B&W 95 MIN UNIVERSAL 1939

Universal Cinema Classics Series - An American singer finds herself penniless in Paris. But when impersonating a baroness, she finds several ways to make money, as an aristocrat engages her services to seduce his wife’s lover. If only she can avoid stepping into the same trap she always does: falling in love with a poor man. Based on a story by Edwin Justus Mayer and Franz Schulz. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche, John Barrymore, Francis Lederer, Mary Astor, Elaine Barrie, and Monty Woolley. Screenplay by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder. Directed by Mitchell Leisen. This edition features an exclusive introduction by Turner Classic Movies host and film historian Robert Osborne; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Midnight in Paris : (DVD)

16355,ID
16355,DМ
COLOR 94 MIN SONY PICTU 2011

A romantic comedy about an engaged couple who travel to Paris along with her parents on a business trip. The man is a semi-successful film and television writer who is attempting to transition into more meaningful literary work. He is in love with Paris, especially Paris of the 1920’s and ‘30’s. His wife is there to see the sites. The man will have a chance to experience the Paris of his dreams. The couple is forced to confront the illusion that a life different from their own is better. Cast includes Kathy Bates, Adrien Brody, Carla Bruni, Marion Cotillard, Rachel McAdams, Michael Sheen, Owen Wilson, Nina Arianda, Kurt Fuller, Tom Hiddleston, Mimi Kennedy, Alison Pill, Lea Seydoux, Corey Stoll. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


A midsummer night’s dream

08214,VH
08214,DМ
COLOR 120 MIN 20TH CENTU 1999

An adaptation of William Shakespeare’s romantic comedy. Two pairs of star-crossed lovers, a feuding pair of supernatural sprites, and a love potion gone awry all come together in an enchanted moonlit forest. Cast includes Michelle Pfeiffer, Kevin Kline, Calista Flockhart, Stanley Tucci, Rupert Everett, Christian Bale, Sophie Marceau, David Strathairn. Screenplay and directed by Michael Hoffman.

English drama – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation

A midsummer night’s dream : (DVD)

12633,ID
12633,DМ
B&W 143 MIN WARNER BRO 1935

A Hollywood film adaptation of William Shakespeare’s bewitching tale of devilish fairies, bewitched lovers, and stolid workingmen-cum-actors. Cast includes James Cagney, Joe E. Brown, Dick Powell, Jean Muir, Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale, Hugh Herbert, Anita Louise, Frank McHugh, Ross Alexander, Ian Hunter, Mickey Rooney, Olivia De Havilland, Hobart Cavanaugh, Grant Mitchell. Arranged for the screen by Charles Kenyon and John C. McCall. T urned into the city’s most brutal jail. He suffers through four years of sadistic torture and inhuman conditions, only to have his parole denied. At this point, if the man were to give up, he would die in prison like so many before him, or else he must summon the strength to escape his living hell. Based on the story of Billy Hayes, an American college student who lived through the ordeal. Cast includes Brad Davis, John Hurt, Randy Quaid. Screenplay by Oliver Stone. Directed by Alan Parker.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.; Revolutionaries – Ireland – Drama.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation

A midsummer night’s dream : (DVD)

248
Shakespeare: "Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Portuguese.


A midsummer night’s sex comedy 01296.VH
78 MIN WARNER HOM 1982
Woody Allen wrote, directed and starred in this sexual comedy of manners set in a turn-of-the-century country home. Andrew (Allen) and his wife Adrian have weekend company: Cousin Leopold and his fiancée Ariel, and Andrew’s best friend Maxwell with his latest flame, a nurse named Dulcy. Their escapades form the basis for this spicy romp, also starring Mia Farrow and Tony Roberts.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

A midsummer night’s sex comedy : (DVD) 18734.1D
COLOR 88 MIN METRO-GOLD 1982
The Woody Allen collection Series - A sexual comedy of manners is set in a turn-of-the-century country home. Three loving couples meet in a quiet country get-together, but everyone seems to be loving the wrong person. Their escapades form the basis for this spicy romp. Cast includes Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Jose Ferrer, Julie Hagerty, Tony Roberts, Mary Steenburgen. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Couples – Sexual behavior – Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Mighty Aphrodite 09355.VH
09355.DM
95 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1995
A successful New York couple adopts a child. The child proves to be extremely intelligent and the man becomes obsessed with meeting the birth parents. His assumption is the mother must be extremely intelligent too and possibly a better partner for him than his wife, from whom he is growing apart. When he meets his child’s birth mother, she turns out to be a prostitute and porn star and not particularly intellectually gifted. The story is tied together by a Greek Chorus that appears regularly to comment on the protagonist’s plight and functions to link the story with the story of Oedipus. Cast includes Mira Sorvino, Woody Allen, F. Murray Abraham, Claire Bloom, Helena Bonham Carter, Olympia Dukakis, Michael Rapaport, David Ogden Stiers, Jack Warden, Peter Weller. Written and directed by Woody Allen.

Feature films – United States.

Mighty Aphrodite : (DVD) 18909.1D
COLOR 112 MIN ALLIANCE F 1995
When a sportswriter tries to track down the mother of his adopted son, he discovers she is a prostitute and pornographic film star. Cast includes F. Murray Abraham, Woody Allen, Claire Bloom, Helena Bonham Carter, Olympia Dukakis, Michael Rapaport, Mira Sorvino, David Ogden Stiers, Jack Warden, Peter Weller. Special features: Con Amore; A passion for Rome Featurette. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English with optional English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Drama; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Comedy films – United States.; Adoption – Drama.; Adoption.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

A mighty wind : (DVD) 09692.1D
82 MIN WARNER HOM 2003
The death of a folk music impresario brings together three folk music acts for a tribute concert for their former manager. The acts were popular in the ‘60s-era folk music scene, and come to the performance with different perspectives. This film is a good-hearted fictional take on folk music groups and surrounding culture. Cast includes Bob Balaban, Christopher Guest, John Michael Higgins, Eugene Levy, Jane Lynch, Michael McKean, Catherine O’Hara, Parker Posey, Harry Shearer, Fred Willard. Written by Christopher Guest and Eugene Levy. Directed by Christopher Guest. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; feature-length audio commentary by Christopher Guest and Eugene Levy; additional scenes; biographies of the groups; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French (dubbed in Quebec); subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Folk music.; Folk music–United States

Mikey and Nicky: (DVD) 17272.1D
COLOR 105 MIN HOME VISIO 1977
Nicky has embezzled a fortune from his Mafia bosses and is on the run. Nicky’s only friend, Mikey tries to help him escape; or will he lead him into a trap? Cast includes Peter Falk, John Cassavetes, Ned Beatty, Rose Ariick, Carol Grace, William H. Macy, Sanford Meisner, Joyce Van der Meer and Emnett Walsh.

Special features: Interview with producer Michael Hausman; interview with cinematographer Victor J. Kemper; behind-the-scenes restoration documentary; liner notes; Hausman and Kemper discuss scenes from the film. Directed by Elaine May. In English with optional English subtitles for the hearing-impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Male friendship – Drama.; Gangsters – Drama.; Mafia – Drama.; May, Elaine, 1932-

The Milagro beanfield war 05810.VH
COLOR 118 MIN MCA HOME V 1988
When a Chicano handyman from the Milagro Valley decides to irrigate his small beanfield by “borrowing” water from a large development site, he unwittingly sets off a chain reaction that erupts into a humorous culture clash. Based on the novel by John Nichols. Cast includes Ruben Blades, Richard Bradford and Sonia Braga; directed by Robert Redford.

Feature films – United States.; Nichols, John Treadwell, 1940-

Mildred Pierce: (DVD) 20307.1D
111 MIN CRITERION 1945
The Criterion Collection Series - A stylish film noir story told from a woman’s point of view, this Hollywood classic is a murder mystery with a shocking ending. Mildred Pierce is a mother who will do anything for her daughter. Mildred goes to the extreme of ending her middle-class marriage to climb the corporate ladder and marry a wealthy man she doesn’t love, just to secure her spoiled daughter’s future happiness. She might even kill for her daughter. Based on the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden, Ann Blyth, Bruce Bennett. Screenplay by Randal MacDougall. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features new conversation with critics Molly Haskell and Robert Polito; Excerpt from a 1970 episode of The Oprah Winfrey show featuring actor Joan Crawford; Joan Crawford: the ultimate movie star (2002) feature length documentary; Q&A with actor Ann Blyth from 2002, conducted by film historian Eddie Muller; Segment from a 1969 episode of the Today show featuring Mildred Pierce novelist James M. Cain; Trailer; Essay by critic Imogen Sara Smith; Language: English; Subtitles: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Mildred Pierce : (DVD) 12392.1D
12392.DM
B&W 111 MIN WARNER BRO 1945
A stylish film noir story told from a woman’s point of view, this Hollywood classic is a murder mystery with a shocking ending. Mildred Pierce is a mother who will do anything for her daughter. Mildred goes to the extreme of ending her middle-class marriage to climb the corporate ladder and marry a wealthy man she doesn’t love, just to secure her spoiled daughter’s future happiness. She might even kill for her daughter. Based on the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden, Ann Blyth, Bruce Bennett. Screenplay by Randal MacDougall. Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Feature films – United States

This DVD version features documentary profile "Joan Crawford: The ultimate movie star.” Crawford trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The Milestone cinematheque

For descriptions see individual titles:
Losing ground : (DVD)

The Milestone Collection

For descriptions see individual titles:
The love light : (DVD)
The phantom of the opera : (DVD)
Tabu : (DVD)

Milk : (DVD)
14249.ID 14249.DM
COLOR 129 MIN UNIVERSAL 2008
A feature film based on the life of Harvey Milk, the first openly gay man elected to major public office in the United States. Harvey Milk campaigned three times for a seat on San Francisco's Board of Supervisors. He was a Gay Rights activist who went from being a small business owner to being a symbol of gay pride when he was elected in 1977 to the Board of Supervisors. The following year he was shot to death along with San Francisco's mayor, George Moscone, by former city supervisor Dan White. Cast includes Sean Penn, Emile Hirsch, Josh Brolin, Diego Luna, James Franco, Alison Pill, Victor Garber, Denis O'Hare, Stephen Spinella. Written by Dustin Lance Black. Directed by Gus Van Sant. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Remembering Harvey; Hollywood comes to San Francisco; Marching for equality; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Miller's Crossing : (DVD)
19037.ID
COLOR 99 MIN TWENTIETH 1990
During prohibition two gangland bosses struggle for control over a city, with one of the boss's lieutenants caught in the middle. Cast includes Gabriel Byrne, Marcia Gay Harden, John Turturro, Jon Polito, J.E. Freeman, Albert Finney, Steve Buscemi. Bonus features include: cast interviews; stills gallery; theatrical trailers. Directed by Joel Coen. English, Spanish, or French language with English or Spanish subtitles, closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Gangster films; Film noir.; Gangsters – Drama.; Prohibition – Drama.; Coen, Ethan.; Coen, Joel.

Minority report : (DVD)
12511.ID
COLOR 146 MIN DREAMWORKS 2002
Washington, D.C. has been murder-free thanks to astounding technology which identifies killers before they commit their crimes. But when the chief of the Pre-crime unit is himself accused of a future murder, he has just 36 hours to discover who set him up. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Colin Farrel, Samantha Morton, Max von Sydow. Music by John Williams. Screenplay by Scott Frank and Jon Cohen. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; "Minority Report" from story to screen; The stunts of "Minority Report"; The digital world of "Minority Report"; "Minority Report" Archives; Final Report; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.


Miracle : (DVD)
18135.ID 18135.DM
COLOR 136 MIN BUENA VIST 2004
The inspiring true story behind one of the greatest moments in [American] sports history - the 1980 United States ice hockey team's Olympic victory against the Soviet Union. Cast includes Kurt Russell, Patricia Clarkson, Noah Emmerich, Sean McCann, Kenneth Welsh. Special features (disc 1, 18 min.); optional audio commentary by O'Connor, Stoloff & Gilroy; "The making of "Miracle" featurette (18 min.); THX optimizer. Special features (disc 2, 105 min.): "From hockey to Hollywood: actors' journeys" featurette (28 min.); "Miracle" ESPN roundtable hosted by Linda Cohn (with Jim Craig, Mike Eurisko, Kurt Russell, Buzz Schneider, 41 min.); "The sound of "Miracle" featurette (10 min.); "First impressions: Herb Brooks with Kurt Russell & the filmmakers" (21 min.); outtakes (5 min.). Directed by Gavin

The million dollar hotel : (DVD)
08695,ID
COLOR 121 MIN STUDIO HOM 2000
The son of a billionaire media mogul has mysteriously died in a downtown fleabag hotel, and FBI Agent Skinner has been called in to solve the case. Soon it is clear this will be his most bizarre case, as he discovers a web of deception that is more complex than he could ever have imagined and protects the guilty from justice. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Jeremy Davies, Milla Jovovich, Jimmy Smits, Peter Stormare, Amanda Plummer, Gloria Stuart, Tim Bower, Bud Cort, Donal Logue, Harris Yulin. Written by Nicholas Klein. Story by Bono and Nicholas Klein. Music by Jon Hassell, Bono, Daniel Lanois, Brian Eno. Directed by Wim Wenders. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; widescreen; 5.1 Dolby digital; commentaries with Wim Wenders and U2's Bono; cast and crew interviews; deleted scenes; English, Spanish, and French subtitles.

Feature films – Germany; Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Wenders, Wim
The Miracle of Morgan's Creek : (VHS)
17573,VH
B&W 98 MIN PARAMOUNT 1943
A spoof on motherhood. Trudy attends a farewell party for local
servicemen and is shocked when she discovers her unfortunate
condition after that hazy night. Her 4-F idolater offers himself as
a substitute father. Cast includes Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton,
William Demarest, Diana Lynn. Written and directed by Preston
Sturges. In English.

The miracle worker : (DVD)
15435,ID 15435,DM
B&W 106 MIN MGM HOME E 1962
Helen was a young girl everyone believed was too deaf, dumb
and blind to be helped, a child with the inability to speak or
comprehend the world around her. She was saved by Annie
Sullivan, a persistent and outspoken teacher who came into
Helen's life. Together they accomplished the impossible and
taught one another the values of patience, tolerance and
compassion. They embark on an amazing and triumphant
journey that made the name Helen Keller synonymous with the
education of the deaf and blind around the world. Based on
William Gibson's stage play. Cast includes Anne Bancroft, Patty
Duke, Victor Jory, Inga Swenson, Andrew Prine, Kathleen
Comegys. Screenplay by William Gibson. Directed by Arthur
Penn. This widescreen edition features the original theatrical
presentation; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles:
English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of
hearing.

The Miream collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
El Cid : (DVD)
The mirror has two faces : (DVD)
14812,ID
COLOR 125 MIN COLUMBIA T 1996
Two college professors are in need of companionship in their
lives. She needs passion; he is looking for an intellectual equal
and friendship. The two are brought together, and while they like
each other, they realize that they want something different in a
relationship partner. They become good friends and converge
of hearing.

O'Connor. Soundtrack in English or dubbed French.
Closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Biographical films.; Hockey –
Olympic Winter Games (13th : 1980 : Lake Placid, N.Y.) –
Drama.; O'Connor, Gavin.

The Miracle of Morgan's Creek : (VHS)
17573,VH
B&W 98 MIN PARAMOUNT 1943
A spoof on motherhood. Trudy attends a farewell party for local
servicemen and is shocked when she discovers her unfortunate
condition after that hazy night. Her 4-F idolater offers himself as
a substitute father. Cast includes Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton,
William Demarest, Diana Lynn. Written and directed by Preston
Sturges. In English.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships –
Drama.; Comedy films.; Sturges, Preston; Hutton, Betty.;

The Mirror has two faces : (Blu-ray Disc)
17335,ID
COLOR 106 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2012
An exiled princess is assisted by seven rebels in order to
reinstate her stolen birthright. Cast includes Julia Roberts, Lily
Collins, Armie Hammer, Nathan Lane, Mare Winningham,
Michael Lerner and Sean Bean. Special features include deleted
scenes; Looking Through the Mirror; I Believe I can Dance;
Mirror Mirror Storybook and more. Directed by Tarsem Singh
Dhandwar. English dialogue; English and Spanish subtitles;
closed-captioned in English.

Feature films – United States.; Dwarfs – Drama.; Queens –
Drama.; Snow White (Tale) – Drama.; Singh, Tarsem.

Mirror mirror : (DVD)
17336,ID 17336,DM
COLOR 106 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2012
An exiled princess is assisted by seven rebels in order to
reinstate her stolen birthright. Cast includes Julia Roberts, Lily
Collins, Armie Hammer, Nathan Lane, Mare Winningham,
Michael Lerner and Sean Bean. Directed by Tarsem Singh
Dhandwar. English dialogue; English and Spanish subtitles;
closed-captioned in English.

Feature films – United States.; Dwarfs – Drama.; Queens –
Drama.; Snow White (Tale) – Drama.; Singh, Tarsem.

The misfits : (DVD)
10158,ID
B&W 125 MIN METRO-GOLD 1961
A beautiful, disillusioned divorced woman befriends a group of
misfits — an aging cowboy, a heartbroken mechanic, and a worn-
out rodeo rider. She experiences her first taste of freedom, with
these live-for-the-moment, hard living men. The young woman's
innocence and idealism, clashes with the hardened men's
practicality, and threatens her relationship with her new friends.
Cast includes Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgomery Clift,
Thelma Ritter, Eli Wallach. Screenplay by Arthur Miller. Directed
by John Huston. This DVD version features a widescreen
presentation; the original theatrical trailer; Languages: English,
French, Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Mishima : a life in four chapters : (DVD)
07515,VH 07515,DM
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOME 1985
Yukio Mishima was one of Japan's finest postwar authors, a
warded modern man struggling in his homeland's imperial past.
After an abortive attempt to overthrow the
Japanese government on November 25, 1970 he committed
ritual suicide. The film depicts the life of this most paradoxical of
men. The film's visual style shifts between a documentary-like
reconstruction of Mishima's last day, black and white flashbacks
of his early years and intoxicatingly colorful episodes from three of
his novels. Cast includes Ken Ogata, Kenji Sawada, Yasosuke
Bando, Toshiyuki Nagashima. Written by Paul Schrader and
Leonard Schrader. Directed by Paul Schrader. In Japanese, with
English subtitles.

Drama.

Mishima : a life in four chapters : (DVD)
20449,ID
120 MIN JANUS FILM 1985
The Criterion Collection Series - Yukio Mishima was one of
Japan's finest postwar authors, a tortured modern man struggling
his life in his homeland's imperial past. After an abortive
attempt to overthrow the Japanese government on November 25,
1970 he committed ritual suicide. The film depicts the life of this
most paradoxical of men. The film's visual style shifts between a
documentary-like recreation of Mishima's last day, black and white
flashbacks of his early years and intoxicatingly colorful episodes
from three of his novels. Cast includes Ken Ogata, Kenji
Sawada, Yasosuke Bando, Toshiyuki Nagashima. Written by Paul
Schrader and Leonard Schrader. Directed by Paul Schrader. In
Japanese, with English subtitles.

Drama.

Feature films – United States.
essay by critic Kevin Jackson, a piece on the films censorship in Japan, and photographs of Ishiokas set; Language: Japanese, optional English and Japanese narration; Subtitles: English.


**Miss Evers’ boys**: (DVD)
07094,VH
COLOR 118 MIN HBO VIDEO 1997
A dramatic account of the 40-year government-backed medical research on the effects of syphilis on humans known as the “Tuskegee Experiment.” African American men in Alabama seeking treatment for syphilis in 1932, were lead to believe they were being cared for, when in fact they are being denied the medicine that could cure them. Miss Evers is an African American nurse who works with the two doctors in charge of the federally funded program. The Nurse is aware that the men in the study are being deceived and that their lives are at stake. The woman must decide which loyalty is strongest – her loyalty to her profession or to her people. Cast includes Alfre Woodard, Laurence Fishburne, Craig Sheffer, Joe Morton, Obba Babatunde, E.G. Marshall, Ossie Davis. Directed by Joseph Sargent.

Feature films – United States.; Tuskegee Syphilis Study

**Miss Evers’ boys** : (DVD)
20002,ID
COLOR 118 MIN HBO HOME E 1997
A dramatic account of the 40-year government-backed medical research on the effects of syphilis on humans known as the “Tuskegee Experiment.” African American men in Alabama seeking treatment for syphilis in 1932, were lead to believe they were being cared for, when in fact they are being denied the medicine that could cure them. Miss Evers is an African American nurse who works with the two doctors in charge of the federally funded program. The Nurse is aware that the men in the study are being deceived and that their lives are at stake. The woman must decide which loyalty is strongest – her loyalty to her profession or to her people. Based on the play by David Feldshuh. Cast includes Alfre Woodard, Laurence Fishburne, Craig Sheffer, Joe Morton, Obba Babatunde, Thom Gossom Jr., Von Coulter, E.G. Marshall, Ossie Davis. Teleplay by Walter Bernstein. Directed by Joseph Sargent. This DVD version features interactive menus; Chapter selections; Cast and director bios; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Miss Julie** : (DVD)
07317,VH
COLOR 100 MIN WORLD ART 1986
This is the story of Miss Mary, the cultured English governess whose only crime was compassion, and the upheaval she causes in a wealthy Argentinean family that lives and dies by their inflated sense of tradition. And of the broad political events and intimate personal dramas that will crave their destinies. Set in between pre-war Buenos Aires and the turbulence of Peron’s Century, a noblewoman engages in an affair with her father’s footman. The woman’s fiancé has just broken their engagement, and the servant, himself engaged to another servant, provides an outlet for the woman’s inner passions and an escape from the confines of her life. Based on the play by August Strindberg. Cast includes Saffron Burrows, Peter Mullan, Maria Doyle Kennedy. Film script by Helen Cooper. Directed by Mike Figgis. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Swedish drama–Film and video adaptations; Strindberg, August, 1849-1912

**Miss Mary**
07317,VH
COLOR 100 MIN WORLD ART 1986
This is the story of Miss Mary, the cultured English governess whose only crime was compassion, and the upheaval she causes in a wealthy Argentinean family that lives and dies by their inflated sense of tradition. And of the broad political events and intimate personal dramas that will crave their destinies. Set in between pre-war Buenos Aires and the turbulence of Peron’s Century, a noblewoman engages in an affair with her father’s footman. The woman’s fiancé has just broken their engagement, and the servant, himself engaged to another servant, provides an outlet for the woman’s inner passions and an escape from the confines of her life. Based on the play by August Strindberg. Cast includes Saffron Burrows, Peter Mullan, Maria Doyle Kennedy. Film script by Helen Cooper. Directed by Mike Figgis. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Swedish drama–Film and video adaptations; Strindberg, August, 1849-1912

**Miss Sadie Thompson**
08471,VH
COLOR 93 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1953
Miss Sadie Thompson is a brothel singer who seeks salvation through love. Sadie is an honest prostitute working in the Pacific Islands entertaining the U.S. troops. She falls in love with a straight-arrow marine, and tries to reform her life. She sees the aid of a puritanical missionary who is waging an anti-sin campaign in the Pacific Islands. Tragically, the repressed cleric reacts with disbelieve and, ultimately, violence. Sadie’s salvation proves his ruin. Based on the short story by W. Somerset Maugham. The film was considered a daring test of the repressive Hays Code – Hollywood’s self-censoring “anti-sin laws.” Cast includes Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Screenplay by Harry Kleiner. Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.

Feature films – United States.

**Miss Sloane** : (Blu-ray Disc)
20228,ID
COLOR 132 MIN 20TH CENTURY FOX 2016
In the world of political power brokers, Elizabeth Sloane is Washingtons most sought-after lobbyist. When She takes on the most powerful opponent of her career, Miss Sloane will do whatever is required to win. Cast includes Jessica Chastain, Mark Strong, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, John Lithgow, Sam Waterston, Michael Stuhlbarg, Jake Lacy, Alison Pill, David Wilson Barnes, Dylan Baker, Raoul Bhaneja, Chuck Shamata, Christine Baranski. Written by Jonathan Perera. Directed by John Madden. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen representation; "Lobbying: winning by any means"; Language:
Miss Sloane : (DVD)  
20229,ID  
COLOR  132 MIN 20TH CENTU 2016  
In the world of political power brokers, Elizabeth Sloane is Washingtons most sought-after lobbyist. When she takes on the most powerful opponent of her career, Miss Sloane will do whatever is required to win. Cast includes Jessica Chastain, Mark Strong, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, John Lithgow, Sam Waterston, Michael Stuhlbarg, Jake Lacy, Alison Pill, David Wilson Barnes, Dylan Baker, Raoul Bhaneja, Chuck Shamata, Christine Baranski. Written by Jonathan Perera. Directed by John Madden. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Lobbying: winning by any means"; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Lobbyists – Drama.; Political science – Drama.; Chastain, Jessica, 1977-.; Madden, John, 1949-.

Mississippi burning  
04614,VH  
COLOR  127 MIN ORION HOME 1988  
Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe star as FBI agents with contrasting styles who are sent to a small Mississippi town to investigate a politically explosive case: the disappearance of three civil rights workers during Freedom Summer, 1964. Directed by Alan Parker.

Civil rights movements–United States; Feature films – United States.; Parker, Alan, 1944-.

Mississippi burning : (DVD)  
18295,ID  
18295,DM  
COLOR  127 MIN MGM HOME E 1988  
Set in Mississippi in 1964, this controversial film is based on the true story of the case of three young civil rights workers (in real life they were named James Earl Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner) who were brutally murdered in June of 1964. The chaotic aftermath was dubbed Mississippi Burning. This movie is told from the perspective of the FBI’s operations to uncover evidence and bring the killers to justice. Anger over the real incident prompted the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act in 1965. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Willem Dafoe, Frances McDormand, Brad Dourif. Directed by Alan Parker. English, French or Spanish dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles.


Mississippi masala  
05350,VH  
COLOR  117 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991  
When a black Southern businessman falls in love with an Indian immigrant family, outrage on both sides threatens their happiness. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Sarita Choudhury, Charles S. Dutton, Joe Seneca; screenplay by Sooni Taraporevala; directed by Mira Nair.

Feature films – United States.; Intercultural communication; Nair, Mira, 1957-.

Mississippi masala : (DVD)  
14177,ID  
14177,DM  
COLOR  117 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991  
In this exotic and erotic interracial love story, an African American businessman falls for a beautiful Indian immigrant, whose family was expelled from Uganda, only to encounter shock and outrage from both families. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Sarita Choudhury, Roshan Seth, Sharmila Tagore, Charles S. Dutton, Joe Seneca, Ranjit Chowdhry. Written by Sooni Taraporevala. Directed by Mira Nair. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Bonus trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The mission  
05334,VH  
05334,DM  
COLOR  125 MIN WARNER HOM 1986  
A Jesuit priest and a former slave trader unite to shield a South American Indian tribe from brutal subjugation by 18th century colonial empires. Cast includes Robert De Niro and Jeremy Irons; screenplay by Robert Bolt; directed by Roland Joffe.


The mission : (DVD)  
12515,ID  
12515,DM  
COLOR  125 MIN WARNER HOM 1986  
A Jesuit priest and a former slave trader unite to shield a South American Indian tribe from brutal subjugation by 18th century colonial empires. Cast includes Robert De Niro and Jeremy Irons. Screenplay by Robert Bolt. Directed by Roland Joffe. This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Widescreen presentation; Full-length commentary by director Roland Joffe; Cast/director/writer film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Omnibus documentary which visits the film’s South American location shoot and examines the heartrending lives of the Waunana Indians who portrayed the films Guarani Tribespeople; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Mississippi masala  
05350,VH  
COLOR  117 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991  
When a black Southern businessman falls in love with an Indian immigrant family, outrage on both sides threatens their happiness. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Sarita Choudhury, Charles S. Dutton, Joe Seneca; screenplay by Sooni Taraporevala; directed by Mira Nair.

Feature films – United States.; Intercultural communication; Nair, Mira, 1957-.

Mississippi masala : (DVD)  
14177,ID  
14177,DM  
COLOR  117 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991  
In this exotic and erotic interracial love story, an African American businessman falls for a beautiful Indian immigrant, whose family was expelled from Uganda, only to encounter shock and outrage from both families. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Sarita Choudhury, Roshan Seth, Sharmila Tagore, Charles S. Dutton, Joe Seneca, Ranjit Chowdhry. Written by Sooni Taraporevala. Directed by Mira Nair. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Bonus trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish.

The Missouri breaks : (DVD) 07974,ID
COLOR 104 MIN STIMULUS 1991
The thrilling story of two men's determination to overcome overwhelming obstacles to build a road through South Africa in 1923. Friendships and people's trusts are strained by the greed of progress. Cast includes Pierce Brosnan, Edward Woodward, Maynard Eziashi, Beatie Edney, Denis Quillie, Nick Reding. Written by William Boyd II. Directed by Bruce Beresford. This DVD version has interactive menus with scene access.

Feature films – United States.

Mockery : (DVD) 20315,ID
B&W 70 MIN WARNER HOM 1927
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - While scavenging for food among dead bodies during the Russian Revolution, a slow-witted peasant named Sergei is hired by a desperate woman to guide her out of the carnage. In exchange for promises of friendship and a secure future, he endures torture to save her. The woman turns out to be a countess, the friendship and secure future become a degrading job in her kitchen and Sergei, inflamed by proletarian ideals, embraces violence. From the story by Benjamin Christensen. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Ricardo Cortez, Barbara Bedford. Directed by Benjamin Christensen. This DVD version of the silent film features a new original musical score by James Schaefer.


Moana : (Blu-ray Disc) 20135,ID
COLOR 107 MIN BUENA VIST 2016
A mythic adventure set around 2,000 years ago across a series of islands in the South Pacific. The film follows the journey of a spirited teenager named Moana as she meets the once-mighty demi-god Maui and together they traverse the open ocean, encountering enormous fiery creatures and impossible odds. Cast includes Auli'i Cravalho, Dwayne Johnson, Rachel House, Temuera Morrison, Jemaine Clement, Nicole Scherzinger, Alan Tudyk, Oscar Kightley, Troy Polamalu, Puaani Cravalho. Story by Ron Clements, John Musker, Chris Williams, Don Hall, Pamela Ribon, Aaron Kandell, and Jordan Kandell. Screenplay by Jared Bush. Original songs by Lin-Manuel Miranda, Opetaia Foa'i, and Mark Mancina. Directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. Co-directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Short film "Inner workings"; Witty video reminiscence by music arranger David Raksin, "Chaplin Today - Modern Times" documentary by Philippe Truffault with the participation of Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardenne; Introduction by David Robinson, Chaplin's biographer; deleted scenes; karoke; "Smile" by Liberace (1956); "Behind-the-Scenes in the Machine Age" (1931); "Symphony in F" (1940); "Por primera vez!: (For the First Time)" (1967), Cuban documentary short; photo gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin collection; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English.

Modern times : (DVD) 09972,ID 09972,DM
B&W 83 MIN WARNER REP 1936
The Chaplin Collection Series - "The Little Tramp" battles it out with technology, unemployment, jail, burglars, demanding customers, bosses and "The Gamin." He wins some and loses more but, at the end, walks undaunted into the sunrise. The film is known as Charlie Chaplin's last silent film, but it is remarkably unsilent, from its rich orchestral score to the first and last time the voice of "The Little Tramp" is heard near the end of the film. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. Music composed by Charlie Chaplin and conducted by Alfred Newman. Written and directed by Charlie Chaplin. This laserdisc version features an extraordinary quality picture achieved from a digital mastered fine grain original film negative; never- before-seen original story notes, shooting log and production reports for the "feeding machine" sequence; a witty video reminiscence by music arranger David Raksin, accompanied by original photos and manuscripts; chapter and verses, a detailed index by chapter and frame number of key scenes and audio cues, inside the jacket.


Modern times : (DVD) 09972,ID 09972,DM
B&W 83 MIN WARNER REP 1936
The Chaplin Collection Series - "The Little Tramp" battles it out with technology, unemployment, jail, burglars, demanding customers, bosses and "The Gamin." He wins some and loses more but, at the end, walks undaunted into the sunrise. The film is known as Charlie Chaplin's last silent film, but it is remarkably unsilent, from its rich orchestral score to the first and last time the voice of "The Little Tramp" is heard near the end of the film. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. Music composed by Charlie Chaplin and conducted by Alfred Newman. Written and directed by Charlie Chaplin. This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; all-new digital transfer from Cineteca Bologna picture restoration; remastered soundtrack; "Chaplin Today - Modern Times" documentary by Philippe Truffault with the participation of Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardenne; Introduction by David Robinson, Chaplin's biographer; deleted scenes; karoke; "Smile" by Liberace (1956); "Behind-the-Scenes in the Machine Age" (1931); "Symphony in F" (1940); "Por primera vez!: (For the First Time)" (1967), Cuban documentary short; photo gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin collection; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Mister Johnson : (DVD) 07974,ID
COLOR 104 MIN STIMULUS 1991
The thrilling story of two men's determination to overcome overwhelming obstacles to build a road through South Africa in 1923. Friendships and people's trusts are strained by the greed of progress. Cast includes Pierce Brosnan, Edward Woodward, Maynard Eziashi, Beatie Edney, Denis Quillie, Nick Reding. Written by William Boyd II. Directed by Bruce Beresford. This DVD version has interactive menus with scene access.

Feature films – United States.

Moana : (Blu-ray Disc) 20135,ID
COLOR 107 MIN BUENA VIST 2016
A mythic adventure set around 2,000 years ago across a series of islands in the South Pacific. The film follows the journey of a spirited teenager named Moana as she meets the once-mighty demi-god Maui and together they traverse the open ocean, encountering enormous fiery creatures and impossible odds. Cast includes Auli'i Cravalho, Dwayne Johnson, Rachel House, Temuera Morrison, Jemaine Clement, Nicole Scherzinger, Alan Tudyk, Oscar Kightley, Troy Polamalu, Puaani Cravalho. Story by Ron Clements, John Musker, Chris Williams, Don Hall, Pamela Ribon, Aaron Kandell, and Jordan Kandell. Screenplay by Jared Bush. Original songs by Lin-Manuel Miranda, Opetaia Foa'i, and Mark Mancina. Directed by John Musker and Ron Clements. Co-directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Short film "Inner workings"; Witty video reminiscence by music arranger David Raksin, "Chaplin Today - Modern Times" documentary by Philippe Truffault with the participation of Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardenne; Introduction by David Robinson, Chaplin's biographer; deleted scenes; karoke; "Smile" by Liberace (1956); "Behind-the-Scenes in the Machine Age" (1931); "Symphony in F" (1940); "Por primera vez!: (For the First Time)" (1967), Cuban documentary short; photo gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin collection; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English.

Modern times : (DVD) 09972,ID 09972,DM
B&W 83 MIN WARNER REP 1936
The Chaplin Collection Series - "The Little Tramp" battles it out with technology, unemployment, jail, burglars, demanding customers, bosses and "The Gamin." He wins some and loses more but, at the end, walks undaunted into the sunrise. The film is known as Charlie Chaplin's last silent film, but it is remarkably unsilent, from its rich orchestral score to the first and last time the voice of "The Little Tramp" is heard near the end of the film. Cast includes Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. Music composed by Charlie Chaplin and conducted by Alfred Newman. Written and directed by Charlie Chaplin. This two disc DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; all-new digital transfer from Cineteca Bologna picture restoration; remastered soundtrack; "Chaplin Today - Modern Times" documentary by Philippe Truffault with the participation of Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardenne; Introduction by David Robinson, Chaplin's biographer; deleted scenes; karoke; "Smile" by Liberace (1956); "Behind-the-Scenes in the Machine Age" (1931); "Symphony in F" (1940); "Por primera vez!: (For the First Time)" (1967), Cuban documentary short; photo gallery; theatrical trailers; scenes from films in the Chaplin collection; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mommie dearest : (DVD) 19922,ID
COLOR 128 MIN WARNER HOM 1981
The story of legendary movie star Joan Crawford as she struggles for her career and battles the inner demons of her private life. This torrent manifests itself into her relationships with her adopted children, Christina and Christopher. Based upon the book by Christina Crawford. Cast includes Faye Dunaway, Steve Forrest, Diana Scarwid, Maria Hobel. Screenplay by Frank Yablans, Frank Perry, Tracy Hutchener, Robert Mitchel. Produced by Frank Perry. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by filmmaker John Waters; The revival of Joan; Life with Joan; Joan lives on; Photo gallery; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Moneyball : (DVD) 18742,ID
COLOR 133 MIN SONY PICTU 2011
The story of Oakland A’s general manager Billy Beane’s successful attempt to put together a baseball club on a budget by employing computer-generated analysis to draft his players. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Jonah Hill, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Robin Wright, Chris Pratt, Stephen Bishop, Reed Diamond, Brent Jennings, Ken Kazmaier, Tammy Blanchard, Jack McGee, Vuyo Ruginis, Nick Searcy, Glenn Morshower. Special features: “Billy Beane: re-inventing the game” featurette; “Moneyball: playing the game” making of documentary; Bloopers (Brad loses it); deleted scenes. Directed by Bennett Miller. In English; captioned in English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish.

Monsoon wedding : (DVD) 09286,ID
COLOR 116 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001
An arranged marriage between two young people brings two families together for the wedding in New Delhi during monsoon season. The groom is an East Indian man living in Texas, the bride is an upper middle class woman who has just ended an affair with a married TV producer. The families come from far and wide to New Delhi for four days of arrangements and celebration for a traditional wedding which turns out as unpredictable as the weather during monsoon season. Cast includes Naseeruddin Shah, Lillete Dubey, Shefali Shetty, Vijay Raaz, Tillotama Shome, Vasundhara Das, Kulbhushan Kharbanda. Written by Sabrina Dhawan. Directed by Mira Nair. This DVD version features commentary by director Mira Nair; “The Making of Monsoon Wedding;” Languages: English, Spanish, and French; subtitles: English captions, Spanish, and French.

Monkey : (DVD) 12086,ID
COLOR 109 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2003
Based on the true story of Aileen Wuornos, a prostitute who was executed in 2002 for the brutal murders of at least 6 men in Florida. Homeless most of her life, Wuornos subsisted by working as a prostitute. In Florida, down to her last five dollars...
and pondering suicide, she stopped into a bar for a beer where she met Selby. One night, after a john attacks her, Aileen pulls a gun and kills the man. Aileen's loathing for the men who pay her for sex becomes so extreme that she begins killing her customers regardless of their behavior. Cast includes Charlize Theron, Christina Ricci, Bruce Dern, Lee Tergesen, Annie Corley, Scott Wilson. Music by BT. Directed by Patty Jenkins. This DVD version features anamorphic widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; International trailer; Scene selection; Featurette: DTS film mixing demo featurette; Interview with Patty Jenkins and BT; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.


Monster's ball : (DVD)
09184.ID
COLOR 112 MIN LIONS GATE 2001
An embittered prison guard working on Death Row has an emotionally charged affair with the wife of one of the Death Row inmates that has just been executed. Set in Georgia, the interracial couple's relationship is met with contempt from the man's racist father, whose hatred has poisoned the entire family. Their love affair proves to be a life-changing event for the two emotionally distraught people. Cast includes Billy Bob Thornton, Halle Berry, Heath Ledger, Sean Combs, Mos Def, Will Kokos, Milo Addica, Peter Boyle. Written by Milo Addica and Will Kokos. Directed by Marc Forster. This DVD version features interactive menus; two complete audio commentaries: one by Marc Forster and Roberto Schaefer, and another by Halle Berry and Billy Bob Thornton; over one hour of behind-the-scenes footage; never-before-seen deleted scenes and outtakes; IFC's Anatomy of a Scene; widescreen presentation; 5.1 Dolby Digital sound.

Feature films – United States.

Monsters University : (Blu-ray Disc)
18403.ID
COLOR 104 MIN BUENA VIST 2013
Mike Wazowski and James P. Sullivan are an inseparable pair, but that wasn't always the case. From the moment these two mismatched monsters met they couldn't stand each other. Monsters University unlocks the door to how Mike and Sulley overcame their differences and became the best of friends. Featuring the voices: Billy Crystal, John Goodman, Steve Buscemi, Helen Mirren, Peter Sohn, Joel Murray, Sean P. Hayes, Dave Foley, Charlie Day, Alfred Molina, Tyler Labine, Nathan Fillion, Aubrey Plaza, Bobby Moynihan, Noah Johnston, Julia Sweeney, Bonnie Hunt, John Krasinski, Bill Hader, Behn Behrs, Bob Peterson, John Ratzenberger. Bonus features include The blue umbrella (MPAA rating: G; 7 min.)/ written & directed by Saschka Unsdell; executive producer, John Lasseter; produced by Marc S. Greenberg – Audio commentary (by director Dan Scanlon, producer Kori Rae, and story supervisor Kelsey Mann). Directed by Dan Scanlon. In English or dubbed Spanish with optional Spanish subtitles and optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired; English described video; closed-captioned in English.

Animated films; Children's films; Feature films – United States.; Friendship – Drama.; Monsters – Drama.; Dan.

Monsters University : (DVD)
18402.ID
COLOR 104 MIN BUENA VIST 2013
Mike Wazowski and James P. Sullivan are an inseparable pair, but that wasn't always the case. From the moment these two mismatched monsters met they couldn't stand each other. Monsters University unlocks the door to how Mike and Sulley overcame their differences and became the best of friends. Featuring the voices: Billy Crystal, John Goodman, Steve Buscemi, Helen Mirren, Peter Sohn, Joel Murray, Sean P. Hayes, Dave Foley, Charlie Day, Alfred Molina, Tyler Labine, Nathan Fillion, Aubrey Plaza, Bobby Moynihan, Noah Johnston, Julia Sweeney, Bonnie Hunt, John Krasinski, Bill Hader, Behn Behrs, Bob Peterson, John Ratzenberger. Bonus features include The blue umbrella (MPAA rating: G; 7 min.)/ written & directed by Saschka Unsdell; executive producer, John Lasseter; produced by Marc S. Greenberg – Audio commentary (by director Dan Scanlon, producer Kori Rae, and story supervisor Kelsey Mann). Directed by Dan Scanlon. In English or dubbed Spanish with optional Spanish subtitles and optional English subtitles for the hearing impaired; English described video; closed-captioned in English.

Animated films; Children's films; Feature films – United States.; Friendship – Drama.; Monsters – Drama.

Monte Carlo : (DVD)
15283.ID
B&W 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1930
Eclipse series 8 : Lubitsch musicals - This follow-up to 'The Love Parade' finds an independent-minded countess who leaves her foppish prince fiance at the altar and whisks away to the Riviera. There she strikes the fancy of the silly Count Rudolph, who poses as a hairdresser to get into her boudoir. Based on 'The Blue Coast', by Hans Muller, and an episode from 'Monstre Beaucaire', by Booth Tarkington and Evelyn Greenleaf Sutherland. Cast includes Jack Buchanan, Jeanette MacDonald, Claude Allister, ZaSu Pitts, Tyler Brooke, and John Roche. Screenplay by Ernest Vajda. Lyrics and music by Leo Robin, Richard A. Whiting, and W. Franke Harling. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Language: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The monuments men : (DVD)
19141.ID
COLOR 118 MIN COLUMBIA P 2014
An unlikely World War II platoon has been tasked by FDR with going into Germany to rescue artistic masterpieces from Nazi thieves and returning them to their rightful owners. With the art trapped behind enemy lines, and with the German army under orders to destroy everything as the Reich fell, how could they possibly succeed? But as the Monuments Men, as they were called, found themselves in a race against time, they would risk their lives to protect mankind's greatest achievements. Cast includes George Clooney, Matt Damon, Bill Murray, John Goodman, Jean Dujardin. Special features: George Clooney's mission; marshalling the troops. Directed by George Clooney. In English, dubbed French, dubbed Spanish, or dubbed Thai with optional English, French, Spanish, Thai, Bahasa, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, or Chinese subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (SDH); English descriptive audio track for people with visual disabilities. 


The moon is blue : (DVD)
15359.ID
B&W 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1953
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - This is the story of a chaste young TV commercial actress who is romanced by a playboy architect. Despite all sorts of temptations, the girl refuses the architect's invitation to become his mistress, holding out for marriage or nothing. Meanwhile, a middle-aged rake tries to move in on the girl himself, with an equal lack of success.


**Moon over Parador:** (DVD) 13472.ID 13472.DM

Parador is a country ruled by a fascist strongman. An American actor wrapping up a production in the South American country becomes unexpectedly involved in the affairs of the state. On the eve of the country’s election the sitting president drinks himself into a stupor, and he is roped into impersonating the man through Parador’s election. At first the actor is hesitant to get involved; suddenly finds romance through the intervention of the chief of police explains that it is his best option, with death the alternative. Soon the actor becomes confident in the role of dictator of a country. The dead leader’s mistress, a champion of Parador’s poor, realizes she has more influence over the president than she previously had, while the Chief of Police has his own plans for Parador’s “leader.” Cast includes Richard Dreyfus, Raul Julia, Sonia Braga. Screenplay by Leon Capetanos and Paul Mazursky. Directed by Paul Mazursky. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioning.

Feature films – United States.; Mazursky, Paul.

**Moonlight:** (DVD) 20087.ID

COLOR 111 MIN LIONSGATE 2016

A young black man struggles to find his place in the world while growing up in a rough neighborhood of Miami. The film chronicles three defining chapters in the life of a young black man. As moving portrait of the moments, people, and unknowable forces that shape a young mans life. Cast includes Trevante Rhodes, Andre Holland, Janelle Monae, Ashton Sanders, Jharrel Jerome, Naomie Harris, Mahershala Ali. Story by Tarell Alvin McCraney. Screenplay by Barry Jenkins. Directed by Barry Jenkins. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary; DVD extras include: original theatrical trailer in English; scene selections. African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Gay men — Drama.; Coming-of-age films.; African American men — Florida — Drama.; Urban youth — Florida — Miami — Drama.; Metropolitan areas — Florida — Miami — Drama.; African American boys — Florida — Miami — Drama.; African American men — Florida — Miami — Drama.; Jenkins, Barry, 1979-.

**Moonrise kingdom:** (DVD) 17491.ID 17491.DM

COLOR 94 MIN UNIVERSAL 2012

Set on an island off the coast of New England in the summer of 1965, tells the story of two twelve-year-olds who fall in love, make a secret pact, and run away together into the wilderness. As various authorities try to hunt them down, a violent storm is brewing off-shore, and the peaceful island community is turned upside down in more ways than anyone can handle. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Bill Murray, Edward Norton, Frances McDormand, Jason Schwartzman, Tilda Swinton, Jared Gilman, Kara Hayward, Harvey Keitel. Written by Wes Anderson and Roman Coppola. Directed by Wes Anderson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; A look inside Moonrise Kingdom: Welcome to the Island of New Penzance; Set tour with Bill Murray; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired; English descriptive video service. Feature films – United States.; Coming of age — Drama.; Runaways — Drama.; Preteens — Drama.; Anderson, Wes, 1969-.

**Moonstruck:** (DVD) 08133.VH 08133.DM

COLOR 102 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1987

A romantic comedy about an Italian American widow who suddenly finds romance through the intervention of the Manhattan moon. Unfortunately she finds her new love on the eve of her wedding. And the man is the estranged younger brother of the man she was to marry. Cast includes Cher, Nicolas Cage, Vincent Gardenia, Olympia Dukakis, Danny Aiello, John Mahoney. Written by John Patrick Shanley. Directed by Norman Jewison. Feature films – United States.

**Moonstruck:** (DVD) 15183,ID 15183.DM

COLOR 102 MIN 20TH CENTURY FOX 1987

A romantic comedy about an Italian American widow who suddenly finds romance through the intervention of the Manhattan moon. Unfortunately she finds her new love on the eve of her wedding. And the man is the estranged younger brother of the man she was to marry. Cast includes Cher, Nicolas Cage, Vincent Gardenia, Olympia Dukakis, Danny Aiello, John Mahoney. Written by John Patrick Shanley. Directed by Norman Jewison. This widescreen deluxe edition features audio commentary with Cher, director Norman Jewison, and writer John Patrick Shanley; Moonstruck: At the Heart of an Italian Family featurette; Pasta to Pastries: The Art of Fine Italian Food; interactive map of Little Italy; Language: English, French, and Spanish audio tracks; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


**Morocco:** 08646.VH

B&W 92 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1930

Mademoiselle Amy Jolly is a cabaret singer who catches the eye of Foreign Legionnaire Tim Brown. He is not her only suitor as man-of-the-world Kennington also desires the singer. When the soldier thinks he has lost the Mademoiselle to Kennington, he volunteers for an extremely dangerous assignment and heads out into the desert. Amy rejects Kennington and sets out to find Private Brown. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Marlene Dietrich, Adolphe Menjou. Directed by Josef Von Sternberg.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern America.

**The mosquito coast:** (DVD) 18572.ID

COLOR 118 MIN WARNER HOM 1999

Allie Fox is fed up. Angered by an America that “buys junk, sells junk, eats junk,” and a world whose nuclear doomsday clock is always two minutes away from midnight, the brilliant inventor leads his trusting wife and four children into the remote Central American jungles to carve out a new society. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Helen Mirren, River Phoenix, Conrad Roberts, Andre Gregory, Martha Plimpton, Dick O’Neil. Special features include: original theatrical trailer in English; scene selections. Directed by Peter Weir. English and French language soundtracks (Dolby surround stereo) with optional subtitles in English or French; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Action and adventure films.; Families – Drama.; Americans.; Americans — Honduras — Drama.; Families — Honduras — Drama.; Weir, Peter, 1944-.

**A most wanted man:** (DVD) 19808.ID

COLOR 122 MIN LIONSGATE 2014

Mother night : (DVD)
14955,ID 14955,DM
COLOR 113 MIN NEW LINE H 1996
An American playwright living in pre-World War II Berlin is
recruited by the Americans to become an allied spy embedded
within the Nazi party. His clandestine efforts go undetected, and
he becomes a notorious spokesman for the Nazi’s anti-American
and anti-Semitic agenda. If he were to be caught, the Americans
would disavow knowledge of his status as an American spy. He
survives the war and returns to America, where he is confronted
by both Nazi haters and sympathizers. The story begins from his
jail cell in Israel, where he is on trial for war crimes. He
struggles to come to terms with his past, was he a hero or a
villain? Based on the novel by Kurt Vonnegut. Cast includes
Nick Nolte, Sheryl Lee, Alan Arkin, John Goodman, Kirsten
Dunst. Screenplay by Robert B. Weide. Directed by Keith
Gordon. This DVD version features interactive menus;
Widescreen presentation; Audi commentary by director Keith
Gordon and writer Robert Weide; Audio commentary with Nick
Nolte; Deleted scenes with commentary by director Keith
Gordon; The Eichman trial; A conversation with Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
and Nick Nolte; Languages: English and French.

Mourning becomes Electra : (DVD)
11333,ID 20385,DM
COLOR 94 MIN FILM RISE 2017
Taking us into the heart of the planet’s busiest maternity hospital
in one of the poorest and populous countries, the Philippines,
the viewer is dropped like an unseen outsider into the hospital’s
stream of activity. At first, the people are strangers. As the film
continues, it’s absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the
heart of the story increasingly familiar. Three women emerge to
share their stories with other mothers, their families, doctors and
social workers. Written and directed by Ramona S. Diaz. In
Tagalog, with English subtitles.

Moulin rouge! : (DVD)
09287,ID 09287,DM
COLOR 128 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001
Set at the turn of the century in Bohemian Paris around the
happenings at the famous Moulin Rouge theatre. A young
playwright looking for inspiration joins a performance group with
Toulouse-Lautrec and a band of Bohemians who believe in
freedom, truth, beauty, and love. The playwright falls in love with
Satine, the star of the Moulin Rouge. Their love is the center of
this lavish and colorful musical. Cast includes Nicole Kidman,
Ewan McGregor, John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent, Richard
Roxburgh. Choreographed by John O’Connell. Written and
directed by Baz Luhrmann. This DVD version is a two disc set, disc one features production
commentary with Baz Luhrmann, Catherine Martin, and Don
McAlpine. “Behind the Velvet Curtain Version” with interactive
features a historical, technical, and artistic view of “Moulin
Rouge;” Languages/audio: English Dolby surround and Span ish
Dolby surround; disc two features a three music videos: “Lad y
Rouge!”; Languages/audio: English Dolby surround and Spanish
Dolby surround; disc two features a three music videos; “Lady
Marmalade,” “Lady Marmalade Live MTV performance,” and
“This Is How You Do It;” Languages/audio: English Dolby surround and Spanish
Dolby surround; disc two features a three music videos; “Lady
Marmalade,” “Lady Marmalade Live MTV performance,” and
“This Is How You Do It.”

Mutter der Liebe : (DVD)
10749,ID 10749,DM
COLOR 127 MIN UNIVERSAL 2004
Young medical student Ernesto Guevara sets out on a
motorcycle journey with a good friend Alberto Granado across
Latin America. The two men share one motorcycle and many
thrilling and dangerous adventures. The trip will forever alter the
way the privileged Guevara views the world and lights the
revolutionary spirit that will guide the rest of his life. Based on
the books “The Motorcycle Diaries” by Ernesto “Che” Guevara
and “Traveling with Che Guevara” by Alberto Granado. Cast
include Gael Garcia Bernal, Rodrigo De La Serna, Mia Maestro.
Screenplay by Jose Rivera. Directed by Walter Salles. This DVD
version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes;
A moment with Alberto Granado; “The Making of The Motorcycle
Diaries.” interview with cast and crew; A moment with Gail
Garcia Bernal; “Toma Uno (Take One)” with Gael Garcia Bernal;
“Making of the road;” an interview with composer Gustavo
Santoalalla; Languages: Spanish and French; Subtitles: English
and French.

Motherland : Bayang ina mo : (DVD)
20385,ID
COLOR 94 MIN FILM RISE 2017
Taking us into the heart of the planet’s busiest maternity hospital
in one of the poorest and populous countries, the Philippines,
the viewer is dropped like an unseen outsider into the hospital’s
stream of activity. At first, the people are strangers. As the film
continues, it’s absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the
heart of the story increasingly familiar. Three women emerge to
share their stories with other mothers, their families, doctors and
social workers. Written and directed by Ramona S. Diaz. In
Tagalog, with English subtitles.

The motel : (DVD)
11676,ID 11676,DM
COLOR 76 MIN PALM PICTU 2005
A 13-year-old boy being raised by his overbearing mother,
without a father around, spends most of his time at his family’s
hourly-rate motel watching the guests come and go. He does
what his mother says and cleans up after the miscreant guests.
As he enters his teen years his world is lacking an adult male
role model. One day a charismatic guest checks into the hotel
and takes Ernest under his wing and on a wild ride toward
manhood. Based on the novel “Waylaid” by Ed Lin. Cast
includes Jeffrey Chyau, Sung Kang, Jade Wu, Samantha
Futerman, Alexis Chang. Written and directed by Michael Kang.
This DVD version features chapter search; Widescreen
presentation; Behind the scenes featurette; Director’s picks
commentary track with director Michael Kang and actors Jeffrey
Chyau and Sung Kang; U.S. theatrical trailer; Previews;
Weblinks; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing
impaired.

Asian Americans; Feature films – United States.; Asian
Americans in motion pictures.
Mr. Holland's Opus: (DVD) 10710,ID
B&W 94 MIN WARNER BRO 1948
A New York adman decides to move from his cramped city apartment to a house in Connecticut. His new home will provide more space for his growing family and dreams, it turns into a drain on his time and money, nearly costing him his job, marriage, happiness, and his sanity. He becomes the poster boy for homeowner anxiety. Cast includes Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas. Written by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Directed by H.C. Potter. The DVD version features two radio productions: the October 10, 1949 Lux Radio Theater broadcast starring Cary Grant and Irene Dunne and the June 9, 1950 Screen Directors Playhouse Broadcast starring Cary Grant and Betsy Drake; Cartoon "The House of Tomorrow;" Cary Grant trailer gallery; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Mr. Deeds goes to town: (DVD) 13855,ID 13855,DM
B&W 116 MIN SONY PICTU 1936
A simple, small town man comes to New York to collect a $20 million inheritance. Unaccustomed to the ways of money and power and uncomfortable with his new social circle, Longfellow Deeds is hurt by mean-spirited newspaper pieces ridiculing him and his fortune. The stories are written by a cynical reporter, in order to dig up more dirt the female writer adopts a new persona and is able to become Mr. Deed's girlfriend. When Longfellow discovers his sweet girlfriend is actually the venomous reporter, he is crestfallen and decides to give away his entire fortune and is able to become Mr. Deed's girlfriend. When Longfellow is power and uncomfortable with his new social circle, Longfellow Deeds becomes the poster boy for homeowner anxiety. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Jean Harlow, Raymond Walburn. Written for the screen by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Directed by H.C. Potter. This DVD version features two radio productions: the October 10, 1949 Lux Radio Theater broadcast starring Cary Grant and Irene Dunne and the June 9, 1950 Screen Directors Playhouse Broadcast starring Cary Grant and Betsy Drake; Cartoon "The House of Tomorrow;" Cary Grant trailer gallery; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Mr. & Mrs. Smith: (Mr. and Mrs. Smith): (DVD) 18286,ID 18286,ID
COLOR 120 MIN TWENTIETH 2005
John and Jane Smith are married couple who are beginning to get bored with their quiet domestic life. What they don't know, however, is that they are both assassins, secretly traveling around the world and killing for hire. But their separate lives are about to collide when the discover they are each other's next target. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Vince Vaughn, Adam Brody, Kelly Washington, Keith David, Chris Weitz, Rachael Hunter, Michelle Monaghan. Special features: Inside look; commentary by director Doug Liman; commentary by producers Lucas Foster and Akiva Goldsman; trailers. Directed by Doug Liman. Dialogue in English (5.1 DTS : 5.1 Dolby Surround), French (Dolby Surround) or Spanish (Dolby Surround) with optional subtitles in English or Spanish.


Mr. & Mrs. Smith: (Mr. and Mrs. Smith): (DVD) 18282,ID 18282,DM
B&W 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1941
Because of a legal hitch, a young couple discover that their marriage is void. The couple separate and decide to give single life a go, reluctantly on the husband's part, as he hopes to win his "un-wife" back. Cast includes Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery, Gene Raymond, Jack Carson, Philip Madoc, Lucile Watson. Special features include making-of documentary Mr. Hitchcock meets the Smiths; theatrical trailer. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. In English with subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Mr. saturday night 07391,VH
COLOR 119 MIN NEW LINE H 1992
Buddy Young, Jr. is the most famous comic nobody's ever heard of, and this is the back-stage story of his climb- to-the-middle. Buddy rises from the stage to television, but never attains the success of better known comedians of his era. Even as an old man Buddy refuses to give up his dream of hitting it big. Cast includes Billy Crystal, Dack Rambo, Julie Warner, Helen Hunt, Ron Silver. Written and directed by Billy Crystal.

Feature films – United States.

Mr. Smith goes to Washington 06330,VH
COLOR 130 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1939
Mr. Smith, a naive young idealist, is appointed as a U.S. Senator by a corrupt political party machine to be their unwitting dupe in Washington. When the group tries to push a bill through the Senate that would be profitable for its members, Smith is outraged at their covert intentions and fights back with a heroic

Mr. & Mrs. Smith: (Mr. and Mrs. Smith): (DVD) 18282,ID 18282,DM
B&W 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1941
Because of a legal hitch, a young couple discover that their marriage is void. The couple separate and decide to give single life a go, reluctantly on the husband's part, as he hopes to win his "un-wife" back. Cast includes Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery, Gene Raymond, Jack Carson, Philip Madoc, Lucile Watson. Special features include making-of documentary Mr. Hitchcock meets the Smiths; theatrical trailer. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. In English with subtitles in English, French and Spanish.


Mr. saturday night 07391,VH
COLOR 119 MIN NEW LINE H 1992
Buddy Young, Jr. is the most famous comic nobody's ever heard of, and this is the back-stage story of his climb- to-the-middle. Buddy rises from the stage to television, but never attains the success of better known comedians of his era. Even as an old man Buddy refuses to give up his dream of hitting it big. Cast includes Billy Crystal, Dack Rambo, Julie Warner, Helen Hunt, Ron Silver. Written and directed by Billy Crystal.

Feature films – United States.

Mr. Smith goes to Washington 06330,VH
COLOR 130 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1939
Mr. Smith, a naive young idealist, is appointed as a U.S. Senator by a corrupt political party machine to be their unwitting dupe in Washington. When the group tries to push a bill through the Senate that would be profitable for its members, Smith is outraged at their covert intentions and fights back with a heroic...
Mr. Smith goes to Washington: (DVD) 13804,ID 13804,DM
B&W 130 MIN COLUMBIA T 1939
Washington’s youngest senator exposes corruption in high places, almost at the cost of his career. Cast includes Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude Rains, Edward Arnold, Guy Kibbee, Thomas Mitchell, Beulah Bondi. Screenplay by Sidney Buchman. Directed by Frank Capra. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Frank Capra, Jr. commentary; Frank Capra, Jr. remembers "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"; Vintage theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Talent files; Language: English, Spanish, Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

Mulan: (DVD) 12987,ID 12987,DM
COLOR 95 MIN FINE MEDIA 2007
A Disney animated feature film based on an ancient Chinese legend of a warrior princess. Mulan is a young girl who doesn’t quite fit into her tradition-bound society. When the invading Hun army comes charging over China’s Great Wall, Mulan goes to battle in place of her aging father. She disguises herself as a soldier and takes his place in the Imperial army. Disney touches to the tale include Mulan’s ragtag troop of comical fellow soldiers; Mushu, a talking guardian dragon; and Cri-Kee a lucky cricket. Original story by Jerry Goldsmith. Screenplay by Rita Hsiao, Christopher Sanders, Philip LaZebnik, Raymond Singer, and Eugenia Bostwick-Singer. Songs by Matthew Wilder and David Zippel. Directed by Barry Cook and Tony Bancroft. Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation; Bancroft, Tony.; Cook, Barry.; Hua, Mulan (Legendary character).

Mrs. Doubtfire: (DVD) 15310,ID 15310,DM
COLOR 125 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1993
Daniel Hilliard transforms into everyone’s ideal vision of a grandmotherly English housekeeper in order to maintain contact with his three children after his divorce. Based upon ‘Alias Madame Doubtfire’ by Anne Fine. Cast includes Robin Williams, Sally Field, Pierce Brosnan, Harvey Fierstein, and Robert Prosky. Screenplay by Randi Mayem Singer and Leslie Dixon. Directed by Chris Columbus. This widescreen edition features running commentary by Chris Volumbs, Over 30 minutes of deleted scenes; On-camera interview with Robin Williams, Pierce Brosnan, Harvey Fierstein, Chris Columbus; Interview with Chuck Jones; Behind-the-scenes footage of make-up tests and application; Storyboards, animation pencil tests; Original theatrical trailers and TV spot; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), the last prophet: (DVD) 12987,ID 12987,DM
COLOR 95 MIN FINE MEDIA 2007
Set around 1400 years ago during the early years of Islam. The film relates the events that unfolded and led to the rise of a renewed religion in the Arabian desert, eventually spanning 7 continents and counting 1.6 billion adherents around the world. Music by William Kidd. Screenplay by Brian Nissen. Directed by Richard Rich. This DVD version features scene selection; Gallery of still scenes; Bios of historical characters in the movie; Coming soon trailers for the next thrillers: "Before the Light", "Great Women of Islam" "Salman the Persian": Nasheed video clips; "Mengenal Nabi" performed by Qatrunada; "Burdah" performed by Mesut Kurtis, "Madinah-Tun-Nabi" performed by Aa-shiq Al-Rasul; Disc 2: Bonus Song CD "A Tribute to the Prophet" features artists: Yusuf Islam, Aa-shiq Al-Rasul, Hamza Robertson, Dawud Wharnsby, Mesut Kurtis, Native Deen, Zain Bhihka and Qatrunada; Language: English and Arabic; Subtitles: English and Arabic.

Mulan: (DVD) 10666,VH 10666,ID
COLOR 88 MIN WALT DISNE 1998
A Disney animated feature film based on an ancient Chinese legend of a warrior princess. Mulan is a young girl who doesn’t quite fit into her tradition-bound society. When the invading Hun army comes charging over China’s Great Wall, Mulan goes to battle in place of her aging father. She disguises herself as a soldier and takes his place in the Imperial army. Disney touches to the tale include Mulan’s ragtag troop of comical fellow soldiers; Mushu, a talking guardian dragon; and Cri-Kee a lucky cricket. Original story by Jerry Goldsmith. Screenplay by Rita Hsiao, Christopher Sanders, Philip LaZebnik, Raymond Singer, and Eugenia Bostwick-Singer. Songs by Matthew Wilder and David Zippel. Directed by Barry Cook and Tony Bancroft. Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation; Bancroft, Tony.; Cook, Barry.; Hua, Mulan (Legendary character).

The mummy: 10666,VH
COLOR 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999
An action epic that reprises the classic tale of the Egyptian mummy returning from the dead. Treasure hunters searching for the buried riches of the Pharaohs awaken a 3,000 year old legacy of terror. The mummy awakens from the land of the dead with vengeance in its black heart and the desire to find the reincarnated soul of his lost love. Adventurer Rick O’Connell helps the beautiful archeologist to stop the mummy before it destroys the land of the living. Cast includes Brenda Fraser, Rachel Weisz, John Hannah, Arnold Vosloo, Jonathan Hyde, ...

Feature films – United States.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

The mummy
08667,VH
B&W 72 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1932
A British archaeology team revives the mummy, Im-Ho-Temp, after 3,700 years of rest. Im-Ho-Temp had been a high priest who was embalmed alive for attempting to revive a vestal virgin sacrificed to the gods. Brought back to life, the mummy takes on a modern day Egyptian dress and searches for his lost love. He terrorizes the members of the archaeology team as he looks for the woman for whom he gave up everything. Based on a story by Nina Wilcox Putnam and Richard Schayer. Cast includes Boris Karloff, Zita Johann, David Manners, Bramwell Fletcher, Arthur Byron, Edward Van Sloan. Directed by Karl Freund.

Feature films – United States.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

The mummy : (DVD)
12129,ID
COLOR 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 1999
Set in the 1920s, adventurer Rick leads Egyptologist Evelyn and her brother Jonathan to mysterious Hamunaptra. While Jonathan is keen on finding the legendary Egyptian treasures, Evelyn wants to search for the Book of the Living, which would clarify a lot in historical knowledge about the ancient Egyptians. Unfortunately, they free Imhotep's mummy from his eternal prison. Imhotep, a former high priest to the pharaoh, wants not only to use Evelyn's body to bring back his mistress Anck Su Namunut, but also to rule the world. Cast includes Brendan Fraser, Rachel Weisz, John Hannah, Arnold Vosloo, Jonathan Hyde, Kevin J. O'Connor. Music by Jerry Goldsmith. Screenplay by Stephen Sommers. Directed by Stephen Sommers. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Building a Better Mummy" an in-depth look into the creative and technical processes that brought us the hear-stopping visual effects of the film, with director Stephen Sommers and the crew at Industrial Light & Magic (ILM); Feature commentary with director Stephen Sommers and editor Bob Ducsay; Visual and special effects formation; Egyptology 101; Deleted scenes; director Stephen Sommers. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; An exclusive conversation with The Rock; Unlock the secrets to "The Scorpion King" DVD-ROM link to the movie production; Spotlight on location: The making of "The Mummy Returns"; Visual and special effects formation; Feature commentary; Outtakes; Live's "Forever May Not Be Long Enough" music video; Egyptology; Character files; The Mummy: Secrets of the Medji; "A New Beginning"; The Mummy game boy advance game trailer; Monster force game trailer; "The Mummy" Kids WB! Top Toons Tune; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.

Feature films – United States.; Mummies – Juvenile drama.; Adventure stories – Juvenile drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

The mummy returns : (DVD)
12114,ID
COLOR 130 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001
It's now 1933, 10 years after Rick and Evie met. They're married, settled in London and are raising their 8 year old son, Alex. Imhotep’s corpse has been brought to the British Museum, and resurrected; the mummy walks the earth again, determined to become immortal. Another force born of the darkest rituals of ancient Egyptian mysticism, even more powerful than Imhotep, has also been set loose in the world. When these two forces clash, the world will hang in the balance, sending the O'Connells on a desperate race to save the world, and rescue their son. Cast includes Brendan Fraser, Rachel Weisz, John Hannah, Arnold Vosloo, Oded Fehr, Patricia Velasquez, The Rock. Music by Alan Silvestri. Written and directed by Stephen Sommers. This DVD version features full screen presentation; An exclusive conversation with The Rock; Unlock the secrets to "The Scorpion King" DVD-ROM link to the movie production; Spotlight on location: The making of "The Mummy Returns"; Visual and special effects formation; Feature commentary; Outtakes; Live's "Forever May Not Be Long Enough" music video; Egyptology; 201; Theatrical trailer; DVD-ROM features: "The Mummy" PC game demo and screen savers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: Close-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Mummies – Drama.; Mummies – Egypt – Drama.; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

The mummy : the legacy collection

For descriptions see individual titles:
The mummy's curse : (DVD)
The mummy's ghost : (DVD)
The mummy's hand
The mummy's tomb

The mummy : the tomb of the Dragon Emperor : (DVD)
19528,ID
COLOR 112 MIN UNIVERSAL 2008
The third film in The mummy series starring Brendan Fraser as Rick O'Connell adventure and explorer. Rick's son Alex O'Connell sets out to find the tomb of the evil Emperor Han. When he finds it Alex is tricked into awakening the ruler from eternal slumber, and the reckless young archaeologist must seek the help of the only people who know more than he does about taking down the undead: his parents. This time, the O'Connells must stop a mummy that has awoken from a 2,000-year-old curse who threatens to plunge the world into his merciless, unending service. As the monarch roars back to life, the O'Connell's find their quest for world domination has only intensified over the millennia. Cast includes Brendan Fraser, Jet Li, Maria Bello, John Hannah, Michelle Yeoh, Luke Ford, Isabella Leong, Chau Sang Anthony Wong, Russell Wong, Rowan Atkinson, Li Gong, Cunningham, David Calder. Written by Alfred Gough and Miles Millar. Directed by Rob Cohen. This two-disc DVD features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Feature commentary with director Rob Cohen; "Preparing for battle with Brendan Fraser and Jet Li"; "The making of The mummy: tomb of the Dragon Emperor"; Jet Li: crafting the Emperor mummy; Creating new and supernatural worlds; Legacy of the Terra
The ancient mummy Kharis is lost in transport to America, where he is to be studied by American archaeologists. Lost in Cajun country and recovered from a swamp, the mummy continues his search for his beloved princess Ananka and begins a reign of terror and destruction over the local inhabitants. The mummy searches for Ananka's reincarnated soul, when the two unite they wreak havoc together. Their ancient romance faces a new threat, the modern museum. Based on an original story "The Mummy's Return" by Leon Abrams and Dwight V. Babcock. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Peter Coe, Kay Harding, Martin Kosleck, Virginia Christine, Kurt Katch. Screenplay by Bernard Shubert. Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

Feature films – United States; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

10646,VH

B&W 61 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1944

The mummy curse


10647,VH

B&W 70 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1940

The mummy's hand

During each full moon the mummy goes on a killing rampage. An expedition of American archaeologists travels to Egypt and must battle a 3000-year-old mummy who goes on a killing rampage during each full moon. Based on the story by Griffin Jay. Cast includes Dick Foran, Peggy Moran, Wallace Ford, Cecil Kellaway, Eduardo Cianelli, George Zucco and Tom Tyler. Directed by Christy Cabanne. (Also on this disk: The Mummy, 1932; The Mummies Tomb, 1942; The Mummys Curse, 1944; and The Mummy's Ghost, 1944). In English; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States; Monsters – Drama.; Horror films.; Cabanne, Christy.

17443,ID

B&W 61 MIN UNIVERSAL 1940

The mummy's tomb


Feature films – United States; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

08668, VH

B&W 71 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1942

The mummy's tomb

When archaeologists defile the sacred tomb of his beloved Princess Ananka, Kharis, the mummy, is awakened to revenge his princess. High priest Mehemet helps transport the mummy to America to track down Stephen A. Banning and the other last surviving members of the original expedition. When Mehemet falls in love with Banning's daughter, he tries to use the mummy to ensnare her. Original story by Neil P. Varnick. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Dick Foran, John Hubbard, Elyse Knox, George Zucco, Wallace Ford, Turan Bey. Screenplay by Griffin Jay and Henry Sacher. Directed by Harold Young.


17445, ID

B&W 70 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

The mummy's ghost


17444,ID

B&W 70 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

The mummy's curse : (DVD)

Feature films – United States; Mummy films.; Middle Eastern Americana

09162,VH

B&W 61 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1944

The mummy's ghost

The love story behind the curse of the Mummy propels this re-telling of the Mummy's tale. A newly-ordained Egyptian high priest helps the Mummy, Kharis, to reunite with his love Ananka. The quest brings the priest and the Mummy to America. In America, they fall in love with the beautiful fiancée of the group's leader. But Mehemet has fallen in love with the beautiful fiancée of the groups leader. Now he must convince Kharis to help him achieve his ultimate goal before a furious mob destroys them both. Based on the story by Neil P. Varnick. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Jr., Dick Foran, and John Hubbard. Directed by Harold Young. (Also on this disk: "The Mummy," 1932; "The Mummy's Hand," 1942; "The Mummy's Curse," 1944; and "The Mummy's Ghost," 1944). In English; closed-captioned.


17445,ID

B&W 70 MIN UNIVERSAL 1944

The mummy's hand


Murderball: (DVD)

Soares update interview; New York City premiere - Keith receives his rugby chair; THINK MTV disability awareness; Deleted scenes.


Munich : (DVD)

A down-on-his-luck private detective searches for an ex-con's missing girlfriend and finds himself in a dark world of mayhem and murder. Cast includes Dick Powell, Claire Trevor, Anne Shirley, Otto Kruger, Don Douglas. Screenplay by John Paxton. Based upon the novel by Raymond Chandler. From a story by Bob Williams. Directed by Edward Dmytryk. This DVD version features commentary by author/film-noir specialist Alain Silver; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.


Murderball : (DVD)

COLOR 86 MIN THINKFILM 2005

A documentary about Quadriplegic rugby players and the sport they play. The sport of rugby has been adapted to be played by Quadriplegic athletes who use wheelchairs for mobility. The tough and highly competitive world class athletes use custom-made gladiator-like wheelchairs to smash each other in this version of the full-contact sport, played without helmets. The film captures the games and follows the athletes in training and their daily lives. The sport will dispel many stereotypes about what quadriplegic individuals can achieve. Based on the article by Dana Adam Shapiro. The film features Mark Zupan, Joe Soares, Keith Cavill. Directed by Henry Alex Rubin and Dana Adam Shapiro. This DVD version features Jackass presents: "Murderball" featuring Johnny Knoxville, Steve-O, and Mark Zupan; CNN Larry King Live Interview; Player commentary; Filmmaker commentary; "Murderball: Behind the Game;" Joe Soares update interview; New York City premiere - Keith receives his rugby chair; THINK MTV disability awareness; Deleted scenes.


The music man : (DVD)

COLOR 151 MIN WARNER BRO 1961

This classic Hollywood film is the big screen adaptation of the Broadway musical "The Music Man." A con artist comes to River City, Iowa and convinces the town people to buy instruments and uniforms for a boy's band. Before he can get out of town with the money, he falls in love with the beautiful and skeptical town librarian. In order to win her heart, he is going to have to come through with all the promises he made to the town's people. Cast includes Robert Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold, Paul Ford, Ron Howard. Score by Meredith Willson. Music supervised by Ray Heindorf. Screenplay by Marion Hargrove. Directed by Morton DaCosta. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Introduction by Shirley Jones; Documentary "Right here in River City: the making of Meredith Willson's 'The music man'" (30 min.); Production notes; Two theatrical trailers; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


A MusiCares tribute to Neil Young : (DVD)

COLOR 70 MIN SHOUT FACT 2010

On January 29, 2010, Neil Young was honored as the 2010 MusiCares Person of the Year. At a gala event in Los Angeles, superstar artists paid tribute to the legendary singer, songwriter and performer with inspired versions of some of his most memorable songs. Featured performances by Dierks Bentley, Jackson Browne, T Bone Burnett, Neko Case, Shawn Colvin, Jackson Browne, T Bone Burnett, Neko Case, Shawn Colvin.

My best friend’s wedding: (DVD) 12598,DM
COLOR 105 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1997
Two platonic friends made a pact years ago that if they were both single by a certain age they would marry each other. They maintained a great friendship over the years, without her giving much thought to their pact. As the two near the age, he springs the news to his best friend that he has found the perfect girl and they are going to get married. She is surprised by the news and the news to his best friend that he has found the perfect girl and keeps the world at a distance. One day at the restaurant he asks her to help him traverse the pre-wedding events, she plots to break-up his relationship and marry himself. Cast includes Julia Roberts, Dermot Mulroney, Cameron Diaz, Rupert Everett, Philip Bosco. Written by Ronald Bass. Directed by P.J. Hogan. This special edition DVD version features animated menus; Scene selections; Widescreen presentation; “Unveiled: the making of ‘My best friend’s wedding’;” Wedding do’s and don’ts; HBO making-of special: on the set; “Say a little prayer” sing-along; “My best friend’s wedding” album; Theatrical trailers; Filmographies; Production notes; DVD-Rom “Who’s the one for me?” quiz and wedding slide show; Languages: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

My big fat Greek wedding: (DVD) 16390,DM
COLOR 105 MIN HBO VIDEO 2002
Toula is a quiet, devoted daughter in a big, crazy Greek family. Working in her father’s restaurant, she hides behind her family and keeps the world at a distance. One day at the restaurant she finds herself pouring coffee for a man who inspires her to change her life, and the way she sees the world ... forever. The cast includes Nia Vardalos, John Corbett, Lainie Kazan, Michael Constantine, Andrea Martin and Joey Fatone. This film was written by Nia Vardalos and directed by Joel Zwick. This film features audio commentaries by stars Nia Vardalos, John Corbett and director Joel Zwick; Widescreen and full-frame versions on a single-sided disc; Cast biographies. Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish and Greek.

My dinner with Andre: (DVD) 13044,DM
COLOR 173 MIN WARNER BRO 1981
A gentleman’s wage leads to a cantankerous British linguistics professor transforming a Cockney street urchin into an elegant lady. This is the restored version of the classic Hollywood musical. From the play by Bernard Shaw. Cast includes Audrey Hepburn, Rex Harrison, Stanley Holloway, Wilfrid Hyde-White, Gladiys Cooper, Jeremy Brett, Theobald Bielik. Music by Frederick Loewe. Directed by George Cukor. This two-disc special edition version features scene index; A restored version of the film; Commentary by art director Gene Allen, singer Marni Nixon, restorer’s Robert A. Harris and James C. Katz; Documentary “More lovely than ever: My fair lady then and now,” Alternate Audrey Hepburn vocal version of “Show me” and “Wouldn’t it be loverly?;” Vintage featurettes and archival footage of the production kickoff; The Hollywood premiere, and award ceremonies; Comments from Rex Harrison, Andrew Lloyd Webber, and Marin Scorsese; Show me galleries of production stills, sketches, documents, posters, and more; Theatrical trailers of this and other Lerner and Loewe musicals; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

My fair lady: (DVD) 09991,DM
COLOR 126 MIN NEW LINE H 1995
An epic saga across three-generations of the Sanchez family. The eldest son narrates the family’s story beginning with the father’s adventurous journey from Mexico to California in the 1920's, his brother’s tragic rebellion of the 1950’s, to the stark realities of modern day, the struggle to live the American dream is sometimes darkened but never diminished. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, Jimmy Smits, Esaí Morales, Eduardo Lopez Rojas, Jenny Gago, Épida Castillo, Enrique Castillo, Constance Marie. Written by Gregory Nava and Anna Thomas. Directed by Gregory Nava.

My family: (mi familia) 09991,VH
COLOR 126 MIN NEW LINE H 1995
An epic saga across three-generations of the Sanchez family. The eldest son narrates the family’s story beginning with the father’s adventurous journey from Mexico to California in the 1920’s, his brother’s tragic rebellion of the 1950’s, to the stark realities of modern day, the struggle to live the American dream is sometimes darkened but never diminished. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, Jimmy Smits, Esaí Morales, Eduardo Lopez Rojas, Jenny Gago, Épida Castillo, Enrique Castillo, Constance Marie. Written by Gregory Nava and Anna Thomas. Directed by Gregory Nava.
realities of modern day, the struggle to live the American dream is sometimes darkened but never diminished. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, Jimmy Smits, Esai Morales, Eduardo Lopez Rojas, Jenny Gago, Eipidia Carrillo, Enrique Castillo, Constance Marie. Written by Gregory Nava and Anna Thomas. Directed by Gregory Nava. This DVD version features scene selection; behind-the-scenes look at the making of the film; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

My favorite wife : (DVD) 17703,ID 17703,DM
B&W 88 MIN WARNER HOM 1940
A funny thing happens to Nick on his way to his honeymoon suite. He meets his wife. No, not his bride. He meets the wife that was lost at sea seven years ago and presumed dead. Cast includes Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick, Ann Shoemaker, Scatty Beckett, Mary Lou Harrington, Donald MacBride, Hugh O'Connell, Granville Bates, Pedro de Cordoba. Special features include "Home movies" vintage actor Robert Benchley short film (MGM, 1939, ca. 7 min.); December 7, 1950 Screen Director's Playhouse Radio Production with Irene Dunne; Theatrical trailer. Directed by Garson Kanin. In English with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


My favorite year 05849,VH
COLOR 92 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1982
A comedic homage to television's golden age, set on the stage of a fictitious 1950's variety show. When Alan Swann, a legendary but debauched actor, is forced by dire financial straits to appear on the live telecast, a junior script writer is put in charge of making sure Swann shows up sober. Cast includes Peter O'Toole, Mark Linn-Baker, Jessica Harper, Joseph Bologna, Bill Macy, and Lainie Kazan; directed by Richard Benjamin.

Feature films – United States.; Benjamin, Richard, 1938-.

My favorite year 90058,VD
COLOR 92 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1982
A comedic homage to television's golden age, set on the stage of a fictitious 1950's variety show. When Alan Swann, a legendary but debauched actor, is forced by dire financial straits to appear on the live telecast, a junior script writer is put in charge of making sure Swann shows up sober. Cast includes Peter O'Toole, Mark Linn-Baker, Jessica Harper, Joseph Bologna, Bill Macy, and Lainie Kazan; directed by Richard Benjamin.

Feature films – United States.; Benjamin, Richard, 1938-.

My geisha 07987,VH
COLOR 120 MIN PARAMOUNT 1961
An actress decides to undertake an elaborate plan to deceive her direct husband. Her husband is so ashamed to film a version of "Madame Butterfly" without his wife; her goal is to break out of her traditional comic rolls and act in a drama. The actress disguises herself as a geisha and is "discovered" by her husband as the new star in his film. He is unaware that the geisha is in fact his wife. Cast includes Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson, Bob Cummings, Yoko Tani. Written by Norman Krasna. Directed by Jack Cardiff.

Feature films – United States.

My little chickadee : (DVD) 14377,ID 14377,DM
B&W 84 MIN UNIVERSAL 1940
W.C. Fields Comedy Collection Series - The reputation of voluptuous Flowerbelle Lee is tarnished when she is seen embracing a masked bandit in her bedroom. Forced to leave town until she can return married and respectable, Flowerbelle boards a train where she meets the incorrigible Guthbert J. Twillie and soon accepts his marriage proposal. The hilarious adventures continue as the newlyweds journey to the Last Gasp saloon in this rollicking romp. Cast includes Mae West, W.C. Fields, Joseph Calleia, Dick Foran, Donald Meek, Anne Nagel, Fuzzy Knight, Margaret Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly. Original screenplay by Mae West and W.C. Fields. Directed by W.C. Fields.

This DVD version features full screen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Scene selection; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


My man Godfrey : (DVD) 12771,ID 12771,DM
B&W 93 MIN UNIVERSAL 1936
The Criterion Collection Series - A classic screwball comedy about a wealthy and eccentric family and the down-and-out "forgotten man" they hire as their butler. Set during the Depression, the man the family hires has a mysterious past; he proceeds to give the spoiled rich family a lesson in reality. Based on the novel by Eric Hatch. Cast includes William Powell, Carole Lombard, Alice Brady, Gail Patrick, Jean Dixon, Eugene Pallette, Alan Mowbray, Mischa Auer; John Light, Pat Flaherty, Robert Hurst, Franklin Pangborn. Screenplay by Morrie Ryskind and Eric Hatch. Directed by Gregory La Cava. This Criterion Collection DVD version chapter selection; Audio commentary by film historian Bob Gilpin; Rare outtakes; The complete 1938 broadcast of the Lux Radio Theater adaptation, starring William Powell and Carole Lombard; Production stills archive; Original theatrical trailer; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


My name is Khan : (DVD) 16135,ID 16135,DM
COLOR 161 MIN TWENTIETH 2010
Rizwan, an Indian man with a unique way of looking at the world, moves to San Francisco and meets a vivacious single mother named Mandira. They form a special bond and fall in love against all odds, but fate and tragedy conspire to tear them apart. That's when Rizwan embarks on a remarkable journey across America to win back the love of his life. The cast includes Shah Rukh Khan and Kajol. Directed by Karan Johar. The special features on this DVD include: Changing the Face of Bollywood; Working Together; The Music of My Name is Khan; The Story of My Name is Khan; Saajda Music Promo; Tere Naina Music Promo. Language: English; Soundtrack in English with optional French or Spanish subtitles for the Hindi sections with deaf and hard of hearing.


My own private Idaho 08093,VD
COLOR 105 MIN TURNER HOM 1991
Two young men out on the twisting, turning road of life find adventure and friendship. Mike is a narcoleptic street hustler haunted by his idyllic memories of childhood and obsessed with finding his estranged mother. Scott is a runaway rich kid who is on a crusade to find the meaning of life, biding his time until he inherits his father's estate. Through their adventures they learn life's lessons as only the road can teach them. Cast includes River Phoenix, Keanu Reeves, James Russo, William Richert, Rodney Harvey, Michael Parker, Flea, Chiara Caselli, Udo Kier. Written and directed by Gus Van Sant.

My own private Idaho : (DVD)
10925,ID
10925,DM
COLOR 104 MIN NEW LINE H 1991
The Criterion Collection Series - Two young men out on the twisting, turning road of life find adventure and friendship. Mike is a narcoleptic street hustler haunted by his idyllic memories of childhood and obsessed with finding his estranged mother. Scott is a running rich kid who is on a crusade to find the meaning of life, biding his time until he inherits his father's estate. Through their adventures they learn life's lessons as only the road can teach them. Cast includes River Phoenix, Keanu Reeves, James Russo, William Richert, Rodney Harvey, Michael Parker, Flea, Chiara Caselli, Udo Kier. Written and directed by Gus Van Sant. This two disc Criterion Collection DVD version features a newly restored digital transfer; Original trailer; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired. The second disc of supplementary material includes an exclusive audio interview with Gus Van Sant by filmmaker Todd Haynes; "The Making of My Own Private Idaho," a documentary featuring "Idaho" crew members; "Kings of the Road" a video interview with film scholar Paul Arthur in which he discusses Van Sant's adaptation of Orson Welles and Shakespeare; Video conversation between producer Laurie Parker and River Phoenix's sister Rain; Audio conversation between writer JT LeRoy and filmmaker Jonathan Cauette; Deleted Scenes; 64-page book featuring essays by JT LeRoy and film critic Amy Taubin, a 1991 article by Lance Loud; and reprinted interviews with Van Sant, Phoenix, and Reeves. Booklet is on file at the Instructional Media Library in Powell Library Room 46.


My perestroika : (DVD)
18387,ID
88 MIN NEW VIDEO 2011
Follows five ordinary Russians living in extraordinary times, from their sheltered Soviet childhood, to the collapse of the Soviet Union during their teenage years, to the constantly shifting political landscape of post-Soviet Russia. Together, these childhood classmates paint a complex picture of the dreams and disillusionments of those raised behind the Iron Curtain. Cast includes Olga Durikova, Boris (Borya) Meyerson, Lyubov (Lyuba) Meyerson, Mark Meyerson, Ruslan Stupin, Andrei Yevgrafov. Special features include deleted scenes (60 min.), and interviews (35 min.). Directed by Robin H Jessman. In Russian with English subtitles.


Myrna Loy and William Powell collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Double wedding : (DVD)
Evelyn Prentice : (DVD)
I love you again : (DVD)
Love crazy : (DVD)
Manhattan Melodrama : (DVD)
Mysterious Mr. Moto : (DVD)
11700,ID
63 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1930
The Mr. Moto Collection, Volume One Series - The fifth film in a series of films based on the Mr. Moto character created by author J.P. Marquand. Mr. Moto goes undercover as an inmate at the infamous Devil's Island prison. He orchestrates an escape to gain the trust of his cellmate, a ruthless murderer, in order to infiltrate the killer's gang of assassins and discover the identity of its leader. Once the pair reaches London, Mr. Moto must use his mastery of disguise to trap the criminal mastermind and destroy his evil organization. In Hollywood's adaptation of the character Mr. Moto is altered from being a secret agent in the service of the Japanese Emperor to being a private investigator and/or a secret Interpol agent. Based on the character "Mr. Moto" created by John P. Marquand. Cast includes Peter Lorre, Mary Maguire, Henry Wilcoxon, Erik Rhodes, Harold Huber. Original screenplay Philip MacDonald and Norman Foster. Directed by Norman Foster. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Exclusive featurette. Directed by Norman Foster; Restoration comparison; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Lorre, Peter.; Moto, Mr. (Fictitious character) – Drama.

The mysterious Mr. Wong : (DVD)
11715,ID
B&W 68 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1935
By day Mr. Wong is a Chinatown shopkeeper, by night a relentless blood-thirsty pursuer of the Twelve Coins of Confucius. Possession of all of the coins will enable Mr. Wong to become supreme ruler of the Chinese province of Keelat. As dead bodies start turning up in Chinatown, a reporter begins investigating what is going on at night in the dark alleys and hidden corners of Chinatown. The reporter does not realize the danger he is in when he starts to get close to the nefarious Mr. Wong, who will stop at nothing to find the twelfth coin and fulfill his evil destiny. Based on the novel "The Twelve Coins of Confucius" by Harry Stephen Keeler. Cast includes Bela Lugosi, Wallace Ford, Arlene Judge, Fred Warren, Lotus Long. Screenplay by Nina Howell. Directed by William Nigh.


Mysterious skin : (DVD)
17277,ID
COLOR 99 MIN STRAND REL 2006
At age 8, Neil and Brian played on the same baseball team in their small Kansas hometown. Now 10 years later, Neil is a hustler and Brian a nervous introvert who believes he has been abducted by aliens. As their lives intersect, they discover a shared past shrouded in mystery. Cast includes Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Brady Corbet, Elisabeth Shue, Michelle Trachtenberg, Jeff Licon, Bill Sage, Mary Lynn Rajskub. Special features: commentary track with Gregg Araki, Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Brady Corbet; international trailer; Mysterious skin book reading; actors’ audition tape; deleted scenes. Directed by Greg Araki. In English; closed-captioned.


Mystery train : (DVD)
08717,ID
COLOR 110 MIN METRO-GOLD 1989
Set in Memphis, three interconnected stories are told all centering around the Elvis Presley legend and his beloved hometown. Cast includes Youkô Kudô, Masatoshi Nagase, Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, Cinque Lee, Nicoletta Braschi, Elizabeth Bracco, Joe Strummer, Rick Aviles, Steve Buscemi, Tom Waits. Music by John Lurie. Written and directed by Jim Jarmusch. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; widescreen format; collectible behind-the-scenes booklet; English stereo surround; French and Spanish language subtitles.

Feature films – United States.

Mystic River : (DVD)
18293,ID
18293,DM
COLOR 138 MIN WARNER HOM 2003
Boston childhood friends Jimmy, Sean and Dave are reunited after a brutal murder. Reformed convict Jimmy and his devoted wife Annabeth find out that their teenage daughter Katie has been beaten and killed. Jimmy’s old friend Sean is the homicide detective assigned to the case. Jimmy gets his relatives, the Savage brothers to conduct their own investigation. Jimmy and Sean soon suspect their old pal Dave, who now lives a quiet life, but harbors some disturbing secrets of his own. Based on the novel by Dennis Lehane Cast includes Sean Penn, Tim Robbins, Kevin Bacon, Laurence Fishburne, Marcia Gay Harden, Laura Linney. Directed by Clint Eastwood. In English or dubbed
French; with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


**Naked city**

06389.VH

COLOR 96 MIN IVY CLASS 1948

A Film-Noir thriller, the film is one of the first pictures filmed largely on location in New York City. Using a hidden camera to capture a candid and unadorned view of the bare face of the city, the movie follows the police as they trail a killer, who eventually leads them to a ring of thieves. The final chase leads to an explosive conclusion on the Williamsburg Bridge as the narrator intones the now famous tag line: “There are 8 million stories in the naked city, this has been one of them.” Directed by Jules Dassin.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States

**Naked city : (DVD)**

10202.ID

B&W 96 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1948

A Film-Noir thriller, the film is one of the first pictures filmed largely on location in New York City. Using a hidden camera to capture a candid and unadorned view of the bare face of the city, the movie follows the police as they trail a killer, who eventually leads them to a ring of thieves. The final chase leads to an explosive conclusion on the Williamsburg Bridge as the narrator intones the now famous tag line: “There are 8 million stories in the naked city, this has been one of them.” Cast includes Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Dorothy Hart, Don Taylor. Screenplay by Malvin Wald and Albert Maltz. Directed by Jules Dassin. This DVD version features scene access.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States

**The name of the rose : (Blu-ray Disc)**

18787.ID

COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1986

One monk has fallen from a tower, another is found head-first in a vat of pigs’ blood. Visiting Brother Sean Connery, investigating the deaths, discovers a secret library containing rare books considered lost to the world and dangerous to the Catholic faith. He must find the connection between the hidden literature and the killings before innocent people are burned at the stake. Cast includes Sean Connery, F. Murray Abraham, Eliza Baskin, Feodor Challapin, Jr., William Hickey, Michael Lonsdale, Ron Perlman, Volker Prechtl, Helmut Qualtinger, Valentina Vargas, Christian Slater. Special features: Optional audio commentary by director Jean-Jacques Annan; The abbey of crime: The filming of Umberto Eco’s The name of the rose (1986; 43 min.); Photo video journey with Jean-Jacques Annan (16 min.); theatrical trailer. Directed by Jean-Jacques Annan. English dialogue, optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish; closed-captioned in English.

Feature films – United States.; Monastic and religious life – Italy; History; Middle Ages, 600-15; Monastic libraries – Italy; Drama.; Inquisition – Italy; Drama; Heresy; Drama.; Church history – 476-1400 – Drama.; Annan, Jean-Jacques

**The namesake**

12608.ID 12608.DM

COLOR 122 MIN 20TH CENTU 2006

An epic family saga about an East Indian family and their life in America. The father meets and marries his wife on a trip home to India and the couple returns to live in New York. In the United States they have two children and try to assimilate to the culture, while still maintaining strong ties to India. Family trips back to India keep ties strong with their Indian culture; still their children were born American and feel the pull of the American way of life. As the son grows older he is caught between his Indian roots and his American birthright. A family tragedy causes the son to reflect on his Indian roots. Based on the novel by Jhumpa Lahiri. Cast includes Kal Penn, Tabu, Irrfan Khan, Jacinda Barrett, Zuleikha Robinson. Screenplay by Sooni Taraporevala. Directed by Mira Nair. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Mira Nair; “The anatomy of the namesake: a class at Columbia University’s Graduate Film School;” Fox Movie Channel presents “In character” with Kal Penn; Kolkata love poem featurette; Photography as inspiration featurette; Deleted scenes; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The nanny diaries : (DVD)**

18097.ID

COLOR 104 MIN GENIUS PRO 2007

Annie is a young girl from a working-class neighborhood who suddenly finds herself working as a nanny for a wealthy family in Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Between catering to the every whim of her employers and their precocious son and falling in love with their gorgeous neighbor, Annie tries to figure out what she wants to do with her life. Cast includes Scarlett Johansson, Laura Linney, Alicia Keys, Donna Murphy, Paul Giamatti, Chris Evans. Special features: Life at the top as seen from the bottom; the making of ‘The Nanny Diaries’; Confessions from the original nannies: the authors of the bestselling book; Blooper; Theatrical trailer. Directed by Robert Pulcineli & Shari Springer Berman. In English or French with optional Spanish or English for the hearing impaired.


**Napoleon Dynamite**

16345.ID 16345.DM

COLOR 95 MIN 20TH CENTU 2004

High school student Napoleon Dynamite is quirky, eccentric, a bit weird, annoying, and a good person. He lives with his Grandma and his older brother. Napoleon is somewhat of a loner, but he has the capacity of being a good friend. Deb and Pedro become friends with Napoleon and when Pedro decides to run for class president the three friends work on a campaign to beat one of the most popular girls in school. Cast includes Jon Herder, Jon Gries, Aaron Ruell, Efren Ramirez, Tina Majorino, Diedrich Bader. Written by Jared Hess and Jerusha Hess. Directed by Jared Hess. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Director/co-writer, producer, and actor commentary; “Peluca” original short film with optional director/ writer, producer, and actors; Deleted scenes; Still gallery; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Naqoyqatsi : (DVD)**

17689.ID

COLOR 99 MIN CRITERION 2002

The Qatsi trilogy: the Criterion collection Series - Naqoyqatsi is a visual montage portrait of our contemporary world dominated by globalized technology and violence. Through a variety of cinematic techniques, including slow motion, time-lapse, computer generated imagery and found footage. Cast includes Marlon Brando, Bella Donna, Elton John (archival footage). Original music by Philip Glass. Special features include interviews, new videos, and trailers. Booklet available from Instructional Media Collections and Services, Powell Library Room 46. Directed by Godfrey Reggio. In English, French, or Portuguese with optional English, French, Portuguese, or Spanish subtitles.

Narco cultura : (DVD)
18313.ID
COLOR 103 MIN DOCURAMA 2013
To a growing number of Mexicans and Latinos in the Americas, narco-traffickers have become icons, glorified by musicians who praise their fame and success. In this new constituency, they represent a pathway out of the gutter, nurturing a new American dream fueled by money, drugs, and violence. The film is an explosive look at the drug cartels' pop culture influence on both sides of the border as seen through the eyes of a LA narcocorrido singer and a Juarez crime scene investigator. Bonus features: deleted scenes. Directed by Shaul Schwarz. In Spanish with English or Spanish subtitles.

National Lampoon's Van Wilder : the rise of Taj : (DVD)
13984.ID
COLOR 124 MIN WARNER BRO 1995
A young man wins a horse in a raffle. She has dreams of training the horse and riding in the Grand National Steeplechase. With the help of a young jockey pal, she is able to train the horse into a champion, still she must get past one more hurdle, women aren't allowed to ride in the National. This technically won't stop the girl; she poses as a boy and rides in the race. Based on the novel "National Velvet" by Enid Bagnold. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Mickey Rooney, Donald Crisp, Anne Revere, Angela Lansbury, Jackie Jenkins, Arthur Treacher. Screenplay by Theodore Reeves and Nunnally Johnson. Directed by Clarence Brown. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

National Velvet : (DVD)
13984.DM
COLOR 124 MIN WARNER HOM 1944
It is a descendant of a long line of people whose job it has been to steal property – Drama.; Adventure and adventurers – Drama.; Adventure – Feature.; Cultural property – Drama.; Man-woman relationships – England – Drama.; Native American authors – Film and video adaptations.; African American authors – Film and video adaptations.; Natural born killers 1998-1986

Nashville : (DVD)
08669.ID
08669.DM
COLOR 160 MIN PARAMOUNT 1975
An explosive drama and a human comedy that delineates and interweaves the lives of 24 major characters during five days in the country music capital of the world. Cast includes Henry Gibson, Lily Tomlin, Ronnee Blakey, Keith Carradine, Geraldine Chaplin, Barbara Harris, Karen Black. Screenplay by Joan Tewkesbury. Directed by Robert Altman. This DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen version enhanced for 16x9; Dolby digital; exclusive interview with director Robert Altman; commentary by Robert Altman; theatrical trailer; English 5.1 surround; English subtitles. Feature films – United States.; Altman, Robert, 1925-2006.

Natural born killers : (DVD)
19887.ID
COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1994
The story of a husband and wife who are serial killers involved in a cross-country killing spree that elevates them from fugitives into media celebrities. Mickey and Mallory Knox are famous serial killers. They became famous in the media for being killers and fugitives from the law. A violent film which attempts to attack the media's obsession with violence. Cast includes Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis, Robert Downey Jr., Tommy Lee Jones. Directed by Oliver Stone.

Natural son
05258.VH
B&W 90 MIN INTERNATIO 1949
Set in the slums of Chicago, where a young African-American man caught in a web of political and economic frustration lashes out in an act of violence, with tragic consequences. Cast includes Richard Wright and Jean Marshall; based on the novel by Wright; directed by Pierre Chenal.

Native son
05680.VH
COLOR 112 MIN VESTRON VI 1986
When black chauffeur Bigger Thomas accidentally kills a white man, he sets off a chain of events which exposes the fears and prejudices of 1940s Chicago. Based on the novel by Richard Wright. Cast includes Carroll Baker, Akousua Busia, Matt Dillon, John Karlen, Victor Love, Elizabeth McGovern, Geraldine Page and Oprah Winfrey; directed by Jerrold Freedman.

National Lampoon's Van Wilder : the rise of Taj : (DVD)
13984.ID
COLOR 124 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
Wife and husband Mickey and Mallory Knox are famous serial killers. They became famous in the media for being killers and fugitives from the law. A violent film which attempts to attack the media's obsession with violence. Cast includes Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis, Robert Downey Jr., Tommy Lee Jones. Directed by Oliver Stone.

National treasure : (DVD)
13984.ID
13984.DM
COLOR 163 MIN BUENA VIST 2005
Since his childhood, Benjamin Franklin Gates has known that he is a descendant of a long line of people whose job it has been to guard a treasure hidden by the Founding Fathers. They hid clues to its whereabouts in the country's currency and on the back of the Declaration of Independence. Now, Ben has learned out in an act of violence, with tragic consequences. Cast includes Richard Wright and Jean Marshall; based on the novel by Wright; directed by Pierre Chenal.

National treasure : (DVD)
13984.DM
COLOR 163 MIN BUENA VIST 2005
Since his childhood, Benjamin Franklin Gates has known that he is a descendant of a long line of people whose job it has been to guard a treasure hidden by the Founding Fathers. They hid clues to its whereabouts in the country's currency and on the back of the Declaration of Independence. Now, Ben has learned out in an act of violence, with tragic consequences. Cast includes Richard Wright and Jean Marshall; based on the novel by Wright; directed by Pierre Chenal.

Natural born killers : (DVD)
19887.ID
COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1994
The story of a husband and wife who are serial killers involved in a cross-country killing spree that elevates them from fugitives into media celebrities. Mickey and Mallory Knox are famous serial killers. They became famous in the media for being killers and fugitives from the law. A violent film which attempts to attack the media's obsession with violence. Story by Quentin Tarantino. Cast includes Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis, Robert Downey Jr., Tommy Lee Jones, Tom Sizemore, Rodney Dangerfield, Russell Means. Screenplay by David Veloz, Richard Rutowski, and Oliver Stone. Directed by Oliver Stone. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Featurette NBK evolution: how would it all go down now; Commentary and new knights Templar" featurette; "Treasure hunters revealed" featurette; "Riley's decode this!" featurette plus 3 puzzling challenges; Opening scene animatic with optional director's audio commentary; Language: English, French; Subtitles: French and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Adventure – Feature.; Cultural property – Drama.; Adventure and adventurers – Drama.; United States. Declaration of Independence – Drama.; Turteltaub, Jon, 1963-.
introduction by director Oliver Stone; Chaos rising: the storm around Natural born killers; Deleted scenes featuring performances by Ashley Judd, Denis Leary, Rachel Ticotin and the Barbarian Brothers not shown theatrically; Charlie Rose interview of Oliver Stone; Alternative ending; Director's cut trailer; 44 page booklet; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The natural : director's cut : (DVD)
18673,ID 18673,DM
COLOR 144 MIN COLUMBIA T 2007
Nothing was going to stop Roy Hobbs from fulfilling his boyhood dream of baseball stardom. As a 14-year old he fashions a baseball bat from an oak tree. He soon impresses major league scouts with his ability. His talent also catches the eye of a sportswriter who eventually becomes instrumental in Hobbs' career. The appearance of a mysterious woman, however, shatters his dream. Years later Hobbs reappears as a rookie for the New York Knights and has an opportunity to share in the race for the pennant. This "director's cut" adds about 15 minutes of footage and deletes 5. Cast includes Robert Redford, Robert Duvall, Glenn Close, Kim Basinger, Wilford Brimley, Barbara Hershey, Robert Prosky, Richard Farnsworth. Special features on bonus disc include: "A Natural Gunned Down" The stalking of Eddie Waikus featurette; "Clubhouse Conversations" featurette; "Extra Innings 1: Slow Motion" featurette; "Extra Innings 2: Uniform Color" featurette; "Extra Innings 3: The Sandberg Game" featurette; "Extra Innings 4: The Presidents Question" featurette; The mythology of The Natural featurette; "The Heart of The Natural" featurette; Three "Creating The Natural" featurettes; Video Introduction by Barry Levinson; Digitally Remastered Audio and Video. Directed by Barry Levinson. In English, Japanese and Portuguese with subtitles in English, Japanese, Portuguese, and French; closed-captioned.


Near dark : (DVD)
09349,ID 094 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1987
A innocent country boy is seduced by a beautiful girl into joining a roving pack of vicious drifters. The boy becomes trapped in the band's soulless evil mayhem that thrives on blood and absolute horror, living in shadow and emerging near dark. Cast includes Adrian Pasdar, Jenny Wright, Lance Henriksen, Bill Paxton, Janette Goldstein, Tim Thomerson. Written by Eric Red and Kathryn Bigelow. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This two disc DVD version of the film features a widescreen presentation; audio commentary with director Kathryn Bigelow; scene selection; disc two features bonus materials including: "Living in Darkness" a 47-minute documentary featuring interviews with Kathryn Bigelow, Bill Paxton, Lance Henriksen, Adrian Pasdar, Janette Goldstein, producer Steven-Charles Jaffe, director of photography Adam Greenberg, Edward S. Feldman; deleted scenes featuring commentary by Kathryn Bigelow; theatrical trailers; orginal storyboards; poster and still gallery; behind-the-scenes still gallery; talent bios; DVD ROM original screenplay; DVD ROM screen savers. Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


'Neath the Arizona skies
06001,VH 57 MIN SONY CORPO 1934
When an outlaw gang targets a beautiful Indian oil heiress for kidnapping, a family friend must step in to save her and to protect her father's life. Cast includes John Wayne, Yakima Canutt and George "Gabby" Hayes; written by B.R. Tuttle; directed by Harry Fraser.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.

Nebraska : (Blu-ray Disc)
18309,ID B&W 114 MIN PARAMOUNT 2013
After receiving a sweepstakes letter in the mail, a cantankerous father thinks he's struck it rich, and wrangles his estranged son into taking a road trip to claim the fortune. Getting waylaid in the father's hometown in Nebraska, the son tries to reconnect with his impenetrable father. Cast includes Bruce Dern, Will Forte, June Squibb, Stacy Keach, Bob Odenkirk. Special features include the making of Nebraska. In English, dubbed French and dubbed Spanish; optional English, French, Spanish and German subtitles; closed-captioned in English; optional English audio description track for people with visual disabilities.


Nebraska : (DVD)
18310,ID 18310,DM
B&W 114 MIN PARAMOUNT 2013
After receiving a sweepstakes letter in the mail, a cantankerous father thinks he's struck it rich, and wrangles his estranged son into taking a road trip to claim the fortune. Getting waylaid in the father's hometown in Nebraska, the son tries to reconnect with his impenetrable father. Cast includes Bruce Dern, Will Forte, June Squibb, Stacy Keach, Bob Odenkirk. In English, dubbed French and dubbed Spanish; optional English, French, Spanish and German subtitles; closed-captioned in English; optional English audio description track for people with visual disabilities.


Nell Shipman Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
From Lionhead lodge, volume 3: Nell Shipman Collection

Network
07119,VD 122 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1976
An irate news anchor promises to shoot himself on the air to boost ratings in this penetrating portrayal of the television news industry. Cast includes Peter Finch, William Holden, Faye Dunaway, Robert Duvall and Beatrice Straight; screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky; directed by Sidney Lumet.


Network
05442,VH 122 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1976
An irate news anchor promises to shoot himself on the air to boost ratings in this penetrating portrayal of the television news industry. Cast includes Peter Finch, William Holden, Faye Dunaway, Robert Duvall and Beatrice Straight; screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky; directed by Sidney Lumet.


Network : (DVD)
20172,ID COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 2016
An irate news anchor promises to shoot himself on the air to boost ratings in this penetrating portrayal of the television news industry. Cast includes Peter Finch, William Holden, Faye Dunaway, Robert Duvall and Beatrice Straight; Screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky; Directed by Sidney Lumet. This two-disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; The making of Network: a 6-part 30th Anniversary documentary; Vintage Paddy Chayefsky interview excerpt from Dinah!, hosted by Dinah Shore; Commentary by director Sidney Lumet; Private screenings with Sidney Lumet; Turner Classic Movies host
Feature films – United States

Weston, Doris Roberts and Elaine May. Written and directed by Elaine May. In English.

- Feature films – United States; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Inheritance and succession – Drama.; Comedy films – United States; May, Elaine, 1932-

New Line platinum series

For descriptions see individual titles:

- Boogie nights : (DVD)
- Rush hour : (DVD)
- Wedding crashers : (DVD)

New women : (DVD)

17132.ID

B&W 177 MIN IMAGE ENTE 2007

Treasures III : social issues in American film 1900-1934 Series - In the years before World War I, virtually no issue was too controversial to bring to the screen. The first American movies were deeply engaged with society, coming from an era when movies and entertainment were intimately interwoven with public debate. As such, they were shown in commercial movie theaters but also in clubs, churches, schools, and everywhere screens could be hung outdoors—from the sides of city tenements to country barns. This archive sends these treasures back into the world, where they found their inspiration. Gender, family, and the crusade for equal voting rights dominate in program 2, "New Women." This disc includes: New women ; Kansas saloon smashers ; Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; (1901) (1 min.) –; Why Mr. Nation wants a divorce ; Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; (1901) (2 min.) –; Trial marriages ; American Mutoscope and Biograph Company; (1907) (12 min.) –; Manhattan Trade School for Girls; (1911) (16 min.) –; The arm strong squad of the future ; Mutual Film Corporation; (1912) (1 min.) –; A lively affair; (1912) (7 min.) –; A suffragette in spite of himself ; Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; (1912) (8 min.) –; On to Washington ; Universal Film Manufacturing Company; (1913) (80 sec.) –; The hazards of Helen ; Episode 13 "The escape on the fast freight" ; Kalem Co.; (1915) (13 min.) –; Where are my children? ; Universal Film Manufacturing Company; (1916) (65 min.) –; The courage of the commonplace ; Vitagraph Company of America; (1913) (13 min.) –; Poor Mrs. Jones! ; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture; (1926) (46 min.) –; Offers herself as bride for $10,000 ; Hearst Metrotone News, Inc.; (1931) (2 min.) Book includes essay about each film by Scott Simmons, essay about the music for each film by Martin Marks. These are silent films (with music) or in English.

- Feature films – United States; Short films; Silent films–United States; United States – Social conditions – 20th century; Simmons, Scott.

The new world : (the extended cut) : (DVD)

13749.ID

13749.DM

COLOR 172 MIN NEW LINE H 2005

The tale of the founding of the Jamestown settlement in 1607. The film blends firsthand histories with dramatic storytelling to tell the classic tale of Pocahontas and her relationship with Capt. John Smith and the aristocrat John Rolfe. The stories of the first settlers are tales of cultures connecting and the deadly consequences when connections fray. Cast includes Colin Farrell, Christopher Plummer, Chistain Bale, August Schellenberg, Wes Studi, O’rianna Kitcher. Written and directed by Terrence Malick. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


New York stories

08932.VH

COLOR 126 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1989

A trilogy of stories set in New York City and directed by America's most famous directors: Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, and Woody Allen. Scorsese's episode is "Life Lessons" about a world-famous painter torn between his obsession for his art and his infatuation with his assistant. Coppola's segment is "Life Without Zoe" about a very grown-up 12 year-old girl and her childlike parents. The final part is Allen's "Oedipus Wrecks" is about a neurotic lawyer who cannot escape the one woman who looms largest in his life – his mother. Cast includes Nick Nolte, Rosanna Arquette, Talia Shire, Giancarlo Gianni, Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Julie Kavner. Directed by Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, and Woody Allen.


New York stories : (DVD)

09581.ID

09581.DM

COLOR 124 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1989

A trilogy of stories set in New York City and directed by America's most famous directors: Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, and Woody Allen. Scorsese's episode is "Life Lessons" about a world-famous painter torn between his obsession for his art and his infatuation with his assistant. Coppola's segment is "Life Without Zoe" about a very grown-up 12 year-old girl and her childlike parents. The final part is Allen's "Oedipus Wrecks" is about a neurotic lawyer who cannot escape the one woman who looms largest in his life – his mother. Cast includes Nick Nolte, Rosanna Arquette, Talia Shire, Giancarlo Gianni, Woody Allen, Mia Farrow, Julie Kavner. Directed by Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, and Woody Allen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; scene selection; French language track.


Next stop, Greenwich village

07382.VH

COLOR 109 MIN FOX VIDEO 1976

A coming-of-age story set in New York in the 1950's. A young man leaves his family home in Brooklyn to try and make it as an actor. He moves to bohemian Greenwich Village and gets entangled with a group of free spirits. He finds love and adult independence, but can't escape his overbearing Jewish mother. Based on the director's own experiences as a young actor. Cast includes Lenny Baker, Shelly Winters, Ellen Greene, Christopher Walken. Written and directed by Paul Mazursky.

- Feature films – United States.

Nicholas and Alexandra

01081.VH

COLOR 180 MIN RCA-COLUMB 1971

Lavish epic chronicling the final years of the reign of Tsar Nicholas and his Empress, Alexandra. Spanns the period from the Russo-Japanese war through the Russian Revolution, ending with the execution of the royal family at the hands of the Bolsheviks. Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner.

- Feature films – United States.; Schaffner, Franklin J.; Soviet Union–History–1904-1914

Night and day : (DVD)

14009.DM

COLOR 128 MIN WARNER HOM 1946

Swelllegant and elegant. Deluxe and delovely. Cole Porter was the most sophisticated name in the 20th century songwriting. And to play him on screen, Hollywood chose debonair icon Cary Grant. Cast includes Cary Grant, Alexis Smith, Monty Woolley, Ginny Simms, and Jane Wyman. Screenplay by Charles Hoffman, Leo Townsend and William Bowers. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This DVD version includes vintage shorts Desi Arnaz and his orchestra and musical movieland; Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd in the classic Looney Tunes cartoon The Big Snooze; Cole Porter musicals trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.

Night and the city: (DVD)  
20196,ID  
B&W  95 MIN  CRITERION  1950  
The Criterion Collection Series - Two-bit London hustler Harry Fabian aches for a life of ease and plenty. Trailing by an inglorious history of go-nowhere schemes, he stumbles upon a chance of a lifetime in the form of legendary wrestler Gregorius the Great. But there is no easy money in this underworld of shifting alliances, bottomless graft, and humbled flesh, and soon Fabian learns the horrible price of his ambition. Based on the novel by Gerald Kersh. Cast includes Richard Widmark, Gene Tierney, Googie Withers, Hugh Marlowe, Francis L. Sullivan, Herbert Lom, Stanislaus Zbyszko, Mike Mazurki. Screenplay by Jo Eisinger. Directed by Jules Dassin. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features complete 101-minute British version of the film; Audio commentary from 2005 by film scholar Glenn Erickson; Interview with director Jules Dassin from 2005; Excerpts from a 1972 television interview with Dassin; Comparison of the scores for the British and American versions of the film; Trailer; Essay by critic Paul Arthur; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


A night at the opera  
05044,VH  
B&W  92 MIN  MGM/HOM  1935  
Classic Marx Brothers comedy, in which Groucho's outrageous business scheme brings Milan's finest opera stars to New York, with unexpected stowaways Harpo and Chico on board. The trio creates a near-riot on shipboard, a scandal in New York, and an evening of insanity in the concert hall. Features Kitty Carlisle, Allan Jones, and Margaret Dumont; screenplay by George Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind; directed by Sam Wood.  

Feature films – United States.; Marx Brothers; Wood, Sam, 1883-1949.

A night in Casablanca  
08670,VH  
B&W  85 MIN  WARNER HOM  1946  
The Marx Brothers take on the Nazis in Casablanca. Groucho plays a hotel manager and Chico is his bodyguard by decree, while Harpo runs wild. The film is short on plot, but filled with gags and laughs. Cast includes The Marx Brothers, Charles Drake, Lois Collier, Lisette Verea, Sig Ruman, Dan Seymour, Lewis Russell. Screenplay by Joseph Fields and Roland Kibbee. Directed by Archie Mayo.  

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americans.

A night in Casablanca: (DVD)  
12122,ID  
B&W  85 MIN  LOMA VISTA  1946  


Night, Mother  
04463,VH  
COLOR  97 MIN  MCA HOME V  1986  
Film version of Marsha Norman's Pulitzer Prize-winning play about an unhappy young woman living with her mother who decides to commit suicide; her mother spends the night trying to talk her out of it. Stars Sissy Spacek and Anne Bancroft; directed by Tom Moore.  

American drama–20th Century–Film and video adaptations; Feature films – United States.; Moore, Tom; Norman, Marsha.

The night of the hunter  
05629,VD  
B&W  92 MIN  THE VOYAGE  1955  
A psychopathic self-styled preacher marries and murders a young widow for her money, then pursues her children to get his hands on it, only to meet his match in the form of a saintly farm woman who becomes the children's protector. Cast includes Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters and Lillian Gish; from the novel by David Grubb; screenplay by James Agee; directed by Charles Laughton.  


The night of the iguana  
04464,VH  
04464,DM  
COLOR  117 MIN  MGM/HOM  1964  
Film adaptation of Tennessee Williams' award winning play about a defrocked American minister who becomes a tour guide for a busload of American women visiting Mexico. Cast includes Richard Burton, Ava Gardner, Deborah Kerr and Sue Lyon; screenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston; directed by Huston.  


The night of the iguana  
05677,VD  
COLOR  125 MIN  MGM/HOM  1964  
Film adaptation of Tennessee Williams' award winning play about a defrocked American minister who becomes a tour guide for a busload of American women visiting Mexico. Cast includes Richard Burton, Ava Gardner, Deborah Kerr and Sue Lyon; screenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston; directed by Huston. Disc contains the original theatrical trailer and the short subject "John Huston: On the Trail of the Iguana."  

A nightmare on Elm Street, part 2: Freddy’s revenge: (DVD)
19539, ID
COLOR 87 MIN NEW LINE H 1985
A new kid on Elm Street is being haunted every night by gruesome visions of Freddy Krueger, the dream stalker. The second film in the series of popular horror films. Cast includes Mark Patton, Kim Myers, Robert Rusler, Clu Gulager, Hope Lange, Robert Englund. Written by David Chaskin. Directed by Jack Sholder. This DVD version features widescreen and fullscreen presentation; Jump to a nightmare scene navigation; Original animated menu; Original theatrical trailer; DVD-rom read the screenplay while watching the film; Dram world trivia game; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Ninotchka: (DVD)
11195, ID
B&W 110 MIN WARNER BRO 1939
Garbo: The Signature Collection Series - A dour, severe Soviet official, part of a special envoy sent to France to facilitate the sale of some czarist jewels, is swept up in the freedom and romance of Paris and falls for a suave Parisian man-about-town. The woman had sacrificed much to work for the Soviet state, but now she will place romance above duty. The film was advertised as Greta Garbo’s first comedy film. Based on the original story by Melchior Lengyel. Cast includes Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ina Carle. Screenplay by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder, and Walter Reisch. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. This DVD version features theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French and Spanish.; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The ninth gate: (DVD)
19297, ID
COLOR 133 MIN LIONSGATE 1999
A rare book dealer is hired to locate the remaining copies of a demonic manuscript that can summon the devil. Based on the novel "El club Dumas" by Arturo Perez-Reverte. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Lena Olin, Frank Langella, James Russo, Jack Taylor, Emmanuelle Seigner. Screenplay by John Brownjohn, Enrique Urbizu, Roman Polanski. Directed by Roman Polansky. This DVD features widescreen presentation; Scene access; Commentary with director Roman Polansky; Isolated music score; Featurette; Gallery of Satanic drawings; Storyboard selections; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Cast and crew information; Production notes; Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Noah: (DVD)
19145, ID
COLOR 137 MIN PARAMOUNT 2014
A man is appointed by God to carry out a crucial mission of rescue before a calamitous flood destroys the world. Cast includes Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Ray Winstone, Emma Watson, Anthony Hopkins, Logan Lerman, Douglas Booth. Directed by Darren Aronofsky. English, French, Spanish or Portuguese dialogue with optional Spanish, Portuguese, French or English subtitles; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired; English audio description for the visually impaired.


Noah’s ark
10686, VH
COLOR 140 MIN ARTISAN EN 1999
The Bible story of Noah and the great flood is brought to the screen. A fantastical tale of a simple shepherd, the brave and gentle Noah, who follows God’s will and builds an extraordinary ark that can hold two of all the earth’s animals and survive the great flood that will wash away the sin of mankind. Noah sails his great ark through uncharted waters on an amazing and inspiring journey. Cast includes Jon Voight, Mary Steenburgen, F. Murray Abraham. Written by Peter Barnes. Directed by John Irvin.

Bible; Feature films – United States.; Television programs – United States.; Middle EasternAmericana

No country for old men: (DVD)
12845, ID
12845, DM
COLOR 122 MIN MIRAMAX FI 2007
A drama set in West Texas and dealing with the consequences of acting upon an opportunity. A hunter stumbles upon the carnage of a bloody crime scene and discovers a pickup truck loaded with heroin and two million dollars. He decides to take the money and sets off an unstoppable chain reaction of violence. The man who has come to retrieve the money, coldheartedly kills anyone in the way of getting the money back. The local sheriff is faced with investigating the horrific murder spree that has descended on the area. Based on the novel by Cormac McCarthy. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Javier Bardem, Josh Brolin. Written for the screen and directed by Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Working with the Coens; The making-of “No country for old men;” Diary of a county sheriff; Language: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States

Nobody's business: (DVD)
19043.1D
COLOR 60 MIN LORBER HT 1996
The Alan Berliner collection Series - Alan Berliner takes on his reclusive father as the reluctant subject of this poignant and graceful study of family history and memory. What emerges is a uniquely cinematic biography that finds both humor and pathos in the swirl of conflicts and affections that bind father and son. Ultimately this complex portrait is a meeting of the minds - where the past meets the present, where generations collide, and where the boundaries of family life are pushed, pulled, stretched, torn and surprisingly at times, also healed. Bonus features: POV interview with Alan Berliner (28 min.); "Everywhere at once", a short film by Alan Berliner (9 min.); "The Art of process", a DVD-ROM catalogue. Directed by Alan Berliner. In English with optional subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.

Documentary films: Experimental films; Experimental films–United States; Feature films – United States; Biographical films; Fathers and sons; Autobiographical films; Jewish families – United States; Berliner family; Berliner, Alan; Berliner, Oscar A.

Noon wine
08418.VH
COLOR 81 MIN MONTERREY 1985
This Katherine Anne Porter short story is set at the turn of the century, on a small Texas farm. A Swedish immigrant looking for work and a fresh start on life, is the unwilling cause of the downfall of his new employer, when a suspicious visitor comes to call. Based on the short story by Katherine Anne Porter. Cast includes Fred Ward, Lise Hilboldt. Teleplay and directed by Michael Fields.

Feature films – United States.; Short stories, American – Women authors – Film and video adaptations; Porter, Katherine Anne, 1890-1980.

Norma Rae: (DVD)
16845.1D
16845.DM
COLOR 118 MIN TWENTIETH 1979
The textile workers in a small Southern town suffer from the conditions of the mill and management's treatment of the workers. One of the female workers, Norma Rae under the guidance of a New York unionizer discovers the strength, courage, and determination in herself to organize her fellow factory workers to fight for better conditions and wages. The film is based on a true story. Cast includes Sally Field, Ron Leibman, Beau Bridges, Pat Hingle, Barbara Babxy. Screenplay by Irving Ravetch and Harriet Frankfurt Jr. Directed by Martin Ritt. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; "Backstory: Norma Rae" (20 mins.); Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Norman Mailer: the American: (DVD)
17253.1D
COLOR 85 MIN CINEMA LIB 2012
The life and times of Norman Mailer as told by those closest to him and by the man himself. A provocateur, a rebel, a performer, and a true American. Norman Mailer never stopped giving people something to talk about. This documentary goes beyond the Mailer of the book shelves and NY Times bestseller list to Mailer the social critic, family man, filmmaker, and lover. Here's a look into the life of a complex, intellectual, working-class hero. Featuring Norman Mailer. Beverly Bentley Mailer, Carole Mallory, Danielle Mailer, Dwayne Raymond, Muhammad Ali ; narrated by Peter D. Michael. Special features: bonus Mailer interviews on topics ranging from writing to celebrities; Mailer's letters to Adele; trailer. Directed by Joseph Mantegna. In English.


North by northwest
07344.VH
07344.DM
COLOR 126 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1959
A case of mistaken identity ensnares a man in a world of espionage, conspiracy, and murder. Roger Thornhill is drawn into a death-defying run for his life, which takes him from the streets of New York to the top of Mount Rushmore. Cast includes Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint, James Mason, Jessie Royce Landis. Written by Ernest Lehman. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.

North country: (DVD)
14187.1D
14187.DM
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER BRO 2005
A mother takes a job laboring in hazardous Minnesota iron mines to feed her family. The work is hard and dangerous and on top of the physical toll it takes on her, she is subjected to sexual harassment. Her boss reacts to her complaints by telling her to "take it like a man." She fights back with the nation's first class-action sexual-harassment lawsuit. Cast includes Charlize Theron, Frances McDormand, Sean Bean, Richard Jenkins, Jeremy Renner, Michelle Monaghan, Woody Harrelson, Sissy Spacek. Inspired by the book "Class action: the landmark case that changed sexual harassment law" by Clara Bingham and Laura Leedy Gansler. Screenplay by Michael Seitzman. Directed by Niki Caro. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making-of documentary "Stories from the North Country"; Additional scenes; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French (Dubbied in Quebec); Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Steel-works – Minnesota – Drama.; Sexual harassment of women – Minnesota – Drama.; Women iron and steel workers – Minnesota – Drama.; Caro, Niki, 1967-

Not just a game: power, politics & American sports: (DVD)
14995.1D
14995.DM
COLOR 62 MIN MEDIA EDUC 2010
We've been told again and again that sports and politics don't mix. In this documentary, Dave Zirin, sports editor of The Nation magazine, takes viewers on a tour of the good, the bad, and the ugly of American sports culture – showing how sports have helped both to stabilize and to disrupt the political status quo throughout history. Explores how American sports, at their worst, have reinforced repressive political ideas and institutions by glorifying things like militarism, racism, sexism, and homophobia, as well as looking at a history of rebel athletes who dared to fight for social justice beyond the field of play. Written

275
by Dave Zirin, Jeremy Earp and Chris Bouton, Directed by Jeremy Earp. Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Not wanted : (DVD) 17104,ID
B&W 91 MIN REEL ENTER 1949
In 1948, legendary screen actress Ida Lupino left Warner Brothers to co-found The Filmmakers, an independent production company conceived as an alternative to the dominant aesthetics of Hollywood. With the low-key, intimate Not wanted (produced the next year by her Emerald Productions, Inc.), Lupino tackled the taboo topic of out-of-wedlock pregnancy, immediately venturing into territory where big-budget mainstream filmmakers feared to tread. In many ways this extraordinary first directorial effort, while uncredited, already bears the stamp of Lupino’s unique vision: the remarkable empathy felt for the lead character. Cast includes Sally Forrest, Keefe Brasselle and Leo Penn. Directed chiefly by Ida Lupino, following Elmer Clifton’s heart attack on the 3rd day of filming, although Ms. Lupino declined the screen credit for directing. In English.


Not without my daughter 10077,VH
COLOR 107 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1990
Based on a true story of an American woman who takes a vacation trip to Iran with her Iranian husband, in Iran he informs her that he has no plans of returning to the United States. She is told that she is free to leave, but their daughter will stay with him. The woman finds herself in a foreign land, with no money or friends. Her husband has centuries of local custom and the oppressive might of a police state backing him. The woman vows not to leave without her daughter and this is the story of the harrowing trials and tribulations she went through to bring her daughter home. Based on the book by Betty Mahmoody with William Hoffer. Cast includes Sally Field, Alfred Molina, Sheila Rosenthal, Roshan Seth. Screenplay by Pat Riddle. Directed by Brian Gilbert.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Not without my daughter : (DVD) 12009,ID
COLOR 116 MIN METRO-GOLD 1990
Based on a true story of an American woman who takes a vacation trip to Iran with her Iranian husband, in Iran he informs her that he has no plans of returning to the United States. She is told that she is free to leave, but their daughter will stay with him. The woman finds herself in a foreign land, with no money or friends. Her husband has centuries of local custom and the oppressive might of a police state backing him. The woman vows not to leave without her daughter and this is the story of the harrowing trials and tribulations she went through to bring her daughter home. Based on the book by Betty Mahmoody with William Hoffer. Cast includes Sally Field, Alfred Molina, Sheila Rosenthal, Roshan Seth. Screenplay by Pat Riddle. Directed by Brian Gilbert. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Making-of" featurette; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

The notebook : (DVD) 15315,ID
15315,DMD COLOR 124 MIN WARNER HOM 2004
Allie Hamilton and Noah Calhoun meet one evening at a carnival in 1940. But they are separated by Allie’s parents who disapprove of Noah’s working-class background, and who move Allie away. When Allie doesn’t hear from Noah after several years, she meets and becomes engaged to a handsome young soldier named Lon. Allie, with her love still alive for Noah, stops by Noah’s home to check on him. Seeing that their reunion has rekindled a passionate romance, Allie must now choose between true love and the match that her parents approve of. Based on the novel by Nicholas Sparks. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Rachel McAdams, James Garner, Genet Roulands, James Marsden, Kevin Connolly, David Thornton, Jamie Anne Brown, Heather Wahlquist, Sam Shepard, Joan Allen. Adaptation by Jan Sardi. Screenplay by Jeremy Leven. Directed by Nick Cassavetes. This widescreen edition features 12 deleted scenes with optional director commentary; Four featurettes: ‘All in the Family,’ ‘Nick Cassavetes,’ ‘Nicholas Sparks: A Simple Story, Well Told’; ‘Southern Exposure: Locating The Notebook,’ ‘Casting Rachel and Ryan;’ Director Nick Cassavetes commentary; Novelist Nicholas Sparks commentary; Rachel McAdams screen test and more; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Notes from underground 07530,VH
COLOR 88 MIN GARY WALKO 1995
An adaptation of the Dostoyevsky novella about a sarcastic loner who is at once miserable and proud, brutal, and deeply human. Based on the novella by Fyodor Dostoyevsky. Cast includes Henry Czerny, Sheryl Lee, Jon Favreau. Written and directed by Gary Walkow.

Feature films – United States.; Russian literature–19th century–Film and video adapat; Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1861 – Film adaptations.

Nothing but a man 08505,VH
B&W 92 MIN NEW VIDEO 1964
An uplifting love story about a man and a woman whose bond overcomes racial and class barriers. Duff, a railroad section hand is forced to confront prejudice and self-denial when he falls in love with Josie, an educated preacher’s daughter. Cast includes Ivan Dixon, Abbey Lincoln, Gloria Foster, Julius Harris, Yaphet Kotto. The original soundtrack features Motown stars Stevie Wonder, Mary Wells, Martha and the Vandellas, the Miracles, and the Marvelettes. Written by Robert Young and Michael Roemer. Directed by Michael Roemer.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

Notorious 05045,VH
B&W 103 MIN MCA HOME V 1946
The daughter of a convicted Nazi traitor becomes an American undercover agent in this riveting drama. Ingrid Bergman and Cary Grant star as secret agents forced to sacrifice their love to a patriotic cause; Claude Rains is the unscrupulous Nazi Bergman must marry to accomplish her mission. Screenplay by Ben Hecht; directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

Notorious : (DVD) 09801,ID
09801,DM B&W 102 MIN CRITERION 1946
The daughter of a convicted Nazi traitor becomes an American undercover agent in this riveting drama. Ingrid Bergman and Cary Grant star as secret agents forced to sacrifice their love to a patriotic cause; Claude Rains is the unscrupulous Nazi Bergman must marry to accomplish her mission. Screenplay by Ben Hecht; directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features chapter search; new digital film and sound restoration; commentaries by Hitchcock film scholar Marian Keane and film historian Rudy Behlmer, editor of Memo from David O. Selznick; complete broadcast of the 1948 Lux Radio Theatre adaptation, starring Ingrid Bergman and Joseph Cotton; rare production, and lobby cards; production correspondence; collection of trailers and teasers; script excerpts of deleted scenes and alternate endings; excerpts from the short story “The Song of the Dragon,” source material for “Notorious;” rare newsreel footage of Bergman and Hitchcock; isolated music and effects track; subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980
Objection : (Blu-ray Disc) 20267,ID
COLOR 98 MIN ARROW VIDE 1976
A tenth wedding anniversary celebration ends tragically when Michael Courtland discovers that his wife and 9-year-old daughter have been kidnapped. In an attempt to trap the criminals, counterfeit money is used to pay the ransom, but the plan fails and the wife and child are never recovered. Ten years later he meets the double of his dead wife and on the eve of their wedding, she disappears and he is drawn into a strange plot to recreate the past. Story by Brian De Palma and Paul Schrader. Screenplay by Paul Schrader. Cast includes Cliff Robertson, Genevieve Bujold, John Lithgow, Wanda Blackman. Directed by Brian De Palma. This Blu-ray Disc version features "Obsession revisited" (37 min.), documentary featurette including interviews with director Brian De Palma, stars Cliff Robertson and Genevieve Bujold; Early Brian De Palma short films: "Woton's wake" (1962) and "The responsive eye" (1966); Original trailer; Booklet featuring writing on the film by author and critic Brad Stevens; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Blu-ray Discs must be played using a Blu-ray player.

Feature films – United States.

Obvious child : (DVD) 2013
COLOR 84 MIN LIONSGATE 2013
Donna Stern is a Brooklyn comedian who gets heartlessly dumped by her two-timing boyfriend. While trying to drown her troubles at the stand-up comedy club, she has a drunken one night stand with a cute young professional named Max (who's not even remotely her type) and ends up pregnant. Donna has to do what is expected of a “responsible adult” just in time for the best/worst Valentine's Day of her life. Based on a short film by Actress Jenny Slate. A tender love story, a taut psychological drama, an inspiring tale of physical and spiritual transformation. A woman, considered a spinster, defies her domineering mother to discover love, heartbreak, and eventual contentment. From the novel by Olive Higgins Prouty. Cast includes Bette Davis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Gladys Cooper, Bonita Granville, Ilka Chase. Screenplay by George Waggner. Directed by Melville Brown. This DVD version includes an interactive menu; Catalog; Index; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Comedy films.; Motion picture industry – Drama.

O brother, where art thou? : (DVD) 2000
COLOR 103 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2000
Three convicts escape a chain gang and chained together set off across depression-era United States. The film's story is loosely based on Homer's "Odyssey," and the three men face several epic challenges. Ulysses Everett McGill is the leader of the men as they undertake an adventure to recover buried loot and his long-suffering wife. Cast includes George Clooney, John Turturro, Tim Blake Nelson, Charles Durning, Michael Badalucco, John Goodman, Holly Hunter. Written by Ethan and Joel Coen. Music by T Bone Burnett. Directed by Joel Coen. This DVD version features animated menus; widescreen version; Dolby digital 5.1 surround; DTS 5.1 digital surround; theatrical trailer; behind-the-scenes featurette; "Painting with Pixels" the groundbreaking digital post-production process; two storyboards to scene comparisons; "I Am A Man of Constant Sorrow" music video; Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Odysseus – King of Ithaca (Mythological character) – Film and video.

Ocean's eleven : (Ocean's eleven) (1960)
The place is Las Vegas. The time: Midnight, New Year's Eve. Danny Ocean (Sinatra) and 10 of his ex-commando buddies get ready to rob the vaults of 5 casinos simultaneously. Cast includes Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson, Cesar Romero, Patrice Wymore, Joey Bishop, Akim Tamiroff, Henry Silva, Ilka Chase, Red Skelton, George Raft. Music by Nelson Riddle. Screenplay by Harry Brown and Charles Lederer. Directed by Lewis Milestone. This DVD version features commentary by Frank Sinatra and Angie Dickinson; Interactive Las Vegas then and now map casino vignettes; The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson excerpt featuring host Frank Sinatra and guest of Angoy child actress featurette; 2009 Obvious child short film; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Ocean's eleven : (DVD) 2001
COLOR 127 MIN WARNER HOM 1960
The place is Las Vegas. The time: Midnight, New Year's Eve. Danny Ocean (Sinatra) and 10 of his ex-commando buddies get ready to rob the vaults of 5 casinos simultaneously. Cast includes Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson, Cesar Romero, Patrice Wymore, Joey Bishop, Akim Tamiroff, Henry Silva, Ilka Chase, Red Skelton, George Raft. Music by Nelson Riddle. Screenplay by Harry Brown and Charles Lederer. Directed by Lewis Milestone. This DVD version features commentary by Frank Sinatra and Angie Dickinson; Interactive Las Vegas then and now map casino vignettes; The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson excerpt featuring host Frank Sinatra and guest of Angoy child actress featurette; 2009 Obvious child short film; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Ocean’s eleven : (DVD) 12938,ID
COLOR 117 MIN WARNER HOM 2001
Tom Hanks returns as the teachings Las Vegas casinos. More than $180 million. Danny Ocean and his 10-man handpicked team of grifters and conmen are ready to carry out the most elaborate casino heist in history, and they just might get away with it. Cast includes George Clooney, Matt Damon, Andy Garcia, Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts, Casey Affleck, Scott Caan, Elliot Gould, Bernie Mac, Carl Reiner. Music by David Holmes. Screenplay by Ted Griffin. Directed by Steven Soderbergh. This DVD version features
Ocean's Twelve : (DVD)
12939.ID
COLOR 122 MIN WARNER HOM 2007
Ocean's Twelve reintroduces Ocean and his perfectly trained team of con men. Dividing forces to hit Paris, Amsterdam, and Rome, the heist-masters move beyond casinos to tackle new objectives, one of which involves stealing a famous painting.

An officer and a gentleman : (DVD)
01052.VH
COLOR 126 MIN PARAMOUNT 1982
A young man enters Officer Candidate School to become a Navy pilot. A loner with a strong will, he bristles against the demanding authority of the program and his tough drill instructor. The candidates are warned about the local women out to snare an officer husband, and still the young man falls for a beautiful local. Before he can fly planes he has a lot to learn about discipline and commitment. Despite his desire to become an officer, he will not sacrifice the love he has found with the young woman. Cast includes Richard Gere, Debra Winger, David Keith, Robert Loggia, Lisa Blount, Lisa Eibichner, Louis Gossett Jr. Written and directed by Taylor Hackford. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Commentary by director Taylor Hackford; "An officer and a gentleman: 25 years later;" Return to Port Townsend; True stories of military romance; The music of "An officer and a gentleman;" Gere and Gossett: hand to hand combat; Photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Odd girl out : (DVD)
11063.ID 11063.DM
COLOR 85 MIN LIONS GATE 2005
A popular girl suddenly finds herself ostracized by the "in crowd" when her former best friend turns everyone against her. She becomes the victim of backstabbing, rumor spreading, the silent treatment, email slurs, and vicious websites. The young high school girl becomes depressed and her mother struggles to find a way to help her survive the vicious social behavior of teen girls. Based on the book "Odd Girl Out: The Hidden Culture of Aggression in Girls" by Rachel Simmons. Cast includes Alexa Vega, Lisa Vidal, Leah Pipes. Teleplay by Richard Kletter. Story by Matthew McDuffie and Richard Kletter. Directed by Tom McLoughlin. This DVD version features scene selection; Full widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Trailers; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States
Ocean's Twelve

An officer and a gentleman
A young man enters Officer Candidate School to become a Navy pilot. A loner with a strong will, he bristles against the demanding authority of the program and his tough drill instructor. The candidates are warned about the local women out to snare an officer husband, and still the young man falls for a beautiful local. Before he can fly planes he has a lot to learn about discipline and commitment. Despite his desire to become an officer, he will not sacrifice the love he has found with the young woman. Cast includes Richard Gere, Debra Winger, David Keith, Robert Loggia, Lisa Blount, Lisa Eibichner, Louis Gossett Jr. Written and directed by Taylor Hackford. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Commentary by director Taylor Hackford; "An officer and a gentleman: 25 years later;" Return to Port Townsend; True stories of military romance; The music of "An officer and a gentleman;" Gere and Gossett: hand to hand combat; Photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Odd girl out
A popular girl suddenly finds herself ostracized by the "in crowd" when her former best friend turns everyone against her. She becomes the victim of backstabbing, rumor spreading, the silent treatment, email slurs, and vicious websites. The young high school girl becomes depressed and her mother struggles to find a way to help her survive the vicious social behavior of teen girls. Based on the book "Odd Girl Out: The Hidden Culture of Aggression in Girls" by Rachel Simmons. Cast includes Alexa Vega, Lisa Vidal, Leah Pipes. Teleplay by Richard Kletter. Story by Matthew McDuffie and Richard Kletter. Directed by Tom McLoughlin. This DVD version features scene selection; Full widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Trailers; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States
Ocean's Twelve

An officer and a gentleman
A young man enters Officer Candidate School to become a Navy pilot. A loner with a strong will, he bristles against the demanding authority of the program and his tough drill instructor. The candidates are warned about the local women out to snare an officer husband, and still the young man falls for a beautiful local. Before he can fly planes he has a lot to learn about discipline and commitment. Despite his desire to become an officer, he will not sacrifice the love he has found with the young woman. Cast includes Richard Gere, Debra Winger, David Keith, Robert Loggia, Lisa Blount, Lisa Eibichner, Louis Gossett Jr. Written and directed by Taylor Hackford. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Commentary by director Taylor Hackford; "An officer and a gentleman: 25 years later;" Return to Port Townsend; True stories of military romance; The music of "An officer and a gentleman;" Gere and Gossett: hand to hand combat; Photo gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Odd girl out
A popular girl suddenly finds herself ostracized by the "in crowd" when her former best friend turns everyone against her. She becomes the victim of backstabbing, rumor spreading, the silent treatment, email slurs, and vicious websites. The young high school girl becomes depressed and her mother struggles to find a way to help her survive the vicious social behavior of teen girls. Based on the book "Odd Girl Out: The Hidden Culture of Aggression in Girls" by Rachel Simmons. Cast includes Alexa Vega, Lisa Vidal, Leah Pipes. Teleplay by Richard Kletter. Story by Matthew McDuffie and Richard Kletter. Directed by Tom McLoughlin. This DVD version features scene selection; Full widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Trailers; Subtitles: English and French.
Oklahoma! : (DVD)
14010.ID
14010.DM
COLOR 145 MIN TWENTIETH 1955
A cowboy wins his girl despite the intervention of a sinister hired hand. Cast includes Gordon MacRae, Gloria Grahame, Shirley Jones, Gene Nelson, Charlotte Greenwood, Eddie Albert, James Whitmore, and Rod Steiger. Screenplay by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig. Directed by Fred Zinneman. This 2-disc DVD version includes Cinесscope version of "Oklahoma!"; Audio Commentary by Ted Chapin; Singalang karoke subtitles(DVD); Theatrical trailer; Todd-AO version of "Oklahoma!"; Audio commentary; "Cinemascope vs todd-aо" featurette; "The march of todd-aо" featurette; "The miracle of todd-aо" featurette; Vintage stage experts from a 1954 television tribute to Rodgers and Hammerstein; Singalang karoke subtitles(English); Photo galleries: behind the scenes, lobby cards, and posters; Theatrical teaser and trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Old boyfriends : (VHS)
19201.VH
COLOR 103 MIN EMBASSY HO 1977
Following the break-up of her marriage and a suicide attempt, Dianne Cruise leaves Los Angeles to explore the past, find herself, and rediscover her old boyfriends. Cast includes Talia Shire, John Belushi, Richard Jordan, Keith Carradine, Buck Henry, John Houseman. Directed by Joan Tewksbury. In English.

Old gringo : (DVD)
09815.ID
09815.DM
COLOR 120 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1989
Three people are drawn together in love, death, and war during the Mexican Revolution. An American spinster leaves her unrewarding life in America hoping to find passion. She encounters a retired journalist and adventurer wandering through the desert seeking some meaning to his life, he is the Old Gringo; and a fiery young general, driven by the Revolution and his desire for the American woman. Based upon "Gringo viejo" by Carlos Fuentes. Cast includes Jane Fonda, Gregory Peck, Jimmy Smits. Screenplay by Aida Bortnik and Luis Puenzo. Directed by Luis Puenzo. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen and fullscreen presentation; digitally mastered audio and anamorphic video; bonus trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, and Korean.
Feature films – United States.

Old San Francisco : (DVD)
15369.ID
B&W 89 MIN WARNER BRO 1927
San Francisco before the great earthquake of 1906 was called the Paris of the Pacific. Communities of great wealth flourished in the great city by the bay. Others dreamed of making their own fortune. A prominent family, one of the Spanish aristocracy, is in danger of losing their land. A scheming man lusts after the beautiful daughter of the family and the family's remaining wealth – their land. He is a Chinese man disguised as an Occidental, a cruel city boss who dreams of becoming a prominent man of San Francisco. Set to a Vitaphone soundtrack with synchronized music and sound effects the action careens from rancho to saloon to secret dungeon with a recreation of the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 as the finale. Cast includes Dolores Costello, Warner Oland, John Miljan, William Demarest, Josef Swickard. Story by Darryl Francis Zanuck. Scenario by Anthony Coldeway. Directed by Alan Crosland.

Oliver & company : (Blu-ray Disc)
18355.ID
COLOR 74 MIN BUENA VIST 1988
Oliver is a homeless kitten who roams the streets of New York City. There, he is taken in by a gang of homeless mutts who survive by stealing from others. During one of these criminal acts, Oliver meets a wealthy young girl named Jenny Foxworth. This meeting will forever change his life. Based on the idea from the novel "Oliver Twist" by Charles Dickens. Featuring the voices of: Joey Lawrence, Billy Joel, Cheech Marin, Richard Mulligan, Roscoe Lee Browne, Sheryl Lee Ralph, Dom DeLuise, Taurean Blaque, Carl Weintraub, Robert Loggia, Natalie Gregory, William Glover, Bette Midler. Special features: The making of Oliver and Company – Academy Award-winning "Lend a paw" animated short – "Puss cafe" animated short – Sing-along songs; Disney's animated animals and more. Directed by George Scribner. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue; with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Oliver & company : (DVD)
18354.ID
COLOR 74 MIN BUENA VIST 1988
Oliver is a homeless kitten who roams the streets of New York City. There, he is taken in by a gang of homeless mutts who survive by stealing from others. During one of these criminal acts, Oliver meets a wealthy young girl named Jenny Foxworth. This meeting will forever change his life. Based on the idea from the novel "Oliver Twist" by Charles Dickens. Featuring the voices of: Joey Lawrence, Billy Joel, Cheech Marin, Richard Mulligan, Roscoe Lee Browne, Sheryl Lee Ralph, Dom DeLuise, Taurean Blaque, Carl Weintraub, Robert Loggia, Natalie Gregory, William Glover, Bette Midler. Special features: The making of Oliver and Company – Academy Award-winning "Lend a paw" animated short – "Puss cafe" animated short – Sing-along songs; Disney's animated animals and more. Directed by George Scribner. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue; with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Omar Khayyam
10649.VH
COLOR 100 MIN PARAMOUNT 1957
The heroic Omar Khayyam was a renowned poet, scientist, and a bold military leader. He didn't just write about life he lived it to its fullest, this film is a Hollywood dramatization of his life and times. The film presents Khayyam ingenious defense of the Empire when it's threatened by deadly conspirators. Cast includes Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget, John Derek, Raymond Massey, Yma Sumac, Margaret Hayes, Joan Taylor. Written by Barre Lyndon. Directed by William Dieterle.
Feature films – United States.

Omar Khayyam
The omen : (DVD)
19956, ID
The omen (1976) is a psychological horror film directed by Richard Donner and starring Gregory Peck, Lee Remick, and Alfonso Ribero. The film explores the supernatural and the forces of good and evil. It is a remake of the original 1949 film and is known for its famous opening scene that sets the tone for the rest of the movie. Themes include the supernatural and the struggle between good and evil.

On golden pond : (DVD)
15309, ID
On golden pond is a drama film directed by Mark Rydell and starring Henry Fonda, Katharine Hepburn, and Jane Fonda. The film is based on the Broadway play by Ernest Thompson and tells the story of an aging couple who go on a fishing trip to the Adirondacks. The film explores themes of aging, family, and the passage of time. It was nominated for several Academy Awards and won two, including Best Actress for Katharine Hepburn.

Once upon a time in America
11763, DM
Once upon a time in America is a crime drama film directed by Martin Scorsese and based on a story by Dario Argento, Bernardo Bertolucci, and Sergio Leone. The film stars Robert De Niro, James Woods, and Harvey Keitel. It tells the story of two New York gangsters from the 1930s to the 1960s and explores themes of friendship, family, and loyalty.

On the ice : (Sikumi) : (DVD)
16428, ID

On the waterfront : (DVD)
11763, VH
surround/restored mono.) or dubbed French (mono. sound); optional subtitles in English; closed-captioned in English.


Feature films – United States.

One false move : (DVD)
08672.ID
COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1991
Two ruthless drug dealers commit a brutal mass murder in Los Angeles and are forced to flee the state. Their female accomplice, Fantasia, convinces them to bring her home to Arkansas. Waiting in Arkansas is an unlikely arsenal of law enforcers ready to bring the men to justice. The local sheriff has dreamed of a big bust like this his whole life, but a secret in his past – a secret Fantasia knows, might allow the killers to escape.
Cast includes Bill Paxton, Cynda Williams, Billy Bob Thornton, Michael Beach, Earl Billings, Jim Metzler. Screenplay by Billy Bob Thornton and Tom Epperson. Directed by Carl Franklin.
This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selections; widescreen and full screen formats; director’s commentary; theatrical trailers; language: English, Spanish, and French; subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.

One flew over the cuckoo’s nest
08453,VH
08453,DM
COLOR 134 MIN WARNER HOM 1975
A free-spirited con, fakes insanity and is sentenced to the state mental hospital instead of prison. Once at the hospital, his contagious sense of disorder runs up against numbing routine. He declares war on the system and butts head with the head nurse at every turn. His fight – to free his fellow “nuts” from stupefying sedatives and inane rules; at stake is the fate of every patient in the ward. Based on the novel by Ken Kesey. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Louise Fletcher, William Redfield, Brad Dourif, Danny DeVito, Christopher Lloyd. Screenplay by Lawrence Hauben and Bo Goldman. Directed by Milos Forman.

Feature films – United States.

One flew over the cuckoo’s nest : (DVD)
14072,ID
14072,DM
COLOR 138 MIN WARNER HOM 1975
The story of a man whose rebelliousness pits him against the head nurse of a mental ward and the full spectrum of institutional repression. Based on the novel by Ken Kesey. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Louise Fletcher, William Redfield, Danny DeVito, Christopher Lloyd. Screenplay by Lawrence Hauben and Bo Goldman. Directed by Milos Forman.

This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene access; Production notes; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.


One, two, three
09324,VH
09324,DM
B&W 110 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1961
An American cola executive must survive the treacherous environment of post-war divided Berlin. In order to save his job, he must protect his boss’s daughter who marries a fierce young Communist. He must break up the union to appease his boss, in order to do so he has to deal with ferocious Russians, click-clicking Germans, and his own suspicious, exasperated wife in this comedic look at the beginnings of foreign affairs during the cold war period. Cast includes James Cagney, Horst Buchholz, Pamela Tiffin, Arlene Francis, Howard St. John, Hanns Lothar, Lilo Pulver.
Screenplay by Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond.
Directed by Billy Wilder.

Feature films – United States.

One flew over the cuckoo’s nest
12614,ID
12614,DM
COLOR 106 MIN LIONS GATE 1999
The handsome playboy Evgeny Onegin inherits his uncle’s country estate. Bored in St. Petersburg, he visits his new property, there he meets and is intrigued by the beauty of a young girl, Tatyana. They have a relationship and she professes her love for him, he dismisses her sentiment and when circumstances lead him to return to the city he leaves her behind. Years latter they meet again, this time he becomes consumed with regret for leaving her. Tatyana is no longer the young girl he left behind and this time she rejects him. Onegin’s story takes place in St. Petersburg during the Empire period. Adapted from the verse novel “Eugene Onegin” by Alexander Pushkin.
This DVD version features interactive menus; Chapter search; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary track with Martha Fiennes; Four featurettes; Video interviews with cast, director, and producers; Biographies and filmographies of cast, director, writers, and producers; Photo gallery; Trivia game with bonus featurette; Theatrical trailer and video trailer; Trailer gallery; Languages: English and French and Spanish dubbed soundtracks; Optional Spanish subtitles.


Only angels have wings : (DVD)
15838,ID
15838,DM
B&W 121 MIN SONY PICTU 1939
The story of the men working for a South American mail and freight business in the 1930s. They are trying to win a lucrative government contract to carry mail, and must perform satisfactorily despite bad weather, injuries, poor cash flow and a woman trying to win the boss’s heart. The cast includes Cary Grant, Jean Arthur, Richard Barthelmess and Rita Hayworth.
Directed by Howard Hawks. The special features on this DVD include: Interactive menus; Talent and filmographies; Vintage advertising; Bonus trailers; Scene selections. Language: English with optional Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean and Thai subtitles.


Only angels have wings
15838,DM
B&W 121 MIN SONY PICTU 1939
Story of the men working for a South American mail and freight business in the 1930s. They are trying to win a lucrative government contract to carry mail, and must perform satisfactorily despite bad weather, injuries, poor cash flow and a woman trying to win the boss’s heart. The cast includes Cary Grant, Jean Arthur, Richard Barthelmess and Rita Hayworth.
Directed by Howard Hawks. The special features on this DVD include: Interactive menus; Talent and filmographies; Vintage advertising; Bonus trailers; Scene selections. Language: English with optional Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean and Thai subtitles.

Only God forgives : (Blu-ray Disc)
19663,ID
COLOR 90 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2013
Julian, an American fugitive from justice, runs a boxing club in Bangkok as a front for his drug business. His mother, the head of a vast criminal organization, arrives from the U.S. to collect the body of her favorite son, Billy, who has just been killed. Crazily with rage and thirst for vengeance she demands the heads of the murderers from Julian. But first, Julian must confront Chang, a mysterious retired policeman who has resolved to scourge the corrupt underworld of brothels and fight clubs. Cast includes Ryan Gosling, Kristin Scott Thomas, Vithaya Pansringarm. Music by Cliff Martinez. Written and directed by Nicolas Winding Refn. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with writer/director Nicolas Winding Refn; Behind the scenes; Director interviews; The music of "Only God forgives" with Cliff Martinez; Language: English and Thai; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Only the brave : (DVD)
12372,ID
COLOR 100 MIN MISSION FR 2007
The story of the 100th/442nd Regimental Combat Team made up of all-Nisei (2nd generation Japanese Americans) that in October of 1944 were sent on a mission to retrieve the 141st Regiment that had been cut-off behind Nazi lines. The men of the 100th/442nd fought bravely for the United States, despite the treatment of their families by the U.S. Government back home. On this mission the Regiment suffered heavy casualties to save the "Lost Battalion" in what is now regarded as one of the ten most significant battles of World War II. The 100th/442nd became the most decorated unit in U.S. military history. Cast includes Lane Nishikawa, Jason Scott Lee, Mark Dacascos, Yuji Okumoto, T amlyn Tomita, Kevin Frederick, Noriyuki Morita, Guy Ecker. Written and Directed by Lane Nishikawa. This DVD version features widescreen presentation.


Orchestra wives
08239,VH 08239,D.M
COLOR 97 MIN FOX VIDEO 1942
A new bride faces the strain of life on the road with her husband, the trumpet player for the Glenn Miller Orchestra. While on a whirlwind national tour, trumpeter Bill Abbott impulsively marries one of his fans. At first his wife is happy on the road, but soon it begins to ware on her. The film features the music of the Glenn Miller Orchestra and dancing by the Nicholas Brothers. Cast includes George Montgomery, Ann Rutherford, Cesar Romero.


Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Musicals–United States.

The order : (DVD)
13986,ID
COLOR 89 MIN COLUMBIA T 2001
A thief of religious artifacts whose archeologist father has found the lost scripture of a mysterious religious order, is mysteriously kidnapped. He finds himself cruising around the twisty streets of Jerusalem, getting into dynamic kickboxing battles while disguised as a Hasidic Jew. With the help of a beautiful Israeli cop, he uncovers a plot within the religious order that leads to secret catacombs beneath the holy city. Cast includes Jean-Claude Van Damme, Sofia Milos, Brian Thompson, Ben Cross, Vernon Dobtcheff, Joey Tomaska, Charlton Heston. Written by Les Weldon and Jean-Claude Van Damme. Directed by Sheldon Lettich. This DVD version includes full screen presentation; Digitally mastered audio; Theatrical trailers; Scene selection; Interactive menu; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French.


The only good Indian : (DVD)
16394,ID 16394,DM
COLOR 114 MIN TLC PRODUC 2009
Set in Kansas during the early 1900’s, a teenage boy from the Kickapoo tribe is taken from his family and forced to attend a boarding school for Native Americans. He resists the attempt to assimilate him into white society and escapes to return to his family. A bounty hunter of Cherokee descent is hired to find and return him to the institution. Along the way, an incident spurs the bounty hunter’s lifelong nemesis to pursue the hunter and the teenage boy. The cast includes Wes Studi, J. Kenneth Campbell and Winter Fox Frank. Written by Thomas L. Carmody. Directed by Kevin Willmott. Language: English; Subtitles: Kickapoo and Cherokee.

Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Robert Coote, Suzanne Cloutier. Written and directed by Orson Welles. This DVD version features "Restoring Othello" (22 mins.); Chapter searching.


Orphans of the storm (Drama) 12995, ID
12995, DM
B&W 150 MIN KINO VIDEO 1921
Griffith masterworks Series - An epic drama of the French Revolution, the film is an emotionally-charged tale of two souls caught in the tempest of revolution. Two young women, Henriette and Louise, leave their country home for Paris. The trip is to benefit Louise who is blind; there is hope that she can have her sight restored in the big city. Once in Paris the two women are separated by the actions of avaricious nobleman. The city is embolded in the anarchy of revolution and Henriette frantically searches for Louise. From the play "The Two Orphans" by Adolphe d’Ennery. Cast includes Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Joseph Schildkraut. Written and directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version features a filmed introduction by Orson Welles; a montage taken at D.W. Griffith's funeral; Radio eulogy for Griffith by Orson Welles.; Portfolio of rare Griffith photographs; "Rescued from the eagle's nest" (1908) a rare film starring D.W. Griffith the actor; "the story of David Wark Griffith" a lengthy biography of Griffith published in Photoplay Magazine in 1916.


The others (Drama) 08978, ID
COLOR 104 MIN DIMENSION 2001
A woman waits for her husband to return home from the war. Alone in her large lonely mansion caring for her two children, the women leads an isolated existence. Her children are so light sensitive that she must keep the blinds drawn and all doors locked to make sure they are not accidentally exposed to the sun. When three mysterious servants arrive at the mansion, the house begins to take on an eerie quality. Soon the woman finds herself in a terrifying fight to save her children and keep her sanity. Cast includes Nicole Kidman, Fionnula Flanagan, Christopher Eccleston, Elaine Cassidy, Eric Sykes, Alakina Mann, James Bentley, Renee Asherson. Written and directed by Alejandro Amenabar. This two DVD version is part of the Dimension collector's series and features a widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital; "A Look Inside the Others" original documentary; visual effects piece; "Xeroderma Pigmentosum;" What Is It? The Story Of A Family Dealing With the Disease Portrayed in The Others," an intimate look at director Alejandro Amenabar; "The Others" still gallery; theatrical trailer; Spanish subtitles; French language track.

Feature films – United States.
Otto, or, up with dead people : (DVD)
19545,ID
COLOR 94 MIN STRAND REL 2008
The story of Otto, a neo-Goth zombie with an identity crisis, and his gay zombie revolts against consumerist society. Otto wanders the city until one day he decides to audition for a zombie film. His undead existence is forever changed. Cast includes Jey Crisfar, Katharina Klewninghaus, Susanne Sachsse, Marcel Schlutt, Guido Sommer, Christophe Chemin, Gio Black Peter, Kembra Pfahler. Written and directed by Bruce La Bruce. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Directors commentary; Deleted scenes; Alternative campaigns; Original theatrical trailer; Other Strand Releasing trailers; Language: English.

Our family wedding : (DVD)
18345,ID
18345,DM
COLOR 103 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2010
When college students Marcus and Lucia make a surprise engagement announcement, their feuding fathers threaten to turn a dream wedding into a battle royal. Throw in eccentric relatives and clashing cultures, and you’ve got a recipe for laugh-out-loud lunacy and nonstop fun! Cast includes Lance Gross, America Ferrera, Forest Whitaker, Carlos Mencia, Regina King. Special features: deleted scenes; extended scenes; gag reel; theatrical trailer; sneak peek. Directed by Rick Famuyiwa. Written by Dirk Blackman and Howard McCain. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Visual effects tests; Animatics; Production design galleries; Feature commentary by writer/director Howard McCain, writer/executive producer Dirk Blackman and producer Chris Roberts and John Schimmel; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing; closed-captioned.

Out of sight : (DVD)
07988,ID
07988,DM
COLOR 123 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998
A bank robber who just escaped from prison kidnaps a Federal Marshal and falls in love with her. After the Federal Marshal is able to free herself, she joins the manhunt to bring the convict back to justice. Despite her sense of duty she develops feelings for the bank robber, and while her goal is to bring him in, she also longs to be with him again. Based on a novel by Elmore Leonard. Cast includes George Clooney, Jennifer Lopez, Ving Rhames, Don Cheadle, Dennis Farina, Albert Brooks. Screenplay by Scott Frank. Directed by Steven Soderbergh. The DVD version features commentary with the director and screenwriter, "Inside Out of Sight" an original documentary on the making of the film featuring behind the scenes footage and interviews, deleted scenes, theatrical trailer, English captions, Spanish subtitles, alternative French dialogue, and widescreen format.

Out of the past : (DVD)
14032,ID
14032,DM
B&W 97 MIN WARNER HOM 1947
Former private detective Jeff Bailey is trying to lead a quiet life, but his past comes back to haunt him and he finds himself framed for murder. Cast includes Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming, Richard Webb. Based on the novel "Build my gallows high" by Geoffrey Homes (Daniel Mainwearing). Screenplay by Geoffrey Homes. Directed by Jacques Tourneur. This DVD version features commentary by author/film-noir specialist James Ursini; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Outbreak : (DVD)
10397,ID
COLOR 128 MIN WARNER HOM 1995
A technothriller about a rare killer virus from the jungles of Zaire that is unleashed in a California community. The mortality rate of the virus is 100%. An Army virologist races to contain the virus and stop a global biological meltdown. The U.S. government want to firebomb the entire infected area and everyone in it, the virologist has his own solution and must convince everyone to follow his lead. Cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Rene Russo, Morgan Freeman, Cuba Gooding Jr, Patrick Dempsey, Donald Sutherland, Kevin Spacey. Written by Laurence Dworet and Robert Roy Pool. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Production notes; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Outlander : (DVD)
19785,ID
COLOR 115 MIN GENIUS PRO 2008
A futuristic soldier crash-lands on Earth along with a hellish, fire-breathing monster in a time of warring amongst Viking tribes. Fusing advanced technology with Iron Age weaponry, he must unite the fierce Vikings. They must work together to hunt the bent-on-destruction, bloodthirsty beast before it kills them all. Cast includes Jim Caviezel, Sophia Myles, Jack Huston, Ron Perlman, John Hurt. Written by Dirk Blackman and Howard McCain. Directed by Howard McCain. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Visual effects tests; Animatics; Production design galleries; Feature commentary by writer/director Howard McCain, writer/executive producer Dirk Blackman and producer Chris Roberts and John Schimmel; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Outpost in Morocco : (DVD)
13937,ID
B&W 92 MIN IMAGE ENTERTAINMENT 1949
A Foreign Legion officer and an Arabian princess become romantically involved, but then her father leads a revolt against the French and she is killed in the ensuing battle. Cast includes George Raft, Marie Windsor, Akim Tamiroff, John Litel, Eduard Franz, Crane Whittle, and Damien O'Flynn. Directed by Robert Florey. Screenplay by Charles D'Amico. Language: English.

Outpost in Morocco : (DVD)
12147,ID
B&W 90 MIN ALPHA VIDÉO 1949
A Foreign Legion officer and an Arabian princess become romantically involved, but then her father leads a revolt against the French and she is killed in the ensuing battle. Cast includes George Raft, Marie Windsor, Akim Tamiroff, John Litel, Eduard Franz, Erno Verebes, Crane Whittle, Damian O'Flynn. Music by Michael Michelet. Screenplay by Paul de Sainte-Colombe and Charles Grayson. Directed by Robert Florey. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menu; Chapter selection; Language: English.

Overture to glory : (Vilner shtot hazn) : (DVD)
20280,ID
B&W 77 MIN THE NATION 1940
The cantor of the Vilna Synagogue–played by the great, real-life cantor Moishe Oysher–leaves behind his prayers to perform in the Warsaw Opera. He struggles to balance the appeal of his newfound fame, fortune, and notoriety with his feelings of guilt and responsibility toward his family and community. While performing in the Opera, he loses his voice and is forced to return to his village. Based on the life of "the Vilna Balabessel", Joel David Loewenstein. Cast includes Moishe Oysher, Helen
The Palm Beach story : (DVD)


In Yiddish, with English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Yiddish language films; Motion pictures, Yiddish.; Yiddish language.; Cantors (Judaism) in motion pictures.; Cantors (Judaism) – Poland – Drama.; Singers – Poland – Drama.; Fathers and sons – Drama.; Culture conflict – Drama.; Poland; Loewenstein-Straschny, Joel David, 1816-1850 – Drama.; Nosseck, Max.

Ten years ago, The Screech was the hottest lesbian band around. But the mighty musicians have fallen into obscurity and unanticipated turmoil. Iris dreams of a comeback and drinks too much. Her ex is her, but neither of them can quite let go. Former bandmate Lily and her partner Carol aren’t getting along so, naturally, they’re trying to have a child together. When a pool party goes horribly wrong, the death of a younger lesbian knocks these longtime friends and lovers even further out of orbit. The Older, Wiser Lesbians, or OWLS, work together to hide the body, burying it in a ditch under a swimming pool, and filling the grave with cement, becoming conspirators in a dangerous game. Cast includes Guinevere Turner, Lisa Gornick, Sklyer Cooper, Cheryl Dunye, V.S. Brodie, and Deak Evgenikos. Screenplay by Sarah Schulman and Cheryl Dunye. Directed by Cheryl Dunye. This widescreen edition features ‘Concept: The Parliament.’ Cast and crew biographies; Hooters trailer; Language: English; Captioned widescreen edition features ‘Concept: The Parliament.; Cast and crew biographies; Hooters trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, and German.

Written and directed by Preston Sturges. Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series – A couple’s marriage is strained by their lack of money; divorce seems to be the only solution. The woman takes a train to Palm Beach where divorces come easy. On route she meets a man, who unbeknownst to her is one of the world’s richest men, who is relentless in his attempt to romance her. When she arrives in Palm Beach, her husband is there with the desire to stay together. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea, Mary Astor, Rudy Vallee, William Demarest. Music by Victor Young. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

The panic in needle park : (Blu-ray Disc)

Bobby, a small-time thief and addict, and Helen, a homeless girl abandoned by her lover after an illegal abortion. Cast includes Al Pacino, Kitty Winn. Screenplay by Joan Didion and John Gregory Dunne. Directed by Jerry Schatzberg. This Blu-ray Disc version features isolated score track (featuring unused music composed and conducted by Ned Rorem); Panic in the streets of New York; Writers in Needle Park; Notes on Ned Rorem’s unused score; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Written and directed by Preston Sturges. Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series – A couple’s marriage is strained by their lack of money; divorce seems to be the only solution. The woman takes a train to Palm Beach where divorces come easy. On route she meets a man, who unbeknownst to her is one of the world’s richest men, who is relentless in his attempt to romance her. When she arrives in Palm Beach, her husband is there with the desire to stay together. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea, Mary Astor, Rudy Vallee, William Demarest. Music by Victor Young. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston

The paper chase

A hard-working Harvard Law Student finds himself the fearful adversary of the school’s most imperious, sardonic professor. Their relationship grows even more complex when the boy discovers that the girl he’s in love with is the professor’s daughter. Based on the novel by John Jay Osborn, Jr. Cast includes Timothy Bottoms, Lindsay Wagner, John Houseman, Edward Herrmann, James Naughton. Written and directed by James Bridges.

Feature films – United States.

Paradise, Hawaiian style : (DVD)

Elvis Presley stars as a helicopter pilot operating in the Hawaiian Islands. He and his partner are struggling to keep their charter service in business. His license is in danger of being suspended, which threatens their chance for success. There is still time for romance and to sing a few songs. Cast includes Elvis Presley, Suzanna Leigh. Screenplay by Allan Weiss and Anthony Lawrence. Directed by Michael Moore. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Written and directed by Preston Sturges. Preston Sturges: the filmmaker collection Series – A couple’s marriage is strained by their lack of money; divorce seems to be the only solution. The woman takes a train to Palm Beach where divorces come easy. On route she meets a man, who unbeknownst to her is one of the world’s richest men, who is relentless in his attempt to romance her. When she arrives in Palm Beach, her husband is there with the desire to stay together. Cast includes Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea, Mary Astor, Rudy Vallee, William Demarest. Music by Victor Young. Written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Studio/Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The parallax view</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>86 MIN</td>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranormal activity</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>86 MIN</td>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariah</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>87 MIN</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The party</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>99 MIN</td>
<td>METRO-GOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing strange</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>135 MIN</td>
<td>MPI MEDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The parallax view : (DVD)**

COLOR 102 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A reporter is one of eight people to witness the assassination of a political candidate. When the other seven die in accidents, the newlyweds suspect something suspicious about the murder and fears he will be the next to be killed. The official position is that a lone madman killed the candidate, the reporter begins to suspect a sophisticated network of highly trained murderers were actually responsible. The truth he uncovers is even more sinister.

**Paramount DVD Collection**

*For descriptions see individual titles:*

10,000 black men named
George : (DVD)

**Pariah : (DVD)**

COLOR 87 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011
Alike, a 17-year-old African American lesbian high school student living with her family in Brooklyn, N.Y., is Fort Greene neighborhood. She is a young woman who has embraced her identity as a lesbian. Her family is not as comfortable with their identity. Alike is a poet who strives to get through adolescence with grace, humor, and tenacity—sometimes succeeding, sometimes not, but always moving forward. Cast includes Adepero Oduye, Pernell Walker, Aasha Davis, Charles Parnell, Sahra Mellesse, Kim Wayans. Written and directed by Dee Rees. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Dee Rees: a directors style;" "A walk in Brooklyn;" "Trying out identity: Pariahs wardrobe;" Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English. Closed captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**Paris, Texas**

COLOR 145 MIN CBS-FOX HO 1984
Contemporary tale of a man’s physical and psychological journey toward the recovery of his past. Harry Dean Stanton portraying Travis, long thought dead, who is found wandering through the Texas desert mute and amnesiac. His past is reconstructed through the eyes of his brother, sister-in-law, young son, and long-lost wife. Directed by Wim Wenders.

**The parking lot movie : (DVD)**

COLOR 71 MIN PASSION RI 2010
A brotherhood of eccentric attendants who man a unique parking lot in Charlottesville, Virginia. From grad students to middle-age slammers, indie-rock musicians, musicians to surly philosophers, overeducated part-timers wax profoundly about car culture and capitalism. Special features: DocTalk interview, music video, banana peels, John Beer’s nightmares, kids steal cone, towing, tales of Duncan, sitting duck, home scenes, electric playground interviews, trailer. Produced and directed by Meghan Eckman. In English.

**The party : (DVD)**

COLOR 99 MIN METRO-GOLD 1968

**Passing strange : the movie : (DVD)**

COLOR 135 MIN MPI MEDIA 2009
A theatrical stage production of the Broadway rock opera filmed to allow the viewer to experience the complete onstage and backstage experience of this semi-autobiographical story. A young African American woman leaves 1970's Los Angeles and heads to Europe. He experiences an odyssey of sex, drugs, rock and roll, and redemption. Created in collaboration with and staged by Heidi Rodewald. Cast includes Stew, DeAdre Aziza, Elsa Davis, Colman Domingo, Chad Goodridge, Rebecca Naomi Jones, Daniel Breaker. Book and Lyrics by Stew. Music by Stew and Heidi Rodewald. Created in collaboration with and staged by Wim Wenders.
Paths of glory : (DVD)
14070.ID
14070.DM
COLOR 87 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1957
The French General Staff, safely behind the lines, sends orders for what amounts to a suicide mission. To cover up their fatal blunder, three soldiers are arrested and made scapegoats. Captures the spirit of Humphrey Cobb's novel in presenting a harrowing attack on the trenches of World War I in particular. A blistering indictment of military politics. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, Adolphe Menjou, Ralph Meeker, George Macready, Wayne Morris, Richard Anderson, Joseph Turkel, Susanne Christian, Jerry Hausner, Peter Capell, Emile Meyer, Berl Freed, Ken Dibbs, Timothy Carey. Based on the novel by Humphrey Cobb. Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick, Calder Willingham and Jim Thompson. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; 4-page booklet chronicling the making of this landmark classic; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English and French.


The patriot
08814.VH
08814.DM
COLOR 165 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2000
A hero of the French and Indian war tries to remain neutral as conflict between the British and American colonies grows. He is pulled into the war with the English after his son is killed and his farm burned to the ground by British troops. Benjamin Martin leads a small group of militia that torments the mighty British Army. He finds that the only way to defend his family is to fight for a young nation's freedom. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Heath Ledger, Joelly Richardson, Jason Isaacs, Chris Cooper, Tchéky Karyo, René Auberjonois, Tom Wilkinson. Written by Robert Rodat. Directed by Roland Emmerich.

Feature films – United States.; United States–History–Revolution, 1775-1783

Patton
08800.VH
08800.DM
COLOR 171 MIN 20TH CENTU 1970
A portrait of General George Patton, the charismatic and flamboyant military leader. During World War II his victories were legendary, it was said that he was the only Allied general truly feared by the Nazis. Based on the factual material from "Patton: Ordeal and Triumph" by Ladislas Farago and "A Soldier's Story" by Omar N. Bradley. Cast includes George C. Scott, Karl Malden. Screen story and screenplay by Francis Ford Coppola and Edmund H. North. Music by Jerry Goldsmith. Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner.


Patton : (DVD)
15187.ID
15187.DM
COLOR 171 MIN 20TH CENTU 1970
A portrait of General George Patton, the charismatic and flamboyant military leader. During World War II his victories were legendary, it was said that he was the only Allied general truly feared by the Nazis. Based on the factual material from "Patton: Ordeal and Triumph" by Ladislas Farago and "A Soldier's Story" by Omar N. Bradley. Cast includes George C. Scott, Karl Malden. Screen story and screenplay by Francis Ford Coppola and Edmund H. North. Music by Jerry Goldsmith. Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Introduction by Francis Ford Coppola; Audio commentary by Francis Ford Coppola; History through the lens: Patton a rebel revisited documentary; Pattons ghost corps documentary; The making of Patton documentary; Production still gallery accompanied by Jerry Goldsmith's complete musical score; Behind-the-scenes still gallery accompanied by audio essay on the historical Patton; Language: English, French, and Spanish.

Spanish; Subtitles: English and Spanish, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Patty Hearst : (DVD-PAL) 12204.ID
COLOR 100 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988
Based on the true story of the kidnapping of 19-year-old newspaper heiress Patty Hearst by the Symbionese Liberation Army. During her captivity Patty Hearst was brainwashed and transformed into a gun-wielding terrorist herself. Based on the book "Every secret thing" by Patricia Campbell Hearst with Alvin Moscow. Cast includes Natasha Richardson, William Forsythe, Ving Rhames, Frances Fisher, Jodi Long. Screenplay by Nicholas Kazan. Directed by Paul Schrader. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish; Subtitles: English closed captioned, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, and Greek. This DVD is in the Region 4/PAL format and must be played on a Multi-Region machine.


The pawnbroker 07381.VH
07381.DM B&W 120 MIN REPUBLIC P 1965
Sol Nazerman is a survivor of a Nazi deathcamp, he witnessed his children killed and his wife raped in front of him. He immigrates to America and runs a Harlem pawnshop, where he is witness to the coming and going of the prostitutes, pimps, and thieves who comprise his clientele. Sol has nothing but condemnation and bitterness towards humanity and a society that has robbed his soul of hope. During a robbery his assistant sacrifices his own life for Sol and the pawnbroker is finally able to throw off the burden of the past and acknowledge his burden of grief and guilt. Based on the novel by Edward Lewis Wallant. Cast includes Rod Steiger, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Brock Peters. Music by Quincy Jones. Directed by Sidney Lumet.


The pawnbroker : (DVD) 18785.ID
COLOR 115 MIN PARAMOUNT 1965
A long time ago, Sol Nazerman was a professor. He had a wife, children. Then the Germans came. Sol survived the concentration camp, his family did not. Now, as the pawnbroker in a shop owned by a racketeer, he grows increasingly bitter and callous, withdrawing still further from the world around him. His eager assistant Jesus looks to him as both a teacher and a father figure, but Sol proves an impossible disciple. This detachment leads to a tragedy, which awakens Sol's humanity, wherein he can finally acknowledge his burden of grief and guilt. Cast includes Rod Steiger, Brock Peters, Jaime Sanchez, Thelma Oliver, Juan Hernandez, Marketa Kimbrell, Raymond St. Jacques, Nancy R. Pollock, Geraldine Fitzgerald. Directed by Sidney Lumet. Closed-captioned.


Payday : (DVD) 15419.ID
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1972
A study of performers whose lives are tied to the road. Maury Dann, an aging, third-rate country singer on tour, liberally indulges in drugs, alcohol, and sexual relations with willing women. Over the course of a seemingly typical day and a half, Dann steals a fan's girlfriend; ditches his longtime mistress, Mayleen; picks up a naive groupie named Rosamond and gives her a crash course in life on the road; fires his guitarist player (and best friend) and hires a starry-eyed teenager as his replacement; tries to bribe a disc jockey with booze and free records; has a harrowing run-in with his speed-addicted mother; discovers he's missed his son's birthday by four months; encounters the angry boyfriend of a woman with whom he's had a liaison; and, in acahoots with his manager, Clarence, fast-talks his loyal driver, cook, and gofer, Chicago, into taking a possible murder rap. Cast includes Rip Torn, Ann Capri, Michael C. Gwynee, Jeff Morris, Cliff Emmich, Elayne Heilveil. Directed by Daryl Duke. This widescreen edition features commentary by director Daryl Duke and Saul Zaentz; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Pearl Harbor 08815.VH
COLOR 183 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2001
The events of the attack on Pearl Harbor explode from the screen, in this epic account of the Japanese attack that plunged the United States into World War II. Amongst the bombs, strafing planes, and sinking ships the stories of two daring young pilots and a dedicated nurse are told, and the impact the attack has on their lives. Cast includes Ben Affleck, Josh Hartnett, Kate Beckinsale, Cuba Gooding Jr., Tony. Special features include Mike McCreary, writing 'Faithful', Jeff Ament i Montana, Stone Gossard Seattle driving tour, Boom Gaspar joins the band, Eddie Vedder house tour, Matt Cameron writing 'The fixer', No anything, Come back. Directed by Cameron Crowe. In English with optional subtitles in French; English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Spanish; Closed-captioned.


Pee-wee's big adventure 04988.VH
COLOR 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1985
When Pee-wee's prized bicycle disappears, he hits the open road and encounters riotous adventures with bikers, burns, cowboys, cons, a phantom trucker, and a waitress with Wanderlust. His quest eventually leads him to Warner Brothers Studios, where a spoiled child star has his missing bike. Musical score by Danny Elfman; written by Phil Hartman, Paul Reubens and Michael Varhol; directed by Tim Burton.

Feature films – United States.; Burton, Tim, 1958-.

Pee-Wee's big adventure : (Blu-ray Disc) 17139,ID
COLOR 106 MIN WARNER HOM 1985
The Tim Burton collection Series - Pee-Wee's bicycle is missing. When Pee-wee hits the open road and encounters riotous adventures with bikers, burns, cowboys, cons, a phantom trucker and a waitress with Wanderlust. Cast includes Pee-Wee Herman, Elizabeth Daily, Mark Holton, Diane Salinger, Judi Omen. Directed by Tim Burton. Special features on this blu-ray disc include commentary by Paul Reubens and director Tim Burton.; additional scenes.; production sketches and storyboards.; music-only track with commentary by Danny Elfman.; and theatrical
trailor. In English with optional French soundtrack and optional English or French subtitles. Closed captioned in English.


Peer Gynt : (DVD)
15350,ID
15350,DM
B&W 100 MIN VCI ENTERT 1941

This is the 1941 amateur 16mm film adaptation to Henrik Ibsen's famous play, featuring the music of Grieg and a 17-year-old Charlton Heston in his film debut. This silent film was created for a Northwestern University project and filmed in the Midwest on the northern shores of Lake Michigan. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Betty Hanisee, Mrs. Hubert Hyde, Lucielle Powell, Sue Straub, Katharine Bradley, Charles Paetow, Morris Wilson, George B. Moll, and Betty Barton. Directed by David Bradley. This edition includes an enhanced soundtrack; Trailers; Bios; Photo gallery; Language: English intertitles; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The penalty : (DVD)
18774,DM
COLOR 90 MIN KINO VIDEO 1920

When an incompetent doctor amputates the legs of a young boy, he has no idea that the youth will grow up to be the immoral and embittered Blizzard, a criminal mastermind who orchestrates a bizarre and heinous plot to avenge himself upon his malefactor. Based on the novel The penalty by Gouverneur Morris. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Charles Clary, Doris Pawn, Jim Mason, Milton Ross, Ethel Grey Terry, Kenneth Harlan, Claire Adams. Directed by Wallace Worsley. This DVD version features "Notes on The penalty" essay by Chaney biographer Michael F. Blake; "By the sun rays" short film starring Chaney (1914, 11 min.); "Photo gallery" gallery of photographs and artwork from the film; "Lon Chaney's secrets revealed" a video tour of Lon Chaney's makeup case, costumes, and props (9 min.); "The Penalty : novel, script to screen" essay; "Chaney trailers (The big city, While the city sleeps); "Production budget sheet" official budget report for the film; "The miracle man" only known surviving footage of the film starring Chaney (3 min.); Scene comparison (between novel, screenplay & film); Silent, with English intertitles and musical accompaniment.


Penelope : (DVD)
18331,ID
18331,DM
COLOR 90 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2006

A modern day fairy tale about a lonely wealthy heiress, Penelope Wilhern, who because of a family curse was born with the nose of a pig. The only way the curse can be lifted is if the young woman finds true love. Over the years suitors have been attracted to her money, but no one has been willing to look past the nose on her face. Hidden away from the public by her family, a trashy tabloid newspaper hires a man to pose as a suitor in order to sneak a photo of the girl for the pages of the magazine. The reporter develops feeling for her, but his deception and betrayal when the photo is published, derail the relationship. Fed up by this latest betrayal and determined to live life on her own terms, Penelope breaks free from her family and ventures into the world alone. Cast includes Christina Ricci, James McAvoy, Catherine O'Hara, Reese Witherspoon, Peter Dinklage, Richard E. Grant. Written by Leslie Caveney. Directed by Mark Palansky. This DVD version features widescreen and fullscreen presentation; The making-of a modern-day tale; Twilight sneak peak; Languages: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English subtitled for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Perez family
COLOR 113 MIN METRO-GOLD 1995

A romantic comedy about the unexpected consequences of two people being mistaken as husband and wife. An immigration officer mistakes two strangers from Cuba as a married couple, setting up some very unpredictable romances. The man has come to America to reunite with his wife and daughter he hasn't seen in twenty years and the single woman has left Cuba looking for the America of the movies. Based on the novel by Christine Bell. Cast includes Marisa Tomei, Alfred Molina, Chazz Palminteri, Anjelica Huston, Trini Alvarado, Celia Cruz. Screenplay by Rob Swicord. Traditional music by Arturo Sandoval. Directed by Mira Nair.

Feature films – United States.

The perfect storm : (DVD)
18305,ID
COLOR 130 MIN WARNER HOM 2000

In October 1991 three raging weather fronts – one of them Hurricane Grace – combined to form the greatest storm in recorded history. The crew of the Andrea Gail is caught in the storm and struggle to reach safe harbor. Based on the book by Sebastian Junger. Cast includes George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg, Diane Lane, William Fichtner, Karen Allen, Allen Payne, Bob Gunton, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, John C. Reilly. Screenplay by Bill Wiltiff. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen. This version features interactive menus; three behind the scenes documentaries; three feature-length filmmaker/author/ craftsperson commentaries; yours forever photo montage; conceptual art gallery with director commentary; storyboard gallery; cast/director/ screenwriter filmographies; theatrical trailer; scene access; language and subtitles: English and Fracais (dubbed in Quebec). For DVD-Rom PC: virtual theater and other web events; links to exclusive online behind-the-scenes documentaries; chat rooms and original theatrical web site; sampler trailers.


The perks of being a wallflower : (DVD)
18370,ID
18370,DM
COLOR 103 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2012

A high school freshman, always watching from the sidelines, is taken under the wings of two seniors who welcome him to the real world. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Naomi Watts, Judi Dench, Armie Hammer, Josh Lucas, Dermot Mulroney, Jeffrey Donovan, Denis O'Hare, Stephen Root, Zach Grenier, Damon Herriman, Lea Thompson, Ken Howard, Josh Hamilton, Jessica Hecht, Geoff Pierson, Michael O'Neill. Based on the novel by Stephen Chbosky. Cast includes Logan Lerman, Emma Watson, Ezra Miller, Mae Whitman, Kate Walsh, Dylan McDermott, Melanie Lynskey, Nina Dobrev, Johnny Simmons, Joan Cusack, Paul Rudd, Nicholas Braun, Reece Thompson. Special features: Audio commentary with writer/director Stephen Chbosky; Audio commentary with Stephen Chbosky, Logan Lerman, Ezra Miller, Johnny Simmons, Emma Watson, Mae Whitman; Best summer ever (featurette); Deleted scenes (optional commentary by writer/director Stephen Chbosky); Dailies (optional commentary by writer/director Stephen Chbosky). Directed by Stephen Chbosky. English or dubbed Spanish dialogue; optional English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.

**Petulia**

08234.VH
COLOR 105 MIN WARNER HOM 1968

This classic '60s film is a celluloid time capsule of life and love in the turbulent late '60s. San Franciscan waif Petulia and Dr. Archie Bollen are two people trying to get through to each other. Archie is recently divorced and desperate to feel something again, while Petulia is a married woman who is reaching out to Archie for reasons that will become evident as the story zigzags through flashbacks and flash-forwards. Cast includes Julie Christie, George C. Scott, Richard Chamberlain, Arthur Hill, Shirley Knight, Joseph Cotton. Based on a novel by John Haase. Screenplay by Lawrence B. Marcus. Cinematography by Nicolas Roeg. Directed by Richard Lester.

Feature films – United States.; Lester, Richard, 1932-

---

**Peyton Place**

06022.VH
COLOR 157 MIN FOX VIDEO 1957


Feature films – United States.; Novels, American—20th century—Film and video adaptation; Metalious, Grace; Robson, Mark, 1913-1978

---

**The Phantom of the Opera**

18285.ID
COLOR 157 MIN TWENTIETH 1957

The disfigured Phantom of the Opera dwells within the House lie ancient catacombs with a dark and forbidden secret. The disfigured Phantom of the Opera dwells within the cast and crew of the Opera. The 1929 restored version and the 1930 original feature version are both presented in this collection. The spine tingling master piece features medical surgery and handschiegel color process and Lon Chaney's complete physical transformation into the Phantom. From the novel by Gaston Leroux. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry. Adapted for the screen by Elliot Clawson and Raymond Schrock. Directed by Rupert Julian, Edward Sedgwick and Ernst Laemmle. This two disc DVD set features the 1929 restored version on disc 1 with two soundtracks: stereo orchestral score by Carl Davis and the original 1930 soundtrack edited to fit picture; Audio commentary by film historian Scott MacQueen; 1925 and 1930 theatrical trailers; Still galleries featuring deleted and missing scenes; Bonus audio-only feature: selections of dialogue sequences from the 1930 version not found in the restored version; Disc 2 has the 1925 original feature version with score by Jon Misalis; “Carla Laemmle Remembers,” a video interview with David Skal; “Faust” Opera extract from the 1929 Tiffany sound feature; “Midstream”; Bonus audio-only feature: cinematographer Charles Van Enger interview.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States

---

**Phaedra**

19615,ID
B&W 116 MIN TWENTIETH 1962

The young wife of a Greek shipping tycoon has a love affair with her stepson. Cast includes Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins, Raf Vallone. Includes trailer. Directed by Jules Dassin.

In English.


---

**Phantom of the Opera**

12894.ID
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER HOM 2004

Tells the story of a disfigured musical genius who haunts the catacombs beneath the Paris Opera, waging a reign of terror over its occupants. When he falls fatally in love with Christine, the Phantom devotes himself to creating a new star for the Opera, exerting a strange sense of control over the young soprano as he nurtures her extraordinary talents. Cast includes Gerard Butler, Emmy Rossum, Patrick Wilson, Miranda Richardson, Minnie Driver. Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Based on the novel by Gaston Leroux. Screenplay by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Joel Schumacher. Directed by Joel Schumacher.

This DVD version features theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.

Feature films – United States.; Phantom of the Opera (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Sopranos (Singers) – Drama.; Musical – Feature.; Romance – Feature.

---

**Phantom of the Paradise**

19954,ID
COLOR 92 MIN SHOUT FACT 1974

An outrageous horror-rock comedy cult movie and satire on the music business. A freak accident leaves a meek rock composer horribly disfigured; he hides his face beneath an eerie mask and haunts the Paradise Theatre, seeking revenge. Cast includes Paul Williams, William Finley, George Memmoli, Harold Oblong, Archie Hahn, Jeffrey Comanor, Gerrit Graham, Jessica Harper. Words and music by Paul Williams. Written and directed by Brian De Palma. This two disc version features the film on the Blu-ray Disc and a DVD disc of extra features; The Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Jessica Harper, Gerrit Graham, Archie Hahn, Peter Ebola, and Jeffrey Comanor; Interviews with director Brian De Palma, Paul Williams, and make-up effects artist Tom Burman; The DVD disc features interviews with producer Edward Pressman and drummer Gary Mallaber; "Paradise regained" documentary on the making of the film; Interview with Paul Williams moderated by Guillermo Del Toro; Interview with costume designer Rosanna Norton; Alternate takes; Swan song outtake footage; Original theatrical trailer, TV, and Radio spots; Still gallery; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Immortality – Drama.; Rock music – Drama.; Music-halls (Variety-theaters, cabarets, etc.) – Drama.; Theaters – Drama.; Death in the theater – Drama.; De Palma, Brian; Horror films.; Williams, Paul, 1940-

---

**Phat girlz**

20074.ID
COLOR 98 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2006

Jazmin is a sassy, tart, talented, and plus-size woman who lives in a world that insults and rejects her because she’s fat - or is the emotional abuse she heaps on herself the real problem? She is a department store employee with fashion designer dreams who has created a designer line for full-figured ladies, and make-up effects artist Tom Burman; The DVD disc features interviews with producer Edward Pressman and drummer Gary Mallaber; "Paradise regained" documentary on the making of the film; Interview with Paul Williams moderated by Guillermo Del Toro; Interview with costume designer Rosanna Norton; Alternate takes; Swan song outtake footage; Original theatrical trailer, TV, and Radio spots; Still gallery; Language: English.


---

**Phetue**

18115,ID
COLOR 116 MIN TWENTIETH 1962

The young wife of a Greek shipping tycoon has a love affair with her stepson. Cast includes Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins, Raf Vallone. Includes trailer. Directed by Jules Dassin.

In English.

Feature films – United States

Nnegest Likke: Extended deleted, and alternate scenes with optional director commentary; The Phattest guy: tribute to producer Bobby Newmyer; Exclusive hilarious blooper reel; Super size dreams: Director Nnegest Likke’s video diary; “The real deal: making of ‘Phat Girlz’”; Language: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Phenomenon: (DVD)
16346,ID
16346,DM
COLOR 123 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1996
Everything changes for a simple, small-town automobile mechanic on the night of his thirty-seventh birthday. He is knocked to the ground by a mysterious, blinding light resulting in the man acquiring amazing mental ability. His new mental abilities confuse and alienate even his oldest friends. He also attracts government investigation and scientific scrutiny. No longer the man he once was, ostracized by his friends and community, he finds love and support from a young single mother, who helps him accept his lot in life. Cast includes John Travolta, Kyra Sedgwick, Forest Whitaker, Robert Duvall. Written by Gerald DiPego. Directed by Jon Turteltaub. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish.


Phil Ochs: there but for fortune: (DVD)
19149,ID
COLOR 197 MIN FIRST RUN 2010
A tribute to the life and career of folk musician Phil Ochs. Directed by Bruce Sinofsky. Featuring: Joan Baez, Billy Bragg, Tom Hayden, Christopher Hitchens, Sean Penn, Pete Seeger, Peter Yarrow. Special features: Director biography; Photo gallery; Trailer gallery. Written & directed by Kenneth Bowser. English; Closed-captioned.

Documentaries and factual films; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Musical films – United States.; B&W 112 MIN WARNER BRO 1940

Philadelphia: (DVD)
11550,ID
11550,DM
COLOR 125 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1993
A young successful lawyer is fired by the prestigious conservative law firm he works for when it becomes known he has contracted the AIDS virus. He decides to sue his former employers for discrimination and wrongful termination. The only lawyer he can find to take his case is a homophobic African American lawyer from a small firm. Together they work to overcome the prejudice and corruption of their powerful adversaries before the man is overcome by AIDS, during the proceedings the two men form an unlikely friendship. The film was the first Hollywood studio picture to have AIDS as its primary subject. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Denzel Washington, Jason Robards, Mary Steenburgen, Antonio Banderas. Written by Ron Nyswaner. Directed by Jonathan Demme. This two disc Anniversary Edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmakers’ audio commentary with director Jonathan Demme and screenwriter Ron Nyswaner; “People Like Us: Making Philadelphia” the cast and crew of “Philadelphia” discuss the inspiration for the creation of the first Hollywood studio film about AIDS; “One Foot on a Banana Peel, the Other Foot in the Grave” a documentary; Deleted scenes; Music video “Streets of Philadelphia” performed by Bruce Springsteen; Courthouse protest footage and interviews; Joe Miller’s Macready & Shills Legal Services TV spot; Original theatrical release featurette; Previews; Filmographies; Languages: English, French, Japanese, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, Chinese, Japanese, and Thai.


The Philadelphia story: (DVD)
12269,ID
12269,DM
B&W 112 MIN WARNER BRO 1940
A classic Hollywood romantic comedy on the list of the American Film Institute’s 100 Best American films. A rich, spoiled socialite, on the eve of her second marriage, is taught a lesson in humility and she realizes who she truly wants to marry. Cast includes Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, a horse, John Howard, Roland Young, John Halliday, Mary Nash, Virginia Weidner. Screenplay by Donald Ogden Stewart. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The pianist: (DVD)
14078,ID
14078,DM
COLOR 148 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
Based on the memoirs of Wladyslaw Szpilman, a Polish Jew who was a brilliant pianist. When his family was shipped off to Nazi labor camps, he escaped and lived for years in the ruins of Warsaw, hiding from the Nazis. Cast includes Adrien Brody, Thomas Kretschmann, Frank Finlay, Maureen Lipman, Emilia Fox, Ed Stoppard, Julia Rayner, Jessica Kate Meyer. Based on the book “Smierc Miasta” by Wladyslaw Szpilman. Screenplay by Ronald Harwood. Directed by Roman Polanski. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Widescreen presentation; Director’s commentary track; Actor’s commentary track; Behind-the-scenes montage; Lost scene; Music video; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and crew information; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Picasso and Braque go to the movies: (DVD)
18662,ID
COLOR 60 MIN NEW VIDEO 2008
This film advances an interesting thesis: if the static visual arts affected early cinema’s vocabulary, did moving pictures inspire Cubism’s two towering giants, Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque? Cinema and Cubism were born during the birth of modernity itself, and filmmaker Arne Gimcher argues that films, from the earliest days of Thomas Edison and the Lumière Brothers, were a crucial formative influence on Modern painting,
particularly on Picasso and Braque. The movies' revolutionary portrayal of time, space, and motion was the engine behind the modernist revolution in fine art. Through interviews with art historians, practicing plastic and visual artists, poets, and filmmakers, it traces the effects of technological revolution—specifically the invention of aviation and the creation of cinema—and their interdependent influence on the art dubbed Modern. Narrator: Martin Scorsese; interviewees: Bernice Rose, Tom Gunning, Robert Whitman, Natasha Staller, Eric Fischl, Julian Schnabel, Jennifer Wild, Lucas Samaras, Coosje Van Bruggen, John Yau, Kim Tomadoglou, John Richardson, Adam Gopnik, Chuck Close. Directed by Arne Glimcher. In English, with optional subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Pillow talk : (DVD) 19540, ID
COLOR 113 MIN SONY PICTU 1955
The story covers one Labor Day week-end in a small Kansas town, and tells about the impact a virile drifter has on the lives of several women in town. A handsome drifter comes to town looking for work. There is promise of work in an old fraternity brother's family granary. The drifter's smoldering sexual magnetism attracts every woman in town, including his old friend's young beauty queen girlfriend. The tension that builds threatens the reason he came to town in the first place. Based upon the play "Pillow" by William Inge. Produced on the stage by Theater Guild and Joshua Logan. Cast includes William Holden, Kim Novak, Betty Field, Susan Strasberg, Cliff Robertson, Rosalind Russell. Screenplay by Daniel Taradash. Directed by Joshua Logan. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Photo montage; Vintage advertising; Bonus previews; Talent files; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.


The picture of Dorian Gray 08077, VH 08077, DM
111 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1945
A screen adaptation of Oscar Wilde's novel, captures the essence of evil that lies hidden behind the facade of one Victorian gentleman. A handsome man struck by his own beauty while the painting grows old. His wish is granted and the man's essence of evil that lies hidden behind the facade of one. The envy of every neighborhood degenerate, it isn't long before another couple set their sights on Divine's legacy, and in the proud American tradition, competition forces each contender to outdo the other. The cast includes Divine, David Lochary, Mary Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Danny Mills and Edith Massey. Written, directed and produced by John Waters. This twenty-fifth anniversary edition is presented in a format preserving the aspect ratio of its original theatrical distribution and is enhanced for widescreen TVs. Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Pink flamingos : (DVD) 16519, ID
16519, DM
COLOR 108 MIN NEW LINE H 2004
This underground epic, which breaks every rule of good filmmaking and good taste, set a benchmark for the bizarre that has never been equaled. Divine stars as Babs Johnson, a trailer park bon vivant who proudly claims the title of the filthiest person alive. The envy of every neighborhood degenerate, it isn't long before another couple set their sights on Divine's legacy, and in the proud American tradition, competition forces each contender to outdo the other. The cast includes Divine, David Lochary, Mary Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Danny Mills and Edith Massey. Written, directed and produced by John Waters. This twenty-fifth anniversary edition is presented in a format preserving the aspect ratio of its original theatrical distribution and is enhanced for widescreen TVs. Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Pink flamingos : (DVD) 07610, VH 07610, DM
B&W 102 MIN FOX VIDEO 1949
Pinky is a young light skinned black woman who is able to pass for white. She works in Boston as a nurse and has a white fiance. Pinky becomes tired of living with the fear that her true heritage will be discovered, so she returns home to Mississippi. In Mississippi she helps her ailing grandmother with the aging plantation owner for whom she cares. When the plantation owner dies she wills her estate to Pinky. The community rises in resentment, triggering a sensational court trial. The cast includes Jeanne Crain, Ethel Barrymore, Ethel Waters, William Lundigan. Screenplay by Philip Dunne and Dudley Nichols. Directed by Elia Kazan.


Pink flamingos : (DVD) 16254, ID
16254, DM
B&W 101 MIN TWENTIETH 1949
Pinky, a black woman who works as a nurse, is able to "pass for white." Afraid her true heritage will be discovered, she leaves her white fiance and returns home to Mississippi to help her ailing grandmother by caring for her employer, an imperious plantation owner. When the employer names Pinky heirress to her estate, the community rises in resentment, triggering a sensational court trial. The cast includes Jeanne Crain, Ethel Barrymore, Ethel Waters, William Lundigan. From a novel by Cid Ricketts Sumner. Screenplay by Philip Dunne and Dudley Nichols. Directed by Elia Kazan. The special features on this DVD include: Audio commentary by film historian Kenneth Geist; Original theatrical trailer. Language: English with optional subtitles in English and Spanish.


Pinocchio : (DVD) 17320, ID 17320, DM
COLOR 88 MIN WALT DISNE 1940
The Walt Disney feature length animated classic. Master woodcarver Geppetto makes wonderful wooden pieces in his small woodshop. The puppets and toys he produces make him happy but he is lonely. One day he makes a wooden boy puppet that reminds him that he has no son to share his talents with. He wishes on a star that the puppet could become a real boy. The Blue Fairy hears his wish and brings the puppet to life. Pinocchio comes to life as a wooden boy, he must prove himself worthy before the fairy will turn him into a real boy. Pinocchio the wooden boy must learn to be honest and true and avoid the temptations of the world. From the story by Carlo Collodi. Voices include Mel Blanc, Don Brodie, Walter Catlett, Marion Darlington,
Hollywood: A Celebration of the American Silent Film Series - Hollywood began turning out spectacular films, with original musical scores – often performed live by a symphony orchestra, and shown in glittering picture palaces. Audiences flocked to the theater and reacted enthusiastically for such films as “The Great Train Robbery” and “The Birth of a Nation.” Large audiences gave birth to the financial fortunes of Hollywood. Interviews are featured with Lillian Gish, Dolores Costello, Blanche Sweet, Jackie Coogan, King Vidor. Includes rare footage and excerpts from “Wings,” “The Wind,” “Noah’s Ark,” and “The Black Pirate.” The Hollywood series celebrates the birth of an industry, the town, and the people who made it all happen – the stars, the town, and the people who made it all happen – the stars, the scandals, the directors, producers, cameramen, and stuntmen. And the films themselves that make up the legend known as Hollywood.

Pitch perfect 2: (Blu-ray Disc)
19641,I D
COLOR 115 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
The sequel to the popular Pitch perfect about college a cappella singing groups and competitions. It’s been three years since the Bellas brought their signature vocals, style and attitude to become the first all-female group to win a national title. But when they get banned after a scandal that threatens to derail their last year at Barden, the three-time defending champs worry that this time they’ve lost their harmony for good. The Bellas must fight for their right to win the World Championships of A Cappella in Copenhagen. Cast includes Anna Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Hailee Steinfeld, Katey Sagal, Anna Camp. Elizabeth Banks written by Kay Cannon. Directed by Elizabeth Banks. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Deleted/extended/alternative scenes; Gag reel; Extended musical performances; Feature commentary with filmmakers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Pitch perfect: (Blu-ray Disc)
18394, I D
COLOR 112 MIN UNIVERSAL 2012
Arriving at her new college, Beca finds herself not right for any clique but somehow is muscled into one that she never would have picked on her own: alongside mean girls, sweet girls and weird girls whose only thing in common is how good they sound when they sing together. When Beca leads this a cappella singing group out of their traditional arrangements and perfect harmonies into all-new mash-ups, they fight to climb their way to the top of college music competitions. Based on the book by Mickey Rapkin. Cast includes Anna Kendrick, Skylar Astin, Rebel Wilson, Adam DeVine, Katey Sagal, Anna Camp. Elizabeth Banks directed by Jason Moore and producers Elizabeth Banks and Max Handelman; feature commentary with producer Paul Brooks; Stars: the Pitch Perfect music video with Mike Tompkins. Directed by Jason Moore. English or French dialogue, with optional Spanish or French subtitles; English subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing; audio deubed.

Pitch perfect: (DVD)
19640, I D
COLOR 115 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
The sequel to the popular Pitch perfect about college a cappella singing groups and competitions. It’s been three years since the Bellas brought their signature vocals, style and attitude to become the first all-female group to win a national title. But when they get banned after a scandal that threatens to derail their last year at Barden, the three-time defending champs worry that this time they’ve lost their harmony for good. The Bellas must fight for their right to win the World Championships of A Cappella in Copenhagen. Cast includes Anna Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Hailee Steinfield, Brittany Snow, Skylar Astin, Adam Devine, Katey Sagal, Anna Camp. Elizabeth Banks written by Kay Cannon. Directed by Elizabeth Banks. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Never-Before-Seen Treblemakers performance; Das Sound Machine Finale breakdown: Line-Aca-Aama: Green Bay rap; Snoo Dogg in the house; An Aca-Love story: Bumper and Fat Amy; Deleted/extended/alternative scenes; Gag reel; Extended musical performances; Feature commentary with filmmakers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Pitch perfect: (DVD)
18395, I D
COLOR 112 MIN UNIVERSAL 2012
A place in the sun : (DVD)
09544.ID
09544.DM
B&W 121 MIN PARAMOUNT 1951
The film adaptation of Theodore Dreiser's "An American Tragedy" about a poor young man determined to win a place in respectable society and the heart of a beautiful socialite. Based on the novel "An American Tragedy" by Theodore Dreiser and the Patrick Keene play adapted from the novel. Cast includes Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth Taylor, Shelly Winters, Keefe Brasselle. Screenplay by Michael Wilson and Harry Brown. Directed by George Stevens. This DVD version features interactive menus: scene selection; fullscreen format; retrospective cast and crew interviews with Elizabeth Taylor, Shelly Winters, George Stevens Jr., and Ivan Moffat; commentary by George Stevens Jr. and Ivan Moffat; George Stevens: Filmmakers Who Knew Him; theatrical trailer; English subtitles for the hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.

The plainsman – (DVD)
05990.VH
B&W 113 MIN MCA/UNIVERSE 1936
Extravagant Western putting Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Buffalo Bill, George Custer and Abraham Lincoln on the periphery of a plot to sell guns to Indians. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, James Ellison, Charles Bickford, Porter Hall, Victor Varconi, Helen Burgess, Gabby Hayes and Paul Harvey; directed by Cecil B. DeMille.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.; DeMille, Cecil B. (Cecil Cloumont), 1881-1959

Planet of the apes : (DVD)
10867.VH
COLOR 112 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1967
A science fiction masterpiece that conjectures what a world run by apes, and not humans, would be like. A crew of astronauts leaves Earth on a space flight and unbeknownst to them are shot forward in time, and crash on an unfamiliar planet. The surviving astronauts soon discover that on this planet humans do not run things, but are in fact enslaved by talking apes. Based on the novel by Pierre Boulle. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Roddy McDowall, Kim Hunter, Maurice Evans, James Whitmore, James Daly, Linda Harrison. Screenplay by Michael Wilson and Rod Serling. Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner.

Feature films – United States.

Planet of the apes : (DVD)
09189.ID
09189.DM
COLOR 112 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1967
A science fiction masterpiece that conjectures what a world run by apes, and not humans, would be like. A crew of astronauts leaves Earth on a space flight and unbeknownst to them are shot forward in time, and crash on an unfamiliar planet. The surviving astronauts soon discover that on this planet humans do not run things, but are in fact enslaved by talking apes. Based on the novel by Pierre Boulle. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Roddy McDowall, Kim Hunter, Maurice Evans, James Whitmore, James Daly, Linda Harrison. Screenplay by Michael Wilson and Rod Serling. Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner. This DVD version features widescreen format; photo gallery; theatrical trailers; "Planet of the Apes" Web link; Languages: English (5.1 Digital Surround, Dolby Surround), French (Dolby Surround); subtiles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Platoon : (DVD)
08640.ID
08640.DM
COLOR 120 MIN METRO-GOLDwyn 1986
Upon arrival in Vietnam, a young, naive American soldier learns the realities of war. Not only will he battle the Viet Cong, but also his own fears, physical exhaustion, and the intense anger growing within himself, if he is to survive the war. The young soldier is also witness to the struggle for control of the troops by his two commanding officers, who wage a personal war against each other as they fight for the hearts and minds of their men. The conflict, chaos, and hatred of the young man's situation overwhelms and numbs him to the life and death struggle that surrounds him. Cast includes Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe, Charlie Sheen. Music by Georges Delerue. Written and directed by Oliver Stone. This DVD version features a widescreen 16:9, 1:85:1 theatrical release format; interactive menus; "Tour of the Inferno" documentary featuring interviews with the director, cast and crew; audio commentary by director Oliver Stone; audio commentary by military supervisor Captain Dale Dye; photo gallery; collectible booklet; original theatrical trailer; TV spots; languages: English (5.1 surround and stereo), French (stereo surround), and Spanish (mono); English closed captioning; subtitles: French and Spanish.


Play misty for me : (DVD)
15188.ID
15188.DM
COLOR 103 MIN UNIVERSAL 1971
A popular radio disc jockey becomes the target of an obsessive fan. The DJ is intrigued by a listener with a sexy voice who calls in regularly to his show requesting "play Misty for me." They agree to meet and the two have a torrid affair. When he decides to end the relationship, her obsession turns violent. The woman stalks out at everything and everyone in his life. The DJ's life is not only his life, but the lives of anyone close to him in danger. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Jessica Walter, Donna Mills, John Larch. Story by Jo Heims. Screenplay by Jo Heims and Dean Riesner. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Play it again" a look back at the film;Photograph montage; Clint Eastwood directs and acts; The evolution of a poster; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; DVD-Rom features; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Stalking – Drama.; Disc jockeys – Drama.; Relationship addiction – United States – Drama.; Stalkers – Drama.; Eastwood, Clint, 1930-

The player : (DVD)
12404.ID
12404.DM
COLOR 124 MIN NEW LINE CINEMA 1992
Life keeps getting worse for Griffin Mill, a Hollywood studio executive - his career is in decline; he is receiving anonymous death threats from a rejected screenwriter; he has just killed a writer he believes is responsible for the threats, but who turns out to be the wrong person; he has fallen in love with the girlfriend of the man he killed; a streetwise LAPD detective keeps hounding him about the murdered writer; and he is still receiving death threats. The film is a celebrity-stuffed thriller of numerous obsession and Hollywood glamour. Based on the novel by Michael Tolkin. Cast includes Tim Robbins, Greta Scacchi, Fred Ward, Whoopi Goldberg, Peter Gallagher, Brion James, Cynthia Stevenson. Screenplay by Michael Tolkin. Directed by Robert Altman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Robert Altman and Michael Tolkin; Robert Altman featurette; Five deleted scenes; Cameo menu featuring filmographies of over fifty actors appearing in the film; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Pleasantville : (DVD)
17174.ID
17174.DM
COLOR 124 MIN NEW LINE CINEMA 1998
Two teenagers growing up in the 1990's are magically transported back to a 1950's black-and-white sitcom television reality. Trapped in the town of Pleasantville where everything is comfortably familiar, but strangely unreal, the two teens modern ways cause a major impact on the lives of the townspeople. When color begins to creep into the black-and-white world nothing will ever be the same for the residents of Pleasantville. Cast includes Tobey Maguire, Jeff Daniels, Joan Allen, William H. Macy, J.T. Walsh, Don Knotts, Reese Witherspoon. Written and directed by Gary Ross. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by writer/director Gary Ross.
Pocahontas and Pocahontas II: journey to a new world: (DVD) 18357,ID 18357,DM
COLOR 154 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Pocahontas, the young daughter of Chief Powhatan, wonders what adventures await just around the riverbend. She is joined by her playful pals, raccoon Meeko and hummingbird Flit. A chance meeting with Captain Smith leads to a friendship that will change history, as the Native Americans and English settlers learn to live together. Featuring the voices of: Linda Hunt, Mel Gibson, Christian Bale, David Ogden Stiers, Irene Bedard. Special features on Disc 2: Pocahontas II DVD Storybook. Directed by Mike Gabriel, Eric Goldberg, Bradley Raymond, Tom Ellery. English, Spanish or French dialogue; Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Pocahontas and Pocahontas II: journey to a new world: (Blu-ray Disc) 18358,ID
COLOR 154 MIN BUENA VIST 2012
Pocahontas, the young daughter of Chief Powhatan, wonders what adventures await just around the riverbend. She is joined by her playful pals, raccoon Meeko and hummingbird Flit. A chance meeting with Captain Smith leads to a friendship that will change history, as the Native Americans and English settlers learn to live together. Featuring the voices of: Linda Hunt, Mel Gibson, Christian Bale, David Ogden Stiers, Irene Bedard. Special features: Drawing inspiration: The Lost Story of Hiawatha; "Little Hiawatha" cartoon short; deleted song: "If I never knew you"; the music of Pocahontas; deleted scenes; audio commentary. Directed by Mike Gabriel, Eric Goldberg, Bradley Raymond, Tom Ellery. In English, Spanish or French dialogue: Spanish or French subtitles; subtitled for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Point blank : (DVD) 19085,ID
COLOR 92 MIN WARNER HOM 1967
Point blank
Walker is a professional criminal who is double-crossed during a underworld heist. He is gunned down and left for dead on Alcatraz Island. Walker resurfaces in Los Angeles to track down his share of the loot. Based on the novel "The Hunter" by Richard Stark. Cast includes Lee Marvin, Angie Dickinson, Keenan Wynn, Carroll O’Connor. Directed by John Boorman. The laser disc presents the film in Letter-Box Format and features the original theatrical trailer and "Point Blank" featurette. Feature films – United States.
Point of no return : (Blu-ray Disc) 07676.VH
COLOR 109 MIN WARNER HOM 1993
American remake of the French film "La Femme Nikita." A street girl is sentenced to death for murder. She is given the option of working for a secret government assassin or death. She chooses to become a government killer. After her training she is given a new identity and lives a far more comfortable life than she did as a street junkie. She must answer the call to murder whenever it comes or she will be put to death. Based on Luc Besson's "La Femme Nikita." Cast includes Bridget Fonda, Gabriel Byrne, Dermot Mulroney, Anne Bancroft, Harvey Keitel. Directed by John Badham.

Feature films – United States.

Poison : (DVD) 09514,ID 09514,DN
COLOR 85 MIN FOX LORBER 1990
The examination behind a seven year-old boy's murder of his own father. The tale is related to the story of a scientist who isolates the sex drive in liquid form. Also, the sexually obsessive relationship between two prison inmates is explored. The film is part horror movie, part drama, and part expose and culminates in an explosive climax of unsettled emotions. Cast includes Edith Meeks, Larry Maxwell, Susan Gayle Norman, Scott Renderey, James Lyons. Written and directed by Todd Haynes. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; filmographies and awards; trailer; production credits; audio commentary track with producer Christine Vachon, actor/editor James Lyons, and writer/director Todd Haynes.

Feature films – United States.

Poltergeist : (DVD) 11474,JD 11474,DM
COLOR 114 MIN WARNER BRO 1982
A family's suburban home is haunted by malevolent spirits. The family experiences minor unexplainable paranormal events that begin to worry them that something is awry in the family home. Nothing can prepare the family for the violent horrors the angry spirits that dwell in the house will unleash upon them. Cast includes JoBeth Williams, Craig T. Nelson, Beatrice Straight. Story by Steven Spielberg. Screenplay by Steven Spielberg, Michael Grais, and Mark Victor. Directed by Tobe Hooper. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Polyester 08421,VH 08421,DM
COLOR 83 MIN NEW LINE H 1981
The Fishpaws are a typical nouveau rich family living in the suburbs. The father is a pornographer, the son is a criminally insane foot fetishist, the teenage daughter is pregnant, and the mother is ostracized by the neighbors and driven to drink. When the husband leaves the family for cheap sex with his secretary, things look bleak, but the long suffering wife's world is about to change for the better. Cast includes Divine, Tab Hunter, Edith Massey, David Samson, Mary Garlington, Ken King, Mink Stole, Joni Ruth White, Stiv Bators. Written and directed by John Waters.

Feature films – United States.; Waters, John, 1946-

The polymath, or, The life and opinions of Samuel R. Delany, gentleman : (DVD) 18666,ID 222 MIN MAESTRO ME 2007


Pompeii : (DVD) 18797,ID
COLOR 105 MIN CONSTANTIN 2014
Set in 79 A.D., Pompeii tells the epic story of Milo (Kit Harrington), a slave turned invincible gladiator who finds himself in a race against time to save his true love Cassia (Emily Browning), a wealthy merchant's daughter who has been unwillingly betrothed to a corrupt Roman senator (Kiefer Sutherland). As Mount Vesuvius erupts in a torrent of blazing lava, Milo must fight his way out of the arena in order to save his beloved as the once magnificent Pompeii crumbles around him. Cast includes Kit Harrington, Carrie-Anne Moss, Emily Browning, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje, Jessica Lucas, Currie Graham, Sasha Roiz, Jared Harris, Kiefer Sutherland. Directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. In English; optional English and Spanish subtitles; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (SDH); optional English descriptive audio track for people with visual disabilities.

The Poseidon adventure
12903,ID
COLOR 117 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1972
The S.S. Poseidon is cruising across the Atlantic one last time bringing to an end a long and illustrious career as the "Queen of the Seas." On New Year's Eve a huge wave strikes the vessel and overturns it, killing almost everyone on board. A small group of passengers struggle to survive on the capsized cruise ship. The group work their way through the rapidly sinking ship, if they can make it to the engine room, there is a slim chance of survival. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Ernest Borgnine, Red Buttons, Carol Lynley, Roddy McDowall, Stella Stevens, Shelly Winters, Jack Albertson, Pamela Sue Martin, Arthur O'Connell, Eric Shea, Leslie Nielsen. Directed by Ronald Neame.

Feature films – United States.; Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Shipwrecks – Drama.

The Poseidon adventure
06953,VD
COLOR 117 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1972
The S.S. Poseidon is cruising across the Atlantic one last time bringing to an end a long and illustrious career as the "Queen of the Seas." On New Year's Eve a huge wave strikes the vessel and overturns it, killing almost everyone on board. A small group of passengers struggle to survive on the capsized cruise ship. The group work their way through the rapidly sinking ship, if they can make it to the engine room, there is a slim chance of survival. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Ernest Borgnine, Red Buttons, Carol Lynley, Roddy McDowall, Stella Stevens, Shelly Winters, Jack Albertson, Pamela Sue Martin, Arthur O'Connell, Eric Shea, Leslie Nielsen. Directed by Ronald Neame.

Feature films – United States.

The Poseidon adventure
12719,ID
COLOR 117 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1972
The S.S. Poseidon is cruising across the Atlantic one last time bringing to an end a long and illustrious career as the "Queen of the Seas." On New Year's Eve a huge wave strikes the vessel and overturns it, killing almost everyone on board. A small group of passengers struggle to survive on the capsized cruise ship. The group work their way through the rapidly sinking ship, if they can make it to the engine room, there is a slim chance of survival. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Ernest Borgnine, Red Buttons, Carol Lynley, Roddy McDowall, Stella Stevens, Shelly Winters, Jack Albertson, Pamela Sue Martin, Arthur O'Connell, Eric Shea, Leslie Nielsen. Directed by Ronald Neame. This DVD version features widescreen format; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English or French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Shipwrecks – Drama.

Posse : (DVD)
08729,ID
COLOR 111 MIN METRO-GOLD 1993
Set in 1892, a group of mostly black infantrymen are betrayed by their white commander. Avoiding death, they desert the Spanish-American war and ride together as a band of wanted men to the town of Freemanville. They find the town in the midst of a race war, the men's charismatic leader, Jessie Lee, Leads his men in the good fight against racism and their evil white commander. Cast includes Mario Van Peebles, Stephen Baldwin, Richard Gant, Richard Jordan, Blair Underwood, Reggie Vel Johnson, Billy Zane. Written by Richardson and Dario Scardapane. Directed by Mario Van Peebles. This DVD version features a widescreen version; original theatrical trailer; languages: English, French, and Spanish; subtitles: French and Spanish.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.

Postcards from the edge : (DVD)
14241,DM
COLOR 102 MIN COLUMBIA T 1990
Based on the novel by Carrie Fisher about her life in the Hollywood fast lane. Suzanne Vale is a wise-cracking, vulnerable actress determined to jump start her failing career. Her mother, an aging movie star is the definitive portrait of Hollywood's gutsy glamour queens and, of course, offers her daughter only razor sharp humor and searing honesty. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Shirley MacLaine, Dennis Quaid, Rob Reiner. Screenplay by Carrie Fisher. Directed by Mike Nichols. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentations; Carrie Fisher audio commentary; Scene selection; Bonus trailer; Talent files; Interactive menus; Production notes; Language: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

Feature films – United States.; Mothers and daughters – Drama.; Actresses – California; Los Angeles – Drama.; Substance abuse – Treatment – Drama.; Nichols, Mike, 1931-

The postman always rings twice
07882,VD
COLOR 113 MIN MGM/UA HOME VIDEO 1946
This classic film tells a story of greed, jealousy, and betrayal. The owner of a roadside diner offers a job to a hitchhiker passing through. The wife of the diner owner is immediately attracted to the drifter and sparks fly between them. Their attraction to each other sets in motion the wheels of suspense in this highly charged drama as the couple hatch a plan to remain together without the wife losing the diner. Based on the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Lana Turner, John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway, Hume Cronyn, Leon Ames, Audrey Totter, Alan Reed. Screenplay by Harry Ruskin and Niven Busch. Directed by Tay Garnett. This is a colorized version of a film that was originally black-and-white.


The postman always rings twice : (DVD)
20230,ID
B/W 113 MIN WARNER HOME VIDEO 1946
This classic film tells a story of greed, jealousy, and betrayal. The owner of a roadside diner offers a job to a hitchhiker passing through. The wife of the diner owner is immediately attracted to the drifter and sparks fly between them. Their attraction to each other sets in motion the wheels of suspense in this highly charged drama as the couple hatch a plan to remain together without the wife losing the diner. Based on the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Lana Turner, John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway, Hume Cronyn, Leon Ames, Audrey Totter, Alan Reed. Screenplay by Harry Ruskin and Niven Busch. Directed by Tay Garnett. This DVD version features documentary profile "The John Garfield story" narrated by Julie Garfield; Introduction by film historian and author Richard Jewell; Theatrical trailers of the original and the 1981 remake; Behind-the-scenes image gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Powaqqatsi : (DVD)
17688,ID
COLOR 99 MIN CRITERION COLLECTION 1988
The Qatsi trilogy : The Criterion collection Series - Powaqqatsi is an exploration of technologically developing nations and the effect the transition to Western-style modernization has had on them. The film employs a meditative slow motion to reveal the beauty of the traditional ways of life in those parts of the planet. Original music by Philip Glass. Cast includes Christie Brinkley, ...
Powqqatsi : life in transformation : (DVD) 09192.ID
COLOR 97 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988
The second installment of writer/director Godfrey Reggio's apocalyptic "qatsi" trilogy melds stunning cinematography with composer Philip Glass' spellbinding score, juxtaposing images of ancient cultures with those of modern life, portraying the human cost of progress. Presented by Francis Ford Coppola and George Lucas. Music by Philip Glass. Director of photography Graham Berry and Leonidas Zouroudis and edited by Iris Cahn and Alton Walpole. Directed by Godfrey Reggio. This DVD version features a new interview with the director and composer; original theatrical trailers for the "Qatsi" trilogy.

Powwow highway : (DVD) 16239,ID
COLOR 91 MIN HANDMADE F 1988
With nothing in common but their Native American heritage, two men begin a cross-country adventure filled with comedy and drama. The cast includes A. Martinez, Gary Farmer, Amanda Wyss. Based on the novel by David Seals. Directed by Jonathan Wacks. Language: English.

Precious (based on the novel ‘Push’ by Sapphire) : (DVD) 14480,DM
COLOR 109 MIN LIONS GATE 2009
Claireece ‘Precious’ Jones lives in Harlem, New York with her abusive father and mother. Precious is obese, illiterate, and sexually pregnant. Her pregnancy is the result of being raped by her father. This will be her second child; the first was also the result of her father’s sexual abuse. Her mother also physically, mentally, and sexually abuses the teenage Precious. When school officials learn of the pregnancy she is sent to attend alternative school, where the young girl encounters adults who try to help, instead of harm her. Precious responds to the glimmer of hope and works to point her life in a positive direction away from the all the abuse she has suffered. The film is set in

Presumed innocent : (VHS) 48799,VD
COLOR 127 MIN WARNER HOME 1990
A married deputy prosecutor is engaged in an obsessive affair with a co-worker. When the woman is murdered, the deputy prosecutor is accused of the murder. He must fight to clear his name and unravel the truth. Based on the novel by Scott Turow. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Brian Dennehy, Raul Julia, Bonnie Beddoes, Paul Winfield, Greta Scacchi. Screenplay by Frank Pierson and Alan J. Pakula. Music by John Williams. Directed by Alan J. Pakula.

The prestige : (DVD) 19448,ID
COLOR 130 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2007
In turn-of-the-century Victorian London, charismatic showman Robert Angier and gifted illusionist Alfred Borden are two young magicians whose friendship is destroyed when the love of Angier’s life dies in a trick gone wrong. Their rivalry escalates into an obsession full of deceit and sabotage. When Borden’s “transported man” trick becomes famous, Angier will go to any length to top it, even pursuing a fantastic and frightening machine developed by Nicola Tesla. Based on the novel by Christopher Priest. Cast includes Hugh Jackman, Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Scarlett Johansson, Rebecca Hall, Andy Serkis, Piper Perabo, David Bowie, Roger Rees, Edward Hibbert, Ricky Jay. Screenplay by Jonathan Nolan and Christopher Nolan. Directed by Christopher Nolan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation. The directors note the cinematic sleight of hand of Christopher Nolan Conjuring the past, The visual maze, Metaphors of deception, Tesla: the man who invented the twentieth century, Resonances; The art of The prestige gallery; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles French and Spanish.

Richard Attenborough : (VHS) 18898,FD
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER HOME 1984
Based on a true story, this film tells the tale of a brilliant young Englishman who becomes a famous doctor in South Africa. The director is Richard Attenborough; the cast includes Ian Holm, José Ferrer, Andrew McCulloch, and Carol Kane. The film is set in
Pretty Woman
04991.VH
04991.DM
COLOR 119 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1989
A corporate raider pays a gorgeous hooker to be his escort for a business week in Beverly Hills and then falls for her. Fifteenth anniversary special edition packed with all-new, never-before-seen bonus features. Cast includes Richard Gere, Julia Roberts, Ralph Bellamy, Jason Alexander, Laura San Giacomo, Hector Elizondo. Includes blooper reel, "Live from the wrap party", audio commentary, 1990 production featurette, theatrical trailer. English or French dialogue; French or Spanish subtitles.

Pretty woman : (DVD) 18379.ID
COLOR 125 MIN BUENA VIST 1990
A corporate raider pays a gorgeous hooker to be his escort for a business week in Beverly Hills and then falls for her. Fifteenth anniversary special edition packed with all-new, never-before-seen bonus features. Cast includes Richard Gere, Julia Roberts, Ralph Bellamy, Jason Alexander, Laura San Giacomo, Hector Elizondo. Includes blooper reel, "Live from the wrap party", audio commentary, 1990 production featurette, theatrical trailer. English or French dialogue; French or Spanish subtitles.

Pride and prejudice
05739.VH
05739.DM
B&W 118 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1940
Adaptation of the Jane Austen novel about manners and mores in Regency England. Cast includes Greer Garson, Laurence Olivier, Mary Boland, Edna May Oliver, Maureen O'Sullivan, Ann Rutherford and Frieda Inescort; screenplay by Aldous Huxley and Jane Murfin; directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

Pride and prejudice : (pride & prejudice) : (DVD) 12656.ID
COLOR 104 MIN EXCEL ENTE 2003
A modern update of Jane Austen's novel, Elizabeth Bennet is a hard-working, studious college student who is determined to stay focused on her studies. Will Darcy is a young businessman who is an ideal romantic match for Elizabeth; unfortunately he makes a disastrous first impression. Seamingly destined to be together, it is to be seen whether they will be able to avoid the obstacles that keep them apart. Based on the novel by Jane Austen. Cast includes Keri Hershin, Orlando Seale, Luciela Sola, Ben Gourley, Kelly Stables, Henry Maguire, Hubbel Palmer, Kara Holden, Nicole Hamilton, Rainy Kerwin, Honor Bliss, Carmen Rasmusen. Written by Anne Black, Jason Faller, and Katherine Swigert. Directed by Andrew Black. This DVD version features director commentary; Outtakles; Pop-up video special for Jane Austen fans; "Classics for Canines" intercomercial; "Pocket-sized" Pink Bible DVD-Rom; Behind-the-scenes featurettes; Cameo appearance by Carmen Rasmusen and Jared Hess; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Pride : (DVD) 18144.ID
COLOR 109 MIN LIONSGATE 2007
Based on the true story of inner city Philadelphia swim coach Jim Ellis. From his roots in Salisbury, North Carolina, Ellis goes on to build a swim team in one of Philly's toughest neighborhoods in the 1970s. Cast includes Terrence Howard, Bernie Mac, Kimberly Elise, Tom Arnold. Special features: Director commentary; deleted and extended scenes; music montages. Directed by Sunu Gonera, English dialogue, English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


Pretty Woman
04991.VH
04991.DM
COLOR 119 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1989
A corporate raider pays a gorgeous hooker to be his escort for a business week in Beverly Hills and then falls for her. Fifteenth anniversary special edition packed with all-new, never-before-seen bonus features. Cast includes Richard Gere, Julia Roberts; directed by Garry Marshall. Feature films – United States.; Marshall, Garry.

Primary colors : (DVD) 16908.ID
COLOR 144 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998
A story inspired by President Clinton's presidential campaign. A virtually unknown Southern governor runs for president of the United States. By his side is his strong, savvy, and equally ambitious wife. Running against the odds, they need all the help they can get from their extremely colorful political team, as they must win a history making campaign for the office of the president. Cast includes John Travolta, Emma Thompson, Billy Bob Thornton, Adrian Lester, Maura Tierney, Paul Guilfoyle, Larry Hagman, Kathy Bates. Screenplay by Elaine May. Directed by Mike Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers bios; Film highlights; Theatrical trailers; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
08134.VH
COLOR 97 MIN DREAMWORKS 1999
A teacher in a 1930's Scottish girls' school captivates her students with her fascist ideals and free-thinking attitude. She engages in ongoing battles with the rigid heads of the school and faces the biggest trial of her life when her livelihood and career are threatened. Adapted from the novel by Muriel Spark. Cast includes Maggie Smith, Robert Stephens, Pamela Franklin, Gordon Jackson, Jane Carr, Celia Johnson. Special features: commentary by director Ronald Neame and actress Pamela Franklin; still gallery; theatrical trailer. Directed by Ronald Neame. In English (stereo or mono) or dubbed French (mono) or Spanish (mono) with optional English or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


The Prince of Egypt
03036.VH
COLOR 99 MIN DREAMWORKS 1999
This animated feature film tells the extraordinary tale of two brothers, one born of royal blood, one an orphan with a secret past. They grow together as best friends sharing a strong bond of free-spirited youth and good-natured rivalry. The brothers mature and become powerful men – one the ruler of an empire, the other the chosen leader of the people. Their confrontation will forever change their lives and the world. Directed by Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells.

The prince of Egypt : (DVD) 13382,ID 1999
COLOR 99 MIN DREAMWORKS
This animated feature film tells the extraordinary tale of two brothers, one born of royal blood, one an orphan with a secret past. They grow together as best friends sharing a strong bond of free-spirited youth and good-natured rivalry. The brothers mature and become powerful men - one the ruler of an empire, and the other the chosen leader of his people. Their final confrontation will forever change their lives and the world.
Directed by Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells. This DVD version features scene selection; audio commentary with directors Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells; "The Making of The prince of Egypt"; "When you believe" multi-language presentation; basics of animation "Chariot Race"; focus on technical effects; The prince of Egypt art gallery; 2 theatrical trailers; cast and filmmakers' bios; production notes; special sneak preview; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing-impaired.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation; Middle Eastern Americana

Prince Valiant : (DVD) 12048,ID 12048,DM 1999
COLOR 99 MIN DREAMWORKS
This animated feature film tells the extraordinary tale of two brothers, one born of royal blood, one an orphan with a secret past. They grow together as best friends sharing a strong bond of free-spirited youth and good-natured rivalry. The brothers mature and become powerful men - one the ruler of an empire, and the other the chosen leader of his people. Their final confrontation will forever change their lives and the world.
Directed by Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells. This DVD version features scene selection; audio commentary with directors Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells; "The Making of The prince of Egypt"; "When you believe" multi-language presentation; basics of animation "Chariot Race"; focus on technical effects; The prince of Egypt art gallery; 2 theatrical trailers; cast and filmmakers' bios; production notes; special sneak preview; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing-impaired.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

The princess and the frog : (Blu-ray Disc) 18351,ID 2010
COLOR 98 MIN BUENA VIST
New Orleans. Arrogant, carefree Prince Naveen and hardworking waitress Tiana cross paths. Prince Naveen is transformed into a frog by a conning voodoo magician. Tiana follows suit when she decides to kiss the amphibian royalty. With the help of a trumpet-playing alligator, a Cajun firefly, and an old blind lady who lives in a boat in a tree, Naveen and Tiana must race to break the spell and fulfill their dreams. Featuring the voices of: Anika Noni Rose, Bruno Campos, Keith David, Michael-Leon Wooley, Jennifer Cody, Jim Cummings, Peter Bartlett, Jenifer Lewis, Oprah Winfrey, Terrence Howard, John Goodman. Special features: Deleted scenes; Princess portraits game; audio commentary by filmmakers; music video by Ne-Yo. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The princess and the frog : (DVD) 18351,ID 2010
COLOR 98 MIN BUENA VIST
New Orleans. Arrogant, carefree Prince Naveen and hardworking waitress Tiana cross paths. Prince Naveen is transformed into a frog by a conning voodoo magician. Tiana follows suit when she decides to kiss the amphibian royalty. With the help of a trumpet-playing alligator, a Cajun firefly, and an old blind lady who lives in a boat in a tree, Naveen and Tiana must race to break the spell and fulfill their dreams. Featuring the voices of: Anika Noni Rose, Bruno Campos, Keith David, Michael-Leon Wooley, Jennifer Cody, Jim Cummings, Peter Bartlett, Jenifer Lewis, Oprah Winfrey, Terrence Howard, John Goodman. Special features: Deleted scenes; Princess portraits game; audio commentary by filmmakers; music video by Ne-Yo. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


The princess bride 05156,VH 05156,DM 1987
COLOR 98 MIN NELSON ENT
A fairy tale based on the William Goldman novel about Westley, a dashing young man who must save his beloved Buttercup from a forced marriage to the evil prince Humperdink. Fairy tale standards - giants, sword fights, chases and dramatic escapes - are colored by director Rob Reiner's satirical humor. Cast includes Cary Elwes, Mandy Patinkin, Robin Wright, Wallace Shawn, Peter Falk, Andre the Giant, Chris Sarandon, Christopher Guest, Billy Crystal, Cary Elwes, Fred Savage, Peter Cook, and Mel Smith; music by Mark Knopfler. In English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Princess of Persia : the sands of time : (DVD) 19892,ID 2010
COLOR 116 MIN WALT DISNE
A video game is given a Hollywood feature film adaptation. It's a race against time when a rogue prince reluctantly teams up with a rival princess to safeguard a magical dagger that gives its possessor the power to reverse time and rule the world. Based on the video game series Prince of Persia. Cast includes Jake Gyllenhaal, Ben Kingsley, Gemma Arterton, Alfred Molina, Richard Coyle, Toby Kebbell, Steve Toussaint, Ronald Pickup, Gisli Orn Gardarsson, Rees Ritchie. Screenplay by Boaz Yakin, Gyllenhaal, Jake, 1980-; Goodman. Special features: Deleted scenes; Princess portraits game; audio commentary by filmmakers; music video by Ne-Yo. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Princess Valiant : (DVD) 19788,ID 1954
COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTU
Hal Foster's Sunday-comics saga of a young Viking prince in the service of King Arthur. Prince Valiant is the son of the King of Scandinavia, who goes on an adventure that leads him to King Arthur's court, where he pledges allegiance to the King, befriends other knights, falls in love with a beautiful princess, and battles the black knight. Based on the King Features Syndicates Prince Valiant by Harold Foster. Cast includes James Mason, Janet Leigh, Robert Wagner, Debra Paget, Sterling Hayden. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Directed by Henry Hathaway. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The princess of Egypt : (DVD) 9751,ID 1989
COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTU
This DVD version features widescreen presentation; audio commentary with directors Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells; "The Making of The prince of Egypt"; "When you believe" multi-language presentation; basics of animation "Chariot Race"; focus on technical effects; The prince of Egypt art gallery; 2 theatrical trailers; cast and filmmakers' bios; production notes; special sneak preview; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing-impaired.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation; Middle Eastern Americana

The princess and the frog : (Blu-ray Disc) 18351,ID 2010
COLOR 98 MIN BUENA VIST
New Orleans. Arrogant, carefree Prince Naveen and hardworking waitress Tiana cross paths. Prince Naveen is transformed into a frog by a conning voodoo magician. Tiana follows suit when she decides to kiss the amphibian royalty. With the help of a trumpet-playing alligator, a Cajun firefly, and an old blind lady who lives in a boat in a tree, Naveen and Tiana must race to break the spell and fulfill their dreams. Featuring the voices of: Anika Noni Rose, Bruno Campos, Keith David, Michael-Leon Wooley, Jennifer Cody, Jim Cummings, Peter Bartlett, Jenifer Lewis, Oprah Winfrey, Terrence Howard, John Goodman. Special features: Deleted scenes; Princess portraits game; audio commentary by filmmakers; music video by Ne-Yo. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films – United States

Private of honor
07375.VH
COLOR 88 MIN HBO VIDEO 1991
In 1894, Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish officer in the French artillery, was convicted of betraying military secrets and sentenced to life imprisonment. When a new head of Counterintelligence is appointed he reopens the Dreyfus case and discovers the evidence used to convict the man was forged. While the court that condemned him was loyal to the army he could not to the army he could not return home of unhappy frustrated housewife Ann. Duke is a petty thug, an implied homosexual. He falls in love with another hired killer. She is hired by the family to eliminate someone who has double-crossed them. Their plan can only by successful if the play is a bomb. The play "Springtime for Hitler," turns out terrible, but the audiences love it, now they have to pay off the investors, with money they don't have. Cast includes Alice Spiwak, Claire Baron, Rico Elias, Gabriella Farrar, Tyrone Wilson, Dan Berkey, Novella Nelson, Catherine English Robinson, Eyelyn Cunningham, Gloria Sparrow, Audrey Goodfriend, Vivian Bonanno, Judd Marmor, Charles W. Lloyd, Charles F. Flowers Jr., Robert Rutherford, Judith Weisz. Written and directed by Yvonne Rainer.

Privilege : (DVD)
14877,ID
103 MIN ZEITGEIST 1990
The Yvonne Rainer Collection Series - A middle-age documentary filmmaker undertakes filming a candid and open dialogue on menopause. The filmmaker is approaching menopause herself. This film is a scathing exposition of ageism, sexism, economic elitism, and racism—the isms that artificially define and characterize empowerment in contemporary society—the marginalization, disenfranchisement, and social segregation that pervade everyday existence, informing the myth of privilege. Cast includes Alice Spiwak, Claire Baron, Rico Elias, Gabriella Farrar, Tyrone Wilson, Dan Berkey, Novella Nelson, Catherine English Robinson, Eyelyn Cunningham, Gloria Sparrow, Audrey Goodfriend, Vivian Bonanno, Judd Marmor, Charles W. Lloyd, Charles F. Flowers Jr., Robert Rutherford, Judith Weisz. Written and directed by Yvonne Rainer.

Private Benjamin
07392.VH
COLOR 110 MIN WARNER HOM 1980
When a spoiled rich woman's husband dies she becomes distraught and enlists in the U.S. Army. Neither the woman nor the Army is prepared for what is in store for them. For the first time Private Benjamin is forced to take charge of her life and finally matures as an independent woman. Cast includes Goldie Hawn, Eileen Brennan, Armand Assante, Robert Webber, Sam Wanamaker, Barbara Barrie, Mary Kay Place, Harry Dean Stanton. Written by Nancy Meyers, Charles Shyer, Harvey Miller. Directed by Howard Zieff.

Private hell '36 : (Blu-ray Disc)
17099.ID
B&W 81 MIN PARAMOUNT 1954
Two police detectives and a nightclub singer plot to keep a box of stolen money with tragic results. Cast includes Ida Lupino (who also co-wrote the script with Collier Young), Steve Cochran, Howard Duff, Dean Jagger and Dorothy Malone. Directed by Doris Siegel. Language: English.

Private property : (Blu-ray Disc)
19929.ID
B&W 79 MIN CINELICIOUT 1960
A restored long-lost California noir film. Two homicidal drifters wander off the beach and into the seemingly-perfect Los Angeles home of unhappy frustrated housewife Ann. Duke is a petty thug with a conspicuous absence of morality, and Boots is his virginal friend, an implied homosexual. Duke comes up with a plan to snare the appealing housewife for a one-time sexual encounter with Boots. What Duke cannot plan are the effects this will have on the very people he is trying to manipulate, and the tragic results. Cast includes Warren Oates, Corey Allen, Kate Manx, Robert Ward, Jerome Cowan. Written and directed by Leslie Stevens. This Blu-ray Disc version features video interview with still photographer and technical consultant Alexander Singer; U.S. theatrical trailer; Restoration from previously lost film elements rediscovered and preserved by the UCLA Film and Television Archive; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Prizzi's honor : (DVD)
17306.ID
COLOR 129 MIN METRO-GOLD 1985
A trusted hit man working for one of the richest and most powerful mob families in the country becomes conflicted when he falls in love with another hired killer. She is hired by the family to eliminate someone who has double-crossed them. Their jobs become complicated when each is given a contract that neither can go through with. From the novel by Richard Condon. Cast includes Jack Nicholson, Kathleen Turner, Anjelica Huston. Screenplay by Ricard Condon and Janet Roach. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version both widescreen and standard presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The producers
07380.VH
COLOR 90 MIN EMBASSY HO 1968
A moneymaking scheme goes horribly wrong. A producer on the advice of his accountant sets out to produce a sure fire flop. Their plan can only by successful if the play is a bomb. The play "Springtime for Hitler," turns out terrible, but the audiences love it, now they have to pay off the investors, with money they don't have. Cast includes Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder, Dick Shawn. Written and directed by Mel Brooks.

Prometheus : (Blu-ray Disc)
19507,ID
COLOR 124 MIN 20TH CENTU 2012
Explorers have discovered a clue that brings them to the origins of mankind on Earth. This leads them on a journey that takes them to the darkest corners of the universe. Cast includes Michael Fassbender, Guy Pearce, Idris Elba, Logan Marshall-Green, Charlize Theron, Sean Harris, Rafe Spall. Written by Jon Spaihts and Damon Lindelof. Directed by Ridley Scott. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Two audio commentaries by Ridley Scott and writer Jon Spaihts and Damon Lindelof; The Peter Weyland files; Deleted and alternate scenes including alternate beginning and ending; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles:
Prometheus : (DVD)
19508,ID
COLOR 124 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2012

Explorers have discovered a clue that brings them to the origins of mankind on Earth. This leads them on a journey that takes them to the darkest corners of the universe. Cast includes Noomi Rapace, Michael Fassbender, Guy Pearce, Idris Elba, Logan Marshall-Green, Charlize Theron, Sean Harris, Rafe Spall. Written by Jon Spaihts and Damon Lindelof. Directed by Ridley Scott. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Psycho : (DVD)
20285,ID
COLOR 134 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016

Empires fall, love survives. When Michael, a brilliant medical student, meets Ana, their shared Armenian heritage sparks an attraction that explodes into a romantic rivalry between Michael and Ana's boyfriend Chris, a famous American photojournalist dedicated to exposing political truth. As the Ottoman Empire crumbles into war torn chaos, their conflicting passions must be deferred while they join forces to get their people to safety and survive themselves. Cast includes Oscar Isaac, Charlotte Le Bon, Christian Bale, Daniel Gimenez-Cacho, Shohreh Aghdashloo, Marwan Kenzari, Angela Sarafyan, Rade Sherbedgia, Tom Hollander, Igal Naor, Numan Acar, Milene Mayer, Jean Reno, James Cromwell. Written by Terry George and Robin Swicord. Directed by Terry George. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Terry George and producer Eric Esrailian; Deleted scenes; The love story.; War and struggle; A cause; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Proof : (DVD)
20349,ID
COLOR 99 MIN LIONSGATE 2005

With the help of one of her father's former students, Catherine, a devoted daughter, must come to terms with the death of her father, a brilliant mathematician whose genius was crippled by mental instability. After his death, a notebook containing a mathematical proof is found and Catherine claims the proof is her own work. Cast includes Gwyneth Paltrow, Anthony Hopkins, Jake Gyllenhaal, Hope Davis, Roshan Seth. Screenplay by David Auburn and Rebecca Miller. Directed by John Madden. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English.


Psych-out : (DVD)
20044,ID
COLOR 101 MIN OLIVE FILM 1968

Filmed and set during the height of the 60's counterculture revolution, the film tells the story of a deaf runaway girl who travels to the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco in search of her artist brother who has disappeared. With the aid of a local musician she sets out to discover the whereabouts of her brother while navigating the psychedelic world of drugs, music, and free love. Cast includes Susan Strasberg, Dean Stockwell, Jack Nicholson, Bruce Dern, Adam Roarke, Max Julien, Henry Jaglom, Linda G. Scott, Strawberry Alarm Clock, The Seeds. Story by E. Hunter Willett. Screenplay by E. Hunter Willett and Betty Ulus. Directed by Richard Rush.


Psycho : (DVD)
11670,ID
11670,DM
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998

Director Gus Van Sants version of Alfred Hitchcok's suspense classic. Criminal on the run, Marion Crane takes refuge at the motel operated by Norman Bates -- a troubled man whose victims encounter a grisly fate at the hands of his 'mother.' Marion soon becomes the next victim and her disappearance prompts inquiries from her sister and a private investigator. They both soon discover the morbid bond linking Norman to his mysterious 'mother' at the Bates Motel. Cast includes Vince Vaughn, Julianne Moore, Viggo Mortensen, William H. Macy, Anne Heche. Screenplay by Joseph Stefano. Directed by Gus Van Sant. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Psycho path" the making of "Psycho".; Feature commentary with director Gus Van Sant, Anne Heche, and Vince Vaughn; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; Theatrical trailer; Universal web links; Screen savers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Psycho : (DVD)
11670,ID
11670,DM
COLOR B&W 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 1960

Alfred Hitchcock's landmark masterpiece about murder and mystery at the Bates Motel. A young woman leaving her life and job behind her stops to spend the night at the Bates Motel. Norman Bates who runs the slightly run down and isolated Motel is attracted to the young woman who has stumbled upon his establishment. Unbeknown to her, stopping at the motel is the last mistake the young woman will ever make. Cast includes Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles, John Gavin, Martin Balsam, John McIntire, Janet Leigh. Based on the novel by Robert Bloch. Screenplay by Joseph Stefano. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980
PT 109
09707,VH
COLOR 140 MIN WARNER BRO 1963
The story of President John F. Kennedy's wartime exploits as the skipper of a PT boat in the Solomon Islands. When the boat was cut in half by a Japanese destroyer, Kennedy and his surviving crew had to swim through a sea of flame to survive. Kennedy tugged one badly burned sailor miles to the nearest island. His story celebrates wartime heroism at its most valiant. From the book by Robert J. Donovan. Cast includes Cliff Robertson, Ty Hardin, James Gregory, Robert Culp, Grant Williams. Screenplay by Richard L. Breen. Directed by Leslie H. Martinson.


The public enemy
05851,VH
B&W 83 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1931
Classic gangster film recalling the violent rise and inevitable fall of mobster Tom Powers. Cast includes James Cagney, Jean Harlow, Edward Woods and Joan Blondell; directed by William A. Wellman.


Pulp fiction : (DVD)
08316,ID
08316,DM
COLOR 154 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1994
Several intertwined stories of illegal activities are told in a nonlinear tale of murder, drugs, deception, and redemption. Gangsters, hitmen, petty thieves, and junkies are the stars of Quentin Tarantino's dark and humorous film. Cast includes John Travolta, Samuel L. Jackson, Uma Thurman, Harvey Keitel, Tim Roth, Amanda Plummer, Maria De Medeiros, Ving Rhames, Eric Stoltz, Rosanna Arquette, Christopher Walken, Bruce Willis. Stories by Quentin Tarantino. This DVD version features chapter search, Dolby digital 5.1 audio, Spanish language track.

Feature films – United States.; Gangster films; Quentin, Tarantino.

Pumping iron : (DVD)
10415,ID
COLOR 85 MIN HBO VIDEO 1977
An expanded release marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the independent documentary that brought bodybuilding to the big screen and to mainstream public attention. The film helped launch the movie career of Arnold Schwarzenegger, then five-time Mr. Olympia. The film follows the bodybuilder as he competes for his 6th title. Featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Lou Ferrigno. Directed by George Butler and Robert Fiore. This DVD features chapter search; "Iron and Beyond" - the impact of the film on the fitness industry and Hollywood's idea of the action hero; "Raw Iron: The Making of Pumping Iron" including exclusive outtakes and an interview reunion with the original bodybuilders and director; "Iron Sights" a 2003 in-depth interview with Arnold Schwarzenegger answering controversial questions; Video bio of Schwarzenegger - biography with exclusive photo gallery; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Pumping iron II : the women : (DVD)
10087,ID
COLOR 107 MIN CENTRAL PA 1985
"Pumping Iron" was a documentary on male bodybuilders, this time the filmmakers turned their attention to the women of bodybuilding. The film follows the story of five world-class female bodybuilders as they train for the Caesars Palace World Cup Championship. The competition captured a rift in the sport, between those who preferred women to maintain a "feminine" physique and competitors who strove to add as much muscle mass to their bodies as possible, which was the norm in male competition. Written by George Butler and Charles Gaines. Featuring Rachel McLish, Bev Francis, Lori Bowen, Carla Dunlap, Lydia Cheng. Directed by George Butler. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; bodybuilder profiles; director profile; production notes; director interview; photo gallery; DVD-Rom features: interview with George Butler, full song listing, photo gallery, production credits.


The purple heart
07389,VH
B&W 98 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1944
An American bomber is shot down during the first World War II aerial attack on the Japanese mainland. The eight-man flight crew is captured and brought back to Japan and put on trial for murder. The brutal trial is in violation of international law, and the verdict is never in doubt – the men will be found guilty and executed. The men are tortured for information, leaving them physically and mentally shattered. The film is included as a part of the Jewish Heritage Video collection for its depiction of Lieutenant Greenbaum as an American character only incidentally Jewish, documenting Jewish integration into society. Based on a story by Melville Crossman. Written for the screen by Jerome Cady. Cast includes Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, Farley Granger, Kevin O'Shea, Donald Barry. Directed Lewis Milestone.

Feature films – United States.; Drama.

Purple rain : (DVD)
19139,ID
COLOR 111 MIN WARNER HOM 1984
Prince stars as "The Kid," a Minneapolis club musician, who struggles with both a tumultuous homelife and his own smoldering anger while taking refuge in his music and his steamy love for sultry Apollonia Kotero. Semi-autobiographical. Cast includes Prince, Apollonia Koter, Morris Day, Olga Karlatos, Clarence Williams, III. Directed by Albert Magnoli. In English; with optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; Closed-captioned.


The purple rose of cairo : (DVD)
09768,ID
09768,DM
COLOR 82 MIN METRO-GOLD 1984
The Woody Allen collection Series - In a Depression-era movie theater one of the characters of the movie decides to step out of the screen and into reality. His actions send shockwaves through Hollywood and romance and adventure into the life of a lonely waitress. Cast includes Mia Farrow, Jeff Daniels, Danny Aiello. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features original theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-
The pursuit of happyness : (DVD) 11134,ID
B&W 99 MIN WARNER BRO 1993
Garbo : The Signature Collection Series - To escape the burdens of rule, Sweden's Queen Christina rides into the countryside disguised as a boy. On her adventure she meets a handsome Spaniard on his way to the royal court. She falls in love with the man and when he discovers that the person he rides with is not a boy, but a woman, they fall into each others arms. The queen knows that her people will not accept her marriage to a foreigner, torn between her duty and her heart, she must make a fateful decision. Cast includes Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Ian Keith, Lewis Stone, Elizabeth Young. From the original story by Salka Viertel. Screenplay by H.M. Harwood and Salka Viertel. Directed by Ruben Mamoulan. This DVD version features a theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Queen of the Amazons : (DVD) 13959,ID
B&W 61 MIN VCI ENTERT 1947
Jean Preston leads a party to India to investigate the disappearance of her fiance, Greg Jones, but someone manages to thwart their efforts through lies and murder. They pursue the trail to Africa where guide Gary Lambert and his comic cook Gabby guide them into unknown territory. Greg is found living with Zita, a jealous and beautiful Amazon queen. The mysterious deaths continue as Lambert tries to discover who has been dealing in contraband ivory. When he solves that mystery, he also uncovers the identity of the mysterious murderer. Cast includes John Mijan, Robert Lowery, Patricia Morison. Written by Roger Merton. Directed by Edward Finney. This DVD version includes an interactive menu; Catalog; Index; Language: English. This disc also includes "Sins of Jezebel".


Queen of the damned : (DVD) 19215,ID
COLOR 101 MIN WARNER BRO 2002
Three centuries old vampire Lestat has found acceptance in the twenty first century's world of tattooed, pierced, black-clad Goth culture and rock 'n' roll. Akasha the regal mother of all vampires is summoned to rule over her blood thirsty progeny. She and the vampire Lestat can reign supreme. The rock star Lestat has grown comfortable in his rock star lifestyle and feels affection towards a young human. His weakness proves a detriment to Akasha plans of domination over the vampire and human worlds. Based on the Vampire chronicles by Anne Rice. Cast includes Stuart Townsend, Aaliyah, Marguerite Moreau, Vincent Perez, Lena Olin. Screenplay by Scott Abbott and Michael Petroni. Directed by Michael Rymer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Three documentaries; "Aaliyah remembered," "Creating the vampires," and "The music of Lestat"; Commentary with director Michael Rymer, producer Jorge Saralegui, and composer Richard Gibbs; Thirteen additional scenes, including more among the ancients and a Jesse dream sequence; Three Lestat music videos: "Foresaken", "Redeemer", and "System"; Static X "Cold" music video; Extended "Slept so long" and "Not meant for me" concert
for revenge. For who and from whom isn’t readily clear, in time

Hackman, Russell Crowe, Leonardo DiCaprio, Roberts Blossom,

end up her sidearm. The stranger finds comrades in a local

A small, dusty prairie town is holding a gun fighting contest and

COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 1995

The quick and the dead : (DVD)
11631,ID
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU

A small, dusty prairie town is holding a gun fighting contest and

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1994

Quiz show : (DVD)
18960,ID
COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1993

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

Feature films – United States

Feature films – United States.; Vampires – Drama.; Goth
culture (Subculture) – Drama.; Horror films.; Rymer, Michael,
1963- .; Rice, Ann, 1941- ; Vampire chronicles.; Aaliyah,
1979-2001.; Lestat (Vampire), 1760- ; Drama.

The quiet American : (DVD)
10586,ID
10586,DM
COLOR 101 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2002

Set in early 1950’s Vietnam and revolving around events that led
to the increased military involvement of the United States in
Vietnam. A young American CIA operative becomes involved in
a dangerous love triangle when he falls for the beautiful mistress
of a British journalist. The young American’s relationship with the
girl mirrors the U.S. involvement in the region. Deception,
intrigue, and murder swirl around the journalist, the young
American, and the girl as a war is waged around them. Based
on the novel by Graham Greene. Cast includes Michael Caine,
Brendan Fraser, Do Thi Hai Yen, Tzi Ma, Rade Sherbedgia.
Screenplay by Christopher Hampton and Robert Schenkkan.
Directed by Phillip Noyce. This DVD version features a
widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director
Phillip Noyce, Actors Michael Caine, Brendan Fraser, and Tzi
Ma, executive producer Sidney Pollack, Producer Staffan
Ahrenberg and William Horberg, Co-writer Christopher Hampton,
and Interpreter Tran An Hua; Anatomy of a Scene; Original
featurette; Original book reviews “The Quiet American;” DVD-
Rom enhanced Vietnam study guide; Closed captioned for
hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.

The quiet American : (DVD)
13704,ID
13704,DM
COLOR 129 MIN ARTISAN EN 1952

An American boxer returns to his birthplace, Ireland after he
accidently kills a man in the ring. He vows to never fight again.
In Ireland he meets and falls in love with a beautiful Irish girl.
The woman’s brother becomes the town’s lout who wants to test
the American’s boxing prowess, but the boxer is determined to no
longer use his fists. Only when it is clear he will lose the girl,
now his wife, does he agree to battle her brother. The two men’s
fist fight might be the longest brawl ever filmed. Cast includes
John Wayne, Maureen O’Hara, Barry Fitzgerald, Ward Bond,
Victor McLaglen. Screenplay by Frank S. Nugent. From the
story by Maurice Walsh. Directed by John Ford. This DVD
version features interactive menus; Scene index; Commentary
with Maureen O’Hara; “The joy of Ireland” documentary with
Maureen O’Hara; “Remembering the quiet man” montage
featuring classic scene work, fights, stunts, and romantic
moments; Original theatrical version; Cast, crew, and production
information; “The making of The quiet man” hosted by Leonard
Malin; Trailers; English closed captions.

Feature films – United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973;
Wayne, John, 1907-1979

Feature films – United States.; Western films; Western films –
United States.; West (U.S.) – Drama.; Women – West (U.S.) –
Drama.

The quick and the dead : (DVD)
11631,ID
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 1995

A small, dusty prairie town is holding a gun fighting contest and

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1993

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

Feature films – United States.; Teenage pregnancy – Drama.;
Teenage girls – Drama.; Quizanca (Social custom) – Drama.;
Gay men – Relations with heterosexual women – Drama.;
Westmoreland, Wash.; Glitzer, Richard.

Quiz show : (DVD)
06967,VH
06967,DM
COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A
behind the scenes look at the high-stakes competition of TV’s
hottest big-money game show and the Washington investigator
who uncovers the corruption beneath the glittering facade. The
scandal implicates both the wildly popular champion and the
disgruntled ex-champ. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, John

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.

Feature films – United States.; Vampires – Drama.; Goth
culture (Subculture) – Drama.; Horror films.; Rymer, Michael,
1963- .; Rice, Ann, 1941- ; Vampire chronicles.; Aaliyah,
1979-2001.; Lestat (Vampire), 1760- ; Drama.

The quick and the dead : (DVD)
11631,ID
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 1995

A small, dusty prairie town is holding a gun fighting contest and

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1993

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A

Feature films – United States.; Teenage pregnancy – Drama.;
Teenage girls – Drama.; Quizanca (Social custom) – Drama.;
Gay men – Relations with heterosexual women – Drama.;
Westmoreland, Wash.; Glitzer, Richard.

Quiz show : (DVD)
06967,VH
06967,DM
COLOR 133 MIN HOLLYWOOD

The story of the Quiz Show fixing scandal of the 1950’s. A
behind the scenes look at the high-stakes competition of TV’s
hottest big-money game show and the Washington investigator
who uncovers the corruption beneath the glittering facade. The
scandal implicates both the wildly popular champion and the
disgruntled ex-champ. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, John

Feature films – United States.
Feature films – United States

Quo vadis
06474,VH
COLOR 171 MIN MGM/UA HOME 1951
In 64 A.D. Rome revels in pomp and debauchery under the mad Emperor Nero. Into this corrupt court comes Marcus Vinicius, a heroic military commander making his triumphant return to Rome. He soon falls instantly under the spell of the beautiful Lygia, only to learn that she is a convert to the new religion of Christianity. Led on by his consuming passion, Marcus begins a journey that brings him into direct conflict with Nero’s might, and climaxes in the savagery of the lion pit of the Circus Maximus.

Quo vadis : (DVD)
14129,ID
14129,DM
COLOR 174 MIN WARNER BRO 1951
In 64 A.D. Rome revels in pomp and debauchery under the mad Emperor Nero. Into this corrupt court comes Marcus Vinicius, a heroic military commander making his triumphant return to Rome. He soon falls instantly under the spell of the beautiful Lygia, only to learn that she is a convert to the new religion of Christianity. Led on by his consuming passion, Marcus begins a journey that brings him into direct conflict with Nero’s might, and climaxes in the savagery of the lion pit of the Circus Maximus.
Cast includes Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr, Leo Genn, Peter Ustinov. Screenplay by John Lee Mahin, S.N. Behrman, Sonya Levien. Based on the Novel by Henryk Sienkiewicz. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. This two disc DVD version features commentary by critic/film historian F.X. Feeney; Featurette “In the beginning: Quo vadis and the genesis of the biblical epic;” Theatrical trailers; Original roadshow overture and exit music rejoined to the film for the first time in 56 years.

Rabbit test : (VHS)
19202,VH
COLOR 86 MIN EMBASSY HO 1978
Comedy about the first pregnant man and the consequences he must face as a result of his condition. Cast includes Billy Crystal, Joan Prather, Alex Rocco, Doris Roberts. Written and directed by Joan Rivers. In English.

Radio days
06681,VD
COLOR 96 MIN HBO VIDEO 1987
A highly imaginative remembrance of the bygone era when radio reigned supreme. A young boy, Joe, is besieged by hovering relatives and utterly bewitched by the radio. The films delves into the quietly tumultuous lives of Joe’s family and neighbors, each with their assorted secrets, quirks, and dreams. Joe’s faithful listening to the radio is intermixed with paradoxical behind-the-scenes realities. The heroic Masked Avenger is short and bold; the suave talk show host is a lecher. Cast includes Mia Farrow, Seth Green, Diane Keaton, Danny Aiello, Jeff Daniels; directed by Woody Allen.

Radio days : (DVD)
12812,ID
12812,DM
COLOR 96 MIN MGM HOME E 2001
The Woody Allen collection Series - A look back at radio from the late 1930s to the mid-1940s, focusing on an extended Jewish family, all avid radio listeners, and on a young woman who eventually succeeds as a radio gossip columnist. Cast includes Seth Green, Mia Farrow, Danny Aiello, Julie Kavner, Michael Tucker, Dianne Wiest, Diane Keaton, Woody Allen. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English, includes French and Spanish dubbed versions and subtitles in English, French or Spanish.

Raging bull : (DVD)
18967,ID
COLOR 129 MIN MGM HOME E 1980
Jake La Motta is a boxer whose psychological and sexual complexities erupt into violence both in and out of the ring. His brother Joey falls prey to Jake’s mounting paranoia and jealousy, ultimately drives him to beat his wife and brother, and sends Jake down a self-destructive spiral of paranoia and rage. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci, Cathy Moriarty, Frank Vincent, Nicholas Colasanto, Mario Gallo, Bernie Allen, Joseph Bono, Lori Anne Flax, Theresa Saldana, Frank Adonis, Bill Hanrahan, Don Dunphy. Directed by Martin Scorsese. In English, or Spanish soundtracks; optional English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed captioned.

Raiders of the lost ark
05259,VH
COLOR 116 MIN PARAMOUNT 1981
It is 1936, and bullwhip-cracking archaeologist Indiana Jones is assigned by the U.S. government to find the mystical Ark of the Covenant before a rival German archaeologist can obtain it for use by the Nazis. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Karen Allen, Paul Freeman, Ronald Lacey. John Rhys-Davies and Denholm Elliott; musical score by John Williams; directed by Steven Spielberg.

Rain : (DVD)
12812,ID
12812,DM
B&W 94 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1932
A missionary, his wife, a married couple, and a prostitute arrive on the South Pacific Island of Pago Pago. American G.I.’s show-up on the island and the prostitute becomes very popular with the men, much to the dismay of the missionary. The missionary zealot can not stand the woman’s immoral behavior and puts all his energy into getting her to repent. The woman is threatened with being expelled from the island and sent back to San Francisco where she faces punishment for an unspecified misdeed. The threat of expulsion from the island leads the prostitute towards repentance. Based on the original play by W. Somerset Maugham. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Walter Huston, William Gargan, Beulah Bondi, Matt Moore, Mary Shaw,


Rain man : (DVD)
11578,ID
11578,DM
COLOR 134 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988
The death of Charlie Babbitt’s father leads him to two discoveries, first his father didn’t will him his large fortune and secondly his father left his money to the older autistic brother Charlie never knew existed. Charlie is disappointed to miss out on the money, and somewhat ambivalent to having a special needs brother. The two men take an unplanned trip to Vegas to take advantage of Charlie’s new brother’s amazing ability with numbers, along the way Charlie learns a great deal about his brother, himself, and what it means to be a brother in more than name. Cast includes Dustin Hoffman, Tom Cruise, Valeria Golino. Story by Barry Morrow. Screenplay by Ronald Bass and Barry Morrow. Directed by Barry Levinson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Barry Levinson; Audio commentary by screenwriter Ronald Bass; Audio commentary by Barry Morrow; Deleted scenes; Original featurette; Photo gallery; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The rains came : (DVD)
11090,ID
B&W 103 MIN 20TH CENTU 1939
20th Century Fox Studies Classics Series - Monsoon rains, massive flooding, and an earthquake ravage Ranchipur, India with destructive force. Doctor Major Rama Saffi and his consort, Lady Estella; must pull from deep within to summon the strength and resolve to treat the people suffering from the devastation of the region. Based on the novel by Louis Bromfield. Cast includes Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power, George Brent. Screenplay by Philip Dunne and Julien Josephson. Directed by Clarence Brown. This DVD version features screen scene selection; Full frame presentation; Commentary by film historians Anthony Slide and Robert Birchard; Still Gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

A raisin in the sun : (DVD)
09197,ID
09197,DM
B&W 128 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1961
The story of the Youngers - poor, proud, Black and living in a Chicago ghetto in the mid-1950s. Explores the human frailties of bigotry and hatred, and the courage and perseverance it takes to overcome them. Stars Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil and Ruby Dee; screenplay by Lorraine Hansberry, from her play; directed by Daniel Petrie. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; production notes; talent files; theatrical trailer; bonus trailers; digitally remastered audio and anamorphic video; subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai. African American theater – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Hansberry, Lorraine, 1930-1965.

Raising Arizona : (DVD)
19050,ID
COLOR 94 MIN TWENTIETH 1987
An ex-con and a police officer decide to get married and start a family. To their dismay, they discover that they can neither have nor adopt children. Desperate, they resort to kidnapping one of the rowan quintuplets of the wealthy Arizona family. However, their attempt at living a normal life is complicated by neurotic coworkers, two fugitives, and a mysterious bounty hunter. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Holly Hunter, Trey Wilson, John Goodman, William Forsythe, Sam McMurray, Frances McDormand, Randall "Tex" Cobb. Special features include: Interactive menus; scene selection; original theatrical trailer; TV spots. Directed by Joel Coen. English or French language soundtrack (surround) with optional subtitles in English and Spanish; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.


Raising Victor Vargas : (DVD)
16699,ID
16699,DM
COLOR 88 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2002
Victor, a young man growing up on the Lower East Side of New York City doesn’t have much. His extended family of immigrants from the Dominican Republic has a one bedroom apartment and not much else. Victor is such a nice guy, but his reputation is in need of some repair after he is caught with one of the neighborhood’s easy girls. He sets his sights on Judy, a beautiful young girl, who won’t be easy to court. With his reputation on the line, Victor is determined to win Judy’s heart. Cast includes Victor Rasuk, Judy Marte, Melanie Diaz, Altgravia Guzman, Silvestre Rasuk, Kristy Rodriguez, Kevin Rivera, Wilfred Vasquez. Story by Peter Sollett and Eva Vives. Written and directed by Peter Sollett. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director, writer, and cast commentary; Five feet high and rising the short film which the feature was based on; Five feet high and rising companion a candid look at the cast of the short film; Production stills: Previews; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Rambo : (DVD)
14746,ID
COLOR 90 MIN LIONS GATE 2008
Stallone Rambo : the complete collector’s set Series - The fourth film in the John Rambo film series. John Rambo is a Vietnam veteran who has never stopped fighting the war or exorcised his demons. A soldier of fortune Rambo is hired by missionaries conducting humanitarian aid for the persecuted Karen people of Burma. The missionaries are taken prisoner by Burmese soldiers and Rambo must free them while a civil war rages around him. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Junior Benz, Paul Schulze, Matthew Marsden, Graham McTavish, Ray Gallegos, Tim Kang, Jake La Botz, Maung Maung Khin, Ken Howard. Based on the character created by David Morrell. Written by Art Monterastelli and Sylvester Stallone. Directed by Sylvester Stallone. This DVD version features audio commentary with director Sylvester Stallone; Deleted scenes; "Legacy of despair: the struggle in Burma" featurette; "It’s a long road: resurrection of an icon" featurette; "Hero’s welcome: release and reaction" featurette; "Weapon of Rambo: A second disc features a digital copy of the film compatible with iTunes and Windows Media; Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Rambo : (DVD)
13784,ID
13784,DM
COLOR 90 MIN LIONS GATE 2008
The fourth film in the John Rambo film series. John Rambo is a Vietnam veteran who has never stopped fighting the war or exorcised his demons. A soldier of fortune Rambo is hired by missionaries conducting humanitarian aid for the persecuted Karen people of Burma. The missionaries are taken prisoner by Burmese soldiers and Rambo must free them while a civil war rages around him. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Junior Benz, Paul Schulze, Matthew Marsden, Graham McTavish, Ray Gallegos, Tim Kang, Jake La Botz, Maung Maung Khin, Ken Howard. Based on the character created by David Morrell. Written by Art Monterastelli and Sylvester Stallone. Directed by Sylvester Stallone. This DVD version features full screen.
Rambo: First Blood, Part II (1985)

In search of American POWs, John Rambo is sent on a secret and dangerous mission in Vietnam...only to discover he's been double-crossed by his superiors. Armed with just his bow, arrows, and knife, Rambo is left to fend for himself in the fierce and hostile jungle. Rambo vows to take revenge on those who double-crossed him. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Richard Crenna, Charles Napier, Steven Berkoff. Directed by George P. Cosmatos.

Feature films – United States.

Rambo: First Blood Part II (1985)

Stallone Rambo: the complete collector's set Series - In search of American POW's, John Rambo is sent on a secret and dangerous mission in Vietnam only to discover he's been double-crossed by his superiors. Armed with just his bow, arrows, and knife, Rambo is left to fend for himself in the fierce and hostile jungle. Rambo vows to take revenge on those who double-crossed him. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Richard Crenna, Charles Napier, Steven Berkoff. Based on the characters created by David Morrell. Screenplay by Sylvester Stallone, Reichard Crenna, Charles Napier, Steven Berkoff. Based on the characters created by David Morrell. Based on the characters created by David Morrell. Directed by George P. Cosmatos.

Interactive military special operations features (survival mode, early warning system, metatag, metascope, metasight, metapoint, metamas); Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Rango (2011)

Rango is a lizard who imagines himself an actor who literally battles for his life in the fourth wall of his terrarium when the hatchback car in which he is riding swerves and sends him careening. Abandoned in the desert amid the shards of his former home, Rango makes his way to the nearby town of Dirt, which is experiencing a mysterious water shortage. The actor in Rango seizes the opportunity to invent a grandiloquent new image for himself, and as in many a Western, the stranger in town is slowly promted to the rank of sheriff. Along the way to solving the mystery of the vanishing water supply, he must survive highway crossings, giant hawks, an army of bat-riding prairie dogs, and a gun-slinging rattlesnake. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Isla Fisher, Abigail Breslin, Ned Beatty, Alfred Molina, Bill Nighy, Stephen Root, Harry Dean Stanton, Ray Winstone, Timothy Olyphant, John Lithgow, Carey Elwes, and James Ward Byrkit. Written by John Logan. Directed by Gore Verbinski. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical (107 mins.) and extended versions (111 mins.); Never-before-seen ending; Commentary by Gore Verbinski, James Ward Byrkit, Mark "Crash" McCreery, Hal Hickel, and Tim Alexander; Ten deleted scenes; "Real creatures of Dirt," Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Animated films – United States; Feature films – United States; Western films – United States; Animation; West (U.S.) – Drama; Heroes – Drama; Animals in motion pictures; Chameleons – Drama; Depp, Johnny; Verbinski, Gore.

Rapa Nui (1994)

A story inspired by the legends of Easter Island. A love affair between a young man from the ruling class and a beautiful girl from the lower class is set against the strife that exists between the two tribes on the South Pacific Islands. The ruling class demands the lower class to build larger and larger Moai (stone statues) to appease the gods. The task has become more and more taxing on the laborers as well as eroding away the islands limited resources. The story reflects the modern day concerns over the human's effects on the environment and a stratified society. Cast includes Mimi Rogers, David Hoke, and Tim Alexander; Ten deleted scenes; "Real creatures of Dirt," Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States; Easter Island – Drama; Reynolds, Kevin, 1952-

Rango III (1998)

Stallone Rambo: the complete collector's set Series - John Rambo, former Green Beret Vietnam veteran has finally found inner peace inside a monastery. The torrent of the war and the battles he has fought since returning home has finally put behind him. A visit from his old friend and mentor Col. Trautman, who has sought him out to recruit Rambo for a mission to Afghanistan, illustrates that his past will never truly give him peace. Rambo elects to stay at peace and leave the fighting to others. When he learns that his friend's mission has fallen apart and the colonel becomes a prisoner, Rambo heads to the region to free his friend and single-handly decimate the enemy. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Reichard Crenna, Marc de Jonge. Written by Sylvester Stallone and Sheldon Letich. Based on the characters created by David Morell. Directed by Peter MacDonald. This DVD version features the ultimate edition of the film; Audio commentary with director Peter MacDonald; Deleted scenes; Interactive military special operations features (survival mode, early warning system, metatag, metascope, metasight, metapoint, metamas); Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States; Veterans – United States – Drama; Prisoners of war – United States – Drama; Afghanistan – History – Soviet occupation, 1979-1989 – Drama; Stallone, Sylvester; Rambo, John J. (Fictitious character) – Drama; MacDonald, Peter.

The Rapture (1991)

A bored, beautiful telephone operator seeks excitement in her life through orgasmic sex with strangers. When she begins to question her activities, she is tormented by feelings of emptiness and attempts suicide. She is comforted by members of a cult-like religion who are preparing for the second coming of Christ – "the Rapture." The woman undergoes a religious conversion – with tragic consequences. Cast includes Mimi Rogers, David Duchovny, Patrick Bauchau, Will Patton. Written and directed by Michael Tolkin.

Feature films – United States.
The rare breed : (DVD)
15232,ID
COLOR  97 MIN  UNIVERSAL  1966
James Stewart : the western collection Series - When her
husband dies en route to America, Martha Price and her
daughter Hilary are left to carry out his dream: the introduction
of Hereford cattle into the American West. They enlist Sam
"Bulldog" Burnett, a footloose cowhand, in their efforts to
transport their lone bull to an outrageous Scottish cattle baron
looking to create a new breed in Texas. However, the trail is
fraught with danger and Burnett doubts the survival potential of
this "rare breed" of cattle: Burnett and the ladies fight off cattle
stampedes, desperadoes, and the rough river. A Western with
romance and some off-beat humor. Cast includes James Stewart,
Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith, Juliet Mills, and Don Galloway.
Written by Ric Hardman. Directed by Andrew C. McLaglen. This widescreen edition also features the original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French audio tracks; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Ratatouille : (DVD)
13866,ID
13866,DM
COLOR  111 MIN  WALT DISNE  2007
An animated feature film about Remy, a country mouse, with a
love for fine food, who ends up cooking in one of Paris’ finest
restaurants. Original story by Jan Pinkava, Jim Capobianco, and
Brad Bird. Screenwriter and directed by Brad Bird. This DVD
version features scene selection; Deleted scenes; Animated short Remy and Emile in “Your friend the rat;” Fine food and film;
“Lifted” short film.

Ravenous
09023,VH
COLOR  100 MIN  20TH CENTU  1999
An isolated military outpost in the Sierra Nevada wilderness is
experiencing an outbreak of cannibalism. A military officer is set
out to the fort to investigate what is going on, and becomes
involved in a deadly struggle for his own survival. Cast includes
Guy Pearce, Robert Carlyle, Jeremy Davies, Jeffrey Jones, John
Spencer, Stephen Spinella, Neal McDonough, David Arquette.
Written by Ted Griffin. Directed by Antonia Bird.
Feature films – United States.

Ravenous : (DVD)
18076,ID
18076,DM
COLOR  100 MIN  TWENTIETH  1999
The story of a handful of U.S. soldiers isolated in the snowy
Sierra Nevadas in the mid-1800’s. A psychopath, who's tasted
human flesh before, tempts them to soothe their hunger pains by
feasting on each other. Cast includes Guy Pearce, Robert
Carlyle, Jeremy Davies, Jeffrey Jones, John Spencer, Stephen
Spinella, Neal McDonough, David Arquette. Special features: 3
audio commentaries; Deleted scenes with various cast and crew;
deleted scene with commentary; Stills; original theatrical trailer.
Directed by Antonia Bird. In English; optional subtitles in English and Spanish. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
Feature films – United States.; Western films; Cannibalism – Drama.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Horror films.; Bird, Antonia.

Rawhide : (DVD)
16693,ID
B&W  87 MIN  20TH CENTU  1951
Fox Western Classics Series - With a band of outlaws on the
loose, stationmaster Sam Todd and his leg-tender underling Tom
Owens force bombshell Vinnie Holt and her infant niece off an
incoming coach to wait in the safety of the station until the law
can be restored. But when the murderous bunch arrives to take
control of the station, it will be up to the reserved Owens to
outsmart the outlaws before they can execute their deadly plan.
The cast includes Tyrone Power and Susan Hayward.
Screenplay by Dudley Nichols; Directed by Henry Hathaway.
Special features include “Susan Hayward: Hollywood’s Straight
Shot” featurette; “Shoot It In Lone Pine!” featurette; Restoration comparison; Original theatrical trailer; Interactive pressbook; Advertising gallery; Still gallery. Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.

The reader : (DVD)
13873,ID
13873,DM
COLOR  121 MIN  THE WEINST  2008
What have we learned (and what might we have forgotten) from
history’s bloody backwash? Guilt, love, and history are three
skins, woven together to create human beings or, alternately,
human monsters. The question of wartime culpability undergirds
the May-December romance in postwar Berlin between Hanna, a
weary-looking, sexually rapacious streetcar ticket-taker and
Michael, a young schoolboy whom she seduces, ravenously and to
his great delight. One day, Hanna is gone, with no explanation, and Michael grows into a promising young law
student. His class attends a trial, where the new Germany
judges the past and, by default, the lovers as well. Cast includes
Kate Winslet, Ralph Fiennes, David Kross, Lena Olin, Bruno
Ganz. Based on the novel by Bernhard Schlink. Screenplay by
David Hare. Directed by Stephen Daldry. This DVD version
features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Adapting a
timeless masterpiece: Making “The Reader”; A conversation with
David Kross and Stephen Daldry; Kate Winslet on the art of
aging Hanna Schmitz; A New Voice: A look at composer Nico
Mulhy; Coming to grips with the past: Production designer
Brett Broch; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French;
Subtitles: English, Spanish.

Ready to wear : (pret-a-porter) : (DVD)
08975,ID
COLOR  133 MIN  MIRAMAX HO  1994
At the world’s hottest fashion show, a murder is committed and
everyone’s a suspect. An all-star cast of Hollywood stars and
fashion elite are involved in several intertwining sub plots in the
world of French fashion. Cast includes Anouk Aimee, Marcello
Mastroianni, Sophie Loren, Kim Basinger, David Carradine,
Julia Roberts, Tim Robbins, Lily Taylor, Sally Kellerman,
Tracey Ullman, Linda Hunt, Rupert Everett, Forest Whitaker,
Richard E. Grant, Danny Aiello, Teri Garr, Lyle Lovett, Jean
Rochefort, Michel Blanc, Jean-Pierre Cassal, Ute Lemper, Anne
Canovas, Francois Cluzet. Written by Robert Altman and
Barbara Shulgasser. Directed by Robert Altman.

The real glory : (DVD)
13223,ID
B&W  96 MIN  20TH CENTU  1939
MGM movie legend collection : Gary Cooper Series - A drama
set in the wake of the Spanish-American war in the war torn
Philippines. A military doctor arrives at his new post to find the
troops ravaged by disease and low morale from attacks from a
vicious local Moro chief. Outnumbered and out of supplies the
doctor takes up a rifle and rallies the remaining troops for
one last stand before the outpost is overrun. From the novel by
Charles L. Clifford. Cast includes Gary Cooper, David Niven,
Andrea Leeds, Reginald Owen, Broderick Crawford, Kay
Directed by Henry Hathaway. This DVD version features full
frame presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles:
Real women have curves : (DVD)  
10190,ID  
10190,DM  
COLOR  86 MIN HBO VIDEO  2003  

A young high school girl is faced with hard life-decisions to make. She has the opportunity and intelligence to go to college, but she has the pressure of family expectations to help out in her sister's struggling garment business. The young woman has been exposed to ideas and ways of thinking that lead her to question her surroundings, the traditional views of her mother, and society's repressive views of beauty. She challenges the hypocrisy of the garment industry, where she is asked to make dresses in sizes she could never fit into, to be sold in stores for prices she can't afford; it is also made clear to her that despite her feelings, her sister's business must function in that reality to survive. Based on a play by Josefina Lopez. Cast includes America Ferrera, Lupe Ontiveros, George Lopez. Screenplay by George Lavoo and Josefina Lopez. Directed by Patricia Cardoso. This DVD version features scene selection; English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Reality bites  
06437,VH  
COLOR  99 MIN MCA/UNIVER  1994  

A college valedictorian finds herself in the real world of entry level employment and disillusioned ideals. She is continuously video-taping her friends for what she hopes will eventually become a documentary on the so-called Generation X. An accidental meeting with a television executive provides the opportunity to actually make the documentary. Her success leads to a reexamination of relationships with friends, lovers, and her life goals. Cast includes Winona Ryder, Ethan Hawke, Ben Stiller, Janeane Garofalo. Directed by Ben Stiller.

Rear window : (Blu-ray Disc)  
19923,ID  
COLOR  115 MIN UNIVERSAL  1954  

A professional photographer is confined to a wheelchair with a broken leg. He begins to watch his neighbors across the courtyard through his telephoto lens. Soon he becomes obsessed with the private dramas of his neighbors. The actions in one apartment lead him to believe that a woman has been murdered by her husband. He enlists the help of his glamorous socialite girlfriend to investigate the highly suspicious chain of events. The drama and suspense elevates as the man watches through the lens, as his girlfriend risks peril and tempts fate. Based on the short story by Cornell Woolrich. Cast includes James Stewart, Grace Kelly, Wendell Corey, Thelma Ritter, Raymond Burr. Screenplay by John Michael Hayes. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This Blu-Ray Disc version features interactive menus; widescreen presentation; "Rear Window Ethics: Remembering and Restoring a Hitchcock Classic," and an original documentary on the making of "Rear Window" featuring interviews with cast members Georgette Darcy, assistant director Herbert Coleman, Peter Bogdanovich, Curtis Hansen, and Pat Hitchcock O'Connell, daughter of Alfred Hitchcock; "‘Rear Window’ featurette" a conversation with screenwriter John Michael Hayes; production photographs; a poster and photograph gallery from the film; theatrical trailer; re-release trailer narrated by James Stewart; production notes; cast and filmmakers; DVD-ROM features includes access to the original script; languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish subtitles.

Rebecca : (DVD)  
19501,ID  
B&W  131 MIN 20TH CENTU  1940  

A vacationing young lady meets, falls in love with, and marries handsome and wealthy widower Maxim de Winter. He takes his new bride home to his estate, Manderley. But the new Mrs. de Winter finds her married life dominated by the sinister, almost spectral influence of Maxim's late wife, Rebecca, who still rules from beyond the grave. Based on the novel by Daphne du Maurier. Cast includes Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontaine, George Sanders, Judith Anderson, Gladys Cooper. Screenplay by Robert E. Sherwood and Joan Harrison Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Commentary with film critic Richard Schickel; Isolated music and effects track; The making of "Rebecca"; "The gothic world of Daphne Du Maurier"; Screen tests; Radio plays; Hitchcock audio interviews; Original theatrical trailer; Stills galleries; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Rebel without a cause  
04989,VH  
COLOR  111 MIN WARNER HOM  1955  

James Dean stars as Jim Stark, the quintessential disaffected teen, whose loneliness, frustration and anger mirror the feelings of many postwar teens and still reverberate today. Natalie Wood and Sal Mineo bond with Dean to form an us-against-them surrogate family. Directed by Nicholas Ray.

Rebel without a cause : (DVD)  
09922,ID  
09922,DM  
COLOR  111 MIN WARNER HOM  1955  

The film role that has defined James Dean's image since his early death and turned him into one of Hollywood's immortals. Dean plays the new kid in town whose loneliness, frustration, and anger mirrored those of postwar teens. Cast includes James Dean, Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, Jim Backus, Ann Doran, Corey Allen, William Hopper. Screenplay by Stewart Stern. Directed by Nicholas Ray. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Behind-the-scenes documentary "Rediscovering A Rebel;" Three behind-the-cameras documentaries; Production notes.
The red badge of courage : (DVD) 17034,ID
B&W 80 MIN WARNER HOM 1928
A feature film adaptation of Stephen Crane's novella of fear and bravery on the battlefields of the American Civil War. The portrait of men at war became entangled in Hollywood studio controversy and was censored before release; still the film is considered a classic. The film's star Audie Murphy was America's most decorated World War II heroes. Based on Stephen Crane's "The Red Badge of Courage." Cast includes Audie Murphy, Bill Mauldin. Adaptation by Albert Band. Screenplay by John Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features interactive menus; theatrical notes; Theatrical notes; Languages: English and French; Deluxe edition. Shipping weight: 1.00 lbs.

The red badge of courage : (DVD) 17034,ID
B&W 80 MIN WARNER HOM 1928
A feature film adaptation of Stephen Crane's novella of fear and bravery on the battlefields of the American Civil War. The portrait of men at war became entangled in Hollywood studio controversy and was censored before release; still the film is considered a classic. The film's star Audie Murphy was America's most decorated World War II heroes. Based on Stephen Crane's "The Red Badge of Courage." Cast includes Audie Murphy, Bill Mauldin. Adaptation by Albert Band. Screenplay by John Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features interactive menus; theatrical notes; Theatrical notes; Languages: English and French; Deluxe edition. Shipping weight: 1.00 lbs.

Reign over me : (DVD) 17959,ID
COLOR 124 MIN SONY PICTU 2007
Alan Johnson runs into his old college roommate, Charlie Fineman, on the streets of New York City. He is surprised to find that Charlie does not remember him at all. Alan later learns that Charlie is suffering with grief over the loss of his family on 9/11. Flooded with grief, Charlie quits his job and isolates himself from everyone around him. Alan attempts to help Charlie get over his grief by rekindling their friendship. As Alan spends a lot of time with Charlie, it puts a strain on his relationship with his wife and kids. Cast includes Adam Sandler, Don Cheadle, Jada Pinkett Smith, Liv Tyler, Saffron Burrows, Donald Sutherland, Robert Klein, Melinda Dillon, Mike Binder, Jonathan Banks. Special features include Jam session with Adam Sandler and Don Cheadle; Behind the Reign: the making of Reign over me; and a still Reign: photographic montage. Written and directed by Mike Binder. In English, dubbed French, dubbed Portuguese, dubbed Spanish or dubbed Thai dialogue; Mandarin Chinese, English, Spanish.

Reflections in a golden eye : (DVD) 20033,ID
COLOR 109 MIN WARNER HOM 1967
Turner Classic Movies greatest classic legends film collection : Marlon Brando Series - Major Weldon Penderton, a repressed homosexual whose career is languishing in the monotony of postwar Georgia, becomes obsessed with a private who is, in turn, obsessed with Penderton's frustrated and sensual wife, Leonora. Based on the novel by Carson McCullers. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon Brando, Brian Keith, Julie Harris. Screenplay by Chapman Mortimer and Gladys Hill. Directed by John Huston. In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired. Feature films – United States.; Motion pictures in propaganda; Cannabis; Marijuana smoking – History – United States.

Reefers madness 06625, VH
B&W 70 MIN TIMELESS V 1936
Typical of the 1930's exploitation genre, tells the story of a young man who goes to a party and is introduced to an unspeakable scourge, marijuana. He turns into a homicidal maniac, ruining his and several other lives in the process. Taken quite seriously when first released.
Feature films – United States.; Propaganda; Sensationalism in motion pictures.
French, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish or Thai subtitles; closed-captioned.


The reluctant fundamentalist : (DVD)
17814,ID
COLOR 130 MIN IFC FILMS 2012
When an American academic in Pakistan is kidnapped by anti-American radicals, the CIA thinks popular young Pakistani professor Changez is involved. But as Changez tells his story about his life in the US to an American foreign correspondent, the truth becomes harder to pin down. Cast includes Riz Ahmed, Kate Hudson, Liev Schreiber, Kiefer Sutherland. Special features: Making of; official trailer. Directed by Mira Nair. English dialogue; English SDH or Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Kidnapping – Drama.; Pakistani Americans – Drama.; Muslims – Drama.; Nair, Mira, 1957-

Remember the night : (VHS)
17571,VH
B&W 91 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1940
Classy shoplifter Lee Leander, on trial for swiping a diamond bracelet, has her case postponed by Assistant District Attorney John Sargent until after Christmas. Taking pity on her, he bails her out of jail. He’s driving home to Indiana for the holidays, and when he finds Lee’s a Hoosier too, offers to drop her at her mother’s on the way. When she’s rejected by her mother, he brings her home to his place where his mother, his aunt and their farmhand, Willie, give her a real Christmas and the love she’s never had. Inevitably, Lee and John fall in love – but there’s still a trial ahead. Cast includes Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray. Screenplay by Preston Sturges. Produced and directed by Mitchell Leisen. In English; closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


Remember the Titans : (DVD)
14389,ID
14389,DM
COLOR 114 MIN WALT DISNE 2000
A drama of forced high school integration in Alexandria, Virginia in 1971. After leading his team to fifteen winning seasons, white football coach Bill Yoast is demoted and replaced by African-American Herman Boone, tough, opinionated and as different from Yoast as could be. The two men overcome their differences and turn a group of hostile young men into champions. A rousing celebration of how a town torn apart by resentment, friction and mistrust comes together in triumphant harmony. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Will Patton, Donald Faison, Nicole Ari Parker, Written by Gregory Allen Howard. Directed by Boaz Yakin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Six interviews with Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, and other actors and studio veterans who made Republic tick. Documentaries; Feature films; Republic pictures story; United States.; Agriculture.; Virginia – Alexandria – Drama.; High school students – Alexandria – Drama.; Social isolation – Alexandria – Drama. Renowned。

Rent : (DVD)
14768,ID
14768,DM
COLOR 135 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
Focuses on the year in the life of a group of friends in New York East Village. The "bohemians" live carefree lives of art, music, sex, and drugs. It is carefree until Mark, an aspiring filmmaker, and Roger, an aspiring songwriter, find out they owe a years rent to Benny. Benny is a former friend who had promised them free rent when he married the landlords daughter. Roger has also attracted the attention of his downstairs neighbor, Mimi. Marks former girlfriend, Maureen, has found a new romance in a lawyer named Joanne. Philosophy professor Tom finds his soul mate in drag queen Angel. With this being the late 1980s, the threat of AIDS is always present. Film based on the musical by Jonathan Larson. Cast includes Rosario Dawson, Taye Diggs, Wilson Jermaine Heredia, Jesse L. Martin, Idina Menzel, Adam Pascal, Anthony Rapp, Tracie Thoms. Book, music, and lyrics by Jonathan Larson. Screenplay by Stephen Chbosky. Directed by Chris Columbus. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Chris Columbus and selected cast; Feature-length documentary No day but today; Deleted scenes and musical performances; PSAs for Jonathan Larsons Performing Arts Foundation and the National Marfan foundation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Repo man : (DVD)
09359,ID
09359,DM
COLOR 92 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1984
A disenchanted punk rocker stumbles into the world of auto repossession and ends up becoming a fledgling repo man. While on the trail of a '64 Chevy Malibu he will cross paths with rival repo men, alien corpses, government agents, ex-girlfriends, armed robbers, and nuclear weaponry. The film is a cult film classic from the 1980’s with a punk rock soundtrack and a glowing Chevy Malibu. Cast includes Harry Dean Dawson, Emilio Estevez. Written and directed by Alex Cox. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; audio commentary with writer-director Alex Cox, executive producer Michael Nesmith, casting director Victoria Thomas, and stars Sy Richardson, Zandar Schloss, and Del Zamora; Theatrical trailer; video trailer; talent bios.

Feature films – United States.; Punk rock music

The Republic pictures story
06405,VH
114 MIN REPUBLIC P 1991
Republic pictures was founded in 1935 with the film "Westward Ho" starring a then unknown John Wayne. This retrospective is packed with the best clips from a far-ranging collection of audience favorites; featuring performances from Republic's greatest stars in a wide array of captivating classics – cliffhangers with dastardly villains and damsels in distress, tuneful trails with the most popular singing cowboys, patriotic blockbusters loaded with action and ammunition, and the 33 films that made John Wayne Republic's biggest star. Includes interviews with Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, and other actors and studio veterans who made Republic tick.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Motion pictures–History

Renaissance man
09391,VH
COLOR 128 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1994
An out of work businessman takes the only job he can find – a teaching job in the U.S. Army. His task is to teach a ragtag bunch of underachieving misfits from flunking out of basic training. He is one hundred percent civilian and the men want to be doing anything other than sit in a classroom to lean. In the end the new teacher and his underdog class inspire each other to be all they can be. Cast includes Danny DeVito, Gregory Hines, James Remar, Cliff Robertson. Written by Jim Burstein. Directed by Penny Marshall.

Feature films – United States.; Military art and science
Requiem for a dream : (DVD)
16271.ID
16271.DM
COLOR 102 MIN ARTISAN HO 2000

Harry and his best friend, Tyrone, are impoverished heroin addicts living in Coney Island, NY. Harry’s girlfriend, Marion, is a fellow addict trying to distance herself from her wealthy father. Harry’s mother, Sara, spends her days watching television and wants to lose weight to go on a game show. She visits a sleazy doctor who prescribes her amphetamines and soon Sara has a drug habit of her own. The cast includes Jared Leto, Ellen Burstyn, Jennifer Connelly, Marlon Way. Based on the book by Hubert Selby. Directed by Darren Aronofsky. The special features on this DVD include: Commentary by director Darren Aronofsky; Commentary by director of photography Matthew Libatique; The Making of Requiem for a Dream Documentary; Deleted scenes with optional director commentary; Memories, dreams and additions: Ellen Burstyn interviews Hubert Selby Jr.; The Anatomy of a Scene; Theatrical trailers and tv spots; Cast and crew information; Production notes; Digitally mastered; Scene access; Interactive menus. Language: English with optional English subtitles.


The rescuers down under
12684.VD
12684.DM
COLOR 81 MIN WALT DISNE 1990

This action adventure is a Walt Disney animated feature film. The further adventures of the "Rescuers," Bernard and Miss Bianca, two mice that specialize in brave deeds. The two heroes are in Australia aiding a young boy to stop poachers in the Outback with the help of their friend Wilbur the Albacore. Suggested by characters created by Margery Sharp. Cast includes Bob Newhart, Eva Gabor, John Candy, George C. Scott. Screenplay by Jim Cox, Karey Kirkpatrick, Byron Simpson, Joe Ranft. Directed by Hendel Butoy and Mike Gabriel. This Laserdisc version features chapter index.


The return of chandu : (DVD)
13974.ID
B&W 75 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1934

Followers of the black magic Cult of Ubasti kidnap and plan to sacrifice the beautiful princess Nadji so they may conquer the world. The magician Chandu, his sister, niece and nephew, find the seven friends heading towards the unwelcome age of thirty. The friends dubbed themselves the Secaucus 7 after they were arrested in New Jersey, while en route to a war protest in Washington, and spent a raucous night in jail. Years later the friends look to rekindle that same spirit that has disappeared over time. Cast includes Bruce MacDonald, Maggie Renzi, Adam LeFevre, Maggie Cousineau, Gordon Clap, Jean Passanante, Karen Trott, Mark Arnott, David Strathairn, John Sayles. Written and directed by John Sayles.

Feature films – United States.; Sayles, John, 1950-

The return of the Secaucus 7 : (DVD)
09693.ID
COLOR 104 MIN METRO-GOLD 1980

A group of friends re-unite for a weekend of reminiscing and fun. Friendships forged in college, tested by time and distance, now find the seven friends heading towards the unwelcome age of thirty. The friends dubbed themselves the Secaucus 7 after they were arrested in New Jersey, while en route to a war protest in Washington, and spent a raucous night in jail. Years later the friends look to rekindle that same spirit that has disappeared over time. Cast includes Bruce MacDonald, Maggie Renzi, Adam LeFevre, Maggie Cousineau, Gordon Clap, Jean Passanante, Karen Trott, Mark Arnott, David Strathairn, John Sayles. Written and directed by John Sayles.

Feature films – United States.; Sayles, John, 1950-

The revenant : (Blu-ray Disc)
19598.ID
COLOR 156 MIN 20TH CENTU 2015

Inspired by true events, an expedition of the uncharted American wilderness, legendary explorer Hugh Glass is brutally attacked by a bear and left for dead by members of his own hunting team. In a quest to survive, Glass endures unimaginable grief as well as the betrayal of his confidant John Fitzgerald. Guided by sheer will and the love of his family, Glass must navigate a vicious winter in a relentless pursuit to live and find redemption. Based in part on the novel by Michael Punke. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hardy, Domhnall Gleeson, Will Poulter, Forrest Goodluck, Duane Howard, Arthur Redcloud, Melaw Nakehk'o, Grace Dove, Lukas Haas. Screenplay by Mark L. Smith and Alejandro G. Inarritu. Directed by Alejandro G. Inarritu. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; A world unseen documentary; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The revenant : (DVD)
19599.ID
COLOR 156 MIN 20TH CENTU 2015

Inspired by true events, an expedition of the uncharted American wilderness, legendary explorer Hugh Glass is brutally attacked by a bear and left for dead by members of his own hunting team. In a quest to survive, Glass endures unimaginable grief as well as the betrayal of his confidant John Fitzgerald. Guided by sheer will and the love of his family, Glass must navigate a vicious winter in a relentless pursuit to live and find redemption. Based in part on the novel by Michael Punke. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hardy, Domhnall Gleeson, Will Poulter, Forrest Goodluck, Duane Howard, Arthur Redcloud, Melaw Nakehk'o, Grace Dove, Lukas Haas. Screenplay by Mark L. Smith and Alejandro G. Inarritu. Directed by Alejandro G. Inarritu. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; A world unseen documentary; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Reversal of fortune (1989)

COLOR 112 MIN WARNER HOM 1990
Did European aristocrat Claus von Bulow attempt to murder his wife Sunny at their luxurious Newport mansion in 1980? The tabloids of the day certainly had their opinions. “You have one thing in your favor,” defense attorney Alan Dershowitz told von Bulow, “Everybody hates you.” Reversal of Fortune is the acclaimed movie version of events that had all America talking. Jeremy Irons plays von Bulow in an Academy Award winning performance of icy brittleness that also won a Golden Globe and Los Angeles and National Society of Film Critics’ Best Actor Award. Glen Close is wanly elegant as heiress. Cast includes Glen Close, Jeremy Irons, Ron Silver. Special features include audio commentary by director Barbet Schroeder and screenwriter Nicholas Kazan. Directed by Barbet Schroeder.

Reversal of fortune: (DVD) 19090,ID

COLOR 112 MIN WARNER HOM 1990
Did European aristocrat Claus von Bulow attempt to murder his wife Sunny at their luxurious Newport mansion in 1980? The tabloids of the day certainly had their opinions. “You have one thing in your favor,” defense attorney Alan Dershowitz told von Bulow, “Everybody hates you.” Reversal of Fortune is the acclaimed movie version of events that had all America talking. Jeremy Irons plays von Bulow in an Academy Award winning performance of icy brittleness that also won a Golden Globe and Los Angeles and National Society of Film Critics’ Best Actor Award. Glen Close is wanly elegant as heiress. Cast includes Glen Close, Jeremy Irons, Ron Silver. Special features include audio commentary by director Barbet Schroeder and screenwriter Nicholas Kazan. Directed by Barbet Schroeder.

Revolutionary road (2008)

COLOR 116 MIN PARAMOUNT 2008
A young Connecticut couple seemingly has it all. A nice home in the suburbs, two young children, he has a good job in New York City, and they have each other. Life stresses begin to weaken the bonds of their union. She gave up acting to be a housewife; he hates his job, but hasn’t figured out where his true passions lie. Neither one of them is happy. She suggests the family moves to Paris, he is at first skeptical, but ultimately agrees. Before they can leave he receives a promotion at work and no longer wants to uproot their lives. The wife is devastated by his decision, she still feels unfulfilled by their life together. She decides she will do whatever she has to do get herself out of her unhappy existence. Based on the novel by Richard Yates. Cast includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Winslet, Michael Shannon, Kathryn Hahn, David Harbour, Kathy Bates. Screenplay by Justin Haythe. Directed by Sam Mendes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director Sam Mendes and screenwriter Justin Haythe; Deleted scenes with optional commentary by director Mendes and screenwriter Haythe; Lives of quiet desperation: the making of Revolutionary road; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Rhapsody in Blue: (the story of George Gershwin): (DVD) 13999,ID

13999,ID 13999.DM
B&W 139 MIN BUDDHA VI 1945

Rhinozeros: (DVD) 1974

COLOR 104 MIN KINO VIDEO 1974
The American Film Theatre Collection One Series - Eugene Ionesco’s Theater of the Absurd work is adapted to the screen. Modern urban life is presented as an uninterrupted parade of dehumanizing compromise and disappointment. The protagonist Stanley, tenuously guards his fragile individuality in between gulps of boozes. When one-by-one everyone begins to turn into a rhinoceros, Stanley's non-conformism, might be his salvation. Based on the play by Eugene Ionesco. Cast includes Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder, Karen Black. Screenplay by Julian Barry. Directed by Tom O’Horgan. This DVD version features scene selections, letterbox, theatrical trailer; interview with director Ton O’Horgan; “Eugene Ionesco and ‘Rhinozeros’;” an essay by Michael Feingold, chief theatre critic, The Village Voice; still gallery; AFT cinebill for “Rhinozeros;” an interview with Edie Landau; “Ely Landau: In Front of the Camera;” AFT promotional reel (1974); American Film Theatre trailer gallery; American Film Theatre scrapbook.

Ride lonesome: (DVD) 1959

COLOR 73 MIN SONY PICTU 1959
The Films of Budd Boetticher Series - The first of the series in CinemaScope has Scott as a bounty hunter bringing the killer to justice—bedeviled by outlaws who want the reward themselves, the killer’s brother who wants to rescue him, and Indians attacking at every turn. The cast includes Randolph Scott, Karen Steele, Pernell Roberts and James Best. Written by Burt Kennedy. Directed by Budd Boetticher. Special features include commentary with film historian Jeremy Arnold; Martin Scorsese on “Ride Lonesome,” Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.

The right stuff 1983

COLOR 193 MIN WARNER HOM 1983
The story of the Mercury astronauts and the fledging United States space program in the race to land a man on the moon. In the early part of the 1960’s, seven men are chosen to be the pioneering astronauts, proving they have the right stuff to endure the program. The film captures not only the bravery of men facing the unknown dangers of early rocket flight, but also how they and their families confront the overwhelming fame for which there is no training. Based on the book by Tom Wolfe. Cast includes Scott Glenn, Ed Harris, Sam Shepard, Fred Ward,
Dennis Quaid, Kim Stanley, Barbara Hershey. Written for the screen and directed by Philip Kaufman.

Feature films – United States.

The right stuff : (DVD)
08620,ID 08620,DM
COLOR 193 MIN WARNER HOM 1983
The story of the Mercury astronauts and the fledgling United States space program in the race to land a man on the moon. In the early part of the 1960’s, seven men are chosen to be the pioneering astronauts, proving they have the right stuff to endure the program. The film captures not only the bravery of men facing the unknown dangers of early rocket flight, but also how they and their families confront the overwhelming fame for which there is no training. Based on the book by Tom Wolfe. Cast includes Scott Glenn, Ed Harris, Sam Shepard, Fred Ward, Dennis Quaid, Kim Stanley, Barbara Hershey. Written for the screen and directed by Philip Kaufman. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; theatrical trailer; production notes; soundtrack remastered in dolby digital 5.1; languages: English and French; subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Rio Bravo 
06386,VH 06386,DM
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER BRO 1958
Sheriff John T. Chance must stop an army of gunmen dead-set on springing a murderous thug from jail. On Chance’s side are his deputies – one a drunk and the other crippled, a kid, and a woman with a past who has romantic designs on Chance. A lean, classic Western that packs solid heroics around a strong emotional core. Cast includes John Wayne, Dean Martin, Walter Brennan, Angie Dickinson, Ricky Nelson, Ward Bond. Screenplay Jules Furthman and Leigh Brackett. Directed by Howard Hawks.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.

Rio Bravo : (DVD)
16238,ID 16238,DM
COLOR 141 MIN WARNER BRO 1959


Rio Lobo : (DVD)
18263,ID 18263,DM
COLOR 114 MIN WARNER HOM 1970
The John Wayne collection Series - A spectacular robbery of a Union pay train by Confederate guerillas leads to the train’s colonelbefriending the leaders of the robbery when the war ends. Together, they seek the Union traitors responsible for a string of Confederate train robberies. Cast includes John Wayne, Jorge Rivero, Jennifer O'Neill, Jack Elam, Christopher Mitchum, Victor French, Susana Dosamantes, Sherry Lansing. Produced and directed by Howard Hawks. In English or dubbed French, with optional English subtitles. Closed-captioned.


Rise of the planet of the apes : (DVD)
16039,ID 16039,DM
COLOR 105 MIN TWENTIETH 2011
During experiments to find a cure for Alzheimer’s disease, a genetically-enhanced chimpanzee uses its greater intelligence to lead other apes to freedom. The cast includes James Franco, Freida Pinto, John Lithgow, Brian Cox, Tom Felton and Andy Serkis. Directed by Rupert Wyatt. The special features on this DVD include: Deleted scenes; The Genius of Andy Serkis; Mythology of the Apes; Theatrical trailers. Language: English with optional English and Spanish subtitles.


Rising sun : (DVD)
08623,VM 08623,DM
COLOR 129 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1993
A call girl is murdered in the boardroom of a Japanese corporation in Los Angeles. A LAPD special liaison officer is paired with a detective with unusual knowledge of Japanese culture to solve the case. The men must enter an underground shadow world of futuristic technology, ancient ways, and confusing loyalties to unravel the mystery. Based on Michael Crichton’s novel. Cast includes Sean Connery, Wesley Snipes, Harvey Keitel, Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa, Kevin Anderson, Mako, Tia Carrere. Screenplay by Philip Kaufman, Michael Crichton, and Michael Backes. Directed by Philip Kaufman.

Feature films – United States.

Rising sun : (DVD)
16245,ID 16245,DM
COLOR 114 MIN NEW LINE 2011
Inspired by true events, this supernatural thriller follows a seminarian student sent to study exorcism at the Vatican in spite of his own doubts about the controversial practice and even his own faith. Only when sent to apprentice with legendary Father Lucas, who has performed thousand of exorcisms, does his armor of skepticism begin to fall. Drawn into a troubling case that transcends even Father Lucas’s skill, the young seminarian glimpses a phenomenon science can’t explain or control. The cast includes Anthony Hopkins, Colin O’Donoghue, Alice Braga, Ciaran Hinds and Rutger Hauer. Directed by Mikael Hafstrom. The special features on this DVD include: Additional scenes. Language: English with optional English, French and Spanish subtitles.

Feature films – United States.

The rite : (DVD)
12351,ID 12351,DM
COLOR 99 MIN JANUS FILM 1951
The Criterion Collection Series - Director Jean Renoirs film adaptation of Rumer Godden’s autobiographical novel of growing up in India. Three teenage girls living in Bengal, India beside a river. Their stories come to life as the individual in subtle and symbolic ways. The film explores the fragile connections between transitory emotions and everlasting creation. Adapted from the novel by Rumer Godden. Cast includes Nora Swinburne, Esmond Knight, Arthur Shields, Suprova Mukerjee, Thomas E. Breen, Patricia Walters, Radha, Adrienne Corri, Richard Foster, Penelope Wilkinson, Jane Harris,
Jennifer Harris, Cecelia Wood, Sajan Singh, Nimai Barik, Trilak Jeletly, June Hillman. Screenplay by Rumer Godden and Jean Renoir. Directed by Jean Renoir. This Criterion Collection DVD version features chapter search; Introduction to the film by Jean Renoir; "Rumer Godden: An Indian Affair," a 1995 BBC documentary that follows the author as she journeys back to her childhood home in India; Video interview with Martin Scorsese, a key figure in the restoration; 2000 audio interview with producer Ken McEldowney; Still gallery featuring production photos and publicity stills; Original theatrical trailer; Essays by film scholars Ian Christie and Alexander Sesonske; Languages: English and Bengali; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


River's edge
06035,VH
06035,DM
COLOR 99 MIN NELSON ENT 1987
When a group of teenagers discovers that one of their own has killed his girlfriend, they struggle to differentiate between friendship and responsibility. Cast includes Crispin Glover, Keanu Reeves, Ione Skye Leitch, Roxana Zal, Daniel Roebuck, Joshua Miller and Dennis Hopper; written by Neal Jimenez; directed by Tim Hunter.

Feature films – United States.

River's edge : (DVD)
15189,ID
15189,DM
COLOR 99 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986
When a group of teenagers discovers that one of their own has killed his girlfriend, the kids are emotionally ill-prepared and struggle to differentiate between friendship and responsibility. The story is based on a real-life murder of a young California girl. Cast includes Crispin Glover, Keanu Reeves, Ione Skye Leitch, Roxana Zal, Daniel Roebuck, Joshua Miller and Dennis Hopper. Written by Neal Jimenez. Directed by Tim Hunter. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish.


Rize : (DVD)
10765,ID
10765,DM
COLOR 84 MIN LIONS GATE 2005
Out of the turmoil of the Los Angeles social unrest of the early 1990's an innovative street dance style known as Krumping evolved. Developed on the streets of South Central Los Angeles the style of dance is characterized by athletic movements speed up to dazzling speeds. The dance modernizes moves indigenous to African tribal rituals into a completely unique style of dance that evolves on a daily basis. The inner-city youth create their art surrounded by drug addiction, gangs, and imprisonment. The spirit and creativity displayed in the dancers' moves has had a positive effect on many of the dancers' lives aiding them in avoiding the drugs and violence that has claimed many of their peers, the dance becomes a vital part of who they are. Directed by David LaChapelle. This DVD version features an introduction with casts and director David LaChapelle; Theatrical full screen version; Filmmaking insight with director and director of photography; New dancer interviews with the director; Tribeca Film Festival Q&A with cast; David LaChapelle photo gallery; Dance moves by "Rize" dancers; Extended dances; Deleted scenes; Director commentary; Trailers; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Road to Paloma : (DVD)
18645,ID
COLOR 90 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2014
Wolf, a Native American, is being pursued by the FBI for taking the law into his own hands after his mother is raped and killed. Wolf sets out across the American West, discovering new friendships and lost loves, riding toward the Teton mountain range, where he will spread his mother's ashes. Cast includes Sarah Shahi, Jason Momoa, Robert Homer Mollohan, Lisa Bonet, Michael Raymond-James, Chris Browning, Timothy V. Murphy, Wes Studi. Special feature: Deleted scene: the hunt. Directed by Jason Momoa. In English, with optional subtitles in English or Spanish. Closed-captioned.


Road to Singapore : (DVD)
11717,ID
86 MIN UNIVERSAL 1940
Bob Hope, the tribute collection Series - When junior shipping mogul Josh Mallon comes too close to getting hitched, he and his best buddy Ace Lannigan run to the furthest point they can find on a map - Singapore. The first of the famous "Road" pictures starring Bob Hope and Bing Crosby as a team of irrepressible bachelors, the scenery includes Dorothy Lamour as the beautiful live-in housekeeper they bring home. Based on a story by Harry Hervey. Cast includes Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Bob Hope, Charles Coburn, Judith Barrett, Anthony Quinn, Jerry Colonna. Screenplay by Don Hartman and Frank Butler. Directed by Victor Schertzinger. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Bob Hope and the Road to Success; Entertaining the troops; 'Sweet Potato Pies' sing-along; Photograph gallery; Theatrical trailer; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; DVD-Rom features; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English closed captioning, Spanish, and French.


The road warrior : (DVD)
14079,ID
14079,DM
COLOR 95 MIN WARNER HOM 1981
A former police officer is now a lone wanderer, travelling through a post-apocalyptic Australia looking for the now priceless fuel of petrol. He lives to survive and is none too pleased when he finds himself the only hope of a small group of honest people running a remote oil refinery. He must protect them from the bike gang that is terrorizing them, while transporting their entire fuel supply to safety. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Bruce Spence, Mike Preston, Max Phipps, Vernon Wells, Emil Minty. Written by Terry Hayes, George Miller with Brian Hannant. Directed by George Miller. This DVD version features interactive menus; Production notes; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish.


The roaring twenties : (DVD)
10473,ID
10473,DM
B&W 86 MIN WARNER BRO 1939
Warner Bros. Pictures Gangsters Collection Series - A jobless war veteran turns to bootlegging to earn a living. As his enterprise grows he must battle with the competition, the cops, and double-dealing associates to keep control of his growing empire. This gangster film was released towards the end of...
Feature films – United States


Feature films – United States.

Rob Roy : (DVD) 14069,1D 14069,DM
COLOR 139 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1995
When a harsh winter threatens the majestic Scottish Highlands, Rob Roy MacGregor is forced to borrow money from the less-than-noble Marquis of Montrose to provide for his clan. When Montrose's evil henchmen conspire to take the wealth for themselves, they thrust Rob into the most challenging battle of his life. Cast includes Liam Neeson, Jessica Lange, John Hurt, Tim Roth, Eric Stoltz, Brian Cox. Screenplay by Allan Sharp. Directed by Michael Caton-Jones. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.


The robe 08966,VH
COLOR 135 MIN 20TH CENTU 1953
An inspiring story of the miraculous robe Jesus wore on the cross. Marcellus Gallio is the Roman centurian in charge of the crucifixion and wins the robe gambling at the foot of the cross. His life is forever changed by his involvement in the crucifixion and his possession of the robe. Adapted from the novel by Lloyd C. Douglas. Cast includes Richard Burton, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature, Michael Rennie, Jay Robinson, Dean Jagger. Screenplay by Gina Kaus. Directed by Henry Koster. This DVD version features an anamorphic widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Jesus Christ – Drama; Middle Eastern American

The robe : (DVD) 10105,1D 10105,DM
COLOR 135 MIN 20TH CENTU 1953
An inspiring story of the miraculous robe Jesus wore on the cross. Marcellus Gallio is the Roman centurian in charge of the crucifixion and wins the robe gambling at the foot of the cross. His life is forever changed by his involvement in the crucifixion and his possession of the robe. Adapted from the novel by Lloyd C. Douglas. Cast includes Richard Burton, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature, Michael Rennie, Jay Robinson, Dean Jagger. Screenplay by Gina Kaus. Directed by Henry Koster. This DVD version features an anamorphic widescreen presentation; Scene selection; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Jesus Christ – Drama.

Robin Hood : (DVD) 16137,1D
COLOR 156 MIN UNIVERSAL 2010
In times of tyranny and injustice when law oppresses the people, the outlaw takes his place in history. England at the turn of the 12th century was such a time. King Richard the Lionheart, bankrupt of wealth and glory, is plundering his way back to England after ten years on his crusade. In his army is an archer named Robin Longstrife. This is the story of his return home where, for defending the weak against the strong, he will be condemned to live outside the law. Whether thief or hero, one man from humble beginnings will become an eternal symbol of freedom for his people. And so the legend begins. The cast includes Russell Crowe, Cate Blanchett, William Hurt, Mark Strong, Mark Addy, Oscar Isaac, Danny Huston and Kevin Durand. Directed by Ridley Scott. The special features on this DVD include: Deleted scenes with introduction and commentary by editor Pietro Scalia; Rise and rise again: Making Ridley scotts Robin Hood; Ballad, legend and myth: Pre-Production; The More the Merrier: Production; No Quarter Given: Post-Production; Language: English. Dubbed in French or Spanish with optional English, Spanish or French subtitles.


Robin Hood : (DVD) 10023,1D
COLOR 103 MIN 20TH CENTU 1991
The classic medieval adventure tale of Robin Hood. Saxon nobleman Robert Hode becomes an outlaw for insulting an evil knight. Hode adopts the name Robin Hood and becomes a gentleman robber, who robs from the rich and gives to the poor. He risks his life to save his true love Maid Marian from the clutches of the same evil knight that drove him to his life of noble crime. Cast includes Patrick Bergin, Uma Thurman, Jurgen Prochnow, Edward Fox, Jeroen Krabbe, Story by Sam Resnick. Screenplay by Sam Rob Roy; W.; W. Michael O'Moore, directed by John Irvin. This DVD version features both full screen and widescreen presentations; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish captioned.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Swashbucklers; Robin Hood (Legendary character).

RoboCop : (DVD) 08024,1D
COLOR 103 MIN ORION HOME 1987
A view of a bleak future, where crime runs rampant in the streets and the police force has become a privatized money making venture. When a good cop is gunned down by a gang of thugs, his body is used in an experimental crime prevention experiment. The fallen officer is resurrected as a supercharged cyborg dispensing justice in an indestructible suit of armor. The giant android that runs the city's police force is terrorized for the consequences when RoboCop's humanity begins to reemerge. Cast includes Peter Weller, Nancy Allen, Daniel O'Herron, Ronny Cox, Kurtwood Smith, Miguel Ferrer. Written by Edward Neumeier and Michael Miner. Directed by Paul Verhoeven. This DVD version features the unrated director's cut; audio commentary by director Paul Verhoeven, executive producer Jon Davison, and RoboCop expert Paul M. Sammon; film to storyboard comparison; storyboards; an illustrated essay on the making of RoboCop; theatrical and teaser trailers; optimal quality: RSDL dual-layer edition.

Feature films – United States.

Robot stories : (DVD) 18699,1D
COLOR 85 MIN KINO VIDEO 2004
"My robot baby": A busy couple is challenged to nurture a mechanical infant before they can have the real thing. "The robot fixer": A mother is transformed while trying to connect with her comotose son. "Robot love": Android iPerson Archie questions whether romance can flower between synthetic hearts. "Clay": A sculptor in the lonely twilight of his life must weigh the ethical consequences when RoboCop's humanity begins to reemerge. Cast includes Tamlyn Tomita, Sab Shimono, Wai Ching Ho, Greg Pak, John Cariani, Cindy Cheung, Bill Coelius, Eisa Davis, Ron Domingo, Tim Kang, Julienne Hanzelka Kim, James Saito. Special features: "Mouse": a short film by Greg Pak (1997, 11 min., color); theatrical trailer; deleted scenes; audio commentaries; stills gallery. Written and directed by Greg Pak. In English.


Rock around the clock : (DVD) 12603,1D 12603,DM
B&W 77 MIN SONY PICTU 1956
A Hollywood film celebrating early rock 'n' roll music. A big band promoter passes through a small town on his way to New York and discovers the new sound that the kids are dancing to called rock 'n' roll. He has to bring the sound to the rest of the world, but there are forces working against him. The film features hit
Creed reaches out to his old nemesis and offers to train Rocky for a rematch with the ferocious Lang. Creed helps Rocky regain "the eye of the tiger" he needed to reclaim his championship title. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire, Burt Young, Carl Weathers, Burgess Meredith, Mr. T. Written and directed by Sylvester Stallone. This DVD version features widescreen and full screen presentation; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Rocky II : (DVD)
10541,ID
10541,DMDR
COLOR 119 MIN METRO-GOLD 1979
The first sequel to the classic underdog story "Rocky." Fight fans call for a rematch between Rocky Balboa and the world heavyweight champion Apollo Creed. Rocky instead retires from boxing, only to find that the call of the ring is too great. The Champ and the challenger meet again, this time Rocky doesn't have the element of surprise on his side. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire, Burt Young, Carl Weathers, Burgess Meredith. Written and directed by Sylvester Stallone. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Rocky III : (DVD)
10542,ID
10542,DMDR
COLOR 100 MIN METRO-GOLD 1982
The third feature film of the "Rocky" boxing stories. Rocky is now the champion and on a string of ten victories in a row, when he is paired up with Clubber Lang, a fierce new opponent. Rocky loses after becoming complacent and losing his edge. Apollo
**ROMERO : (DVD)**

Dramatizes the life and work of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, and the events leading to his transformation from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people. Cast includes Raul Julia, Richard Jordan, Ana Alicia and Harold Gould. Written by John Sacret Young. Directed by John Duigan. This DVD version features full frame presentation; Scene selection; Deleted scenes; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English.

**ROPE : (DVD)**

Selections; Language: English.

**Young. This DVD version features interactive menus; Chapter**

**ALONSO, DANNY NUCCI, SARAH LASSEZ, VALENTE RODRIGUEZ. AND HE AND HIS FAMILY MUST STRUGGLE WITH A PAST THAT IS POISONING THEIR FUTURE. BASED ON THE PLAY BY MILCHA SANCHEZ-SCOTT. CAST**

**Color: 91 Min \ ECHO BRIDG 2000**

A passionate and innovative teacher leaves his small hometown to take a teaching job in one of Harlem, New York's toughest schools. Ron Clark uses unconventional methods to work with his students to help them reach their greatest potential. Based on events in the life of Ron Clark. Cast includes Matthew Perry, Ernie Hudson, Melissa De Sousa, Hannah Hodson, Brandon Mychal Smith, Micah Williams. Written by Max Eshcoe and Annie De Young. Directed by Randa Haines.


**Rona Jaffe’s mazes and monsters**

09628,VH

COLOR 102 Min \ WARNER HOM 1982

A group of college friends and Dungeons and Dragons players, take their fantasy world from the table and move it to a real maze in the mysterious Pequod Caverns. They were prepared for a new exciting adventure, but not for a deadly one. Based on the best selling thriller by Rona Jaffe. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Chris Makepeace, Wendy Crewson, David Wallace, Lloyd Bochner, Peter Donat, Louise Sorel, Susan Strasberg. Teleplay by Tom Lazarus. Directed by Steven H. Stern.

**Feature films – United States.**

**Ronald Reagan the signature collection**

For descriptions see individual titles:

- The hasty heart : (DVD)
- Kings Row : (DVD)
- Storm warning : (DVD)
- The winning team : (DVD)

**THE ROSA PARKS STORY : (DVD)**

19423,ID

COLOR 94 Min \ XENON PICT 2002

Dramatic biography of Rosa McCauley Parks, who in 1955 created the spark that began the modern Civil Rights Movement. Parks refuses to give up her seat in the first row of the colored section on a bus, so a white woman can sit down. The resulting uproar in the South throws Rosa and her family into the Ku Klux Klan’s ring of hatred and the NAACP’s limelight. Cast includes Angela Bassett, Peter Francis James, Cicely Tyson, Nick LaTour, Tonea Stewart, Von Coulter, Dextor Scott King, Charde Manzy, Stephanie Astalos-Jones. Written by Paris Glaules. Directed by Julie Dash.


**Rosalie goes shopping**

04781,VH

COLOR 96 Min \ VIDMARK EN 1990

In a satire on the American Way, German-born Rosalie gives her doting husband and seven loving children a life of gourmet meals and every modern convenience, financed by juggling thirty-seven credit cards and mortgage payments, altering checks, lying to bill collectors, and pilfering one son’s savings account. Stars Marianne Saegebrecht, Brad Davis, Judge Reinhold, and Alex Winter; directed by Percy Adlon.

**Feature films – United States.; Adlon, Percy, 1935-**

**The rose tattoo : (DVD)**

11947,ID

11947,DM

B&W 116 Min \ PARAMOUNT 1955

A screen adaptation of Tennessee Williams’ play, starring the actress, Anna Magnani that he had in mind when he wrote the work. A woman retreats from the world after the death of her husband. When she meets a new man, with a happy-go-lucky demeanor, she is reawakened to the joys of life. The man is a truck driver, just like her deceased husband. One day he has the same rose tattoo on his chest. Based on the play “The Rose Tattoo” by Tennessee Williams. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Anna Magnani, Marisa Pavan, Ben Cooper, Virginia Grey, Joe Van Fleet, Sandro Giglio. Screenplay by Tennessee Williams. Adaptation by Hal Kanter. Directed by Daniel Mann. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; English subtitles.

**Feature films – United States.; Williams, Tennessee, 1911-1983 – Film and video adaptations.; Williams, Tennessee, 1911-1983 – Film and video adaptations.**

**Rosemary’s baby : (DVD)**

17446,ID

COLOR 136 Min \ CRITERION 1968

The Criterion Collection Series - The story of a loving young New York City couple who are expecting their first child. Rosemary, like most first-time mothers, experiences confusion and fear during her pregnancy. Her husband, an ambitious but unsuccessful actor, makes a pact with the devil that promises to send his career skyrocket. Based on the novel by Ira Levin. Cast includes Mia Farrow, John Cassavetes, Ruth Gordon, Sidney Poitier, Nino Rota, Arthur Laurents. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD features full frame presentation; “Rope” unleashed; Production photos; Theatrical trailer; Production notes: English; Spanish; and French; Subtitles: English.

**Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980**
Blackmer, Maurice Evans, Ralph Bellamy. Written for the screen and directed by Roman Polanski. This two-disc Criterion Collection DVD version features chapter search; widescreen presentation; documentary featuring interviews with Polanski, actress Mia Farrow, and producer Robert Evans; Interview with author Ira Levin from a 1997 broadcast of Leonard Lopates public radio program New York and Company, about his 1967 novel, its sequel, and the film; "Komeda, Komeda" feature length documentary on the life and work of jazz musician and composer Krzysztof Komeda, who wrote the film's score; Booklet featuring an essay by critic Ed Park; Levin's afterward to the 2003 New American Library edition of the novel and Levin's rare, unpublished character sketches of the Woodhouses and floor plan of their apartment; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Rosemary's baby : (DVD)

08590,DM
08590,ID
COLOR
136 MIN 
PARAMOUNT
1968
The story of a loving young New York City couple who are expecting their first child. Rosemary, like most first-time mothers, experiences confusion and fear during her pregnancy. Her husband, an ambitious but unsuccessful actor, makes a pact with the devil that promises to send his career skyrocket. Based on the novel by Ira Levin. Cast includes Mia Farrow, John Cassavetes, Ruth Gordon, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Evans, Ralph Bellamy. Written for the screen and directed by Roman Polanski. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; “making of” featurette; exclusive retrospective interviews with: director Roman Polanski, production executive Robert Evans, production designer Richard Sybert; widescreen version enhanced for 16:9 TVs; Dolby digital: English mono, French mono; English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Polanski, Roman, 1933-

Rudy : (DVD)

13517,DM
13517,ID
COLOR
114 MIN 
COLUMBIA
1993
The true story of Rudy Ruettiger who dreamed of playing football at Notre Dame University and persevered against all odds to see his dream fulfilled. Undersized, but with great heart, Rudy struggled to get accepted into Notre Dame, a football scholarship was pure fantasy. Once he made it into the university, he is able to become a walk-on for the football team, but actually playing in a real game for the team was a long shot. Never giving up, he impresses the coach and ends up playing football for the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. His story is a testament to the power of dreams and the triumph of the common man. Cast includes Sean Astin, Ned Beatty, Charles S. Dutton, Lili Taylor, Robert Prosky. Written by Angelo Pizzo. Directed by David Anspaugh. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Three featurettes: Isolated music score; Bonus trailers; Talent files; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.


Rudy Ray Moore : live at wetlands : (DVD)

13558,ID
13558,DM
COLOR
87 MIN 
XENON PICT
2000
Dolemite Collection Series - Rudy Ray Moore returns to his R&B roots in this incredible September 2000 live performance at Wetland, N.Y.C. Backed by vocal group The Raytones and a solid Blues band led by Jimmy "Mr. Motion" Lynch, the man who taught America how to rap is back to show us how to sing the Blues. Performing songs from his recent CDs "Hully Gully Fever" and "Hip Shakin' Papa," Rudy Ray draws on a repertoire 55 years in the making. Along with the R&B classics "Ready, Willing and Able" and "Do You Call That a Buddy?" are originals like "Hully Gully Fever" and "Angels on Earth," as well as liberal closes of Rudy Ray's (in)famous rap comedy. Here are both sides of Rudy Ray Moore - the soulful R&B crooner and bad, bad Dolemite - together in one unforgettable live show. Directed by Donald H. Randell. This DVD version features an animated menu; Original 1970's radio spots; Restored theatrical trailers; Trivia game; Location tour with Rudy Ray Moore; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.

Rules of engagement

08656,VH
COLOR
128 MIN 
PARAMOUNT
2000
A war hero faces a court martial – accused of breaking the rules of engagement by killing unarmed civilians in Yemen. The soldier finds himself being used by the Army as a scapegoat. He turns to a military attorney of questionable abilities to defend him in court. The lawyer owes the soldier his life due to an act of battlefield heroics, so together they will fight to save the soldier's military career. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Samuel L. Jackson, Guy Pearce, Ben Kingsley, Bruce Greenwood, Anne Archer, Blair Underwood, Philip Baker Hall. Written by Stephen Gaghan. Directed by William Friedkin.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern American

Rules of engagement : (DVD)

13966,ID
13966,DM
COLOR
127 MIN 
PARAMOUNT
2000
Colonel Terry Childers is a patriot and war hero. But when a peacekeeping mission he leads in Yemen goes terribly wrong, he finds himself facing a court martial. Accused of breaking the rules of engagement by killing unarmed civilians, Childers' only hope of vindication rests with comrade-in-arms Hays Hodges, a military lawyer of questionable abilities. Together, they face the
between the two men. Directed by Brett Ratner. This DVD version features widescreen presentation;
Interactive motion menus; Scene selection; "A Look Inside" exclusive cast and crew interviews; Exclusive behind-the-scenes featurette; Commentary by director William Friedkin; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Friendship – Drama.; War films.; Trials (Military Offenses) – Drama.; Political corruption – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

Rules of engagement : (DVD)
12108,ID
COLOR 127 MIN PARAMOUNT 2000

Colonel Terry Childers is a patriot and war hero. But when a peacekeeping mission he leads in Yemen goes terribly wrong, he finds himself facing a court martial. Accused of breaking the rules of engagement by killing unarmed civilians, Childers' only hope of vindication rests with comrade-in-arms Hays Hodges, a military lawyer of questionable abilities. Together, they face the battle of their lives. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Samuel L. Jackson, Guy Pearce, Bruce Greenwood, Blair Underwood, Philip Baker Hall, Anne Archer, Ben Kingsley. Music by Mark Isham. Screenplay by Stephen Gaghan. Directed by William Friedkin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive motion menus; Scene selection; "A Look Inside" exclusive cast and crew interviews; Exclusive behind-the-scenes featurette; Commentary by director William Friedkin; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Friendship – Drama.; War films.; Trials (Military Offenses) – Drama.; Political corruption – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

Rumble fish
07141,VH
07141,DM
B&W 94 MIN UNIVERSAL 1983

Two brothers whose desire to break out of their urban trap eventually leads to death for one and a new beginning for the other. Adapted from the novel by S.E. Hinton. The film was photographed in black and white with color sequences. Musical score by Stewart Copeland. Cast includes Matt Dillon, Mickey Rourke, Vincent Spano, Diane Lane, Diane Scarnawi. Screenplay by S.E. Hinton and Francis Ford Coppola. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola.

Feature films – United States.; Coppola, Francis Ford, 1939-.

Running on empty : (DVD)
13304,ID
13304,DM
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER BRO 1988

A couple of antiwar activists have been on the run as fugitives from justice since they blew up a napalm lab in 1971. The couple and their two kids have stayed one step ahead of the law for seventeen years. Their teenage son has had enough, he is tired of running away from a crime he didn’t commit and wants to live a normal life. The family struggles with what is fair for the kids and keeping the parents out of prison. Cast includes Christine Lahti, Judd Hirsch, Martha Plimpton, River Phoenix, Steven Hill. Written by Naomi Foner. Directed by Sidney Lumet. This DVD version features menus; Scene selection; Standard presentation;


Rush hour : (DVD)
13572,ID
13572,DM
COLOR 97 MIN NEW LINE H 1998

New Line platinum series - A wisecracking LAPD officer is forced to work with a Hong Kong detective when kidnappers grab a Chinese official’s daughter. Cultures collide and the two men get on each others nerves, until they both realize that they have the same goal of finding the girl and bringing the bad guys to justice. The film features plenty of fight scenes and rapid-fire banter between the two men. Directed by Brett Ratner. This DVD version features audio commentary by director Brett Ratner; Deleted scenes; Original featurette “A piece of the action” behind-the-scenes of “Rush hour.” Short film “Whatever happened to Mason Reese?”; Music video “How deep is your love?” Sneak peek at “Rush hour 3” part 1, “Rush hour: 1,2,3!” includes behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the cast; Language: English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.

Rushmore : (DVD)
12021,ID
12021,DM
COLOR 93 MIN CRITERION 1998

The Criterion Collection Series - Max Fischer is Rushmore Academy's most extracurricular student. He is a mediocre student, with big ambitions, and a semi-talented playwright with the hope of vindication to have his work performed. He forms two unlikely friendships, one with a lovely first-grade teacher and the other with a melancholy, self-made millionaire, right around the time he faces expulsion from his beloved Rushmore. When one relationship impacts the other, Max becomes emotionally unhinged. When he is able to re-focus his energies on his many passions, he is able to live his life once again – after Rushmore. Written by Wes Anderson and Owen Wilson. Directed by Wes Anderson. This Criterion Collection DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Wes Anderson, Owen Wilson, and Jason Schwartzman; “The Making of Rushmore” behind-the-scenes documentary by Eric Chase Anderson; Max Fisher player present theatrical adaptations of “Armadogdon,” “Out of Sight,” and “The Truman Show” staged for the 1999 MTV Movie Awards; “The Charlie Rose Show” featuring Wes Anderson and Bill Murray; Cast audition footage; Wes Anderson’s hand-drawn storyboards, plus a film-to-storyboard comparison; Props, posters, photos, and other graphic ephemera; Original theatrical trailer; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


SimOne : (Simone) : (DVD)
09675,ID
COLOR 117 MIN NEW LINE H 2002

When the leading lady walks off the movie set, the producer desperately needs to find a replacement and quickly. He decides to cast a synthetic digital actress instead of a standard flesh and blood star. Soon his digital actress is a huge star and nobody knows she isn’t a human being. The producer has to hide the fact that his star isn’t real and he begins to almost believe it himself. Cast includes Al Pacino, Catherine Keener, Pruitt Taylor Vince, Jay Mohr, Rachel Roberts. Written and directed by Andrew W. Niccol. This DVD version features widescreen and fullscreen presentation; scene access; deleted scenes with direct access from the film; Cyber Stardom documentary; simulating SIMONE FX documentary; teaser trailer; theatrical trailer; script-to-screen; the Real SIMONE websites; English subtitles and Closed Captions.

Feature films – United States.

Sabrina : (DVD)
14677,ID
B&W 112 MIN PARAMOUNT 1954

Centennial collection Series - Sabrina, the daughter of the chauffeur to a wealthy family, returns home from Paris a young woman. Suddenly the young girl, who had always been around as a child, catches the attention of the family’s two brothers who run the family corporation. The two brothers are very different men, but they both become enamored with Sabrina, the daughter of the help. Sabrina had always dreamed of winning the heart of one of the brothers, but she soon realizes she has fallen in love with the other one. The brothers compete for the affection of the beautiful and glamorous woman who has come into their midst. From the play by Samuel Taylor. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn, William Holden, Cary Grant, John Williams, Martha Hyer, Joan Vohs. Written for the screen by Billy Wilder, Samuel Taylor, and Ernest Lehman. Directed by Billy Wilder. This Centennial collection two-disc DVD features full screen presentation; “Sabrina” documentary; Behind the gates; camera; Audrey Hepburn fashion icon; Sabrina’s world; Supporting Sabrina; William Holden; the Paramount years; Paramount in the 50’s; Retrospective.
featurette; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


**Saddle the wind** : (DVD)

16690,ID

COLOR 84 MIN WARNER HOM 1958

Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection Series - Tony Sinclair rides back to the ranch he runs with his ex-gunfighter brother, Steve. Tony's spoiling for a fight. And he finds it when a stranger shows up aiming to settle an old score with Steve. The cast includes Robert Taylor, Julie London and John Cassavetes. Screenplay by Rod Serling. Directed by Robert Parrish. Special features include the theatrical trailer and enhanced widescreen viewing. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States; Brothers – Drama.; Outlaws – Drama.; Parrish, Robert.

**Safe** : (DVD)

10398,ID

10398,DM

COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1999

A suburban housewife living a privileged comfortable life suddenly becomes allergic to the environment around her. The woman becomes hypersensitive to the chemicals of the modern world. She becomes violently ill for no apparent physical reason, leading her husband and doctor to question her sanity. From a commercial on television the woman learns of a retreat for people who suffer from the same affliction and she goes there for help. The rustic retreat is attended by individuals who can no longer live amongst the toxins in today's world and is lead by a charismatic, sensitive leader who lives in a large mansion looking down on the cottages of the compound. Cast includes Julianne Moore, Peter Friedman, Xander Berkeley, Susan Norman, Kate Mcgregor Stewart, James Legros. Written and directed by Todd Haynes. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Audio commentary with Todd Haynes, Julianne Moore, and Christine Vachon; Theatrical trailers; Filmographies; Director's production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Haynes, Todd.

**Salt of the earth** : a film of politics and passion : (CD Rom)

06984,CD

COLOR THE VOYAGE 1994

This CD-Rom is designed to offer more than just the viewing of the film "Salt of the Earth." The film is a powerful and emotionally charged movie made during the height of the McCarthy era by a group of blacklisted filmmakers. A Mexican-American miner and his wife struggle during a 1950 strike by zinc miners in Silver City, New Mexico. Against a backdrop of social injustice, a riveting family drama is played out. The CD-Rom contains the entire film; the screenplay – in English, French, Spanish, and German; background material on the making of the film, the Hollywood blacklist, the filmmakers, and the original strike; hundreds of photographs from the original strike and the production of the film; and critical, historical, and biographical essays. System requirements: Macintosh with 25-MHz 68030 processor or better; System 7; 5,000k of available RAM; 13" color monitor; CD-Rom drive (double-speed recommended).

Feature films – United States.; Strikes and lockouts–Zinc mining–New Mexico; Biberman, H.J. (Herbert J.); CD-Rom

**The Samuel Fuller collection**

For descriptions see individual titles:

**Adventure in Sahara** : (DVD)

The crimson kimono : (DVD)

It happened in Hollywood : (DVD)

Power of the press : (DVD)

Scandal sheet : (DVD)

Shockproof : (DVD)

Underworld U.S.A. : (DVD)

**San Andreas** : (DVD)

19643,ID

COLOR 114 MIN WARNER HOM 2015

When a magnitude nine earthquake leaves California in ruins, a helicopter pilot and his estranged wife make their way to San Francisco to save their only daughter. Cast includes Dwayne Johnson, Carla Gugino, Alexandra Daddario, Paul Giamatti, Archie Panjabi, Ioan Gruffudd, Hugo Johnstone-Burt. Story by Andre Fabrizio and Jeremy Passmore. Screenplay by Carlton Cuse. Directed by Brad Peyton. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; San Andreas: the real fault line; Dwayne Johnson to the rescue; Scoring the quake; Commentary by director Brad Peyton; Deleted scenes; Gag reel; Stunt reel; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


324
**The sand pebbles** : (DVD)
12439.1D
COLOR 183 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1966
Cinema classics collection Series - The year is 1926 and the gunboat USS San Pablo patrols the troubled waters of the Yangtze River in China. The crew's mission is to protect American interests in the region without provoking an international incident. As resentment to the U.S. presence intensifies the danger to the men of the San Pablo increases as hostilities from the locals erupt in violence. Based on the novel by Richard McKenna. Cast includes Steve McQueen, Richard Attenborough, Richard Crenna, Candice Bergen, Mako. Directed by Robert Wise. This two disc DVD version features both the original theatrical version (183 min.) and the roadshow version (196 min.); Widescreen presentation; The theatrical version includes audio commentary by Robert Wise and Candice Bergen, Mako, and Richard Crenna; Isolated score track with commentary by music producer Nick Redman, film music historian Jan Burlingame, and Lem Dobbs film historian and screenwriter of "The Limey" and "Dark city:" The roadshow version features introductions by Robert Wise and Richard Zanuck; Making of "The sand pebbles" featurette; Steve McQueen remembered; Robert Wise in command; China 1926; "A ship called San Pablo" narrated by Richard Attenborough; "The secret of the San Pablo" narrated by Richard Crenna; Radio documentaries narrated by Richard Attenborough; "Changsha Bund and the streets of Taipei," "A ship called San Pablo," "Radio spots; Original theatrical trailer; Still galleries; MAD Magazine's "The Sam Pebbles;" The theatrical version includes English, Spanish, and French tracks; and is subtitled in English and Spanish; The roadshow version feature English language track only with English, Spanish, and French subtitles; Both version are English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Sands of Iwo Jima** : (DVD)
11082.1D
B&W 109 MIN REPUBLIC P 1949
Hard-nosed Marine Sgt. Stryker has to mold a company of raw recruits into combat-ready fighting machine. He is feared and hated by his men, but the training they receive under him is put to the ultimate test when the company is part of a full-scale assault against the Japanese on Iwo Jima. The film features a recreation of the famous photograph of U.S. Soldiers raising the American flag on Mt. Suribachi. Cast includes John Wayne, John Agar, Adele Mara, Forrest Tucker. Story by Harry Brown. Screenplay by Harry Brown and James Edward Grant. Directed by Allan Dwan. This DVD version features the original theatrical version; "The Making of Sands of Iwo Jima" hosted by Leonard Maltin; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English captioning, French, and Spanish subtitles.

**Sankofa** : (DVD)
14304.1D
COLOR 125 MIN MYPHEDUH F 1993
Sankofa, an Akan word meaning, "one must return to the past in order to move forward," is the story about the transformation of Mona, a self-possessed African-American woman sent on a spiritual journey in time to experience the pain of slavery and the discovery of her African identity. Directed by Haile Gerima.

**Sarah Silverman** : Jesus is magic : (DVD)
12430.1D
COLOR 72 MIN VISUAL ENTERTAINMENT 2005
Sarah Silverman presents a one woman stage show that features stand-up comedy, parody, songs, and comedy skits. Silverman's style of comedy can be crude, outrageous, inappropriate, and hilarious; the film is subtitled "The unrated movie." Written by Sarah Silverman. Directed by Liam Lynch. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Liam Lynch and Sarah Silverman; Give the Jew girl toys; Behind the scenes with Sarah; The Aristocrats performance.

**Saturday night fever**
08938.VH 08938.DM
COLOR 118 MIN PARAMOUNT 1977
A Brooklyn, New York paint store clerk is the king of the Disco dance floor. Tony is just an average guy, living at home with his parents, and taking orders from his boss, but on the dance floor and in the club he has no peer. When he takes on a new dance partner for a dance contest, a girl from the neighborhood who has moved to Manhattan, he begins to question if there is more in life than just being king of a Brooklyn Disco. Cast includes John Travolta, Karen Gorney. Music written and performed by the Bee Gees. Screenplay by Norman Wexler. Directed by John Badham.

**Saturday night fever** : (DVD)
18327.1D
COLOR 123 MIN PARAMOUNT 1977
Tony is an undereducated Brooklyn teenager who is bored with his daytime job. The highlight of his week is going to the local disco, where he is the king of the dance floor. Tony meets Stephanie at the disco and they agree to dance together in a competition. Stephanie resists Tony's attempts to romance her, as she aspires to greater things. Gradually, Tony also becomes disillusioned with the life he is leading and he and Stephanie decide to help one another to start afresh. Cast includes John Travolta, Karen Lynn Gorney, Barry Miller, Joseph Cali, Paul Pape, Donna Pescow, Bruce Ornstein, Julie Bovasso, Martin Scorsese, Sam J. Copeland. Special features to this 30th Anniversary Special Collectors Edition: Optional audio feature commentary by director John Badham; Catching the Fever (ca. 53 min.): A 30-year legacy – Making soundtrack history – Platforms & polyester – Deejays & discos – Spotlight on Travolta; Featurettes: Back to Bay Ridge (ca. 9 min.) – Dance like Travolta [with John Cassese] (ca. 10 min.) – Fever challenge (ca. 2 min.) – 70's disco-doped. Directed by John Badham.

**Sankofa**
06457.VH 06457.DM
COLOR 125 MIN MYPHEDUH F 1993
Sankofa, an Akan word meaning, "one must return to the past in order to move forward," is the story about the transformation of Mona, a self-possessed African-American woman sent on a spiritual journey in time to experience the pain of slavery and the discovery of her African identity. Directed by Haile Gerima.

**Sarah Silverman**
08938.VH 08938.DM
COLOR 118 MIN PARAMOUNT 2005
Stand-up comedian Sara Silverman presents a one woman stage show that features stand-up comedy, parody, songs, and comedy skits. Silverman's style of comedy can be crude, outrageous, inappropriate, and hilarious; the film is subtitled "The unrated movie." Written by Sarah Silverman. Directed by Liam Lynch. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Liam Lynch and Sarah Silverman; Give the Jew girl toys; Behind the scenes with Sarah; The Aristocrats performance.

**Saturday night fever**
08938.VH 08938.DM
COLOR 118 MIN PARAMOUNT 1977
A Brooklyn, New York paint store clerk is the king of the Disco dance floor. Tony is just an average guy, living at home with his parents, and taking orders from his boss, but on the dance floor and in the club he has no peer. When he takes on a new dance partner for a dance contest, a girl from the neighborhood who has moved to Manhattan, he begins to question if there is more in life than just being king of a Brooklyn Disco. Cast includes John Travolta, Karen Gorney. Music written and performed by the Bee Gees. Screenplay by Norman Wexler. Directed by John Badham.

**Sankofa**
06457.VH 06457.DM
COLOR 125 MIN MYPHEDUH F 1993
Sankofa, an Akan word meaning, "one must return to the past in order to move forward," is the story about the transformation of Mona, a self-possessed African-American woman sent on a spiritual journey in time to experience the pain of slavery and the discovery of her African identity. Directed by Haile Gerima.
**Saul and David** (DVD)  
13971.ID  
**COLOR** 113 MIN  VCI ENTERT 1968  
This is the story of David’s life with King Saul, the battle with Goliath and the tragic end of Saul. Cast includes Norman Woodland, Gianni Garko, Lzy Marquez. Written by Marcello Baldi. Directed by Marcello Baldi. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; interactive menu; Scene selections; Extras: To Langham, 2007.  

**Feature films – United States.; Bible films.; Saul, King of Israel – Drama.; David, King of Israel – Drama.; Baldi, Marcello**

**Savage run**  
05991.VH  
**COLOR** 73 MIN  SIMITAR EN 1970  
After serving time for a murder he didn’t commit, a Papago Indian returns to his tribe to find the man who actually killed his brother. Cast includes Burt Reynolds, Inger Stevens, Royal Dano, James Best and Rodolfo Acosta; directed by George McCowan.  

**Feature films – United States.**

**The Savages** (DVD)  
19860.ID  
**COLOR** 142 MIN  UNIVERSAL 2012  
Laguna Beach entrepreneurs Ben, a peaceful and charitable Buddhist, and his closest friend Chon, a former Navy SEAL and ex-mercenary, run a lucrative, homegrown industry, raising some of the best marijuana ever developed. They also share a one-of-a-kind love with the extraordinary beauty Ophelia. Life is idyllic in their Southern California town, until the Mexican Baja Cartel decides to move in and demands that the trio partners with them. Based on the novel by Don Winslow. Cast includes Taylor Kitsch, Blake Lively, Aaron Johnson, John Travolta, Salma Hayek, Benicio Del Toro, Emile Hirsch, Demian Bichir. Screenplay by Shane Salerno, Don Winslow, and Oliver Stone. Directed by Oliver Stone. This DVD version features both the unrated (142 min.) and theatrical (131 min.) versions of the film; Widescreen presentation; Feature commentaries with the filmmakers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

**Feature films – United States.; California.; Organized crime – Drama.; Kidnapping victims – Drama.; Marijuana – Drama.; Drug traffic – California – Drama.; Stone, Oliver; Winslow, Don, 1953; Film adaptations.**

**The Savages** (DVD)  
15312.ID  
15312.DM  
**COLOR** 114 MIN  20TH CENTU 2007  
Jon and Wendy Savage are two siblings who have spent their adult years trying to recover from their abusive father, Lenny. Suddenly, a call comes in that Lenny’s girlfriend has died and he cannot care for himself. Lenny suffers from dementia and his girlfriend’s family dumps Lenny on his children. Despite the fact Jon and Wendy have not spoken to Lenny for twenty years and he is even more loathsome than ever, the Savage siblings feel obliged to take care of him. Now brother and sister must come to terms with painful responsibilities for their father and are forced to struggle with their own personal demons. Cast includes Laura Linney, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Philip Bosco, Peter Friedman, David Zayas, Gbenga Akinnagbe, Cara Seymour. Written and directed by Tamara Jenkins. This widescreen edition features “About The Savages” featurette; Directors snapshots; Extended scene; Languages: English and Spanish audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.  


**Saved!** (DVD)  
11064.ID  
11064.DM  
**COLOR** 82 MIN  METRO-GOLD 2004  
The teens at American Eagle Christian High School love Jesus and try to remain chaste while remaining popular. The most popular kids try to love Jesus the most and remain the purest. The students are still teenagers, so striving to become popular and get the handsome boyfriend can make them do desperate things. This teen comedy addresses issues of faith, teen pregnancy, homosexuality, social pressure to conform in the contemporary Christian movement. Cast includes Jena Malone, Mandy Moore, Macaulay Culkin, Patrick Fugit, Heather Matarazzo, Eva Amurri, Martin Donovan, Mary-Louise Parker, Bradley Whitford, Rachel Griffiths, Ronan Vibert. Bonus features: deleted scene: Nanny Song. Directed by John Lee Hancock. English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

**Feature films – United States.; Bible films.; Jews, Israel – Drama.**

**Saving Mr. Banks** (DVD)  
18388.ID  
125 MIN  BUENA VIST 2013  
When P.L. Travers travels from London to Hollywood in 1961 to finally discuss Walt Disney’s desire to bring her beloved character Mary Poppins to the motion picture screen (a quest he began in the 1940s as a promise to his two daughters), Disney meets a prim, uncompromising sexagenarian not only suspect of the impresario’s concept for the film, but a woman struggling with her own past. During her stay in California, Travers’ reflects back on the difficult childhood that cast includes Emma Thompson, Tom Hanks, Paul Giamatti, Jason Schwartzman, Bradley Whitford, Colin Farrell, B.J. Novak, Ruth Wilson, Kathy Baker, Rachel Griffiths, Ronan Vibert. Bonus features: deleted scene: Nanny Song. Directed by John Lee Hancock. English, Spanish, and French.  

**Saving private Ryan** (DVD)  
08801.VH  
**COLOR** 116 MIN  DREAMWORKS 1998  
After surviving a harrowing beach landing during the D-Day invasion, a squad of G.I.’s is assigned the task of finding Private Ryan amongst the thousands of allied troops involved in the invasion. Private Ryan is unaware that his three brothers have been killed in the war, and the war department has decided no mother should lose four children to the war. It has been deemed that Private Ryan should be sent home. It is up to the squad to find the young private in the chaos of the invasion. The men march, fight, and risk their own lives in order to save the life of one man. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Eward Burns, Matt Damon,
Saving private Ryan : (DVD)
13337,ID 13337,DM
COLOR 169 MIN PARAMOUNT 1998
After surviving a harrowing beach landing during the D-Day invasion, a squad of G.I.'s is assigned the task of finding Private Ryan amongst the thousands of allied troops involved in the invasion. Private Ryan is unaware that his three brothers have been killed in the war, and the War Department has decided no mother should lose four children to the war. It has been deemed that Private Ryan should be sent home. It is up to the squad to find the young private in the chaos of the invasion. The men march, fight, and risk their own lives in order to save the life of one man. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Ewart Burns, Matt Damon, Tom Sizemore. Written by Robert Rodat. Music by John Williams. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; An inside look with the filmmakers; Looking into the past: the research, the screenplay, and the vision; The making of a platoon: Boot camp for the cast; Re-creating D-Day: Omaha Beach; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1939-1945 – Drama.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-.

Scandal sheet
13077.VH
COLOR 94 MIN CRITIC PIC 1985
Burt Lancaster is the conniving editor of a Hollywood gossip tabloid. In his quest to uncover corruption, he recruits an old college friend who was once a respectable magazine reporter. With greed and manipulation, he ruthlessly pursues his story, blind to the tragedy that lies ahead. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Lauren Hutton, Pamela Reed, Robert Urich. Written by Howard Rodman. Directed by David Lowell Rich.


Scarface
15274,ID
B&W 82 MIN SONY PICTU 1952
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - Mike Chapman is the ruthless and egotistical new editor of the New York Express. Through a series of publicity stunts, he turns the troubled newspaper into a wildly popular tabloid. At a Lonely Hearts soiree put on by the tabloid, Chapman's abandoned wife shows up and threatens to expose his dastardly deeds. Chapman kills her in a fit of rage and attempts to cover up the crime. But his ace reporter thinks that the murder would make great headlines. Finding the real killer would certainly win him the Pulitzer Prize ... unless Chapman can keep him from finding out whodunit. Based on Samuel Fuller's novel, 'The Dark Page.' Cast includes Broderick Crawford, Donna Reed, John Derek, Rosemary DeCamp, Henry O'Neill, and Henry Morgan. Screenplay by Ted Sherdeman, Eugene Ling, and James Poe. Directed by Phil Karlson. This edition features 'Samuel Fuller Storyteller,' in which Martin Scorsese, Curtis Hanson, Tim Robbins, Wim Wenders, Christa and Samantha Fuller discuss the life and work of Samuel Fuller. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


A scanner darkly : (DVD)
12899,ID 12899,DM
COLOR 100 MIN WARNER BRO 2006
Philip K. Dick's novel is adapted for the screen using a rotoscope animation technique to achieve a surreal vision of a future Los Angeles under a totalitarian rule. A new drug "Substance D" is increasing in popularity on the streets of L.A., it is ultra-addictive and can lead to permanent brain-damage. A policeman goes undercover with a crew of small-time drug dealers in order to catch their suppliers to stop the drug at the source. The underhanded cop slowly loses his own identity and begins to lose touch with reality. Soon he becomes overwhelmed by paranoia that he and his friends are under constant surveillance, which of course they are, by him. Based on the novel by Philip K. Dick. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Robert Downey Jr., Woody Harrelson, Winona Ryder, Rory Cochrane. Written for the screen and directed by Richard Linklater. This DVD version features commentary by Keanu Reeves, Richard Linklater, tommy pallotta, Jonathan Lethem and Philip K. Dick's daughter Isa Dick Hackett; "One summer in Austin: the story of filming 'A scanner darkly;" "The weight of the line: animation tales;" Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Feature films – United States.; Cuban Americans

Scarface : (DVD)
16065,ID
COLOR 170 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1983
Cuban refugee Tony Montana, a small-time hoodlum comes to America and achieves his American dream of wealth and power. Tony muscles his way to the top of Miami's cocaine empire, only to see everything come crashing down. Inspired by the 1932 classic of the same title. Cast includes Al Pacino, Steven Bauer, Michelle Pfeiffer, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Robert Loggia, Miriam Colon, F. Murray Abraham. Screenplay by Oliver Stone. Music by Giorgio Moroder. Directed by Brian De Palma.

Feature films – United States.; Cuban Americas

Scarface (DVD)
15839,ID 15839,DM
B&W 94 MIN UNIVERSAL 1936
An exciting story of organized crime's brutal control over Chicago during the prohibition era. This compelling tale of ambition, betrayal and revenge is a groundbreaking masterpiece that inspired all gangster films that followed. The cast includes Paul Muni, Ann Dorovak, George Raft and Boris Karloff. Directed by Howard Hawks. The special features on this DVD include: Exclusive Introduction by Turner Classic Movies Host and Film Historian Robert Osborne; Rare alternate ending. Language: English with optional English and French subtitles.

**The scarlet empress : (DVD)**
10166,ID
B&W 104 MIN CRITERION 1934
A lavish depiction of sex and deceit in the 18th-century Russian court. The story follows the exploits of Princess Sophia as she evolves from trembling innocent to cunning sexual libertine Catherine the Great. The film is an ornate spectacle with a cast of thousands. Cast includes Marlene Dietrich, John Lodge, Sam Jaffe, Louise Dresser. Directed by Josef von Sternberg. This DVD version features restored image and sound; a 20 min. BBC documentary "The World of Josef von Sternberg;" production stills and lobby cards; Von Sternberg tribute by underground filmmaker Jack Smith; English subtitles for the deaf and the hearing impaired.


**Scenes from the class struggle in Beverly Hills**
07829,VD
COLOR 103 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1989
Two neurotic Beverly Hills families share one mansion for a weekend. A newly widowed sitcom queen and her freshly divorced socialite friend bring their two households together and all sorts of hi-jinks ensue. A dark comedy about the privileged class in one of the worlds wealthiest neighborhoods. Cast includes Jacqueline Bisset, Mary Woronov, Robert Beltran, Ray Sharkey, Ed Begley Jr., Wallace Shawn. Directed by Paul Bartel.

Feature films – United States.

**Schindler's list**
06037,VH
B&W 197 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1993
The story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, womanizer, and war profiteer who saved the lives of more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Cast includes Liam Neeson, Ben Kingsley, Ralph Fiennes, Caroline Goodall, Jonathan Sagalle and Embeth Davidtz; screenplay by Steven Zaillian, based on the novel by Thomas Keneally; directed by Steven Spielberg. Multiple Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director.


**School daze : (DVD)**
11866,ID
COLOR 121 MIN COLUMBIA 1988
A music-filled, off-beat contemporary comedy that takes an unforgettable look at black college life. Cast includes Larry Fishburne, Giancarlo Esposito, Tisha Campbell, Kyme, Joe Seneca, Art Evans, Ellen Holly, Ossie Davis. Written and directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Director's commentary; Bonus Trailers; Talent Files; Production notes; Language: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; African American college students – Drama.

*School of rock : (DVD)*
20463,ID
COLOR 109 MIN PARAMOUNT 2003
When his band votes him out due to his embarrassing musical antics, Dewey has to make the rent somehow. After intercepting a call for his substitute-teacher roommate Ned, Dewey finds himself in front of a class of elite elementary school students. Dewey decides to take on the music program and makes it his goal to teach them the gospel of rock and roll. His ulterior motive is to get them to compete against his former band for a cash prize. Cast includes Jack Black, Joan Cusack, Mike White, Sarah Silverman, Lee Wilkof, Kate McGregor-Stewart, Adam Pascal, Suzannne Douglas, Joey Gaydos, Jr., Miranda Cosgrove, Kevin Clark, Robert Tsai, Maryam Hassan, Rebecca Brown, Caitlin Hale, Aleisha Allen. Written by Mike White. Directed by Richard Linklater. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Commentary by actor Jack Black and director Richard Linklater; "Kids commentary"; Lessons learned in "School of rock"; Jack Blacks pitch to Led Zeppelin; "School of rock" music video; Kids video diary: Toronto Film Festival; MTVs diary of Jack Black; Dewey Finn's history of rock – interactive feature; Original theatrical web site archive; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**School ties : (DVD)**
11866,ID
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 1992
Set during the 1950's, a working class teenager from Pennsylvania receives a scholarship to play football at an exclusive New England prep school. He becomes the team hero, but when it is discovered he is a Jew, his classmates and teammates turn against him. When faced with anti-Semitism, the desire for acceptance which led him to conceal his Judaism, is replaced by a powerful deeply rooted sense of his own identity and heritage. Cast includes Brendan Fraser. Directed by Robert Manuel. This
Scorpion King: (DVD) 13996.IID
COLOR 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
Mighty Memnon rules over nearly all the known world, who defeats his enemies in battle with the help of a beautiful sorceress. "Free tribes" form a fragile alliance to fight Memnon, and hire a trio of assassins to kill the sorceress and thus remove Memnon’s advantage. The assassins are betrayed by the son of one of the tribal leaders, and Mathayus finds himself unable to kill Cassandra. Mathayus abducts the sorceress, who explains that Memnon was holding her against her will. Mathayus then uses his newfound sense of justice to convince the surviving tribal leaders to join forces against Memnon. Cast includes The Rock, Steven Brand, Kelly Hu, Bernard Hill, Grant Heslov, Peter Facinelli, Michael Clarke Duncan. Music by John Debney.

Scoops: (DVD) 18899.IID
COLOR 96 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
Sondra Pransky is a lowly college newspaper reporter in London for the summer visiting friends. Brought onstage by magician Sid Waterman during his act, Sondra is visited by the spirit of famous journalist Joe Strombel while inside one of Sid’s "magic" boxes. Given the scoop of a lifetime on the possible identity of the famous tarot card serial killer by the apparition, Sondra, with Sid in tow, tries to infiltrate the aristocratic life of Peter Lyman, only to find a romantic entanglement with the gentleman puts a damper on her efforts to gather the evidence and write a career-making scoop. Cast includes Woody Allen, Hugh Jackman, Scarlett Johansson, Ian McShane, Charles Dance, Romola Garai, Kevin R. McNally. Written and directed by Woody Allen, In English with optional subtitles in English SDH, Spanish, or French; closed-captioned.


The Scorpion King: (DVD) 13969.IID
COLOR 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
Mighty Memnon rules over nearly all the known world, who defeats his enemies in battle with the help of a beautiful sorceress. "Free tribes" form a fragile alliance to fight Memnon, and hire a trio of assassins to kill the sorceress and thus remove Memnon’s advantage. The assassins are betrayed by the son of one of the tribal leaders, and Mathayus finds himself unable to kill Cassandra. Mathayus abducts the sorceress, who explains that Memnon was holding her against her will. Mathayus then uses his newfound sense of justice to convince the surviving tribal leaders to join forces against Memnon. Cast includes The Rock, Steven Brand, Kelly Hu, Bernard Hill, Grant Heslov, Peter Facinelli, Ralf Moeller, Michael Clarke Duncan. Music by John Debney.

Scoops: (DVD) 18899.IID
COLOR 96 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
Sondra Pransky is a lowly college newspaper reporter in London for the summer visiting friends. Brought onstage by magician Sid Waterman during his act, Sondra is visited by the spirit of famous journalist Joe Strombel while inside one of Sid’s "magic" boxes. Given the scoop of a lifetime on the possible identity of the famous tarot card serial killer by the apparition, Sondra, with Sid in tow, tries to infiltrate the aristocratic life of Peter Lyman, only to find a romantic entanglement with the gentleman puts a damper on her efforts to gather the evidence and write a career-making scoop. Cast includes Woody Allen, Hugh Jackman, Scarlett Johansson, Ian McShane, Charles Dance, Romola Garai, Kevin R. McNally. Written and directed by Woody Allen, In English with optional subtitles in English SDH, Spanish, or French; closed-captioned.


The Scorpion King: (DVD) 13969.IID
COLOR 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
Mighty Memnon rules over nearly all the known world, who defeats his enemies in battle with the help of a beautiful sorceress. "Free tribes" form a fragile alliance to fight Memnon, and hire a trio of assassins to kill the sorceress and thus remove Memnon’s advantage. The assassins are betrayed by the son of one of the tribal leaders, and Mathayus finds himself unable to kill Cassandra. Mathayus abducts the sorceress, who explains that Memnon was holding her against her will. Mathayus then uses his newfound sense of justice to convince the surviving tribal leaders to join forces against Memnon. Cast includes The Rock, Steven Brand, Kelly Hu, Bernard Hill, Grant Heslov, Peter Facinelli, Ralf Moeller, Michael Clarke Duncan. Music by John Debney.

Scoops: (DVD) 18899.IID
COLOR 96 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
Sondra Pransky is a lowly college newspaper reporter in London for the summer visiting friends. Brought onstage by magician Sid Waterman during his act, Sondra is visited by the spirit of famous journalist Joe Strombel while inside one of Sid’s "magic" boxes. Given the scoop of a lifetime on the possible identity of the famous tarot card serial killer by the apparition, Sondra, with Sid in tow, tries to infiltrate the aristocratic life of Peter Lyman, only to find a romantic entanglement with the gentleman puts a damper on her efforts to gather the evidence and write a career-making scoop. Cast includes Woody Allen, Hugh Jackman, Scarlett Johansson, Ian McShane, Charles Dance, Romola Garai, Kevin R. McNally. Written and directed by Woody Allen, In English with optional subtitles in English SDH, Spanish, or French; closed-captioned.

version features a John Wayne trailer gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


**The Sea Hawk**: (DVD)

11790,ID 11790,DM

B&W 127 MIN WARNER BRO 1940

Captain Geoffrey Thorpe is an English privateer, a scourge of the sea and foe to England's enemies. The patriotic pirate and his crew are hired by Queen Elizabeth I to attack the Spanish Armada lying in wait to attack England. The film is swashbuckling, high adventure on the high seas starring Hollywood legend Errol Flynn, Brenda Marshall, Claude Rains, Donald Crisp, Flora Robson, Alan Hale. Screenplay by Howard Koch and Seton I. Miller. Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This DVD version features the featurette "The Sea Hawk: Flynn in Action;" Leonard Maltin hosts "Warner Night at the Movies 1940;" with newsreel, short "Alice in Movieland," Cartoon "Porky's Poor Fish;" Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


**The Secret of the Ron Mor Skerry**: (DVD)

330,DM

Holland.


Feature films – United States.

**The Secret Garden**: (DVD)

06450,VH 06450,DM

COLOR 102 MIN WARNER BRO 1993

Frances Hodgson Burnett's turn-of-the-Century classic. Brought together at a country house, the orphan Mary, her bedridden cousin Colin, and a country boy Dickon discover a locked and abandoned garden and, through their friendship and care, bring the hidden glade back to beautiful life. Cast includes Maggie Smith, John Lynch, Kate Maberly. Directed by Agnieszka Holland.

Feature films – United States.

**The Secret of Roan Inish (Island of the Seals)**: (DVD)

13710,ID 13710,DM

COLOR 102 MIN SONY PICTU 1993

A young girl comes to live with her grandparents in a small fishing village in Donegal, Ireland. Folklore and myth permeate the tales told to the girl by her grandparents. They tell her stories of an ancestor of married a Selkie, a seal who can turn into a human. Years earlier the family lost her baby brother. The girl begins to witness a young boy living with the seals. The family believes it may be her lost brother being protected by a family relative descended from the Selkie. Based on the book "Secret of the Ron Mor Skerry" by Rosalie K. Fry. Cast includes Mick Lally, Eileen Colgan, John Lynch, Jeni Courtenay, Richard Sheridan, Cillian Byrnes. Written for the screen and directed by John Sayles. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; New featurette "The Searchers: An Appreciation;" "A Turning of the Earth: John Ford, John Wayne and The Searchers" 1998 documentary narrated by John Milius; Introduction by John Wayne's son and "The Searchers" co-star Patrick Wayne; Commentary by director John Ford biographer Peter Bogdanovich; Vintage behind the cameras segments from the Warner Bros. Presents TV series; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


**Searching for Bobby Fischer**: (DVD)

18743,ID

COLOR 109 MIN PARAMOUNT 2000

This heart-warming film is based on the true story of a young boy who is a chess prodigy and his father, who attempts to walk the fine line between encouraging his son's talent, and preserving the love they have for each other. Based on the book by Fred Waitzkin. Cast includes Joe Mantegna, Laurence Fishburne, Joan Allen, Max Pomeranc, Ben Kingsley. Directed by Steven Zaillian. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


**The Searchers**: (DVD)

18081,ID

B&W 107 MIN PARAMOUNT 1966

The Criterion Collection Series - Desperate to escape his dreary, dead-end life, an aging banker succumbs to a mysterious organization's offer of a new identity and a fresh start. Surgically transformed into a handsome, young man, he begins a jet-set existence among a shambly community of similar "reborns." But his heady exhilaration spirals into a heart-stopping terror as he discovers that his newly purchased life carries a terrifying price. Based on the novel by David Ely. Cast includes Rock Hudson, Salome Jens, John Randolph, Will Geer, Jeff Corey, Richard Anderson, Murray Hamilton. Directed by John Frankenheimer. In English or French; optional English subtitles. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


**The Secret of Roan Inish (Island of the Seals)**: (DVD)

13710,ID 13710,DM

COLOR 102 MIN SONY PICTU 1993

A young girl comes to live with her grandparents in a small fishing village in Donegal, Ireland. Folklore and myth permeate the tales told to the girl by her grandparents. They tell her stories of an ancestor of married a Selkie, a seal who can turn into a human. Years earlier the family lost her baby brother. The girl begins to witness a young boy living with the seals. The family believes it may be her lost brother being protected by a family relative descended from the Selkie. Based on the book "Secret of the Ron Mor Skerry" by Rosalie K. Fry. Cast includes Mick Lally, Eileen Colgan, John Lynch, Jeni Courtenay, Richard Sheridan, Cillian Byrnes. Written for the screen and directed by John Sayles. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; New featurette "The Searchers: An Appreciation;" "A Turning of the Earth: John Ford, John Wayne and The Searchers" 1998 documentary narrated by John Milius; Introduction by John Wayne's son and "The Searchers" co-star Patrick Wayne; Commentary by director John Ford biographer Peter Bogdanovich; Vintage behind the cameras segments from the Warner Bros. Presents TV series; Theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.


**The Searchers**: (DVD)

18743,ID

COLOR 109 MIN PARAMOUNT 2000

This heart-warming film is based on the true story of a young boy who is a chess prodigy and his father, who attempts to walk the fine line between encouraging his son's talent, and preserving the love they have for each other. Based on the book by Fred Waitzkin. Cast includes Joe Mantegna, Laurence Fishburne, Joan Allen, Max Pomeranc, Ben Kingsley. Directed by Steven Zaillian. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

**Selena** (1997)

**Directors:** Gregory Nava

**Starring:** Jennifer Lopez, Jacob Vargas, Lupe Ontiveros, Jackie Guerra

**Plot:** The story of the life and death of Tejano music star Selena. A young Mexican American singer rises to stardom in the music world, on the verge of even greater stardom she is tragically murdered by someone close to her. The film brims with authenticity, Selena’s voice is heard on the soundtrack and her family was involved in the development and production of the film. At the end of the film is special documentary footage of Selena’s Disco Medley performance. Cast includes Jennifer Lopez, Edward James Olmos, Jon Seda, Constance Marie, Jacob Vargas, Lupe Ontiveros, Jackie Guerra. Written and directed by Gregory Nava. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; languages and subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Additional Features:** Multi-Language subtitles; Four deleted scenes with optional director’s commentary; Three behind-the-scenes featurettes; From Book to Film; A Look Through It, Secrets revealed; Animated storyboards; Writer/director David Koepp; Previews; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French.

**Languages:** English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Rated:** PG

**Guidance:** This film contains some violent and explicit scenes.

**Running Time:** 128 minutes

**Release Date:** 1997

**Copyright:** ©20th Century Fox

**Production:** Orange County-based Selena Corporation

**Distributed:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video

**Language:** English

**Subtitles:** English, French.

**Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.**

**Special Features:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video provides a wide range of special features, including deleted scenes with optional director's commentary, extra features, and behind-the-scenes content.

**Target Audience:** Fans of Selena, music documentaries, and biographical films.

**Additional Notes:** This DVD version offers various audio and visual enhancements, allowing viewers to immerse themselves in the story of Selena's life and career.

---

**Sense and Sensibility** (1995)

**Directors:** Ang Lee

**Starring:** Emma Thompson, Hugh Grant

**Plot:** Based on Jane Austen's novel, the story of the Dashwood sisters, sensible Elinor and passionate Marianne, whose chances at marriage seem doomed by their family's sudden loss of fortune. Cast includes Emma Thompson, Alan Rickman, Kate Winslett, Hugh Grant. Screenplay by Emma Thompson. Directed by Ang Lee.

**Additional Features:** Emma Thompson and producer Lindsay Doran's audio commentary; Director Ang Lee’s audio commentary; Emma Thompson’s Golden Globe acceptance speech; Deleted scenes; Original theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Production notes; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**Languages:** English

**Rated:** PG-13

**Guidance:** This film contains some mature themes and language.

**Running Time:** 150 minutes

**Release Date:** 1995

**Copyright:** ©20th Century Fox

**Production:** Orange County-based Selena Corporation

**Distributed:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video

**Language:** English

**Subtitles:** Available in English and Spanish.

**Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.**

**Special Features:** This DVD version offers a wide range of special features, including deleted scenes, audio commentaries, and bonus materials.

**Target Audience:** Fans of Jane Austen, period dramas, and classic films.

**Additional Notes:** This DVD version provides a comprehensive look at the film's production and storytelling, making it a must-have for fans of the genre.

---

**Separate but Equal** (1991)

**Directors:** George Stevens, Jr.

**Starring:** Sidney Poitier, Burt Lancaster, Richard Kiley, Cleavon Little

**Plot:** Based on the true story of the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, the film depicts a small rural classroom's struggle to integrate, leading to the Supreme Court decision that outlawed segregation. Cast includes Sidney Poitier, Burt Lancaster, Richard Kiley, Cleavon Little. Written and directed by George Stevens, Jr.

**Additional Features:** Multi-Language subtitles; Deleted scenes; Bonus previews; Bonus trailers; Production notes; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**Languages:** English

**Rated:** PG-13

**Guidance:** This film contains mature themes and language.

**Running Time:** 138 minutes

**Release Date:** 1991

**Copyright:** ©20th Century Fox

**Production:** Orange County-based Selena Corporation

**Distributed:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video

**Language:** English

**Subtitles:** Available in English and Spanish.

**Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.**

**Special Features:** This DVD version offers a wide range of special features, including deleted scenes, audio commentaries, and bonus materials.

**Target Audience:** Fans of Civil Rights history, period dramas, and classic films.

**Additional Notes:** This DVD version provides a comprehensive look at the film's production and storytelling, making it a must-have for fans of the genre.

---

**Sense and Sensibility** (1995)

**Directors:** Ang Lee

**Starring:** Emma Thompson, Hugh Grant

**Plot:** Based on Jane Austen's novel, the story of the Dashwood sisters, sensible Elinor and passionate Marianne, whose chances at marriage seem doomed by their family's sudden loss of fortune. Cast includes Emma Thompson, Alan Rickman, Kate Winslett, Hugh Grant. Screenplay by Emma Thompson. Directed by Ang Lee.

**Additional Features:** Emma Thompson and producer Lindsay Doran's audio commentary; Director Ang Lee’s audio commentary; Emma Thompson’s Golden Globe acceptance speech; Deleted scenes; Original theatrical trailer; Bonus trailers; Production notes; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

**Languages:** English

**Rated:** PG-13

**Guidance:** This film contains mature themes and language.

**Running Time:** 150 minutes

**Release Date:** 1995

**Copyright:** ©20th Century Fox

**Production:** Orange County-based Selena Corporation

**Distributed:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video

**Language:** English

**Subtitles:** Available in English and Spanish.

**Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.**

**Special Features:** This DVD version offers a wide range of special features, including deleted scenes, audio commentaries, and bonus materials.

**Target Audience:** Fans of Jane Austen, period dramas, and classic films.

**Additional Notes:** This DVD version provides a comprehensive look at the film's production and storytelling, making it a must-have for fans of the genre.

---

**Selena** (1997)

**Directors:** Gregory Nava

**Starring:** Jennifer Lopez, Jacob Vargas, Lupe Ontiveros, Jackie Guerra

**Plot:** The story of the life and death of Tejano music star Selena. A young Mexican American singer rises to stardom in the music world, on the verge of even greater stardom she is tragically murdered by someone close to her. The film brims with authenticity, Selena’s voice is heard on the soundtrack and her family was involved in the development and production of the film. At the end of the film is special documentary footage of Selena’s Disco Medley performance. Cast includes Jennifer Lopez, Edward James Olmos, Jon Seda, Constance Marie, Jacob Vargas, Lupe Ontiveros, Jackie Guerra. Written and directed by Gregory Nava. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; languages and subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Additional Features:** Multi-Language subtitles; Four deleted scenes with optional director’s commentary; Three behind-the-scenes featurettes; From Book to Film; A Look Through It, Secrets revealed; Animated storyboards; Writer/director David Koepp; Previews; Language: English, French; Subtitles: English, French.

**Languages:** English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Rated:** PG

**Guidance:** This film contains some violent and explicit scenes.

**Running Time:** 128 minutes

**Release Date:** 1997

**Copyright:** ©20th Century Fox

**Production:** Orange County-based Selena Corporation

**Distributed:** Home Box Office (HBO) Home Video

**Language:** English

**Subtitles:** Available in English and Spanish.

**Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.**

**Special Features:** This DVD version offers a wide range of special features, including deleted scenes, audio commentaries, and bonus materials.

**Target Audience:** Fans of Selena, music documentaries, and biographical films.

**Additional Notes:** This DVD version offers various audio and visual enhancements, allowing viewers to immerse themselves in the story of Selena's life and career.
Separate but equal : (DVD) 10728.ID
10729.DM
COLOR 193 MIN REPUBLIC P 1991
The United States in 1950 is a nation divided between black and white. Segregation has been outlawed for nearly a century, but a Supreme Court decision that outlawed segregation is reenacted. Cast includes Sidney Poitier, Burt Lancaster, Richard Kiley, Cleavon Little. Written and directed by George Stevens, Jr. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Full screen presentation.

Afro-Americans – Civil rights; Civil rights movements – United States; Feature films – United States; Afro-Americans – Segregation; Civil rights movements – United States – Drama

September : (DVD) 18689.ID
COLOR 83 MIN MGM HOME E 1987
The Woody Allen collection Series During late September, in Vermont, a group of people gather for a quiet week-end. But by the end of the week their dreams and fears are exposed, and the thin threads that hold their lives together are bare and begin to unravel. They pick up the pieces and make a new start. Cast includes Denholm Elliott, Mia Farrow, Elaine Stritch, Jack Warden, Sam Waterston, Diane West. Written and directed by Woody Allen. English, French or Spanish soundtracks with optional subtitles in French and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Dysfunctional families – Drama; Vermont; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Serena : (DVD) 19690,ID
COLOR 110 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2015
In 1929, just as the Depression has hit, George and Serena Pemberton, love-struck newweds, move from Boston to North Carolina to build a timber empire. Serena soon proves herself to be equal to any man: overseeing loggers, hunting rattlesnakes, even saving a man's life in the wilderness. With power and influence now in their hands, the Pembertons refuse to let their hopes, dreams and fears be exposed, and the thin threads that hold their lives together are bare and begin to unravel. Based on the book by Ron Rash. Cast includes Bradley Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence, Rhys Ifans, Toby Jones, David Dencik, Sean Harris, Ana Ularu. Screenplay by Christopher Kyle. Directed by Susanne Bier. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; "Making of 'Serena': the story, direction, and characters"; Exploring the production design and time period; Following the screenwriting: comparing the film and the novel; Breaking down the set: Kingsport Tanners, Train Station, and Main Street; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States; Dysfunctional families – Drama; Vermont; Allen, Woody, 1935-

A serious man : (Un homme serieux) : (DVD) 14835,ID
COLOR 106 MIN JOEL COEN; 2009
A comedy about one ordinary man's quest to become a serious man. Larry Gopnik is a physics professor living in Minneapolis. He's a middle-aged Jewish man teaching at a University. His wife is leaving him for his best friend, his unemployed brother is freeloading at his house, his career is in turmoil, his children confuse him, and his neighbors torment him. Life is a mess. He decides to consult with three different Rabbis and acting on their advice sets his life on a twisted journey of faith, family, delinquent behavior and mortality. Cast includes Michael Stuhlbarg, Richard Kind, Fred Melamed, Sari Lennick, Adam Arkin, Amy Landecker, Alan Mandell, Fyvush Finkel, Allen Lewis Rickman, Yehuda Shemulenson, Simon Helberg, Katherine Borowitz. Stephen Park, George Wyner, Peter Breitmayer, Aaron Wolff, Ari Hopman, Jessica McManus, David Kang. Written and directed by Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Becoming serious;" "Creating 1967;" "Hebrew and Yiddish for goys;" Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

A serious man : (Un homme serieux) : (DVD) 12091,ID 12091.DM
COLOR 93 MIN HBO VIDEO 1994
Housewife Beverly Sutphin is fiercely protective of her husband and her two kids, Chip and Misty. After Chip's teacher recommends therapy for the boy, he suddenly disappears. Misty's boyfriend ends up dead after he fails to call her when he said he would. Yes, Beverly Sutphin will do anything to ensure her family's happiness. Cast includes Kathleen Turner, Sam Waterston, Ricki Lake, Matthew Lillard. Written and directed by John Waters. This DVD version features optional director's commentary; cast and crew bios; featurette; theatrical trailer; TV Spots; interview clips; additional behind-the-scenes footage; Languages: English and French dubbed; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Video recordings for the hearing impaired.; Serial murderers – Drama; Waters, John, 1946-

Sergeant Rutledge 07528.VH
COLOR 112 MIN WARNER HOM 1960
In 1866, an African American 9th U.S. Cavalry soldier is put on trial for rape and murder. Prior to being brought up on charges Sergeant Rutledge had served his country and the cavalry with honor and distinction. During the trial witnesses give testimony that reveals the sergeant's gallantry – and the shocking truth behind the alleged crimes. Written by James Warner Bellah and Willis Goldbeck. Cast includes Woody Strode, Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Towers, Billie Burke, Juan Hernandez, Willis Bouchey.

Feature films – United States; Western films – United States; Ford, John, 1894-1973

Serial mom : (DVD) 12091.ID 12091.DM
COLOR 93 MIN HBO VIDEO 1994
The television series "Firefly" is given a feature film adaptation. The remade episode "Serenity" transports the crew on their ship. The fugitive is wanted by the totalitarian regime that will destroy anything and anyone to get her back. The crew is being trailed by relentless agent of the military, as everyone is trying to avoid bloodthirsty hordes that are swarming the region, devouring all in their path. Based on characters created by Joss Whedon for the television program "Firefly." Cast includes Nathan Fillion, Gina Torres, Alan Tudyk, Morena Baccarin, Adam Baldwin, Jewel Staite, Sean Mahler, Summer Glau, Ron Glass, David Boreanaz, Adam Baldwin, Jewel Staite. Written and directed by Joss Whedon. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Joss Whedon introduction; Feature commentary with writer/director Joss Whedon; Deleted scenes and outtakes; Re-lighting The firefly: the story of how a television show gained enough of a cult following to become a major feature film; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The serpent and the rainbow
08740.VH
COLOR 98 MIN UNIVERSAL 1987
A Harvard anthropologist is sent to Haiti to retrieve a strange powder that is said to have the power to bring human beings back from the dead. In his quest to find the miracle drug, the cynical scientist enters the rarely seen netherworld of walking zombies, blood rites, and ancient curses. Based on the true-life experience of Wade Davis and filmed on location in Haiti. Inspired by the book by Wade Davis. Cast includes Bill Pullman, Cathy Tyson, Zakes Mokae, Paul Winfield. Screenplay by Richard Maxwell and A.R. Simoun. Directed by Wes Craven.

Feature films – United States.; Voodooism

The serpent and the rainbow : (DVD)
17683.ID
17683.DM
COLOR 98 MIN UNIVERSAL 1987
A Harvard anthropologist is sent to Haiti to retrieve a strange powder that is said to have the power to bring human beings back from the dead. In his quest to find the miracle drug, the cynical scientist enters the rarely seen netherworld of walking zombies, blood rites and ancient curses. Cast includes Bill Pullman, Cathy Tyson, Zakes Mokae, Paul Winfield. Inspired by the book The Serpent and the Rainbow by Wade Davis.

Directed by Wes Craven. In English, French or Spanish sound tracks with optional French and Spanish subtitles and optional English captions for the hearing impaired.


The serpent’s egg : (DVD)
14154.ID
14154.DM
COLOR 119 MIN METRO-GOLD 1977
Ingmar Bergman collection Series - An out-of-work American trapeze artist living in Berlin in 1923 numacls circumstances by drinking heavily. During this period between the great wars the atmosphere of the country is dark and threatening. Stuck in Germany after the suicide of one of the members of the act, despite his drunken state the man soon realizes that many people he knows and even a few distant acquaintances are suffering violent deaths. In the physical and mental state that he is in, he is liable to suffer the same fate. Cast includes Liv Ullman, David Carradine, Gert Froebe, Heinz Bennent, Glynn Turman, James Whitmore. Directed by Ingmar Bergman. This DVD version features scene selection; “Away from home” featurette; “German expressionism” featurette; Audio commentary by David Carradine; Photo gallery; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Serpico : (DVD)
16064.ID
16064.DM
COLOR 130 MIN PARAMOUNT 1973
Adaptation of the true story of a young New York police officer refuses to extort money from criminals as the other officers do. His fellow police officers turn against him when he seeks to expose the situation during a grand jury investigation. The cast includes Al Pacino, John Randolph, Jack Kehoe and Bill McGuire. Based on the book by Peter Maas. Directed by Sidney Lumet. The special features on this DVD include: Widescreen version enhanced for 16:9 TVs; Dolby digital; Serpico: from Real to Reel; Inside Serpico; Serpico: Favorite Moments; Photo gallery with commentary by Director Sidney Lumet; Theatrical trailer. Language: English with optional English and French subtitles.


Serving in silence : the Margarethe Cammermeyer story : (DVD)
18314.ID
COLOR 92 MIN SONY PICTU 1995


The set-up : (DVD)
14168.ID
B&W 72 MIN WARNER HOM 1949
An over-the-hill boxer thinks he can still win a bout, despite doubts from his wife and his manager. He goes into his next fight determined to beat his opponent, not realizing his manager has taken money for a ‘dive’ from a tough gambler. Cast includes Robert Ryan, Audra Totter, George T. Turkey, Biff Carter, Cameron Mitchell, Danuel Ford. Written by John Ireland, based on the novel by Dashiell Hammett. Directed by Wesley Ruggles. In English, French or Spanish sound tracks with optional English subtitles and optional French captions for the hearing impaired.


Seven brides for seven brothers
06491.VH
COLOR 102 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1954
Exuberant newlyweds dance and sing on the Oregon frontier. The wife discovers her bridal cottage is also the home of her husband's six strapping backwoods bachelor brothers. She commences to give them a crash course in romancing and grooming and dispatches them to town to find wives. The adventure really begins when the brothers court six beautiful girls. The Hollywood musical was inspired by Stephen Vincent Benet’s story “The Sobbin’ Women.” Cast includes Jane Powell, Howard Keel, Jeff Richards, Russ Tamblyn, Tommy Rall. Written by Richard Adler and lohnnie Hadley. Directed by Stanley Donen. Screenplay by Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich, Dorothy Kingsley. Lyrics by Johnny Mercer. Music by Gene De Paul.

Feature films – United States.

Seven : (Se7en) : (DVD)
15206.ID
15206.DM
COLOR 127 MIN NEW LINE H 1995
A psychological thriller about two police detectives, one new and one about to retire, on the trail of a serial killer who chooses his victims according to the seven deadly sins. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Morgan Freeman, Gwyneth Paltrow, John C. McGinley, and Eric Dane. Written by Andrew Kevin Walker. Directed by David Fincher. This edition is DVD-ROM enabled; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Seven year itch : (DVD)  
1953.3 ID  
COLOR 104 MIN 20TH CENTU 1955 
During a brutally hot summer in New York City, a man sends his wife and son off on vacation to the seashore to beat the heat. He remains behind promising to be on good behavior. Then he meets the new girl upstairs, her sexy charm and unwitting flirtations, drives the man wild. Smitten by her beauty and unencumbered by her proximity, can he stay faithful or succumb to the seven year itch? Based upon an original play "The seven year itch" by George Axelrod as presented on the stage by Courtney Burr and Elliot Nugent; Cast includes Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell, Evelyn Keyes, Sonny Tufts, Robert Strauss, Oscar Homolka, Margarette Chapman, Victor Moore. Screenplay by Billy Wilder and George Axelrod. Directed by Billy Wilder. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Hollywood backstories: 'The seven year itch'"; Fox Movietonews: "The seven year itch"; Deleted scenes; Original theatrical trailer; One-sheet gallery; Restoration comparison; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


Seven years in Tibet : (DVD)  
1985.5 ID  
COLOR 136 MIN SONY PICTU 1997 
Heinrich Harrer is an Austrian national and a Nazi sympathizer. He leaves Austria in 1939 to climb a mountain in the Himalayas. Through a series of circumstances, including POW camp, he and fellow climber Peter Aufschnaiter become the only two foreigners in the Tibetan holy city of Lhasa. There, Heinrich's life changes forever as he becomes a close confidant to the Dalai Lama. Based on the book by Heinrich Harrer. Cast includes Brad Pitt, David Thewlis, B.D. Wong, Mako, Danny Denzongpa, Jamyang Jamtsho Wangchuk, Lhakpa Tsamchoe, Jetsun Pema, Victor Wong, Ingeborga Dapkunaite. Screenplay by Becky Johnston. Directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Languages: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


The seventh cross  
11742, VH 
B&W 112 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1944 
George Heisler is running for his life, keeping one step ahead of the Nazi storm troopers, he and six other men have escaped from a Germany concentration camp. One by one, the six other men that escaped with him are captured and hanged. He is helped by several individuals whose courage, inspires George not to completely give up on mankind and stay alive, so one day he can return to fight the oppression that threatens every man. Based upon the novel by Anna Seghers. Cast includes Spencer Tracy, Signe Hasso, Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, Agnes Moorehead, Herbert Rudley, Felix Bressart. Screenplay by Helen Deutsch. Directed by Fred Zinneman.  


Sex and the city : the movie : (DVD)  
16483, ID  
COLOR 145 MIN WARNER HOM 2008 
A feature film based on the popular HBO television series "Sex and the City" about four female friends living and loving in New York City. The story begins four years after the television series ended; there are new babies, relationships, and an impending wedding for the four best friends – Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte, and Miranda – to survive. Based on characters from the book by Candace Bushnell and the TV series created by Darren Star. Cast includes Sarah Jessica Parker, Kim Catrall, Kristin Davis, Cynthia Nixon, John Corbett, Chris Noth, Willie Garson. Written and directed by Michael Patrick King. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Revisiting the 80s; "Sex and the city 2" soundtrack; in the studio with Alicia Keys; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


Sex and the city 2 : the movie : (DVD)  
16483, DM  
COLOR 164 MIN WARNER HOM 2010 
The sequel to the feature film based on the popular HBO television series "Sex and the city" about four female friends living and loving in New York City. The popular characters – Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte, and Miranda – return two years later. The intervening years have included moves, marriages, and motherhood and the women decide it is time to take a trip together to celebrate life and their friendship. Based on characters from the book by Candace Bushnell and the TV series created by Darren Star. Cast includes Sarah Jessica Parker, Kim Catrall, Kristin Davis, Cynthia Nixon, John Corbett, Chris Noth, Willie Garson. Written and directed by Michael Patrick King. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Revisiting the 80s; "Sex and the city 2" soundtrack; in the studio with Alicia Keys; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


Sex drive : (unrated and cream-filled) : (DVD)  
19419, ID  
COLOR 129 MIN SUMMIT ENT 2008 
High School is over and college begins in the fall. Ian Lafferty works in a donut shop in the wall and is still a virgin. Not wanting to start college as a virgin, and with few options in his Illinois town to change that, he decides his only chance is to drive hundreds of miles to Knoxville where a woman he meets online. Through their online interaction, she has promised it will be worth his efforts. With his best boy and girl friend along for what turns out to be a wild ride. Based on the book All the way by Andy Behrens. Cast includes Josh Zuckermand, Amanda Crew, Clark Duke, Seth Green, James Marsden. Screenplay by Sean Anders and John Morris. Directed by Sean Anders. This DVD version features both the R-rated theatrical (109 min.) and unrated (129 min.) releases of the film; Widescreen presentation; Filmmaker audio commentary; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  


Shadow of a doubt  
05007, VD  
B&W 108 MIN MCA HOME V 1942 
When Uncle Charlie comes to visit his relatives in Santa Rosa, his niece comes to realize he is a wanted mass murderer, and she becomes the object of a deadly war of nerves as Charlie attempts to do away with her without arousing anyone's suspicions. Stars Joseph Cotten and Teresa Wright; co-written
by Thornton Wilder; musical score by Dmitri Tiomkin; directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

**Feature films – United States.** Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

---

**Shadow of a doubt : (DVD)**

10293, DM

108 MIN UNIVERSAL 1942

When Uncle Charlie comes to visit his relatives in Santa Rosa, his niece comes to realize he is a wanted mass murderer, and she becomes the object of a deadly war of nerves as Charlie attempts to do away with her without arousing anyone's suspicions. Stars Joseph Cotlen and Teresa Wright; co-written by Thornton Wilder; musical score by Dmitri Tiomkin; directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features "Beyond Doubt: The Making of Hitchcock's Favorite Film," an original documentary featuring interviews with cast members Teresa Wright and Hume Cronyn, art director Robert Boyle, filmmaker Peter Bogdanovich and Pat Hitchcock O'Connell, daughter of Alfred Hitchcock; Production drawings by art director Robert Boyle; Production photographs: a photo and poster gallery from the film; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English captioned and French.

**Feature films – United States.** Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

---

**The shadow of Silk Lennox : (DVD)**

13980, ID

B&W 60 MIN ALPHA HOME 1935

John "Silk" Lennox rules the underworld but struggles to stay one step ahead of the law and his back-stabbing associates who plan to take over his organized crime kingdom. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Jr., Dean Benton, and Marie Burton. Screenplay by Norman Springer. Directed by Ray Kirkwood. This DVD version includes an interactive menu; Chapter index; Catalog; Language: English.

**Feature films – United States.** Gangster films; Detective and mystery films.; Criminals – Drama.; Kirkwood, Ray, 1878-1933.

---

**Shadow of the thin man : (DVD)**

11084, DM

B&W 97 MIN WARNER BRO 1941

The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - The fourth "Thin Man" feature film finds husband and wife detective team Nick and Nora Charles investigating the murder of a jockey who threw a race and wound up murdered in the locker room. The couple has another case to solve. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Barry Nelson, Donna Reed, Sam Levene, Alan Baxter, Henry O'Neill, Dickie Hall. Screenplay by Irving Brecher and Harry Kurnitz. Directed by Maj. W.S. Van Dyke. This DVD version features the vintage short "The Tell-Tale Heart;" Classic cartoon "The Goose Goes South;" Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (on feature film only).


---

**Shadow of the vampire : (DVD)**

08575, ID

COLOR 99 MIN UNIVERSAL 2001

A riveting suspense thriller about an obsessive director who's so consumed with making the most realistic vampire movie ever, he's willing to sacrifice everything and everyone to achieve his vision. F.W. Murnau hires the mysterious Max Schreck to star in his masterpiece "Nosferatu." Schreck is introduced as the ultimate method actor – he will only appear in character, in full makeup, and only at night. As the production goes along, cast and crew members begin to disappear. Cast includes John Malkovich, Willem Dafoe, Cary Elwes, Aden Gillett, Eddie Izzard, Udo Krell, Catherine McCormack, Ronan Vibert. Written by Steven Katz. Directed by E. Elias Merhige. This DVD version features on screen menu; the featurette "A Behind-The-Scenes Look at the Making of the Film;" feature commentary with director Elias Merhige; interviews with actor Willem Dafoe, director Elias Merhige, and producer Nicolas Cage; photo galleries; theatrical trailer; production notes; cast and filmmakers; English captions available; English and French language options.

**Feature films – United States.** Vampire films; Vampires – Drama.

---

**Shadows**

07346, VH

B&W 87 MIN FOX LORBER 1960

A gripping story of racism set against a New York background in the 1950's. Lelia is a light-skinned black woman living in New York with her two brothers. One night at a party, she meets and sleeps with Tony, a white man. The relationship soon sour when Tony meets Lelia's brother and discovers that she is really black. The first film directed by John Cassavetes. Story and script improvised directed by John Cassavetes. Cast includes Lelia Goldoni, Ben Carruthers, Hugh Herd, Anthony Ray, Rupert Cross.

**Feature films – United States.** Cassavetes, John, 1929-

---

**Shadows and fog : (DVD)**

18785, ID

B&W 85 MIN METRO-GOLD 1992

The Woody Allen collection Series - A small town bookkeeper is recruited by a vigilante mob to lead them in a search for a murderer on the loose. By the time he is dressed and ready to go, the mob has moved on and he is on his own to conduct the search for the strangler. The circus is in town and the man meets a young sword swallower and her clown boyfriend. He drops his search for the murderer and takes up with them. As the fog shrouded night continues the bookkeeper life is still in peril. Cast includes Woody Allen, Kathy Bates, John Cusack, Mia Farrow, Jodie Foster, Fred Gwynne, Julie Kayner, Madonna, John Malkovich, Kenneth Mars, Kate Nelligan, Donald Pleasence, Lily Tomlin. Written and directed by Woody Allen.

**This DVD features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.**

**Feature films – United States.** Good and evil – Drama.; Circus – Drama.; Murderers – Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

---

**Shadows : (DVD)**

15765, DM

B&W 81 MIN HOME VISIO 1959

The Criterion Collection Series - John Cassavetes' directorial debut revolves around an interracial romance between Lelia, a light-skinned black woman living in New York City with her two brothers, and Tony, a white man. The relationship crumbles when Tony meets Lelia's brother Hugh, a talented, dark-skinned jazz singer struggling to find work, and discovers the truth about Lelias racial heritage. The films cast includes Ben Carruthers, Lelia Goldoni, Hugh Hurd and Anthony Ray and features the music of Charles Mingus. Written and directed by John Cassavetes. This Criterion Collection DVD contains chapter search; Video interviews with actress Lelia Goldoni and associate producer Seymour Cassel; Rare intact 16 mm footage of John Cassavetes and Burt Lanes acting workshop; A restored high-definition digital transfer; The theatrical trailer; A stills gallery and a restoration demonstration.

**Feature films – United States.** Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Interracial dating – Drama.; Families – Drama.; Mingus, Charles, 1922-1979; Cassavetes, John, 1929-

---

**Shadows in the dark : the Val Lewton legacy : (DVD)**

16936, ID

COLOR 71 MIN WARNER HOM 1943

The Val Lewton horror collection Series - Documentary about the great 1940s horror movie producer Val Lewton. Narrated by James Cromwell. Also featuring William Friedkin, Steve Jones, Steve Haberman, George A. Romero and Robert Wise. In English; with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish. Closed-captioned. Edited by Carl Jordan; written by Steve Haberman and Constantine Nasr; music by Roy Webb. Directed by...
by Constantine Nasr. (Also on this disk: "The 7th victim," [1943]).


Shaft
04782.VH
COLOR 98 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1971
Richard Roundtree stars as John Shaft, a steely private eye who takes on the mob in this landmark black detective film. Hired by a Harlem mobster to find his kidnapped teenage daughter, Shaft uncovers a scheme by Mafic kingspans to take over a chunk of the African American underworld’s Uptown territory. Academy Award-winning musical score by Isaac Hayes; directed by Gordon Parks.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Parks, Gordon, 1912-

Shaft : (DVD)
08625.ID
08625.DM
COLOR 100 MIN WARNER HOM 1971
Richard Roundtree stars as John Shaft, a steely private eye who takes on the mob in this landmark black detective film. Hired by a Harlem mobster to find his kidnapped teenage daughter, Shaft uncovers a scheme by Mafic kingspans to take over a chunk of the African American underworld’s Uptown territory. Academy Award-winning musical score by Isaac Hayes; directed by Gordon Parks.

This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; behind-the-scenes documentary "Soul in Cinema: Filming Shaft on Location;" three theatrical trailers; languages and subtitles: English and French.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Parks, Gordon, 1912-

Shakespeare in love
07822.VH
COLOR 122 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1998
Will Shakespeare suffering a bad case of writer’s block needs passionate inspiration to break it. He finds inspiration in a secret romance with the Lady Viola. Lady Viola has her own secrets, not only is she promised to marry someone else, she’s successfully impersonating a man in order to play the lead in Shakespeare’s latest production. Cast includes Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes, Geoffrey Rush, Colin Firth, Ben Affleck, Judi Dench. Written by Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard. Directed by John Madden.

Feature films – United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Shakespeare in love : (DVD)
07943.ID
07943.DM
COLOR 122 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1998
Will Shakespeare suffering a bad case of writer’s block needs passionate inspiration to break it. He finds inspiration in a secret romance with the Lady Viola. Lady Viola has her own secrets, not only is she promised to marry someone else, she’s successfully impersonating a man in order to play the lead in Shakespeare’s latest production. Cast includes Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes, Geoffrey Rush, Colin Firth, Ben Affleck, Judi Dench. Written by Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard. Directed by John Madden. This DVD version is in Widescreen format and includes the Theatrical Trailer and the ability to perform chapter searches.

Feature films – United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Shall we dance? : (English language film) : (DVD)
13516.ID
13516.DM
COLOR 106 MIN MIRAMAX HO 2004
A Hollywood remake of a Japanese feature film about a workaholic businessman who steps outside of his comfort zone to take dance lessons. Inspired by a beautiful dance instructor the man leaves his dull world and steps into the world of dance. He keeps his new passion secret from his family and discovers a fellowship with his dance classmates. His wife begins to suspect he is having an affair, because of the new bounce he has in his step and the secret he is clearly hiding from her. Cast includes Richard Gere, Jennifer Lopez, Susan Sarandon, Stanley Tucci, Lisa Ann Walter, Richard Jenkins, Bobby Cannavale, Omar Miller, Mya Harrison, Ja Rule, Nick Cannon. Written by Masayuki Suo and Audrey Wells. Directed by Peter Chelsom. This DVD version features scenes selection; Widescreen presentation; Feature commentary by director Peter Chelsom; Beginner’s ballroom; Behind-the-scenes of “Shall we dance?” The music of “Shall we dance?” Pussycat Dolls “Sway” music video; Deleted scenes with optional commentary; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish.

Dance in motion pictures; Dancing; Feature films – United States.; Dance

Shallow Hal : (Blu-ray Disc)
20075,ID
COLOR 114 MIN 20TH CENTURY FOX 2001
Following the advice of his dying father, Hal dates only physically beautiful women. One day, he runs into a self-help guru who hypnotises him into recognising only the inner beauty of women. Hal then meets Rosemary, an obese woman who Hal sees as a vision of loveliness. Will their relationship survive when Hal’s equally shallow friend undone the hypnotism and Hal sees the real Rosemary? Cast includes Gwyneth Paltrow, Jack Black, Jason Alexander, Rene Kirby, Bruce McGill, Tony Robbins, Susan Ward. Zen Gesner. Written by Sean Møyhihan, Peter Farrelly, and Bobby Farrelly. Directed by Bobby Farrelly and Peter Farrelly. This Blu-ray Disc features widescreen presentation; Full-length audio commentary by directors Bobby Farrelly and Peter Farrelly; Eleven deleted scenes with optional Farrelly Brothers’ commentary; HBO Special; Comedy Centrals Reel comedy: "Shallow Hal;" Music video "Wall in your heart" by Shelby Lynne; "Seeing through the layers" makeup featurette; "In at the deep end with Shallow Hal" stunts featurette; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Perception – Drama.; Obesity – Drama.; Superficiality – Drama.; Farrelly, Peter.; Farrelly, Bobby, 1958-

Shampoo : (DVD)
12584,ID
12584.DM
COLOR 109 MIN COLUMBIA/FOX 1975
A playboy hairdresser operating in Beverly Hills during the early 1970’s is one of the most indemand stylists in the city. Not only does he style beautiful hair, he makes the women feel good, both in and out of the chair. His girlfriend wants him to settle down and open his own shop, he’s not sure he wants to give up his freedom. He approaches the wealthy husband of one of his clients about financially backing his own shop, a bold gesture considering the hairdresser is sleeping with the man’s wife, mistress, and teenage daughter. Cast includes Warren Beatty, Julie Christie, Goldie Hawn, Lee Grant, Jack Warden, Tony Bill. Written by Robert Towne and Warren Beatty. Original music by Paul Simon. Directed by Hal Ashby. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Both widescreen and full screen presentation; Bonus trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French, Thai, Chinese, Portuguese, Korean, and Japanese.


Shane
09828.VH
COLOR 117 MIN PARAMOUNT 1952
A retired gunfighter turned drifter comes to the assistance of a homestead family terrorized by a wealthy cattleman and his hired gun. In the final battle, Shane sees the end of his own way of life. This Western is considered a classic of American cinema. Based on the novel by Jack Schaefer. Cast includes Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Brandon De Wilde, Jack Palance, Ben Johnson, Edgar Buchanan. Screenplay by A.B. Guthrie, Jr. Directed by George Stevens.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Studio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The Shanghai gesture</em></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>99 MIN</td>
<td>IMAGE ENTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shanghai Express</em></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>83 MIN</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shanghai calling</em></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>101 MIN</td>
<td>ANCHOR BAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shanghai noon</em></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>110 MIN</td>
<td>TOUCIHSTONE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


- African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lee, Spike

**She must be seeing things**

Shanghai Express: (DVD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Studio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Shanghai Express</em></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>83 MIN</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>She hate me</em></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>138 MIN</td>
<td>SONY PICTU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**She must be seeing things**

- African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lee, Spike


- African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lee, Spike

**She must be seeing things**

- African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Homosexuality; Lesbians; Lesbians – Drama.
The sheik
09043.VH
B&W  79 MIN  PARAMOUNT  1921
A silent film classic starring Rudolph Valentino as Ahmed, the
Saharan chieftain who falls in love with and wins the heart of
Lady Diana Mayo. When a rival tribesman kidnaps her, Ahmed
rides off to rescue her. Based on the novel by Edith M. Hull.
Cast includes Rudolph Valentino, Agnes Ayres. Music composed
and performed by Roger Bellon. Directed by George Melford.

Feature films – United States; Silent films–United States;
Middle Eastern Americana

Sheenandoah : (DVD)
09814.ID
COLOR  106 MIN  UNIVERSAL  1965
A Virginian farmer attempts to stay neutral during the American
Civil War. He is against slavery, opposed to war, and a
southerner, so as the nation is torn apart by war, he goes about
his business on the farm. When his son is taken prisoner, the
man sets out to search for him. On his quest he witnesses the
horrors of war first-hand and is forced to finally take a stand.
Cast includes James Stewart, Doug McClure, Glenn Corbett,
Patrick Wayne, Katherine Ross, Rosemary Forsyth, Philip Alford,
Paul Fix, James Best. Written by James Lee Barrett. Directed by
Andrew V. McLaglan. This DVD version features widescreen
presentation; theatrical trailer; Languages: English, Spanish, and
French; Subtitles: English captioned, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States; Western films – United States;
United States – History – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Drama

Sherlock Holmes in Pursuit to Algiers : (DVD)
13934.ID
B&W  65 MIN  MPI HOME V  1942
Who murdered the King of Rovenia? Can they be stopped
before they kill his heir? When Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
board a ship to protect the young man, they find themselves up
against notorious jew thieves as well as royal assassins. Cast
includes Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Riedler, Rosalind
Ivan, Morton Lowry, Leslie Vincent, Martin Kosleck, Rex Evans,
John Abbott, Gerald Hamer, Wee Willie Davis, and Frederic
Lee. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Language:
English.

Feature films – United States; Detective and mystery films;
Film adaptations.; Sherlock Holmes (Fictional character) – Drama.;
Holmes, Sherlock (Fictional character) – Drama.; Watson, John H. (Fictional
character) – Drama.; Neill, Roy William, 1887-1946.; Lee,

She's gotta have it : (DVD)
12609.ID
COLOR  85 MIN  METRO-GOLD  1986
Nola Darling is a modern, independent, African American woman
living and loving in Brooklyn, New York. She is simultaneously
dating three very different men. Each man has one thing in
common, he wants Nola to be his alone. Nola isn’t sure if any
one of them can meet her needs or if she wants to be
exclusively with one man. Cast includes Tracy Camila Johns,
Redmond Hicks, John Canada Terrell, Spike Lee, Raye Dowell.
Written and directed by Spike Lee. This DVD version features
widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English,
French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and
hearing impaired.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United
States; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Lee, Spike

The shining : (DVD)
11900.ID
COLOR  142 MIN  WARNER BRO  1980
An author with writer’s block, takes a job as an off-season
caretaker at an elegant, isolated Hotel. His wife and young son
accompany him prepared to stay the entire cold winter alone at
the hotel. The eerie isolation turns dangerous as the husband
becomes possessed by evil spirits who instruct him to kill his
family. Based on the novel by Stephen King. Cast includes Jack
Nicholson, Shelley Duvall, Scatman Crothers, Danny Lloyd.
Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick and Diane Johnson. Directed by
Stanley Kubrick. This DVD version features interactive menus;
Scene access; Behind-the-scenes documentary; “The Making of
the Shining” with commentary by director Vivian Kubrick;
Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles:
English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Kubrick, Stanley, 1928-1999.;
Horror films.

Ship of fools : (DVD)
17818,ID
B&W  149 MIN  SONY PICTU  1965
Stanley Kramer film collection Series - In 1933, a motley crew of
passengers embarks on a fateful, transatlantic sea voyage to
Germany. Among the many passengers is a divorcee desperate
for love and lost youth, a Spanish noblewoman being deported
as a political prisoner, an aging alcoholic ballplayer, and a Nazi
who brushtaches a ship with the holocaust to come. Cast
includes: Vivien Leigh, Simone Signoret, Jose Ferrer, Lee
Mervin, Oskar Werner, Elizabeth Ashley, George Segal, Jose
Greco, Michael Dunn, Charles Korvin, Heinz Ruehmann, Lilu
Skala. Directed by Stanley Kramer. In English; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States; Ocean travel – Drama.;
Passenger ships – Drama.; Kramer, Stanley

Shipwrecked : (DVD)
16951,ID
COLOR  93 MIN  WALT DISNE  1990
The ship Hakon, a young boy, is sailing upon is sunk by a
hurricane. He survives and is shipwrecked alone on a jungle
island. He discovers that his shipmates have been kidnapped by
a gang of ruthless pirates. Hakon summons his courage to try
and outwit the pirates and rescue his friends. Based on the book
"Haakon Haakonsen" by O. V. Falck-Ytter. Cast includes Stan
Smestad, Trond Peter Stamso Munch, Louisa Haigh, Gabriel
Byrne. Screenplay by Nils Gaup, Bob Floss, Greg Dinner, and
Nick Thiell. Directed by Nils Gaup. This DVD version features full
screen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English;
Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States; Shipwrecks – Drama.; Gaup,

Shirley Temple Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

Curly top : (DVD)
12180.ID
Heidi : (DVD)
21180.ID
Little miss Broadway : (DVD)
23053.ID

The shock doctrine : (DVD)
18654,ID
78 MIN  KIMSTIM, I  2009
Using 'shock therapy' as a metaphor, the film investigates Naomi
Klein’s central idea of ‘disaster capitalism’. When countries are
jolted by catastrophic events such as war or natural disasters,
they are often subjected to totally unregulated ‘free market’
remedies that benefit corporations at public expense. Based on
the book by Naomi Klein. Narrated by Kieran O’Brien, with
Naomi Klein. Special features: trailer. Directed by Mat
Whitecross and Michael Winterbottom. In English;

Documentary films; Feature films – United States.; Free
enterprise; Capitalism – Moral and ethical aspects.; Financial
crises.; Winterbottom, Michael.; Klein, Naomi, 1970-;
Whitecross, Mat.

Shockproof : (DVD)
15275,ID
B&W  80 MIN  SONY PICTU  1949
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - Film noir about a parole
officer, Griff, whose latest charge, Jenny, just served five years
for murder to protect her sleazy lover. Griff falls in love with
Jenny, who is still clandestinely seeing her lover. Eventually,
Jenny and Griff wed secretly and go on the lam together. Cast
includes Cornel Wilde, Esther Minciotti, Patricia Knight, and John
Baragrey. Written by Helen Deutsch and Samuel Fuller. Directed by
Douglas Sirk. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French;
Closed captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films – United States.; Los Angeles (Calif.) – Drama.;
Triangles (Interpersonal relations) – Drama.; Ex-convicts –
Drama.; Parole officers – Drama.; Sirk, Douglas, 1897-1987.;
Fuller, Samuel, 1912-1997.
Shrek 2: (DVD)

Shrek: the whole story Series - Right after Shrek and Princess Fiona's honeymoon, the newly wed couple goes to Princess Fiona's parents for dinner. When a Fairy Godmother discovers Fiona and Shrek are married she reminds the king about a deal they agreed on years ago, that Fiona should have married her son, who happens to be Prince Charming. The King then hires a cat named Puss-in-Boots, a sword fighting cat and ogre slayer, to kill Shrek. Featuring the voices of: Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, Julia Andrews, Antonio Banderas, John Cleese, Rupert Everett, Jennifer Saunders. Bonus features: Spotlight on Puss in Boots; Secrets of Shrek 2; Filmmakers commentary; Shrek, rattle & roll music & more; Far far away idol. Directed by Andrew Adamson, Kelly Asbury, Conrad Vernon, English, French, and Spanish language soundtracks with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish.


Shrek: (DVD)

Shrek: the whole story Series - A reclusive ogre and a chatterbox donkey go on a quest to rescue a princess for a tyrannical lord. Based on the book by William Steig. Featuring the voices of: Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, John Lithgow, Vincent Cassell. Bonus features: Spotlight on donkey; Secrets of Shrek; deleted scenes; Filmmakers commentary; Shrek, rattle & roll music & more; Karaoke Dance Party. Directed by Andrew Adamson. English, French, and Spanish language soundtracks with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish.


Shrek the third: (DVD)

Shrek: the whole story Series - When Shrek married Fiona the last thing he had in mind was becoming the next King of Far Far Away. But when Shrek's father-in-law, King Harold, suddenly croaks, that is exactly what he faces. Recruiting Donkey and Puss in Boots for a new quest, Shrek sets out to bring back the croaks, that is exactly what he faces. Recruiting Donkey and Puss in Boots for a new quest, Shrek sets out to bring back the croaks, that is exactly what he faces. Featuring the voices of: Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, Rupert Everett, Ian McShane, Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Amy Poehler, Amy Sedaris, Justin Timberlake. Bonus features: Spotlight on Fiona; Secrets of Shrek the third; deleted scenes; Shrek, rattle & roll music & more; Worcestershire Academy yearbook. Directed by Chris Miller, Raman Hui. English, French, and Spanish language soundtracks with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish.


The Sicilian: (DVD)

The Sicilian: (DVD) 17294,ID

Based on the novel by Mario Puzo. Biopic of Salvatore Giuliano, a Sicilian bandit who became a folk hero during the years after WWII. Cast includes Christopher Lambert, Terence Stamp, Joss Ackland, John Turturro, Richard Bauer, Barbara Sukowa and Giula Boschi. Directed by Michael Cimino. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Sideways: (DVD)

Sideways: (DVD) 18777,ID

Jack and Miles were college roommates, and despite their differences, they have been friends ever since. Jack is an actor, whose career high point is a stint as a soap opera regular. English teacher and oenophile Miles would much rather be a reclusive ogre and a chatterbox donkey go on a quest to rescue a princess for a tyrannical lord. Based on the book by William Steig. Featuring the voices of: Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, John Lithgow, Vincent Cassell. Bonus features: Spotlight on donkey; Secrets of Shrek; deleted scenes; Filmmakers commentary; Shrek, rattle & roll music & more; Karaoke Dance Party. Directed by Andrew Adamson. English, French, and Spanish language soundtracks with optional subtitles in English, French or Spanish.


The siege

The siege 08968,VH

A group of terrorists strike the city of New York. A bus is blown up in Brooklyn, in the aftermath it is up to FBI special agent Anthony "Hub" Hubbard to track down the terrorist cell before they strike again. U.S. Army General William Devereaux is preparing to lock down the city of New York with his army troops. Both men wage an all-out war against a ruthless band of terrorists. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Bruce Willis, Annette Bening, Tony Shalhoub, Sami Bouajila, David Proval. Screenplay by Lawrence Wright, Menno Meyjes, and Edward Zwick. Directed by Edward Zwick.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

The Siege: (DVD)

The Siege: (DVD) 13965,ID

When a crowded bus blows up in Brooklyn and a campaign of terror begins to make its bloody mark on the streets of New York, it's up to FBI special agent Anthony "Hub" Hubbard and U.S. Army General William Devereaux to find out who's responsible and put an end to the destruction. Together, they face explosive danger at every turn when they team up to wage an all-out war against a ruthless band of terrorists. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Annette Bening, Bruce Willis, Tony Shalhoub, Sami Bouajila, David Proval. Screenplay by Lawrence Wright, Menno Meyjes, Edward Zwick. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Terrorism – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana
The siege : (DVD) 12143,1.D
COLOR 116 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1998
When a crowded bus blows up in Brooklyn and a campaign of terror begins to make its bloody mark on the streets of New York, it's up to FBI special agent Anthony "Hub" Hubbard and U.S. Army General William Devoreaux to find out who's responsible and put an end to the destruction. Together, they face explosive danger at every turn when they team up to wage an all-out war against a ruthless band of terrorists. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Annette Bening, Bruce Willis, Tony Shalhoub, Sami Bouajila, David Proval. Music by Graeme Revell. Screenplay by Lawrence Wright, Menno Meyjes, Edward Zwick. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Terrorism – Drama.; Middle Eastern Americana

The siege : (DVD) 08716,1.D
08716,12M
COLOR 116 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1998
A group of terrorists strike the city of New York. A bus is blown up in Brooklyn, in the aftermath it is up to FBI special agent Anthony "Hub" Hubbard to track down the terrorist cell before they strike again. U.S. Army General William Devoreaux is preparing to lock down the city of New York with his army troops. Both men wage an all-out war against a ruthless band of terrorists. Cast includes Denzel Washington, Bruce Willis, Annette Bening, Tony Shalhoub, Sami Bouajila, David Proval. Screenplay by Lawrence Wright, Menno Meyjes, and Edward Zwick. Directed by Edward Zwick. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; anamorphic widescreen; original theatrical trailer; English 5.1 surround; English Dolby surround; French Dolby surround; subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

The sign of the cross : (DVD) 11990,1.D
11990,12M
B&W 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 1932
The Cecil B. Demille Collection Series - A lavish epic masterpiece set in Ancient Rome in the year 64 A.D. Corrupt and manical Emperor Nero sets fire to Rome and blames the blaze on the Christians. Empress Poppea learns that the object of her desire Prefect Marcus yearns for a Christian maiden. Enraged she conspires with Nero to send all Christians to a chilling death. The film has been called a dynamic testament to director DeMille's visionary style. From the play by Wilson Barrett. Cast includes Fredric March, Elissa Landi, Claudette Colbert, Charles Laughton. Screenplay by Waldemar Young and Sidney Buchman. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. In English, with subtitles in Spanish, French, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The silence of the lambs : (DVD) 07670,VH
07670,1M
COLOR 118 MIN ORION HOME 1991
FBI agent Clarice Starling must get inside the mind of a mass murderer in order to stop another killer. Agent Starling must seek the help of imprisoned serial killer Dr. Hannibal "The Cannibal" Lecter during the investigation of another crazed killer known as "Buffalo Bill." Lecter is intrigued by the young female agent, but is he helping her or luring her into a trap? Based on the novel by Thomas Harris. Cast includes Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins, Scott Glenn, Ted Levine. Screenplay by Ted Tally. Directed by Jonathan Demme. This two-disc collector's edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Inside the silence featurette; Outtakes reel; Original 1991 Making-of featurette; twenty-two deleted scenes; TV spots; Anthony Hopkins promotional phone message; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Silent house : (DVD) 18289,1.D
COLOR 86 MIN UNIVERSAL 2011
When Sarah finds herself sealed inside her family's secluded lakeside house with no contact to the outside world, panic soon turns to terror as events become increasingly ominous. Based on the Gustavo Hernandez film: La casa muda, produced by Gustavo Rojo. Cast includes Elizabeth Olsen, Adam Trese, Eric Sheffer Stevens, Julia Taylor Ross. Special features: Feature commentary with co-director Chris Kentis and screenwriter/co-director Laura Lau. Directed by Chris Kentis & Laura Lau. English dialogue with optional English SDH and French or Spanish subtitles.


Silent movie : (DVD) 15738,1.D
COLOR 87 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1976
When a giant, ruthless corporation has plans to purchase and level an aging movie studio, an out-of-favor movie director seizes the opportunity to pitch a movie that can save the studio. His idea is to film a silent movie decades after films with sound have replaced them in the theaters. He is positive that a star-studded silent picture will capture the public's attention once again. Given a green light to make the film, he now has to convince the stars to be in the film. Director Mel Brooks directs and stars in this film about making a silent film which is itself a silent film with only one word of dialogue. Cast includes Mel Brooks, Marty Feldman, Dom DeLuise, Sid Caesar, Harold Gould, Ron Carey, Bernadette Peters, Paul Newman, Liza Minnelli, Burt Reynolds, Anne Bancroft, James Caan. Screenplay by Mel Brooks, Ron Clark, Rudy DeLuca, Barry Levinson. Story by Ron Clark. Directed by Mel Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Silent films – Parodies, imitations, etc.; Motion picture producers and directors – Hollywood (Los Angeles, Cali; Silent films – Production and direction – Drama.; Brooks, Mel, 1926-

Silent tongue : (DVD) 06025,VH
COLOR 101 MIN VIDMARK NEW YORK 1992
A tale of cross-cultural conflict, set against the rolling hills of the wild West. When Prescott Roe steals Eamon McCree's half-breed daughter, it sets off a chase against the New Mexico prairie. Cast includes Alan Bates, Richard Harris, Dermot Mulroney, River Phoenix, Sheila Tousey, Todd Cantwell. Written and directed by Sam Shepard.

Feature films – United States.; Indians in motion pictures.; Indians of North America; Indians of North America – Drama.; Kiowa Indians.; Indian women – North America – Drama.; Kiowa Indians – Drama; Shepard, Sam, 1943-
The Silk Road of pop : (DVD) 18604,ID
COLOR 53 MIN SMOKE SIGN 2012
On the distant northwest edge of China lies Xinjiang, a vast region of snow-capped mountains, barren deserts and gritty market cities. Here, along the ancient Silk Road, music is one of the hottest commodities: it is vibrant, infectious, and far-reaching, permeating every corner of the province. Yet, around the music lies a troubling reality. Engaged in an identity tug-of-war, the region's main population - the Uyghur Muslims - are gradually watching their populations dwindle as they are engulfed by a predominant Han Chinese settlement. One of the very few documentaries to come out of Xinjiang, "The Silk Road of Pop" captures the challenges of a minority group in China and the explosive music scene which results. Featuring Mehmet (Maimaiti Aili), Karhan, Six City, X1, Aytulan. Directed by Sameer Farooq; co-directed by Ursula Engel. In English.

Documentaries and factual films; Feature films--Belgium; Feature films--Canada; Feature films--China; Feature films -- United States.; Feature films -- Netherlands; Uighur (Turkic people) -- China; Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu.; Uighur (Turkic people) -- China; Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu -- Music.; Music -- China; Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu.; Massenkultur.; Musikleben.; Farooq, Sameer.; Engel, Ursula.

Silkwood : (DVD) 11599,ID
COLOR 131 MIN METRO-GOLD 1983
Based on the true story of Karen Silkwood, a woman working in an Oklahoma nuclear facility who discovers she has been exposed to radiation, her exposure and that of other workers is being covered up by the company. She begins searching for evidence of wrongdoing to expose the dangers of the facility. Her investigation begins to alienate friends and co-workers and puts her own life in peril from more than the radiation. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell, Cher. Written by Nora Ephron and Alice Arlen. Directed by Mike Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Silver linings playbook : (Blu-ray Disc) 17454,ID
COLOR 122 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2012
The story of a man who has lost everything, his house, his job, his wife, and how he creates his own silver linings from the bonds he forms with his family and friends. Based on the novel by Matthew Quick. Cast includes Bradley Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence, Robert De Niro, Jacki Weaver, Anupam Kher, Chris Tucker. Special features: Deleted scenes; Dance rehearsal; Going Steadicam with Bradley Cooper; The movie that became a movement. Directed by David O. Russell. English or dubbed French dialogue with optional Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films -- United States.; Man-woman relationships -- Drama.; Widows -- Drama.; Divorced men -- Drama.; Depression, Mental -- Drama.; Denial (Psychology) -- Drama.; Russell, David O., 1958-.

Simple men : (DVD) 10871,ID
COLOR 105 MIN NEW LINE H 1991
Two brothers trek through Long Island in search of their father, a former all-star shortstop and mad-bomber anarchist, who has broken out of jail. The film is a comedy in which everything is just the slightest bit off center. Cast includes Robert Burke, William Sage, Karen Sillas, Elina Lowensohn, Martin Donovan, John Mackay. Written and directed by Hal Hartley. This DVD version features scene selection; Behind-the-scenes featurette; Theatrical trailer; Closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

Feature films -- United States.; Hartley, Hal.

Silkwood : (DVD) 11599,DM
COLOR 131 MIN METRO-GOLD 1983
The daring sailor and Prince of Baghdad sets sail to seek permission the beautiful Farah. The voyage becomes an epic adventure, Silkwood and his crew must battle a slew of mythical beasts, including a Minaton, a bronze colossus, a giant troglodyte, and a saber-toothed tiger. He must free Prince Kassim from the spell he is under in order to receive the Prince's permission to marry his sister Farah. Cast includes Patrick Wayne, Taryn Power, Margaret Whiting, Jane Seymour, Patrick Troughton. Screenplay by Beverley Cross. Creator of special visual effects Ray Harryhausen. Directed by Sam Wanamaker.

Feature films -- United States.; Rogues and vagabonds -- Drama.; Sailing -- Drama.; Middle Eastern American; Silkwood the Sailor ( Legendary character) -- Drama.

Silkwood : legend of the seven seas : (DVD) 12166,ID
COLOR 86 MIN DREAMWORKS 2003
An animated feature film which follows the adventures of the swashbuckling hero, Silkwood. This Hollywood adaptation of the Silkwood legend gives him a canine sidekick named Spike, who along with the daring princess Marina battle the Goddess of Chaos with Silkwood. Written by John Logan. Directed by Tim Johnson and Patrick Gilmore. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Cyclops Island; DreamWorks Kids; Exclusive level of play of the Silkwood PC game; The making of "Silkwood: Legend of the Seven Seas;" Filmmaker commentary; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and French, with English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Animated films -- United States.; Feature films -- United States.; Animation; Rogues and vagabonds -- Drama.; Sailing -- Drama.; Middle Eastern American; Silkwood the Sailor ( Legendary character) -- Drama.

Silkwood : (DVD) 10669,ID
COLOR 12166,DM
COLOR 86 MIN DREAMWORKS 2003
Exclusive level of play of the Silkwood PC game; The making of "Silkwood: Legend of the Seven Seas;" Filmmaker commentary; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and French, with English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films -- United States.; Rogues and vagabonds -- Drama.; Sailing -- Drama.; Middle Eastern American; Silkwood the Sailor ( Legendary character) -- Drama.
Sing : (Blu-ray Disc)
20241.1D
COLOR 108 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
A feature length animated movie. A koala impresario stages a grand singing competition for the world's animals in order to save his elegant theater and bring it back to its former glory. Cast includes – Voices: Matthew McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon, Seth McFarlane, Scarlett Johansson, John C. Reilly, Taron Egerton, Tori Kelly, Jennifer Saunders, Garth Jennings, Peter Serafinowicz, Nick Kroll, Jennifer Hudson, Beck Bennett, Jay Pharoah, Nick Offerman, Leslie Jones. Written and directed by Garth Jennings. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Three mini-movies; "Don't you worry bout a thing" music video starring Tori Kelly; The best of Gunter; Character profiles; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Sing : (DVD)
20242.1D
COLOR 108 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
A feature length animated movie. A koala impresario stages a grand singing competition for the world's animals in order to save his elegant theater and bring it back to its former glory. Cast includes – Voices: Matthew McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon, Seth McFarlane, Scarlett Johansson, John C. Reilly, Taron Egerton, Tori Kelly, Jennifer Saunders, Garth Jennings, Peter Serafinowicz, Nick Kroll, Jennifer Hudson, Beck Bennett, Jay Pharoah, Nick Offerman, Leslie Jones. Written and directed by Garth Jennings. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Three mini-movies; "Don't you worry bout a thing" music video starring Tori Kelly; The best of Gunter; Character profiles; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Singin' in the rain
05051.VH
COLOR 103 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1992
Fast-paced musical comedy is a parody of Hollywood's frantic transition to talking films in the late 1920s. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Cyd Charisse, and Jean Hagen; story and screenplay by Betty Comden and Adolph Green; directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.


Singin' in the rain
06121.VD
COLOR 103 MIN VOYAGER CO 1952
A movie musical set in late 1920's Hollywood during the transition from silent films to talkies. It is the story of the fall of one female star's reputation and the rise of another's. The screenplay serves as the framework for a succession of musical numbers. Must of the numbers were written by the producers during the era the film is set and were written for earlier musicals. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Jean Hagen; Story and Screenplay by Adolph Green and Betty Comden; Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.

Feature films – United States.

Singin' in the rain : (DVD)
11751.ID
11751.DM
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER BRO 1951
A movie musical set in late 1920's Hollywood during the transition from silent films to talkies. It is the story of the fall of one female star's reputation and the rise of another's. The screenplay serves as the framework for a succession of musical numbers. Must of the numbers were written by the producers during the era the film is set and were written for earlier musicals. Cast includes Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Jean Hagen, Millard Mitchell, Cyd Charisse. Story and screenplay by Adolph Green and Betty Comden. Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen. This two disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Feature-length audio commentary by Debbie Reynolds, Donald O'Connor, Cyd Charisse, Kathleen Freeman, co-director Stanley Donen, Betty Comden and Adolph Green, filmmaker Baz Luhrmann, and film historian Rudy Behlmer; Theatrical trailer; Two documentaries with scene access, "What A Glorious Feeling" and "Musicals Great Musicals: The Arthur Freed Unit at MGM;" Excerpts of Arthur Freed/Nacio Herb Brown songs from originating movies; "You Are My Lucky Star" outtake; Scoring session music cues; Still gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Dance in motion pictures.; Feature films – United States.; Musicals–United States; Popular music–United States; Dance; Sound motion pictures – United States – Drama.; Donan, Stanley; Kelly, Gene, 1912-1996.

The singing fool
08350.VH
B&W 102 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1928
Al Stone is an aspiring singer, who while working as a singing waiter gets his big break. His singing career takes off on Broadway and he marries a beautiful woman. When his career takes a dip, his wife leaves him taking his son with her. Devastated, Al is soon living on the street, where friends from his old waiter job find him. His friends help him re-launch his career, just as it seems his life is back on track he receives word his son is sick. Cast includes Al Jolson, Betty Bronson, Josephine Dunn. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

Feature films – United States.

A single man : (DVD)
17307.1D
COLOR 100 MIN SONY PICTU 2009
After the death of his longtime partner, a British college professor in Los Angeles struggles to find meaning in his life. As he dwells in the past, he begins to contemplate suicide. A series of events and encounters will lead him to question if there really is a meaning to his life after all. Cast includes Colin Firth, Julianne Moore, Matthew Goode, Nicholas Hoult, Jon Kortajarena, Paulett Lamori, Ryan Simkins, Ginnifer Goodwin, Teddy Sears, Paul Butler, Aaron Sanders and Aline Weber. Special features: Commentary with producer/director, Tom Ford (optional commentary subtitles); "The making of a single man" featurette (16 min.); Directed by Tom Ford. In English with optional English or English SDH subtitles.


Single white female : (DVD)
11633.1D
11633.DM
COLOR 107 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1992
A young woman living in New York places a want-ad seeking a roommate to share her apartment. Her hope is finding someone similar to herself - a young white, professional, and non-smoker. The woman she finds seems like a good fit, but as time passes she reveals a darker side and sinister intentions. The roommate obsessively tries to mimic the woman's style and as her behavior escalates to disturbing levels; her ambition to assume the woman's identity is revealed. She plans to kill her roommate and steal her life. Based on the novel "SWF Seeks Same" by John Lutz. Cast includes Bridget Fonda, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Steven Weber. Peter Friedman. Screenplay by Don Roos. Directed by Barbet Schroeder. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selections; Widescreen and fullscreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Feature films – United States.
The singles ward : (DVD)
15006.ID
COLOR 102 MIN HALESTORM 2002
Frustrated and single again, standup comedian Jonathan Jordan (Will Swenson) now finds himself faced with the uncomfortable task of returning to the local singles’ ward. Fellow apartment dwellers Dallen (Kirby Heyborne), Elden (Daryn Tufts), and Hyrum (Michael Birkeland) and several other well-meaning ward members try everything to help Jonathan from becoming -gaspl- inactive. In a twist of fate, Jonathan’s car breaks down at a ward activity where he unwittingly meets Cammie (Connie Young), the ward activities director, whom he’s been avoiding for weeks. Jonathan’s life will never be the same. With several cameo appearances by well-known LDS personalities, ‘The Singles Ward’ is a look at an(ab)normal LDS singles’ ward and the challenge of trying to find that eternal companion. The road to eternal marriage has never been longer. Cast includes Will Swenson, Connie Young, Daryn Tufts, Kirby Heyborne, Michael Birkeland, Wally Joyner, Danny Ainge, Jimmy Chunga, Thurl Bailey, Steve Young, Shawn Bradley, Julie Stoffer, Lavell Edwards, Ruth Hale. Screenplay by John Moyer and Kurt Hale. Directed by Kurt Hale. This special edition features widescreen format; Outtakes; Music videos; Trailers; Jell-o recipes; Interactive games; Language: English; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Sirocco
10670.VH
B&W 98 MIN GOODTIMES 1951

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americans.

Sister my sister : (DVD)
12494.ID
COLOR 85 MIN KOCH LORBE 1994
Set in a small French provincial town in 1932, this story is based on scandalous true events. Two emotionally fragile sisters are employed as maids by a tyrannical widow and her frumpy daughter. The cruelty heaped upon the sisters builds a desperate and passionate bond between the two. Ultimately the sisters lash out violently against their mistress and her daughter. Cast includes Joely Richardson, Julie Walters, Jodhi May. Written by Wendy Kesselman. Directed by Nancy Meckler. This DVD version features chapter selection; Full frame presentation; Cast bios; Trailers.


The sisters : (DVD)
16949.ID
16949.DM
COLOR 113 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2005
Three sisters living in a college town struggle with the death of their father, while trying to reconcile relationships in their own lives. Cast includes Elizabeth Banks, Maria Bello, Erika Christensen, Steven Culp, Tony Goldwyn, Mary Stuart Masterson, Eric McCormack, Alessandro Novila, Chris O’Donnell, and Rip Torn. Screenplay by Richard Alfieri. Directed by Arthur Allan Seidelman. Special features include commentary tracks by director Arthur Allan Seidelman and writer Richard Alfieri. Language: English; closed captioned.


Sisters : (DVD)
12831.ID
12631.DM
COLOR 92 MIN JANUS FILM 1973
The Criterion Collection Series - A beautiful fashion model was once a conjoined twin with her sister. The two were separated as teens and one sister is lovely, gentle, and kind, the other sister is insane. A reporter investigating a missing man believes the model’s sister is responsible for a brutal homicide. The sisters’ bond is quite strong and the actions of one might be the downfall for both. Cast includes Margot Kidder, Jennifer Salt, Charles Durning, Bill Finley, Lisle Wilson. Written by Brian De Palma and Louise rose. Directed by Brian De Palma. This Criterion collection DVD version features scenes selection; Widescreen presentation; Production, publicity, and behind-the-scenes stills; Brian De Palma’s 1973 Village Voice essay “Murder by Moog: scoring the chill” on working with composer Bernard Herrmann; 1973 print interview with De Palma on the making of “Sisters;” “Rare study of Siamese twins in Soviet,” the 1956 Life magazine article that inspired De Palma; Excerpts from the original press book, including ads and exploitation; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Six degrees of separation
06146.VH
06146.DM
COLOR 112 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1993
Manhattan art dealers open their home to a young man who claims to be a friend of their children. The man convinces them that he is the son of actor Sidney Poitier. The truth is he is not what he claims. Based on John Guare’s stageplay which was loosely based on a real life incident. Cast includes Stockard Channing, Will Smith, Donald Sutherland, Mary Beth Hurt, Bruce Davison, Heather Graham, Anthony Michael Hall, Eric Thal, Richard Masur, Ian McKellan. Screenplay by John Guare. Directed by Fred Schepisi. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Sixteen candles : (DVD)
14963.ID
14963.DM
COLOR 92 MIN UNIVERSAL 1984
A young girl is becoming a young woman and on the eve of her Sixteenth birthday, no one in her family is noticing due to her older sister's impending wedding. She dreams of attracting the boy of her dreams, a high school senior, while suffering the unwanted advances of a precarious freshman. When it looks like she will suffer through the worst sweet sixteen birthday in history, her dreams just might come true in the end. Cast includes Molly Ringwald, Paul Dooley, Justin Henry, Anthony Michael Hall. Written and directed by John Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The sixth sense : (DVD)
18113,ID
18113,DM
COLOR 107 MIN BUENA VIST 1999
A noted child psychologist attempts to help a frightened 8-year-old boy who is experiencing terrifying visions of the dead. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Haley Joel Osment, Toni Collette, Olivia Williams, Donnie Wahlberg, Glenn Fitzgerald, Mischia Barton, Trevor Morgan, Bruce Norris. Written and directed by M. Night Shyamalan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Storyboard to film comparison; Cast; Music and sound design; Reaching the audience; Rules and clues; Deleted scenes; Conversation with M. Night Shyamalan; Publicity; Filmmakers’ and cast bios; Languages: English and French; English closed captioning for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Skins : (DVD)
16879,ID
COLOR 87 MIN FIRST LOOK 2003
Rudy Yellow Lodge is both a resident and a police officer of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. Dealing with the fallout and emotional burdens of reservation life in one of the poorest counties in the U.S., as alcoholism and poverty continually threaten the community, his family, and his own state of mind, Rudy finds himself taking the law into his own hands, with potentially tragic consequences. The cast includes Graham Greene and Eric Schweig. Directed by Chris Eyre. Special features include scene selection; Interactive menus; Previews; Rolling Rez mini-documentary; Director commentary; Featurette. Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Skyline : (DVD)
20352,ID
COLOR 121 MIN HEARST ENT 1981
Originally broadcast on CBS November 17, 1981, a dramatization of the controversial street demonstration attempted by neo-Nazis in the predominantly Jewish Chicago suburb of Skokie, Illinois, in late 1977. Based on actual events, the small, predominantly Jewish suburb, Skokie is forced to confront its deepest fears about American rights and freedoms when a Nazi organizer selects it as the location for his next rally. Many of the residents of Skokie survived the Holocaust. Cast includes Danny Kaye, Brian Dennehy, John Rubenstein, Carl Reiner, Kim Hunter, Eli Wallach, George Dzundza, Lee Strasberg. Written by Ernest Kinoy. Directed by Herbert Wise. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Fullscreen presentation; Language: English.


Skyfall : (DVD)
19282,ID
COLOR 143 MIN MGM HOME E 2012
The twentieth-third James Bond film features Daniel Craig in his second outing as Bond’s loyalty to M is tested when her past comes back to haunt her. When M6 comes under attack, 007 must track down and destroy the threat, no matter how personal the cost. Based on the book James Bond by Ian Fleming. Cast includes Daniel Craig, Javier Bardem, Ralph Fiennes, Naomie Harris, Berenice Lim Marlohe, Ben Whishaw, Judi Dench, Albert Finney. Written by Neal Purvis, Robert Wade, and John Logan. Directed by Sam Mendes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Shooting Bond the title sequence, DB5, Women, Locations; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Skyline : (La linea del cielo)
12674,VH
12674,DM
COLOR 84 MIN KINO VIDEO 1984
A Spanish photographer moves to New York City with the desire to conquer the International art scene. He struggles with the vagaries of the English language and the loneliness of being a bachelor in the big city. This independent film relies on the comic talents of the leading actor as he plays of the mostly amateur supporting cast to tell the photographers whimsical story. Cast includes Antonio Resines, Beatriz Perez-Porro, Jaime Nos, Roy Hoffman, Patricia Cisarano, Whit Stillman, Irene Stillman. Written and directed by Fernando Colomo. In Spanish and English, with English subtitles.


Slacker : (DVD)
10926,ID
10926,DM
COLOR 100 MIN CRITERION 1991
The Criterion Collection Series - A day in the life of a loose-knit subculture of marinal, eccentric, and overeducated citizens of Austin, Texas. Featuring over one hundred characters, the film eschews a traditional plot, for a series of conversations, storytelling, surreal situations, and uncomfortable social interactions, linked with fluid transitions achieving an episodic portrait of a distinct vernacular culture and a tribute to bohemian counter-culture. Written and directed by Richard Linklater. This two-disc Criterion Collection DVD version includes a new transfer, with restored images and sound; Three audio commentaries featuring Richard Linklater and members of the cast and crew; Casting tapes featuring select "auditions" from the over one-hundred-member cast; with an essay from production manager/casting director Anne Walker-McBay; An early film treatment; Home movies; Ten-minute trailer for a documentary about the Landmark Austin café, Les Amis, which served as location for several scenes; Stills gallery featuring hundreds of rare behind-the-scenes photos and publicity photos; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired. Disc two includes "It's Impossible to Learn to Plow by Reading Books" (1988), Linklater's first full-length feature, with commentary by the director; "Woodshock" an early 16mm short made by Linklater and Lee Daniel in 1985; "The Roadmap," the working script of "Slacker" including fourteen deleted scenes and alternative takes; Footage from the "Slacker" tenth-anniversary reunion in Austin, Texas in 2001; Original theatrical trailer; Slacker culture essay by Linklater; Information about the Austin Film Society founded in 1985 by Linklater with Daniel, including early flyers from screenings; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired; 64-page booklet featuring essays by author and filmmaker John Pierson and Michael Barker, reviews, production notes, a complete cast and crew listing, and an introduction to "It's Impossible to Learn to Plow by Reading Books" by director Monte Hellman. The booklet is on file at the Instructional Media Library in Powell Library room 46.

Feature films – United States.; Subculture – Texas – Austin – Drama.; University of Texas – Drama.; Linklater, Richard, 1960-.

Sleep dealer : (DVD)
14899,ID
14899,DM
COLOR 90 MIN MAYA ENTER 2008
A story set in the near future about a young man from a small village in Mexico who dreams of moving to one of the big northern cities on the border. When he does end up having to flee his town, he discovers that life in the outside world is much different than he could have ever imagined. The near future world presented in the film is one of killer drones, hi-tech...
factories, memory-sellers, and aqua-terrorists. Based on a story by Alexander. Cast includes Luis Guzman, Rob Schneider, Leonor Varela, Jacob Vargas. Screenplay by Alex Rivera and David Riker. Directed by Alex Rivera. This DVD version features audio commentary: “Before the making of” documentary; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English.


Sleeping beauty : (DVD)

18873.1D COLOR 87 MIN MGM HOME E 1973

The Woody Allen collaboration Series—Miles Monroe enters the hospital in 1973 for a minor ulcer operation only to wake up 200 years later after being defrosted. As Miles tries to adjust to his new environment, he is re-programmed, de-programmed, chased by Big Brother-like police, and falls for Luna, an underground poet. Cast includes Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, John Beck, Mary Gregory, John McLiam, Bartlett Robinson, Don Keeler. Side A: Feature—widescreen presentation; original theatrical trailer. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed captioned. Includes audio in English or Spanish; optional French or Spanish subtitles.

Feature films—United States.; Man-woman relationships—Drama.; Comedy films.; Medical drama.; Cryonics—Drama.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Sleepless in Seattle : (DVD)

17322.1D
17322.DM COLOR 75 MIN WALT DISNE 1959

A king and Queen long for a child, their wishes come true and they have a beautiful baby girl. While still an infant she is promised to be married to the prince of a neighboring kingdom, their union will unite the two kingdoms. The evil sorceress Maleficent places a curse on the baby princess and the kingdom is plunged into sorrow. Cursed to prick her finger on spinning wheel before her 16th birthday and die, the princess is aided by three fairies who weaken the evil curse from death to endless sleep and allow for the spell to be broken by a true loves kiss. The child is then whisked away from the reach of Maleficent and raised by the fairies for sixteen years. The plan works and it appears the princess will survive the curse and then on the eve of her sixteenth birthday everything falls apart and the evil curse plays out and the young princess falls into a deep sleep with sleep and allow for the spell to be broken by a true loves kiss. The plan works and it appears the princess will survive the curse and then on the eve of her sixteenth birthday everything falls apart and the evil curse plays out and the young princess falls into a deep sleep with

Slumdog millionaire : (Blu-ray Disc)

17159.1D COLOR 121 MIN FOX SEARCH 2008

Jamal Malik is an 18 year-old orphan from the slums of Mumbai. With the whole nation watching, he is just one question away from winning a staggering 20 million rupees on India’s version of “Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?” When the show breaks for the night, police arrest him on suspicion of cheating. Desperate to prove his innocence, Jamal tells the story of his life in the slum where he and his brother grew up. Cast includes Dev Patel, Tanay Hemant Chheda, Ayush Maheesh Khedkar, Freida Pinto, Tanvi Ganesh Lonkar, Rubina Ali, Madhur Mittal, Ashutosh Lobo Gajiwala, Azharuddin Mohammed Ismail, Anil Kapoor, Irrfan Khan. Directed by Danny Boyle. Special features: Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; “Slumdog dreams: Danny Boyle and the making of Slumdog Millionaire”; and more. In English 5.1 Dolby surround; Hindi 5.1 Dolby surround; French Dolby surround with subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.


Slums of Beverly Hills : (DVD)

17330.1D COLOR 91 MIN TWENTIETH 1998

A teenage girl comes of age in Beverly Hills, California in 1976. Her life is further complicated by her family's tenuous financial situation and her friendship with her ne'er-do-well cousin. Cast includes Alan Arkin, Natasha Lyonne, Kevin Corrigan, Jessica Walter, Rita Moreno, David Krumholtz, Eli Marienthal, Carl
Small sacrifices
10895,VH
COLOR 184 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1989
A district attorney attempts to track down the attacker of a mother and her three children. The woman had made her way to an Oregon hospital with her children, one near death and the other two injured, all the victims of gunfire. Suspense builds as the DA sorts through the facts in his attempt to find the culprit of this despicable act of violence. Based on the book by Ann Rule. Cast includes Farrah Fawcett, Gordon Clapp, Ryan O'Neal, John Shea. Teleplay by Joyce Eliason. Directed by David Greene.

Small time crooks : (DVD)
18918,ID
COLOR 95 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Ray is an ex-convict who is married to Frenchy, a former stripper. Ray concocts a scheme to rob a bank by digging a tunnel from a defunct pizzeria place behind the store. As a cover, Frenchy opens a cookie shop in the storefront while Ray digs in the back. Ray's burglary is a failure, but Frenchy's cookies are a rousing success, and within a year the store has spawned a nationwide franchise that makes both rich. However, while Ray wants to move to Miami and bask in the sun, nouveau riche Frenchy now aspires to join high society, with posh art dealer David as her guide. Cast includes Woody Allen, Tony Darrow, Hugh Grant, George Grizzard, Jon Lovitz, Elaine May, Michael Rapaport, Elaine Stritch, Tracey Ullman. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

The smiling lieutenant : (DVD)
15284,ID
B&W 89 MIN UNIVERSAL 1931

Smooth talk
01710,VH
COLOR 92 MIN VESTRON VI 1985
Based on the Joyce Carol Oates short story, "Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been," about a young girl's sexual awakening one hot and passionate summer. Stars Laura Dern and Jeff Daniels.

Smooth talk : (DVD)
10924,ID
COLOR 92 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986
A seventeen-year-old free-spirited girl enjoys the attention she receives from the boys. She spends the languid summer days hanging out with her friends and flirting with the boys at the local burger stand. Her mother would rather she stay safe at home and keep away from all the boys. The pretty girl attracts the attention of an older, handsome, and predatory stranger and she isn't prepared for the frightening and traumatic consequences. Her mother's worst fears are realized.

Smooth therefores : (DVD)
17033,ID
COLOR 93 MIN BLUE UNDER 1982
Despite the fact that she cannot write songs, play an instrument, or sing, Wren comes to New York to start a musical group. She frequents seedy punk and new wave clubs and throws herself at any stranger with a guitar hoping to break into rock stardom. Cast includes Susan Berman, Brad Rinn and Richard Hell. Directed by Susan Seidelman. Special features include audio commentary with co-writer/director Susan Seidelman.

Small time crooks : (DVD)
18918,ID
COLOR 95 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Ray is an ex-convict who is married to Frenchy, a former stripper. Ray concocts a scheme to rob a bank by digging a tunnel from a defunct pizzeria place behind the store. As a cover, Frenchy opens a cookie shop in the storefront while Ray digs in the back. Ray's burglary is a failure, but Frenchy's cookies are a rousing success, and within a year the store has spawned a nationwide franchise that makes both rich. However, while Ray wants to move to Miami and bask in the sun, nouveau riche Frenchy now aspires to join high society, with posh art dealer David as her guide. Cast includes Woody Allen, Tony Darrow, Hugh Grant, George Grizzard, Jon Lovitz, Elaine May, Michael Rapaport, Elaine Stritch, Tracey Ullman. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

Small sacrifices
10895,VH
COLOR 184 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1989
A district attorney attempts to track down the attacker of a mother and her three children. The woman had made her way to an Oregon hospital with her children, one near death and the other two injured, all the victims of gunfire. Suspense builds as the DA sorts through the facts in his attempt to find the culprit of this despicable act of violence. Based on the book by Ann Rule. Cast includes Farrah Fawcett, Gordon Clapp, Ryan O'Neal, John Shea. Teleplay by Joyce Eliason. Directed by David Greene.

Small time crooks : (DVD)
18918,ID
COLOR 95 MIN DREAMWORKS 2000
Ray is an ex-convict who is married to Frenchy, a former stripper. Ray concocts a scheme to rob a bank by digging a tunnel from a defunct pizzeria place behind the store. As a cover, Frenchy opens a cookie shop in the storefront while Ray digs in the back. Ray's burglary is a failure, but Frenchy's cookies are a rousing success, and within a year the store has spawned a nationwide franchise that makes both rich. However, while Ray wants to move to Miami and bask in the sun, nouveau riche Frenchy now aspires to join high society, with posh art dealer David as her guide. Cast includes Woody Allen, Tony Darrow, Hugh Grant, George Grizzard, Jon Lovitz, Elaine May, Michael Rapaport, Elaine Stritch, Tracey Ullman. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

The smiling lieutenant : (DVD)
15284,ID
B&W 89 MIN UNIVERSAL 1931

Smooth talk
01710,VH
COLOR 92 MIN VESTRON VI 1985
Based on the Joyce Carol Oates short story, "Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been," about a young girl's sexual awakening one hot and passionate summer. Stars Laura Dern and Jeff Daniels.

Smooth talk : (DVD)
10924,ID
COLOR 92 MIN METRO-GOLD 1986
A seventeen-year-old free-spirited girl enjoys the attention she receives from the boys. She spends the languid summer days hanging out with her friends and flirting with the boys at the local burger stand. Her mother would rather she stay safe at home and keep away from all the boys. The pretty girl attracts the attention of an older, handsome, and predatory stranger and she isn't prepared for the frightening and traumatic consequences. Her mother's worst fears are realized.

Smooth therefores : (DVD)
17033,ID
COLOR 93 MIN BLUE UNDER 1982
Despite the fact that she cannot write songs, play an instrument, or sing, Wren comes to New York to start a musical group. She frequents seedy punk and new wave clubs and throws herself at any stranger with a guitar hoping to break into rock stardom. Cast includes Susan Berman, Brad Rinn and Richard Hell. Directed by Susan Seidelman. Special features include audio commentary with co-writer/director Susan Seidelman.
Feature films – United States

Snow White and the huntsman : (Blu-ray Disc) 17337,1D
COLOR 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 2012
Snow White is the only person in the land fairer than the evil queen who is out to destroy her. But what the wicked ruler never imagined is that the young woman threatening her reign has been training in the art of war with a huntsman who was dispatched to kill her. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Charlize Theron, Chris Hemsworth, Sam Claflin, Ian McShane, Bob Hoskins, Ray Winstone, Nick Frost, Sam Spruell, Toby Jones and Eddie Marsan. Bonus features: A new legend is born; Feature commentary with director Rupert Sanders, visual effects supervisor Cedric Nicolas-Troyan and co-editor Neil Smith; Directors vision comes to life: A costumer’s dream; Building the world; Stunt time with the stars: The magic behind the epic. Directed by Rupert Sanders. English, Spanish or French dialogue with optional Spanish or French subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing; DVS (descriptive video service) in English.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Good and evil – Drama.; Queens – Drama.; Snow White (Tale) – Drama.; Sanders, Rupert, 1971-

Snow White and the huntsman : (DVD) 17338,1D
COLOR 106 MIN UNIVERSAL 2012
Snow White is the only person in the land fairer than the evil queen who is out to destroy her. But what the wicked ruler never imagined is that the young woman threatening her reign has been training in the art of war with a huntsman who was dispatched to kill her. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Charlize Theron, Chris Hemsworth, Sam Claflin, Ian McShane, Bob Hoskins, Ray Winstone, Nick Frost, Sam Spruell, Toby Jones and Eddie Marsan. Bonus features: A new legend is born; Feature commentary with director Rupert Sanders, visual effects supervisor Cedric Nicolas-Troyan and co-editor Neil Smith; Directors vision comes to life: A costumer’s dream; Building the world; Stunt time with the stars: The magic behind the epic. Directed by Rupert Sanders. English, Spanish or French dialogue with optional Spanish or French subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing; DVS (descriptive video service) in English.


Snow White and the seven dwarfs 11725,VD
COLOR 84 MIN WALT DISNE 1937
The first full-length animated feature ever made, displays the fairy tale story accompanied by beautiful music, of how Snow White finds romance with the Prince, is thwarted by her vain and wicked stepmother and aided by the seven Dwarfs – Doc, Sleepy, Sneezy, Grumpy, Bashful, Happy, and Doc. Story based on the fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm. Cast includes Adriana Caselotti, Harry Stockwell, Lucille LaVerne, Roy Atwell, Pinto Colvig. This Laserdisc version features chapter index; Closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Animated films; Animation (Cinematography); Children’s films; Fairy tales; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Folklore – Germany.; Caricatures and cartoons.; Disney, Walt, 1901-1966.; Seven Dwarfs (Fictitious characters).

Snowpiercer ; (DVD) 19930,1D
COLOR 128 MIN ANCHOR BAY 2013
The film is set in the future (AD 2031) where, after a failed experiment to stop global warming, an ice age kills off all life on the planet except for the inhabitants of the Snowpiercer, a train that travels around the globe and is powered by a sacred perpetual-motion engine. Its inhabitants are divided by class; the lower-class passengers in one of the last cars stage an uprising, making car by car up to the front of the train, where the oppressive rich and powerful live. Based on Le transeperceneige by Jacques Lob, Benjamin Legrand, and Jean-Marc Rochette. Cast includes Chris Evans, Song Kang Ho, Tilda Swinton, Jamie Bell, Octavia Spencer, Ewen Bremner, Ko Asung, John Hurt, Ed Harris. Screen story by Bong Joon Ho, Screenplay by Bong Joon Ho and Kelly Masterson. Directed by Bong Joon Ho. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Critics commentary hosted by Scott Weinberg; The birth of Snowpiercer; The characters; Animated prologue; Concept art galleries; Chris Evans and Tilda Swinton on Snowpiercer; The train brought to life: behind the scenes of a special screening; Transperceneige: from the blank page to the black screen; Language: English and Korean.; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Snakes on a plane : (DVD) 12333,1D
COLOR 106 MIN NEW LINE H 2006
Federal agents transporting a witness to a drug related homicide board a plane from Hawaii to the mainland. The witness, a key component to jailing an international crime boss. The crime syndicate has devised an ingenious plan to stop the agents and kill the witness, when the plane is at altitude miles out to sea, thousands of angry snakes will be released to kill everybody on board and causing the plane to crash. Once the snakes are released chaos ensues and many passengers die instantly. It is up to Federal agent Flynn and the rest of the survivors to kill the snakes and land the plane. Cast includes Samuel L. Jackson, Julianna Margulies, Nathan Phillips, Bobby Cannavale, Flex Alexander, Todd Lousou, Sunny Mabrey, Kenan Thompson, Elsa Pataky, Davik Koeckner. Story by David Dalessandro and John Heffernan. Screenplay by John Heffernan and Sebastian Gutierrez. Directed by David R. Ellis. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Samuel L. Jackson, David R. Ellis, and others; Blooper reel; Ten deleted scenes; Music video with behind-the-scenes for “Snakes on a plane” (Bring It); Featurettes: “Pure venom: the making of ‘Snakes on a plane,’” “Snakes on a blog” fan reel, “Meet the reptiles,” “Visual effects”; Trailers; “TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Snow White and the seven dwarfs 11725,DM
COLOR 84 MIN WALT DISNE 1937
The first full-length animated feature ever made, displays the fairy tale story accompanied by beautiful music, of how Snow White finds romance with the Prince, is thwarted by her vain and wicked stepmother and aided by the seven Dwarfs – Doc, Sleepy, Sneezy, Grumpy, Bashful, Happy, and Doc. Story based on the fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm. Cast includes Adriana Caselotti, Harry Stockwell, Lucille LaVerne, Roy Atwell, Pinto Colvig. This DVD version interactive menus; Scene selection; Hosted by Roy Disney and the Magic Mirror; Two VIP tours; Deleted scenes and songs; Guided tour through vast virtual galleries; “Dopey’s wild ride” set-top adventure game; “Some day my prince will come” performed by Barbara Streisand; “Heigh ho” karaoke sing-along; Behind-the-scenes footage; Disney through the decades time with celebrity hosts; Languages: English and French tracks; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Animated films; Animation (Cinematography); Children’s films; Fairy tales; Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Animation; Folklore – Germany.; Caricatures and cartoons.; Disney, Walt, 1901-1966.; Seven Dwarfs (Fictitious characters).
The social network : (DVD)
15104,ID
15104,DM
COLOR 120 MIN SONY PICTU 2010
The story of how college student/computer programming genius Mark Zuckerberg developed Facebook, a global social network that became a revolution in communication. What began in his dorm room grew into a social phenomenon and made Zuckerberg the youngest billionaire in history. His success leads to both personal and legal complication. Based on the book The accidental billionaire by Ben Mezrich. Cast includes Jesse Eisenberg, Andrew Garfield, Justin Timberlake, Armie Hammer, Max Minghella. Screenplay by Aaron Sorkin. Music by Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross. Directed by David Fincher. This DVD version features audio commentary with director David Fincher; Audio commentary with writer Aaron Sorkin and cast; "How did they ever make a movie of Facebook?" feature-length documentary in four parts; Jeff Cronenweth and David Fincher on the visuals; Angus Wall, Kirk Baxter and Ren Klyce on post; Trent Reznor, Atticus Ross and David Fincher on the score; In the hall of the mountain king: music exploration; Swarmatron; Ruby Skye VIP room (multi-angle scene breakdown);
Languages: English or dubbed French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; College students – Drama.; Facebook (Firm) – Drama.; Online social networks – Drama.; Fincher, David.; Sorkin, Aaron.; Zuckerberg, Mark, 1984–

The soloist : (DVD)
16816,ID
16816,DM
COLOR 116 MIN PARAMOUNT 2009
In 2005, the only thing hurting Los Angeles Times columnist and recent bike accident victim Steve Lopez more than his banged-up face, was his pressing need for story ideas. He soon discovers Nathaniel Ayers, a skid row schizophrenic street musician, who possesses extraordinary talent - even though he only has half-broken instruments to play. Inspired by Nathaniel's story, Lopez writes an acclaimed series of articles about him and attempts to do more to help both him, and the rest of the underclass of L.A. have a better life. Lopez's good intentions run headlong into Nathaniel's personal demons and the larger issues of social justice facing the homeless. Regardless, Lopez and Nathaniel find a way to conquer their deepest anxieties and frustrations. The cast includes Jamie Foxx and Robert Downey Jr. Directed by Joe Wright. Special features include "An Unlikely Friendship: Making The Soloist"; Deleted scenes; Commentary by director Joe Wright; and more! Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Solaris : (DVD)
12512,ID
COLOR 99 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2003
On a space station orbiting the mysterious planet Solaris, terrified crew members are attacked by strange phenomena, including eerie visitors who seem all too human. Cast includes George Clooney, Tatscha McElhone, Jeremy Davies, Viola Davis, Ulrich Tukur. Music by Cliff Martinez. Written and directed by Steven Soderbergh. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Full-length audio commentary by director Steven Soderbergh and producer James Cameron; HBO "Making Of" special; "Solaris: Behind the Planet" featurette; Original screenplay; Theatrical teaser and trailer; Language: English, Spanish and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.


Soldier blue
07392,VH
COLOR 105 MIN EMBASSY 1974
A story based on the Cheyenne massacre at Sand Creek – an Indian ambush of a U.S. Cavalry unit escorting a large payload of gold across Cheyenne territory. The only survivors of the Cavalry unit were Private Honus Grant and a civilian, Cresta Marybe Lee. The two are stranded in the middle of hostile territory and must learn to work together to survive. Cast includes Candice Bergen, Peter Strauss, Donald Pleasence. Directed by Ralph Nelson.


Some like it hot
06766,VH
B&W 121 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1959
Two down-and-out musicians escape irate Chicago mobsters by changing their identities and joining an all-female jazz band headed for Miami. All-star cast includes Tony Curtis, Jack Lemmon, Marilyn Monroe, George Raft, Pat O'Brien, Joe E. Brown, Nehemiah Persoff, and Edward G. Robinson; screenplay by Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond; directed by Wilder.


Some like it hot
05630,VD
COLOR 120 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1959
Two down-and-out musicians escape irate Chicago mobsters by changing their identities and joining an all-female jazz band headed for Miami. All-star cast includes Tony Curtis, Jack Lemmon, Marilyn Monroe, George Raft, Pat O'Brien, Joe E. Brown, Nehemiah Persoff, and Edward G. Robinson; screenplay by Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond; directed by Wilder.


A soldier's story
04672,VH
COLOR 102 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1984
A film adaptation of Charles Fuller's Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, "A Soldier's Play," about a murder on a black army base near the end of World War II. Captain Davenport, a black army attorney, is sent to Fort Neal, Louisiana to investigate the ruthless shooting death of Sergeant Waters. Through interviews, Davenport learns Waters was a vicious man who served the white world and despised his own black roots. Was the killer a bigoted white officer, or could he have been a black soldier embittered by Waters' constant racial baiting? Directed by Norman Jewison; screenplay by Charles Fuller. African American theater – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Fuller, Charles; Jewison, Norman, 1928-.
If love is an adventure, Kenya McQueen has yet to be embarked upon it. A beautiful L.A. career woman, Kenya works as a senior manager at a prestigious accounting firm, and is on the verge of making partner. But she has yet to find her own partner and a fulfilling personal life. After another Valentine’s Day spent working late, Kenya agrees to a blind date with Brian, a sexy and free-spirited landscape architect who is not exactly what she’d pictured for herself. Then again, she does need the yard of her new house fixed up. Her girlfriends are there for her with advice. Kenya’s socially prominent parents Joyce and Edmond and womanizing younger brother Nelson also voice their own opinions. But it’s when her perfect match, Mark, enters the picture that Kenya is truly thrown into confusion and ultimately, Kenya has to decide for herself what she truly wants. Cast includes Sanaa Lathan, Simon Baker, Mike Epps, Donald Faison, Blair Underwood, Wendy Raquel Robinson, Alfre Woodard. Special features: Anamorphic widescreen – Introduction to the film by Blair Underwood – The Do’s and Don’ts of Dating – The making of Something new. Directed by Sanaa Hamri. English dialogue with optional English SDH and subtitles in Spanish or French.


If love is an adventure, Kenya McQueen has yet to be embarked upon it. A beautiful L.A. career woman, Kenya works as a senior manager at a prestigious accounting firm, and is on the verge of making partner. But she has yet to find her own partner and a fulfilling personal life. After another Valentine’s Day spent working late, Kenya agrees to a blind date with Brian, a sexy and free-spirited landscape architect who is not exactly what she’d pictured for herself. Then again, she does need the yard of her new house fixed up. Her girlfriends are there for her with advice. Kenya’s socially prominent parents Joyce and Edmond and womanizing younger brother Nelson also voice their own opinions. But it’s when her perfect match, Mark, enters the picture that Kenya is truly thrown into confusion and ultimately, Kenya has to decide for herself what she truly wants. Cast includes Sanaa Lathan, Simon Baker, Mike Epps, Donald Faison, Blair Underwood, Wendy Raquel Robinson, Alfre Woodard. Special features: Anamorphic widescreen – Introduction to the film by Blair Underwood – The Do’s and Don’ts of Dating – The making of Something new. Directed by Sanaa Hamri. English dialogue with optional English SDH and subtitles in Spanish or French.


Something wicked this way comes
06804,VD
COLOR 94 MIN WALT DISNE 1983
A film adaptation of Ray Bradbury’s novel of good and evil. Green Town, Illinois, is visited by a seductive stranger, named Mr. Dark, and his Pandemonium Carnival. Terrifying things begin to happen when two adventurous boys stumble onto the carnival’s deadly and destructive secret. Cast includes Jason Robards, Jonathan Pryce, Diane Ladd, Pam Grier, Royal Dano, Vidal Peterson, Shawn Carson. Directed by Jack Clayton.


Something’s gotta give : (DVD)
15313,ID
COLOR 128 MIN COLUMBIA T 2003
Hollywood. He has a Ferrari to drive around in, and a constant stream of girls and pills to stay in with. Comfortably numbed, Johnny drifts along. Then, his 11-year-old daughter Cleo from his failed marriage arrives unexpectedly at the Chateau. Their encounters encourage Johnny to face up to where he is in life. Cast includes Stephen Dorff, Elle Fanning, Chris Pontius, Laura Chiatti, Lala Sloatman, Ellie Kemper, Michelle Monaghan. Written and directed by Sofia Coppola. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Making Somewhere": Languages: English, French and Spanish soundtracks; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

caring, and resourceful, he has become the husband Laurel always wanted. The problem is he may not be the same man, but an imposter. Laurel is perfectly content with the man who has come back, but others demand he prove his identity and Jack must stand trial for his life. Based on the film "The return of Martin Guerre" written by Daniel Vigne and Jean-Claude Carriere. Cast includes Richard Gere, Jodie Foster, Bill Pullman, James Earl Jones. Story by Nicholas Meyer and Anthony Shaffer. Screenplay by Nicholas Meyer and Sarah Koenochan. Directed by Jon Amiel. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Son of the sheik
10109,VH
10109,DM
86 MIN
REPUBLIC P
1926
The sequel to Rudolph Valentino's famous role in "The Sheik." Valentino plays two roles, the Sheikh and his hot-blooded son. When his father is imprisoned and tortured by renegades, the son sets out to free his father. First inflicting his wrath on a dancing girl he believes tricked the Sheikh, and then enlisting him in his crusade to save his father. From the novel by Edith Maude Hull. Cast includes Rudolph Valentino, Vilma Banky, George Fawcett, Montagu Love, Karl Dane. Written by Frances Marion and Fred de Gresac. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.


Son of the thin man : (DVD)
11107,ID
11107,DM
68 MIN
REPUBLIC P
1926
The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - Husband and wife detectives Nick and Nora Charles, can’t avoid getting involved in a murder investigation. On board the S.S. Fortune for a charity gambling benefit, the couple becomes involved in the investigation of the murdered leader of the Jazz band. '40's Bebop abounds as the couple roust sleeping suspects at 4 am, in order to solve the case. Based on the characters created by Dashiel Hammett. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Keenan Wynn, Dean Stockwell, Philip Reed, Gloria Grahame, Patricia Morison. Screenplay by Steve Fisher and Nat Perrin. Story by Stanley Roberts. Directed by Edward Buzzell. This DVD version features "Passing Parade Short A Really Important Person;" Classic cartoon "Slap Happy Lion;" Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Sony Pictures Choice collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The lineup : (DVD)

Sophia Loren : her own story
11919,VH
COLOR
145 MIN
THORN/EMI
1980
A film biography of the life of actress Sophia Loren. The Italian actress plays the roles of both herself and her mother. The glamorous actress grew up in great poverty in the aftermath of world war. She struggled and worked as an extra, she rose in the acting profession to win an Academy Award. Based on the book "Sophia: Living and Loving" by A.E. Hotchner. Cast includes Sophia Loren, Armand Assante, John Gavin, Rip Torn. Teleplay by Joanna Crawford. Directed by Mel Stuart.


Sophie's choice : (DVD)
10054,ID
10054,DM
COLOR
150 MIN
ARTISAN EN
1982
Sophie Zawistowska is a Polish immigrant living in post-World War II Brooklyn in 1947. She is a Polish Catholic who survived a Nazi concentration camp. The film focuses on her struggles as an immigrant, and her relationship with her lover, and her friendship with a writer. Sophie's choice was the first to sign a black player. Only one player will be the first to sign a black player. The Brooklyn Dodgers want to make the deal that will make history. But the man they choose will be more than a great player–he has to have the charisma of a star.

Directed by Jon Amiel. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Kevin Kline, Peter MacNicol. Screenplay and directed by Alan J. Pakula. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; widescreen presentation; director's commentary track; documentary; theatrical trailer; production notes; cast and crew information; Subtitles: Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

Soul Cinema
For descriptions see individual titles:

Soul food
09044,VH
COLOR
114 MIN
20TH CENTURY FOX
1997
A family's 40-year tradition of eating Sunday dinner at Mother Joe's is experienced through the eyes of her grandson. When the family's three daughters' bickering threatens to tear the family apart, it is up to the young boy to bring everyone back to the dinner table and remind them of the true meaning of soul food. Cast includes Vanessa L. Williams, Vivica A. Fox, Nia Long, Michael Beach, Mekhi Phifer, Jeffery D. Sams, Irma P. Hall, Gina Rivera, Brandon Hammond. Written and directed by George Tillman, Jr.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.

Soul food : (DVD)
16378,ID
COLOR
114 MIN
20TH CENTURY FOX
1997
A family's 40-year tradition of eating Sunday dinner at Mother Joe's is a mouth-watering, 40-year tradition. As seen through the eyes of her grandson Ahmad, love and laughs are always on the menu, despite the usual rivalries simmering between his mom Maxine and her sisters Teri and Bird. But when serious bickering starts to tear the family apart, the good times suddenly stop. Now it's up to Ahmad to get everyone back together and teach them the true meaning of soul food. Cast includes Vanessa L. Williams, Vivica A. Fox, Nia Long, Michael Beach, Mekhi Phifer, Jeffery D. Sams, Irma P. Hall, Gina Rivera and Brandon Hammond. This film was written and directed by George Tillman, Jr. This DVD features anamorphic widescreen; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Directors commentary; Original theatrical trailers; Excerpts from the Soul Food cookbook. Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Tillman Jr., George.

Soul of the game : (DVD)
18136,ID
18136,DM
COLOR
136 MIN
HBO HOME VIDEO
1996
This film features the story of three famous baseball players of the 40s, when for the first time a black player took the field. In 1945, the world of baseball is divided between the Majors and the Negro League—but the time has come for change. One team will be the first to sign a black player. Only one player will be the first to sign a black player. The Brooklyn Dodgers want to make the deal that will make history. But the man they choose will be more than a great player—he has to have the charisma of a star. It soon comes down to three powerful and extraordinary players: legendary pitcher Satchel Paige; the greatest hitter in baseball Josh Gibson; and a rookie by the name of Jackie Robinson. Three players—three friends—three champions. Together they are unbeatable—but only one can cross the home plate into history. Cast includes Delroy Lindo, Mykelti Williamson, Edward Herrmann, R. Lee Ermey, Blair Underwood. Special features (disc 1, 18 min.): optional audio commentary by O'Connor, Stoloff & Gilroy; "The making of 'Miracle" featurette (18 min.); THX optimizer. Special features (disc 2, 105 min.): "From hockey to Hollywood : actors' journeys" featurette (28 min.); "Miracle" ESPN roundtable hosted by Linda Cohn (with Jim
South Africa cinema from the Fifties
For descriptions see individual titles:
Come back, Africa

South of the border (DVD)
15115.ID
COLOR 78 MIN CINEMA LIB 2009
Director Oliver Stone visits seven presidents in five countries in South America to gain some understanding about the political and social ideas and the revolutions, and to clear up how people view them. Includes interviews with Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez, Bolivian president Evo Morales, Brazilian president Lula da Silva, Argentine president Cristina Kirchner, former Argentinean president Nestor Kirchner, Paraguayan president Fernando Lugo, Ecuadorian president Rafael Correa, and Cuban president Raul Castro. Written by Ariq Ali and Mark Weisbrot. Directed by Oliver Stone. This widescreen edition features Oliver Stone's additional questions for Hugo Chavez; Behind the scenes in the South American promotion tour; Deleted scenes; Changes in Venezuela: a look at Chavez reforms and the impact on the countries poor; Two South American TV interviews with Oliver Stone; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Socialism; Socialism – South America – 21st century.; South America; Politics and government – 21st century.; Natural resources – South America – 21st century.; South America – Economic aspects – 21st century.; South America – Social conditions – 21st century.; Revolutions – South America.; Presidents – South America – Interviews.; Stone, Oliver; Chavez Frias, Hugo.; Morales Ayma, Evo.; Lula, 1945-.; Fernandez de Kirchner, Cristina.; Kirchner, Nestor.; Lugo, Mendez, Fernando, 1951-.; Correa, Rafael.; Castro Ruz, Raul, 1930-.

South Pacific (DVD)
12424.ID
COLOR 157 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1958
The film adaptation of the Broadway musical about romance in the South Pacific during World War II. The Oscar winning film features many classic Rodgers and Hammerstein songs. An American nurse from Little Rock Arkansas meets a handsome and mysterious French plantation owner on a South Pacific island during the war. They find refuge in each other as their romance blooms in the lush tropical paradise. Based on "Tales of the South Pacific" by James A. Michener. Adapted from the play "South Pacific" by Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein II, and Joshua Logan. Cast includes Rosanno Brazzi, Mitzi Gaynor, John Kerr, Ray Walston, Juanita Hall, France Nuyen, Russ Brown. Screenplay by Paul Osborn. Directed by Joshua Logan. This two disc Collector's Edition DVD including two versions of the film, the original theatrical version (157 min.) and the road show version (172 min.); Widescreen presentation; Disc one features the original version with audio commentary by Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization President Ted Chapin and Musical Theater Writer Gerard Alessandrini. Songs-only option.; Singalong karaoke subtitles (English); Disc two features the extended road show version, commentary by film historian Richard Barrios, featurette "Making of South Pacific," Diane Sawyer takes James Michener back to the islands where his "Tales of the South Pacific" were born, Vintage stage excerpts; "Some enchanted evening" and "A wonderful guy" performed by original Broadway stars Mary Martin and Ezio Pinza.; For Movieline News "South Pacific" on the screen - A perfect hit.; "State Department confers high honor on "South Pacific," Mitzi Gaynor screen test, Original theatrical trailer; The original theatrical version features English, Spanish, and French language soundtracks and optional English and Spanish subtitles and is English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.; The road show version features only English language soundtrack and optional English and Spanish subtitles and English closed captioned.


South Park
For descriptions see individual titles:
South Park : The complete third season (DVD)
09640.ID
09640,DM
COLOR 81 MIN PARAMOUNT 1999
Feature film adaptation of the cartoon television program about four school boy friends growing up in South Park, Colorado. Stan, Kyle, Kenny, and Cartman sneak into an R-Rated movie and it warps their fragile little minds. Soon their indignant parents declare war on Canada and the young heroes are America's last hope to stop Armageddon. Music and lyrics by Trey Parker. Score and additional music and lyrics by Marc Shaiman. Written by Trey Parker, Matt Stone, and Pam Brady. Directed by Trey Parker. This DVD version features scene selection; interactive menus; widescreen version; three theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; English subtitles.; Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation

South Park : The complete third season (DVD)
18428,ID
COLOR 310 MIN PARAMOUNT 1999


Soylent green (DVD)
18078.ID
18078,DM
COLOR 97 MIN WARNER BRO 1973
Charlton Heston plays a cop in this 21st century science-fiction horror story. The setting is New York, teeming with 40 million citizens, most of whom are out of work. Environmental erosion is almost complete and voluntary death is encouraged by government-sponsored clinics. For their food, the people have grown to rely almost totally on a greenish, wafer-like substance called soylent. As Heston investigates the murder of a magnate in the dystopian Soylent Company, he comes face to face with the "secret ingredient" of "Soylent Green." Based on a novel by Harry Harrison. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Leigh Taylor-Young, Chuck Connors, Joseph Cotten, Brock Peters, Paula Kelly, Edward G. Robinson. Special features: full-length commentary by Leigh Taylor-Young and director Richard Fleischer; vintage documentary "A look at the world of Soylent Green"; MGM's tribute to Edward G. Robinson's 191st film; Charlton Heston sci-fi movies essay; interactive
Space is the place: (DVD) 14935,ID 82 MIN PLEXIFILM 1974
This 1974 film starring Sun Ra and his Intergalactic Solar Arkestra has been characterized as a science fiction blaxploitation free jazz epic. The story combines Sci-fi, Blaxploitation, cosmic free jazz, and radical race politics when Sun Ra returns to earth landing in Oakland, CA in his music powered space ship to battle for the future of the black race. The film offers a visual embodiment of Sun Ra’s Afro-Egyptian myth of salvation in outer space and features lives performances by the Intergalactic Solar Arkestra. Cast includes Sun Ra, Ray Johnson, Christopher Brooks, Barbara Deloney, Erika Leder, John Bailey, Clarence Brewer, Ron Vernon, Morgan Upton, Sinthia Ayala, La Shaa Stallings, Tiny Parker, William Eaves, Johnnie Keyes, Tom Dahlgren, Karen McMurray, Samuel Bankhead. Music arranged, composed, and conducted by Sun Ra. Music performed by the Intergalactic Myth-sciencer Solar Arkestra. Written by Sun Ra and Joshua Smith. Directed by John Coney. This DVD version is the director’s cut of the film and restored to its original 82 minute length; Widescreen presentation; Home movies of Sun Ra and the Arkestra; Video interview with director John Coney and producer Jim Newman; Booklet with exclusive photos, introduction by Sonic Youth’s Thurston Moore, liner notes by Sun Ra biographer John Szwed, and essay by director John Coney.

Spaceballs 08469.VH 08469.DM
COLOR 99 MIN METRO-GOLD 1987
A comedy send-up of the big budget science fiction action film. The film features gags that lampoon such sci-fi favorites as “Star Wars,” “Aliens,” and “Planet of the Apes.” Cast includes Mel Brooks, John Candy, Bill Pullman, Daphne Zuniga, Dick Van Patten, George Wyner, Joan Rivers. Written by Mel Brooks, Thomas Meehan, and Ronny Graham. Directed by Mel Brooks.

遵守 : (DVD) 19752.ID 131 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
When Flor and her daughter, Christina come to the United States, Flor gets a job as a maid at the home of a successful chef. John Clasky, his insecure wife, Deborah, their two children, and Deborah’s mother. Despite Flor’s lack of English, she does the best she can to assist the Clasky family in more than just house cleaning matters. However, when Flor is forced to live with the family over the summer, she has no choice but to bring Christina along. Deborah, much to Flor’s disliking, treats Christina much like her own and at the same time she hurts the feelings of her own daughter, Bernice. When John’s dreams begin to unravel, he begins to feel like his whole world is coming down around him. Told through Christina’s college letter to Princeton University, Christina learns that things come and go in life, but family is the most important thing a person can have. Cast includes Adam Sandler, Tea Leoni, Paz Vega, Claire Forlani, Shelbie Bruce, Sarah Steele, Ian Hyland, Victoria Luna. Written and directed by James L. Brooks. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmakers commentary; Additional scenes; Casting sessions; How to make the worlds greatest sandwich featuring Thomas Keller of the French Laundry; HBO first look: the making of Spellnglish: DVD-rom Spellnglish: the shooting script; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Spartacus : (DVD) 10101.ID 10101.DM
COLOR 196 MIN CRITERION 1960
The tale of Spartacus, the bold gladiator slave and Virinia, the woman who believes in his cause. Challenged by the power-hungry General Crassus, Spartacus is forced to face his convictions and the power of Imperial Rome. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Charles Laughton, Peter Ustinov, John Gavin, and Tony Curtis. Screenplay by Dalton Trumbo. Directed by Stanley Kubrick. This two disc DVD set includes interactive menu; chapter selection; a fully restored Super Technirama version; featured on Disc 1: audio commentary by producer-actor Kirk Douglas, actor Peter Ustinov, novelist Howard Fast, producer Edward Lewis, restoration expert Robert A. Harris, and designer Saul Bass; screenwriter Dalton Trumbo’s scene-by-scene analysis; additional Alex North score compositions; Subtitles: English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired; restoration demonstration; Disc 2: rare deleted scenes; vintage newsreel footage; 1960 promotional interviews with Jean Simmons and Peter Ustinov; hundreds of production stills, lobby cards, posters, print ads, and a comic book; sketches by director Stanley Kubrick; Original theatrical trailer.

Speed 06968.VH
COLOR 115 MIN FOX VIDEO 1994
A crazed bomber has placed a bomb on a city bus to extract revenge on the police for foiling an earlier bombing attempt. He has rigged the bomb to explode if the bus’ speed drops below 50 miles-an-hour. The bus is filled with passengers and it is morning rush hour. It is up to one young LAPD police officer to save the day. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Sandra Bullock, Dennis Hopper. Directed by Jan De Bont.

遵守 : (DVD) 19609,ID 115 MIN 20TH CENTU 1994
A crazed bomber has placed a bomb on a city bus to extract revenge on the police for foiling an earlier bombing attempt. He has rigged the bomb to explode if the bus’ speed drops below 50 miles-an-hour. The bus is filled with passengers and it is morning rush hour. It is up to one young LAPD police officer to save the day. Cast includes Keanu Reeves, Sandra Bullock, Dennis Hopper. Written by Graham Yost. Directed by Jan De Bont. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Jan De Bont; Commentary by screenwriter Graham Yost and producer Mark Gordon.
committed a series of cold-blooded murders. Witnesses near

**Spellbound : (DVD)**

18701,ID

**COLOR**

55 MIN TWELTEH 1945

A psychologist falls for a suspect in a murder, which she tries to solve by unlocking the clues hidden in his mind. Cast includes Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peck, Michael Chekhov, Leo G. Carroll, Rhonda Fleming, John Emery, Norman Lloyd, Bill Goodwin, Steven Geray, Donald Curtis, Wallace Ford, Art Baker, Regis Toomey, Paul Harvey. Suggested by Francis Beeding's novel: "The house of Dr. Edwardes." Special feature: Commentary with author and film Professor Thomas Schatz & Professor Charles Ramirez Berg; Dreaming with scissors: Hitchcock, surrealism and Salvador Dali; Guilt by association: psychoanalyzing Spellbound; A Cinderella story: Rhonda Fleming; 1948 radio play (directed by Alfred Hitchcock); Hitchcock interview (Peter Bogdanovich interviews Hitchcock); theatrical trailer; still galleries: portraits, posters, behind the scenes; option to play film with or without overture and exit music. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. In English with optional English, Spanish or French subtitles; closed captioned in English.

**Spellbound**


**Sperm donor X : a different conception : (DVD)**

18247,ID

**COLOR**

56 MIN NEW DAY FI 2010

Director Deirdre Fishel takes an intimate, behind-the-scenes look at her own experiences and that of three other diverse women in the 1999 National Spelling Bee in Washington D.C. The eight young Americans experience unbearable pressure as they advance from round to round. Directed by Jeffrey Blitz. This DVD version features scene selection; Full screen presentation; Filmmaker's commentary; Bonus footage; Where are they now? Updates on all eight profiled spellers; Interactive hangman game - deluxe edition; Educational guide - includes "Host Your Own Spelling Bee" kit; Theatrical trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English captioned and French.

**Sperm donor X**

**Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; High school students – United States.; Middle school students – United States.; Spelling bees – United States.**

**Spider-man : (DVD)**

13120,ID

**COLOR**

128 MIN SONY PICTUR 2004

The second film of the "Spider-Man" series of films which adapt the comic book superhero to the big screen. Peter Parker has graduated high school, lives in New York City, and attends college. When not delivering pizzas he is the masked, web slinging, super hero Spider-Man. He must match his powers against Dr. Ock, a scientist who has been driven insane by his own experiments. The scientist has four additional mechanical limbs, wired to his insane brain, making him extremely dangerous. Directed by Sam Raimi. This two disc DVD version features full screen presentation; Commentary with director Sam Raimi, Tobey Maquire, producer Avi Arad, and co-producer Grant Curtis; Technical commentary; Blooper reel; "Spidey Sense 2" Trivia track with "pop-up" facts and trivia about the film and the world of Spider-Man; Four Web-i-sodes - original online features; behind-the-scenes look at the making of "Spider-Man 2: the game"; Weblinks; Languages: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Spider-man**

**Feature films – United States.; College students – Conduct of life – Drama.; Crime prevention – Citizen participation – Drama.; Raimi, Sam.; Spider-Man (Fictitious character) – Drama.**

**The sphinx : (DVD)**

12149,ID

**B&W**

63 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1933

Jerome Breen, a stock broker and noted philanthropist, has committed a series of cold-blooded murders. Witnesses near the scene of one of the crimes report that Breen had spoken to them moments after the murders were committed; however, Breen has an airtight alibi - he is a deaf mute. As the investigation unfolds, Inspector Riley discovers a clue that will solve the mystery, but will he be able to bring the wealthy socialite to justice? Cast includes Lionel Atwill, Sheila Terry, Theodore Newton, Paul Hurst, Luis Alberni, Robert Ellis, Lucien Prival, Paul Fix, Lilian Leighton. Directed by Wilfred Lucas and Phil Rosen. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Interactive menu; Chapter selection; Language: English.

**The sphinx**

**Feature films – United States.; Detective and mystery films.;**

**The spiral staircase : (DVD)**

07897,VH

**COLOR**

83 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1946

A small town, seemingly quite and normal, suddenly experiences a series of bizarre murders. All the victims are disabled in some way. Helen Capel is a mute woman working as a servant to ailing Mrs. Warren, who presides, from her sick bed over a

Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Sperm donor X**


Languages: English and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Sperm donor X**

strange New England household. Mrs. Warren worries that Helen might be the next victim. The film is considered one of the finest screen chillers ever made. Adapted from the novel by Ethel Lina White. Cast includes Dorothy McGuire, George Brent, Ethel Barrymore. Music by Roy Webb. Screenplay by Mel Dinelli. Directed by Robert Siodmak.


**Splicer in the grass**

05865.VH
COLOR 124 MIN WARNER HOM 1961
A portrait of the cost of small-town hypocrisy in 1920s Kansas, where the conflict between desire and the demands of righteous society pushes a teenage couple to physical and mental collapse. Cast includes Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty, Pat Hingle and Audrey Christie; screenplay by William Inge; directed by Elia Kazan.


**Splicer in the grass : (DVD)**

14563.ID
COLOR 124 MIN WARNER HOM 1961
A story of first love between two teenagers in a 1920s Kansas town. When their desires conflict with the norms of respectable behavior, consequences ensue. Cast includes Natalie Wood, Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara Loden, Zohra Lampert, Warren Beatty. Written by William Inge. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "A B&W 89 MIN HOLL YWOOD 1940

**Spring parade : (DVD)**

19501.ID
B&W 89 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1940
A fortune teller in a small Austrian village claims that perky Ilonka is destined to marry an "artist" whom she'll meet in Vienna. Ilonka is puzzled because she doesn't live in Vienna, but miraculously ends up there after falling asleep in a hay wagon. She meets a soldier drummer who has the potential to be a talented composer, but the military won't let him. To gain recognition, Ilonka smuggles one of his compositions to the Austrian Emperor in one of his weekly pastry deliveries. Difficulties and misunderstandings inevitably follow, although Ilonka's hair-brained acts set the stage for a melodious and happy fulfillment of the fortune tellers predictions. The cast includes Deanna Durbin, Robert Cummings, Mischa Auer and Henry Stephenson. Directed by Joe Pasternak and Henry Koster, with the screenplay written by Bruce Manning and Felix Jackson. Music by Robert Stoltz and lyrics by Gus Kahn. Language: English.


**Stage beauty : (DVD)**

15751.ID
COLOR 109 MIN LIONS GATE 2004
In the seventeenth century men played all the parts on the London stage, both the male and female roles. In the 1660s King Charles II renounced the royal edit that only men can play women on the stage. Women now had the chance to star in female roles, but it also meant that men who specialized playing...
women were no longer in demand. This is the story of the rise of former dresser, who takes over the role of Desdemona in Shakespeare's "Othello" from the male star she used to dress and becomes an instant star. Her stardom ascends as his world falls apart. He must learn to embrace his masculine traits or he will lose his place on the stage forever. Based on the play "Complet female stage beauty" by Jeffrey Hatcher. Cast includes Billy Crudup, Claire Danes, Rupert Everett, Tom Wilkinson, Ben Chaplin. Screenplay by Jeffrey Hatcher. Directed by Richard Eyre. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Backstage beauty:" behind-the-scenes vignettes with interviews of the cast and crew; Director commentary; Trailers; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish subtitles.


Stagecoach 05692,VH 05692,DM
B&W 97 MIN WARNER HOM 1939
Nine disparate travelers are thrust together in a perilous journey across Apache territory in a landmark film considered to be the first "adult western" in Hollywood history. Cast includes Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Andy Devine, John Carradine and Donald Meek; screenplay by Dudley Nichols; directed by John Ford.

Feature films – United States.; Western films – United States.; Ford, John, 1894-1973

Stagecoach : (DVD) 12635,ID
12635,DM
COLOR 96 MIN WARNER BRO 1939
Nine disparate travelers are thrust together in a perilous journey across Apache territory in a landmark film considered to be the first "adult western" in Hollywood history. Cast includes Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Andy Devine, John Carradine and Donald Meek. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Directed by John Ford. This two disc DVD version features commentary by Scott Eyermann, author of "Print the legend: the life and times of John Ford;" theatrical trailer; Feature-length American Masters retrospective profile "John Ford/John Wayne: the filmmaker and the legend;" Documentary "Stagecoach: a story of redemption;" audio-only bonus: radio adaptation with Claire Trevor and Randolph Scott; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The stalking moon : (DVD) 16691,ID
COLOR 109 MIN WARNER HOM 1968
Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection Series - A suspenseful manhunt saga. A relentless foe tracks Army scout Sam Varner as he attempts to lead a woman and her half-Indian son once held captive by Apaches to safety. The cast includes Gregory Peck and Eva Marie Saint. Adapted from the novel by Theodore V. Olsen, this film was written by Alvin Sargent. Directed by Robert Mulligan. Special features include enhanced widescreen viewing. Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.; Rescues – Drama.; Mulligan, Robert, 1925-

Stallone Rambo : the complete collector's set:
For descriptions see individual titles:
First blood : (DVD)
Rambo : (DVD)
Rambo : first blood part II : (DVD)
Rambo : third strike : (DVD)
Rambo : first blood disc ;
Stallone Rambo : the complete collector's set:
special bonus features disc : (DVD)

Stallone Rambo : the complete collector's set : special bonus features disc : (DVD) 14742,ID
COLOR LIONS GATE 2008


Stand and deliver 04992,VH 04992,DM
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER HOM 1988
Edward James Olmos portrays Jaime Escalante, a math teacher at East Los Angeles' Garfield High School, who belittles, pushes, threatens, and inspires a class full of barrio teenagers to conquer the National Advanced Placement Calculus Exam. Directed by Ramon Menendez.

Feature films – United States.; Menendez, Ramon

Stand and deliver : (DVD) 14736,ID
14736,DM
COLOR 103 MIN WARNER BRO 1988
Edward James Olmos portrays Jaime Escalante, a math teacher at East Los Angeles' Garfield High School, who belittles, pushes, threatens, and inspires a class full of barrio teenagers to conquer the National Advanced Placement Calculus Exam. Cast includes Edward James Olmos, Lou Diamond Philips, Rosana De Soto, Andy Garcia. Written by Ramon Menendez and Tom Musca. Directed by Ramon Menendez. This DVD version features standard presentation; Scene selection; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Stand by me : (DVD) 12457,ID 12457,DM
COLOR 90 MIN SONY PICTU 1986
A group of boys, four young friends, living in a small woody Oregon town, hear that the body of missing teenager has been discovered by the local youth. The friends decide a good test of their bravery is to venture out and look at the dead body before the authorities take it away. The boys set off on two day trek into an odyssey of self-discovery and real and imagined dangers. Based on the novella "The Body" by Stephen King. Cast includes Wil Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman, Jerry O'Connell, Kiefer Sutherland. Screenplay by Raynold Gideon and Bruce A. Evans. Directed by Rob Reiner. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; commentary by director Rob Reiner. Featurette "Wayne & the track of the summer of Stand by me:" Ben E. King music video; Isolated music score; Filmographies; Languages: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai;

Feature films – United States.; Reiner, Rob, 1945-
Star Trek: First Contact (1996)

Star Trek: Into Darkness (2013)

The familiar crew of the USS Enterprise is all present in this new installment in the "Star Trek" television and feature film franchise. This time the roles have all new actors and the story begins in a time before the original "Star trek" series and shows a young James T. Kirk, Spock, and the rest, at the beginning of their careers in Star Fleet: A Romulan has travelled through time to destroy Vulcan and kill Spock, a revenge killing for an action Spock will undertake years after his time on the Enterprise exploring the universe. The young crew of the Enterprise must stop the rogue Romulan before he alters the future and ends the careers' of the young crew before they even begin. Based upon "Star trek" created by Gene Roddenberry. Cast includes John Cho, Ben Cross, Bruce Greenwood, Simon Pegg, Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto, Winona Ryder, Zoe Saldana, Karl Urban, Anton Yelchin, Eric Bana, Leonard Nimoy, Written by Roberto Orci and Alex Kurtzman. Directed by J.J. Abrams. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmaker commentary featuring J.J. Abrams, Bryan Burk, Alex Kurtzman, Damon Lindelof and Roberto Orci; Nine deleted scenes; Behind-the-scenes featurettes: "A new vision," "To boldly go," "Casting," "Aliens," and "Score;" A new Star Trek D-A-C free game trial; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


Star trek: United States.

Star Trek: Into Darkness (2013)

When the crew of the Enterprise is called back home, they find that an unstoppable force of terror from within their own organization has detonated the fleet and everything it stands for, leaving the world in a state of crisis. With a personal score to settle, Captain Kirk leads a manhunt to a war-zone world to capture a one-man weapon of mass destruction. Based upon Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry. Screenplay by Brannon Braga and Ronald D. Moore. Directed by Jonathan Frakes. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; two theatrical trailers; Spanish subtitles; English captions; widescreen version enhanced for 16x9; Dolby digital 5.1 surround, English Dolby surround, French Dolby surround.

Feature films – United States.

Star trek: First Contact (1996)

Star Trek: First Contact (1996)


Star trek: United States.

Star Trek: First Contact (1996)

Star Trek: First Contact (1996)

On the day of James Kirk's birth, his father dies on his ship in a last stand against a mysterious alien vessel. He was searching for Ambassador Spock, who is a child on Vulcan, disdained by his neighbors for his half-human nature. Twenty years later, Kirk has grown into a young troublemaker. He is inspired by Capt. Christopher Pike to fulfill his potential in Starfleet, even though he annoys his instructors. Suddenly, there is an emergency on Vulcan when the Romulan Nero comes from the future to take revenge on the Federation. The newly commissioned USS Enterprise is crewed with promising cadets like Uhura, Sulu, Chekov and even Kirk himself thanks to Leonard McCoy's medical trickery. Together, this crew will travel to the final frontier where the old legend is altered forever. Based upon Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry. Cast includes John Cho, Ben Cross, Bruce Greenwood, Simon Pegg, Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto, Winona Ryder, Zoe Saldana, Karl Urban, Anton Yelchin, Eric Bana, Leonard Nimoy. Written by Roberto Orci and Alex Kurtzman. Directed by J.J. Abrams. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by J.J. Abrams, Bryan Burk, Alex Kurtzman, Damon Lindelof, Alex Kurtzman, and Roberto Orci; A new vision the production secrets behind the film; Gag reel; "Aliens," and "Score;" Star trek D-A-C free game trial; Feature films – United States; Science fiction films–United States; Interplanetary voyages – Drama.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Human-alien encounters – Drama.; Space warfare – Drama.; Manned space flight – Drama.; Roddenberry, Gene; Abrams, Jeffery, 1966-.; Scott, Montgomery (Fictitious character) – Drama.; McCoy, Leonard (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Spock (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Kirk, James T. (Fictitious character) – Drama.

Star trek: United States.
Star trek: The motion picture : (DVD)

15505,DM
COLOR 136 MIN PARAMOUNT 1979

Star Trek : the next generation

For descriptions see individual titles:
Star trek : first contact : (DVD)

Star wars
06482,VH
06482,DM
COLOR 121 MIN CBS-FOX VI 1977
A wonderfully imaginative fantasy, a thrilling depiction of the battle between good and evil, and the ultimate space adventure all rolled into one. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...Luke Skywalker, a young hero, sets off on an epic journey with Jedi Knight, Obi-Wan Kenobi to free the galaxy from the clutches of the evil empire and fight the agents of the dark side of the force. Cast includes Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Peter Cushing, Sir Alec Guinness. Directed by George Lucas. Music by John Williams. Feature films – United States.

Star wars : episode II, Attack of the clones : (DVD)

14011,ID
14011,DM
COLOR 143 MIN TWENTIETH 2002
Ten years after the events of Phantom menace, Senator Padme Amidala survives an assassination attempt; Jedi Council sends Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker to protect her. After tracking the assassin, Obi-Wan is sent to Kamino to continue investigating while Anakin is sent with Amidala to Naboo, where they begin to fall in love. Obi-Wan’s investigation leads to a connection between the assassination attempt and a separatist movement, which could bring the Republic to the brink of civil war. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Natalie Portman, Hayden Christensen, Ian McDiarmid, Samuel L. Jackson, Christopher Lee, Anthony Daniels, Kenny Baker, Frank Oz. Screenplay by George Lucas and Jonathan Hales. Directed by George Lucas. This 2-disc DVD version includes commentary by George Lucas, Rick McCallum, Ben Burtt, Rob Coleman, Pablo Helman, John Knoll and Ben Snow; Eight deleted scenes created just for this release, with introductions by George Lucas, Rick McCallum and Ben Burtt; full-length documentary, “From puppets to pixels” featuring the creation of digital Yoda, Dexter Jettster and more; exclusive documentary, “State of the art: the previsualization of Episode II,” follow Ben Burtt and his team as they explain the process of creating the sound for Episode II in the documentary “Films are not released, they escape”; three featurettes explore “Attack of the clones” general storylines, action scenes and love story; comprehensive award-winning twelve-part web documentary series; “Across the stars” music video featuring John Williams; theatrical teasers and launch trailers; and twelve TV spots; three television campaign from around the world; “R2-D2: beneath the dome”; mockumentary trailer; never-before-seen production photo gallery with special caption feature; Episode II visual effects breakdown montage; DVD-ROM weblink to exclusive “Star Wars” content; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English.

Star wars. Episode I, The phantom menace : (DVD)

19452,ID
COLOR 136 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1999
Before Darth Vader turned to the dark side of the force, he was a slave boy living on the desert planet of Tatooine. Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his young apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi cross paths with the boy, Anakin Skywalker, while travelling with the Queen of Naboo, whose planet is under siege by the powerful Trade Federation. The two Jedi, the Queen, young Skywalker return to Naboo to announce peace – Qui-Gon by stochastic the Trade Federation who are being guided by an sinister force that has yet to reveal itself to the galaxy. Cast includes Liam Neeson, Ewan McGregor, Natalie Portman, Jake Lloyd, Ian McDiarmid, Pernilla August, Hugh Quarshie, Anthony Daniels, Kenny Baker, Samuel L. Jackson, Frank Oz. Written and directed by George Lucas. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by George Lucas, Rick McCallum, Ben Burtt, Rob Coleman, John Knoll, Dennis Muren, and Scott Squires; Deleted scenes documentary features seven new sequences just for this DVD release including extended Podrace scenes; The beginning hour-long documentary film culled from over 600 hours of footage; Multi-angle storyboard-to-animated-to-film segment featuring the Submarine and Podrace Lap 1 sequences; Five featurettes explore The Phantom menace storyline, design, costumes, visual effects, and fight scenes; The creation of Podrace, Battle of Naboo. This two-disc DVD-Rom weblinks: Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, English, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Star wars : episode III, Revenge of the Sith : (DVD)

19456,ID
COLOR 140 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2005
Torn between loyalty to his mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and the seductive powers of the Sith, Anakin Skywalker ultimately turns his back on the Jedi. This begins his complete journey to the dark side and his transformation into Darth Vader. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Natalie Portman, Hayden Christensen, Ian McDiarmid, Frank Oz, Jimmy Smits, Peter Mayhew, Ahmed Best, Oliver Ford Davies, Temuera Morrison, Anthony Daniels, Silas Carson, Kenny Bamb, Cameron MacCokit, Celina Martin. Written and directed by George Lucas. This two-disc DVD version features commentary by George Lucas, Rick McCallum, Rob Coleman, John Knoll, and Roger Guyett; Six deleted scenes created just for this release, with introduction by George Lucas and Rick McCallum; Full-length documentary "Within a minute" examining everything and everyone that went into making less than sixty seconds of Episode III; Featurette "The chosen one";
Featurette "Its all for real"; 15-part web-documentary collection
on the making of "Star Wars: The Force Awakens". "A new hope" music video featuring John Williams "Battle of the heroes" track; Theatrical teaser and launch trailer and 15 TV spots Theatrical posters and print campaign from around the world; Production photo gallery with special caption feature; Access Xbox demo with two entire levels from the Star Wars battlefront II and Star Wars empire at war; DVD-rom weblinks to exclusive Star Wars content; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Science fiction films.; Good and evil – Drama.; Vader, Darth (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Kenobi, Obi-Wan (Fictitious character) – Drama.; Lucas, George, 1944-.; Star Wars films.; Vader, Darth (Fictitious character).

Star wars. Episode IV, A new hope : (DVD)
15102,ID
COLOR 123 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1977
Star Wars Trilogy Series - Originally released in 1977, for this 2004 re-release version of the film, director George Lucas includes extended scenes, and digital enhancement of special effects and film image. This limited edition version also includes the original 1977 theatrical version. A wonderfully imaginative fantasy, a thrilling depiction of the battle between good and evil, and the ultimate space adventure all rolled into one. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...Luke Skywalker, a young hero, sets off on an epic journey with Jedi Knight, Obi-Wan Kenobi to free the galaxy from the clutches of the evil empire and fight the agents of the dark side of the force. Cast includes Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Peter Cushing, Alec Guinness. Music by John Williams. Written and directed by George Lucas. This two disc limited edition version features chapter search; Full screen presentation; "Star wars: episode IV, a new hope" with commentary by George Lucas, Ben Burtt, Dennis Muren, and Carrie Fisher; DVD-Rom weblinks to exclusive Star Wars content; Original 1977 theatrical version with letterbox presentation; LEGO Star Wars II video game Xbox demo and trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Robots in motion pictures.; Androids – Drama.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Lucas, George, 1944-.; Star Wars films.; Solo, Han (Fictitious character); Leia, Princess (Fictitious character); Skywalker, Luke (Fictitious character).

Star wars. Episode IV, A new hope : (DVD)
11450,ID
COLOR 129 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2004
Star Wars Trilogy Series - Originally released in 1977, for this re-release version of the film, director George Lucas includes extended scenes, and digital enhancement of special effects and film image. A wonderfully imaginative fantasy, a thrilling depiction of the battle between good and evil, and the ultimate space adventure all rolled into one. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...Luke Skywalker, a young hero, sets off on an epic journey with Jedi Knight, Obi-Wan Kenobi to free the galaxy from the clutches of the evil empire and fight the agents of the dark side of the force. Cast includes Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Peter Cushing, Alec Guinness. Music by John Williams. Written and directed by George Lucas. This DVD release features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by George Lucas, Ben Burtt, Dennis Muren, and Carrie Fisher; DVD-Rom weblink to exclusive "Star Wars" content; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Robots in motion pictures.; Androids – Drama.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Lucas, George, 1944-.; Star Wars films.; Solo, Han (Fictitious character); Leia, Princess (Fictitious character); Skywalker, Luke (Fictitious character).

Star wars. Episode VI, Return of the Jedi : (DVD)
11452,ID
COLOR 136 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2004
Star Wars Trilogy Series - Originally released in 1983, for this re-release version of the film, "Star Wars" creator George Lucas includes extended scenes, and digital enhancement of special effects and film image. This is the third film in the original "Star Wars" trilogy. The fate of the galaxy hangs in the balance as rebel forces mount another attack on Imperial forces. The Emperor and Darth Vader conspire to turn Luke Skywalker to the dark side of the force, while Luke is sure he can reach the good in his father and rekindle the spirit of the Jedi within Lord Vader. The Galactic Civil War culminates in the ultimate showdown of good versus evil. Cast includes Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Billy Dee Williams, Anthony Daniels, David Prowse, Kenny Baker, Peter Mayhew, Franck Oz. Music by John Williams. Screenplay by Lawrence Kasdan and George Lucas. Story by George Lucas. Directed by Richard Marquand. This DVD release features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by George Lucas, Ben Burtt, Dennis Muren, and Carrie Fisher; DVD-Rom weblink to exclusive "Star Wars" content; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Robots in motion pictures.; Androids – Drama.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Lucas, George, 1944-.; Star Wars films.; Solo, Han (Fictitious character); Leia, Princess (Fictitious character); Skywalker, Luke (Fictitious character); Vader, Darth (Fictitious character).

Star wars. Episode VII : The Force awakens : (Blu-ray Disc)
19629,ID
COLOR 136 MIN BUENA VISTA 2015
Star Wars saga continues in this seventh episode of the epic adventure series featuring familiar characters and new heroes. As Kylo Ren and the sinister First Order rise from the ashes of the Empire, Luke Skywalker is missing when the galaxy needs him most. It's up to Rey, a desert scavenger, and Finn, a defecting stormtrooper, to join forces with Han Solo and Chewbacca in a desperate search for the one hope of restoring peace to the galaxy. Based on characters created by George Lucas. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher, Adam Driver, Daisy Ridley, John Boyega, Oscar Isaac, Lupita Nyong'o, Andy Serkis, Domhnall Gleeson, Anthony Daniels, Peter Mayhew, Max Von Sydow, Harriet Walter, Judah Friedlander. Written by Lawrence Kasdan, J.J. Abrams, and Michael Arndt. Directed by J.J. Abrams. This two disc Blu-ray/DVD version also includes widescreen presentation; Secrets of the Force Awakens: a cinematic journey; The story awakens: the table read; Building BB-8; Crafting creatures; Blueprint of a battle: the snow fight; John Williams: the seventh symphony; ILM: the visual magic of the Force; Deleted scenes; Language: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
The Star wars saga continues in this seventh episode of the epic adventure series featuring familiar characters and new heroes. As Kylo Ren and the sinister First Order rise from the ashes of the Empire, Luke Skywalker is missing when the galaxy needs him most. It’s up to Rey, a desert scavenger, and Finn, a defecting stormtrooper, to join forces with Han Solo and Chewbacca in a desperate search for the one hope of restoring peace to the galaxy. Based on characters created by George Lucas. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher, Adam Driver, Daisy Ridley, John Boyega, Oscar Isaac, Lupita Nyong’o, Andy Serkis, Domhnall Gleeson, Anthony Daniels, Peter Mayhew, Max Von Sydow, Harriet Walter, Judah Friedlander. Written by Lawrence Kasdan, J.J. Abrams, and Michael Arndt. Directed by J.J. Abrams. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Secrets of the Force Awakens: a cinematic journey; The story awakens: the table read; Building BB-8; Crafting creatures; Blueprint of a battle: the snow fight; John Williams: the seventh symphony; ILM: the visual magic of the Force; Deleted scenes; Video games and still galleries; Episode II preview: "The Empire Strikes Back." To purchase, visit the official Star Wars: Episode VII: The Force Awakens: The Table Read at www.shopdisney.com.

Star Wars Trilogy

For descriptions see individual titles:

Star Wars. Episode IV, A new hope.: (DVD)

Star Wars. Episode IV, A new hope.: (DVD)

Star Wars. Episode V, The empire strikes back.: (DVD)

Star Wars. Episode VI, Return of the Jedi.: (DVD)

Star Wars trilogy bonus material.: (DVD)

Star wars trilogy bonus material.: (DVD)

COLOR 236 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2004

Star Wars Trilogy Series - A DVD of bonus extras that is the companion material to the "Star Wars" trilogy 2004 DVD release. Included in this collection is the documentary, "Empire of Dreams: The Story of the 'Star Wars' Trilogy." Featurettes include: The Characters of "Star Wars," The Birth of the Lightsaber, The Force is With Them: the Legacy of "Star Wars," The disc features documentary and featurettes; Trailers and TV spots; video games and still galleries; Episode II preview: "The Return of Darth Vader."

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Robots in motion pictures.; Androids – Drama.; Life on other planets – Drama.; Lucas, George, 1944--; Star Wars films.; Solo, Han (Fictitious character).; Leia, Princess (Fictitious character).; Skywalker, Luke (Fictitious character).; Vader, Darth (Fictitious character).

Stardust memories

01312,VH

B&W 89 MIN KEY VIDEO 1980

Woody Allen examines fame and success in this seriocomic portrait of a filmmaker coping with fame, studio executives, and his own self-doubts. At a weekend film seminar honoring his work, Sandy Bates (Allen) is forced to come to terms with his past, both professional and personal.

Feature films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Stardust memories.: (DVD)

18871,ID

COLOR 88 MIN MGM HOME E 1980

The Woody Allen collection Series - A famous comedy film maker, rejected by his fans after a venture into serious cinema, seeks comfort from the three dissimilar women he is dating. Cast includes Woody Allen, Charlotte Rampling, Jessica Harper, MamieChristine Barrault, Tony Roberts, Daniel Stern. Written and directed by Woody Allen. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Chapter and scene selections; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish and English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Stargate

10097,VH

COLOR 119 MIN LIVE ENTER 1995

Professor Daniel Jackson decodes an ancient Egyptian artifact known as Stargate. The Professor and a military escort lead by tough mission leader Colonel Jack O'Neil go through the Stargate to an ancient civilization on the other side of the universe. They must fight the astoundingly powerful Sun God Ra, before they can find their way back home. Cast includes James Spader, Kurt Russell, Jaye Davidson. Directed by Roland Emmerich.

Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Stargate

06969,VH

COLOR 119 MIN LIVE ENTER 1995

Professor Daniel Jackson decodes an ancient Egyptian artifact known as Stargate. The Professor and a military escort lead by tough mission leader Colonel Jack O'Neil go through the Stargate to an ancient civilization on the other side of the universe. They must fight the astoundingly powerful Sun God Ra, before they can find their way back home. Cast includes James Spader, Kurt Russell, Jaye Davidson. Directed by Roland Emmerich.

Feature films – United States.

Starship troopers 2.: hero of the federation.: (DVD)

18857,ID

COLOR 92 MIN SONY PICTU 2004

Starship troopers trilogy Series - The second film in the Starship troopers trilogy. A small band of space soldiers must again face off against the alien Bug horde. The alien insects lie in wait to determine to destroy humankind. A small group of soldiers trapped on a remote outpost takes on the insect horde with all of humanities survival at stake. Cast includes Richard Burgi, Lawrence Monoson, Colleen Porch, Billy Brown, Kelly Carlson, Cy Carter, Sandrine Holt, Ed Lauter, J.P. Manoux, Drew Powell, Ed Quinn, Jason-Shane Scott, Brenda Strong. Written by Ed Neumeier. Directed by Phil Tippett. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director, writer, and producer commentary; From green screen to silver screen featurette;
Starship troopers 3: marauder : (DVD) 18858,1D
COLOR 105 MIN SONY PICTU 2008
Starship troopers trilogy Series - The third film in the Starship troopers trilogy. The battle between humans and the alien bugs rages on. A small band of Starship troopers are deployed on a secret mission to rescue a crew of troopers stranded on a remote planet. The troopers are outfitted with new technology, but so too are the alien bugs and there is also a threat from within the Federation. The task is difficult, but the troopers are willing to risk everything to defend humanity. Cast includes Casper Van Dien, Jolene Blalock, Amanda Donohoe, Marnette Patterson, Stephen Hogan, Boris Kodjoe. Written and directed by Ed Neumeier. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmaker commentary; Director and cast commentary with Ed Neumeier and actors Casper Van Dien and Jolene Blalock; Evolution: the birth of "Starship troopers" featurette; Enlist: Marauders mobile infantry featurette; Music video: "It's a good day to die" (extended version); Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Steel magnolias : (DVD) 15311,1D
COLOR 15311,DM 1989
In this story of life, love, and loss in a small Louisiana parish, Shelby Eatontown is newly married and joyfully pregnant, despite the fact that her diabetes could make childbirth life-threatening. Terrified and angry at the possibility of losing her only daughter, M'Lynn Eatontown looks to her four closest friends for strength and laughter as she battles her deepest fears of death in order to join Shelby in celebrating the miracle of new life. When Shelby's child is a year old, Shelby shows signs of kidney failure. M'Lynn donates a kidney to her daughter, but Shelby falls into a coma from which she is not expected to recover. Her family decides to take her off life support, and M'Lynn's friends again support her as she grieves for her daughter and devotes focus on helping to raise her grandchild. Based on the play by Robert Harling. Cast includes Sally Field, Dolly Parton, Julia Roberts, Daryl Hannah, Olympia Dukakis, Shirley MacLaine, Tom Skerritt, Sam Shepard. Screenplay by Robert Harling. Directed by Chris Columbus. This widescreen special edition features the director's commentary; Deleted scenes; Exclusive featurette; Isolated music score; Bonus trailers; Talent files; Production notes; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese audio tracks; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Step up 3 : (Step up three) : (DVD) 16351,1D
COLOR 16351,1D 2010
A tight-knit group of New York street dancers compete against some of the best hip-hop dancers in the world. The battle fought will change the lives of the dancers forever. This is the third film in the Step up series of hip-hop dance films. Featuring the music of Flor Rida (featuring David Guetta), Trey Songz, Wisin y Yandel, and Sofia Fresh (featuring T-Pain). Cast includes Rick Malambri, Adam G. Sevani, Sharni Vinson, Alyson Stoner, Keith Stallworth, Kendra Andrews, Stephen Boss, Martin Lombard, Facunda Lombard, Oren Michaeli. Written by Amy Andelson and Emily Meyer. Directed by Jon M. Chu. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Extra moves; Making the music videos; Eight music videos including Flo Rida featuring David Guetta "Club cant handle me"; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.
Dance in motion pictures; Dancing; Dancing in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Dance; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Dancers – Drama.; Hip-hop – Drama.; Ross, Herbert, 1927-2001.

The Stepmford wives : (DVD) 19191,1D
COLOR 19191,1D 2004
After moving with her husband and children to the well-manicured community of Stepmford, Connecticut, former New York television executive Joanna Eberhart is beginning to realize that Stepmford is more than just the "perfect" place to live... it’s a little too perfect. All the wives in town are models who cater to their husband's every desire. What is going on behind the closed doors of the Stepmford Men's Association and the Stepmford Day Spa? Can Joanna figure out the problem before it's too late? Based upon the book by Ira Levin. Cast includes Nicole Kidman,
Feature films – United States

Matthew Broderick, Bette Midler, Christopher Walken, Roger Bart, Faith Hill, Jon Lovitz, Glenn Close. Special features: commentary by director Frank Oz; “A perfect world: the making of the Steford pets” featurette; Steford: a definition; Steford: the architects; The Steford wives; The Steford husbands; deleted/extended scenes; gag reel; teaser trailer; theatrical trailer. Directed by Frank Oz. English or dubbed French dialogue, Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Women – Conduct of life – Drama.; Heist – Drama.; Middle class men – Drama.; Associations, institutions, etc. – Drama.; Mujeres – Conducta (Etica) – Teatro.; Balnearios – Teatro.; Associations, institutions, etc.; Oz, Frank.

The stepford wives : (DVD)

09878.ID 09878.DM
COLOR 115 MIN ANCHOR BAY 1974
A woman moves with her husband from New York City to Steford, Connecticut, a seemingly ideal suburban community. Reluctant to move in the first place, the woman feels out-of-step with her new home and alienated by the vapid homemakers she meets. Soon she and her one new friend discover a shocking secret behind the state of the Steford wives. Based on the book by Ira Levin. Cast includes Katharine Ross, Paula Prentiss, Peter Masterson, Nanette Newman, Tina Louise, Carol Rossen, Patrick O’Neal. Screenplay by William Goldman. Directed by Bryan Forbes. This DVD version features scene selection; widescreen presentation; interviews with director Bryan Forbes, producer Edgar J. Scherick, and stars Katharine Ross, Paula Prentiss, Nanette Newman, and Peter Masterson; theatrical trailer; radio spots; talent bios; Languages: English and French.

Feature films – United States.

Steve Jobs : (DVD)

19470.ID
COLOR 123 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
Steve Jobs takes us behind the scenes of the digital revolution to paint a portrait of the man at its epicenter. The story unfolds backstage at three iconic product launches, ending in 1998 with the unveiling of the iMac. Based on the book by Walter Isaacson. Cast includes Michael Fassbender, Kate Winslet, Seth Rogen, Jeff Daniels, Michael Stuhlbarg, Katherine Waterston. Screenplay by Aaron Sorkin. Directed by Danny Boyle. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Inside Jobs: the making of Steve Jobs; Feature commentaries with filmmakers; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Stick it : (DVD)

18147.ID 18147.DM
COLOR 103 MIN BUENA VIST 2006
Haley Graham is a rebellious ex-gymnast-turned-juvenile delinquent who is forced to enroll at an elite gymnastics academy, the VGA in Houston, Texas. The facility is run by the legendary Olympic gymnast Burt Vickerman. But Haley is not welcomed into the academy by the other gymnasts who despise her for walking out on her Junior Olympic team years earlier during a competition, costing them the gold medal. Vickerman takes it upon himself to coach Haley in his own way to make her regain her self respect just in time for the VGA’s upcoming competition at the Gymnastic Nationals. Cast includes Jeff Bridges, Missy Peregrym, Vanessa Lengies, Jon Gries, Gia Carides, Julie Warner. Special features: “Buttaharas” outrageous blooper reel & pranks; “Skinny fat”: hilarious deleted scenes with two optional commentaries; Missy Elliot music video “We run this”; Jeannie Ortega featuring Papoose music video “Crowded”; “Hard corps” featurette: the real gymnasts who were stunt doubles; “The elites”: full gymnastics routines performed by some of the world’s best with optional commentary; “The judges’ table”: uneven bar routines in slow motion with optional commentary; “Read my mind” multiple feature commentaries - director and actors and the director and filmmakers. Written and directed by Jessica Bendiger. English dialogue, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.


The sticky fingers of time : (DVD)

11573.ID COLOR 82 MIN STRAND REL 2001
A time-traveling murder mystery with lesbian overtones, the offbeat film’s multiple storylines converge in the end. The low budget film spins the usual relationship story, with time-travel. A pulp novelist from the Fifties develops the ability to travel through time before she is murdered by a woman from the future, she must seek help from people from her present and the future. Cast includes Nicole Zaray, Terumi Matthews, Belinda Becker, James Urbanik. Written and directed by Hilary Broucher. This DVD version features director's commentary; Letterbox presentation.

Feature films – United States.; Science fiction films–United States; Time travel – Drama.; Homosexuality; Lesbians; Lesbians – Drama.

Still Alice : (DVD)

19142.ID COLOR 101 MIN SONY PICTU 2014
Alice Howland, happily married with three grown children, is a renowned linguistics professor who starts to forget words. When she receives a diagnosis of Early-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease, Alice and her family find their bonds thoroughly tested. Her struggle to stay connected to who she once was is frightening, heartbreaking, and inspiring. Cast includes Julianne Moore, Alec Baldwin, Kristen Stewart, Kate Bosworth, Hunter Parrish, Daniel Gerken. Screenplay by Steven Kunken, Shane McIntyre. Special features: Finding Alice featurette, theatrical trailer. Written for the screen and directed by Richard Glatzer and Wash Westmoreland. English or dubbed French dialogue optional English audio description track; optional English or French subtitles and English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing [SDH].


A stolen life : (DVD)

15361.ID B&W 107 MIN WARNER HOM 1946
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - Kate and Pat are twin sisters. Kate is good and Pat is, if not exactly evil, a vain vixen who has landed the husband Kate wanted. One fateful day a storm comes up while the sisters are boating. Pat drowns, and Kate grabs her chance to steal her sisters identity and her husband. From a novel by Karel J. Benes. Cast includes Bette Davis, Glenn Ford, Dane Clark, Walter Brennan, Charles Ruggles. Screenplay by Catherine Turney. Adapted by Margaret Buell Watts and Max Steiner. Directed by Curtis Bernhardt. Language: English.


Stonewall : (DVD)

19644.ID COLOR 129 MIN LIONSGATE 2015
Factions and politics make a volatile mix in this dynamic drama that follows the groundbreaking events that led to the birth of the modern Gay Rights movement in 1969 at New York City’s Stonewall Inn. Cast includes Jeremy Irvine, Johnathan Rhys Meyers, Jonny Beauchamp, Joey King, Caleb Landry Jones, Ron Perlman, Matt Craven. Written by Jon Robin Baitz. Directed by Roland Emmerich. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Featurettes: “An important story;” “Into the streets,”
The story of a three day pass : (DVD)  
11026,ID  

B&W  80 MIN  XENON ENTE  1967  
Melvin Van Peebles Collection Series - The story of an African American serviceman stationed in France during the 1960’s and the racism he encounters from his fellow soldiers following his idilic three-day affair with a young French woman. Cast includes Harry Baird, Nicole Berger, Christian Marin, Pierre Doris. Written and directed by Melvin Van Peebles. This DVD version features scene selection; Fullscreen presentation; Introduction by Melvin Van Peebles. 


Straight outta Compton : (Blu-ray Disc)  
19627,ID  

COLOR  147 MIN  UNIVERSAL  2015  
In 1987, five young men, using brutally honest rhymes and hardcore beats, put their frustration and anger about life in the most dangerous place in America into the most powerful weapon they had: their music. Taking viewers back to where it all began, the film tells the true story of how these cultural rebels-armed only with their lyrics, swagger, bravado and raw talent-stood up to the authorities that meant to keep them down and formed the world's most dangerous group, N.W.A. Cast includes O'Shea Jackson, Jr., Corey Hawkins, Jason Mitchell, Neil Brown, Jr., Aldis Hodge, Paul Giamatti, R. Marcus Taylor, Lakeith Lee Stanfield, Carra Patterson, Elena Goode, Alexander Shipp, Tate Ellington, Corey Reynolds. Written and directed by Matty Rich. This Blu-ray Disc version features both widescreen and standard presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. 

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.
Feature films – United States


Straight outta Compton : (DVD) 19626.1D
COLOR 147 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
In 1987, five young men, using brutally honest rhymes and hardcore beats, put their frustration and anger about life in the most dangerous place in America into the most powerful weapon they had: their music. Taking viewers back to where it all began, the film tells the true story of how these cultural rebels armed only with their lyrics, swagger, bravado and raw talent stood up to the authorities that meant to keep them down and formed the world’s most dangerous group, N.W.A. Cast includes O’Shea Jackson, Jr., Corey Hawkins, Jason Mitchell, Neil Brown, Jr., Aldis Hodge, Paris, O’Shea Jr., Anthony Hemingway, Stanley John, Cardell Walker, Effie, Tisha Campbell-Martin, De’ Andre Smith, Jason Mitchell, Herb E. Wright, Trevante Rhodes, Stanley, Carda Patterson, Elena Goode, Alexandra Shipp, Tate Ellington, Corey Reynolds. Story by S. Leigh Savidge, Alan Wenkus, and Andrea Berloff. Screenplay by Jonathan Herman and Andrea Berloff. Directed by F. Gary Gray. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical version (147 min.) and Directors cut (167 min.); N.W.A. the origins; Impact; Directors journey; The streets: filming in Compton; N.W.A. performs in Detroit; Feature commentary with directorproducer F. Gary Gray; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The straight story : (DVD) 15305.1D
COLOR 112 MIN WALT DISNE 1999
A film based on the true story of a man who made a two-hundred and sixty mile journey from a small town in Iowa to Wisconsin driving a 1966 John Deere lawnmower. The film was shot along the actual route traveled by the man in 1994. Alvin Straight’s deteriorating eye-sight denies him the ability to drive. He makes two canes to walk around, but he doesn’t let his physical state get him down. When he receives word that his brother has had a stroke, he knows that he must travel to him to make amends before his brother dies. His lawnmower becomes his means of making the journey from Iowa to Wisconsin. Alvin’s six week trek is a grand success along the way he touches the lives of many people. Cast includes Richard Farnsworth, Sissy Spacek, Harry Dean Stanton. Written by John Roach and Mary Sweeney. Directed by David Lynch. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Strange brew : (DVD) 09769.1D
COLOR 90 MIN WARNER BRO 1983
A movie that evolved from the Canadian comedy sketch television program SCTV and follows the adventures of Bob and Doug McKenzie, two beer enthusiasts from the Great White North. The brothers try to scam a free case of beer from the local brewing company, only to end up fighting to wrestle control of the company from the local brewmastersbar to the rightful heir. Cast includes Dave Thomas, Rick Moranis, Paul Dooley, Max Von Sydow. Written by Dave Thomas, Rick Moranis, and Steve De Jarnatt. Directed by Dave Thomas and Rick Moranis. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; short film "The Animated Adventures of Bob and Doug McKenzie;" classic McKenzie Brothers sketch from SCTV; "How to Stuff a Mouse in a Beer Bottle;" cast film highlights; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films–Canada; Feature films – United States.

Strange days : (DVD) 08037.1D 08037.1M
COLOR 145 MIN 20TH CENTU 1995
Set in Los Angeles on the eve of the millennium, December 31, 1999. Crime and corruption are up. Pre-Millennium tension weighs heavy on the streets of Los Angeles, and the drug of choice is a device that allows the user to witness and feel the experiences of others through their own eyes. Lenny Nero is an ex-cop turned dealer who stumbles across a murder that points to corruption in the city’s government. Cast includes Ralph Fiennes, Angela Bassett, Juliette Lewis, Tom Sizemore, Michael Wincott, Vincent D’Onofrio. Screenplay by James Cameron and Jay Cocks. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen format; interactive menus; scene selection; teaser trailer; original theatrical trailer; languages, English Dolby Digital 5.1; English Dolby Surround, French Dolby Surround; subtitles English, Spanish; features two additional scenes not included in the original theatrical release; and discussion of opening sequence by Kathryn Bigelow.

Feature films – United States.

A stranger among us 07388.VR
COLOR 109 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1992
A tough New York City cop goes undercover in a Hasidic Jewish community to solve the murder of a Brooklyn diamond merchant. Detective Emily Eden is an outsider in the reclusive Hasidic society and must learn the ways of the hasidic society in order to maintain her cover. She is instructed by the son of a rabbi who teaches her in the ways of his people and the two develop a relationship that bridges cultural differences. Cast includes Melanie Griffith, Eric Thal, John Pankow, Tracy Pollan. Directed by Sidney Lumet.

Feature films – United States.

Stranger on the third floor : (DVD) 15363.1D
B&W 63 MIN WARNER HOM 1940
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - This unheralded B-picture, a blend of murder mystery and psychological thriller, employing stream of consciousness narration, is now claimed as the first true American film noir. It shows the overt influence of German expressionism in the merging of a dream and reality and the stressing of paranoia and claustrophobia through set design and baroque photography, reaching its apogee in the seminal nightmare sequence. Rising reporter Michael Ward is a key witness in the murder trial of young Joe Briggs, who is convicted on circumstantial evidence while swearing innocence. Mike’s girl Jane believes in Joe and blames Mike, who (in the remarkable sequence) dreams he is himself convicted of murdering his nosy neighbor. Will his dream come true before Jane can find the real murderer? Cast includes Peter Lorre, John McGuire, Margaret Tallichet, Charles Waldron. Story and screenplay by Frank Partos. Directed by Boris Ingster.

Language: English.


Stranger than fiction : (DVD) 19416.1D
COLOR 113 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
A young IRS auditor wakes one morning to hear a mysterious woman’s voice in his bathroom, narrating his life as he is living it. The narration begins to affect his entire life, from his work, to his love-interest. Searching for the source of the voice, he turns to a literary professor who discovers that he is the central character of the new novel of a talented but troubled novelist. The novelist is famous for killing off main characters in grotesque ways and has already announced the imminent death of the IRS agent in her narration. The man must track down the writer and stop her before she comes up with a way to end his life. Cast includes Will Ferrell, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Dustin Hoffman, Queen Latifah, Emma Thompson, Tony Hale, Tom Hulce, Linda Hunt. Written by Zach Helm. Directed by Marc Forster. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Funny on-set.
Feature films – United States

meoments; Multiple behind the scenes featurettes; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Strangers on a train

B&W 101 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
Guy Haines is a tennis star who hates his wife and wants to be free to marry another woman. On a train, he meets Bruno Anthony, who hates his father and offers a chilling plan: each could kill the other’s victim. Guy laughs it off, but when his wife is brutally murdered, he is forced to contend with Bruno’s demands. Screenplay by Raymond Chandler and Czenzi Ormonde; cast includes Farley Granger, Ruth Roman and Robert Walker directed by Alfred Hitchcock.


The strawberry statement : (DVD)

COLOR 109 MIN THE VIDEO 1970
In the late-sixties student activism on campus is all the rage, a young college student stumbles into student radicalism when trying to meet a girl. He becomes involved in a student sit-in just to be close to her and it works. Reluctant at first to become part of the counter culture, he is soon fully radicalized, taking acid, protesting the war, and fighting the cops. Cast includes Bruce Davison, Kim Darby, Murray MacLeod, Bud Cort, Bob Balaban, Bert Remsen, Israel Horowitz, Kristina Holland, Michael Margotta, Danny Goldmann. Written by Israel Horowitz. Directed by Stuart Hagmann. This DVD release features menus; Theatrical trailers; 1960’s Newsreel.


Streamers

COLOR 118 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1983
Four young recruits and two veterans in a claustrophobic army barracks await the orders that will send them to Vietnam. Threatened by forces beyond their control, they are driven to a confrontation as violent and psychologically devastating as the war itself. Directed by Robert Altman; based on the play by David Rabe.


A streetcar named desire

04259,VH
B&W 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
Film version of Tennessee Williams’ play, with Marlon Brando as the animalistic Stanley Kowalski and Vivien Leigh as his wistful, neurotic sister-in-law, Blanche DuBois, pressed together in a grim New Orleans tenement. Cast also includes Kim Hunter and Karl Malden. Written and directed by Elia Kazan. Academy Awards went to Leigh, Hunter, and Malden. This two-disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Commentary by Karl Malden and film historians Rudy Behlmer and Jeff Young; Elia Kazan movie trailer gallery; Movie and audio outtakes; Marlon Brando screen test; Feature length profile "Elia Kazan: a director’s journey;” Five documentaries: “A Streetcar on Broadway,” “A Streetcar in Hollywood,” “Censorship and desire,” “North and the music of the south,” and “An actor named Brando;” Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Stripes

COLOR 106 MIN COLUMBIA P 1981
Two misfits join the Army only to discover that the Army life isn’t for them, so they set out to make their Army experience a more enjoyable one. John Winger loses his job, his car, his apartment, and his girlfriend, he decides that enlisting in the Army will get his life back on track and convinces his friend to join with him. They both figure that the Army will give them a chance to save the world and meet girls. Cast includes Bill Murray, Harold Ramis, Warren Oates, PJ Soles, John Candy. Written by Len Blum, Dan Goldberg, and Harold Ramis. Directed by Ivan Reitman.

Feature films – United States.

A streetcar named desire : (DVD)

04259,VH
B&W 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1951
Film version of Tennessee Williams’ play, with Marlon Brando as the animalistic Stanley Kowalski and Vivien Leigh as his wistful, neurotic sister-in-law, Blanche DuBois, pressed together in a grim New Orleans tenement. Cast also includes Kim Hunter and Karl Malden. Written and directed by Elia Kazan. Academy Awards went to Leigh, Hunter, and Malden. This two-disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Production notes; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


A streetcar named desire : (two-disc special edition) : (DVD)

13852,ID
B&W 122 MIN WARNER BRO 1951
Tennessee Williams film collection Series - Film version of Tennessee Williams’ play, with Marlon Brando as the animalistic Stanley Kowalski and Vivien Leigh as his wistful, neurotic sister-in-law, Blanche DuBois, pressed together in a grim New Orleans tenement. Cast also includes Kim Hunter and Karl Malden. Written and directed by Elia Kazan. Academy Awards went to Leigh, Hunter, and Malden. This two-disc special edition DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Commentary by Karl Malden and film historians Rudy Behlmer and Jeff Young; Elia Kazan movie trailer gallery; Movie and audio outtakes; Marlon Brando screen test; Feature length profile "Elia Kazan: a director’s journey;” Five documentaries: “A Streetcar on Broadway,” “A Streetcar in Hollywood,” “Censorship and desire,” “North and the music of the south,” and “An actor named Brando;” Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Stuart Hall : representation and the media : (DVD)

17896,ID
COLOR 55 MIN MEDIA EDUC 1997
Stuart Hall, a renown public speaker and teacher, lectures on the central ideas of cultural studies – that reality is not experienced directly, but through the lens of culture, through the way that human beings represent and tell stories about the world in which they live. Using visual examples, Hall shows how the media – and especially the visual media – have become the key players in the process of modern story telling. Featuring Stuart Hall;

++A streetcar named desire : (DVD)

20030,ID
B&W 122 MIN WARNER HOM 1951

The student prince : (DVD)  
19279.ID  
COLOR 107 MIN WARNER HOM 1954  
A Hollywood adaptation of Sigmund Romberg's operetta about a Prince who is arranged to be married. While out for a last chance of revelry before the Royal wedding, he meets and falls in love with a barmaid. The Prince must decide if he will honor his familys commitment or follow his heart. Cast includes Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, John Ericson, Louis Calhern, Edmund Gwenn, S.Z. Cuddles Sakall, Betta St. John, John Williams, Evelyn Varden. Featuring the singing voice of Mario Lanza. Written for the screen by William Ludwig and Sonya Levien. Music from The student prince by Sigmund Romberg. Directed by Richard Thorpe.  

Suburbia 08859,VH  
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1996  
A typical night among friends stuck somewhere between high school and the rest of their lives. The arrival of a former classmate who is now a rock star sets passions and conflicts in motion. Before this suburban night is over friendships will be forged or shattered, romances will be won or lost, limits will be tested and futures will be shaped. Based on the play by Eric Bogosian. Cast includes Jayce Bartok, Amie Carey, Nicky Kat, Ajay Naidu, Parker Posey, Giovanni Ribisi, Samia Shoab, Dina Spybey, Steve Zahn. Original music by Sonic Youth. Screenplay by Eric Bogosian. Directed by Richard Linklater.  
Feature films – United States.  

Sudden : (DVD)  
13972,ID  
COLOR 76 MIN UNIVERSAL 1945  
Young, lovely Naiila becomes queen of the ancient Egyptian kingdom of Khemis when her father is killed in a slave revolt. Continuing her penchant for going incognito among the people, she seeks out rebel leader Herua. But through palace treachery, she herself is captured and enslaved. After various adventures, she finds herself rescued by (and attracted to) the very rebel she was seeking. Will gratitude or revenge win out? Gorgeous scenery and costumes. Cast includes Maria Montez, Jon Hall, and Turhan Bey. Written by Edmund L. Hartmann. Directed by John Rawlins. Language: English.  
Feature films – United States.  

Sudden impact : (DVD)  
15174,ID  
COLOR 117 MIN WARNER HOME 1983  
Dirty Harry Collection Series - Sensitive to outrages of police brutality. San Francisco Detective Harry Callahan's bosses send him on an out-of-town assignment until events cool down. But wherever Harry goes, things just get hotter. This time, he is tracking a traumatized rape survivor who coldly guns down her bygone attackers – and as secrets come to light, starts striking an empathetic chord in the pursuing lawman. This is the fourth of five Dirty Harry films. Cast includes Clint Eastwood and Sondra Locke. Music by Lalo Schifrin. Screenplay by Joseph C. Stinson. Story by Earl E. Smith and Charles B. Pierce. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This widescreen letterbox edition features commentary by Richard Schickel; Featurette: 'The Evolution of Clint Eastwood;' Trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.  
Feature films – United States.; Revenge – Drama; Murder – Drama; Rapists – Drama; San Francisco (Calif.); Crime – Drama; Police – California – San Francisco – Drama; Dirty Harry (Fictitious character) – Drama; Shooters of firearms – Drama; Rape victims – Drama; Eastwood, Clint, 1930-  

Suddenly, last summer : (DVD)  
13658,ID  
13658,DM  
B&W 114 MIN SONY PICTU 1960  
A beautiful young woman is committed to a mental institution after witnessing her cousin's death at the hands of cannibals. Her aunt advocates for a surgical solution to end her nieces harrowing hallucinations. The woman's doctor uses sodium pentothal to unlock the truth from her mind and discovers her delusions are real. The doctor must confront the young woman's aunt about her own involvement in her son's violent death. Based on the play by Tennessee Williams. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift, Katharine Hepburn. Screenplay by Gore Vidal and Tennessee Williams. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Production notes; Video photo montage; Vintage advertising; Talent files; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Thai.  

Sucker free city : (DVD)  
16374,ID  
COLOR 113 MIN SHOWTIME E 2005  
Racial tension erupts and emotions collide when three young men from different ethnic backgrounds perpetrate low-level crimes that eventually infringe upon each other's neighborhoods in San Francisco. The cast includes Ben Crowley, Ken Leung, Anthony Mackie, Darris Love, Laura Allen, John Savage and Kathy Baker. This film was written by Alex Tse and directed by Spike Lee. Language: English and Spanish.  

Suez : (DVD)  
13990,ID  
B&W 100 MIN 20TH CENTU 1938  
De Lesseps is a young aristocrat who conceives the idea for the Suez Canal. When Napoleon fails him, the British show interest. Cast includes Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, and J. Edward Bromberg. Story by Sam Duncan. Screenplay by Philip Dunne and Julien Josephson. Directed by Allan Dwan. Language: English.  

Studio Classics  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
The Dolly sisters.
Sugar town : the place to be : (VHS)  
19200,VH  
19200,ID  
COLOR 94 MIN SQUARE DOG 2000  
Past, present and future collide as the common thread of desire unites Los Angeles from all walks of life. Desire for what once was and for things to come. The City of Angels has the power to unlock all of their dreams. But whose dreams will be realized and whose will be lost? Cast includes Rosanna Arquette, Beverly D’Angelo, Mandy Patinkin and Bernadette Peters. Screenplay by James Lapine. Directed by Terry Hughes. This DVD version includes audio commentary; Cast credits; Chapter selection; Scene selection; Iranian Trailer Gallery; Language: English and Farsi; Subtitles: English.


The suitors : (DVD)  
13016,ID  
COLOR 106 MIN FIRST RUN 1988  
A well-to-do Iranian, Haji, arrives in Manhattan from Teheran with his reluctant new bride. Overcome by nostalgia for the old country, his closest friends hold a traditional feast. But a bizarre series of events ends with Haji’s death – leaving behind a beautiful, bewildered widow and four zealous suitors. Cast includes Pouran, Ali Azizian, Shahab Navab, Assurbanipal Babila. Written and directed by Ghasem Ebrahimian. This DVD version features interactive menu; Scene selection; Iranian Trailer Gallery; Language: English and Farsi; Subtitles: English.


Sullivan’s travels : (DVD)  
05598,VD  
05598,DM  
B&W 91 MIN MCA HOME V 1941  
A successful Hollywood director, tired of making comedies, hits the road masquerading as a bum to gain inspiration for a serious, socially responsible film. In the midst of hardship and poverty, he makes the valuable discovery that what the downtrodden need most is laughter. Cast includes Joel McCrea, Veronica Lake, Robert Warwick, William Demarest and Margaret Hayes; written and directed by Preston Sturges.

Feature films – United States.; Sturges, Preston.

Sun Valley serenade  
08240,VH  
08240,DM  
B&W 86 MIN FOX VIDEO 1941  
The Glenn Miller Orchestra plays a struggling band named the Dartmouth Troubadours, about to get its big break at a posh Sun Valley ski resort. The band’s manager sets up a publicity stunt that nearly tears up the band. The film features the music of the Glenn Miller Orchestra, the dancing of the Nicholas Brothers, and the skating of Sonja Henie. Cast includes Sonja Henie, John Payne, Milton Berle. Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone.


Sunday in the Park with George : (DVD)  
14001,ID  
14001,DM  
COLOR 146 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1986  
In the first act, "George", a fictionalized Georges Seurat paints his latest, "Dot, and "A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of Le Grande Latte,". Characters that become figures and vice versa walk through the story. In Act 2, George’s descendant, a sculptor, comes to terms with his grandmother, Life, and Art. Cast includes Mandy Patinkin and Bernadette Peters. Screenplay by James Lapine. Directed by Terry Hughes. This DVD version includes audio commentary; Cast credits; Chapter index; Language: English.

Feature films – United States.; Painters – Drama.; Artists’ models – Drama.; Creation (Literary, artistic, etc.) – Drama.; Hughes, Terry, 1933-.

Sunrise : a song of two humans  
07525,VH  
07525,DM  
B&W 95 MIN FACETS 1927  
Director Murnau’s first Hollywood film considered to be a film classic. A city women sets out to destroy the marriage of a young farm couple. The young man is given a view of the big city he won’t soon forget. Written by Hermann Sudermann and Carl Mayer. Cast includes George O’Brien, Janet Gaynor, Margaret Livingston, Bodil Rosing, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ralph Simpson, Jane Winton, Eddie Boland, Barry Sullivan. Directed by F.W. Murnau.

Sunrise : a song of two humans : (DVD) 15141,ID
B&W 95 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1927
20th Century Fox Studio Classics Best Picture Collection Series
- In this tale of temptation and redemption, the pleasant and peaceful life of a naïve country man is turned upside down when he falls for a cold-blooded yet seductive woman from the city. She tries to persuade him to drown his virtuous wife and come back to the city with her. Although he considers carrying out the hideous crime, the farmer is unable to go through with it. Then, as husband and wife encounter a life-threatening rainstorm, their love and loyalty are put to the ultimate test. Cast includes George O’Brien, Janet Gaynor, Margaret Livingston, and Bodil Rosing. Directed by F.W. Murnau. This edition features audio commentary by John Bailey (ASC Cinematographer); Outtakes with optional John Bailey commentary; Original scenario by Carl Mayer with annotations by Murnau; Murnau’s lost film: ‘Four Devils,’ Original ‘Four Devils’ screenplay; Original ‘Sunrise’ screenplay; Theatrical trailer; Original movietone score; Alternate Olympic Chamber Orchestra score; Intertitles: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Sunrise : a tale of two humans 02528,16
B&W 95 MIN NATIONAL C 1927
F.W. Murnau’s first Hollywood film, a parable of noble and profane love. The simple story of a farmer who plans to murder his wife at the behest of another woman. Cast includes Janet Gaynor, Bodil Rosing, Margaret Livingston and J. Farrell MacDonald.

Feature films – United States.; Murnau, F.W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1889-1931

Sunset Boulevard 07510,VH
B&W 100 MIN PARAMOUNT 1950
The famed tale of Norma Desmond, an aging film star who refuses to accept that her era has ended. When she hires an out-of-work screenwriter to help engineer her comeback, he assumes he can manipulate her, only to find out otherwise. Cast includes Gloria Swanson, William Holden, Erich von Stroheim, Buster Keaton, Hedda Hopper, Cecil B. DeMille. Written by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder, and D.M. Marshman, Jr. Directed by Billy Wilder. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Commentary by Ed Sikov author of “On Sunset Boulevard: the life and times of Billy Wilder;” The making of “Sunset Boulevard;” Theatrical trailer; Hollywood location map; Photo galleries; Morgue prologue; “Edith Head - the Paramount years” featurette; “The music of ‘Sunset Boulevard’” featurette; Languages: English and French; Subtitles English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Super fly 04786,VH
COLOR 90 MIN WARNER HOM 1972
Priest, a big-time drug dealer, attempts one last deal before leaving the business for good, encountering crooked cops and menacing gangs along the way. Stars Ron O’Neal; music by Curtis Mayfield; directed by Gordon Parks, Jr.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Parks, Gordon, Jr

Super size me : (DVD) 10189,ID
10189,DM
COLOR 100 MIN HART SHARP 2004
There is an obesity epidemic in the United States and filmmaker Morgan Spurlock’s film puts a spotlight on one of major causes, the fast food diet. A man in good health and good shape, proven by a battery of tests in the film, Spurlock devises an experiment, which calls for him to eat a “McDonald’s only” diet for thirty days straight. He will eat only at McDonald’s fast food restaurants for all meals, but will only “super size” his meals, a promotional tool of the chain, when offered the option by counter people. The film captures the effects on his body by his diet, the negative effects of his food intake go beyond the mere weight gain he expected, and include health changes so drastic that his doctors strongly recommended he stop his experiment before the thirty days are over. The film also touches on topics of corporate responsibility, nutritional education, school lunch programs, and how as a nation we are eating ourselves to death. Directed by Morgan Spurlock. This DVD version features audio commentary by director Morgan Spurlock; deleted scenes; interview with Eric Schlosser, author of “Fast Food Nation;” extra interviews; special scenes not in film: 13 Bags of Garbage; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Food habits; Convenience foods.; Fast food restaurants.; Nutritionally induced diseases.; McDonald’s Corporation.

Surrogates : (DVD) 17937,ID
COLOR 89 MIN BUENA VIST 2010
People are living their lives remotely from the safety of their own homes via robotic surrogates - sexy, physically perfect mechanical representations of themselves. It’s an ideal world where crime, pain, fear and consequences don’t exist. When the first murder in years jolts this utopia, FBI agent Greer discovers a vast conspiracy behind the surrogate phenomenon and must abandon his own surrogate, risking his life to unravel the mystery. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Radha Mitchell, Rosmund Pike, Boris Kodjoe, James Cromwell, Ving Rhames. Special features: Music video “I will not bow” by Breaking Benjamin; feature audio commentary by director Jonathan Mostow. Directed by Jonathan Mostow. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, optional French or Spanish subtitles; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Suture
08391,VH
08391,DM
B&W 99 MIN METRO-GOLD 1993
A psychological thriller with striking noir style and dark undertones. Two estranged half-brothers, Vincent and Clay, meet for the first time, their appearance is so similar you can barely tell them apart — although one actor is white and the other is African American. Vincent is the prime-suspect in the murder of the two men’s father, so he uses his newfound sibling to pin the crime on and switch identities. His attempt at murdering Clay fails, leaving Clay with amnesia and believing he really is Vincent. Clay must prove he didn’t commit the murder, before he is sentenced to life. Cast includes Dennis Haysbert, Mel Harris, Sab Shimono, Michael Harris, David Graf, Dina Merrill. Written and directed by Scott McGehee and David Siegel.

Feature films – United States.; Film noir – United States

Sweet 15
05722,VH
COLOR 139 MIN TURNER HOM 1982
Broadway production of the Stephen Sondheim musical about the barber who delights in slashing the throats of his customers and the woman who helps him dispose of his victims by baking them into her meat pies. Cast includes George Hearn and Angela Lansbury; music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; book by Hugh Wheeler; based on the play by Christopher Bond; directed for television by Terry Hughes.


Sweeney Todd : the demon barber of Fleet Street : (DVD)
12748,ID
12748,DM
COLOR 139 MIN WARNER BRO 1982
Broadway production of the Stephen Sondheim musical about the barber who delights in slashing the throats of his customers and the woman who helps him dispose of his victims by baking them into her meat pies. Cast includes George Hearn and Angela Lansbury. Music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Book by Hugh Wheeler. Based on the play by Christopher Bond. Directed for the stage by Harold Prince. Directed for television by Terry Hughes. This DVD version features scene selection; Standard presentation; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Sweet 15
05811,VH
COLOR 110 MIN PUBLIC MED 1990
Wonderworks Series - A 15-year-old American girl of Mexican descent is forced to grow up quickly when she accidently discovers that her father has never become a U.S. citizen or documented resident. Cast includes Karla Montana and Susan Ruttan; directed by Victoria Hochberg.

Feature films – United States.; Mexican American teenagers

Sweet and lowdown : (DVD)
18916,ID
18916,DM
COLOR 95 MIN COLUMBIA T 2000
In the 1930’s, the fictional Emmet Ray ruled as the second greatest jazz guitarist in the world. But his reputation was accompanied by a faking movie queen; he hopes to use her fame as currency to re-establish himself back home. Some in the town folks have long memories and view him as an unsavory character, especially the family of his ex-girlfriend; her father a corrupt political boss does not welcome the man’s return. The actor schemes to recapture his “lost sweet bird of youth” and make up for time lost pursuing dreams elsewhere. Based on the novel by Terry Hughes. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Featurettes “Sweeney Todd: chasing time;” Vintage Geraldine Page and Rip Torn screen test; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Sweet bird of youth : (DVD)
18851,ID
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER BRO 1961
Tennessee Williams film collection Series - A feature film adaptation of Tennessee William’s Broadway play about a handsome, failed actor who returns to his Gulf Coast hometown from Hollywood. Always successful with women, he is accompanied by a fading movie queen; he hopes to use her fame as currency to re-establish himself back home. Some in the town folks have long memories and view him as an unsavory character, especially the family of his ex-girlfriend; her father a corrupt political boss does not welcome the man’s return. The actor schemes to recapture his “lost sweet bird of youth” and make up for time lost pursuing dreams elsewhere. Based on the play “Sweet Bird of Youth” by Tennessee Williams. Cast includes Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Ed Begley, Rip Torn. Written for the screen and directed by Richard Brooks. This DVD version features letterboxed widescreen presentation; Featurettes “Sweet bird of youth: chasing time;” Vintage Geraldine Page and Rip Torn screen test; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


Sweet land : (DVD)
19310,ID
COLOR 111 MIN 20TH CENTU 2005
Inge is a feisty German mail-order bride who has come to Minnesota to marry Olaf, a young Norwegian immigrant farmer of few words. But in a post-WWI, anti-German climate, the local minister openly forbids the marriage. Inge and Olaf fall in love despite the town’s disapproval. But when the town banker attempts to foreclose on the farm of his friend Frandsen, Olaf takes a stand. Cast includes Elizabeth Reaser, Tim Guinee, Lois Smith, Ned Beatty, Alan Cumming, Alex Kingston, John Heard, Paul Sand, Stephen Pelsinski, Patrick Heusinger. Written and directed by Ali Selim. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by cast and crew; Sweet land: a love story featurette; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Sweet Lorraine
06200,VH
COLOR 91 MIN PARAMOUNT 1987
The family run Lorraine hotel in the Catskill Mountains faces its last summer. The Catskills were once known as the Jewish Alps, but that was in a gone by era. In this funny and poignant tale, the owner of the Lorraine is surprised when her granddaughter shows up and wants to work for the hotel. Together they face the dilemma of whether to sell the property or try to carry on the family business despite the hotel’s declining fortunes. Cast includes Maureen Stapleton, Trini Alvarado, Lee Richardson. Directed by Steve Gomer.

Feature films – United States.

Sweet smell of success : (DVD)
12907,ID
12907,DM
B&W 96 MIN METRO-GOLD 1957
A powerful gossip column reporter for the New York Globe has the power to build and destroy reputations. A young press agent dreams of achieving that kind of power, or at least be on the good side of the powerful man. The reporter's sister plans on marrying a jazz musician against the wishes of her brother. He decides he will ruin the musician's reputation and enlists the help of the press agent. Unscrupulous and willing to do anything to be in the good graces of the reporter the press agent sets out to help destroy the musician's public image. Based on the novel by Ernest Lehman. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis, Susan Harrison, Marty Milner, Sam Levene, Barbara Nichols, Jeff
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The sweetest sound : (DVD)  
19044.ID  
COLOR  60 MIN  LORBER HT  2001  
The Alan Berliner collection Series - With the intimacy and humor of a personal essay, Berliner dives headfirst into the American name pool in search of the treasures and dangers hidden inside his own name. A film that starts out in search of identity slowly transforms into a meditation on mortality. Along the way, he confronts his parents about the origins of his name, his sister about the names she gave her children and visits the Jim Smith Society, the National Linda Convention, the streets of New York, Holocaust name memorials, the Vietnam Memorial and the AIDS Quilt. He also stumbles upon some surprising news about name changes at Ellis Island. Bonus features: POV interviews with Alan Berliner; "Natural history", a short by Alan Berliner; "The art of process"; a DVD-ROM catalogue. Directed by Alan Berliner. In English with optional subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.  
Documentary films; Experimental films; Experimental films– United States; Feature films – United States.; Identity (Psychology); Biographical films.; Autobiographical films.; Amateur films – United States – History.; Names, Personal.; Names; Names, Personal.; Berliner, Alan.

The swimmer : (DVD)  
15290.ID  
COLOR  94 MIN  COLUMBIA P  1968  
A troubled suburbanite, Ned, decides one day to swim home via the pools of his affluent Connecticut neighbors. He encounters several women from his past: a tempestuous teenage girl teetering at the edge of adolescence and womanhood; his embittered ex-mistress; and the sensual wife of an old friend. Ned’s journey is one of embarrassments, humiliation and steamy passion. He passes from one scenario to another until he arrives home to an empty house, and to a startling self-revelation. Based on a story by John Cheever. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Janey Landgard, and Janice Rule. Short film by Eleanor Perry. Directed by Frank Perry. This widescreen edition features the theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Korean, and Japanese; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing. Feature films – United States.; Memory – Drama.; Suburbanites – Connecticut – Social life and customs – Drama.; Swimmers – Drama.; Cheever, John – Film adaptations.; Perry, Frank, 1930-1995.

Swimming to Cambodia  
05013.VD  
COLOR  85 MIN  IMAGE ENTE  1987  

Swimming to Cambodia : (DVD)  
10712.ID  
10712,DM  
COLOR  85 MIN  SEVILLE PI  1987  
Spaulding Gray weaves a hypnotic saga of his experiences in Southeast Asia during the making of the movie, "The Killing Fields." Musical score by Laurie Anderson. Directed by Jonathan Demme. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Bios; Trailer gallery. Feature films – United States.; Demme, Jonathan, 1944-; Gray, Spaulding, 1941.

Swimming with sharks : (DVD)  
14244.ID  
14244,DM  
COLOR  165 MIN  LION'S GAT  1994  
An ambitious personal assistant named Guy diplomatically deals with an overbearing, overly demanding boss until those demands involve Guy's girlfriend. What transpires next is a hilarious reversal of fortunes that is every employee's dream. Cast includes Kevin Spacey, Frank Whaley, Michelle Forbes, Benicio Del Toro, Jerry Levine, T. E. Russell, Roy Dotrice. Written and directed by George Huang. This special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; Commentary with actor Kevin Spacey; Commentary with director George Huang; Commentary with director George Huang and actor Frank Whaley; "Back to the Tank: Swimming 10 years later"; "Shark Tales: Life as a Hollywood Assistant"; "Let's Do Lunch: A Conversation with Colleagues"; Deleted scenes; Trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Hostages – Drama.; Supervision of employees – Drama.; Supervisors – Drama.; Corporate culture – United States – Comedy.; Huang, George.

Swing kids  
06270.VH  
COLOR  114 MIN  HOLLYWOOD  1993  
In 1939, Nazi Germany declares war on freedom and demands conformity from its youth. A group of kids rebels with their "swing" music from America. Two friends must choose between their individual freedom or loyalty to the Third Reich; traditions and friendships are tested. Cast includes Robert Sean Leonard, Barbara Hershey, Christian Bale. Directed by Thomas Carter. Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; National Socialism; National Socialism and motion pictures; Swing (Music).

Swing time  
05050.VH  
B&W  103 MIN  RKO HOME V  1936  
A dancing gambler falls in love, but romance is hampered by his engagement to another. Stars Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers; screenplay by Howard Lindsay and Allan Scott; musical score by Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields; directed by George Stevens. Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Stevens, George Cooper, 1904-1975.

Swingers  
08939.VH  
COLOR  96 MIN  MIRAMAX HO  1996  
A group of friends hang out in Hollywood's coolest after-hours hangouts, drinking and looking for girls. One of the men is a struggling stand-up comedian just out of a long-term relationship and new to Los Angeles, he feels lost in his new superficial settings and can’t remember how to be a successful ladies man. His hipster friend takes it upon himself to show him a good time. Cast includes Jon Favreau, Vince Vaughn, Ron Livingston, Patrick Van Horn, Alex Desert, Heather Graham. Written by Jon Favreau. Directed by Doug Liman. Feature films – United States.

Swingers : (DVD)  
19664.ID  
COLOR  96 MIN  LIONSGATE  1996  
A group of friends hang out in Hollywood's coolest after-hours hangouts, drinking and looking for girls. One of the men is a struggling stand-up comedian just out of a long-term relationship and new to Los Angeles, he feels lost in his new superficial settings and can’t remember how to be a successful ladies man. His hipster friend takes it upon himself to show him a good time. Cast includes Jon Favreau, Vince Vaughn, Ron Livingston, Patrick Van Horn, Alex Desert, Heather Graham. Written by Jon Favreau. Directed by Doug Liman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmakers audio commentary with director Doug Liman and editor Stephen Mirroire; Illustrated action commentary with Jon Favreau and Vince Vaughn; "Making it in Hollywood" documentary art imitates life: writing the story, life creates art: getting "Swingers" made, life imitates art: "Swingers" culture, art creates life: life after "Swingers"; The cutting room floor speakeasy kinda thing, the hockey game, the kiss, Vegas girls trailer, drunken dinners; "Swingblade" short film;
Language: English and French; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Swiss family Robinson** : (DVD)

11110.ID
COLOR 126 MIN DISNEY DVD 1960

The Robinson family is shipwrecked in the South Pacific on a deserted island. They work together to overcome the obstacles of nature and transform their new home into a “civilized” community. The family must face an even more dangerous challenge when cutthroat pirates descend upon their island, threatening to destroy the Robinson’s makeshift paradise. A Disney classic and screen adaptation of the literary classic, “Swiss Family Robinson” by Johann David Wyss. Cast includes John Mills, Dorothy McGuire, James MacArthur, Janet Munro, Sessue Hayakawa, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran, Ceci Parker. Screenplay by Lowell S. Hawley. Directed by Ken Annakin. This two disc DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary with Ken Annakin, Tommy Kirk, James MacArthur, and Kevin Corcoran; Original theatrical animated short “Sea Salts;” “Adventures In The Making;” Conversations with James MacArthur; “Pirates!”; Lost treasurers - “Swiss Family Treehouse,” Production archives; 1960 Disney Studio Album; Languages: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Family – Drama.; Survival after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc. – Drama.; Shipwreck victims – Drama.  

**Syriana** : (DVD)

11998.ID 11998.DM
COLOR 128 MIN WARNER BRO 2005

The world’s dependence on oil has produced great wealth for many countries and multi-national corporations. The perpetual mission to obtain more wealth unleases corruption that stretches from Houston to Washington D.C. and from the United States to the Mideast. This story of intrigue demonstrates how the scheming and power plays fan out and effect all those involved from the intelligence agent entrenched in the field and the millionaire lobbyist living in suburban Virginia to the Emir’s of oil rich countries, the oilfield laborers and terrorists in the Mideast. Based on the book by Robert Baer. Cast includes George Clooney, Matt Damon, Jeffrey Wright, Chris Cooper, William Hunt, Mazhar Munir, Amanda Peet, Christopher Plummer, Alexander Siddig. Based on the book entitled “See No Evil” by Robert Baer. Written and Directed by Stephen Gaghan. This DVD version includes special features such as Additional scenes; A conversation with George Clooney; Make a Change, Make a Difference; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English; French; and Spanish.

Feature films – United States; Teenagers – Pakistan – Drama.; United States. Central Intelligence Agency – Drama.; Corporate lawyers – United States – Drama.; Terrorism – Drama.; Petroleum industry and trade – Drama.; Oil industries – Drama.; Suspense films.; Geopolitics – Drama.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Ghagah, Steven, 1965-

**Tabu** : (DVD)

12425,ID
B&W 81 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1931

The Milestone Collection Series - Set in Tahiti, two lovers are doomed by a tribal edict decreeing that the girl is “tabu” to all men. The lover’s fate then the judgment to be together. A collaboration between two legendary directors, F.W. Murnau and Robert Flaherty, the film captures the beauty of Tahiti. Cast includes Reri and Matahi. Script by F.W. Murnau and Robert Flaherty. Music by Hugo Riesenfeld. Directed by F.W. Murnau. This DVD release features a restored print of the film and is the original uncensored version of the film; Restoration work by the UCLA Film and Television Archive; Audio commentary by UCLA.
Film professor Janet Bergstrom; Still gallery; Outtake footage; Short film: "Reri in New York," Theatrical trailer.


**Take out :** (DVD) 15608,ID

COLOR 87 MIN KINO INTER 2008

Ming Ding is an illegal Chinese immigrant living in a squalid apartment in New York City. He works delivering Chinese food on Manhattan's Upper West Side. On this particular day his morning is disrupted by a pair of hammer-wielding loan sharks who show up at his door and demand he gives them $800 by the end of the day or his debt will be doubled. He has one rain-soaked day to come up with the money. Cast includes Charles Jang, Jeng-Hua Yu, Wang-Thye Lee, Justin Wan. Written and directed by Sean Baker and Shih-Ching Tsou. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Audio commentary with directors Sean Baker and Shih-Ching Tsou and actor Charles Jang; Cast and crew interviews; Two deleted scenes; Charles Jangs audition for Ming Ding; Theatrical trailer; Stills gallery; In English and Chinese, with optional English subtitles.


**Take shelter :** (DVD) 20457,ID

COLOR 121 MIN SONY PICTU 2011

Curtis LaForche lives in a small town in Ohio with his wife, Samantha, and six-year-old daughter, Hannah, who is deaf. When Curtis begins to have terrifying dreams, he keeps the visions to himself, channeling his anxiety into obsessively building a storm shelter in his backyard. His inexplicable behavior concerns those closest to him, but the resulting strain on his marriage and tension within his community can't compare with Curtis's privately held fear of what his dreams may truly signify. Cast includes Michael Shannon, Jessica Chastain, Shea Whigham, Katy Mixon, Ray McKinnon, Lisagay Hamilton, Robert Longstreet, Kathy Baker, Tova Stewart. Written and directed by Jeff Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with Jeff Nichols and Michael Shannon; Behind the scenes of "Take shelter"; Q&A with Michael Shannon and Shea Whigham; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Paranoid schizophrenia – Drama.; Visions – Drama.; Storms – Drama.; Ohio.; Nichols, Jeff: 1978-.

**The taking of Pelham 123 :** (The taking of Pelham one-two-thr 16356,ID

COLOR 106 MIN SONY PICTU 2009

A New York City subway train is hijacked and all the passengers held hostage by a vicious criminal gang led by a man called Ryder. A subway dispatcher has one hour to stop them or pay the ten million dollar ransom or all the innocent passengers on board will be killed. Based on a novel by John Godey. Cast includes Denzel Washington, John Travolta, John Turturro, Luis Guzman, Michael Rispoli, James Gandolfini. Screenplay by Brian Helgeland. Directed by Tony Scott. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with director Tony Scott; Commentary with writer Brian Helgeland and producer Todd Black; "No time to lose: the making of "Pelham 123;" "The third rail: New York underground;" From the top down styling character; Marketing Pelham; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**The taking of Pelham one two three :** (DVD) 16387,ID

COLOR 124 MIN 20TH CENTU 1974

A gang of armed thugs hijack a subway train near New York's Pelham Station and threaten to kill one hostage per minute unless their demands of ransom are met. A transit chief is tasked with keeping the situation at bay until a rescue is attempted or the ransom is delivered. He must somehow ad-lib, con, and outmaneuvre, the sociopath leader of the gang before any more lives are lost. Based on the novel by John Godey. Cast includes Walter Matthau, Robert Shaw, Martin Balsam, Hector Elizondo. Screenplay by Peter Stone. Directed by Joseph Sargent. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**A tale of love** 07925,VH

COLOR 108 MIN WOMEN MAKE 1995

The story of Kieu, a Vietnamese immigrant, who is in love with "Love." Kieu is a free-lance writer and a model for a photographer. Voyeurism is one of the threads that structure the narrative of the film. The film exposes the fiction of love in love stories and the process of consumption. The film maker eloquently evokes an understanding of the allusive and powerful connections between love, sensuality, voyeurism, and identity. The film is loosely inspired by "The Tale of Kieu," the Vietnamese national poem of love. A film by Trinh T. Minh-ha. Asian Americans; Feature films – United States.; Vietnamese Americans; Trinh, T. Minh-Ha, 1952-.
The talented Mr. Ripley (DVD) 09731.ID 09731.DM
COLOR 139 MIN PARAMOUNT 1999
Tom Ripley is a calculating young man who believes it's better to be a fake somebody than a real nobody. He aspires to a life of wealth and leisure and when presented with the opportunity to attain his desire he acts. Sent to Europe by a wealthy American shipbuilder to bring his playboy son home, Tom becomes enamoured with the son's idyllic life, and carries out a daring scheme of duplicity, lies, and murder to make it his own. Cast includes Matt Damon, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law, Cate Blanchett, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Jack Davenport, James Rebhorn, Sergio Rubini, Philip Baker Hall. Based on the novel by Patricia Highsmith. Screenplay and directed by Anthony Minghella.


The talented Mr. Ripley : (Blu-ray Disc) 20324.ID
COLOR 98 MIN SHOUT FACT 1995
Three drug dealing gangsters pay a visit to a local funeral parlor to retrieve a lost drug stash. The mortician leads the men on a tour of the establishment introducing them to the corpses. The three toughs experience the terror of their situation as the mortician's nefarious plan plays out. Cast includes Corbin Bernsen, Rosalind Cash, Rusty Cundieff, David Alan Grier, Anthony Griffith, Wings Hauser, Paula Jai Parker, Joe Torry, Clarence Williams III. Written by Rusty Cundieff and Darin Scott. Directed by Rusty Cundieff. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; The making of Tales from the hood featuring interviews with co-writer/director Rusty Cundieff, co-writer/producer Darin Scott, actors Corbin Bernsen, Wings Hauser, Anthony Griffith; Audio commentary with Rusty Cundieff; Vintage featurette; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


The tall T : (DVD) 16702.ID
COLOR 78 MIN SONY PICTU 1957
The Films of Budd Boetticher Series - When he and a pair of newbies are kidnapped by bandits, Randolph Scott must use his wiles to keep them off alive while quietly turning the gunmen against each other. The cast includes Randolph Scott, Richard Boone, Maureen O'Sullivan and Arthur Hunnicutt. Based on a story by Elmore Leonard, screenplay was written by Burt Kennedy. Directed by Budd Boetticher. Special features include commentary with film historian Jeanine Basinger; Martin Scorsese on "The Tall T." Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French.


Talladega nights : the ballad of Ricky Bobby : (DVD) 13742.ID 13742.DM
COLOR 121 MIN SONY PICTU 2006
A broad comedy about fame and future on the NASCAR racing circuit. Ricky Bobby is a legendary driver, supremely confident and extremely dismiffed. When he is bested by a European racer slumming on the NASCAR circuit, Ricky loses his confidence and then a crushing disappointment. His best friend takes his place as top driver on the race team and steals his wife. Ricky must reclaim his life, regain his confidence and win back his top ranking on the track. Standing in his way are his former best friend and the one of Europe's top racers. Cast includes Will Ferrell, John C. Reily, Sacha Baron Cohen, Gary Cole, John C. Reily, Michael Clarke Duncan. Written by Will Ferrell and Adam McKay. Directed by Adam McKay. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Gag reel; Will Ferrell returns to Talladega; Line-o-Rama; Bonus race footage; Interviews with Ricky, Cal and Careley; Director and friends commentary; Unrated extended cut exclusives; Thirteen more minutes not seen in theaters; Additional deleted scenes; Ricky & Cal’s commercials; More interviews; Ricky and Cal’s PSA; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The taming of the shrew : (DVD) 09545.ID 09545.DM
COLOR 122 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1967
William Shakespeare's comic look at male chauvinism and women's lib in the 16th century. Petruchio, a poverty-stricken gentleman from Verona journeys to Padua in search of a wealthy wife. He encounters Katharina, a self-willed shrew, and after much tickering and battering, he persuades her to marry him. To the public it appears that he was able to tame her, but in reality she realizes there are more subtle and effective ways to dominate him. Cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Cyril Cusack, Michael Hordern, Alfred Lynch, Alan Webb, Victor Spineti, Michael York, Natasha Pyne. Based on the play by William Shakespeare. Screenplay by Paul Dehn, Susu, Cecchi Spinetti, Michael York, Natasha Pyne. Based on the play by William Shakespeare. Screenplay by Paul Dehn, Susu, Cecchi D'Amico, Franco Zeffirelli. Directed by Franco Zeffirelli. This DVD version features scene selection; interactive menus; production notes; theatrical trailers; bonus talent files; languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese; subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

English drama – Film and video adaptations.; Feature films – United States.; Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616–Film and video adaptation.

Tangerine : (DVD) 20452.ID
COLOR 88 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2015
It's Christmas Eve in Tinseltown and Sin-Dee is back on the street after the police took away her pimp boyfriend. She's got a new baby on the way and no money for a formula. It's time to retrieve a lost drug stash. The mortician leads the men on a tour of the establishment introducing them to the corpses. The three toughs experience the terror of their situation as the mortician's nefarious plan plays out. Cast includes Corbin Bernsen, Wings Hauser, Anthony Griffith; Audio commentary with Rusty Cundieff; Vintage featurette; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


Talents night : Drama.
The Taqwacores : (DVD) 15456,ID
COLOR 83 MIN STRAND REL 2009
A Pakistani-American engineering student going to school in Buffalo, New York, finds a place to live with a group of Muslim punk rockers. His new roommates introduce him to a music and lifestyle he had no knowledge of beforehand. Taqwacore, the hardcore, Muslim punk rock scene. The living room of the house is a mosque during the day and punk rock venue at night. The young man’s introduction to the alternative Muslim lifestyle begins to challenge his own faith and ideologies. Based on the novel by Michael Muhammad Knight. Cast includes Bobby Naderi, Noureen Dewulf, Dominic Rains, Nav Mann, Phong Tran, Volkman Eryan, Rasika Mathur, Tony Yalda. Adapted screenplay by Michael Muhammad Knight and Eyad Zahra. Directed by Eyad Zahra. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Original theatrical trailer; Other Strand Releasing trailers; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Taras Bulba : (DVD) 19280,ID
COLOR 122 MIN KINO LORBE 1962
An epic story set in 16th century Ukraine. A Cossack chieftain is determined to regain his land from Polish invaders. His people are divided, but he is able to rally his soldiers and lead them into war. When the chieftain’s son falls in love with a Polish girl, conflict between the two men is inevitable. They must ultimately confront the rift between them. Cast includes Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Sam Wanamaker, Brad Dexter, Guy Rolff, Perry Lopez, George Macready, Ika Windish, Vladimir Sokoloff, Daniel Ocko, Valdimier Irman, Christine Kaufmann. Screenplay by Walcan Eryan, Rasika Mathur, Tony Yalda. Adapted screenplay by Michael Muhammad Knight and Eyad Zahra. Directed by Eyad Zahra. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Original theatrical trailer; Other Strand Releasing trailers; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Taxi driver : (DVD) 08675,ID
COLOR 114 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1976
A psychic New York cabby is driven to violence in an attempt to rescue a teenage prostitute. Cast includes Robert De Niro, Jodie Foster, Albert Brooks, Harvey Keitel, Leonard Harris, Peter Boyle, Cybill Shepherd. Written by Paul Schrader. Directed by Martin Scorsese. This DVD version is the collector’s edition and features interactive menus; scene selection; making-of documentary; photo montage/portrait gallery; storyboard sequence; original screenplay; advertising materials; filmographies; liner notes; theatrical trailers; anamorphic widescreen format; digitally remastered audio and video; languages: English (2 channel); subtitles: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, Thai.

TCM Archives
For descriptions see individual titles:
The Garbo silents collection : (DVD)

TCM Archives
For descriptions see individual titles:
Forbidden Hollywood collection: Vol. 1 : (DVD)

TCM Spotlight: Charlie Chan Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The Chinese ring : (DVD)
Dangerous money : (DVD)
Dark alibi : (DVD)
The trap : (DVD)
Tea and sympathy
13678.VH
13678.DM
COLOR
123 MIN
MGM/UA HOM
1956
Drama about a teenaged boy at a New England boarding school who is wrongly accused of homosexuality. The wife of a housemaster offers the boy her understanding and love when she finds that he is deeply troubled about the accusations and questioning himself. Cast includes Deborah Kerr, John Kerr, Leif Erickson, Edward Andrews. Screenplay by Robert Anderson. Based on the play by Robert Anderson. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.


Tea with Mussolini
08190.VH
COLOR
117 MIN
METRO-GOLD
1999
Set in Florence, Italy at the brink of World War II, during a time of social unrest, fascism, and high tea. A group of expatriate British women choose to stay in Italy – partially on an assurance by Dictator Mussolini himself that their lifestyle won’t be impacted by the impending war. When the women find themselves in danger, it becomes clear that Mussolini’s word will not be kept. A brazen American woman and a young outcast boy take it upon themselves to keep the women out of harm’s way and in the high life they are accustomed. Cast includes Cher, Judi Dench, Joan Plowright, Maggie Smith, Lily Tomlin, Massimo Ghini, Paolo Seganti, Michael Williams. Screenplay by John Mortimer and Franco Zeffirelli. Directed by Franco Zeffirelli.

Feature films – United States.; Zeffirelli, Franco

Sweet bird of youth
20032.VH
COLOR
123 MIN
WARNER HOM
1956
Turner Classic Movies greatest classic legends film collection : Marlon Brando Series - Okinawa 1946, occupied by American troops whose assignment is to bring democracy to the inhabitants. The captain in charge, Captain Fisby, is a well-meaning but inept loser, and faces a wily Okinawan interpreter, Sakini, and a determined geisha girl, Lotus Blossom, along with villagers who know how to take advantage of foreign occupation! Based on the book by Vern J. Sneider and the play by John Patrick. Cast includes Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford, Machiko Kyo, Eddie Albert, Paul Ford. Screenplay by John Patrick. Directed by Daniel Mann. In English, with English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Tears of the sun
19859.ID
COLOR
121 MIN
COLUMBIA T
2003
When a doctor is rescued by a Special-Ops unit in the jungle of Nigeria, she refuses to go with them unless they agree to help rescue 70 refugees as well. Cast includes Bruce Willis, Monica Bellucci, Cole Hauser, Tom Skerritt. Written by Alex Lasker and Patrick Curtice. Directed by Antoine Fuqua. This DVD version features animated menus; Audio commentary from director Antoine Fuqua; Writers observations; “Journey to Safety: making tears of the sun”; Voices of Africa; Deleted scenes; Africa fact track; Interactive map of Africa; Trailers; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French (Parisian).


Tempest
09629.VH
COLOR
143 MIN
COLUMBIA P
1982
A man going through a mid-life crisis flees his marriage for a deserted Greek Island. He brings along his teenage daughter who is having troubles dealing with her parents split and with the changes she is going through as she grows into young adulthood. In Greece the man takes a younger lover, who also becomes his daughter’s confidant. The tranquility of the island is broken when the man’s wife arrives in the mist of a storm that proves to be a catalyst for the most profound revelations in all their lives. Cast includes John Cassavetes, Gena Rowlands, Susan Sarandon; Vittorio Gassman, Raul Julia, Molly Ringwald. Written by Paul Mazursky and Leon Capetanos. Directed by Paul Mazursky.

Feature films – United States.

Temple Grandin
14779.ID
14779.DM
COLOR
109 MIN
HBO HOME E
2010
The life story of Temple Grandin, diagnosed with autism as a young child, through perseverance and determination, support from her family and teachers, she earns a PhD and becomes one of the top scientists in the humane livestock handling industry. Grandin experienced struggles with the isolating challenges of autism at a time when the condition was still quite unknown. The film chronicles her early diagnosis, turbulent growth and development during her school years, and enduring support her mother and aunt provide her. Based on the book “Temple Grandin” by Agnes F. Temple and Margaret Scariano and “Thinking in Pictures” by Temple Grandin. Cast includes Claire Danes, Catherine O’Hara, Julia Ormond, David Thaysin. Screenplay by Christopher Monger and William Merritt Johnson. Directed by Mick Jackson. This DVD version features the making-of “Temple Grandin”; Audio commentary with Dr. Temple Grandin, director Mark Jackson, and writer Christopher Monger; Language: English and Spanish.; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


The ten commandments
10095.VH
COLOR
219 MIN
PARAMOUNT
1956

Bible; Bible stories; Feature films – United States.; Middle Eastern Americana

Ten things I hate about you
08060.VH
COLOR
97 MIN
TOUCHSTONE
1999
An adaptation of William Shakespeare’s “The Taming of the Shrew” and re-set in a modern day high school. The new kid in school finds the gorgeous girl of his dreams, the problem is that she is forbidden to date, until her ill-tempered, completely undateable older sister goes out too. The boy arranges for a mysterious bad-boy with a nasty reputation to date the older sister. Cast includes Julia Stiles, Heath Ledger, Joseph Gorden-Levitt, Larisa Oleynik, Larry Miller, Andrew Keegan, David Krumholtz, Susan May Pratt. Written by Karen McCullah Lutz and Kirsten Smith. Directed by Gil Junger.

Feature films – United States.

Tennessee Williams film collection

For descriptions see individual titles:
Baby doll : (DVD)
Cat on a hot tin roof : (DVD)
The night of the iguana : (DVD)
The roman spring of Mrs. Stone : (DVD)
A streetcar named desire : (two-disc special edition) : (DVD)
Sweet bird of youth : (DVD)
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**Terminator 2: Judgment Day**

08044,DM

COLOR 139 MIN 1991

The Terminator returns, this time he is sent from the future to protect young John Connor, the future leader of the resistance. Allied with John's mother Sarah, the Terminator must defend the future leader from another unstoppable killing machine, the T-1000. Cast includes Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda Hamilton, Robert Patrick. Written by James Cameron and William Wisher. Directed by James Cameron. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; production notes; cast and crew bios; theatrical trailer; descriptive video service (for the blind and visually impaired); English, French, Spanish subtitles; widescreen 2.35:1 Anamorphic; enhanced for 16:9; THX/Digitally mastered; English: Dolby Surround 5.1; English: Dolby Stereo 2.0; Spanish: Dolby 2.0; French: Dolby Stereo 2.0.

Feature films – United States.

**Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines**

11484,ID

COLOR 109 MIN WARNER BRO 2003

The third film in the Terminator series of films starring Arnold Schwarzenegger as an unstoppable cyborg sent from the future to alternately destroy or save humankind. In this film the Terminator T-101 has been re-programmed to save John Connor, the man who will grow up to lead the human resistance against the super computers of the future that have waged war on humankind with the goal of complete annihilation of all surviving humans. In humankind's present the Terminator must protect the young John Connor from another even more powerful cyborg sent from the future to try and kill humankind's hope for the future. Cast includes Arnold Schwarzenegger, Nick Stahl, Claire Danes, Kristanna Loken. Story by John Brancato, Michael Ferris, and Tedi Sarafian. Screenplay by John Brancato and Michael Ferris. Directed by Jonathan Mostow. This two-disc DVD version features two commentary tracks with the stars and director; Movie and video game trailers; Introduction by Arnold Schwarzenegger; Go on-set with the HBO first look making-of; T cast bios; theatrical trailer; Language: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

**The Terminator**

11483,DM

COLOR 107 MIN METRO-GOLD 1984

In the year 2029 humankind is locked in a battle for its very existence with giant super-computers with designs to dominate the planet and exterminate the human race. The machines send an indestructible cyborg, a Terminator, back in time to kill the mother of the leader of the human resistance, by changing the past the machines plan to destroy humankind's future. Once in the past the Terminator will stop at nothing to kill Sarah Connor, the woman whose unborn son will become humankind's only hope. This is the first film in a series of Terminator films. Cast includes Arnold Schwarzenegger, Michael Biehn, Linda Hamilton, Paul Winfield. Written by James Cameron and Gale Anne Hurd. Directed by James Cameron. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; DVD-Rom script-to-screen; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

**Terms of Endearment**

08394,VH

COLOR 132 MIN PARAMOUNT 1983

The evolving thirty-year relationship between mother and daughter. Through good times and rough times the women learn that people show love in different ways. The film is both humorous and heartbreaking. Based on the novel by Larry McMurtry. Cast includes Debra Winger, Shirley MacLaine, Jack Nicholson, Danny Devito, Jeff Daniels, John Lithgow. Screenplay and directed by James L. Brooks.

Feature films – United States.

**The Terror of Tiny Town**

18828,ID

B&W 83 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1938

Little guys with big guns! This now-infamous cult favorite unfolds like a typical Hollywood Western from the 1930s–except that the cast is comprised entirely of midgets! Buck Lawson fends of midget cattle rustlers and midget stagecoach robbers, and even saves a midget damsel in distress. Its difficult not to smile when realizing the characters are riding Shetland ponies and are passing under saloon doors. Features many recognizable actors who also appear in the Wizard of Oz. Cast includes Billy Curtis, Yvonne Moray, Billy Plott. Directed by Sam Newfield. In English. Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.; Western films – United States.; Dwarfs – Drama.; Comedy films.; Dwarfs.; West (U.S.) – Drama.; Subculture films.; Newfield, Sam.

**Tess of the Storm Country**

13867,ID

118 MIN SILENT IMAGE ENTE 1922

When a rich man, Elias Graves, buys a waterfront stretch of land, the squatters who have always fished there fight back. Tess persuades the rich man's son, Frederick, that his father is wrong to evict the poor folk. After much conflict and comedy, they wind up engaged. Cast includes Mary Pickford, Lloyd Hughes, Gloria Holt. Directed by John S. Robertson. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Language: English, Silent with music and intertitles.


**Testament**

12448,ID

COLOR 89 MIN PARAMOUNT 1983

A mother tries to keep her family safe and alive in the aftermath of a nuclear attack. Based on the story "The last testament" by Carol Amen. Cast includes Jane Alexander, William Devane, Ross Harris, Roxana Zal, Lukas Haas, Philip Anglim. Screenplay by John Sacret Young. Directed by Lynne Littman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Testament at 20; Testament: Nuclear thoughts; Timeline of the nuclear age; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.; Disaster films.
Feature films – United States

**Tevery** : (DVD) 14045,ID

14045,DM

96 MIN 

THE NATION 1939

Focuses on Khave, one of the daughters of Tevey the Dairyman, who loves a gentle, the son of a Ukrainian peasant. Tevey's paternal affection is placed in direct conflict with his deep commitment to Jewish religious tradition. Cast includes Maurice Schwartz, Rebekah Neumann, Marcia Naylor, Leon Liebgold, Paula Lubelski, Vicki Marcus, Betty Marcus, Helen Grossman, Julius Adler, David Makarenko. Written and directed by Maurice Schwartz. This DVD version features an interactive menu; Chapter selection; Program notes; The National Center for Jewish Film Festival; Special thanks; Maurice Schwartz filmography; About this release; Language: Yiddish; Subtitles: English.

**Feature films – United States.; Yiddish language films.; Schwartz, Maurice, 1890-1950.**

---

**The Texas chain saw massacre** : (DVD) 19356,ID

COLOR 83 MIN 

MPI MEDIA 1974

One summer afternoon in the rural Texas countryside five youth have the misfortune of crossing paths with a murderous, chain saw wielding madman. Wearing a mask made of human skin, Leatherface and his cannibalistic family, hold the youths captive in a backwoods horror chamber, where they are tortured, chopped up, and impaled on meat hooks. This is the 40th anniversary release of the horror classic. The films violent, confrontational, and shockingly realistic images changed horror cinema forever and continue to scare audiences. Cast includes Marilyn Burns, Allen Danziger, Paul A. Partain, William Vail, Teri McMinn, Edwin Neal, Jim Siedow, Gunnar Hansen, John Dugan. Narrated by John Larroquette. Story and screenplay by Kim Henkel and Tobe Hooper. Directed by Tobe Hooper. This DVD version features four feature commentaries: Commentary by writer-producer-director Tobe Hooper, actor Gunnar Hansen, cinematographer Daniel Pearl; Commentary by actors Marilyn Burns, Allen Danziger, and Paul A. Partain, and production designer Robert Burns; New commentary for 40th anniversary release with Tobe Hooper; New commentary for 40th anniversary with Dan J. Larry Carroll; and sound recordist Ted Nicolau.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States.; Torture victims – Texas – Drama.; Horror films.**

---

**Thank you for smoking** : (DVD) 11499,ID

11499,DM

COLOR 91 MIN 

20TH CENTURY 2006

Nick Naylor is a charismatic spin-doctor for Big Tobacco, who fights to protect America's right to smoke. When the Tobacco industry is confronted by a U.S. Senator on a crusade to snuff out cigarettes, Naylor's powers of "filtering the truth" are put to the test. This black comedy skewers the movement to ban smoking and corporate lobbyists' activities in Washington DC. Based on the novel by Christopher Buckley. Cast includes Aaron Eckhart, Mario Bello, Cameron Bright, Adam Brody, Sam Elliott, Katie Holmes, David Koechner, Rob Lowe, William H. Macy, J.K. Simmons, Robert Duval. Written for the screen and directed by Jason Reitman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Director and cast commentary; Deleted scenes; The Charlie Rose Show Interview with Jason Reitman, Aaron Eckhart, Christopher Buckley, and David O. Sacks; Making-of featurette; "America: Living in Spin" featurette; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.


---

**Thank you, Mr. Moto** : (DVD) 11698,ID

11698,DM

B&W 63 MIN 

20TH CENTURY 1937

The Mr. Moto Collection, Volume One Series - The second film in a series of films based on the Mr. Moto character created by author J.P. Marquand. In China on a quest for seven ancient scrolls that reveal the location of Genghis Khan's tomb; detective/adventurer/spy Mr. Moto must compete with a shadowy band of thieves, who will go to any length to get their hands on the scrolls. Mild manner Mr. Moto must take extreme measures to combat the ruthless thieves. In Hollywood's adaptation of the character, Mr. Moto is altered from being a secret agent in the service of the Japanese Emperor to being a private investigator and/or a secret Interpol agent. Based on the character "Mr. Moto" created by John P. Marquand. Cast includes Peter Lorre, Thomas Beck, Pauline Frederick, Jayne Regan, Sidney Blackmer, Sig Rumann, John Carradine. Original screenplay by Willis Cooper and Norman Foster. Directed by Norman Foster. This DVD version features scene selection; Full frame presentation; Exclusive featurette: Sol Wurtzel: The Forgotten Mogul; Restoration comparison; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Feature films – United States.; Lorre, Peter.; Moto, Mr. (Fictitious character) – Drama.**

---

**That certain age** : (DVD) 16403,ID

95 MIN 

UNIVERSAL 1938

Deanna Durbin : the music and romance collection Series - Newspaper publisher Bill Fullerton offers his guest house to visiting reporter Vincent Bullitt who is under a tight deadline to finish an important article and needs a quiet place to write. His arrival creates resentment from Fullerton's daughter Alice and her boyfriend Ken since they were using the guest house as a rehearsal space for a show and fund raiser for the Boy Scouts. At first Alice tries to drive Vincent away through trickery but then develops a huge crush on him which causes concern for everyone. The cast includes Deanna Durbin, Melvyn Douglas, Jackie Cooper, Nanci Carroll and John Halliday. Directed by Edward Ludwig and screenplay by Bruce Manning. This DVD features an intro by Robert Osborne; Behind the scenes photos; Publicity stills; Scene stills; Movie posters; TCM article. Language: English.

**Feature films – United States.; Musical films; Durbin, Deanna.; Ludwig, Edward.**

---

**That's dancin'** 04298,VH

COLOR 122 MIN 

MG/M/UA HOM 1985

Gene Kelly, Liza Minnelli, Mikhail Baryshnikov and Ray Bolger host a look at the great dance scenes in Hollywood musicals, from the astonishing kaleidoscopic visions of Busby Berkeley and the ballroom dances of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers to the electrifying street gang ballet of "Westside Story" and the driving Eighties beat of Michael Jackson. Directed by Jack Haley, Jr. Dance in motion pictures, television, etc; Feature films – United States.; Haley, Jack Jr

---

**That's entertainment** 04299,VH

COLOR 126 MIN 

MG/M/UA HOM 1974

Fred Astaire, Bing Crosby and Gene Kelly host a look at the great musical sequences from nearly 100 MGM musicals in honor of MGM's 50th anniversary of movie making. Mixed in with the more famous highlights are unexpected but equally delightful clips, including a "challenge" dance between Eleanor Powell and Fred Astaire, and a scene of a singing and dancing Clark Gable. Directed by Jack Haley, Jr.

**Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Haley, Jack Jr.**

---

**The diving bell and the butterfly** : (Le scaphandre et le papillon) : (DVD) 13655,ID

13655,DM

COLOR 112 MIN 

MIRAMAX HO 2007

The true story of a French Magazine editor who suffers a massive stroke which leaves him completely paralyzed. He wakes from a coma to discover he suffers from what is known as "locked in" syndrome. He has maintained his mental faculties but is unable to move his body or verbally communicate with the outside world. With the help of a therapist he learns to communicate using his left eye lid, the only part of his body he has control over. His story is told through his point-of-view and his voice which can't be heard by doctors or his loved ones narrates the story. The man is able to write his memoirs by dictating his story using a communication code developed by his therapist, using his left eye lid over a period of fourteen months. He is also able to escape his body through his memories and imagination. Based on the book by Jean-Dominique Bauby

---
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entitled "Le scaphandrine et le papillon." Cast includes Mathieu Amalric, Emmanuelle Seigner, Marie-Josée Croze, Anne Consigny, Patrick Chesnais, Niels Arestrup, Olaz Lopez Garmendia, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Marina Hands, Max Von Sydow. Screenplay by Ronald Hardwood. Directed by Julian Schnabel. This DVD version scene selection; Widescreen presentation; "Submerged: the making of 'The diving bell and the butterfly':" A cinematic vision; Audio commentary with director Julian Schnabel; Charlie Rose interviews Julian Schnabel; Language: French, English, and Spanish language tracks; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish subtitles.


Theater of war : (DVD) 14925, ID
COLOR 95 MIN KINO LORBER 2008
Documentary filmmaker John Walter follows the development of a production of German poet and playwright Bertolt Brecht's "Mother courage and her children." The film documents the rehearsal process of actress Meryl Streep creating one of her most memorable performances for The Public Theater's 2006 production. Beyond the work the actors put into the production the film provides an examination of the political philosophies the work represents and the life and times of Brecht detailing his escape from Nazi Germany, subsequent exile, testimony to the House Un-American Activities Committee, and his return to Germany where this play was first staged. The documentary seeks to depict the history and inspirations underlying the play's themes. Cast includes Meryl Streep, Tony Kushner, Kevin Kline, George C. Wolfe, and Rosemary Harris. Directed by John Walter. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary from Michael Moore; In English and German, with English subtitles.


Thelma and Louise 04993, VH
COLOR 130 MIN MGM/UA HOME ENTERTAINMENT 1991
When unhappy housewife Thelma and her wise-cracking waitress friend Louise decide to take a break from their lives, a tragic event leads to an odyssey across the American Southwest with the police a step behind. Cast includes Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon; Academy Award-winning screenplay by Callie Khouri; directed by Ridley Scott.

Feature films – United States.; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

Thelma and Louise : (DVD) 09992, ID 09992,DM
COLOR 129 MIN METRO-GOLDEN 1991
When unhappy housewife Thelma and her wise-cracking waitress friend Louise decide to take a break from their lives, a tragic event leads to an odyssey across the American Southwest with the police a step behind. Cast includes Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon; Academy Award-winning screenplay by Callie Khouri; directed by Ridley Scott. This DVD version features scene selection; four documentaries featuring brand-new interviews with the director, writer, and cast; audio commentary with director Ridley Scott; audio commentary with Susan Sarandon, Geena Davis, and writer Callie Khouri; thirty minutes of newly found deleted scenes; alternate ending with director's commentary; "The Final Chase" multi-angle storyboards; "Part of me, Part of You" music video featuring Glenn Frey; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Feature films – United States.; Scott, Ridley, 1937-

Them : (DVD) 12818, ID
B&W 92 MIN WARNER BROS 1954
Giant ants mutated by nuclear radiation become a threat to all mankind in this classic 1954 Hollywood monster film. The horror begins in New Mexico and ends with an epic battle below the streets of Los Angeles where the ants have taken over 700 miles of storm drains. Cast includes James Whitmore, Edmund O'Brien, John Agar, Joan Weldon, Oselow Stevens, Sean McClory, Chris Drake. Screenplay by Ted Sherdeman. Directed by Gordon Douglas. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Behind-the-scenes archive footage montage on the design and operation of giant ants; Cast film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Japanese.


There will be blood : (DVD) 14996, ID 14996,DM
COLOR 158 MIN PARAMOUNT 2007
A down-and-out silver miner raising a son, self-made oilman Daniel Plainview (Daniel Day-Lewis) has a voracious appetite for oil that turns him into a California tycoon in the early years of the 20th century. Getting oil from the ground is an intensively physical process that later broadens into Plainview's equally indomitable urge to control land and power. Along the way, Plainview deals with a mighty derrick fire, a visit from a long-lost brother, the ongoing involvement of Plainview's poker-faced adoptive son, and Plainview's rivalry with Eli Sunday, the local preacher. Their battle forms the center of a scary, darkly comic historical journey into an abyss of madness. Based on 'Oil!' by Upton Sinclair. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Paul Dano, Kevin J. O'Connor, Ciaran Hinds, and Dillon Freasier. Written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. This 2-DVD collector's edition is presented in widescreen format and includes Trailers; 15 minutes of pics, research etc. for the making of 'There will be blood'; Fishing sequence; Haircut / Interrupted hymn; Dailies gone wild; 'The Story of Petroleum,' ca. 1923 black and white silent film chronicling the oil business in the 1920s; Languages: English, French, Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish; Captions for the deaf and hearing impaired.


There's something about Mary 08681, VH
COLOR 119 MIN 20TH CENTURY FOX 1998
Raunchy humor and obsessive behavior are blended into this romantic comedy about one man's search for the perfect girl. A high school crush has stuck with Ted for thirteen years, he just can't get Mary out of his thoughts. His friend convinces Ted to hire a private investigator to locate her. The private investigator tracks her down and becomes obsessed with her himself. He is not only one, and Ted soon finds himself competing with a host of men trying to win Mary's heart. Cast includes Cameron Diaz, Matt Dillon, Ben Stiller, Lee Evans, Chris Elliott. Story by Ed Dector and John J. Strauss. Screenplay by Ed Dector, John J. Strauss, Peter Farrelly, and Bobby Farrelly. Music by Jonathan Richman. Directed by Peter Farrelly and Bobby Farrelly. This VHS version is a special edition which contains outrageous Never-before-seen footage plus karaoke music video.

Feature films – United States.

These three 13679, VH 13679,DM
B&W 93 MIN HBO VIDEO 1936
The story of three innocent people whose lives are destroyed by a young girl's malicious lies. Cast includes Merle Oberon, Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea. Screenplay by Lillian Hellman. Directed by William Wyler.

Feature films – United States.
The Caliph. The ruler declares in order to win the hand of the princess, a man must bring back to Bagdad the world’s rarest treasure. Ahmed, the thief, sets off on a grand adventure, on which he must use his resourcefulness to compete with many of the great princes of the earth to find the treasure and bring it home. The men must overcome horrific obstacles, terrifying monsters and Mongol hordes to survive. Cast includes Douglas Fairbanks, Snitz Edwards, Charles Belcher, Julianne Johnston, Sojin, Anna May Wong, Brandon Hurst. Written by Douglas Fairbanks and Lotta Woods. Directed by Raoul Walsh.

**Feature films – United States:** Arabs – Drama.; Thieves – Drama.; Baghdad (Iraq) – Kings and rulers – Drama.; Walsh, Raoul, 1892-; Wong, Anna May, 1905-1961.; Middle Eastern Americana.

**The thin blue line**

01122, VH
01122, DM
COLOR 101 MIN HBO FILMS 1988

Errol Morris’ acclaimed investigation and reconstruction of the brutal, cold-blooded murder of a Dallas police officer, which resulted in the release of Randall Adams, the man originally convicted of the murder and sentenced to death.

**Documentary films; Feature films – United States:** Morris, Errol.

**The thin blue line : (DVD)**

10823, DM
COLOR 102 MIN METRO-GOLD 1988

Errol Morris’ acclaimed investigation and reconstruction of the brutal, cold-blooded murder of a Dallas police officer, which resulted in the release of Randall Adams, the man originally convicted of the murder and sentenced to death. Original music by Philip Glass. Directed by Errol Morris. This DVD version features widescreen presentation and English, French, and Spanish language subtitles.

**Documentary films – United States:** Feature films – United States.; Morris, Errol.

**The thin man : (DVD)**

11022, ID
11022, DM
B&W 91 MIN WARNER BRO 1934

The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - Husband and wife detective team Nick and Nora Charles work together to solve a murder case in this jaunty whodunit that spawned five sequels. The couple, along with their faithful dog Asta, matches each other highball for highball and clue for clue in this popular series that combined screwball romance with mystery. Based on the novel by Dashiell Hammett. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Maureen O’Sullivan, Nat Pendleton, Minna Gombell. Directed by W.S. Van Dyke. This DVD version includes "Thin Man" trailer gallery; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portugues.


**The thin man goes home : (DVD)**

11513, ID
11513, DM
B&W 101 MIN WARNER BRO 1944

The Complete Thin Man Collection Series - The fifth "Thin Man" film in the popular series of films following the adventures of the husband and wife detective team of Nick and Nora Charles. The couple and their faithful dog Asta return to Nick’s boyhood home of Sycamore Springs to visit his parents and as fate usually befalls the two they happen upon a murder and a murderer to bring to justice. What is unusual about this story is that Nick Charles is on the wagon and takes on the case without his customary liquid inspiration. Based on the characters created by Dashiell Hammett. Cast includes William Powell, Myrna Loy, Lucile Watson, Gloria De Haven, Anne Revere, Helen Vinson, Harry Davenport, Leon Ames, Donal Meek, Edward Brophy. Screenplay by Robert Riskin and Dwight Taylor. Directed by Richard Thorpe. This DVD version features Robert Benchley’s comedy short "Why Daddy?;" Classic cartoon "Screwball
The thin red line
08802.VH 08802.DM
COLOR 170 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1998
A hauntingly realistic view of military and moral chaos in the Pacific during World War II. Based upon the novel by James Jones. Cast includes Sean Penn, Adrien Brody, Jim Caviezel, Ben Chaplin, George Clooney, John Cusack, Woody Harrelson, Elias Koteas, Nick Nolte, John C. Reilly. Screenplay and directed by Terrence Malick.

Things we lost in the fire: (DVD)
19672.ID
COLOR 118 MIN DREAMWORKS 2007
Audrey Burke is reeling from the shock of the news that has just been delivered to her door by the local police - her husband, Brian, had been killed in a random act of violence. Once anchored by the love and comforts of their marriage, Audrey is now adrift. Impulsively, she turns to Jerry, a down-and-out addict who has been her husband's close friend since childhood. Desperate to fill the painful void caused by her husband's death, Audrey invites Jerry to move into the room adjacent to the garage in the hope that he can help her and her children cope with their sudden loss. Now, in facing a daily battle to stay off drugs and his unexpected role as surrogate parent and friend to Audrey's son and daughter, he finds a core of inner resilience. As Jerry and Audrey navigate grief and denial, their fragile bonds are constantly tested. Together, they discover the strength to move forward. Cast includes Halie Berry, Benicio Del Toro, David Duchovny, Alexis Llewellyn, Micah Berry, John Carroll Lynch, Alison Lohman, Robin Weigert, Omar Benson Miller, Paula Newsom. Written by Allan Loeb. Directed by Susanne Bier. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Seven deleted scenes; Featurette: A discussion about "Things we lost in the fire"; Language: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The third man
08954.VH 08954.DM
B&W 104 MIN JANUS FILM 1945
Post-World War II Vienna is characterized by bombed out buildings, shortages, and allied forces military rule. This is the Vienna that Holly Martins, a naive and foolishly romantic American novelist, finds when he arrives to meet his best friend Harry Lime. Promised adventure by Lime, Martins learns that his friend had been murdered shortly before the writer got there. Holly's remembrances of his friend do not match the description of Harry Lime by the authorities in Austria. Lime is described as a ruthless man involved in the black market, responsible for spreading ineffective watered down penicillin. Holly Martins sets out to find his friend's murderer and clear his best friend's name. Based on the novella by Graham Greene. Cast includes Joseph Cotten, Orson Welles, Trevor Howard, Alida Valli. Zither score by Anton Karas. Directed by Carol Reed. This VHS version includes an introduction by Peter Bogdanovich, and a demonstration of the film's restoration. Feature films – United States.; Welles, Orson, 1915-1985.

Think fast, Mr. Moto: (DVD)
11677.ID 11677.DM
B&W 66 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1937
The Mr. Moto Collection, Volume One Series - The first film in a series of films based on the Mr. Moto character created by author J.P. Marquand. In Hollywood's adaptation of the character, Mr. Moto is altered from being a secret agent in the service of the Japanese Emperor to being a private investigator and/or a secret Interpol agent. In this first installment of the series, Mr. Moto is investigating problems in his own import/export business which has been infiltrated by international diamond smugglers. Mr. Moto's thrilling adventures takes him from the mysterious streets of San Francisco's Chinatown to the dangerous alleys of Shanghai. Based on a story by J.P. Marquand. Cast includes Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Thomas Beck, Sig Rumann. Screenplay by Howard Ellis Smith and Norman Foster. Directed by Norman Foster. This DVD version features scenes selection; Full frame presentation; Exclusive interview: The Dean of Hollywood - A Conversation with Harvey Perry; Restoration comparison; Original theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Think like a man: (DVD)
18347.ID 18347.DM
COLOR 122 MIN SONY PICTU 2012
Four women have decided to take the advice in Steve Harvey's book and use the recommendations to get their men on track. When the men discover this, they try to turn the tables on their women. Based upon the book "Act like a lady, think like a man" by Steve Harvey. Cast includes Michael Ealy, Jerry Ferrara, Norbit Good, Regina Hall, Kevin Hart, Taraji P. Henson, Terence J. Jennifer Lewis, Romany Malco, Gary Owen, Gabrielle Union, La La Anthony, Chris Brown, Wendy Williams. Special features: deleted scenes; gag reel. Directed by Tim Story. English, French, Spanish, Portuguese or Thai dialogue; Chinese, English, French, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish or Thai subtitles; subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing; English audio description.

The third man
06464.VD
B&W 104 MIN JANUS FILM 1949
Post-World War II Vienna is characterized by bombed out buildings, shortages, and allied forces military rule. This is the Vienna that Holly Martins, a naive and foolishly romantic American novelist, finds when he arrives to meet his best friend Harry Lime. Promised adventure by Lime, Martins learns that his friend had been murdered shortly before the writer got there. Holly's remembrances of his friend do not match the description of Harry Lime by the authorities in Austria. Lime is described as a ruthless man involved in the black market, responsible for spreading ineffective watered down penicillin. Holly Martins sets out to find his friend's murderer and clear his best friend's name. Based on the novella by Graham Greene. Cast includes Joseph Cotten, Orson Welles, Trevor Howard, Alida Valli. Zither score by Anton Karas. Directed by Carol Reed. This VHS version includes an introduction by Peter Bogdanovich, and a demonstration of the film's restoration. Feature films – United States.; Welles, Orson, 1915-1985.
spreading ineffective watered down penicillin. Holly Martins sets out to find his friend's murderer and clear his best friend's name. Cast includes Joseph Cotten, Orson Welles, Trevor Howard, Alida Valli. Directed by Carol Reed. The zither score by Anton Karas.

**Feature films – United States.**

**The third man** : (DVD)
10898,ID
10898,DM
B&W 104 MIN JANUS FILM 1949
The Criterion Collection Series - Post-World War II Vienna is characterized by bombed out buildings, shortages, and allied forces military rule. This is the Vienna that Holly Martins, a naive and foolishly romantic American novelist, finds when he arrives to meet his best friend Harry Lime. Promised adventure by Lime, Martins learns that his friend had been murdered shortly before the writer got there. Holly's remembrances of his friend do not match the description of Harry Lime by the authorities in Austria. Lime is described as a ruthless man involved in the black market, responsible for spreading ineffective watered down penicillin. Holly Martins sets out to find his friend's murderer and clear his best friend's name. Based on the novella by Graham Greene. Cast includes Joseph Cotten, Orson Welles, Trevor Howard, Alida Valli. Zither score by Anton Karas. Story and screenplay by Graham Greene. Directed by Carol Reed. The Criterion Collection DVD version features video introduction by writer-director Peter Bogdanovich; Chapter search; Abridged recording of Graham Greene's treatment, read by actor Richard Clarke; "The Third Man" on the radio: 1) the 1951 "A Ticket to Tangiers" episode of "The Lives of Harry Lime" series, written and performed by Orson Welles 2) the 1951 Lux Radio Theatre adaptation of "The Third Man;" Joseph Cotten's alternate opening voiceover narration for the U.S. version; Archival footage of composer Anton Karas and the film's famous sewer location; Behind-the-scenes photos, with a brief production history; Original and re-release theatrical trailers; Restoration demonstration; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States.**

**Thirteen days** : (DVD)
11762,ID
11762,DM
COLOR 147 MIN NEW LINE H 2000
During the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962, the world stood on the brink of nuclear war. For thirteen days President John F. Kennedy, Bobby Kennedy, and Special Assistant to the President Kenneth P. O'Donnell were on the hot seat as they faced off with the Soviet Union over Soviet nuclear weapons located in Cuba. Tensions escalated in the Cold War as the two super powers moved down the path towards nuclear confrontation. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Bruce Greenwood, Steven Culp, Dylan Baker. Written by David Self. Directed by Roger Donaldson. This DVD version features interactive menus; Widescreen presentation; Historical figures commentary; featuring archival audio of John F. Kennedy, Robert McNamara, Kenneth P. O'Donnell, and newly created interviews of Pierre Salinger, Sergei Krzhushchev, and others; Documentary: "Roots of the Cuban Missile Crisis" featuring footage from the era with newly created interviews covering U.S./Soviet relations post-WWII Europe through the end of the crisis; Historical figures commentary; featuring archival audio of John F. Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Nikita Krzhushchev, Fidel Castro, and others; Historical information track: subtitle track featuring information on the crisis; Filmmaker commentary with Roger Donaldson, Kevin Costner, and others; Deleted scenes with director commentary; Documentary: "Bringing History to the Silver Screen"; Visual effects scene deconstructions - multi-angle feature; Cast and crew filmographies; DVD-Rom features: script-to-screen access to the film, link to original website, exclusive access to on-line infillfilm features.

**Feature films – United States.**

**This is Spinal Tap**
08929,DM
COLOR 83 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1984
A "rockumentary" parody about a heavy metal rock band Spinal Tap – one of music history's loudest bands. Filmmaker Marty DiBergi has an all-access pass to document the North American tour promoting the band's new "Black" album. The band's story is told through interview, rare footage, and lots of music. Cast includes Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Harry Shearer, Rob Reiner, June Chadwick, Tony Hendra, Bruno Kirby. Written by Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Rob Reiner, and Harry Shearer. Directed by Rob Reiner. This VHS version features a new digital transfer; stereo remix by Spinal Tap; never-before-seen footage; music video.

**Feature films – United States.**

**This is Spinal Tap** : (DVD)
14071,ID
14071,DM
COLOR 83 MIN METRO-GOLD 1984
A "rockumentary" that is really a "mockumentary" of the mythical heavy metal rock band Spinal Tap – one of music history's loudest bands. Filmmaker Marty DiBergi has an all-access pass to document the North American tour promoting the band's new "Black" album. The band's story is told through interview, rare footage, and lots of music. Cast includes Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Harry Shearer, Rob Reiner, June Chadwick, Tony Hendra, Bruno Kirby. Written by Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Rob Reiner, and Harry Shearer. Directed by Rob Reiner. This VHS version features a new digital transfer; stereo remix by Spinal Tap; never-before-seen footage; music video.

**This is Spinal Tap** : (DVD)
14071,ID
14071,DM
COLOR 83 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1984
A "rockumentary" parody about a heavy metal band, Spinal Tap, which had a big hit song. Now, nearly two decades later, Spinal Tap still clings to some glint of their lost glory as they embark on a worldwide tour across America. In Cleveland, the group gets lost underneath the stage. In Washington, they're accidently booked at an Air Force formal dance. And in a Chicago record store, no one shows up to get their autographs. Cast includes Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Harry Shearer, Rob Reiner, June Chadwick, Tony Hendra, Bruno Kirby. Written by Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Rob Reiner and Harry Shearer. Directed by Rob Reiner. This special edition
This island Earth
07365,VH
COLOR 86 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1955
A pair of rocket scientists is spirited away from earth by a mysterious alien. The alien needs the scientists to aid in the defense of his planet against its enemies. The scientists are determined to escape. The two must fly the stolen alien craft and battle the aliens in order to return home. This classic film is now regarded as an archetypical sci-fi film of the 1950's. Based on a novel by Raymond F. Jones. Cast includes Jeff Morrow, Montgomery, Carl Bogner. Written and directed by Jennifer Montgomery.

Thor : (DVD)
18372,ID
COLOR 112 MIN MARVEL ENT 2011
When the arrogant warrior Thor is banished from Earth to his home world of Asgard, he must fight to reclaim his lost powers. Pursued by an invasion force sent to destroy him, the fallen God of Thunder must rise to the battle and learn what it takes to become a true hero. Cast includes Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman, Tom Hiddleston, Stellan Skarsgard, Kat Dennings, Clark Gregg, Colm Feore, Ray Stevenson, Idris Elba, Jaimie Alexander, Tadanobu Asano, Joshua Dallas, Rene Russo, Anthony Hopkins. Screenplay by Ashley Edward Miller, Zack Stentz, and Don Payne. Directed by Kenneth Branagh.

Thor : the dark world : (DVD)
19913,ID
COLOR 105 MIN BUENA VIST 2014
Thor fights to restore order across the cosmos, but an ancient race led by the vengeful Malekith returns to plunge the universe back into darkness. Faced with an enemy that even Odin and Asgard cannot withstand, Thor must embark on his most perilous and personal journey yet, one that will reunite him with Jane Foster and force him to sacrifice everything to save us all. Cast includes Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman, Tom Hiddleston, Stellan Skarsgard, Idris Elba, Christopher Eccleston, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje, Kat Dennings, Ray Stevenson, Zachary Levi, Tadanobu Asano, Jaimie Alexander, Rene Russo, Anthony Hopkins. Story by Don Payne and Robert Rodat. Screenplay by Christopher L. Yost, Christopher Markus, and Stephen McFeely. Directed by Alan Taylor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Exclusive look Mavels Captain America: the winter soldier; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Three amigos : (DVD)
13668,DM
COLOR 105 MIN HBO VIDEO 1986
A silent screen comedy trio travel to Mexico for what they believe to be a paid celebrity occasion. A peasant from a small Mexican village summons the men, believing the comedians were the heroes they portrayed on screen. The village is being terrorized by a gang of bandits and the villagers hope the Three Amigos will be able to vanquish the bad men. The three actors have no idea what they have gotten themselves into. Cast includes Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, Martin Short, Alfonso Arau, Tony Plana, Patrice Martinez. Songs by Randy Newman. Written by Steve Martin, Lorne Michaels, and Randy Newman. Directed by Rob Reiner.
Three burials of Melquiades Estrada : (DVD) 12743, ID
COLOR 121 MIN SONY PICTU 2005
A rancher living in a small Texas town hires Melquiades Estrada as a ranch hand. Tensions run high on the U.S. and Mexico border and Estrada is gunned down under mysterious circumstances. The rancher who had befriended Melquiades sets out to make sure justice is served. He kidnaps a trigger-happy border patrolman and forces him to unearth Estrada’s body and ride with the rancher on horseback on the long treacherous journey through the frontier mountains and back roads of Mexico to Melquiades Estrada’s home town for burial. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Barry Pepper, Julio Cesar Cedillo, Dwight Yoakam, January Jones, Melissa Leo, Vanessa Bauche. Written by Guillermo Arriaga. Directed by Tommy Lee Jones. This DVD version features both widescreen and full screen presentation; Commentary with Tommy Lee Jones, Dwight Yoakam, and January Jones; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Three kings 08677, VH
COLOR 115 MIN WARNER HOM 1999
Set during the waning days of the Gulf War. Desert Storm United States soldiers are rounding up Iraqi troops and getting ready to hand the operation to Kuwait. There are rumors floating around of gold bullion, stolen by the Iraqis and hidden in a bunker somewhere in Kuwait. Four US soldiers find a map, they believe will lead them to the gold, and set out on a mission to find the gold. The film is a dark comedy about recent history. Cast includes George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg, Ice Cube, Spike Jonze, Nora Dunn, Jamie Kennedy, Mykelti Williamson, Cliff Curtis, Said Taghmaoui. Story by John Ridley. Screenplay and directed by David O. Russell.

Three seasons 08468, VH
COLOR 110 MIN USA HOME V 1999
Vietnam is changing, the beautiful old city of Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) is quickly fading into the neon glare of Western progress. Four ordinary people struggle to make their place in the new society. Four stories weave through the film, a young woman is hired to pick and sell lotuses for a reclusive ex-poet; a cyclo driver has feelings for an ambitious prostitute; a young boy sells trinkets out of a suitcase on the street; and an ex-G.I. searches for the daughter he left behind. Cast includes Don Duong, Nguyen Ngoc Hiep, Tran Manh Cuong, Zoe Bui, Nguyen Huu Ducoc, Harvey Keitel. Story by Tony Bui and Timothy Linh Bui. Written and directed by Tony Bui. In Vietnamese, with English subtitles.

Three smart girls grow up : (DVD) 16404, ID
B&W 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1939
Deanna Durbin : the music and romance collection Series - Penny has a knack for matchmaking and realizes that her own two sisters Joan and Kay could use her help since one of them is in love with the other’s boyfriend. In attempting to manipulate the situation so that both sisters end up with the ideal fiancé, Penny only creates further problems until her father is forced to intervene on her behalf. The cast includes Deanna Durbin, Nan Grey, Helen Parrish, Robert Cummings, William Lundigan and Charles Winninger. Directed by Henry Koster and screenplay by Bruce Manning. This DVD features an intro by Robert Osborne; Behind the scenes photos; Publicity stills; Movie posters; TCM article. Language: English.

Three Stooges go around the world in a daze : (DVD) 13996, ID
B&W 94 MIN COLUMBIA T 1963
Based on Jules Verne’s “Around the world in eighty days”, this film is nothing but fun as the Three Stooges join Phileas Fogg’s great-grandson as his servants on an attempt to duplicate the journey in eighty days around the globe. Cast includes Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Curly Joe Howard, Jay Sheffield, Joan Freeman, Walter Burke, and Peter Forster. Screenplay by Elwood Ullman. Story by Norman Maurer. Directed by Norman Maurer. This DVD version includes widescreen presentation; Digitally mastered audio and anamorphic video; Scene selection; Interactive menus; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.

Three men and a baby 07332, VH
COLOR 102 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1987
Three Manhattan bachelors find themselves looking after a baby girl. Their lives are thrown into upheaval as they try to maintain at least part of their former bachelor’s existence. A light hearted remake of the French comedy “Trois Hommes et Un Coulif.”

The three musketeers, volume 1 : (DVD) 12150, ID
B&W 114 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1933

The three seasons 08677, VH
COLOR 110 MIN USA HOME V 1999
Vietnam is changing, the beautiful old city of Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) is quickly fading into the neon glare of Western progress. Four ordinary people struggle to make their place in the new society. Four stories weave through the film, a young woman is hired to pick and sell lotuses for a reclusive ex-poet; a cyclo driver has feelings for an ambitious prostitute; a young boy sells trinkets out of a suitcase on the street; and an ex-G.I. searches for the daughter he left behind. Cast includes Don Duong, Nguyen Ngoc Hiep, Tran Manh Cuong, Zoe Bui, Nguyen Huu Ducoc, Harvey Keitel. Story by Tony Bui and Timothy Linh Bui. Written and directed by Tony Bui. In Vietnamese, with English subtitles.

The three seasons 08468, VH
COLOR 110 MIN USA HOME V 1999
Vietnam is changing, the beautiful old city of Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) is quickly fading into the neon glare of Western progress. Four ordinary people struggle to make their place in the new society. Four stories weave through the film, a young woman is hired to pick and sell lotuses for a reclusive ex-poet; a cyclo driver has feelings for an ambitious prostitute; a young boy sells trinkets out of a suitcase on the street; and an ex-G.I. searches for the daughter he left behind. Cast includes Don Duong, Nguyen Ngoc Hiep, Tran Manh Cuong, Zoe Bui, Nguyen Huu Ducoc, Harvey Keitel. Story by Tony Bui and Timothy Linh Bui. Written and directed by Tony Bui. In Vietnamese, with English subtitles.

The three seasons 08468, DM
COLOR 110 MIN USA HOME V 1999
Vietnam is changing, the beautiful old city of Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) is quickly fading into the neon glare of Western progress. Four ordinary people struggle to make their place in the new society. Four stories weave through the film, a young woman is hired to pick and sell lotuses for a reclusive ex-poet; a cyclo driver has feelings for an ambitious prostitute; a young boy sells trinkets out of a suitcase on the street; and an ex-G.I. searches for the daughter he left behind. Cast includes Don Duong, Nguyen Ngoc Hiep, Tran Manh Cuong, Zoe Bui, Nguyen Huu Ducoc, Harvey Keitel. Story by Tony Bui and Timothy Linh Bui. Written and directed by Tony Bui. In Vietnamese, with English subtitles.

The Three Stooges go around the world in a daze : (DVD) 13996, ID
B&W 94 MIN COLUMBIA T 1963
Based on Jules Verne’s “Around the world in eighty days”, there is nothing but fun as the Three Stooges join Phileas Fogg’s great-grandson as his servants on an attempt to duplicate the journey in eighty days around the globe. Cast includes Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Curly Joe Howard, Jay Sheffield, Joan Freeman, Walter Burke, and Peter Forster. Screenplay by Elwood Ullman. Story by Norman Maurer. Directed by Norman Maurer. This DVD version includes widescreen presentation; Digitally mastered audio and anamorphic video; Scene selection; Interactive menus; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish.
The Tim Burton collection

For descriptions see individual titles:

Batman: (Blu-ray Disc)
Batman returns: (Blu-ray Disc)
Beetlejuice: (Blu-ray Disc)
Charlie and the chocolate factory: (Blu-ray Disc)
Mars attacks! : (Blu-ray Disc)
Pee-Wee’s big adventure: (Blu-ray Disc)
Tim Burton’s corpse bride: (Blu-ray Disc)

The Tim Burton collection Series - This animated feature, Victor has messed up his vows during a wedding rehearsal, and is traveling through the woods, reciting his vows. He stops to rest in the woods, and while practicing. He finally gets them right and ceremoniously puts the wedding ring on a finger-shaped stick in the ground and says his wedding vows. The stick turns out to be a rotted finger belonging to a murdered girl who has returned as a zombie and insists that she is now Victor’s lawfully wedded wife. Featuring the voices of Johnny Depp, Helena Bonham Carter, Emily Watson, Tracey Ullman, Paul Whitehouse, Joanna Lumley, Albert Finney, Richard E. Grant and Christopher Lee. Directed by Tim Burton. Special features on this blu-ray disc include “Inside the two worlds”; “Danny Elfman interprets the two worlds”; “The animators: the breath of life”; “Tim Burton: dark vs. light”; “Voice of the underwater”; “Making puppets tick”; “The voices behind the voice”; “The Corpse Bride” production galleries; Preproduction galleries; Music-only track; theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.; Murder victims – Drama.; Fantasy – Animation – Feature.; Marriage service – Drama.; Burton, Tim, 1958-.

Time bandits: (DVD)

12876.ID
12876.DM
COLOR
116 MIN
CRITERION
1981
A young boy escapes his gadget-obsessed parents to join a band of time-traveling dwarves. Armed with a map stolen from the Supreme Being, they plunder treasure from Napoleon and Agamemnon, but the Evil Genius is watching their every move. Cast includes John Cleese, Sean Connery, Shelley Duvall, Katherine Helmond, Ian Holm, Michael Palin, Ralph Richardson, Peter Vaughan, David Warner, David Rappaport, Kenny Baker, Jack Purvis, Mike Edmonds, Malcolm Dixon, Tiny Ross, Craig Warnock. Written by Michael Palin and Terry Gilliam. Music by Mike Moran. Directed by Terry Gilliam. This DVD version features the original theatrical trailer; “Time Bandits” scrapbook; Audio commentary by director Terry Gilliam, co-writer/actor Michael Palin, and actors John Cleese, David Warner and Craig Warnock; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


The time machine: (DVD)

12498.ID
COLOR
96 MIN
DREAMWORKS
2002
A visionary scientist invents a revolutionary time machine. Desperate to turn back time and save his true love, he inadvertently propels himself 800,000 years into the future. In the future the Earth is a very different place, humans have evolved into two groups, the hunters and the hunted. He becomes involved in the struggle to save all of mankind. Based on the novel by H.G. Wells. Cast includes Guy Pearce, Samantha Mumba, Orlando Jones, Mark Addy, Jeremy Irons. Screenplay by John Logan. Directed by Simon Wells. This DVD version features scene selection; Creating the time machine; Creating the Morlocks; Animated sequences featuring Simon Wells’ original storyboards set to music; Commentaries from director, producer, editor, and visual effects supervisor; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned.


The time of your life: (DVD)

12850.ID
B&W
105 MIN
THE ROAN G
1948
The James Cagney collection Series - A slice of life drama set in Nick's Saloon, a San Francisco waterfront bar. The saloon philosopher presides over the cast of characters who frequent the dive, including individuals down-on-their-luck looking for a break, an ex-prostitute, a dancer, a beer-sodden cowboy, and various people who have just given up. He takes everything in and gently offers advice to the lost souls. Based on the play by William Saroyan. Cast includes James Cagney, William Bendix, Wayne Morris, Jeanne Cagney, Broderick Crawford, Ward Bond, James Barton. Adapted by Nathaniel Curtis. Directed by H.C. Potter.


Times square: (DVD)

09515.ID
COLOR
111 MIN
ANCHOR BAY
1980
Two teenage girls escape from a psychiatric hospital and become punk rock heroes on the streets of New York City. One girl is the sheltered daughter of a prominent politician and the other a tough runaway. Just as life starts to get exciting for the girls, they discover that society wants to tear them apart. Cast includes Tim Curry, Trini Alvarado, Robin Johnson, Peter O’Toole, Herbert Berghoff, David Margulies, Anna Maria Horsford. Screenplay by Jacob Brackman. Story by Alan Moyle and Leanne Unger. Directed by Alan Moyle. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; audio commentary with director Alan Moyle and star Robin Johnson; theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.

Tinghir-Jerusalem: (DVD)

18771.ID
COLOR
86 MIN
FIRST RUN/
2011
Moroccan-born Muslim filmmaker Kamal Hachkar explores the 2000-year-old mellah (Jewish quarter) in his family’s village of Tinghir, Morocco, and follows the trail of the town’s once substantial Jewish population to its emigres and descendants in Israel. In the film, he weaves back and forth between his city’s 2000-year-old mellah (Jewish quarter) in his family’s village of Tinghir, Morocco, and follows the trail of the town’s once substantial Jewish population to its emigres and descendants in Israel, where he meets Sephardic Jews who still hold tight to their Moroccan identity. Presents the true story of a long-term collaboration between Jews and Muslims that eventually fell apart. As Hachkar tries to understand exactly what happened, he simultaneously seeks a better way forward.


Tiny furniture: (DVD)

17231.ID
COLOR
99 MIN
CRITERION
2010
The Criterion Collection Series - Aura is a recent college graduate who returns to New York and moves back in with her mother and sister. As painfully confessional as it is endlessly amusing, "Tiny Furniture" is an authentic, incisive portrait of a young woman at a crossroads. Cast includes Lena Dunham, Abby Quinn, Alex Karpovsky, Sarah Sophie Flicker, Garth奇怪,Lindsey Hunter, Amy Seimetz. Written and directed by Lena Dunham. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features on Disc 1: Lena Dunham talks about filmmaking and autobiography in an interview with Nora Ephron; Interview with writer-director Paul Schrader. Disc 2: "Creative nonfiction" (Dunham's first feature film); Four short films by Dunham ("Pressure," "Open the door," "Hooker on campus," "The fountain"); Booklet featuring an essay by critic Phillip Lopate also included; In English with optional English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Mothers and daughters – Drama.; Dunham, Lena, 1986-.
Tooltie's last suit : (DVD)
18652,ID
93 MIN POMEGRANAT 2007
This documentary explores the complex relationships, rituals, history and music of New Orleans' vibrant Mardi Gras Indian culture, while telling the story of Allison "Tootie" Montana, former Chief of Yellow Pocahontas Hunters, famous for the inventiveness and beauty of his elaborately beaded Mardi Gras costumes. Interview subjects include Allison "Tootie" Montana, Jerome Smith, Joyce Montana, Cyril Neville, Darryl Montana, Rev. Goat Carson, Sabrina Montana, Maurice Martinez, Chelsi Montana, Wynton Marsalis, Victor Harris, Dr. John, Larry Bannock, Robert Farris Thompson, Collins E. Lewis, James Gill, Fred Johnson. Directed by Liza Katsman. In English.


Tomorrow's children : (DVD)
13521,ID
13521,ID 13521,ID
52 MIN ALPHA VIDE 1934
A low budget 1930's exploitation film about pre-war government sterilization programs. The Mason family is perennially on some form of welfare. The family members are drunks, jailbirds, cripples, or deranged; the whole town looks at them as degenerates. The family members are offered welfare-for-life, if they submit to sterilizing procedures thus ending the deviant bloodlines. The family greedy for money agrees. The eldest daughter has other plans, like getting married and having her own children with her husband. The young woman flees and becomes a fugitive of the sterilization officials; she is recaptured and scheduled for the procedure. Her husband-to-be tries to save her by proving she is adopted and not of her family's save. Her husband-to-be tries to save her by proving she is adopted and not of her family's bloodline. Cast includes Simon, Scott.


Top gun
08868,VH
08868,VH 08868,VH
109 MIN PARAMOUNT 1986
The pilots of the Navy's prestigious fighter weapons school are the top pilots in the United States Military. The men face danger and risk their lives every time they climb into their planes. Maverick Mitchell is one of the best and cockiest pilots at the Top Gun school, the young pilot becomes involved with one of his instructors and she teaches him a few things you can't learn in a classroom. Maverick also gains valuable experience in the air, when he becomes engaged in a Cold War confrontation with a Russian aircraft. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Kelly McGillis, Val Kilmer, Anthony Edwards, Tom Skerritt. Written by Jim Cash and Jack Epps, Jr. Directed by Tony Scott.

Feature films – United States.

Top hat
06401,ID
06401,ID 06401,ID
97 MIN RKO HOME V 1935
A Hollywood musical, romantic romp with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. A deft and zany mistaken identity plot and Art Deco sets serve as the setting for the dance numbers for which the duo are reknown. The two dance to Irving Berlin's score, including "No Strings," "Top Hat, White Tie, and Tails," and "Cheek to Cheek." Cast includes Astaire, Rogers, Edward Everett Horton, Eric Blore, Helen Broderick. Directed by Mark Sandrich.

Dancing in motion pictures, television, etc; Feature films – United States.; Musical films – United States.; Dance; Astaire, Fred; Rogers, Ginger, 1911-.
Top secret! 08495.VH
COLOR 90 MIN PARAMOUNT 1984
A comedy that blends two film genres – war epics and Elvis’ movies into one big spoof. Nick Rivers is an American rock star that is also a secret agent. Nick must go up against the dreaded East German High Command to stop a scientist from creating the ultimate super weapon – the Polaris Mine. Cast includes Val Kilmer, Lucy Gutteridge, Warhams, David Zucker, Jerry Zucker, and Mart common. Directed by Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, and Jerry Zucker.
Feature films – United States.

Topdog diaries : (DVD) 18472,ID
COLOR 54 MIN FILMS MEDI 2002
Looks behind the scenes at the development of the Tony-nominated play Topdog/Underdog about the sibling rivalry between two orphaned brothers who choose radically different lives. Includes behind the scenes footage of rehearsals and coverage of Topdog/Underdog in performance. Also examines the career of Suzan-Lori Parks, and provides an inside look at the creative process and the challenges, opportunities and personal milestones that Parks encounters over the two years leading up to the play's production. Featuring Jeffrey Wright and Don Cheadle. Produced and directed by Oren Jacoby. In English.

Topkapi : (DVD) 16788,ID
COLOR 119 MIN MGM HOME E 1964
Jewel thief Elizabeth Lipp and her lover, William Walter, plan to steal an emerald dagger from Istanbul's Topkapi Museum. Cedric Page, an eccentric British inventor; Giulio, a mute athlete; and Fischer, a strongman, are recruited. In Greece, the gang hires an old man Arthur Simpson to drive a car over the border and meet them in Istanbul, but he is stopped by the Turkish police, who discover weapons hidden in the trunk. Major Tufan, one of the policemen, questions Simpson and then allows him to leave on the condition that he spy on the gang. At their villa headquarters, the gang plans the robbery: Fischer is to lower Giulio on a rope from a window near the museum's ceiling so that Giulio can steal the dagger while dangling above the sensitively wired floors of the museum. Geven, the drunken cook at the villa, believes the men are Russian spies and tells Simpson, who in turn passes the information on to Tufan. Later, Geven accidentally smashes Fischer's hands in a door, and Simpson is enlisted to take Fischer's place, although he has revealed his link to the police. The gang manages to elude Tufan, steal the dagger, and pass it to a Gypsy who will smuggle it out of Turkey. Flaunting their success, the gang goes to see Tu fan, and Elizabeth explains that weapons were discovered in the trunk. Major Tufan, one of the policemen, questions Simpson and then allows him to leave on the condition that he spy on the gang. At their villa headquarters, the gang plans the robbery: Fischer is to lower Giulio on a rope from a window near the museum's ceiling so that Giulio can steal the dagger while dangling above the sensitively wired floors of the museum. Geven, the drunken cook at the villa, believes the men are Russian spies and tells Simpson, who in turn passes the information on to Tufan. Later, Geven accidentally smashes Fischer's hands in a door, and Simpson is enlisted to take Fischer's place, although he has revealed his link to the police. The gang manages to elude Tufan, steal the dagger, and pass it to a Gypsy who will smuggle it out of Turkey. Flaunting their success, the gang goes to see Tufan, and Elizabeth explains that weapons were discovered in their car, but while they are in the major's office, a bird flies through an open window in the museum and lands on the floor, triggering the alarm. The entire gang is arrested, but the un daunted Elizabeth begins outlining her plans for their next job—the theft of the Romanoff jewels from the Kremlin. The cast includes Melina Mercouri, Peter Ustinov and Maximilian Schell. Based upon The Light of Day by Eric Ambler. Directed by Jules Dassin. Special features include the original theatrical trailer and the film presented in widescreen format. Written by Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, Jerry Zucker, and Mart common. Directed by Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, and Jerry Zucker.
Feature films – United States.

Tora! Tora! Tora! 08816,VH
COLOR 145 MIN TWENTIETH 1970

Torch song trilogy : (DVD) 12887,ID 12887,DM
COLOR 121 MIN NEW LINE H 1988
The film adaptation of the Broadway play chronicling a New Yorker's search for love, respect, and tradition in a world he doesn't seem to fit. Set in the 1970's, Arnold is a gay, Jewish, female impersonator, dealing with his bisexual lover, his his over bearing mother, while yearning over a fashion model who he believes is his one true love. Based on the play by Harvey Fierstein. Cast includes Anne Bancroft, Matthew Broderick, Harvey Fierstein, Brian Kerwin, Karen Young, Ken Page, Charles Pierce. Screenplay by Harvey Fierstein. Directed by Paul Bogart. This DVD version features scene selection; Commentary by Harvey Fierstein; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Tortilla soup : (DVD) 08958,ID 08958,DM
COLOR 103 MIN COLUMBIA/T 2001
Martin Naranjo is a successful restaurant owner and the widowed father of three daughters. His passion for cooking is surpassed only by his devotion to his family and a compulsion to steer their lives in the right direction. The daughters' quest for making sure their father is living his own life to the fullest. When a sexy widow moves down the street, Martin's interests are peaked. Based on the screenplay for "Eat Drink Man Woman" by Hui-Ling Wang, Ang Lee, and James Schamus. Cast includes Hector Elizondo, Jacqueline Obradors, Tamera Mello, Paul Rodriguez, Joel Joan, Elizabeth Pena, Raquel Welch. Written by Ramon Menendez, Tom Musca, and Vera Blasi. Directed by Maria Ripoll. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; widescreen and full screen presentation; English 5.1 Dolby Digital; Spanish 5.1 Dolby Digital; subtitles: English and Spanish.

Total recall : (DVD) 19058,ID
COLOR 113 MIN ARTISAN HO 1990
In the year 2084 a worker leaves Earth for the mind-bending nightmarish reality of a Martian mining colony ruled over by a dictator who can alter reality to suit his whims. Inspired by the short story, "We can remember it for you wholesale," by Philip K. Dick. Cast includes Arnold Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin, Sharon Stone, Michael Ironside, Ronny Cox. Special features includes widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: French and Spanish.
Feature films – United States

include: audio commentary with Schwarzenegger and the director; "Imagining Total recall" documentary, created for this special ed.; "Rekall’s virtual vacations"; "Vision of Mars" featurette; visual storyboard comparisons; conceptual art; photo gallery; production notes; theatrical trailers and TV spots; cast and crew information. Directed by Paul Verhoeven. Soundtrack in English, with subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.


Totally f***ed up : (Totally fucked up) : (DVD) 14898.ID
COLOR 85 MIN STRAND REL 1996
The story of the troubled world of gay and lesbian teenagers who hang around empty parking structures and deserted car washes and agonize about drugs, sex, dating, suicide, violence, family, and gay identity. Filmmaker Gregg Araki presents none of his young people as gay stereotypes. Cast includes James Duval, Roko Belic, Susan Behshid, Jenee Gill, Gilbert Luna, Lance May, Alan Boyce. Written and directed by Gregg Araki. This DVD version features letterbox presentation; Director and actor's audio commentary; Trailers of other Gregg Araki films including "Mysterious skin;" Original poster art and press kit; Never before seen still photos from the set.


Touch : (DVD) 16885.ID
COLOR 109 MIN A GRAY PIC 2011
Two working class Angelinos meet and form an unlikely friendship. He is a mechanic and she is a Vietnamese American manicurist. The mechanic's marriage is falling apart; his wife uses his dirty hands as an excuse to avoid intimacy. He longs to rekindle their relationship. The man turns to the neighborhood nail shop to have a professional clean and manicure his hands and nails. The manicurist cleans his nails and offers love advice. During his daily visits to the manicurist, he finds himself growing more and more attracted to her. The attention he receives, the emotional support, and her simple touch fill a void in his life that his marriage no longer does. Cast includes John Ruby, Melinda Benett, Long Nguyen, Hiep Thi Le, Porter Lynn. Bonus features include deleted scene, outtakes, trailer. Written and directed by Minh Duc Nguyen. In English and Vietnamese with English subtitles.


Touch of evil : (DVD) 10295.VH
B&W 111 MIN UNIVERSAL 1958
A film noir portrait of corruption and morally-compromised obsession. A crooked police chief frames a Mexican youth as part of an intricate criminal plot. An honorable Mexican narcotics investigator probes into the case and clashes with the bigoted police chief. Based on the novel "Badge of Evil" Whit Masterson. Cast includes Charlton Heston, Janet Leigh, Orson Welles, Joseph Calleia, Akim Tamiroff, Marlene Dietrich, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Screenplay and directed by Orson Welles. This DVD version is the complete and uncut film with restored footage; widescreen presentation; Welles' 50th Anniversary Edition features three different versions of Touch of Evil: the 111-minute Restored Version re-edited in 1998 to comply with Orson Wells vision as expressed in his memo to the studio, the 96-minute Theatrical Version seen in theaters in 1958, and the 109-minute Preview Version, which was created prior to the theatrical version and incorporates some of Orson Welles' requests, discovered by Universal in 1976. This DVD also includes Bringing Evil to Life, a retrospective documentary on the groundbreaking production of 'Touch of Evil' featuring interviews with Charlton Heston, Janet Leigh, and crewmembers and film historians; 'Evil Lost and Found;' Go behind the scenes of the restoration of Touch of Evil and learn about the various versions of the film; Preview version feature commentary with Charlton Heston, Janet Leigh, and restoration producer Rick Schmidlin; Restored version feature commentary with restoration producer Rick Schmidlin; Theatrical version feature commentary with writer/filmmaker F.X. Feeney; Preview version feature commentary with Orson Welles historians Jonathan Rosenbaum and James Naremore; Reproduction of Orson Welles' legendary 58-page memo to Universal after viewing the studios rough cut of the film; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French; Captioned for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Touching the void : (DVD) 10294.ID 10294.DM
COLOR 107 MIN METRO-GOLD 2003
An extreme, mountain climbing adventure based on a true story of the first successful ascent of the west face of the 21,000- foot Siula Grande by climbers Joe Simpson and Simon Yates. The descent proves an even greater challenge, as one climber breaks his leg and men are separated by a series of devastating mishaps. The climbers' stories have become part of mountaineering legend. Based on "Touching the Void" by Joe Simpson. Cast includes Brendan Mackey, Nicholas Aaron. Directed by Kevin Macdonald. This DVD version features "Making of Touching the Void" featurette; "Return to Siula Grande" featurette; "What Happened Next" interview with Joe Simpson and Simon Yates; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; production notes; cast and filmmakers; languages: English (Dolby digital), Spanish, and French; English captions; Spanish and French subtitles.


Tough guise 2 : violence, manhood and American culture : (DVD) 18504.ID
COLOR 80 MIN MEDIA EDUC 2013
In this highly anticipated update of the influential and widely acclaimed Tough Guise, pioneering anti-violence educator and cultural theorist Jackson Katz argues that the ongoing epidemic of men's violence in America is rooted in our inability as a society to move beyond outmoded ideals of manhood. In a sweeping analysis that cuts across racial, ethnic, and class lines, Katz examines mass shootings, day-to-day gun violence, violence against women, bullying, gay-bashing, and American culture in America: (DVD) 18504.ID
COLOR 80 MIN MEDIA EDUC 2013
In this highly anticipated update of the influential and widely acclaimed Tough Guise, pioneering anti-violence educator and cultural theorist Jackson Katz argues that the ongoing epidemic of men's violence in America is rooted in our inability as a society to move beyond outmoded ideals of manhood. In a sweeping analysis that cuts across racial, ethnic, and class lines, Katz examines mass shootings, day-to-day gun violence, violence against women, bullying, gay-bashing, and American culture.
militarism against the backdrop of a culture that has normalized violent and regressive forms of masculinity in the face of challenges to traditional male power and authority. Along the way, the film provides a stunning look at the violent, sexist, and homophobic messages boys and young men routinely receive from virtually every corner of the culture, from television, movies, video games, and advertising to pornography, the sports culture, and US political culture. Tough Guise 2 stands to empower a new generation of young men – and women – to challenge the myth that being a real man means putting up a false front and engaging in violent and self-destructive behavior. Directed and produced by Jeremy Earp. In English with optional English subtitles.

Feature films – United States; Masculinity; Masculinity in popular culture – United States; Stereotypes (Social psychology) in mass media; – Attitudes; Masculinity in popular culture; Stereotypes (Social psychology) – United States; Earp, Jeremy; Katz, Jackson.

Tow(e) Varda
For descriptions see individual titles:
Lions love : (DVD-PAL)

Towelhead : (DVD)
16826,ID
16826,DM
COLOR 116 MIN WARNER HOME 2007
A thirteen-year-old girl comes to live with her father. She had been living with her white mother back East, but her mother needs less responsibility in her life, so the girl has been sent to live with her Lebanese-born father in Houston, Texas. She is the pretty new “exotic” girl in the neighborhood and school, and she catches the attention of both boys and men. Her new circumstances coincide with an increased curiosity about sex. Her desire to experience more leads her into situations with an adult neighbor and a teen boy. She might not be as ready for the situations she finds herself in as she believes and when her father finds out he is enraged. The film is set during the first Gulf War in the early 1990s in a Texas suburb, her father is a proud American, but both he and his daughter experience anti-Arab sentiment that is building in the country. Based on the novel “Towelhead” by Alicia Erian. Cast includes Aaron Eckhart, Toni Collette, Maria Bello, Peter Macdissi, Eugene Jones, Summer Bishil. Written for the screen and directed by Alan Ball. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; “Towelhead: a community discussion” two panels hosted by Alan Ball on issues raised in the film, one with Summer Bishil and Peter Macdissi, the other includes Alicia Erian, the author of the novel; Language: English and dubbed French; Subtitles: French, Spanish. English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The towering inferno : (DVD)
12349,ID
12349,DM
COLOR 165 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1974
On the night of the dedication ceremony for the world’s tallest skyscraper and electrical fire flares up trapping the city’s elite on the top floors of the building. The architectural landmark becomes a towering inferno of death. The film features an all-star cast and dazzling special effects for its time. Based on the novels “The Tower” by Richard Martin Stern and “The Glass Inferno” by Thomas N. Scortia and Frank M. Robinson. Cast includes Paul Newman, Steve McQueen, William Holden, Faye Dunaway, Fred Astaire, Susan Blakely, Richard Chamberlain, Jennifer Jones, O.J. Simpson, Robert Vaughn, Robert Wagner. Screenplay by Stirling Silliphant. Music by John Williams. Directed by John Guillermin. This DVD version features scene selection; Interactive menus; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; Disaster films.

Toy story
12683,VD
12683,DM
COLOR 81 MIN IMAGE ENTERTAINMENT 1995
A computer animated feature film from Walt Disney and Pixar Animation Studios. An action adventure movie starring the toys of a six-years-old boy engaged in a battle for their lives. The heroes of the story are Woody, a pull-string cowboy, and Buzz Lightyear, a space ranger, rivals for their owner’s affections, who find themselves, stuck in the home of the boy next door, a known toy-torturer. To survive the two must work together to make it back home. Cast includes Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Don Rickles, Jim Varney, Wallace Shawn, John Ratzenberger, Annie Potts, John Morris, Erik Von Detten, Laurie Metcalf, R. Lee Ermey, Sarah Freeman. Music by Randy Newman. Screenplay by Joss Whedon, Andrew Stanton, Joel Cohen, and Alec Sokolow. Story by John Lasseter, Peter Docter, Andrew Stanton, and John Ranft. Directed by John Lasseter. This Laserdisc version features chapter index.

Animated films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Animation

Toys
08422,VH
COLOR 121 MIN FOX VIDEO 1992
Lori Zevo is a fun-loving adult who must save his late father’s toy factory from his evil uncle. His uncle, a war-loving general, has plans to build weapons disguised as toys. Zevo must thwart his uncle’s plans and restore joy and innocence to his world of toys. Cast includes Robin Williams, Michael Gambon, Joan Cusack, Robin Wright, LL Cool J. Music by Hans Zimmer and Trevor Horn. Written by Valerie Curtin and Barry Levinson. Directed by Barry Levinson.

Feature films – United States.

Track 29 : (DVD)
18165,ID
COLOR 90 MIN IMAGE ENTERTAINMENT 1987
Distracted and dreamy Linda Henry is unhappy with her childless marriage to surgeon Henry Henry. Desperate for a diversion, she is captivated when Martin suddenly drops in on Linda claiming to be the child she gave up for adoption after a teenage pregnancy. They spend time together trying to find a bond, but strange behaviors and bizarre events indicate that things aren’t as they seem. Is Martin really the son she gave up for adoption at birth or a just figment of her imagination? Cast includes Christopher Lloyd, Gary Oldman, Theresa Russell, Sandra Bernhard, Colleen Camp, Seymour Cassel. Bonus features include directors commentary, radio spots, still gallery and theatrical trailer. Directed by Nicolas Roeg. English dialogue; optional English subtitles for the hearing-impaired.


Trading places : (DVD)
10810,ID
10810,DM
COLOR 116 MIN PARAMOUNT 1983
Two wealthy financiers wage a bet about human nature and the importance of a person’s character and how it determines how they will react in certain situations. The two wealthy men dispense of hypothetical situations and set in motion their own human experiment. They elevate a street hustler in status to the world of big business and caste one of their own, a well-to-do investor out onto the street to fend for himself. Both men are thoroughly confused by their new circumstances and with some struggle attempt to survive in their new surroundings. When the two men discover the truth about bet, they join forces, along with a prostitute with a heart of gold, to enact revenge on the heartless power players who treated them no better than lab rats. Cast includes Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyd, Ralph Bellamy, Lightweight, Denholm Elliott, J. D. Cannon. Written by Timothy Harris and Herschel Weingrod. Directed by John Landis. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – United States.
A young journalist lives by the credo that monogramy is unrealistic. She enjoys her life uninhibited by stifling, boring romantic commitment. She is assigned to write a story about a young successful sports doctor who she finds interesting. When his interests don't wane after sex, she is forced to decide if he is worth changing her ways, and if she is even capable of doing so. Cast includes Amy Schumer, Bill Hader, Brie Larson, Colin Quinn, John Cena, Tilda Swinton, LeBron James. Written by Amy Schumer. Directed by Judd Apatow. This Blu-ray Disc version features both theatrical (125 mins.) and unrated (129 mins.) versions of the film; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes (more); gag reel (more); Extended scenes; The dogwalker; directing athletes: a blood sport; Behind-the-scenes; Trainwreck comedy tour; Line-o-rama; Feature commentary with Judd Apatow and Amy Schumer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Trainwreck : (Blu-ray Disc) 19650,ID
COLOR 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015
A young journalist lives by the credo that monogramy is unrealistic. She enjoys her life uninhibited by stifling, boring romantic commitment. She is assigned to write a story about a young successful sports doctor who she finds interesting. When his interests don't wane after sex, she is forced to decide if he is worth changing her ways, and if she is even capable of doing so. Cast includes Amy Schumer, Bill Hader, Brie Larson, Colin Quinn, John Cena, Tilda Swinton, LeBron James. Written by Amy Schumer. Directed by Judd Apatow. This Blu-ray Disc version features both theatrical (125 mins.) and unrated (129 mins.) versions of the film; Widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes (more); gag reel (more); Extended scenes; The dogwalker; directing athletes: a blood sport; Behind-the-scenes; Trainwreck comedy tour; Line-o-rama; Feature commentary with Judd Apatow and Amy Schumer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Transamerica : (DVD) 11610,ID
COLOR 104 MIN GENIUS PRO 2005
A conservative, pre-operative transsexual woman (played by a woman) discovers she fathered a son 17-years-ago. The two strangers wind up taking a cross-country adventure on which they get to know more about each other and themselves. Cast includes Felicity Huffman; Kevin Zegers; Fionnula Flanagan; Burt Young; Elizabeth Pena; Graham Greene. Written and directed by Duncan Tucker. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with Duncan Tucker; Dolly Parton music video "Travelin' Through;" "Travelin' Through: Behind-the-Scenes;" Blooper reel; Conversation with Duncan Tucker and Felicity Huffman; Conversation with Duncan Tucker and Kevin Zegers; Theatrical trailer; Subtitles: English closed captioned and Spanish.


Transcendence : (Blu-ray Disc) 18948,ID
COLOR 119 MIN WARNER BRO 2014
Dr. Will Caster is a leader in the field of Artificial Intelligence, working to create a sentient machine that combines mankind's collective intelligence with the full range of human emotions. Anti-technology extremists will do whatever it takes to stop him, but their attempt to destroy Will forces him to record and upload his own mind to a supercomputer in order to achieve transcendence. Success brings him ever-evolving knowledge—and nearly unstoppable power as the fate of the world rests on Will's now-questionable humanity. Cast includes Johnny Depp, Rebecca Hall, Paul Bettany, Cillian Murphy, Kate Mara, Cole Hauser, Morgan Freeman. Special features: What is Transcendence?; Wally Pfister: a singular vision. Directed by Wally Pfister. In English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish.
Feature films – United States

Transcendence : (DVD)
18948,ID
COLOR 119 MIN WARNER BRO 2014
Dr. Will Caster is a leader in the field of Artificial Intelligence, working to create a sentient machine that combines mankind’s collective intelligence with the best aspects of his own personality. As he nears his goal, two ethics-driven anti-tech organizations launch a campaign to destroy him. Will’s family, including his wifeữa and his son, Standing up to them, Will must fight to ensure that he and his work will remain protected.

Transformers : (DVD)
15211,ID
15211,DM
COLOR 143 MIN DREAMWORKS 2007
Hasbro’s action figures the Transformers are adapted into an action adventure feature film. The Autobots and the Decepticons wage a battle for control of a mystical talisman that grants unlimited power to whoever possesses it. Their epic battle comes to Earth where the Autobots enlist the help of a teenager to battle the Decepticons. Based on Hasbro’s Transformers action figures. Cast includes Shia LaBeouf, Tyrese Gibson, Josh Duhamel, Anthony Anderson, Megan Fox, Rachael Taylor, Kevin Dunn, Julie White, Michael Ironside, Arbor Nolasco, Zack Ward, W. Morgan Sheppard, John Robinson, Travis Van Winkle, John Turturro, Jon Voight. Story by John Rogers, Roberto Orci, and Alex Kurtzman. Screenplay by Roberto Orci and Alex Kurtzman. Directed by Michael Bay. This DVD version is in the widescreen format; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The treasure of the Sierra Madre : (DVD)
15220,ID
15220,DM
B&W 126 MIN WARNER BRO 1948
Two American drifters down in Mexico meet a grizzled prospector looking for gold who convinces the men to try their luck. When the three men discover gold, greed and paranoia set in. The men will be lucky if they stay alive long enough to profit from their gold strike. Based on the novel by B. Traven. Cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Walter Huston, Tim Holt, Bruce Bennett. Screenplay and directed by John Huston. This DVD version features standard presentation; Commentary by Bogart biographer Eric Lax; Warner Night at the Movies 1948 short subjects gallery – introduction by Leonard Maltin, newsreel, Joe McDowell comedy short “So you want to be a detective,” classic cartoon “Hot cross bunny;” Humphrey Bogart trailer gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

The trap : (DVD)
16820,ID
B&W 68 MIN WARNER HOM 1946
TCM Spotlight: Charlie Chan Collection Series - In Toler’s last appearance as Chan, he investigates the killings of showgirls in Malibu. The cast includes Sidney Tolter, Mantan Moreland, Victor Sen Young and Tanis Chandler. Directed by Howard Bretherton. Language: English; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

Trash : (DVD)
08657,ID
COLOR 110 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1970
Two young people scrape by living on the lower East Side of New York City. Holly fancies herself as Marlene Dietrich and is her father’s alcoholism, and the comedies and tragedies of ordinary life. Based on the book by Betty Smith. Cast includes Peggy Ann Garner, James Dunn, Dorothy McGuire, Joan Blondell, Lloyd Nolan, James Gleason, Ted Donaldson, John Alexander, B.S. Pully. Written by Frank Davis and Tess Slesinger. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features special scene selection; Full

Treasures III : social issues in American film 1900-1934
For descriptions see individual titles:

Americans in the making : (DVD)
The city reformed : (DVD)
New women : (DVD)
Toil and tyranny : (DVD)

Treading water : (DVD)
10129,ID
COLOR 95 MIN WOLFE VIDE 2001
Raised in privilege, Casey has rejected the world of her parents’ for a simple life restoring boats. On the surface Casey appears to have a good life. She lives on a boat with her social worker girlfriend. Just across the bay from their boat is Casey’s family home. When she returns home from Christmas, the life she has moved beyond comes flooding back in with unraveling emotions and repressed feelings. Cast includes Angela Redman, Nina Landey, Annette Miller, Lysa Apostle. Screenplay by Lauren Himmel and Julia Hollinger. Directed by Lauren Himmel. This DVD version features chapter selection; letterbox; commentary with director and actors; extended love scene; trailer; more from Wolfe video; closed captioning.

Feature films – United States: Homosexuality; Lesbians

The story of a young girl in turn of the century Brooklyn who adores her charming but irresponsible father and resents her mother who tries to hold the family together. She struggles to keep her idealism alive in the face of grinding poverty, her father’s alcoholism, and the comedies and tragedies of ordinary life. Based on the book by Betty Smith. Cast includes Peggy Ann Garner, James Dunn, Dorothy McGuire, Joan Blondell, Lloyd Nolan, James Gleason, Ted Donaldson, John Alexander, B.S. Pully. Written by Frank Davis and Tess Slesinger. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features special scene selection; Full
Tron: (special edition) : (DVD)
17686.ID
COLOR 96 MIN WALT DISNE 1982
When a brilliant video game maker named Flynn hacks the mainframe of his ex-employer, he is beamed inside an astonishing digital world and becomes part of the very game he is designing. Cast includes Jeff Bridges, Bruce Boxleitner, David Warner, Cindy Morgan, Barnard Hughes. Music by Wendy Carlos. Screenplay by Steven Lisberger. Story by Steven Lisberger and Bonnie MacBird. Directed by Steven Lisberger.
This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; The Tron phenomenon; Audio commentary with filmmakers; The making-of Tron; Deleted scenes with introduction by Bruce Boxleitner; Production gallery; Storyboards showcasing early work on light cycles; Storyboard-to-film comparisons; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Trouble in paradise : (DVD)
11494,ID
11494,DM
B&W 82 MIN CRITERION 1932
The Criterion Collection Series - A thief and a pickpocket fall in love with one another enamored with each others larcenous skills. They embark on a scam to rob a perfume company executive. The thief poses as a suitor to gain access to the woman's wealth. He becomes romantically entangled with the executive and his partner-in-crime becomes jealous. In the end the thief is forced to choose between the two beautiful women. Cast includes Miriam Hopkins, Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall, Charlie Ruggles, Edward Everett Horton, C. Aubrey Smith. Adapted by Grover Jones from the play by Aladar Laszlo. Screenplay by Samson Raphaelson. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. This Criterion Collection DVD version features audio commentary by Lubitsch biographer Scott Eyman; New video introduction by Peter Bogdanovich; Ernst Lubitsch's silent film "Das fidele Gefangnis: (The Merry Jail)" (1917) with Emil Jannings, featuring a new score recorded for this release; 1940 Screen Guild Theater radio program featuring Ernst Lubitsch, Jack Benny, Claudette Colbert, and Basil Rathbone; Tributes to Lubitsch written by Billy Wilder, Leonard Maltin, Cameron Crowe, Roger Ebert; English subtitles for the deaf and hearing impaired.


The trouble with harry
07166,VH
COLOR 100 MIN MCA HOME V 1955
Several people in a small New England town believe they are responsible for the death of a stranger, Harry. Nobody is so concerned as to panic; they matter-of-factly go about disposing of the corpse. A small group of people comes to realize they are all connected to the body and join together to rid them of Harry once and for all. Based on the novel by Jack Trevor Story. Cast includes John Forsythe, Edmund Gwenn, Shirley Maclaine, Mildred Natwick, Jerry Mathers. Screenplay by John Michael Hayes. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

Trouble with the curve : (DVD)
18690,ID
18690,DM
COLOR 111 MIN WARNER HOM 2012
Gus Lobel has been one of the best scouts in baseball for decades, but, despite his efforts to hide it, age is starting to catch up with him. Nevertheless, Gus—who can tell a pitch just by the crack of the bat—refuses to be benched for what may be the final innings of his career. The film person who might be able to help is also the one person Gus would never ask: his daughter, Mickie, an associate at a high-powered Atlanta law firm. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Amy Adams, Justin Timberlake, John Goodman, Robert Patrick, Matthew Lillard. Special feature: Trouble with the curve: for the love of the game, a behind-the-scenes featurette. Directed by Robert Lorenz. English, French or Spanish soundtracks; optional Spanish or French subtitles; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


Troy : (DVD)
10287,ID
10287,DM
COLOR 162 MIN WARNER BRO 2004
An epic retelling of "The Iliad" that recreates a world of mighty warships, clashing armies, the massive fortress city, and the towering Trojan Horse. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Eric Bana, Orlando Bloom, Diane Kruger, Brian Cox, Sean Bean, Brendan Gleeson, Peter O'Toole. Screenplay by David Benioff. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen. This two disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; scene index; Languages: English and French (dubbed in Quebec); subtitles: English, French, and Spanish; disc two features bonus materials: "In the Thick of the Battle" analyzes the film's thrilling action sequences; "From Ruins to Reality" explains the history behind the production design; "Troy: An Effects Odyssey" reveals the secrets behind the special effects; "Gallery of the Gods: 3D-animated guide to Greek myths;" Theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.; Troy (Extinct city) – History – Drama.; Trojan War – Drama.; Greece–Civilization; Achilles (Greek mythology) – Drama.; Paris (Legendary character) – Drama.; Helen of Troy (Greek mythology) – Drama.

Tru loved : (DVD)
15045,ID
COLOR 104 MIN E1 ENTERTA 2008
Like all teens, Tru struggles to fit in. But when her lesbian moms decide to move the family from San Francisco to a conservative suburban town, Tru's life becomes complicated by sexual politics, closed minds, and her new 'boyfriend' Lodell, a closeted star football player. Cast includes Najarra Townsend, Alexandra Paul, Cynda Williams, Matthew Thompson, Jake Abel, Brian Vilanch, Alec Mapa, Joseph Julian Soria, Ty Olsson, Marcia Wallace, Vernon Wells, Jane Lynch, Elaine Hendrix, Jasmine Guy, Nichelle Nichols. Written and directed by Stewart Wade. Language: English; Subtitles: English.


True believer
08051,VH
COLOR 103 MIN RCA/COLUMB 1988
An action packed court drama about a lawyer fighting against corruption and conspiracy at the highest levels of New York City Law enforcement. Eddie Dodd was once an acclaimed civil rights attorney in the 60's, now he is an embittered cynic who makes a living defending drug-dealing low-lifes. An idealist young associate is able to rekindle Dodd's passion for justice as they wage a battle to over turn an eight-year- old murder case involving a young Asian gang member. Cast includes James Woods, Robert Downey Jr., Margaret Colin, Kurtwood Smith. Written by Wesley Strick. Directed by Joseph Ruben.

Feature films – United States.

True confessions
08287,VH
COLOR 108 MIN METRO-GOLD 1981
A crime drama set in the 1940's, in which two brothers from two towering World War II families are divided by a private vendetta. One brother is a hard-edged cop and the other is a rising star in the Catholic Church, known for his fund raising abilities. The Detective suspects that one of the Church's major benefactors is responsible for the murder and enlists his brother the Monsignor to help bring the man to justice. The brothers discover it is not easy to bring powerful men to justice. Cast includes Robert DeNiro, Robert Duval, Burgess Meredith, Charles Durning, Ed
True grit: (DVD) 15241.ID
COLOR 127 MIN PARAMOUNT 1969
The John Wayne Collection Series - A young girl hires a cantankerous U.S. Marshal to locate and kill the murderer of her father. Her father was shot and killed and the killer fled with the family's savings. Marshal Rooster Cogburn agrees to head into Indian country to find the man, but balks at the young girl's requirement that she comes along. Neither of the two equally headstrong individuals is willing to back down, in the end the girl and the lawman undertake the journey together. Along for the ride is an inexperienced Texas Ranger who is tracking the same killer for crimes committed in Texas. Cast includes John Wayne, Glen Campbell, Kim Darby, Jeremy Slate, Robert Duvall, Strother Martin. Screenplay by Marguerite Roberts. Directed by Henry Hatahaway. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Jeb Rosebrook, Bob Boze Bell, and J. Stuart Rosebrook; True writing; Winning with the Duke; Aspen Gold: locations of "True grit;" The low and the lawless; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

True grit: (DVD) 15234.ID 15234.DM
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 2010
A young girl hires a rough and tough U.S. Marshall to track down the man who shot and killed her father. The killer was paid two pieces of gold. The two set off into the frontier to find the man, along for the ride is a hardened Texas Ranger who is tracking the same killer for crimes committed in Texas. With ruthless determination they chase down the man through Indian country seeking their retribution. The Charles Portis' novel was famously adapted as a feature film starring John Wayne as Rooster Cogburn 1969. The one-eyed U.S. Marshall Cogburn is played by Jeff Bridges in this version. Based on the novel by Charles Portis. Cast includes Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon, Josh Brolin, Barry Pepper, Hailee Steinfeld. Written for the screen and directed by Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes with Mattie Ross; Outfitting the Old West; buckskins, chaps, and cowboy hats; Re-creating Fort Smith; The cast; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

True lies: (DVD) 13179.ID 13179.DM
COLOR 141 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1994
Helen and Harry Tasker's marriage has grown stagnant. He is a computer salesman and she doesn't find that exciting. Harry is also an undercover special agent, a fact that is exciting, but his wife has no knowledge of the double life her husband is living. When his two lives come together and his wife becomes involved in his covert actions, she just might save their marriage, if they both survive the international terrorists trying to kill them. Cast includes Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jamie Lee Curtis, Tom Arnold, Bill Paxton, Art Malik, Tia Carrere. Based on the screenplay by Claude Zidi, Simon Michael, and Didier Kaminka. Screenplay and directed by James Cameron. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

True love: (DVD) 10914.COLOR
COLOR 101 MIN METRO-GOLD 1989
A young couple very much in love, decide to get married. The relationship begins to fall apart from the strain of planning the wedding. The two hot-tempered young people argue over every aspect of the wedding plans and seem destined to go straight from the altar to the divorce court. Cast includes Annabella Sciorra, Ron Eldard. Written by Nancy Savoca and Richard Guay. Directed by Nancy Savoca. This DVD version features the original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Troumbo: (DVD) 19634.ID
COLOR 125 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016
The successful career of 1940s screenplay Dalton Trumbo comes to a crushing end when he and other Hollywood figures are blacklisted for their political beliefs. It tells the story of his fight against the U.S. government and studio bosses in a war over words and freedom, which entangled everyone in Hollywood from Hedda Hopper and John Wayne to Kirk Douglas and Otto Preminger. Based on the book "Dalton Trumbo" by Bruce Cook. Cast includes Bryan Cranston, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje, Louis C.K., David James Elliott, Elle Fanning, Diane Lane, Helen Mirren, John Goodman, Michael Stuhlbarg, David Maldonado, John Getz, Laura Flannery. Written by John McNamara. Directed by Jay Roach. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Who is Trumbo?; Bryan Cranston becomes Trumbo; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Troumbo: (DVD) 09384.ID
COLOR 103 MIN PARAMOUNT 1998
Truman Burbank's life is a nonstop TV show and he is completely unaware. He has been raised since infancy in front of hidden cameras on a giant soundstage and surrounded by a cast of actors playing the roles of important people in his life, from his family to his neighborhoods and girl friends. His life has been played out to a nation of viewers and he has lived blissfully unaware. When he finally does discover that his life has been orchestrated by a visionary producer/director/creator, he is not pleased. Cast includes Jim Carrey, Laura Linney, Noah Emmerich, Natascha McElhone, Howard Taylor, Ed Harris. Written by Andrew Niccol. Directed by Peter Weir. This DVD version features a widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene selection; two theatrical trailers; English Dolby surround; English captions; French Dolby surround.

Truman show: (DVD) 09384.DM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Production Company</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two-lane blacktop (DVD)</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>Two-lane blacktop</td>
<td>This two-disc Criterion DVD version features widescreen presentation (2.35:1) enhanced for 16x9 TVs; theatrical trailer; audio commentary with director Monte Hellman and associate producer Gary Kurtz; talent bios; &quot;Monte Hellman: American Auteur&quot; directed by George Hickenlooper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight (DVD)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Summit Entertainment</td>
<td>A teenage girl moves to a small town in Washington State to live with her father. Bella has always felt a bit like an outsider amongst her peers and doesn’t expect things to change in the gloomy little town. She meets and is irresistibly drawn to a handsome young man with a secret – he is a vampire. Edward and his family do not feed on humans, but the bloodlust exists inside of him. If he were to let his passion for Bella get out-of-control he could consume her, she is more concerned about losing Edward than the fact he is a vampire. When a roaming pack of vampires comes to town who do feed on humans, they begin to hunt the young girl. Because of her relationship to Edward, Bella is in danger and he must protect her. The first film based on the characters in a series of popular Vampire novels. Based on the novel &quot;Twilight&quot; by Stephenie Meyer. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Billy Burke, Peter Facinelli. CinemaScope presentation; Extended scenes; Audio commentary by Catherine Hardwicke, Kristen Stewart, and Robert Pattinson; Music videos from Muse, Paramore, and Linkin Park; Seven part documentary on the creation of &quot;Twilight;&quot; Deleted scenes; Comic-Con promo; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Drama.; Actresses – New York (State) – New York – Drama.; Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two rode together (DVD)</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>RCA/Columbia</td>
<td>The suspenseful story of two lawmen who invade Comanche Indian territory to rescue the white captives of the tribe. The party's triumphant return results in tragedy when the former captives are unable to adapt to settler life. Cast includes James Stewart, Richard Widmark and Shirley Jones; screenplay by Frank Nugent, based on a novel by Will Cook; directed by John Ford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-571 (DVD)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Universal Pictures</td>
<td>A secret submarine mission during World War II, goes horribly wrong stranding a group of U.S. Navy men aboard a German U-Boat. Disguised as a German submarine, a U.S. sub sets sail to intercept a disabled German U-Boat, board it, confiscate a top secret Nazi decoding devise, and sink the German vessel to make it appear that it sank on its own. The mission does not go smoothly and a group of sailors must pilot the U-Boat through German and Allied forces. Cast includes Matthew McConaughey, Bill Paxton, Harvey Keitel, Jon Bon Jovi, Jake Webber, David Keith, Matthew Settle. Story by Jonathan Mostow. Screenplay by Jonathan Mostow, Sam Montgomery, and David Ayer. Directed by Jonathan Mostow. The VHS version features a twenty-one minute behind-the-scenes look at the making of the movie with interviews with the cast and crew; a featurette on making the submarine for the movie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two people : (Tva mannikor) : (DVD)</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Stockholms Filmregi</td>
<td>When the prestigious Dr. Arne Lundell completes the most important work of his life, a colleague from the University of Stockholm, Dr. Sander, complains against him for plagiarism. His wife, Arne, does everything possible to encourage her anxious husband for not understanding the reasons for this unjust accusation. In these circumstances, Sander is found dead. It seems that it is a suicide, but his soon finds that he has been murdered. Suspicions fall on Dr. Arne. The dramatic situation begins to unravel when Arne discovers, by chance, a letter by which he discovers the secret lover of the missing professor. Cast includes Georg Rydeberg, Wanda Rothgardt, Gabriel Alw, Stig Olin. Special features include Charlotte and Her Lover, a featurette. Directed by Carl Theodor Dreyer. In Swedish with English subtitles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two rode together (DVD)</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>RCA/Columbia</td>
<td>The suspenseful story of two lawmen who invade Comanche Indian territory to rescue the white captives of the tribe. The party's triumphant return results in tragedy when the former captives are unable to adapt to settler life. Cast includes James Stewart, Richard Widmark and Shirley Jones; screenplay by Frank Nugent, based on a novel by Will Cook; directed by John Ford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight (DVD)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Summit Entertainment</td>
<td>A teenage girl moves to a small town in Washington State to live with her father. Bella has always felt a bit like an outsider amongst her peers and doesn’t expect things to change in the gloomy little town. She meets and is irresistibly drawn to a handsome young man with a secret – he is a vampire. Edward and his family do not feed on humans, but the bloodlust exists inside of him. If he were to let his passion for Bella get out-of-control he could consume her, she is more concerned about losing Edward than the fact he is a vampire. When a roaming pack of vampires comes to town who do feed on humans, they begin to hunt the young girl. Because of her relationship to Edward, Bella is in danger and he must protect her. The first film based on the characters in a series of popular Vampire novels. Based on the novel &quot;Twilight&quot; by Stephenie Meyer. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Billy Burke, Peter Facinelli. CinemaScope presentation; Extended scenes; Audio commentary by Catherine Hardwicke, Kristen Stewart, and Robert Pattinson; Music videos from Muse, Paramore, and Linkin Park; Seven part documentary on the creation of &quot;Twilight;&quot; Deleted scenes; Comic-Con promo; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Drama.; Actresses – New York (State) – New York – Drama.; Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-lane blacktop : (DVD)</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>Two-lane blacktop</td>
<td>This two-disc Criterion DVD version features widescreen presentation (2.35:1) enhanced for 16x9 TVs; theatrical trailer; audio commentary with director Monte Hellman and associate producer Gary Kurtz; talent bios; &quot;Monte Hellman: American Auteur&quot; directed by George Hickenlooper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature films – United States. : Drama.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature films – United States. : Twilight.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Summit Entertainment</td>
<td>A teenage girl moves to a small town in Washington State to live with her father. Bella has always felt a bit like an outsider amongst her peers and doesn’t expect things to change in the gloomy little town. She meets and is irresistibly drawn to a handsome young man with a secret – he is a vampire. Edward and his family do not feed on humans, but the bloodlust exists inside of him. If he were to let his passion for Bella get out-of-control he could consume her, she is more concerned about losing Edward than the fact he is a vampire. When a roaming pack of vampires comes to town who do feed on humans, they begin to hunt the young girl. Because of her relationship to Edward, Bella is in danger and he must protect her. The first film based on the characters in a series of popular Vampire novels. Based on the novel &quot;Twilight&quot; by Stephenie Meyer. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Billy Burke, Peter Facinelli. CinemaScope presentation; Extended scenes; Audio commentary by Catherine Hardwicke, Kristen Stewart, and Robert Pattinson; Music videos from Muse, Paramore, and Linkin Park; Seven part documentary on the creation of &quot;Twilight;&quot; Deleted scenes; Comic-Con promo; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Drama.; Actresses – New York (State) – New York – Drama.; Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature films – United States. : Twilight.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Summit Entertainment</td>
<td>A teenage girl moves to a small town in Washington State to live with her father. Bella has always felt a bit like an outsider amongst her peers and doesn’t expect things to change in the gloomy little town. She meets and is irresistibly drawn to a handsome young man with a secret – he is a vampire. Edward and his family do not feed on humans, but the bloodlust exists inside of him. If he were to let his passion for Bella get out-of-control he could consume her, she is more concerned about losing Edward than the fact he is a vampire. When a roaming pack of vampires comes to town who do feed on humans, they begin to hunt the young girl. Because of her relationship to Edward, Bella is in danger and he must protect her. The first film based on the characters in a series of popular Vampire novels. Based on the novel &quot;Twilight&quot; by Stephenie Meyer. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Billy Burke, Peter Facinelli. CinemaScope presentation; Extended scenes; Audio commentary by Catherine Hardwicke, Kristen Stewart, and Robert Pattinson; Music videos from Muse, Paramore, and Linkin Park; Seven part documentary on the creation of &quot;Twilight;&quot; Deleted scenes; Comic-Con promo; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Drama.; Actresses – New York (State) – New York – Drama.; Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature films – United States. : Twilight.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Summit Entertainment</td>
<td>A teenage girl moves to a small town in Washington State to live with her father. Bella has always felt a bit like an outsider amongst her peers and doesn’t expect things to change in the gloomy little town. She meets and is irresistibly drawn to a handsome young man with a secret – he is a vampire. Edward and his family do not feed on humans, but the bloodlust exists inside of him. If he were to let his passion for Bella get out-of-control he could consume her, she is more concerned about losing Edward than the fact he is a vampire. When a roaming pack of vampires comes to town who do feed on humans, they begin to hunt the young girl. Because of her relationship to Edward, Bella is in danger and he must protect her. The first film based on the characters in a series of popular Vampire novels. Based on the novel &quot;Twilight&quot; by Stephenie Meyer. Cast includes Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Billy Burke, Peter Facinelli. CinemaScope presentation; Extended scenes; Audio commentary by Catherine Hardwicke, Kristen Stewart, and Robert Pattinson; Music videos from Muse, Paramore, and Linkin Park; Seven part documentary on the creation of &quot;Twilight;&quot; Deleted scenes; Comic-Con promo; Subtitles: English and Spanish; Drama.; Actresses – New York (State) – New York – Drama.; Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Achor, Jacob Mestel, Rebecca Weintraub, Sam Gertler.

Asch novel by the same name. Best known for his portrayals of consummate actor Maurice Schwartz. While often flamboyant in a rich thematic blend of romantic intrigue, old and young love, sweatshop and overcrowded tenement serve as the backdrop for shtetl Jews transplanted onto American soil. The bustling twentieth century. In vivid, sometimes comic, yet always soberly Europe to New York City's Lower East Side at the turn of the century.

According to contemporary reviewers, "Uncle Moses" follows closely the Yiddish Art Theater's adaptation of the 1918 Sholem Asch novel by the same name. Best known for his portrayals of consummate actor Maurice Schwartz. While often flamboyant in his portrayal of this complex figure, Schwartz achieves a characterization of great dignity and compassion. Based on the novel by Sholem Asch. Cast includes Maurice Schwartz, Rubin Goldberg, Judith Abarbanell, Zvee Scooler, Mark Schweid, Sally Achor, Jacob Mestel, Rebecca Weintraub, Sam Gertler.

**Ulysses**

COLOR 154 MIN LIONSGATE 1954

Ulysses’ return from the Trojan Wars sets him upon a legendary adventure. He and his crew sail under the curse of Cassandra, and encounter Circe, the sirens and the cyclops. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano,Anthony Quinn, Sylvia, Rossana Podesta, Jacques Dumesnil. Screenplay by Mario Camerini, Franco Buisati, Ennio De Concini, Hugh Gray, Ben Hecht, Ivo Perilli, Irwin Shaw. Directed by Mario Camerini. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: French, Italian, French, German, Spanish.

**Ulysses’ raid**

COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 1972

Universal vault series - A scout is assigned to aid the U.S. cavalry in tracking down renegade Ulyzana. As the Apaches tactics escalate in brutality and violence, the scout attempts to teach an idealistic cavalry lieutenant that the only way to fight brutality is with even stronger force. Cast includes Burt Lancaster, Bruce Davison, Richard Jaeckel. Written by Alan Sharp. Directed by Robert Aldrich. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English.

**The unbearable lightness of being**

COLOR 172 MIN ORION HOME 1988

The erotic story of Tomas, an epic warrior whose enormous sexual appetite is never fully satisfied. He is in love with his wife, but finds true understanding with his lover, a woman who shares his desire for sex without commitment. His wife scarred by her own affair concludes she can never share herself or her husband, with another partner. Tomas must decide if he can be faithful to his wife or if he is destined to follow his promiscuous ways. Based on the novel by Milan Kundera. Cast includes Daniel Day-Lewis, Juliette Binouche, Lena Olin, Derek deLint, Erland Josephson, Pavel Landovsky, Donald Moffat, Daniel Olbrychski, Stellan Skarsgard. Directed by Philip Kaufman.

**Uncle Tom’s cabin**

COLOR 109 MIN SHOWTIME N 1987

Dramatizations of Harriet Beecher Stowe's famous anti-slavery novel starring Avery Brooks as Tom. Set in antebellum Mississippi, tells the story of a pious slave whose attempts to protect his family and other slaves expose him to a string of brutalities, and finally lead to his death.

**Uncle Tom’s cabin**

COLOR 109 MIN UNIVERSAL 1995

B&W 112 MIN KINO VIDEO 1927

An adaptation of Harriet Beecher Stowe's abolitionist novel. This extravagant historical drama makes an earnest attempt to depict the harsh realities of slavery while lamenting the passage of the idealized South. The film tells the story of Eliza, a fair-skinned servant who flees the security of a Kentucky plantation when her young son and her dignified protector, Uncle Tom, are sold to a rival landowner. Cast includes James B. Lowe, Virginia Grey, Margarita Fisher, George Siegman. From the novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe. Screenplay by Harvey Thew and Harry Pollard. Movietone score by Enro Rapest. Directed by Harry Pollard. This DVD version features new digital transfer from the 35mm negative; original 1927 scored by Enro Rapest; two deleted scenes; extensive photo gallery of stills, promotional materials, and music cue sheets; a detailed account of the film's production by historian David Pierson.

**Under fire**

COLOR 128 MIN VESTRON VI 1983

Under fire is the final days of the Somoza regime in Nicaragua, focusing on three American journalists caught up in the human drama and complexities of the revolution. Poses important questions about the power of ethics of the media. Directed by Roger Spottiswoode.

**Under the red robe**

COLOR 128 MIN MGM HOME E 1983

The final days of Somoza's Nicaragua as witnessed and experienced by three American journalists. Cast includes Nick Nolte, Gene Hackman, Joanna Cassidy, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Richard Masur, Ed Harris. Screenplay by Ron Shelton and Clayton Frohman. Story by Clayton Frohman. Directed by Roger Spottiswoode. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English, French; Subtitles: French, Spanish.

**Uncle Moses**

B&W 83 MIN THE NATION 1932

According to contemporary reviewers, "Uncle Moses" follows closely the Yiddish Art Theater's adaptation of the 1918 Sholem Asch novel by the same name. Best known for his portrayals of consummate actor Maurice Schwartz. While often flamboyant in his portrayal of this complex figure, Schwartz achieves a characterization of great dignity and compassion. Based on the novel by Sholem Asch. Cast includes Maurice Schwartz, Rubin Goldberg, Judith Abarbanell, Zvee Scooler, Mark Schweid, Sally Achor, Jacob Mestel, Rebecca Weintraub, Sam Gertler.

**Uncle Moses**

COLOR 13926,ID

13926,DM

B&W 82 MIN ALPHA HOME 1937

In 17th century France, master swordsman Gil de Berault is accused of illegally dueling within the Paris city limits and is sentenced to hang on the gallows. Moments before being fitted for a noose, de Berault's life is spared by the powerful Cardinal Richelieu, who has a secret mission for him. Richelieu and King Louis XIII are worried about the rising rebelliousness of the Huguenots, and they task the swordsman with capturing Duke Edmund, the leader of the rebels. Gil is certain the job will be an easy one, but when he falls in love with Edmonds sister, Marguerite, his mission becomes much more complicated than...
deadly. The cast includes Raymond Massey, Conrad Veidt, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This film was directed by Victor Seastrom. Language: English.

Undercover brother : (DVD) 10019,ID
COLOR 87 MIN UNIVERSAL 2002
A parody of spy and blaxploitation film genres which follows the globe-trotting, “funkaledelic” dude of intrigue as he tries to stop a plot to brainwash all of humanity. Cast includes Eddie Griffin, Chris Kattan, Danyel Davis, Dave Chappelle, Aunjanue Ellis, Chi McBride, Billy Dee Williams. Screenplay by John Ridley and Michael McCullers. Directed by Malcolm D. Lee. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene selection; outrageous alternative ending; hilarious blooper reel; original short films which inspired the making of the movie; deleted scenes; Snoop Dogg music video “Undercover Funk (Give Up the Funk).” “Welcome to the Brotherhood: ‘Making of Undercover Brother;’” commentaries from Eddie Griffin and director Malcolm D. Lee; special DVD-Rom interactive game – Cadillac Drive and Jive Afro Attack; Languages: English, Spanish, French; Subtitles: English captioned and Spanish.

Underworld U.S.A. : (DVD) 15273,ID
B&W 98 MIN SONY PICTU 1961
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - At the age of fourteen, Tolly Devlin sees his father beaten to death by four hoodlums. Already going into crime, Tolly plans to take revenge on those responsible. He plunges devotedly into his revenge, in and out of prisons. Finally, he discovers that three of the four men who killed his father have become extremely powerful gangsters, and he is offered a chance to help the authorities convict them. The humanizing influence of the maternal Sandy and the loving Cuddles make Tolly try to settle down and give up crime, but his life of violence prevents this. Cast includes Cliff Roberts, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This widescreen edition features Martin Scorsese on Underworld U.S.A.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Underworld U.S.A. (1961) (In Spanish) 15273,DM
B&W 98 MIN SONY PICTU 1961
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - At the age of fourteen, Tolly Devlin sees his father beaten to death by four hoodlums. Already going into crime, Tolly plans to take revenge on those responsible. He plunges devotedly into his revenge, in and out of prisons. Finally, he discovers that three of the four men who killed his father have become extremely powerful gangsters, and he is offered a chance to help the authorities convict them. The humanizing influence of the maternal Sandy and the loving Cuddles make Tolly try to settle down and give up crime, but his life of violence prevents this. Cast includes Cliff Roberts, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This widescreen edition features Martin Scorsese on Underworld U.S.A.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Underworld U.S.A. : (DVD) 15273,ID
B&W 98 MIN SONY PICTU 1961
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - At the age of fourteen, Tolly Devlin sees his father beaten to death by four hoodlums. Already going into crime, Tolly plans to take revenge on those responsible. He plunges devotedly into his revenge, in and out of prisons. Finally, he discovers that three of the four men who killed his father have become extremely powerful gangsters, and he is offered a chance to help the authorities convict them. The humanizing influence of the maternal Sandy and the loving Cuddles make Tolly try to settle down and give up crime, but his life of violence prevents this. Cast includes Cliff Roberts, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This widescreen edition features Martin Scorsese on Underworld U.S.A.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Underworld U.S.A. : (DVD) 15273,DM
B&W 98 MIN SONY PICTU 1961
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - At the age of fourteen, Tolly Devlin sees his father beaten to death by four hoodlums. Already going into crime, Tolly plans to take revenge on those responsible. He plunges devotedly into his revenge, in and out of prisons. Finally, he discovers that three of the four men who killed his father have become extremely powerful gangsters, and he is offered a chance to help the authorities convict them. The humanizing influence of the maternal Sandy and the loving Cuddles make Tolly try to settle down and give up crime, but his life of violence prevents this. Cast includes Cliff Roberts, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This widescreen edition features Martin Scorsese on Underworld U.S.A.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Underworld U.S.A. : (DVD) 15273,DM
B&W 98 MIN SONY PICTU 1961
The Samuel Fuller collection Series - At the age of fourteen, Tolly Devlin sees his father beaten to death by four hoodlums. Already going into crime, Tolly plans to take revenge on those responsible. He plunges devotedly into his revenge, in and out of prisons. Finally, he discovers that three of the four men who killed his father have become extremely powerful gangsters, and he is offered a chance to help the authorities convict them. The humanizing influence of the maternal Sandy and the loving Cuddles make Tolly try to settle down and give up crime, but his life of violence prevents this. Cast includes Cliff Roberts, Annabella, and Romney Brent. This widescreen edition features Martin Scorsese on Underworld U.S.A.; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French; Captions for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Unforgiven : (two-disc special edition) : (DVD) 16811,ID
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1992
When two retired outlaws pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty offered by the vengeful prostitutes of Big Whiskey, Wyoming, they set in motion events which expose the twisted morality of the Old West. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman, Richard Harris. Written by David Webb Peoples. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This DVD release features both widescreen and standard presentation; Production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Unforgiven : (two-disc special edition) : (DVD) 16811,DM
COLOR 131 MIN WARNER HOM 1992
When two retired outlaws pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty offered by the vengeful prostitutes of Big Whiskey, Wyoming, they set in motion events which expose the twisted morality of the Old West. Cast includes Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman, Richard Harris. Written by David Webb Peoples. Directed by Clint Eastwood. This DVD release features both widescreen and standard presentation; Production notes; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Unforgiven : (Blu-ray Disc) 20376,ID
COLOR 83 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014
A group of online chat room friends find themselves haunted by a mysterious, supernatural force using the account of their dead friend. A prank starts a sequence of events and a shocking video of a vicious bully which results in the girl killing herself. An unseen figure seeks vengeance on the group of friends who thought there would be no consequences to their actions. Cast includes Shelley Hennig, Moses Storm, Renee Olstead, Will Peltz, Jacob Wysocki, Courtney Halverson, Heather Sossaman. Written by Nelson Greaves. Directed by Leo Gabriadze. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation;
Feature films – United States

Unfriended : (DVD)
20375,ID
COLOR 83 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014
A group of online chat room friends find themselves haunted by a mysterious, supernatural force using the account of their dead friend. A prank, starts a sequence of events and a shaming of their intended target. This is the story of the events which took place on that day. Written and directed by Paul Greengrass. Cast includes Shelley Hennig, Moses Storm, Renee Olstead, Will Peltz, Jacob Wysocki, Courtney Halverson, Heather Sossaman. Written by Nelson Greaves. Directed by Leo Gabriadze. This DVD version features widescreen presentation: Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Union Pacific : (DVD)
11994,ID
B&W 139 MIN UNIVERSAL 1939
The Cecil B. DeMille Collection Series - The construction of the first transcontinental railroad is being disrupted by savage attacks by saboteurs. The Union Pacific hires an overseer to uncover the plot against the railway. He uncovers and extensive network of criminals working on stopping the train, one of the men involved is the overseer's old friend. The two men are also in competition for the heart of a beautiful and spirited postmistress. Based on an adaptation by Jack Cunningham of a story by Ernest Haycox. Cast includes Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Akim Tamiroff, Robert Preston, Lynne Overman, Brian Donlevy, Robert Barrat, Anthony Quinn, Stanley Ridges, Evelyn Keyes, Henry Kolker, Francis McDonald. Screenplay by Walter Deleon, C. Gardner Sullivan, and Jesse Lasky, Jr. Directed by Cecil B. DeMille. In English, with subtitles in Spanish, French, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Union 93 : (DVD)
11929,ID
COLOR 111 MIN UNIVERSAL 2006
On September 11, 2001 passengers and crew members of United Airlines flight 93 prevented terrorists from hijacking the plane they were flying in. Their heroic actions prevented the terrorists from seizing control of the plane and crashing it into their intended target. This is the story of the events which took place on that day. Written and directed by Paul Greengrass. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Union 93: The Families and the Film;" Feature commentary with director Paul Greengrass; Memorial pages; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and French.

Universal vault series

For descriptions see individual titles:
Uzlan's raid : (DVD)
The war lord : (DVD)

The untouchables : (DVD)
17305,ID
COLOR 119 MIN PARAMOUNT 1987
In Prohibition-era Chicago the mob war lords ruled the city. Federal agent Eliot Ness comes to Chicago to shut their operations down. The ruthless mobster Al Capone was Ness' main target. This larger-than-life depiction of the clash between Capone and Ness is a classic confrontation between good and evil. Ness learns the hard way that the way to beat the mob is by shooting fast and shooting straight. Cast includes Kevin Costner, Charles Martin Smith, Andy Garcia, Robert De Niro, Sean Connery. Written by David Mamet. Directed by Brian De Palma. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; The script; The cast; Production stories; Reinventing the genre; The classic original featurette: "The men"; Theatrical trailer. Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

Universal Cinema Classics

For descriptions see individual titles:
The African Queen : (DVD)
The blue dahlia : (DVD-PAL)
Midnight : (DVD)

The usual suspects : (special edition) : (DVD)
13998,DM
COLOR 106 MIN METRO-GOLD 1995
Police investigating an exploded boat on a San Pedro pier discover 27 bodies and $91 million worth of drug money. The only survivors are a severely burned Hungarian terrorist and Roger Kint, a crippled con-man. Reluctantly, Kint is pressured into explaining what happened on the boat. His story begins six weeks earlier with five criminals being dragged in by New York police desperate for suspects in a truck hijacking, and ends with the possible identification of a criminal mastermind. Cast includes Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Chazz Palminteri, Kevin Pollak, Pete Postlethwaite, Kevin Spacey, Suzy Amis, Benicio Del Toro. Directed by Bryan Singer. This DVD version features widescreen and standard versions of feature film on one side of disc with special features on second side; special features include deleted scenes with John Ottman introduction; four featurettes: "Pursuing the suspects", "Keyser Soze - Lie or Legend", "Doing time with the suspects", original "Heistong Cannes with The usual suspects"; gag reel with introduction by Bryan Singer; audio commentary by Bryan Singer and Christopher McQuarrie; audio commentary with John Ottman; TV host; commentary behind the scenes; interviews; "The making of the unusual suspects"; 'The usual suspects' featurette; theatrical trailer; "The usual suspects" theatrical trailer special edition.

Up : (DVD)
15306,ID
15306,DM
COLOR 96 MIN WALT DISNE 2009
A lonely widower's home is threatened by developers. Tired of living in the congested city, retired from his job as a balloon salesman, and still grieving over the loss of his beloved wife; the man decides to quit off on an adventure. Outfitting his home with thousands of balloons, he takes flight in search of a mythical lost world he dreamt about as a boy. An eight-year-old Wilderness Explorer scout happened to be on his front porch at take-off and is carried along on the flight. Lift-off begins a great adventure for the unlikely duo. Cast includes Ed Asner, Christopher Plummer, Jordan Nagai, Bob Peterson, Delroy Lindo, Jerome R Spain, John Ratzenberger, David Kaye, Elie Docter, Jeremy Leary, Mickie T. McGowan, Danny Mann, Don Fullilove, Jess Harnell, Josh Cooley, Pete Docter. Screenplay and co-directed by Bob Peterson and Pete Docter. This DVD version feature widescreen presentation; Animated Short "Dugs special mission"; Theatrical short "Partly cloudy"; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Up : (DVD)
15306,ID
COLOR 96 MIN WALT DISNE 2009
A lonely widower's home is threatened by developers. Tired of living in the congested city, retired from his job as a balloon salesman, and still grieving over the loss of his beloved wife; the man decides to quit off on an adventure. Outfitting his home with thousands of balloons, he takes flight in search of a mythical lost world he dreamt about as a boy. An eight-year-old Wilderness Explorer scout happened to be on his front porch at take-off and is carried along on the flight. Lift-off begins a great adventure for the unlikely duo. Cast includes Ed Asner, Christopher Plummer, Jordan Nagai, Bob Peterson, Delroy Lindo, Jerome R Spain, John Ratzenberger, David Kaye, Elie Docter, Jeremy Leary, Mickie T. McGowan, Danny Mann, Don Fullilove, Jess Harnell, Josh Cooley, Pete Docter. Screenplay and co-directed by Bob Peterson and Pete Docter. This DVD version feature widescreen presentation; Animated Short "Dugs special mission"; Theatrical short "Partly cloudy"; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States

Of course, for more details, you can refer to the specific movie descriptions provided above.
spots; trailers.; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


V for vendetta : (DVD)
11954,ID
11959,DM
COLOR 132 MIN WARNER BRO 2005
Set in the near future in a United Kingdom ruled by a totalitarian dictator, one man wearing a Guy Fawkes mask dares to strike out against the oppressive powers of the state. V, the mask wearing freedom fighter, is driven to exact revenge on the government officials who tortured him and left him disfigured. He is consumed with the desire to wake up the people to rise up against tyranny and oppression. Based on the graphic novel by David Lloyd. Cast includes Natalie Portman, Hugo Weaving, Stephen Rea, John Hurt. Screenplay by The Wachowski Brothers. Directed by James McTeigue. This two disc special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; “Freedom! Forever!: Making V for Vendetta; Designing the near future; Remember, Remember: Guy Fawkes and the gunpowder plot; England prevails: V of Vendetta and the new wave in comics; Cat Power montage; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French (dubbed in Quebec); Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish (feature film only).

Feature films–Germany; Feature films – Great Britain.; Feature films – United States.; Totalitarianism – Drama.

The Val Lewton horror collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
The 7th victim : (The seventh victim) : (DVD)
Cat people : (DVD)
The curse of the cat people : (DVD)
Shadows in the dark : the Val Lewton legacy : (DVD)

Valley girl
09356,VH
COLOR 96 MIN POLYGRAM V 1983
A girl from the suburban San Fernando Valley falls in love with a guy from Hollywood. She is a member of the popular, snobby crowd at her high school and he is the wild new wave from the gritty streets of Hollywood. Her friends don’t understand what she sees in him and pressure her to get back together with her ex-boyfriend, a Val dude. When she decides to go to the prom with the Val dude, he New Wave love tries to win her back one last time. Cast includes Nicolas Cage, Deborah Foreman, Elizabeth Daily, Colleen Dye, Michelle Meyrink, Lee Purcell, Richard Sanders, Colleen Camp, Frederic Forrest, Josie Cotton, The Plimsouls. Directed by Martha Coolidge.

Feature films – United States.

Valmont
06591,VH
06591,DM
COLOR 137 MIN ORION HOME 1989
The film, set in 18th Century France, is full of intrigue, sexual innuendo, and bawdy romps. Valmont, a handsome rake, still desires his former lover, the beautiful and cunning Marquise. He also wants to sleep with the beautiful but married Madam de Tourvel. When Valmont is bet he can not seduce 15 year old Cecile, he sets out to do so while still pursuing other women. Sexual assignations are plotted like military operations as everyone seems to be trying to bed everyone else. A film freely adapted from Choderlos de Laclos’ 1782 novel “Les Liaisons Dangereuses.” Cast includes Annette Bening, Meg Tilly, Colin Firth, Fairuz Balk. Directed by Milos Forman.

Feature films – United States.; French literature–18th century–Film and video adaptations; Laclos, Choderlos de, 1741-1803

Vampire in Brooklyn : (DVD)
19211,ID
COLOR 102 MIN PARAMOUNT 1995
A centuries old vampire arrives in Brooklyn, New York, his blood lust does not go unnoticed. The detective assigned to the case, soon captures the attention of the vampire who desires to make his mate for eternity. Eddie Murphy plays the dashing Maximillian and several other characters in this comedy vampire tale. Cast includes Eddie Murphy, Angela Bassett, Allen Payne, Kadeem Hardison, Zakes Mokae. Story by Eddie Murphy, Vernon Lynch, Jr., and Charles Murphy. Screenplay by Charles Murphy, Michael Lucker, and Chris Parker. Directed by Wes Craven. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


✿ The vampire lovers : (Blu-ray Disc)
20345,ID
COLOR 88 MIN SHOUT FACT 1970
Set in eighteenth century Europe, this erotically charged 1970’s classic vampire film is about a female vampire with lesbian tendencies who ravages the young girls and townsfolk of a peaceful hamlet. Years earlier the townspeople had killed off her fellow vampires. When a mysterious countess is called out of town, the General offers to care for her daughter, Carmilla. Little does he know that the countess’ daughter is a blooddrinking vampire with a passion for pretty girls, and that his niece Laura is her first victim. A rousing hunt for the vampiress ensues as a group of men follow her bloody trail of terror through the countryside. Adapted from J. Sheridan Le Fanus’ novella “Carmilla.” Cast includes Ingrid Pitt, George Cole, Kate O’Mara, Peter Cushing, Dawn Addams. Screenplay by Tudor Gates. Directed by Roy Ward Baker. This Blu-ray Disc features widescreen presentation; Femme fantastique: resurrecting the Vampire Lovers; Reading of “Carmilla” by Ingrid Pitt; Commentary with director Roy Ward Baker; Interview with Actress Madeline Smith; Photo Gallery; Theatrical trailer; Radio spot; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Vanaja : (DVD)
14467,ID
COLOR 112 MIN EMERGING P 2008
Vanaja is a fourteen-year-old girl living in rural South India, the daughter of a poor fisherman. She goes to work for a local landowner from whom she can learn Kushipudi dance. When the woman’s son returns from the United States, he becomes interested in the young girl. His attraction to her ends in rape. The film explores issues of caste and class division. Cast includes Mamatha Bhukya, Urmila Dammannagari, Ramachandriah Marikanti. Written and directed by Rajnesh Domalpalli. This DVD version features scene index; In Telugu, with English subtitles.


Vanaja : (DVD)
14466,ID
COLOR 112 MIN EMERGING P 2008
Vanaja is a fourteen-year-old girl living in rural South India, the daughter of a poor fisherman. She goes to work for a local landowner from whom she can learn Kushipudi dance. When the woman’s son returns from the United States, he becomes interested in the young girl. His attraction to her ends in rape. The film explores issues of caste and class division. Cast includes Mamatha Bhukya, Urmila Dammannagari, Ramachandriah Marikanti. Written and directed by Rajnesh Domalpalli. This DVD version features scene index; Domalpalli intros the film; Bhukya describes the experience; Five unabridged dances; Four short films, early works: classroom projects at Columbia; Trailer; In Telugu, with English subtitles.

Vanya on 42nd street: (DVD)  
10742,DM  
COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994  
10742,ID  
In this steamy, intricately complex, psychological thriller the line between reality and fantasy is hopelessly blurred. David tries to make sense of his life after a car crash leaves his once-handsome face grotesquely disfigured. After he is placed into a psychiatric penitentiary for a murder he doesn’t remember committing, David’s only hope is to delve into the depths of his subconscious mind where the answer to ending his living nightmare lies in his dreams. Based on the film “Abre los ojos” by Alejandro Amenabar and Mateo Gil. Cast includes Tom Cruise, Penelope Cruz, Kurt Russell, Jason Lee, Noah Taylor, Timothy Spall, Tilda Swinton, Cameron Diaz. Special features: Scene selection by director Cameron Crowe and composer Nancy Wilson, featuring a conversation with Tom Cruise; “Prelude to a dream” a documentary introduction to the film (7 min.); “Hitting it hard” a behind-the-scenes view of the film’s worldwide press tour (10 min.); interview with Paul McCartney who wrote the title song (2 min.); music video “Africa Shox” by Leftfield/Afrika Bambaataa (4 min.); international theatrical trailer (3 min.); never-before-seen teaser trailer (2 min.); photo gallery with audio introduction by photographer Neal Preston (3 min.). Directed by Cameron Crowe. English 5.1 or Dolby surround, or French; English subtitles. Closed-captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Drama.; Murder – Drama.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Psychology – Drama.; Crowe, Cameron, 1957-.

Vantage point: (DVD)  
13474,ID  
13474,DM  
COLOR 90 MIN SONY PICTU 2008  
13474,ID  
The president of the United States of America is fatally shot by an assassin at a counter-terrorism summit in Spain. Eight strangers witness the shooting and each person’s viewpoint is replayed from the minutes leading up to the assassination. As the reality of the assassination begins to take shape, the truth behind the event finally becomes clear. Cast includes Dennis Quaid, Matthew Fox, Forest Whitaker, Sigourney Weaver, William Hurt. Written by Barry L. Levy. Directed by Pete Travis. This DVD version features both full screen and widescreen presentation; Surveillance tapes: outtakes; An inside perspective: Interviews with the cast and crew; Plotting an assassination; Corroding chaos: stunt featurette; Commentary with director Peter Travis; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Vanya on 42nd street: (DVD)  
06281,VH  
COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994  
06281,ID  

Vanya on 42nd street: (DVD)  
10742,ID  
10742,DM  
COLOR 119 MIN COLUMBIA/T 1994  
10742,ID  

Vantage point: (DVD)  
14962,ID  
COLOR 97 MIN KINO INTER 1983  
14962,ID  
A young unemployed woman takes a job selling tickets at a porno theater near Times Square, New York City. She develops an obsession for the porn that is all around her. She discovers self-expression through her interest in the porn and becomes a voyeur of the patrons. This independent film was produced out of the underground NYC art scene of the 1980s which left its mark on American independent cinema. Cast includes Sandy McLeod, Will Patton, Richard Davidson, Nan Goldin. Original music by John Lurie. Original story by Bette Gordon. Screenplay by Kathy Acker. Directed by Bette Gordon. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Production stills gallery by Nan Goldin; Essay by director Bette Gordon.


Velvet goldmine: (DVD)  
10314,ID  
10314,DM  
COLOR 119 MIN MIRAMAX HO 1998  
10314,ID  
At the top of his fame glam-rock superstar Brian Slade fakes his own death and vanishes from the public spotlight. Ten years later an investigative reporter is digging up the past trying to locate the living legend and uncover the truth behind his disappearance. The film recreates the sex, drugs, and glitter of the Glam Rock era in London. Cast includes Ewan McGregor, Johnathan Rhys Meyers, Toni Collette, Christain Bale, Eddie Izzard, Emily Woof, Michael Feast. Story by James Lyons and Stephen Haynes. Written and directed by Tod Haynes. This DVD version features chapter search; Widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer.


The velvet vampire  
11612,VH  
COLOR 82 MIN EMBASSY HO 1971  
11612,ID  
A cult film about a centuries old female vampire who invites a young couple to her Mojave Desert estate for a weekend visit. The innocent couple have no idea the vampire has designs to seduce and feed on them both. She exploits the two insecurities in order to seduce each of them separately. Cast includes Michael Blodgett, Sherry Miles, Celeste Yarnall. Written by Maurice Jules and Charles S. Swartz. Directed by Stephanie Rothman.


Vera Cruz: (DVD)  
13224,ID  
B&W 94 MIN 20TH CENTU 1954  
13224,ID  
MGM movie legend collection : Gary Cooper Series - Two American mercenaries head down to Mexico for adventure and money during the 1866 revolution. There is always ways to make money during a war and the two men are hired by a beautiful countess to escort her and a fortune in gold to Emperor Maximilian’s fighting forces in Vera Cruz. During the journey one of the men embraces the revolutionaries’ cause which puts the men at odds with the Mexican army and each other. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, George Macready, Ernest Borgnine, Sarita Montiel. Screenplay by Roland Kibbee and James R. Webb. Story by Borden Chase. Directed by Robert Aldrich. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Languages: English, Spanish, Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portugese.
The verdict
06909,VD
COLOR 129 MIN WHITNEY 1982
A down-and-out alcoholic attorney stumbles on one last chance to redeem himself and his career. Based on the novel by Barry Reed. Cast includes Paul Newman, Charlotte Rampling, Jack Warden, James Mason. Directed by Sidney Lumet.

Feature films – United States.

The verdict : (DVD)
18804,ID
COLOR 129 MIN TWENTIETH 1982
An alcoholic, failed attorney is reduced to ambulance chasing. A friend gives him a supposedly easy malpractice case which becomes a last chance to redeem himself and his career. Based on the novel by Barry Reed. Cast includes Paul Newman, Charlotte Rampling, Jack Warden, James Mason, Milo O’Shea, Lindsay Crouse, Edward Binns, Julie Bovasso. Screenplay by David Mamet. Directed by Sidney Lumet. This two-disc DVD verison features (disc 1): Optional audio commentary by Lumet and Newman. Special features (disc 2): "The making of The Verdict" featuring movie clips, production stills, and interviews with various cast and crew (9 min.); "Paul Newman: The craft of acting" an interview with Newman (9 min.); "Sidney Lumet: The craft of directing" interviews with Lumet, Newman (11 min.); "Milestones in cinema history: The Verdict" with notes and commentary on events before, during, and after the films creation (22 min.); "Hollywood Backstories: The Verdict" AMC featurette with Lumet, Newman, Mason, Brown, Zanuck, Harris, film historian Leonard Maltin, biographer Elena Oumano (23 min.); stills gallery; "The films of Paul Newman" with the original theatrical trailers of "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" (1 min.), "From the Terrace" (3 min.), "Hombre" (3 min.), "The Hustler" (3 min.), "The Long Hot Summer" (3 min.), "Quintet" (2 min.), "The Towing Inferno" (2 min.), and "What a Way to Go!" (3 min.); "The Verdict" theatrical release trailer (2 min.).

Language: English, dubbed French or Spanish; Subtitles: English or Spanish subtitles; Closed-captioned in English.


Vernon, Florida : (DVD)
10824,LD
COLOR 56 MIN METRO-GOLD 1982
Oddball Americana is captured in the lives of the inhabitants of the small Southern town of Vernon, Florida. Filmmaker Errol Morris interviews the residents of Vernon, Florida and discovers how the motley crew lives their lives, their obsessions and eccentricities, their full display and reveal the heart and soul of an unabashedly unique slice of the American pie. Directed by Errol Morris. This DVD version is presented in letterboxed format and includes English, French, and Spanish language subtitles.

Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Morris, Errol

Vertigo
05332,VD
COLOR 128 MIN MCA HOME V 1958
Classic Hitchcock psychological thriller about a troubled detective pathologically afraid of heights and obsessed with a lost love and her look-a-like. Cast includes James Stewart, Kim Novak and Barbara Bel Geddes; directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

Vertigo : (DVD)
12734,ID
12734,DM
COLOR 128 MIN UNIVERSAL 1958
Classic Hitchcock psychological thriller about a troubled detective pathologically afraid of heights and obsessed with a lost love and her look-a-like. Cast includes James Stewart, Kim Novak and Barbara Bel Geddes; Tom Helmore, Henry Jones. Screenplay by Alec Coppel and Samuel Taylor. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Obsessed with "Vertigo" new life for Hitchcock's masterpiece; Feature commentary with associate producer Herbert Coleman, restoration team Robert A. Harris and James C. Katz; Production notes; Talent bios; Film highlights; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned.

Feature films – United States.; Hitchcock, Alfred, 1899-1980

A very serious person : (DVD)
16224,DM
16224,ID
COLOR 95 MIN WOLFE VIDEO 2007
Jan, an itinerant male nurse from Denmark, takes a new job with Mrs. A., a terminally ill Manhattan woman raising her parentless thirteen-year old grandson, Gil. Spending the summer by the shore, the emotionally reserved Jan finds himself oddly cast as a mentor to Gil in having to prepare the sensitive boy for life with his cousins in Florida after this grandmother's death. A deep friendship grows between these two solitary people. By the end of the summer, Gil has developed a new maturity and independence, while the enigmatic Jan has revealed his own vulnerability. The cast includes Polly Bergen, Charles Busch, Dana Ivey and Julie Halston. Directed by Charles Busch.


Vicky Cristina Barcelona : (DVD)
18921,ID
COLOR 195 MIN GENIUS PRO 2008
Vicky is a smart, sensible brunette. Cristina is an amorous, freethinking blonde. They’ve just arrived in Barcelona, where they will be spending the summer. Sultry Spanish painter Juan Antonio introduces himself and immediately offers to whisk them away for a weekend of sightseeing and threesomes. But there is an ex-wife, who soon appears. Maria Elena is wildly beautiful, wildly brilliant, wildly moody, and wildly wild. There is wine, melancholy music, soulful talk of art and emotions and tales tempestuous relationships. The city is magnificent, and everybody finishes the summer a little wiser and with a lifetime of memories. What more could you ask? Cast includes Javier Bardem, Patricia Clarkson, Penelope Cruz, Kevin Dunn, Rebecca Hall, Scarlett Johansson, Chris Messina. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish or English for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Feature films – United States.; Drama; Barcelona (Spain) – Drama.; City and town life – Spain – Barcelona – Drama.; Comedy films – United States.; Allen, Woody, 1935-

Victor Victoria
05057,VD
COLOR 133 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1982
An unsuccessful actress in Depression-era Paris impersonates a man impersonating a woman and becomes a star in this sexual comedy of errors. Cast includes Julie Andrews, James Garner and Robert Preston; screenplay and direction by Blake Edwards.

Feature films – United States.; Edwards, Blake, 1922-
The Vikings : (DVD)
19370,ID
COLOR 122 MIN LEGEND FIL 1968


A Vilna legend : the rabbi's power : (Tkies khaf) : (DVD)
200251,ID
B&W 60 MIN THE NATION 1933
A tale of frustrated love and destiny set in the Jewish community of Vilna before the second world war. A yeshiva student and a poor girl who are deeply in love are assisted by the prophet Elijah after it seems that fate and dishonest people have conspired to keep them apart. From a play by Peretz Hirshbein. Cast includes Joseph Buloff, Esther Rokhl-Kominska, Ida Kominska, Zygmund Turkow, Adam Domb, Moshe Litman, Lev Mollof, Simchah Baianoff, Jacob Meistel, Leib Kadison, Benjamin Fishbein and Ben Basenko. Narrated by Joseph Buloff. Originally shot as a silent film in 1924, mostly on location in Vilna. In 1933 sound was added by a group of New York Yiddish actors, who also added the plot device of the narrator, who appears both onscreen in new scenes and in voiceover, to explain the silent story without intertitles. Screenplay (1924) by Henrik Bojm. Screenplay (1933) by Jacob Mestel. Directed by Zygmund Turkow (1924) and George Roland (1933). In Yiddish, with English subtitles.

Feature films–Poland; Feature films – United States; Yiddish language films; Man-woman relationships – Drama; Vilnius (Lithuania) – Drama; Jews – Lithuania – Vilnius – Drama; Elijah (Biblical prophet) – Drama; Turkow, Zygmund, 1896-1970.; Roland, George.

Vintage collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Desert hearts : (DVD)
Just the two of us : (DVD)

Visions of abolition : from critical resistance to a new way of life : (DVD)
18653,ID
18653,DM
COLOR 93 MIN VISIONS OF 2010 2010
This documentary was designed as a teaching tool to expand knowledge about the history of the prison industrial complex and the prison abolition movement in the United States. Featuring Melissa Burch, Susan Burton, Angela Davis, Ruthie Gilmore, Patricia Naqui, Charsleen Poe, Dylan Rodriguez, Andrea Smith, Wayleena Turner, Cameo Watkins. Part I: Breaking down the prison industrial complex (39 min.); part II: Abolition: past, present & future (48 min.). Written, produced and directed by Setsu Shigematsu. In English.

Documentary films; Feature films – United States; Prison-industrial complex – United States; Prisoners – United States; Alternatives to imprisonment – United States; Alternatives to imprisonment; Davis, Angela Y. (Angela Yvonne), 1944-.; Shigematsu, Setsu.
A disillusioned and disaffected college professor discovers a couple squatting in his New York apartment. The two young people are illegal immigrants and the professor grows fond of the couple almost immediately. He begins to help the two and rediscovers a passion in his own life that he had lost. Cast includes Richard Jenkins, Hiam Abbass, Haaz Sleiman, Danai Gurira. Written and directed by Tom McCarthy. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; An inside look at the film; Commentary by director Tom McCarthy and actor Richard Jenkins; Playing the Djembe; Deleted scenes: Trailer.

**Viva Las Vegas**

06027.VH

COLOR 85 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1963

A race car driver determined to win the Vegas Grand Prix must come up with enough cash to buy a new high-powered engine for his car, but himself distracted by a loving swimming instructor. Cast includes Elvis Presley, Ann-margaret, Cesare Danova, William Demarest and Nicky Blair; written by Sally Benson; directed by George Sidney.


**Viva Zapata!**

01080.VH

COLOR 113 MIN KEY VIDEO 1952

The life and struggles of Mexico’s Emiliano Zapata as portrayed by Marlon Brando. John Steinbeck's script captures the violence and passion of the Mexican Revolution, as well as Zapata’s complex motivations and emotions.


**Viva Zapata!**

14229.ID

14229.DM

B&W 113 MIN 20TH CENTU 1952

The life and struggles of Mexico’s Emiliano Zapata as portrayed by Marlon Brando. Emiliano Zapata, an ally of Pancho Villa, leads the Mexican peasants in a bloody revolt against an oppressive government and overthrowes President Diaz. John Steinbeck's script captures the violence and passion of the Mexican Revolution, as well as Zapata’s complex motivations and emotions. Cast includes Marlon Brando, Jean Peters, Anthony Quinn. Written by John Steinbeck. Directed by Elia Kazan. This DVD version features scene selection; Languages: English, Spanish, and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and Portuguese.


**Voces inocentes : (innocent voices) :**

(DVD)

11644.ID

11644.DM

COLOR 110 MIN 20TH CENTU 2004

A young boy growing-up in El Salvador in the 1980’s is caught up in a dramatic fight for his life as he desperately tries to avoid the war which is raging in his country. The film is a commentary and condemnation on the use of children as soldiers in wars. Cast includes Carlos Padilla, Leonor Varela, Gustavo Munoz, Jose Maria Yazpik, Ofelia Medina, Daniel Gimenez Cacho, Jesus Ochoa. Written by Oscar Torres and Luis Mandoki. Directed by Luis Mandoki. This DVD version features interactive menus in Spanish and Portuguese; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by the director; Interviews; Behind-the-scenes; TV spot; Filmographies; Press; Festivals; Photo gallery; Language: Spanish and Portuguese; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and Portuguese.


**Volcano**

10419.ID

COLOR 104 MIN 20TH CENTU 1997

A natural disaster movie set in Los Angeles that pits man against nature when a volcano suddenly erupts beneath the La Brea Tar pits in mid-town Los Angeles. Witness how Hollywood predicts the city will burn from the molten lava exploding from the heart of the city. Cast includes Tommy Lee Jones, Anne Heche, Gaby Hoffmann, Don Cheadle, Keith David. Story by Jerome Armstrong. Screenplay by Jerome Armstrong and Billy Ray. Directed by Mick Jackson. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen format: Languages: English and French; Subtitles English and Spanish.

Feature films – United States.

**W.C. Fields Comedy Collection**

For descriptions see individual titles:

- The bank dick : (DVD)
  COLOR 99 MIN SONY PICTU 2007
  Newly-inaugurated mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, is only beginning to implement his anti-fun initiatives against crimes like noisy portable radio, graffitti and public drunkenness. Set in this time, troubled high school student Luke Shapiro is a teenage pot dealer who forms a friendship with Dr. Jeffrey Squires, a psychiatrist and kindred lost soul. When the doctor proposes Luke trade him weed for therapy sessions, the two begin to explore both New York City and their own depression. Cast includes Ben Kingsley, Famke Janssens, Josh Peck, Olivia Thirlby, Mary-Kate Olsen, Jane Adams, Method Man, Aaron Yoo. Written and directed by Jonathan Levine. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Commentary with Josh Peck and director Jonathan Levine: Luke Shapiors dope show; Keeping it real: a day in the life of Jonathan Levine: Time in a bottle: behind the scenes of the Wackness; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

- My little chickadee : (DVD)
  You can’t cheat an honest man : (DVD)

**Wag the dog**

08407.VH

08407.DM

COLOR 96 MIN NEW LINE H 1997


Feature films – United States.
Feature films – United States

**Wagon master :** (DVD)  
1980,LD  
86 MIN WARNER HOM 1950  
A Mormon wagon train headed for Utah hooks up with two horse traders, the members of a traveling medicine show, and a tribe of Navajo Indians. The group is threatened by a gang of outlaws who use the wagon train as a hideout. Cast includes Ben Johnson, Joanne Dru, Harry Carey Jr., Ward Bond, Charles Kemper, Alan Mowbray, Jane Darwell. Written by Frank Nugent and Patrick Ford. Directed by John Ford. This DVD version features standard presentation; Commentary by Harry Carey Jr. and Peter Bogdanovich with John Ford; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Wait until dark :** (DVD)  
1956,LD  
COLOR 108 MIN WARNER HOM 1967  
A photographer unwittingly smuggles a doll stuffed with heroin into New York City. His recently blinded wife, alone in their apartment, is first terrorized by hired crooks, and then by a psychopathic killer and master of disguise. Roat, in search of the doll and the drugs inside. Based on the play by Frederick Knott produced on the New York stage by Fred Coe. Cast includes Audrey Hepburn, Alan Arkin, Richard Crenna, Jack Weston, Efrem Zimbalist Jr. Screenplay by Robert Carrington and Jane-Howard Carrington. Directed by Terence Young. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Take a look in the dark" as Alan Arkin and producer Mel Ferrer reminisce about the making of the film; Stage frantics essay covers the properties stage-to-screen evolution; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

**Waitress :** (DVD)  
14013,ID  
14013,DM  
COLOR 108 MIN TWENTIETH 2007  
Jenna, a waitress at a small-town cafe, has a gift for making great pies. Seeking to make a better life for herself, she decides to compete for a $25,000 baking prize. An obnoxious husband, a potential pregnancy, and a handsome stranger provide further challenges. Cast includes Keri Russell, Nathan Fillion, Cheryl Hines, Adrienne Shelly, Eddie Jemison, Lew Temple, Jeremy Sisto, Amy Grimes, written by Adrienne Shelly. Directed by Adrienne Shelly. This DVD version includes optional commentary by Roiff and Russell; "This is how we made Waitress pie" featurette; "Written and directed by Adrienne Shelly : a memorial" featurette; "Hi! I'm Keri, I'll be your waitress; "The pies have it" featurette; "In character with : Cheryl Hines" featurette; "In character with : Nathan Fillion" featurette; A message from Keri Russell about the Adrienne Shelly Foundation; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French and Spanish.

**Waking life :** (DVD)  
12856,ID  
12856,DM  
COLOR 100 MIN 20TH CENTU 2001  
An animated feature film that explores the question "Are we sleep-walking through our waking state or are we walking through our dreams?" A young man searches for answers in a hallucinatory dream world where reality is as hard to hold onto as dreams are to sustain. The film has an animated inspired style. Cast includes Wiley Wiggins, Trevor Jack Brooks, Lorelei Linklater, Glover Gill, Lara Hicks, Ames Asbell, Ethan Hawke, Julie Delpy, Charles Gunning. Written and directed by Richard Linklater. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Richard Linklater and others; Audio commentary with over twenty-five of the film's animators; Text commentary; Deleted animated scenes; Selected takes of the live action version; Shots by Bob Sabiston; Featurette; Animation software tutorial; Theatrical trailer and more; Languages: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English and French.

**A walk in the night**  
08492,VH  
COLOR 78 MIN CALIFORNIA 1998  
The tragic events of one single night in the life of Mikey Adonis, a young black South African steel worker. One tragic event after another deals a decent man to an act of brutality driven by a racial society that humbles him at every turn. Adapted from Alex La Guma's 1962 novella. Directed by Mickey Madoda Dube. In English and Afrikaans, with English subtitles.

**A walk with love and death** : (Promenade avec l’amour et la mort) : (DVD-PAL)  
15725,ID  
COLOR 86 MIN 20TH CENTU 1969  
Le cinema du monde : La collection serie 6 Series - Two young people in love feel the impact of the fighting between French peasants and nobles that accompanied the Hundred Years War. She is a young woman deprived of her noble position by the murder of her father and he has been deprived of his position as student and scholar. They are being persued and if they stay they are doomed to die together. Based on the novel by Hans Konigberger. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, Assaf Dayan, Anthony Higgins, John Hallam, Robert Lang, Guy Deghy, Michael Gough, George Murcell, Eileen Murphy, Anthony Nicholls, John Huston. Written by Dale Wasserman. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features an interview with Michel Ciment; Language: English; Subtitles: French. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-Region machine.

**Walker :** (DVD)  
12854,ID  
COLOR 90 MIN UNIVERSAL 1987  
The Criterion Collection Series - The story of nineteenth-century American adventurer William Walker who invaded Nicaragua as a soldier of fortune and for several years served as dictator to the small Central American nation. Director Alex Cox filmed the movie in Nicaragua with the support of the Sandinista army and government and uses the true story of Walker to attack American ultrapatriotism and ideas of manifest destiny. The film has been described as a "hallucinatory biopic" that breaks all cinematic conventions. Cast includes Ed Harris, Richard Masur, Rene Auberjonois, Peter Boyle, Miguel Sandoval, Marlee MatlinMusic by Joe Straummer. Written by Rudy Wurlitzer. Directed by Alex Cox. This Criterion Collection DVD version features audio
Wall Street : (DVD)
COLOR  126 MIN  TWENTIETH  1987
It's a riveting, behind-the-scenes look at big business in the 1980s, an ambitious young broker is lured into the illegal, lucrative world of corporate espionage when he is seduced by the power, status, and financial wizardry of Wall Street legend Gordon Gekko. But he soon discovers that the pursuit of overnight riches comes at a price that's too high to pay. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Charlie Sheen, Daryl Hannah, Martin Sheen, Hal Holbrook, Terence Stamp. Written by Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone. Directed by Oliver Stone.

Wallace and Gromit in the curse of the were-rabbit : (DVD)
17128,ID  85 MIN  UNIVERSAL  2006
It's 'veggie-mania' in Wallace and Gromit's neighborhood. The two enterprising friends are cashing in with their humane pest-control outfit, "Anti-Pesto." With only days to go before the annual Giant Vegetable Competition they find that their business control outfit can have its drawbacks. Suddenly, a large and mysterious veg-ravaging "beast" begins attacking the town's sacred vegetable plots at night. The competition hostess, Lady Tottington, commissions Anti-Pesto to catch the beast and save the day. But Victor Quartermaine would rather shoot the beast and secure the position of local hero - not to mention Lady Tottington's hand in marriage. Voices by Peter Sallis, Ralph Fiennes, Helena Bonham Carter, Peter Kay, Nicholas Smith. Directed by Steve Box and Nick Park. Special features include: Behind-the-scenes fun, including "How to build a bunny"; Aardman short film "Stagefright"; Deleted scenes; Clayful activities; Games; and Printables. In English, dubbed French or Spanish dialogue; English, French or Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.

Wanda : (DVD)
18236,ID  102 MIN  PARLOUR PI  1970
Wanda is a maladjusted, troubled woman who leaves her husband with whom she readily agrees to leave the children. She attaches herself to a small-time thief because he at least seems to need her a little. The thief finds her a useful accomplice and plans a bank robbery. It fails, he is shot, and Wanda is alone again. Cast includes Barbara Loden, Michael Higginbottom, Jerome Thier, Jack Ford. Written and directed by Barbara Loden.

Wall Disney Classic Gold Collection
For descriptions see individual titles: Hercules : (DVD)

Wanda : (DVD)
War and peace : (DVD)  
17434.ID  
COLOR 208 MIN PARAMOUNT 1956  
An epic adaptation of the Leo Tolstoy novel, a massive and intricate tapestry of Russian during the Napoleonic Wars. Stars Henry Fonda, Audrey Hepburn, and Mel Ferrer; directed by King Vidor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical trailer; Behind the scenes War and peace; Re-release trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English.  

War in Iraq : the road to Baghdad : (DVD)  
12218.ID  
COLOR 90 MIN WEA 2003  
Presented by CNN. Follow the historic events as they unfold, from the political wrangling with Saddam Hussein to President Bush’s final ultimatum, from troop deployment to the ultimate coalition victory. Narrated by Stephen Frazier. This DVD version features Main menu; Scene selection; Language: English.  

The war lord : (DVD)  
19256.ID  
COLOR 122 MIN UNIVERSAL 1965  
Universal vault series - Chrysagon, an 11th century Norman knight and war lord is given command of a Druid peasant village. Battling enemies from the North and from his own ranks the lonely warrior is enamored of Bromwyn, engaged to the son of the tribe's chieftain. Under the influence of a plotting brother he takes advantage of an ancient law permitting nobility the right of first night with any bride. Captivated, he refuses to give Bromwyn up at dawn, and the stage is set for revenge, betrayal, battles, and murder. Based on the play The lovers by Leslie Newman; Cast includes Charlton Heston, Richard Boone, Rosemary Forsyth, Guy Stockwell, Niall MacGinnis, Henry Wilcoxon, James Farentino, Maurice Evans. Screenplay by John Collier and Millard Kaufman. Directed by Franklin Schaffner. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English.  

The war of the Roses : (Blu-ray Disc)  
18307.ID  
COLOR 116 MIN TWENTIETH 1989  
A perfect 18-year marriage suddenly becomes unglued. Rather than just get divorced, Oliver and Barbara Rose declare war, fighting to the bitter end over their huge mansion and every possession in it. Based on the novel by Warren Adler. Cast includes Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner, Danny DeVito. Screenplay by Michael Leeson. Directed by Danny DeVito. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director Danny DeVito; Danny DeVito and James L. Brooks: Revisiting 'The war of the Roses'; The music of 'The war of the Roses'; A conversation with Danny DeVito and composer David Newman; Deleted scenes montage; Trailers; TV spots; Production gallery; Script; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed-captioned.  

The war of the Worlds : (DVD)  
12519,ID  
COLOR 85 MIN PARAMOUNT 1953  

Warner Bros. Pictures Gangsters Collection  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
Angels with dirty faces : (DVD)  
Little Caesar : (DVD)  
The petrified forest : (DVD)  
The public enemy : (DVD)  
The roaring twenties : (DVD)  
White heat : (DVD)  

The Warner Brothers Archive Collection  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
Boulevard nights : (DVD)  
Captain Sindbad : (DVD)  
Christopher Strong : (DVD)  
The cossacks : (DVD)  
Devil's dream : (DVD)  
Girl friends : (DVD)  
I was a communist for the F.B.I. : (DVD)  
A lady without passport : (DVD)  
Madam Satan : (DVD)  
Mammy : (DVD)  
Men don't leave : (DVD)  
Mockery : (DVD)  
The moon is blue : (DVD)  
A stolen life : (DVD)  
Stranger on the third floor : (DVD)  
Weary river : (DVD)  
Zandy's bride : (DVD)
Warner Home Video Western Classics Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:

- Cimarron – (DVD)
- Escape from Fort Bravo – (DVD)
- The law and Jake Wade – (DVD)
- Many rivers to cross – (DVD)
- Saddle the wind – (DVD)
- The stalking moon – (DVD)

The warriors – (DVD)
19560.ID
COLOR 93 MIN PARAMOUNT 1979
A Japanese animated feature film, refashioned and edited for
COLOR 94 MIN ACADEMY EN 1988
release of the death of a rival gang leader. Now every gang in New York
199911,VH
is out to get them. A small band of the Warriors must fight their
Languages: English and French (dubbed in Quebec); Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.
WAY BACK – New World; closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Watermelon man – (DVD)
20086.ID
COLOR 98 MIN COLUMBIA T 2004
A comedy concerning a bigoted white man who is permanently
COLOR 98 MIN WARNER BROS 2008
turned black and must now contend with a shocked wife, his
17219,ID
kids, angry neighbors, cold shoulders at the office and a back
French, and Spanish.
seat on the bus. Cast includes Godfrey Cambridge, Estelle

The watermelon woman
13526,ID
COLOR 80 MIN FIRST RUN/ 1997
Cheryl is a young twenty-something black lesbian struggling to
COLOR 80 MIN WARNER BROS 2008
make a documentary about Fae Richards, a beautiful and elusive
40991,ID
1941 three men walked out of the Himalayas into India. They

Watchmen – (directors cut) – (DVD)
14945,ID
COLOR 186 MIN WARNER BRO 2009
In 1985 the former members of the Watchmen, a group of
The way back – (DVD)
17219.ID
COLOR 133 MIN IMAGE ENTE 2010
superheroes who once worked as a team to fight evildoers have
disbanded. Legislation has outlawed their vigilante methods,
Inspired by the book “The long walk” by Slavomir Rawicz. In
some of the crime fighters have hung up their capes, others now
1941 three men walked out of the Himalayas into India. They
work for the government, or private industry. Others have had
difficulty adjusting to the times and continue to operate outside
the law. When someone starts killing members of the group,
some of the Watchmen regroup to find out who is responsible.
The watermelon woman is clearly a metaphor for Cheryl's search for identity, community, and love. Cast includes Cheryl Dunye, Guinevere Turner, Valerie Walker. Directed by Cheryl Dunye.
They discover that all of humanity is in danger, but with their numbers

The way back
17219,ID
COLOR 133 MIN IMAGE ENTE 2010
In 1941 three men walked out of the Himalayas into India. They
have survived a 4,000 mile walk to freedom. While there is
inspired by the book “The long walk” by Slavomir Rawicz. In
disagreement on whether or not this is a true story, this film is a
textbook example of the “man vs. Nature-red-in-tooth-and-claw”
survival film. Janusz, a Polish prisoner of war, is forced to sign
a false confession and shipped off to Siberia to rot in the most
brutal prison system in the world—the Gulag. In prison he meets
a renowned Russian actor, an American architect, and a
hardened Russian gangster. Janusz convinces six of his fellows
to accompany him in an escape, which improbably succeeds,
and then the real trial begins–a punishing race against the elements, time, hunger, and fear. Participants include Ed Harris, Jim Sturgess, Saoirse Ronan, Colin Farrell, Dragos Bucur, Alexandru Potocean, Gustaf Skarsgard, Sebastian Urzendowsky, Mark Strong. Directed by Peter Weir. Special features: “The journey of the journey” (31 min.); Trailer (2 min.). In English with optional subtitles in English SDH or Spanish.

Feature films – United States.; World War, 1939-1945 – Prisoners and prisons, Russian – Drama.; Escapes – Russia (Federation) – Siberia – Drama.; Prisoners of war – Poland – Drama.; Weir, Peter, 1944-

Way down east : (DVD)

14248,DM
14248,ID
149 MIN SILENT KINO INTER 1920 Melodrama about a young woman who is lured into a fake marriage, becomes pregnant and is abandoned. She moves to a small town and falls in love with a wealthy but humble man, but cannot escape her scandalous past. Cast includes Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess, Lowell Sherman, Creighton Hale, Burr McIntosh. Score compiled from historic phonoplay music by The Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra. Based on the play by Lottie Blair Parker. Screenplay by Anthony Paul Kelly. Directed by D.W. Griffith. This DVD version features interactive menu; Scene selection; Notes on Lottie Blair Parker's original play; Photos of William Brady's 1903 stage version; Film clip: The ice floe sequence of the Edison Studio's production of Uncle Tom's Cabin; Image gallery, including the original souvenir program book; Notes on the preparation of the music score; Language: Silent, with English intertitles and musical accompaniment.

Feature films – United States.; Silent films; Griffith, D.W. (David Wark), 1897-1948

The way : (DVD)

17331,DM
17331,ID
COLOR 121 MIN ARC ENTERT 2011 Tom goes to St. Jean Pied de Port, France, to collect the remains of his adult son, who was killed in the Pyrenees in a storm while walking the Camino de Santiago. Rather than return home, Tom decides to embark on the historical pilgrimage to honor his son. But when he arrives in Santiago, he learns that his son's plan on is the profound impact the journey will have on him as he begins to learn the difference between the life one lives and the life one chooses. Based on selected stories from the book "Off the road: a modern-day walk down the pilgrim's route into Spain" by Jack Hitt. Cast includes Martin Sheen, Deborah Kara Unger, Christian Vanthageningen, James Nesbit, Tcheky Karyo, Angela Molina, Carlos Leal, Simon Andreu, Eusebio Lazaro, Antonio Gil, Spencer Garrett and Emilio Estevez. Special features: Commentary by Martin Sheen, Emilio Estevez and producer David Alexianan; Camino Americana: taking The way on the road; Pilgrimage: behind the camera; Father & son: uncovering the characters; Along the way: the journey of a father and son - a dual memoir by Martin Sheen and Emilio Estevez. Directed by Emilio Estevez. In English, with optional subtitles in Spanish; closed-captioned.


The way we were

06185,VH
COLOR 118 MIN COLUMBIA/7 1973 Set against the background of World War II and the McCarthy era, the film is a portrait of a deep love that can’t last. They first meet in college where she’s a political activist, a working class Jew who attends college while holding down several jobs; he’s a wealthy gentile, born to privilege, and a star athlete. They meet again eight years after graduation, fall in love and marry. They find that the differences that draw them together also pull them apart. Cast includes Barbra Streisand, Robert Redford. Directed by Sidney Pollack.

Feature films – United States.

We own the night : (DVD)

17640,ID
17640,DM
COLOR 117 MIN SONY PICTU 2007 A story of family ties set on the rough streets of Brooklyn, New York in the late 1980's. Two brothers from a Police family choose to take different paths, one follows his father into the Police force, and the other runs a Brooklyn nightclub with ties to the Russian mafia. At the nightclub, a haven for drugs and underworld criminals, the one brother keeps his family background hidden. When his father and brother decide to take down the mobster who owns the club, he is forced to choose between the life he has made for himself and his family. Cast includes Joaquin Phoenix, Mark Wahlberg, Eva Mendes, Robert Duvall. Written and directed by James Gray. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with writer/director James Gray; "Tension" creating "We own the night"; "Police action" filming cops, cars, and chaos; "A moment of crime" creating late 80's Brooklyn; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Weary river : (DVD)

17147,ID


The wedding banquet

06557,VH
06557,DM
COLOR 108 MIN FOX VIDEO 1993 A Taiwanese yuppie living in America tries to end his family's endless matchmaking attempts from across the sea by announcing he's engaged to a Chinese woman. In playing the role of the perfect son the man endangers his true relationship with his male lover. When the man's parents arrive in America the sham marriage takes on new complexities as he must continue to hide his homosexuality from his parents, live with his male life, while not losing the man he loves in the process.

Feature films – United States.; Gay men; Homosexuality, male – Drama.

The wedding banquet : (xi yan) : (DVD)

14559,ID
COLOR 108 MIN MCM HOME E 1993 A Taiwanese gay man living in Manhattan agrees to a marriage of convenience with a mainland Chinese woman in need of a green card. His parents are thrilled, and fly to the States to help him plan a lavish wedding banquet. Cast includes Ah-Leh Guo, Shihung Lung, May Chin, Winston Chao, Mitchell Lichtenstein. Written by Ang Lee, Neil Peng and James Schamus. Directed by Ang Lee. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Scene selection; "A Forbidden Passion" featurette with director/co-writer Ang Lee and producer/co-writer James Schamus; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and Mandarin; Subtitles: English, Spanish, French.

Wedding crashers : (DVD) 12629,ID 12629,DM
COLOR 128 MIN NEW LINE H 2005
New Line platinum series - For years two long-time friends and co-workers have been spending their free time crashing weddings. With no connection to the wedding the two swinging bachelors can have the time-of-lives for free, enjoying free food, free alcohol, dancing, and access to desperate women feeling romantic. Guided by a set of "wedding crashing rules" the men believe they can charm their way into any wedding. When the two crash one of the biggest weddings of the season, they both break some of their long-standing rules, and the potential for romance increases, but possibly at the cost of their friendship. Cast includes Owen Wilson, Vince Vaughn, Christopher Walken, Rachel McAdams, Isla Fisher, Jane Seymour. Written by Steve Faber and Bob Fisher. Directed by David Dobkin. This DVD version subtitled the "Uncorked edition. Longer! Wilder! Funnier!" features widescreen presentation; Commentary by director David Dobkin; Commentary with Owen Wilson and Vince Vaughn; Eight and a half more minutes; Deleted scenes; Behind-the-scenes featurettes; Features both not rated and rated version of the film; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.; Weddings – Drama.; Bachelors – Washington (D.C.) – Drama.; Weddings – Drama.

The weight of water : (DVD) 20284,ID
COLOR 113 MIN LIONS GATE 2000
A century-old double murder haunts Jean, a photographer, who travels to the scene of the crime to investigate. The sole survivor of the murders was a woman whose unhappy marriage mirrors Jean’s. Past and present collide and it suddenly becomes clear to Jean who the real killer is. Based on the novel by Anita Shreve. Cast includes Anders W. Berthelsen, Katrin Cartlidge, Claran Hinds, Elizabeth Hurley, Josh Lucas, Catherine McCormack, Sean Penn, Sarah Polley, Ulrich Thomsen. Screenplay by Alice Arlen and Christopher Kyle. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene access; Trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Feature films – United States.; Feature films – France.; Homicide investigation – Drama.; Shreve, Anita – Film adaptations.; Bigelow, Kathryn.

Welcome to the dollhouse : (DVD) 12456,ID 12456,DM
COLOR 87 MIN SONY PICTU 1996
Pre-teen Dawn Wiener is a junior high school geek with dreams of rising above her social quagmire and becoming popular. Teased by her classmates and tormented by the school bully, Dawn devises a plan to seduce the star of a high-school garage band and become popular. A suburban dark comedy, the film's story captures the awkwardness and pain of early-adolescence. Cast includes Heather Matarazzo, Brendan Sexton, Jr., Eric Mabius, Matthew Faber. Written and directed by Todd Solondz. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; English language; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Feature films – United States.; Teenage girls – Drama.; Adolescence – Drama.; Solondz, Todd.

Wendy Wu : homecoming warrior : (DVD) 14755,ID 14755,DM
COLOR 91 MIN WALT DISNE 2006
Wendy Wu is a popular high school girl concerned with shopping and maintaining her popularity. She wants to be homecoming queen and won’t let anything derail her from her goal. A mysterious young Chinese monk enters her life; he has come to turn Wendy into a fearless kung fu warrior. Her life becomes complicated; she has to juggle her training, her school, and her homecoming queen ambitions. Cast includes Belinda Song, Shin Koyamada, Susan Chuang, Justin Chon, Michael David Cheng, Andy Fischer-Price, Ellen Woglom, Tsai Chin. Written by Vince Cheung, Ben Montano, B. Mark Seabrooks, and Lydia Lock. Directed by John Lang. This DVD version features scene selection; Full screen presentation; Extended ending; Homecoming warrior in training; Cast connections with Brenda Song; Specia episode of “The suite life of Zack & Cody.” Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

What ever happened to Baby Jane? : (DVD) 20062,ID 20062,DM
COLOR 133 MIN WARNER HOM 1962
In a decaying Hollywood mansion, Jane Hudson, a former child star, initiates a psychotic reign of terror over her sister Blanche, a movie queen forced into retirement after a crippling accident. Based on a novel by Henry Farrell. Cast includes Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Victor Buono. Screenplay by: Lukas Heller. Directed by Robert Aldrich. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary by Charles Busch and John Epperson; Three documentary profiles: "Bette and Joan: blind ambition," "All about Bette" hosted by Jody Foster, "Film profile: Joan Crawford;" Behind the scenes with Baby Jane;" The Andy Williams show" (1962 Excerpt featuring Bette Davis);

Werewolf of London : (DVD) 17291,ID
B&W 75 MIN UNIVERSAL 1935
The Wolfman: The legacy collection Series - While on a botanical expedition in Tibet, Dr. Wilfred Glendon is attacked in the dark by a strange animal. Returning to London, he finds himself turning nightly into a werewolf and terrorizing the city, with the only hope for curing his affliction a rare Asian flower. Cast includes Henry Hull, Warner Oland, Valerie Hobson and Lester Matthews. Special features include: “Monster by moonlight,” an original documentary; Van Helsing director Stephen Sommers discusses the influence of these classic werewolf films on his film; feature film commentary from film historian Tom Weaver; theatrical trailers. Directed by Stuart Walker. In English with French and Spanish subtitles; closed captioned.


West side story : (DVD) 11166,ID 11166,DM
COLOR 152 MIN METRO-GOLD 1961
This musical sets the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet against a backdrop of the rivalry of two street gangs, the Sharks and the Jets, in New York of the 1950's. A young woman who is sister to the Sharks leader has her first taste of love with the former head of the Jets. The play and film are noted for unforgettable songs and a raucous and exuberant choreography. Cast includes Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George Chakiris. Based upon the stage play produced by Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince. Play conceived, directed and choreographed by Jerome Robbins. Book by Arthur Laurents. Choreography by Jerome Robbins. Music by Leonard Bernstein. Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Screenplay by Ernest Lehman. Directed by Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins. This special edition DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original film intermission music - with option to play film with or without intermission; "West Side Memories" retrospective documentary - 1 hour featurette with Natalie Wood's original vocal recordings and interviews with cast and crew, including Robert Wise and Stephen Sondheim; Original film intermission music; Storyboard-to-film comparison; Original release trailers and behind-the-scenes photos, including production design and storyboard galleries; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Collectable scrapbook containing Ernest Lehman introduction; Film script; Original lobby brochure reproduction; Behind-the-scenes memos and film reviews. Booklet is on file in the Instructional Media Collection and Services office in Powell Library room 46.

**Feature films – United States**

**What's love got to do with it** : (DVD) 19005,ID
COLOR 107 MIN SONY PICTU 2014
A true-life story of rock and roll superstar Tina Turner. She became a star performing with her husband, Ike Turner, but suffered years of physical abuse at his hand. She risked losing everything she had worked so hard to earn when she finally left him. One night after a horrible beating she left her husband and never turned back. Based on "I, Tina" by Tina Turner and Kurt Loder. Cast includes Angela Bassett, Laurence Fishburne. Screenplay by Kate Lanier. Directed by Brian Gibson. This DVD version features chapter search; widescreen presentation; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French.

**Feature films – United States; Rock music–United States; Rock musicians**

**The white dawn** : (DVD) 09876.VH
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A true story of three sailors on an Arctic hunt in 1896 who become separated from their ship. They are rescued by Eskimos who live on Baffin Island, just south of the North Pole. One angry sailor brings fear and violence to the village and negatively influences the lives of the native people. Based on the novel by James Houston. Cast includes Warren Oates, Timothy Bottoms, Lou Gosset, The Eskimo people of Canadian Arctic. Music by Henry Mancini. Screenplay by James Houston and Tom Loder.

**Whatever works** : (DVD) 18898,ID
COLOR 92 MIN SONY PICTU 2009
Boris Yelnikoff is a lifelong New York resident who attempts to impress his ideologies of religion, relationships, and the randomness of existence onto anyone who will listen. But when he begrudgingly allows Melodie St. Ann Celestine, a naive Mississippi runaway, to live in his apartment, his reclusive rages give way to an unlikely friendship and Boris begins to mold the impressionable young girl's worldly views to match his own. When it comes to love, 'whatever works' is his motto, but his already perplexed life complicates itself further when Melodie's parents eventually track her down. Cast includes Larry David, Evan Rachel Wood, Ed Begley Jr., Patricia Clarkson, Michael McKean. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed-captioned.

**Feature films – United States; Man-woman relationships – New York (State) – New York – Drama; Eccentrics and eccentricities – Drama; Eccentrics and eccentricities.**

**What the bleep do we know?!? : (DVD) 11057,ID**
COLOR 108 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2004
This film uses a character driven story to discuss theories of science, quantum physics, and how spirituality can play a role in how reality is viewed. A divorced, photographer is bored with his life when she tummles down a metaphorical rabbit hole. Her "Alice-in- Wonderland" style mind-bending journey through the worlds of science and spirituality includes revelations by quantum physics experts, playful animation, and a conversation with a wise 35,000-year-old being. Scientists and mystics guide her to understand that if reality itself is not questionable, her notion of it certainly isn't. Cast includes Marlee Matlin, Elaine Hendrix, David Strathairn, Robert Bailey Jr., John Ross Bowie, Armin Shimerman, Barry Newman. Interviews with Amit Goswami, Ph.D.; Andrew B. Newberg, M.D.; Candice Pert, Ph.D.; Daniel Monti, M.D.; David Albert, Ph.D.; Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D.; Jeffery Satinover, M.D., M.S.; John Habelin, Ph.D.; Joseph Dispenza, D.C.; Dr. Miceal Ledwith Ramtha; Stuart Hamерoff, M.D.; William Tiller, Ph.D. Written by William Arnitz, Betsy Chasse, and Matthew Hoffman. Directed by Mark Vicente, Betsy Chasse, and William Arnitz. This DVD version features scene selection; Widescreen presentation; Filmmaker Q&A; Cast and crew interview clips; Music video; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

**Experimental films; Feature films – United States; Perception; Quantum theory; Reality; Reality – Drama; Risk – Sociological aspects – Drama; Perception – Drama; Metaphysics – Drama; Quantum theory – Drama.**

**The whistleblower** : (DVD) 17266,ID
COLOR 112 MIN TWENTIETH 2011
When Nebraska cop Kathryn Bolkovac accepts a U.N. peacekeeper position in postwar Bosnia, she discovers a deadly sex trafficking ring. Risking her own life to save the lives of others, she uncovers an international conspiracy that is determined to stop her, no matter the cost. With masterful acting and a heart-racing plot, an acclaimed film inspired by actual events. Cast includes Rachel Weisz, David Strathairn, Nikolaj Lie Kaas, Anna Anissimova, Roxana Condurache, Vanessa Redgrave, and Monica Bellucci. Special features: Interview with Kathryn Bolkovac, the real whistleblower. Directed by Larysa Kondracki. In English with optional Spanish subtitles; subtitles for the hearing impaired (SDH); English descriptive audio track for people with visual disabilities.

**Feature films – United States; Teacher-student relationships; Drummers (Musicians) – United States; Teacher-student relationships – Drama; Drummers (Musicians) – Drama; Conservatories of music – Drama; Music teachers – Drama; Chazelle, Damien, 1985-**

**The white dawn** : (DVD) 09876.VH
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A true story of three sailors on an Arctic hunt in 1896 who become separated from their ship. They are rescued by Eskimos who live on Baffin Island, just south of the North Pole. One angry sailor brings fear and violence to the village and negatively influences the lives of the native people. Based on the novel by James Houston. Cast includes Warren Oates, Timothy Bottoms, Lou Gosset, The Eskimo people of Canadian Arctic. Music by Henry Mancini. Screenplay by James Houston and Tom Loder.

**Feature films – United States; Human trafficking – Drama; United Nations – Armed Forces – Bosnia and Herzegovina – Drama; Whistle blowing – Drama; Kondracki, Larysa.**

**Whatever works** : (DVD) 18898,ID
COLOR 92 MIN SONY PICTU 2009
Boris Yelnikoff is a lifelong New York resident who attempts to impress his ideologies of religion, relationships, and the randomness of existence onto anyone who will listen. But when he begrudgingly allows Melodie St. Ann Celestine, a naive Mississippi runaway, to live in his apartment, his reclusive rages give way to an unlikely friendship and Boris begins to mold the impressionable young girl's worldly views to match his own. When it comes to love, 'whatever works' is his motto, but his already perplexed life complicates itself further when Melodie's parents eventually track her down. Cast includes Larry David, Evan Rachel Wood, Ed Begley Jr., Patricia Clarkson, Michael McKean. Written and directed by Woody Allen. In English; closed-captioned.

**Feature films – United States; Man-woman relationships – New York (State) – New York – Drama; Eccentrics and eccentricities – Drama; Eccentrics and eccentricities.**

**What's love got to do with it** : (DVD) 09770,ID
COLOR 118 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1993
A true-life story of rock and roll superstar Tina Turner. She became a star performing with her husband, Ike Turner, but suffered years of physical abuse at his hand. She risked losing everything she had worked so hard to earn when she finally left him. One night after a horrible beating she left her husband and never turned back. Based on "I, Tina" by Tina Turner and Kurt Loder. Cast includes Angela Bassett, Laurence Fishburne. Screenplay by Kate Lanier. Directed by Brian Gibson. This DVD version features chapter search; widescreen presentation; theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French.

**Feature films – United States; Rock music–United States; Rock musicians**

**The white dawn** : (DVD) 09876.VH
COLOR 110 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A true story of three sailors on an Arctic hunt in 1896 who become separated from their ship. They are rescued by Eskimos who live on Baffin Island, just south of the North Pole. One angry sailor brings fear and violence to the village and negatively influences the lives of the native people. Based on the novel by James Houston. Cast includes Warren Oates, Timothy Bottoms, Lou Gosset, The Eskimo people of Canadian Arctic. Music by Henry Mancini. Screenplay by James Houston and Tom Loder.
Rickman. Adapted by Martin Ransohoff. Directed by Philip Kaufman.

Eskimos—Canada, Northern; Feature films — United States.

The white dawn : (DVD) 16349,ID
COLOR 109 MIN PARAMOUNT 1974
A true story of three sailors on an Arctic hunt in 1896 who become separated from their ship. They are rescued by Eskimos who live in Baffin Island, just south of the North Pole. One angry sailor brings fear and violence to the village and negatively influences the live of the native people. Based on the novel by James Houston. Cast includes Warren Oates, Timothy Bottoms, Lou Gossett, The Eskimo People of the Canadian Arctic.

Screenplay by James Houston and Thomas Rickman. Directed by Philip Kaufman. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Introduction by the filmmaker; "Welcoming the dawn;" Commentary by director Philip Kaufman; "A way of life - the world of the Inuit;" English subtitles.

Eskimos—Canada, Northern; Feature films — United States.; Arctic regions — Drama.; Inuit — Nunavut — Baffin Island — Drama.; Kaufman, Philip, 1936- .

White dog : (DVD) 14297,ID
COLOR 90 MIN PARAMOUNT 1982
The Criterion Collection Series - A German shepherd is adopted by an actress who learns that the dog has been trained to attack only African Americans. Now it's up to an animal trainer to try to change the dog. Cast includes Kristy McNichol, Paul Winfield, Burl Ives. Based on the story by Romain Gary. Screenplay by Samuel Fuller and Curtis Hanson. Directed by Samuel Fuller. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interview with producer Jon Davison, co-writer Curtis Hanson and director Samuel Fuller's widow, Christa Lang-Fuller; Interview with dog trainer Karl Lewis Miller; Rare photos from the film's production; Booklet featuring essays by critics J. Hoberman and Armond White, as well as a 1982 piece in which fuller interviews the canine star of the film.

Feature films — United States.; Racism — Drama; German shepherd dog — Drama.; Fuller, Samuel, 1912-1997.

White frog : (DVD) 17602,ID
COLOR 93 MIN THE FILM C 2012
When the cherished oldest son dies, a seemingly perfect family begins to unravel. The youngest son, who has Asperger's syndrome, depended on his brother's love and support in a world he finds difficult to fit in. Without his brother he becomes even more untethered to the world. While the parents struggle with the loss of the son they pinned all their hopes and dreams on, their surviving son finds his own way to live with the pain. His brother's tight group of friends tries to include the brother, but his idiosyncrasies make it clear that he is not a replacement for his brother. His brother's closest friend helps the younger brother learn more about his late brother, revealing a side of his life he never knew. Cast includes Booboo Stewart, Harry Shum Jr., BD Wong, Joan Chen, Kelly Hu, Gregg Sulkin, Tyler Posey, Manish Dayal, Justin Martin. Written by Ellie Wen and Fabienne Wen. Directed by Quentin Lee.


White heat : (DVD) 10465,ID
B&W 113 MIN WARNER BRO 1949
Warner Bros. Pictures Gangsters Collection Series - The violet life of a psychotic thugs is traced in and out of jail. He is a psychological time bomb ruled by impulse with little regard for human life and a deep devotion to his hard-boiled mother. This fast paced gangster film is one of James Cagney's most vivid screen performances. Cast includes James Cagney, Virginia Mayo, Edmond O'Brien, Fred Clark. Screenplay by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts. Suggested by a story by Virginia Kellogg. Directed by Raoul Walsh. This DVD version features Leonard Maltin hosts Warner Night at the Movies 1949 with Newsreel, Comedy short "So You Think You're Not Guilty," Cartoon "Homeless Hare," and Theatrical trailers; Featurette "White Heat: Top of the World;"

Commentary by film historian Dr. Drew Casper; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

Feature films — United States.

White men can't jump : (DVD) 18138,ID 18138,DM
COLOR 106 MIN TWENTIETH 2000
Billy Hoyle and Sidney Deane are an unlikely pair of basketball hustlers. They team up to con their way across the courts of Los Angeles. Together, they play a game that's fast and dangerous. Cast includes Wesley Snipes, Woody Harrelson, Rosie Perez. Special features: Re-edited with deleted scene; music video "White men can't jump" by Riff; theatrical trailers; TV spot. Written and directed by Ron Shelton. English or dubbed French dialogue, subtitles in English, Spanish; closed-captioned.


White zombie : (DVD) 16221,ID
COLOR 74 MIN THE ROAN G 1932
In this classic horror film, a magician uses his powers to raise the dead to supply zombie laborers for the sinister plantation owner Beaumont. The cast includes Bela Lugosi, Madge Bellamy and Joseph Cawthorn. Directed by Victor Halperin. The special features on this DVD include: the 1952 trailer in sepia tone; A commentary by Lugosi scholar Gary Don Rhodes, author of White Zombie: Anatomy of a Horror Film; Bela Lugosi in a 1932 Interview short; A Segment from the early fifties television program Ships Reporter, featuring another Lugosi interview. Language: English.


Who framed Roger Rabbit : (DVD) 12393,ID 12393,DM
COLOR 104 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1988
Set in 1947 Hollywood in an alternate world where humans interact with cartoon characters in daily life. Down-on-his-luck private investigator Eddie Valiant is hired by famous cartoon bunny Roger Rabbit to investigate his wife fidelity. When the man Roger suspects his wife is having an affair with, is murdered, Roger is the prime suspect. Valiant must prove Roger's innocence. While on the case the detective discovers a scandal that could prove the destruction of Toontown, where all the cartoon characters live. Based on "Who censored Roger Rabbit?" by Gary K. Wolf. Cast includes Bob Hoskins, Christopher Lloyd, Charles Fleischer, Joanna Cassidy. Screenplay by Jeffrey Price and Peter Seaman. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. This two disc DVD version features scene selection; Full screen presentation; The Roger Rabbit shorts - "Tummy trouble," "Rolleroaster rabbit," and "Trail mix-up;" "Who made Roger Rabbit?" mini-documentary hosted by Charles Fleischer, the voice of Roger Rabbit; "Trouble in Toontown" set-top DVD game; Audio commentary with filmmakers Robert Zemeckis, Frank Marshall, Jeffrey Price, Peter Seaman, Steve Starkey, and Ken Ralston; "Toontown confidential" viewing option with intriguing facts and trivia; Deleted scene "The pig head sequence" with filmmaker commentary; "Before and after" split screen comparison with and without animation; "Behind the ears: The true story of Roger Rabbit" in-depth behind-the-scenes documentary; "Toon stand-ins" featurette rehearsing with stand-ins for toons; "On set! Benny the cab" making-of-a-scene from the film; "The Valiant files" interactive set-top gallery; Languages: English, French, and Spanish.

Animated films — United States.; Feature films — United States.; Animation; Caricatures and cartoons.; Animation — Combination live action and animation — Feature.; Zemeckis, Robert, 1952-; Roger Rabbit (Fictitious character).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who is killing the great chefs of Europe?</strong></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>COLUMBIA/T</td>
<td></td>
<td>The true story of the star-crossed love between writer Robert Howard and schoolteacher NOVALYNE PRICE. Robert Howard was the creator of &quot;CONAN THE BARBARIAN&quot; and &quot;RED SONJA,&quot; the small-town writer with an insatiable appetite for larger-than-life heroism and fantasy. He was shunned by the prudish locals and found kinship and love with PRICE, a feisty young teacher. Based on NOVALYNE PRICE Ellis' memoir &quot;ONE WHO WALKED ALONE.&quot; Cast includes VINCENT D'ONOFRIO, RENEE ZELLWEGER, ANN WEDGWOORTH, HARVE PRESSNELL, BENJAMIN MOUTON. Screenplay by Michael Scott Myers. Directed by Dan Ireland. Feature films – United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The whole wide world</strong></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>SONY PICTU</td>
<td></td>
<td>A documentary that explores why the General Motors produced electric car, the EV-1, an efficient, reliable vehicle, with high customer satisfaction were all destroyed by the company that produced them. The filmmaker unravels the puzzling demise of a vehicle that could have saved the environment and America's dangerous addiction to foreign oil. The film also looks at the role of renewable energy and sustainable living in the future. On screen contributions by Ed Bagley Jr., Ralph Nader, and Alexandra Paul. Narrated by Martin Sheen. Written and directed by Chris Paine. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; &quot;Jump-Starting the Future;&quot; Deleted scenes; Meeky Rosie music video &quot;Forever;&quot; Language: English; Subtitles: French. Documentary films – United States.; Feature films – United States.; Renewable energy sources; Automobiles, Electric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wide awake</strong></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>LORBER</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Alan Berliner collection Series - Alan Berliner's uniquely personal tour through his life-long obsession with insomnia. Bonus features: KQED TV interview with Alan Berliner; Berliner on &quot;Wide awake;&quot; &quot;The art of process&quot;-DVD-ROM catalogue; DVD-ROM story (Chasing time) and extra (Sleep Q&amp;A). Directed by Alan Berliner. In English with optional subtitles in English, French, and Spanish. Documentary films; Experimental films; Experimental films–United States; Feature films – United States.; Biographical studies.; Berliner, Alan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wide Sargasso Sea</strong></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>NEW LINE H</td>
<td></td>
<td>On a plantation in the lush Blue Mountains of Jamaica, a family on the verge of losing their estate arranges a marriage for their daughter. The union leads to passion and then to a menage of black magic, betrayal and revenge. Based on the novel by Jean Rhys. Cast includes MICHAEL YORK, RACHEL WARD, KARINA LOMBARD and NATHANIEL PARKER; directed by John Duigan. Feature films – United States.; Rhys, Jean.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Widescreen DVD Collection**

For descriptions see individual titles:

- Little big man : (DVD)
- Star trek : The motion picture : (DVD)
Feature films – United States

Wild at heart: (DVD)
17251, ID
B&W 179 MIN CRITERION 2012
Eclipse series 35: maidstone and other films by Norman Mailer - Wild at Heart is Norman Mailer's first film. He claimed that he viewed making movies as "free psychoanalysis", and this briskly, stripped-down experiment in improvisation shows a filmmaker baring himself for all to see. Focuses on three gangsters who are holed up in an apartment in Brooklyn, where they talk tough, get drunk, receive visitors and fight each other. Cast includes Buzz Farbar and Mickey Knox. Directed and produced by Norman Mailer. English with optional subtitles in English.


The wild ones: (DVD)
17820, ID
B&W 79 MIN SONY PICTU 1953
Stanley Kramer film collection series - Johnny is the leader of a vigilante biker gang which invades a small, sleepy California town. The leather-jacketed young biker seems hellbent for destruction until he falls for Kathie, a "good girl" whose father happens to be a cop. Cast includes: Marlon Brando, Mary Murphy, Robert Keith, Lee Marvin, Jay C. Flippen. Directed by Laslo Benedek. In English; closed-captioned.


Wild style
09095, VH
COLOR 90 MIN TRISHA WEX 1982
A thin plot about a New York graffiti artist and his girlfriend has proven an invaluable document of the early days of Hip Hop culture. Break dancing, DJing, Rapping, graffiti writing was exploding on the streets of New York in the late 1970's and early 1980's, the art and street culture of Uptown and Downtown was mixing and influencing each other and filmmaker Charles Ahearn and his film were right in the middle of it all. The cast includes the actual rappers and artists of the day and includes: Grandmaster Flash, Fab 5 Freddy, Busy Bee, the Rocksteady Crew, Patti Astor. Written and directed by Charles Ahearn.


William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: (DVD)
17812, ID
COLOR 120 MIN TWENTIETH 1997
A modern adaptation of the classic love story, moved to the futuristic urban backdrop of Verona Beach. Based on the classic play by William Shakespeare. Cast includes Leonardo di Caprio, Claire Danes, Brian Dennehy, John Leguizamo, Jesse Bradford, Vondie Curtis-Hall, Miriam Margolyes, Harold Perrineau, John C. McGinley, Christina Pickles, Pete Postlethwaite, Paul Rudd, Paul Sorvino, Diane Venora, M. Emmet Walsh. Directed by Baz Luhrmann. Special features: commentary by Baz Luhrmann, Catherine Martin, Don McAlpine and Craig Pearce; cinematographer's gallery and scene studies; Director's gallery: Design gallery; Cast and crew interviews; Music videos; Theatrical trailer: TV spots; Languages: English and French soundtracks; Subtitles: Spanish and English; English closed-captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Willy Wonka and the chocolate factory : (DVD)  
09002,ID 09002,DM  
COLOR 100 MIN WARNER BRO 1971  
Five lucky children win a tour of the Willy Wonka chocolate factory by finding the Golden Ticket hidden in a candy bar wrapper. The mysterious Willy Wonka leads the winners on a behind-the-scenes tour of the factory filled with magic and joy. As the tour progresses unfortunate events begin to claim the children one-by-one, until there is only one little boy, Charlie and his Grandpa left. Willy Wonka has an even more spectacular surprise in store for Charlie. Based on the book by Roald Dahl. Cast includes Gene Wilder, Jack Albertson, Peter Ostrum, Roy Kinnear, Julie Dawn Cole, Leonard Stone, Denise Nickerson, Doddo Denney, Paris Themmen. Lyrics and music by Leslie Bricusse and Anthony Newley. Screenplay by Roald Dahl. Directed by Mel Stuart. This DVD version features interactive menus; scene access; "Pure Imagination: The Making of Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory;" feature length audio commentary with the Wonka kids; 4 sing-along songs; behind-the-scenes 1971 featurette; photo gallery; theatrical trailer; Languages and subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.  
Feature films – United States.
Wit : (DVD) 09397,ID 09397,DM
COLOR 99 MIN HBO VIDEO 2001
An English professor with a biting wit is diagnosed with a devastating illness. Her teaching style and life up to her diagnosis had both been rigidly under control. Her illness and the experimental procedures she undergoes leads her into uncharted territory, she is no longer a teacher, but a subject for others to study. Based on Margaret Edson's 1999 Pulitzer Prize-winning play. Cast includes Emma Thompson, Christopher Lloyd, Eileen Atkins, Audra McDonald, Jonathan M. Woodward, Harold Pinter. Screenplay by Emma Thompson and Mike Nichols. Directed by Mike Nichols.

Feature films – United States.

Within our gates : (DVD) 12828,ID
B&W 79 MIN MAD PHAT E 1919
The earliest surviving feature directed by an African-American, "Within our gates" tells the story of a young African-American woman who seeks a Northern white patron for a Southern school for Black children. The scenes of lynching and attempted white-on-Black rape may be a response to D.W. Griffith's The Birth of a nation. Cast includes Evelyn Preer, Flo Clements, James D. Ruffin, Jack Chenault, William Smith, Charles D. Lucas, Bernhard, Sandra. Written and directed by Oscar Micheaux.

African Americans in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Micheaux, Oscar, 1884-1951.

Without you I'm nothing 05494,VH
COLOR 90 MIN MPI HOME V 1990
A biting comedy-cabaret showcase starring actress Sandra Bernhard, who sings, dances and comments on three decades of American pop culture: rock and roll idolatry, fashion, the art world, advertising, the glamorous people of Hollywood and New York, and fads past and present. Written by Bernhard and John Boskovich; directed by Boskovich.

Comedians–United States; Comedy; Feature films – United States.; Comedy films.; Women comedians – United States.; Bernhard, Sandra.
Feature film languages: English and French; Feature film subtitles: English, French, and Spanish. Reproductions of the original 1939 premiere program, ticket, and invitation; MGM studio news; Photoplay studies guide; Publicity photographs on file at the Instructional Media Collections and Services office in Powell Library room 46.


Wo hu cang long : (Crouching tiger, hidden dragon) : (DVD)

Set in 19th century China, two master warriors with a long history together work to recover the treasured Green Destiny sword after it is stolen. The warriors must face an old nemesis and her young protege, an impetuous teenage aristocrat with great fighting skills, to return the sword to the rightful owner. At the center of this action packed martial arts film is the enduring power of love that the two master warriors have for each other and have had to repress for so many years. Cast includes Chow Yun Fat, Michelle Yeoh, Zhang Ziyi, Chang Chen, Lung Sihung, Cheng Pei Pei. Screenplay by Wang Hui Ling, James Schamus, and Tsai Kuo Jung. Directed by Ang Lee. This DVD version features animated menus; Scene selections; Widescreen; and French; Subtitles: English and French. Produced by Wenchow Film Corporation, Distributed by Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment. Feature film languages: Mandarin, English, and French; Subtitles: English and French.

The Wolf man : (DVD)

The Wolfman : the legacy collection

The story of a man is attacked by a werewolf, he finds to his horror that he now becomes one himself under a full moon, though his disciplined mind tells that him this disease cannot possibly exist. Cast includes Lon Chaney Jr., Claude Rains, Warren William, Ralph Bellamy, Bela Lugosi. Written by Curt Siodmak. Directed by Universal. Feature film languages: English and French; Subtitles: English.

The wolf of Wall Street : (DVD)

Sixty years after she fled Vienna during World War II, an elderly Jewish woman, Maria Altmann, starts her journey to retrieve family possessions seized by the Nazis, among them Klimt's famous painting Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I. Together with her inexperienced but plucky young lawyer Randy Schoenberg, she embarks upon a major battle which takes them all the way to the heart of the Austrian establishment and the U.S. Supreme Court. Based on the life stories of E. Randol Schoenberg and Maria Altmann, Cast includes Helen Mirren, Ryan Reynolds, Daniel Bruhl, Katie Holmes, Tatiana Maslany, Max Irons, Charles Dance, Elizabeth McGovern, Jonathan Pryce. Written by Alexi Kaye Campbell. Directed by Simon Curtis. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Simon Curtis and producer David M. Thompson; The making of "Woman in gold"; "Stealing Klimt" documentary trailer; Languages: English and dubbed Spanish; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Woman in gold : (DVD)

The woman, the orphan, and the tiger : (DVD)

The wolf of Wall Street : (DVD)


The Wolfman : the legacy collection

For descriptions see individual titles:

Frankenstein meets the Wolf Man : (DVD)

The Wolf of London : (DVD)

The Wolf man : (DVD)

The Wolf of Wall Street : (Blu-ray Disc)

The woman, the orphan, and the tiger : (DVD)

The wolf of Wall Street : (DVD)

The woman, the orphan, and the tiger : (DVD)
A woman under the influence
07347, VH
COLOR 147 MIN TOUCHSTONE 1974
The story of a couple deeply in love, who must deal with the wife's mental instability while attempting to maintain some level of normalcy in their family's life. The husband is faced with the challenge of making their relationship work, while also protecting his children from an unhealthy family environment. Cast includes Peter Falk, Gena Rowlands. Written and directed by John Cassavetes.

Feature films – United States.; Cassavetes, John, 1929-

A woman's secret : (Secret de femme) : (DVD-PAL)
15324, ID
B&W 85 MIN MGM HOME E 1949
Collection RKO Series - A once promising singer, who lost the ability to sing, discovers another promising singer to take on as a protege. The protege now lays wounded in a hospital bed with a bullet lodged in her chest and the other woman has confessed to having shot her. The woman's friend and piano accompanist and the police investigator believe she is not telling the truth. The story is told in a series of flashbacks revealing the events which lead up to the shooting and detailing the two women's personal and professional relationship. Based on the novel by Vicki Baum. Cast includes Maureen O'Hara, Melvyn Douglas, Gloria Grahame. Screenplay by Herman J. Mankiewicz. Directed by George Cukor. This DVD version features a digitally remastered fullscreen presentation; the original trailer; cast bios; preview attractions; Language: English.


Wonderworks
For descriptions see individual titles:
Sweet 15

The Woody Allen collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Alice : (DVD)
13977, ID
13977, DM
COLOR 121 MIN WARNER HOM 1948
The story of the brilliant but glitchy Lorenz Hart who is disappointed in love by singer Peggy McNeil. He never gets over it and falls apart. Richard Rogers and his wife, Dorothy, look on in dismay. Cast includes June Allyson, Perry Como, Judy Garland, Lena Horne, Gene Kelly, Mickey Rooney, Ann Sothern, Tom Drake, Cyd Charisse, Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh, Marshall Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-Ellen. Based on the lives and music of Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart. Screenplay by Fred Finkelhoffe. Story by Guy Bolton and Jean Holloway. Directed by Norman Taurog. This DVD version features commentary by historian Richard Barrios; New featurette; Extensive audio outtakes; Vintage short; Classic cartoon; "Lover," "You're Nearer" outtakes; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French.


Working girl
06698,VD
06698, DM
COLOR 113 MIN FOX VIDEO 1988
A young secretary is determined to make it big in a world of big business, malevolent bosses, and Machiavellian corporate intrigue. Stuck in the vast secretarial pool of a giant Wall Street brokerage, the young woman dreams of a more powerful job and a better life. When her life begins to fall apart, she transforms her image and passes herself off as a top executive. One man, an analyst for the brokerage, can help the woman fulfill her dream of the big deal and advancement to the top of the company. The masquerade is successful until the woman's boss discovers what is taking place and attempts to squash the secretary's plans. Cast includes Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford, Sigourney Weaver, Alec Baldwin, Joan Cusack, Philip Bosco. Directed by Mike Nichols.

Feature films – United States.
A young secretary is determined to make it big in a world of big business, malevolent bosses, and Machiavellian corporate intrigue. Stuck in the vast secretarial pool of a giant Wall Street brokerage, the young woman dreams of a more powerful job and a better life. When her life begins to fall apart, she transforms her image and passes herself off as a top executive. One man, an analyst for the brokerage, can help the woman fulfill her dream of the big deal and advancement to the top of the company. The masquerade is successful until the woman’s boss discovers what is taking place and attempts to squash the secretary’s plans. Cast includes Harrison Ford, Sigourney Weaver, Melanie Griffith, Alec Baldwin, Joan Cusack, Philip Bosco. Music by Carly Simon. Written by Kevin Wade. Directed by Mike Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menu; Theatrical trailer; TV spots; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

A day in the life of a Manhattan brothel, where sex is part of the daily routine and the world’s oldest profession is depicted as just another career choice, an economic alternative to other traditional women’s work. Cast includes Louise Smith, Ellen McElduff, Amanda Goodwin, Marusia Zach, Janne Peters and Helen Nicholas. Directed by Lizzie Borden.

Two retirees living in Florida live quiet, solitary lives. One afternoon they meet in a local park and the ex-barber and the former police officer decide to become detectives to solve the murder of a local woman they meet. They have two very different personalities one thoughtful and reserved, the other brash and colorful. Cast includes Robert Duval, Richard Harris, Piper Laurie, Sandra Bullock, Shirley MacLaine. Written by Steve Conrad. Directed by Randa Haines.

The true story of Manny Balestrero, a musician unjustly accused of armed robbery. Balestrero vehemently protests his innocence but acts thoroughly guilty, leading a host of policemen and witnesses to finger him as the thief. The trial goes badly for Balestrero, who aspires to follow his passion to paint and harbour scenes of Hong Kong in the late 1950s are captured at the creation of the WWZ apocalypse. Directed by Marc Forster.

Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane travels the globe in an effort to eliminate the zombie pandemic that is endangering the existence of humanity. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz, James Badge Dale, David Morse, Fana Mokoena, David Andrews, Sterling Jerins, Abigail Hargrove, Peter Capaldi, Pierfrancesco Favino, Ludi Boeken, Gregory Fitoussi. Based on the novel by Max Brooks.Special features include trailers and photo gallery. Special features on the disc include behind-the-scenes featurettes: a compelling insiders look at the creation of the WWZ apocalypse. Directed by Marc Forster. In English, dubbed French, or dubbed Spanish dialogue, optional English, French, Spanish or Portuguese subtitles; closed captioned.

Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane travels the globe in an effort to eliminate the zombie pandemic that is endangering the existence of humanity. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz, James Badge Dale, David Morse, Fana Mokoena, David Andrews, Sterling Jerins, Abigail Hargrove, Peter Capaldi, Pierfrancesco Favino, Ludi Boeken, Gregory Fitoussi. Based on the novel by Max Brooks.Special features include trailers and photo gallery. Directed by Marc Forster.

Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane travels the globe in an effort to eliminate the zombie pandemic that is endangering the existence of humanity. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz, James Badge Dale, David Morse, Fana Mokoena, David Andrews, Sterling Jerins, Abigail Hargrove, Peter Capaldi, Pierfrancesco Favino, Ludi Boeken, Gregory Fitoussi. Based on the novel by Max Brooks.Special features include trailers and photo gallery. Directed by Marc Forster.

A look at what people from different countries endure in order to have a job. Includes a coal miner in the Ukraine, a slaughterhouse worker in Nigeria, a sulfur miner in Indonesia, a steel worker in China, and a ship-breaker in Pakistan. Cast includes. Special features: Audio commentary by director Michael Glawogger. Directed by Michael Glawogger. In Chinese, English, German, Igbo, Indonesian, Mandarin, Pashtu, Russian or Yoruba dialogue; English subtitles.

A look at what people from different countries endure in order to have a job. Includes a coal miner in the Ukraine, a slaughterhouse worker in Nigeria, a sulfur miner in Indonesia, a steel worker in China, and a ship-breaker in Pakistan. Cast includes. Special features: Audio commentary by director Michael Glawogger. Directed by Michael Glawogger. In Chinese, English, German, Igbo, Indonesian, Mandarin, Pashtu, Russian or Yoruba dialogue; English subtitles.

Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane travels the globe in an effort to eliminate the zombie pandemic that is endangering the existence of humanity. Cast includes Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz, James Badge Dale, David Morse, Fana Mokoena, David Andrews, Sterling Jerins, Abigail Hargrove, Peter Capaldi, Pierfrancesco Favino, Ludi Boeken, Gregory Fitoussi. Based on the novel by Max Brooks.Special features include trailers and photo gallery. Directed by Marc Forster.

The true story of Manny Balestrero, a musician unjustly accused of armed robbery. Balestrero vehemently protests his innocence but acts thoroughly guilty, leading a host of policemen and witnesses to finger him as the thief. The trial goes badly for Manny, but life is worse for his wife, Rose, who falls apart under the strain of his ordeal. Cast includes Henry Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony Quayle. Screenplay by Maxwell Anderson and Angus MacPhail. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Making-of documentary “Guilt trip; Hitchcock and The wrong man”; Theatrical trailer; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English close captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Wuthering heights
09229.VH
COLOR 107 MIN PARAMOUNT 1992

Feature films – United States.; Bronte, Emily, 1818-1848.

Wuthering heights
09228.VH 09228.DM
B&W 104 MIN METRO-GOLD 1939
A film adaptation of Emily Bronte's classic family drama of unrequited love. Cast includes Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier, David Niven, Flora Robson, Donald Crisp, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Hugh Williams, Leo G. Carroll. Screenplay by Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht. Directed by William Wyler. This VHS version features the original theatrical trailer.

Feature films – United States.; Bronte, Emily, 1818-1848.

Wuthering heights : (DVD)
20374.ID
B&W 104 MIN WARNER HOM 1939
A film adaptation of Emily Bronte's classic family drama of unrequited love. A servant in the house of Wuthering Heights meets a traveler the unfortunate tale of lovers Cathy and Heathcliff. From the novel by Emily Bronte. Cast includes Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier, David Niven, Flora Robson, Donald Crisp, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Hugh Williams, Leo G. Carroll. Screenplay by Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht. Directed by William Wyler. This DVD version features interview with Costar Geraldine Fitzgerald: Original theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.


X-Men : days of future past : (DVD)
19624.ID
COLOR 131 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2014
The ultimate X-Men ensemble fights a war for the survival of the species across two time periods. The characters from the original X-Men film trilogy join forces with their younger selves from X-Men: First Class in an epic battle that must change the species across two time periods. The characters from the original X-Men film trilogy join forces with their younger selves from X-Men: First Class in an epic battle that must change the world. Before Charles Xavier and Erik Lensherr took the names Professor X and Magneto, they were two young men discovering their superhuman powers for the first time, working together in a desperate attempt to stop the Hellfire Club and a global nuclear war. Cast includes James McAvoy, Michael Fassbender, Rose Byrne, Jennifer Lawrence, January Jones, Nicholas Hoult, Oliver Platt, Jason Flemyng, Lucas Till, Edi Gathegi, Kevin Bacon, Caleb Landry Jones, Zoe Kravitz, Matt Craven, Alex Gonzalez, Rade Sherbedgia, Glenn Morshower. Screenplay by Ashley Edward Miller, Zack Stentz, Jane Goldman, Matthew Vaughn. Story by Sheldon Turner and Bryan Singer. Directed by Matthew Vaughn. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Audio-only extras; Radio show and prerecordings; Documentaries chroncling the movie's making and James Cagney's career; Audio commentary: John Travolta remembers James Cagney; Leonard Maltin hosts Warner night at the movies 1942 with trailer, newsreel, dramatic short, cartoon Bugs Bunny gets the boid and giveth, clips of art/photos/publicity materials and James Cagney trailers; Audio-only extras: Radio show and prerecording session outtakes/rehearsals; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


Yankee Doodle Dandy : (DVD)
14008.ID
COLOR 126 MIN WARNER HOM 1943
A rousing musical depicting the life of George M. Cohan—playwright, entertainer, and composer. Cast includes James Cagney, Joan Leslie, Walter Huston, Richard Whorf, Jeanne Cagney, Frances Langford, George Tobias, and Irene Manning. Screen play by Robert Buckner and Edmund Joseph. Music by George M. Cohan. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This 2-disc special edition DVD version includes all-new digital transfer from restored picture and audio elements; Documentaries chronicling the movie's making and James Cagney's career; Audio commentary: John Travolta remembers James Cagney; Leonard Maltin hosts Warner night at the movies 1942 with trailer, newsreel, dramatic short, cartoon Bugs Bunny gets the boid and giveth, clips of art/photos/publicity materials and James Cagney trailers; Audio-only extras: Radio show and prerecording session outtakes/rehearsals; Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish and French.


The year of living dangerously
06966.VH 06966.DM
COLOR 115 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1983
The story of a fiery romance born on the eve of revolution in Sukarno's Indonesia. An ambitious Australian reporter on his first overseas assignment finds himself in the middle of a revolution. He meets and starts an impassioned affair with an attaché of the British Embassy. With the aid of his cameraman the reporter is able to gain access to the rebel leaders of Jakarta and the chance at getting an incredible story,if he doesn't lose his life. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Sigourney Weaver, Linda Hunt. Adapted from the novel by C.J. Koch. Directed by Peter Weir.

Feature films – United States.
The year of living dangerously : (DVD) 1980.31.ID
COLOR 115 MIN WARNER HOME VIDEO 1982
Guy Hamilton, an ambitious Australian reporter on his first overseas assignment, is befriended by a Eurasian cameraman, Billy Kwan, with connections in high places. Hamilton soon gains an enmity to Indonesian Communist Party leaders, as well as insight into Jakarta's grim realities on the eve of a major political upheaval. From the novel by C.J. Koch. Cast includes Mel Gibson, Sigourney Weaver; Bill Kerr, Michael Murphy, Linda Hunt, Noel Ferrier. Special features include theatrical trailer. Directed by Peter Weir. Soundtrack in English, with subtitles in English, French, and Spanish.


Year of the dragon 06857.VH
COLOR 156 MIN MGM/UA HOME VIDEO 1985
The new godfather of a Chinese Triad in New York decides he wants a bigger piece of the drug trade. The streets of Chinatown run red with the blood of his enemies as he makes his power play. Captain Stanley White wages a private battle against the chaos on his turf and takes over Chinatown. Only one man can survive the inevitable confrontation. Cast includes John Lone, Mickey Rourke, Ariane. Based on the novel by Robert Daley. Directed by Michael Cimino.

Feature films – United States.

Yentl 06986.VH
COLOR 134 MIN MGM/UA HOME VIDEO 1983
Set in 1904 in Eastern Europe during a time when women were not allowed to pursue higher education. Yentl is a smart, spirited, independent young woman who is forced to masquerade as a boy in order to continue her education. While she loves learning, she discovers another kind of love with a班 Heap through a nearby window. These four will find out how easy it is for their illusions to make fools of them. Cast includes Anthony Hopkins, Freida Pinto, Gemma Jones, Jodel, Brolin, Naomi Watts, Antonio Banderas, Lucy Punch, Pauline Collins. Directed by Woody Allen. In English or dubbed French, with optional subtitles in French; English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing.


You'll never get rich 05054,VH
B&W 88 MIN RCA-COLUMBIA 1941
A Broadway dance director is drafted into the Army, where his romantic troubles cause him to wind up in the guardhouse more than once. Cast includes Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth, and Phyllis Beltchly; songs by Cole Porter; directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Dance in motion pictures; Feature films – United States.; Lanfield, Sidney, 1898-1972

Young Frankenstein : (DVD) 08325,ID
B&W 106 MIN 20TH CENTURY Fox 1974
A silly tribute to Mary Shelley's classic Frankenstein. The grandson of Dr. Frankenstein is summoned by his grandfather's will to Transylvania. Once in the homeland the young Frankenstein discovers his grandfather's secret of creating life. Cast includes Gene Wilder, Marty Feldman, Teri Garr, Peter Boyle, Cloris Leachman, Madeline Kahn, Kenneth Mars, Gene Hackman. Based on characters in the novel "Frankenstein" by Mary W. Shelley. Screenplay by Gene Wilder and Mel Brooks. Directed by Mel Brooks. This special edition DVD version features interactive menus; widescreen format; scene selection; original theatrical trailers; production stills; out-takes/bloopers; Mel Brooks' audio commentary; documentary, TV spots, deleted scenes, and interviews; languages: English mono, French mono, and Spanish mono; English subtitles.

Feature films – United States.; Frankensteins (Fictitious character); Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851

Your sister's sister : (DVD) 17268,ID
COLOR 90 MIN MPI MEDIA 2012
A year after the death of his brother Tom, Jack is having trouble coming to terms with his loss and has hit a wall, both personally and professionally. An intervention in the guise of his best friend Iris results in a planned week of solitude in the country at her family's cabin. The problem is, Iris's sister Hannah, raw from a breakup with her longtime girlfriend, had the same idea and she and Jack inadvertently have a night of drunken confessions and shared experiences. Cast includes Emily Blunt, Rosemarie DeWitt, Mark Duplass and Mike Birbiglia. Special features: filmmaker and crew commentary; commentary with writer/director Lynn Shelton and actor Mark Duplass; trailer. Written and
directed by Lynn Shelton. In English with optional subtitles in Spanish.


You’ve got mail : (DVD)
12779,ID
12779,DM
COLOR 120 MIN WARNER BRO 1998
A modern romance story of two people who fall in love each other over a series of anonymous e-mails. The what the two don’t know is that they already have a connection in the physical world. He runs a superstore book chain that succeeds by running small bookstores out-of-business and she runs a cozy children’s bookshop that is in danger of going out-of-business because of the competition. He soon discovers that his on-line love is the woman his company is trying to ruin and he has to decide what is more important to him, love or money and if she finds out the truth will it still matter. The story is an update of the one told in the film’s “Shop around the corner” and “In the good old summertime.” Cast includes Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Parker Posey, Jean Stapleton, Dave Chappelle, Steve Zahn, Dabney Coleman, Greg Kinnear. Screenplay by Nora Ephron and Delia Ephron. Directed by Nora Ephron. This DVD version features scene access; Widescreen presentation; Behind-the-scenes documentary HBO first look; a conversation with Nora Ephron; Interactive discover New York’s Upper West Side map tour; Feature length audio commentary by Nora Ephron and Lauren Shuler Donner; Alternate music-only track; Twelve theatrical trailers; DVD-Rom PC: videog original call sheets that take you to the scene in the film, compare key scene with those in two previous screen versions of the story “The shop around the corner” and “In the good old summertime,” Jump directly to your favorite song in the film, read all the mail sent between characters, view cast interview and biography gallery, screensaver and poster, website links to chat room, web cards; Language: English; Subtitles: English and French.

Feature films – United States.; Man-woman relationships – Drama.

The Yvonne Rainer Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Film about a woman who... : (DVD)
Murder and murder : (DVD)
Privilege : (DVD)

Zabriski point : (Zabriskie point) : (DVD)
16222,ID
16222,DM
COLOR 110 MIN WARNER HOM 1970

Feature films – United States.; Youth – United States.; Counterculture – United States – Drama.; Death Valley (Calif. and Nev.); Antonioni, Michelangelo

Zabriskie point
08236,VH
08236,DM
COLOR 102 MIN MGM/UA HOM 1970
Two young people meet in Death Valley, both are fleeing the depersonalized world they live in. The woman is a secretary driving to her boss’s real estate development in Phoenix, the man is an ex-student who has stolen a plane. They wander the eerie desert terrain, questioning each other’s values, letting loose, and making love. Cast includes Mark Frechette, Daria Halprin. Written by Michelangelo Antonioni, Fred Gardner, Sam Shepard, Tonino Guerra, Clare Peploe. Music by Jerry Garcia and Pink Floyd. Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.

Feature films – United States.; Antonioni, Michelangelo

Zandy’s bride : (DVD)
19693,ID
COLOR 97 MIN WARNER HOM 1974
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - Zandy Allen invites his mail-order bride Hannah into his life on the ranch. He only wants an heir, but she wants a home and roots. He often mistreats his wife, until Hannah takes a stand, and Zandy must change to keep her. Cast includes Gene Hackman, Liv Ullman, Eileen Heckart, Susan Tyrrell. Screenplay by Marc Norman. Directed by John Torrado. 


Zardoz (DVD)
18164,ID
COLOR 106 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1974
A postapocalyptic story of a privileged society separated from the mass of the population who have reverted to savagery living in a world devastated by war and pollution. When a particularly bright savage makes his way into the world of the Eternals, he discovers the truth of his reality, and change for the world begins. Cast includes Sean Connery, Charlotte Rampling, Sara Kestelman, John Alderton. Bonus features include directors commentary, radio spots, still gallery and theatrical trailer. Written, produced and directed by John Boorman. Language tracks: English, French; subtitles: English, Spanish.


Zauber der Venus : (Meeting Venus) : (DVD-PAL)
12265,ID
COLOR 115 MIN WARNER BRO 1991
A Hungarian conductor attempts to mount a bold new production of Richard Wagners’ Opera “Tannhaüser.” He experiences many pitfalls, rampant nationalism, internal company and union politics, precarious funding, and begins a passionate affair with the international opera star who will appear in his opera. Cast includes Glenn Close, Niels Arestrup. Written by Michael Hirst and Istvan Szabo. Directed by Istvan Szabo. This DVD version features both English and German language options; German closed captioned. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played on a Multi-region player.


Zelig : (DVD)
17081,ID
17081,DM
79 MIN MGM HOME E 1983
The Woody Allen collection Series - This spoof of documentary films stars Woody Allen as Leonard Zelig, the famous “Chameleon Man” of the 1920’s, whose personality was so vague he would assume the characteristics of whomever he came into contact with. Filmed in black-and-white, the movie simulates the look of a newsreel, complete with stentorian narration. Cast also includes Mia Farrow. Directed by Woody Allen. English language soundtrack (mono) with optional subtitles in English, French and Spanish; closed-captioned in English for the hearing impaired.

**Zero dark thirty : (Blu-ray Disc)**

17327.ID
COLOR 157 MIN SONY PICTU 2013

Chronicles the decade-long search for Osama bin Laden following the September 2001 attacks, and his death at the hands of Navy SEAL Team 6. The manhunt for Bin Laden was waged for a decade by an elite team of intelligence and military operatives working in secret across the globe devoted to the single task of finding and killing the mastermind of the 9/11 attacks. Cast includes Jessica Chastain, Joel Edgerton, Jason Clarke, Jennifer Ehle, Kyle Chandler, James Gandolfini, Chris Pratt. Written by Mark Boal. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; "No small feat: making Zero dark thirty"; The compound – tour the film's rebuilt compound "Geared up" – watch the cast train with authentic SEAL gear; "Targeting Jessica Chastain" a look at the role of Maya: Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


**Zero dark thirty : (DVD)**

17326.ID
COLOR 157 MIN SONY PICTU 2013

Chronicles the decade-long search for Osama bin Laden following the September 2001 attacks, and his death at the hands of Navy SEAL Team 6. The manhunt for Bin Laden was waged for a decade by an elite team of intelligence and military operatives working in secret across the globe devoted to the single task of finding and killing the mastermind of the 9/11 attacks. Cast includes Jessica Chastain, Joel Edgerton, Jason Clarke, Jennifer Ehle, Kyle Chandler, James Gandolfini, Chris Pratt. Written by Mark Boal. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "No small feat: making Zero dark thirty"; The compound – tour the film's rebuilt compound "Geared up" – watch the cast train with authentic SEAL gear; "Targeting Jessica Chastain" a look at the role of Maya: Language: English; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the hearing impaired.


**Zero patience : (DVD)**

18935,ID
COLOR 100 MIN STRAND REL 2005

John Greyson has woven a tall tale of love and loss, sex and science, history and hysteria in the age of AIDS. Greyson revives renown rock star Richard Burton who constructs a sensationalist multimedia museum display focusing on Patient Zero, the gay French-Canadian flight attendant accused of bringing AIDS to North America. Cast includes John Robinson, Normand Fauteux, Dianne Heatherton, Richardo Keens, Bernard Behrens, Maria Lukofsky, Michael Callen, Charlotte Boisjoli, Brenda Kamino. Special features include: John Greyson's short film entitled: ADS epidemic; two music tracks from the film; bonus music video. Written & directed by John Greyson. In English.


**Ziegfeld girl : (DVD)**

13978.ID
13978.DM
COLOR 132 MIN WARNER HOM 1941

Based on the Ziegfeld Follies, Ziegfeld Girl centers on the lives of three girls given a chance at stardom – a vaudeville singer determined to see her name in lights, a beauty more interested in her marriage, and an elevator operator who makes it to the determined to see her name in lights, a beauty more interested in her marriage, and an elevator operator who makes it to the lives of three girls given a chance at stardom – a vaudeville singer determined to see her name in lights, a beauty more interested in her marriage, and an elevator operator who makes it to the

**Ziegfeld girl : (Blu-ray Disc)**

19150,ID
COLOR 90 MIN JONES/TINT 1973


**Zoot suit : (DVD)**

40678.VH
COLOR 104 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1981

Film adaptation of Luis Valdez' critically acclaimed play, based on the actual Sleepy Lagoon murder trial and the Zoot Suit riots of 1940s Los Angeles. Henry Reyna is the leader of a group of Mexican Americans being sent to San Quentin without substantial evidence for the murder of a man at Sleepy Lagoon. As part of the defense committee, Alice Bloomfield and George Shearer fight the blatant miscarriage of justice for the freedom of Henry and his friends. Stars Edward James Olmos, Daniel Valdez, Tyne Daly and Charles Aidman; directed by Luis Valdez.

American Drama–Mexican American authors; Feature films – United States.; Mexican American theater–Film and video adaptations; Sleepy Lagoon Trial, 1942-1943; Valdez, Luis

**Zoot suit : (Blu-ray Disc)**

90092.VH
COLOR 104 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1981

Film adaptation of Luis Valdez' critically acclaimed play, based on the actual Sleepy Lagoon murder trial and the Zoot Suit riots of 1940s Los Angeles. Henry Reyna is the leader of a group of Mexican Americans being sent to San Quentin without substantial evidence for the murder of a man at Sleepy Lagoon. As part of the defense committee, Alice Bloomfield and George Shearer fight the blatant miscarriage of justice for the freedom of Henry and his friends. Stars Edward James Olmos, Daniel Valdez, Tyne Daly and Charles Aidman; directed by Luis Valdez.

American Drama–Mexican American authors; Feature films – United States.; Mexican American theater–Film and video adaptations; Sleepy Lagoon Trial, 1942-1943; Valdez, Luis

**Zoot suit : (DVD)**

09879.ID
09879.DM
COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 1981

Film adaptation of Luis Valdez' critically acclaimed play, based on the actual Sleepy Lagoon murder trial and the Zoot Suit riots of 1940s Los Angeles. Henry Reyna is the leader of a group of Mexican Americans being sent to San Quentin without substantial evidence for the murder of a man at Sleepy Lagoon. As part of the defense committee, Alice Bloomfield and George Shearer fight the blatant miscarriage of justice for the freedom of Henry and his friends. Stars Edward James Olmos, Daniel Valdez, Tyne Daly and Charles Aidman; directed by Luis Valdez.

American Drama–Mexican American authors; Feature films – United States.; Mexican American theater–Film and video adaptations; Sleepy Lagoon Trial, 1942-1943; Valdez, Luis
Valdez, Tyne Daly and Charles Aidman; directed by Luis Valdez. This DVD version features scene selection; widescreen presentation; theatrical trailer; Language: English; English captioned; Subtitles: Spanish and French.

American Drama–Mexican American authors; Feature films–United States.; Mexican American theater–Film and video adaptations; Sleepy Lagoon Trial, 1942-1943; Valdez, Luis

Zoomtopia: (Blu-ray Disc) 1974, ID
COLOR 108 MIN BUENA VIST 2016
This is a feature length animated movie. Zootopia is a modern mammal metropolis, a melting pot where animals from every environment live together. While all the animals live and get along with each other, there are still equality barriers to break. Officer Judy Hoops is the first bunny on the police force, staffed with big, tough animals. Officer Hoops has to prove she belongs on the force and jumps at the opportunity to solve a mystery and crack the case. Cast includes Ginnifer Goodwin, Jason Bateman, Idris Elba, Jenny Slate, Nate Torrence, Bonnie Hunt, Don Lake, Tommy Chong, J.K. Simmons, Octavia Spencer, Alan Tudyk, Shakira, Raymond S. Persi. Screenplay by Jared Bush and Phil Johnston. Story by Byron Howard, Jared Bush, Rich Moore, Josie Trinidad, Jim Reardon, Phil Johnston, and Jennifer Lee. Additional story material by Dan Fogelman. Directed by Byron Howard, Rich Moore, Jared Bush. This Blu-ray Disc version features "Zoolody: the roundtables"; "Origins of an animal tale"; "Research: a true-life adventure"; "Z.P.D. forensic files"; Deleted characters; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Zoomtopia: (DVD) 19745, ID
COLOR 108 MIN BUENA VIST 2016
This is a feature length animated movie. Zootopia is a modern mammal metropolis, a melting pot where animals from every environment live together. While all the animals live and get along with each other, there are still equality barriers to break. Officer Judy Hoops is the first bunny on the police force, staffed with big, tough animals. Officer Hoops has to prove she belongs on the force and jumps at the opportunity to solve a mystery and crack the case. Cast includes Ginnifer Goodwin, Jason Bateman, Idris Elba, Jenny Slate, Nate Torrence, Bonnie Hunt, Don Lake, Tommy Chong, J.K. Simmons, Octavia Spencer, Alan Tudyk, Shakira, Raymond S. Persi. Screenplay by Jared Bush and Phil Johnston. Story by Byron Howard, Jared Bush, Rich Moore, Josie Trinidad, Jim Reardon, Phil Johnston, and Jennifer Lee. Additional story material by Dan Fogelman. Directed by Byron Howard, Rich Moore, Jared Bush. This DVD version features "Zoolody: the roundtables"; "Origins of an animal tale"; "Research: a true-life adventure"; "Z.P.D. forensic files"; Deleted characters; Deleted scenes; Languages: English and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Zorba the Greek 07841, VH
COLOR 142 MIN FOX VIDEO 1964
On the Greek isle of Crete, Zorba, a gregarious peasant, befriends Basil, a shy inhibited writer from England. Zorba agrees to work at Basil's abandoned mine and as they work together Zorba teaches the English man how to live life to the fullest. From the novel by Nikos Kazantzakis. Cast includes Anthony Quinn, Alan Bates, Irene Papas, Lila Kedrova, George Foundas. Directed by Michael Cacoyannis.

Feature films–United States.